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SIXTEEN SUMMERS OLD.

BY MARY A. MASON.

She is sixteen summers old to-day!

Mark her calendar, ye who say

That summer must have its winter, too.

And find that it's one long summer through!

Bird and blossom and breeze in tune;

A summer morning, no afternoon;

The rose in her cheek from June to June..

She is sixteen summers old to-day!

There's a moon for her when the sun's away;
There's a song that is only for her to sing;

There's a bird that is waiting to try its wing;
There's a beautiful world, as yet unseen,
That is waiting for her to be its queen;

—

Time is a youth, and the years that were
Are only just sixteen to her.

She is sixteen summers old to-day!

That's what her first two sweethearts say

—

IVIolher and father—and I'm afraid—
We are all sweethearts of this sweet maid!
Will some philosopher, now, who knows.
Tell us the mystery of this pearl.

Why it takes one year to perfect a rose,

And sixteen years for a rosebud girl?

THE BRETHREN PUBLISHINO MOUSE, THE HOME
OF THE INQLENOOK.

- Wn-f^mttuUouiMMKAtrs in this issue of the paper
an illusiiaiior K.t the l-irelluen Publishing House at
Eljjm, Illinois, where all the printing and
publishing of the church is done. Here
the M,-sscngLr, the Young Disciple and all
the literary output of the Brotherhood
are issued. It is the home of The Ingle-
moK. In tlie first place Elgin is quite
" town by itself, and has a population of
23.000. IVIost of these people are the bet-
'er cla.,s of skilled workmen and the
nglitesi and best side of their happy
""-^ life is in evidence everywliere
'l>™gho.„ the city. Two railroads, the
^Hicago and North-VVestern and the Chi-
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open mail sacks are in place and system prevails
here from end to end. Thousands and thousands
of pieces of mail are put up here, sacked, and
started on their way over hill and dale, under the
mountain, across the river till it reaches you in your
home. The room to the right on the second floor
IS where the bookkeeper presides. Here the record
of the business is kept and it is a marvel that so
few mistakes are made considering the volume and
extent of the business transacted.
Going on up the second flight of stairs we reach

the editorial rooms. The top window to the right
lets the light in on the Editor of the Messenger.
Here he sits and wrestles with manuscript and let-
ter, making the Messenger from week to week,
preaching as does every contributor to its columns,'
to at least 50,000 people. What an army of the
Lord there would be if we were all together. Just
back of the Editor's room is the Associate Editor's
apartment. Here crooked matters are straight-
ened out and everything is correctly prepared for
the compositors. A very important desk, this,
where every error is ruthlessly hunted down and
cast out. Still further back final

and a clean sheet assured.

Over to the left, the uppermost left hand corner
room, is the meeting place of the General IWission-
ary Committee and as they meet only a few days
in the )ear it is occupied as the home of The Ingle.

revision is made

where the pick and click of type goes on all day
long and the heavy forms are sent down to the
press-room by an elevator, the "lift," the English
would call it. From top to bottom of the building
s a fire-proof vault where all the valuable plates
etc., are stored, and into this vault doors open froij/
every floor into separated, fireproof, little room's
Built expressly for the work the whole building is
first class throughout, without a touch of the use-
less, solid, substantial, and likely to be here when
we have all left our earthly Ingleside.

« « a

The boys and girls who read this number of The
INGLENOOK are requested to especially note the se-
ries of articles, begun in this issue, telling about the
various callings in life and how to master them.
Every one of them will be written by a successful
member of his profession.

The Editor would be very much pleased to have
every reader of this number of the new paper write
him here at the office, either making suggestions for
the improvement of the publication or asking ques-
tions, the answers to which will be of general inter-
est.

» » »
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NOOK. Let us glance around this room and get an
idea of all the others. It is pure, clean white as to

wall and ceiling, and a dado of light green runs
around the room. The floor is of oiled pine, the
long table of oak and on the south side is an open
fireplace,— the Inglenook of the Editor. There is

also steam heat all through the building, but the

Inglenook can be warmed and lit up any dav when
it is too near a warm day to get up steam in the

basement boilers. B)- the way the word " Ingle-

nook " means fireside or chimney corner. Look at
j

our heading and see the Ingi.knook and its readers.

The editor of Inglenook sits at the tabi

paper want.>i a motto to be used right ij«ttr_
ading. Jt must be short, just one line, strik-

ing, and in keeping with the spirit of the
publication. Send us a motto. We are
all at sea about what we want,
please.

» • »

Inglenook is defined by Webster ,1=

meaning the chimney corner. It was a
cold day when the artist made that fire in
the heading. Think of it when you are
reading the paper under the apple trees
ne.xt August.

* * "

This paper will be sent free for a year
to the one first correctly guessing the
original of the picture of the man in the
heading reading the Messenger. Doesn't
he look like somebody you know?

» • »

The girls on the farm have been neg-
lected too long, and The Inglenook has
in mind certain articles that will tell how

I

money may be honestly made in little

known channels.

« « «

If our boys and girls will write us about the
strange or unusual things coming under their notice
we will fix them up for print, and it will please thou-
sands of our readers.

* «

Di;ring the year a writer who has been there will

tell The Inglenook folk just how it looks in the
crater of the volcano of I'opocatapetl. A lot of
people live there.

» » •

You can't afford to be without the new paper you
have in your hand. There's going to be too manyDK sits at the table gener- , „ . . , ., ," **

ally, but sometimes he sits by the Ingleside in the |

^""^ """''" ""''^^ '^ ^°'' "'^S'"' "'

office and here is where he will read your letter and
bless you if you write him cheering words and
thank you if you tell him how to improve the pa-
per. He is an impersonal, hard to find individual,

no longer young, but with a heart that goes out to

every boy and girl in the land. Don't be afraid to

write to the Editor of the Inglenook.

On the third floor back is the composing room

9 9 9

Who said cookery? A professional chef, which
means an educated cook, will tell just how the busi-
ness is learned.

/*TI9

Ignorance is not bliss and wisdom is not folly.

Neither is advisable when the preventive costs
only fifty cents to the end of this year.

/
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AROUND THE SQUARE.

fly Oni of tlf /iij!/tif>oi Staff.

\

One can walk right out of the back door of the

iNGLENOOK ofllce to a railroad station, and .f he

happens just on the moment he can take the train

for ChicaRo. In about an hour he is there from

Elgin, but it would puz/le an older man than the

writer to tell where the city begins. It is town and

town for miles and miles before the heart of the

city is reached, and it is this way in every direction.

Chicago is a very large city, and there is apparently

no beginning or ending to it. It is one house after

another, then more houses, and then lots of them.

Most of these outlying residences are of the tem-

porary character that will give place after while to

more substantial buildings, and if the town grows

on at the present rate there is no telling where it

will stop. Of course there is a limit, but it does not

seem to be in sight. When one is sure enough in

•he city of Chicago he sees something of the im-

mense numbers of people who live, in the munici-

pality. Some of the principal streets are very

beautiful, and the better residence portions show all

that wealth and culture can do. On certain streets,

about tK< time the offices and shops close, the

stream of \umanity is something wonderful. It all

apparently (lets >n one direction, running like a.hu-

man mill raie making for the several railroad sta-

tions to take the suburban trains homeward. Thou-

sands are sweeping onward, some of them running

to possibly catch the first train out, and others more

leisurely, but all bent homeward. In the morning

the stream sets the other way, and so it goes on,

year in and year out.

Chicago is Chicago, and always will be Chicago,

Look on the map, and you will see that it is a sort

of geographical center, and that there are many

railroads running to and from it, thus making it a

distributing point for a very large section of coun-

try. Here is the rule. Great businesses seek great

centers because of the extra facilities offered for

^"nc"ntr;Mion and distribution. And as all great

enterprises employ many people, hence the crowds.

Let us not stay ton long in Chicago, though there is

much to see and learn here, but let us run over to

St. Louis. There is and always has been a great

deal of rivalry between certain cities, and none has

been more marked than that of Chicago and St.

Louis.

Now it .so happens that we will take the Illinois

Central railroad from the city on the lake to the

one on the ri\er. This road's best trains between

the great cities, like those of all other roads, leave

at night, as near as may be, and arrive in daytime.

The reason for this is that it is intended to allow

people to do their traveling by night and thus let

them have the day to attend to their business. The

distance between the two cities by the Illinois Cen-

tral is a shade under three hundred miles, and

leaving about nine o'clock in the evening will put us

in St. Louis about seven in the morning.

Like Chicago St. Louis is built on comparatively

level ground, and it is an entirely different sort of

city. There is not the rush and bustle of the Lake

City, but there is a vast amount of business done

there all the same. Now if you consult the map
you will see that St. Louis is a sort of distributing

center for the middle west and a considerable part

of the South. There are some beautiful places in

and about the city, but we can't stop to go to the

botanical gardens, the parks, and the public build-

ings. The best we can do is to board the cars and

run out to the limits and note that apparently St.

Louis is a more substantially built-up place than

Chicago, and that there are some very beautiful

residence quarters. If your eyes are good you will

see that here is a considerable difference between

the character of the people one sees on the whole.

At first look they seem alike, but remembering the

map is it not true that the people most likely to

come to St. Louis are from a different section from

those most likely to go to Chicago? What this

difference is may be hard to define, but it exists.

The station at .St. Louis is regarded as a wonder,

but it is really not much more than the Illinois

Central in Chicago that we left last night. Now we
are going over to Kansas City, which, like St. Louis,

is in the State of Missouri, but is also as far away

from it as it can well get. We will go down to the

big station and take the Missouri Pacific Railway.

By the schedule if we leave at eight o'clock in the

evening we will land in Kansas City in the early

morning, having gone over about two hundred and

eighty-three miles in the trip. If Chicago and St.

Louis are built on level ground Kansas City makes

up for it. First there is a river that part of the year

is a real river, and then in a dry time goes out of

business, and then there are the bottoms, so-called,

all covered with railroads and manufacturing estab-

lishments, and a splendid farm or two was spoiled

when the city took root there, and then the hill

country back of it, and the real Kansas City is built

on these hills. It is hill up and hill down nearly all

over the town, and some of them are so steep that

if you lose your footing at the top you will take a

slide that will astonish you.

Kansas City is a very different place from the

other cities behind us, for it has a decidedly differ-

ent constituency to draw from. It is a great cattle

center, and there are stockyards and packing

establishments on the bottoms that are not much

surpassed anywhere, if they are at all. Here the

western cattle man is to be found, and the town is

a great railroad center, being one of the two great

gateways to the west. Omaha is the other. If we

look up on the hill we may see a car creeping up

an incline that looks decidedly dangerous, but

really is very safe, that is, it is rarely that things

break loose and go to the bottom in a heap. Or

we can go up several roundabout ways, and get to

the city above us. Here there is a great deal of

bustle, and much business done. On the outside

edge of town there is a very beautiful residence

quarter, where those who have made money have

built homes. People are in a hurry in Kansas City.

Everybody is going some place, and is in a hurry

about it. Here cattle occupy the first place, and

down on the bottoms the big Armour Packing Com-

pany brings no end of them to meat each minute.

For some reason Kansas City is apt to make one

tired, and we will take the Missouri Pacific again in

the evening and land early in the morning at Oma-

ha after about two hundred miles of a night ride.

Omehi 'S in Nebraska, aid is the other gatew«»^y-

to the west. That is, nearly all of the great rail-

roads to the west cross at these two cities, Omaha

and Kansas City. Omaha is an Indian name, and

the city is very different from all the others we

have seen. It is rather a cleaner and a better

city, but you must not tell anybody in the other

places that I said so. This is confidential, as they

would be sure to say that I didn't know what I was

talking about. But I'll leave it to you whether

things are not cleaner and quieter than at the other

places. There is also a great deal of business done

here. Nebraska is a great State, and Omaha is the

commercial center, the distributing point. Peo-

ple in Omaha are not in such a hurry to go

some place, and there is more quietness to it, and

that commends it to quiet people. Do not think

there is no business done here, for there is, only

they seem to get at it differently. Down in South

Omaha are the great packing houses, for the Ne-

braska stock, and there is a big smelter in sight

where they smelt gold and silver, and it is a wonder

to see. But we can't see everything at once, and

we will take the night train over the Chicago and
North-Western Railway for the starting point, and

after about five hundred miles of night flying arrive

right side up at the Windy City on the Lake, and
in a short time we will be off at the station that is

just at the rear of the Brethren Publishing House,

and we will walk right through the composing room
into the F^ditorial sanctum of Inglenook after be-

ing four nights on the road, seeing four great cities,

and being so sleepy that y'ou "can hardly keep
your eyes open." But before )ou go to bed look
out of the window and see the Elgin watch works.
Would you like to go over and see how the)- turn

out two thousand good watches every dayr Well,

—but that is another story later.

record save their monuments and, in pl^r
mound cities or towns. ' "^if

Our young readers should remember that th
absolutely nothing certain about these peo

."^^

so that we can intelligently read it.

written

Book aft
book has been written, and they vary wid I

their theories and conjectures as to who, wh / '"

where these people cam^ and went. '

Xh
'"^

nothing certain about it and the situation
is

'
'!

that each year makes it less likely that we
*"

will know. ^r

As said before, the red men we know a great d
about, especially their extinction. But before th
were the Mound Builders, a people who built <

""

mounds, fortifications, etc., with heaped-up
e,T a'

and of these next to nothing is known. All ii,

we may be sure of is that they came before o"
Indians in the occupancy of the soil. They u.

fanners in a sort of way, hunters, of course, but tli

fact that so many of them evidently huddled
gelher in towns or communities made it necessar

that some of them, at least, worked the soil

Out in the West in the Arizona country, anothe

class of people lived, called the Pueblos, and one of

these Mound towns is called a Pueblo. Xhcs
words are from the Spanish, and pueblo is a town

and the Pueblo Indians are only town Indians, and

a pueblo a town. These people were also agricul-

tural in their work, clearly so, as charred and age-

old remains of corn go to show.

Then there are the Cliff Dwellers, an entirely dis-

tinct class of people. The facts probably are that

these Pueblo Indians and Cliff Dwellers were the

same originally, but when the wild men of the

North came down on the town Indians of the South

and harried them they took to scaling the tremen-

dous precipices and cliffs and on a projecting shelf

of rock, or in a cove-like recess they built their

towns, or rather their collection of houses. They

farmed the valleys, stored their grain where their

houses were and were practically sate as long

as food and water held out. Some of these clifi

houses are hundreds of feet in the air, and remind

one more of a nest of human swallows with their

houses stuck on the side of th e hrll TJi^

_

agge/?Ug

them is usually a very abrupt hillsidt^-httle notches

are cut in the rock for a foothold, and sometimes a

narrow ledge sticking out over a couple of hundred

feet of nothing is reached and on this they, or any-

body else who wanted to get to the town had lo

"coon it" along on hands and knees, on a shell

about two feet wide and overhanging the abyss.

There a ledge may be reached that actually over-

hangs all, and this is reached by a ladder leanm;

outward and by this means the shelf half way up

the tremendous hill is reached, on which the town

is built. They were safe enough up there as long

as the food held out, but in the end they disap-

peared,—how and where, who knows?

Then down in Mexico are the ruins of an entirely

different and more advanced class of people »ho

built cities such as we occupy. They have <li"P'

peared off the face of the earth, and not even"

reasonable story is left us as to who and what lti>>

were and what overtook them.

Ill

In a new book just published about the Trans»

good stories are told concerning '"

of them about Oo»
some rather

Boers, and here are uple

Paul: "A few years ago he was indued to lake pJ"

SOME PREHISTORIC PEOPLE.

NoTlllNn is of more interest than the study of a

nation or a people that has passed away. The red
Indian is a case in point, and the causes that led to

his extinction we know all about. But before the

red man occupied the country several other distinct

races of people came and passed away, leaving no
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erf; you only believe half the Bible, an

1 half an erf.'
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ABOUT GOLDFISH.

BY HOWARD MILLER.

every reader knows about goldfish in a

'''"' Uort of way, and all have admired their bril-

^'""^
Lrs and graceful movements. Few, how-

'''"'

i°nw much about the methods of breeding

Th, production of the supply necessary to meet

.-•deniand of the market is limited to a few breed.

ers who have

cali

turf

dollars

I, riemand of the marKei .s lu.iueu uu » .=„ u.ccu-

...hnhave the natural conditions of water and lo-

"nmediately at hand. The yearly expendi-

nected with the business is over a million of

literature goldfish are first mentioned in the

bian Nights, but in China and Japan they have

Jen raised and kii^Jt as household pets for ages,

H it is from these countries that all the new varie-

'"

are imported. There are many different-named

kinds some of therti with very beautiful markings.

bit when the breeding of these is attempted in this

ntrv 'hey all run out into a common American

type, that usually seen in aquaria. In the far East

all classes and conditions, socially, keep these fish

J household pets and ornaments. The Chinese

mandarin and common laborer may be seen side by

side in the markets selecting their (ish for the orna-

mentation of their homes. The use of them for

household purposes in European countries is much

more extensive than with us, though the increased

production and demand for them here goes to show

a growing interest in the colored beauties.

The fish belongs to the carp family, and is known

in science as the Carassitts auraj7is. It is a some-

what remarkable fact that they will vary in their

markings, their size, and almost every other charac-

teristic, although they may all belong to one com-

mon family, having the same parents. Why this

should be the case is not very well understood, but

nothing is truer than that a common hatch should

haye individuals of widely vaiying sizes and mark-

in-js rtnt ni the. ordinary

They are very hardy, and thrive in places that

would be fatal to other fish. As a rule they do
best in a shallow pond of clear water fully exposed
to the sun, so that it can be kept warm, though
some shade is desirable. Where they are propagat-
ed for the markets there is usually a system of

ponds or canals so arranged that the water can be
let in and out at will, and the depth is graduated to

the size of the fish. When everything is ready the
large-sized breeding fish, purchased from some
dealer for the purpose, are put in the water in the
early spring months. These " breeders," as they
are called, cost about fifty cents apiece, and it does
not seem to make much difference whether a fish is

large or small, young or old, as far as its egg laying
capacity is concerned, though of course, a large fish
will deposit more eggs than a small one. A fish an
'»<:li long, and less than a year old, will lay eggs
'nat will hatch as well as one a foot long and twenty
Kars old, the only difference being in the amount
aid number of the hatch. The eggs are about the
size of a pinhead, sometimes translucent, and fre-
quently of a brilliant yellow color. It is a mooted
point whether the colors of the eggs indicate the

[° °" °' "'e fish, though that such is the case is ex-
jeinely probable. It takes from two days to a

,"_'"' "i« eggs to hatch out, dependent on the

exposure to the light, etc. In the
'emperatuve

breedini
2 ponds thi

table

*"<i often th

e eggs are attached to the vege-
growth allowed in the pond for the purpose,

e propagator ties up a bundle of fine

pQjjj'.^^^'es, orthe like, and anchors them in the
"1 such a way that he can readily pull them

"P by a string.

su^J^'j'^.'^^PPea that the little fish will at once as-

very^
^^"" colors, but as a rule they are at first a sil-

•"^nilf^^^'"
^°'°'^' ^""^ '* usually takes about a

of ti^^

^'' ^'^ weeks for them to turn to gold. Some

know
^ "^ ;"*"g'^ into a silver color, and these are

assuu"
^^ ^''^^^*i=*'^. while others of the same hatch

P^arlfi
1^ ^'stinct pearly hue, and are known as

i the^''
^'^^ ^^'"'y surroundings of the little fish

o\erha
^^ ^^ ^'^'""

^^"^P^"'^^"'"^ of the water, the

*>ther c^^'
r^- ^'^^'^^'

'^^^P'^'^ o^ water and perhaps

'^"niini^"
^''""^ ^'^ '^'^° considerable factors in de-

air bre"5
*^^ "markings of the hatch. The open

'"& of the finer varieties of Japanese and

Chinese imported fish is certain to result in a rever-

sion to the common American type of goldfish.

Where -the conditions are favorable, that is to say,

where there is an open pond of clear water, shallow
enough to be warmed by the sun, a dozen " breed-
ers" may lay eggs enough to produce from
five thousand to ten thousand fish, and some of

them may grow six inches long in six months, while

for some unknown reasons there will be those not

more than an inch or two in length. These smaller

ones are just as healthy as their larger brothers and
sisters, and are more desirable than the large ones
for the small aquarium. When in the egg and
earlier infancy, they are the prey of every enemy
large enough to master them. They have neither

the strength nor the craft to get away from their

foes. They are like all the carp family to which
they belong, bottom feeders, and they readily fall a

prey to snakes, muskrats, turtles, the larvae of water
insects, while the young of the dragon fly, or

"snakefeeder," so called, is especially destructive.

It is often the case that the young fish escape in

some way to adjacent running water, but they never

increase to any great extent in their new-found free-

dom when removed from the care and protection of

man. The main reason for this is the fact of their

comparative helplessness and inability to protect

themselves. In fact, their survival at all under such

circumstances is a matter of wonder. In a few coun-

tries they are used for food, but they cannot be said

to excel for this purpose, indeed they would hardly

be regarded as a fit food fish at all with the people

who had the ordinary food fish at hands. They are

full of bones, and have the muddy taste incident to

bottom-feeding pond fish.

A very beautiful experiment, and an easy one, is

hatching the fish in a house. All that is necessary

is to get from some breeder a twig or spear of grass

on which the eggs are deposited. Placing this in a

tumbler full of rain water, pure and clear, and put-

ting it in a warm window where the sun can fall on

it, in a day or so every one of them will hatch out

—

helpless little things, about a quarter of an inch in

length, and it is only necessary to shift them into a

larger vessel, a half-gallon fruit jar answering very

well, and their whole life history goes on right be

fore the eyes of the family. Under intelligently

provided conditions they will thrive well, and grow

rapidly, and m the properly arranged aquarium they

will 'breed as well as in a large pond.

The poorest kinds of aquaria are the common
globular ones, in which the fish swim about aimless

ly, striving to escape and requiring a frequent

change of water. The rectangular ones are better,

but they are expensive, and are apt to become

leaky. In the writer's experience there is nothing

better than an ordinary wash tub, or even a wooden

candy bucket, and either one properly arranged will

answer every purpose excellently. On the outside

may be tacked long pieces of rough bark, bradded

on, up and down, giving it a rustic appearance, and

then place it on a low support in a window through

which the sun shines. The interior arrangement of

the aquarium may be as follows: in the bottom of

the tub put three or four inches of pond mud, on

this an inch of gravel, and over this an inch of sil-

ver sand. Now get some water plants, and care-

fully plant them in the mud. There are plants sold

by the fish and bird stores purposely for this, but

any country boy or girl can readily get all that are

required along the edge of any running stream.

There should not be too many of them, and after

they are properly planted all that remains is to fill

up the tub carefully with water fit for drinking pur-

poses, not forgetting to add a pinch of salt, about

halt of what would lie on a nickel. It is then ready

for the fish, and they will manifest their delight in

many ways, one of which will be rooting in the mud

at the bottom if the sand and gravel are not so ar-

ranged to prevent them. In an aquarium such as I

have described, the water need not be changed for

a long time, not more than two or three times a

year.

It will add to the interest to place in the water a

lot of snails, or other water denizens, being careful

not to introduce anything destructive to the fish.

The utmost care must be taken in the matter of

food. The most that will be required is a little pre-

pared fish food, and then only what will be eaten.

Bread crumbs, not baker's bread, but home-made, a

little raw meat scraped down, and a very little, not

more than a mouthful apiece, at rare intervals, will

do very well, and a pinch of raw oatmeal will carry
them through. No food given them must be al-

lowed to remain and foul the water. Overfeeding
has killed more aquarium fish than any other cause.

In fact, in a well regulated aquarium, with aquatic

plants growing therein the fish will do well without
any food at all from the outside, but they will grow
faster if fed intelligently.

Lewisburgh, Pa.

HAKINQ BEAUTY SPOTS.

It is a little hard for most people to understand
why some persons are not satisfied with themselves
as God made them, but the facts are that a good
many are not, and there are so-called beauty factor-

ies where large ears may be lessened, crooked noses

straightened, etc. From Everybody's Magazine we
extract the account of how dimples are made at the
factory:

"To show how a dimple is made in a cheek I was
admitted to the room where a young woman ol

nineteen was desirous of being so adorned. The
patient did not strike me as needing any dimple to

make her worthy of the title of 'beautiful,' and so

I whispered to the surgeon. His reply was that he

thought as I did, ' but she is so elated over the

way I made her naturally large ears small that she

wants me to go a step further.' By the way, I was
allowed by the patient to examine her ears, but I

could find no trace of the surgeon's slashings.

"When the chair had been adjusted the surgeon

gave the woman a hand-mirror, telling her to look

into it and smile her very sweetest. As she was

carrying out his orders, the surgeon marked a spot

in her cheek, gave her some anesthetic, and in a

few minutes she was unconscious. He then took

up a small, narrow-bladed knife, and made a short,

straight incision through the skin. He folded back

the skin on both sides, and then removed a slight

elliptical section of the flesh. The assistant next

sprayed the wound with an antiseptic—to prevent

inflammation, the surgeon remarked—after which

the edges of the skin were drawn together and

sewed up. I was told that the operation was then

completed.

'"The wound will heal in a few days,' said the

surgeon, 'and at the end of that time the patient

will return to me and I will remove the slight scar

by electricity. There will then be not the least

trace of the knife, and she will have as pretty a

dimple as can be found in a day's walk.

" "There are other methods I use to make dimples,'

he continued. 'I select my method according to

the sort of patient and the size of the dimple de-

sired. Sometimes I insert an electric needle under

the skin in order to destroy the tissue with which it

conies in contat. In the healing the lower layer

shrinks. This leaves a hollow, and the hollow is a

dimple. A much more usual method than this,

however, is where the electrical application is made

on the inside of the mouth, which thus destroys

some of the tissues in the lining of the mouth.

After the wound heals there is no possibility of a

scar when this method is used, but there is some

temporary discomfort to the patient until the

wound heals up."
"

The curiosity of the tongue does not cause the

human being so much trouble as the curiosity of

the eye. But the tongue within its limits is the

most curious of all.

Let the dentist make a change in the mouth; let

him remove a tooth or replace with his admirable

artifice one that has long been absent: let him

change the form of a tooth by rounding off a corner

or building up a cavity, and see what the tongue

will do! It will search out that place, taking care-

ful and minute account of the change. Then it will

linger near the place. If it is called to other duties

it will come back as soon as they are discharged

and feel the changed place all over again, as if it

had not explored and rummaged there already.

It makes no difference that these repeated investi-

gations presently cause annoyance to its supposed

master, the man; the tongue in nothing more than

in this affair proves that it is an unruly member and

will not be controlled. It seems to have an origi-

nal will and consciousness of its own, and nothing will

serve except the fullest satisfaction of its curiosity.

It will wear itself out, perhaps, but it will find out

all about the strange change.

I
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OF THE NATURE OF AN INAUGURAL.

Ueak boys and girls, and older people, Ihoiigh

grownups arc but children grown tall, the Pilol \s

about to start on a new order al things. Hereto-

fore we have been having a very good paper of its

kind, but it is intended to improve it in several

ways thiit will appear as we go along. There are

two classes of people we want to talk to in the start

and one of these comprises the boys and girls of

the church, the other the parents.

Now the boys and girls, who are healthy in body

,ind naturally youthful in mind, look at things

through very different eyes compared with the

parents who arc older, a good many of whom have

forgotten that they were ever children themselves.

It is very hard for a grown man or woman to under-

stand the tastes of childhood. It is incomprehen-

sible why a boy should want to fill himself with

little green apples, but that is what he does if he

gets the chance, while the man of fifty shudders at

the thought. Yet the man felt and acted just like

the boy when he was of the same age. Only he

has forgotten it now. When it comes to mental

food the boy naturally takes to the Indian killer's

story or the detective's tale,— green apples again.

Many a boy and girl has hidden the forbidden book

in a safe place. It is the substitution of better

uieutal food than the natural one of boys and girls

that the Inglenook seeks. Now the man cuts the

vVhole matter short by telling the boy to read the

Bible. Which is very good advice, but impractica-

ble, the way the youth is constituted- Give him

time and his natural road to it and in the end he

may know more about it than his father.

The facts are that every boy and girl cannot be

made to believe he likes that which he does not

like. The parent may be talked into endorsing a

thing in which he disbelieves, but the boy cannot

be made to say or use what he does not find of real

interest to him, and not comporting W'ith his ideas

of life as things appear to him.

Now there is one thing that may be done, and

that is to present to the normally constituted boy

and girl of the church the very best that there is of

the life in which they love to dwell, and leading up

to better things. The pill of a moral concealed in

the jelly of adventure is a great deal better than

little green apples or rotten ones, either. The field

of literature is the only one in which the values are

true, and the laurels gathered in all men's view,

and no department of it has of recent years more

engaged the attention of the smartest men in the

world than the intellectual bill of fare to be placed

before children.

For all young people life is ahead of them.

They dream of what they are going to do when

they are grown up, and oftener than not it never

comes to pass. The older reader will remember

how hastily we mounted, how madly we rode, and

in vain.

Take a boy into a magnificent art gallery. I*aint-

ings of world-wide repute hang oii the walls, costly

marbles stand in graceful pose in the corners, but

he knows nothing about them, and prefers the cry-

ing colors of the flaniing circus poster to all of it.

But explain to him intelligently the story of The

Meeting of Cortez and Montezuma, or point out

the matchless beauty of the Veiled Nun, done in

Carrara's whitest stone, and he will see the glaring-

ness of the show printing and the rude carving of

the Indian fronting the cigar store. Remembering

that the pictures on the mind of youth last the long-

est of all, let memory's hall be hung with the fairest

of earth. This the In(;i.en<>ok will try to do.

Give the paper to the boys and girls, and you can

not do this unless you also give the boys and girls

to the paper, and we will do our best to send them

forth with singing hearts and high endeavor.

THE SHELDON NEWSPAPER.

The experiment of IJr. Sheldon, of Topeka, Kans.,

in editing a newspaper " as Jesus would do," has

been concluded and now criticism is in order. As

our readers may, or may not know, a daily news-

pai>er, the Topeka Citpilal, was turned over to Dr.

Sheldon to run for a week, making it a paper such

as it was supi!)osed Jesus would have edited. The

project was widely advertised and much comment

was indulged in by the secular press. It was all

done fairly, though, and the result is now being dis-

cussed.

The increase of circulation was something enor-

mous for the time being, a week, and the readers

mounted into the hundreds of thousands. It would

look very much like an advertising scheme, and it

certainly was profitable to the owners of the paper.

It does not appear that Dr. Sheldon profited by

the venture, and none have claimed that he was a

beneficiary in a money way.

The object in making the effort was to put before

the public a religious daily that would be a news-

paper from a Christian point of \'iew, suppressing

much that IS evil in print, or the record of evil, and

having Christian matter and comment instead.

The result seems to have been very unsatisfactory

to the majority of the readers of the paper.

In the first place it was not a newspaper in the

sense of giving the news. Much of what is im-

portant in the day's happening throughout the

world was omitted, and what was given was cut and

condensed till the prime object of a newspaper was

badly obscured or lost. What was substituted in a

religious way was only what any reader may get in

better quality and greater quantity in any religious

publication in good standing. On the whole, the

project, while not a failure, seems to have been gen-

erally unsatisfactory.

The reasons are not far to seek or find. In the

first place if Jesus were on earth he would not be

editing a daily paper in Kansas, and if he took to

print, which he did not do when he was on earth,

he would deal with principles and basic truths and

not with running comments on a part of the world's

doings.

Then, how does Dr. Sheldon, or anybody else,

know how Jesus would have edited a paper? All

that can be done is to say what the editor thought

Jesus would have said under the circumstances. I

That the undertaking would be a practical failure

was freely predicted by newspaper men. It is

pretty well settled that people should confine their

teaching within the limitations of their calling.

The man with a watch that does not run well would

hardly take it to a cobbler for repairs, nor would

broken shoes be taken to a jeweler for mending.

The highest teaching of Christian ethics is found,

not in the columns of a newspaper, but in the lives

of the best people in Christian ranks. One is

bought, skimmed and forgotten. The other is en-

forced, impressed and remembered. Religious

papers so ably fill the field that any combination of

church and secular affairs is sure to be unsatisfac-

tory to both sides.

tween the sexes? No, not that, is jt ^^^

the parent for the child? Not that either^ ul°'
is it then? If instead of the word love, in th
ter, we substitute the phrase " kindliness of f'

p ^''"

we will have the idea meant to be conveyed" 1«^

if you read the chapter, with this phrase
i

place of the word chaiity you will g^t ,-, „^|
" ""^

ing out of it.
'

" """

Now can we have the same kindliness of f i-

for everybody,— in other words can we \o^
'"^

alike? I think not. Christ had his best biT
^"

and so we have, and in doing so we violate noCr'^"'
tian principle. What we can have is a kind feeij'*
toward everybody, helping them if it comes

'"^

way to do so. Whoever does this takes a lonrr T'
toward the kingdom. ^1'

He who treasures up a wrong and seeks rev-
invites destruction on himself, for Christ savs th

if we do not forgive we shall not be forgiven n'
the other hand he who loves most is best belo
by the Master. Therefore, cultivate the love hab
till it becomes a second nature, and many ofik,
other requirements of a Christian life will fo||

easily. Love will pay your way into heaven, and ii

is all that will.

A GOOD many Messenger readers will get this issue

of The Inglenook. It is sent them as a sample of

what the paper is to be like. It takes the place o(

the Pilot, and all the subscribers of the Pilol will gel

this paper all the same. But A good many people

will see it for the first time, and the question ii-

What are you going to do about it? We want to

have it in every family in the church, and if you

look it over carefully you will see that it is a vcr\

good paper, at least we think so, and we want you

to do the same. While it is intended ostensibly

for the young folks, it is also readable for the older

members of the family. This number is a sample

of all that will follow, and you want to have it come

to you regularly. Have you a boy or girl? Tlicy

want it, and it is your duty to get it for them.

Have you a young heart yourself? Then you will

want to see what is so satisfactory to the young

people. Maybe you have a little friend someivhere

who would'likc it, but'Vho is ffot able t'o'suoscribe!

You can order it for such. You should not miss a

number, and in order not to do that send in your

subscription to-day. It is your paper, the church's

paper, and you want to take interest in it to the ex-

tent of helping extend its circulation. Then it is a

paper that is well worth the money. Some of the

brightest writers in the world will be found repre-

sented in its columns. Arrangements have been

made for a bill of fare that will keep the children

out of mischief every week, and you will want to

read it yourself, no matter how non-committal you

may seem over it. We will send it to the order of

any Messenger reader to the end of the present yea'

for 50 cents, and this for the purpose of introducins

the paper to homes where it is not yet known. At

these rates there can be no reduction in price

Subscribe to-day and thus secure every number.

If there is a smart boy or girl, going to sclhool,

and who thinks some good could be done in the

way of getting subscribers, write the Ingi.enO'1>-

. r ^,.1! vol!

and we will send you some copies and tt-n .'

something.

Why is it that some hymns and songs live
0^'^

ever? Home, sweet home, for instance, will iie«

die. The reason is that in every heart are comnw

chords and these, once struck, vibrate in unison.

A SHORT SERMON.—Number One.

Next week the General Manager of the ''=''^»''''^j|

of a great railroad will tell what a boy or
6^^

should do to become a telegrapher. It m'g

just the thing you are looking for.

Text: I Cor. Ij.

This is one of the most beautiful chapters in the

whole Testament. Paul lays down the law of love,

and tells us that it is the greatest of all things,

—

greater than faith or hope. It is a great pity that

the Bible in common use translates the word " love"

as " charity." The Revised Version has it right.

It is also love in the German Bible, and it is love in

the original Greek.

Now what is meant by love? Is it the love be-

Watch for our weekly sermons. They may
^^^

interest a boy or girl so much as older peop^^j
^_^^

they will have the merit of brevity and you w

likely go to sleep over them.

The next issue of Inglenook will contain^ aj'^^^j

tensely interesting account of an °^ "
_ j^

Every reader of this number will want to see

Fifty cents for the rest of this year f''^^,}',,„ar

like Inglenook is a marvel of cheapness,

friends about It.
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CaUings
fotMJJfe Work.

Number One.

THE STUDY OF DENTrSTRY.

^^ „, D. IIAMISFAK, D. D. S., PH. G.

,<T man or woman who would become a

Th"^
•uouldbethe possessorof a high-school edu-

'''°"*' "*

Tast and he should have a fair elementary
adon.at

^^^,^ ^^^ l^_.^_,|. -j-^i^ 1,^^ been de-

..Jocatio"
^^^^^.^1 (jy tiie school authorities at the

''''"' "'

where dentistry, in all its branches, is

fession. Given this preliminary edu-
ijiight

"^^^^^^ jj^p js to secure a place in the office

""""
cewful practitioner as there are certain mat-

o**^"*^
ected with the work that cannot be learned

,e,5
conn

^^^ ^^.^^^ learned in the dentist's of-

"*
nal'o be learned at a Dental College, as there

""'"^

revisions in all of them for teaching all parts

f"
,p|.|. j„ every department, no matter how ele-

omical, howe\er.
„l'„ury. It might be more eeono

nter the office of some man having a good prac-
'"'

The custom is for the learner to pay his pre-

"e'^tor a certain sum agreed upon between them for

to instruction, and this will vary with the parties.

In many large offices there are men who do only
one branch of the profession, that is, one dentist in

such a place does nothing but extract teeth, another
does the plate work, and so on. Hut in any of these

places the general knowledge acquired in the line

of study marked out here is requisite to success.

The outlook for the financial success of the com-
ing dentist is not very bright. The reason is that a

great deal more care is now given to the preserva-

tion of the teeth than was the case formerly. If an

ordinary set of teeth is properly cared for in youth

and during life the work of a dentist is reduced to a

minimimi, and though it will be a long time till the

field is so worked out that there will be little room
for the professional dentist the tendencies are all

that way at present. No man or woman should

undertake the profession without a decided liking

for it, and it is absolutely essential that a high de-

gree of mechanical ability is present, and unless the

aspirant is possessed of this he should not under-

take' the work. The profession is in its infancy,

and there are continual discoveries and improve-

ments being made to the extent of no man's being

able to foresee the result. It is not a work thai can

be acquired once for all, but demands continual

study to keep abreast with the advanced and ad-

vancing knowledge of the times.

Heir relation to each other, etc. It is usually from

(iftv dollars to one hundred a year, and the time re-

qmred in the office will depend very largely upon

the ability of the student, and the interest his teach-

takes in his advancement. The time to be spent

I
the office in order to secure a knowledge of the

mote elementary, practical side of the work will

take from three to six years. As in every other in-

stance the earnestness and ability of the studeht

counts for much in the matter of time.

A great many dentists continue their practice

with nothing but this preliminary office schooling,

but it is not advisable to stop there, as it is certain

that the profession, as such, can not be mastered

ivithout going to some well-equipped college. This

require a three years' course prior to gradua-

tion, and the cost will vary from S8oo, to Si,200 in-

c'lutiin^ <il\ e,\pcn5es of every character. Of course

the expense of living may either be materially re-

duced or increased according to the tastes or means
ol the student. The college course or its equi\-alent

is recommended, as it is absolutely necessary in or-

der to practice within the law. The laws of the

several States are differenfin the details of their re-

quirements, but all call for either a diploma or an

examination at the hands of the State Board prior

lo licensing to practice. The diploma of a regular
and recognized college is good of itself in all parts
of the country. Hence it is strongly recommended,
not only for this reason, but because of the knowl-
edge necessary at any moment of office work, and
«hich can only be acquired at some college. Some
«ry complicated and difficult surgical operations
arc often required, and as they are specially with-
'" the province of the dentist he must be equal to
'lit emergencies as they occur.
^0 one should attempt the profession who has

"01 a very considerable degree of mechanical skill.

' mere extraction of teeth constitutes a very
™3ll part of a dentist's work, though the average
""ception of what is required begins and ends with
pulling teeth." -While it is a calling that women

^"''*' '"'l sometimes do take hold of it does not

I

' ° ""^ 'hat they are successful to any great ex-

^
Inere is no way of adding to one's income

""S 'he first years of college by the practice of

Thi

•
part of the profession. The colleges will not

allow
It Of

til o J
course there may be some other work

ciall^'"!'"'"'
"'^y engage in that will help him (inan-

S'onnit'
^' '^ "°' ''"°^^'^'' '° practice his profes

•\fter th,

strunie

< a full-fledged graduate,
e completion of his school work the in-

anofii^'"^
""^^^ssary, together with the fitting up of

>iim o"'
^"" '^°^' "°' '"^ "^^" ^^°°' ^"'^ ^'°"' '^'^

a |„j
" "P '° '•'most any amount. The selection of

'«"lem°"
'^ '"Portant, and 1 would regard a new

^n', where there is a continual growth, as theh(.

Th

in Hi^ c^^"^ S''^'" many so-called dentists who are

ana
th

'^1 ' ^"'' ""''' °pe''*'<= 'o the disadvantage

thesj r,
'^'^'^'^'''ng of the regular profession, and

vre|uJ^°P'"= "'^ * bar to success. Still, for the

that wii
"'*" there are always places and work

'"slilic
^y"'^'^ remunerative to any person whose
'ons and character merit public confidence.

cost, the rewards and the disadvantages. Thus the

story of making a doctor will be written up by one
who is already a physician, and who' knows just

what is necessary all around to get through, what it

takes in time, mpney and ability. The same will

be done by the successful telegrapher, the dentist,

the machinist, and a whole host of trades and pro-

fessions not usually accessible to the young man
and woman living in the country or in some small

town. This feature of the paper should put it in

every family in the church, wherever there is a boy
or girl " coming on." And the old folks will be

interested, too, for each article will be written by
some successful man or woman who knows just

what he or she is talking about. It will be helpful

to all who read, and no person who reads this arti-

cle should miss a number of the paper containing

these conti ilnitioiis from those who know.

The above article from the pen of Dr. Hamisfar, of Mis-

souri, is an example of wtiat will follow in the Inglenook
weekly. It will be seen that each calling, set forth by an ex-

perl in it will have an inestimable \ alue to young men casting

about for life work. Every boy and girl in the church

should read these contributions, as they will cover a vast

range of subjects, and all will be written by practical men at

the head of their callings.

THINOS TO COME.

A MISTAKE that a good many boys and girls

make in their thoughts about the business they

would like to be in as a livelihood is in selecting

the town or city as a base of operations. Usually a

boy is bitten with the clerkship idea and a girl

takes to stenography and t)'pewriting as a business.

Now it goes without saying that there are a few of

these places that are really worth having, viewed

from a money standpoint, but they are so few, and

the chances of attaining them so slender that no

person is advised to start in the business with the

hope of reaching them.

The best part of these callings is on the outside,

while all the objectionable features, and they are

many, are never seen by the casual observer. The

boy, temporarily in town, conscious that he is of

a different world from the dapper clerk that waits

on him, or the girl in from the hills to do the trad-

ing for the country home, is very apt lo envy the

lady clerk, the good clothes that she wears, and the

easy life, apparently, that she leads. Now while

the work that these clerks are doing is just as hon-

orable as any other, yet there are differences of de-

gree in human endeavor that should commend

themselves to the thoughtful. There is a great dif-

ference between the man who drives a cart and the

Superintendent of a railroad. Both places are

equally honorable, but that there is a difference is

not to be denied.

The selection of a means of making a living is a

very important one and is not to bu entered on

lightly. A mistake in youth is very likely to result

disastrously, for there is but one youth, and what is

taken out of it can never be restored or made up.

Once the time is lost it is gone forever. Now in

our beloved fraternity there are thousands and thou-

sands of boys and girls who are anxiously looking

forward for something to do, some business in

which they can make a living. This is perfectly

natural, and entirely proper. There is also the

certainty that the average boy and girl has very

hazy ideas of the requirements of the work they

think the most about. They are, for the most part,

in entire ignorance of the demands of the calling,

its preparatory work, and the like, and often errors

are made, some serious and some comic, as when

the countryman took his young hopeful to the

sanctum of an Editor with the request, that, as he

had proved worthless in every other capacity they

"make an Editor outen him."

This publication intends making an effort to set

before its readers from time to time what is abso-

lutely necessary to make a successful man or wom-

an in certain callings. It will give the time, the
|

A LESSON IN LAW.

A noon many of Inglenook readers will doubtless

remember certain line-fence lawsuits and the hard

feelings incident thereto. The following story

shows the best way out of them:

A good lawyer learns many lessons in the school

of human nature, and thus it was that Lawyer

Hackett did not fear to purchase a tract of land

which had been " lawed over" for years, says the

Lewiston Journal,

Some of the people wondered why he wanted to

get hold of property with such an incubus of uncer-

tainty upon it. Others thought that perhaps he

wanted some legal knitting work, and would pitch

in redhot to fight that line-fence question on his own

hook.

That's what the owner of the adjoining land

thought. So he braced himself for trouble when he

saw Hackett across the fields one day.

Said Hackett: "What's your claim here, anyway,

as to this fence?
"

" I insist," replied the neighbor, "that your fence

is over on my land two feet at one end and one foot

at least at the other."

"Well," replied Hackett, "you go ahead just as

quick as you can set your fence o\'er. At the end

where you say that I encroach on you two feet set

the fence on my land four feet. At the other end

push it on my land two feet."

" But," persisted the neighbor, " that's twice what

I claim."

"1 don't care about that," said Hackett. "There's

been fight enough o\-er this land. I want you to

lake enough so you are perfectly satisfied, and then

we can get along pleasantly. Go ahead and help

yourself."

The man paused, abashed. He had been ready to

commence the old struggle tooth and nail, but this

move of the new neighbor stunned him. Yet he

wasn't to be outdone in generosity. He looked at

Hackett.

"Squire," said he, "that fence ain't going to be

moved an inch. I don't want the land. There

wan't nothin' in the fight, anyway, but the principle

of the thing." ^
"

I SHALL have to ask you for a ticket for that

boy, ma'am." " I guess not." " He's too old to

travel free. He occupies a whole seat and the car

is crowded. There are people standing up."

"That's all right." "I haven't time to argue the

matter, ma'am. You'll have to pay for that boy."

" I've never paid for him yet, and I am not going to

begin now." "You have got to begin sometime.

If you haven't had to put up fare for him you're

mighty lucky or else you don't do much traveling."

"That's all right." "You'll pay for that boy,

ma'am, or I'll stop the train and put him off."

"That's all right. You put him off if you think

that's the way to get anything out of me." " You

ought to know what the rules of this road are.

ma'am. How old is that boy?" "I don't know.

I never saw him before."

Life without industry is sin, and industry without

art is brutality.

—

Riiskin.

A CLEVER writer has said: " Born once, die twice:

born twice, die once."
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QUEER AMMUNITION.

It was latliL-r amusing reading (lie other day to

6nd that the gallant garrison of Mafeking had

rigged up an old ship's gun and were pegging away

at the Boers with the cannon balls of a past genera-

tion. Although these were regarded as terribly de-

structive ammunition in our forefathers' days, yet

in this age of shrapnel and lyddite to see one of

these antiquated balls ricocheting along is almost

enough to provoke a smile.

Speaking of such balls reminds us of the straits a

garrison were put to last century in order to provide

this kind of ammunition for their big guns. It was

in 1793 that the necessity arose, and the requisite

material was obtained by opening the grave of the

famous Fenelon, at one time Archbishop of Cam-

bray, who was buried in 1715, and using the lead of

his coffin to make the balls. The body was rein-

terred in 1801.

It has frequently happened during the excite-

ment of battle that when the ammunition has run

short individual soldiers have used buttons and

even articles of personal adornment in order to

keep up a fire on the enemy, and sometimes such

makeshifts have been responsible for very ugly

wounds. The strangest, surely, of such bullets were

those used by a Portuguese soldier when they were

overrunning the New World, and while they were

surrounded by a large army of Indians. He actual-

ly knocked out several of his teeth and put them

into his arquebus, the weapon then in use, and

hurled them at the enemy.

When the Danes attacked Chester in the early

centuries they were met by a novelty in the shape

of ammunition, for the Saxons collected all the bee-

hives in the town and threw them upon the invad-

ers. These novel " bullets " had the desired effect,

for they caused so much swelling of the arms and

legs that the Danes were glad to get out of the

way.

Oti a more recent occasion bees also attacked

—soldiers, although they did not do it at the instiga-

tion of the enemy. During one of the expeditions

made by Lord Roberts to Afghanistan, the High-

landers, who accompanied him. found that no mat-

ter how picturesque their national dress may be, it

has its drawbacks when bees are about. It appears

that an officer of the Lancers unthinkingly thrust

his lance into a beehive: and, thus attacked, the

bees -soon put themselves infighting array, and re-

sponded in such a way that the soldiers fled in all

directions, and left the busy little insects masters of

the situation. This rout of the liritish army would

no doubt be credited with a large number of

" wounded."

BELLS WITH A HISTORY.

Upon inquiry it was found that the firm of bell-

founders that had cast the bells was still in existence,

unchanged in name, and consisting of the descend-

ants of the original firm. The records of the firm

contained an account of the casting of the bells, and

the proportions corresponded with those in the St.

Michael's records.

Under such favorable circumstances it was not

hard to recast the bells. Then for the fifth time

they crossed the Atlantic and arrived safely in

Charleston. ^
CRONJE AND ST. HELENA.

The commander-in-chief in South Africa has

selected Lord Bathurst to qommand the escort con-

ducting the Boer prisoners of war to St. Helena.

Lord Bathurst. who is son-in-law of Lord Glenesk,

is at present at the front in command of a militia

regiment.

A great honor has been paid to Gen. Cronje in

choosing for the place of his exile the island to

which the great Napoleon was transported three

months after his surrender to the captain of the

Bellerophon. "The rock of St. Helena," as it was

called by the noted exile with whose name it has so

long been associated, is in reality an island with an

area of about 47 square miles, and a population of

some 4,000.

N^oleon lived there from October, 1815, until

his death in 1821, and gave the governor of that day

a somewhat lively time. The lion of South Africa

will probably not have time to weary of the island.

He is sent there, with his army, until the close of

the war. By the time he has had a rest and a

pleasant holiday on the little island, perhaps the

term of his banishment will be over.

The island is not without interest to men of

Dutch descent. It was in Dutch hands from 1645

to 1650; again for a short period in the year 1665,

and once more for a few months in 1673. The
capital, and, indeed, the only town in the island, is

Jamestown, which lies in a deep valley on the

northwest coast. About three and a quarter miles

inland from Jamestown is Longwood, the house

where Napoleon lived and died.

Since the opening of the Suez canal the ships

calling at the island are not so numerous as they

used to be. Nevertheless, there is frequent com-
munication with other countries, and the mail

steamers to and from the cape and Natal are con-

stantly calling. The climate is healthy, mild, and

free from extreme variations. The distance from

Cape Town is about 1,695 miles; from Southampton,

4.477-

The present governor is Robert A. Sterndale.

St. Helena was only last month put into complete
telegraphic communication with both London and
Cape Town by the completion of the new west coast

cable.

SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?

A PEAL of bells that has had as adventurous a

career as any that hang in Old World towers is the

famous peal of St. Michael's. Charleston, S. C. Five

times have these bells crossed the sea, once as a

heap of ruined metal, and two armies have they had

tOfcencounter or escape;yct to-day the nine bells are

of unusual purity and sweetness of tone.

Cast in England before the Revolution, and

brought over to St. Michael's, they met with their

first danger in that war. That they might not be in-

jured they were sent back to England. After the

war was over the people of Charleston wanted them,

and it became the duty of the first .American Minis-

ter to England lo negotiate for them. He was suc-

cessfid, and amidst triumphant ovations they were

escorted to the church.

All went well with them until the civil war.

Then the steeple of St. Michael's was made the

target for the cannon of the besiegers. It was nec-

essary lo remove the bells to a safer place, and

they were sent to Columbia. When Sherman's

army took Columbia, the sheds in the yard of the

state house, in which the bells had been placed,

were broken into and the bells smashed into frag-

ments, while the sheds were set on fire.

They were not yet done for, however. At the

the close of the war the pieces were carefully gath-

ered together and shipped to Liverpool, together

with extracts from the records of St. Michael's,

showing where the bells were cast and the propor-

tion of metals forming the component parts.
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THE PAY OF ARMY OFFICERS.

"The fact that Gen. Lawton left only Si.ooo
back pay as an estate is a surprise to people wh
don't know the ins and outs of military life

"
sain

former captain in the United States army recentl

"The truth is that nearly all of our army and navv
officers who aren't lucky enough to have private

means are what would be called poor. Those with

independent resources are very few, and those who
have saved are a handful of bachelors who have a

talent in that direction, which they have cultivated

at the expense of most of the things that make life

worth living. The others—the married men who

are solely dependent upon their pay— live from

hand to mouth, and have to do some desperately

close figuring to make both ends meet.

"The naval officers have rather the worst of it, be-

cause they have to keep up two establishments-

their own aboard ship and one for the family ashore;

but, on the other hand, the social obligations in-

curred by an army officer are more numerous and

more expensive. The pay of both branches seems

very liberal to a civilian, but he is ignorant of many

of the outlays unavoidable in the service. The cost

of uniforms and accouterments alone is at least twice

as much -as- the—tafloT bill of-thi. aitid^L wrtl-"

dressed business man, and there are many corps en-

tertainments to which each man in the mess must

contribute his pro rata. Some of our congressmen

are loud in calling attention to the fact that United

States ofiicers are paid more than those of any oth-

er country. That is true, but they fail to state that

the foreign service is made up almost entirely of

noblemen and members of the aristocracy, who have

abundant pri\"ate means to sustain their rank.

There are a good many people in the church
who are able to speak the German language with

greater or less fluency and accuracy, and there are a

good many boys and girls in their families who
might have learned it but who, for some reason,

failed to do so. This is a serious mistake, even if

the German is only the Pennsylvania Dutch, so-

called. 'Very often parents either refuse to teach
their children, or the children themselves are

ashamed of it, without the slightest reason. "As
many lives thou .livest as languages thou speakest,"
the poet has said, and truthfully said at that. The
writer estimates that a speaking acquaintance with
any language other than one's own native tongue,
is worth, at the least estimate, a thousand dollars to

the possessor. It is a little hard to go into details
and show how, but it is a fact all the same, and
those who have the opportunity should not fail to
improve it, and not only that but seek opportunity
to do so.

No language can be learned out of a book. The
grammar can be had that way, but the pronuncia-
tion and the peculiarities of all speech are only
available in their best forms from those who know
by word of mouth. A good way to learn a lan-
guage is in the family, and there is only one way to
do it so as to get a working hold on it, and that is

to talk it. In fact a book is rather a hindrance if

the spoken language is available anywhere. The
writer once had occasion to live in a foreign coun-
try where a language much different from the Eng-
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found in the chain alone. There are a good many
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a nut and separate washer. Counting the nni'.

hubs, and tires as three pieces to each wheel, 1

^

two wheels alone contain close to 200 pieces. Eac

pedal is divisible into many parts without break-igt'

And so on. A total of five hundred or more scf

arate component parts is easy to account for.
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.
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When a man utters a noble thought, that

becomes a working force and produces ic^

:s a li»''

vest. Character is the most impressive >
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the universe. It cannot exist in any one "'
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out creating a desire to possess it in all "

Heroic deeds are contagious.
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ue rise by things that are under fool;

[5 >,i,at "e have mastered of good and gam.

liv the pride deposed and the passion slain,

A„,l the vanquished ills that we hourly meet.
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oiniiig our Circle, that covers all three courses.
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„,jsh to take up the three different courses,
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Each local secretary should visit the homes in his

„ her vicinity. Distribute the circulars and mem-

ship blanks, and tell them about our Circle in

h s wav you may persuade them to read the books.

Ti ^re are some homes, where the inmates for some

ason. or other, seldom attend church or Sunday

cliool. Visit these without fail, and give them the

opportunity to join our Circle.

AMONG OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Bro. Virgil C. Finnel, of Morgantown, W. Va.,

did some acti\'e work for the Circle last summer, so

we .ire glad for the following letter from him: "I

am glad to report that I have read all of the first

year, .md one book of the secbnd year, in the Mis-

sionary Course. Alex. Lawson, of Mona, VV. Va.,

Iia> read one book, ' Life of Judson." Gertrude F.

Finnell has read two books. I purchased the books

and loaned them to the abo\'e members and to six

or seven others who also read them. I do not have

the advantage of living near one of our own church-

es. But I do recognize the value of the reading

course given by our Circle, and shall do all in my
j,v**tt tc^tve it' a ViHe circulation. I wish that
every Christian might have the blessed privilege of
reading about such noble, self-sacrificing mission-
aries as Moffat and Judson. Pierson's, ' New Acts
ol the Apostles,' • Do not Say ' must prove an in-

spiration to all. The reading of such books will do
more to educate along missionary lines than all

other forces combined."
Sister Mattie Weybright, from Double Pipe Creek,

Md,, writes from Juniata College, as follows, " When
school IS over and I return home I will do all I can
lo help this good work. We have very few young
people, but some good consecrated sisters. I
ilioujhl perhaps I could gain new members and
"eate an interest in this work in connection with

e sewing circle. Our congregation is small and
"illered, but not sleeping."
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THE CENTURION'S SERVANT HEALED. Luke 7: i-io.

{Lfsso/r/or Afinl 22, Tgoo\

Golden Te.vt. - Like as a father pitieth his children, so
the Lord pitieth them that fear him.—Psa. 103; 13.

This record of man's faith and Christ's helpful-
ness in return is one of the beautiful stories of the
New Testament. It happened at Capernaum, a city
near the Sea of Galilee, in the summer of the year
28. Christ's home, as far as he can be said to have
had a home, was at Capernaum at this time, most
probably in Peter's house. There was a large con-
tingent of Roman soldiers at Capernaum, as prob-
ably every reader knows that Rome held the coun-
try in which our Lord lived under its iron hand at
this time. One of the subordinate Roman officers,

a Centurion, a man having a hundred men under
him, corresponding almost exactly to one of our
present day Captains, had a servant, who was very
dear unto him, sick to the point of death.
Knowing of the miraculous works of Christ, pos-

sibly having seen some of them personally, he sent
to him through the elders of the Jews, asking that

he come and save the servant. The word save is a
more e.xact translation of the original Greek than
tfie word heal. It comes to the same thing, how-
ever. The Master consented to go and started with
the messengers for the Centurion's house. When
nearing the place our Lord and his accompanying
friends were met by the Centurion's people, saying
to not give himself further trouble, but to simply
order the sick servant to be cured and it would be
done. This feeling was in a large measure due to

the fact that, as Captain of a company of soldiers,

he was in the habit of issuing orders and being im-

plicity obeyed. He therefore thought, and with

great reason, that all Christ had to do was to com-
mand the saving of the servant and the favorable

result sought would be a certainty. And it all hap-

pened as he believed. The servant recovered im-

mediately—was " made whole," in the quaint Eng-
lish of the term of the translation.

The whole story is an exemplification of reward-

ed faith, and is probably told in the Book that the

principle of asking in faith and receiving in fact

might be practically illustrated for the benefit of all

after comers. Coupled with the faith the lesson of

humility is inculcated, the teaching of personal

unworthiness. The Roman captain neither went to

Jesus himself nor sent one of his own military

household. He secured the services of others he

thought might be more acceptably received. This

is the human element of the story and bears no im-

mediate and vital relation to the result. Christ

would have received either master or man calling

on him in the interest of wounded hearts or broken

bodies. The element of faith is the saving note in

the whole incident, the lesson is the unquestioning

belief in the result of the asking.

The Centurion perished, the servant made whole

passed too, and Christ tasted of death, but the

sunny grace of a linritless faith is ever new and in

the reach of all who will take it unto themselves.

We live in two worlds. One is of the earth,

earthy, the other of faith, heavenly. We are all too

apt to be hampered by our immediate environment

and we forget that there is another field and anoth-

er method than that which we see. It is better and

more efficacious than ours, but we do not often ask

it save in dire extremity such as the Centurion's

was. The prayer of the faithful had made well the

sick, had turned death froin the door. Note that

he who received the benefit cuts no figure in the

matter other than that of being the recipient of the

blessing. It is the faith of him who asks, not of

him who receives, that makes the ending a happy

one.

Where this faith begins and ends who can say!

It is sure that the doors of the Land of the Leal

turn upon the hinges of human suffering, and when

we shall see face to face, and know as we are known

it will all be clear to us and we will thank God for

his mercies of denial.

What we want in addition to our present faith in

the immediate reacts a higher faith in God's deal-

ing with us for our best and highest interests. The

faith of the Centurion may be our faith as well, and

as it was to him so it may be to us. The Roman

Captain has palsed away, as has his empire, but

Christ lives and the kingdom of God will live eternal.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
A LITTLE STORY FOR LITTLE PEOPLE.

Mrs. Bunny was a rabbit that lived in a hutch in
the back yard, and one night the rabbit man brought
her seven little bunnies. They were all cuddled up
in a nest'their mother had made for them, andithey
were as helpless as helpless could be. Their^cs
were not open, and they looked more like rats than
rabbits. The old mother covered them up carefully
from time to time, and she was very watchful of
them. Hut one morning she was missing. Some-
thing had carried her off, what it was we never
knew, but she was gone. All the little helpless ba-
by rabbits were in the nest and nothing had touched
them. What to do with the little ones was a ques-
tion.

Then a little girl named Bcrnice spoke up and
said that maybe Betty, the cat, would adopt them.
Betty had only one kitten out of a number that had
gone someplace, never to come back. So they
thought they would try it. Th^y put the little rab-
bits in an old straw hat and took them to where
Betty was in the barn. At first the cat was a
little surprised, but the rabbits, not having their
eyes open, thought she was their mother, and they
came up close to her. She looked at them, and
then up to the family standing around watching her,

and she seemed to know what was wanted. First

she washed their faces as cats do such things, and
then she treated them just as she would her own
lost kittens. And then everybody was happy, and
Betty got a double share of milk for her supper and
her breakfast. As far as we are able to see she in-

tends to bring them up as kittens are raised, but
what they will do when they are older none of us

know. How do you think she will treat them when
the rabbits get big enough to hop around for them-
selves?

TALKING TOO MUCH.

A FRIEND of ours had a parrot. One day it

thought to be amused by teasing the watchdog on
the mat. The dog was sleeping soundly when
Polly cried from the perch: " Sic'em, Tige^'^ Tig?"
jumped, ran barking to the window, looked up and
down the street, saw nothing to make a fuss over,

and went back to his nap. Again the parrot dis-

turbed him. and the performance was repeated.

This time Tige lay down in disgust. After a little

Polly called again, " Sic'em, Tige, ' but Tige did not

move. Flying down to the back of a near-by chair

the parrot cried: "Sic'em, Tige." The dog did not

stir. Then Polly flew down by the dog's head and
shrieked in his ear: " Sic'em, Tige, sic'em." This

time Tige " sic'ed," and when the parrot came out

of the fracas she had but one long plume. She sat

a long time adjusting hef dress. She looked rue-

fully at the one crumpled feather man)' limes, then

she said: " Polly talked too much."

FRUIT INSTEAD OF CANDY.

" I WISH," said the doctor the other day as he

watched a group of school children troop out of a

candy store where they had been spending their

pennies, " that I could form a society among little

folks in which each member would take a pledge to

spend all his pocket money for fruit instead of

candy." It seemetl a funny way of putting it, didn't

it? But the physician was very much in earnest,

and at the moment it probably occurred to him that,

as children like clubs, an anti-candy club would be

a very good one for them. He wanted to do two
things— to stop their eating the unhealthful sweet,

and to coax them to eat more fruit. An apple, or a

banana or an orange can usually, one or the other of

them, be bought for the price of a little candy, and
the fruit is much better in every way than the sweet.

We find in the New York Recorder s.n interesting

account of a traveling man who was seen by his

companions to kiss a letter he had just recei\'ed.

They declared it was not from his wife, and he fi-

nally admitted to them that it was from lushest girl.

After considerable badgering he consented lo let

them read it, and this was the letter:

—

My Owen deer Pa Pa, I sa mi P Rairs every iiite wen I kis

yure Pictshure I ask Cod to bless you good Bi Pa Pa yure besl

gurl. DocLV.
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ON THE CARS.

Is ihe car going west was a little girl wearing the-

characteristic garb of the Hrcthren. She was going

out to see her Uncle William, and was a very happy

little maiden, indeed. Presently, as the train

stopped at a way station several people got in,

among them a well-dressed, intelligent man who sat

down beside the little girl. Presently he noted the

bonnet and the quiet garb, and he began to ask

questions. He said, as a sort of feeler, " Are you

not a member of some religious order?"

No." said she, " I am a member of the Hrethren

or Dunkard church."
•

I never heard of it. What is it like? " And he

showed a good deal of interest in the matter.

•Well," said she, "I don't know whether or not

I can tell you all about it, but we believe m trme

immersion to start with."

•Baptists, I. sec. And so you believe m immer-

,sion, do you?"

Yes sir. we do, and all of our people do the

same." .

'•Well, I don't really believe that it makes much

difference about baptism, as one way is as good as

another. It is a mere form, anyhow."

'The Hrethrcn do not believe that way, but in all

they try to do attempt to get as near as possible to

the teachings of Christ and the early Christians, and

we think that nothing He taught is a mere form.

We believe that it has a deep meaning, and a good

many people do not fully understand it."

" How do you know that Christ taught trine im-

mersion," said the man, and he showed a great deal

of interest in the coming answer.

"Well," said the little sister, " I am not sure that I

know enough about it to tell you how we know, but

1 will give you a few reasons. In the first place

scholars tell us that the Word and the way it is told

means that, and it was so understood in the early

churches."

"What's that?" said the man. "How do you

know that?" And he smiled as he thought he

would catch her now.

"There are several ways of knowing about it.

Long enough before there were any of the present

— Ijfote^tant churche-^ the only church organ izufifm

was the Catholic. They followed the original form,

ind they changed it before the time of Luther, and

a the Reformation Luther did not have the bold-

ness to go back to the old way, though he taught it

personally. So the oldest churches practiced im-

mersion."
"

I didn't know that. I thought that it was only

;i few obscure people who had that idea."

" Not exactly a lew," said the girl. " It is the case

that the Greyk church which denies the supremacy

of the Pope in such matters baptizes by trine immer-

sion to this d.iy, and there are now living more peo-

ple so baptized than there are of all other Protes-

tant church members put together."

••I never knew that before. How do you know

all that?
"

•• Well, s—

"

Just then the whistle was sounded, a station was

called off, which proved to be the one for which

the gentleman was bound, and he h.id to leave her.

So he bade her a courteous good-bye, gathered up

his baggage and left the train. Evidently he was

very much interested in what he had heard, some

of which was new to him.

Then after the train had started a young lady in

the scat behind leaned over and began a conversa-

tion with our little sister. Presently she led up to

the matter of the head-dress, and asked why the

peculiar bonnet was worn. The little girl said that

it was the garb, or a part of it, adopted by the

church. The over-dresse<l young woman, really

trying to be a Christian, asked whether it was im-

portant. " It is so regarded by the church, and has

been found by experience to be very helpful in cut-

ting loose from the world, which was enjoined by

the liible."

•• But is it really as important as all that? Why
not let each one be the judge of what is plainness,

and act according to his own ideas?
"

"The result of that, where it has been tried, is a

condition not to be commended. I have heard that

all churches start out that way, and all end in

worldly ways. There is uniformity in other things

in the church, why not some method looking to that

end in the matter of dress?
"

"liut the Bible doesn't say anything about not

following the fashions."

"Oh yes, I think it does.
' Paul in writing to the

Romans said that they should not be fashioned ac-

cording to this world. You will find it in the

twelfth chapter, in the second verse."

In a moment the young woman had out her Bi-

ble, and quickly turning to the place handed it over

to our little girl with an air of triumph, and asked

her to read it and see whether it said fashioned.

"Oh, I know all that, but if you turn to the .^c-

visaf Virsion you will see that the word ' fashioned ' is

used, and"—here the whistle sounded again, and the

little sister's station was reached, and she had to

leave. As she stood in the passage between the

seats, waiting for the stop, she overheard part of

what two men said, one to the other, in the seat op-

posite.

' That little girl doesn't know that she carries her

certificate of character in her face, and all over her."

"Yes," said the other man, "You see it is some-

thing like this. All her home training, and her sur-

roundings lead to the best development of charac-

ter,—and," here she moved on and lost the rest of

the comment. On the platform her uncle told her

that she was as red as a rose. She blushed still

more, and never knew that she had enlightened a

D. D., put a good idea into the head of a fashiona-

ble Sunday-school teacher, and compelled the re-

spect of a couple of worldly drummers. And she is

ashamed when she thinks of it now, and she often

does recall it. The writer thinks she is a girl to be

proud of. Don't you?
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HOW THEY DO IN RUSSIA.

ppizc Winners

We have the best strains of

poultry going. You'll hear

something of interest, if you only keep half a dozen ch.cl

We Sell Eggs foi- Hatehing.

All our fowls are prize winners. Send a stamp win,
inquiry and we'll tell you something new about the ponl?'
business. ^

The Buffalo Valley Poultry Farm
Lewisburg, Pa.

Mention you saw this advertisement in Inglenook,

Caps and Bonnets
...MADE AT...

Reasonable Prices.

Goods furnished ihat will please.

plaining how lo order. Address:

Write for circular ex-

Miss Mary Rover,

Mt. Morris, 111.

Mention you saw this advertisement in Inglenook.

Proijablv Russians do more kissing than any oth-

er people in the world. From time immemorial

kissing has been their national form of salute, and

it is more a greeting than a caress. In public affairs,

as well as in the home, the kissing custom prevails.

Fathers and sons kiss, old generals kiss and whole

regiments kiss.

On a review' day kissing enters largely into the

business. If a corps of cadets have^earned the ap-

proval orthe emperor, he salutes the head boy, who

passes on the kiss to his neighbor, who hands it on

again, and so on through the whole of the juvenile

botly.

On a holiday or fete day the mistress of a house-

hold not only kisses all her maids, but all her man

servants, too, and if a nt^n does not venture to more

than kiss her hand she will stoop and kiss his cheek.

In aristocratic circles a man hardly enters or leaves

the room without kissing his wife's forehead, cheek

or hand.

Some time ago the Boers wished to raise a statue

of their President, and the sculptor who was to

make it brought some drawings of her husband to

Mrs. Kruger to see which she liked best. The

pictures showed him in his every-day clothes, with

the tall hat which he always wears. When Mrs.

Kruger saw this she asked that the top of the crown

be made hollow; so that after rain the birds might

be able to drink out of it. This was done, and now

whenever a welcome shower has fallen a little cloud

of birds may be seen fluttering round the top of the

Kruger statue, drinking and bathing in the crown of

the hat.
—*~>

There was a man in Detroit, says a contemporary,

who was taken sick. He sent for a doctor. The

doctor told him he was all right. "What you

need," he said, "is a little whisky." The man
nearly collapsed. "Whisky!" he gasped. "Good
heavens! The folks wouldn't stand that. I'm a

prohibitionist." The doctor said: "Ah! that's all

right. I'll send around a jug, and you must take it

hot with water." The patient lay back. " But if I

send for hot water." he said, "they'd suspect." The
doctor scratched his head. " Well, you shave, don't

you? Just send down your mug and get hot water

in that."

This was on Saturday. On Monday the doctor

called. "Well," he said ti> the friends at the house

who were very much excited. " what's the difficulty?

How is the patient?" The whole family, talking at

once, said: " He's all right physically, but he's out

of his mind completely. He's been shaving once

every seven minutes all night and day."
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This spring, do not fail to drop a card lo the address

below, asking for descriptive circulars of one of the bwt
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Chain-Stay pence Co.,

Sterlinci, 111.
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niid Flour Exchange!

Commission Merchants,
...FOR THE SALE OF...

Grain, Hay, Seeds and

Country Produce.
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Your Busines'

105 S. Charles St

,

BALTIMORE, MD

A Good Book.
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.. THE ISLE OF LONG AGO.'

0,1' a wonderful stream is lhe| River of Time,

As it runs through the realm of tears;

With a faultless rhythm and a musical rhyme,

iintl a broader sweep and a surge sublime,
'

As it hlends in the Ocean of Years!

How the winters are drifting like Hakes of snow,

And the summers like birds between;

And ihe years in the sheaf, how they come and they go

On the river's breast, with its ebb and its flow.

As it glides in the shadow and sheen!

There's a magical isle up the River of Time,

Where the softest airs are playing;

There's a cloudless sky and a tropical clime.

And a song as sweet as a vesper chime.

While the Junes with the roses are straying.

And the name of the isle is the Long Ago,

And we bury our treasures there;

There are brows of beauty and bosoms of snow;

There are heaps of dust—Oh! we love them so

—

There are trinkets and tresses of hair.

There are fragments of songs that nobody sings:

There are parts of an infant's prayer:

There's a lute unswept, and a harp without strings;

There are broken vows, and pieces of rings,

And the garments our loved used to wear!

uf^W mirage is lifted in air; '

And we sometimes hear through the turbulent roar
Sweet voices we heard in the days gone before,

W'hen the wind down the river was fair!

Oh! remembered for aye be that blessed isle.

All the days of our life until night;
And when evening glows with its beautiful smile.
And our eyes are closing in slumber awhile,
May the greenwood of life be in sight!

CHKIST HAS RISEN.

Uhek the dreamy afternoon of the day had
wsed and Christ hung on the cross, dead and de-
"'';d, the religion he taught seemed to have re-
"ved Its death blow. It was not what his foUow-
.'™ expected, and instead of a royal victor over
« liiumphant Roman arms, a Redeemer of Israel.

• fact »s a political actuality, all there was to show
"•eWorld w;

Itloss,

oini

h.

as a limp body, hanging dead on the
was pitiful, viewed from the human stand-

He had promised, they had hoped, and
'="^Wstheendofitall.
His immediate friends had left for parts unknown.

JJM given it up. It was over. And the days

,bb3,'/
'*"=" 'he gray streaked dawn of the

loodij
"""^ '" """ «3S'«''" sk)'. Two women

l=was
"^ '""^'-hewn tomb and, lo! it was empty.

'hite liX ,• ^"^ ^'"^ "-eally risen. And a great

''told th
'^ around and the heavenly mcssen-

"^'fxion'^
,*'°'^ °.' ^'^ resurrection. If the cruel

«les«,i,
"^^ terrible the resurrection was none

'"''""atic and wonderful,
^vas in n 1-I

'=
M.ister f

^ ^^" ^^^''' ^°"8h-spoken Galilee, that

'^^'^ had w
-"^^^ "^^^^ ^^^ presence known. The

^d ihey .
^'^^^' ^hen they feared and lamented,

yth.
ij ^

^^ the last, let it go by them as a

'°^' their kj*,\^^!^
indeed. And then he came."eir he,

them.

mpiilsi\'e Peter

'•it t u
^^^ tomb to assure himself per-

't had actually happened. Thomas

""ged k^H-i
^^"'^ doubted. I

mall,, jj^^''^ 'n the tomh tr. r,..

^^^^ 't haVr^
^'^ ^^^^" ^* ^^^^ incredible, even

'^'' from th

^" Pt'omised, that one should actu-

'^^
'"tie ov

^'"'^^' ^"^ ^"^ P"^ ^'^ '^^"'^ '"^'^^

^_^^^An sJ^^
e^rment and felt the place where

^ ^H he - y ^^"^ '^^t its mark. My Lord and"c said Til 1iiie evidence was overwhelming.

But after all some still doubted. Some doubt yet.

But there are uncounted millions who have not seen
with their eyes of the body, and who yet believe.

The eyes of the soul discern not only the risen

Christ, but the indwelling of him in soul and body.

Pass through the world to-daj , and in the field is

the man with the plow. Ten chances to one he be-

lieves in his heart, and in some hearts glows the fire

of faith that would make them abandon their homes
and follow Him if called as was Levi from the cus-

tom receipts. In the streets of the city one will

jostle on all sides those who believe that He has

risen. They have found out in some way that he

has come into their lives, and they believe. They
may not all give the same form of expression to it,

but millions do belie\'e, and they live and die in his

name.

Into each life Christ comes at sometime, knocks

at the heart, and is cither admitted a guest, or is

turned away sorrowing. If the welcome is given

this is the Easter day of our lives. It is well to set

apart a season commemorative of His resurrection,

but it is really his incoming to us that concerns us

individually. In the springtime when the early

flowers lift their heads in bloom, having" slept in the
aTi'lp, LUlU ^aill!', iiyf ilie WiriTfiP/tftB IfefeSOTI o! fhft'

ever recurring miracle of the Resurrection is taught

in Nature. As in the garden and by the wayside
some blooms come earlier than others, so in the

heart some have their resurrection earlier than oth-

ers. Happy the Inglenook reader whose welcom-
ing of the coming of the dear Lord and Master was
in the springtime of life. It is their Easter day. It

is the day of days that should be remembered over

and above all others. True in the world's great

history the Resurrection stands preeminent in its

potentiality, but, after all, it is the indwelling of

Christ in us that makes us one with Him. It is this

birthday of ours that is the real Easter to us.

The blossoms that come and go, either in the

conser\atory or in the wildwood, unseen, will have

their day and finally pass away. So, we, too, shall

one day pass over, and then the second and bodily

resurrection that will follow our first acceptance of

Christ will brighten our lives.

And in that dread da}', dear Lord, thou who for

us tasted death, do not forget the dear Inglenook

people, but bring them, and all of us, togetfier in

the morning of eternity.

PEOPLE WHO EAT CLAV.

There is a saying that it takes all kinds of peo-

ple to make up a world and those who eat clay, as a

matter of preference, or as a food, belong to the pe-

culiar classes beyond a doubt.

Perhaps everybody has heard of clay eaters in a

rude sort of way. Most persons probably believe it

to be a yarn that there are such people at all. Yet

it is a fact that there are whole communities who do

eat clay habitually and who do it because they want

to, not because they have to. They are found in

the mountain regions of North Carolina and in

parts of Georgia, possibly elsewhere, but not to the

writer's knowledge. They usually constitute a class

of people apart from others of their neighborhoods

and are looked upon with contempt, no effort being

made to disguise it.

After one has been among the clay eaters long

enough to note the physical effects of the practice

there is no difficulty in knowing them anywhere by

their peculiarly cadaverous look. Ordinarily the

mountaineer and his family are fair to look upon,

but the clay eater and his people have the mark on
them beyond mistake.

A writer in Everybody's Magazine telling about

them says:

" Each of these settlements is always located near

a peculiar geological formation. Instead of the

usual red clay which characterizes the soil of the

mountain and hill region of this section of country,

there are occasionally apparently spasmodic

'breaks' in the land formation, where a radical

change takes place for a short distance in the char-

acter of the soil and vegetation. The clay gives up

its red hue and takes on a loamy whiteness, inter-

spersed with sand-beds. It is this white clay which

is devoured by the clay eaters, not— as is sometimes

supposed—the red variety so common throughout

the section. The white clay is of a peculiar con-

sistency, soft and rather oily to the touch, and being

found only in certain localities is comparatively

rare. It is said to contain arsenic, thus accounting

for the force of the habit upon those who have ac-

quired the taste for it, as well as for its peculiarly

detrimental effect upon the system.

I— It "Cht, ut ity water s occamw rtaiiy hotd iesttvals or give

'di.ungs' among themselves, the menu of which is

largely made up of clay, supplemented in summer
by berries, or perhaps a ' pone ' of the coarsest

corn bread, and always by a jug of 'moonshine'

corn whiskey.

"These beings make no attempt at regular work.

They eke out an existence in winter by selling kind-

ling wood in the nearest town or village; during the

summer the most energetic pick and sell blackber-

ries, and ' huckleberries,' which grow in profusion

in this region. A few of the clay eaters own oxen
—^hardy mountain ' steers '—and a pair of these at-

tached to a rude, home-made nondescript sort of

vehicle, containing an entire clay-eating family

—

father and mother and numerous cadaverous chil-

dren—in their strange attire, or rather lack of con-

ventional attire, is a familiar sight to those living in

certain sections of the South."

Some years ago the editor of Inglenook had

business in the neighborhoods where these people

live, and he not only saw the clay eaters and the

clay, but in the interest of a closer acquaintance

with the subject sampled it himself. It is a not un-

pleasant, tasteless, smooth mass and in addition to

the reason given by the magazine writei",—the pres-

ence of arsenic and the formation of the arsenic eat-

ing habit,— the idea is probably the filling of the

stomach to distension, thus preventing the pangs of

hunger in a country where good food is scarce and

not easily had. The practice is a peculiarly objec-

tionable one, reminding one of animal tastes, but it

does not seem to have a very decided effect on its

devotees other than giving them bad complexions

and low standards of living. Some very old per-

sons were seen, and they had been clay eaters all

their lives.

The Inglenook is in receipt of many flattering

words about the paper. We are trying to make a

good paper, and in the course of time we hope to

add many attractions. It should be in every home
in the Brotherhood. Old and young like it.

A WEEKLY visit of the Inglenook to your home

will keep the young folks in, and afford many a

quiet and profitable hour to the older members of

the family.
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THE "WONDERLAND" AS I SAW IT.

BY MRS. ALICE B. BOOTHROVD.

There are two ways of seeing Yellowstone Park.

You may leave your train at Cinnabar, just at the

northern boundary and take the government stage

to Mammoth Hot Springs, eight miles away. Here,

if you are not too tired, you may snatch a sight of

the terraces before the stage starts in the morning.

Traveling forty miles that day brings you to the

Fountain Hotel and you spend a few short hours

enjoying the sights there. But you must save your

strength, for there are fifty miles to be driven to-

morrow with an interval at the Upper Geyser basin

to see Old Faithful perform. You would like to

see the Beehive and any number of others in action,

but they do not regulate their movements by the

stagecoach, so you must content yourself with a

sight of the craters and the eruptions of smaller

geysers. Another day's drive brings you to the

Canon Hotel, one more to the Hot Springs, and still

another back to Cinnabar.

You have made the tour of the park, one hundred

and seventy miles, in six days; you have been very

dusty and tired all the time, you have missed seeing

nearly all the larger geysers in action and remember

only a confused panorama of wonders framed in

the dust which enveloped the coach and its six fleet

steeds.

This is "how not to do it."

The other way is to have a private conveyance

and time enough to grasp the marvelous scenes

which Nature has sown broadcast through this Won-

derland of America.

My own visit in this region lasted less than a fort-

night, but one should spend at least three weeks

there to feel at all satisfied with the trip.

We entered the Park from the west at about the

center. It was the first of July and the country was

gorgeous with flowers—acres of them, miles of

them. One who has never seen such a region can

ha\e but a faint idcTi M tl^c pTofv^trth "of Mornm-

which is characteristic of a very short season. As I

Here we spent several days in the square mile

that holds the grandest geysers in the world. The

country is wooded to the edge of the basin and the

dead white of the geyserite deposited around the

springs makes a vivid contrast to the green outside.

Our camp was under a group of yellow pines close

to the Firehole river. 1 wish I could spread before

your eyes the scene before my tent. Just below us

on the riverbank, the Riverside geyser threw out its

jet of water in a slanting column across the river

and a little further up the Fan and Mortar poured

out their boiling contents at intervals. One spring

beside the road especially drew my attention and I

shall never read of the entrance into Hades without

seeing in my mind the Morning-glory spring, with

its white rim, its waters of faintest blue and in its

depths the black hole of the crater, looking as

though it reached down into the veiy blackness of

darkness.

The largest of all the geysers is the Excelsior,

formerly called Hell's Half Acre. We did not wait

to see this one in eruption as it has only been active

two seasons in all the history of the Park. On

those memorable occasions it threw out as much

water as all the upper geysers combined and hurled

tons of rock into the river. This geyser is incom-

parably larger than any other.

Next below in size comes the Giant, which also

failed to perform for our amusement, though we set

a watch by it one night thinking it was nearly due.

As you stand in the middle of the basin, you can

always see one or more geysers in eruption around

you; the Grotto, dashing out in wreaths of spray

from its caves; the Beehi\e, sending up a straight

column of water as if from a hose pipe; the Lioness,

with her cubs playing beside her; the Giantess

pouring rushing streams of clear water over all the

adjoining slopes, or some one of the lesser geysers

spouting up to play for a few minutes in the sun-

shine.

Each spring and geyser has its characteristic for-

mation and coloring. The waters are exceedingly

clear, looking like alcohol and vary in color through

all the shades of red, yellow, green an d blue. The

The loth of last October was a famon— - "Us an

'^"Utltl'lf

sary day for the Cubans—a sort of Cnban'V^""""'
July—but curiously enough the inhabitants
tiago had decided to celebrate it in silenc

no merry-making, no music, no process'
"

course this disappointed thousands of Cuh
'^ ''^''

dren quite as keenly as the boys of an A
"

'^'"''

city would have been disappointed if they h h^""'
deprived of fire-crackers on the Fourth ( i

General Wood heard of the trouble and '^
''

boy of his own, he knew just what to do.

an invitation to all the children of the city to i-i'"'

ride on the harbor in thp nnx,o^ ^^government
Bright and early on the great day all the

other harbor craft belonging to the Americam'"^
peared at the wharf side tooting their whistle

^

hundreds of children who had gathered, all in ik

best attire, tumbled aboard. Boat after boat
"

loaded and set out down the bay, with a band I

*

ing "The Star Spangled Banner" and the Ciib'

was a bi,.

national air. In each of the boats there

rel filled with lemonade, and the voyage
tthicl

look back at the scenes through which we passed,

one of my most vivid recollections is of the great

gardens of wild flowers stretched out on every hand.

We first followed the windings of the Madison

river, which, a little farther up. is called the Firehole.

The narrowness of the caflon compelled us to ford

again and again and we camped under a towering

cliff with the river before us and a beautiful meadow

at our feet.

Another day brought us to our first hot springs,

not far from the Lower Geyser basin. Here we

camped, and, being travelstained and dusty, made

good use of the time before supper in washing a few

odds and ends in soft water from the hot spring a

few yards away.

We next repaired to the creek to bathe in its

snow-melted waters just tempered a little by the hot

springs that empty into it. In getting out, one of

our party unfortunately stepped into a rill of hot

water which ran down from an unnoticed spring at

one side, and found it anything but a pleasant ex-

perience.

The next morning we went up to the Fountain

geyser to witness our first eruption. While waiting

for it to begin, we consulted our guidebooks for

data as to its height and peculiarities. Our books

warned us to be sure to notice the sudden fall of

the water in the crater after the eruption, which, it

said, would last ten to fifteen minutes. Soon the

water began to boil furiously and then to rise in jets

and columns like many fountains playing together.

We got excited over the display as every one does

and rushed about and gesticulated and quite lost

our heads over the gleaming, foaming spray. Hut,

like Mark Twain's sunrise, there was a hitch in it

somewhere, for at the end of fifteen minutes it

tailed to stop. At the end of half an hour it seemed

to be subsiding and we ran up to see the fall of

water in the crater only to be met by a new outpour

of spray which made my skirts drip as if just from

the washtub and scalded mc slightly through all my
clothes.

There were hundreds of hot springs here and

several geysers. We thought them quite remark-

able at the time, I remember, but the recollection of

them is almost lost in tlv

while I write, all the gorgeous tints that make this

water unlike any other.

The geyserite, with which all the basins are

coated, is of a variety of forms, most of them resem-

bling coral and dazzlingly white.

The geysers vary greatly in size. The Giant

mounts up two hundred and fifty feet, and I noticed

one tiny jet of water no higher than my finger that

rose with a regularity that showed its connection

with some larger outlet.

Most of the larger geysers erupt at fairly regular

intervals, some once in a few hours, some not of-

tener than twice a week. The lesser ones usually

play every few-minutes.

Often as we drove through the wooded ways a jet

of steam or a gleam of white geyserite gave notice

of a geyser near at hand and in driving over the

formation the hollow echo under the horses' hoofs

made us realize that only a crust stood between us

and the boiling point.

The geysers, though most frequently spoken of in

describing the Park, are by no means the only charm

of this region.

From the Upper Basin, we drove over the Conti-

nental Divide, and descending by a beautiful moun-

tain road reached the shores of Yellowstone Lake.

The description of one lake does not differ much
from that of another, but of all the scenes on which

it has been my privilege to gaze, I remember as the

most beautiful of all, this lake as we saw it at sunset

from our camp.

Arkins, Colo.
\.Ta bt (tintiudfd. )

followed was such as only a crowd of children \h

had never before made such an excursion

enjoy. The Spaniards had been in commanj a
Santiago for nearly four hundred years, but the

was never a governor who took any interest in th

boys until the Americans came.

Since then General Wood is known in Santiaoo

as " Our Friend " by the boys. Not many wetfe

after the picnic on the harbor a great delegation oi

children appeared at the palace and asked to ste

the Governor. General Wood is a tall, powerfully

built man and he wears a brown khaki suit and

spurs. The average -Cuban man reaches hirdlv

above his shoulder, and so when he appeared amono

the boys and girls he looked like a very giant

The spokesman presented the petition. He said

that the boys and girls of Santiago had heard that

the boys and girls of America were only required

to go to school five days a week, whereas every

Cuban school holds a session on Saturday the same

as any other day. Now, were not the Cubans free?

And shouldn't they be entitled to the same privi^

i^j,.., uo .,.^,. .... ,
— - -.••• — / »

And' thus they made a strong plea for a Saturday

holiday—a plea with which every .'\mencan boy

and girl will sympathize. The Governor heard

them through and then he explained to them thai

the time had not yet come for making such changes

in the school system of Cuba, but that some tin:

they might expect to enjoy the same privileges

»

the American boys and girls. And they left hi"

with a cheer.

There are, indeed, no stronger friends ol tte

Americans in Cuba than the boys and girls, Tfctt

want to know just what is done in Americli

schools, how the American children act, what lief

play and everything else about them. And 1

1

they want to do exactly the same things. WM '

more, they are anxious to learn English and t»

are learning it much faster than the S""'" P^'°;„

Frequently when you go into a store '" j-"

'j^,

clerks cannot understand what you ">''
"^^^

will bring some boy who is able to talk wit !»

of human life i*
*«

inhabiB"»

hall'''"

die before they reach their seventh year, o"^-

Of every 1,000 P"'

f
every »

The average duration

thirty-three years. One-fourth of the

fore their seventeenth year,

,ge c

only six reach the age of si.xty-five.

only one reaches the age of too years;
^^^^ ^

than one in 500 lives to see the eiglhtieth
)'"

There are about 1,500, 000,000
inhabit.ints

GENERAL WOOD AND THE BOYS OF CUBA.

If there is one popular man in Cuba that man is

General Leonard Wood, who has just been appoint-

ed governor of the island. There are not many
boys and girls in the city of Santiago who do not

know General Wood when they see him on his big

gray horse as he rides about the town. I remem-
ber seeing three little h;df-clad, olive-skinned boys

stop in the middle of the street on seeing the Gen-
eral, pull off their tattered caps and salute him with

military precision, all three showing their white

wonders of the Upper I teeth as they smiled. And the General saluted in

globe. Of these, 50.000,000 die every yea^'.j^^.,

per day, 5,595 per hour, about ninety per

three in every two seconds.

"^ 7"
<T,ilar

"*''

C.\NDV has been added to the it»
^ ^^^ |

the American soldier. One New ^°'
^^^„»

shipped more than fifty tons of confec
'o

.^^^ £,

the last year for the troops in the ?"' 'P'
-jnd)'

and Puerto Rico. The government^ "
) ^^^^

good quality, which

forty cents a pound.

uld ret.iil
from

edl°':

Geyser basin which was our next camping place. I return as if they had been soldiers.

A GREAT many things that are ""^V cmon*

were once considered poisonous.
^^^^ ^

,,„

considered poisonous by the t^oi

them to scatter among their clothes

moths. It was a.bold man who hrs

tomato or cook an egg-plant.

and 1.

St d»"'
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OSTRICH FARMING.

five ostrich farms

isl

THERE a'-:

^^^ _^^j jl,e second that were esta

«'" \''Le in southern California and are bd
,|,edare"'°''=

Los Angeles and Pasadena. The

n the United

tab-

th

iiuated
•"=""""

located, one in Texas, another in

,Uier
three

»re

,

,|,e other in Arizona, which was estab-

florida,
ana ^^^ ^^^^ j^.^_^^ ^^„^y^ ^^out three

is''"'
'"

P,,„.nix It was begun by Josiah Har

ierti

"''" "roniron''e pair of birds. They proved to

", hreeders, and the enterprise was a success

.( Indeed, so promising did it appear

*""!: .tVlwo years ago the Arizona Ostrich Com-

formed to carry on the business on a large

'"''
„nanv purchased the original pair of birds,

^''rrprogeny, numbering .04 birds, thirty-

t, tin/of the breeding age and twenty-six of

'»
„1 The ostrich company is said to be

"""' "'
ithas forty acres of alfalfa land, which

P'";;"°rbe perfectly adapted^to the handling of

industry, and a South African ostrich farm-

"norted to have the charge. The flock has in-

'"'
rapidly, and is now the largest in the

The governor of Arizona notices

successes in his report and gives

books. They

ased

li„,u-d
States,

company's

„„,,. figures from the company s

1"
that a net profit of 82,500 was made last year

„ feathers alone. Besides, forty-seven birds were
°

.,„d during the year, which, estimated at »ioo

each bring the total profits of the firm up to S7.200.

Tht valuation of the young birds is based on the

f their product, and as they will yield one

„d of feathers each during their first year, worth

urrent prices about Si 5, or 15 per cent per an-

num on Sioo, that would seem a low valuation.

AnJuhen it is considered that ostriches continue to

yield feathers of a uniform quality for a longer time

than the average of human life and that they are

ubject to any contagious or other known dis-

poun

nfit --
,

eases, it would appear that ostrich farming should

prove greatly and steadily profi table.

Icke, who was for fifteen years in ostrich farming

in South Africa. He is reported as saying that the

birds do as well in the Salt River valley as in Africa,

and that they will continue to do as well is inferred

from the fact that climatic and other conditions

there are adapted to their requirements the same as

in their native home. Only one bird has died dur-

ing the year, while all the others of the flock are in

perfect health. After the birds attain the age of

four weeks there is little danger of their dying from
natural causes for many years. It is not definitely

known how long an ostrich will live under normal
conditions, but there are birds on the South African
ifarms which are believed to have reached or passed
jthe century mark, many of them having been in

Itaptivity there over fifty years.

The birds always pair off during the breeding
Kason, the male bird making the nest by

testing his breastbone on the sand and turning
slowly round and round, scratching the sand away
|mh his feet until a shallow hole is made, some
Itluce feet in diameter and about a foot deep. The
|Knialethen lays, usually fifteen eggs, and the birds

urns sitting on them, the female sitting dur-
l'"Sthe daytime and the male at night, except that

I
.'I
™'e allows the female about an hour in the

I mdle of the day to feed, when he takes her place

Itil.
(""' ^5 a female bird will lay three set-

T|,^"'°''8!,'s (or about forty-five) before she stops,

incX
^ °"^ '^'^'^" ^'°"^ ^^" ^"^ hatched in the

ll'st^h"''
""^ ^'"^ '"'"'"^ permitted to hatch the

Ij,
th^"

'^'''' "^^"^ '^Sgs hatch in about forty-two

piieshell^
"''"^''''^ helping the chicks to get out of

'^ '^^ °"e week old weighs about five pounds,

^'« h
'^^'^ "''^ pounds and at maturity about

rapiji
""'*"''' pounds. The chicks grow very

- ''aching a height of about five feet at four

which they graze. During the breeding season each

pair of birds is placed in a separate field about

50 X 200 feet in size; the other birds are turned into

large pastures together. One acre of alfalfa will

furnish food for four full grown birds throughout

the year. They require but little water and their

keeper does not have to worry for fear he may miss

a " run" of water and his birds have to go without

any for a couple of weeks. Last winter the birds

were given no water from September to April., yet

they seemed as well pleased, and Mr. Icke says

th^y have gone three years in Southern Africa with-

out a drop of water, and apparently without any ill

effects.

The birds require but little care, one man being

able to do all the work connected with the farm and

its one hundred and fifty ostriches, with the assist

ance of an additional man who is employed by the

day occasionally when picking or other extra work

is necessary.

The birds are first plucked when six months old,

yielding about twelve ounces of feathers each, of

the market value of S7.50 per pound. After that

they are plucked every eight months, yielding an

average of one pound of feathers each plucking, of

the value of S17.50 per pound at present prices.

During the last fiscal year $1,700,000 worth of os-

trich feathers were imported into the United States

from Africa and only about Si2O,000 worth produced

in this country, so there is little to be feared in the

line of competition from overproduction at home.

As the government imposes a duty of fifteen per

cent ad valorem on imported feathers the American

farmer is amply protected from foreign competition.

They are very shy and escape either by a quick

stately walk or rapid run. When terrified their

stride is from eleven and a half to fourteen feet.

Taking twelve feet as the average stride, they would

accomplish about twenty-five miles an hour.

When hotly pursued they sometimes turn upon

their enemies, giving them severe wounds with their

feet. Hunters clothe themselves in one of their skins,

and under cover of this get near enough the stupid

creatures to kill them with a poisoned arrow.

Their food consists of fruits, grain, certain veg-

etables, leaves and tender shoots, insects and snails.

Other strings of pearls vary at from S6,000 to 810,-

000, one at the latter price carrying a pendant of a

bird in diamonds from whose beak hangs a tiny

pearl. A dog collar of four strings of small pearls

with diamond slides is very attractive. Several

rings and brooches in which colored pearls are set

bring large prices. These colored pearls, which are

found with all the delicate tints of color from

bronze through violet and rose, are highly esteemed

by London merchants, and are rapidly bought up

from the American dealers.

These are fresh water pearls, and are found chiefly

in America, especially along the streams of Wiscon-

sin and that vicinity.

SQUIRRELS IN A CITY.

In the plaza, opposite the cathedral of Oaxaca,

Mexico, are some fine pecan trees which harbor a

a number of squirrels. There are also seats for the

footsore and weary as well as the sightseeing

lounger. If you are not eaters of squirrel pie, and

do not use " squirrel rifles," or grudge the squirrel a

trifle of bark for architectural purposes, it is a de-

lightful experience to have these fearless little

Oaxaca citizens perch upon your shoulder and rob

you of nuts or other dainties. They are importunate

little beggars and do not take "no" for an answer,

but head and shoulders they go for your inside

pocket. They are the protected of all the city

—

rich and poor alike— and it would go hard with a

stranger who presumed to molest them.

"lonths
of - „

llheyj ''^'^- At four years, when full grown,

The fi"'''''

""'"'^ "^'Sh' fee' '" he'ght.

**
«reful|

'''^^ '^^^^ ^'"^'' hatching the birds must

'"e-wh
^'/"'"ehed and cared for to keep them

' "'" four We
"

'quire bu
'Vecks old they are considered safe

:

yuujj .

- 'ittle special care after that age.

Pitds
obta^

^'^^ '^"^ ^"' ^ ''"'"^ S^"' h"' 'he old
'" 'heir entire living from the alfalfa on

which a considerable quantity of stone is swallowed

The crop is enormous and the gizzard very- power-

ful. In confinement they are fond of swallowing all

kinds of indigestible substances, some of which may

be taken to aid digestion, but the most from mere

stupid voracity. Visitors to them are apt to amuse

themselves by tossing whole oranges at them, and

seeing them caught in open beaks, and the oranges

descend spirally in the almost upright long necks

They will eagerly swallow almost anything whole

that is given them. They begin to lay eggs before

a spot has been fixed upon for a nest, and these sol

itary eggs are often found lying forsaken all over

the inclosure or district where they may be. The

capacity of an ostrich egg is equal to that of twenty

four hen's eggs. They have a strong, disagreeable

flavor, but are relished by the bushmen of South

Africa, who not only devour the contents, but use

the shells as water vessels. Entire eggs are often

suspended in Mussulman and even Christian

churches in the East. The flesh of the young bird

is said to be palatable, resembling that of a tough

turkey, but in this country they are not eaten. The

ostrich is inoffensive and easily tamed.

STRINGS OF RARE PEARLS.

A STRING of pearls of unusual size and purity,

valued at the large sum of Si8,ooo, is being shown

by a Cleveland (Ohio) firm, says the P/ain Dcaltr.

among other fine pearl necklaces and chains. Aside

from the admiration which the intrinsic beauty of

the gem challenges, wonder is felt that it is possible

to gather together so many of them that shall so

perfectly match one another in size, color and

beauty of luster. It takes many years to make up a

string of such jewels, and this fact considerably en-

hances its value.

The same company has a large unset pearl which

was brought in its original home within a piece of

oyster shell by a soldier boy of Manila, who, in his

turn purchased it from a native Filipino. This

pearl is valued at S600. It lies securely in the

pearly niche hollowed out for it by nature within

the shell, and is large and of exquisite purity of

color.

Do plants have the power to move their parts?

At first statement this seems hardly possible, but it

is a fact that they do mo\e, or at least some do.

You can verify this at your homes, and there is no

more' common illustration of it than the going to

sleep of the leaves at night. Take the case of the

common clover. All know how the three leaves

are spread out ordinarilj", but perhaps you do not

know how they are disposed at night. It is read-

ily seen at any time by observing the spread of the

leaves of any one clover plant in broad daylight,

and then looking at the same plant at nightfall.

They are all distinctly shut up. And this is true of

r^^, U not ail other plants, for if they arefWIWaAi', il uol all

not so arranged with reference to the plant as to

close they still shift their position as night comes

on.

Each plant has a different method of resting, and

if you are of a turn of mind that leads you to look

at such things note carefully the relative position of

any leaf in the daytime, and then from the same

angle of vision see how it is arranged when the

evening comes on. A good many of them will

seem to turn edgewise, and some plants, or rather

their leaves, seem to be trying to turn elear over.

This is a very simple matter to investigate, and you

can do it for yourself at any time the leaves are out.

Did )'0u ever think what a complex and highly

organized thing a farm dog's nose is'' Every time

you put your foot on the ground you leave the smell

peculiar to yourself and the dog can detect it hours

afterward, following you over the hard pavement

where hundreds have gone before, crisscrossing

your tracks, but the dog follows you till he either

overtakes you, or the scent is lost. If there is a

whole family on a visit, and the dog wants to find

Jimmie he follows that track, and neglects the oth-

ers till he finds the little boy. It is marvelous,

when you come to think of it. Not all breeds have

the same nose, as some use- their eyes and others

their ears. In the selection of a dog for the home
it is well to remember whether it is nose, ears or

eyes you want most and secure the breed accord-

ingly.
^

A WELL known Marblehead niotorman found a

carrier pigeon in his yard recently. Seeing that

the bird was in an exhausted condition he took it

into the house, and, after giving it all it could eat,

improvised a perch by putting a broom across be-

tween two chairs. Here the weary bird rested for

three hours or more, and was then allowed to de-

part, the motorman having first fastened a note to

one of its legs telling of the incident. A few d.iys

later the man was surprised to receive a postal from

the bird's owner in Brockton, saying that it had ar-

rived safely and thanking him for his very kind and

humane act.
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MAKINO A CHANCE.

A GOOD many bo)'s and more girls bewail that

they have no chance in life. They feel sura that

they could readily distinguish themselves if they

only had an opportunity. Now let us see how
much there is to this statement. In the first place,

there is something to it. There is a cant phrase

that if one qualifies himself for any particular thing

people will seek him out, A good deal of this

might have been true some thousands of years ago,

but there is nothing in it now. As a matter of fact

the world is full of well qualified people, and they

are searching personally, day and night, for places,

only to find that there is a vast amount of competi-

tion in the world, and that there are more pegs than

there are hojes for them to fill. It is only when a

person is phenomenally well qualifieti that he is

sought Jout, If a boy or girl wait with their dish

till it rains mush and milk they will go to bed hun-

gry-

As a rule there is not as good a chance at [jome

as there is farther away. Hut the worst of it is that

So few aspiring youth can get away. Then in that

instance you must make a chance. Do you think

you are a writer? Then, instead of trying to en-

lighten the world through some city magazine, be-

gin in the county paper. If it is in you people will

soon begin to see it, and then in time you can
spread out into a wider circulated publication. Ate
you the making of a great orator? Then try it at

the home schoolhouse, or in the neighboring one.

You have to begin somewhere, and at sometime.

The nearest is the best place for that sort of thing.

A.nd it is just so in pretty nearly everything. Take
this as your motto, " Find a way or make one."

ground himself thoroughly in the principles and the

practices of the church, and, when the time comes
that it needs a defender, to stand up for the cause

of Christ and the church as stands a rock in the

storm. The chance will be sure to come, and the

man who is able to take the part will be a hero in

the strife, even though he be slain. If j-ou do not

feel that you have a special call for this work then

qualify yourself so that when the call comes the man
will not be wanting, so iar as )-ou are concerned,

if God shall have so placed you next to the work,to

be done. There are leaders in the church now, but

they will pass over and others will take their places.

Be ye ready for the battle, for it is going to be a

fight as it always has been when the devil is to op-

pose.

And the girl,—what can she do? Just as much
and perhaps more than her brother. There will be

writers and speakers wanted. Let her be ready

with her pen and voice, and above all let it be for

the right and no mistake about it, for of half-way

people there is a surplus, while of the hero stamp
there never was a supernumerary. The services of

all will be needed in the future. The outlook was

never better for the employment of the talents of

real men and women in church work. But you
want to remember never to get away from the

shadow of the Cross, or out of sound of the Word.
There are some men and women the writer knows

who could be put on guard and left alone with the

certainty that no matter what happened they would
stay there till death took them. Is it so with you
when the war is on? There is this difference be-

tween the warfare of the Christian and the world.

In the one death is personal defeat, and in the other

there is no death, for death is victory. Are you
ready to stand up without human help till you die

in your tracks? If so you are wanted right at the
fore when the time comes.

THINQS THAT WILL BE NEEDED.

Sometimes a boy or girl is very anxious to render

some service to the cause of Christ and they arc not

sure of the best way to go about it. Let us have a

little talk .about this thing. The impulse is a very

worthy one, most commendable indeed. In the

first place what is the meaning of a Christian life?

Is it to save one's soul? Yes, but that is a very

selfish reason. There is another and a better one,

and that is in the extension of the kingdom of

Christ. Hone gets to looking on the work of the

Christian in this way it soon becomes a broader

field than it was before, and the incentive becomes
less and less of a personal one, and more and more
of a broader and deeper one. Sinking one's self is

the beginning of perfection.

Nothing can be done without personal correctness

of life, and ^this is essential in every way. Given

this fact there are certa'in other matters that are im-

portant to remember in working for the good of the

cause. One is that it is not for the best to get out

of the procession and proceed as a free lance. On
the other hand it is always best to keep in line and
act from within the ranks if it is at all possible.

Those who go off [may make a brave fight, but it

does not amount to much in nine cases out of ten.

The separatist] is usually left behind in the march
He lacks the inspiration of his surroundings.

There is going to be a wonderful field in the

Brethren church in the near years to come for the

earnest worker. How is it to come to pass? Well,

there will be the natural changes incident to the

forward movement of all organized bodies. Some
of this will not be for the best. Now one way to

render efficient service is for the young man to

SHOULD A COUNTRY BOY 00 TO TOWN ?

- Jj>Ja-«otww«an t hy tluir- t
|
ui!otioM to ^k whether

or not a boy living in the countrj- should always re-

main there, but in the broader sense of the question

to help him to determine about his going to the city

to seek work. Of course there are boys and boys,

and cities and cities, and there can be no hard and

fast rules laid down to govern all. Still there are

some general principles that may well be heeded by
the ambitious youth, and they are incontrovertible.

One often reads in the papers the story of the early

youth of the prominent and successful man, how he

went to the city with only a dollar in his pocket,

and the inference is that all that is needed is a

repetition of his early difficulties to secure the cov-

eted ending. The unrecorded facts are that ten

thousand or more went to the city, just as he did,

and lost not only the dollar they started with, but

never gained it, while many were and are yet being
utterly wrecked. There is no monument over the

thousands who went whistling in early youth to

Lunnon town, and who crept back forty years after

to die under the hedge. The shaft is raised over
those who have succeeded. They are not the rule,

and it is well to beware.

Still, there are exceptions to the general rule, and
there are instances where it is advisable to strike

out for the great centers. Right here let the Ingle-
nook give you some good advice. Make no start

on the supposition that you know about the place
you are going to, unless you really do know. The
advertisements in the city dailies for unemployed
skillful labor are thoroughly misleading, as they are
read under the trees in the country. For illustra-

tion a friend of the writer wanted a clerk in a
grocery store, and inserted an advertisement in a
daily paper setting forth his wants. No address
was given other than the post office box, and this

read in the country sounds as though such places
were going a begging in the city. The place was
worth only S5 a week, but nevertheless over six
hundred letters were received by the advertiser
nearly all of whom had experience. What chance
would the country boy have stood in the face of
that competition? The best way for the boy to

proceed is to secure some sort of too^^
he makes a move at all. This is only do

°"

friends, and if these are not available°"h
*'°''^'

hesitate long before making the plunge 't?
°"'-

expenseat eveiy turn in the city dos.'ii,!

much each time as the continued little ex
'

that eat up a little salary with a rapacity
^th"t'

'

be experienced to be understood. "'*i

It is recommended that no boy go to
without some well-defined experience th

'"'

prepared to offer his employer in exchange'f'"
"

place sought. The boy may be honest in mi'*"
the merchant that he can learn the business b

"

merchant is equally honest in telling the b

"'""

he does not keep school and that there ar"* h"'*'
dreds who know all about it that he c

"^

from. If the boy has a thorough knowled r,*
back him up, and has also good recommendati
the fact that he is from the country is in u- ,*
in the start.

''""

As to a girl going from home to work in th
'

outside of the so-called professions of clericalVh"
acter there is always a place for her in thousands"!
homes if she is willing to work. For some une"
plained reason, pride probably, the average count"
girl rebels at the idea of working in "soraebodv^
kitchen." The fact is that in a small family

„|

good people a girl's lot as a domestic is far j,,]

away ahead in every way except externals, o( the

clerk or the office girl's. She should bring he,

church letter, and recommendations from her

friends, and seek church associations at the firsiop.

portunity. Strange to say, the girl has a better

chance for a start in the city than has her brother.

A SHORT SERMON.-Number Two.

Text : The Besetting Sin.

Paul, himself one of the greatest men of the ages,

tells us to lay aside the sin that does so easily be-

set us. What is this besetting sin? Well, it is

different in each individual. In some the »:eal

^-.l... =., .....^ .""6> '• "iiVJC.H .. ,» OOlll>.V.„Ug

With the drunkard it is his love of drink, in the

case of the thief his coveting others' property is his

trouble. So it goes with all of us. Where oiheri

are weak we may be strong, but none of us are so

constituted that we have not some particular beset-

ment that, if left unguarded, will be our undoing il

time. It is this way. Our lives are like a chain,

and as the strength of the chain is measured by the

strength of the weakest link, so our natures, made

up of thoughts and habits, may be attacked at some

particularly weak spot.

It is only the deepest thinker who turns in upo»

himself an introverted eye and who knows where hh

weakness most lies. It is the best Christian soldi"

who, knowing this, guards against the attacks

the enemy. There may be more than one well

point in our armor, but there is always one thai"

weaker than all the others, and this is the place f«

the sin that doth so easily beset us to enter.

After we are sure of our own weakness we i"

more tolerant of the errors others make. Wee

to be more apt to condone the offenses of ot "'

when we have found out of what common clay"

are mutually constructed. We may not sin m

same way, but neither do others break at our e^P'

cially weak spot "' - "' "' '' '"!'">**
The moral of it all is '<> »

Is that we ar

Watch 3

and pray. The result of it is that we are then ni*

likely to be charitable toward others,

pray.
^

The Indian sign language is =" """^''
"'°J'j„d£

prehensive thing than most people ivomW ' '^l

It is entirely possible for a party of Indians "^"^^A

pletely translate every article in this issue ^^^l

Inglenook in the sign language. Some
^.^^^^1

shades of thought may be lost, but the "'^^*p,j(jjj|

be transferred in the motions that are as

the alphabet.

A VERY prevalent idea among the '^°^'"'^
Ji,fil!

of the south, especially with the very °'

"i^^j,
»«»i

days, is that animals have a language 0'
^p,:

that is well understood between theniseh"-

Brer Rabbit said to Brer Fox is a fact to theW'
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Methods of Proeeedure in

filings
JopJ^^^oPk^
Number Two.

j„E STUDY OF TELEQRAPHY.

BV H. a. HAWKINS.

rase for a boy or girl, contemplating

>"'
rT, a profession, to begin work is about

^legraphy
a r^^.^^^^ ^^-^^ f,om a liking for the

''""'"
good elementary education, such as is

business,
IS ^B_^

high school course. Especially

""^'TL,e be a good foundation in orthography,

*°
din<' or receiving a message there is no

''
'"(Thesi^ancy in the matter of spelling a word.

''""
hnsiness in which women as well as men en-

" " \ t the telegraph authorities do not, as a rule,

gage, bu
^^^^ ^^^^^ become as thoroughly

P'°"',!s°n.en,and they are not able to stand the

tra" of continuous hard work. At the same time,

,11 such cases, there are exceptions, an,d some

" '"

!, ,re very successful in the work, but it is not
women aic v- /

'"rhe' best thing for a boy to do in making a start

,„ begin at the bottom of the ladder, going into

'
office as a messenger. This i« a place that is not

very hard to get, and there is a practical side to it

.hat stands the learner in good stead when he be-

omes an operator himself. After getting the work

of a messenger
thoroughly by heart, he is ready to

ao into an office. It should be remembered that

Ihe work cannot be learned at home. There are

cheap instruments offered for sale for the use of

amateurs, but they are without practical merit, save

as a means of practicing at home what is learned in

an office. Once installed in an office as a learner

the time required to become sufficiently expert to

take charge of an office is entirely dependent on

the natural ability of the learner and the interest

taken in him by his teacher. There can be no time

set, but as a rule it can not be rightly acquired in

less than six months, and not more than a year

should be taken. After the learner has mastered

Ihat lie can take charge of an office

ill find tirar-Tngie aie inu u . i.u—.u u «

the system of sending and receiving messages is en-

tirely different from the business done on land

wires. The two methods are not at all interchange-

able, and require separate instruction.

The calling has its advantages and its unpleasant

side, and withal if the learner will completely mas-

ter shorthand, typewriting, and then becomes thor-

oughly expert as a telegrapher, if he also has the

other qualifications referred to before in this article,

he is likely to have profitable employment. Under

such conditions of knowledge the profession is rec-

ommended.

The above concise presentation of the requirements of

telegraphy in its best estate is from the pen of Mr. H. A. Haw-

kins, a practical telegrapher of twenty years' practice as man-

ager in the General Office of the Union Pacific Railroad at

Kansas City, Mo. He is thoroughly expert in his calling, and

what he says should be carefully studied and heeded by any of

our readers contemplating the work referred to.

THE MARVELS OF SHRAPNEL.

himself he

work open to him, commercial, that is the usual

business of telegraphy between individuals, and rail-

road work. In either instance it is his acquaintance

with the appointing powers that will get him a

place, or in the absence of personal acquaintance

with them, through some friend who does know
them. The securing of an office under favorable

conditions does not present extraordinarily difficult

conditions. New offices are being established, oper-

ators die and are shifted about, and it is in the un-

important and least paid places that the beginner
will start. He will get at the first, from S30 to S50 a

month, and about the highest he will ever receive
will be from Sioo to Si 15 a month, and then only
after thorough qualification, and successful expe-
rience. It is also a fact that no discrimination be-

tween the sexes is made in the matter of salary.

Equal pay for equal service is the rule.

The moral qualifications of an operator are skill,

sobriety, fidelity to his employer's interests, and
last, but by no means least, he must never tell with-
out express permission the contents or character of
any message sent or received. Failure in this lat-

'" particular will be very apt to lose the incumbent
's position. I suggest railroad work as preferable,
"' I do not recommend the profession to any
young friend looking ahead for a life calling.
"ere is this to it, however, and that is if the aspi-

"nt has a working knowledge of typewriting and
^'"°S"phyhis chances are infinitely improved, and

ese additional accomplishments are secured I

I

recommend the profession to any young
"end of mine who has a liking for the work.

^

ere arc many reasons for these additional qualifi-

Jbons, most of which will be apparent to the read-

abh •

"^"^ "^'^ °^ ""^ ™''^ there is a system of
^^breviations called the Philip's code, a sort of sys-

and^'"^
^'^°'''"=ningof each word sent, easily learned

mit °k" ^"^'l"'''^'' enables the telegrapher to trans-
about seventy words a minute

^^h work don,

abs'l"^'
"'"^ lessening the expenses and securing

sa
"^ secrecy in case an important business mes-

iheoc
''"" '"'° """ ^'°"S hands. Much of

si,

°,"'" "blc business is done in this way. It

" be understood that the cable business, and

There is also

code or cipher in commerc

THE MOST TERRIBLE AGENCY OF WAR.

It seems more than a little strange that, in spite

of all the boasted improvements in weapons of war,

the deadliest of all instruments of death in use to-

day was as familiar to our grandfathers and great-

grandfathers in the earliest years of the century as

to us.

Machine guns, such as the Maxim and Catling,

each pouring forth a very deluge of bullets at the

rate of several hundreds a minute, and mowing down

the enemy's ranks as a scythe mows down grass, are

very terrible weapons; but for sheer destructiveness

and the power to demoralize the enemy they must

yield precedence to the shrapnel shells, within whose

" operative area " nothing can live.

These deadly projectiles were invented two years

before Trafalgar by a Colonel Shrapnel, a British

officer; but, as is the case with so many inventions,

the original shrapnel shell was of very primitive

construction. It consisted of a spherical shell, filled

with bullets and a bursting charge of gunpowder;

but, as it had a trick of exploding at the wrong time,

and was only reliable in its uncertainty, it was often

a source of as much danger to friends as to enemies.

... ,

pr (yf,ni ''"i r
i
tr'e urojectile that the

wonderful shell of to-day has been evolved. The

modern shrapnel shell consists of three parts: the

base, the head, and the tube which runs through its

body. The explosive charge is placed in the base

of the shell; and on a kind of diaphragm placed

over this charge two or three hundred bullets rest,

being kept in position by resin, which is melted and

poured over them.

Running from the base to the point of the shell is

a tube filled with powder to connect the explosive

charge in the base with the fuse which is placed in

the head of the shell.

Before firing the shell the distance of the enemy

is calculated and the fuse is cut down to such a

length that the shell will explode at the precise

fraction of a second when it can inflict most damage.

In other words, the fuse must be of such a length

that the charge will be exploded when the shell is

about 20 feet above and 50 feet in front of the

enemy.

The fuse is ignited by the act of firing; and as the

shell screams through the air at the rate of 800 to

1,000 miles an hour, it burns rapidly until, just as it

is on the point of striking the enemy bodily, the

charge at the base of the shell is ignited, and with a

terrific explosion the shell is shattered, pouring

down its deadly hail of a quarter of a thousand bul-

lets over an area of about 500 square feet. The

bullets are so evenly distributed from this terrible

• spray diffuser " that, if 25° men were massed with-

in this area, every man would either be killed or

dangerously wounded.

In some recent experiments with shrapnel, shells

were fired at a range of a mile and a half at a wood-

en target one inch thick. Fifty yards behind this

target screens were placed to represent a battalion

of infantry; in columns of companies. The shells

were explo'ded on contact with the target, and the

number of hits on the screen were counted. From

one shell i6o2hits were scored, each hit in all proba-

bility representing a man's life; a second shell made

180 hits; and from a third shell no fewer than 220

out of its 250 bullets found billets on the screen.

Thus a single shrapnel well aimed is capable of

doing terrible execution on an enemy; but their de-

structiveness only becomes apparent when we con-

sider the rapidity with which they can be fired. Let

us take, for illustration, a single battery of half-a-

dozen guns and see what havoc it might conceivably

do within such a short limit of time as a quarter of

an hour.

Each gun is capable of firing a shell every five

seconds, or twelve shells a minute; and as each shell

has on an average 250 bullets, a single gun can de-

luge the enemy with 3,000 bullets a minute or 45,000

bullets in a quarter of an hour. Thus a battery of

six guns has a killing capacity of 270,000 men in

fifteen minutes, assuming that each bullet, as it

might do, killed a man.

The effect on an enemy of, say, six batteries

showering on them a hail of over 100,000 bullets a

minute may well be conceived; and it is little wonder

that the Dervish hordes at Omdurman fell before

such a tornado of destruction like grass before the

scythe of a mower.

A shrapnel shell weighs only about 14 pounds,

and of this weight its burden of bullets is nearly

half. It has an effective range of two miles, and an

average speed of flight of 1,200 feet to 1,300 feet a

second. Swiftly as it flies and short as its journey

is, the second shell is following from the same gun

on the track of the first before the latter has traveled

much more than half of its journey.

When a shell of any kind bursts in flight the

pieces all go forward in fan-like shape, and those in

the rear are not often hurt. The whole business of

the destruction of human life is a terribly wrong one,

and those who know war the best are the ones who

condemn it most. When the world gets civilized,

or Christianized, which is the same thing, there will

be no more war.

HOW TO BE BEAUTIFUL.

All women desire to be beautiful, but not all

have their wishes gratified, and it is their own fault.

Beauty is a pretty hard thing to define, as it difiers

in different parts of the world among different peo-

ples. What is ravishingly beautiful, or so regarded,

in one section, is not by any means passable in oth-

er parts. So, after all, the term is a relative one.

If complexion is meant there is nothing in it, as it

can be bought at so much a box. And if it is nat-

-«iT»t-«-disot4«»ed--lu»«-u(iiieU_it. 1£ it is in the

figure the modiste can work wonders. But what

lasts, and can be lost through no outside influence,

comes from the soul. Therefore, soul cultivation,

and all that that means, is the only true and correct

method of being beautiful. Be good and you wiit

be not only happy but you will become beautiful.

Who has not seen the face of some woman hard-

ened out of all womanly qualities? One can see it

in any city on the streets after night. No matter

what the features and the form may seem to be

there is no doubt of the absence of loiable quali-

ties. On the other hand who has not seen the

saint-like face that no regularity of feature charac-

terized? It is a fact that people come to gradually

look as they think. The inference is plain. Think

right, do right, and live right, and all the rest takes

care of itself. Boys fall in love with a face, men

incline to notice figures, but both boy and man

revere goodness in women, and goodness is beauty.

In the large plains called "Llandees," in south-

western France, the people use stilts as a matter of

course. These plains arc generally flooded, though

not to a sufficient depth to enable people to get

about in boats. The stilts are not held in the

hands, like those we are accustomed to see, but are

firmly strapped to the side of the leg. The person

wearing them carries a long pole to balance him-

self and aid him in walking. This pole has usually

a cross-piece at one end, so that by putting it at a

slant on the ground behind him, the |3erson on stilts

can sit down on it and rest. It is a common occur-

rence in that country to see men and women sitting

and knitting in this exalted position, while the

sheep they are tending wander about the plain.

They wear their stilts all d.ay long, putting them on

when they go out in the morning and taking them

off only when they return home at night.

" It's impossible for you to lift yourself up by

your bootstraps, isn't it, Johnny?" asked the teach-

er of a small pupil. " Yes'm," answered Johnny.

"Now," continued the teacher, "can you tell me

why it's impossible? " " I guess it's because 1 wear

shoes," was the logical reply.
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Good ^^ l^eading

FRANK AND FLORE^Ce.

A DAY in the country in early springtime when
the cherries are in blooni and the robins and the

blue birds are nesting. Overhead the fleecy clouds

sail westward in the azure sea and the cattle in the

meadow wade in the grass where grows the yellow

dandelion, and the ribbon of a brook goes dancing

over shallows or swirling in the dark eddies. There
is peace everywhere as Frank and Florence, eight

and six respectively, gather the wild flowers on the

banks, or play in the grass under the meadow ma-
ples. Up on the porch is the young mother, in a

rocking-chair, knitting while she sings:

" Perfect and true are all tiis ways
Whom heaven adores and earth obeys."

And now and then she notes the children at play

and it is a picture of perfect peace. The swallows

race from the barn roof, the blinking cat purrs, the

merry laugh of the children wafts on the breeze,

and all the blossoms are nodding and the leaves are

dancing. Now tell me if earth is not beautiful and
life is not sweet.

Down in the meadow where the brook runs is a

shadow none sec. Gathered from the infinite it

grows apace. Florence wanders near the edge of

the pool, and reaching over, loses her balance and
falls in. There is a wild cry and the boy runs ter-

ror sped, for the hou.se. A cloud comes between
the sun and the earth. It races over hill and hol-

low, meadow and upland, and as it reaches the

house the mother sees, just as the line,

" Perfect and true are all his ways,"

trills out on the balmy air. A world of despair sur-

sounds all and every blossom shudders and all the
leaves are still. The silence of the Valley of the
Shadow is in the air.

Here upon the dark green carpet of the meadow
lies the house in which the soul of little Florence
once dwell,—only half an hour ago was she its

merry tenant. And how black the gloom now, as
the limp body with its curls of tangled gold half

covering the peaceful face upturned to the skies
lies in the grass. Clinging, wcl clothes, the horri-

ble, terrible silence, that eloquently answers the

wild cries of the mother and then the dread silence

of the boon of insensibility. And then a robin

pipes his roundelay. The bluebird whistles his

flute-like note, and the leaves are dancing and the

blossoms nodding again. Nature never sympathiz-
es with the inevitable.

Up in the house, in the darkened front room is .i

little coflin framing the closed eyes and the peace-
ful face of the child. The neighboring children
have given their tribute of white violets and lilacs

and the room has the quiet of death and the heavy
perfume of shut in flowers. Up stairs a lone mother
weeps and the night hours pass on leaden feet till

the gray in the east burns into the glow of the
morning.

Out on the hillside is a little mound that would
not stay a child in its race and under it lies the tiny
dwelling in which the child lived. A woman in

black is silent now, though all leaves and birds and
blossoms are singing. Some day in the far—the
near future, we shall know all about it. St Paul
says we see through a glass darkly now, but then
doubtless all of us shall say:

" Perfect and true arc all his ways.
Whom heaven adores and earth obeys."

Style is in the form of tablets to be taken into the

mouth and there dis^lved; the other is the same
thing in granular form to be dissolved in water and
used as a drink. The people who use it are not

only invalids and children, but no end of cyclists,

professional men, and others, find it of great \'alue.

It is a condensed, perfect food, that is acceptable

in taste and effect to the weak and the strong alike.

While a few of the tablets, about the size of a pep-

permint lozenge, are clearly not " fillin' " in the

matter of bulk it is also true that they are satisfying

in effect for the time being. It is not likely that

there will ever be any form of food that a man can

carry a week's supply around with him in his pocket,

but it is also true that there are people and times in

the lives of all, especially the infant, the weak, and
the very old, when some form of food ready made
for the system to take up, is a very much to be de-

sired matter. Milkine is one of these foods and it

does its work.

Now what is it made of? Well, all there is in it,

roughly speaking, are milk, malted barley, gluti-

nous flour, lean beef, a little lime and salt. Half of

it is milk and the other half is made up of the

above named parts. The farmers around Elgin
furnish the milk daily, and the best parts of the

round of beef are used. The whole composition is

mixed together and reduced in vacuo. This is the
vacuo " method. There is a large orange-

shaped vessel in which four or five men could be
placed, and this is charged with about two hundred
gallons of the mixture. The air is then pumped off

the top of the vessel, heat applied and the pumping
kept up. The whole mess is boiled down in an air-

tight vessel till it is of the proper consistency, when
the process is stopped and the mass is either
moulded in tablet form or ground into a powder,
bottled and put on the market. This is the rough
of it and will give the ordinary reader the idea

1898, the arrivals at New York were only
63,825 less than in 1S99. Deputy Co

'^'^''^•'"

McSweeny told me he fully expects the'fi"""'"""
mount up to four or five hundred thousa^,!i^" *'"

the present year. " ''uring

In the waiting-room of the barge office
scene is presented. Groups of Germans 'r

"'°"'''

Irish and Italians are waiting to meet'
"""'

others are changing money or writing
let[^'^''*'^''

here and there are little knots huddled
^'^' '"^

heaters. There are Hebrews,
long-beard"!!*'

""

black-eyed; Scandinavians, fresh-colored an I

1

''"'

eyed; and Italians, with swarthy skins a 1

eyes. Most picturesque, probably, are the"?
''"

and the Swiss. The Syrian is the type
„<"'"'

peasant of Beirut, one who has come ofar ""
has been oppressed for centuries. r» :. .

'^'"•at
IS

interestii
to note the brightening-up process which th,.

•"%

pie undergo after their arrival. No sooner do thi

peo-

leybreathe the air of freedom's land and feel th
'

i

''

safely on its friendly shore, where religio'^
political persecution is unknown, than tht;!?

"'

kindle, and their ,„hoi„ „.„ 'eir tace.

formed.

without going into details. The chemical processes
are beyond the layman and we will not enter upon
them more than to say that they leave the food ele-
ment in the shape to be immediately used and the
valueless parts are eliminated. All baby foods try to
reach this end and while we do not know about the
ot hers undoubtedly Milkine fills the bill. The In-
CT-EHOBR malfers here In ftP Mtice think «-.Il ,^f fi,..

product and doubtless man}' a life might be saved
by the timely use of something of the kind. The
Milkine people employ about twenty-five people in

INFANT FOODS.

Nearly everybody has seen the advertisements
of the various condensed foods intended for infants

and for invalids, but few know how they arc made
and what goes into them. So we concluded that as

nothing was too good for Inglenook readers we
would look up one of these industries and tell what
we saw and heard. Now it so happens that right

here in Klgin is the manufactory of one of the

widest known and most successful foods of its kind.

It is known as Milkine and the name is but little

le to its make and use. We investigated the mat-
1 and will tell what we saw and heard.

About five years ago Mr. John 11. Hethrington
invented this particular combination of foods and a
"tnpany began putting it up. It comes in two
ims, in neat bottles, heremetically sealed. One

the factory and their product is sent all over the
world, two car loads of it going out this month.

A good many of our readers are interested in

children, and in the picture herewith are shown three
of them who arrived at once in this cold world Jan.
30, 1898, in Elgin, ahead of schedule, and the com-
bined avoirdupois of the trio was a beggarly four-
teen pounds. Clearly they were not cases for ]l'ic-

ncy WiirsI and sourcrout, but Milkine was used and
their picture shows how much alive and kicking
they are to-d.iy. The young gentleman to the left

is John, the lady in the middle is Jeanette, and Da-
vid stands to the right. The triplets, with their
parents, who also are alive, live here in Elgin.

QUICK-CHANQE CITIZENS.

liV WILLIAM SANDISON.

WoNDEKFlJL is the way immigration is increasing
this year. It promises to reach flood tide. New

'open door " through whichYork is, of course, the

is pouring the vast stream. Most of the arrivals in
America are at this port. During the last twelve
months, 297,862 immigrants arrived at the various
ports of the United Slates, and of these 242,573
came through New York. During the entire year.

whole persons seem to be uZA very striking case of this character „T
that of a Syrian girl, who came over lately Sh
was dull, and seemingly very much depressed
her arrival; but in a few days she seemed to be""
thoroughly interested in her new surroundings iZ
she brightened up, and began to dress more neatly
As if just awakened from a dream, she began

t

take an active interest in all she heard and saw
about. A similar transformation can be noted evel
in the glum and taciturn Poles and the Russian He
brews. Their physical horizon seems to widen, and
they gradually realize the wonderful possibilities o(
the new country. The faces of the Italian women
afford a unique study, being picturesque both in

youth and age, and quaint in expression, color and
contour. A group of Italian women probably pre.
sents a greater variety of color in costume than any
other female group of immigrants arriving on our
shores. The sharp contrast of shades and tones,

the predominance of yellow, blue and red, the odd'
looking head-wraps, and the abundance of tawdry
jewelry, are all peculiar to the olive-skinned daugh-
ters of Italy. Simpler in dress, softer in features,
.-.-.J l.;„.ll,. - > > r o - —%j-,^jj..,„, a,u

the women of Lithuania. They are generally tall

and well developed, qualified to become the moth-

ers of a race of strong sons of the republic. Many

of these go to the Western and Middle States

to farms. The Syrian women have a dreamy,

indolent cast of features peculiar to all Orien-

tals. Like the men of the Orient, they usual-

ly become traders, merchants or peddlers, but

rarely laborers or producers. The Armeni-

ans, as a rule, have dusky skins and the strong,

heav)' Asiatic type of features common to all

natives of Syria, Arabia and Anatolia.

One j'oung Armenian, who came in the steer-

age several months ago, with a scanty ward-

robe and slender purse, and unable toreador

write a word of English, has now a good posi-

tion in the city, and is able to read and write

very well. He is a fair type of the thoroughly

industrious and ambitious Oriental. Some marry

American or European girls, who make good wives

and help them to succeed in life more rapidly than

if they had married one of their own race.

This quick change is apparent among the groups

of foreigners who go to the barge office, as the re-

ception depot is officially designated, to meet

friends and relatives. They themselves may have

been here only a short time, yet they usually ap-

pear so well dressed and prosperous that one would

hardly recognize in them the immigrants who land-

ed only a few months before.

Out of every one thousand men, nine hundie

and fifty become citizens by naturalization.

In Iceland horses are shod with sheep's horn; m

the valley of the Upper Oxus the antlers of ih'

mountain deer are used for the same purpose, li"^

shoes being fastened with horn pins; in the Sou*"

the horses are shod with socks made of came
|

skin; in Australia horseshoes have been tried "

cowhide. A German not long ago invented a horse-

shoe of paper, prepared by saturating with oil. '"

of i"^"pentine, and other ingredients. Thin layers

paper are glued to the hoof till the requisite thic-

ness is attained. Shoes thus made are inipene

ble by moisture. Hard rubber is also used.

netra-
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WORLD-WIDE MISSIONS.

„ Now let us sing," and at the word

From prairie pulpit uttered,

Like rustling leaves before a shower,

The white-winged pages fluttered.

Then burst the hymn; the long grass waved

The grouse stirred in its cover:

Siill stood the deer with head erect,

Up sprang the startled plover.

.. What though the spicy breezes

Blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle;

Though every prospect pleases

And only man is vile?

In vain with lavish kindness

The gifts of God are strewn;

The heathen in his blindness.

Bows down to wood and stone."

lyric grand! thy noble words.

All noble deeds suggesting;

Have ever stirred the Christian heart,

To work and toil unresting.

And till the church's fight is fought.

Thine utterances glorious,

A battle cry, a trumpet call,

Shall lead the host victorious.

&1, Sunday H Sehool Shu

JESUS AND JOHN THE BAPTIST.—Luke 7:18-28.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

SWINQINO.

-Selected.

AMONG OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Sister Mvra Forney, of Lanark, 111., says, "A

good iiiotto for the work is ' all at it and always at it.'

I am quite sure if young people could realize the worth

of the reading, it would take little solicitation to

get many to take up the work. But there is where

the effort is often required on the part of the secre-

tary, to impress upon others the importance of this

means of improvement."

Sister Maggie C. Weckert, of Keyset, W. Va., says,

"I have read five books, and ' Do not Say' is one of

the best books I ever read. I believe six members

joined the Circle here, but they are scattered abroad
^-^—^\^^—

I
'i"- t-n ,tr'lt°

^"^"^

the church.

Brother J. C. Groff, of Holmesville, Nebr., is still at

work. How great is the need for faithful laborers

everywhere. He writes, "I am glad to send you
two more names for the Circle. I need more circu-

lars. With God's help I will do what I can for the

Circle, because I think it is one of the means of

showing us our whole duty to God. Let us work
initedly."

Sister Libbie Hall of Batdorf, Ohio, writes, "We
have now partly organized our Reading Circle, and
1 enclose thirteen promise cards and I hope to send
more soon. I used to read about the Circle in the
Goifd Messenger. May God bless all his workers
everywhere."

We are glad to give a hearty welcome to these
new members this week:
"SO, ]. W. Swigart Maitland, Pa.
"'' °™ Cullen Holmesville, Nebr.
:S2. GussieCullen Holmesville, Nebr.
"S3, Cassie Davis Batdorf, Ohio.
-S4, Sarah Smith Wauseon, Ohio.
'

''
f"*V Berkeybile Delta, Ohio.

6.L,bbi=Hall Batdorf, Ohio.
S7, Nancy Smith -Wauseon, Ohio.

„f
Suniuel Berkeybile Batdorf, Ohio.

,
J?' Zf^" Lawrence Batdorf, Ohio.

'^^MWrX'::;:
Winomeg. Ohio.

'^62, Cora E. Ritch'ey

'%Mauie Smith......
'-^1. Aaron Smith.

{Lesson for April zg, jgoo.)

Golden Text.— He hath done all things well.—Mark 7:

37-

Of al! the characters in the New Testament none

stand out so dramatic as the figure of John the

Baptist, the forerunner of Christ. His work, his

life and his tragic end combine to make him a

marked figure. At first he is shown to us as one

preaching repentance, and baptizing to that end.

His baptism was not Christian baptism, but prepar-

atory to the coming of one greater than he.

When John sent the messengers to see the Master

it was for the purpose of ascertaining definitely

whether or not he was the promised Christ, the man
he had baptized. The answer returned by the mes-

sengers was a practical one. They were told to re-

turn and tell John of the miracles they had seen

personally, and this was the best answer. John had

been predicting these things and now they had

come to pass. The answer was beyond cavil or

doubt.

It is likely that John was in prison at this time

where he had been put by the authorities for his

boldness of speech in reproving sin. What he

wanted was direct testimony of the reality of the

divine powers of Jesus and this he hoped to get

through the witness of the messengers. He got it,

not in a direct answer, but by showing the messen-

gers a realization of all the predictions made con-

cerning Jesus.

The Master was telling the story of his great

mission. John had about finished his work. Both

were doomed to die by violence, and both did so

die. It is a lesson for some of us these latter days

when we complain of the severity of our environ-

ment. We do not remember the troubles of those

who have gone before and who tasted death. The

fact is that no great thing in the world was ever

won by ease and indolence. On the contrary work

and pain are the accompaniments of success and

Oh, this is just as lovely

As ever anything;

I am so glad I came here

To sit and swing and swing.

The board is going to teeter

—

But I guess if I hold tight

I'll swing so high I'll touch the sky.

And go clear out of sight.

But, O my! what's the matter?

I'm surely slipping away!

There, now, I'm down, I'll come around
And swing some other day.

AIMEE'S VISIT TO AUNT BELLE'S.

Winomeg, Ohio.

Winomeg, Ohio.

Wauseon, Ohio.

\if.' I- ,
"""' Wauseon, Ohio.

^"i. ^atah Berkeybile, Delta, Ohio.

froi
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iuclgment. As I weigh here, so shall I

to be tour '

^^^'^^' ^""^ '" ^^^^^ balance I do not want
und wanting."

The lessons taught by the passage under consid

eration are many. The first that suggests Itself is

the earnestness of the parties. John wanted to

know. Jesus was willing to tell and did so with the

utmost evidence. The wondering crowd seems to

have been doubting in character. It is nothing

new. It is the age-old story of those who, seeing,

yet refuse to see, and hearing, yet hear not. It

would seem that if miracles were wrought in our

day and time, such as are recorded by the Book,

there would not be the slightest ground for doubt.

Yet those who saw them doubted in many instances.

The world has changed, but the human heart is ever

the same with its willing suspicions of wrong where

there is only good. It is not the way to best inter-

pret life. When once the grace of God has fallen

into a human heart as falls the dew on the flower

there should never be a moment of relaxation of

belief nor aught but that which characterized John's

message, a desire to know more of the certainties of

the case. When that condition is present there will

be no room for doubt on the plan that when the

heart is full there is room for nothing more in it.

The cup that is full will hold no more.

The austerity of the life of John the Baptist is

proverbial. That of the Master is well known. It

also enforces the teaching that the living out of

Christianity is not of the purple. It may be that a

king may be a saint, but oftener in the quiet life of

the lowly the true inspiration of Jesus stands out

brightest and most alluring. There is nothing in

the teaching of the Christ that prevents the accept-

ance of it by both prince and peasant, but the facts

are that too often we seek in vain for the crown of

thorns on the head of him who wears the purple,

while on the brow of the humble we find our bright-

est diadem of hope and truth.

"Yes, yes; run away and do anything you want
to," said nurse, in a cross tone.

Nurse was talking over the fence to the girl next

door, and did not want to be bothered with little

Aimee. Aimee walked slowly around the house,

and down to the front gate.

A street car came by, and her face brightened, as

she said to her doll, "Dolly, would you like to go to

Aunt Belle's?" Dolly smiled sweetly; and that was

how Aimee knew that she wanted to go.

"Well, then, we must hurry, Dolly dear, for it's a

long ride to Aunt Belle's. Let us run and catch

the next car." So the tiny mother with her smil-

ing child opened the gate, and started off to see

dear Aunt Belle.

When the car came near she held up her finger to

stop it. The driver laughed at the wee passenger.

He stopped his car, while the conductor lifted the

mother and child up and put them on the seat.

When the conductor came round for the fare

Aimee told him to ask her papa and he would pay

him. The conductor laughed, and asked her where

she was going.

"I am going to see my Aunt Belle," said Aimee.

"Where does }Our Aunt Belle live?"

" 1 will show you when tlie car gets there."

So she rode on until they came to a large stone

house, with a lovely garden in front. Then Aimee
told the man to stop the car; for that was Aunt

Belle's.

The conductor picked her up, and carried her to

the pavement, where he set her down. Aimee
opened the gate, and went up the walk. Aunt

Belle, sewing at the window, saw her coming and

ran down to let her in.

"Why, Aimee! how did you come? "

"In the cars. Aunt Belle."

" Did your mother say you could come?"

" No, Aunt Belle. Mamma was out, and Dolly

and I were tired of playing alone; and so we came

to see you."

Aunt Belle took her to the nursery to play with

the children, and then sent the man to tell her

mother where Aimee was. She knew that she

would be sadly frightened, when she came home

and could not find her little girl. But Aimee, hap-

py with her little cousins, did not think of mamma
until she came to take her home.

This is our real need—more oil, a greater supply

of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, " the spirit of wisdom

and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might,

the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord."

Oh we need more divvie illumination. More " oil

for the light." More oil in the closet. Then our

prayers will be more real, our petitions more urgent,

our intercessions more frequent, our reading of the

Scriptures more profitable.

FRITZ.

Fritz is a beautiful light-blue gray cat. He is

the special pet of his master's little daughter, and

therefore has many privileges about the house not

usually accorded to cats; among these special privi-

leges is that of having his food in the dining roonf.

Fritz has many peculiarities, the chief being that

he thinks that he is covering up the food that re-

mains after he has eaten all he wishes— a habit of

wild cats which is well known. He stands over the

plate and after a curious look at it to see that it is

all right and that it Is covered up he walks leisurely

away. How strange it is that these traces of wild

state are so often seen in animals which have been

domesticated for long generations! Fritz has no

need to cover up his food even if the dirt or mould

were there for that purpose, for he is sure of getting

plenty more when he wants it. It was simply from

the force of habit, a habit not his own, but his an-

cestors', that he went through the motions. What

a forcible illustration of the power of habit.
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THE DAY WE GO A PISHINO.

EvEK since the world began, since fish first

learned to swim and man found out how to catch

them, Roing a fishing has been a pastime and an

outing. It is also a serious life work for thousands.

It is not the somber bread and butter and fish-to-sell

side, that we want to discuss, but the day off the

wheel and out in the country where the trees shade
the trout stream that we will go, you and the editor.

What? May a girl or two go along? Well, yes,

that is, yes. Hut a girl tangled up in the brush, or

squawking when she hooks a fish accidentally, is on-

ly made worse by one thing and that's one more such
girl. .Still you may go along, conditionally, and
that is if you look after the lunch business and see

that it is right in quality and quantity. The writer

knows a girl that eini catch fish, and she can also

write an article for The Ingi.enook, sing like a bird

and cook like,— well, to beat everything. But she's

an exception.

Now to catch trout we must go to a trout stream.

The ruby spotted do not dwell in a muddy creek,

but they live where the brook swirls and splashes
down the mountain side, with overhanging trees

and here and there a deep hole and then a shallow
over which the water purls and gurgles. And a
trout, being a gentleman in his ways, may not be
captured with much shouting or taken with any
brass band business.

It is not that he cares for noise, for you may
make all you will of it and he will not flutter a fin.

But one sight of you and where is he? So with the
limber rod, the fine tackle and the lure as pretty an
imitation of a fly ever made, we will creep up to the
pool and flirt it on the surface. Flash, boil, bubble,
rip! and ten lo one you lose your head and yank the
rod overhead with both hands, tangling the line in

the trees, while the trout is a hundred yards away,
going up stream like a golden flash. What you
wanted lo do was to keep the line gently taut, and
flip him out as readily as Aunt Hannah forks a
doughnut on a plate. When the hour is five of a
dewy morning, the trout a pound in weight, as he
gasps out his life on the moss of the bank you have
done something, that, iC f;ur\y done, is a thing lo \>c i

-

rem_en,bered_foj-^a long t,me. „„„.5^-,^,^;^^.„„ ,„j,^
. Park. He was more fortunate in his auditors than

another soldier whom we saw working under a

guard with a ball and chain on one ankle. This

man was on duty one day to guard the formation

around the springs. He was accosted by a gentle-

man and asked if one might carry away some speci-

mens of gcyserite. The soldier told him to take all

he wanted, but to his surprise found that he had

been talking to one of the officers in citizen's cloth-

ing. He was serving six months for his neglect of

duty.

I must not go any further without paying a

tribute to the forests of the Park. They cover a

large portion of it and are a great addition to its

beauty. Of course they are nearly all evergreens,

mostly tall, yellow pines, straight as an arrow and

from one to six feet through. They have never

been disturbed since first they reared their gieen

toi)s here, with only God to see. The way through

the forest is in many places well-nigh impossible

for the fallen timber.

In the northeastern part of the Park are forests of

another sort. These stand on the side of a steep

mountain but they are the stumps of the deciduous

trees not evergreens and the scattered chips are

strangely heavy. It is the petrified forest where

seemingly half-rotten stumps of wood are trans-

formed into stone just as they stood. I remember

one fallen log lying with roots apparently latel)-

torn from the earth and as natural a rotten slump
as one would e\er sec. On the slope below you

may find hosts of petri6ed leaves larger than a ma-

ple leaf and showing that in past ages a much
warmer climate prevailed here and produced a veg-

etation very different from that wliich now covers

these hills.

One other evidence of past ages is conspicuous in

the Park, a great boulder of granite scratched and
scored by the glaciers that left it here far away
from its parent rock. It stands among the trees be-

side the road near the Caflon.

But to come back to the lake, where we left our

party. After a few days' camping on the shore and

a moonlight row on the lake, we pushed on to the

Caflon. A few miles on the way we digressed to

on the laughing ripples of the shallows they may be
brought twirling and flopping to hand.

Tramping along the crowded streets of the busy
city the day in the woods is as a cup of cold water
in the desert.

fldveptising Colatar

WATCH FOR THE TOTAL ECLIPSE.

It has been ele\'en years since we have had a to-

tal eclipse of the sun and eighteen years will pass

before the next after the one scheduled for the 28th

of the coming month of May, so it behoo\'es every
one to get smoked glasses and look with all their

eyes at this one. It can be seen to some e.stent all

over the country, but only within a path of some
fifty-five miles width can jt be seen in its entirety,

the path running from New Orleans northeast out

to sea at Norfolk. Chicago is right in this path,

and the eclipse begins here at 7: 46 A. M., lasting

till 9:03, according to Leslie's Weekly.

There has ceased to be any mystery connected
with the phenomena of eclipses, whether solar or
lunar. The moon makes the complete circuit of

the heavens once in about twenty-nine and one-half

days; the sun appears to do the same, owing to the
actual circuit made by the earth, once in a year.

The moon, therefore, makes more than twelve cir-

cuits while the sun is making one. Consequently,
the moon must overtake and pass the sun as many
as twelve times in a year. Sun and moon both ap-
pear to be moving in the same direction, not only,

but in nearly the same path. If they moved in

exactly the same path the moon would pass in be-
tween the sun and the earth at every circuit and
there would be an eclipse of the sun at every new
moon. But the paths are not exactly the same; so
the moon usually goes by either above or below the
sun. There are points, however, where these two
paths intersect; and if the sun and moon both hap-
pen at one of those points at the same time then an
eclipse is inevitable.

If the moon were actually smaller, or if she were
more distant and therefore apparently smaller, then
there would be simply a " transit " of the moon, like
the well-known transits o f Venus and Mercury, both
ofw^ch planets' are immf-fvc;ely mor<^~;7^^-fnnt than

moon. That is. the c.i
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Prize Winners

We have the best strains of
poultry going. You'll hear
something of interest, if you only keep half a do.e„ chick,.,

We Sell Eggs for Hotehing.
All our fowls are pri;e winners. Send a stanrn c

inqutry and we'll tell you something new abo7,hrp„„""
business.

The BiTEFALO Valley Poultry Far
Lewisburg, Pa.
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'eat and beautiful'as

marvelous setting; to the surprising, overmastering

Canon into which the river leaps, and through

which it flows, dwindling to but a foamy ribbon

there in its appalling depths.

"The rocky sides are almost perpendicular; in

deed, in many places theboiling springs have gouged

them out so as to leave overhanging cliffs and

tables at the top. Take a stone and throw it over;

you have to wait long before you hear it strike.

Nothing more awful have I ever seen than the

yawning of that chasm. And the stillness, solemn
as midnight, profound as death. The water dash-

ing there, as in a kind of agony, against these rocks,

you cannot hear. The mighty distance lays the

finger of silence on its white lips. You are op-

pressed with a sense of danger. It is as though the

vastness would .soon force you from the rock to

which you cling. The silence, the sheer depth, the

gloom, burden you. It is a relief to feel the firm

earth beneath your feet again, as you carefully

crawl back from your perching place.

"But this is not all, nor is the half yet told. As
soon as you can stand it, go out on that jutting rock
again and mark the sculpturing of God upon those
vast and solemn walls. By dash of wind and wave,
by forces of the frost, by file of snow plunge and
glacier and mountain torrents, by the hot breath of
boiling springs, those walls have been cut into the
most various and surprising shapes. I have seen
the 'middle age' castles along the Rhine; there
those castles are reproduced e.\actly. I have seen
the soaring summit of the great cathedral spires in

the country beyond the sea; there they stand in

prototype, only loftier and more sublime.

"And then, of course, and almost beyond all else,

you are fascinated by the magnificence and utter
opulence of color. Those are not simple gray and
hoary depths, and reaches and domes and pinnacles
of sullen rock. The whole gorge flames. It is as
though rainbows had fallen out of the sky and hung
themselves there like glorious banners. The under-
lying color is the clearest yellow: this flushes on-
ward into orange. Down at the base the deepest

Iheir draperies of the most vivid

Chain-Stay J^zriQCt Co.
uijL.aL. i S tePlii:»g, III.
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Finally the Florentines silenced him, after In

spent his life for them, and March i8, 1498,

preached his last sermon.

Not complying with the demand of the popu

the ne.\-t day a mob surrounds the convent,

they have an order for his arrest.

Bound and carried out of St. Mark's he is pm

cell, and for two months his body is racked by

most barbarous torture.

Pen and ink were allowed him, and in the mW

vals of torture he wrote with his bruised riglil I"'

but he left no evidence that he thought himsdl

martyr. May 23 he left his cell for the stake, jn

mounting the fatal ladder, bent his head to tlie^

ecutioner. His body was burned, and the a>

scattered in the Arno. Many of his followers »<

persecuted, murdered and e.xiled.

George Eliot's " Romola " gives the history

Savonarola in Florence. And Samuel Sniilo

Duty," devotes a chapter to this martyr

United Italy, to-day, reverences his memory."

Florence raises his statue in her great Counci

A COMMERCUL traveler, whose wife is

:

indiscriniiin"

H>S

mosses unroll

those women who borrow trouble

had occasion to make a trip east recently
^^^

His wife was very anxious about hini a^^^^^

certain that he would fall a victim to s^

'^.^^j

which was reported to be prevalent m
,„l(i

which he was going. She begged hini
^^^^^^•

little lump of asafoetida in his pocket

contagion.
, ^j(„s(«

Naturally he objected and positively
^^^^

be made the permanent abode of such

°'^°''-
. hcsaiJ'"*

When he came home from his trip

wife: -...^.ri!"'

" It is wonderful, the power ot tnc

^ ^
^^^

Why, don't you know I imagined t^lia

asafcetida the whole time I w"^,5°'"^.'|v rep"'
" It wasn't imagination at all," q""| ^jjtei"''

wily little woman, "I sewed a bit
°^ ^^^^,j,

the corner of your coat before you w^"



UTTLE WILLIE'S LESSON OF LOVE

Last summer Tommie Jones and me
Were climbin' all around,

And found a bird's nest in a tree

Away above the ground.

We took the little thing away

With all the eggs inside,

And oh the words ma had to say!

—

I jusl sat down and cried.

"You wicked, naughty boy," she said,

"To pain the birdie so!

Oh He that watches overhead

Will punish you, I know!

It was a sin to take the nest

And rob the bird of joy!

Now promise God you'll do your best

To be a better boy!"

So when I said my prayers that night

1 promised God I'd do

The best I could to make it right,

As ma had told me to:

I carried crumbs out every day
And left them at the tree,

And tried to gel the bird to stay

And make it up with me.

She flew away last fall and that

Was all 1 seen or heard
About her till they brought ma's hat

_ Home yesterday! That bird

With wires yuu cou'jcln'i :

To make her look as though she'd .fljjw

Do»„ from Ae nearest tree!
...,,-errom, note

iii>... .. .?,'"'iiic' uiTuwith the cravat or the one
ilhout it. And after you have settled conclusive-

ly which is iVIr. Sparrow and which is Mrs. Sparrow
note whether or not the gentleman of the house
ever sits on the eggs when they are hatching, or
Otips feed the babies when they are out of the
•tell. There is just as plain a difference in the
encs in the butterfly family as with the sparrows,
'"tin order to sharpen your wits we will let you
ind It out for yourself.
The study of natural objects is one of intense in-

«es(, and happy the boy or girl who can find more

-,f I'h'"*"
'""' '" *^°'^'' ™°'''" "'*'" '" "'^ frivolity

up
"^

"
T'' " '^ ^ business that the girl can take

B'holV"^
"^ ^" brother, and as success depends

y on the powers of observation she may be
e to far outdistance her brother if she can only

<ne r^'
"''"" "'"' '°°'" 'I' ""^"- There is this

verv aI
'° "'""=™t)<='" in starting out, and that is

,. y tlitterence or detail of structure means some-

not over exact, but they serve to give you an idea
of the magnitude of the business. The finished
product goes all over the world and the Company
is in arrears in the matter of filling its orders. This
shows conclusively the fact that the output is a
reliable one. There are other places where they
make watches, but the writer is satisfied with see-
ing the " wheels go round" at Elgin, and after go-
ing all over the leading parts of the making of a
watch is willing to take your word for any story
you may tell about other places. It is a sight well
worth taking in, though the average visitor,

equipped with no letter of introduction, would like-

ly have a hard time in getting admission. And the
chances are that he would be worse muddled and
bewildered after than before his visit, if he did get
in and go through the factory.

The building is arranged in the form of long halls
or corridors,—you have heard of the corridors of
time,—well this is the place and here they are.

Adown the center and along the sides of each hall
are rows of operatives before their machines. The
whole business, from end to end, is done by machin-
ery and while it is clearly certain that some of the
machines think one is not sure that they talk, but
they do everything else,—almost. The operatives
.^ ^. U..4...U ". li

a talk aniuiigMli

ibi

';'"' Nothin:
'"ere is

g "^themselves. \v

average boy can get the cry of the old one on watch
and start the whole flock out of the cornfield with-
out waiting for the word to be given. Hunters
understand this and call turkeys, moose, and other
animals within reach. No doubt but that a good
deal of what the hunter says in the turkey language
is very bad grammar, but it is near enough to bring
the old gobbler into range. And that it is not good
talk is shown by the fact that an animal called by
the human voice is off the moment it sees the cheat.

The writer once heard a moose called in the woods
of Maine, and the moment it saw the hunters it

turned and crashed through the brush as though it

had gone into the kindling-wood business. At one
time he had a student at one of his schools who
could go out at night and bawl like a cow and start

all the cows in hearing into bawling. He had the

right intonation, and though others tried it none of

them could bring the answers in the way he did

machine, whose servant he is, and which does one
thing at a time and does more of it and better than
he could do. Of course there are men of the high-
est skill in the requisite machinery, but they are not
in great numbers. The man who knows all about a
watch is not common, even at the Elgin factory.
From watch making to the pith of cornstalks

seems a long cry, but about six thousand bushels of
it are used annually in the polishing department.
Baker's bread and sour beer also figure in the neces-
sary mechanical operations. The rule of the place
is for one person to do one thing and that in per-
fection. Naturally some of the operators come to
be very expert at their particular part and the fin-

ished product, the Elgin watch, is a thing of world-
wide repute. Most of the work is pleasant, but it

struck the writer, himself of considerable rotundity,

that the man who had charge of the furnaces where
the figures on the face of the watch are burned in,

would need no overcoat in warm weather. It gets
to register one hundred and fifty in front of the fur-

nace and this is enough to make a man go out in

the sun on an August afternoon to cool off. But
for most part the people employed are not only in-

telligent but seem happy in their work. They take
an inlerust in what they are doing and many of the
f4CfS show refinement. The sodden, washed-out

DO SNAKES SWALLOW tMEIR'VUUNay
"

THE MOCKING BIRD.

_
ar beyond us the use or meaning of it may

in nature ever "just happens."

:over,, of
,/'" "'^' governs all things, and the dis-

Thcre '

i'

'^" " "^^ '^""^^ "*'''=* ""= naturalist.

' no n^
' ^^^^ '°°^ ^^ ^tl'Ji'ional knowledge,

I, Or ev'" 7" ^"'^'^' °'' ^'" '^^^'' ''^^ knowing it

lioi, of V™ .

™°^' °f i'- I doubt whether a mil-

»orld woIm
""^^ ^^ *''" ""^ naturalists of the

"Jlterfly's'
'^^" ^'^' '° ''"^ bottom facts of the

"lural h; f^'*''^""^<=-
We will have more to say on

tea„, „
'°''>' in the fut

f^'"""^ use your eyes.

ture. Watch for it, and

W,

BELGIAN HARES.

;ht

'nere
i

-u„ ,
^^ °'' SM' "hither, who has not had

'""=
^ more^^"'

^"'' '' "''S'" ^^ added, where is

^''tanth-
^^""='"y helpless and worthless ani-

"'•" 31 intVri°"'"'°"
"''''''' Recently there has

' ''' * litth
'" ""^ "'''''' ''"'^' "'''' ^'-'^'"^

'"">'
Refe*^

"^°"^ profitable than the ordinary

""'Parativcly'"'^'^
'^ ''*'' '° ""= Belgian hare, a

recent importation from Europe.

The mocking bird is distinctively a southern

habitant. It is sometimes found in the north as far

as Missouri or Maryland, but then only in limited

numbers. Its home is in the land of the Creole and

the swinging moss of the live oaks. Its scientific

name is J\Ii/iiiis polyglottis, or, in English, the many-

tongucd mimic, and in size and general appearance

it may best be compared to a blue jay, though the

colors are not so pronounced. It nests in trees and

bushes, not very high up, and it does not fear man
as many other birds do.

The song of the mocking bird may be said to be

a repetition of all other bird songs. Many of our

readers have never seen a mocker, but if they will

call up a bird on a limb that will whistle and sing

an exact imitation of every other bird song he will

have a correct idea of what it can do and in fact,

what it does do. It is, moreover, a night singer,

and on any of the glorious moonlight nights of the

far South one or more can be heard bursting with

song. If, while one is singing, the listener breaks

in with a whistled note the chances are that it will

be repeated. The writer has whistled " Bob
|

Most of the readers of The Inglenook are coun-
try boys and girls and have all the instinctive

hatred for snakes, killing them every chance. But
really the majority of the snakes, where our paper
goes, are harmless enough, only asking to be let

alone and getting out of the way as quickly as pos-
sible when surprised by man. There has been a
great deal written on this subject by naturalists and
some of them regard the performance as mythical
throughout. It is something that is not often seen,

though there may be some of our readers who have
observed it.

Now do snakes really swallow their young? We
answer by saying that they do not. On the other
hand, they do, or seem to do so, and it is in this

way. If an old snake is surprised with a lot of lit-

tle ones near her, and they are of liir mm species,

and danger appears imminent, the old one will lay

her head flat on the ground, open her mouth, and
the young ones will run into it and down her throat

as a matter of self-protection, just as they would
run into any other hole that might be available.

Possibly some reader has been witness to the unusu-
al proceeding and can tell us something definite

about it.

»

Some of our readers interested in flowers should
see [he immense flower farms of the Pacific Coast,

some of which are a mile in extent. The Calla lily

is widely grown for the flowers which are cut and
wrapped in tissue paper and thus sent east where
they command good prices. They stand the jour-

ney well, coming through on express trains. Some
flowers, such as sweet peas and gladioli can be cut

when in the bud condition and will open out on ar-

rival.

The seal, from which some of our most costly

furs come, are queer animals. A male over six

years of age is called a " bull," while a female is

called a "cow," and the little ones are "pups."
The breeding places arc occupied by hundreds of

thousands at a time, and as they are a very timid

animal the hunters herd them like cattle and kill

White," on a clear night when the songster was giv- 1 them with a club.
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THE PONY MAIL.

liEFOKE the days of the transcontinental railroatd

lines there was a pony express that carried the

mails across the plains. Letters were lightly ar-

ranged in saddle bags, thrown across the back of a

pony which was mounted and run to the next sta-

tion where a change was made as quickly as it could

be done, and off they went, man and pony, like the

wind. There was no danger from anything but the

Indians.

In an exchange Homer Bassford tells something

of how it was done:

"We had first sounded a lot of the important

business men of both the coast and Eastern cities

as to its desirability. We learned that the fixed

charge of five dollars a letter of one ounce weight

would be welcomed as surprisingly low—that is, if

we were able to keep our promise as to tlie delivery

of a letter in something like eight days.

"The expense, nt the outset, was enormous. We
bought, in round numbers, six hundred hardy,

healthy ponies, sure of foot and well tried. We
employed all the brisk, dare-devil young men of

good habits whom we could find; we built post-

houses every ten miles, unless it chanced that our
stage posts would serve the purpose. The ponies

were stationed at these post-houses, with bedding
for extra riders, food arrangements, and a keeper in

charge. We paid ench of our riders from Sioo to

Si 25 a month, and iiearly ;ill the boys were in love

with the work, hard Uiough it was. ji^nomelimes'

happcnctl that illness actually prevented a man
from taking up his trip, as assigned to him, but

there was never difficulty in getting the other rider

to take up at least one extra leg of the long journey

across the plains.

"I have been asked, sometimes, whether the ex-

press stopi^cd on account of weather. This ques-

tion used to make me smile, but it has been repeat-

ed so many times that I have concluded that our

present-day folk's, who know little of pioneer life,

arc to be excused. Why, I Inivc seen a man jump

from the back of one pony to the back of another,

in zero weather, and start away like the wind, with

never a thought of entering the post-house for a

sniff of the fire.

"Of specific achievements 1 think that the most

notable was the delivery of President Buchanan's

last message. We were expecting it and had

planned to break records by landing it in San Fran-

cisco under eight days. When the document was

received by wire at St. joe we had it put on thin

paper. The best ponies and the best men were

ready, for all along the line word had gone forward

that we were out with the President's message. It

was much under eight days when the message was
all over San Francisco."

THE SETTLEMENT IN WAR.

When two nations engage in war the victor

usually compels the vanquished to pay the bills or

the most of them. There is no hard and fast rule

in the matter. The appeal to force is simply a re-

sort to brutality in which the stronger wins and

then takes out of the weaker all he can get. Some-

times the winner is not in a position to demand any-

thing except his independence. This was the case

in the war of the Revolution. The colonists were

glad to secure their freedom and could not have

compelled England to have given anything more

had they wished to do so. In the Civil War the

South lost all and to this day has to help pay the

expense of the costly game. In the war between

Germany and France the latter had to pay and to

give over two provinces in addition. The war be-

tween England and the Boers will result in the

Dutch losing everything in sight they hold dear.

And so it goes. The whole business is one of the

relics of man's bestial life before the time of the

white Christ and the law of love. The world is

gradually coming around to the peace idea, not be-

cause of its di\ine origin, but because it does not

pay to fight. Matters get torn up too much in the

fracas and property and family rights are too much

disturbed. Nobody who has a^'er been through a

war wants to see another.

Some people run to horses, others to dogs, and so

on. Mr. Frank Gould, of New York, takes to dogs,

and his kennel of St. Bernards is the most valuable

in the country. His collection of animals of this

breed is valued at £36,000, and consists of not

more than a dozen animals, some of them imported,

Mr. Gould is the youngest son of the late Jay
Gould and lives with his sister, Miss Helen M.
Gould. His kennels are on her beautiful estate at

Irvington-on-the-Hudson. They are arranged on

the most improved plan and are in care of an

experienced keeper who has several assistants.

His fancy for dogs is the only pronounced fad

that Mr. Gould has, although he is still young
enough to develop others, and has abundant means
to indulge almost any whims. He came of age less

than a year ago, and shares with his three brothers

and two sisters in the estate left by Jay Gould, esti-

mated at $70,000,00 at the time of his death, but

probably worth more now. The youngest Gould is

a well-liked young man. At the New York Univer-

sity, where he took a course, he was decidedly pop-
ular and he has made friends in the business and
social world since he has left college. He has an
office in Wall street, is interested in several large

business enterprises but finds plenty of time for re-

creation. He is moderately fond of society and
assists his sister in entertaining.

A SHORT SERMON.^Number
Three

Text
: The Twenty-Third Psaim,

The Royal Singer of Israel never uttered
r song of triumph than embodied intv^''^"

fun of consolation,::-
There ,s one part of it th!mends rtself especially to the reader tn

""

•'"you and,,

song

beautiful Psalm. It

gining to the end

me. Every one of us must walk '"the valle
shadow of death, and we must walk ab^"'""
friends can go with us down to the ver^'^ii

'^''

the valley, but the rest of the journey
make alone. ' It is then that we feel that w**^

""'

alone. We have followed our Shepherd, and"''"
last extremity he will not desert us. '

'"

"

of the Psalmist he comforts
\

In the Imager.

No boy or girl should be cruel to animals. For
that matter nobody should be, but it is a fact that
there are so many people who take the hclolcssness
ol .mini.-ils i

n
.Jtf

ih,-ni an injury. It i^, perhaps, a

fair presentation of the case to say that the man

who is wilfully and deliberately cruel to animals is

a bad man at heart. Now the facts are that nearly

all children are naturally cruel. They do not seem

to understand the ethics of the matter, and most of

our little ones are unconsciously and naturally hard

in their dealings with dumb animals. Sometimes
the cat gets back at them with claws and teeth, and

is usually rewarded for the lesson taught the child

by being kicked out of the house. Then the child

is sympathized with and petted because the cat ob-

jected to having double handsful of its fur pulled out.

The time for beginning the training of a child in

this respect is in earliest infancy, and after it has

learned the lesson it should be encouraged to teach

others the same. And in this, like in all other

teaching, the most potent influence is an ever-pres-

ent example. If a parent senselessly whips a horse
what else is he to expect if he sees the little boy
whipping the kitten immediately afterward? Be
kind to the helpless and those of God's creation

that can not explain in speech what they wish to

know, or what they do not understand.

An observing boy with all the instincts of a natu-
ralist asks about the truth of the story of the prairie
dug, the owl and the rattlesnake holing up togeth-
er. That they do often occupy the same hole is

beyond doubt, but it is also a fact that the "dog,"
the owner of the hole, has no liking for his visitors.

The little white owl finds a home ready for him and
takes it up. The snake naturally seeks a hole and
in he goes, and doubtless many a little dog goes
the snake's way. The three-cornered arrangement
is not a matter of agreement but accidental, and is

doubtless the occasion of many a fight.

We are very much pleased at the reception of the
Inglenook all over the country. It has been the
recipient of many kind words everywhere. It is

the intention of the management to continually im-
prove the paper.

If you know a friend anywhere that you think
would like to see Inglenook let us know and we
will attend to all the rest of it.

us and we fear no
What a thought that is. All the world is bek"

us, not a friend can help us among all of our e,!'
ly acquamtances. But, glorious thought! th,
one who does comfort us, and he

lere t

.1 c 1 u-
'^ 'he friend „,

the ages. Surely his goodness and his mercvwil
not fail us in our last extremity, and after it is

and we have triumphed over death, we shall d"!'
in the house of the Lord forever.

'

Every Christian who ever trod the valley alom
has felt the sustaining hand of the Christ who hil'
self tasted death that he might be of help to us

It

is a comfort as the shades of life's evening
fall

around us, and it is the hope of the young and tfe

strong that if the call shall come unexpectedly
there will be one with us who knows the way to the

Land of the Leal. Let all make a friend oltkt

Guide, and even though the shadows of the valley

of death compass us about, we shall forget whii

fear is, and dwell with Him forever. It all depends

on our having followed the Shepherd in life and

health.

WHAT SOME OF THEM SAY OF OUR PAPER.

I .\M well pleased with its contents.—Cm. a&i
//,-.

I am well pleased with it.—^«/«V Liiidis,

You may fill a long felt want.—Wm, Flickhi^ir,

I am highly pleased with the sample copy.-

Amos WampUr.
We were delighted with it.

—

Med Hoffinmi.

I am very well pleased with The Inglesook.-

/. L. Miller.

The Inglenook is a good paper.

—

Chas. Haklut.

The following letter is selected from many tta

have been received at the office freighted witli ki™'

words for The Inglenook:

Washington, D. C, April 14, '»»

Di:ar Editor

:

—
You struck it this time. In my estim.nion it is a

J™
mine for both young and old and if carefully guarded will"

a great power in making sentiment in the young minds.

are greatly in need of literature that %vill change thecouBeo

the young and produce sentiment in harmony with the Od:P

The Inglenook should at least lind its way into every bom

in the Brotherhood. Fraternally,

Albert Holllvcei

The world is flooded with trashy literature l»

our youth, and the only way to meet it is to supP.

them with something better and equally fasci"^""'^

The Inglenook is doing this. If it '<"P* °"
^.

interest the children will chafe because the pa"^^^^

want to be the first to read it. If yo" ""^^'|°„

boy or girl doesn't take to reading good ''''""

'^

try the Inglenook. You'll be surprised.-/"'"

Mohliy. __

a («'"!

.ndtv£«;|

Tiu-y

automobile? ThereEver see an

here in Elgin where they make them,

some day try to tell what they are like,

be the coming method of getting around,

are perfected.

Up to this writing nobody has
'^°'''''^'^''i,^„,n'i'.

the man in the heading, reading the^j '

^^j,

Nobody at Elgin is allowed a guess.

too much here for that.

c
til'!

ucss'

They k»«'

if
y"

'

talent, industry will improve it; if yo"

industry will supply the deficiency.

..ii»*
The Inglenook will be sent to any

'"''''^^''j,.n»

United States for the rest of this year lor 3
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PLANT CULTURE.

BY A PROFESSIONAL FLORIST.

v a business that a good many readers of

'r before me might engage in with pleasure

the paP« . however, not applicable to the

and pf°

tesii

This

grown, will be sure to lay the foundation for a suc-

cessful business in which the profits are large and
the risks small.

St It is, however

of a city or a large town, but for a country
'''^"

1 the field presents a wide one that is not

''"'""f'be overdone for a long time to come.
''"^''^

• "always more or less of a demand for plants,

"^'Trtere always will be. Most of them are raised

'
;cale by professionals, but it is a business

boy or girl, an invalid, or a person of either

"""' "
,v ^t ut in with a very fair degree of success

sex, may . '

tin" intelligent action.

'"t one who lives in the country I would suggest

ht certain hardy plants be grown, and that there

'

„ ,„ge amount of mixing of stock, that is that

I
o„e or two plants be grown. I would advise

Ae country person with plenty of land at his dis-

sal to take roses and make a specialty of them.

There is always a demand for roses and they are

„„t difficult to grow. The first thing to do is to

read up on the subject of their culture, and after

that to prepare a suitable place for them and to get

the plants and set them out.

The young rose plants can be had of a regular

rose grower very cheap, and not a very large assort-

ment should be selected, not more than half a dozen

varieties, and these should all be of the hardy, out-

side varieties. A hundred^viH do for a small start,

and they should be the standard varieties, the best

red, the best yellow, and so on. No effort should

be made to include the new and untried kinds.

When they are received they should be so set out

in rows that they can be cultivated by horse power.

If the ground is properly prepared to start with

they will likely all grow and thrive well. They

should not be fussed over, or coddled, but treated

as you would treat a row of field cabbages. The

.-—i-^.rv.,jiimLS£itiniithem out is to familiarize
yours!

they are legion, and get after them with the propel

insecticides. They are readily kept clean by intel-

ligent and prompt action.

The next in order is to get plates of your roses,

and these may be had of firms engaged in the busi-

ness, and will cost less than ten cents apiece. With
these in a suitable cover, the plants in good form,
and growing well you are ready to start out can-
vassing. The people most likely to buy you will

readily find out, and the fact that you know what
you have, and can guarantee that they will get what
they order, will be sure to win out with the people.
They will want every other rose on earth but what
you have, and this class of people can be accommo-
dated by a reference to the retail catalogue of a
grower with whom you have a wholesale relation
and thus you may add to your returns considerably.
After awhile your plants will begin to bloom, and

then the roses should be cut in profusion and be
put on exhibition in stores, and public places to-

B«lierwitha neat card, setting forth briefly that
you have these plants for sale, and that they cost
«s than catalogue prices. As a rule no effort
"ould be made to sell the flowers, though there
Will be calls for th.
sired.

THE ASIA MINOR OF NEW YORK.

Lower Broadway and its side streets in the N-icin-

ity of Trinity church is one of the busiest and most
prosaic parts of the city. But, as though to relieve

the restless, work-a-day monotony of the neigbor-

hood, there nestles in its very bosom a spot quaint-

ly picturesque. .Wedged in between the busy

wharves of the North river, the warehouses of the

cross streets and the towering office buildings of

Broadway is the Asia Minor of New York. The
language here is Arabic, the complexions \aried

shades of olive and crimson, and the deep, black

eyes, aglow with lustre, to be found neither in the

Ghetto nor on Mulberry Street.

The denizens of this colony are of the Semitic

race, but they are all Christians. In Syria and in

Egypt there are plent}' of people of the same race

who profess Islam, but, as the Government of these

countries upholds this faith, these find it comforta-

ble to stay at home. The men of the colony work

in the various factories or sell cheap statuary, while

the women peddle Oriental goods. They are quick

to pick up English, and, while most of the women
retain their kerchiefs and some of the finely which

they bring with them, they are not slow to adopt

many of the customs of their new. home.

"I wear my kerchief because it is good for busi-

ness," said one swarthy matron, as she came out of

a grocery store with a huge plate of a peculiar kind

of macaroni in her hands. " If 1 dressed like an

American . lady nobody would notice me." Her

English was bad, but it was intelligible, and yet she

had been only a year in the country.

The cafes and the dwellings of the quarter are

Oriental, however, so far as their interiors are con-

cerned, and the largest store in the quarter is

crowded with articles which in any other part of the

city would attract a crowd of curiosity seekers.

The most conspicuous objects in the window of this

store are various specimens of waterpipes and

samovars. The latter, although of Russian origin

«k^i4^0£j)^^,Qf tUis city,

hem, when they can be sold if de-

Th.

it is

e art of propagation should be understood, and

J-

"' ^^^y to learn, and then there can be two

cent
"^'^' '^"^ J"^' started can be sold for ten

full-^'
" ^'^'^^ °"'^ ^°'' twenty-five, while a large,

cent
"" P'^it, commands anywhere from fifty

"Ks^th"
^"^"^'"S you can get for it. It is a busi-

the a f
.^'^'^^^^ vj'ith time, and success depends on

seller'^

'^"^ °^ "'^ canvass and the fluency of the

The s li**"^^-
°" anything else but good plants.

miliar, while it cannot, because of its limitations, be

of the highest grade, is by no means the least inter-

esting in its nature. The record which a newspaper
artist may make is not fame, but the work and the

wages are both substantial, and many Abbeys, Rein-
harts, Frosts, Smedleys and Gibsons have come
and are coming from that school. It is in the news-
paper office that the acme of picture production

and reproduction is reached. The metropolitan

newspapers make and print hundreds and thousands
of pictures in a week and the first sketch of a pic-

ture an hour and a half before the edition is on the

street is a mere incident of newspaper illustration.

Every metropolitan newspaper has a staff of art-

ists ranging in number from five to twenty-five and
upon occasion fifty. These are what are known as

all-around artists, but they are few and not especial-

ly sought for. Each one is found to have a partic-

ular inclination and his classification and develop-

ment into a specialist quickly follow. The man
who would make the most spirited picture of a fire

would hardly make a flattering portrait of the bride

of the day and the marine artist would probably be-

come seasick if assigned to a horse-rj^ce.

To make practicable the use of what is known as

the half-tone process in newspapers is the latest en-

deavor. This would make possible the reproduc-

tion of photographs without redrawing by the artist.

The difficulty in the way is that the texture of the

half-tone being fine and not cut deeply is quickly

filled with ink, the result often being an inchoate

blur instead of a picture. The demand is for a new
kind of eugra\'ing or an improvement in newspaper
printing. Some newspapers more ambitious to lead

than to succeed in this endeavor are using the half-

tones with varying success or failure, but there is no

indication as yet that the artist will be retired by
the camera.

THE DUM DUM BULLET.

se theiwiio use them far mor
migrants from Russia.

The cafes are decorated with portraits of the

Russian Czar, the Khedive of Egypt, and some of

the heroes of the late American war with Spain.

The favorite drink of the frequenters of these cafes

is arag, which is prepared from the juice of decayed
grapes. It resembles in taste absinthe, but it is

said to be much less injurious to the health. The
women do not visit the cafes, but at home some of

them drink an occasional glass of arag and water.

NEWSPAPER ILLUSTRATION.

g IS the really hard part of the work, but
Dusmess is once established it becomes

-, ^nd easier.
The lar

after
thi

easier

*=hance ^f

^^"^ ^^^ near-by towns the better the

more
'^ custom th

success though small places will afford

;^^^-e;r;
owers,

an one would imagine. No person

P the business without a liking for

^'^h ihe^";!^'^^
ability to care for them. Anybody

"ply

sell on orders what is cultivated

sinip^^ °* making things grow, which after all

Ground ^^^j^^"';"*^" sense, and the ability to get

The pictorial illustrature of to-day is a new art.

Particularly may this be said of that branch of it

which is devoted to picturing current events, with

which we have become so familiar in newspapers

and magazines that we hardly remember that only a

few years ago we had it not. The phenomenal de-

velopment of this art is one of the wonders which

by their number are made commonplace in the last

year of the century.

But while the picturing of the day's doings is a

new growth, illustration in its widest scope has in

the last few years expanded immeasurably in popu-

lar favor and appreciation. For good pictures the

supply is, notwithstanding the constantly increasing

production, far behind the demand. The remark-

able showing in circulation made by many of the

newer periodicals in which the pictures are confess-

edly the meat and the letters the sauce, testifies el-

oquently to the favor of the popular mind. Quite

germane to this is the statement, which needs no

elaboration, that of the 23,000 periodicals published

in this country 1,600 magazines and 11,000 newspa-

pers print pictures.

The love of pictures is as universal as their lan-

guage. They speak in native terms to the simple

and the wise and they address the mind directly

without prejudice, intrusting to it a just interpreta-

tion of the facts. Their brevity is voluminous. As
records of events or as symbols of facts their ex-

pression far transcends the power of words.

That phase of illustration with which the average

person—that is, the newspaper reader—is most fa-

This murderous and very destructive bullet re-

ceived considerable attention, the greater part rather

unfavorable, at the last session of the Peace Con-

gress assembled at The Hague, and it is probable that

it will disappear from the European cartridge box.

The I.iit campaign at which it was used was in the

.tif.M-l--, ,.F the British troops in the In-dian m^un^
tains. The bullet is made of lead encased in a
jacket of nickel. The anterior end is blunt, so that,

instead of piercing, it crashes through and its blow
is so fixed that it becomes expanded and enlarges

the diameter of the wound of entrance making a

large irregular opening.

Its physical effects are terrible beyond descrip-

tion, as it ploughs through the tissues with the hav-

oc of a cyclone in a village or forest, destroying

everything in its path and sending splinters from a

wooden plug in its base into various parts of the

body near the wound, thus making other wounds
hard to locate.

A DEGREE of longitude at the equator is exactly

sixty nautical miles, and a minute, therefore, exact-

ly one nautical mile, commonly called a "knot."

Distances at sea are always measured in knots, or

nautical miles. A knot, as stated, is near enough
to one and one-seventh miles to call it so for the

purposes of rough and ready comparison. A tor-

pedo-boat having a speed of thirty-five knots an
hour would, therefore, keep abreast of an express

train making forty miles an hour.

Two Indians were dining in England for the first

time, when one of them took a spoonful of mustard,

which brought the tears to his eyes. The other

said, " Brother, why weepest thou ? " and he replied,

" I weep for my father who was slain in battle," and
he passed the mustard. The other then took a

spoonful, and he had a tear trickling down his

cheek. Said the first Indian, "Why weepest thou?'

and he replied, " I weep because thou wast not slain

with thy father."

A GOOD many boys and girls will be delighted

and entertained each week, from this on to the end

of the year, by receiving The Inglenook. Some
kind friend has subscribed for them, and there is a

weekly reminder of the highest class brightening

their lives. One of the happiest things a person

ma\' do is to have this paper sent to some absent

friend for the rest of the year. Fifty cents will do

it.
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AN UNDECIDED YOUNG LADY.

I]' sometimes happens that people who mean well

do things that have every element of humor in

them, and the parties to it see nothing funny in it.

The following story is an excellent one in its way
and the moral is never to attempt an elopement,

and to regard a dog and instantaneous photography

with a good deal of doubt as an accessory to matri-

mony. The story is by Hayden Curruth, in the Sat-

urday Eviiiing Post:

Coming from Boston to New York the other

night I met an entertaining chap in the sleeping

car. He told several stories—and how seldom you

meet a man nowadays who ever tells a story, espe-

cially on a train coming out of Boston! But this

man I am convinced was not a Boston man— in fact

he said he lived in Dcn\cr. There was some talk

about the alleged vacillating policy of a well-known

officer of the National Government when this Den-

ver man said:

"This thing of not knowing your own mind al-

ways makes trouble. The worst person I ever

knew for it was a girl where I used to live, named
Alice Mcrriiigton. She iicvir knew her own mind.

Didn't />n'/cW to. Why, she couldn't even make up

her mind how she wanted her new clothes, and was
usuall)' si.\ months behind the fashions, just wear-

ing her old clothes, and changing her mind about

how it would be best to have her new ones made.
"Well, Alice was a pretty good-looking girl, and

you couldn't help liking her, so she had plenty of

attention from the young men. Two of them, one
named Thornton and the other Ross, got particular-

ly smitten, and pretty soon they both proposed.

"Alice studied over the thing for a long while,

hut she couldn't come to no decision, so the only

way she could see out of it was to promise 'em

both. So she done it, but it didn't do much good,
'cause they were wideawake fellows. They both

kept coaxing her to name the happy day, and she

soon saw that she had got to do something. She
simply (-(?;//(/«'/ make up her mind which she wanted,
so there was nothing for it but to give 'em both the

-anc day, and trust to luck for somethfng-tirtarn

up to iiiake her decide. As her folks opposed them
both, an elopement was the thing in either case, so

she tolti each of them to come at one o'clock Thurs-

day morning. She reckoned like this, that one of

them would be certain to arrive before the other, and

with liim she'd go; and of course the other couldn't

blame her, since delays are dangerous, as everybody

knows.

"Well, Wednesday evening the girl went to bed

at eight o'clock, knowing what an early start she'd

got to make the next morning. To make sure, she

set the alarm of her clock at half-past twelve.

Alarm went off at the right time and she got up
and dressed. All ready ten minutes to one, so she

turned down the light and waited. She had told

Thornton to come to the west winder and Ross to

the north—just happened to give 'em different win-

ders. As she sot and tliought it over she was glad

that she'd done it, 'cause it would be better if the

second should happen to come before the first had
got away— less embarrassment all around. Awful
well-meaning girl—no desire to hurt anybody's
feelings. So she just sot and waited, naturally her

young heart in considerable of a flutter, not know-
ing but the dog might bark and wake up her father,

and also being so uncertain as to which of the

young men of her choice she was going to spend
the long years ahead of her with, for better or for

worse.

"Well, you never seen what luck that girl had.

Just as the clock hand p'inted to one she heard a

slight rustle outside. The next second she seen

the top of a ladder appear at the north winder, and
as she turned her eyes to the west winder there was
another just looming up above the sill. Something
had got to be done, or they'd both be scrambling

in; so she just stepped quickly to the north winder

find said to Ross in a loud whisper, * Take the lad-

der 'round to the west winder, dear,' and then to

the other and says to Thornton, 'Take your ladder

'round to the north winder, dear,' and then she just

waited and tried to ascertain her true feelings.

"And while she stood there, torn by conflicting

emotions, them two strong men started with their

ladders carried straight up, and at the corner they

just naturally blundered into each other in the dark,

and one ladder slammed ag'in' the house and the

other smashed into a cherry tree, and the men. be-

ing some surprised, happened both to say some-

thing and recognized each other's voice, and, al-

ready not being at all friendly, went to fighting

most tremendous.

"And in the thickest of the hullabaloo, them two

young men fighting scandalous, and nothing quieter

'cept the dog, which was now busy biting, tliere was

a bright flare of light overhead, and the policeman

seen that the girl had set off a flash-light and took

a snapshot at the difficulty below, she being a great

hand at amateur photography, as I ought to of said

before, but I forgot it. So the policeman just

arrested 'em both, and hollered to the girl and

asked her if she knowed what it was all about, and

she, not wanting to be mixed up with any such dis-

graceful proceedings, said she didn't, but she

s'posed they was fighting just because they was hor-

rid men, who always delight to bark and bite and

make beasts of tiiemselves. Then she went back

to bed and the officer towed 'em to the calaboose,

and the next morning the judge read 'em a lecture.

"As for the girl, she developed the negative and

put the pictures on the local market, where they

sold like hot cakes, and brought in a tidy sum; and

a month after she married a likely fellow, a sort of

a second cousin, with the approval of her folks, and

a good wife she made, too, so everybody said,

though she never did show much decision, so I

heard; but, what difference does that make—I know
women who show too everlasting much decision."

ABSALOM BANKS' LESSON.

There were very few opportunities for mental
excitement in Blankville, and when a troupe of

strolling players in the town hall gave the rustic

audience " Miss Jerry," Absalom Banks was there
taking it all in. Now " Abs," as he was called by all

who knew him, was not a bad specimen of a nine-

teen-year-old boy, stout of limb and tow-headed,
with as much knowledge of the world as can be ac-
quired from the weekly countv oanpv jmd a few
ch^ap PffYrlfi M "" r.^r^\t\^r\f the Jerry of the

play, was the most beautiful creature he had ever

seen and she not only came up to his preconceived

ideas of what a woman should be like, but she

passed it a long ways. So, as he sat out the per-

formance, open-mouthed and scarcely moving in

his seat, it all came about, as it has done many a

time before, and there is no use whatever in going

into details or even giving it a name.

He followed the troupe to the next stand and he

was on the front seat again. She noticed him, or

he thought she did, which amounts to the same
thing precisely. The next day he sold the only

thing he called his own, a pony, and bidding the

folks good-bye for a season, followed after. He
was present at every performance and she smiled

on him and kept him hanging on for a week. He
had never seen her in daytime, and didn't even
know her name beyond Geraldine.

At the end of a week she arranged for an inter-

view. She knew he had some money and he was
clearly in the toils. As with all such women sever-

al other ladies and a gentleman were in the secret

and when the appointment was made at her rooms
at the hotel they were there with her.

Absalom had noted that the note making the ap-
pointment was a scratchy affair.^but he laid it to the
hotel pen and public stationery. In her own home
boudoir, visions of scented paper, silver ink bottles

and the like were a common feature in the picture.

He was in doubt about only one thing. Did the
note mean ten o'clock or eleven o'clock? Natural-
ly he discriminated in favor of the earlier hour and
at the hotel he was told that he would find the lady
in No. 6, the landlord watching at the foot of the
stairs till he was sure his visitor arrived at the rin^ht

door.

Absalom's heart was in a flutter when he timidly
knocked and a hearty masculine voice from within
back- him enter. Opening the door what he saw
was this. A room full of smoke, three women and
one man, an unmade bed, dirty floor, a table on
which stood three opened bottles of beer and three
full ones, and stubs of cigarettes on the table cover.
There was no doubt about it all and there was none
whatever about Miss Geraldine. She hadn't ex-

pected him for an hour yet, but he wa
He sat on the edge of a chair while the oth^''^'^'^-
pants sized him up silently, with an occasio

^^
'

'

one at the other. Miss Jerry's fingers bore I'J'''
mistakable yellow of the cigarette H ""•

gold hair of the stage was a good deal s^
^^"°*

thinner and looked more like a bunch of t'^"''^

"^"

garret at home, than it resembled the l°^^

'"
''

gold back of the footlights. One shoe war"'""^
and there was a button off her dress TK

""'"^"^

other things present and absent, and the c^^^^^^^
tion was mainly one-sided, consisting of n

"^^'^^'

on Miss Geraldine's part and replies on h^-^*"^"^
Presently one of the women lit a cigarette ^^T^'
man filled the glasses with beer, pushina

'^^

Absalom. ^ '"^ °"« to

Now Absalom was not a fool, at least n
than most young men at some time of lifeVh?
suddenly remembered a pressing enpa'crp
Geraldine followed him to the head of the T"''
and laying one hand on his shoulder asked hP"'
be sure and come to the show aeain th:.f

"'/^

e said something unintelligible and left Th
next morning he was back home cutting the da

'

supply of wood and in the afternoon he went oT'
to the purchaser of the pony and bought him bad
for ten dollars in money and three months work
It doesn't seem to come out dramatically

but ii

ends just right and what Absalom learned wu
cheaply bought indeed. He is more interested

in
farming these days than in the town hall shows and
he knows more than he looks or tells.

THE AMERICAN FLAQ HOUSE AND BETSY ROSS

BY ELIZABETH D. ROSENBERGER.

The Betsy Ross Memorial Association have es-

tablished by records that date from May, i;76, the

accuracy of the statement that Betsy Ross lived at

239 Arch St., Philadelphia.

We visited the unpretentious two-story house

recently. Its small rooms, oak floors, and large

brick chimneys all date back to Colonial days. As

you enter the first room there is little of interol lo

the next room where Betsy Ross made the iirst

flag. After it was completed, she showed it to

George Washington, Hon. George Ross, and Robert

Morris who came to inspect the new flag, and in

this humble little room, they decided that the stars

and stripes should be the emblem of this nation's

freedom. The flag was adopted by Congress. June

14, 1776, and the Association expects to huy the

house by the next anniversary, June 14, 1900.

One of her descendants gave us a brief history of

her life. She was married to John Ross at the age

of twenty, he died from wounds received in thenar

After his death she married Captain Ashbouine

who was in the American navy at that time, and he

was killed in a foreign land; when thirty-one yea"

of age she married her third husband, John Clai-

borne. The flag-making was continued in the fami-

ly for several generations. But during the Mexia«

war, the one of the family who was carrying on tht

business, decided that war was wrong in the .sig

of God. She concluded that the Me.iican war was

one of oppression; this so wrought upon hereon-

science that she decided to give up the busin"*

and so the making of flags was transferred to an-

other house.

The story of the creation of the flag, by George

Canby, Esq., grandson of Betsy Ross, will soon «

published. They will also erect a suitable monu^-

ment over the grave of Betsy Ross, in Ml. «"""

cemetery, Philadelphia. A part of the flat!
'"'

the Olympia and a letter from George \V. De»'«>'

are enclosed in a frame and will alwa; s remain

of the relics of the Old Flag House.

Coz'ington, Ohio.

one

The culture of the tea plant in the United
^'^^^

has passed the experimental stage and it '«
""

certainty that the material for the cup that ^ ''^^^

but does not inebriate can be produced in tim '

^

try as well as in foreign lands. The quality
^^^

tea is said to be equal to the best i'"!""'"!;'^^!;,,),

tain portions of the south, such as North '"'''

.(j

and States nearer the Gulf, are especi.iHy •'
'1^^^,

to tea growing. Only cheap labor in "''"^'_^'
,1,1;

tries will prevent the industry succeeding '

country.
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CIRCLE NOTES.

John Hunt, who spent the best years of his

achin" the Gospel to the heathen, counted

''''I'l" oy that°he could do such service for God.
^

J -Inir he said, "Thou knowest my soul has

I
. d Fiji; my heart has travailed in pain for Fiji.

Angels

Yet he had never ceased

now his prayers were to

Never till then did he feel how Fiji had be-

must have lingered around his dying bed.

H had lived for Fiji and his every thought and de-

e and P'^" =""' '^^°'"' ^^'^ '°"^ ^°"^ '" "''^ '^"'^'^~

'"l_the conversion of Fiji. For some weeks he

J been laid by fro'" ^'^ work, his voice hushed

aild his hand powerless,

to pray for "i^ P'=°P''=

conic identified with his very life. And in his utter

feehlencss the spirit within him strove and strug-

gled with its great burden. Those who stood by

eared to see the weak frame so tossed about and

medio sooth him. Yielding to their entreaties he

became calmer, but still he wept. Then he took

Mr. Calvert's hand and cried aloud, "Oh, let me

pray once more for Fiji, thou knowest my soul has

travailed in pain for Fiji! " And after a fervent

prayer he became quiet and peaceful, his face was

like the face of an angel when he died. L. D. r.

OUR MISSIONARY READING CIRCLE.

DY ALICE M. C. BLOUGH.

Each of us ought to do more mission work. Our

orders are go—go into all the world, go and preach

the Gospel to every nation and to every creature.

Some one says, "i cannot be a missionary to some
foreign country." There is plenty for a willing

worker to do outside the heathen countries. Think
how much there is to be done in the Sunday school;

there we should be zealous workers, always in our

«({/« to have more workers in our foreign field, why
is it we do not have more? Is it because of a lack
of efficient workers, or means? It should not be
either. When we think of what a glorious country
we live in, and how God has blessed us, we should
be willing to spend and be spent in carrying the
Gospel to the poor benighted heathen. There are
many in the Brotherhood who could support a mis-
sionary in the field. There is no better way to use
'he means God has given us, and by so doing we
would be laying up treasures in heaven.
That our Missionary Reading Circle is of great

""portance, and will be the means of doing great
good III the church, admits of no doubt. We be-
'eve It will help to advance the mission work which
eels ,0 be pushed to the uttermost. What we

Jl,
'"S^'y shapes our lives. A man or woman

° does not study the Bible, or good religious

church"'' u''''°"'
'^ """'' '^"°'"" ^ "°^l'<=^ '" 'he

"• By studying the Bible, reading good

spired
"^? °' ™'^s'°"3ries and others, we are in-

hu„v, T "'"'^ '^™' '° '^ork for the uplifting of

'iin„.,u o '^''"g'ng 'hem into a closer relation-
"Pnith God.

come™"^''
•'^'^ Missionary Reading Circle we be-

fliroueh
?'"'"'' '^'"' ""'^^'O" work and workers,

agniliid T "" "^'''^ '° ™°''^ '""y ''-^''^'^ 'he

souls kna
"'" ""^ '° '"-" ''°"'=' '"'' how many

lo much
" "°' '''^''^'- ^f "<= expect the church to

"nst hi- r^'T'
°" ""'''^ '" 'h'= fu'ure, great efforts

&u Sunday a School ^^
JESUS WARNING AND INVITINQ.-IVIatt. 11:20-30.

(Lesson for M,ty 6, tQoo.)

Golden Text.— Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.—Matt. 11:28.

The time of this passage of our Lord's address is

fixed in the midsummer of the year 28, at Caperna-
um, on the shore of the Sea of Galilee. The occa-
sion was the obduracy of the hearts of the people
in the towns of Chorazin, Bethsaida and Caperna-
um. These places were near together, and had
been witnesses of the works of our Lord and Master
yet had not repented or turned from their evil

ways. Hence the condemnation of .these places
and their inhabitants.

It would seem to us at this day that they who
lived in the time of Christ, and who had opportuni-
ty of witnessing his wonderful works, would be
the first to turn from their evil ways and follow
him. It appears, however, that the human heart is

alike in all ages of the world. iVIen change their

skies, and dress differently, using other tongues,

but at heart they remain the same. It is evident

that the devil of doubt and indifference was abroad
in the land then as now, and that even in the pres-

ence of the wonderful works of the Lord they re-

mained obdurate and unchanged. There is not

much that is strange in all this. Eighteen hundred
years and over have passed away since that time,

and wonders have been wrought in the lives and
hearts of men ever since, and yet here are those

who remain in sin as though there had never been a

better way or an exemplification of it continually

before them in the lives of those who have put on

Christ.

There is an explanation of this in the twenty-fifth

verse, in which Jesus says that tfie wise in their own
conceit pass these things by while the babes, that is

the innocent at heart, receive them. It seems to

the writer that it is the case that the less learned

are more apt to be the possessors of the gift of an

unquestioning faith than the learned in this world's

lore. It is a fact, that there [s in ore abiding truth-

fiilness in t|je hearts of children than in those of the

1 ""'de to train the young in that line now,
'"em to hob'

me to
""^ ehurch. Train them to be

^•"is' forHf'*!"
'°'' """ "''""' °^ '^''""- ^^•''^ "°'

^°°d of oth -
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wisc^ inci-c .s a ui,,Jui.J iium | || HM"tfof from
books or earthly learning, and this is e\ident in the
lives of many of our acquaintances.

" Kind hearts are more than coronets.

And simple faith than Norman blood."

Those who are wise in their own conceit rarely
become the possessor of the priceless jewel of the
simplicity of belief in the superior wisdom of God.
The king on his throne is less likely to be an hum-
bler follower of the Judean peasant than the man
who lives on the shore of the sedgy lake and who
sees God in the winds and hears him in the storm.

And this the Lord said, seemed good in the sight

of the Father. Amen and amen.
And then Christ calls on all who are weary to

come to him and he will g\VQ them rest and peace,

for what he requires is easy of doing if we have on-

ly the faith in us to accept him and his commands
without question. That is the secret of acceptance

with God,—our acceptance of him and his promises.

We are told that his yoke is easy and his burden

is light. This was spoken to a people upon whom
the burden of their religion had grown onerous in

its many external requirements. There was an end-

less round of observances that had grown up with

the centuries of Jewish faith and practice, till they

had become a yoke on the neck of the people, and
a burden on their backs. The religion that Christ

offered in its place was a heart religion more than

an external one, and it was easier borne and brought

peace to its followers.

It is the same to-day as it was then. The world

is deceitful, and every young reader will find it out

sooner or later. There may be a glamour about the

wiles of the Evil One, but sooner or later he will

desert his followers. When it comes to walking

through the Valley of the Shadow there is but one

Sustaining Hand, and that is His whole palm was

pierced for us that it might be more helpful to us

in our last extremity.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk

THE SHEEP, CAT AND HEN.

A NURSERY SONG.

As I walked over the hill one day,
I listened and heard a mother-sheep say:
" In all the green world there is nothing so swee?
As my little lammie with his nimble feet;

With eyes so bright,

And wool so white;

OhI he is my darling, my heart's delight."

And the mother-sheep and her little one
Side by side lay down in the sun,

An<l ihey went to sleep on the hillside warm.
While my little lammie lies here on my arm.

I went to the kitchen, and what did I see,

but the old gray cat with her kittens three?

I heard her whispering soft; said she:
" My kittens, with tails so cunnmgly curled,

Are the prettiest things that can be in the world
The bird on the tree.

And the old ewe—she

May love her babies exceedingly;

But I love my kittens there,

Under the rocking-chair,

I love my kittens with all my might;

I love them at morning, noon and night;

Now I'll take up my kitties ! love.

And we'll lie down together beneath the warm stove,"

Let the kittens sleep under the stove so warm,
While my darling lies here on my arm.

I went to the yard, and I saw the old hen
Go clucking about with her chickens ten.

She rlucked, and she scratched, and she bustled away,
And what do you think I heard the hen say?

I heard her say: " The sun ne\ er did shine

On anything like to these chickens of mine!

You may hunt the full moon and the stars, if you please,

But you never will find ten such chickens as these.

My dear, downy darlings, my sweet little things.

Come nestle now cosily under my wings."

So the hen said,

And the chickens all sped

As fast as they could to their nice featherbed.

And there let them sleep in their feathers so warm.
While my little chick lies here nn my arm.

THE CHARCOAL BURNER.

How many boys and girls who read this paper

are ashamed of their parents? If you tell me that I

will tel! you how many ill-composed youth there

are in the church.

Oh how we used to run and hide behind mother
r*T*»n- we saw him coming," said grandmother,
laughing as she thought of it i'\en though it hap-~
pened when she was a little girl in the far-away land
of Germany. "1 can't remember why we were
afraid of the charcoal burner, unless it was because
he was so black, and his clothes were so dirty with
queer little holes burned in them. Even his hat

was full of holes from the flying sparks.

" One time I visited my uncle, who was a forester

and lived in the deep pine woods of the Black For-
est. It was a great tr*at when he would take me
with him as he walked through the shady woods,
marking, with his long-handled hatchet, a tree here

and there for the wood-choppers, the tall straight

ones for lumber for the next farmer's new barn, and
some crooked, knotted trees for the charcoal burn-

ers

"I will never forget the surprise I had one day on
one of these walks. As we came into a little clear-

ing we saw a family of charcoal burners at their

work. They had already piled the wood into the

steeple shaped heap, started the fire in the middle
of it, where it was roaring like in a great chimney.
Then the black man and his two boys began shovel-

ing earth to cover the outside of this burning pile.

The sparks were flying and the flames bursting out

here and there, and the black man was shouting to

his boys to hurry. They worked faster than ever.

This was not help enough, so they called to the

woman and little girl who were cooking the dinner
in the rough log hut near by, and they hurried to

help as well as they could. The burning pile must
all be covered with earth, so that the wood, instead
of burning to white ashes, would turn into the
charred coal that I had always seen the blacksmith
use. Uncle told me that it took a whole week to

turn the great pile of wood into good charcoal, and
that even if the charcoal burner is black and sooty
his work has to be done well and with just as much
care as other kinds of work that are cleaner.

"I often thought about the little girl with the

black eyes shining through her dirty face, and nev-

er was afraid of the charcoal burner again after I

had seen him at his work, with his wife and children

helping him, in the far-away Hlack Forest,"
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WHERE IT DOESN'T RAIN.

BY JOHN E. MOHLER.

There are large tracts of land in most of the

Rocky Mountain States, where the rainfall is in-

sufficient to raise crops naturally adapted to the lat-

itude, and water is furnished upon these lands by

irrigation.

In order to irrigate land it is necessary to have a

supply of water at a higher elevation than is the

land to be irrigated. This supply may be secured

in various ways, such as damming up a creek- or riv-

er, to water the land below the dam, or raising the

water from strong wells by means of power pumps,

into reservoirs raised above the surface to be wa-

tered, or sometimes a small stream may be made to

change its course so that, with a temporary dam,

the water is run across the f^eld for all necessary

purposes. When once the supply of water is se-

cured and the land ready all that remains to be

done is to let out the water upon the prepared soil

or growing crops as needed. This is done in no

hap-hazard manner for it requires careful planning

and the use of good judgment to grow vegetation

under irrigation, and upon desert land this must be

repeated semi-monthly. If the ground is not natur-

ally level it must be made so with plow and scraiier

and drag, with a gentle fall in one direction suffi-

cient to induce the water to slowly creep across the

surface, saturating the soil as it goes.

Now, supposing you have a ten acre field, all

made as level as po.ssible, with a gradual fall to the

southwest of about two feet in the entire distance

.across. As it is impossible to spread the water

over the entire tract from one point the land must

be divided so that a portion is watered at a time.

This is accomplished by plowing so that a ridge is

thrown up extending across the field, from north to

south, every fifty feet. That is, when the ridges

are completed the ten acre tract will be laid off in

.about fourteen "lands," running north and south,

each "laud" about fifty feet wide, and separated

the one from the other, by a raise the size of an or-

tlinary sweet potato ridge. Now then, a ditch with

raised banks is made along the north side of the ten

acres, to run the water in, and this ditch should be

lar|;e enough to carry a strejiin abuuliluciliisisfls^^ J-

"and width of a common flour barrel. Ordinarily

year. As a rule the total cost to the farmer will

range from one to two dollars per acre per year, any

way it is taken. Considering the certainty and

yield of crops under irrigation this cost is not

heavy, as wheat and barley may be expected to

yield from twenty to forty bushels per acre, and al-

falfa about five tons.

While there are agreeable features about having

the water at hand for vegetation regularly and sure-

ly, there are also unpleasant features, and one of

these is that the farmer is obliged to receive his wa-

ter at regular intervals, whether it suits his plans or

not.

Another feature of farming under a large canal

that is the cause of much unpleasantness is the

inevitable presence of the water stealer. Strange

as it may seem, people who are above the ordinary

forms of crime and dishonesty become willful water

thieves when living along a canal ditch. This is

done by watching the flow of water as it glides

along his fields to his neighbor situated farther on,

and raising his own gate so that a part of the stream

enters his own premises, when, according to the

schedule adopted, his neighbor should have all of

the flow at that period. Of course the steal is

made so slight he hopes the man he is robbing will

not miss what he takes, and often the theft is not

detected. But in case the thief is greedy in his

steal, or there are several at it, the suspicions of the

rightful owner are aroused, and an investigation is

made along the canal with the result that the guilty

party is found out.

Then there are decidedly agreeable features in a

locality where the moisture is furnished by irriga-

tion. In the first place the climate is usually

healthful because very dry. Then farming and gar-

dening and orcharding are done in the most thor-

ough manner, in small tracts, thus making a closely

settled community, which, at a bird's-eye view, has

the appearance of a village of rich, carefully tilled

gardens and farms and orchards; and when the

roadways, ribboned on either side by the fingers of

a canal, are overarched by great branching treetops,

as is not usual in countries less than a score of

years of settlement, there is a charm about the scen-

ery that cannot be reproauced in a lifeiime. upon,

the prairies fed by the ra': .- _L--^is-
^

,
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this Jitch will be about two-thirds full of water, and

as it flows along the farmer must work to get the

water out ot the ditch upon the land. This is ac-

compiished by damming the water so that it raises

to the top ot the ditch and then an opening is made

in its raised edge at the east side of one of the

" lands," through which the water pours in a con-

stant stream, and owing to the incline of the surface

to the southwest, it gradually spreads over the en-

tire land lying between 'the two ridges, and as it

flows is absorbed by the porous soil until well satu-

rated, Then another " land " has the water turned

upon it and is likewise irrigated. If the stream is

large in the main ditch along the north of the tract,

several lands may be watered at once. The dam-

ming of the water in the main ditch and turning oK

upon the "lands" is best done by having boxes

fitted for the water to run through, arranged with

gates which, when closed, check the flow of water,

and turn it where wanted.

In localities where constant irrigation is necessa-

ry, the water is usually furnished in a large stream

from a river or reservoir, and is gradually distribut-

ed over hundreds and thousands of acres by later-

als, or smaller ditches leading out from the main

canal. The writer has in mind one irrigating canal

that carries a stream from the river about sixty feet

wide and ten feet deep, ,ind as the canal goes out

over the land its burden of water is led off in vari-

ous directions by canals and ditches which become

smaller and smaller and more numerous the farther

out they reach, until the large canal ends in a mul-

titude of barrel-size streams such as would run

along the ten acre tract described above, and finally

the surplus water, if any, is led away by waste

ditches to join the river again farther down its

course. Large irrigation canals are usually con-

trolled by companies. The farmer makes his own

ditches on his farm, the obligations of the company

ceasing when once the water is led to the farm.

The cost of water varies with the ease of obtaining

the supply, and is estimated variously by different

companies. Some charge so much per quantity

used while others charge so much per acre per
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Who goes about changing the water in all the

ponds? What is it keeps the water sweet in some

of them through the whole year? E.tamine a

wholesome pond and you will find that in it are

both animals and plants. They dwell together in

harmony, each living for itself alone it is true, but

each absolutely dependent on the other for its life.

Many of the animals are vegetarians and find their

food close at hand as soon as they come forth to

feed. But even the carnivorous, the cannibals, are

dependent chiefly on the plants tor their air supply.

Then, too, the bodies ot the animals give off car-

bonic acid gas which, if not taken up by the plants,

would soon render animal life impossible in the

poison-laden water. So the plants and animals in

the water are interdependent.
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There is no fault or folly ot my life which does

not rise up against me, and take away my joy and

shorten my power of possession, of sight, of under-

standing. And every past effort of my life, every

gleam of righteousness or good in it, is with me
now, to help me in my grasp ot this art and its

vision.— A*w.t/7//.
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LITTLE THINGS

BY CHARLES W. STEVENSON.

Here's to the one who loves to do

The little things of life.

Who lets no large ambition woo

Him into worldly strife;

A kindly man content to work

At any useful task.

Who has no duties he would shirk,

No favors he would ask.

Here's to the man, where'er he be!

And 0, Thou gentle One.

Remember, in Thy ministry,

The good that he has done,

—

Tlie happy words, the helpful deeds.

So tender and so true!

For those who have no selfish needs,

Alas, are all too few.

Ah, he who takes a humble part.

In trade, in church, in state,

And lets no envy fill his heart

With hatred for the great.

Can watch the wheel of fortune roll

Its luckless favors out.

Conscious that he has won his soul

Who conquers care and doubt.

This health to him!—who learns to feel

Tli^t little things Ir Vfc - - ^- — - ^^—

-

Make ue.lhe best of human weal,

—

The wtrllit of human strife;

Who hides his anger in a smile,

His worry in good cheer.

And lives without a trace of guile.

And dies without a fear!

RECOLLECTIONS OF CUBA.

Peoi'Le read much these days about Cuba and
l»tana, and Inglenook readers hear of this place
ind country as a far-off part of the world, rather
emote and unusual. Now the facts are that it is

'fT near the United States, and there are many
Americans there. It may even be that some of our
«Mers with wandering spirit may have in contem-
W'on a trip to Havana. This is all right as far as
'»«it IS concerned, but it is not recommended as a
ace to live, unless one is willing to give up mucha«js distinctively American.
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next to nothing on the native plan, but the things
an American wants to eat and wear are high in price

and poor in quality. If there is no well paid posi-

tion in sight before the start is made no reader
should think of going. There is practically no
work to be had and in the manual labor line wages
are very low.

If, however, the visitor has considerable means he
can make himself very comfortable on the Island.

He can arrange his life to keep away from the

squalor and evil surroundings of the natives, and
then with the climate and -the possibilities the

place may be made an ideal one. If he is an early

riser, and it is well that he should be, the first thing

is coffee, hot, black and strong. It is regarded by
the natives as a preventive of disease and however
strange such and other customs may seem to us,

where they are universally accepted there can be no

doubt of there being a good reason for the usages

and it Is better for the newcomer to drop into

them. The cooking will be Spanish, and it will

take a long time for the American to become ac-

customed to it, Over in Mexico the Spanish and
Mexican people use a great deal of chile in cooking,

that is, red peppers, and they do not make food as

Ju>t -1^ might he imafifBfi^ '^"^ ^*'*'^ r^..^iA^A\y de&ic-

able addition. In Cuba, for some reason, the pep-

per is neglected, and much of the cooked food

tastes as though all done in the same pan.

Most of the business of a Spanish speaking coun-

try is done in the fore part of the day. At midday
and in the early part of the afternoon, while the

stores, etc., are not shut up, there is a very rest-

ful feeling prevalent and it is not a good time to do

business. Nobody is in a hurry in a tropical coun-

try and everybody takes his time to it. This condi-

tion is exasperating at first and as a rule is finally

adopted by the newcomer, and the laziest mortals

the writer ever saw were of the class that had adopt-

ed not only the country but its ways. The rule in

the tropics is never to do to-day what may by any

means be put off until to-morrow.

It is pretty hot along the coast in day time, cool-

er in the interior, pleasant in the mountains and at

all times and places the nights are cool and quiet.

The people,—well, the people are Spanish with

Spanish ways, and you may come to like them after

a fashion, perhaps as much as they will like you.

As a rule there is a vast amount of skin deep polite-

ness and not much love lost between the Spaniard

and the Yankee. Some third party wearing a uni-

form might tell why. Finally those who go to any

of our recently acquired Spanish countries should

be sure of having things cut out for them in the way
of work before they start, and they should see that

there is money enough in sight to get home again

when it becomes a necessit)-. In any event the

feeling will be that the United States is a good

enough place, after all.

seen. If she is not inclined to the experiment she
says so, or shows it in some way, and then by the
unwritten code of Indian courtship the man desists

from further effort. If it is all right they remain
standing, so wrapped in a borrowed blanket that no
body knows who they are. They may be thus stand-
ing for hours at a time, and neither the younger
ones nor the older members of the tribe ever inter-

fere in any way. The courtship does not, as a rule,

last very long if it is satisfactory all around, and
the man has the necessary ponies to buy her of her

parents. If he is too poor for that he elopes with

her, and returns later to be well received, usually,

and live happily ever afterward, as the stories go.

That is, she does all the work while he rests. It

may occur to the reader that there are others as

well as the Indians in the latter respect.

PRESIDENT ELIOT'S LEFT-HANDED COMPLIMENT.

Bishop Lawrence, of Massachusetts, the succes-

sor of the lamented Philips Brooks, tells this little

joke upon himself with keen relish.

It was at the time when there was a vacancy in

the bishopric, and Doctor Brooks was the most
pronuaeat-candidate. Mr. I^wrence. then Dean oi -

the Theological School in Cambridge, was walking
with President EHot, of Harvard University, and
the two were discussing the situation.

" Don't you hope Brooks will be elected?" asked
the Dean,

" No," said Doctoj- Eliot; " a second or third rate

man would do just as well; and we need Brooks in

Boston and Cambridge."

Philips Brooks was elected, and a little later Doc-
tor Eliot and Mr. Lawrence again discussed the

matter,

"Aren't you glad Brooks was elected? " queried

the Dean.

"Yes, I suppose so," said Doctor Eliot, "if he

wanted it; but to tell the truth, Lawrence, you were

my man."
—•—

POVERTY'S DAY DREAMS.

HOW INDIANS DO THEIR COURTING.

Human nature is pretty much alike the world

over, and this altogether independent of race or

color. This is exemplified in the case of the Indian

of the plains and his dusky itiamoyata. When a

young Indian wants to meet a young woman in

whom he has an interest he usually borrows a blan-

ket, and putting it over his head, stands where the

young woman will pass on the way to the stream

for water. When she comes along he throws it

over her head, and they wrap it around them in

such a way that they can see out, but cannot be

Richard Whiteing, whose remarkable studies of

life in the East End of London have made so
marked an impression upon the reading public,

gained his knowledge of the subject by living

among the workers as one of them. Many of his

experiences among the submerged tenth are even
more interesting than those he has told in print.

Once, while talking with a grizzled old woman,
who li\'ed in the same tenement, he referred to the

Queen.
" Oh, 'ovv I would like to be the Queen! " said the

ancient beldame.
" Why? ' asked Mr. Whiteing.
" It isn't because of her 'orses, because if I were

a Queen I would 'ave a donkey-cart with red
wheels; and it isn't because of her band of musi-
cians on horseback which goes ahead of the 'orse-

guards, for I'd much rather 'ave a Hitalian with a

'and organ; but just think, if she wakes up at three
o'clock in the morning and wants a bile to eat she
can touch a bell and 'ave beef and boiled cabbage
right away."

A factory girl visited a collection of antique
sculptures, and on her return Mr. Whiteing asked
her:

" How did you like the statues?
"

" None too much at first, sir, because nearly all of
them were shamelessly dressed. That made nie mad
until I thought that they wuz awfully poor in them
days and didn't 'ave monc)' to buy clothes with.

Then do you know I felt real bad because there
wasn't a single lidy in the whole lot of them what
'ad a bonnet to her name."
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M Coppespondcnee ^
IF 1 WERE YOUNO AGAIN.

BV PROMINENT MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CHURCH.

Some time ago it occurred to the management of

the Inglenook that it would be a matter of intense

interest if some of our older people were to give

the young folks the benefit of their experience in

life, and what they would do had they it all to go

over again. All of us who have passed the noon

hour have often thought that we would like a sec-

ond chance. With the experience we have had

there would be a different management of affairs,—

possibly. Going back is impossible, but all our

young readers with their chance at hand will do

well to read carefully what these people have to say

about it. It will also interest older people, as well.

« * •

What would I do you ask, could I live that cher-

ished period of my life over again? With the many

painful events, sad reverses, clouds and storms, on

this side of those memorable years, to control the

decision, I certainly would do differently than what

I have done. 1 would value more my youthful

privileges. I would listen more attentively to the

counsels of the just, rendered worthy by age and

experience. I wouldbend my energies in the way

of piety and truth, and appropriate the native aspi-

rations of my .soul. I would shun the evil influenc-

es that polluted the virgin soil, and as a result my
life would be more serene and joyous and the goad-

ings of a guilty conscience would be averted.— Gfo.

D. Xalhn.
« W Mt

If I were a girl again I would give my heart to

the Lord, and I would study all I could of His

Word. I would learn some trade and I would want

a good education. 1 would master housekeeping,

cooking and sewing. I would be careful of my
associates, and I would have nothing to do with

people who used tobacco, drank, or swore. I would

>eek Chribli.ia eompany.--£;«M((7 Culp Ffauiz,

Ml * •

If I were a boy again I would do as I advise boys

to do in this article. No boy should use tobacco,

or so much as taste liquor. He should be strictly

honest, economical and never spend more than he

earns. It is best to alwa>s obey parents. Make
the employer's interest his own and never do any-

thing or be seen anywhere that he would be

ashamed of before any person. Twenty years ago

I ga\e a boy this advice, and he is in the same re-

sponsi^jle position now that he entered then, trusted

by everybody.—5. R, Zits;,

procession

ry. I would have a small library of the best books, entire trip covered from four hundred to a thous-
' miles, and was made single file, in Indian fast-"

and the string of people in thf • '""

reached a couple miles in length.

J\s soon as they arrived where the buffalo

expected the greatest caution was observed r'^'

tain Indians called la-ri-puk-us were told off
''

I FEEL aertain that of all things I should cultivate

a cheerfid disposition, search more diligently for

the silver lining to the cloud, and not take life too

serious. I should play where I often worried, laugh

where I often cried, commune with Nature rather

than with harrassed thoughts: for every lime we
look her in the face she smiles at us; and thus em-

ployed, much of my chikiish troubles would have

vanished, and 1 would not find it so difficult a task

to be gay at thirty. I should skip like a rabbit,

sing like a lark, bound over fences and climb trees,

even. Perhaps some folks might think me a trifle

rowdyish. What shoidd I care for that? After all

these years of experience, if I had them to live over

again, I should surely know that a free and happy

girlhood would do much towards preparing me for

the place I now occupy, and more truly fit me to be

a contpanion to the little ones who to-day twine

their sweet arms around my neck and call pie mam-
ma. My dear girls, the worry habit is the bane of

the heart's contentment, and like all other habits,

unless killed utterly, strengthens with the years.

You have your life to live but once. Be sure that

you start right.

—

Sadie Brallier Noffsin^er.

• • •

I WOULD probatjly do much the same as I did

under the same conditions and with the same sur-

roundings. There are some things 1 would change

if I were a boy again and it were in my power to do

so. I would unite with the church at twehe, when

God first called me, instead of waiting until twenty

as I did because the church was not ready to take

selected by those who could appreciate the long-

ings of a boy's heart after knowledge, and there

shouldn't be a trashy novel or a book with an im-

pure thought in the lot. I would have history,

travels, science and literature of the best type. I

would be exceedingly careful as to the kind of com-

pany I kept. Evil companions blight the purity of

a boy's life. I would have a better education. In-

stead of graduating at the old log schoolhouse with

its slab benches and its pouring-in process I would

have a good common-school education of the mod-

ern type as a basis for advanced work. Other

things I would have and do, but above all I would

try, from boyhood to manhood, from manhood to

age to make fewer mistakes and to be more helpful

to others.— Z). L. Miller.

« # «

If I were a girl again I would talk less and listen

more. Everybody admires a bright-eyed, sunny,

well-behaved girl, and I would try harder to be all

that. 1 would never allow anybody to flatter me, or

to take an)' liberties with me in any way. No good

can come of these things. I would do all that I

could to develop the better side of my nature and

be a Christian in every respect.— .1/«j-j' J/. Gibson.

* « *

The following, though not strictly in line with

what we wanted, will Be of interest to all who know

our aged brother. It tells the story of his early life:

Hy request I give the following sketch of the

early history of my life. My time was much need-

ed on the farm. And, as was the custom in those

days, part of my business was in hay-making and

harvest to carry the bottle to the fields; but before

long I told father that I would not do it. I had

some mechanical ingenuity, and had to do the re-

pairs needed for the farm. This left me but little

time, two or three months each winter, for school

and a limited education, reading, writing and Pike's

arithmetic, to square root. And becoming of age,

money too scarce, and time of life too short to take

a college course, and not needed for the business

affairs of life^ 1 at oaice weal into partnership on

the farm, wrote- the contract and went to work, but

I want to tell you, boys, that while I was going to

school every winter, we boys and young men or-

ganized debating schools, in which I frequently

acted as secretary. This put me to reading and

thinking and was the most profitable time spent in

my early life, and more still I want to tell you I

was ver)' careful about ni)- associations; would not

keep company with any of a disreputable character,

and they would say that I was selfish, and I was glad

of it, because if they would say otherwise it would

be a reflection upon me; sometimes I was told that

someone had complimented me; and I would say I

am glad that they think more highly of me than I

do of myself. If I had to live it over, I might

make some changes, improve opportunities as the)-

should be.

—

B. F. Mootmm'.

often

and
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their duty was to watch for a herd. Whi
the herds was discovered the watchfulness «
doubled. A council was called to determ
whether it was well to go ahead, and in these co

^

cils the medicine men, or Indian doctors nl-.., .

, , .
' F'">e(]

3

promment part, sometimes delaymg the start f

days, simply saying that it "was not good yet "
a

when it was decided that everything was propitin

the fact was announced by a herald. The flcei,
,

ponies were mounted, and a considerable
system

was customary. Ahead was a dozen or more toll

off for the purpose, with two old men on foot i

front, with rattles and medicine bags, and then tli

main body behind. The whole party was lined m
as near the herd as possible without disturbinoii

and the word was given.

At this point pandemonium began. With a lornj

shout the whole party charged the herd. Tkt

ponies were guided by the knees of the rider, whost

hands were busy with his bow and arrows. E.ich

hunter selected his animal, generally a young con-

about two ye&rs old, and riding abreast an arrow

was driven into the animal, effort being made to

send it between the projecting part of the hip and

the ribs in such a way as to drive it downward

through the vitals. These arrows were sometimes

shot with such force that they passed clear througk

the buffalo, and if one arrow was not sufficient to

stop the career of the beast another was shot into

it. Then another animal was selected, and Ibe

operation repeated. It did not take long till about

three hundred animals were either killed, or so dis-

abled that they were readily dispatched.

The carcasses were now skinned, cut up and

packed on spare horses and brought to camp. Tht

hides were pegged on the ground to dry, and the

meat was cut into thin strips, placed on poles ovei

a slow fire, in order to dry it partiallj-, uht-n it \ni

beaten with a stick till it was flattKned out, and Ihei

it was thoroughly dried and pitcked in bales, ii

which condition it would keep for years witlioil

apparent deterioration. No salt was used in (ts

operation.

There will never again be another Indian buffilo

hunt, for civilization, so called, has ruined the In

dian and destroyed the buffalo.

AN INDIAN BUFFALO HUNT.

The buffalo has practically passed away. There

were countless millions of them in the country, and
the range of the animal was from the extreme east

westward to and beyond the Rocky Mountains.

Ruthlessly slaughtered for the mere sake of killing,

they were soon decimated, and now only a few,

probably a couple of hundred in different parts of

the country, remain to mark the passage of an ani-

mal that covered the plains in dense black herds

that occupied hours or even days in passing a given

spot.

The Indian's reliance on the buffalo as a food
supply is well known, though the particular course

taken in the hunts that took place twice a year is

not generally known at this date, except by a few
old people who were on the scene of active opera-

tions at the time of the presence of the Indian.

The hunts in which the whole tribe engaged may
be said to have been a summer and 'a winter expe-
dition. The time of making the start was deter-

mined by a tribal council, and all the possessions of

the Indians that they could not take with them
were carefully buried, cached, as it was called, and
every man and beast was called in to go along.

Every member of the tribe, old and young, accom-

I WAS SICK, AND YE VISITED ME: INASIVIUCH.

The following letter from a sister tells the sioo

of a leper in the pest house in San Francisto-

These people, the ones denied help from friends

etc., are everywhere. They are lying on their bacb

in the charity wards of the hospitals, in the homa

for old people, in the asylums of every l<ind,an

many of them have no friends. We would be gl»

to send these people the Inglenook,

is too great for one.

divide the pleasure.

we will send the Inglenook to some 5""^'^

Pj^^^^jj

the country, advising you of the party d
'^^^^.

You will never receive any benefit in ^"'^^^^

from the gift. In the ne.xt, some thin, vemei
^ ^

maybe raised when you are before the Ju g
^^^^

the story of the good you did them be
^°^'^^^^^^^

you may learn that, inasmuch, you are 8'^'"
^.j,

life for the unthankcd deed of good you di

but the bniJc

Then it would be better

»

For every fifty cents receni

Dear iHgienook

Your letter of request received. I

formation asked for as I received it. Mrs.
Your Tetter of_ request received.^ IvM

|'|",J-s ,11

is leprosy. 1 read of her
-^''^f^P^^'/l^JafbSll.

E'^^

Whenshcloslhe ^

ibC

,
.list",

A »ill?!i

herli«^

me. I would study the Bible more carefully than 1 panied the expedition, which was generally in the

did and commit the important parts of it to memo-
| direction of western Kansas and Nebraska. The

you a short outline of her case

came to this country years ago.
ra..--

she took up nursing for a living. She was '-
j

,

man with smallpox and it was afterward u'""" j ,.mv

as well as smallpox. Just a slight cut on her ''
^^^^j „ :-

infection. She tried all remedies but to no a'-'^^^,,,-,,

to this setllemenl, the pest h<iuse at ^'aIl ^ '
gj;iTi,

are fourteen other lepers there; two men ami
^^-i,,,

this woman, are white, the others are *-""''^
.'sije s^'^-

what she did lo pass the lime she ausw'"^" „,j|iai '

such poor clothes as she coulH gel and ^",
, ^..itvcn

and Ihought.-thought. She liked lo
',f."il;",eoJ>M

"

reading matter. "People," she said

and starts; then forget entirely.

"send fi^'':,

fhiiik "I

"•LooFaV'lhirplicernnry lhe^X'!L,1"'' Tdoo'"
alls, and the Cross on Lone Mountain. -^^ ,

. It mocks me with its promise of s.a > „hy I

'_

saved me from a living dealh. I do" ' «" • 1 fel'
'*''>>

.^ 1 , ^. n,,r}lIS. ' (nilif^.imad during the long d.nys and longer nighlS-_

be helped by sending, say once a montn. -

a letter of sympathy to her. While we M"
'^^^^j loWy

much good it does her, we can feel we li.i
.j j„ lc<

of God's children. The writer had to sland

from the wall while talking to the leper.
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STORIES OF LIONS AND TIGERS.

A STATION
master on one of the India railroads

eeed in his building by a fierce tiger, who
"'

,u,- down on the platform or walked up and

down on

am

the track, peering into the windows now

g his chops in expectancy.
J then and licking

did not understand telegraphy or inte
Luckily,

he

dispatches^ But it was a long, long day to
cepting

"l^'i^^^^^^ before a detachment of soldiers

'""^ '"
'to his rescue in response to his appeals by

,s sen' '

ire.

Obstructing the

honev

a reast

but;' "

house <

actual building of a railroad,

is something so novel and so remarkable

-on' for stopping work upon it that Lord Salis-

"
not long since was forced to mention it in the

'

of lords in explanation of the delay. It was

1,^ Uganda railway in Central Africa, near Victoria

N' nza A pair of man-eating lions actually defied

l^'.^ljfitish lion there for more than eight months

and ihtew 6,000 men out of a job for three weeks.

iicredible as this may seem at first, the habitual

exploits of lions and tigers in Africa and India give

a high, degree of plausibility. The beasts were

incessant in their attacks. They dragged off and

deioun.ll ^ovfi of these laborers. They came

lU into their camjjs, stuck their heads into their

tent!- or walked into their huts, whence they would

cany off one or more of the dozen inmates. The

greater part of the camp, having at length moved

Ihc country beyond the foraging ground of the

IS, several hundred were left behind to build

bridges. Upon these the lions made a still more

sanguinary descent. Night after night they would

ry away one and sometimes two men. They at-

tacked white engineers, doctors, soldiers and mili-

tary officers as well as laborers from India, coolies

and African natives. On almost any night, and at

any time of the night, the men were liable to be

aroused by the shrieks of their abducted comrades,

and to hear the cracking of their bones and the

tearintj of their limbs a rod or two away, while the

men in the hospital died from sheer terror at these

horrible sounds and the horrible scenes they sug-

gested. The beasts were shot at in the darkness,

but seldom hit. For firearms, fire or torches they
cared nothing. One of them leaped upon an officer,

tore his knapsack from his back and then carried

away and devoured a soldier near him.
Many hecame so terror-stricken that they threw

themselves on the rails in front of a coastward
train and insisted on either being run over or ear-
ned off on the tr-ain. Those who stayed forsook
the tents and huts and camped out on the top of
jvaler tanks, on roofs and bridge girders or in beds
kshed to the higher branches of the trees. One
n'ghi one of these bi-oke, letting its lodgers fall

imhinafew feet of the lions. But, being already
'"0 occupied with devouring a victim, the brutes
ewenoheed to this "windfall," but let the intrud-
es escape until another meal.
^^The lions must themselves have had their pre-
'ous moments of exultation if they were aware

^^"
'hey had paralyzed 5,000 men and closed down

J
enterprise of a great government. Perhaps the

ll'^'s
would, had they known it, have formed an

I

'""" "'"' 'hem. Ruskin, who hated railroads
^^ause they spoiled the rural landscape and with

Uiav'-h™"'''^
^"d noise made life a burden, would

toll
" ^™P^^'^ to let them loose in England, as

fcrced
^'^"''^ Bourbon

hf,- J
° "'^^"^ ''S'" °f way to railroads, which

!"> "irtested fo,

great care of these terrible weapons. Trees are
frequently scored deep ten feet from the ground
where the animals have cleaned and sharpened
their claws. Both claws and whiskers are consid-
ered love charms and the natives rush to get pos-
session of them the moment they feel assured that
the beast is dead. Like elephants that in India
were used to execute criminals by crushing in their
heads with one bare foot, the tiger was formerly
employed to tear the condemned in pieces,

A good deal of the village gossip of India is very
naturally about tigers. One will tell of his lost fa

ther, killed by a tiger; another has been bereft of
his wife in the same fashion, and, what is more
serious to most of them, nearly all have been de-
prived of cows and bullocks. Tigers will pounce
upon their herds in broad daylight. They creep
upon old women picking up firewood in the jungle.
They make the roads impassable at sunset, and
even drop in upon a family circle without notifica-

tion and carry off one of its members. In conver-
sation the villagers are only temporarily diverted
by talk of the famine, the cholera, the plague, the

taxgathei-er. the wonders of the railroad, the tele-

graph and electricity. They drift back speedily

and inevitably to the tiger and his doings, for that

is literally a matter of life and death with them.

There would appear to be a marked difference of

opinion about the character of the lion. Formerly
painted as brave, magnanimous, noble: scorning to

attack an enemy unprepared, to eat meat killed by
anyone but himself, never assailing a man for whom
he has a liking, he was later depicted as thievish,

cruel, cowardly and treacherous, and far beneath
the dog, the horse or the elephant.

But a stiU later opinion contradicts this view.

He is not hostile to man unless man begins it.

Leave him alone and he will leave you alone. You
may pass him without harm if you will show no
fear. Assault him, as man is sure to do, and he will

resent it, If he sees you are not afraid of him he

will glide to your side and allow you to fondle him.

Not until he has been wounded or had man wound
one of his species does he become a man killer.

,. , . J 1 . .u ci-i-oJEbsy have all the fidelity of a doe— if well treatfid-
lions (rrt)wied and quarreled over their prey: Sirntr^T 7T . ^ '''— "™, ~

—

-
' ^^ ^ ^ -^ they are your friends forex'er. They never for'get

th<

B<

ings.
belonging

aristocrats who were

) railroads,

to the new order

'Wd^h ™i''°

^^'^'^ ^'^'^" ^ P^'"' °' ''°"^ meekly

'"aoin"' 1

™'^"3g«''i': or the "zoo" can hardly

"'Uiv "^.? '°'''^''"S it over thousands of people

es ni
^ *'"" "^^y s^y go" over hundreds of

'" territory. ~
>etiv

^'ecn M
'^' '^^^^^ 'S as much difference as

iiciaii ,

P°''^on ^''"' "P '" St. Helena and his

lore
^'"fns at Berlin and Vienna ten years be-

tlcist'"iJ
'l""^

'^"^'^ '^'"^ ''°" '^' '" "^'' '<^*P'='='

''""•a'ndh
"^ heasts, including man some-

fl^'

"as a rival only in the tiger.

ficjtj
' "^^ °f a tiger's arm and shoulder are

W'h
^ ° '''°*^ ^^'^" '" nian and other mam-
walking it can withdraw its claws so

"odi.fic;

OaU.

not

you and will always be glad to meet you— especial-

ly when they are \ery hungry, or have eaten too

much, as they often do. Then they will be restless,

sleepless, growling, unhappy, lying down, getting

up, eyes heavy and dim, mouth dry, paws trembling.

It is a dyspeptic lion, and, like all victims of that

indiscretion, is unhappy and not an agreeable com-

panion.

Some maii^tain that the man-eating lion is only

an old one, grown too feeble or slow to kill another

animal but man; that, being carnivorous, he does

not like human flesh any better than man likes the

flesh of any other flesh-eating animal. This should

be particularly true if the man is nicotinized from

the use of tobacco. For sharks and cannibals dis-

like that kind of seasoning. Those Jions of man-

eating habits are said to become mangy and lose

their hair; their mane fades in color and the effect

of their diet is a decided reflection upon the human

system. If they were not forced to eat men. or

starve the havoc they cause in India and Africa

would ne\'er occur.

MERE'S A QUESTION FOR YOU.

*«!ir and bUin t them, the tiger taking

Mr. J.AMES Long li\-ed in the East, on a farm.

He was about twenty-five years old, and had his

crowth. Now James used to help mow a meadow
and he did it with a scythe. In one corner of the

field was a tree by a spring, and by standing on his

tiptoes he could readily hang his scythe on a pro-

jecting limb. This he often did as he rested in the

shade of the tree.

Now he went West, married, and settled down.

In the course of ten years he decided to go back

again on a visit to the old place. He had often

thought of the tree, the spring, and the meadow,

and he had told his wife and his children all about

it. Now it so happened that he arrived at the old

homestead when mowing was on. So he took the

whole family down to the meadow field and watched

the hired man. , He told how he used to hang his

scythe on the limb he pointed out. Presently the

mower came around, and just for the name of the

thinf' he took the scythe and mowed across and

back and then reached up to the limb to hang the

scythe as he had done ten years before. He could

not reach the limb, or rather the fork next the
trunk of the tree. He said that the tree had grown
up in the past ten years, and gave it up.
Now here is the question. Mr. Long had not

grown any shorter, the limb had no/ grown any
higher, the scythe was the same old one, and the
ground was not any lower, yet he could not hang up
his scythe as he did long ago. There is no trick or
catch in the question. Things are fairly stated.
What had happened? There is a good reason, as
plain as day, once you see it, and there is nothing
funny about it. What had happened to prevent his
reaching the fork of the tree and limb?

THE MOLE IN THE BOARD.

Every boy has doubtless noticed a small round
hole on the edge of a board, often one of the weath-
erboards of a house or building, and he will tell

you that it is the bumblebee that does it. This is a
pretty good answer, but it is not, strictly speaking,
the bumblebee that does it. The little gold-belted
bee of the fields is the bumblebee, while the wood
worker is called the carpenter bee.

He, or rather she, bores it out personally, and
after making a start in, turns short to the side and
continues it from six inches to a foot, taking sev-
eral weeks to the work. At the end of that time
she gathers up some honey and pollen, making a
paste, and puts it at the bottom of the hole. On
this she lays a single egg, and then builds up a thin

partition over it, and then deposits more honey and
pollen, and lays another egg, and then builds anoth-
er partition. This is repeated till the eggs are all

laid.

In time the first laid egg hatches out into a worm,
which wa.xes fat on the pollen and honey around it,

and then after the chrysalid state comes out as a

carpenter bee. The newborn bee breaks down the

partition, and waits till the next one is in the dress

of wings and belt, and so on till the last laid egg
and bee are reached and the next step is for the

whole lot to emerge from the hole and fly away.
They do no harm, and should not be disturbed.

The largest plant in the world is probably a gi-

gantic seaweed, known as the nereocytis, which fre-

quently grows to a height of more than 300 feet.

The stem of the plant is as strong as an ordinary

rope, and large quantities are dried and used as

rope by the inhabitants of the South Sea islands,

where the curious ^egetable ropes are found.

This seaweed usually grows to a depth of from

200 to 300 feet. As soon as the plant takes root a

spear-shaped balloon is formed, which grow^ with

the stem toward the surface of the center. »This

balloon frequently has a diameter of six feet or

more.

It has of course an upward tendency, .and there-

fore keeps the stem growing until it floats on the

top of the water. This enormous weed grows in

such quantities that large, meadow-like islands are

formed, which are often so big as to impede navi-

gation.

It is said that the antelopes in Africa form the

best game for lions, although it is not often that the

prey is caught by running. Using the cover of

bushes, the lion lies in wait for the antelope, and

not infrequently gets in among a herd and kills

thi'ee or four before they can scatter. An English

traveler was a witness of a scene wherein both the

lion and the antelope came to grief. The antelope

came within a few yards of the crouching lion be-

fore discovering its danger, and then dashed away
without pausing to selecfa route. Unfortunately, it

ran straight toward the precipitous bank of a river,

and before it could turn, the lion had overtaken it.

The lion probably realized his own danger, but

could not check his rush, and the ne.\t moment
both pursuer and pursued launched into the air, and

were dashed to death on the rocky ground below.

When compelled to travel all night the Siberian

natives always make a practice of stopping just be-

fore sunrise and allowing their dogs to get to sleep.

They argue that if a dog goes to sleep while it is

yet dark and wakes up in an hour and finds the sun

shining he will suppose that he has had a full

night's rest and will tra\'el all day without thinking

of being tired. One Iiour's stop, however, at any

other time will be of no use whatever.
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THE STORY OF OUR HEAD.

We do not mean the story of the head on our

shouldiirs, but the heading of the paper. And

thereby hangs a tale, Hriefly it is this. When it

was decided to change the form of the Pi/ol it was

also deemed best to change the name of the paper.

It is not an easy thing to select an applicable and

suggestive name for a new publication, and it was

made the subject of considerabte discussion. The

word " Inglcnook" was finally pitched on. Then it

was deemed best to have an illustrated head for the

publication, and the idea represented in the picture

is a composite one, the result of consultation in the

editorial room of The Inglenook.

So the editor took the idea to Chicago, to a firm

of engravers, and explained the situation. The 'pic-

ture was drawn by an artist, and submitted for ap-

proval. The drawing was done by a young Jew

who had never seen an open fireplace in his life.

Then it was again taken in by the Business Mana-

ger who agreed that the artist should be instructed

to take a look at him and put his features on the

man reading the A/fsscfi^fr. It was supposed to

have been so done, while the sister, the older one

knitting, was intended to represent a member of the

church known everywhere. But having scruples

about the matter she declined the honor. When it

was all tlone we thought that it would be a good

idea to ask who the man was.

We were not prepared for the storm of answers

that came in from all over the country. Pretty

neariy every prominent man in the church was

named as the original, while but one person guessed

right,—Bro. L. A. Pollock, of Batavia, 111. He had

the original's name, and he is the only one. Those

who attempted the older woman's naine had it right

every time, though it was only a blind guess on the

.
part of the artist. It need be only added that the

picture in the heading and the supposed original re-

semble each other so little that they would pass as

strangers on the street. There is no doubt, how-

ever, but that the old folks, at least, are a typical

pair, and nobody need feel disappointed at the fail-

ure to gues8 right.

TO PEOPLE WHO WRITE.

ten on a postal card than one on a sheet of foolscap.

Before you get up be sure that you have something

of interest to say, that you know how to sa>- it, and

that after it is said you will sit down. Then people

will be glad to listen and wish that there was more

of it, and that is the secret of all good writing.

UNCLE SAM'S BEAUTIFUL OIRL nODEL.

A BEAUTIFUL little New York girl has the dis-

tinction of having her picture on every $2 bill is-

sued by the United States in 1896, Her name is

Rosa Marston, and she is but 16 years of age. Her

f.ime as a model began in 1895, when Sarony, the

New York art photographer, got her to pose for a

series of pictures. Little Miss Marston is said to be

the most shapely child known to the New York art-

ists. She is particularly remarkable for the beauty

and grace of her arms, hands and feet, which close-

ly resemble the old Greek models. On the 1896 $2

bill there is a group of five beautiful female figures.

The one which represents Rosa Marston is that of

the girl kneeling on the left of the group. She has

posed for leading artists for over four years. The

figures of Steam, Electricity and Manufactures on

the 1S96 152 bill were all sketched from her poses, and

she was one of the models for the beautiful figure

paintings that decorate the walls of the congres-

sional library at Washington. It is said that Miss

Marston earns S50 a week as a model. In spite of

her success she is a child in feeling, and is still fond

of toys and pets. Her favorite pets are her spaniel

Ned and her pony Nesby.

When you gaze into a mirror that does not dis-

tort your reflection until you seem to look like a

laughing hyena, no doubt you feel that you are see-

ing a fairly good representation of j'ourself. Scien-

tists who have made a study of the subject say that

the mirror never gives a fair picture of one's face.

They assert that the color of the hair is "off tone,"

that the skin has a faded or bluish look that is not

at all like the real color, and that even the color of

the eyes is tampered with, much to the disadvan-

tage of the person being represented. This infor-

mation should be very encouraging to some folk,

who ha\'e been studying themselves in the glass so

much that they have become convinced that they

are bilious, homelj', slant-featured and generally

repulsive looking. The scientists maintain that no

one looks as plain as the mirror makes one plainly

look. Perhaps it is the fault of the looking-glass

that many a small boy's hair will slant out in all

directions behind while his brow locks are brushed

as smooth as you please.

The Inglenook would be glad to receive contri-

butions on subjects that are clearly within the prov-

ince and make-up of the paper as you see it.

There is no end of people who do contribute, and

the main fault of their work consists in the two

facts that they are too long drawn out, and too

heavy. Something short and crisp is what is want-

ed, and it is better to have ten lines of something

with life in it than some " discourse " on a topic

that not one person in a hundred cares anything at

all about.

With the interests of our contributors ,it heart

let us say that anybody can write a long, heavy, un-

interesting article, while few can tell a thing that

interests many in well-chosen words, and, having

said it, can stop there. It takes Sixteen to write an

article on the Dignity of Labor, and enlighten the

world on the topic, while the trained writer would

hesitate at the very threshold of the subject. His

fifty years makes him careful about any such moun-

tains to tunnel. But invari.ibly the youth walks

boldly and bodily into the breach, and thinks that

there is favoritism when his article is turned down.

The Inglenook would sooner have an article writ-

Think of an entire church being constructed of

the wood from a single tree! Santa Clara, Cal., has
such a house of worship. In 1S53 the first Baptist

service held in that region was conducted under an
oak tree. When the same Baptist society decided
to build a church the site on which the tree stood
was selected. This monster of the forest, which
cast an acre of shade, was then cut down at a

height of twenty-five feet and the timber was cut in-

to lumber. The big stump was partially hollowed
and allowed to stand as the church tower. A high
steeple was erected on it and the church was built

from the lumber made from the giant oak. When
the church was completed 1,200 feet of lumber re-

mained unused. The building is 30 feet wide by 70
feet deep. It is a strong and handsome structure
and is one of the " show places " of Santa Clara.

A SHORT SERJHON.-NumbM Four.

We want an agent for the Inglenook in every
community. If you are willing to make a canvass
of your neighborhood and will write us for particu-
lars, we will be pleased to furnish them, and you
will be doing good and adding materially to your
income. Any number of samples needed for intro-
ductory purposes will be furnished free, and exclu-
sive territory given. Write at once.

"ucifix.

still

Text: But Some Doubted.

When Christ returned to earth after his
ion it is recorded that some who saw hi

doubted. So doubt is nothing new in the Ch
world. The facts are that doubters are com

"'""

the church everywhere. It is not meant by""!,'"
that those who doubt are to be condemned

f'doubt is a sort of anteroom to the truth s'

°'

times it is in the nature of very strong
people'"^

have their doubts. In the end these people are^'°
ally enlightened, as all who seek aright will be"T
may be a strange statement to many, but it is a 1

'

may

never

one, that all who earnestly seek find, though it

not be immediately manifested to us. God
withheld himself from anyone longer than was
for him.

Sometimes we have our seasons of fear thai

may not be accepted of God, and this is only anoih'

er form of doubt. In fact abetter name for it j

that of desertion, that is, our desertion of God not

his of us. The way to get nearer God is throu.fc

prayer, and then leaving it all to Him, trusting
wiii,

the faith of a child that the answer will come when

we are most ready to receive it.

If you had a child by the hand, leading il Ihrourt

the mazes of a crowded thoroughfare, would you

desert it? Certainly not, though you might not

talk much to it at the time. If we would deal win

one who trusted us so, will not God deal equally

faithfully with us? Have faith, and with faith have

patience.

Never expect to fully understand all the myster-

ies of providence. It is out of the question that the

finite should comprehend the infinite. Is it not ii

possible? Then work, pray and wait. In due time

we shall reap,— if we faint not. Remember that,-if
j

we faint not. Courage! There is a light in tlie

window, and the home-coming will put all thingi

right.

INQLENOQK'S FRIENDS.

As far as heard from nothing but words of com-
mendation have been received at the Inglenook
office. It appears to have interested both old and
young.

Fifty cents will bring you a weekly visit of this

paper to the end of the year. Send for it to-day, if

you are not already a subscriber.

A BROTHER eighty years old writes to say he likes

to read Inglenook.—L.

I am so well pleased with it I am sorry I will not
|

get last week's issue.

—

Truman R. Clinc.

I have read it and like it so well I want to sub-

scribe.

—

Effic Warner.

I want the Inglenook to come to my house for

|

my daughter. I like to read it myself.— l. l

Blongh.

I like the Inglenook.^'.y. Wright.

I think it all right for the young folks and old oii«

too.— Geo. W. Painter.

It should be in the home of every family in "<

Brotherhood.— ;-K T. Pratt.

May God bless the woxV—Allie Moliler.

I think I never read so good a paper.— (3«''''

Geiger.

I am favorably impressed with its appearance.-

L. Hershbcrgcr.

I wish it could find a place in every home i"

land.— Ceo. A. Philips.

We think it a very nice pz-pet.—Emmii M'U"-

I have long been wishing for just such a pap'

Gertrude E. Row/and.

Ill'

Doubtless there are many readers who havf
^

I

ticed the advertisements of alleged artists wn" P^^ I

pose teaching the business hy mail, and no'
'^^

I

of our people have sent on the amount calle
^^^^^

have given it a trial. Unless you know
'''i^P|j,,

well, and are sure of your people beyond wi
^^^^

advertisements say, you are advised to
jjjj.|

severely alone. Otherwise there will he a*
,,

tion of the old adage about a certain class

and their money parting company.

Miss Ruby Lola Underhill, of ColoraJ*.;

to SCIhod
''

young miss of eleven, while going v.- '
uiiir

day recently saw a mountain lion lashing '

^ ^^^

der a tree. She was much frightened, a"^
^^^^.,

the way to the schoolhouse. A "'""""'
jesp'i''|

something like a panther, and is not to e ^^^^i

when angered and ready for a fighL
^ \ |',',he''^l

the daughter of Mrs. Nancy D. Undeih"

known writer.
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^„E TRAVELING RAILROAD AGENT.

BY ONE OF THEM.

u e is any occupation that appeals to the

If ' '
ji.^ jt; is that of the man whose business

jidinary
^

^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ railroads, and who
'^ '°

id"for doing so. While it is an occupation

'"^r'init much that is pleasant, it is also pos-

""
/ofits unpleasant side. No particular prep-

*'

is needed beyond a good education, good
'''"°"

and ability to stand the strain of travel.

"'''"'*„
the position is rather difificult, and almost

"""slble to the outsider without influence among

"Cfficials who do the appointing. Hundreds of
"°

• are received at every railroad headquarters

"to? these places, and if there is any attention at

'] Mid to them they are answered to the effect that

,e
application is placed on file.

If the application is for the place of traveling

iissenger agent it should be sent to the Gen-

al Passenger Agent of the road into the serv-

te of which it is desired to enter. If in the land or

jdustrial department, then to the head of that

luteau, or to the freight, or whatever department is

mind. Without special fitness for the position,

without powerful backing, the matter is likely to

ndwith the application. But if it can be shown

_iat the employment of the applicant is likely to

esult in the advantage of the road in the way of

aking money for it, then the chance is a very

rood one. Simple as this seems it is not easy to

onvince the nearest official of the fact. He must

le very sure of it before he asks the authority for

additional expenditure. Once granted that the

.pplicant may be taken on, the next step is to

sign him territory to cover, ask the General Man-

iger to requisition annual passes over the roads

ikely to be used, and he goes on duty. His pay is

ikely to be about S75 a month and his current e.\-

lenses at the hotels, which matters he lists month-
and after auditing, and being found correct, are

laid by draft. He may finally receive more than

lonble the S75 he starts in with, but it will only be
'hen he has shown himself to be specially well

lualified,

The work, say of a traveling Passenger Agent, is

see to the business of the road abroad, to secure
le sale of tickets of travelers over his line, and to

[et all the business he can. There are many ways
finding out what and where this business is, and
IS his duty to go after it. There is also much
"'ng to headquarters about tickets, and if the
Respondents have a choice of lines other than

°ne he represents he must go after his party.
' representatives of the rival roads will be on the

'«A as well, and it is often a matter of muchdiplo-
'»cy where there is a considerable party at stake.
'lie work is hard. It is harder than it looks. If

's»iSce IS in a place like Chicago he is ordered by
> go to a town and see certain prospective

'"IS of the road. He goes at once, the first

„
"'/'"'' ''<= may find a telegram there for him to

lalle f
^'' ""''"" """ °"'^'" ^y' """^ =" °""' "°

loff' Tt,"^".""^
first train leaves, day or night, he

found
'^ 'epeated in some form all the year

tst ™h
" '* '''"'"^ '° """^ people. He can

'"sco'fth
""' '^"' ""^^ '^ "°' "^^ '" ''"^ "'"^

««tio f

*^°'^''' ^"'^ °" ^^^ sleeper it is only a

l'>nge"„f°K
'!""'''''' ""P"^" through the night. The

nd L u ,
'
""^ rlifferent and often unpalatable

"nwholp— '

Seneierally,

esome food, and the unpleasant side of

p.ce nn
^°°" sets the uppermost of the desire

The
Chi''

"' ^'""'^ become an old story,

"lounl t"!"'^
°' promotion will depend on the

"' businpeo U. ...... ._ !.«.:- :_usiness he can bring in, and IfTiis, in

'''»'
the't""''"^"''

* ^°°'^ '-^^^^ °" his territory, and

"'tssion
" '" " '° ^'^'' While railroading is a

at,
it 5

' " becoming more and more so every

''ith
a v™'

'° '"'^ 'hat there are other fields in

''"'^
is no°""lf

™^" "" '^° h'"'=r for himself.

« out of th
'^ '^'^ for women in this line. They

OlD

""^ question.

SOMETMINQ ABOUT I

8m..r'°"i'Mer:

Goliath, who was slain by the youth

David. In later days perhaps the most interesting

book on giants was written by a French scholar
named Henrion in 1 718. This book asserted that

Adam, the first man, was 123 feet 9 inches tall, that

Eve was only five feet shorter. .After Adam man
began to lose height rapidly. Noah, says M. Hen-
rion, was about twenty-seven feet tall, and Abra-
ham measured not more than twenty. Moses
reached only the poor height of 13 feet, and finally

man had to be contented with feeble little frames
from four to six feet in height.

Many huge human skeletons ha\'e been found,

according to report. It is said that the skull of

Chevalier Rincon, whose remains were discovered

in 1509 at Rouen, held a bushel of wheat. The
shinbone was four feet long, and others in propor-

tion. Many other similar skeletons were found,

one in Sicily that measured 300 feet in length. In

the present century, however, it has been shown
that these skeletons were not of humans but of pre-

historic beasts.

One of the world's famous giants was Patrick

Cotter O'Brien, who was born at Kinsdale, in Ire-

land, in 1761. He was S feet 3 inches tall, and was
the greatest giant of his day. He died in 1S04. In

the museum of Trinity college, Dublin, is the skele-

ton of a giant named Magrath, who was 7 feet 8

inches high.

It is an interesting fact that giants as a rule are

both weak of body and of mind, while dwarfs are

usually keen-witted and healthy. -A story is told

that the empress of Austria in the seventeenth cen-

tury had all the giants and dwarfs of the Germanic

empire assembled at Vienna. They were quartered

together, and fear was expressed that the giants

would terrify the dwarfs. The contrary proved to

be the case. The dwarfs tormented and robbed the

giants to the extent that with tears in their eyes

the giants begged to be protected from them.

The usual circus and museum giants of to-day

are rarely over seven feet in height, but they wear

high-heeled boots and high hats that add a foot or

more in height to their appearance.

HOW HORSES ARE TRAINED.

The first lesson given to a horse of average dis-

position is that of implicit obedience. The master's

will must completely dominate that of the horse.

"Let me show you how I begin," he said. "I

have a horse in the stable that was sent here yester-

day and I ha\'e done nothing more than to make a

casual acquaintance with him. I'll have him

brought into the school, and unless I am mistaken

in his disposition I'll make him, within ten minutes,

follow me about like a dog."

The "school" is the sawdust-covered inclosure

where the master gives instruction to would-be

riders, and into this an attendant led the horse, a

fine bay, with no harness but a light bridle. The

master stepped up to the horse, spoke a few gentle

words to him and put his right hand upon the rein,

just back of the bit. Standing thus, he was close to

the horse's head, on the left, with his right shoulder

just touching the horse's neck. There was design

in this position, for the master wished the horse not

to see anything that might happen back there on

the left side. His object will be understood when

it is explained that he held in his left hand a small

riding whip, which extended backward so that the

lash was near the horse's flank. This little instru-

ment was to be the means of enforcing obedience,

but in the gentlest possible way, as may presently

be seen.

With the right hand still on the bridle rein, the

master spoke quietly to the horse and began to lead

him about, first this way and then that, making all

sorts of turns, but always keeping his shoulder

close to the horse's neck. Having led him about,

the school in this way for a few minutes, the master

released the rein, but did not stop walking. The

horse was now free to go in any direction he chose,

for he knew that the master no longer held the rein,

and, quite naturally, he soon moved off and away

from the master's shoulder, for he had never been

taught to follow without the rein. The instant he

moved off, however, the lash of the whip leaped up

and struck him in the flank: at the same moment
|

the master caught hold of the rein again and made

the horse come back close to his shoulder and fol-

low as before.

This happened several times, until the horse

seemed to understand that the only way to keep

that sharp sting from his flank was to keep close to

the master. In less time than the ten minutes sug-
gested the horse was following the man all around
the school, and not once did the man have to touch
him with hand or whip.

"Now, you see," said the riding-master, " that I

have taught that horse not only to obey me, but to
have confidence in me. He knows that he is safe
from punishment as long as he keeps close to me.
The punishment is a mere trifle, for the whip lash

inflicts only a very light sting, but it accomplishes
my purpose."

i »

A CURIOUS PET.

At Santa Barbara the writer found a singular pet
owned by a fisherman called Larco. Larco was the
pilot of a yacht, and several years previous he had
found a large white pelican entangled in a barbed-
wire fence in a neighboring village. He carried the

huge grotesque bird home, and in a short time it

adapted itself to circumstances and became as

domesticated as an old hen. Its favorite perch was
a box upon which it would sit for hours with the

greatest dignity, occasionally uttering asthmatic
sighs or rolling its gray, lusterless eyes about in a

ludicrous manner. Jim, as the bird was named, has

a strong sense of humor, or something very m.uch

like it, as he will pretend to be asleep until one
ventures near, when out shoots the long bill and
neck, and the mandibles rattle together, startling

the visitor, who may have thought the bird was
stuffed. Jim is thoroughly tame, submitting to be-

ing lugged about the premises by the children, feed-

ing from their hands and patiently enduring every

indignity.

Pelicans are curious and interesting pets. The
writer once kept several brown pelicans. They
were found in the tops of mangroves in nests that

were merely rude bunches of sticks thrown togeth-

er, and when approached the young birds began a

series of gaspings and asthmatic sounds. A pair

were taken, which in a short time were tamed, or

domesticated—an expensive luxury, as it took

much of the time of one boy to keep them supplied

with food. They were particularly fond of large

fish, and a fish's size or age made little difference to

them. They would catch a fish thrown at them,

toss it deftly in the air, always bringing the head

downward, swallowing it at a gulp. These ludi-

crous birds were very intelligent, and whenever the

boat of a fisherman was pushed off they invariably

hopped down from the perch, and with wings held

up and bills partly open would beg to be taken, and

if not permitted they would fly along near the boat

and wait patiently for their share of the catch. The
pelicans were victimized by gulls in the most bare-

faced fashion. When the pelicans began to fish

for themselves they plunged down headlong into

the water, with their bills wide open, hoping to in-

gulf some small fishes. If the latter were caught

they were held for a moment in the great pouch,

when the bird would toss them into the right posi-

tion and swallow. At this moment a gull would

sometimes alight on the pelican's head or back,

lean forward and seize the fish, then fly away with a

victorious " ha-ha."

SCHOOL RULES OF OLD.

O.NCE upon a time school children had not as

easy a time as some of the American young folk

whom you and I know. Back in the early part of

the sixteenth century, for instance, the famous Eng-

lish school of St. Paul's, then under the general di-

rection of Dean Colet, used to open at 7 o'clock

both in winter and summer, and the rules were so

strict that the schoolboy of to-day would think

them barbarous. Following are selections from the

code of rules, put into operation when the school

was founded:

"The children shall come unto school at 7 oclock,

both winter and summer, and tarry there until it:

and return against i of the clock, and depart at 5.

In the school, no time in the year, they shall use

tallow candle in nowise at the cost of their friends.

Also I will they bring no meat nor drink, nor bot-

tle, nor use in the school no breakfasts, nor drink-

ings, in the time of learning, in nowise. I will they

use no cockfightings, nor riding about of a victory,

nor disputing at St. Bartholomew, which is but fool-

ish babbling and loss of time."

There were to be no holidays granted at desire,

unless for the king or a bishop.
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Good {Reading

SLAVERY IN BOLIVIA.

BY LIZZIE D. ROSENBERGER.

Wherever the rubber tree grows, there it is un-

healthy. So the natives of Bolivia do not want to

go into those regions where the rubber is obtained,

and for this reason the slave trade is as flourishing

as it was in the United States about seventy years

ago. A great deal has been published against this

slavery, but in spite of it all, the horrible traffic is

still carried on. The law prohibits slavery, but the

authorities do as they like, bribery and corruption

hush the matter and the evil is unchecked.

The Indians are given br.indy, clothes, and money

and put into a room by the slaveholders until they

are ready to start on the fatal voyage, for they sel-

dom return. They generally set out at night, two

and two linked together with a long chain; men,

women, and children who were caught and kid-

napped, form a very mournful procession. Some of

the most inhuman slave traders are foreigners, the

French, Spaniards and North Americans are among

the vilest.

Down in the swampy woods where the rubber

tree grows, the slaves soon fall ill of fever and

open wounds in the legs. They become weak and

sick from insufficient nourishment, but are com-

pelled to work. The lash is applied,—fiopeless, de-

spairing, they look for death as a merciful release

from their suffering.

There are about twenty thousand slaves now liv-

ing under such awful conditions. Some civilized

nation should interfere and oblige these slave trad-

ers to find another occupation. And then that

country needs to know the love of God. Teachers

are needed who will live among these people and

lead them to see the light of the world. We pray

that the Lord of the harvest may send forth labor-

ers into this neglected field.

DIAnONDS.

Ui' to the beginning of the present century nearly

all diamonds came from India. Then great numbers

were found in Brazil, but not until after the discov-

ery of diamonds in South Africa, in 1867, where the

stones were found in vast quantities. That year a

Dutch farmer, who lived near what are now known

as the great diamond fields, got from a native a

bright stone that his children were using as a play-

thing. The stone was sent to Cape Town and was

there recognized as a diamond of exceptional value.

It was forwarded to the Paris exposition and there

sold for 52,500. From that time on the diamond fe-

ver has swept through South Africa. Two years

later a beautiful stone was found which weighed

eighty-three carats. It was called the "Star of

South Africa " and sold for 856,000. Up to this time

the diamonds had been found in the sand near the

Orange and Vaal ri\ers. In 1S70, however, it was

suddenly reported that great pockets of hard earth,

filled with diamonds, had been found on a plateau,

north of the Orange river. The diamond-hunters

flocked to the new fields, and found that in that re-

gion of the plateau under its layer of red sand

were great " pipes " or tunnels through which at some

ancient time boiling laxa flowed from the heart of

the earth. These pipes were filled with a hard and

bluish deposit (called "blue grounii"} that evidently

had been forced to the surface by volcanic action

and from a great depth. In other words, these pipes

were craters of distinct volcanoes.

The vast diamond pits at Kimberly arc in the larg-

est and most valuable of the craters. The larger of

these pits is probably the greatest hole ever dug by

man. It is 500 feet deep and has an area of thirteen

acres. Numbers of diagonal shafts lead from the

surface to the bottom of this pit, and up and down

these shafts tram-carts are continually passing.

The business of these carts is to carry the blue

ground up to the "floors," where it is dumped and

left to soften in the sun and rain, for the blue

ground is almost as hard as sandstone when taken

out. Hy the combined effect of water and sunlight

it gradually softens.

The floors are nothing more than great tracts of

land that have been cleared of vegetation and have

then been rolled to make them as hard and smooth

as possible. Each of these floors is 600 acres in ex-

tent. After one of them has been covered to a depth

of- a foot with blue ground, which has lain long

enough to be fairly soft, natives with harrows are

set to work breaking up the soil.

After a period of three to six months the blue

ground is soft enough to be ready for "washing."

Then it is carted to a very intricate washing ma-

chine, where it is tumbled around in running water

until nothing is left but crusty little chunks and peb-

bles. In the crusty chunks are the diamonds.

These are passed through sieves that separate them

into four sizes.

Next the crusty fragments are passed to the

" assorters," and piled on tables, where white men as-

sort them, taking the diamonds from among the other

mineral formations. The assorters work with trowel-

like instruments, and are so expert that they at a

glance can pick out a chunk of earth that holds a

diamond. What remains after the white assorters

have picked out the diamonds is turned over to na-

tive assorters, who go through the mass again in

search of diamonds that the first assorters may have

missed.

At the end of each day the diamonds thus assort-

ed are taken to the general ofiice under an armed

escort, and are given to experts in charge of the

diamond department. The diamonds are then

boiled in a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids to

dissolve the crust that has formed around them.

This process leaves the diamonds in the rough, lus-

terful, but looking like dingy crystals of various

colors. The experts then again assort the dia-

monds, with respect to color, clearness, flawlessness

and size.

Now the diamonds have become gems that may

be exposed for sale, so they are taken into the

salesroom and spread out on sheets of white paper,

heaps and heaps of them, of all sizes, colors and

shapes. The diamonds are all carefully valued ac-

cording to weight and purity and are sold. Next

they go to the diamond cutters, who work on them

for days and days, cutting various sides on them

and polishing them until they look like stars. In

this cutting process it often happens that a dia-

mond will be reduced to half its original weight.

In the diamond mines proper all possible precau-

tions are taken to keep the workmen from stealing

the gems. The laborers are constantly watched by

trustworthy overseers, and at night they are stripped

and their clothes and bodies searched. Then they

are sent naked to their sleeping rooms, where blan-

kets are allowed them. Of course this applies to

the natives, as the only white men employed in

handling the blue ground are in the assorting room.

It is an interesting fact that all of the machinery

is of American make, and is run entirely by Ameri-

can engineers.

It is said that some fifteen tons of precious stones

have been taken from the Kimberley district since

1870. In conducting the business at the Kimberley

mine 1,300 Europeans and 5,700 natives are em-

ployed. The workmen are paid high wages and ev-

ery laborer on the " floors " is paid a percentage on

all the diamonds he finds while harrowing the blue

ground.

Diamond cutting and polishing is a very difficult

process, which is done almost entirely by hand.

The stones are polished by rubbing two, each on

the other, or by rubbing them with a polishing wheel

that is covered with diamond powder; it is a case of

"diamond cut diamond." When it is necessary to

cut a valuable piece from a stone iron wires covered

with diamond powder are used. The facets, or dif-

ferent sides, are formed by this rubbing process,

which is a very slow and laborious one. A stone

weighing, say twenty carats, will require at least

four or five months of constant work to reduce it to

the proper form. A diamond about the size of a

small pea will weigh over a carat.

home and remained. As the years pass
baby whale proceeded to grow and to wax f

^ ""

become tame, for the planter fed it occ
" '"'

with a bushel or so of chopped meat M
"^"^

whale is seventy feet long and is the curio*
"'

the island. When a trader's boat slips into th"*

"

bor the planter gives the officers and crew ^l"
quet under the palms and then takes themi
the pet whale. At such times a barrel of ch

^"'

meat is rolled down to the waterside and the
^]^'

er stands on the shore and blows a horn Al

"'

instantly the water will begin to churn in th I

'^'

tion of the planter and the huge whale win
''

nose into the sand in its effort to get to the K

"

of meat in haste. After having eaten the m
''

creature leaps and rolls about gleefully, often

ing its body nearly out of the water.
'

A RED, WHITE AND BLUE BLOSSOM.

What ought to be a real United States Howerrc
cently has been found at the isthmus of Tehuanr
pec, for it is red, white or blue, according to H,

time you observe it. In the morning it glons

white as one of our own snow blossoms. When H,

noon hour is marked by the north and south shadoii.

this strange blossom turns to deep red in color V
night it seems to ape the color of the wondeilo

southern skies and becomes blue. This leniaikabk

blossom grows on a shrub which closely resembit

the guava tree. At noon it gives out a delicate

odor that disappears as the night approaches ui

which does not return until the next midday.

Down in Lawrence County, Illinois, there aic

acres and acres of good farm land that every sum

mer are given up entirely to sunflowers. When ttt

new wheat is getting strong in the fields of olhei

parts of the country, the fields of Lawrence vallcv

are dotted with little, tree-like plants that groii

with astonishing rapidity and finally burst into bio:

som, turning great purple-brown disks fringed wii'ii

golden petals to the sun. These sunflowers ni.iki

a wonderfully pretty picture when one gets up 01

a high |j|ace and look's over the top of alicldol

them. Every blessed flower faces the south, or i^

near to it as possible, and many a moon-faced and

heavy sunflower may be seen trying to push its Id-

lows along in order that it may look at the sun, Ir

the fall, when the seeds begin to ripen, thous.ind:

of American goldfinches camp in the suntac

fields— for the seeds are favorites with them-wc

you may see them bobbing their brilliant black aic

golden bodies from disk to disk of the flowers ani

making their peculiar chuckling call as they Iv

But the sunflowers are not cultivated for the btn

efit of the goldfinches. They form a valuable fan

product of Lawrence County. Lawrence vallf)'

said to be the great sunflower-seed m.-irket of il«

world. Since the first clever farmer raised a cio|

and sold it at nine cents a pound, sunfIower-»-

raising has become an industry among the loa

farmers. The cost of raising, thrashing and prrp"'

ing for the market an acre crop of sunflower set 1-

much less than the cost of raising an ''"'= "'"^

or wheat, and the crop is less disturbed by drou?

THE LARGEST PET IN THE WORLD.

Brobablv the only man in the world who has a

pet whale lives on a small island in the South Paci-

fic. He is a planter and is the only white inhab-

itant of his island. He has many brow-n-skinned

assistants who cut and dry the cocoanut rinds that

he sells to trading vessels. The planter makes
plenty of money in his peculiar trade, but he used

to be worried to provide entertainment for the vis-

itors who bought his product. One stormy day,

however, a small whale floated through the narrow-

entrance to the harbor, which is walled in by a coral

reef. The whale appeared satisfied w-ith its new

bird's sojou'"'-

the summer land of its choice seems to be th' "

accomplished, the thnug*'

The sole business of a migratory I

of its

Thising of a family. 11,1a »^...-...r ^^^^

of the birds seem to turn immedrately to i"
-^^^^^

—to the warm, fruitful, indolent latitudes, 1

harsh winds and chilling rains, and f.^duiR
,
|(3l«

larsn w-mas ana cniiiiug 1,11113, "
, ,

^^^

never benumb bright spirits. Then conju„
^

break, fathers forsake mothers and ""^P'"'^'^^

the latter follow as fast as strength permits-

after wave sw-eeps down to Ui fn*

I

breejes-
again, as wave
Canada, as if on the wings of autumna.

^^^^^^

noticeable that old males are lc-i'''"S ''"^^^. „,1

each species, and that only later—somctm

later—come females and young. I
''"'

carehl"

make this matter of the succession of ^S^^^^f^

because of its notable significance '"
'^ ^'.„,

''

How do birds find their way? The oW a|

-

short and easy. Instinct tells them.

.. „ bird is b°"'
;

of a road he has _ne>^^-

easy,

if it means anything, that

intuitive knowledge
perhaps crossing an ocean. Moreover.

111!-

routes are rarely straight lines 'i<^'^"\\ni !

mightwhich the httle creatures huk""- r > but '

mysterious "sense of polar direction. .^.,

lor .1

''ally somewhat roundabout, ofte

sometimes squarely east and wes

of the course,
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THE LITTLE TO-BE'S.

u-wo are these little folk crowding about

And cumbering all over our knees?

They a« a family of which I will tell

-

The family of Little To-Be's.

These are our soldiers and sailors to come.

Our generals and presidents, loo,

n r lawyers and doctors and merchants and priests

And our patriots, all good and true.

Some little fellow that is bitbbling o'er,

Full of mischief and rollicking fun,

Will some of these days be a dignified judge.

And we trust an ec|uitable one.

This little rogue with the tangle of curls.

And the slyest of all the gay lot,

Will possibly grow a general to be.

Or a president, likely as not.

Thus all of our business, affairs of state,

• And our commerce on land and the seas.

In a very few years will be carried on

By this family of Little To-Be's.
—Arthur J. Biirdick.

FROM ANKLESVAR, INDIA.

BV ELIZ.ABETH G. McC.ASN.

This morning on our return from work among a

tcoupof famine people who have left their homes

nJ are stopping on the banks of a tank near here,

found some very precious letters awaiting me.

iVe have commenced work in our new station. It

'as pleasant to work with our brethren at Bulsar,

itit workers are/i'iy and cannot remain close togeth-

But oh, the great work! So many thousands

ho need to be taught the true way. There is so

:!i of sin and darkness, and now is added the stif-

;riiig from famine.

1 wish you could see for yourselves and know
lOre fully what we as a Christian nation enjoy, and
hat privileges are ours, when we compare oui'-

elvcs with these poor heathen. How can we praise

le Lord enough, that we have the light of the

lessed Gospel, not only a knowledge of it, but for

he blessed experience that comes to the children
if God. The population of this place is about ten
housand besides one hundred and twenty other
owns and villages in this taluka (county.) I am
lie only Madam sahib. 1 have not seen a white-
red lady at Navsari, excepting a week or so after-
'atds when we spent a day in Broarh and there saw
lew at the station. So while we have thousands
bout us, yet in a sense we are isolated. We do so
inch need the many prayers offered for us by you

God is our ever-present help, "the shadow of a
I'Sbiy rock within a weary land." We will not
*« of sacrifice, because it were better to s.ay
•"liege, when we think of Jesus' love for us
flai. r:.,j LI . .

-'

lay God bless

Ind,

and keep you all. in the dear home-

^^
RAILROAD conductor once went with a large

n cit"*'

"'"^""ductors on an excursion to a South-

^acliv^'i
"^ arrived on Saturday night. An at-

it mo',
''"'' '"^''" planned for the next day. In

ig
„/"'"^ "'" gentleman was observed to be tak-

fciid Tl l"''^"

"stial care vvith his attire, and a

Sloth
" him, "Of course you are going with

"le excursion?"

tati!'„''V!'''''^'''
qtiietly, "I am going to church;

;^'^^^y
habit on Sunday."

Soon CO
''""''°"'='' received the same reply.

^«iission"("lf"'
°" '' '"^San to pass around, and

'was a"

'"'''«'' When he set out for church,

born
his

""'P^""^'' by one hundred and fifty men,

'cursion
,"*"'?' '^'^3™Ple had turned from a Sundav

^ """'"'h'^ place of worship.

'•

also."''™^' "y^' "The strength of the hills is

""i!! and ^ °^ Palestine are rugged and

" The h°il''"'''
'""" ""^ '^^''^ 6'''='=" °' ""^ '^'=-

"'"rnnal^
bel*

°' ""^'"^ England Ire clothed with

"aihed
of "^^m

^' ^^^^ '^^ "'^ Psalmist never

** *"<' the 1

°"' '^''° '•^^ "<=^''-"'' s<^<=" 'I'e """

L^^iiinde
""^ ""'' "''' sumach in autumnal ar-

r'"'"iant"'i'"''
"'^ ^'"'y °' ^'<=™ England hills.

1 "dolors are those of a skillful artist.

iSfaa Sunday a School As.

JESUS AT THE PHARISEE'S HOUSE.-Luke 7:36.50.

{Ltssoit for May ij, tQoo)

CoLDliX Text.—Thy faith hath saved thee.—Luke 7; 50.

In this lesson we have another insight into the
character of our Lord and Master. It is clear that

Christ did not discourage hospitality, either in the

giving or receiving, for having had an invitation to

the house of the Pharisee he accepted it and dined
with him. It was an unusual thing that such an
invitation should be extended at all, and the reason
is that of all the sects and divisions of the Jews the
Pharisees came in for the strongest condemnation
at the hands of our Lord. They were of the strict-

est sect, those who believed in the external observ-
ance of all the many rules of the Jewish religion,

and they were self-satisfied and righteous in their

own belief. Standing out so strong for the form
without the substance they were being continually
condemned by Christ, and it is a wonder that he
received the invitation that he did. There may
have been some sinister motive back of it all, some
trap into which, it was hoped that Jesus would fall.

It so happened that there came a woman of the
city, one of perhaps bad character, and she had
with her a box of precious ointment, a perfume, and
she used it in her devotion by anointing the feet of

the Lord. Probably, perhaps doubtless, she knew
of the kindness of the dear Lord to such of her

class, and she wished to show him that she appre-

ciated his kindness toward the fallen. At least she

is said to have wept when she performed the menial

service, and it was of such a character as to be

noticed by all present. None of those present

seemed to know that it was for just such people

that Christ came on earth,—those who had sinned

more or less, and none ever sinned so badly that

they might not approach him in the spirit of the

contrite. None are ever turned away if they ap-

proach in faith. That seems to be the keynote of

success in the application of those troubled in heart

or body,—they must believe that what they are do-

ing will prove efficacious. They must not believe

that they believe, but it must be a fact, in and of

itself. This is not difficult when we remember the

many answers to the prayer of faith. The trouble

is that we forget so readily. We forget the favors

of the past in the exigencies of the present, and

thus it comes that if we are not immediately made
the recipient of the favors we ask we are disposed

to doubt. This is the fatal part. It is also logical

that it should be so, for if we ask a thing of an

earthly benefactor, doubting his ability or his integ-

rity of promise, it is not reasonable that other than

failure should follow.

There is another feature in the lesson that should

not be forgotten, and that is Christ made no dis-

tinction between people, took no account of caste.

Wherever there was good to be done, where the

recipient was worthy, that is, where faith tvas pres-

ent, all else counted for nothing. The blessing fol-

lowed, whether to the blind young man begging,

the Roman Centurion, or the abandoned woman.

It is a very difficult thing for us to rid ourselves of

the idea of personal superiority to those whose lot

is cast along different lines from our own. In the

economy of the kingdom of God there are no young

or old, no high or low, no superior or inferior class-

es. He deals alike justly with all, totally inilepend-

ent of the temporary differences born of environ-

ment or personal caprice.

No one in trouble or needing help should fail to

ask the Master. Asking in faith the answer will be

had, if such be for our good. When we have failed,

as fail we will sometimes, the reason is in one of

two things,—our own lack of faith or that the cov-

eted blessing is not for our good.

The teacher who goes before his class without

preparation makes a great mistake. The lesson

should be thoroughly mastered before the class as-

sembles. ^

So build that none

stroy your work.

of life's storms can ever de-

Fop * the * Wee * Folk

POOR BABY DARE.

Eaklv impressions last the longest,

be good ones.

Let them

Three hundred years ago the great Elizabeth
was Queen of England— the splendid enterprising
Elizabeth, who sent her captains and her ships all

over the world, and built up England as no king be-
fore her had done. When this great English queen,
in jeweled stomacher and spreading petticoats and
stiff lace ruff, was growing old and gray-haired, a
little English baby was born who is very interesting
to all ICnglish-speaking children. It was in 1587.
This little baby is remembered because she was the
first baby born in the queen's new land across the
Atlantic, on the coast of the red Indian's land—and
because of her strange story.

It was long, long ago. Columbus had discovered
America only a century earlier, and it was a third
of a century before the Pilgrims landed on Plym-
outh Rock. The Spaniards, following Columbus,
had settled in the south, in Florida and Mexico,
but the English had no settlement at all on the
mainland of America.

But Englishmen had roused up, and were looking
across the Atlantic, and planning to get their share
of the New World. The leader of these men was
Sir Walter Raleigh. He was the same Raleigh who
spread his new velvet cloak in the mud for Queen
Elizabeth to walk over—and he was high in her
favor ever after.

Raleigh had fitted out many ships and men to go
to the new land—so many that he was called " The
Shepherd of the Sea." Raleigh's first colonies did
not succeed, and in the spring of 15S7 he fitted out
another, of over a hundred men and women and
ten children—the first English children to come to

the New World. These people sailed in charge of

Governor John White, who was to found a city in

the new land and name it Raleigh.

We may be sure the eyes of the ten tlnglish chil-

dren opened wide at all the wonders of the New
World — the cedars and cypress, sassafras and
palms, the many strange flowers, and birds, and
beasts and above all at the little red children of the

Indians. No doubt the little red children thought
the ten little pale-faces quite as strange.

And soon after the landing there was another
little pale-face for them to wonder at^"poor Baby
Dare " herself! For among the colonists was Gov-
ernor White's daughter Eleanor, and her husband
Ananias Dare; and about a month after they

reached Roanoke, on August 18, 1587, little Baby
Dare was born. And though, as I have said, thou-

sands of English babies born that year have been
forgotten. Baby Dare wi.ll never be forgotten, be-

cause she was the first English baby born in all

America.

In the little log chapel, which the settlers had

built, the colonists gathered one bright day soon

after, for the christening of the little new-comer.

The font was the family's silver water-ewer, and the

sponsor was the baby's grandfather. Governor

White himself. Baby Dare was christened Virginia,

after the queen's new land where she was born.

Now comes the strange part of little Virginia

Dare's story, and the sad part that makes us think

of her as "poor Baby Dare."

The colonists soon found they would need many
supplies from England, and, only nine days after

Baby Dare was born, her grandfather, Governor

White, kissed her good-bye, and sailed back to

England in the one ship the colony had.

At best it would have been half a year before he

could return; but it was three years instead of six

months when Governor White sailed back to Roa-

noke. It was sunset when they came to land.

The cabins were standing, but deserted. The
paths were grassed over, vines grew across the

doors, and wild deer were feeding on the ripe mel-

ons and cucumbers in the gardens. Shouts and
trumpet-notes brought no replies. Governor White

and his men searched everywhere. They found

books torn from their covers, bars of iron, old maps,

and a suit of rusted armor; and in the cabin of the

Dares Governor White found little Virginia's cra-

dle, and on the floor beside it lay one tin)' shoe.

That was all. The hundred and six men and wom-
en, the ten children, and little Baby Dare, had all

vanished—and through the three hundred years

since no trace of them has ever been found.

—

Lifth-

Foils.
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MOW OUR CHURCH IS DISTRIBUTED.

A BRIGHT boy was at the store when a stranger

who was waiting for the stage to arrive, bringing

the daily mail to the post office, which was at the

store, as so many country offices are, began asking

the boy something about our people.

"How many are there of you in the United

States?"

"There is no way of telling accurately, but there

are about 85.000 altogether."

'• How are they distributed? " said the man, "Are

they spread out over the whole country?
"

"No, they lie mostly in aline drawn westward

from Philadelphia, and in the States such a line

would cross."

"Then there are none in New England, up in

Maine, and those far Eastern States?"

"No," said the boy. "There is no organized

church in any State north of the State of Pennsyl-

vania. There may be a member or so here and

there, but they are far from any organized church."

"Are there any in the South?"

"Yes, there are a good many in the Valley of

Virginia, a few in North Carolina, and some in

Florida, but the farther South one goes the fewer

there are."

"What is the reason of this?"

"Well, the best reason is that most of our people

are agricultural in their occupation, and in moving

they would naturally follow the tide of emigration.

This is not, and never has been in the direction of

New England, and so there are none of us to be

found there. Onlyof recent years has there been

any movement South, and there are only a few

small churches in Alabama, some members in Tex-

as, and in Louisiana, and in fact the church in the

South is small in numbers."

"Where is the church the strongest in numbers?"

"In Pennsylvania and in Indiana, and there are

almost as many in Indiana as there are in Penn-

sylvania. In Pennsylvania they are found almost

exclusively in the southern half of the State, the

reason for this being in the fact that early emigra-

tion sought the most fertile sections, and the south-

ern half is better land than the northern half. It is

not accidental, but the natural result of seeking the

most favored sections for home-making. And then

the natural accretion of members made these sec-

tions stronger than others."

"I sec," said the man. "And how about the far

west?
"

"The same rule holds good there. As there was

an o\ erflow westward it sought the most fertile sec-

tions, and in Illinois, and Iowa, and wherever there

is the best land, there the Brethren are to be found,

if at all. They are found in Kansas, east and west,

and then there is a jump to Denver, and from there

to the Northwest and the Pacific coast, always in

the direction of the land suited best for farming

purposes. The reason being, as before stated that

our people are farmers, as a rule. There is also

quite an addition of churches in recent years in

North Dakota."
" Are there any in other countries?

"

"Yes, there are missions and small churches in

Canada, India, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,

Asia Minor and I'"rance, though they are compara-

tively few in nu-mbers."

"Then there are no city churches?"

"Oh yes," said the boy, "Then- are churches in

Philadelphia, Haiti more, Washington, Harrisburg,

Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, and a great many
other smaller places. I^ut as a rule the largest

churches are found in the country."

" Is the church growing in numbers?" .

"Yes, it is spreading out in almost every direc-

tion, and the growth is in a greater ratio than tliat

of the general population of the country, shcnving

that there is a continual accession from the out-

side."

"Then I am to understand that most of the

Brethren live in the country, and that they are

found in the States crossed by a line drawn through

Philadelphia westward?"

"That's right," said our boy. "and the farther

North or South of that line that you get the fartlicr

apart the churches and members arc as a general

thing."

Here the lumbering old stage coach came along,

and the man thanked the boy and gave him his

card. The boy gave him a copy of The Inclenook

that he happened to have in his pocket, and now

every young reader may know a little more about

the geography of the church than he did before.

Which was in mind all along to do.

HOW SOME OF OUR MONTHS WERE NAMED.

All of our months were named by the Romans a

great many years ago. One of the months looks

back on the old year and it looks ahead to the

young or new year, so it was named for a god whom
the Romans worshiped. He was represented as

having two faces, looking in opposite directions.

One of his faces was old and the other one was

young. His name was Janus. Can you guess

which month was named for him? Another month

was named for the god of war. What was his name

and which month was named for him? May was

named for Maia. a goddess w^ho was the mother of

the god of Mercury, and June was named for Jupi-

ter's wife, Juno.

Have you ever noticed that while most months

alternate with thirt;- and thirty-one days, July and

August come together with thirty-one days? That

is because these months were named for the two

emperors, Julius and Augustus Caesar. It would

not have done to give one a longer month than the

other received, so both months were given thirty-

one days.

In early times the Romans had only ten months,

with names that" meant first month, second month,

and so on. Four of those names are used now, for

instance: December really, means "tenth month,"

although it is now the twelfth month. Can you

find the other three? A man named Numa added

the two months of January and February, shorten-

ing the others in order to do so.

It is said that February is a name taken from a

Latin word that means to purify, because during

that month they held what they called the feast of

purification, and that April is from a word that

means to open, because at that season the buds be-

gin to open. ^

NATURAL FRIENDSHIP.

One of the most pleasant features of the drive

through the Yellowstone National Park is the ap-

parent intimacy between man and the animal and

bird life in the park. Thanks to the wise and

stringent regulations, no shooting is allowed within

its boundaries.

"The result," says an English tourist, "is posi-

tively charming. Hundreds of little chipmunks,

with their gaudy striped backs, scampered impu-

dently about or peered at the passing coach from

the roadside. The squirrel did not bolt for the

nearest tree, but nodded a welcome. All bird life

treated us likewise. Even the lordly eagle hovered

near, and the wild turkey stalked unconcernedly

through the rank grass. We perceived a doe and

fawn grazing by the road. Not until we were with-

in a few feet did they seek the shelter of the woods,

yet not to fly. They simply moved aside. Here at

least mankind was regarded as a friend—one who
could be trusted. The only animal who ran away
was a brown bear. He turned tail at the sight of a

coaching party, yet it was quite a common thing

for bears to approach close to the hotels at evening

to feed on the refuse thrown out. It was an after-

dinner relaxation for the guests to watch them feed-

ing. They munched and disputed the choicest

morsel, for the most part indifferent to the compa-
ny. Only when we became inquisitive and ap-

proached too near did they retire; and these ani-

mals were perfectly free and unfettered in their

movements. It may read like a fairy tale, but it is

solid fact."

POINTED PARAQRAPHS.

The sea of matrimony swamps manj- a courtship.

Colds are not exactly contagious, but they are

catching.

The maker of alarm clocks certainly does a rous-

ing business.

The teeth of time must be those a dentist s'-o-

plies on credit. 6r

If a man has sufficient brass in his ';,^»'^^*1 _ is

capable of polish. ^^^,^^^0*

Some people have faith ir ^SP'-^e-^ers—and the

favorite is number one.

It's the old, old story; nothing succeeds like the

failure of the peach crop.
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THE DAY OF PEACE.

What of the day, my brother?

What of the day of peace?

When the dripping sword turns the green sward

And the dull, dread noises cease—

The clarion call of bugles,

The shriek of the angry shell—

What of ihe light that shall pierce the night

Of battle—is it well?

What of the dead, my brother?

What of the dead and dumb?

Who shall pay at the Judgment day

When the Messenger shall come.

Come in the light and glory,

Come in the fire and flame,

Whose the slain of the blood and pain,

My brother—whose the blame?

What of the grief, my brother,

What of the grief and woe?

What of the tears shed o'er these biers

Thi-se stricken hearts brought low?

Low ill the day of terror,

Low ill the night of gloom,

Whiise the weight of this curse of Hate?
Whdse the pain of Doom?

What of the blood, my brother?

What of the blood that flows

In a Crimson stream where the lances gleam
And the bugle blows and blows?
Whcise the souls that shudder,

Jiliydiier and start and cry,

When the battles" cost by God eflgrosset'

In UUhkI on the brazen sky? "^,

Hasten the day, my brother,

Hasten the day of peace,
When men not slain for greed of gain
And the dull, dread noises cease!
When shell shall shriek no longer.
When Hatred slink away,
The hreath of God the blood-stained 9od
Make clean—and Peace shall stay!

HOW AN EARTHQUAKE FEELS.

1"^
^vriter of this article once lived in the Ti'op-

"' '' 'Considerable time, and he confesses to hav-
g secretly wished that there might be an earth-

J no r^
'"' P'^'"^"*^^- That wish was gratified.

"^v that It is over, and the experience has been
'^11 he has to sa)' is that he doesn't want any

Di

^^
«rthqual<e5. There is nol the semblance of
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^'"'"^ '" "^'^ courtyard or patio
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'alk T I
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at
I

"' ^''°"'- My personal experience was

"cli
1 w

'""'. '° '^" ''^'='' '•'^ad. The chair in

"""li and^l fT'"^
'^"""^ forwSird and circled

"^"'l up and
^^ 'hough the end had come. I

' heavinj, ri.''^*''
""^ massive stone walls around

'""luake
•'

"^

T^'^^
"' ^^^- ^"""^ """^ shouted

' '"'•
EvL-r k"'Ii

'" *" '"^'ant I knew just what
" One

I

° '^ started to run, and I ran with

"' "^ anoth^'^'^
'" " ''""^ '"^'^ "''" '^ •'''°"' ^^

*>''al,es D
'''' ^"'' °"'y "^'^ '"stinct of getting

'""^
"'"e is f""°" °' °ne. The writer does not

'^""hquake
"^ P*^"°" ''^'ng who can go through

'"''•I earth

^^'
^^"' " '^ "° unusual to feel

'"'atV, that !h""^
^"''^ ""'*'' """^^ ^° ""' °' ""-'

""""wise tl,
"", ^^"^at'on is never a pleasant or

thrown themselves down, men were running and
swearing, women were screaming, and the whole
economy of things was upset. Everything in and
on the earth was in dire confusion. In the distance
could be heard the heavy "slab" of falling walls,

and the awful noises of miles and miles of solid

rock breaking under our feet added to the alarming
situation. A short distance away I saw the earth
open in a huge crack out of which a pale blue flame
arose, and then the crevice slowly closed up again.

I came across a man on his knees and he called on
me to get down. I answered that it wouldn't help
matters, and he replied by asking me to take my
hat off, which I did before I thought. A man who
has been through a good-sized earthquake will be
very sure to take off his hat at the mention of one,

metaphorically speaking. The telegraph poles

were lashing the glass out of the second stories of

the houses, and there was a dread feeling, impossi-

ble to describe. It is frightful, awful. Nobody
knows how soon the earth will open up under foot

and swallow everything near. Presently everything

is quiet for a moment, and then the thing comes
back in an opposite direction somewhat less violent

than before, and it is soon over for that time.

As far as the writer is concerned there are several

(decidedly prominent sensations. The first is one of

deathly sicjiness immediately before the shake, and
,<he ne.xt is that of Iright, -vhile the after-effect is a

^spell of nervous trouble of longer or shorter dura-

tion, dependent on the make-up of the individual.

It was reported that 80,000 people in the city were

sick as an after-effect. It is thought by some that

they felt it coming, but there is nothing to verify

that idea. The earthquake comes in an instant,

without a note of discernible warning, and every-

thing in Nature is thoroughly upset, There were

not many people killed as a result of this shake,

one hundred and eighteen, the writer heard, but

many buildings were cracked and walls thrown

down.

People in an earthquake country build their

houses accordingly, and the walls are either of

some light material that will stand the swaying, or

they are so thick that they stand the racket out of

sheer strength. But in any event when it comes

there is no doubt of its horror and distressing feel-

ing. It should be remembered that where earth

shakes are prevalent they are not all destructive.

There may be an earthquake of the trembling order

that is only known to the resident when he reads

about it next day. The delicate apparati used for

the purpose, called the seismograph, records it for

an observer, and it passes unheeded by the people.

The causes of an earthquake are not very well

understood, but the most generall)- accepted belief

is that of the earth settling, and thus causing the

trouble on its surface. This view is probably cor-

rect. In a country where there are volcanoes, and

an eruption of a violent order takes place accom-

panied with a bad earthquake, the situation must

be terrible. Take it all around the United States is

good enough for the writer.

"1 the

''an frightful feeling

'"''«':ribabi
"''' *'^'"''''

' "" ""= «<:="- was one
•'"'^lion

were
""'"''°"- A large part of the

y< and th°"
""'"' ^"'"'^' "'« <:oun"-y being

^^ '0 the v^
':'''"'' "^fossing themselves and

"g'n to save them. Horses had

famous old placer diggings on the Guayape river.

1 spent a week or so in the region, and was espe-
cially interested in the native Indians who live

along the banks of the stream and who regard the
placers as a sort of family pocketbook, from which
they help themselves as they please. When a
household needs anything that can't be hunted or
fished^in other words, that has to be bought at the
store—the women sally out with their 'bateas'or
wooden bowls and proceed to wash as much gold as

is required for the purchase. The metal they se-

cure in that way is usually in the form of minute
grains, hardly as large as the head of a pin, but oc-

casionally they find little nuggets, and that brings

me to my stor)'.

"The day before I left I was at the principal

store of the district talking to the proprietor, or

'tienderos,' when a typical Olancha Indian sham-
bled in and sat down on the floor. I attempted to

question him about the diggings, and presently he
untied a corner of his neckcloth and showed me
three small, fantastically-shaped nuggets, which he
said his wife had lately found. It occurred to me
that they would make interesting souvenirs mount-
ed as scarfpins or bangles, and after some haggling

I bought the lot for S4—they weighed altogether

something under a quarter of an ounce. I was so

disarmed by the apparent simplicity of the Indian

that i never thought to examine the nuggets closely

until I reached Port Cortez, and then it hardly

needed a second look to see that they were not gold

at all but evidently a sort of brass alloy.

"A few days later, I learned from an engineer

who came down from the Guayape district that my
Indian friend was boasting that he had stolen some
yellow 'composition metal' bearing from a stamp
mill and melted up a fragment in a home-made clay

crucible. In that way he produced his handsome
nuggets. If he had put in the same amount of la-

bor at the placers he could easily have washed out

S20 worth of gold. That's what I call a natural

aptitude for crookedness."

FACTS ABOUT SARDINES.

NOT WHOLLY FREE FROn OUILE.

"It is a common impression that the Central

American Indian is singularly honest and free from

guile," said a traveler who came up to New Orleans

on the last banana-boat. " but don't you believe a

word of that story. I recently made a mule-back

trip to the Olancha district, in Northwest Honduras,

my particular purpose being to take a look at the

FoKMERLV the sardines consumed in this country

were all imported from France. Now about three-

quarters of the sardines eaten in the United States

are put up here, the chief center of the sardine

industrj' in the United States being the eastern

coast of Maine, though some sardines are now put

up on the coast of California. The packing of sar-

dines in this country was begun about 1SS6.

Thousands of people now find employment in

one part and another of the work in catching fish,

in making cans and in canning and packing and

marketing and so on.

Sardines are put up in greater variety than for-

merly, there being nowadays sardines packed in

tomato sauce, sardines in mustard, spiced sardines,

and so on, but the great bulk of sardines, both im-

ported and domestic, are still put up in oil. Sar-

dines are put up also in a greater variety of pack-

ages than formerly, there being, for example, va-

rious sizes and shapes of o\'al tins, and some French

sardines are imported in glass, but as the great bulk

of all sardines are still put up in oil, so the great

bulk of them are still put up in the familiar flat

boxes. The consumption of sardines in this coun-

try is roughly estimated at from 1.500,000 to 2,000,-

000 cases annually.

Like canned goods of e\'ery description, sardines

are cheaper now than they formerly were, and

American sardines are sold for less than the import'

ed.
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^ CoPfespondence ^
IF I WERE YOUNQ AGAIN.

BV PROMINENT MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CHURCH.

If I were a girl again one of my highest aims

would be to become daily more of a comfort and

blessing in my home. I would especially study

how to make my mother comfortable and happy,

and would do all in my power to lighten her bur-

dens, by assisting in her work, by taking an interest

in her plans, or by reading to her something bright

and cheerful to drive away her cares. Then, too, I

would tell her of the various happenings of the day

about which mothers so much enjoy to hear. No

girl is likely to go astr.iy who holds her mother as

her confidential friend. It 1 were a girl again I

would be more studious, and would endeavor to

prepare myself more fully for future usefulness. I

would pay much attention to the cultivation of the

memory and improvement of the mind generally,

storing it with useful knowledge, and by early cul-

tivation become a greater power for good in later

life. If I were a girl again I would try to look on

the cheerful side of things. " Inner sunshine warms

not only our own hearts but all with whom we as-

sociate." Indifference begets indifference. Who
shuts love out in turn shall be shut off from love. I

would cultivate a more kindly and courteous dispo-

sition towards my companions and friends, as well

as towards strangers. I would try to throwsunshine

into the life of every one. Finally, instead of mak-

ing my own happiness the sole purpose of life, I

would study to make other people happy and

thereby deserve and obtain happiness for myself.—

Mrs. Geo, H. Hotshigcr.

# * •

I WOULD join the Dunker church. I would be

satisfied to stay at home if I had one, and if not I

would be so good a boy that I would be wanted in

some good home. I would go to at least one

church service and Sunday school each Sunday. I

would keep out of bad company. I would go only

in good society. I would get me a Bible and as

many other good books as I could. I would read

the Bible every day. I would ask the Lord every

day to take care o! me and guide me. I would be

always busy doing only good and useful things. I

would go to school all I could. I would try to

have many other boys be as good as I should be. I

would be kind to all alike,—strangers or acquaint-

ances, old or young, rich or poor. I would say on-

ly good things about other people. I would go to

good places only. I would spend money for good

things only. I would give to the poor. I would

visit the sick. I would obey God in everything. I

would be as good a member of the church as possi-

ble. 1 would find as soon as possible what my life-

work sliould be, and fit myself for it especially. I

would be ready to meet the Lord any day.

—

L. IV.

TtfllT.

If I were a child again and had my life to live

over I would aim to be more thorough and system-

atic in my habits, especially in study and giving.

My advice to the young girls is to choose the good
part now, and you will be saved many bitter regrets

later in life. My experience has been so satisfacto-

ry to myself on this line that I feel like urging the

young to '* remember their Creator in the days of

their youth." I am thankful to-day that I listened

to the ad\'icc of older people. I always aimed to

have for my friends and associates those whose
lives were true and good and whose influence was
healthful. If you would make a success of life, be

teachable, humble and truthful, and you will meet
with friends all along the way.— Wealthy A. Burk-

hotder.

running about at night. I'd cultivate habits of in-

dustry and perseverance. Every good thing is

gained at the point of effort. I'd seize every op-

portunity for self-improvement. Lost opportuni-

ties are gone forever. Especially would I study

the lives of good and great men. I'd seek the com-

pany of good men and good books, and would be-

gin at once to build up a library of my own, having

the Bible as the chief book. I'd love my country

and obey the laws. I'd read the newspapers, for

they are the great educators of the people. I'd

seek peace with God early and give my life to his

service.

—

H. C. Early.
# « «

" Be a woman! On to duty!

Raise the world from all that's low;

Place high in the social heaven,

Virtue's fair and radiant bow.

Lend thv influence to each effort.

That will raise our nature human.
Be not fashion's gilded lady.

—

Be a brave, whole-souled true woman."

Begin this good work in your homes. Who
needs your kindness, love and helpfulness more

than those in your home? Do little kind acts for

your parents, brothers, sisters. Speak kind words

to them, and be a comfort to those in the home.

Select good reading. Strive for an education.

God intends that we shall improve mentally, as

well as spiritually—that we shall grow in knowledge

as weW as in grace. It will make you more useful,

and there is so much work for us to do that we

want to be well equipped and do the most we can

while we live, for the suppression of evil, and the

promotion oi good.—El/a J. Binmbauirh.

# « #

As no earthly friends are so neai as our parents I

would obey my parents, and thus secure their favor

and God s blessing. I would aim to be a man of in-

fluence and usefulness. And to be such I would be

honest, truthful, industrious and considerate of oth-

er people's happiness, as such boys are always in

demand and stand at the head. I would guard

against falling into evil habits such as chewing and

smoking tobacco, using profane language, etc., as all

these place the boy who indulges at a discount and

will make him sorry later. I would seek by reading

and otherwise to be much in company with men of

great minds who had l^een successful leaders, to a

higher plane of living, so as to profit by theirO

knowledge and experience and catch the inspira-

J

tion. And to make me more efficient in my call-

ing, I would secure fair education. And that all

my labors might be to the glory of God, and direct-

ed by his wisdom, I would carefully read and obey

my Bible.— i. H. Dickey.

# « *

Were I permitted to relive my girlhood days,

under the same circumstances and surroundings, I

would not make many changes in performing my
duties. I would deprive myself of some years' at-

tendance in the " common school " and deny myself

many other pleasures that are so much enjoyed by

girls in their " teens." This I would do over again

in order that I might for half a dozen years assist in

nursing my invalid and helpless mother and look

after the comforts of father and little brother. Then
after God would call mother to her long home, I

would continue to take her place in the family and

make the remaining dozen years of father's life

comfortable and pleasant. I have now lived over

half a century. One thing only I regret and that is

this, that I did not unite with the church earlier in

life. I was twenty-one years old when I became a

member and if the church had extended special in-

vitations then as it does now I would have given my
heart to God long ere I did. The only hindrance

was a want of courage to make my wants known,

—

Rosie S. Myers.

greatest success in life. I would be regul
day school and church services.—/, _§, "•>"! Tro,,,,

Once upon a time, many, many years

y, was wandering in one
wide, open deserts of Syria. It was now i

" ''''flkt

°^^ towards

«oon
„

old. poor, and hungry,

the end of the day; the sun was setting, and
would be dark, when the wild beasts would
forth from their lairs to seek their meat A

j"""

old man was weary, and longed to find someDl""'
to eat an evening meal and a place to sleep I

"

with thankfulness that he caught sight of th k''

tent of some evidently well-to-do farmer of il,

ert. To this tent he turned. Standing in the'd'*
was a tall, noble-looking man with a turb.in ?'

head, long loose robes down from his should
°

his feet, fastened with a girdle round his
»'''

The weary traveler asked shelter for the nieht

"'

was at once kindly bidden to come in. As
was prepared for him and, as soon as could b

before him. Doubtless the hungry man was
i-

'.

grateful, but he was evidently not grateful
i

God, for he began at once to eat the meal witdj

saying a grace.

Now the owner of the tent observed this M
himself was a good man— his name was Abraham-
for he was no other than the grand old Abraham

ol

the Bible, and obser\ing that the old man ate with

out grace, or any acknowledgment of God, he itis

angry, stopped his meal, and told him to go out aij

away. He would have no godless man undcrhii

roof. The graceless old man was dismayed, but ht

dared not disobey such a fine, powerful mati, %
he got up, left his unfinished meal, and went out in-

to the desert and the night, and righteous ."^brahiii

watched him wander away.

Scarcely had the man gone when Abraham heard

a voice saying, "Abraham, Abraham!" He kneii

the voice, for he had often heard it before, .ind he re-

plied, " Here am I. Speak Lord." " Where is that

weary traveler that came to thy tent to-nijht!'

"I sent him away, for he feared not thee, neither

did he honor thee; and I will have none beneath my

roof that do not honor thee." "Abraham, .Abra-

ham," the voice gently and chidingly replied,"!

have borne with him these seventy years, and

fcouldst not thou bear with him for one night:'

Suddenly Abraham was ashamed of himself, and »l

what he had rfone, and immediately he set out to

seek the godless man, and when he found hini Ik

brought him to his tent again, s.aying to him, "Goi)

has pleaded for thee," and he asked him to tetim

to eat his meal and rest.

Some of our readers may recall the tragic ejpi-

rience of one of the early exploring expeditions fori

ship-canal route, that under Lieut, Isaac C, Straio,

United States Navy, in 1854. Misled by erroneoii

maps, and imperfectly equipped, the party of tivenlj-

five or thirty men, starting with only ten days pr»-

visions, wandered through these dense forests.'

number of them perishing from utter starvJl*

and only after nearly three months did the)' cn«?

on the Pacific side of the Isthmus.

Lieut. Strain, who had had experience "'_*'

i

gles of Brazil and the East Indies, pf""™",,

these Central American forests as the most di

traveling he had seen. The undergrowth m
'^^1

places was described as exceedingly ""="'''

composed for the most part o'A'""*'"'''' ,-,^1

a plant resembling that which produces the^r

^^^^

Wei.I-, I'd first decide with all the purpose of my
soul to be a man. Then I'd turn* everything to this

account. I'd act on the idea that it takes a good
boy to make a good man. I'd calculate on great

possibilities in myself. I'd honor my father and
mother as the surest road to success and long life

(Eph. 6: 1-3) and make them my constant counsel-

ors. I'd throw away the foolish notion of going

West or somewhere else to be happy and success-

ful. Home is the best place for a boy. I'd take

care of my health as a precious gift from God, not

overeat nor overwork, wash clean and sleep eight

hours ex'ery night. Nothing worse for a boy than

I WOULD obey and honor my parents. I would be
kind and courteous to all. I would seek only good
moral associates, and try to lead other boys into a

better life. I would secure the best general educa-
tion possible. I would read the New Testament
through as early as possible, and study it well. I

would be a Christian at the first call from God. I

would study the great field of nature,—the fields,

the groves, the flowers, the clouds, the stars, etc.,

and thus learn to honor God. I would choose my
calling in life as early as possible, subject, however,
to what wisdom might suggest as I grew older. 1

would use every lawful means to lay the foundation
of sterling character so as to be able to make the

pie, but with longer leaves, serrated

spines, which produce most painful "'""j '.^„;,,«|

With immense toil, and slowly m
"'"'Jj'jj,«il

the patient band cut their way through
^^

^
J

growth. Sometimes they reached a
"^''^j.^ ^df

whose banks they could more "*''>! "A estrf

way, but the whole journey was one ot
'^^^^

est hardship. They found, among all t

^^
,,^

ant growths, but little that was ""'"""j.
|,j„j.

palmetto, occasionally some P'^"'^"" j^jolpil^

but most frequently the nuts of a speci
^ ^

which would support life, but whose^

stroved the enamel of the teeth ar

ciiii')'

'

nd imp'"'"

food.
coats of the stomach, were their onl) --^^1 ^,|]j«

Yet there was beauty in that
""P^^ijiied,

ness. Worn out as they were, *''
|^^,e, u»V

camp number 21, pitched in an open g' ' ^tlnj

and 01. a b "
|j*

h°f'.^;ei<
magnificent canopy of trees

feet high, from which a long rcac-

seen, with the sunlight flashing
"'''^J|j„g

arcades, they could not refrain from ''

Beautiful."
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PLANTS AND HOW TO OBSERVE THEM.

.T many people would be glad to become

1 ''^°T and think there is some special skill re-

•'""To understand plants and plant life. In re-

"
is only one thing required and that is the

'''*'

of observation. This, so easily said, is not

'"',-, acquired and is really a very rare accom-
'"

t The average boy or girl will fix their

''*""'"
plant "d simolv see nothing. If told tond simply see nothing,

are

ha

lion,

pla

Only a few of them can be found to-day, leaving
the largest and most hardy to tell the tale of long
ago. The surrounding country has the appearance
of having been at one time the bottom of a large

body of water; petrified bones and shells are found
in great numbers, and in places the trunks of trees

may be seen protruding from the broken banks of

clay twenty feet under earth, and underneath a

ledge of sandstone.

CONCEKNINQ OLIVES.

heir back to it and they then are questioned

Tt k they cannot tell whether it has round or

'ted leaves, many or few branches and all is

"""
jistinct blur. The study of nature is simply

,.,"« things that are as plain as day and few

Ihae^are who do see them.

H e are a few questions about a common dande-

d only a few. How many of our readers

„ answer them, or even the most of them?

Vhere do dandelions thrive best? Are the

l,„t. ot different sizes? Are the leaves on the

same plant all after the same pattern? What color

ihc flower? Have all dandelions the same color

( llmver? How many general kinds are there?

How do they bloom—at what season and under

„hat conditions? How do they seed? What are

the <h.ipe and color of the seed? Will they bloom

thifirsl year from the' Seed? Are the leaves the

,ibove and below? How are the buds formed?

WliJt shape is the root? Has the root a juice?

Wlijt color is it? Have the leaves a juice? Will

thc\ "row in the woods or in shade? What in-

seiis prey on the plant? Are the flowers ever fra-

raiit? Will it grow from a root cutting? Do the

Bowers close,—when? Is it easy to transplant? Is

t ever cultivated? Has it medicinal qualities and

'hat are they?

After being sure of the answers to these ques-

:ions, as a result of personal observation, and not of

;ucssing, there will be many other things noticeable

ly the observer. Studying natural history is sim-

y seeing things as they are.

ARIZONA'S PETRIFIED FOREST.

bridge from one angle of the

some fifty feet in length. This

The petrified forest of Arizona spreads its re-

markable display over loo square miles of ground
En the northeastern part of the Territory. The for-

est is now known as the Chalcedony Park, which
pas become a Government reserve.

The immense petrified forest of Arizona has in

|lie past few years attracted considerable attention
Itom geologists and men interested in kindred phe-
pomcna of nature. It is said by them that there are
po other similar petrifactions in the world. Several
llioasand acres of this forest are scattered over the
Bnddesertsof Northern Arizona, in the vicinity of
olbrook. A six-mile drive by stagecoach brings

Pe traveler to the scene. At what is known as the
f'st deposit several sections of land are covered
hill the fallen trunks of the trees, checked and
P'wen.andiiponabluff of clay a hundred feet or

"te from the valley below, is the petrified tree
[»" 'orms a natural

P'"" to another.

£""5""'^™«^ to be entitled to far greater dis-

t "on than the Natural Bridge of Virginia. The

Badr'r
°^ "'"""^ '" '"^'' ^"'"g''' upheavals, has

»de °f 'i!

^ "'"''""' slage for many a tragic epi-

ille° ri i!'

""'' ^^"'' '"''='"5 and cowboys, it

Lj
,|f

'
"^^'<= fonght duels upon its shaky support,

iormatio''
""^ '"^'*'''^ legends connected with its

'
n,

"' ^ dare-devil cowboy recently rode his

as sun"^
"""" ""= ^'"iee, and the weight, which

iHect if''"*';''
'° '"= perilous in the center, did not

.J^'

" '" the least.

rfcc,'',^^"!^'''''^'^
of Arizona IS one of the most

ive
(ee. ,,

*^ '^rgest log in the forest, being over

V Washed
"^"^ "' """ ''"" '^^^ '^'"- ''^^ gradual-

'* ends
^^'^ ''°'" '^^"'^*"' ''s center, leaving

nk a( g
'"''ng upon a sand formation. Its

"thee"'^
"^"^ ."^^ ^^ followed some distance

' i-'arth N
"''' '' '^ '^°"'P'^'<=ly covered again by

'"^'^'^d ail [1^

'^^'' "'^ west end the great log is

'8 it i„
plj
J *^>' "irough, only its weight keep-

" "ay walk in places for a hundred yards""1 th,

PArizon,

r"'d Or ^.g 'J".
"'""^ seem to either have been
away before petrifaction set in.

"<^ trunks

The limb:

of the trees of the petrified forest

The olive is one of the oldest known fruits. It

is noted by Pliny and is frequently mentioned in

the Bible, where it forms the basis of many parables

and figures of speech. In Grecian mythology the

olive tree occupies an important place, and to-day

the " olive branch " is the world symbol for peace.

Ihe olive tree itself is rather melancholy in appear-

ance, but the eye soon becomes accustomed to the

tone which the olive trees give to the landscape,

and in nearly all of the Mediterranean countries

they are found almost everywhere. In general, the

olive will flourish wherever the vine can be cultivat-

ed for wine-growing purposes. It will not bear a

temperature below 21 degrees or 22 degrees F., and
in Europe it cannot be grown above 46 degrees

latitude. The young plants and fruit are \ery deli-

cate, but the tree itself is quite tough. Naturally,

in Italy, where the olive forms one of the principal

agricultural products and contributes so largely to

the wealth of the country, the trees are cultivated

with the greatest care. The kernel of the olive re-

quires about two years to germinate naturally, but

it is found by mi.\ing clay and goat manure nature's

processes can be hastened so that it will germinate

the same year. The trees attain great age, and a

large olive tree near Nice is believed to be a thou-

sand years old and is said to have yielded 500

pounds of oil in a single year.

The culture of the olive in the United States is in-

creasing rapidly, and in California the industry has

attained such proportions that already £500,000 is

in\*ested in it. Olives were first introduced into the

State by the Franciscan Missions almost a century

ago. The oldest olive trees in California date from

the last century. They are six in number and are

stationed at the San Gabriel Mission and are still

bearing fruit, and are a living monument to the wis-

dom of the Franciscan Brothers. According to

some authorities, the oldest tree is at the Capistrano

Mission, thirty miles south of Los Angeles. The

seed from which this tree was grown came from

Corsica in 1769. It is now fifty feet high and the

trunk is at least five feet in diameter. The old trees

at the Missions are as robust and thrifty as when

they first commenced bearing fruit. The Francis-

cans raised most of their trees from cuttings which

they brought from Spain. They found the soil and

surroundings most congenial for olive-raising, and

that the trees flourished even better than on their

native soil. The oil enabled the exile of the Fa-

thers to be more supportable by supplying one of the

accustomed luxuries of their far-away homes in dis-

tant Castile.

The modern history of the California olive cul-

ture began about twenty years ago, when the Hon.

ElUvood Cooper, of Santa Barbara, who is regarded

as the father of the industry, began his investiga-

tions on raising the olive as a commerical possibil-

ity. He first secured cuttings from the trees of the

old Mission and set out a number of olive orchards

in Santa Barbara and other places. The result has

amply justified his venture. Now there is hardly a

part of the State that h.as not its olive orchard.

The olive seems to thrive best under the influence

of sea breezes. It takes to almost any character of

soil where the drainage is good, and flourishes in

the localities beyond the range of very heavy frosts.

The tree does not require a great deal of attention,

and does not resent neglect. The care of an olive

orchard is less than for almost any other kind of

fruit. The trees are highly symmetrical when

grown, and on some ranges are planted along the

roadside for the shade and the added beauty which

they afford to the landscape. Olives are almost

never raised from the seed, as this requires a long

time. They are usually raised from cuttings, and

have been produced by Mr. Cooper in the fourth

year, and a good crop in seven years; 122 pounds

is the average per tree. The method of propaga-

tion requires constant attention and great experi-

ence, but the plants are grown on such an enormous
scale the cost of them is very small. In the spring,

after the cuttings are rooted, they are transferred to

olive-growing nurseries, where they become trees of

from three to five feet high in from twelve to eight-

een months.

Olive oil making is a simple process; the quality

depends on the care exercised from the picking of

the fruit through every stage of manufacture until it

is put into bottles and corked. About eight and
one-half pounds of olives are required to a large

bottle of oil. The fruit is gathered later in the sea-

son than other crops, and in the best orchards the

olives are plucked one by one from the branches,

and not shaken from the trees or allowed to drop.

Special ladders mounted on wheels are run among
the branches of the trees, and the pickers ascend
the ladders and pluck the olives, which they drop
into a specially made device, usually of tin, strapped

about the waist, and which is adapted to hold a con-

siderable amount of fruit.

The olives must not be allowed to stand in heaps,

in sacks or any sort of package long enough to heat

through, otherwise the oil will become musty and
rancid. Absolute cleanliness is required in every

step of the process. The olives are first dried, dur-

ing which process they lose about half of their

weight; they are then crushed by a heavy stone roll-

ing over them, and are next pressed the same as in

cider making. The first expression is what is

known as the " \-irgin " oil; the lower grades follow

in succession. There are at least a dozen oil mills

in the State of California.

The olive industry is an example of what may be

accomplished in the way of introducing a new agri-

cultural pursuit in the splendid Southwest.

SOME VALUABLE FURS.

The beavers are among the most intelligent of

the fur-bearing animals, and the hunters who take

them have to know their habits pretty thoroughly.

The ermine is one of the most noted furs, and is

produced on a small animal only ten or twelve

inches in length, much resembling a common wea-

sel, and inhabiting the northern regions of Europe,

Asia and America. In several countries the use of

this fur is restricted to royal families. The value of

the skin is from Si to S3 each.

There are several kinds of fo.xes, each having fur

of greater or less value. The black fox skin com-

mands a higher price than that of any other animal,

unless it may be the sea otter. Single specimens of

these skins have been sold in London for ;£8o. A
garment belonging to the Emperor of Russia, and

lined with this fur, was valued at jCz.oOO. A com-

mon skin is worth S80, but a choice one is worth

S20O.

There are other kinds of foxes, all of which the

hunter enjoys trapping and hunting. They are dif-

ficult to trap, and the wits and genius of the trapper

arc taxed to their utmost to capture them. The red

fox is most common, and is considered a great pest

among the farmers, for Reynard is very fond of

poultry and young lambs.

The fur seal affords a very valuable fur which is

now extensively used. In North America these are

found in great abundance off the coast of Alaska

from May to November, and this region affords the

chief supply. The skins, when taken from the ani-

mals, are salted, and in this condition sold to the

manufacturers who clean, dress and dye them. To

prepare them for the market requires about four

months' time. In the process of manufacture each

skin is handled about two hundred times before it

becomes fit for the furrier's use. The natural color

of the fur which underlies the coarse hair outside is

a dirty cinnamon, and the skins are dyed twelve to

eighteen times to bring them to the dark bronze or

jet-black usually worn. The process of curing and

coloring nearly doubles the value of the skins.

Seal-skin garments command a high price, ladies'

sacques frequently selling for S500 each,

Plant.mns arc the latest semitropical contribution

to the local market supply. They come from Porto

Rico and are the first seen here in nearly a year.

Many have seldom seen or eaten this staple of the

warm countries. The plantains look like an enor-

mous banana, but, unlike the banana, they have to

be cooked to be eaten. Plantain fritters are the

favorite dish with many. (
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NO WORDS THERE I

The boy who does not know how to obey without

question does not know how to command. If he

can not do as he is told he is not 6t to boss any-

thing. That is simply another, and perhaps a plain-

er way of saying the same thing. No boy will ever

be fit to act in the front who has not learned to fol-

low as a preliminary training. One of the first

things a soldier has to learn is implicit obedience to

the orders of his superior in rank. And he doesn't

stop to argue the case, at least not more than once.

It is often the case that an order is given in a way

that is peculiarly offensive to the subordinate, but

the thing to do if it is a correct order, is to obey

without hesitancy, and without question.

After the habit of obedience is formed the posses-

sor is in the direct line of promotion. If he can

do as he is told he can be trusted out of sight,

and with the control of others. Hut the first

thing is to learn obedience, and then it is reasonable

to expect that he will be able to carry out orders

with others under his control. So, no words, boy.

Do as you are told! When you have learned that

you can go up higher.

A MISTAKE YOUNQ FOLKS MAKE.

little talk about that boy. Of course he is foolish,

and he does things that you wouldn't do, and no-

dy else of good sense, either, for that matter, and

he can not be made to see wherein he is wrong.

He is just passing through his salad days, and

doesn't know it. He is in the pinfeather stage and

thinks he is somebody of importance. Never mind!

He will get all thaj taken out of him a little later

on. What he is going through is what all of us

passed, only we have forgotten it. A little later on

he will come to his senses and as the years go by he

will sober down all right enough, There seems to

be a certain stage, between hay and grass, as the say-

ing goes, when all sorts of foolishness is abroad in

the mind of youth. He is neither a boy nor a man,

and as a sort of physical and mental What-is-it?

he is a source of endless trouble to his people.

Wait in patience, as the chances are that he is not

altogether a fool, and when he has crossed the line

he will begin to show color as little green apples

color up when they attain their growth. There is

such a good chance of his coming out all right that

the Inglenook will go his bail that everything will

be well in the end. Only let him read the paper,

and talk with him now and then, not so much about

his faults as asking his opinion on matters you are

familiar with. He will think he is driving the wag-

on, and after a while he will be perfectly able to do

so for a fact.

Onk of the mistakirs that y^ung people make is

not often referred to, and that is to think that older

people do not notice them and what they do be-

cause they say nothing about them. It is an error

tor a boy, or girl, to imagine that because nothing

is said no notice has been taken. As a rule older

people are very observant of young persons in

whom they have an interest. They may not in-

dulge in audible comment, but the impressions

made are remembered.

A boy is seen in bad company. True, he may on-

ly be tagging along in the rear, but his actions go

to show that he is getting ready to become one of

the crowd. A man passes and sees him. Nothing

whatever is said. Next week, or next month, that

boy applies for a place in the store of the man who

saw him, and is refused. The reason the man has

to give, if required, is that he saw the applicant in

bad company, and that settled it.

A young girl is seen out late at night with a lot

of loud-mouthed company. She is marked down by

a passer-by. In a short time reference is made to

her in her absence, and there is a story to tell of

bad company, and a mental mark to her discredit in

the minds of all hearers.

It may be all well enough to say that you don't

care what people have to say, or what they think,

but the facts are that you w«.(/care if you expect to

get on in the world. Then clear outside of the per-

' sonal good that may inure to a youth by behaving

well and avoiding bad company there is a higher

motive than that of immediate profit, and that is in

the right of doing right. The boy or girl who does

right because it is right need have no fears of being

marked down unfavorably by any who see, though

no comment is heard.

OUR SHORT SERMON.

Text: Forgive Us Our Trespasses.

This is in the Lord's Prayer, and is a supplication

that all hearts make, and if it stopped there it

would have less meaning than what is conveyed in

the following phrase.—as we forgive others. It is

entirely possible for us to secure that forgiveness

for ourselves, and it can readily be done by our for-

giving from our hearts those who have wronged us.

Christ tells us that we will be forgiven in the same

ratio that we forgive others. This leaves it very

much in our own hands, altogether, in fact.

It is not always an easy thing to do. In fact it is

very hard at times. But no one should say the

Lord's Prayer who treasures up a wrong done him

by his fellow man. Remember that we ask God to

deal with us as we have dealt with others, and if he

takes us at our word, and we have not forgiven

others, neither shall we be forgiven. There is some-

thing fearful in all this when we come to think

about it. Consider your relations toward those who
have wronged you. If you have not forgiven them

do so at once, and do it from the heart, and then

God is ready to grant your prayer for the forgive-

ness of your sins against Him.

It reads easy enough, but it is sometimes a very

hard thing to do. But it must be done, and he is

the best Christian who forgives the most. There is,

it seems to me, a still better way, and that is not to

be easily offended. Then there is less to forgive,

and less to be forgiven for. How do you stand in

lation to this important matter?'

CLAY EATING.

The cause for this widespread custom
to Dr. Richard Lasch. a German

sclenti'sr'^r^'''?

been investigating the matter, is that th i

"^ ^^^

tains a certain amount of salt, which ta=;t

^^'
'•^^

these primitive people. The consequence"frr
'''

earth-eating is a great distention of the sto
^ ^'^^

increase in the leanness of the eaters anH r
' *"

of the liver. When a child of civilized"^'"''""
shows a disposition to eat earth or slate

^"^^^^^i

is often the case, there is a physical c
' ^

and the case should be brought to the att

'^^^'^•

the family physician. "^'^'J'

THAT THOUGHTLESS BOY.

The thoughtless boy is everywhere, and that he

is reading the Inglenook at this moment is not to

be wondered at. That you, as his parent, are often

troubled about him goes without saying. You don't

know what will become of him in the future unless

he changes his ways, etc., etc. Now let us have a

The Inglenook recently had an article on the

clay-eating habits of some of the southern people,

and commenting on the subject Gvldcn Days has the

following to say. It will appear from this that the

habit is not a local one, and there must be another
reason than any yet assigned for the practice.

The peculiar practice of eating earth is not con-
fined to the clay eaters of the Southern States, nor
the Indian tribes in the far West. In some parts of

the mountains of Germany the natives eat a certain

kind of clay spread on their bread, calling it "stein

bufk-r,"—stone butter. In upper Italy and Sardinia

a kind of clay is offered in the markets for sale as

food. In northern Sweden and the peninsula of

Kola, in Lapland, a kind of earth, called bcrgmchl,

mountain flour, is baked with the bread. In Persia,

too, large quantities of clay are eaten. The natives

of South America are great clay eaters, especially

the Hotocudos of the Orinoco River. In Nubia a

certain kind of earth is eaten as a medicine, and on
the Island of Timor the eating of earth is connect-

I ed with religious ceremonies.

LIFE STRANGELY SAVED.

In all of its work the Society for Psychical
search never unearthed a story more rem l-

than one which is vouched for by Bishon S^
Fellows of the Reformed Episcopal church

^"^'"'

" It was told at a meeting of a college Greek]
ter society." said the bishop to a reporter for

,1'

Sunday Intcr-Occmt^^^hy the young husband
ofth^woman who figures in the story. He pledged evc

-^

body to secrecy concerning names, dates, or a?
thing which would fix the identity of the partr
All are Chicago people of well-known families,

^nd
the principals are alive to-day."

After stipulating that the names of the people in

print should be Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith, the

bishop told the story as foljows:

Some years ago Mrs. Smith, wife of theyoungChi-
cago man living on the north side, was taken serious-

ly ill and died in a short time. She was not embalmed
and was buried two or three days later in Rose Hill

cemetery.

She was buried in the afternoon, and in the even-

ing a friend of the family came in and decided to

stay in. the house that night with the husband and

servants. In the middle of the night Mr. Smitli

was awakened from a rather restless sleep by some

one calling his name.

He heard the name two or three times, "Charks,

Charles," very distinctly. He did not associate the

voice with any one he knew, and said to himself

':hat it was a hallucination. Being a man of material-

istic views, he attached no superstitious meaning to

'the matter, and soon fell into a troubled sleep

Wain.
After a little while he was awakened by the voice

again, this time more insistent: " Charles, Charles,

Charles!" Just as the day was breaking, for the

third time he heard the call again, this time entreat-

ingly.

This time he recognized the voice very distinctly

as that of his wife. Moved by some inexpUinaWe

impulse, he sprang up, searched the room thoraugn-

ly, found no one, and rushed into where his friend

was asleep.

"Come, get up," he said, "we must go to Rose

Hill."

His friend tried to dissuade him, but to no pur-

pose. They harnessed a horse to a light buggVp

took spades and pickaxes, and drove to the cenK'

tery at breakneck speed. As quickly as possibi

they digged down to the coffin, which had beenp"

there the afternoon before, and opened it.

The young wife was just turning over in th<^J^^

ket. Although alive; she was unconscious, f

sumably she had been in a stupor the entire t^^j

She was taken home, recovered consciousness,

is alive to-day, and probably if she haJ ^"^'^Lj

circumstances at that time the shock wouiu

killed her,
_ , ,

j

She was told that she had been very iH a"
.^^

recovered almost miraculously. Beyond ^

knows nothing of the story. There seenis to
^^^^^

one explanation, and that is that Mrs. ^nll
"^^^j

conscious mind influenced the mind o n^r i

telepathically and warned him of her uangc

OLENOOK-WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE IN'

I like it very well.—/. B. Trout.

It is a gem.

—

Arilla Slusscr.
\t Ikr

The Inglenook is all right.

—

D. L- - 1 1,
.^

I think The Inglenook good.—y<->-s^' ^'"

I like it very much.—^. P- Buchcr

Inglenook is quite good.—/^<^«''J' '"'";,Ul/n.

Fills a long-felt want in church homes.

Phipps. . -n't
f3'i

If the rest are as good as the first u

take.

—

Mattic Mohkr. , . ^^,05.
Think it a charming paper.—/.'«-''' '

I like it \'ery much.—Jacob Fouts.
jajgb'^''

Just what I have been wising for ni>

Uzzic E. Brinkcrhofi. nent
3"''

I think The Inglenook a most excu

tertaining paper.—i/^?/'t7 Mutrny. _|f, //

I like the matter in The Inglenook.
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methods of PPoeeaure m

C^llingsjor Ltife Work.

THE STUDY OF SHORTHAND.

A PRACTICAL STENOGRAPHER.

, study

young people have undertaken

lanc

at many have succeeded in making them-

T many young people nave unaeriaKen

'^ '^'?*
of shorthand only to make a failure of it.

Tl"""
'\^[|:[y good stenographers. I have been re

'"'"*
t'To tell how this is best done, and I am will-

°""^'
ivf the results of my experience in the pro-

general principles underlie the art, still there are
requirements in special fields that one should be
sure of if that work is in anticipation. Finally, my
advice to the aspirant is to not take hold without a

firm determination to put it through. There will be
discouragements, but success will follow persistent

effort.

yea

''^-'°"

Mphy can be learned without an instructor,

^''^""^

suit is so doubtful that such a course is

''°'

'''^r commended.
A teacher is such a great

; 1 that no person able to go to a good school is

, .,j to do otherwise. In the case of inab.hty to

di school the next best thing is to have the

",
,"f some thoroughly expert writer. The time to

ork is after a good education has been had,

^'^'"ili^ embodied in a high school, or an academ-

oursc, and this is, to a certain extent, essential to

- ss The stenographer must have a working

Vnodedge of the English language, and nothing

I,
stand in its stead. If his work was always a re-

prlJuction of the speech of scholars it might be

different, and he is required to get right what he

does, and this he must often supply himself.

The age to begin will vary from ten to thirty

It has been found out that middle-aged per-

sons, except those of very great natural aptitude,

are not likely to make a success of the work, and

some of the best teachers refuse a student over

thirty. It is one of the professions that women are

about as apt as men, and as a matter of fact they ac-

quire proficiency, up to a certain point, better than

do men, and after that make slower progress. As

to the system to be studied it really makes little

difference which is chosen, as they are all based on

the same general principles, and one is about as

efesy or as difficult as another.

The time-xequired to get the ability to write read-

ily and legibly differs 'greiffly, dependent wholly ons

:he ability and application of the learner. But one

of average ability should be able to get a pretty

hold on it in six months, or even less. This

does not necessarily mean that he will be able to re-

port a rapid speaker in that time, but that he should
be able to take dictation from his employer. There
one thing that the inquirer should remember, and

that is that while the acquirement of the ability to

wnte shorthand is not a very difficult thing, nor is

rapid writing up to a certain stage, \'ery much more
difficult, after a certain point is reached it becomes
an exceedingly hard thing to keep up with a speak-
er «ho is very rapid and one to whose methods we
are unaccustomed. But the stenographer must be
able to defy the most fluent speaker. And there
are not many of them living able to do this. Those
"lio can are sure of employment. The only way
possible to acquire skill is by practice, and this is

" done by reporting casual conversations, ser-
"Wns, and public speeches. Another excellent way
IS to have some friend read aloud, and only by this
"ntinual practice can available knowledge be ob-
"" T'lc'e is no short cut, there never will be.
^^^he time was when shorthand was regarded as a

i„'J^!"^
""^omplishment. That time has passed

need rt"^

^'^ stenographers everywhere. If one is

then*^
^" advertisement in a daily paper will bring

salari
'" "''^ ''°"' ^^ scores. As a consequence the

es ,j|"
P*"^ beginners are not large, and the chanc-

"fcum r°'"°''''"
are not very good under ordinary

"lems
^1

^"'^^^' ^'^"^ way matters have shaped

w-iti,
^^^^" '" "^'^ world of business a stenographer

poor ch^
'1"^'' knowledge of typewriting stands a

"aynot^b"
°^ securing a place. While the two

they
^ absolutelv nerps«ar\' in thf cam^ n^rsnn

advised

to

th,
tely necessary in the same person

'° related one to the other that both are

•ypevv
" ^^" '^ shorthand writer who is not able

diSici, if"^
°"' ^'^ ""'"^s will find it exceedingly

If,
i

"°' ""possible to find a place.

''''Braphv
•""'" '° stenography and typewriting

^'lionatel
'^ '^^'^'^'^ '° ""^ student his field is pro-

"'^"'lepa'',*'^'^"'^''- " ^''°"''i ^« remembered

*'''''«d in th"^"'""^
^"^^ "^ operation should be con-

Scc
and th !

^'^"' *^ '''^ stenography of a law of-

diff....
. .

« ofa railroad headquarters is widelydiff,Tent
"1 th! use of terms, and while common

SOME WEST POINT POINTERS.

There are few Inglenook boys who have not

heard of the great military school of the United
States at West Point, and the following article is

presented here for the purpose of giving informa-

tion how appointments are made and something
about the course of study. When the world gets
civilized there will be no need of the soldier at all:

American army officers say that the war with

Spain has stimulated the desire of the youth of the

country to enter West Point. The stories of the

killing of so many of the graduates of the academy
at El Caney and San Juan have served to increase

rather than to decrease the number of letters of in-

quiry about the means of entering the military acad-

emy that pour in daily to the war department from

all parts of the United States.

A few plain facts about the qualifications for ad-

mission to the government school and a few hints

as to what to do immediately upon admission may
be of service to some of Uncle Sam's boys whose
minds are set upon securing a military education.

The law provides that there may be at West Point

one cadet for each congressional district in the

United States, and ten cadets whose appointment

lies within the gift of the president, and who are

known as cadets at large.

Now if every boy who entered the academy suc-

ceeded in graduating therefrom there would be only

one vacancy in each congressional district every

four years, that being the time allotted to complete

the course of instruction. It is a matter of record,

however, that but few more than one-half of the

cadets who pass their preliminary examination stay

the full four years. There are two examinations

yearly and many of the boys are found deficient in

their studies and sent home. It does not follow,

therefore, because some boy was appointed from

your district last June or the June before that you

will have to wait until his graduation to secure an

appointment. The examinations of the different

classes at West Point are held in January and June

of each year. If your mind is set on becoming a

soldier it is a good plan to write direct to the war

department in February and July of each year, and,

giving the number of your congressional district and

the name of your State, ask if there is a vacancy

the corps of cadets for that district. You will get

an immediate answer, and if the cadet representing

your district has been unfortunate enough to fail in

the last examination you will be informed of the

fact. Upon learning that there is a vacancy, write

at once to your member of congress, or. better still,

call upon him and make an application for the

appointment at once. It more frequently happens

that you might think that the being named as a

candidate for admission to West Point is a case of

"first come first served." If the congressman

agrees to name you for the cadetship he must for-

ward your name, age and address to the war

department. The secretary of war, through an

assistant, will send you a set of instructions and

an appointment as a cadet conditional upon your

passing the preliminary examination. It may be

that the congressman prefers to give all the boys a

chance, and so will order a competitive examination.

In this case you must pass a better e.xamination

than your fellows in order to get the coveted place.

I want to offer one bit of advice right here.

Don't accept an appointment to the military acad-

emy unless you were born with a liking for mathe-

matics. This study is the backbone of the course,

and in order to master it as it is taught at West

Point one must have a love for the study for the

sake of the study itself The other courses at the

academy can readily be mastered by a boy of or-

dinary brightness. The preliminary examination

for entrance will be held at the nearest army post to

your home. A thorough knowledge of grammar

school studies will enable the candidate to pass. It

must be understood, though, that the word " thor-

ough "
is used with its army significance, and it

means thorough in the fullest sense. The instruc-

tions received from the war department will embody

a list of the examination subjects and many simple
questions taken from previous examinations. The
physical examination is severe. The boy must not
only be sound in " limb and lung " but he must be
of athletic build, have keen eyesight and hearing, be
able to distinguish one from the other all shades of
color and must show no symptoms of cigarette
poisoning. A yellow stain on the thumb or forefin-

ger will cause a surgeon to examine a boy the more
closely, and more than one American youth has had
to lay to a cigarette the blame for his rejection by
a board of surgeons.

If a boy knows just what to do after he enters
West Point he is much better prepared for what
awaits him there. If your father is a millionaire or
the president of the United States the first thing to

do is to forget the fact utterly if you are the least

bit inclined to a feeling of self-importance on ac-
count of your father's money or his official position.

The cadets at West Point believe absolutely in hav-
ing the place run on the principle of true democra-
cy. There the cabinet officer's son and the son of
the small shopkeeper are on absolute equality. The
cadet who is caught receiving money from home is

shut up in the guard tent.

There never was a boy yet, so far as records go,
who, for the first month after entering the govern-
ment academy, did not wish that he had never heard
of the place. The discipline is exceedingly severe,

the drill is hard and the hazing, though not as bad
as it was twenty years ago, is still something more
than a trial to the new cadet. The boy who has

been Jack or Phil or Harry to his comrades at home
suddenly finds himself Mr. Gray or Mr. Spencer or

whatever his name may be. For a year he is ad-

dressed thus formally by his fellow cadets of the

upper classes, nor must he address one of them
without also prefixing the " Mr." and affixing the

"sir." Hazing consists of all sorts of larks and some
indignities at the expense of the freshman, or
" pleb," as he is rather contemptuously termed at

West Point. It does not increase a lad's sense of

his own dignity to be forced- for fifteen minutes at a

time to point with his forefinger and to sing over
and over again: " There sits a fly on the wall." It

does not add to the lad's peace of mind when he -

has finished to be told by the surrounding cadets,

who are enjoying the situation hugely, that the
" pleb " cannot hope to continue a military career,

because he has already been guilty of making a seri-

ous false official statement, inasmuch as the wall be-

fore him has been guiltless of ha\ing a fly on it for

many years.

Let the boy who goes to West Point go there in

full determination to accept the hardness of the lot

for the first few months in good part. The whole
course is severe, but when once habituated to the

discipline and the study it becomes easier, and the

reward is great for one who perseveres to the end.

—

Rciward B. Chrk.

WHAT A GLASS OF WINE DID.

The Duke of Orleans was the eldest son of King
Louis Phillippe, and inheritor of whatever rights his

father could transmit. He was a very noble young

man— physically noble. His generous qualities

had made him universally popular. One morning

he invited a few of his companions to breakfast, as

he was about to depart from Paris to join his regi-

ment. In the conviviality of the hour he drank a

little too much wine. He did not become intoxicat-

ed; he was not in any respect a dissipated man; his

character was lofty and noble; but in that joyous

hour he drank just one glass too much. In taking

the parting glass he slightly lost the balance of his

body and mind. Bidding adieu to his companions,

he entered his carriage; but for that one glass of

wine he would have kept his seat. He leaped from

his carriage; but for that one glass of wine he would

have alighted on his feet. His head struck the

pavement. Senseless and bleeding, he was taken

into a b'eer-shop near by, and died. That extra

glass of wine overthrew the Orleans dynasty, con-

fiscated their property of one hundred millions of

dollars, and sent the whole family into exile.

Send for all the samples of Inglenook that you

think you can use to advantage in the way of distri-

bution among those who are not subscribers. We
will take pleasure in sending you all you can use to

advantage.
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Good /^§ f^eading

AN UNWORTHY STRATAGEM.

In the tribe of Keggdch there was a horse whose

fame was spread far and near, and a Bedouin of an-

other tribe, by name of Daher, desired extremely to

possess it. Having offered in vain for it his camels

and his whole wealth, he hit at length upon the fol-

lowing device, by which he hoped to gain the object

of his desire. He resolved to stain his face with

the juice of an herb, to clothe himself in rags, to

bandage his legs so as to appear very much like a

lame beggar. Thus equipped, he waited for Naber,

the owner of the horse, to pass. When he saw

Naber approaching on his beautiful steed, he cried

in a weak voice:

"I am a poor stranger; for three days I have been

unable to move from this spot to seek for food. I

am dying; help me, and heaven will reward you."

The Hcdouin kindly offered to take him up on his

horse and cnrry him home; but the rogue replied:

" I cannot rise; 1 have no strengtli left."

Naber touched with pity, dismounted, led his

horse to the spot, and with great difficulty set the

seeming beggar on its back.

But no sooner did Daher feel himself in the sad-

dle than he set spurs to the horse and galloped off,

calling out as he did so,

" It is I, Daher. I have got the horse and am off

with it."

Naber called after him to slop and listen. Cer-

tain of not being pursued, iie turned and halted at a

short distance from Naber, who was itrmed with a

spear.

"You have taken my horse," said the latter.

"Since heaven has willed it, I wish you joy of it;

but 1 do conjure you never to tell any one how you

obtained it."

"And why not? " said Daher.

"Because," said the noble Arab, "another man
might be really ill, and men would fear to help him.

You would be the cause of many refusing to per-

form an act of charity, for fear of being duped as I

have been."

Struck with shame at these words, Daher was

silent for a moment, then, springing from the horse,

returned it to the owner, embracing him. Naber
made him accompany him to his tent, where they

spent a few days together and became fast friends

for life.
* ^

«

nOTHER GOOSE.

Mother Goose rhymes of nonsense and merri-

ment have been standard nursery literature for over

173 years, but the real Mother Goose has long since

been forgotten, for she died in Boston many, many
years ago. Her maiden name was Klizabeth Foster,

and it was not until she was a grandmother that she

sung the songs that have since become world-fa-

mous. Very little was known about her until the

presence of a little grandchild caused her to chant

all sorts of nursery jingles to please the little one.

The Boston records show that Thomas Fleet, a well-

known Boston printer, married Flizabeth Goose,

the daughter of Mother Goose, in June, 1715.

It is to the industry of this Thomas Fleet, no less

than to Mother Goose, that nurserydom is indebted

for the old ditties. It appears that Papa Fleet got

very weary of hearing Mother-in-law Goose going

about the house singing "Goosey, goosey, gander,

where shall 1 wander? Up stairs, down stairs and

in my lady's chamber," for Motlier Goose had a

rasping voice and never had been a singer. He
pleaded wijh Mother Goose to slop crooning her

absurd nonsense rhymes, so the stoiy goes, but she

was determined to entertain the grandchild, who
seemed to enjoy the rhymes mightily.

Finally Thomas Fleet found a way of revenging

himself on the old lady, at the same time adding to

the shillings in his pocket. He went to his print-

ing house in Pudding Lane and set up in type the

rhymes that had bothered him so much. Each day

he would covertly listen to Mother Goose as she

sung theni. He would write them down as he

heard them; then down he went to the printing

shop to put them in type. This was done day after

day for months. Finally enough were gathered to-

gether to make quite a book. So Thomas Fleet

printed and bound them and put them in a cover on

which was pictured an old gray goose, with a long

neck and an open beak. Probably Mother Goose

was disgusted at seeing herself so represented, but

she still sung her quaint jingles to the grandchild

until finally nearly all the mothers in Boston and

thereabouts were singing with her.

HOOKING A WHALE.

Of all the fish stories told, that of a fourteen-year-

old boy at Santa Catalina island, California, is one

of the most remarkable, and it is safe to say that

had not the incident been observed by a number of

persons no one would have believed it, yet it is true

in every detail, and it has remained for a boy to

hook and for a few moments play a whale. It is

true that the whale was not very large, and a young

one at that, but it was a genuine cetacean, and

while but nine or ten feet in length, was large

enough to create a sensation even in a remarkable

fishing country.

The young fisherman, accompanied by his father

and a boatman well known on the island, were row-

ing along the south end near the sea-line rookery,

in search of yellowtails, the famous game fish of the

region. Se\eral boats were in the vicinity, their oc-

cupants busily engaged in fishing, little thinking of

the angling exhibition to which they were to be

treated. The water was perfectly calm, and they

were trolling not 100 feet from the shore, when sud-

denly some one uttered an exclamation as a huge

black form rose partly out of the water not 200

yards away; then another.

"Orcas! " said the boatman. And orcas they

were—a small black whale ranging up to twenty

feet, with a tail, dorsal fin and singular white mark-

ings. There were three— a male, female and calf

—

and they were moving slowly along, making a re-

markable exhibition; blowing so near the boat that

their eyes could be distinctly seen. They suddenly

disappeared and the fishermen in the vicinity sup-

posed that they had seen the boats and made off.

While the men were watching, the rod held by

the boy, who was not a very big one, gave a sudden

lurch and the reel uttered several decided buzz-like

sounds, then screamed loudly after the fashion of

reels that have throats of brass or steel.

" It's a yellowtail," said the boatman as the line

dashed out, "and you have hooked him well."

The young fisherman thought there was no doubt

about that, as he had all he could do to prevent the

rod from being jerked from his hands, while his fa-

ther watched him with no little pride, as for a boy
to handle and play a yellowtail weighing possibly

thirty pounds was something to be proud of. Sud-

denly, without any warning, the line gave a tremen-

dous jerk, the reel sang its loudest, and to the

amazement of the anglers and the occupants of the

surrounding boats, the smallest whale, about nine

feet in length, rose directly into the air, some fifty

feet astern.

"You've hooked the whale!" shouted the boat-

man, as the full form of the animal and the line

dangling from its mouth were distinctly visible.

That this was so there was no possible doubt, as

the big game now rushed away with such rapidity

that the boy almost lost his grasp on the rod.

Again the big black form leaped into the air, com-
ing down with a thundering crash, and in less time
than il takes to tell it had unreeled the 300 or 400
feet of line and was gone almost before the amazed
witnesses could recover themselves.

"Well, my boy," said his father to the young
fisherman who was now looking at his dangling line,

"you have hooked and for a few seconds played a
baby whale. If you fish all your life you will prob-
ably never have another such experience."

The boatman thought that if he had held the rod
and the reel had contained 900 feet of line he could
have landed the whale, but it is safe to say that oth-
ers did not agree with him, and the record of the
boy who played a whale will not soon be equaled.
The only other instance of hooking a whale on

record occurred in the Santa Catalina channel. A
yacht was almost becalmed off the island when sud-
denly a school of whales, apparently fifty or sixty
feet in length, surrounded the vessel and began
playing so near that the crew were demoralized.
The gigantic animals were not more than ten feet

away; one dubbing its huge form against the keel,

making the yacht quiver from bow to stern. A
fishing line was towing astern and all at once it

stiffened out, there was a rush to one side, it hissed

through the water for a few seconds then snapped

he hook had
caurt,

.^.
«h,ch, howev„ "

with a resounding sound. Th
the back of one of the whales, whirh u

so large and the wound so insignificant
th

doubtful if the whale discovered that it
>' *' ""

NOTES FROn BIRDLAND.

If memory serves me well, it was Horace
who said that doubtless many good

Gr«el„
men used ttK

CO, but that if any one would show him a h i

who did not use tobacco he would in tum^i,"""
white blackbird. All bird students probabl

*'

agree that Mr. Greele>- would have had hard'

*'"

to find enough white blackbirds to fulfill th

""''^

requirements of his task had any one acce iT'"
challenge. "Albinos," as the scientists

callii,''"
are exceedingly rare in bird life. Some ornith,?'
gists in years of study have never seen one in a w ij

state, and yet within tTie limits of the little Ch"
suburb of Highland Park three interestinn |?°
specimens ha\-e occurred in a single season F

'^

in the spring a pair of robins built their nest on t'fc'

top of a pillar under the porch roof of the reside

'

of James H. Shields, near the lake shore. Th"
family watched the birds with interest, and wh
the young were fledged it was found that oneofil,'
nestlings was feathered in pure white. No om- 1,'

however great a stretch of the imagination, cmld
think of this bird as a robin redbreast. The otht

members of the bird household were normal j,

color. The old birds appeared to pay no altciil™

to the fact that they had a strange-looking child m
the house, but fed him and the others imparlull.

After the birds had been led from the nesl the

albino was captured and kept for a pel. It |„|.

lowed the members of the family about and iro

given almost unrestricted liberty, and one d.iv,

»

its anxiety to reach the open well before one of ii,

human friends, it lost its balance and fluttered iiiti

the dark moss-grown depths, where it calmly waited

for rescue floating upon the surface of the wain

It was finally drawn up by means of the bucket aiiil

windlass.

Birds are apt to make outcasts of their albino

(brothers. A mated albino, so far as I am abk !o

find out, has been hitherto unreported. Inatiild

within the limits of Highland Park 1 found in June

an albino bobolink. The ordinary bobolink's back

and head are yellow and white, while thebreastis

like midnight. This fellow was white all over, s.ive

for a few small streaks of black. He lived in i

field by himself, but sung just as jojously as JiJa

score of his brothers on the other side of the road,

who apparently had forced him to live alone. The

interesting question became as to whether tliis Rob-

ert of Lincoln freak could find for himself a mate,

The songsters over the way had no trouble in secur-

ing wi\-es, while he still remained a bachelor. But

one day a little quaker companion appeared, and

speedily a home was made amid the grass roots ol

the meadow.
Roving apparently aimlessly over the fields and

wood patches adjacent to Highland Park is a "»•

who seems to be bigger than most of his kind, a"

who is further distinguished by bearing o» *

small of his back a pure-white mark of the sizeM

contour of a silver dollar. He has been seen on of

casions for more than two years, and always has

been alone. There is apparently no crow conip*

ionship for him, and yet he walks about in the W

with a somewhat stately air, as though lie '<'"'"''

superior size and feels the great white birthniaf

be a badge of lionor.

I SAW a man the other day limping with ^f'
.

crutches. He had only one foot. He had ^

ficed the other to save his life. He was woun i

the heel on the field of battle, and only P™"'P,j,j

putation kept the blood poison down ''"^'''

^^^
reaching the heart. We do not despise that vt^^

^

soldier because he limps. Nay, we honor
^^^_^

one who suffered, fighting bravely in a "°
'j„'|icei

And so we honor those who have made s

^^ ^^

for Jesus' sake, even as in heaven they >i

.^jjitl

praise the lamb that had been slain in t'"-"

the throne. """^
i.,.ah>'

While a healthy body helps to mai-'-
^.^^^ „f,

soul, the reverse is yet more true. ^''" ^(,ii

purifies, sustains the body. Mental ^"^ ^.^-r

activity keeps the body healthy, strong
-J"

;,
,

,

preserves from decay, and renews li(e.-v

mtiH Clarke.
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..WHERE ARE THE NINE?"

When Jesu healed the ten lepers, but one turned

fell down on his face at his feet, giving

Samaritan. And Jesus said,

cleansed

ock, and

L If and he was

'there not ten cleansed? but where are the
^^'"^

VVe think it strange that the nine who were

i from that terrible disease of leprosy

u go their way without thanking the Great
''°"

ian for his marvelous skill and power. And

Tthc conditions are just the same to-day; we
1"

^1 ^.j]i for the cleansed just as Jesus did. We

lit to work and pray for the unsaved, but Sun-

1"^
after Sunday our ministers are preaching in

^'^

to save "the nine." The minister and Sun-

ichool teacher usually visit "the nine," and the

insaved are too often neglected, left out in the

old and forgotten. The Savior said, " Feed my

inibs," and we should lovingly and tenderly care

:or them; they are not " the nine." But " the nine
"

ere strong and able to give the Lord a tribute of

c, else he had not required it. During the re-

ival season in our churches, the members are

irought closer to God and wandering sinners enter

he fold. But in some cases at least, if you wait

while, and then enter that church, the cry of our

lavior rushes to our lips, Where are the nine?

BVrc there not ten cleansed? If the ten were all

.ere praising God it would seem like a Pentecostal

ne.

If "the nine" who were cleansed would also glo-

fyGod, so much more would be accomplished in

he name of Jesus, None would be absent from

h on account of indifference, and every service

'ould be a praise service. Our missions are not

uppcirted as they should be, the cry of human
earts suffering in ignorance and superstition falls

pon dull ears, because " the nine are not aroused."

hui

TO OIVE EVEJ^Y MAN ACCORDINQ AS HIS_
WORK Rev. m:ii.

This is a promise that is not confined to this life,

ut reaches on and over into the eternal world;
'hen we get there, we may discover the results,
erve your divine Paymaster faithfully, my brother,
your business, and whether you get rich or not

ou will have treasures in heaven. Do your duty
'»ingly, oh, praying mother, and you will not fail
'your reward. One of the ecstasies of heaven will
e the surprise of blessings long deferred, and the
raping of harvests that only come in return for un-
'«ned fidelity. He that never faints is the one
'« never f.iils. It will be with compound interest

I'th(°r
'"''"'^ Paymaster will reward many a

"Mil toiler in his vineyard. There is a mighty
»«'"> that word "shall
'inlnot,"_ra„.Z.

C«j&^.

migl

we s/ta// reap if we

*E ARE WITNESSES.-Luke 24: 48.

1,1"'^*, ,'l"'^*,^'ee
is for us all. As well might the

6 word
_" ""^ '^""''y. who heard the father's dy-

lu f'^^^

"'^°'^ bless you, my children and make

'nself-'..M
^^'"'*"' ™«n and women "—say to

r my 1
I

'*"'<='''s message was not for me, but

'onsibih
^'°^'^"^ »"d sisters. It puts no re-

Sblessi'/
"''°" "*^' ^^ "^"^ "°' include me in

essan. : V^"''
'" ^'^ <:°unsel." The father's dying

'"''^^—Pyancis E. Clark.

Our Savior's mes-

' most ns,.f„i , .

"""ythe
people in this world are fre-

'"'s and m"'"''
'"°'''^^' '"'s to their own achieve-

'^'^''"- The^'r^^^ '° ^'^"^ ^°'^ *'''^ ^'"'y °^ "''^''"

^'"andth*^
"^^ have a saying that as the

'°'*liich qVT^^™* together, it becomes evi-

'^*^-
For tl

'"° classes of growths God has

"* '1 ackn
I

"^^ "''" '^'^ ^''^ favored bow their

'"Ore
fruitf

I
L^""^"' °^ "^^'^''^ ^^'^^^ grain, and

.l>owed.
B ,

'^'y become the lower their heads

'"H lift the" K
'^'''^' 'hough thoroughly un-

""•'y
efficie"t

"''==' '" lofty disdain of their

''% and f T'^'*''"''"-
I' i^ J"^f so in "f'=-

""fulness go together.

&m Sanday H School ^3,^

PARABLE OF THE SOWER.-Matt. 13:1-8, 18-23.

{Lesson for May so, j^oo.)

Golden TExx.-The seed is the word of God.—Luke 8: 2.

We are all sowers of seed in human hearts and
lives around us. It is doubtful whether any act of
ours falls unheeded on the observer. What we do
is never for ourselves alone. It affects all others
with whom we come in contact. It is unavoidable.
It is fate. There is no getting around it. It is a

truth that in the vegetable world the seeds of nox-
ious plants possess a vitality not equalled in the
cultivated species. If we sowed cabbage seed
broadcast by the roadside no one would harvest a
crop of cabbages. But if we scattered the seeds of
the Canada thistle every one of them would likely

develop irtto a useless and noxious weed.
It is entirely so in the world of morals. The evil

that we do outlives in its persistence the good that

we accomplish. It is a part of the perversity of
human nature that the things we should not do are
oftenest done. It is human nature to seek the for-

bidden fruit. An acorn is a very little thing, com-
paratively speaking. A child can carry it in its

hand. But plant it, and if the situation is a favor-

able one, an oak that outlives a century is the result.

It is the same with the word or the thought that we
drop in the soil of the heart of those about us. It

is either weeds or wheat. And the weeds grow so

much easier than the grain.

If there is any one thing that is certain in human
life it is that as we sow so shall we reap. Whatso-
ever seed is put in the ground that same is repro-

duced. The prominence of the individual sowing
these seeds of morals counts for much with those

who look up to him. On the other hand a child

may say or do a thing that will affect a grown man's
life.

Some seeds germinate earlier than others. So
some truths put into the ears of people may not

materialize into actions for years to come. In our

sowing there is this to remember,—nothing good is

ever lost, and nothing good dies. It may not ap-

ipear in fruit in our time. We may never see what
-stJrrcrf apple will grow on the tree started from the

seed we snafjped between our fingers in an idle mo-
ment. And we may not live to see the result of

the idle word dropped in the hearing of those

around us. But germinate it will, and as it is good
or evil so will the fruit be.

There is no more potent factor for good than the

Sunday-school teacher. Long enough after he has

passed over he will be remembered. The writer

remembers well the teacher of his youth, though he

has passed to his reward long ago. While Christ

uttered his parable, or parallel case, which is the

meaning of the word parable, to show that his

teaching, as it fell on the ears and into the hearts of

the hearers, produced different results, yet it is also

true that we are sowers in a way that makes us

responsible for what we say and do. And it

holds not only while we are before people in a

representative capacity, but at all times and under

all circumstances. Let us be careful of what we

sow, for we are responsible for the crop.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

THE DREAn MOTHER.

Through dreamland's cool and downy paths
I run with flying feel

To where my dear dream mother lives,

On As-You-Like-It street.

She never says when 1 come in:

" Oh! What a shocking noise!

Who would suppose that little girls

Are worse than little boys?"

All healthy little girls, she says,

Delight to slam the door;

And never put their books away.
But throw them on the floor.

She never asks how I've behaved,
Nor questions where I stood.

"The head's the only place," she says,

"For me, so bright and good."

This very afternoon I heard

My dear dream mother say:

"You needn't finish grandma's seam
This bright, sunshiny day.

For summer's brightest, sweetest hours
To little girls belong;

To do a stint on such a day
Would certainly be wrong."

But then that kind dream mother Red
(I wish that dreams came true)

And some one called
:

" Come, Lazy Bones,

There's work for you to do."

—Esther A. Harding.

The Bible is not dependent on the dead letters of

the monuments for its credibility, nor does the

earthly life of our Lord require the attestation of

some rock-hewn Gospel. From age to age. from

generation to generation, the Gospel is written in

the hearts and lives of men, and Christ walks in his

true church to-day as really as among the golden

candlesticks in the apocalyptic vision. It is not a

dead Gospel, nor an empty manger nor sepulcher,

which claims our interest. It is a living Gospel,

which is confirmed in the hearts of men rather than

by any testimony of the monuments or ancient

manuscripts. We bow before him in loving adora-

tion who liveth and was dead and is alive for ever-

more.

Joseph Cook alliteratively describes life as fol-

lows: "Man's life means—Tender teens, Teachable

twenties, Tireless thirties, Fiery forties. Forcible

fifties, Serious sixties. Sacred seventies, Aching

eighties, Shortening breath. Death, The sod, God."

A PROSPEKOUS iniquity is the most i

thing in the world.—/rn-w/ Taylor.

THE STORY OF A CAT.

By Fhrahc M. Hfrrick. {Age //).

Tabby, Oh! Who is she? A little girl? No.

A little boy? No. She is a strange-looking, half-

starved kitten. She was born at a little place

called Woodville, on a large farm. Woodville was
ten miles from any city. It was not a manufactur-

ing place, but was noted for its rich people.

The house in which Tabby lived was very beauti-

ful, especially one room, on the window sill of

which she would sit for hours, gazing at the chil-

dren at their play, until Ned would come and carry

her to the river. There were three children that

lived on this farm, Ned, Mary and Tedd)-. NeJ
was very unkind to Tabby, and sometimes tried to

drown her, but Mary and Teddy did not have much
to do with her. So one day, when he was carrying

her to the river, she jumped out of his arms and ran

to the woods. There she wandered around for a

while, until she saw, not far away, a little village.

There she went and saw a little cottage, very differ-

ent from the one from which she came. There
were three children in the sitting room and they in-

vited her to come in. They gave her a saucer of

warm milk and a warm bed, for she looked as

though she was tired and hungry. She went right

to sleep and did not wake up till morning. Then
she saw the cook getting breakfast ready.

The cook was very kind to Tabby, and gave her

some bread and milk. The children got up not

long after, and took Tabby out for a nice long run

on the grass. This Tabby thought ver)' lovely, be-

cause she had never had children so kind to her.

The children's names were Nellie, Alice and

Ralph; Nellie was eight, Alice seven, and Ralph

ten. They had been taught to be very kind to ani-

mals, which I am sure they were.

Ralph taught her many tricks, and she would beg

like a little dog.
" Did Tabby run away? " you ask. No, she

thought the children too nice to get out of their

way. She stayed in that little brown house till she

died, which was about two years after she went

there.

They dug a little grave for Tabby and planted

some beautiful flowers there, for theyjwere very sad

when she died.— The Young hka.

The cat needs a

day.

ijood meal twice or three times a

Kittens should be fed at least four times a day.

iprosperous

Will our little friends all learn this verse?

He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small;

For the dear God who loveth us,

He made and loveth all.
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THE SPANISH HISSIONS IN AHERICA.

BY CATHERINE STONEMAN LONG.

The founding of the Catholic missions in North

America was accomplished by the Spanish monks

of the order of St. Francis. The story of their wan-

derings in the new world, of their heroic endeavor

and hard-won achievments is as thrilling as a ro-

mance.

One who is even slightly familiar with the dismal

swamps of Florida, or the wild and trackless deserts

of New Mexico and Arizona, can conceive of the

dangers which these spots offered to the early ex-

plorers. The early Spanish cavalier was a bold and

hardy character, but he was far more loath to

plunge into the unknown lands to the north of

Mexico than the Spanish priest, who sought neither

territory nor gold, but souls. He never faltered at

the prospect of the sacrifice of comfort and health,

of even life itself.

The first missionary work attempted in North

America was in Florida. At the present day not a

trace remains of the labors there, for after repeated

efforts the work of Christianizing the savages was

abandoned. At the time that Florida passed into

the hands of the English the missions there had

been brought to a fairly prosperous condition, but

with the advent of the strangers their decline be-

gan. The gentle Latin priest was no match for the

bold and .ulvcnturous .Anglo-Saxon who had scant

tolerance Un the Catholic forms of worship.

Chapels were plundered and burned, the mission-

aries subjected to humiliation and abuse, and their

Indian converts inflamed to rebellion and deeds of

violence. Sadly the priest bowed his head to the

inevitable and disappeared from the scenes of his

trials, disappointments and successes; but the In-

dian remained to be for many years a thorn in the

flesh of the conqueror whose harsh method of treat-

ment of the savages offered so striking a contrast

to the patient and loving altitude of the Franciscan.

The zeal of these devoted men next led them to

invade the sandy wastes to the north of the terri-

tory of Cortes, and in spite of incredible sufferings

and repeated failure a footing was at last j^ained in

the wide, thirsty plains of New Mexico and Arizo-

Yet despite these things which would liave

crushed men whose purpose was less pure and un-

selfish the missionaries succeeded in gathering

about them into colonies bands of Indians, and the

work of civilizing them and teaching them went on

slowly, uncertainly but nevertheless constantly and

determinedly. At last the missionaries felt that

the\- had reason to believe that their position here

W'as sure.

A hundred years before the birth of our nation

fifty churches for the Indians had been built in New
Mexico and Arizona, and the converts, to the num-
ber of many thousands, gathered under their shel-

ter. This savage population has faded away or re-

lapsed into barbarism. The- churches themselves,

built of sun-dried adobe and usually poor and crude

in the extreme, are now fast-disappearing ruins.

The old church of San Miguel in the quaint

city of Santa Fe is the most striking example of the

architecture of the .Spiiniards in this section of the

country. It is the oldest church in America, and is

in a fair state of preservation.

The man selected for the work of establishing the

California missions was Father junipero Serra, a

priest of most saintly and beautiful character as

well as of superior courage and endurance.

Early in the summer of 1769, in company with

three other missionaries, he entered the Hay of San

Diego, and at once proceeding inland, founded the

oldest mission in California, that of San Diego,

about three miles from the present town of the

same name. The ceremony of founding the mission

was simple, and the same as that observed on all

such occasions. The bells which the priests carried

with them and which were considered so necessary

an accessory to the practice of their religious rites,

were hung from the branches of a tree, a cross was
erected, a solemn mass said, and, the royal stand-

ard being unfurled, the place was taken possession

of in the name of God and the king. This being

done the Fathers at once began their efforts to con-

vert the Indians and to build churches and clois-

ters.

The mission of San Diego is the southernmost

one of a chain which extends along the coast of

California as far north as San Francisco. There

were in the time of the greatest prosperity of the

church twenty-one missions of various sizes and

strength in this chain, and they were located so as

to be a day's journey apart. The Franciscans often

walked the distance of this chain with staff in hand,

and no money to pay the expenses of the trip, al-

ways sure of food and a safe shelter at night fall in

the corridors of the next cloister.

The missions were built by the Indians who upon

their conversion passed at once into a state of mild

slavery to the Franciscans who regulated for them

as fathers do for their children ail their habits of

life and thought. They clustered about the church-

es, and only on rare occasions rebelled against the

jurisdiction of their kind masters. They were

taught all the arts and trades of civilized life that

were known at that early period, and the women
learned to spin, weave and sew. The period of the

prosperity of the missions from 1769 to 1835 was an

idyllic time in California. To be sure there were

occasional outbreaks among the Indians, and vari-

ous other troubles such as destructive earthquakes,

and attacks from the early buccaneers, but as a rule

life was quiet and pleasant. Want was unknown

and prosperity ruled. Vast herds of sheep and cat-

tle roamed the country, and to agricultural pur-

suits were added manufactories. The missions soon

became enormously valuable, their yearly revenues

sometimes amounting to S2,000,000.

The California missions continued to grow in

power, and to increase in the number of converts

until 1835, when their prosperity was very suddenly

ended. By royal decree they were taken from the

hands of the church, turned over to the government

and soon became the prey of Mexican politicians.

Their decline began at once, and was steady and

rapid. Many of the priests returned to Spain, and

their converts relapsed into barbarism or became
the victims of American greed.

Of the twenty-one missions on the coast of Cali-

fornia, a large number have disappeared entirely,

some are far on the road to complete obliteration,

while others have become the care and treasure of

the Landmarks Club whose reason for existence is

the preservation of these historic landmarks from

the ravages of time and Vandals.
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Hll Oup
Fotuls are

Ppize Winners

We have the best strains ef

poultry going. You'll hear

something of interest, if you only keep half a dozen tbick

Wc Sell Bggs for* Hatching.

All ourjowls are prize winners. Send a stamp with
inquiry and we'll tell you something new aboui the

^

business.

The Buffalo Valley Poultry Farm
Lewisburg, Pa,

Mention you saw this advertisement In Inglenook,

* poulin

YOUR COWS
Will pay you better, and ai ,1

s.ime time you will have less,,,,

i( you will use HUNT'S DILI

and we pay the freight. Address:

A. B. GULP & CO., Eureka. III.

Caps and Bonnets
...MADE AT...

Reasonable Prices.

Whittier's poem about Barbara Frietchie wav-

ing the flag during the rebel invasion has been ex-

posed again and again as false in fact. The appear-

ances are against the truth of the Barbara Frietchie

story. Mrs. Ouantrill, who was born and reared in

Frederick, whites to the AVw Vorff Sun saying it is

all "fudge and nonsense about old Barbara Friet-

chie," and that she " lived opposite to me in a house

which stood part on Carroll's Creek on West Pat-

rick street with her sister, who cared for the feeble-

minded old lady," and that she would as soon have
defied the confederates with a handkerchief or a

check apron as with the flag. It is more to the

point that General Kyd Douglas, who was an officer

on General Jackson's staff, said recently in a

lecture at Cooper Union that the latter never even
passed Barbara's house. General Jackson at that

time was suffering from a fall from his horse, and
was taken through Frederick in an ambulance to

the front by an entirely different route from that

which led past her house. General Douglas says:

"I have learned after long and painstaking investi-

gation that Barbara was ninety-six years old at

that time. She was helpless and almost blind. No
soldier of our army and resident of Frederick saw a

flag at her window. Her relatives, with whom I

have talked, admit that there is no foundation for

the story on which Whittier has written such a
beautiful poem." It certainly looks as if Barbara
must be given up.

Sight-seeks who make pilgrimages to Washing-
ton during the coming summer will have an oppor-
tunity when they go to the Smithsonian institution

to see a small collection of articles of interest which
have not been previously on exhibition. Admiral
Dewey, realizing that the public is interested in his

personal belongings, has placed in the care of the
instilution a number of the choicest of the articles
which have been presented to him and which '•

,^o
accumuklted in various ways before -

i^*o4'^
victoiy at Manila bay. '^^"^e"''*'*''''

m

That which astonishes, astonishes once; but what-
ever is admirable becomes more and more admired.

Goods furnished thai will please. Write for circular £i

plaining how to order. Address:
Miss Mary Royer,

Mt. Monis, III

MentloQ you saw tins advertisement in Inglenook.

If You are Going to

Build Fence...
This spring, do not fail to drop a card to the addrei-

below, askmg for descriptive circulars of one of thebc-i

smooth-wire fences offered the public.

Chain-Stay pence Co.,

sterling, 111.

Mention you saw tins adverlisenient in Inglenoos,

J. J. Ellis & Co.,
(Members ol Balliiuore CommissioQ

and Flour Excliaiige.i

Commission Merchants,
...FOR THE SALE OF...

Grain, Hay, Seeds and

Country Ppoduce.

We soiicit

Your Business,

305 S. Charles St.

BALTIMORE.^!

I this advertisement in Inc.i.en-ook.

CAP GOODS.

We furnish all Kinds of Cap Goods .il

Very Low Prices.

We Send Goods by Mail to all Parts of the UnH"

States. Send for Sample- Free 10

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin, III.
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WHEN THE MINISTER COHES TO TEA .

they've swept the parlor carpet, and they've dusted ev-

ery chair,

they've got the tidies hangin' jest exactly on the square;

ihe whatnot's fixed up lovely, and the mats have all been

be.al.

i the pantry's hrimmin' over with the good things ter eat,

T Sunday dress on and she's frizzin' up her

floo paved in Floretitini

las gut

bangs,

got on her hest alpacky, and she's askin' how it hangs,

has shaved as slick as can be, and I'm rigged way up in G,

its all because we're goin' ter have the minister ter tea.

the table's fixed up gaudy with the gilt-edged Chiny set,

ell use the silver teapot and thecomp'ny spoons, you get;

ere goin' ter have some fruit cake and some thimble-
berry jam,

riz biscuits " and some doughnuts, and some chicken
and some ham.

she II polergize like fury, and say everything is bad,
' "sicli awful luck with cookin'," she is sure

she never had;

ifLourse, she's only bluffin', for its as prime
as It can be,

ihcsonly talkiii' that way 'cause the minis-
ter's ter tea.

tiflil m.irble and the

mosaic.

It is further adorned by the lovely Chau-
tauqua fountain presented by the County W.
C. T. U. On th'e panels in the corridor arc
carved the names of Unions and Societies which
have given a hundred dollars or more to the erec-
tion of the building. In the auditorium are carved
the names of persons by Stales who have given the
above sum Of more, also names in memoriam. The
walls of the auditoriuin are formed entirely of deli-
cately tinted Italian marble. It has thirteen win-
dows. The Whittier clock in bronze, by Carl Rohl-
Smith, ill memory, of the poet, Whittier, presented
by the temperance people of America; Miss Wi

Sanballatwith their follow-ing, as well as six years
ot commercial disaster.

The site upon which the Temple is built is one of
the most desirable in Chicago. It is in the very
heart of the banking business of the city. The Tem
pie contains four great banks. With the immense
growth of Chicago this property must increase great-
ly m value and rents will advance accordingly. Be-
fore another decade we may confidently expect the
rent roll to run up to about S200,ooo a year If
we have the building paid for by that time it should
give us a net income of about S 100,000 a year
The management of this princely income will be in
the hands of eleven trustees as at present. The
Board of Trustees is an incorporated body under

rybody'ltbea-smilin'andasgoodas ever wuz,
>on't growl about the viltles, like he generally

does,

he'll ask me would I like another piece er
pie;bu^,'sli(vr

l.er course, is only manners, and I'm s'posed
ter answer. " No."

talk about the church work, and iibout the
Sunday school,

tell how she liked that sermon that was on
the golden rule,

'' I "Pset my tumbler they won't say a word
ter me;

"hoy can eat in comfort with the minister
ter tea!

' "''lister, you'd reckon, never'd say what
ivasn't true;

hal^Uniso with ours, and I jest can prove it,

""t" "'''^'^' ™ ""' "'^^^ ^° ' "i^kes
)"want ter die

^-«-n,U,ys its lovely; and that, seems

"*Jh™allthesame,andIoi,ly

irhoust

lard's bust, by Anne Whitney of Boston a Pifl to th7l r rlr
" "" '"'^o-'PO'-ated body under

t..e Temple ^ her -mirers^'an^r^i^g^t!^
1 1^:^;::b:;;:^ th:t^^ c ^';5^^r:L j!;;^

idents of their respective State unions,
one other is vice-president of her State
and all the others hold official positions
in the society. The building when paid
for will be made a memorial to Miss Fran-
ces E. Willard and will be named Willard
Temple.

r/u- Temple, La Snlk iV., Chicago.

vish he'd
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THE WO/HAN'S TEflPLE.
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"'^
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-..'"posing
of

^'''='=' is 25 X 24 feet and
'"lly.
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f*"«<l in Ri

'"
°f whif r""'"'=

'"°^«i<^
White

Ital

— high. The
Street is

massive granite, carved most
opens into a magnificent rotun-

.
with walls and

V .ea in ,
'^".'»arble. Eight large el-

"" side of K •"= '°P of 'he building.

"'^'''I':- Wl "otunda rise staircases of

/*"'off7r„ ' "'" °" 'he first floor, is
"^f bei„„ °'" 'he rest of the I,„;ih;„„ the
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paintings by Walter Crane, of London, represent
Justice and Mercy, Temperance and Purity, are
some of the art gems that adorn this beautiful audi-
torium, which has a seating capacity of six hun-
dred. A daily noon prayer meeting is held here of
great power, for the salvation of the drunkard and
the suppression of the liquor traflfic.

The corner stone of the building was laid in 1890
and it w.ls completed in 1892. The building cost Si,

265,000. The building was ready for occupancy May.
1892, just at the beginning of the hard times which
prevailed for six years, and which ruined and jeop-
ardized so many undertakings. The history of the

,„ „ _ Temple since then has been a stormy one.

th
""Sh acorriri'"''

''''• '^he Hall is Like many another enterprise for the honor of
'^"""g and Sid"

'^° '^'^' ^°"^ ''y '^ f'='=' ''Od and the good of the world, it has had to stif-
fs are in panels of beau- | fer from the jealousy and opposition of Tobias and

'"ned in

'dth
'einp

on Mon

A BOV about ten years old went to the
central police station in Kansas City,
Kans., one day last week, leading a fine
shepherd dog by a short piece of rope tied
to his collar, relates the Kansas C\ty Slar.
The boy's face was red and swollen and
he was crying.

"Well, well, well, what's the matter
here?" asked a big policeman, stooping
down and looking into the boy's face.

It seemed like a long time before he
could stop cr\ing.

"Please, sir," he sobbed, "my mother is

too poor to pay for a license for Shep,
and I brought him here to have you kill

him."

Then he broke out with another wail
that was heard all through the city build-

ing. Shep stood there mute and motion-
less, looking up into the face of his young
master. A policeman took out his hand-
kerchief to blow his nose and the desk
sergeant went out into the hall, absent-

mindedly whistling a tune which nobody
ever heard before, while the captain re-

membered that he must telephone some-
body. Then Chief McFarland led the

boy to the;door, and, patting him on the

head, said kindly;

"There, little fellow, don't cry any more; run

home with your dog. I wouldn't kill a dog like

Shep for a thousand dollars."

"Oh, thank you, sir." They were tears of joy
now. He bounded out into the street and ran off

I towards his home with Shep prancing along and
jumping up and trying to kiss the boy's face. It

was hard to tell which was the happiest, the boy or

the dog.
1 I

Proper self-estimation is needful for tlue regula-

tion of our efforts in relation to their ends. Under-

estimation of self invoKes the letting slip of advan-

tages that might have been gained. Ox'erestiniation

of self prompts attempts which fail from want of

due capacity.
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4 Coppespondence *
CHARACTER •BUILDINO.

BY LAUKA UEARl).

Character building h;.s bi^en termed an art,

rather than a science, tor in science one workman

taking advantage of anollier's experiments can be-

vhcre his predecessor stopped and contmue the

eacli one must learn the rudi-

and

gin

task, while in art

ments and start anew.

It is a task involving great respnnsdjilit.c:

upon which hinges our chance of happiness. Take

for example, one of our great buildings that could

not possibly have been constructed a quarter of a

century ago, buildings so tall and so narrow .t

seems that a gale must blow them over. Cast your

eyes over the smooth surface of the outside wall-

not a stone, not a brick varying a hairs breadth

f,,,m the even surfaee^so the stones with which we

build must be laid with care or the wall will be

"'Architects view the work with admiration, the

general public view it in wonder. By one brick at

a time were the walls constructed, by one thought

at a time are our characters formed.

We inherit different traits of character. One is

naturally generous, another selfish; one is kind, an-

other cruel. While one is trying constantly to

overcome envy, another labors equally as hard to

overcome other faults. Some one has said, " You

can often judge one's character by the people he

does not know."

If we could but recall the harsh word, the unkind

look, the careless act, that grows strong in our

memory; if we could but live our lives over again,

the years during which the mistakes were made,

how gladly we would avail ourselves of the privi-

lege, but we know this cannot be done, and if we be

wi^sc, we will take warning and avoid another un-

pleasant recollection of the kind.

Evil thoughts or deeds injure, even as pure

thoughts, high aspirations and noble endeavors

br.iiitify our characters. It h.is been well said that

"thoughts are deeds and may become crimes."

The books we read, the people with whom we asso-

ciate exert a powerful influence over us. We can-

not be too particular in choosing either. Good

books, and refined associates to whom honor is

dear, and life is earnest, and by whom every oppor-

tunity to do good is eagerly embraced, will help to

build our characters well.

A strong character! What a eulogy! A weak

character! What a world of meaning is contained

in the brief description, — some one lacking the

courage of his conviction, swayed by every passing

thought. We are judged by our daily walk! If

we live uprightly, with a kind word for the helpless,

a hand outstretched to uplift the fallen, our honesty

of purpose will soon be easily seen and while en-

vious tongues may assail us, our character will rise

above all false representations, bringing shame upon

our foes.

A weak character is seldom attacked by the tra-

ducer. Its possessor works his own destruction.

"A weak man may sympathize with an abused child

or animal, yet dare not lift his voice in their behalf,

for fear of public opinion. The strong character

marches boldly up to the offender, compels atten-

tion, arrests the uplifted hand before the blow is

struck, and, if reason will not prevail, depends upon

the law to accord justice."

When a weak man dies, a sigh is given for a life

wasted, opportunities lost; when a strong character

leaves us, genuine regret is felt, our hearts are

touched—humanity has lost a friend.

Cultivate all your best impulses, carry out all

the plans for good that time, money and opportuni-

ty afford. .Uah- your character strong; merit the

respect of your fellowmen and, " as ye are strong,

be merciful."

of bad company, and stay at home at nights and

read the Bible or some other good book. I would

go to school and learn all I could. I would save up

my money until I got enough, and then 1 would buy

^ calf or a pig and raise some stock, so when be-

came a man I would have something towards buy-

ing me a home. I would remember my Creator

and learn to live a Christian life in my youthful

days.— C/w.!. M. Yearoiil.

• « •

Circumstances influence our lives greatly, but

with the same surroundings I would be the same

h.ippy, contented country girl trying to become ac-

complished in every detail of the home-making art,

which Newton declared to be the "truest and most

practical of knowledge." My educational advan-

tages I would deem precious, improve my time well

and read as many good books as possible. I would

give my heart to Jesus while young and try to

spend my life in his service. My experience in

commencing this good work at the age of thirteen

has ever been a source of joy and inspiration to

me I realize that God's promised blessings have

been mine by first seeking his righteousness. I

would be careful to obey my parents, and my duty

should ever be my pleasure, with an aim to reach

my highest ideal of true womanhood.-.W-t. G. L.

Shocnitihct:

a mandarin of the highest rank if h.

successive examinations, but it is not so

e can

known that the highest rank wi

er from punishment in case h

crime or misdemeanor. The v

not save

Well, girls, I can tell you of one thing 1 would do

if I had my school-life to live over again. I would

study my arithmetic lessons more than I did and

put less time on other studies that I liked better. I

would not live so much in a world of imagination—

in short, I would be more careful to store my mind

with all mcfiil knowledge. While I enjoyed all in-

nocent, youthful good times of life, I would shun

all evil company even more than 1 did. And I

would cherish my Bible and a life of fellowship

with Christ, as the only golden, happy way on earth.

A varied and long experience of life teaches me

that I can give you no better wish than this, "Re-

member now thy Creator in the days of thy youth."

—Fanny Morrmv.

1 wouLli keep_company with good people, and in

my undertakings would consult with those who have

been successful and pay attention to what they say.

It helps over many hard places. I would begin at

once to collect a library and read the books as they

come in my possession. 1 would collect all useful

bits of information and gems of poetiy from papers

and arrange them in a scrapbook. The street and

all loafing places are a bad school and Irays who at-

tend are on the road to ruin. Evenings should be

spent at home in study or work of some kind. I

would avoid all bad habits—especially strong drink,

tobacco and profanity. 1 would go to school all

that were possible, and get a good education.

When I had made choice of a trade or profession I

would stick to it. I would always think of God as

being good and kind, and thank him for all my

blessings and pray for his help in all I wished to do.

I would read the Bible, attend church and Sunday

school. I would be industrious, clever, sociable and

courteous and be tidy in dress and habits. Be al-

ways truthful and honest. Such boys always get

good places and never need go begging for posi-

tions.—/<7j. A. Sell.

Benen

- '5 guilty
„f

"^sroy may bt \

headed or degraded as well as the lowest
offi

Not long ago there was a disastrous flood ?
Yellow River district, and the director

genera'

'

gested that the officers in charge of the distr'
*?

degraded for not taking proper precautions;
bn'.r

was deemed too light a punishment, and thedci

officials were ordered to be exposed
ij

,',

" cangue" along the river banks. The sub.p,ei

and mayor of Shang-an, the assistant dei)af[„

magistrate of Cheng-chou, and the lieutc n.u,.

second sergeant of the station below Chun.

were thus punished.

The cangue, or wooden collar, which these uni

tunate officials were condemned to wear, is ,, i,-

heavy square of wood, opening so as i<,

the prisoner's neck to enter. From the idhj

put on, it is not removed till the term of senitt

has expired—a time varying from a fortnight

three months.

During the whole time the prisoner cammi

down or rest with any comfort, and duiin.

he is placed in a conspicuous place, with

and offense written in large characters on i,,, j,

wooden collar, that all passers-by may read.

The compassionate people occasionally feed

victim, as it is impossible for him to reacli his h

with his hand; but the gamins tickle him with sir

and otherwise annoy him.

A HAVERICK.

IP I WERE YOUNG AOAIN.

1!Y PROMINENT MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CHURCH.

I WOULD Stay at home and work for father and

mother, and treat everybody kindly. I would go to

Sunday school and church, and learn all I could

about Jesus and his salvation. I would always

speak the truth, and try to have everybody love me,

because I would love everybody. 1 would keep out

I WOULD seek to do the good part in everything,

as opportunities come. I would spend no time in

building air castles of glory and renown in the high

positions, but improve the golden opportunities

that come to me daily. I have observed that good

boys make good men. I would seek an education

sufficient to make me, useful in the instruction of

the common classes. I would study human nature

with the divine will, and put my whole being in the

work of helping the needy of the lower walks of

life. Help up would be my w-atchword. I would

study to know self, and guard against evil ambition

and evil habits. I would never seek military glory.

I would seek the respect and the counsel of good

old men. Boys, be wise. God bless you.

—

A. \V.

Austin.

The following story would not, in all probabil

be understood by the most of our readers wiH

some explanation of the meaning of the term

erick. A good many years ago, when the ti;

business was not so systematized as it is at prcsti

certain Captain Maverick crossed the plains, <l

ing in with a few cattle and coming out at the or

end with a great many. He simply appropns

Overy unbranded animal he met. Thus it ranirt

the taking of a calf or~other-anijnat, not mji'

came to be called mavericking. An unbrandei

mal is a maverick, and to claim it is to niavm

Rev. Cyrus Townsend Brady, giving his"

riences as "A Missionary in the Great West,"

i

of the baptism of a little daughter of a liiicf

owner in the Indian territory. "In ourbapH:

service we sign those who are baptized withtht

of the cross," he explains, "and when the lilH'

returned to school after the baptism the chu

pressed her with hard questions, desiring toU

what that man with the nightgown' on liad'-

and if she were now different from what slu

been before. She tried to tell them that*

been made a ' member of Christ, the child «'

and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven,

not succeed in expressing the situation vel^;

and they pressed her for a clearer cNP

Finally, when she had exhausted every oin

she turned on them, her eyes flashm!,'
thr^^.-

tears. 'Well,' she said, lapsing into the >^^

'I will tell you. Iwasalittle"maveria

and the man put Jesus' brand on my loi^^,^^^

when he sees me running wild on the p

know that 1 am his little girl.'
"

, pj.£e 'l,Q^

What is called Zona Libra, or the <r

^^^

strip of Mexican territory extending
^,

der from the Gulf of Mexico to the

and twelve miles wide. It was «"
, ^,S

ued by the governor oft"

by a decree

Tamaulipas in order to guard the trad'

the northern frontier of Mexico,

protected by any laws

crce the inhabitants of thi

then in force

ofll"

ivhick"

ISytiii

Mexican
boisiid

THE CHINESE CANQUE.

Thev do about e\'erything in China in a very pe-

culiar way, and in nothing are they so original as in

their punishments. Most American boys know that

promotion in China is strictly according to merit,

and that the poorest boy in the empire may become

limits are allovvc'.J
10'

free of duty, though under struigt

goods for their own consumption-
^ ^^^^

p^,.

gent ''S"

Thes'

within the prescribed

duty,

own consumpt

stored in bond within the ""'''*
°'ii,ds«''

but if taken out and transported ''^^g„|3il;

and into the interior of Mexico, t n^^^
^^^^^,

lished duties prescribed by MeM

be paid. . ,,,

- . W'
He only is advancing in li'^ " °*

^^,,,,1(1

ing softer, whose blood is b"°"'.V, „e

brain is acting quicker, whose s|'i

living peace.

—

Ruskin.

It"'
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the

'^ \mE EUn (ULrtUS AilERlCANA).

f^^pc with which the streets of our
AMONG tne trees wi

..

jj there are none more numerous and

"•

Tl 'a"nd
affording a pleasanter shade to the

!«"" "
,|,,^n the elm tree. Not only with us is

'^'*'^ ''
favorite, but it is carefully cultivated in

'"
w parts of the United States, and in many

"''if' Furor"- The elm is the sovereign tree of

„ England,
lart

oi Europe
and is a characteristic feature of her

Tt^eaTly settlers of New England nearly always

, ju elm tree in front of their houses, and,

Mvi'igh no' "''^"y °^ "''^^^ charming old houses
^

'

'

. extant, wherever we see one we are almost

""find it accompanied by its elm, standing up-

,l„.
green open space that slopes up to it in

I
and waving its arms in melancholy grandeur

. tiie venerable habitation which it seems to

taken under its protection, while it droops

sorrow over the infirmities of its old compan-

,( a century."

The oreat beauty of the elm is due partly to the

,nins''character of its boughs, and partly to the

ioged appearance of its drooping branches.

'hesc peculiarities give to it a distinctive grace, en-

blingany one to recognizethe tree, even at night, or

iivinter. It has beautiful proportions. In old trees

cially, from the wide-spreading, buttresslike

jots to the wider-spreading branches, the curvature

.lutiful and graceful in the e.xtreme. The Amer-

clni has long pendulous branches, and a trunk

three to five feet in diameter, and it grows

liity, fifty, and even seventy feet without branches.

erfectly straight, and then divides into two or

lore branches, which repeatedly divide and spread.

In wet pastures or similar moist places it sends

I a tall, slender trunk, crowned with a few limbs,

id clothed nearly from the ground with a feathery

estment of small branches, which are scarcely

ore than leafy bunches of twigs, and presents a

rand and striking appearance. As Dr. O. W.
.olmes so beautifully expresses it:

^

Wlien the broad elm, sole mistress of the plain,

Whose circling shadow speaks a century's reign,

Wreathes in the clouds her regal diadem,
A forest waving on a single stem.

The elm is not planted for timber, but for shade,
id It grows very rapidly. It is very hardy, though
imctimes the young trees are attacked by borers
hich destroy whole rows of them. The long, slen-

. exposed trunks of the elms offer a fine harbor
' insects. Although the American elm grows
lontancously in fields and is very readily planted,
IS a native of the forest.
The flowers of the elm tree appear before the
>«s, and even the winged fruit is mature before
«" full expansion. The leaves are alternate and
'"," '''stinct rows, have short stems, and are very
"8li and unsymmetrical. The flowers are very
^i«le and are in little bunches. The bark of the

roil!^"^™"^'''
^''"^ "'"''«' '5 very tough and

^^"g.
and is not easily split. It is used for the

/th°e.!!T'*
3_nd for the parts of ships always un

alti

water. Its peculiarity is that if it is kept al-

,1,

"''' "' ='>vays dry it will last a long time, but

lted"r'^'''
"'^' ^"'^ ^''^' " "'" ^°°" ^<^^^y- It '5

or Its toughness, which has been made mem-
7' l-y Holmes in h
''Hoss Shay.'
' niade

IS poem, " The Wonderful
We readily recall that the dea-

Usl J
"' '°^^ '""^ ""= " settler's ellum,"

Nev,
"' l""ber-they couldn't sell em;

rheir Ki
^^*^*'^*^^ ^^"^ from between their lips,

niunl ends frizzled like celery lips.

»"ld be

white elm grows readily from seeds, which

^
own as soon as ripe, and may be gath

J i,°|j'°'^'
'"y clesirable quantity from the

Idsotci^*^ ^""^rican elm there are many other

si

""iful
foi

ippery
°r red elm is rather small, but ha

* ""od isTf,"!
'!."'' *"'' ''°"'ny. rusty-haired buds,

d reddish, and it has the well-

inner bark used in medicine

1°*" mucii
'"''^'' ""'' reddish, and it has the well-

*ahoo or •

ig
thirtv f

*'"^'^'' ='™ is small, seldom ex-

"^Ijle woQ^
'-''=' '" height. It has fine-grained
"nd is to be found in Virginia and

southward. It has little projections of corky mate-
rial on the sides, from which it derives the name
'• winged." The English elm is often seen here and
is a stately tree, contrasting finely with its American
cousin. Its branches are unlike those of the Ameri-
can elm in that they tend upward or spread out
more horizontally, and its foliage is of a darker
green and more pleasing to the eye.

The wych elm or Scotch elm has been partially
introduced here. It is much cultivated in Scotland
and resembles the slippery elm.

THE BOERS' FLY TRAP.

"Here is the American form of that remarkable
plant which the South African Dutch use for catch-
ing flies."

Professor
J. M. Macfarlane, of the University of

Pennsylvania, who made the remark quoted, was
making a tour of inspection of the greenhouses just

back of the Botanical Laboratory. As he spoke he
reached out and touched an odd looking potted
plant which sprouted tendrils in place of ordinary
leaves. Each tendril emitted a colorless viscous
fluid, which hung on the points like beads of sweat
on a man's' brow. When Professor Macfarlane
touched one of the beads it clung to his finger tip

like thin mucilage; the tendrils, too, immediately
bend inward towards a common centre with a

strange clutching motion. Then, finding nothing to

clutch, they resumed their former position.

"This is a sensitive plant," continued Professor

Macfarlane. "This particular species grows i

New Jersey. It is small, as you see, but in th

Transvaal the plants grow quite large, and th

Boers hang it up in their houses to catch the many
insect pests that inhabit the region. It becomes
full of insects after a while. The owner then takes

it out to a trough or pail and rinses it off. The im-

prisoned flies, most of them dead, of course, are re

leased by a good shaking in water, and the fly

catcher is ready for use again. There now is a lit

tic midge just caught in one of the fronds."

It was true. A little green fly floated down
through the air, attracted undoubtedly by the shin-

ing beads »f liquor. It hovered above the

moment and then settled on one. Instantly it was
struggling and trying to jerk away its legs, held

tenaciously by the treacherous juice. Perhap:

might have succeeded, but the tendrils reached up

and closed in on it from all sides much as one

would imagine the death-dealing spikes of the " Iron

Maiden " closed in on the helpless criminal of the

middle ages. In a moment the midge was dead.

"These plants will go on catching flies like that

until there is almost no room for more insects," re-

marked Professor Macfarlane. "A curious result of

this is that the plant suffers with indigestion, and

has to be treated accordingly, if it is to be brought

back to its usual standard."

He walked over to another plant and pinched it

on the tip of the topmost leaf. This plant was

shaped like a miniature palm, each stem carrying a

leaf composed of rows of grass-like blades. Almost

as soon as he touched them the first pair of blades

snapped together, then the next pair followed suit,

then the next pair and so on down the length of

the frond. When they had all come together the

whole frond suddenly bent at right angles near the

main trunk of the plant and dropped downward.

As soon as it dropped the nerve force which has

been animating it was communicated to the frond

nearest to it, and that one repeated the general per-

formance of the first. And so it went until nearly

the' whole plant had closed up in a manner like an

umbrella. Fifteen minutes afterward, when the ir-

ritating effects of the pinch had thoroughly disap-

peared, the plant went through a series of move-

ments the reverse of those just mentioned: in other

woi'ds it slowly opened. Professor Macfarlane then

picked up a long tubular glass jar and held it up to

the light. It was filled with tendrils and roots.

" Last October," he said, " I filled this jar with

water, and then, having snipped off a single leaf of

one of our sensitive plants, I placed it on the sur-

face of the water. The plant was one that grows

on land, that is, it was not an aquatic species.

Here is the result. Is it not remarkable?"

He lifted the leaf from the jar, and the tendril-

like roots trailed after it. When he held the leaf at

arm's length the roots nearly touched the floor.

They were four feet long.

"Those roots," said Professor Macfarlane, " grew

down to that length in five months; that is over
three-quarters of a foot a month. Something of a
prodigy, is it not?"

RBASONINQ FACULTY OF DOQS.

" Do I think dogs can reason?" said the man who
owns several fine ones. "Well, I have recently
heard of two authentic instances which I will tell
you of and let you judge for yourself. Both are
Massachusetts dogs, and possibly the high intellect-
uality of that State has something to do with it, but
whether or not, you may determine for yourself.
The first is about a bulldog owned by Arthur Shep-
ard, a well-known clubman of Boston who owns, be-
sides the bulldog, a Danish boar hound of large size
and good fighting qualities. The bulldog is consid-
erable of a fighter him.self, but, like most bulldogs,
if he can't get his under hold he is likely to get
licked. One day Mr. Shepard was out with the
bulldog and in the course of their rambles the bull-
dog met a dog that walloped him thoroughly. Mr.
Shepard took him home in his cart and fifteen min-
utes later when he went out to see after him he was
gone and with him the boar hound, the dogs being
excellent friends and companions. Nothing could
be learned of the whereabouts of the dogs then, but
in an hour or so they both turned up looking as if

they had had some active business to attend to.

Ml-. Shepard at once concluded that the bulldog had
informed his friend, the boar hound, of what had
happened to him and they had gone off together to
even up with the victor. Of course, the dogs hadn't
anything to say, but Mr. Shepard went to the place
where his bulldog had been whipped and there he
learned that the two dogs had been there and had
thrashed the offending dog almost to the point of

death. Then they had disappeared together. If

that wasn't reason what was it?

"The other instance occurred in Palmer, Mass.,
where ' Crackle ' Burns owns a fine mauve-colored
Great Dane. This dog has been for some time ac-

customed to act as escort for the children of W. E.
McDonald, treasurer of the Flint Construction
Company, on their way to school. It wasn't his

family business, but the children were friends of his

and he took them to school every morning. One
morning, as they were going merrily along, a big

St. Bernard belonging to Frank Roach showed up
and the Great Dane instantly was on his guard.
He did not make any attempt to fight the intruder,

who came growling around, but with his tail and
back up he kept walking all about the children to

protect them from attack on any side and seemed
to be trying to hurry them out of any possible dan-

ger. The children were willing enough to move
along, and, with the dog still circling around them,

they reached the schoolhouse. There the dog wait-

ed till the last one got safely in, and, with a relieved

look on his face and another look not exactly of re-

lief, he trotted back down street a block or two
to where the St. Bernard was still occupying the

sidewalk, scratching up the gravel with his hind

feet and otherwise enjoying what seemed to him to

be a victory. But it wasn't for long. As soon as

the Great Dane got within reach he went at the St.

Bernard and was mopping up the sidewalk with

him when he broke his assailant's hold and ran

away as fast as he could. Then the Great Dane
went on to his home, apparently much pleased

with himself. Again I ask if that wasn't reason

what was it?
"

•

RABBIT CRAZE IN CALIFORNIA.

There is a rabbit craze in Southern California.

The people around Los Angeles ha\'e taken to

breeding Belgian hares, and it is expected that big

fortunes will be made. Rabbit is to be canned and

its juicy meat otherwise disposed of, its pelt is to be

made into sealskin sacques, its fur into hats and

other things are to be done with it. There are 6oo
" rabbitries " around Los Angeles already and over

6o,000 high-grade rabbits.

INSECT THAT WEIGHS HALF A POUND.

The largest insect known is the elephant beetle

of Venezuela. It sometimes attains a weight of

a half pound.

To be perfectly proportioned a man should weigh

twenty-eight pounds for every foot of his height.
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OETTINa BOOKS.

Nearly every boy and girl of ii.ttural tastes anci

tendencies would like to own a library of their own.

There is nothing easier, and once it is begun it is a

m.ntter of steady growth. Those of our readers who

follow the stories that are being printed in The

iNCLENOOK.from time to time, of what grown people

would do had they their youth to live over again,

must have noticed the fact that many of them refer

to reading and the selection of a librai-y. Now it is

a comparatively easy task if it is understood properly.

In the first place nobody can choose books for an-

other. There are certain volumes that can be recom-

mended, but that it goes as a fact that all people

ought to like certain books and read them is not

true. I'eoplc arc of different tastes, and just as they

prefer different articles of food, so they prefer dif-

ferent intellectual menus.

The rule is to choose that which is best liked, and

in which there is an interest. The natural tenden-

cies of youth in a book way is in the direction of the

• penny dreadful." The dime novel and the trash

similar, is chosen, often because the buyer does not

know that there is something better, and equally in-

teresting. A young person revels in the romantic

and the impossible. There is just as good and en-

tertaining reading in the line of truth, and as inter-

esting as the novel, only it is not as readily acces-

sible to the boy. He sees the flashy, cheap and un-

wholesome flimsy, in the window of the cigar store

and he is led to buy it and read it surreptitiously,

when if he knew that there are good books, just as

cheap, he would likely get thi;m.

This is where the parent can come in and quietly

provide the best and leave it lying around where the

young people can get it. They will do all the rest.

And it must be remembered that what is provided

must not be too heavy. Young people are young in

mind as well as in years, and the fact should be re-

membered.

vate the habit. It will enable us to leave the world

better than we ha\e found it when the call comes to

go home.

HOME'S BETTER.

The seamy side, that is, the rough inside, is usual-

ly concealed from view, and especially is it the case

in town and city life as seen by the country boy or

girl who walks the streets. Ordinarily the best is

seen and the rest is imagined to be better than the

outside.

Now the facts are that the town or city presents

certain advantages that are manifest to all thinking

people. It is there that public libraries, lectures,

parks, etc., are found, and these are a great boon to

those who take advantage of them. There are bet-

ter immediate helps in town than in the country.

But there are also disadvantages that do not ap-

pear so prominently. The worst of it is out of sight.

There is the ever increasing rent, as the days go by,

the lack of privacy, the open or disguised presence

of evil in all its shades, and there is expense at ev-

ery turn. All the open, healthful freedom of the

country is wanting. Town people buy "in dribs, and

the abundance and to spare of the home out in the

open of God's own country is unknown. Man has

made the town, and it is a pretty good job, but God

made the country, and it is advised that all Ingle-

nook readers stay on the old homestead." There is

more real satisfaction there, after all.

lert:

nior.

suffer

OUR SHORT SERMON.

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE.

Things are never so bad that they might not be

worse. It is best to look on the bright side of

things. Il,can be cultivated as a habit. And it can

beconre a habit to be eternally snarling at our sur-

roundings. Now between these two conditions

there is no doubt but that the sunny side is the best

one to take. There are some people whose habit of

looking on the bright side of things endears them

to all who know them. They are welcome visitors

wherever they go, and when they take their leave

we stand in the door and wish there were more like

them. And there are those of the other kind, and

the less we say abiyut them tht; belter for every-

body.

It is true that the clouds are sometimes dark, and

the sky is forbidding, but it is also true thai there

are more days when the sun shines and the birds

sing. It is so entirely possible for us to go through

life with a singing heart that it is recommended to

every reader that attempt be matle to cultivate it.

There are some things that are pretty hard to see

the sunny side of, such as death and the loss of our

friends that have passed over ahead of us. But

after all they are better off than we are, and it is a

thing to rejoice over. The story is one of victory,

even if it is desolation for a time.

The world is so much better by our seeing its

beauties and hearing its best music, and they are

everywhere, that it is well worth the effort to culti-

John The BaptUt.

As everybody knows John the Baptist was the im-

mediate forerunner of Christ. His work was to pre-

pare the way for the reception of Christ and he did

this by keeping himself in the background and ex-

horting his hearers to prepare for the One who was

to come after him. He baptized those who repent-

ed of their sins, with water, but assured them that

this Onewho was to follow would 'iaptize them

with the Holy Ghost. He compared Christ to a

great light shining into the darkness of the world

but the darkness perceived it not. That is, the

hearts of men were so darkened by sin that they

could not perceive the goodnessof God and the bless-

ed promises to come to them through Christ, his Son.

But now he assured them that all who would receive

Christ, when he came in person, would be given

power to also become the sons of God. This, then,

was the message of John in the wilderness of Judea,

and how many persons have since received the

blessed Light!

Now I want to talk about the message that we as

Christians have to hear. Did you ever think about

how much like the message of John the Baptist it

is? Well, it is the same message exactly, only we

carry it to the individual heart instead. Each human

heart is naturally full of darkness and we prepare

the way for the Light to enter it by testifying of

that Light. Like John, if we are successful, we

keep ourselves in the background and put Christ

foremost. And also when the Light begins to break

in on the darkened heart and the sinnner repents we

baptize him with water and Christ baptizes him with

the Holy Ghost. What a privilege it is that we

may thus prepare the way of the Lord as the man
from the wilderness preached to the world so many

years ago!

boys. Street boys, alley boys, schoolbov
"pet" boys were present- The noise th
made between talks was nothing short f^
They were quiet, however, and showed an

'

of interest when they were told how a small c

fought a big boy to save an alley cat from
t°*

There was patient listening to the tale of a hl°"
pluck)' defense of its nest. ''

The boys seemed to get awakened
quickl

fact that the living bird or squirrel is of niucV
interest than the same creature after the si"

has done its work. Some people might th C"
certain inevitable consequences of this mer
were disagreeable. If they are the teachers'
promoters of the anti-cruelty lessons

make no sign."

One of these inevitable consequences is that

ing declared themselves the friends of the we I,

suffering creatures, the directors of the worL-

themselves the recipients of many a stray st

cat or dog which the scholars have picked up a,
'

the city's ash heaps. Boys are shrewd, and that''

not the slightest doubt that the first homeless
jr'

mal was turned over to the teachers with a vi™

testing their sincerity. They have stood the it?

A single look of aversion or disgust when the^up"

ing and not overclean dog was presented for nj.

tection would have forever lost the cause oftheaol

cruelty promoters. At the last meeting o( it.

North Side Band of Mercy there was spirited
}t.i

ding for the privilege of taking home a wanduni

puppy.

It is the intention ultimately to form classes In

sections of the city. It is superfluous to speak of:

excellence of the work. It is one of the best i!

can be undertaken. The reward for those tvho /:.

engaged in it lies wholly in the twice blessedness

the quality of mercy.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE INQLEWOK

An interesting little paper.

—

Eva B. Mrnmlt.

Success to The Inglenook.—Dan'l Vamma,

We wish it unbounded success.

—

C. L Pnigh.

A lo\'ely little paper.— Lil/ic Raffcmbtricr.

Just such a paper as should be in every home

Mary C. Adams. ^^^^^^^^^_

If the Inglenook was in every home the pto

who read it would be benefited and helped in ni'

ways. All church organizations, some of them!.

er in numbers than our own beloved Fraternity, *•

their youth's papers, and they all recognize llif

portance of correctly providing for the enteri-

ment of the young. It is rapidly becoming llie

uation with us, and this publication should t'

every home in which the Missciigcr is read,

people like to read it, and there can be no bcM

of the small sum of money that it costs than 1»''

it to some young person as a gift. A great »

people arc doing this, and doubtless manyabor

girl are rendered happy and helped eaclnvef

perusal of its columns.

All the world, all that we are, and .ill iW

have, our bodies and our souls, our actinn>'

sufferings, our conditions at home, our
"'^

^^^

abroad, our many sins and our seldom ^'"'"^'V,

many arguments to make our souls dwei

valley of humility.—/orwy Taylor.

TO MAKE SHALL BOYS MERCIFUL.

With a view of doing what they can to make anti-

cruelty societies unnecessary in the future, some
Chicago women have started the work of teaching

the beauty of the quality of mercy to the city's

children. The organizers proceed on the accepted

theory that there is in every child a natural interest

in animals. As the President of the anti-cruelty so-

ciety puts it, "This interest, misdirected, shows it-

self in a desire to trap, torment, or kill, but, directed

aright, it quickly becomes love of nature, coupled

with a desire to protect the weaker animals." Al-

though the work is new, some idea of its extent may
be had from the fact that at the last meeting of the

last " mercy class" formed there were present 266

Prosperitv too often has the '^"''•'

'|,'„iai(

Christian that a calm at sea has on a Du
<:^^_^^^

who frequently, it is said, in those '^"'^^^;|„;

tics up the rudder, gets drunk, and goes

Bishop Home.

If you happen to get a couple "' •^^^"''
|t,i,i

that we would bu

nossll"'^

I

coF

the mail it is a sig

have you give them out as soon as p'

neighborhood,

you wish-

You can also take
subscni

iptif

nobiW)'

Thev that deny a God destroy mai>s^"^'J^,.„

certainly man is like the bi

he is not like God in hi

creature.

—

Bacon.

:asts in his

he IS
•""

spirit.

In these days of flashy and wor^t^
^-^^^^^

there is nothing quite equal to a clea .

put before the young. ^f

He that idly loses five shilbnS" "°|,„ilv*'

loses five shillings, and might as P^^^^^^,j,.

five shillings into the sea.—A''!/""""
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jyiethods of Procedure in

Calliogsjo'^ liife Work.

TYPEWRITINQ AS A PROFESSION.

BY JOHN E. mOHLER.

a surprise to most people how easily the use

,'^ typewriter may be acquired. Many a girl will

ot a yv
^^_^ „r,T^n or niano. and jjo through the

sit
down to the organ or piano, and

tials
necessary to play a piece of music who

"*7d shrink from the task of letter writing on the

"°"h' e And yet of the two, the writing machine

""much the easier to learn. I am speaking now of

'l mple operation of the machine, and not of its

'^essful use as a profession. What is wanted in a

^"ofessional
typewriter is rapidity and accuracy,

'"upled with correctness in spelling and punctua-

lioii and in some lines ability in composition. The

reason of this is that no typewriter has brains of its

vn and what it says is invariably in obedience to

"he touch of its operator. For instance, if the oper

ator has in his mind to say " suppose " and happens

to put his fingers down on the letters e-x-p-o-s-e

the machine says "expose" every time. Or, if at

the end ol a sentence a figure 5 is struck, instead of

a period, the machine records it that way. Likewise

if the ra.ichine st-t-t-tatters it is through no fault of

its own. The idea I wish to convey is that the person

who cannot speak or write correctly cannot look for

his faults to be overcome by putting his thoughts

through the typewriter as wheat is winnowed from

Ithe cliaff through the fanning mill. But anyone

Iwho can write an ordinary letter correctly, or pre-

'pare an article for the press, can become a success-

ful typewriter, the degree of his success depending

'upon rapidity of execution.

In till- use of the typewriter the operator's atten-

Ition is given principally to the keyboard, other de-

tails of its use being of minor importance after a

tew minutes' practice. To get the idea of the key-

board in general take a sheet of paper about the size

of one page of the ordinary Sunday-school Teacher's

Bible and with a pencil mark on it about forty cir-

:les the size of a copper cent. Then label these

rings plainly, each with a letter of the alphabet, no

letters repeated, and with punctuation marks, etc.,

and you ha\e a fair picture of the typewriter key-

board. Now then suppose you wish to write the

word " calf," look at the keyboard and when your eye

sights the letter c, place the end of your finger on the

circle it is in, press downward and lo, the imaginary
typewriter has printed c on the paper. Now raise

yom- finger and when the key is released the ma-
rline pl.ices itself in position to print the next letter

"liich in this word is a. Hunt up a and press it

Jown as you did c, when a is printed. Repeat this
»ilh the letters I and f and there you have the word
tail, pruited clear and plain. Now that is practical-
ly all there is of typewriting, and the person who is

young enough to remember how he toiled to get
'« little crooked marks together in the Spencerian
system of penmanship will be ready to take the
"iKhiiic as being easier to learn, as it is. Rapidity
" "iiting depends entirely upon how quickly you

" so over the letters you want to print, and when
[°" ''^"" where they are in the keyboard the work
""" 'becomes mechanical. That is you strike the
">l'e' letters from force of habit and without
"""l-'ig. Som
il»„

*hich

e operators have attained a speed of

per minute.' one hundred and forty

Ker •

* '^''"?'' '° "^"y stenographers. Fifty words

ho i'""'*^,'^
doing well, however, and the person

nlhT
""" "'^^'^'^ '""^ spells and punctuates and

m,'i
^""'™»t"eally as he goes along can find ready

X?^""'
for his services.

ler lo
1°"^^ °' ^ "i^ehine is a very important mat-

tiari,
^ '^^'ner in typewriting. Little one-handed

('•indard
"'''"' ^°''' '°'' ^'5 ^^e to be avoided.

I Sl^
'""'^'''"es usually sell in the neighborhood

ir less",?^'''"''
'^'"' °f'en be bought second haniled

Iniach ''*" ''"' '""''^^- Almost all stand-
"es excel in one or more points, and while

owner of
'ach

! "'^-^dehis

art

machine is certain he has the best

"ain tK
" "'" "^'Sbbor across the hall is just as

... .
"3* h'

this

"IS own, of a different make, is better.

and't mau k
'^ sentiment or warped judgmcn

,,. "yoetrue. F„, :.„. 1

'""ess of
For instance, one make excels i

itts,
anmi'""'^''

°f 'he keys, another in strength of
inoth

rin

^'""esthat

'"'her in

'^"^
'" '^''S"ment, or exactness of stroke,

"'elie„,..™*"''o'ding and stencil work. The writ-

I'is machine will do as perfect work

twenty years from now as at present, with fair
usage, and there are standard machines that will be
laid up in half this time. Whatever machine is

chosen, however, is the one to keep, as it is impos-
sible to use different makes interchangeably with
the same success. The keyboards and general
workings may be similar but there is a different
touch in the various makes that invariably hinders
mechanical execution.

There is also a typewriter that is different from
all others and it is made especially for writing in

books. Operators for this machine arc scarce, and
the person who has a good chance to learn on a ma-
chine of this kind will do well to take it and seek
employment in that line. These machines are used
especially in county and government offices.

Stenography is a valuable and almost necessary
adjunct to typewriting as a profession, unless the
operator is sufficiently skilled to take dictation on
the machine. It is a help at any rate, and the two
are usually taught in the same course.*

* The above contribution, one of our regular series of arti-

cles, is by Bro. John E. .\Iohler, who has prepared most of his

contributions to our literature on a machine with which he is

an e-xpert operator, having taught himself to use it with but

little assistance.

PROFITS OF WAR.

The adage that " to the \ictors belong the spoils,"

works well with nations who have been successful

in war. In her war with China Japan had only 80,

000 men engaged, and the war cost her altogether

the comparati\'e trifle of 330,000,000. China had

to pay her afterward the nice little sum of 8185,000,-

000, leaving a profit of 3155,000,000 which reckon-

ing the time the war lasted, worked out a profit of

S50 per Jap a week, says the Army and Navy
Journal.

Sixty years ago, when England was at logger-

heads with China, she made a profit of Sio,ooo,ooo as

the result of nearly three years' fighting. This was

not such a good haul as the Japanese had, but, re-

garding war as a business for the moment, it gave

on this occasion an excellent percentage of profit,

for Englailld's expenditure came only to Si 1,000,000.

Germany's war with France cost Germany roughly

about 3575,000,000. The government voted S300,-

000,000 of this for expenses, and the pensions which

she had to pay afterward to her disabled soldiers cost

her 325,000,000. To these items has to be added

3250,000,000 for the loss sustained by her million

soldiers being taken away from their occupations.

On the other side we find France paying up an in-

demnity at the finish of 31,000,000,000, and even

this huge amount by no means represents the total

of Germany's receipts. Alsace and Lorraine, which

she captured from the enemy, are valued at S320,-

000,000; she took general goods home with her to

the value of 350,000,000, another 35,000,000 in rail-

way carriages and engines, and she got 3150,000,000

worth of food and clothing for her army while in

France, giving the French tradesmen " requisition,"

or receipts, which were handed at the close of the

war to their own governments, who paid up accord-

ingly.

Add to all this the $60,000,000 which Germany re-

ceived as interest on the indemnity before it was all

paid, and we get 31.585,000,000 as her war receipts.

Subtracting her loss of 3575,000,000, we find her

with a clear profit of considerably over 3 1,000,000,

-

000. It was not long before this war with France

that Germany squeezed an indemnity of 341,759,000

out of Austria after only a month of war.

Russia would like luck such as this, for all her ex-

periences have not been so hajipy pecuniarily. In

her war with Turkey, after seven months' fighting,

she sent in a bill to Turkey for S-05,000,000, divid-

ing it into 3450,000,000 for expenditure on her .army

and war material, and 3255,000,000 for expenditure

for injury to Russian commerce. She offered to

take 3160,000,000 in cash and the balance in territo-

ry; but the powers drew the line at the territory.

Turkey has not paid off that indemnity yet, and is

not likely to do so, so that Russia lost heavily.

A CAREFUL BUYER.

There were only four neighbors in Tucker's gen-

eral store, at the crossing of the plank ridge and the

state road, when Silas Slosson entered, says the De-

troit Frci- Press.

How be ye, boys," he said, collectively.

" How be ye, Sir" was the reply. ' How's th' ol'

lady?"

" 'Baout th' same. Don't see much change."
Silas crossed the store to the counter, behind

which stood Tucker, his face wreathed in mercan-
tile smiles, his fat hands pressed against the varnish-
less table.

" Whattul it be, Mr. Slosson?" he asked
"Haow much ye gittin' fer C sugar?" replied the

prospective customer.

"Six cents."

"Phew—w—w!" whistled Silas. " Gone up ain't
it? Didn!t hev to pay no sich figger fer 't las' I

bo't."

"Thet so?" inquired Tucker with surprise.
" Haow l^iuch 'd ye hev t' giv?"

" Five cents an' a half."

"Thet so? Haow much ye want?"
" Paound."

NEW THIMBLE QAHE.

This Affords Amusement Even for Grown-up People.

This game is a special favorite, c\'en among
" grown-ups," and it causes more fun and laughter
than you can imagine. 'Vou must have a thimble
first of all.

Then all go out of the room except one, who is

left with the thimble. Now the thimble has not to

be hidden at all, but put in some place where every
one can see it easily without moving or touching
anything to do so.

For instance, a good place is on a nail which holds

up a picture, or the window ledge, stuck in the fringe

of the tablecloth, put in the ornamental part of the

fender, or, in fact, anywhere there are things around
it to confuse one.

When the hider has placed the thimble he calls

the rest of the company in and the search begins.

Now, listen, for this is the most important rule of

all. Those who are looking for the thimble must
not touch anything or move anything in their

search, and when one does see the thimble he must
not ery out, "Oh, there it is!"

Perfect silence should pre\ail. and when the boy

or girl sees it he or she must sit down on a chair,

and so on, till all have seen it. Then the one who
sat down first has to hide the thimble, and the

others all go out.

It is wonderful what a long time it often takes be-

fore the whole company has seen it—often two or

three children will stand actually looking at the

thimble and yet never see it. And this is such fun

for those who have already seen it.

Of course, you must not drop down immediately

into a chair the moment you have seen the thimble,

as that would betray at once where it was, but walk

away and look in another direction and then sit

down.

SERMON HELPED Hin.

A cekt.mn popular minister of a Highland parish

preached the other day on the duty of unqualified

truthfulness, and was a little surprised to receive a

visit from a parishioner next day who was well

known to the gangers as a maker of "sma" still

wdtisky. "I have come to thank ye for your ser-

mon yesterday," he said. "I will aye speak the

truth efter this." " I am glad to hear you say that,'

said the minister. "Ye see," continued the other,

"I got a visit this morning frae a ganger. ' Hae ye

ony whusky here? ' he asked. 'Oh, .ay,' says I, nae

doot I has some whusky.' '.And whaur is it?'

'Under the bed.' s.iys I. Well, what dae ye think?

I telt naething but the truth, and, the cratur' never

so much as poked his stick below the bed, though he

looked through every part o' the house, ll'm think-

in', sir, ye're quite right; it's aye best to tell the truth.

I maun thank ye for yer sermon. It has done me
good."

QEn THOUGHTS.

Great good-nature, without [iriidence, is a great

misfortune.

Keep conscience clear, then never fear.

Having been poor is no shame, but being ashamed

of it is.

If your head is wax don't talk in the sun.

Content makes poor men rich; discontent makes

rich men poor.
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ORIENTAL nARRlAOE CUSTOITS.

The Chinese marry their children when

young, sometimes as soon as they are born

very

The

marriage, which is a mere civil contract, is arranged

by some go-between or matchmaker, on behalf of

both parties, independent of the consent of the

young couple, and they never see each other until

the wedding d.iy. Persons bearing the same family

name, although not related, are strictly interdicted

from marrying each other, says a recent writer.

The negotiations for a marriage are generally begun

by the family to which the intended bridegroom

belongs. The go-between is furnished with a card

stating the ancestral name, and the eight characters

which denote the hour, day, month and year of the

birth of the candidate for matrimony. This card

he takes to the family indicated, and tenders a

proposal of marriage. If the parents of the girl,

after instituting inquiries about the family making

it, are willing to entertain the proposal, they consult

a fortune teller, who decides whether the betrothal

would be auspicious. If a favor.ible decision is

made, the go-between is furnished with a similar

card, and the same consultation of a fortune-teller

follows. If this fortune-teller pronounces favorably

and the two families agree on the details of the

marriage, a formal assent is given to the betrothal.

H, for the space of three d.nys, while the betrothal

is under consideration in each of the families, any-

thing reckoned unlucky, such as the breaking of a

bowl or the losing of any article, should occur, the

negotiation would be broken off at once.

# • w

In modern Egypt a woman can never be seen by

her future husband until after she has been married,

and she is always veiled. The choice of a wife is

sometimes entrusted to a professional woman, who

conducts the negotiations for a price. Generally a

man inclined to be a husband applies to some per-

son who is reported to have daughters and desires

to know if any .arc to be disposed ol. If the father

replies afTirmatively, the aspirant sends one of his

female relatives who has been already married, to

see the girl and report the result. Should the rep-

resentation be favorable, the intended husband pays

the father a stipulated sum, and on an appointed

day all parties interested in the event assist at the

solemnization of the marriage. On the day before

the wedding the bride goes in state to a bath, walk-

ing under a canopy of silk, which is carried by four

men. She is covered from head to foot in an ample

shawl, which in si/c much resembles the Hebrew

veil. On her head is a small cap or crown. Fol-

lowing the bath, the bride and bridegroom and their

friends ha\-e a supper, after which a quantity of

henna paste is spread on the bride's hands and the

guests make their contributions by sticking coins on

the paste, and when her hands are co\-ered the

money is scraped off. The following day the bride

goes in procession to the bridegroom's house, where

another repast is given. At night the bridegroom

goes to prayers at the mosque, after which he re-

turns home and is introduced to and left alone with

his bride. Then he lifts the shawl from her face

and sect her for the first time.

A WOMAN who lived many years in Japan, ii

speaking of courtship and marriage among th

"little brown people," says that both are very curi-

ous ceremonies and that they still savor somewhat

of barbarism. "When a young man," she informs

us, "has fixed his affections upon a maiden of suit-

able standing, he declares his love by fastening a

branch of a certain shrub to the house of the dam-

sel's parents. If the branch be neglected, the suit

is rejected; if it be accepted, so is the suitor. At

the time of the marriage, the bridegroom sends

presents to his bride as costly as his means will al-

low, which she immediately offers to her parents in

acknowledgment of their kindness in infancy and of

the pains bestowed upon her educatitm. The wed-

ding takes place in the evening. The bride is

dressed in a long white silk kimono and white veil,

and she and her future husband sit facing each oth-

er on the floor. Two tables are placed close by; on

the one is a kettle with two spouts, a bottle of sake

and cups; on the other table a miniature fir tree

—

signifying the strength of the bridegroom; a plum

tree signifying the beauty of the bride, and lastly a

stork standing on the tortoise, representing long

life and happiness, desired by them both.

" At the marriage feast each guest in turn drinks

three cups of the sake and the two-spouted kettle,

also containing sake, is put to the mouths of the

bride and bridegroom alternately by two attendants,

signifying that they are to share together joys and

sorrows. The bride keeps her veil all her life, and

after death it is buried with her as her shroud.

The chief duty of a Japanese woman all her life is

obedience—whilst unmarried, to her parents; when

married, to her husband and his parents; when

widowed, to her son."

« « •

Until the day of her marriage the East Indian

girl has been the spoiled pet of her mother, but the

hour that sees her put into a palanquin, shut up

tight and carried to her husband's house, changes all

that was happiness into misery. She becomes from

that moment the little slave of her mother-in-law,

upon whom she has to wait hand and foot, whose

lightest wish is law, and who teaches her what dish-

es her husband likes best, and how she is to prepare

them. A kind mother-in-law is a thing seldom, if

ever, met with, and rarely does she give the little

bride leave to go home and visit her mother.

Of her husband the girl sees little or nothing.

She cannot complain to him of the cruelty of his

mother, for he would never by any chance take her

part. He .sends in to her the portion of the food

he wishes cooked for himself, her and the children,

and when it is ready she places it upon a large

platter and it is sent into his room. He eats all he

fancies of it, and then it is sent back to her, and she

and the children sit upon the floor and eat whatever

is left.

The girls are married as young as three years of

age, and should a little boy to whom such a baby is

married die, she is called a widow, and can never

marry again. Married life is hard, but far harder

and more sad is the lot of a widow, for she is con-

sidered disgraced and degraded. She must eat only

the coarsest kind of food, and one day in two weeks

she must fast for twenty-four hours. ,
Her food

must always be eaten away from other women, and

she must never dress her hair, never sleep upon a

bed and never wear any jewelry.

* # *

In Turkey, by authority of the Koran, the sultan

is allowed seven wives, and every other Mussulm.in

four, and as many female slaves as they please; but

in the present day few men have more than one

wife each. Polygamy is almost confined to the

very wealthy, and is by no means general even

among them, probably because a plurality of wives

produces a plurality of expenses. All their priests

may marry except the dervishes. The Turks can

divorce their wives very easily, and are allowed to

marry near relations, on the principle that a double

tie makes the friendship stronger.

journey on through the A's. As the
=^y-chair

coach moves along without a jog you come
thicket of evergreen shrubbery with yellow fl

,"'

It has a mild perfume, grows to a height of J"
two feet and is called Aaron's beard. Yo„

"'"

pleased to learn that it belongs to the St loh'."

wort family, though it is a native of Europe
'^

Passing by some Aaronites, or Jewish
prie,,

some queer birds and other curiosities, you
*'

bump against that puzzling expression that v""
have read so many times in nautical stories—"ak

."

the beam." At last you may learn that it rue

any part of the horizon back of an iraagin,"'

straight horizontal line drawn through the center r

the boat and at right angles with the bowsprit

Next you observe a sort of terrace with close!

placed and sharp-pointed branches of trees stickin

out from its slope. It is a dangerous-looking
bit of

earthworks and you are not surprised to find that

the structure is the abatis often mentioned in i(.

scriptions of warfare.

After passing by some queer reptiles that sugg

the forests of South America, through which yoi

will pass many times during your journey, youscea

sign made up of letters placed in the form of a Iri.

angle. This symbol was once supposed to be pos.

sessed of a curative charm, and sick persons had il

engraved on .medals, which they suspended (rem

their necks to drive away the distemper. This o

thing has, as you will notice, the name "abracada-

bra." So ancient is this symbol and so well l-nmn

its meaning that to-day anything that is a nonsensi-

cal arrangement of words is called an abracadabra.

Still traveling through the Ab's you see some oM

friends blooming side by side with an AustraKan

tree. The flower is one of the numerous four-

o'clock family, and is our own American abroma

The Australian tree produces a fiber that is used in

making cordage, and it is known as the "abroma.

By this time the fire by which you are sitting

have become rather excessively heating, or forsomt

other reason of comfort you determine to unloose!

your collar. In the language of the Ab's, howetei

you will abstringe it, the word meaning exact))-

m

bind or unloosen. That is one of the charms of lie

dictionary journeys—every little while you willdii-

cover a new word that means the same as wotdi

that you use continually

Now I will imagine that you have gone a \m

way in silence and with closed eyes—a journty

through several hundred words that might have M

you into many lands and languages, into sciem,

art and literature. At the first stop after you ifi

you observe a great acropolis rising among »

ruins of an ancient Greek city. The dictionar)'

guide—always present at your elbow-says tn

each of the important cities of ancient Greece

its acropolis, or citadel, which was higher than i«

rest of the city, and had its chief sanctuaries.

haps the most famous one belonged to Athens,

of old Athens and IS 01

hA

A DICTIONARY JOURNEY.

For strange adventure in all sorts of places try a

dictionary journey. For instance, if the weather is

damp and chilly to-night and you think a cozy cor-

ner by the fire is about the nicest spot to make your

home for the evening, fix up an easy chair with its

back to the light and then get the family dictionary

and prepare for your journey. Of course, the easy

chair will serve as a traveling coach. You will not

want a sleeper until the end of the journey, for you

will have so many interesting experiences that you

will likely forget all about sleep until mother or fa-

ther remind you that even dictionary journeys must

come to an end at the dreamland station.

Having bid everybody good-bye and taken your

dictionary aboard the easy chair for a guide you

begin the journey by turning to the A's. The first

thing you know you come face to face with a queer

looking creature with big ears and a long snout. It

might be a pig were its tail not so large and its feet

not covered with claws. It is the aardvark, a bur-

rowing and ant-eating animal closely related to the

ground hog. The presence of the aardvark con-

vinces you that you have reached .South Africa in

your travels, for that is the home of this big ant-

eater, which is as large as a good-sized pig. In

fact, its flesh is used for food and its name means

"earth hog."

Hut you are not hungry and the aardvark isn't a

particularly interesting-looking creature, so you

civilization never would have adva

ha\'e had no inventions

United States. It

awhile to get well

still rises above the ruins

of the sights of Europe.
.^,

Just a little farther along on the journey

will stare you in the face-like an i""*'"i^^^
^

perhaps, if you are inclined to ^e 'azy-
.^^^^^

markable thing about action as found in

ary is that it is given more space than -
^

^ ^
other word, excepting its sister word, ''^'

.|,

guide will tell you that action is about
'"^"^^.^i^^^,

portant thing in the world, anyhow.
^^^j,

need. ^^"^
,

homes, ii'<="'";;',u.,;-:'

will be wellto'^toptheio.

acquainted with action^^^
^^,

that it means, for it comprehends '"P?^g,hai-

fortune, friendship and beauty—every ,

valuable in life. It is used in many ''ense*.

waj's implies effort. I am sure that you
nJ'

it and will take it with you while ccntui'

are I

iiiiiinS"

Now a word about the d'<:''°"^''''
',„,£ s»""'

well to take aboard an <=n<:y'='°P'^ '^
,-,^|,ions.

«'

as the dictionary gives only brief "''"'j|j^. trif

ly. Take plenty of time in "''''
'."^"j^resl a"''

every inch of the way is full " .'".|,j„gtW

have all the time in the f»'"f'=
'"',''"'t''inie)"'"|'!

ney. I can assure you that by tne „.|ii

zyxomma, at the last stopping P''Y|;,vc "f.
become a cultivated person '

|.>''|"i i;no»l<-'*

most of your trip and gained all t"

you could.
nnie"':'

:eii"

A dictionary journey may be
<:°j,^(jo„s

o"

part of the volume. There are » -..

page and a few extra ones among
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CIRCLE NOTES.

We feel encouraged by the reports of our mem-

J ...orkers. Many more ha\'e been recei\'ed

'"'*
„ this month of March, than were received one

'"°
And they show a keen appreciation for

CcXses of reading offered them. We fully

1- that there is a difference between our Circle

'"kind many another good cause which is being

""'secuted. It is in itself a silent service. To read

•"j*
meditate requires more time and seems less

"actical than the sewing of garments for the poor;

''et the former has its mission as surely as the lat-

*"
It is the reading of good books, the thinking

ITgood thoughts that leads to the performance of

good deeds. Our Circle offers only the best books,

and who can measure their influence? The root of

encouragement is, f«r-the heart. That is what our

,vork most needs, let us put more heart into it. If

every local secretary and every worker will put

their heart into it, there will be a glad response.

Under God's blessing we expect great things in the

future.
^ ^ ,

The Gospel can be preached without molestation

in all parts of Japan. Recent laws enacted there

place the Christian religion on the same plane as

their own. In one of the great Osaka dailies, a

writer speaks of the Bibli as one of the great books

in the world, unsurpassed in literary form and ex-

alted sentiment.
* # *

"An effort made for the happiness of others lifts

us .ibove ourselves." Why do we live such little,

selfish lives? It is unbounded faith and enthu-

si.isni in some cause that will benefit humanity, that

nukes a life worth looking at.

A.MONG OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

This week we mailed certificates to Anna M.

Lichly, Mcyersdale, I'a., Mrs. J. C. Stayer, Wood-
uiy, Pa., anil Ellen Miller, of Summit Mills, Pa.

lirother Curtis Hilbert, Secretarj- of Anderson,
d., writes, "Our Reading Circle meets each Tues-

.ly night at the home of our minister, J. S. Al-

dredf^e. The interest is increasing among the old

well as the young. We have completed the

k, 'In His Steps,' and are now reading 'The Life

of Judson.' We have ten members in all."

Hro. S. E. Uunc.Tn, our secretary at Oak Hill, W.
i)s, "Would that all had more of the Sunday

liool and missionary spirit. We expect to be with
llii Hrethren this summer in church work, and will

m.ike a special effort to persuade as many as possi-
to join the Circle. We wish we could do more

* encourage and help on the Lord's work."
Sister Tempie C. Sauble, of Bridgewater, Va.,

writes the following: " I am going to put forth a
special effort to get all the members I can for the
"tie. At our prayer meeting, recently, we had the

suhject of Christian Endeavor. At this meeting
-
W. B. Yount, president of our school, gave us

good talk. He said we ought to, and could have,
' missionary society here; we decided to meet for

bo.

sell

that purpose. One evening after preaching a good-

^^

"limber of earnest Christians remained to discuss

*!

|l""'ioii. It was decided that >ve organize and

j^
' '"e meetings regularly every Sunday night aft-

sion
"^' I have been so anxious to see a mis-

,„j*'^*°'^"='y organized here, have been praying

Our m.^'-'"*^
patiently, and now we are enjoying

™P0_rtancc o'f this work,
'"' "iJ Read

there would be socic-
--ding Circle members everywhere."

"I 1 W !:"<!'• Morgantown, W. Va.

^ " Lewistowti, Pa.

p
• • «

Than th^
""^ ^°"'' ^°'^^ things are wrought by prayer,

Rist
ij,

" ""'"''i dreams of. Wherefore let thy voice

For wha',
° ""'»'" '»r me night and day.

Thai r,^

"""^ "'" '"^"sf 'hail sheep or goats

II kn„„i""* ' '"'"' lif' within the hrain,

Both fo,'!?
"'' ""^>' hft not hands of prayer

' 'hcmsclve

> sold chains about the feet of God.

''"'soth K
'^^ and those who call them friend?

Bound K.'
"'.?''^ '"""d world is every way

-Tettiiysoit.

Ag. Sunday H School i^m.

PARABLE OF THE KINODOn. -Matt. 13:24-33.

{Lesson for May zj, iqoo.)

Golden TExr.-The field is the world.—Matt. 13: 38.

In this parable is told the story of the existence
of evil in the world. It has often been a cause of
wonder to many why evil should cut such a promi-
nent figure in the affairs of life. It is not only pres-

ent everywhere, but it is successful. The tares

grow as well as the wheat. God sends his sunshine
and causes the rain to fall on both alike. They
flourish together. It is not explicable how it is so,

but the fact remains.

It is sometimes the case, too frequently, that bad
men get into the church and they are sometimes
taken to represent the decadence of the church life.

It seems unavoidable that such should be the case,

and it should never in the least weaken the faith of
anybody. It has happened in all ages, and in all

probability will continue to happen. It is not a

question as to whether or not there are tares, but
rather is it a question, or it should be, as to our own
status in the field of growth. Are we personally
the wheat or are we tares? That is the question.

It is a certainty that the devil is continually seek-

ing a place in which to sow his tares. Bad thoughts

come into most hearts at times, and we can hardly
prevent them the way we are constituted and sur-

rounded. But unlike the tares of the field we can

weed them out. It may not be an easy task, but it

is like caring for a garden. Weeds will come and
must be hoed, and when they come again they

must be kept down. Religious life is a struggle at

all times, and there exists no heart or no life into

which there come no tares, no little foxes.

The other parables of the lesson explain them-

selves largely. The smallest seed of good may
grow into a tree of righteousness. Many a time

those who labor see so little result attained and

they think that it has all been lost. Now the fact

is that nothing good ever wholly dies. It may not

bear fruit in our time, but God has plenty of time at

his disposal, and nothing of the truth is ever lost.

The moral is to go on with our doing good and

leave results to him who orders all things best.

The word fitly spoken, the simple deed or, indeed,

anything that affects human conduct, is the leaven

of Christ in the lives of others. It is hard to over-

estimate the influence we exert on others. It is im-

possible to say how much of the leaven we have

contributed. Think a moment. E\ery great thing

in the world, every accomplished fact, say like the

great Brooklyn bridge, was at one time just a

thought in one man's mind. But it grew, and

growing it took form and color. The utmost care

should characterize our relations with others. We
should be sure of our leaven, for out of it arise the

most momentous issues.

PROM INDIAN LIPS.

In a curious little book, written by one or two

Omaha Indians, the following incident is told by

Inshta-Theumba, the educated Christian daughter

of the chief. Iron Eye:

"We are out on the buffalo hunt. It was even-

ing. The tents had been pitched for the night and

the camp-fire made. I was a little bit of a thing,

playing near my father. A little Indian boy came

up and gave me a bird he had found. I was very

much pleased, and tried to feed it and make it

drink. After I had amused myself with it for some

time father said:

'* ' My daughter, bring your bird to me.'

" He held it in his hand for a moment, gently

stroking its fvathers, and then said, * Daughter, I

will tell you what you might do with It. Take it

carefully in your hand out there where there are no

tents, where the high grass is, and put it softly down

on the ground and say, " God, I give you back your

little bird. Have pity on me, as I have pity on your

bird."
'

'
I said, ' Does it belong to God? '

" He said. ' Yes, and he will be pleased if you do

not hurt it, but give it back to him to take care of."

" I was very much impressed, and carried the bird

into the high grass, saying my little prayer as it

flew away."

For * the * Wee * polk

BRAVE SPORT.

lOLLv friends arc Sport and I;

He does not hark nor bite,

Except when bad men come to try

To rob us in the night.

Then he's as brave as brave can be;
He rushes at them straight.

And foolish will the robber be
Who's caught inside the gate.

niDDIOEIQEI.

BV T. N. RICHARDS.

The story that I am going to tell is about my
Angora cat Hiddigeigei.

He was born April 12, 1897, '" Ann Arbor. Michi-
gan, and was owned by a friend of ours. His par-
ents are two intelligent Angora cats who have won
many prizes at cat shows in Chicago and other
places.

One Saturday afternoon the lady who owned the
kittens said that I could come up and get one. I

ran home and got a grape basket and started off for

her house. When I got there all the kittens were
lying in their basket near a washtub in the cellar.

They were about six inches long, not measuring the
tail, and were not weaned yet. I picked out the one
I wanted which was afterwards called Hiddigeigei.

While he was yet little we kept him in a bushel
basket with some bedding in it and fed him warm
milk with a teaspoon. After a few months he was
the best playmate anyone ever had or ever will have.

He would go to bed with me and cuddle up, and
after I got asleep he would watch his chance and
slowly crawl out. In the morning when 1 got up
and jumped out of bed he would catch the calf of

my leg and pretend to bite. He would sit on the

porch and watch for me, and would run to meet me,
and whenever I went away he would follow me.
When he was a little cat the dogs of the neighbor-

hood would chase him up trees and everything else.

But Angora cats grow as large as some dogs', and so

he paid them back in the latter part of his career.

He used to go out to the barn and catch mice by
the hatful, and once he caught a great big rat which

was three-quarters as big as he was.

But the things that Hiddigeigei was most noted

for were his tricks. He was deaf, as are most An-
gora cats, but not blind. So we taught him by mo-
tions, to stand up, sit up, lie down and shake hands.

If you put your arm and fist in his face he would

box at it, or spring and put both front paws around

your arm and pretend to bite. Once we went visit-

ing out of town and took Hiddigeigei with us. We
stayed about a week and where we were visiting

there was a dog. This dog did not have any peace

while Hiddi was there. He chased the dog all over

the house and under the beds and couches. We
took him home in the same way we brought him, in

a fancy work-bag, and let his head stick out. He
yelled once or twice, for he was tired of his position.

At Detroit, where we changed cars, we stopped to

do some shopping, and when we were in one of the

principal stores he gave an unearthly yell from away

down his throat.

I used to shoot sparrows and Hiddi would eat

them, so whenever I took my gun he would purr and
follow me. He had grown so big now that every

dog was afraid of him, and so not a dog dared to

touch him again. When wc moved I built a little

house for him right by the .side of the house we
moved into. By and by I weEit away to spend my
\acation, so I told the milkman to put some milk in

his house morning and night. I did not stay long

on that vacation, and when I came home there he

was waiting for me, and he knew me a block away
and ran to meet me. Then I read in the paper how,

while I was gone, Hiddigeigei had climbed up in

the church tower and had sung a few songs that

aroused the whole neighborhood. He had practiced

his yelling so much he could do it without trying

very hard. One night about 12 o'clock we heard

him yelling at the top of his voice. A few minutes

later there was a pistol shot and all was still. We
thought he was dead, but just then there was a

scratch at the door and in rushed Hiddigeigei, with

his long hair standing on end. A few months later

he was poisoned, but I kept him under the back

porch and fed him medicine and whisky that made
him sort of stagger, but he had to have it. After-

wards we had to go away forever and could not take

him with us, so I gave him away and the people

have him yet. I have not seen the cat for over

half a year and I am going to go and sec him soon,

and this is the end of the story.
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FERRIS WHEEL'S SWAN SONO.

The raw wind that comes in from Lake Mich-

igan is playing dolefully upon the great cables

of the Ferris wheel. The broad monotone that

sounds from this giant /Eolcan harp partakes of

the character of a swan song, for the wheel is

doomed and these are its last days.

Sunday it made its last revolution—" gave its last

gasp," in the words of L. V. Rice, receiver for the

Ferris Wheel company. The work of dismantling

the structure will bef;in Wednesday or Thursday,

and within three months where the wheel now

stands will be merely a sandy lot. The giant will

have disappeared as completely as though it had

riever been. This removal has been made necessary

by the expiration of the company's lease on the

ground.

For almost seven years the Ferris wheel has been

among the greatest curiosities that Chicago had to

offer to visitors. If the stranger were a prince or

diplomat from across water, he was first driven to

the stock yards. If he were from the countiy,

where the raising of stock is a business and not a

curiosity, he first visited the mechanical freak at the

other end of Lincoln I'ark.

Now that the wheel is soon to be no more one

can not refrain from giving a glance over his shoul-

der into its p. .

The idea of constructing this monster rotating

machine originated with G. W. G. Ferris, of Pitts-

burg, immediately after a banquet in the early part

of 1892 given to the engineers and architects who

were interested in the construction of the buildings

at the approaching exposition. At this banquet D.

H. Hurnham, director of works of the world's fair,

complimented the architects upon their designs, but

declared that the engineers of the country had not

contributed one original idea. This declaration

stung Mr. Ferris and he at once began to think of

schemes that might cause Mr. Burnham to change

the verdict he had passed upon the engineers.

He went to the Wellington hotel and while talk-

ing to some friends the idea of a great wheel that

would carry passengers came to him like a flash.

"I haiie son.ething that will strike Mr. Burnham,"

he cried, and hastily drew an old envelope from a

coat pocket. He made on this a rough draught of

the wheel. ' On his return to Pittsburg he had as-

sistants work out his original conception in detail.

A company was formed, the wheel built, at a cost

of 5362,000, a taking feature furnished the fair, and

a subject for conversation given visitors that has not

yet been worn out.

The wheel proved as great a sensation as Mr.

Ferris thought it would; every lesser exposition

since has had its structure modeled upon the one of

Mr. Ferris' design. During the world's fair it was

visited by the great statesmen of this and other

countries, and Receiver Rice can tell of having

swung princes, and visitors from Illinois' Egypt, 250

feet into the air in the same car.

Chicago day, Oct. 9, Harry W. Hill, who was

ticket seller from the day the wheel made its first

revolution until Sunday, when it made its last,

claims to have established a world's record for rapid

ticket selling. One thousand tickets—S500 in

receipts—in just fourteen minutes, is his claim.

And he has no medal, either.

During the days of the great exposition it was no

unusual thing for a man, evidently used to frugal

ways, to come up to the box office, <ask the price of

a ride, and, on being told that fifty cents was the

charge, to ask if he couldn't ride half-way around

for a quarter. Neither was it unusual for sightseers,

anything but urban in appearance, to ask innocently

if the wheel would be there all week.

An account of the breakdown of the machinery

and the suspension in midair of hundreds of persons

for several hours was printed in practically all the

newspapers of the country during the year of the

fair. Although this accident never occurred, ac-

cording to Mr. Rice, he says that whenever he has

been in a crowd and it became known that he was

connected with the Ferris wheel, some one has al-

ways come up and made known that he was one of

the passengers on that sensational revolution.

"I'm told this wherever I go," said Mr. Rice.

"The wheel can carry a few more than 2,000 passen-

gers, but I've met over 3,000 who took that trip—

a

trip that was never made."

About 2,500,000 passengers have been carried on

the wheel during the seven years it has been stand-

ing. It was moved to its present location in 1895.

Since it has been announced that the Ferris wheel

had to be torn down, Mr. Rice has received frequent

calls from contractors and from men who want to

buy some portion of it. The mistake made by

many of these shows how easy it is to underestimate

the magnitude of the big structure.

One contractor, after staring with vertical chin

for half an hour at the wheel, brought down his

eyes and informed Mr. Rice in a quiet, confident

manner that he could "take the thing down easy

enough."
" Let's see, that axle must be at least six inches

in diameter." he estimated, squinting upward again.

"Ves, all of six inches," Mr. Rice corroborated,

dryly.

"And I'd judge that it's not less than ten feet

long."

"All of ten feet."

"Just as 1 thought. I'll send in my bid in a day

or two."

He was starting complacently away when Mr.

Rice caught him up with; " I'll be glad to get your

bid, but better figure on an axle thirty-two inches in

diameter and forty-five feet long."

The contractor looked into Mr. Rice's solemn

face, then up at the wheel. " I don't believe I want

it," he said, and turned on his heel.

Another contractor announced that he wanted to

buy one of the cars to put on wheels and use as a

tool wagon.

"I'll sell you the car all right; but how many

horses do you intend to hitch to it?"

"Two—that'll be enough."
" Have you any idea how much one of those cars

weighs?
"

"About 1,000 pounds, I'd say."

" Well, there's just 22,000 pounds of iron alone in

each car, not to speak of the other things."

The man didn't buy the car.

A farmer began negotiations with Mr. Rice a few

days ago for three of the cars, saying that he want-

ed them for chicken coops. When he was informed

that there were twenty-two tons of iron worth S20

a to i in each car lie looked ajtouiidej. 'He uiially

stumbled away, saying he guessed he'd buy a couple

of dry-goods boxes.

Said Mr. Rice; " Some pieces of the wheel can be

used just as they are for building bridges, but a

large part of it will go to the scrap pile."

The Ferris wheel to the scrap pile!— the grave-

yard of machinery that has done its work! Certain-

ly an ignominious ending for a structure at which

the world once marveled.
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We have the best strai ; n

poultry going. You'll

something of interest, if

;

Wc Sell Eggs fop Hatehing.

All our fowls are prize winners. Send a stamp with
\

inquiry and we'll tell you something new about the

business.
poutitj.

The Buffalo Valley Poultry Fakm,
Lewisburg, Pa.

Mention you saw this advertisement in Inglenook,
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same time you will have less work

if you will use HUNT'S DILU.
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A. B. CULP & CO., Eureka, 111.
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Goods furnished that will please,

plaining how to order. Address:
Write for circular a-

Miss Mary Royer,

Mt. Morris, III,
,

Mention you saw tlii advertisement in Inglenook.

SWITCHED AT THE END OF LENT.

If You are Going to

Build Fence...
This spring, do not fail to drop a card to the address

below, asking for descriptive circulars of oneoEthebesl

STiOoth-vire fences fffercl the public.

Chain-Stay penez Co.,

sterling, 111.

Meation you saw this advertisement in Inglenook,

J. J. Ellis & Co.,

libers ol Baltimore Commission
and Flour E.\change)

Commission Merchants,
..FOR THE SALE

A LARGE number of Polish residents of Shamokin,

Pa., and Coal township were switched by their

wives, who also threw buckets of water on them, in

retaliation for the men doing the same thing to the

women recently. The practice has been in vogue

for hundreds of years in the Polish provinces, at the

close of the Lenten period, and is copied by the

Poles here.
. .

Robinson Crusoe has been famous for nearly 200

years, and each new generation of boys and girls

reads the story of his adventures with the same

pleasure that it was first read by the fashionable

ladies and gentlemen of London in 1719. But in

spite of this, and the fact that Daniel Defoe's writ-

ings include 210 works, the story of his life and ac-

complishments is little known to the lovers of Rob-

inson Crusoe. Daniel Defoe was born in London

in 1661. He was the son of a butcher named foe.

His father named him Daniel, and he signed him-

self D. Foe for forty years. Later he changed his

signature to Defoe, and finally subscribed himself

"Daniel DeFoe," or " Daniel Defoe," as suited his

humor. His father wanted hitii to become aclergj*-

man, but he gave up the idea after completing the

course of training that fitted hmi for the work. In

1685 he became a hose merchant, in which business

he lost his money. Soon after his failure as a t

chant he published his first book. Du' • tS^*^ ^c
he was an active politician, a '^^'ilo'S*^!*,*''* ^^'
chant, journalist and author by t ^ .e died at

Moorfields, London, in 1731. Stucars of literature

give the author of "Robinson Crusoe" credit for

having been the first to write a novel, or long fiction

story.
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ANNIE LAURIE.

Across the sea a fragment.

Blown with the spray and mist

Shoreward from rosy distances,

Where shade and shine hold tryst;

An old song set in colorings

Of gold and amethyst.

A ship on the horizon /

Where misty curtains cling,

Liglitly to clearer levels

Her sails of violet swing;

A schooner nearing the harbor

Listen! The sailors sing:

" Maxwelton braes are bonnie,

Where early fa's the dew,

"Twas there sweet Annie Laurie

Gave me her promise true."

Oh, the rainbow lights of boyhood

Kindle my skies anew.

' Maxwelton braes are bonnie."

How sweet that old refrain!

The promises of morning

Break into gloom again,

And on the lowly roof I hear

The music of the rain,

" Maxwelton braes are bonnie."

There's mother at the door,

The cattle down the dusky lane

Are coming as of yore.

And, mounted on the pasture bars,

I swing and smg once more.

" Maxwelton braes are bonnie."

Oh, bonnie maid of mine,

Thro' all the mists of distance

Again the dark eyes shine;

The world is full of music,

And living seems divine!

Across the sea a fragment,

Blnwn with the spray and mist

-Shoreward from rosy distances.

Where shade and shine hold tryst;

A vision and a memory.
In gold and amethyst.

A HAOIC STORE.

"HERE is the boy or girl who is not interested in
iCKs. It might also be asked where is the older
frson who can not be entertained by the seeming-

nipossible? So we determined on an article
'at should tell something of the business of the
roEess.onal conjurer. We went to Chicago and
""'edup the magic man himself, and-we want to
^a^ttleof what we saw and heard. He is the
y Magic store proprietor In Chicago, and there

^^;ot many of them anywhere.

no°n^*^^
'^ a Magic store? Well, every reader

, ^
what conjuring and juggling is, the so-called

^resell
""^^^ of the traveling magician. The

bu^
^

T*^^-
^PP''^"<^es and the tricks to whoever

,s
^^' " 's owned by Mr. A. Roterberg, and he

pook
^'"^''3f store in London. Whatever

ithin f*^
^'^^'^ '^ ^'^^"'^ ^^^ business there is

e is l^ 1^ '^'"'^1 in the store or in the proprietor,

"^ebook-
^^^^^^ German gentleman, the author of

'shtdu-'f^
°" ^'^^ business, and he and his accom-

'•^ attend to the trade. A large part ofbu;isiness

hibition"
^^^"*^ ^^^m, and this may be a school

ietor wili^
Parlor show, or what not. The pro-

fthe
E've the exhibition at from £ 10 to S25

tnade K
^' "'^'""'"g everything. The money

"*niayij^^^''^^'"'Out of the sale of the tricks. As
' ^« am'

"^"^'^"^^''^tood a little explanation may
^ily. -p.

^here is no selling of a secret pri-

^^^^an(ith
^^"^'^"^ tricks require certain appli-

•^se are sold and the knowledge of how

it is done is thrown in with the bargain. There is

not a feat known to the profession thai can not
be bought. And the prices are not exorbitant,

though, of course, they vary widely. There is a
catalogue showing the various things used by the
professionals, and it is illustrated, and described, all

but the "how" and the price is affixed. Anybody
can buy them just the same as anybody can go to a

grocery store and buy a pound of coffee and a doz-

en eggs.

There are about a thousand professional conjurers

in the United States, and at the head of them stands

Prof. Kellog. His "blue room " appliances and ar-

rangements cost not far from Sio,ooo and consist

in strange appearances and disappearances, due to

glasses, etc. Then there is the traveling, country

schoolhouse man, whose whole stock in trade is

carried in a small trunk. There is a wide difference

between the "Prof." in the opera house and the ten

cent show in the Smoky Hollow school building,

but the whole business is accessible to anyone with

the money to buy, and the Magic store is the place

where it is sold.

Every country has its own jugglers and magi-

cians, but the Germans control the business of sell-

ing the material for the work, and a strange feature

about it is that the Jews are the most expert jugglers

in the world. It is entirely within the possibilities

that anybody with common sense may become a

magician, along the easier lines of the profession,

but to become a phenomenon, requires, as in all

callings, phenomenal capacity. The requirements

are manual dexterity, tact, fluency of speech, and
personal presence. The simplest trick that the

Magic store man knew of is that of passing a die

through a hat. Anybody can do this, once the

"know how" is in his possession, and then there

are complicated tricks that require expertness that

comes only through long practice and considerable

personal physical ability. The difficult illusions re-

quiring the aid of mechanical appliances are no

longer used to any considerable extent. Their

place is taken by exhibitions requiring dexterity,

the aid of electrical helps and less clumsy matters

than machinery.

Mr. Roterberg said that he never saw more than

one or two tricks that he could not see through at

once. The Hindoo jugglery that we read so much
about is clumsiness itself beside modern methods.

In the very nature of things it could not be other-

wise if one stops to think. How can an uneducat-

ed, slow, unprogressive people do that which sur-

passes in skill the production of the smartest peo-

ple in the world among the goahead nations?

There is no Indian trick that the American can not

duplicate and better. There^re a great many mag-

ical things in the market, about a thousand, that

you can buy in the Chicago store, and none are per-

formed anywhere that may not be bought. Let

every Inglenook reader remember that all the mag-

ic and conjuring he reads about and hears of is as

simple as day once the method is known. There is

nothing whatever of the supernatural about any

part of it. There is this to remember, however,

and that is the descriptions of certain tricks are

very frequently misrepresented. The observer, in

telling it afterward, says that he saw things and did

things which never happened at all. He may tell

how he handled the knife that the operator ran

through his arm, and he may really think that he

did, but just as certainly he did not have in his

hands the real thing.

In the case of Spiritualism, and the physical man-

ifestations connected therewith the whole business
can be duplicated and bettered by the professional

conjurer. This is an important thing for a good
many of our readers to remember when they hear
of the seemingly miraculous in the various isms and
fads of the hour. In the Magic store where they
sell these things there is no more mystery about any
of these marvels than there is a spook in your gar-

ret at home.

Mr. Roterberg teaches the business to all who
will, and sells one or many tricks, with the way to

do them thrown in, to all who wish to buy. The
business is not a common one, and perhaps, in all

probability, the reader never heard of it before.

One of the latest things, not yet put on the market,

was shown the writer in the store.

The operator took a common kerosene lamp, lit

it, and put over it a red shade. This he placed be-

side the writer who saw that it was what it seemed,
apparently .so, though he did not handle it. Then
this lamp, still lit, was placed on the center of a

small table with a glass top. There it was, to all

intents and purposes a common kerosene lamp on a

small center table. The proprietor stood off a few

feet and counted "One—Two—Three—Go," and
the lamp simply vanished. It didn't go anywhere

that I saw. It simply disappeared. Now what be-

came of it? No more do I know where it went.

This issue of The Inglenook is sent to a good
many Brethren who are thought to be appreciative

of good literature in the hope that they will wel-

come a high grade paper to their homes, especially

since it is a publication authorized by the General

Conference. Nearly all other denominations ha\'e

a similar publication that is well supported by the

lovers of good, pure literature. Are we behind

others in the matter of appreciation and support of

home effort? Send fifty cents and get the paper

weekly for the rest of this year.

A wealthy man displaying one day his jewels to

a philosopher, the latter said: "Thank you, sir, for

being willing to share such magnificent jewels with

me." " Share them with you, sir," exclaimed the

owner, "what do you mean?" "Why, you allow

me to look at them, and what more can you do with

them yourself?" replied the philosopher. This re-

calls to mind what Titbottom says in Mr. Curtis'

" Prue and I," as he is looking over the large estate

of the wealthy and sordid Bourne. " Bourne owns

the dirt and fences; I own the landscape! " We
haven't seen the passage for years, and may not

quote it exactly.

A Memphis woman, whose Christian name is

Jane, and whose little daughter is named after her,

engaged a housekeeper, who also is named Jane.

Thinking that three Janes in one household might

occasion confusion, the lady said to the newcomer,

who was a tall, angular woman, with a rigid air and

an uncompromising cast of countenance: " I think,

Jane, it will be belter for me to call you by your

last name if you have no objection."

"No'm; I have no objection," said the housekeep-

er, standing stiffly erect, valise in hand. "Call me
'darling,' ma'am, if you prefer. That's my name."

President Kruger by his first marriage had one

child, who died young. By his second wife he had

sixteen children. His grandchildren number 104.
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U Coppespondence H
IF I WERE YOUNO AGAIN.

BY PROMINENT MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CHURCH.

I WOULD conclude that my parents with their su-

perior age know more than I from the age of twelve

to twenty years and would seek their counsel and

cheerfully obey them. I would take great Interest

in Sunday school, having well prepared lessons, thus

gaining a knowledge of the Bible which would re-

main in memory through coming years. In my
youthful days I would unite with the church and

strive to be a good member. I would not read a

ten cent novel or any such reading matter, but

would store my mind with such reading that would

be of a future benefit. 1 would never use tobacco in

any form.—/. H. Crist.

« « #

Were I to pass through girlhood again, I would

be just as kind as possible to everybody; especially

to my mother. I would tiy to show some extra

kindness to the poor inefficient teacher whose cir-

cumstances made it necessary to cope with difficul-

ties for which she was not prepared, and to the poor

laborer, servant girl, cook, the wife or child of a

drunkard, a criminal, or other despised person. I

would banish the word "can't" from my vocabulary

as a deadly poison. No slang or exaggeration

should ever pass my lips. I would try my utmost

to obtain a useful education, and would never cheat

in examinations. Would never deceive. Would

serve the Lord with a pure heart. Would love my
fellow beings and let them know it.

—

Nancy D. Undcr-

hill.

• # #

If I were a boy again with my present experience,

I would do some things just as I did do. When
twelve years old, I selected my lifework and bent

my energies towards it. I never regretted that. I

would urge every young person to do so. Aim at

something, and do your best to hit it. In the

manner of working I could make an improve-

ment in the way of attending to minor details.

That which made Marshall Field so successful was

to look after every detail in his business. Many
lives and hundreds of thousands of dollars were lost

by a railroad company because details were not

watched. In spiritual matters I would begin to serve

my Master from six to eight years earlier than I did.

One of the greatest mistakes young people make is

to defer the service of God, and lose the valuable

discipline afforded by early consecration to Christ,

—i". Z. Sharp.
« « «

I WOULD remember my Creator more reverently

and constantly. I would obey my parents more

affectionately. Especially would I hearken and

cleave unto my mother as God's appointed guardian

of my life and destiny. I would be scrupulously

careful to keep my body as the temple of the Holy
Ghost, and not make it a showcase for the vanities

of dress and appetite. Instead of being swept along

in the current of the world, I would do as Jesus did,

"be about my Father's business." I would not

place a button, or pin, or loop, or puff, or feath-

er to please the world, or gratify vanity. I would

eat and drink, dress and live as Christ's little girl.

1 would have my delight in the law of the Lord,

and therein I couUl meditate day and night. I

would esteem the words of my Heavenly Father

more than my necessary food. I would want to be

a pupil in the class to which Timothy belonged.

2 Tim, 3: 15. I would avoid novels as spiritual

arsenic. I would study only such books as would
increase my knowledge of God in his character and
works, and make me a skillful soul-winner. I would

want to be wholly the Lord's and live and work for

his glory.

—

Hattic A, Balshaugh.

« • •

First I would try and not let my conceit grow
faster than my brain. I would honor my father and
mother by telling them all my intentions, then con-

sult them as to the best way to proceed. I would
ask them what pursuit I should follow in life. If

they were indifferent and left it to me I would

choose farming as the most honorable and independ-

ent, best suited to Christian life. Then I would

look around for a good man who, without capital

made it a success, and I would follow his example,

and seek his counsel. I would not try several things

at once. I would be strictly honest in all my deal-

ings, or work; whatever is worth doing at all, is

worth doing right. I would keep my promises

strictly sacred. I would go to school when practica-

ble and try to be the best scholar and above all the

best boy in school. I would read much in good

books and meditate more; speak only when profit-

able. I would not be hasty to express an opinion un-

less asked, especially in the presence of superiors or

aged. I would never commence a bad habit; such

as using tobacco or strong drink, vain dressing, fool-

ish talking or jesting, exaggerating the truth, loud,

boisterous laughing in society. 1 would weigh

words more and cultivate a more correct form of

speech. I would try my best so to live that no one

could tnithfiilly say anything evil about me. And
first and last, I would try to love the Lord with all

my heart and be a faithful member of the church of

Christ.

—

E. Eby,
* # •

If I were a boy again I would prosecute my
studies much farther than I did. To the well-

trained mind, backed by a good character, there are

many openings by which to gain a livelihood. My
first advice to every boy is—heed the first call to

follow Jesus. It will prepare you for life in both

worlds. Second. Store your mind with useful

knowledge. It will be helpful to you in life. Third.

Avoid bad habits, as chewing and smoking tobacco.

Fourth. Avoid bad company. Better have none

than bad company. Be industrious and economical.

— W.J^.Dtrtcr.
« « «

If I were a girl again I would be very slow to

leave a good home in the country for any employ-

ment or position in the city. I would try to learn

the art of home making, and would learn to be a

good cook, would learn to take proper care of a

house, would learn to sew well, and to think work

onorhable and idleness dishonorable. Sad indeed

that m so many homes where there are girls the moth-

er does the work and the girls feel themselves above

work. I would cultivate a taste for reading good

books; would take plenty of out-door exercise, there-

by getting much pleasure and profit out of the field of

nature. I would carefully guard the laws of health.

Su many of our girls are careless in regard lo pie-

serving their health until it is too late. I would try

to cultivate a kind disposition, and would confide in

my mother and add to her happiness by avoiding

that which would pain her. I would accept my
Savior, be a Christian, and trust him to guide me
through life and save me in death.

—

Sarah E. Trout.

* * *

Were I fourteen again I would first seek the

kingdom of God and his righteousness. I would

keep the word of God near me and consult it often.

No counselor like the All-ivisc. I would spend

much of my youthful time and energy at good

schools preparing for my life work. I would fix it

deep in my heart to be honest, prompt, faithful to

my employers and true to my promises. Excelsior

should be my motto in all I would attempt. I

should study the best rules of etiquette and be

courteous and obliging to all. In short I would

strive to be a model of youthful dignity and sobriety.

—Danid Vaniman.

QERriAN UNIVERSITY LIFE.

BY GRANT MAHAN.

Each year several hundred American students at-

tend one or another of the German universities.

The great majority of these students are to be found

at Berlin, Leipzig, Bonn and Halle. They go there

for special work, for Germany is the home of the

specialist. It is not so much the reputation of the

university as of the man at the head of the line of

work that they wish to pursue that takes them to

one school rather than another. In my own case

four universities were recommended—Berlin, Halle,

Strassburg, Heidelberg—because at each one of

them was located a man especially able in the sub-

ject which I desired to study.

A residence of less than a year at any of these
universities hardly qualifies one to speak with au-

thority concerning them, and yet during that period

impressions are made which time would change but
little. One can give only one's own experience.

The professors and students are very friendly,

always willing to make the stranger feel at home
among them.

The first thing lo strike one is the narrowness of

the professors. Men of internationol reput •

ignorant of things with which a graduate of^^'*^"^^*
schools would be quite familiar. Of th

^^ ^^

tremes—knowing everything about one th'

^"^

little about everything—the German mof
chooses the former. He loses in breadth k

gains in depth. And so the student does
^ ^^ '

the knowledge he would under a competent A
^^"

can instructor, though he learns some thing-
"'^^'

the German that he could not under the A -^
As a result of this narrownes-^ in fV,„ :__, '^^i-

ori

ssor

narrowness m the mstructor
th^

universities who did not know whether QW
"'

students are narrow. I have met graduate

N th or South America, who had never h ^h"'*

Abraham Lincoln or U. S. Grant, and were e \
?'

ignorant of the fact that there had been a civil'

3 could

ap-

n the United States. An American boy who
tell nothing about William I. or Bismarck
Franco- Prussian war would hardly be called a

cated.
"

The beer-drinking proclivity of the student"
quite noticeable. It matters not what he stud

"

drinking beer occupies much of his time. A stud
t

of theology roomed where we did. Almost everv

night he was out until two or three o'clock \

sometimes he had to be brought home because
un-

able to get there alone. Others pursuing the same

studies were with him and doubtless were as hard

drinkers as he. One night I attended the annivers-

ary meeting of the modern language society Beei

drinking and smoking were prominent features. and

soon after the speaker of the evening was through

returned to my rooms. The kneipbig proper

just beginning. Many other invitations to attenj

meetings of a similar nature came, but I never fel;

inclined to accept.

The duels must not be omitted. A youm

drops out of class for a few days, then reappears

with face tied up in cotton; later the cotton

pears and there is a frightful scar. He has fought

duel. At first I wanted to see one, but after seein;

the effects of one I never desired to go any further.

At some places they are encouraged and at otkn

discouraged. Their tendency cannot but be brulal

izing.

A German student is expected to take lectuc

three years before trying to pass an examinatioa

for his doctor's degree. He can attend at one uni-

versity, then another and another. He takes advan-

tage of this and goes from one to another. Before

he receives his degree he must pass an examinalioQ

which is usually pretty rigid. And a degree there

means more than one here. One often won-

ders how some of them ever make their degree;

The instruction is nearly all given by lectures, and

on these the students take notes. As theendoftht

three years approaches they begin to devote mo"

time to the work, for they don't like to fail-
1^'

young men there are not so very different tr<""

those of our own country, though they seem^

spend less time on their studies than ours do.

each year many come from the universities wel F

pared to make a success of their work. The
^

that there are so many seeking to get a degree fo^

a German university is proof positive that they

it to their advantage to do so. And mag

many cases it is. .,|(

The one who goes across the water to coirp^^^

his education should have a good education
^^ ^^

going. It is a mistake to specialize befor^

^^

knows something about many things.
_

has a broad foundation a stay of a year or m
^^^

German university cannot but be profitabe-
•

yet there is no doubt that for many who

is wasted; and as the number increases,

t i"h^ til"

steadily, still more and more waste \«^
,,

A combination ot
^^^ ,

systems makes one both broad and deep-
^

doubt in n'J

Vi:

theli"'

"-^ "^^^

money spent m going

systems makes one be

the average American there is no

that our system of education is mu--
^ ^^ynii;

the German. Whether one should leave
'^^^.^^i,.fi

to finish his education depends almost e^^^^

^^^^

his preparation and whether he can
°"^^^pe£[i^

use what he acquires; and in both the

must generally be his own judge.

A LITTLE boy was asked 'he other da)^^* ^jpiit-

meant by sins of omission. He ^^.
j for?"''

without any hesitation; " Those we

to commit." .-•" tW
Samuel Smiles' definition of

'""^jj^erit
">''"'

"only another word for good manag

practical affairs."
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PORPOISE OUNMNQ.

rthern part of Maine and in Nova Scotia
^''"^

"still many Indians of the Passamaquody
"^

^"d 'these Indians follow a pursuit that is al-

"'
nknown to the outside world. They shoot

*'
". Everybody familiar with the sea has

'""T'd these queer creatures. They are less shy

""^showing themselves than any other inhabitant

*""
''„(.ean; but to see them tumbling over them-

'

'^
'

odd regular way is all the world in

jio:

of I

I
their

,eneral e\£
- has to do with them; the Passamaquod-

:lieir

I Hans however, not only shoot them, but make

,ing mainly out of porpoise, and a living

rned it is, too, for there is no occupation in

He world that calls for more bravery, skill and en-

The money is obtained by selling the oil, and pure

wise oil brings the Indians about ninety cents a

rallon; the oil obtained from the fins sells higher; it

,jj(.j out by itself because of its superiority, and

valued by watchmakers and others who want an

lil of very fine lubricating quality.

The Indians eat the porpoise flesh—it is very

h like fresh pork, and many white fishermen

round the coast like it well enough to give the In-

Sans fresh fish in exchange for it.

There are no game laws to protect porpoises, and

hunting goes on the year around, though the

lubber is something like two inches thick in win-

ai'ainst one and a half inches in summer: but,

, the danger and suffering to the Indian, not the

sh, .in- far greater in cold weather.

Make a guess as to how long a big porpoise is.

does not look, when seen from shore or from a

learner's deck, as if he were seven feet long; but

at he frequently is, and five feet about the girth,

id with six or se\'en gallons of oil in his queer

•dy.

Hirch bark canoes are still used by the Indians for

is sport, and the way they handle them in the

ide, stormy waters of the Bay of Fundy is a reve-

tion as to the seaworthiness of these wonderful
hie craft. Boys must begin their training as por-

se hunters when they are ten or twelve years old,

iig out with an older man in good weather first,

e Indians generally go two together, for, while
ng the porpoise can be done easily by one in

ooih w.iter it is not the shooting, but the landing
him that is the ticklish business. After he is

he is speared to finish him, and then the In-
Bn runs two fingers in the blow hole, takes hold of

fin with the other hand, lifts the great fellow
'111 at least half his length is above the canoe's
"wale, and then drags him aboard. Imagine do-

birch bark canoe on a rough winter
>et a man alone in his canoe under such con-

tons will often accomplish the feat, and not so
'f'y he will fail, and lose his life to boot. The
"al Ihmg is for two to work together, and then
™ents are comparatively rare. A man has to
"1 "1) to shoot, if the water is rough. Of course,

e^l i"°'
''^'^ '''^ ^'""'^ '^ ^^ X^&a\. One of

'' Indians can jtand and shoot, and at the same
adapt every movement to the swaying of his

•
«ping her on an even keel with a success

^'J^^

simply marvelous.

t
'"j ^'"^ "">"y sharks in these waters, and there

lirijoi
" *' ™"i<^"''':ated stories of sharks cutting

r «s in two just as the Indians were hauling

arfe,, ,1

''"' ">ey don't seem to mind the

ken th
'^'"''"^ ""=" °ff "'"1 'heir long spears

^y are too encroaching.

\ that
i

^slport, M
"'°*'°f their oik

with perfect cool-

^me, is the market where the Indians

A WILD PLANT QARDEN.

'"''Wn'^or'"^
^ locality in which the lover of

""'"
that°hl

^'''' '° '''^ °^ ^" g^''^^^" 5°"''"= ''^3'

forests Th
™ °''.e''°w unseen in the fields and

'" ">= mo t

^"'^^ '^ "'^' ^'^""^ P'^"' "'''' S™™^'
"'"are Jij*^"^"^ ^"'' delicate conservatory

''""'^
with

^'"'''"is in some part of the world.

""''"'
select"

^"'^''"^ ^y^ ':^" gather about him a

*« woods
ali'd

°' ""'=°"""°" plants if he will go
''''"? and i"

'"'^'^ common sense precaution in

''°'°''
"land p

"^P'''"''"g wild flowers. Take the

"''"t. ora
'""^ instance. There is not a'

more beautiful flower than the little

yellow bloomer that opens its petals every month in
the year. Only the fact that they are so common
has prevented their being a greenhouse flower.
And there arc different varieties of them. Anyone
who will take the trouble to look up and compare
them, when in flower, will see that there is a great
variety of sizes and shades of color. Some of them
are very beautiful, and these, if transplanted care-
fully in the corner of the garden, and the flowers
plucked in season to prevent their seeding, will be a
thing of beauty, all its commonness to the contrary,
notwithstanding.

There are a great many common wild flowers that
grow in the fields and woods that are of the easiest

cultivation. In fact the only one that the writer
has ever found impossible to transplant is the trail-

ing arbutus, one of the early and most fragrant of
wood blooms, often flowering under the snow.
Then the fern family are almost endless in variety,
and are rather easy of cultivation if the habit of
the plant is noted and similar conditions given the
variety selected. The great thing is to observe
closely whether or not shade, sun, water, or a dry
soil is wanted, and this is readily determined by
noting the place where the plant grows, and then
endeavoring to match it as nearly as possible when
it is removed to its new home. It is a fact that a

good many of the wild flowers will improve under
cultivation very often, that is, a plant that is single

in flower in a wild state will often come double with
a little care and coaxing with the hoe. Anyone
who wants to start a wild garden should lose no
time in it this spring, as some Of the very earliest

and most desirable plants flower, die down and are

lost to sight before the greater number of plants
start.

Then there are different plants in different sec-

tions of the United States, and as The Inglenook
goes to all parts our readers can compare notes, ex-

change plants, trade seeds, etc., and the natural

history columns of the paper are wide open to you
for the purpose of telling what you know in this

line. If certain conditions of the matter be at-

tended to by some of our young botanists and nat-

uralists wanting to know the scientific names of

their specimens the Editor will take pleasure in

naming them for our readers. If he does not him-

self happen to know he can readily find out, and

will take pleasure in so cJoing.

A nURDEROUS PLANT.

MONKEYS IN INDIA.

In many parts of India the monkey is looked up-

on as a man and a brother—not a very intelligent

one, but a man nevertheless. In some of the cen-

trally-located tribes of the African continent these

animals are not only esteemed the equal of man, but

his superior; for, said a native who had been made
captive, and sold as a sla\e:

" If I had held my tongue like the ape, I never

would have been brought to this condition. He
knows that if the white man finds out that he can

talk, he will be immediately put to work: so he wise-

ly holds his peace."

So human are the actions of the monkeys that it

is little wonder that the natives consider them re-

markably wise members of the human family.

All animals can be trained and taught exactly as

if they were children, and even the heavy elephant,

in its tricks of standing on its head, climbing lad-

ders, and forming pyramids, is quite the equal of

some of our readers. But the monkeys, from their

general resemblance to human beings, offer the best

field for the animal teacher, and when they can

once be made to attend school, we may always ex-

pect some curious results. In all nations their su-

perior intelligence or imitative power is recognized,

and often utilized. Thus, the monkeys, known as

baboons, in parts of Africa are trained as servants.

Several years ago a monkey owned by a gentle-

man in London was used in this way, and whenever

its master's eyes were upon it, the baboon was ex-

ceedingly attentive, but the least neglect, and it

would drop whatever it was carrying, and involve

itself in a general ruin.

This baboon was nearly five feet in height, and,

dressed in a suit of red clothes, was trained to sit in

the hall of the house, and wait upon the bell. No

sooner would the bell sound than Jocko would

spring to the door and open it, bowing and grinning

at the visitor, and, when asked if the master was in,

he would take out a card upon which was written:

"I don't speak English. Walk in."

A Canadian climber, the Physianthm' albcns, has
received the name of "cruel plant " from its treat-
ment of butterflies. It fiowers in the month of Au-
gust, and the butterflies, attracted by the perfume,
hover around it in large numbers and push their
trunks into the corollas to sip the honey. A pair of
sensitive vegetable pincers in the heart of the flower
grips the delicate proboscis, and, in spite of strug-
gles to get free, the butterfly hangs suspended until
it dies, says the New York Comnurcial Advertiser.
Apparently the plant has nothing to gain by the
death of the insect, as it is not " carnivorous," like
the 'Venus fly-trap. In, fact, if the butterfly were
allowed to come and go, it would tend to foster the
species by assisting cross-fertilization. It appears,
however, that the "cruel plant" came originally
from Brazil, where the butterflies are much stronger
and extricate their suckers from the trap. We may
add that another Canadian plant, the Cnicus discolor,

is charged with cruelty. The flower has a gland
which secretes a viscous liquid capable of liming
insects which are fond of it. Moreover, they seem
to be stupefied and poisoned by it, and no reason
can as yet be assigned for the deadly consequence.

PERNS FROn FAR JAPAN.

In matters esthetic we have learned much from
the Japanese and perhaps nothing shows what we
owe to them more than the improvement which has
taken place in late years in floral decoration. From
them we ha\-e received some of the most charming
of our lilies and chrysanthemums, and from them
also have learned to arrange cut flowers in an artis-

tic and decorative fashion, which was quite un-

known twenty years or so ago, when we were still

content with vases filled with all kinds of flowers

crowded together with little regard to color, and
none at all of their nature and habits. Now we
have learned to avoid these terrible floral mixtures,

and to value arrangements which imitate, as far as

possible, those of nature herself.

Japanese have long been famed as gardeners and

for the taste they exhibit in the way they lay out,

plant and otherwise adorn the surroundings of their

light wooden and verandahed dwellings. One of

theii specialties for the adornment of their houses

is a quaint arrangement of ferns, grown on frames

shaped as birds, balls, little houses and a variety of

other designs. A few of these designs are now to

be had for sums varying from about 50 cents to

Si. 50 and make the most charming ornaments for

greenhouse, balcony or window.

At the present time they are to be had in a dry

state, with the fern roots well tied up with specially

prepared moss, just as they are imported from Ja-

pan. All the purchaser has to do is to soak the

fern designs for three or four hours in water and

then to hang them up in a conservatory or window,

to keep them damp and to await developments.

To an invalid one can hardly imagine a more fas-

cinating plant treasure than one of these dry fern

designs, gradually throwing up frond after frond,

till the whole becomes one growing, waving mass of

feathery verdure.

DOES WHEAT TURN TO CHESS OR CHEAT?

This question, if asked of many an Inglenook

reader, would be answered in the aflfirmative, and

reasons would be given in the fact that a field of

wheat, under their own obser\ation, failing in spots,

had turned to cheat. Now the actual facts are that

no such thing ever happened at all. The plants are

entirely different botanically, and that one appears

in the place of the other is due to causes having no

relation whatever to one plant changing to another,

no matter how much the circumstantial evidence

seems to indicate it.

The seed of the cheat is in the ground in all old

countries, and it will lie there for years and years

until a favorable opportunity is given it for germi-

nation. This seems to be the opposite of that

which favors the production of wheat, and when the

wheat is barred out by some happening of season or

weather the cheat is in its glory. Or the seed of the

cheat may be drilled in with the seed wheat, and

only waits its chance to develop. At all events

there is never any turning of one plant into another

under any circumstances.
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THE CURFEW.

The curfew is a survival of a rule or law of the

Middle Ages requiring all inhabitants to put out

their lights, cover their fires, and retire for the night.

The derivation of the word signifies covering the

fire. A bell was rung at a given tiine, and the hear-

ers were expected to retire to rest. It is differently

accounted for, some saying that it was a police reg-

ulation to prevent night brawls, prowling under

cover, and other authorities say that it was a regula-

tion of William the Conqueror to do away with

night plotting against the crown authorities. At all

events the curfew is a very old custom.

It has been introduced in a good many American

cities, and it should be in vogue in all of them. It

is in use here at Elgin, and we will tell how it works.

At half past eight there is a bell rung, and to the

stranger it sounds queer to hear what sounds like a

church Ijell ringing at such an hour. It is the cur-

few bell, and all young folks under sixteen years of

age, of both sexes, have to be at their homes, or al

least off the streets at that time, or they subject

themselves to arrest and fine, or imprisonment.

It was brought about by the agitation of the

churches and the W. C. T. U., and it has been in

practice for about a year with very gratifying re-

sults. Elgin is considerable of a town, having about

30,000 of a population, and of course the small boy

and his sister are in evidence all over the city. At

a church meeting, an opera, or the theater there

would be the characteristic crowd of gamins late at

night, hanging around the door, and it constituted

the very worst school possible for the youth. The

police could scatter the crowd, but had no authority

to arrest them. The curfew ordinance changes all

this, and there are no crowds of boys and girls mak-

ing night hideous. They can be towed to jail if

they arc caught now. And the law is a good one.

Of course there are limitations and discretionary

powers vested in the officers. Most of the bad boys

are known to the police, arid if a boy under age is

found on the streets, after hours, going home or

quietly attending to his business, he is not disturbed.

While there have been some arrests under the law,

there have been no fines or imprisonments thus far.

The rule is to reprimand them and let them go.

Still the power to arrest and imprison is present

and that is the leading feature of the law, and it

works for good. No Inglenook boy or girl need

have any fear of trouble when they come to Elgin

and are out after hours if they arc quiet, well be-

haved, and are not idling around and loitering about

public phices. It is the bad lot that is looked after

and required to move on homeward or be moved

by the man with a star on his coat. There is no

school on earth worse for the boy or girl than the

night school of the street, and the law is all right.

It was objected to at first, but there are no oppo-

nents now to the Elgin curfew.

In the first place let us have a little business talk

over the subject. What are you,going to do? You

have little or no money, and you propose to tramp

till you find something to do. Now let us have a

little common sense talk about this business. In

the first place it will be but a short time till you are

penniless. Then you will be in reality nothing but

a common tramp. Nobody is going to hire a run-

away boy, or if it is done at all the motive will be to

get all out of you there is in the way'of work, and

you will be ten times worse off than before. In a

short time your clothes and shoes will give out, and

you will be a pretty looking specimen after sleep-

ing out for a week or so. The longer you are on

the road the worse it is going to be for you. The

chances are that you will fall into the company of

professional tramps and hoboes, and then you will

either become one of them or you will tramp alone.

Ragged, dirty, showing every mark of carelessness

and neglect, who will have anything to do with

you? The chance of your becoming a thief is ex-

cellent, and in many a town they will snap you

up and put you in jail along with a lot of dirty,

vermin-infested tramps, and you will be made to

work while other boys stand around and watch you

sweep the streets for them to walk and ride on.

It isn't a very pretty picture, is it? It has hap-

pened hundreds of times, and will happen many

times again just as it is told here. The boy fortu-

nate enough to have a home where they take the

Inglenook would do well to stay there.

OUR SHORT SERMON.
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TO OUR niNISTERS.

Text: Temptation.

This is a condition that assails everybody, though

not always at the same point. If we were to go be-

yond the habitation of man, there would yet come

to us thoughts, that, if followed, would lead the soul

astray. But the way it is in life most sins are pre-

ceded by temptation that might be avoided. What

is the method of avoidance? To keep away from

it, as far away as possible. We ask God in his lead-

ings to keep us from temptation, but it must also

be remembered that we have a part to act in the

matter of avoidance. We can so direct our steps

that we will not be within sight of our tempter.

A very good plan to avoid temptation is to have

little faith in our personal powers of resistance.

He who thinks he is strong is not really as strong

as he who doubts his ability of resistance. If we

keep away from thin ice we will not be very likely

to break through. It is also a good idea, if there is

no necessity for our presence there, to keep away

from the pond itself. It is sometimes true that we

have to face temptation whether or not we want to

do so. In such a case it is well, in fact it is the

only way, to put all our trust in God. Help will

come in a way, and at a time we most need it if we

only ask in faith.

A mistake a good many people make is in think-

ing that they can get close to sin and not fall into

it. On the contrary, there is no safety whatever in

that method. The only safe way lies in, keeping not

only out of reach, but out of sight of the tempter as

far as may be. Then again, there has never yet been

a temptation that has assailed anybody but that with

it there has also been a door of escape. Let no

man who has sinned say that he has been put in a

place out of which there is no retreat. The door to

good is always ajar, if we will only ourselves open

it.

Our ministers who get this issue of the Is,

NOOK are requested to examine it caiefullv

note the fact that it is a paper well worth a pW
their weekly mail. It is sold for the rest o(ib

year at the low price of fifty cents. Every fsmn

in the church should have it. Now under then

visions of the Gish Fund a book has been brou«k'

out entitled, " A Square Talk About the Inspiratm

of the Bible," and this is sent to all ministers onn.

ceipt of five cents postage. The book is well wortl

fifty cents, and is one that cannot fail to interei

and instruct the reader. In order to extend theci

culation of the paper, and the diffusion ofthebool

both the Inglenook and the publication will best

all of our ministers who remit fifty cents subsctif

tion for the paper. That is to say, if you are 3 m-

ister and will send us fifty cents for the paper i«

the rest of this year we will send you the book as j

premium. Under the provisions of the fund ihisol

fer is confined solely to the ministers of the Bitit

ren church. The matter should receive your pcf

sonal attention. Be sure to mention in your letlr

that you are a minister and that you want the boo

It will be sent you by the first return mail.

Americans who dine with the Chinese are :ir

prised at the perfection to which they have cariirJ

their cooking. During a recent Chinese banqutl-

San Francisco, an orange was laid at the plait n

each guest. The orange itself seemed like any oil

er orange, but on being cut open was found to cor

tain within the rind five different kinds of delicali

jellies. One was at first puzzled to explain how li-

jellies got in, and in a worse quandary to kiiowks'

the pulpy part of the orange got out. Colond t;:

were also served, in the inside of which wtic

nuts, jellies, meats, and confectionery. Whc"'

of the Americans present asked the interpreW

explain this legerdemain of cookery, he expanil"

his mouth, in a hearty laugh, and shook hisW>

and said: "Melican man heap smart; why nt

findeeout?"

If any of our subscribers happen to get an "''^

copy of The Inglenook it is sent theni that i

i-ho is not taking I'

,t should be in eva'
1W& It to some personmay

paper. It is a publication that

household in the Brotherhood.

THE BOY WHO WANTS TO RUN AWAY.

A GOOD many boys sometimes think of running

away from home. They imagine that there are a

good many better places than those offered near at

hand, and then regard themselves as badly used.

Of course not all boys feel this way. Some of them

know when they h<avc a good thing, and have sense

enough to hold on to it. But there are others who

have been thinking about it, and with them we want

to have a little talk.

TO THE READER.

Are you a subscriber to The Inglenook? If so

we have no more to say other than to thank you for

your interest in our work. But if you are not a

subscriber you should be, and we want to have a lit-

tle talk with you about it. This is the publication

authorized by the Annual Meeting for the benefit of

those too far advanced for the Young Diseiple and

not far enough on to appreciate the Messenger.

The result is before you. It is really a high-grade

weekly full of interesting matter every issue. The
old people like to read it as well as the younger

It is a high honor to have the trust and
'J*

ship of a small boy or girl. Very freqt^^J^;

passes the bounds of friendship and ''«°'"",j,:

of silent adoration of what is deemed una

superiority.

If a boy would only tell his father m

what he would like to do and how he wou
^ ^^

^^,

chances are that he would get a ^'''^^'- ^'\\^i
ble information, the truth of which could

tered.

Did it ever occur to you that sending
^^^^^

nook to some absent friend would be a
g^^ ^^j,^,

bered weekly? Fifty cents sent '^"^'^^^
^.^n.

paper to the absent one for the rest

The Editor would be pleased '° ''"^ ,01-

short stories, full of action, in line wi
^^^j,,,

the paper, and not too long,—no' "'

column. _- ^^^__|^^|,i,.

If there is a worse place for a boy
^^^

^^,,t;

ly found than on the street corners «>•

it.

For fifty cents we will send The

any address for the rest of this yea'''

]sci.i,ES»"
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THE PRINTER.

BY L. A. PLATE.

a r to learn the printer's profession the be-
'^'

°\^„M not be less than twelve years of age,
jinner

hould

Id have a good education. The better the

-.
^"n the better the printer, all other things bc-

I jt is a calling in which both sexes may

do" engage, and there are many women em-

|,ved in printing offices. The old way, and a very

(1 one to make an all-around prmter, was to

^""'e an apprenticeship in some country office

*'i
. c the boy or girl remained for three or four

"
^A :,« A result learned all about the business

years, .inu as a ito

f
cetting out a weekly paper. A very large num-

k„ of the owners and editors of country papers

surled just that way. It had its disadvantages to

1,0th employer and the apprentice, but there is no

doubt but that the workmen turned out were superi-

or to those of the present day methods.

The way it is usually done now is for the young

„.,„ or woman to go into an office and begin type-

sttting. There is not much difficulty in getting on

a country weekly. The requirements in the way of

.irning to set type are not in and of themselves at

all diflicuk. What will count is the education of

the leanK-r and his manual dexterity. Unless the

jeainer knows a good deal about correct English, or

quick at learning, his progress will be slow and

unsatisfactory all around. And if he is not quick

not make a successful printer, as plain type-

settuiL; is generally paid for by the amount done.

Going into a country printing office to learn the

business means but little pay at first. The work of

;he learner is usually so ill done that the time nec-

essary to set it straight offsets the composition it-

sell. The principles that underlie plain typesetting

are few and not hard to learn. But setting type is

small part of the printer's work. There are other

d much more difficult things to learn.

The work cannot be mastered in its higher forms
in a country office. One can understand how mag-
a/uie and book printing, and all the varied phases
of tile printer's art cannot be learned at the office of

the ttWk/f Climon. Indeed so diversified is the
printer's calling that there is no one man or woman

news it all equally well, nor is life long
enough 10 learn it. But plain typesetting, such as
you see in this column of The Inglenook, will al-

ivays constitute the greater part of the work of a
printer beginning to learn the trade.
W ithin the last few years there has been a ma-

chine invented to set type, and it is so successful
that large numbers of plain hand compositors have
'« their jobs. In the city of Chicago it is said
™l four hundred printers have been thrown out of
TOrk by the introduction of the linotype, as the ma-

called. But this machine is costly, and
Mapled to city papers rather than country offices,

Is not likely to do away with the compositor
jni e country towns. If any reader is so situated

afj',
I

""''' '^^'" '° operate a linotype machine,
-

^' "^ '"'^ learned by hand, his success is assured.

sh"
11°"^ ''"'"^ anything with the machine he

™'(1 understand all about hand work.
' printer's pay varies. Composition is nearly al-

^y» paid for accordinng to the amount done, and

caPo

'* '""'"" ""'formity about this. The pay in Ch
s or other large cities is about twice ' ' ' 'hat it is in

Thereis no" '7 '"*""' ^^ ''^'"g is more expensive,

tin
""™™ity abqut the amount paid for typeset-

ililfer'e .

'" "^"^ """"^ '°^^" different offices will pay

''"alion
'"'" '°'^ "^*^ ^^""^ '^''''^ °^ "°''''- ^''" '^"^

"and
",'^^"'^'' "i^t a good printer is always in de-
" IS a line of life work that*ed ir,

leilci

Th
ts than

: women can suc-
ey sometimes make more expert type-

iingthei
""^"' ''''^'"g greater dexterity in hand-

*<"k is cf"^'
^"'^ '' '^ sometimes the case that their

ame cla^^"7'
"'*' '^' ^""^^ ''°™ '="'"'s, than the

*P«iallv
I

^*'°'^'^ ''""^ t>y "aen. It is a business

iflen an
^ 'Pted to women, as the man printer is

''^^^' and h
' '^' ^ wanderer from place to

,*onia„i/"
e IS not to be relied on at all times, while

'anted
^"'^"^ '° ^'^'' *""* ^^ °" ''''"'' ™*"=" ^^^

^"y who Ic
!^ where

"'"° ''''"'"'* "'^ business in a country of-

^^^
forms j'^.^'^'y paper is issued and all the va-

°' job work are done stands a better

chance than he would have at command in a city.
It also enables him to learn all about the business of
getting out a paper from beginning to end, and as
the work on a city daily is differently arranged he
has no such chance there. The boy who starts in as
a learner in a country office, should have in mind
the acquirement of complete knowledge in every
department of the work, so that he could, ifneed be,
issue the paper completely himself. If he is ambi-
tious the time may come when he will have a paper
of his own, and he will then have to know all about
it from the beginning to the end of the work.
My advice to the boy or girl wishing to learn the

printer's profession is to go into the nearest office

available, to begin at the bottom, and by strict at-

tention to business to thoroughly master the rudi-
ments of the calling, when he is prepared to go to a
larger office in the city. The opportunities for self-

culture are numerous and as a rule printers are in-

telligent men and women.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS MADE.

A GREAT many of our people, if asked how the
Bible was made, would be at a loss to give an intel-

ligent answer. They would say that it is the Word
of God and that it was done by inspired men. This
is all right as far as it goes, but it is generalizing,

and affords very little real information as to the
facts. It is also a pity that there is no book that

the writer is acquainted with, at least, that will tell

the facts in a simple way easily understood by any
person of ordinary intelligence. The Inglenook
will try to do this, and he who reads from time to

time may acquire some information that will clear

up a little understood matter, or at least it will

help to do so.

At the time of the coming of Christ, or rather

some little time before that period, there was a

people called the Jews that had their headquarters

at Jerusalem. They were numerous, and the coun-

try was fertile and densely populated. There were

also other nations in what is now Germany, Italy,

Greece, and other parts of the old world. They
spent most of their time fighting each other, for it

was in the twilight of civilization, and they would
band together and come down on one another

like a pack of woh-es, either conquering or wiping

out the people who happened to get the worst of

the battle. In a religious way the Jews had the idea

of one God, and for some reason the Lord regarded

them as a chosen people and manifested himself

to them more than to other nations. The Jews

were what is called monotheistic, that is, they had

one God. The other nations were polytheistic, that

is they had many gods, idols in fact, and there was

one for pretty nearly everything. But the Jews

worshiped in their way the one and only true God.

Now it so happened in their usual fighting with

each other that the Romans, who were natural war-

riors, conquered the Jewish people and made^them
pay taxes, keeping an army in their country to see

that there was none escaping their assessments by

the Roman government. Remember that fact, as it

is important in its bearing on the case. Now the

Jews had been promised through their prophets that

a Messiah, a representative of the God they wor-

shiped, would come down among them, live with

them, and be their Savior. They truly believed it

and they do to this day. But it had been o\-er four

hundred years since a miracle had been worked

among these people, and the promise of the great-

est wonder of them all found them in a badly mixed

up condition. They were divided among thcm-

seh'es, were squabbling between the sects, and had

gross and material ideas of things. They still held

to the idea of the one true God, and they were a

unit among themselves in hating the Romans who

had conquered them. So through this condition of

things they got the idea that this Savior was to be a

king, a great general, a warrior, one who would

drive out the Roman army, and re-establish the de-

parted glory of the Jewish nation.

When God was ready Christ was born. Instead

of a king coming in his glory with a sword and a

war cry, there was a little child born in a small vil-

lage in a rough part of the country, and his parents

were common people, peasants, the father, appar-

ently, a carpenter, and the child just like any other

little Jewish boy. In the course of years things be-

gan to work out. Christ began doing wonderful

things. He said outright, and never failed to say it

plainly, that he was the Son of God, and the Savior

that had been promised. He was so utterly differ-
ent from what they had expected that the vast major-
ity would have nothing to do with him. In fact they
tried to kill him. But he stuck to his mission, and a
few, a very few, believed in him. His own brothers
and sisters did not admit his divinity, and it seems
that his parents were in doubt at times. Still a few
stood in with him and believed what he said. He
gathered some of these about him, and explained
matters to them, and while they seemed to under-
stand in the main, yet they were continually falling
into the king and warrior idea. Prominent among
his later followers was one named I'aul, a Jew of the
old order kind, and there were others of varying ca-
pacity. There was Matthew, a small official in the
Roman customhouse on the shores of the lake at
Capernaum, and lie was perhaps a cousin of Christ,
and there was Luke, a doctor, and for the most part
the rest of them were of the common people, the
very opposite of what the bulk of the Jewish people
thought would be the followers of their promised
Savior. They seem to have left their business and
took to going about with Christ, helping in what-
ever way they could. Here and there they made
converts and had little groups of their people. At
one place, Antioch, they were called Christians and
the title has stood to this day.

In the fullness of time Christ had a public meet-
ing outside of Capernaum where he laid down the
platform of his belief. It is what is called the Ser-
mon on the Mount. Then followed three years of a
troubled ministry, and then the cruel crucifixion. If

it had ended there no Christian church had resulted.

He had promised them that after his death he would
come back, and he did, and that clinched the whole
truth. The real life of Christianity is in the resur-

rection. Then He passed away from sight for good.
Those who were left kept up their preaching and

little groups of Christians resulted. They were
called ecclesias, that is, churches. But up to this

time there had not been a scrap of writing about the

subject. It was all done by tafk and personal effort.

Paul was the traveler of the lot, and he would go
out, found a church, and then move on. After

a while he would write that church a letter for their

help. Remember this fact—remember it carefully.

Paul would write the churches letters telling them
what to do and how to do it.

Matthew seems to have been more of a stay at

home sort of man, and in the course of some ten

or fifteen years after the crucifixion the common
talk in a day and among a people that had no news-

papers or common means of fixing facts, was such

that the story of what Christ had really said and
done got so badly mixed that .Matthew determined

to write a book to set the matter straight before his

countrymen. What he did, how he did it, and in

what way, will be told in the Inglenook in later

issues, and you want to read it carefully and remem-
ber it well, for it was the very first Christian writing,

and the oldest of the books and letters that, bound

together, we call the New Testament.

A STICKIT niNISTER.

His Lot Is Far from Enviable— Lack of "Push."

A " STICKIT MINISTER " is One who, having passed

the university training and successfully survived

the " trials," as they are termed, of the ecclesiastic-

al courts, has reached the position of " licentiate
"

or " probationer," which, as in the case of a deacon

in ^he Anglican communion, conveys authority to

preach but not to dispense the sacraments, and

makes him eligible for appointment to a parish,

says Good Words. Until he has reached the status

of an ordained presbyter he is not a minister in the

full sense of the term: and if he has grown old in

the ranks of the probationers, or taken up another

calling such as that of schoolmaster, he gradually

sinks into the limbo of the"stickit ministers," be-

ing men who have stuck fast on the way to the full

rank of presbyter.

There are not many " stickit ministers " now in

the strict sense of the term. Nearly every licenti-

ate fills some office as assistant in a parish. A very

few may remain for a time, or perhaps permanently,

in the pathetic position of being dependent on cas-

ual employment as preachers when a Sunday serv-

ice is required, receiving a fee, usually a guinea, for

their trouble. Their lot is far from enviable, espe-

cially when under the faded black coat there is

found a man of culture, but lacking the popular gift

or the " push " and influence which may have car-

ried his college chums, whom he may have beaten

in class work, into comfortable charges.
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OROWINQ BANANAS.

Where is the boy or girl who docs not like bn-

nnnas? Some do not, but they are few and far be-

tween. They constitute the daily food of millions

of people and their use as a luxury is increasing all

the time. It is a business that is continually grow-

ing in volume and in importance. Few there arc

though who know how and where they grow, and

fewer Inglenook readers who have ever seen them

growing.

The banana is a tropical plant and does its best

where there is no frost. In fact cold weather is fa-

tal not only to fruiting, but 'to the plant itself.

Down in the tropics where fhey grow wild, or are

cultivated, there are about forty varieties, and of

these only one or two are imported into this coun-

try. There is the common yellow one, and occa-

sionally a bunch of red ones is seen hanging up in

the stall or store of some dealer. The best are the

little ones, never seen in this market. Indeed those

who have not seen the fruit in its native country,

and eaten it there, can hardly be said to know what

a banana really is. True, a ripened one here is not

bad to eat, but they must be plucked green to allow

of shipment, and perhaps the reader has noticed a

certain rankness and rawness of taste about some of

them he has eaten. This is wholly absent in the

case of tiie one cut later in its growth and ripened in

the country where it belongs naturally.

They grow as tall as an apple tree, but not at all

in the same shape, and they sucker freely. When it

is desired to set a new plant out one of these side

shoots or suckers is broken off with a handspike ar-

rangement used for the purpose, and the shoot ma)'

be as big around as your arm, when, if thrust in a

hole prepared for it, it will root and make a healthy

banana producing plant. They are set about ten

feet apart in the row, 'and almost any season will do,

but the months of May and June are preferred, and

its growth and development are very rapid. Each
set will produce from five to eight bunches of fruit

that sell to the dealers who buy them for about thir-

ty-five cents a bunch. When the grower wants a

bunch he goes along with a machete, a sort of exag-

gerated butcher knife, and gives the stalk a slash as

high as he can reach, cutting about half way
through, and this causes the bunch to lop over so

that it can be reached and cut when wanted.

When they are shipped north it is usually through

some transportation com[)any running boats to the

place of growth. These jieople buy the bunches, as

green as grass, hang them up by the thousands be-

tween decks, and then set sail to the United States

port it is intended supplying. Here they are sold

to commission merchants in the business, and
shipped all over the country. To give the reader an

idea of the magnitude of the trade, Chicago alone

sends $40,000 a week into the banana countiy,

though, of course, all this fruit is not consumed in

that city, but is distributed to dealers within the radi-

us of its business operations. That put in cold stor-

age will be retarded weeks and weeks in ripening,

while the Iiunches himg in a warm, dark room color

up in a day or two. The ripening process is pretty

well under control. The profits are large, about

one hundred percent to the ship people, and anoth-

er hundred divided between the commission man
and the final seller.

Down where they grow the people practically

live on them. The native with a bunch of bananas

hanging in his jacal is safe for a week, and it is on-

ly a question of going out and getting another

bunch when he is not too tired. The food \alue of

an acre of bananas has been differently estimated,

and some, comparing it with the food value of

wheat, say that an acre of bananas will produce for-

ty or fifty times as much food as the same area put

out in wheat. Humboldt, the eminent scientist, said

thiat no hope for the advancement of the native

of the tropics was in sight as long as the ba-

nana grew there. The question of the food sup-

ply was too easily solved. Indeed it would be bet-

ter for the tropical man if the plants all died out,

thus compelling greater activity among the people,

and so insuring a corresponding intellectual devel-

opment. People are never at their best where they

do not have to work.

Bananas are dried and made into flour, and they

are baked, roasted, eaten " so," or prepared any

way that the fancy of the consumer may dictate.

The schoolgirl takes one along in her basket for her

dinner, the working man has several in his bucket,

and the number eaten out of hand on the street and

in the home Is beyond calculation. The consump-

tion of the fruit is continually on the increase, but

there is never any danger that the supply will fail,

for there is an unequalled chance for the growth of

the plant. There is another peculiarity about the

banana plant, and that is that it is a surface rooter.

It may be planted, and in fact usually is, in a new

coffee or rubber plantation. These latter plants are

deep rooters and require shade. This the banana

plant supplies, and by the time the fruit is ready to

cut and the plants exhausted, they can all be cut

down and the rubber or the coffee trees left.

There is another strange thing about the use of

the banana as an article of food, and that is it be-

gets a dislike to ail forms of liquor. In fact the

habitual user of intoxicants will be made sick if he

eats too many bananas, while the habitual users of

the fruit come to dislike all classes of intoxicants.

This is well understood in the tropics, though it

seems not to be widely recognized in the North. If

found to be true In the colder sections the idea

might be utilized to great advantage in the treat-

ment of alcoholism.

DIDN'T GET BELCHER'S SECRET.

Foot rules and rules of every sort are as common
to-day as postage stamps, but there was a time

when rules of American make were not known.

Charles Belcher came to America from England

about sixty years ago and started the manufacture

of rules, and it was not many years before they be-

came known from one end of the United States to

tlie other. Belcher's factory was at Irvington, N. J.

Mr. Belcher was a splendid workman and an in-

ventor of rare originality. Belcher hit'upon a de-

vice which was in very truth the precursor of the

tj'pewriting machine. He wanted something to

mark the inches and fractional divisions on his

rules, so that his workmen would not have to do it

by hajid, which was a verj' slow and costly process.

So he invented a system of levers, with wires. The
rules were laid on a platform and made fast. The
operator of the machine struck two keys and down
came a series of markers. The whole rule was thus

marked at one stoke. The markers were attached

to wires just as the type is arranged on the type-

writer; in fact, it was the typewriter principle exact-

ly-

After the Belcher rules had become widely known
a firm in Connecticut essayed to get into the mar-

ket, and they sent men on to the factory to learn

the wa)' Belcher made his wares. The men went

back, one after another, and soon the Connecticut

rules began to appear. They were sold much
cheaper than those from which they were copied,

and many dealers bought them in large quantities.

In a few days after the first lot had been sent out, it

came back with the complaint that they were
warped and twisted so that their use as rules, save

for the purpose of preserving order in the district

school of the day, was gone. The Connecticut men
had to send another emissary into New Jersey to

try to steal the old Englishman's secret, but this

they never could learn, and their goods as a conse-
quence never reached the high standard of those
bearing the name of Belcher.

Years after, when the originator of the Belcher
rules had retired, he would tell his children of the

way the Connecticut manufacturers tried to steal

his brains and he would laugh at the manner in

which he managed to keep them guessing. The
warping and twisting of the wood had been a great
problem for him to overcome when he first started

to make rules. The boxwood he used was shipped
to him in schooners and he soon found that if it

came in contact with bilge water it was ruined so
far as his purpose was concerned. When a schoon-
er load of boxwood for Belcher arrived, the old
gentleman himself would go to the ship and touch
his tongue to the end of every log. When he got a
brackish taste he knew that salt water had reached
it. This was a trick that the Connecticut men
would have given a great deal to know, but it was
guarded from them for many years.

THE EARLY BRETHREN CHURCH

Away back in the earlier history of th
say several lifetimes ago, things were

'= Chl
'«'i\^ ° &^ *vcre verv

different then compared with the present \
""^

so accustomed to our advantages that w \ '*

gotten the earlier brethren. In those d
,^^.''*

sure to displease a member by using the
'^ **

kard. It was a term of derision and «,,
' "•

- " ""=s resent^

™m'.-
in„i|

notas such. The term Brethren did

later, and is not generally accepted at pre
is a confusing word and it is not l:i-..i.- .

''

world will ever acknowled
The church was small

years ago. There was no great settled We'
and the East had all the Brethren Tl,iiiere ,.^

''I^^ly thatu,
S<^ " '" colloquial

phJ
comparatively,

, h„„^
V«l

then

Whatever of
'roohl,

I

'Siting brethren.

churches thiemselve,

no Annual Meeting then,

they had was settled in thi

with perhaps advice from

those days they travelled on horseback, and ih

"

was a good deal of visiting done. If i{^^j^

"'

Sunday school, the writer does not know it Th'

'

was no almanac, not a single publication^ noR"
vised Minutes, not a school or college and n

'

revival. There was not a shadow of a mission
'

ice. The early Brethren did not believe in revri
services. People in that day were not expecte/'j
join the church till they were pretty well m
years, and then no effort was made to induce otl'

siders to come in. The church stuck together
prei.

ty close, and some of their ideas would notkold
now for a moment. For instance, it was held to bt

wrong to engage in the butcher's business ol sellin.

meat. The chances of going wrong were too greai

they thought. A linen coat was forbidden, and a

collection was an undreamed of thing. Carpels

were out of tune with the rules generally adhettd

to. And there were other things that would go

hard with the present generation if they were resur-

rected and enforced.

People in those days were not any more hontit

than they are at present, and not one-tenth the gen.

eral good was done then that there now is. It is a

mistake to imagine that the church has groiva

worse. True it is drifting away from its ancieni

moorings, but that is not because of introductions

of new ideas, but because of their careless use. I(

is all right to have a breech-loading gun, it is better

than the old flint lock, but whether it is better mor-

ally depends on how we use it.

Where will the church be a hundred years to

come? Every reader will be in his grave, and in

most cases there will not be a survivor whoever

heard of us or cares to do so. If there is no serious

split the church will number several hundred thou-

sands more than it now does, and there will be

many changes. The Brethren of that day will

probably refer to us as " The good old Brethren

and lament the degeneracy of their day. But the

Lord's work will go on just as it always has done

and always will to the end of time.

HE SPELLED "PIQ."

A Baptist church on the east side incln^'-

among its membership a devout family consisWS

of father, mother and a precocious cherub of »

says the Kamas City Star. The pastor has the "S"''

weakness for chickens, and so has the cherub.

the early part of the week the pastor was nviteJ «

dine. The pride of the family had been
[

properly

coached for the event, and more attentron
ttjn

usual had been paid to his spelling. He ha

. - -— but I'

tered any number of words of three letters,

jloutl"

I.-i our lives it is what we think, rather than what
we say that counts.

was still safe for mother and father to spel
^^^

woi'ds of two or moi-e syllables which they

wish him to understand. _^0

It was, " When you go down town purchase
'^^

c-a-n-d-y," from mother, and father was always

ing: " Get some b-a-n-a-n-a-s this "i"™'"^.
^„jve'

pride of the household had learned that w
^

^^^.

you want to use a word in anyone's prese
^^ ^

you do not wish him to understand it ""E

spelled out. jjioi

There was chicken for dinner *•"=".
'i„„bvi^

came to dine, and he showed his appr«ia jj[nw

questing two helpings. Only one piece ^^^.^j^i

and the cherub in the family had not been

It was the father who said: -g^e
'

" Mr. . let me p-ive vou another P

chicken."
let me give you

P^'^
,dh'>

The pastor, with a show of reluctance, P^^j Hi

plate, and the pride of the family a^Pjclir;-'

mother: " Mamma, don't you think trie v

a p-i-g?"
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There's a land beyond the ocean,

Blest with nature's gifts most rare,

Where tall palm trees faintly quiver

In the sultry tropic air,

Where the lotus flower is blooming

And the rich pomegranates glow.

While broad fields of rice are waving

In the sunshine's fervid glow.

Bright the land, but o'er its people

Hangs a shadow like a pall,

Ignorance and superstition

Hold them in a fearful thrall.

They have need of Christian teachers,

Who can guide them into right,

Who can tell the wondrous story

Of the world's God-given light.

What has made our lot to differ?

Why are we more blest than they?

We were taught to say " Our Father,'*

They to senseless idols pray,

Christi.in truth and Christian knowledge

Lead us upward to the light;

While their joyous lives are darkened

In the depths of pagan night.

Oft I seem to hear their voices,

Seem to hear the words they say,

" Come and help us, come and teach us

Turn our darkness into day."

Seem to see the appealing faces

Of the women of those lands.

Calling us to help and save them.

Holding toward us their brown hands.

Will you help them, sisters, brothers?

You have all and they have none.

You were saved from that dread darkness.

By the gift of God's own son.

There are workers grandly striving

That these precious souls may live;

Many give their lives to service.

Is there nothing you can give?

OUR BURDENS.

Somewhere we have read a fable that when God
ft created the birds, he made them without wings,
k gorgeous plumage and the gift of song; they
lid shine and sing, but not soar. Then he made

:s and commanded the birds to go and take up
se burdens and bear them. At first this seemed
lost impossible, the wings seemed a heavy load
as they carried them over their shoulders and

ned them over their hearts, lo! they grew fast-
burdens became

iven.

pinions, to bear them towards

"r duties are our burdens, let us bear them
•"'"lly, and soon they will grow lighter, and
f' '" ^^ "'^ wings by which we ascend to heav-

f «n the cross but prepares us for the heavenly

IHAVELER standing by a cathedral expressed

f him, " ,t ,s a fine building, and took us

I'
)«r to finish." " •What had you to do with

" I mixed the mortar, si

^''id the traveler,

\\ \r"f '^P'^- "= ^""^ ^ ^hare in the grand

iety i-,'''
°' "^y share in building up human

.

° " lioly temple in the Lord, and we may
'"°w work even if we can do but little.

«P'cse!f
"""'~ °' °"'' missionaries at the front

ily
app"i'"f

"°' ""'y Clirist, but ourselves di-

ice. \Y^" I
^"'^ commissioned to the same

"2 ^ympath
"''' '°"°" "''" ^° '='°sely with

lour
g|(,j

^'
''"'' sustain them so generously

'"ind of
'-

-
""^^ would seem never to lose

'casoi

our foot
"""On to 1

'"teps; and they would never

'^i F D
"^^ '^'"' i" "s who have sent them

'"<' raanv°!,
^'*'-*'"'on.—An old Hindu wor-

king
,4n

''?° """"^ "='shed

led
th = water

many streams.

Rrah
'""""" '" "'''"^"^ *"= ^^'^ ""'

'iid „„„'""" dirty feet, hoping he would
but nothino, satisfied his soul.

>l S.11,...
" '''• said

' salv

:.<:zf-. '-,
I at last heard of the wa-

"'^ and
'('"'"'^'^'^'^ by Jesus Christ, and I

*'"E up un.„
""" '' was a well of water

" """° everlasting life."

jfiB. Sunday m Sehool S^
THE TWELVE SENT FORTH.-MM^,..3^Z^;~,Z~

{Lgssort for June j, IQOO.)

Golden Text.- It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of
your Father which speaketh in you.—Matt. 10:20,

In this lesson we have the recital of the names of
the twelve who were sent forth to do the work of
the Master, Their instructions follow. They were
not to go among the Gentiles, nor to the Samari-
tans, who were composed of both Jews and Gen-
tiles, and the reason seems to have been that they
were not yet ready for Christian instruction. The
lost sheep of the house of Israel were to be the
special recipients of the attention of the twelve.
The lesson tells us some things that are well to be

remembered. One of them is the fact that Christ
paid so much attention to the physical needs of hu-
manity. He taught, but he also healed, A consid-
er.able part of the account of the deeds of Christ on
earth consists in telling what he did for physical suf-
fering. He instructs the twelve to do likewise,
which doubtless they did. In the consideration of
this part of the Scriptures the question of the per-
petuity of this command and power to heal the sick
is a pertinent one.

There are no limitations to God's powers, and
none to his duly accredited ambassadors working
along the lines of what he would have done. But
there are metes and bounds to the judgment of
man, and he is liable to err. The power to carry
into effect the order of a principle is one thing, and
the assertion of the judgment of the agent, without
knowledge of the principal's will is another, and
naturally it will often fail of approval. This ques-
tion of the gift of healing has always been a trouble-
some one among Christians, and has been bitterly
disputed, pro and con, and it is not nearer a posi-
tive settlement than it ever was. It will be noted
by the reader that the services of the twelve were lo
be generous and gratuitous. They had received in

abundance, and they were made the recipients of
the help of the Master without charge. This they
were to remember and act similarly in their rela-

tions with others. The same instruction comes
down to us, and he who would dispense the word of
the Lord for hire would do well to read carefully
the instructions to the twelve originally sent out.

As no disciple, that is, a learner, is required to pay
for what he learns of the will of God toward his

salvation, so no apostle, that is, a teacher, is to de-
mand pay for his mediumship in proclaiming the

truth. It is a strange commentary on modern
methods of religion that this emphatic feature of

the original instructions should have been so modi-
fied or forgotten as to be practically inoperative in

the majority of instances. This does not, however,
release the helped from assisting the helper but it

should be a gratuity without the taint of compul-
sion.

The reader will observe in the presentation of the

lesson in the Quarterly that no attention is paid to

the break in the chapters. This is in accordance
with the method in which the original Scriptures

were prepared—that is, they were without chapter

and verses, reading straight along from the begin-

ning to the end. The division into chapters and
verses is a comparatively recent invention, and is

intended for a ready system of reference. The uni

versality of the innovation has so impressed itself

on the thought of the learner that he sometimes

conceives of the originals in the same way. Such,

however, is not the case. In the case of the cities

and villages referred to in the lesson it should be

remembered that in Bible times people as a rule

lived in towns and cities, and wherever there was a

wall about a collection of dwellings it was called a

city, altogether independent of its numerical stand-

ing. People kept well together in those days as a

matter of protection, while the open country is

e\'erywhere spoken of in the Bible as the wilder-

ness.

Fop * the * Wee * polk
•THE riAY BASKET."

DY THE " KITTEN."

Little people, how many of you ever received aMay basket?

As a rule the last night in April is known as May-
basket night.

All of the boys and girls in our large cities are
to be seen scampering in the dusk of early nightfall
with their tiny baskets filled with flowers and sweets
for some favorite friend or sweetheart as the casemay be.

These young folks who have baskets to hang go
stealthily up to the front door of the favored one
and carefully concealing themselves they hang the
basket on the door knob, or set it where it can easi-
ly be discovered; then ringing the door bell the
donor waits for the consequences.
Sometimes he will be crafty enough to catch the

recipient and before she is aware, has stolen a kiss
and is gone before she can find who the saucy in-
truder is. This is the joky side of the question.
But we also have a better side to present.

Oftentimes there are sick people or very poor
folk in our neighborhood, then the May basket
turns out to be a huge bundle of good things to re-
lieve hunger and sickness.

Do you think you would like to hang a May bas-
ket? Let us all hang a May basket on some one's
door who needs our help, and God will pour out
his abundant blessing upon us for an act of mercy.

DAVID.

The article entrtled,

It has been calculated that missionaries on the

foreign field bring in three times as many converts

as ministers at home aided by Christian influence,

workers, and literature, while the offerings of native

Christians in mission churches now amount to up-

ward of £550,000.

Can Animals Talk? " in our
paper, made me want to tell you about our David.
Although you would never know it from the name,
David is a bronze turkey hen. She and her brother
Goliath were hatched in an incubator along with
some chickens,

David and Goliath, " Golly" for short, were given
the front lawn as a special inducement to make
them live. We soon learned to distinguish their
talk and to know what they were doing. They in-

sisted that the aster bed was the proper place to go
in swimming, dusting, and although they knew it

was forbidden could never resist telling just how
nice that cool moist bed was.

When twilight deepened they would climb to the
shoulders of the head of the house, take off his
glasses, pinch his ears, and all the time coax to be
put to bed. This they did until they got too heavy
to hold.

By and by Mrs, David hatched some poults of
her own and then she began to grow selfish. She
had her coop under an apple free at the end of the
lawn but spent the most of her time running stray
chickens out of the yard. She never went out her-
self, although all gates might be open. During the
summer she found three snakes in the grass.

Like some people she likes flattery and all one
needs to do is to point to a chicken saying " David
that s a nice hen," when the feathers go up the back
of her neck and biddy has to flee for her life.

She took her three little turks down to the rail-

road one day when they were half grown, to see the
train. Of course David thought the train would
turn out for her, but it did not. Instead it killed

two of the little ones and threw David up a fifteen

foot bank. The track men told us of the accident

so we went to bring them home. We found the lit-

tle turk crying over his dead brothers and David
hurt so she could not walk.

She has never gone near the place since but to

this day she has no use of one leg from the hip. If

you were to come here she would soon tell you that

you were a stranger and not wanted by her, any-

way.

She has proven herself so intelligent that we have
decided she never shall be killed and eaten if we
can help it.

The editor of The Inglenook is well acquainted

with David and can vouch for her knowing how to

talk.

Worry kills more people than work.

Do we judge a check by the penmanship dis-

Don't worry.
I
played? Then why judge people by their looks?
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HOW nOVINO PICTURES ARE MADE.

Trodablv few Inglenookers understand how mov-

ing pictures are made, and not many liave seen

them. If you will imagine a stereopticon view

showing the writer of this article at his desk, oper-

ating a typewriter, with every motion reproduced,

life size, and recognizable by any acquaintance, you

will have the idea. The picture is not only a pho-

tographic reproduction of the subject, but it moves

as he did at the time of taking the picture. There

is no motion too fast for the machine, and it is so

thoroughly life-like that it may well excite the won-

der of the beholder.

Briefly stated, the pictures are taken with a spe-

cial camera, the shutter of which is operated by

electrical motors. Inside is a strip or roll of photo-

graphic film, say one hundred and fifty feet long,

and two and a half inches wide. It may be longer

or shorter than this. It rolls out of a light-proof

compartment into a similarly constructed one, and

it is so geared that it stops when the shutter is open

and moves on when it is closed, stopping again

when an exposure is made. .-Xbout forty exposures

can be taken each second, and it can be seen that it

works very rapidly. The whole business is a bulky

and costly affair. It weighs about five hundred

pounds.

There is one drawback to the affair, and that is

when the roll of film is exhausted the picture tak-

ing stops till another is inserted in place. Thus it

comes that for any continuous act to be shown by

the picture process described here not more than a

minute of time must elapse. It must all be crowd-

ed into that time, although a great deal can be done

in a minute if it is all arranged for beforehand.

Clear sunlight is necessary for the best working of

the camera, and it is the case that certain companies

operate theatrical performances on the roof of some

suitable building. At these not a word is spoken,

but all is gone through with exactly as it is done on

the stage, and the story has to be such that it trans-

lates itself in words. All sorts of funny scenes are

thus caught by the camera, and if they are of such

a character to be appreciated by tlie public to whom
they are exhibited they never fail to make a hit.

As far as the picture is concerned there need be no

occasion for it to be humorous. A baptism could

be as well shown as a horse race. The rapidity

with which the pictures are taken shows every mo-

tion, each on a separate photograph, at the rate of

forty a minute, and when they are rapidly shown

on a screen through a stereopticon, life size, they

travel so fast that the eye can not separate the sev-

eral movements and the pictures seem to be mo\'-

ing. Practically that is what they are doing, and

thv effect is wonderful. Thus a picture of an ap-

proaching express train shows the engine and cars

coming on at full speed, passing and disappearing

exactly as it does in fact. Where the pictures are

prepared for exhibition purposes it is usuall)' some

humorous t.ableau that is set up and which tells its

own story without words. Thus a man is shown in

a library. The maid coutcs in to clean up, and the

man catches her and proceeds to kiss her, and at

the moment his wife comes in at the other door and

sees the whole proceeding. To the average audi-

ence there are no words needed in the way of ex-

planation. For a while, during the war with Spain,

patriotic scenes were all the go. But any scene can

be shown once it can be photographed, and the lim-

its of the discovery it is hard to foretell.

something. It was just opposite, and we stepped

out and walked over. Horror! It was a little boy

about eight years old knocked out of all semblance

to a human being. A freight had passed a moment

before, and he stepped off the track to the one on

which the express was running, and he could not

hear it and did not see it. He probably had no

thought of what came. It was as a cannon ball

might strike a fly. Every bone in his body was

broken. A crowd gathers quickly under such cir-

cumstances, and a bare-headed woman came run-

ning. She was of the Italian laborer class and she

took one look and shrieked aloud in her foreign

speech. She raved, knelt down, arose, ran around

in the crowd, called the boy's name again and

again. Not a word did I understand, but the elo-

quence of woe is alike in all languages, and every-

body understood. Somebody brought a sheet, and

it was slipped under the body. A stalwart laborer

took him up in his arms and started homeward with

the red spots growmg on the white sheet. The

mother followed with one hand clutched in her

coarse black hair, still calling her boy's name. And

then the train started for the city again. There

wasn't a laugh or a frivolous thing on the rest of the

way in. All had looked on sudden death, and had

ringing in their ears the despairing cry of the dark-

eyed, swart-haired mother from far Italy.

Advertising Column.
The Inglenook readies far and wide among a class ol inteDigcnt people,

mninly aericiiUural, and nearly all well-to-do. It affords an unequaled means

1)1 teaching a casti purcliasing constUuency. Adverlisenients that are ap-

proved by the management will be inserted at tliffunilorm rateol il.oo an

inch, cash wiih the order, and no discount whatever for continued insertions.

|i 00 per inch, first and each succeeding time. The Inglenook is the only

organ oi the church carrying advertisements.

Something for Ministers.

"A Square Talk About the Inspiration of the Bible" is the

title of a book brought out under the auspices of the Gish

Fund and is furnished our ministers on receipt of five cents

postage. It has about lOo pages, is bound in cloth, and is easy

and interesting reading. But we have the unparalleled offer

of the book and

...THE INGfLENOOK...
to the end of the year for the price of the paper, fifty cents.

Send us fifty cents and you will get the book free. Make one

letter do the whole business. Fifty cents and you get the book

at once and this paper to New Year's day, and every week be-

tween. In subscribing say that you are a minister of the

Brethren church. Address:

BRETHHEN PUBLiISHING HOUSE,
22 arid 24 S. State St., Elgin, Illinois.

II you see this other people \v

Let us have your ad, her

CAP GOODS.

Annual Meeting
GERMAN BAPTISTS (DUNKERs

North Manchester, Ind.

-mm-

Missouri Pacific Rail-^ay

Iron Mountain Route
WILL SELL TICKETS FROM Sl'ECIAL

TERKITORY KUK

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND
TRIP.

(PLUS TWO DOLLARS.)

DATES OF SALE.

From points in Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana

main line points, Kansas City and Omaha, both inclusn.

Tickets will be on sale May 28th to 30th, inclusive.

From points in Kansas, Nebraska and Indian Ternicri

tickets will be on sale May 28th and 2C)th.

^^
You will find this the best equipped and quickest tine, U

dining Chair Cars {seats free) and Pullman Buffet Sleeps

Cars on all trains. A representative of the Missouri PaciK

Railway will be in attendance at the meeting, andivillni,

pleasure in furnishing any information desired in regard'

this great System.
H. C. TOWNSBXD,

General Passenger and Ticket Agtot,

St. Louis, no.

...Manchester College.,.

Summer Term opens June 12, closes August 4. Ibav.

nouncement will be of especial interest to teachers, as hcHi!

to others wishing to do work during the summer for wta

credit may be obtained on a regular course in College. Cfr-

will be given for two-thirds of a term on any of the couw

oEfered. The teachers are members of Mancheslet C^l!<i

Faculty except Prof. H. S. Hippensteel, Superintendent

North Manchester Public Schools; Troy Smith, and lAil

kenberry. President Botetourt Normal College, Virginia,

The Faculty:—E. M. Crouch, Professor Latin md ('"-•^

W. C. Perry, Professor English and History; H. >. H.;;'-

steel. Professor Literature and Pedagogy; L. D. Eikenkm

Professor Mathematics; M. M. Sherrick, Professor Cer^n

French, and Philosophy; Troy Smith, Science; C S. Eilt

berry. Professor Vocal Music; ,
Professor Insimmr

Music; E. B. Hoff, Professor Bible Exegesis; Ida Millci,

'

nography.

Write for circular announcement which gives fuller id.''|

mation. Tuition for the eight weeks, payable

S8.00; by the week, §1.25. Board per

furnished, per week, 50 cents.

Please notice that our summer session opens soon

clos'e of Annual Conference. A large number of younjF

may wish to remain after the Conference lor this eigm

work. Make your arrangements to that effect,

MANCHESTER COLLEGE,

NORTH HANCHESTER,

tW"Any one ot the above prolessors will take pleasuf<;

with students relative to the Summer Term's work.

week,

1 advaii«

nail"'

.

Address;

INDIAN'

We have moved from Mt. Morris, III., to Elgin, III., and are

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly every State in the

Union. Our motto is " Best Goods at Lowest Prices." Send
for samples free to

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin. Illinois.

THE OTHER DAY.

The other clay we had occasion to go to Chicago.

It was not an unusual trip for us to take. It lasts

about an hour, and the through trains run rapidly.

Town after town is passed, and they are pretty

close together. The day was a pleasant one, and

the birds were singing and the trees waving in a

gentle breeze. The passengers were; like those of

all similar trains, some reading, others watching the

landscape flitting by, and there was no noise or

confusion. Suddenly there was a chug and a grind-

ing of the air brakes. That always means some-

thing, though most of the passengers did not notice

it. The train slowed up and stopped at a consider-

able distance from the station. That meant some

thing more, and then it began to back. That meant

something sickening. Presently it stopped at the

edge of the village.

There in the middle of the road lay a bunched up

T HAVE sold off all my expeuslve incubators, liavingmade a more pcrferl

one iiiyscK. It is llii: liesi I Icaow in tlie busiucss, Ours cost less than
SS'OO to make, and it holds and hatches na esgs at a time. Not a toy,

but a rcaltlvc incubatoi, a VNOikins macliinc I use to tlic exclusion ol all

otiieis. 1 sell a Complete blueprint plan that anybody can lollow in making.
Enclose a 2 cent stamp and I'll tell you alt about it. Address: BUFFALO
VALLEY POULTRY F.\RM. Lewisburgh. Peuna.

A GENUINE WATCH
No. 101. Price «'»•

The mosi popular s'SilfSi:;

?p''"?.iii''.r.'rr."
»'?"«

plain 3-ounce 5 verineopeu
.(,watr.iuie''i

mil and stem SCI, wa....---j-^^P

senl by tsgisiered ""'
,
'")„j „l ili»'S'

have sold oM'IX""'', "" ;,.lll""i
'

Iho Brclhren, 1 hey ,"''", 1;-,,J,
"' ".

Order now, mcnlioo.lhjjjj' „,-

JVs\MS°Ea"movMitni «" ;

r„ sAings. bosides »
"V"°°'|

,"

finesl brtquet harr-spring.
J ,__

rale timekeepers rn tlie"0'»
,.„c»"'

Lock Bux 32C.

^"Write for my c

DUNKARD CLOTHING!
From the Mill to the Wearer !

Wholesale Pric^^

Know )"="
,,.'

just
We have had years of experience in making Brethren Clothing. ^^ „

want. We make the cloth e.xpressly for your use, and from it cut to measure ""
'j„ilif''

your clothing. We deal direct with you, and do not sell to storekeepers. Nowhere e s

^^^,;,.

can you get this opportunity. Send for samples and wholesale prices. Satisfaction »

Hamilton Woolen Mills Co., j.

221-223 Market Street. CHICA



How shall 1 know thee in the sphere which keeps

The disembodied spirit of the dead,

When all of thee that time could willier sleejjs

And perishes among the dust we tread?

For 1 shall feel the sting of ceaseless pain

If there I meet thy gentle presence not;

Nor hear the voice I love, nor read again

In thyserenest eyes the tender thought.

Will not thy own meek heart demand me there?

That heart whose fondest throbs to me were given;

My name on earth was ever in thy prayer.

And wilt thou never utter it in heaven?

In meadows fanned by heaven's life-breathing wind.
In the resplendence of that glorious sphere.

And larger movements of the unfettered mind,
Wilt thou forget the love that joined us here?

The love that lived through all the stormy past.

And meekly with my harsher nature bore.

And deeper grew, and tenderer to the last.

Shall it expire with life and be no more?

A happier lot than mine, and larger light.

Await thee there; for thou hast bowed thy will
In cheerful homage to the rule of right.

And lovest all, and renderest good for ill.

Vet, though thou wgar'st the glory of the sky,
Wilt thou not keep the same beloved name.

The same l,iir, thoughtful brow, and gentle eye.
Lovelier in heaven's sweet climate, yet the same?

Shalt thou not teach me, in the calmer home.
The wisdom that I learned so ill in this—

The wisdom which is love—till I become
Thy lit companion ip that land of bliss?

THE BROTHER 'WHO SLEPT.

This is a story of a good brother of the Catholic
iMch who got himself into trouble asking too
«y questions. The caption would indicate that

Jierrcd to some later brother who had a habit of
"g off when he went to church, but it came

lurch
,?.'"°"^'' before there was a Brethren

:

happened down in dreamy Mexico, and

.in„.d r "'' '"°"'"'^ grave, that is, it was

lu are'.l
"^ ""' expected to believe the story

Back
"P<="<=d to do so.

'«" m th t, '"'' "^ "^ ^^y '" everything

' -fernoon ,t"'^"' " '' ^'"^^^ '«'° °''^'°'^'^ '"

"lered all
'

"""^ '^ ^°°'^ ""'"y "convents

'" Priests°'''h""'
""""">'' They were peopled

'mple m' T^ ''"' "^"^ P"y'"g and surrounded

^ " for ih"
'"dians who did the work, and

" '" Cham ^"J'"'
"' ^^^'" '°"'^' The convents

"P^ral fathr °f

^°"^^ '"'^'' '"°"i«'' who was the

** » iollv „
' °1 *" ""^ others, and sometimes he

f^mon: "u ' '"'"'"«. -It least.

> wa' Jl 'y'^o'-dinate brothers

and again he was an aus-

'nd °h"v-
'"'?•''" "= ^vas a

fliisitive '"^'"E httle to do and
'« hh s,

"". °^ ""'"d he was
'"^ should u""''

'" °^'=' do all

'"" he (,„, r^'^
^°"<^' ""tier the circumstanc

I h

of the con-

middle-aged

being of an

not satisfied

his thinking.
'*ve done

^' ^e got ,
7 ' "'"^^' ine circumstanc-

b '""
'"'o Irouhl

"^ questions. This is what

"^ in th r " '^°'^^"'i do to ask too many

»:, "''<^donin,u"''"'°'''=
<:'i"fch, or at least it

V °"'
Brother ^"'"f^y^-

But instigated by the
"''«

"he Sun '°°'' '' '"'o his head to

y "leolo'^v'^c"" " "'^"" of f^'i'h, a ques-

"= 'ou'^d r ^^ ^="^ "0 business what-
'"^t good old man in his study

reading a rare old edition of one of the Fathers
and absorbed in his subject. After he had read a
while, and meditated more, he became aware of
Brother Anselm's presence, and he bade him proceed
with what he wanted. Brother Anselm said that he
had come for information. The Superior was all
graciousness, as information was one of his strong
points. So encouraged Anselm was emboldened to
state his trouble by saying tiiat he hatl lost much
sleep, and needed rest, over the question whether
eternity could be measured. Brother Anselm would
like to know. Nothing was easier to the Superior
and he confidently informed him that under no con-
ceivable circumstances could eternity be measured.
And now Brother Anselm, doubtless instigated by

the devil, proceeded to entrap the Superior and
earn trouble for himself. He again asked whether
time was a part of the eternity that followed. He
was answered without hesitation that time was cer-
tainly a part of eternity. Then Anselm asked
whether time could be measured. He was an-
swered benignantly that it certainly could be.
Whereupon Anselm sprung this question on his
spiritual head. He asked how it was that if a part
of a thing could be measured that the whole of it

...-CfluId.notJje, how, it came that a thing without be-
ginning or ending could be measured at all, as the
Superior had said that time was a part of eternity,
and that time could be measured, why was it that
no part of eternit)- could be measured?
The Superior bowed his head a moment and then

he spoke up: "Thou perverse son of the Evil One.
Why do you come here with thy doubt and thy
questions, disturbing holy men in their meditations?
For forty days shalt thou do penance helping the
cook. Go." And Anselm went out with a heavy
heart. Forty days of scraping pots, and mopping
the floors, all because the Superior could not answer
a plain question! It was hard indeed.

Down in the kitchen he was received with silence
and set to work scrubbing. After he had finished
that work he was given a basket and told to go to

the Indian village, a short distance away, and get
some lettuce for supper. He started and in due
time got what he went for. Trudging homeward he
met a couple of Indian maidens, and he stopped to

talk to them. See how underhandedly the enemy
works. Instead of going about his business he
stopped to talk with women. He even patted one
of them on the head in a fatherly sort of way. It

was a wonder that he was not snatched away in-

stantly. But a worse thing awaited him.

On the way to the convent he felt drowsy, and as

it was a long time till sundown he was tempted to

take a nap under a tree. So he slept, a little, as he
thought, but when he woke up the stars were shin-

ing overhead. Here was a pretty kettle of fish, and
moreover the basket had disappeared. There was
nothing to do but to go on to the convent and e.x-

plain matters as best he could and take whatever
punishment he had imposed on him, and he had no
doubt but that it would be a heavy one. Arriving
at the convent gate he noticed that the rope at-

tached to the bell was strangely frazzled out since

he left that afternoon, but he gave it a good pull

and awaited results.

Presently a youngish man that Anselm had never

seen came shuffling to the gate, demanding what
was wanted at that unseemly hour. Anselm ex-

plained. The young man demurred, but finally let

him enter. Anselm thought that he might as well

door, and entered. In place of the Superior he had
entrapped with his questions on time and eternity
was a man he had never seen. He stated his defec-
tion and begged pardon. He admitted that he was
overcome by the Evil One. and he told all about
the Indian girl business. The grave and reverend
listener put his hand to his head in deep thought.
Then he arose, went to the records, took down a
very old volume, and turning the pages carefully
read how that, two hundred years before, to the
very day, one, Brother Anselm, had gone on a jour-
ney to the village for lettuce and was never heard
from again. There was a further brief note that it

was clear that the enemy had carried him off bodily
as a punishment for meddling with questions that
did not concern him. It all dawned on Anselm in
a moment. For asking questions about time and
eternity he had slept two hundred years, instead of
his nap that he had contemplated. He went back
to his cell, and in the morning took up his duties
again, but he was never known to ask another ques-
tion again. In due time he died and was buried in the
corner where the writer was shown his

was also informed that

grave, and
the tree under which he

slept could also be seen had it not been cut down
spitie two hundred and fifty vears ago. All n f

which I was expected to believe and so are you.
And remembering Anselm's nap don't ask too many
questions.

,

On a summer's evening you may see Arcturus
high up in the south or southwest in June or July,
and further down in the west in August or Septem-
ber. 'Vou will know it by its red color. That star
has been flying stiaight ahead ever since astrono-
mers began to observe it at such a speed that it

would run from New York to Chicago in a small
fraction of a minute. You would have to be spry to
rise from your chair, put on your hat and overcoat
and gloves and go out on the street while it was
crossing the Atlantic Ocean from New York to Liv-
erpool, .-^nd yet if you should watch that star all

your life, and live as long as Methuselah, you would
not be able to see that it moved at all. The jour-

ney that it would make in 1,000 years would be as
nothing alongside its distance.— )'«///; 'j Compamoii.

•

Robert Frank, the well-known artist, is a self-

made man. and not until he had become self-sup-

porting did he have a chance to pursue the regular
studies which most people have in earlier life.

When he began drawing for a living, his workman-
ship was so excellent that he had no trouble in se-

curing orders. One day he delivered some sketch-
es to an employer who said, " By the by, Frank, I

want a picture drawn in a great hurry. It is a nov-
el thing, a boxing kangaroo."

"Ja. wohl." answered the artist, "I will have it

ready to-morrow for you."
" You know what a kangaroo is. of course?

"

Frank must ha\'e been thinking of an ostrich, be-

cause he answered with a complacent smile:

"Ja. gewisslich. It is a long, tall thing mit lots

of feddars." And " Feddars " has been his nick-

name ever since.
1 • I

A LEARNED minister was in the habit of preach-

ing abo\'e the heads of his village hearers.

The squire of his parish met him one day, and
asked him what the duty of the shepherd was.

"To feed his flock, of course." was the reply.

Ought he then," said the squire. " to place the
go to the Superior and set matters right and get his I hay so high that but few of the sheep can reach
punishment at once. So he sought the well known I it?"
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U CofPespondence M
A TRIP TO MECCA.

Mecca is the holy city ol Islam, and is forbidden

to Christians. There are several pilgrimages made

each year to this religious center, and thousands

and thousands of devotees make the trip. A Chris-

tian would be torn to pieces if he were known to be

such. Yet several such persons familiar with the

language and the religious customs of the people

have safely made the dangerous trip. Speaking of

a part of his experience a writer in the H':i/<- World

Magazine sa>s

:

Our preparations were quickly made. I procured

a mule for myself and a donkey for my companion.

A second mule carried our scanty effects.

Never shall I forget the spectacle that presented

itself as the monstrous caravan set out in the direc-

tion of Mecca. Altogether there could not have

been fewer than 3,000 souls in this wondrous med-

ley, in which were rejiresented almost all the na-

tions of the Orient from Bosnia to Malaga, and

from Tunisia to Nigeria, Persia, Algeria, Arabia, In-

dia, Afghanistan, Syria, Bokhara— all were repre-

sented in that marvelous throng. There were women

and children, too; and every individual was riding

either a mule, a donkey, or a camel. You may

imagine, then, for yourself what a wonderful array

of peoples set out on that eventful morning, from

the unclean town of Jeddah. Most of the animals

were decorated in a very quaint way. In some cas-

es artificial flowers were sewn all round the saddle—

which, by the way, was usually stuffed with straw

50 stiff and sharp that it penetrated through the

saddle-cloth, with very painful results to the rider.

Then, again, the animals' tails were decorated

with large paper flowers; and I should be afraid to

tell yon how many little bells were hanging round

the neck of each beast. Finally, each mount was

provided with a single large bell weighing at least

four pounds. -So you see that sound as well as sight

was remarkable in this caravan. The first few

hours of our journey found me in high spirits. I

was delighted and interested in the novelty of our

, situation, and the anticipation of new sensations to

come. After a time, however, I felt so uncomforta-

ble in my saddle that J got off and walked. Later

on, the constant uproar made by men and beasts

gave me a violent headache, and lon^ before we

reached Mecca 1 was heartily sick of my pictur-

esque fellow pilgrims.

After four days' travel we reached the outskirts

of the city, and received a great ovation from an-

other huge body of pilgrims who were there en-

camped. They told us there was no accommoda-

tion of any kind inside the city, so great was the

crowd of pilgrims.

".So," thought 1 to myself, as T survejed the

strange city before me, " this is the pilgrimage to

Mecca, is it? Well, even I never believed that the

thing could be done so easily and simply. Here I

am safe and sound, and without having encountered

the least danger!"

When 1 looked upon the thousands of fanatics

around me, however, 1 did not feel quite so secure; I

realized in a moment that one incautious word
might mean death. I think I felt my first tremor of

nervousness when 1 noticed that many keen-eyed

Arabs had their eyes fixed upon me, particularly

when they saw me gesticulating in absent-minded

moments.

Ne\er shall I forget entering the Great Mosque
with my priest friends of the pilgrimship. I hung

back at first and pretended I felt unworthy, but was

urged on, and at length ga\e way, entering with

about a hundred other grave sheiks. Presently it

began to dawn upon me that I was looked upon as a

high Hadji or priest, and this impression was con-

firmed when I came to make m\- ablutions. These

peculiar ablutions, by the way, worried me exces-

sively, partly because they were a great trouble, but

mainly because I feared some incautious act might

betray me. I trembled when 1 reflected then- must

be many things in the anaita of Islam of which 1

was ignorant, but on pondering these things I came
to the conclusion that it would be safer for me to

assume a silent demeanor and one of great religious

fervor, rather than give the priests an opportunity

of talking to me.

Accordingly. I perpetually chanted verses from

the Koran and pious ejaculations generally. The

famous formula of Islam was ever on my lips.

Moreover, the moment I heard the name of the

Prophet I would burst out into benediction both

varied and voluble. I was getting on extremely

well, and could see 1 was making a most favorable

impression upon the high dignitaries present.

Each morning they invited me to a special prayer

or reunion of the high Moslem priesthood—a func-

tion which took us one solid hour to get through. I

was indeed getting deeper and deeper involved in

spite of my desperate efforts to court obscurity. In

my anxiety I had overdone it, in fact. I_ felt it a

terrible ordeal when I was compelled to posture

like an important priest and not as a mere novice.

Many times I made grievous mistakes in the mid-

dle of a prayer, but always had sufficient presence

of mind so to act that the aberration was attributed

solely to a sudden access of religious fervor.

Whenever I blundered I would raise tremulous eyes

to heaven and positively roar out prayers and ejacu-

lations, with a fervor which was not altogether

spurious—inasmuch as I really found myself in a

position which called for all the prayers I could

utter.

It is quaint at this distance of time to -reflect up-

on the effect of this ruse. The priests near me

would point me out quietly and murmur softly;

"Ya Allah ziaretho Kaboullah," Oh God, accept his

pilgrimage!—obviously under the impression that

my soul was being lifted up in a kind of ecstasy.

prayed for their miserable souls till he wa
he arose and said that he 'was ready

t 1>

His captors were greatly affected by the
and "guessed he mout go."

So Williams started off without a word
the mountain man is not what he calls" /^°*

man " and his mind works a little slow!
*

A WAR STORY.

The following true story was told the writer by

the leaders in the matter, and as it is interesting in

several ways it is reproduced for the first time for

the benefit of our Inglenook folk. Down in the

mountains of Eastern Tennessee and North Caro-

lina, during the war of the Rebellion, the popula-

tion was pretty well divided between the two sides.

There was a peculiar condition in the North Caro-

lina sections. There might be soldiers on either

side from neighboring houses, and it has been

known that members oi the same household chose

different sides. There was never \-ery much open

hglitmg, but there were four years of the worst

kind of bushwhacking, in which the neighbors laid

in wait for each other, and potted one another with-

out compunction. Naturally a bitter enmity sprung

up, and it is not all over to this day.

There was a union man by the name of Williams,

we will say, and he was also a local preacher of the

mountain type, with a wonderful gift of prayer. It

was he that told me the story, and the dead earnest-

ness of the man was plainly seen. He saw not the

slightest humor in the story, and told it to me as an

instance of the efficacy of prayer. It seems that he

had been using the pulpit to score his rebel neigh-

bors, and they declared that they would kill him
when they caught him. And one day, after a par-

ticularly vituperative sermon on the preceding

Sunda)', in which he consigned the whole rebellion

to a very warm place, they actually did catch him,

red handed, with a gun in his hands. He was out

bushwhacking and there was no denial either made
or attempted.

It was a bad arrangement for the preacher.

There were five of the enemy, and only one of him,

and the five were a specially bad lot. They told

him frankly that they were going to shoot him, and
he had no earthly doubt but that they would. Then
the preacher's instinct asserted itself, and he asked
the last favor of prajing before they shot him. It

was all so perfectly natural and eminently praise-

worthy that it was at once assented to without ques-

tion. The mountaineer is naturally a religious man,
and he respects the work of the church. Well,
Williams got down on his knees and the others un-

covered their heads. Instead of praying for him-
self he let loose in general terms about the rebellion

and its leaders and then he got around to the five

before him. He told the Lord, calling them by
name, of all the mean things each had done, and
now they were about to round out their many
crimes with the murder of an innocent servant of
the Most High. He never said a word about him-
self, but prayed for his captors, and the few nei.gh-

bors in the vicinity will tell you to this day that he
could have been heard for half a mile in every di-

rection. He went over the lot collectively and in-

dividually, and when he had consigned the whole of
them to the lowest and hottest part of the pit and

moment they concluded that they had bee
with, and they agreed to kill him anyhow H

'"'

in sight, and they called on him to stop. Wir'*
only walked the faster, and then they cried th'

*"'

didn't stop they would shoot, whereun
preacher broke into a run while they shot H
away all right enough. The writer asked hini'?'
he didn't go back. He replied, "Well si,
prayed an' I prayed, and the pra'r wuz ans„",'

.

and I'm that kind of a man that I don't »
bother the Lawd too much about sich a littl •

tt,

°

an' I thought I'd bettah help myself while I couM
The neighbors will tell you of the happc„i„

',j^

this day, and there isn't a glint of humor in tlici

cital of the preacher's combining hisleosuim
prayers. After all it isn't such a bad idea in f

it is good theology all through.

HOW IRISH HELP IS HIRED.

A CORRESPONDENT from Donegal, Ireland, in „

interesting letter tells how the working girls of Ir.

land are hired. He says: The girls range llun^

selves in rows in the hiring market, and stand ft™

the day long, while the big farmers and wives pi,.

along the lines and view each girl at every an^le k,

judge if she is strong enough for the heavy »,j[l

their hired girl must do, and they question ht-ravt

her ability to make "tubs" for cattle, loliftr

carry weighty tubs and pots, to cook for the faoiili

and to feed the pigs, and—most important of all-

what wages she expects a half year. According 1

her size and strength, she may ask anything fni:

S16 to S25. Her intending employer ridicules I

idea of " a light, wee bit of a cutty like you "
.askio,

so much, offers her far less than she is really ivnr

to her, haggles, goes off and comes back, and final

ly employs her, after succeeding in bringing doHc

her price.

Before closing the bargain, she, in turn, inquire

how many mouths are in the household, hoir mint

cattle, how many pigs, how far a Catholic cluprl

from the place, and, as her employer is general

Presbyterian, insists on being allowed to .itlo

mass every Sunday—or, in some rare cases, en

alternate Sunday. AH this arranged, she mouoi

the car with the farmer and his wife, stows her lit

bundle in the " well " of the car, and is driven oil

her new home. And in this new home, thought-

is all alone among a strange jjeople ofastot

faith, she is strong and self-reliant .ind unleain.

She has been taught how to lean upon Godsi>

and in spirit, night and morning, she joins

prayers with the prayers of the poor mother «
»

home is pleading fervently for her. And thej^

knows well that at the end of the rosary ew'

night, the whole household join the mother m

Pater-and-Ave for little Mary, who is among*

black, i. e., the utter stranger; that God »°

Virgin may watch over, guard, guide and |i^^

her, and fetch her back safe in soul to oui '

hearts."
*

STUDVINQ OWLS.

Some of your readers might like W ''"°'^,
,,

new way to study owls. Some friends
^»

^^ ^

shooting a day or two ago. One ^ °
^^^j

j,

wounded the wing of a big Virginia o^^^^^^^

He was advised to kill the bW, b"'
^™^^p„*

so. He zvas going to study the birdalivc. s

big bird down behind him in the blind.
^^^^.

Soon a duck came flying along, and
^^^^^^\.*

low in shooting he sat on the owl.
^^ j,j

jli'

liking this way of being studied, fa>'="
^^^^,,1

into his back and refused all attempts^
^^^^^^

go, and the more they tried to g^' "'"
, ,|,f

»''

er he pinched, and from the howling ^^,^„i

would appear as if the oivl was stin/f'i

stead of the man studying the owl- .j Id^

The bird had to be killed before hf
^i,,;

I

and although it may be some ti

can sit down, he knows more

did. .^__^-,—

—

It's too late to spare when all

before

about
oivl

is spen'-

dii"'
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SAVINO THE BIO TREES.

dins a history of the world one is struck by

'^rstruction
accomplished by each successive

''"
"list rose to greatness. Not only was hu

"'""crificcd wantonly, but every victoriou

'^'' w 1 soecial point to destro>- the strl
,,;.., special pou

ladc 1' " 1^
,

• the conquered.

man
s army

ructiires

tells us of great cities like Babylon andrcart'l t>y

'lh,!°e,
which have been utterly swept from the

''"
("the earth, and thousands of smaller cities

face 01 111^

m shared the same fate.

11 is not unnatural that a fierce soldier)- should

„, despoiled a city of its treasures of gold and

her and gems of art, but it is impossible to imag-
"

\hvthey should have been allowed to level pal-

es arid hovels, alike, and reduce all to one general

It must have been from sheer love of de-

tiicliveness.

Tlie day has gone by for such wanton exhibitions

,[
power, but the destructive taint still lingers in

lized man. Americans possess it in a marked

je„rec, and there being no towns to destroy, it is

xhibited in attacks on nature.

The buffalo has been exterminated, game of all

,ul is ruthlessly slaughtered, the innocent birds

re l<ill''d wholesale, natural scenery is defaced or

ned, rivers are polluted and great forests are giv-

inover to the axe. Everywhere, the effort is to de-

troy, either for gain or out of mere wantonness,

ind never lo replace. It is only of late years that

,e law has been invoked to check this willful waste.

In 1S52 a hunter, named Dowd, discovered a

e of giant trees in Calaveras, California, and

hen he gave a description of them he was de-

lounced as a falsifier. Since then other gro\'es

ive been disco\'ered, the largest being in Mariposa

lunty.

The Calaveras groves attract rather more visitors

an the others, because they are a little more ac-

Ten trees in the larger groves are thirty

:et in diameter. One of the fallen giants is forty

et in diameter and is estimated to have been four

nJred and fifty feet high. It was the hoary mon-
irch ijf the grove and died of old age, say about two
ousand five hundred years. A hollow trunk
lied the " Horseback Ride," seventy-five feet long,

Is name from the fact that a man may ride

gh it upright on horseback. Just after the
iscovery of the grove one of the largest trees, nine-
two feel in circumference, was cut down. Five
en worked twenty-two days in cutting through it

ith large augers. On the stump, which was
laned off nearly to the smoothness of a ball-room
oor. there have been dancing parties and theatrical
riormances. For a time a newspaper called 77/.-

V Tm Bulletin was printed there.
In all there are about twenty of these groups of
K trees on the western slopes of the Sierra Neva-
»,biit eight of them, three in IVIariposa, two in
Javei

V

hai

s, one in Tuolumne and two in Tulare, are
°5> important and best known. Botanists call the

Jjimnioth tree the Sequoia gigantea, and it is relat-

Ih r
'"'™°°''>' "'••>' g'ow to an enormous size

f t-oast Range but no redwood was e\-er seen
»as comparable in size with the big trees of-^t Sierra Nevada.

«yt'he"°''
^'°'^°'""^ 'ha' the United States shall

"iial m.r"^
'" "-^'^"^''^s County, and make a na-

of them. In no other way can they be

r cut A
^' '" P'''^^'<= hands they will eventually

Hilary
°a"'

'°' '^''^"ood, if nothing else, as the

"ler
ii

On

merican has no respect for antiquity,
"ature's glories or the monuments of man.

* MUSEUM OF SKELETONS.

""nment
7^^"'' h^^e very little knowledge of

^'^'Treasi"^"'^ outside of the State, War,

"'"iiich is'h^-*"''
^°" '-"'''='= ^"^ '"^ "°' ^^^"^

"''''olthis
"^'"^ "^"""^ in a scientific way for the

>" 's this t*"''

^.^'"'^'h"g generations. Espe-
"1 conies'" ,

'" ^"'hropology, under which
'""= of these

'^° '^''°" °' skulls and skeletons.

!!'^ in the ,„„l'!"""'^'" ^"^ "°' duplicated else-

'"e is

' '^<^"turies ago in a rainless coun-

very notable collection of nineteen
illustrate prehistoric tre-

try beneath dry sand-mostly in a sitting posture
with the knees under the chin. Instead of decay-
ing, they became completely desiccated and were
thus preserved. Some were entirely • naked, and
others swathed in skins or matting, which covered
alternate layers of leaves, grass and seaweed. A
few of the mummies had false heads, with long
tresses of human hair or vegetable fiber as a substi-
tute. They are from three hundred to one thou-
sand years old. The skulls show plain evidences of
surgical operations, large pieces of bone having
been removed from some of them, and in about one-
half of the cases it is evident that the patients re-

covered.

During the last few years the government has
dug up some very queer human remains in various
places. From a prehistoric mound in Alabama was
obtained a skull that was completely filled with
snail shells, though for what purpose cannot be
imagined. Near Chillicothe, Ohio, were unearthed
several skeletons wearing copper masks—another
unique discovery in archajology. Most remarka-
ble of all was a human skull of iron—not produced
by artifice, but so made by nature. It was found
imbedded in a mass of iron ore, and evidently it

was inclosed in that way originally by some acci-

dent. In the course of centuries the bone was dis-

integrated gradually by the action of water, each
particle being replaced by a particle of iron, until at

length the skull was no longer bone, but metal. Its

structure in the iron is perfect in eveiy detail, save
that the top of the head and the lower jaw are miss-

ing.

Recently the National Museum has been enriched
by Dr. Becker, of the Geological Survey, who has

brought from the Philippines two skeletons of

dwarfs belonging to the curious aboriginal race of

that archipelago known as ^Etas, or more familiarly

as Little Niggers. They are the first of their kind

ever fetched to this country, and are considered

very interesting, inasmuch as they represent the

lowest existing type of osseous framework.

Though adult, the capacity of the skulls is only

about three-fourths of that of an average American
cranium, and the arm bones are so long that the

owners must haire been able to touch their own
knees with the tips of their fingers when standing

erect. The eye-holes are notably long, and other

characteristics, particularly the formation of the

jaws, are very monkey-like. Even the feet are dif-

ferent from ours, the big toe being more developed

and the three outer toes of each foot so modified as

to turn inward, like those of some monkeys.

The .-Etas, together with the Kalangs of Ja\'a

and the pygmies of Central Africa, are the low-

est human beings on the face of the earth, ap-

proaching most nearly to the theoretical type of

the Missing Link. They were the earliest in-

habitants of Polynesia, and remnants of them

still linger in some of the larger islands in that part

of the world. The men average only four feet eight

inches in height, and both sexes ha\-e a strikingly

ape-like appearance. Their wool is black, their

heads seem too large for their bodies, and their jaws

project beyond their noses, while their faces are

wrinkled in deep lines like those of monkeys.

They live wild in the forests, much after the man-

ner of monkeys, sowing no plant, subsisting on wild

fruits mainly, and indulging in no intercourse with

more ci\ilized human beings. A sort of traffic they

carry on in gold, precious stones, rare plants, and

birds' skins, which one may purchase from them by

depositing in a recognized spot little mirrors or oth-

er articles which they covet. These articles they

will take away in secret, replacing them with their

own merchandise.

diseased. There is no pretense of treatment,
scarcely of supervision. Consequently all suffer
from mange, and the dogs spend their time in fight-
ing. They are covered with open wounds, and, in
short, the spectacle is horrible. One odd detail
funny though disgusting, must be mentioned. The
subscribers are mostly Jains-the small but wealthy
remnant of the old Indian Buddhists. Insects must
not be overlooked, of course, in a charitable institu-
tion which they support. So an apartment is allot-
ted to this variety of creature. But to provide
them with food is not so easy, since dogs or other
animals shut in their " ward " would suffer-which
IS not to be endured. But man is a free agent, and
if he be willing to suffer for a compensation the in-
sects may be fed without sin. So once a month or
thereabouts some wretched outcast is hired for a
sum of money and drink, bhang or opium at discre-
tion. Drugged to insensibility, he passes a night in
the chamber.

But there is one such hospital at least admirably
managed, as all agree—that at Sodepur, by Calcut-
ta. No neglect there; the society of wealthy Hin-
dus who founded it some thirteen years ago keep it

under supervision. There is a veterinary surgeon,
well qualified and well paid, with a sufficient staff]

and no less than eighty servants. At the beginning
of this year they had in charge 129 bulls, 307 cows,
171 calves, 72 horses, 13 water buffaloes, 6g sheep',

15 goats, 141 pigeons, 44 cocks, 4 cats. 3 monkeys
and five dogs—979 inmates. Our dogs' home
makes a poor show beside this grand foundation—
not less well conducted either, as is alleged. Per-
haps its excellence may be due to European teach-
ing and example in other departments; the im-
measurable charity of the east flourishes anew un-
der the occidental impulse.

Another pleasing instance should be cited. By
Bhurtpoor Grant Duff observed a piece of woodland
inclosed—they told him that it belonged to the
maharajah. " He is a great sportsman, I suppose?"
said Grant Duff. "No," they answered, "his high-
ness thinks it wrong to take the life of any creature.

But when he sees cattle ill or past work he buys
them and puts them in that inclosure to end their

days." And they quoted Jehanghir: "A monarch
should care for the beasts of the field, for they and
even the birds receive their due at the foot of the
throne." Jehanghir was a drunken tyrant, but it is

not impossible that he said this.

BEES FOR PETS.

HOSPITALS FOR ANIHALS.

At Bombay and Ahmedabad also there are fa-

mous hospitals for brutes, the former munificently

endowed by Sir Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy, though the

Parsees have one of their own. It must be admit-

ted that neither travelers nor residents speak well

of them for the most part. Those who know India

might not accept these reports with implicit faith.

But it seems too likely that benevolent natives may

be content with providing shelter and food, indiffer-

ent to all else. It would be consistent with other

imperfections of their character.

We are told that the great hospital enriched by

Parsee benefactions, called Pinjorapol is simply a

receptacle for stray animals, halt and maimed and

There are few people in the heart of London
who keep bees, but the Baden-Powells stand abso-
lutely alone in having an apiary in their drawing-
room. Baden-Powell, it will be remembered, has

distinguished himself in many ways in the present

South African war. In the Baden-Powells' drawing-
room, surrounded by costly works of art and price-

less bric-a-brac, standing on ornamental alabaster

pedestals close to a great organ which takes up all

one wall of a lofty room overlooking Hyde Park,

are two large straw beehives, with glass windows
that allow the bees to be seen at work within.

Of course the bees do not fly about the room, but

they escape into the outside worfd through a pipe

leading out of a window. Wooden models of va-

rious objects, such as a bicycle, for instance, are

placed in their hive and the bees build their honey-
comb upon them in the exact shape required.

A BOY'S ESSAY ON HORNETS.

HeA HORNET is the smartest bug that flii

comes when he pleases, and goes when he gets

ready. One way a hornet shows his smartness is

by attending to his own business, and making ev-

erybody who interferes with him wish they had

done the same thing.

When a hornet stings a fellow he knows it, and
never stops talking about it as long as his friends

will listen. One da)- a hornet stung my pa, my pa

is a preacher, on the nose, and he did not do an)'

pastoral visiting for a month without talking about

that hornet.

" Is this what you call expeditious transporta-

tion? " sarcastically inquired the passenger who, by

reason of the strike at the power-house, had been

an hour and a half traveling a distance of fi\'e or six

miles.

" No, sir," replied the sleepy conductor. " This

is Fifty-third street."
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IF I WERB YOUNQ AQAIN.

Kk-adhrs of this paper have notict^d the series of

articles, by some of the prominent men and women

of the church, telling what they would do had the)'

their lives to go over again. The results are inter-

esting. Not one of them knew what the other was

writing, or what line of advice was being given out.

There are certain things that most of them agree

upon, and these are that they would ha\'e a better

education, and they would accumulate a library.

All oppose the tobacco habit, aiul recommend total

abstinence. They agree that they would join the

church earlier than they did, and would try to live

a godly life in early youth and endeavor to keep it

up. They are practically a unit in saying that the)'

would honor their parents. The advice is all \'ery

good, and the boy or girl who heeds what has been

said by these earnest men and women will be on

the right track-

Not one of them rcconinieiuleil money getting as

ii thing to strive after. Every person who has at-

tained to middle age, on reviewing his life history,

sees much that is susceptible of improvement were

the chance to come. It is the testimony of every-

body, and it is a wise young person who profits by

the experience of others. There are two ways of

learning, one by the experience of others, and the

other by making the same blunders they did by not

heeding directions. Unfortunately the latter is the

commoner method.

KEEPING PETS.

Many a person without cruelty in their hearts

often find it hard to resist the temptation to put a

captured animal into captivity. The sentiment is

often a good one. There is ever)- promise of care

and plenty of food, and sometimes, though rarel)-.

the bird or beast adapts itself to its new sur-

roundings. But in the vast majority of cases it is

the height and depth of cruelty to the captive.

Deprived of liberty, confined in close quarters, and

submitted to mistaken kindness, life is only a long

drawn out misery.

It is better to allow the bird or animal thrown in-

to our hands go free, as God intended it should

be. But there is also a way of making friends with

the animal creation in which there is no harm. Not
all can do it, but some have a wonderful skill at it.

It consi.sts in so relating ourselves to them that they

have no dread of us. Doing them no harm, letting

them see that you mean nothing wrong, and once
their confidence is gained there is no limit to their

association made possible with kindness.

THE BOY WHO WINS.

KvERY boy wants to succeed in life, and the feel-

ing is a most commendable one. but not every boy
knows how it should be taken hold of to succeed in

winning. No worse thing can take possession of a

boy or girl, than the lack of ability to hold on to a

thing once begun. In the very start it should be
remembered that the selection of the line of work
in which it is intended to succeed is a very impor-

tant matter. The world is full of people in places

for which they are unfitted. They struggle along

as best they can, and all their lives they are only

mediocrities. They are square pegs in rounil holes

and round pegs in square holes. They don't seem
to fit. Now the first thing to do in a life business.

or in anything in which we wish to engage, is to

first ascertain whether or not we have the requisite

ability and liking for the work to enable us to cany

it out as it should be done. Of course much of this

cannot be determined without a trial, but a good

deal of it can be.

As a rule the boy who wins is the one who first

fully qualifies himself, and then sticks to it. One is

as imi^ortant as the other. Without qualification

no person can hope for continuous success, and un-

less one stays by his work there is no hope whatev-

er for his getting along. He who is continually

shifting and changing in his choice of work never

suticeeds. He becomes a jack of all trades and

master of none, a tinker and a cobbler, but never a

skilled workman at anything. The thing to do is

to start out right, thoroughly qualify yourself, and

then st;iy by the work till success comes, as it is

sure to do to those who hang on and work.

QIVE THE BIRDS A CHANCE.

No bo)-, or man either, should ever injure a bird

or a bird's nest, unless there is some excellent rea-

son for so doing. Nothing should ever be killed

out of sheer, wanton ability to do so, but on the

other hand it is a good idea to protect the helpless

of the animal creation about us as far as lies in our

power. The only bird that may be outlawed is the

hawk, and possibly the English sparrow. Every

other bird should be protected and encouraged.

Where there is an effort to encourage birds, and

they are not scared away, there is a remarkable de-

gree of familiarity born of the confidence that help

and not harm begets. They come to the very door,

and often enter the house. There is nothing more

destructive of bird life than the little tiger called

the cat. Those who keep cats will not likely have

birds for company. It is just as well to forego the

cat, unless, indeed, it is one of those felines that

stays at the barn and does not venture to the house,

A good way to encourage the presence of birds is

to furnish them bouses in which to build. It does

not take a very good workman to make a bird box,

and if it is well made it will last for years. The
wrens and the sparrows will likely have a war over

them, with the wrens the winner in the end, and the

bluebirds and chippies will stay right by the house
if left alone. That is the main secret of encourag-

ing bird friendships. Provide a place for them and
let them alone.

OUR SHORT SERMON.

Text : Cruelty to Animals.

Placed on the earth with man are the animals.

They have, for the most part, been made subject to

him. Denied equal intelligence they have been
made captive, tamed, and taught to work for him,

according to their several ability. They have cer-

tain moral rights, and one of them is that they are

not to be abused simply because man is the strong-

er party in their lelations one to the othei'. Yet
the instinct to hurt something simply because of
ability to do so seems to be deeply implanted in

human nature. Children, especially, are naturally
cruel. .Some of them never get over it, and they
grow up to be bad men and women. Show me the
man who is needlessly cruel to animals that can not
help themselves and I will show you a bad man,
one with whom I want little or nothing to do.
A merciful man is merciful to his beast. And he

is also merciful to all animals of every kind. The
boy or man-who throws a stone at a bird and kills it

is guilty of bird murder. Somewhere or somehow
he will be held to account for it. The way to look
at these things is to regard the helpless as being
under our care, that we are to protect them as long
as they are harmless, and that as their guardians we
are to act justly toward them. It is hard to con-
ceive of Christ going out of his way to kill a song
bird. Animals soon get to know their friends
They understand kindness, and some of them seem
to appreciate it. Indeed it is not infrequently the
case that animals die shortly after their friend has
passed over, really dying of grief. Never raise a

harmful hand against a helpless and harntl
mal that may come your way. Rjo,

"'

Not a bird falls to the ground without the m''''
notice. Will he not notice its murderer ""

he not notice its helper? Remember th ^r''

"

R.iIb In ^»„llnn „,irk ,11 -_ . , _ ^ ""ll.

pays,

Rule in dealing with all animals.
It

more than that, it is right, and no question^'

GET "ONTO" YOUR job.

came to me the other day wj,),

'It
11,

ixious,
,,

A BOV

complaint that he was willing, in fact a
work, but that everywhere he went everyrn"
against him and wouldn't give him a fairch

'"

.isked him why he thought so, and he e'T
that at the last place where he worked the'""
several other boys who began to "pick on h'i"^""'
very first morning he was there. He e.xplai ^j ,f

'

they picked on him by whispering to each iK

'

then looking at him or pointing toward him "i

laughing. Then he said they would ,isk hiin ,

tions. and no matter what he replied thev T''
laugh. •

"°"

I asked him: "Did you do your work well.
"Yes, I guess so," said he, "for the boss gave nit

big apple and asked me how I liked everythm'
when he went out the first night."

"Why did you leave? " I inquired. "
VVell"sj„'

the boy, " yuh see I couldn't stand it to have'thol
boys pickin' on me and laffin' at me. so I qui,

,!

the end of the second day."

The trouble with that boy was that he wasn't "™,
to his job." He was hired to do a certain kind

«

work and the other boys in the shop had nothing |.

do with the matter. He made the mistake of ihint

ing that the friendship and adiniiation of iho*

boys were of more importance to him than H,

friendship and kindness of his employer. Ht

should have done his work' regardless of the laugli,

or sneers of the other boys, and if they tried loin

terfere with him in the proper performance of hi,

work, then he should have punched their noss.

Had that boy just kept clearly in mind llie factlkil

he was employed by the boss and not by the bop

and that the boys could not give him a better joljoi

make him lose the one he had, then hcwoiildMi

have cared what the other boys said, or how mod

they laughed. If you are sure that you are"liolil

ing down your job " to the satisfaction of youreni

ployer you can afford to stand good-iiatnredlyal'

the gibes and sneers that are directed toward you.

They tell a pretty good story about a Chicif

minister, who, in order to get around among It

people to better advantage, bought himself a liori

Not knowing anything about a horse hinisellnt

asked the dealer for a good, quiet animal, and*

dealer had just what he wanted. The ministn"'

ticed that the horse was exceptionally quiet, and

bragged about it a good deal. One day thepw"

er's father came to see him. and living in thecou

try, as he did, he knew something about horses.

"See here, Frank," said he, " this horse of y«'

is a pretty old animal, isn't he?"

"Yes," said Frank, "but it is well not to ht '»

proud in these things, you know. The Savio'

a worse animal than this,"

The old man looked the horse over again, '•

^^

ining his teeth, and sizing him up geuerallj'i

»

he said:

" It is a treasure, you have, i'r.ink,^!

very same horse, the veiy same one

I nl dani''^'

An oculist's opinion on the ainoum "'
i^,

that is done to the eyes of the conimumj^^,^

negligence in the very simple matter o
' '""I''- , ,i„,ii)

les clean is
quoted "

eyeglasses and spectac

the Homclwld: " I am shocked to see ""=
"""ji,,,^

persons, intelligent men and wonie"' *
^^^,,p

know better, who spend their lives he
'

. ^jjipiSl

eyeglasses. Lawyers, writers, students, ul

and schoolboys and eye taxers of various >

use glasses rarely use them clean.
coH'''"''i

" To keep the pebbles in good >''e»""^^|^ \m
they should be cleaned about once an ''°^|^^j^J'

is not so good a cleansing agent .•<s a
^.^ofi'*''

ha'ndkerchief should give place to a Pje^^
.^ ^

paper. Chamois is useful also, and ei

than the linen handkerchief,
h vvo''''''j|

"The amount of injury done to the^^
incjlt'l

sight through cloudy glasses is a'"'"

ble,"
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THE STUDY OF BOOKKEEPING.

Ig

BY JAMES MOORE.

begin the study of the art of keep-
"^

""nts is ill early life after the acquirement of

'""f ,„ education as may be within reach of

The time

'
ospective learner. From fifteen to twenty

"" *"
,
good time, and it is best learned in a

';'i;i'vhere a specialty of the work is made. It is

fes^ion that is attained equally well by men

'Tiomen. in fact it is the case that often women

I eferre'd in certain lines of business, it being

'" *"

d that they are neater and more reliable than
llainici

nen

hey are

apidity

le.

Three things are absolutely essential, and

legibility of penmanship, 'accuracy and

of manual and mental action. The book-

"c "cMvho can not write a readable hand stands a

iolTchanceof employment, while if not accurate

i„d quick he is of no use to his employers. It

be well for those contemplating the work to

tarn 10 write legibly, this not meaning that flour-

shtwircw.inted, but a legibilit)> that is beyond a

uc,,inn. And this legibility should apply to fig-

ures ,15 well as letters.

It should be remembered by the would-be stu-

lent that what is learned in the commercial school

s simply the principles that underlie the art, and

hev .lie not many nor are they difficult of acquire-

ntiu. But it is only the principles of the work

hut the school teaches, while when the learner has

ecured a position he will be called on to adapt

liiusL-lf to the requirements of the business in which

engaged. It will readily be understood that

k- books of a mercantile house will not be dealing

th the same methods and matter as a bank or a

ilroad. In fact the books are kept in an entirely

ifferent way. and each business must be learned.

it the bottom of all of it, however, are the princi-

that are taught in the Commercial College or

business school. The length of time that

ihnuld be taken to learn these principles at a good
School will vary according to the ability of the

but three month's application should be

luflinrnt for the mastery of the principles of the

irt.

It will be very much to the advantage of the ac-

ountant if he can attend to the correspondence of

le House or Company that employs him, and this

eans that he will have to be the possessor of the

ity to dictate correctly and grammatically to a

enographer. This work is really a part of the
ail accountant's business in all large houses or

orporations. All this can best be learned in the
chool devoted to the specialties of the art, though
Itreare very many expert and thoroughly reliable

ccountants who have never seen the inside of a
»sin«s school. And it should be remembered by
»e reader that no matter what course of elementary

preparatory instruction the learner may have
Iter all, only the experience in the actual

ork of the business can make him a proficient.
^fst thing to do after securing the preliminary

«»retical knowledge is to enter some business
'^. «'ven in a subordinate and underpaid capaci-
the end of learning the practical side of things

"nnected with the profession.
e pay of a bookkeeper varies widely according

^^^

-• character of the business. If in an ordinary
^^'Mntile house he gets ten dollars a week he will

«<1 offi

"^ '° "^^ a^'erage. In a bank, or a rail-
ce. or with some great corporation, the sal-

"'»)' run into the thousands of dollars. It is

ess H
"" '^""''t'ons that vary with the busi-

Itmtnt
^""' '' "'^ bottom of all of it lies the

It n,M-'"^
Principles that arc essential to entering

""'"gat all,

ipm?^ P''°'i'='We part ofthe business is that of

Dpi
"°"'"ant, or the work of the man who is

;t„
;„' '° ^'raighten out a set of books that have

losing^ ' '*'^'" "''" ""=>' "^ useless in the

tt„ ,^^"'
°' clearing up of the business. It is

"'elessN^^'^
"''' '"='=°""'s are so badly kept, or

"'«line th''""*^
"'^^ "'^'^" '' '^°'"" '° a matter of

""task
1'","''^ ordinary accountant is unequal

"*
''is Da

'* where the expert is employed,

>n's
sjIj^''

'^ greatly in excess of the ordinary
'y- It may be ten dollars a day, or it

11(1

ry

may rise as high as a hundred dollars a day. Where
there are large interests at stake, as the closing up
of a valuable estate, it will be readily seen that the

expert is the only man who has the ability to set

matters right. This expert knowledge can be

had only by actual practice in the work itself as it

is done in the world of business. It can not be

taught in the schools, and it is not attempted.

Not a great deal of difficulty attaches to getting

a position. Some students, after graduation, drop

right into a place, and others ha\'e to wait. There
is a good deal in the matter of personal aciiuaint-

ance and recommendation in securing employment.
Once had the retention of the jilace is onl)- a matter

of proficiency and satisfaction to the employer. It

is one of the few lines of work in which women suc-

ceed as well or better than men in the ordinary

practice of the profession.

AN IDEAL LIFE.

night in the year, on the mountains, if not sufficient-

ly protected. Some of the effects of altitude on
temperature can be seen in the State of Vera Cruz.
On the coast, at Vera Cru/ City, it is only ten feet

above the sea level, and it is hot, hotter, hottest, in

the summer. Just a few hours' ride by rail is the
volcano of Orizaba, and eternal snows cover it. It

is the altitude that does it.

A HUOE CLOCK.

A FEW days ago, in the little town of Palmer,

Mass., Miss Sarah E, Bradford, a lineal descendant

of the colonial Governor Bradford, died in the six-

ty-ninth year of her age. She was unknown outside

the limits of the town where she was born, and yet

few women have accomplished more good or led

more useful or ideal lives. After her death the

motto which she had adopted as the rule of her life

was found upon her mantel. It read: " I shall pass

this way but once; if, therefore, there be any kind-

ness I can show or any good thing 1 can do to mj'

fellow human beings, let me do it now; let me not

defer it nor neglect it. for I shall not pass this way

again."

This was the rule of her life. The Bradford

house became the synonym for generous hospitality

to the unfortunate. It was a home for the poorer

students at the academy, and it is said that there

never was a time in her life, nor in that of her moth-

er, who died recentl)' in her one hundreth year,

when some lone or unfortunate person was not en-

rolled in the Bradford family. Her charities were

not confined to her own household. She assisted

all the really needy who came in her way, looked

up the poor of the town and cared for them, and

contributed freely to the church and to education.

She was a person of scholarly tastes and culture,

and when not engaged in helpfulness to others,

which was the rule of her life, she was devoted to

study. Her life passed along quietly, helpfully, and

beautifully to its close, and the close was equally

beautiful, without suffering and without a murmur.

She never spoke of her charities nor advertised

her hospitality, and yet hundreds who had been the

recipients of her kindly help knew her and loved

her. She knew little of the fashions or excitements

of society, did not belong to any clubs, never pre-

pared a paper in her life, and never was in a cul-

tured tea fight. She was not a twentieth century

woman, only an old-fashioned nineteenth century

woman.. She was a plain, simple New England

spinster, with a strong sense of duty and a great

love of beauty, and bound to enjoy both because

she could not "pass this way again," and help oth-

ers to enjoy life also. And what she did she never

talked about. And thus Sarah Bradford led her

ideal life, and the many whom she had helped, and

who found their own lives brighter and more beau-

tiful because she had lived, mourn her departure.

THE HATTER OF TEMPERATURE.

Ask any schoolboy and he will tell you that the

farther North you go the colder it gets, and on the

other hand, the farther South the warmer it be-

comes. This is true only in general terms. Up in

the Arctic regions, in the brief summer, the mos-

quitoes are so bad as to become a very annoying

element of life. Then, going South, say to Texas,

there is no doubt of the heat and its long continued,

enervating effects. On going a thousand miles

farther South, nearing the Equator, it should be

much warmer than in Texas according to the books.

Now the actual facts are that in Mexico City, which

is about a thousand miles south of Texas, it never

is as warm as it gets in the Lone Star State. The

reason is that the elevation makes up for the prox-

imity to the Equator. It is never as hot in Mexico

as it is in Philadelphia, and it is never as cold. It

is also true that in the tropics, geographically con-

sidered, one could and would freeze to death any

Phil,M)ELPhia has one of the three great clocks
of the world. It is located in the tower of the Mu-
nicipal Building. It has four dials, each twenty-
five feet in diameter, these dials, including the

frame work and glass, weighing forty thousand

pounds. The total weight of the four faces of the

clock is eighty thousand pounds. The clock is

operated by compressed air. The time-indicating

device is a marvel of mechanism. There is a sepa-

rate driving mechanism for each dial. The hands

are made of sheet copper, the long one measuring

twelve feet and the short one nine feet. A pneu-

matic service turns on or off six hundred electric

lights, illuminating the dials at night. Since Janu-

ary I, 1899, when the clock was put in operation, it

has kept nearly perfect time.

Manv of the great fighters and men of action, aft-

er perils on land and sea and heroic deeds that live

in history, found commonplace ends. It seems cu-

rious that a General should go through dozens of

battles unscathed and then choke to death on a

peach stone. It seems wrong that a man should

endure the dangers of an ad\enturous life and then

become the \ictim of a folding-bed. But all these

things happen, and it was hardly necessary for the

papers of the country to poke so much good-na-

tured fun at Captain Sigsbee, who, after being blown

up in the Maine and having a conspicuous part in a
war with a foreign country, met his first mishap

with a Brooklyn trolley car. Of course, we under-

stand that the Brooklyn trolley car is a peculiarly

aggressive and murderous specimen of its kind, but

there is no reason why it should not have had more.,

respect for such a hero as Captain Sigsbee. After

all, the things that really happen are the things we

never expect. The pert, freckled, snub-nosed girl,

who never knew her lessons, in after years marries

a millionaire, while the lovely, modest belle of the

village, who stood well in her classes and sang in

the choir, is drudging away, wondering at Fate.

The good boy, who everybody in the neighborhood

knew would be either a pj-eacher or President of the

United States, is still clerking in the dry goods

store, while the mischievous kid, who everybody

expected would land in the penitentiary, is in Con-

gress. So it goes. The girls marry other fellows

and the boys marry the other girls. The things we

expect people to do they do not do, and the things

that we never look for simply come .iround to show

how little we know about Fate.

SoMEUODV started the legend that when the crick-

et sings on the hearth there will be plenty of food

in the cupboard and good luck will attend the fami-

ly. However that may be, the house cricket—the

kind that loves to begin tuning up his fairy fiddle at

about the time you are trying to go to sleep- is

never a grumbler against evil fortune. He seems

ever to be cheerful and lively. His eyes are always

bright, and he is satisfied with a crumb, provided he

can get plent)' of water to drink. You may be sure

that the cricket which seems ne\'er to leave the cor-

ner or the nook where you hear him sing daily

wanders abroad at night in search of something to

drink. Often he is a regular toper, and house

crickets often lose their lives through leaping into

a pan of water, or milk, or soup, or sirup in their

greediness for something to drink. Sometimes the

house cricket gets restless and instead of hopping

around like a level-headed insect and being con-

tented he spreads his stubby wings and flies out of

the window and into the great world of summer

night. He doesn't whirr along like a beetle, or flut-

ter like a butterfly, but he flies much after the man-

ner of a goldfinch—opening and shutting his wings

leisurely and constantly rising and falling as he

flies. The cricket's cheery rasping is a call for

Mistress Cricket to come home. Mistress Cricket,

unlike the ladies of the human species, is no talker.
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Good ^^ Reading

ALMOND BLOSSOn'S FRIENDLY JOSS.

The world blushes pink some seasons of the year,

all in almond blossoms. It is in February, and that

in the part of the world that Sum .See's mother

came from.

Therefore, when little Miss Sum See was born

they called her Almond Blossom, with true Chinese

symbolism.

The fad that she was born in Fell street, New

York City, was nothing against her name. Only

she never would remind you of an almond blossom.

Rather of a j'ellow crocus, or, say, a black-eyed

Susan.

When Sum Sec was eight years old she lost her

mother, and they took her away where Sum See

could not lollow. That was how she came to ask

Hip Sing how to reach her.

"Hush!" said Hip Sing, bending over his shoe-

mending, " that is not for you to ask. She has sped

away to the Land of Silver Shadows, perpetual sun-

beams, and where it overflows with tea."

This sounded beneficent, but was unsatisfactory

from a topographical point of view.

"Have they taken her to the josshouse? " asked

Sum See quietly.

"Well, not e.\actly," answered Hip Sing, "but

there sits he who knows."

Sum had stayed late to talk to the man who

sewed shoes, and she looked at him reflectively un-

der her threadlike brows.

" Yes? " she said calmly.

Sum See folded her small, tea-colored claws and

leaned against the wall of the house. The two

queues, braided fantastically with blue and white

cord, looked funny, standing out from her little

round head in an inquiring state of mind.
" Where the shadows are of pink and the dark-

ness is of silver has your mother gone—peace to

her," said Hip, dismissing the subject.

"That would be a nice place to go, I think,"

urged Almond Hlossom, deprecatingly.

__J^ot in haste; not in haste," answered the aged

man. with a thrust of his awl into the leather before

him.
" How do they go? " asked Sum.
" Did you not see the red chariot and hear the

screaming of the flutes?
"

Sum .See got up quietly and ran away when she

had asked all she could about her mother, and in

the morning she went to the josshouse alone with

an offering of two grimy little wooden birds and a

dish of papier mache ducks that See had brought

her one day.

She climbed the dusty stairs laboriously, and the

door was open into the main room of the josshouse,

which is the Chinese temple, and she entered undis-

ma>'ed to consult with the man who presides there.

She found him in, seated upon his cross legs and
smiling kindly at her.

" How do you do? " said Sum See in English.

The joss smiled harder than e\er, which was nat-

ural, as he was made all of wood and painted a

dark brown.

She was so interestetl in the prayer over the place
where they burned the offerings that she did not

notice the Chinaman who came in, looked around
the room to see if there were any at the shrine, and
who then went out and shut the door and locked it.

It was the close of the great offering week, and
the shrineroom that Almond Hlossom was in was
not to be opened for several days.

"Tell me," she said to the Joss, " I wish to go to

the land of Ceaseless Shine and Diamond Stars—do
you know the way?

"

The kindly Joss only smiled, of course.

•'Ah, you are dumb!" said Sum. " Poor thing!

I have a neighbor boy. a dwarf, who is deaf and

dumb. You are like him."

Again the Joss smiled happily.

Presently .she went over to the door by which she

had come, and found it locked. She had, indeed,

started on the way to the Land of Silver Shadows,
and there was no turning back.

It was pleasant at first, for there were the dolls

on the shrine—the lesser gods—and Sum could play

with them without fear, because of the smile of the

main functionary.

.Sum noticed after several hours Jtwo^ things

—

namely: That their room had not got beyond the

chimney pots, and that she was hungry.

She had had a small bowl of rice and pork that

noon in her own home, but now it was getting dark

outside, and she knew that they were getting into

the I^and of Silver Shades and Star Beams.

So she sat still and wondered why she could not get

out and what she should eat for dinner. And then

she went around and consulted the Joss. There he

sat, as if made of chocolate creams, and smiled. Be-

low him was a covered board, and Almond Blossom

lifted the end of the cloth that was draped over it,

and there found duck roasted, jars of potted fish,

and sweet cakes—all her favorite dishes.

She knew then that she was in Magic Land, and

she smiled back at the brown man and ate raven-

ously.

The night passed by, Almond Blossom sleeping

profoundly in the robes of the exalted few, and

then, replacing them in the morning, she began an-

other day of weary waiting for the opening of the

temple door.

At Almond Blossom's home you can understand

the excitement. They mourned her as dead and

thought the angry devils had spirited her away.

They gave up searching for her after awhile, and

when the fourth day came her tea sets and wooden

dolls were put away, and the family shrine, lighted

with seven tapers, for her j-ears.

When the fifth day came they had found her

there when the josshouse was opened for airing and

worship of the smiling man who sat there.

They would have been horrified at the familiarity

of Sum See with his Greatness if they could have

known, but she said nothing of her conclaves with

the Ruler of the Destinies of the Faithful Follow-

ers, and as she looked fat and well they said noth-

ing.

The food for the departed spirit had disappeared,

and it was well that the religious miracle should be

told of. They did not know that Sum See had eat-

en it all, and that she had burned the leavings in a

pan in the oven where she had first seen the cat.

Her restoration to her fond family was taken as

another part of the miracle, but no questions were

asked, and Almond Blossom did not explain.

THE INDIANS OF MEXICO.

Mention the word Indian and the reader

or hearer thinks of the wild red men of the West.

The Indian of the countries south of the Rio

Grande are neither wild nor yet are they red. They
are town dwellers, and their color is nearer black

than red. They are divided into many tribes and
speak many languages, the strange part about it be-

ing that these languages are not interchangeable.

The fact that an Indian speaks the language of his

tribe does not by any means indicate that he can

speak a word of the language of the people over

the hill. The common speech is the Spanish, the

language of the Mexican proper. When Cortez con-

quered the country he and his immediate people
were pure Spaniards. Intermarrying the Spaniard
with the native Indian made the Mexican. There
are few pure Spaniards in Mexico, while the native

Indians, of pure blood, constitute at least three-

fourths of the entire population of the country.

The Indian lives in houses of his own building,

and they are grouped into towns in the center of
their reservation of land which is held in common,
and parcelled out, year by year, by the head man
among them. Each Indian gets all he wants to cul-

tivate, and what he raises is his own. The crop
consists of our ordinary garden vegetables, and the
seedsmen of the United States are in the cities with
most wonderful pictures of their vegetables and
fruits. An Indian sees a picture of a tomato as big
as his head, and he wants that seed. If what he re-
ally gets is as large as a walnut he is satisfied.

As a rule the Mexican Indian is a very ingenious
fellow. With the commonest tools, sometimes
wholly of his own make, he can manufacture almost
anything you ask tor. Some of the finest work in

the world in the way of pottery, feather work,
drawn work, and the like, is the product of the na-
tive who has had no instruction other than what he
has seen going on around him. None of these In-
dians ever originate anything. They are copyists.

They love their homes, and never leave them for
any considerable length of time. There is nothing
that w.ll precipitate trouble in Mexico quicker than

letting out the word that the government
taking their lands from them. It ha^
cause of many a war. The native is

teen

Catholic, and is a

A good many of them at heart clin

a dev
convert from Aztec heath,

oitd

'=nisni.

S'otheoldg^

years ago, the way the Indians flocked to^h'''"'

'

leged Christian faith was a wonder to ^
^'"

priests themselves. On inquiry it was learn H°
""

the Indians that for a considerable time th
been discontented with their own gods a i

contemplating getting others. Those the Spa
*'"

had to offer, the images, etc., were so niuchr"''
than what they could make that they sini

I

.'"''

naturally adopted them.
''>'*'"'

SIXTEEN AND ONE-HALF POUNDS OF FRUIT Co
SUMED BY FOURTEEN-YEAR-OLD NEQRo

'^

George D,iv, a fourteen-year-old negro ha
most remarkable appetite and eating capacity ik'

ever went on record in Indiana. In four hours ik'

rapacious youth ate seventy-two bananas, thirty

"

oranges, and three pounds of nuts. Moreover k

saj-s he is willing to try it again.

Young Day belongs in Henderson, Ky., but 6

has been in E\'ansville several weeks. The oth

night he was hungry and had no money. He wa

passing the fruit store of Giuseppe Corso, at ih

corner of Main and Eighth Streets. All at onct i

thought struck him to break into the stand. Heic
cured a stepladder and was soon in the stand licip

ing himself. Once inside the boy could notgetoyi

again and after he had eaten all he cared to hr

threw himself on the floor and was soon fast asleep

When the Italian opened his stand he found the

colored lad sleeping soundly. He called an officer

and had the boy arrested. The boy when arraigr

in the police court, admitted that he had broken in-

to the fruit store and eaten as much as he wanted,

because he was hungry and had no money, H^:

laughed as he told his story and it was a hard iiiil.

ter for any one in the court room to keep frora

iaughing at the way he addressed the court. Asked

if he had eaten seventy-two bananas and thirty-s

oranges the boy said;

" Yes, sah. I et 'em all right. I et the orange.

and bananas an' nuts, an' dat's all I did eat."

The court was astonished at the quantity of fruit

the boy had got away with, and did a little figurio;

on the matter, with the following result;

If he took only the juice of thirty-six oranges ht

would have probably two and one-half pounds o

liquid in his stomach. If he swallowed the pnip*'

would have five pounds.

If he ate seventy-two bananas, each weighu;

three ounces, he put into his stomach 216 ounces, o'

thirteen and one-half pounds avoirdupois.

In the three pounds of nuts there were probil*

one-half of a pound of kernels. To recapituW

here is what the boy ate:

Oranges "^

j.

Bananas .'

,
„„.i

Nms ^f*

Total weight
^°^^

I He CO"

This negro boy weighs ninety pouniJs. ri

^^^

sumed a quantity of food equal to almost one-^

of his own weight. The court decided his case

one for the grand jury's consideration.

THE THISTLE OF SCOTLAND.

Once upon a time many hundred years_^^^^^

Danes made war upon the Scots and '""

country. One dark night, as they ^''^''

_^^ j,,
,|ie(

upon an encampment of sleeping Scots on^t^^

number trod upon a thistle. The pal"
joud £'!

den and intense that the man gave a
^

,

This awakened the slumbering Scots,
"'""^.i^jt

If

arms and defeated the assailants. '" ^L ,|,cir''

the deliverance the Scots made the this

tional emblem.
"""

th
y°"

'

" What appears to be the matter wi
^^^

jf

ther?" inquired the doctor, as he ha

clothes on.
^^ ,,,^ bo)'

"He's got the plumbago, """"=

" Pain in th

the doctor.

" No, sir; he ain't gc

paw weighs 284 pounds

replied

s."

mall of'the back. 1 P'^"

no small of tl-''^'"
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OUR niSSIONARY READINQ CIRCLE.

„f the new readers of The Inglenook do

.know very much about Our Missionary Reading

°^-le, so we give this brief history.

How IT Originated-—A few young people met

J social gathering- One of them remarked, " I

. u
I

^.|,cw more about missions, I don't know

ihing about them; what shall 1 read?" One

"kt'ofa book on missions, some one else sug-

tsted another, and so they decided to read a num-

jr of books which would give them a Ijetter knowl-

jge of the work.

Local Circles.—The idea spread quickly. Bro.

Pilbur Stover, who is now in India, placed his

line at the head of the list, and then organized

ircles where\er he went. A local secretary was

ppoinled who would do all he could to encourage

Ihers to join; a set of books was bought, each

lember paying a little; meetings were held, at

hich ihe books were read and studied. We follow

le same plan now. Will you begin a Circle in your

Hty-

Courses of Reading.— First is the Missionary

iiirse, then we have a Religious course which is

well adapted to the needs of our boys and
iris, .ind lastly an Ad\-anced course. If you prefer

) read a few books out of the Missionary course,

nd some others out of the Religious course, thus

boosing your books, it may make the reading more
njoyable foryou. When you have read eight books
e will send you a certificate. These books should
I have a place in our Sunday-school libraries.

'How Can I Become a Member?"—By paying
renly cents as a membership fee. This fee is nec-
sary to keep up the running expenses of the Cir-
e, such as postage, stationery, etc. The officers
:t no pay for their time or services. We have over
'elve hundred members now, and over a hundred
ca! secretaries.

Our Future—We hope to have District secreta-
:s, and a Circle meeting held in each District in
nnection with Ministerial or Sunday-school meet-

We hope to do much good in His name.
'e urge the boys and girls to join our Circle. For
ly information or circulars, address, Our Mission-
s' Reading Circle, Covington, Ohio.

Sh^ Sunday a Sehool Sim.

DEATH OF JOHN THE BAln-|STZiii,Vk ^i^^!;^^

{Lesson for June /o, iQoo)

but be filled with the Spirit.—Eph. 5; 18.

This lesson tells the story of man's perfidy, wom-
an's jealousy, and the moral and spiritual ruin the
use of into.iicants and bad company involve. It al-
so shows that human nature is the same under all
skies, and at all times. The story tells itself, but
let us relate it in our own way. It seems that John
the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ, was not a man
to mince words. When he saw a wrong he reproved
the sinner, no matter who it was or where it might
have happened. The shepherd in his hut, or the
king in the castle of Machsrus, were all one to him
if a rebuke was needed. This wai
cause of the beheading of the Baptist,
Herod the king had married his brother's wife,

Herodias, contrary to the law, and this led John to
openly reprove them for their action. It earned foi-
him the fear of th

the indirect

th

At the ocean side, where cliffs jut out to the
. certain mollusks may be found sticking

"y to the rocks. Each mollusk clings so tena-

r>'«"
"""* ™"<^"'sion of the waves cannot

e It off. The secret of its hold is that the mol-
is e„p,y ,( .J ^^^^^ |.||^^ ^.^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ ^^
nr It would drop off immediately. This beau-

^i^ Illustrates the condition of every sincere,

dol''
""^"'="''""5 believer who has been emp-

he,i„' f"''
""-•'sfoTo clings, by a Divine law of

ml '^' '° '*"= ^°'^ °f Ages. If he

,

'"""= puffed up with pride and self-con-

Id
,0^°,'''^'' *'"' ""hly indulgence, he would

^^

He waves of temptation and be swept

i;it°w'|f'l'""'°"
will get a soul under convic-

!« ius Z!,™
"'''" "'^ conditions are in order

t^sCt '"'" ^'" '>=' '" ^'1 '!"= light that is

'''«rmon^"'!,'p"''"''''''^'
"^^y "°' '^en make

oline«
^ holiness sermon and every meeting

tch " =""• folks would call it

the

holiness

HAIi
"ot the best sermon that makes the hears" away talkm

>*er, but ih
""" ''"O'l's'' and praising the

"Sl'"nland
^^''''^'^ "'^1''=* '1"="' SO away

'*'*W«
""'""^ ""'' hastening to be alone.-

HE
best

"is to

l'*"ewe

" '° have
^ P''eserving true tranquility of

^. "ere we .
,"° '^^°''=e or will of our own; and

'^ly
satisfied ,

'° """ ^"^'"ost place, to be
^b.,-

.
If only the meanest and humblest*i8ned loi

"y brethren, ye have don.

unto one of the

it unto

ng and the malignant hatred
of the woman. Herod was probably afraid of John
on account of his following among the people, while
the woman hated with all the intensity of a courtesan
the man who openly rebuked her action. She only
bided her time.

On Herod's birthday there was a feast and a large
number of people were present. Wine probably
flowed at the gathering, and presently a girl, the
daughter of Herodias. came in and danced for the
guests. It was a bad place for a young girl, and the
guests who admired her dancing were probably a
coarse lot. But Herod, to show his appreciation of
the entertainment, made a rash offer to give her any-
thing that she should ask for, even to half the king-
dom. To enforce his position he swore to it. The
girl did not know what she wanted and she went out
to ask her mother, Herodias, who had the grudge
against John. This was a bati woman's chance, and
she was quick to catch up with it. "Ask for the
head of John the Baptist on a large platter." said
the wily woman. The request was made by the
girl, and it seems that the king was now sorry for

his rashness in promising, but he was a weak man.
morally, and fearing the comment of his guests or-

dered that it be done.

Accordingly the order was given and John, being
in prison, was called on by the executioner and was
promptly beheaded with a sword, and the gory head
placed on a charger, as the word is translated, and
brought in to the daughter, who immediately gave
it to her mother. Thus was an innocent man the

victim, to the death, of a wicked and designing

woman.
A good woman is beyond all price, and a thor-

oughly bad one is about the worst human being on
earth. She embodies all that is evil, all that is de-

structive and as she stopped at nothing in Herod's

time so she stops at nothing now. Women are

either better or worse than men. Herod was bad
enough, but he stopped at putting John in prison,

while the woman hesitated not at suggesting mur-

der.

The times were evil. The coarseness of the age

was a natural result of a weakened religion and the

lack of culture that has slowly evolved in the centu-

ries that have passed. The king was willing to

break the law in his social relations, and the woman
was equally reprehensible. Her daughter was will-

ing to make a show of herself before a lot of feast-

ing, carousing people, and in the heat of the mo-

ment the king swore to what he knew not. This

was the woman's chance, and she capped the climax

with a tragedy that has come down to us full of les-

sons of care and thought about where we are, with

whom, and what we promise. Probably nobody
thought in thf incipiency of the teast that it would

mark a tragedy. All the elements were present.

The unthinking king, the vindictive woman, the

man she hated at hand in jail, the flushed and ap-

plauding crowd, the chance to do wrong, and then

the murder. As it has happened so it will be again.

Let all remember that portion of the Lord's prayer

where we ask to be delivered from temptation, to

be led, but not in the ways of evil.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
A BOY'S SISTER.

Mv sister Rulh's ttie beslcsi baby
Whatever lived, I bet.

And I ain't never seen no one
As smart as she is yet.

Why she knows everything almost.
But mamma says that she

Can't never he the president
And that seems strange to me.

Once when pa thought I wasn't near
He talked to mamma then.

And told her how he hates to be
The slave of other men,

.\nd how he wished that he was rich
For allour sakes,and I

Uon't know what made me do it,

Hut I had to go and cry.

Then baby's hand went up to him.
He hugged her light and said;

" Why, Mary, no, I'm not a slave.

What put that in my head?
I'm a king, the happiest king
That ever held his sway.

And only God can take my throne
And little realm away."

EIGHT QOOD RIDDLES.

Feet have they, but they walk not—stoves.
Eyes have they, but they see not-potatoes.
Teeth have they, but they chew not—saws.
Noses'have they, but they smell not—teapots.
Mouths have they, but they taste not—rivers.
Hands have they, but they handle not—clocks.
Eats have they, but they hear not—cornstalks.
Tongues have they, but they talk not—wagons.

ALL SATAN'S FAULT.

-So you have been at the jam

came

again,

open of itself.

MoTHER-
Adolphus.

Son—The cupboard door
mother, and I thought
Mother—Why didn't you say, " Get thee behind

me, Satan?"

Son—So I did, mother, and he went and pushed
me right in.

* I

Mrs. Bkiske—Johnny, did the doctor call while
I was out?

Little Johnny (stopping his play)—Yes'ra. He
felt my pulse an' looked at my tongue and shook
his head and said it was a very serious case, and he
left this paper, and said he'd call again before night.

Mrs. Briske—Gracious me! It wasn't you I sent
him to see; it was the baby!

" Imi'KOVe each moment, boys," said the teacher.
" Remember that time flies."

"Well, I can't understand it." exclaimed one lit-

tle fellow.

" What
teacher.

" Why," replied the youthful philosopher, "yes-
terday we read about the footprints of time. I

don't see how time can make footprints if k flies."

IS it you can't understand?" asked the

The Parson

Tommy?

"

Tommy—" Fighting, sir."

The Parson—" I'm sorry to hear that,

know that it is wrong to fight?
"

Tommy—" 'Ves, sir. That's what I told

when he licked me yesterday."

-' How did you gel that black eye,

Uon't you

your kid

mamma?" asked four-ycar-" Wh.at are animals,

old Nellie.

" Oh, anything that goes on legs, I suppose." re-

plied her mother.
•• Then my stockings must be animals, aren t they

mamma? " queried Nellie.

A MAN may be a living Churchman but a dead

Christian.—/ C. RyU-.

Nature unadorned

wonder what that

Little Bessie (reading)—

"

is adorned the most.' Now I

means?"

Little Harry—" Oh, I guess it means that a

broiled chicken is nicer than one with feathers on."

" Mv inuizer says I'se tut a tooth.

But somehow 1 tan't see

Why mutter doesn't tell ze truth.

An' say ze tooth tut me."
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WOOUCMUCK MAN OF HAIVE.

• If I don't wake up before the bluebirds come."

s.ild Cyrus Brown on the evening o( -Dec. ij, 1S99,

burn a match under my nose and stick a needle in

my aims. I want to be out in the woods by the

time the sap gets to running."

Mr. Brown is known locally as the "woodchuck

man." so called because he has slept continuously

through the winter months for the past eleven

years, beginning his long nap before the middle of

December and coming out about March 20. He is

nearly seventy years old. and until he was hit in the

luad by a falling limb while working in the woods

in the winter of i,S88. he had been a very robust

man. He was felling logs on a lot some distance

from camp, and when he did not come in to supper

men went out and found him lying senseless under

a fallen limb with a scalp wound on the top of his

head.

After lying in a comatose condition for three

d.iys, he was wrapped in warm blankets and put m

a hogshe.id filled with straw to be carried fifty miles

to the nearest railroad station. Everybody expect-

ed that he would be dead when he reached home,

but there was no apparent change in his condition.

He remained m a death-like sleep all winter.

About once a week he took a half pint of brandy

and four raw eggs and then fell asleep again as if

it was the only thing for him to do. The doctors

who visited him tried many experiments, in hope of

waking him up, but without any success. ' A coffin

w.is ordered, and the burial robes were made ready

when his body heat began to go up. It rose two or

three degrees during the day, and fell back a de-

gree or less in the night, but, though the gain was

small, it was in the right direction, so the family

postponed the funeral ami waited.

After the animal heat in his body had reached

seventy degrees pulsations were felt in his wrists,

and his chest rose and fell from twelve to fifteen

times an hour, indic.iting that respiration had set in.

The cofliu was put out of sight, and on March 21

the sick man opened his eyes and called for food.

He ate a hearty meal, slept three days longer, and

then got up and went about his work as if nothing

had happened. Every year since then he has

dropped off to sleep .at the beginning of settled

cold weather and has not awakened until the early

spring birds come north. In the warm weather he

seems as active and vigorous as he e\er was. al-

though his memory has failed of late, and at times

he complains of headaches. The doctors give no

name to the malady, but say it is due to a torpid

condition of the body which is allied to the hiber-

nation of animals. For want of a better title the

people have named him the woodchuck man.

FALLINQ BULLETS.

flowers were once novelties themselves it is just as

well to allow others to determine the real value of

most of the flaming novelties of the catalogues.

The descriptions appended to some of these show a

gift of language that would enable the possessor to

distinguish himself in the world of letters were

his attention directed to that end. But between

the description and the jtccomplished fact in your

own garden is a long and a hard road to travel, and

it is just as well in the majority of instances to await

results at the hands of more adventurous experi-

Falling bullets kill many men, e\cn when they

are lying sheltered behind trenches. If a bullet is

fired in the air it falls with as much force as it goes

up. But, curiously, there is a certain limit of height

beyond which a bullet gains no more falling force;

the reason being that when the motion is very rapid

the resistance of the air balances the attraction of

gravity. In the siege of Sebastapol—and, in fact,

during ever)' campaign—a great many men were

killed by falling bullets. And the terrific force with

which the)' come down is shown by a case in which

the bullet entered the shoulder of a ca.valryman,

passed down through his body and penetrated sev-

eral inches into his horse's back.

A curious instance occurred not long ago in India.

While a native was cleaning boots in the open air

he was seen to drop dead without a cry. On exam-

ining him, they found that a bullet had entered the

top of his head. No shot had been heard, and the

person who fired it must have been a very long way

off
m I

PLANT NOVELTIES.

When the seed catalogues reach the buyer long

months after they have been wrapped and directed

one of the first things that strike the eye of the read-

er is the glowing description of the novelties in the

flower and fruit line. It is well to invest in a few of

them, perhaps, but for the main crop it is a great

deal better to stick to some old stand-by that you

are familiar with. While it must be remembered

that all the standard varieties of both fruit and

Theke is something about the occupation of a

diver that strongly appeals to the imagination of

most people. Many men, such as miners, get a liv-

ing by more dangerous work, but they are in their

own element. Twenty or thirty feet below the sur-

face of water, in semi-darkness, dependent upon a

rickety pump for the breath of life, a diver's exist-

ence is a precarious one.

One can hardly realize the horror and weirdness

of deep sea diving, and no class of men are so su-

perstitious as divers. It is a trade that takes the

life out of a man, and divers are a set of grave, so-

ber-faced men with whom smiling is almost a lost

art. It is seldom that a diver will talk about h'is

profession; his association with the dead and the

drowned secrets of the sea, as in the course of his

daily toil he stumbles upon them, make him as se-

cretive as the cavernous ocean itself. Occasionally,

however, one will talk, and the stories he tells, of

horror, of death, of weird uncannny silence, and

then again of the most beautiful surroundings,

where fishes of exquisite coloring swim through

submarine forests, and the whole seems a panoramic

view conjured up from the virgin field of a man's

imagination. ^

The Hindu is a strict vegetarian. The low-caste

Hindu is a fatalist. So, when the famine stalks

abroad, the Hindu submits uncomplainingly. Day

by day he will subsist on less food, until at last,

when a mere shadow, he will drng his bony self to a

relief station. There he may get food—or he may
not. If not, he crouches in some corner, or out in

the fields, under the trees and awaits the coming of
|

death. The majority of the victims are women and

children. Once that famine knocks at the door,

these helpless beings are doomed. Their support

—

father or brother, or other male relative—unable to

further earn his miserable three cents a day, begins

by selling his cow; then come the few silver trinkets

of the women, then the wooden parts of their

wretched dwellings, then their clothing, then—when
hope has already fled—half dead, tottering along in

agony, they drag ihemselves to the nearest relief

station. On they go, beneath a pitiless sun, drop-

ping exhausted. Three-quarters of all those who
start thus for succor die—the balance live until an-

other visitation plays further havoc with them and

theirs. Twenty million human beings died from

hunger in 1897. No one knows what the fearful re-

cord will be for 1900.

RdvePtising Column.
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In our morning paper we find a telegram from
London, that white over sixty-o/ic millions of people

in India are affected by the i^Xi\\XK^, only about four
millions are receiving any relief. Is this necessary?
We answer, " No." There is food enough in the
world to supply all. When by the progress of hu-
mane education these wars arc stopped, and the in-

mtmcrable millions of dollars now squandered on great
armies and navies and fortifications and terrible in-

ventions to destroy life can be devoted to humane
purposes, there will be no more famines, and for ev-

ery man, woman and child and dumb creature in

man's service there will be enough to eat.

Annual Meeting
GERMAN BAPTISTS (DUNKers

North Manchester, Ind.

Missouri Pacific Rail^av
...ANL.,.,

^

Iron Mountain Route
WILL SELL TICKETS FROM SPECIAL

TERRITORV FOR

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND
Till

(PLUS TWO DOLLARS,)

^^
DATES OF SALE.

From points in Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana, ^
main line points, Kansas City and Omaha, both mdiisirt

Tickets will be on sale May 28th lo 301b, inclusive.

From points in Kansas, Nebraska and Indian Terrin

tickets will be on sale May 28th and 2glb.

^^
You will find this the best equipped and quickest li

dining Chair Cars (seats free) and Pullman Bugei S!ttp5(

Cars on all trains. A representative of the Missouri hr.-r.

Railway will be in attendance at the meeting, and w]|l

pleasure in furnishing any information desired in regai

this great System.
H. C. TOWNSEXD,

(ieneral Passenger and Ticket Ajtn

St. Louis, no.

Something for Ministers

" A Square Talk About the Inspiration of the Bible" isii

tide of a book brought out under the auspices of iheOs

Fund and is furnished our ministers on receipt of il« c«

postage. It has about 100 pages, is bound in clolh,aiidisE»

and interesting reading. But we have the unparalleled (^

of the book and

...THE INGLENOOK...
to Ihe end of the year tor the price ol the paper, Hll''

Send us fifty cents and you will get the book free. M"'

letter do the whole business. Fifty ceius and you g« I" '

at once and this paper to New Year's day. and everyw"

iween. In subscribing say that you are a mnislen

Brethren church. Address:

BRETHREN POBUISHIfO HOUSE,

22 ai^d 24 S. State St.. Elgi"' '"'"'

CAP GOODS.

We have moved from Mt. Morns, 111., "> I^'S'"'

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly
'""J.^^^

Union. Our motto is " Best Goods at Lowest

for samples free to Dp ARNOI-^'

Bljl"^"*'

T HAVE sold off all my expensive iDcub.iH

•'
one niyseU. It is the best I know in ll'e '""—

^ ^ (,„,

JS.oo to make, and il holds «i.d li.nch" "» «'
,„ ,ii.

bnlare.llive Incnbslor. a working nachine '

^j^.„,
otiiers. I sell a complete blueprint plan that any

^^^ ^

Enclose a J cent stamp «nd I'll tell you all »»»"'
"^

'

VALLEV POULTRY FARM. Le»isbnrel.. "n

DUNKARD CLOTHING!
From the Mill to the Wearer !

Wholesale Pric«'

We have had years ot i- 'J,"

want. We make the clotb...v.'*

• e in making Brethren Clothing. Know ju''

.or yonr use, and from it cut to measure an

elsei"'''your clothing. We d^;^„% ;,»«•'* .n you, and do not sell to storekeepers. Notvhtre

can you get this o; ^V^^eJ^ Send for samples and wholesale prices. Satisfaction g

Hamilton Woolen Mills Co.,

221-223 Market Street. ^HICA'^^'



LOVE AND LAUGHTER.

LaI'<;h, and the world laughs with you.

Weep, and you weep alone;

This grand old earth must horrnw its mirth.

It has trouble enough of its own.

Sin?, and the hills will answer,

.Sigh, it is lost on the air;

The echoes bound to a joyful sound.

But shrink from voicing care.

Be glad, and your friends are many.

Be sad, and you lose them all;

There are none to decline your nectared wine.

But alone you must drink life's gall.

There is room in the halls of pleasure

For a long and lordly train;

But, one by one, we must all file on
Through the narrow aisles of pain.

Feast, and your halls are crowded;
Fast, and the world goes by;

Succeed and give, 'twill help you live;

But no one can help you die.

Rejoice, and men %vill seek vou;

Grieve, and they turn and go—
They want full measure for all your pleasure.
But they do not want your woe.

MNETEEN YEARS OLD.

lie li.id lived ,1 day or two longer on this
ih. and in our present form of existence, slie had
ifjlded her nineteenth year, as we recognize
e She was always more or less frail, and it was
expected that she would grow up stout and

lis. and as she lay in her cradle, in the very
ni "here she was lying so quiet and still, the
"' J.1.V, those who saw her went away feeling

't would soon be that she had gone home. But
P'tying gods gave her nineteen beautiful years,
'nen called her back,

ike was never like other children. She was too
" "Ke a beautiful, ghostly visitor, from the
1 "nseen, tarrying awhile in the clay. It was

,

^=f'"a statue in miniature set beside the
'mages of the mound builder. Ouiet, such

^

a'c alvv.us quiet, thoughtful, whom the gods

hJ,!u°' '''" S''^" "P "itl' "le birds and
"* A

1 seemed to recognize the weakness

ervlo 'i'"
^'^'^ "'<= —living spark, andy house dog singled her out and looked into

; h I.
'' ^^°"Sh he would say some-

ears o,?',,""'
^'''^'' °' l-""'- And so passed«r5 of dolls and playthings,

falls
',

'"lu
'""^" '° 'h« heart colors quickly

"f briph 'u^'"""''
'° 'he early came to the

meet !h ?'" "'''"'^ '^e brook and the

""en 'in ,"h"'
',

P'^y"i'"gs of children are

"'he saw
"'^ °^ ^'"'> womanhood.

Sitwa. ;u'
""" '>"°""' f°'- she never said.

*>.ridi„'s'r""'' of the mail-clad, plumed

" of brute ,

°''" "'"' '''"'""' ""y ''"*°'^-

•lef awav ,
'^"f^'h, coming to claim her and

"'^"PPort ,. !
"'"'' The vine seeks the

'"erock
„'"""' flower blooms best clos-

•'' 'he s,i„,'„
"' " "^^ ="" <^s dreams are and

so one night when the bird had his head under his
wing, and the little ones in fur were rolled in a ball
in their lowly homes the Angel came and called
and she went, silently and quickly. When the sun-
rise touched the tree tops, and those who were left

looked, all they saw was the tenantless house in

which she had dwelt. And they cried aloud and
moaned and mourned.
As she lay in her coffin in the darkened room

surrounded with pure white roses, and beautiful pur-
itan lilies it was a mummery and a mockery over a
deserted dwelling. Children came in quietly, hat
in hand, open mouthed and silent, looked in won-
dering a»ve. and then went out and forgot. The
ghoul of an undertaker saw that all was in order.
The great, stiong man, at the graveside intoned the
lines;

" liane and blessing, pain and pleasure.

By the Cross are sanctified,"

and the assembled friends wailed out the song of
the living over the clay vessel, broken at their feet.

have passed. And yet, and yet. Mayhap our eyes
are too dim, our ears too dull to see or hear the
spirit of her who has passed the veil and has come
again from time to time to look as a mother lo6ks
on a child asleep and hearing and seeing not.

Who may safely say that in our quiet hours, when
we say we are thinking of the past, forgetful of all
around us, some near and dear di.sembodied soul,
unseen, unheard and intangible, ni.iy not be hover-
ing near, beckoning and whispering in a language
we do not understand, and then when we wake we
say wc have been dreaming. There is no better
word for it. but what is a dream? And who knows
that those who have passed have gone ,iway at all?
The best that we can do is to plant the rose over
the mound, sit by it quietly, and looking to the west
where our sun will set, think of the east where it

rises for us, back of the cross crowned hill of Cal-
vary and wait till we know as .St. Paul puts it. even
as we are known. .\iid God be with all of us.

CHOCOLATE FIENDS.

same.

"^"""^
agai,','^
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™^' Soing, though no-
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And then they went home silently, each thinking

his own thoughts. When theearlh had run another

race around the sun the grass was struggh'ng to

hide the jellow clay of the narrow mound in the

place set aside for the repository of worn-out

clothes of souls that "had passed, there was a pure

white stone on which the hand of the graver had

car\ed the word " Died," followed by the legend of

dates. It was the best they or any of us could have

done. But is the view correct? 1 think not.

As the delicate forest bloom has its life crushed

out by the heavy footfall of the night prowling

beast, only to bloom again, so the spirit of lier who
was with us nineteen beautiful years did not die,

but passed from our sight and hearing. There is no

such thing as death as the beast dies. We change

and pass from one existence to another, as we pass

from room to room, closing the door behind us, but

knowing all that is doing in the company we have

left back of us. The veil that hangs between us

and them is impenetrable to our eyes, and elusive

to our touch, but parts readily to their hand. And
do they ever re-enter the vacated world? Who
knows? None have ever heard the sure spoken

word, or seen as we see in noonday glare those who

"Thk manufacture of chocolate," said J. R. Anso,
of Hrazil, " is a great industry. Of all the choco-
late be.ins imported iiito the United States two-
thirds go to one firm in Hoston. and the other third
is distributed among the other manufacturers. The
chocolates sold are of various grades. The Caracas
chocolate is supposed to be the best.

" If you take the various grades, technically

known as the Caracas, the French, the German and
so on, and take a piece of each and place them in a
pan of water and allow them to dissoh e, any expert
will tell yuu which is the best chocolate. The bet-

ter grades will leave no sediment. The others will.

This is e.xplained by the fact that in the cheaper
grades the shell is ground up and used as a ' filler.'

The lighter the chocolate the better the grade.

The cheaper grades arc dark owing to the ground
up shell.

" Jt \s a queer thing about chocolate consunijition.

There are chocolate fiends, just as there are opium
fiends, tobacco slaves and liquor slaves. I cannot
tell you why it is, but if people begin to eat choco-

late the habit grows upon them. I don't think any
amount of chocolate hurts any person. Of course

the cheaper grades of chocolate have a large per-

centage of sugar in them, and sugar is to a certain

extent injurious, but for the chocolate itself I don't

think any one eats enough to hurt him materially.

In contradistinction to the exhilaration of alcoholic

drinks chocolate seems to be a soother. Persons

who are nervous and irritable find it a food that in

a way calms and soothes and satisfies them. It is

queer, but it is the truth. The consumption of

chocolate is increasing enormously in the United

States."

RAMA, AN INDIAN BOY.

Ouu missionaries in India are saving the children.

Here is one of the starving ones. See the hopeless

expression on the face. We who are well fed

know nothing of the pangs of hunger, to say nothing

of starvation. Our Brethren have sent nearly $20r

000 to help save the children.

Twenty people can gain money for one who can

use it, and the \'ital question for individual and na-

tion is ne\er " how much do they make?" but "to

what purpose do tliey spend?'
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ABOUT SIBERIA.

A GKKAT many pcgple are of the opinion that Si-

beria is all a wonderfully cold and desolate country,

the home of the exile, and the political criminal.

The followinj; extract from the letter of an Amcrl-

c.n engineer employed in that country puts a dif-

ferent light on the people and their homes. Other

interesting things are told:

The climate of the country is not bad. In fact, it

is quite hot from May to September, inclusive,

while the cold comes from November to March, in-

clusive. When I outfitted at St. Petersburg 1 was

idvised to take along plenty of furs, and did so.

When I reached Siberia I found the men wearing

pongee silk suits, and watermelons were being

raised. I was also advised to take along a good

supply of provisions, yet I found good eating hous-

es at almost every station. It can best be described

by calling it a pioneer country, settled principally

by -young Russians. You do not seethe Eskimo

from the North or the Tartar from the South. The

people seemed more prosperous, more rugged and

happier than any other people in European or Asi-

atic Russia. Russia wants to colonize this vast vir-

gin district, and is constantly striving to induce

people to go out there from the crowded centers.

The railways built and iirojecled will give them a

market for the things they raise, and in time Russia

will be able to care for her own. There will be no

famine when it becomes possible to move foodstuffs

at a rea.sonable cost.

Whole villages arc shipped bodily out to Siberia

and emigrants arc given a certain amount of money,

fifty rubles, a fur coat, or shuba, and a ticket out

.ind back, so that they may go, examine, and report

to their friends upon the country. Besides this,

every prisoner, for no matter what trivial offense, is

sent to Siberia, and not only goes himself, but has

to take his family along, a new way of colonizing a

country. They are sent for trivial offenses only a

' short distance out into the country, but for more

serious crimes their destination is further, and for

murder, or crimes of as serious nature, they are

shipped to Kamskatka, and have to work in the salt

mines. The most serious thing a man can do in

Russia is to engage in a treasonable enterprise

against the government; for that and that alone

they are sentenced to capital punishment. As be-

fore stated, the government is making every effort

to colonize Siberia. For example, a chateau near

Moscow was burnt down, having been set on fire by

some incendiaries, who were known to be peasants

ot-two villages upon the estate. Curiously enough,

these peasants were protesting against the introduc-

tion of American farming machinery, lately intro-

duced into that district. The authorities were un-

able to determine who the guilty ones were, so they

shipped both villages bag and baggage to Siberia.

Prisoners upon arrival in Siberia are not locked in

prisons, but are turned loose, and only have to re-

port at stated periods to the Governor of the dis-

trict. Consequently, you constantly see them walk-

ing from place lo place, or working in mines—many

mines depend entirely upon these men for labor.

The houses in every village upon the main street

facing the road, have little windows with shelves,

about six feet above the ground, and on this shelf

they place whatever food they have to spare. This

is a custom handed down from a former period to

aid escaped prisoners, the shelves being placed at

that height so as to prevent dogs from getting at

the food.

Mcr\ and Samarkand, which, by the way, means

"face of the earth," were the centers of civilization

in Central Asia at the time of .Mexander the Great.

After lea\ing Merv we went on to and saw both the

ancient and modern cities. The latter is now a

flourishing city of 400,000 people. When the Rus-

sians took the place it was probably the greatest

slave market in the world, and it is said that the

soldiers of the Czar released 400,000 slaves in Bok-

hara and Kiva. Bokhara was the home of the raid-

ers, who swept south among the Persians and north

and cast among the Mongolians, and it is of record

that 20,000 slaves, principally women and children,

have been driven in at one time. The effect of that

traffic is still to be seen in the faces of the people

who walk the streets of Bokhara, for they bear the

cast of the Persian and Mongolian. Bokhara had

its black hole, too, and I stood upon the great, flat

stone that now caps it. Like the other black holes,

it was a great underground chamber where the luck-

less prisoner was cast to die. The most interesting

place in Bokhara is the execution tower. I had

heard of it before, bu( the matter had slipped from

my mind, and it was from the Ameer himself that I

sought information about it. It is a finely con-

structed stone tower, and its height of 250 feet

makes it imposing. I asked the Ameer what it was

when it caught my eye, and he explained that it was

the execution tower. The prisoner condemned to

death, he explained, was compelled to walk to the

top and then step off. He went to a sheer plunge

of 250 feet to the stone flagging below, and if he

survived the flight through the air his life was

crushed out at the bottom. I expressed the opin-

ion that it was a horrible punishment, but he

seemed to think it quite as good as any other meth-

od, and added that it made a " fine sight." He had

a couple of prisoners condemned to die a week

later, and, with true Oriental hospitality, said that

he would have them killed at once so I might see

just how the thing was done. With all the respect

that I could summon, I begged that he let the law

take its course. The Russian Government has long

contemplated doing away with the tower of death,

and one of these days that method of execution

will be abolished.

I have had special opportunities for seeing and

studying Russia, and I do not hesitate to pronounce

her future a wonderful one. She has a wealth of

untouched territory that is rich in minerals and still

richer in its agricultural possibilities. She has

problems of transportation and harmonizing of pop-

ulations, but the genius of her people is meeting

these obstacles, and one by one they are being

solved. When the task is done I hesitate to even

guess at her possibilities.

one hundred twenty millionaires, besides j
and well-to-do middle class. Moreover

sh

show in all the branches of intellectual c„|/
art and sciences, a long list of eminent ine„ J''"

'

cupy for the most part the first rank in tf,

"

cialty. She is also reputed for her numerou '

important works of charity and bencvolenc,; \'

have acquired a development which could nou
been reached in other centuries.

Basel has a very interesting cathedral uhcr

buried the ashes of the reformer (Ecola;
"'PWills

BASEL.

BY G. J.
FERCKEN-

We present to the readers of The Inglesook an

idea of Basel (in French Bale), one of the richest,

oldest and most venerable cities of Switzerland.

The ancient called it "The Golden City," because

it was the principal entrance to the Swiss Alps.

Basel ought to be of great interest to the mem-

bers of the Brethren church, as out of the eight

pious souls who, about two hundred years ago " re-

kindled in Germany the dying embers of Primitive

Christianity, one was a Swiss and a native of Basel

—Aiidniv Bony by name!

In the very interesting " History of the German

Baptist Brethren in Europe and America," by M.

G. Brumbaugh, we are also told that Christian Libi;

native of Epstein in Germany, ordained an elder

and missionary, " pressed into Switzerland and

preached the religion he loved in the city of Basel.

f-le was arrested and asked to renounce his faith.

This he refused to do, He was sent to the galleys,

and had to work the galling oars by the side of

criminals, for two' years. He was then ransomed

and came to Creyfelt where he was under the senior

eldership of John Naas. This was about 1722."

Basel is situated north of Switzerland, on the Ger-

man frontier. Its climate is mild, and the suburbs

crowded with gardens are rich in flowers and south-

ern fruits.

Owing to her splendid situation, the city is be-

coming more and more an industrial center, and the

spirit of enterprise, joined to the energy, persever-

ance and genius of her inhabitants, is worthy of no-

tice. It is more especially her industry in silks, in-

troduced more than two centuries ago, together

with other auxiliary trades, which represent her

enormous capital and insure the existence of her

thri\ing population.

The attraction of the city is entranced by the pic-

turesque aspect of her outskirts whose tranquil, se-

rene, cheerful and healthy nature, its varied and
splendid sites, present attractions always new. The
conformation of the mountains, hills and valleys of

the neighboring Jura presents an interest altogether

particular.

The old, celebrated Rhine rolls down its blue and
green surges, dividing the city in two unequal parts,

which old solid bridges join together.

Basel is from an economical point of \iew the

richest city in Switzerland. With her population of

.S5,ooo inhabitants, it has, it is popularly recorded.

CIRCUS FUN IN THE SOUTH.

"In the North," said the old circus man, "ih.

iire to get into the tent by crawling under ihe

,

vas is confined to the small boy. But in the S

*

the entire colored population comes to tin- gto 1

and hangs around day and night looking for j„ ^

portunity to get in free. And to crawl wnial,

canvas seems to them to be the easiest way. \,\.

and women tramp around and around the tent 1,

ing for an unguarded point. We always p^t^jj

canvasmen on watch when we go to the Soulhi

our show. I have witnessed more than one am,,,

ing and exciting incident growing out of thisi,-

of the negro to get into. the circus without buiin„

ticket. They go literally circus-m.id when
t,

show comes to town, and they won't do a tip,

work until it leaves. One reason why they 4,

step up to the ticket wagon and hand out thei

is that they never have any. There maybeofc

reasons, but I have never inquired further intoil

subject.

" I was with old Adam Forepaiigh one fall ivk

he took his show' to the South for an extended s:

son. Two new canvasmen nearly precipilalei!

riot for us at Lexington, Ky. They had been lii

for the special purpose of keeping negroes Im:

crawling under the tent, and they saw an oppon.t

ty to make a little money for themselves on :'

side. They were able to work out their scks

through the fact that they were favorably stalionei

for it. One was at the outside at the connection kt

tween the main tent and the menagerie, and it

other on the inside, within the connection.

"Among the vast crowd of negroes

about the show was a large number who hadc«c

to town expecting to get in for ten ortweniy*

cents. The outside canvasman gave outaqiiKH)

that if any one had any change in his pocket-,^

giving it to the right person he could getintoli

show at cut rates. They began to crowd aw:

him, tendering varied amounts of money, froi»>

cent up to forty-five. He accepted all ten*"

He told them that he would have to put ibc»

one at a time. He did.

" The inside man was waiting for theni. J«'

soon as a black head would appear mid" Hit

'

vas he would grab it, drag the rest of the P

owning it inside and shove himoiit of tlie^^

side of the narrow connection. From ""^'^^
,'

long way around to the man who gotl =

If one of the dupes found his way back,

»^ ^^^

uncertain, and wanted his money leturue

^^^

promptly shoved under the canvas aga"
^^^

as promptly kicked out on the other sidt.

kind of an endless chain.
j,,y

s

"Why didn't the two men let tne
^^^j.

Well, old Adam Forepaugh was
"•'.""^'i^^.

|,„l

saw an unusual number of negroes "i
.^^ ^^

would at once have made the rounds
^^^

they were getting in. That was w
y^^ ^^^^.

was about half over that "'8'" " '

„,;„„te«''

racket started at the connection. ^^„j„gfo;

passed and we saw two
'^^""''^"^,''"„' angry.!"

arbund the hippodrome track "''J'" ^^jjetif

crowd of negroes after them. ' " „t ol

Thought It

>^J y p

Tb.itnave"' ,,

dthe'^''

men time to escape, '^i"-'' ,"";;;, We'*

them

joyed it immensely

show. We knew different,

and headed the negroes off.

After we learnei

interference.
it we regretted our

promising canvasmen at Lexing

, i.„vpti3"*',i;

Pr was a belief :imong the
'"'^[^.led <|

third finger of the left hand was c^
^^^^^

heart by means of a slender "'^'"^^^^
,

lief came the custom of wearing

on that finger.

We are all more or less ii"'"'"'"'

perhaps, but all the same imita

unc
:0<^'
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THE HOMINO INSTINCT.

Ti

liiio*'
as

late

I
nei'

iu-n afte

nJ«

10'

1

big

homing instinct develops in younfj animals

t-arly as the desire for food. In the wild

is a necessity, since without it the young

er keep in touch with herd or pack,

enturies of domestication, it is still

Witness this tale of little pigs. They were

month old when their owner decided to

He wanted to fat and kill their mothers, so

fffred the lot of forty at a bargain price. A
hbor five miles away bought the pigs, put them

bo.v, hoisted the bo.v on a wagon and

ulcd it home. There the pi.gs were put in a close

fed with milk and mush for two weeks, then

vcn the range of a small lot adjacent to the pen.

!,,« mornings later every one was missing. A
II hole carefully rooted under the gate was the

lie
explanation of their disappearance. Their

searched high and low for them, sending

en to adjacent farms, but could not find them,

lat afternoon the original owner sent word he had

und thirty-nine of the forty standing squealing at

when he awoke. The buyer going to re-

aim the strays, found the missing fortieth pig ly-

.Khausted by the roadside, but still struggling

writhe along on the trail of its mates.

Upon the same Middle Tennessee plantation a

\x year old mare was bought from an Ohio drove.

le di-o\e had been brought down on stock cars

the county town, seven miles away. The mare
imeci perfectly content in her new surroundings,

after a week or two she was allowed to pasture

Ih other stock. For
_ a day she was happy,

izint; and frolicking with the rest. Toward noon
the second day a watcher saw her suddenly fling

her head, cock one ear forward, one b.icic, as

lugh listening intently to a far-off call, then start

swinging gallop for the pasture fence, clear it

,h one Hying leap, cross a field of young corn,

;e the boundary fence, a much stiffer one, and go
ay due north. Nothing more was seen or heard
her for three months. Then, by a singular
ince, shewas discovered, impounded as an estray,
re than half way across the State of Kentucky.
;
had swum a considerable river to get so far,

I had been taken up. through breaking into a
iturc lo graze. She was going home straight as
crow flies, making no account whatever of the

Ids and turn'

;hed,

imons; fowls, domestic turkeys are the most per-
cnt homers. This same plantation's

3
her old one, tabby was seen skittering through thewoods w.th a bird i„ her mouth, or sunning herself
luxuriously high in some safe tree crotch The
first n.ppmg frost brought her to the familiar door
meow.ng, and looking up at her old master quite as
though she had never left it.

'PARKING " A nOpsB.

< in the route by which she had been

same plantation's mistress
"d that out in a way at once odd and provoking.
:

raised a brood of fourteen, which turned out to
lam thirteen gobblers. They were fine, lusty,
n?e-brown fellows, although this was in the year

'
iTonze turkeys, so called, were unknown.

gave away seven out of thirteen to as many

L >'
'° '"" ^' ""^ '"=='^ °f "^•^i"' bleeding

fo h h^
"^""sequence almost every day for six

Y'
''ad to go out and help to separate her

F ' "keys from some other
^8°bblers came back home,
"'' "ith his harem at his heels.

proverbial homers. Southern negroes

I their t

'^"'^'''''"'"g superstitions connected

tluct-
"?^^'' '" moving they say it is the

Wry b"i ,

™°''''' '° '^'"= "'""e "^"^ <^"'- " '=

arc „,
'''

,
"" '" give away a cat. unless its

^
"sed, and allowed to make marks on the
goes over. They say, further, the hom-

" Parking 'a horse," said a veteran trainer "
is

teaching him to e.vecute those pretty, prancing
steps and caracoles that lend so much grace and
spirit to a thoroughbred under the saddle. It
comes natural to some horses to do all that when
they are slightly checked up, and in such a case it
IS simply the expression of a superabundance of fire
and vitality, but most of them have to be taught
When an animal is properly • parked ' a gentle pull
on the rein and a touch of the knee will set him
dancing in the daintiest, prettiest fashion imagina-
ble. He seems aquiver with life and seems ready
at a word to fly away like an arrow from a bow. It
is a graceful and highly effective performance and
will easily add ten or fifteen per cent to the value of
any fancy saddle nag. There is a great difference
between 'parking,' as the term is used technically,
and mere fidgeting or jumping about through ex-
cess of nervousness and ' go.' Any high-strung an-
imal hates to be pulled up, but the mincing minuet
that makes a horse a perfect picture and incidental-
ly sets off the rider to immense advantage is usual-
ly, as I said before, a matter of education.

" The training is by no means an easy job, either.
It is generally supposed that horses are among the
most intelligent of animals, but that isn't so. They
are among the most stupid, and their brain is rela-
tively very much smaller than that of a dog. Some
simply won't learn and w^e have to give them up as a
bad job. It would be idle to persist after a few
failures. In doing tricks it is always necessary for
a horse to receive a cue in the shape of a visible
sign or touch. I never yet knew one that could be
depended upon to obey simply a spoken command.
The command is usually given, but it is for the ben-
efit of the spectator. The private sign is what the
animal really notices.

the wants of the oyster, being, therefore, a benefit
instead of a detriments to the latter. In return for
the oysters kindness in protecting it against its
enemies, the little crab catches and crushes food
which in Its entire state could not be taken by the
oy-Jter. A singular thing in connection with them
js that all found inside of the oyster arc females.
1 he male of the same variety has a hard shell

" When I first came to this city I was a very
green country boy. I had heard a good deal about
fulton market oysters, so I went there and ordered
a stew. I had eaten about half of it, when I was
disgusted to find what I then called a little red bug
in It. I kicked up a fuss, and they had an awful
time conciliating me. It took me some years to
realize that

bug."
was in error in calling the titbit a

FINE SPECIMENS OF THE FRENCH VEGETABLE
GROWN IN CALIFORNIA AND THE SOUTH.

A COMPARATIVE

THE USEFUL TOAD.

flock. Each of the

not once but many

man\-

propensity can be d
'""^^

'eet before
home.

Bl;
luck

furthi

estroyed by putting butter
they touch anything in her

aek walnuts, which it is near'

That the toad is beneficial to the farmer, and
particularly to the gardener, is admitted by every
one who has observed its habits. Additional facts

have been secured by recent observations at the
Massachusetts experiment station, which show the
toad's food is composed of insects and spiders,

about eighty per cent of which are directly injuri-

ous to cultivated crops, or in other ways obnoxious
to man.

The toad feeds on worms, snails, sow bugs, com-
mon greenhouse pests and the many-legged worms
which damage greenhouse and garden plots. It

feeds to some extent on grasshoppers and crickets,

and destroys large numbers of ants. It consumes a

considerable number of May beetles, rose chasers,

click beetles or adults of the wireworm, potato bee-

tles and cucumber beetles. It is a prime destroyer of

cutworms and armyworms.
To all agriculturists the toad renders conspicuous

service, but the gardeners and greenhouse owners
may malce this animal of speci.il value. Eveiy gar-

dener should aim to keep a colony of toads among
his growing crops, and the practice of collecting

and transferring them to the gardens is a com-
mendable one.

.•ELV new vegetable, which is finding
more and more favor in the eyes of housewives, is the
burr or globe artichoke, or what is more commonly
known in the shops as the French artichoke. It is
a native of the countries about the Mediterranean,
where it is grown extensively, and where it thrived
in the open air. To a less extent it is grown in
gardens in Central Europe and I-ingland. Only late-
ly Jias it been introduced to this country, although in
Louisiana a similar variety has been cultivated by
the Creole gardeners for several years. Being sen-
sitive to severe cold, plants require winter protec-
tion in all Northern regions.

The vegetable is a perennial, with stems three to
four feet high, and large pinnatified leaves, two or
three feet long. The leaves are whitish green
above and cottony on the lower surface, their bases
extentling in wings down the stems. The flower
head, the portion eaten, is very large, something
like that of a sunflower, but with blue florets. In
the cultivated plant the base of the flower head and
the bases of the enveloping scales are quite fleshy,
and the ripe heads are not dissimilar in appearance
to pine cones. The French artichoke has been one
of the sought-after novelties among lovers of good
things to eat for several seasons. At first the veg-
etable was received here from New York importers,
who secured the offerings from French growers at a
heavy expense. The cost upon reaching Kansas
City was so great that dealers -were obliged to ask
an almost prohibitive price and few could afford
the delicacy. This season, however. California
growers have shipped in a few crates on special or-
ders and the artichokes have given as good satis-

faction as those imported from France. The first

arrivals commanded twenty-five cents apiece, but at
present they may be had for fifteen cents.

BIG SPIDER WEB.

LITTLE CRABS IN OYSTERS.

!tlic

lo move "' """"" " "" '"^""y as "The demand for that little southern delicacy,
'"^'^'

antidotes T
'^"'^' '"^'' ^"^ "^'''^ '° ^"'""^ ^^ ""^ oyster crab, is always larger than the supply,

' 'y'Hg a ne l-'^

'^''^'^'''"g "'em carefully, and and I have, all I can do to obtain the fifty or sixty

"'"" upon h' "r
°^ ^'"^"'^ °" ""^ '^^'' °'^ ''"'" gallons which are daily required for flavoring stews

iftofa "^^ *^" ^""^ ''°°'^- " is lucky to and making omelets in the leading hotels, restau-
"^ '" you of it

'
^"'^ luckier still to have one rants and clubs of this city," said a wholesale fish

h '^''^nhome'-^
own motion. A gift-cat ought dealer in New York to a Washington Star writer.

''"ill escan"
'^ ^^^^'^"'^'^'^ ''''''' ^o none of "Our northern oysters do not contain the little

°'"''hsland' dainties, so I am obliged to buy them from the

"'*''
'hell (ju'Jf

"''^ "*^ done in the case of a oyster shuckers along the York. Rappahannock and
" mile s'

^ came home over a distance other southern rivers. The Chesapeake Bay shore

'"^^ hom. I

^""^ ^" summer to do it in. oystermen send us some also.

"ever Very
f

'hrough pleasant woods and "The little crab found in the oyster is not, as

l>etwcen
I

' " a clear creek. At various commonly supposed by two-thirds of the oyster-eat-

' and N
'' "'"^" ^''e vanished from her ing community, the young of the blue crab, but is a
ovcmber, when she reappeared at I

distinct species. It is a messmate of and caterer to

Cevlon is the home of the largest species of spi-

der that has yet been made the subject of entomo-
logical investigation. This web-spinning monster
lives in the most mountainous districts of that rug-

ged island and places his trap— not a gossamer
snare of airy lightness, but a huge net of yellow silk

from five to ten feet in diameter—across the chasms
and fissures in rocks, says Our Fc-/lou-Cn-tilnKs.

The supporting guys of this gigantic net, which
in all cases is almost strong enough for a hammock,
are from five to twenty feet in length, as conditions

and circumstances may require, made of a series

of twisted webs, the whole being of the diameter of

a lead pencil. As might be imagined, this gigantic
silken trap is not set for mosquitoes, flies and pes-
tiferous gnats, but for birds, gaudy moths and ele-

gantly painted butterflies, some of the latter having
a Sfiread of wing equal to that of a robin or a blue-

jay.

Some extra fine skeletons of small binls. lizards,

snakes, etc., ha\e been found in those webs, with
every vestige of flesh picked from them. The own-
er and maker of these queer silk traps is a spider

with a body averaging four and one-half inches in

width and six inches in length and with legs nine to

twelve inches from body to terminal claw.

The warden of the jail at Chicago is about to set

the female prisoners to work cultivating roses. He
believes that eventually their cultivation will raise

the moral standard of those who tend them.
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TO THE BOYS AND GIRLS WHO CAN'T.

In all SLXlions of the country there are bright

boys and ijirls who look with lonjjing eyes toward

the college, and in their dreams they imagine what

they would do if they only had the chance. They

are so situated that it will never come to them.

l!\it they long for an education that seems utterly

beyond their reach. Now shall these people, and

they are many, be debarred from becoming schol-

ars? Not so. It is entirely within the reach of ev-

ery reader to secure for himself or herself a most

valuable education. It will lack the completeness

of a course at school, and it will not be so well pfo-

portioned as what would be had at a college, but it

is an education, and with it you ni.ay do wonders.

The start is to be made by systematic reading

and study. It would be well to consult some per-

s(m ol undoubted qualification as an adviser, and

then take hold. It takes time, not only a long time,

but time out of each day, .ind that time must not be

used for other purposes. If you find that impossi-

ble the matter might as well be abandoned. It

lakes time to read and study, and nothing else can

be done to advantage while it is going on. An

hour a day will work wonders in the long run. But

it must be an hour given to study. Work and play

are not to be mixed with it.

Now suppose we suggest a book, and let it be

" Prescptt's History of the Conquest of Mexico."

This is a book that can be had anywhere, and in

the new does not cost much, while every good sec-

ond-hand bookstore has it. Now once it is in your

possession, and the time set for reading, and reso-

lutely adhered to, it wovild be a good thing to first

ascertain what the Conquest actually was in general

terms, then, after learning something about the per-

sonality of the author, read it carefully' and

thoughtfully. If there is anybody with whom you

can talk about what jou have read so much the

better. Now the facts are that a .Spaniard named

Cortez, with about six hundred followers, set sail

from Cuba over three hundred years ago and con-

quered a nation of ten or twelve millions, parcelled

out the country to suit himself, and laid the foun-

dations of what is now the country of Mexico.

This is the Conquest, and I'rescott tells the story

in as interesting a manner as a novelist tells a tale.

In fact it is hardly history, but rather a romance.

After mastering the Conquest there are hundreds

of thousands of other books to read and study, and

life is not long eiiough to know even the names of

them. Hut taking the acknowledged best the time

rapidly approaches when the reader is something

more and more of a scholar, and getting to be a

thinker. Then there are the magazines, and the\-

arc legion, and in them is current literature of the

highest order. Ke.id all that you can buy or bor-

row of them.

Never say can't. Tell the truth about yourself

.tnd say that you haven't continuity of purpose, are

too lazy, or anything but " can't." All wisdom lies

in open palm for those who are willing to reach out

for it.

ATTAINING PERFECTION.

Many a young person is heard to say that if he

can not be a good Christian he is Eiot going to be

one at all. Now let us consider this situation a lit-

tle. The feeling is a commendable one, in a certain

sense, but it is also an impossible accomplishment.

It is frequently asserted because it is not known to

the person what really is involved in a godly life.

In the first place Christianity, that i.s, living like

Christ would have us do, is one thing, and the

church is another. The church is a mighty help, in

fact it is the ordained help in the matter, and it is

an essential to success. Christianity has its rules of

conduct, and so has the church. Nobody ever fell

into the perfect accord with all of them at once.-

On the other hand it requires a continuance toward

perfectedness. It is a school in which the learner

has his rate of progress altogether within his own

control, but nobody, not even the disciples, ever be-

came full-fledged and perfected Christians over

night. Belief and conviction may come in a flash,

but perfection comes not in a single trial. As well

might the boy say that unless he can build a good

and perfect house at once he is not going to take

hold of tools wherewith it is done.

Character building is a growth. It is like the

building of a house. Tier on tier of brick go to

make up the perfect edifice. It is a work of from

day to day, and not an instantaneous creation.

Nobody ever lived who did not make mistakes of

either head or heart, or both. Otherwise he would

be perfect. That is impossible. Church member-

ship is not for the perfect, or the perfected. It is

a place and a conditibn that is an ever available

help for the failures and the mistakes that we all

make. It is a union of the strong and the weak

that the latter may be helped by the former. And
it is often the case that he who thinks he is the

weaker is really the spiritual athlete. Take courage

and come forth on the side of the Lord. With all

your weaknesses, and your past and prospective

failures, the church is the place in which to grow

strong by helping to strengthen the weak.

before him. And how is it possible!
^^^^

solutely just decision when we have n T"*"
'

the motives that pre\-ailedr ^'^a.

There is one thing that we should ever
and that is that only God is all-knowin
lutely just. We are enjoined to leave"
his hands. What are we that we sho u'""
selves "^ '"' ''^ '

man antl

the heart?

up in judgment in anything bum
'"'

nd visible defects? Which of us can"

'

And there is this thing furtl/''"
member, and that is God judges us and oth

' '°

the motives that control us. It is true th

'' ''

no other way of deciding than by acts, andth"^
^''

us to a full stop when we come to settin
""'

up as judges in matters it is not possible fo"*'
know with anj' degree of correctness.

"'

'

Therefore, when we hear that which sho
be, let us be careful of expressing an

'"

Swift to hear and slow to speak against .1.
'","'"

the rule. ''""''''l*

THE GOOD OLD TIHES.

One often hears talk about the good old times,

the days of the long ago, when everything was bet-

ter than it is now, and the people were honest, and

all things were in much better shape than now.

The actual facts are that the so-called good old

times, all put together, wouldn't make half as good

a time as we are having to-day.

If we were to go back just a hundred years we
would search in vain for a railroad, a thing un-

dreamed of at that time. There was neither tele-

graph nor telephone, and as for an electric light.

people at that time did not know what even kero-

sene was. They burned tallow candles, and

thought it a wonderful 'thing when somebody in-

\'ented the fat lamp. There were no steamboats or

trolley cars, not even horse cars. Nobody had a

common iron plow in those days, and they used

a piece of timber shod with iron in its place.

There was not a kitchen stove in existence, and no-

body had ever heard of a match to light the fire

with.

These instances might be multiplied indefinitely,

and as it has been so it will be. A hundred years

to come things will have changed much more than

they have in the century past and gone. It will be

remark.able, of course, and it is impossible to con-

ceive what m,iy happen. That which is deemed
impossible now will be things understood and
worked by children then.

A DECAYING CHURCH.

A F.4M0US artist was once asked to paint

ture of a Decaying Church. To the astonishnr'
of many, instead of putting on the canvas a

"

tottering ruin, the artist painted a stately
eJifitt

'

modern grandeur. Through the open portals
co'iij

be seen the richly carved pulpit, the magnificeniK

gan and the beautiful stained-glass windows 1.

within the grand entrance, guarded oneitlieisij.

by a " pillar of the church " in spotless appardi,

glittering jewelry, was an "offering plate "ofgoo*
workmanship, for the offerings of the fashiort.

worshipers. But—and here the artist's concenn,,-

of a Decaying Church was revealed—right abo.

the " offering-plate " suspended from a nail in;

wall, there hung a square box, very simply pain

and bearing the legend, "Collection for Form

Missions," but right over the slot, through rii-

certain contributions ought to have gone, lie b

painted a huge cobweb! He'was right in Ihiit

that it is a sure sign of decay when Christians ca^|

to work for the spread of the Gospel, .is an mi

fied contemporary wisely observes after citi

above instance.

OUR SHORT SERMON.

Text: Judging Others.

When we are so constituted that we are able to see
into the hearts of people and know their motives,

we may, possibly, be in a position to act as judge, but
not before then. .Are we therefore denied an opin-
ion on the merits of a case that may come before us
for consideration? Not necessarily so, but we are
to be very chary of expressing it. It is only when
we hioiv that we are entitled to speak from and by
authority. But the fact is th.at so many of us are in

the habit of giving a judicial opinion on what is not
testimony. How can anybody correctly judge a
case on hearing but one side? It takes a wise man
to render a correct verdict when he has both sides

BELIEVE IN YOURSELF.

The young man who would succeed in life m

have great confidence in his own ability to adii;

success. This is a foundation stone, ,inc! witho^i

his building will either never go up, or will lopi

The men who have achieved results in lifeb

been men who believe in themselves, men ndi

hope and of optimistic views. Despair never"

a victory. Confidence must always precede .k"

A young man can never accomplish anything »

world till he is thoroughly convinced that lie»

Pessimists have ne\ er done anything exctfi

put stumbling-blocks in others' way. Itisthei '

ful, hopeful man— the man who believes lhe«"

is growing brighter and better—that is ot ^'^

the world; not the man who fears failure.
'

failure, thinks his work will be a failure. •
'

said, "The thing I feared has come ui'""

The very attitude or habitual condition
"J^

mind has a great deal to do with ^'^

'^t

Hence the importance of taking a hopeli" "

things.
,

A BILL OF $330,000 A B*^-

( ,h. Seciel"'

AccoRDiNi; to the last report or tni.
-^^.j.|,j

War the army of the United States co
>^^^

7,540 officers and 171,646 '="''*"'''
/"'^'mooK'-

Congress in what it supposed to °^^ (j,.

generosity allowed a little over S"°'°*^'j|„jtni-

expenses, but those who knew the
""^"^^u i*

perfectly that much more money "
^^^p^sti

quired, so we have not been very m"
,,|„„ii<

find in the Urgency Deficiency Bi"^^
^^

Congress the somewhat respectable su
_ j,;

This.
[

949 for the support of the army-

is an addition to S;5,247.8i 1
already^

current year. In other Vords, «e ^'
,^

$330,000 a day, or Si,375 a" ''"'"''
.°,|' fc

"

for our present army organization .1
^,

in the various parts of the *^'°
. ^'poiii

feature in the whole case is that "
^^^ „

trying to hide the fact that we a^^^^
_

,

large army, and if we are to p"
.^^,^.3*.

plans the size oi it may have to be
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RAILROAD ENOINEERINO.

,d in the Saturday Evening Past an article on

lect 3"d '' '* *" "'"'^'^ '" ''""^ "''"' what
'*

''I'^oLESOOK is doing that we reproduce a con-

.""
hi part of it here for the information of ovir

"'7',i who are following this column. The article

"nttcn by William J.
McQueen, an engineer on

"sewVorl; Central and Hudson River Railroad.

Upon the subject of education for engineers a

le might be written and not exhaust the sub-

To begin with, no engineer can know too

gch and the more knowledge a beginner has the

j„j,' it is for him. A college education is better

;i
grammar-school training, and a theoretical

-jtion along technical lines is better than a col-

education without that feature. Many of

best engineers in the country are making or

vt made up the deficiencies in their early train-

b^ taking special courses of instruction in

cchanical branches after they were already far ad-

nced in their calling. I am now completing a

lurse in theoretical mechanics, and if I should see

lysit'nsofa prospecti\'e change in motive power

om steam to electricity I would at once lit mjself

be .1 practical electrical engineer. That is the

ade 1 have set my son to learn. Of course a be-

u'ho has an education in these branches is

•tier fitted, everything else being equal, to suc-

!cd :n the railroaei business than one who has not.

ut this need not discourage a man, as there is al-

ays time for stud)', and no man is too old to learn.

eory, however, is not everything, as I have tried

shiuv. It must be coupled with practical expe-

Ence to accomplish the best results, and this ex-

rienee can only be acquired as I have acquired it

d .'IS thousands of other men have acquired it—by
of hard and patient work on the deck of a lo-

imntive.

All)' young man with a common school educa-
ood health and habits, intelligence, industry

id ambition may become a locomotive engineer,

:ovided he is willing to faithfully serve his ap-
:enticeship. An experienced man often earns as

uch as two thousand dollars a year and, as a rule,

ks only half the week. This gives him an
nee of time for study, rest and social enjoy-

eiil His income is decidedly larger than many
ofessional men receive, his working hours are half
oiigandhis place is his for life, unless he delib-

atcly throws his chances away or is the victim of
unavoidable circumstance. Not only is his

ture secure in his own vocation, but the higher
aiiches of the service are open to him, provided
lit! himself to fill them. There are many engi-
Ws who have become master mechanics, division

iitendents, superintendents of motive power,
liisMmeh,ive gone even higher. Angus Sinclair,
leiiilhor and editor, acquired the foundation of his
!" knowledge while working as fireman, engineer

_ nla^ter mechanic. There he t-eceived the
fciical training which, coupled with his theoretic-

nouledge, has made him a world-famed author-
^ special lines. Promotion depends almost
"|ion the man. .Study, thorough and con-

nterest and welfare of the road

lollv

'« cue for th
III 01 "s patrons, industry and intelligent self-re-

^ "'- the keynotes of success.
"•

J^ow to begin? The usual way to become an

^

'.^' IS to secure employment as a fireman.

•lulled
I

'^ ^^ '^"'"^ °"' '"' ^PP''<^'"'°" ^^^"^

..y^^'' "'"^ 'division superintendent of motive

oIT;

^'^ '^" shrewder judges of men than

c„
'"***'''' pass upon applicants for places in

tily ih"""^
"tranches of railroads. This is neces-

and
"*^' '^^'^ ''^"^^ °' hundreds of passen-

humliT"""*
"' '''"'" '^a"''* ="<= at the mercy of

"i-n j.'^)' *^"'P'°y«>^ of this service. Most of

'"
L'nn

""" ^^"' ''^''^* without direct supervi-
" their fidelity, intelligence and e.xpcri-

^^'•^ly of [he road depends.

m.-n
I

« the s

«sti
'^ion

I

No stronger

ne,^ -1^^,

"" '"^ given of the care with which be-

ccn, of.?
"'" "^an the fact that less than ten

"'siltoh"^
""=" who enter the service as fire-

^ °"0"le engineers.
Chance of -

'

first ini
securing work rests largely upon

'»e man f/"''°"
.""^e by the applicant. If a

^lean in person and neat in dress, is

physically sound, writes a plain hand, shows evi-
dences of a fair education, and if his references are
acceptable, he is generally put upon the waiting list.

There have been times when a young man has had
to wait for months and even a year after going on
the waiting list before he has been put to work, but
owing to the present activity in railroad circles, the
successful applicant to-day seldom waits longer
than three months, and oftentimes he is successful
in obtaining employment within a few weeks.

Before a fireman becomes an engineer he should
be thoroughly grounded in the fundamental princi-
ples of his trade. He should know the engine from
tender to pilot. He should be able to run the'ma-
chine in case of an emergency quite as well as the
engineer himself. Indeed he must be able to do
this or he would not be fitted for promotion. If
much depends on the care given by the fireman to
his work, much more depends on the thoroughness
of the engineer. A conscientious engineer is in the
round-house long enough before he starts out, to
e.\amine thoroughly every detail of his locomotive.
He inust do this himself and not trust to any one
else. No detail should be too small to escape his

attention. It takes me from an hour to an hour and
a half to do this work every day that I take my en-
gine out, and never, in the twenty-two years of my
service, have I delegated it to an assistant.

Prevention is better than cure many times over.
A large percentage of railroad accidents results

from a failure to minutely inspect locomotives be-

fore the trip has begun. Every minute of the engi-

neer's time is occupied when he is once on the road.

He must see that the water in the boiler is at a

proper height, that he has. sufficient air to apply
the brakes, that he has steam enough not only to

run the engine but to keep the cars warm. He
must watch every grade crossing and sound the

whistle and he must be constantly on the alert for

the block signals. On the Hudson River Division

we have four hundred of these signals and they
must be rigidly obeyed, foi' disobedience may mean
disaster. When any part of the equipment fails to

work repairs must be made with as little detention

to the ser\ice as possible, and the engineer who
thoroughly understands his work is the one who
succeeds in this emergency. To prevent these fail-

ures, however, he should ever be alert to detect any-

thing wrong with the machinery the instant it oc-

curs.

The pay is fully as high, if not higher, than that

paid to other classes of skilled labor. A switch en-

gineer on the best roads gets about Sioo the month;

a freight engineer from Si40 to Si 50, and a passen-

ger engineer from S150 to S175.

Switch engineers work ten hours the day e\'ery

day in the week, with one hour for dinner.

Freight engineers work ten hours the day, the

week through.

Local passenger engineers average eight hours

work the day, with three Sundays ofT each month.

Through passenger engineers average from four-

teen to si.xteen hours every other day. Their

working time includes the lay-off at the end of the

single trip at the other end of the run.

There arc other and immediate rewards offered

to the conscientious and studious engineer than

promotion in other departments. For instance, the

railroad company shows particular fa\-or to the best-

informed engineers, and that in itself is as gratify-

ing as an increase in pay would be. Suppose a

superintendent of motive power contemplates mak-

ing a test of the efficiency of certain kinds of coal,

special grades of oil, recent inventions in tools or

new devices in engine construction. He details an

engineer on whom he can rely to conduct the e.v-

periment. Upon the result of this engineer's test

the alteration may be adopted or rejected. When a

railroad plans a new train service, the run is divided

between the most reliable engineers on the line, and

the schedule of time is fi.xed in accordance with the

time they make on that trial trip. The manage-

ment trusts its best men, and this confidence is a re-

muneration to be prized as much as a pecuniary re-

MOW THE BIBLE WAS MADE.

wrote a book, or what would have been called 3
book in those days, and his object was to rescue the
name of the Master from ignominy. In the few
years that had passed there was much misunder-
standing, and it was to remove this, and to set mat-
ters straight that what is known to us as the Gospel
of Matthew was written.

He wrote it in all probability in the language of
his people, which was a form of Hebrew, that used
by the people of Matthew's time. It is said that
there was a copy of this gospel in Greek, and that
Matthew translated it from his original. Be that
as it may, let us consider how it was done. In all
probability it was written on a species of papyrus,
a poor quality of paper made from a plant. The
pen used was a reed, and the edition limited to one
original copy. No doubt but that this was copied
by those who desired an edition of their own. The
church would want a copy, and possibly others had
a private co[)y of their own. Owning a book in
those days meant something. In any event, when
Matthew had finished his last word the first book of
the New rest.iment was completed. We are apt to
look on the earlier Christians as being better
equipfied for work than we are, while the facts are
that not one of the churches for hundreds of years
after the timS of Christ was as well fi.\ed in the
matter of literature as the poorest church in the
United States at present. No one had the whole
Bible as we have it, and it did not exist at all for a
long time after the crucifi.xion. Reference is had,
now, to the New Testament of course.

Other churches would have copies of these books,
and in time there would be quite a number of them
scattered around. There were also other books
written on the subject of Christianity, but they were
not recognized as authoritative by the churches of
that day. They were not regarded as canonical.

The word canon means an established rule of meas-
urement or authority. A book in those early days
of the church might be true enough, but for some
reason satisfactory to the churches was not regard-

ed as a canon, or, in other words, it was not one of

the canonical books. Matthew's book was always
regarded as canonical. There were Christians who
read Matthew's book, and they knew as much about

the matter as he did. and their choice was to accept

Matthew's account as authoritative and final. If some
bright boy or girl asks how this is known we may an-

swer in two ways, one that of the internal evidence,

and the other through the so-called Fathers of the

church. The Fathers of the early Christian church
were men who lived somewhat later than the time

of Christ and who wrote books themselves, histories

as a rule, and these writers never disputed the gen-

uineness or the canonical character of the book. It

was accepted by all as what it purported being.

When Paul would found a church and went on his

way to another field of labor he often wrote a let-

ter back to the church, and this epistle would be

read and cherished by the members who io\'ed him
and who were trying to carry out the mission of the

Master. Thus there was a church ,it Kphesus, and

Paul's Epistle to the FZphesians is nothing more than

his letter to the church there, and it is just the same
as though he had founded a church in Elgin, and
thereafter wrote a letter of ad\ice and instruction

called the Kpistle of Paul to Elgin. It is tolerably

certain that Paul wrote more letters than are pre

served and which have come down to us. Hut

nothing is omitted in what we ha\'e. It is also a

dream of scholars that there may yet turn up a fifth

Gospel. The four Gospels are Matthew, Mark.

Luke and John. There maj' be another. Who
knows? In some Christian home in the buried

cities of the plains destroyed by the eruption of

volcanoes there may yet be hidden a fifth Gospel

awaiting the hand of man to turn it to the light.

But how did all these books by these different

people get togethft in the shape in which we find

therp in the New Testament? Later we will tell

that.
{/"o Jit Coritlniiitl.)

In our last article under this caption we told

something of the conditions that existed at the time

of our Savior's presence on the earth. We learned

that Matthew, one of the people who knew Christ,

and who was one of his most devoted followers,

WORTH KNOWING.

than IIJ families of injurious insectsNo fewer

ve.x farmers.

The Tartarian alphabet contains 202 letters, be-

ing the longest in the world.

The number of languages and dialects spoken in

the world is 3,064.
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Good treading

ON AN OCBAN STEAMER.

woman s.it on a seat, the picture of misery, lihip as

a rag. and on her lap reposed the head of a man

deathly sick. A sympathetic fellow passenger

asked her whether her husband was very sick,

the woman said, " I never saw the man

We sometimes hear it said that one person is as

f;ood as another, and while this is true in the ab-

stract it is susceptible of considerable modification

in fact. However we may stand before the Search-

er of all hearts it is a certainty that, in this world,

there is a vast difference between people. This

difference is not an artificial one. It really exists.

There is no place where il is more manifest than in

the manaRemenl of the passenger business of .in

ocean steamship.

In the cabin of an ocean liner is everything that

money can buy or ingenuity suggest to render

travel sumptuous and pleasant. The fittings of an

ocean steamship are reall) much better and more

expensive tlian those of the first-class hotel on land.

The whole ship is lighted with electricity, the in-

genuity of the cabinet maker and the upholsterer

has been exhausted in providing costly and splen-

did surroundings, no page is left unturned to make

the ship a veritable floating palace. Unfurnished a

ship of the first class will cost about two millions of

dollars, and the running expenses are about fifteen

hundred dollars a day. They burn from five hun-

dred to six hundred tons of coal each day they are

at sea, and they can carry over twelve hundred pas-

sengers. The table fare is superior to that of the

best hotels on land, and the discomfort of the trip

is reduced to a minimum, being at its best, simply

the exchange of a first-class hotel on land for a bet-

ter one on water. Some of the be.st liners have

libraries, restaurants, room^i for children to play in

with their nurses, and they are stocked with toys

and are in charge of a stewardess who does all that

is possible to render the trip pleasant to the little

ones. Sometimes a huge pipe organ makes music

foi the cabin passengers.

The suites of apartments are furnished in a style

that commends itself to the most fastidious. The

social life is without formality, and friendships are

formed on the shortest notice, continuing through-

out the voyage, and probably to be as quickly for-

gotten in the luture. There are not the same ham-

pering methods and formalities observed at sea that

there are on land. I'eople are thrown together un-

avoid.ably close and they make the best of it.

Down in the steerage is where the emigrant is

carried and cared for. The steerage is usually be-

tween decks, and is the place patronised by the

average emigrant. The reasons are that the ex-

penses of the trip are not half as great, and for that

reason the luxuries are not so numerous. In fact

they are conspicuous by reason of their absence.

There are several apartments for the single men,

the single women, and the married couples. These

are equipped with berths six and one-half feet long

by two and one-half feet wide, l^ach passenger is

furnished with a clean straw mattress, and a heavy,

rough blanket. The mattress is burned in port, and

the blanket is thoroughly cleansed for the next trip.

Kach passenger is provided with the necessary ta-

ble matters, such as a heavy plate, knife, fork, etc.,

and these he is expected to keep clean himself.

The emigrant gets three meals a day, in all proba-

bility better in quality and greater in quantity than

he has ever had before, or is likely to have again

for a long time after he has left the ship. As a rule

the emigrant class enjoy themselves in a higher de-

gree than the cabin passengers do.

The cabin passengers are either on business, or

pleasure bound, and they take matters quietly and

coolly. The steerage people are coming over as a

life change, and it is a much more serious matter

with them. But they get the most possible out of

it, and as there is a considerable degree of musical

ability always present with these people, especially

with the Italians and the Germjus, there is consid-

erable music and dancing. Many a match has been

fixed up between couples who walked aboard the

vessel entire strangers, and walked off together at

the end of the week's voyage engaged to be mar-

ried. They had a community of interests, an en-

force companionship on the voyage, and the result

is but natural.

Very often seasickness characterizes the voyage,

very seldom, indeed, failing to get in its work, and

then there is a sorry lot in the steerage. Nobody

who has not had the experience knows the deathly,

don't care feeling, that this ailment induces. A

" liusbantl

before."

A sea voyage used to be considered a great thing,

but it has become' so common now that it is not a

matter of more interest that a man has been in Eu-

rope than that he has been to California and'back.

Take it all around there is really less danger and

more comfort on a sea voyage than there is on land

for the same length of time.

HOUSEHOLD HABITS OF THE TRANSVAAL
LEADER'S SPOUSE.

Leslies lVeel:/y of

hood his days were spent in hard work u-
ing was done by night, and his thinkino i*'"*

while his hands were busy. What was tl*^
^-

'*'

early surroundings that furnished food fn k

'"

bitions? What made him hope and ^tr:.._ , '^ ^"i'ope and strive for ,,

thing better? He hardly knew there was a
better. What was there in himself or in u*

roundings that gave a hint of the marveloi
'*

*

of the man? ''^'

Lincoln, as a boy, was always honest
and loyal to his employer. The very fih„ ,

man, through and through, was sincere. On t

first things that drew the attention
111.

Walter Browne, writing

Oom Paul's wife, says:

" On occasions when Mrs. Kruger has guests she

wears her very best Sunday gown. She puts it on

just before she announces ' Dinner is served.' She

does this at the last moment, because before that

she has been adding pinches of salt to the stew and

last dustings of pepper to the soup. Then one of

her daughters remains in the kitchen, while the first

lady of the Transvaal, just as the scorching African

sun is going to rest, takes a second or two to wash

off and don her single holiday gown.

" When she appears in time for dinner her smil-

ing face is rosy with its recent scrubbing. Over

her best gown is a clean, large, white apron and she

looks as prim as need be.

" For there is a touch of vanity in Tante Kruger.

She always tidies up a bit for visitors. She is not

in the least handsome, 'but she has wide open black

eyes, a frank and kindly face and a wonderfully

fresh complexion for one of her years.

" Oom Paul's little household is astir every morn-

ing at 5 o'clock. It is a little household now, for

out of the sixteen children which, between washing,

cleaning and sewing the model housewife, has

brought into the world, only seven are still living.

These seven are already married and comfortably

settled in and around Pretoria, where their father

and mother live. She has had in the field thirty-

three grandsons, two of whom have been killed;

four sons, six sons-in-law and numerous other rela-

tives.

"What serves for the Krugers' official home is a

little two-story cottage. In the parlor is a nice,

neat set of black horse-hair furniture, which Tante

has made do ever since she became Oom Paul's,

wife. There are two much-cherished and spotlessly

white marble topped tables which came with it.

The halls and walls of the little cottage are scrupu-

lously clean. Once every year, when the hottest

weather is over, they are whitewashed from top to

bottom."

AT THE END OF THE JOURNEY.

A SMALL boy sat quietly in a seat of the day

coach on a train running between two of our west-

ern cities, says an exchange. It was a hot, dusty

day, very uncomfortable for traveling and that par-

ticular ride is perhaps the most uninteresting day's

journey in our whole land. But the little fellow sat

patiently watching the fields and fences hurrying

by, until a motherly old lady, leaning forward asked

sympathetically:

" Aren't you tired of the long ride, dear, and the

dust and the heat?
"

The lad looked up brightly and replied, with a

smile: " Yes, ma'am, a little. But I don't mind it

much, because my father is going to meet me when
I get to the end of it."

What a beautiful thought it is, that when life

seems wearisome and monotonous, as it sometimes
does, we can look forward hopefully and trustingly

and, like the lonely little lad, " not mind it much,"
because our Father, too, will be waiting to meet us

at our journey's entl.

Lincoln as a boy was the fact that he could b
'

ed. As he grew in years the friends he made
('"

'

that he could be trusted, and gradually he ..

""'

vanced to larger and larger responsibilities
'°

lacked polish and the culture of the schools h ii

simple, direct, always-to-be-relied-on
hone'siy l'

sterling character made him a trusted leader in ii

most momentous crisis of his country's
hisi

The name cowbird points to its intimate asso-

tion with our domestic cattle, the birds and tin-

tie apparently deriving advantages from thea«,

elation. Coues describes its habits of accomp.m

ing trains entirely across the western plains, ttom-

into camp at night with the animals, percliinf aJ

foraging upon their backs, apparently feeding un»i

the flies and other vermin which infested ditn

This habit could hardly be acquired after the i

duction of our domestic animals. It was evidtn(',

acquired while wandering herds of buffalo, deer,

similar animals afforded the only oppoiliiniiyfi,;

such associations, and established such vajm:

tramp habits as were incompatible with donie.li

and parental duties. If, like honest birds, thtyu

dertook to build nests and establish homes, [h..

would be carried far away from them, thtir e^,'-

must be dropped far from their nests, and the inr.

bation of the eggs and the proper care of tile ynirn:

rendered impossible. Thus the nesting instinct ,iod

tramp habits would be in constant antagonist

birds far from home would occasionally simply df

posit their eggs in the nests of other birds, anil,!-

" evil communications corrupt good manners" '^^

vicious habits of the tramp would become in fc

end dominant, and the birds that abandoned alii

tempt to discharge parental duties would aloneic

vive.

Sitting at our desk Monday afternoon »eo:

served a black dog with very long, pendant ears .«

long silky hair start to come across the sireei,

couple of rods east of our oflSce. When he 1=

reached a point about one-third the distance aa.>

he found the mud becoming too soft and deep !

comfortable navigation. He s-topped, looked akv

a moment at the sea of mud before him, »•

turned and went back to the sidewalk.. He w

trotted west till he reached the paved s»«''"'y,

ly opposite our office, then came .across dn s

and clean, and trotted back east to his home.

^

What different would a man have doner Hi^

would ascribe the man's action to reason,

not give the dog the same credit?
j

Fact is we have met lots of men whose

were not half as good as a dog's.

YOUR CHANCES AND LINCOLN'S.

Now, is there an American boy, between Maine
and California, who has not advantages equal to

those of Abraham Lincoln? His parents were
poor, ignorant and obscure. His early home was a
hovel with a dirt floor and a leaky roof. His com-
panions were no more favored than he. His schools
were the crudest known in his time. From boy-

Besides being the most prominent '"^^

^j

country and one of the foremost educators

day Booker T. Washington is a capital so^)^^

One of his yarns concerns a member o

^^^^^^

white trash," who endeavored to cross
^^^^

means of a ferry owned by a black ""
^^^^

f

Mose," said the white man, " I "''"'"°
^^jj|,(J

I hain't got no money." Uncle Mosc sc:^'^^,...

head. " Doan' you got no "'°"'^-'^,^j„g(r.

queried. "No," said the wayfaring
^^^^^^^^i-

haven't a cent." "But it done cost
y^^ ^^

j^p-

cent," insisted Uncle Mose, " ";''
""J^ji en

'

'

"I know," said the white man, " ™'
^^

^j„,il:

the three cents." Uncle Mose was i • .j.,j

"Boss," he said, " I done 'o''^.y?".'V,.|l oil'"

what's got no three cents am jes

side er de river as on de other.

ez «"•'"

.-inal obi'''

Whenever money is the pnnci}
^^ ,j,

with either man or nation it is bo'"
8^

^^ ^ ^

it
3'"'II, and does harm both in the gettn'g

but when it is not the principal objei:'

er things will be well got and well
pent
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amono our correspondents.

S Pkatt. from Outlook, Washington,

I have been reading about your Circle, and

..
^ I, J nuivement in the right direction. We

1 , i„ r'e.id it "^""^ "'^" ""^ '^°' ' ™'" ^'^ pleased

"1'
e two young sisters read these books, there-

'

'Psend their names and membership fee for

Ib o W. M. Steele, our Secretary at Yellow Creek,

at work. He sends in six names for the Cir-

I ';*ster Eda Senger, of Franklin Grove, 111., who is

~

secretary at that place, says, " I enclose one

iiiiise card; I ^m sorry that 1 do not have more

K I'stosend. Our Circle members here are mak-

jgress in their reading."

I Sister Lovenia S. .Andes, our Secretary at Lanca.s-

fcrCity, Pa., writes the following, " I take pleasure

sirndint' you the promise cards of seven new

iihers of our Circle. We now number ten mem-

iers here in Lancaster. The members are taking it

,vly, but it requires only a little time and

^tience on my part, as a good work usually re-

Julres some time and effort. I am sure that all

rhii t.ike up the IVIissionary Course will not regret

,11!!,' done so, as the books are so interesting, in-

IriiLtive and elevating. I hope that every member
jlllic Circle will make an honest effort to get oth-

s to join, so that our number may be greatly in-

Jensfd by the close of this century."

IWc heartily welcome every one of these new
iembcrs into the Circle, and we hope that each

Be will induce another one to join, so that we may
sdily increase in numbers.

,
Lily B. Shearer Outlook, Yakima Co., Wash.

6:. Lulu B. Berry Outlook, Yakima Co., Wash.
,
Nellie Steele Yellow Creek, Pa.

ill, Ella Burkett Yellow Creek, Pa.

(70, Calvin Steele Yellow Creek, Pa.

I, W.M. Steele Yellow Creek, Pa.
:.Ocy Steele Yellow Creek. Fa.

|J3. .1. K. Burkett Yellow Creek, Pa.

|74. Mary L. George Ashton, III.

„ .Annie Felker West Lemon St., Lancaster, Pa.
i, Fairaie Evans 419 North Queen St., Lancaster, Pa.
', Minnie Shaffner Lancaster, Pa.
!. S.iilie K. Iniler Lancaster, Pa.

|7o, L.H.Imler Lancaster, Pa.
I '•'' -^ly" Lancaster, Pa.
'^'"SM- Myer Lancaster, Pa.

NEW aUINEA.

|ii«t sa

jSoMt one has called this " the darkest island in

wodd." There is only a narrow fringe of mis-
1 st.itions along the coast, so the natives are

F»"is. And James Chalmers says, "They are
pR us that we have to take civilization first, and
f" '-"fistKinity. I have been twenty-eight years

;
the natives, nine of them spent among the

1 savages of the South Pacific, and I have
pet yet seen civilization civilize a man."
grains of gold were found in the saml of all the
f"5of New Guinea, as well as

" Where Afric's sunny fountahis
Hull down their golilen sand."

I
^^

'indscapes, abounding in lu.\uriant vegeta-
'. '"^/"'"'"ed with the feathery fronds of the

etc r ""' "''"'^ of green mangrove forests.

L ^^"''. <="'intless numbers of parrots, cocka-

Icfo !i
""' °' P^^dise and pigeons, all remark-

|„ ,^
"1^"' gO'geous plumage.

T'^hc™^'^'
"'°'"^'' t'^^^i the initiative, and

L. ^'*'^"d'^ 'ot the man and a " love tnarriage
"

1^0
trouble is given to the authorities.

(""'oulVl™
'' ^ P^^'lege to do hard work.

Ibloider 1^
"''^ scorn upon one who would

They
all",

°''>'' °'' "lake some delicate lace.

theyio
'^ '" ""^ deathlcssness of the soul

P"R"Th"^""^
"'"''y °f "i'= resurrection, often

"'^i indeed, is what we need."

l!"'«moval ni
l""lul ocur

'^ 'cataract from the eye requires

[*s ihe
|,|'*'' '^'"' '^ * delicate operation that re-

"nall
"^^' ^'*'°"' ^"^^ he who would re-

"'thathT'"^'"^
'™'" ""^ '^*'""' °' *"'"''*' "'"^'

'"'llres
I

"""^'^ ^^^ perfect vision, or great

Sim. Sunday m School Sim.

GENUINENESS OF OUR INSPIRED BOOKS.

The Christi.in may rest in perfect assurance, and
on evidence of the highest and most incontestable
character, that the books of the Bible, which claim
to be the inspired revelation of God to man, are the
genuine writings of the men whose names they
beai-. No ancient writings have one-quarter of the
proof which the manuscripts of the Holy Scriptures
can claim. The writings, for instance, of Herodo-
tus have been found in less than twenty manuscript
copies in various ancient libraries, evidently about
eight hundred years old; and yet scholars accept
without question their genuineness. But we find no
less than six hundred manuscript copies of the
Greek New Testament, some of them more than
sixteen hundred years.okl; and more than twice as
inany of the Hebrew Scriptures—nearly two thou-
sand in all—and these not eight hundred years old.

These have not been found in one place, or under
circumstances which could render it possible for
them to have been designedly copied from each
other, but some of them are from the Vatican, some
from Alexandria, some from iMount Sinai, some
from Syria. Some of these were written in the

tenth century, some in the ninth, some in the

eighth, some as early as the third and fourth, and
some of the Hebrew copies are evidently older
than the Christian era.

All these manuscripts substantially agree, al-

though they have never met before, and it is mani-
fest that they must have been copied from a still

more ancient volume. We find also numerous edi-

tions of the same old volume in various languages.

From Russia comes a Sla\'onic version 1,000 years
old. From Egypt comes a Coptic version 1,200

years old. From Ethiopia conies an Ethiopic ver-

sion 1,300 years old. From Persia comes an Ar-
menian version over 1,000 years old. From Italy

comes the Latin or Vulgate version, 1,400 years old.

From Africa comes the Hexapla of Origen, 1,500

years old. From Syria comes the Peshito, or Syri-

ac version, 1,800 years old. F'rom Rabbinical libra-

ries there came the Targums, or Paraphra.ses of the

Bible, still older. From Alexandria comes the old

Septuagint or Greek version of the Old Testament,

285 years older than the Christian era.

All these manuscripts substantially agree. The
first volume contains the same thirty-nine books
written by the same twenty-nine authors, whose
li\es covered a period of 1,000 years. The second

volume contains the same twenty-seven books, writ-

ten by the same ten men. The variations between

the different copies are so slight as not to affect any

essential fact or doctrine. Where in all literature is

there a parallel to such a volume? Who can doubt

that these ancient writings are what they claim to

be, the veritable writings of Moses and Uavid,

Isaiah and Ezra, Paul and John, Matthew aiul Pe-

ter?

Gol) does the best for us even while we sleep;

and we should not be impatient if results are not

obtained as soon as we would like, but knowing

that God will gi\e the increase we must

" Learn to labor and to wait."

For * the * Wee * polk

The seed will not grow if it is kept in the pjran-

ary, neither will the Word of God s^row and multi-

ply if it is kept out of the heart; but if planted in the

heart it will, all unseen and silently, grow and bring

forth fruit.

Leakn the wisdom and the duty of sowing the

seed, and faithfully looking after the field in which

it is planted, that nothing occur to check its

growth, and of patiently waiting for the full fruit of

your labor.
-' » »

Parhon is ready, peace is ready, comfort is ready,

the church is ready, angels are ready, hving water

is ready, bread of life is ready, hea\en is ready for

all who will accept the gracious invitation.

A BOY'S nOTHER.

Mv mother, she's so good lo me.
K( I was good as I could be,

1 couldn't be as good. No, sir;

Can't any boy be good ;is her!

She loves me when I'm glad or mad.
She loves me when I'm good or bad.
An', what's the funniest thing, she says
She loves me when she punishes.

I don't like her to punish me.
That don't hurr, but ii hurls to bee

Her cry. Nen I cry. an' nen
We both cry— an' be good again.

She loves me when she cuts and sews
My little coat and Sunday clothes.

An' when my pa comes home to tea

She loves him most as much as me.

She laughs an' tells him nil I said.

An" grabs me up an' pats my head.
An' I hug her an" hug my pa
An' love him purt' nigh much as ma.

THE LIFE STORY OF A GRIZZLY.

" When you see a man with a great deal of relig-

ion displayed in his shop window, you may depend

upon it that he keeps a small stock of it within."—

Spurgeoti.

Men are not only invited but urged to come to

Christ; for the Gospel presents great blessings and

uses strong persuasi\'es lo induce an acceptance.

He was born over a score of years ago, away up
in the wildest part of the wild West, on the head of

the Little Piney, above where the Palette Ranch is

now.

His mother was just an ordinary Silver-tip, loving

fhe quiet life that all bears prefer, minding her own
business and doing her duty by her family, asking
no favors of any one. excepting to let her alone.

It was July before she took her remarkable family

down the Little Pincy to the Graybul!, and showed
them what strawberries were, and where to find

them.

Notwithstanding their Mother's deep conviction,

the cubs were. not remarkably big or bright; yet

they were a remarkable family, for there were four

of them, and it is not often a Gri/.zly Mother can

boast of more than two.

The woolly-coated little creatures were having a

fine time, and reveled in the Io\ely mountain sum-
mer and the abundance of good things. Their

Mother turned over each log and fiat stone they

came to, and the moment it was lifted they all

rushed under it like a lot of little pigs to lick up
the ants and grubs there hidden.

It never once occurred to them that Mammy's
strength might fail sometime, and let the great rock

drop just as they got under it; nor would any one

have thought so that might have chanced to see

that huge arm and that shoulder sliding about un-

der the great yellow robe she wore. No. no; that arm
could never fail. The little ones were quite right.

So they hustled and tumbled one another at each

fresh log in their haste to be first, and squealed lit-

tle squeals, and growled little growls, as if each was

a pig, a pup, and a kitten all rolled into one.

Thcj- were well acquainted with the common lit-

tle brown ants that harbor under logs in the up-

lands, but now they came for the first time on one

of the hills of the great, fat. luscious Wood-ant, and

they all crowded around to lick up those that ran

out. But they soon found that they were licking

up more cactus-prickles and sand than ants, till

their Mother saitl in Griz/ly. " Let me show you

how."

She knocked off the top i>f the hill, then laid her

great paw flat on it for a few moments, and as the

angry ants swarmed on to it she licked them up

with one lick, and got a good rich mouthful to

crunch, without a grain of sand or a cacttis-stinger

in it. The cubs soon learned. Kach put up both

his little brown paws, so that there was a ring of

paws all around the ant hill, and there they sat, like

children placing "hands," and each licked first the

right and then the left paw, or one cuffed his broth-

er's ear for licking a paw that was not his own, till

the ant hill was cleared out and they were ready

for a change.
.

JUNIOR PRAYER.

OuK Father who art in hea\cn, help us to remem-

ber that thoti seest us at all times, and that even our

thoughts are known to thee. Grant, therefore, that

we may always strive to please thee, and to be thy

faithful servants at all times. For Jesus' sake.
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THE n/USUFACTURE OF TOY BALLOONS. about

T)iE;bulk of the toy balloons seen in this country

are imported. Americans have proved successful

manufacturers of India rubber tires and belts, of

blankets, druggist's goods and the more important

articles of the trade, and yet all efforts to make the

toy balloon profitably have failed. The records of

the capital ,ind business amiiition that from time to

time has been enlisted in the crusade are numerous,

but to-day only individual makers working on a

small scale are to be found, and one factory is just

getting on its feet and supplying a limited quanti-

'.V.

" It's ticklish business making these balloons, a

risk both to the health and the pocket," said the

head of a com|)any that makes the greater portion of

the rubber dolls, balls, baby rattles and durable play-

things scattered broadcast over the country.

"The exlreme thinness and flexibility of the bal-

loon is the trouble. To get the sheet rubber into

that condition and yet preserve its strength re-

quires skill unlike that in any other branch of the

rubber industry unless it be the coating of water-

proof cloths. The fumes and resolvents used in the

process are injurious to the workmen. Then the

dyes, the brilliant purples, yellows and greens have

to be applied, and to persons of certain constitution

work at the trade is .suicide. Kven the superintend-

ents who do not come in constant or immediate

contact «ith the rubber have been known to fail in

•health. And chemists are now occupied with ex-

jieriments in their private laboratories, looking ta

the possible simplifying of the process or the ren-

dering it less unwholesome.

"The charm of the balloons is their transparency,

and unless they are as delicate as a bubble, they

will not catch and hold the light or be buoyant.

The squawkers and funn)- faced toys made to blow

up and sing are constructed like the balloon, but

made of thicker texture. All are troublesome to

make, and for awhile yet their manufacture will be

confined to those countries where labor is cheap."

"There's money in toy balloons, but I wouldn't

touch them if somebody gave me a factory-," said a

dealer in leeches and essences, who imports the bal-

loons as a side issue. " These from Paris are the

best made. The factories are well beyond the bar-

riers of the city, and every solitary man and boy in

the rubber rooms has to show a doctor's certificate

at stated intervals testifying that he is sound in

health from head to toe. Kven a defective tooth

would endanger his safety, and yet those fellows

work for much less pay than skilled labor of the

same sort would ccnnmand here.

"There is a regular colony of India rubber work-

ers. The knowledge of the trade is handed down
from father to son, or from uncle to nephew; the

mere mechanical work after it is cut and shaped is

taken home piecemeal to be done by the wives and

children. Little tots seven and eight years old fas-

ten in the wooden mouthpieces and tie in the han-

dles to the balloons, and the shaping, whittling, and

painting of these wooden handles is also a home in-

dustry. There .ire no laws preventing the little

folks working in France, as in this country, besides

the wovk is done at home under the mother's super-

vision. The work of an entire family will not

amount in wages to more than three or four francs

a da)', but the peasant workers do not look for

large gains. They are not as restlessly ambitious

as the Americans, and as long as they can have

their simple wants supplied for that money they are

content. The workmen in the rublier rooms are fa-

miliar with the risk the>- run. They take care and
use precautions against inoculation. When a com-
rade sickens and dies they take it as a matter of

course, and they are in themselves a stolid example

of the survix'al of the fittest.

that if he was ever called on he could tell

it.

"Uncle John, I would like to ask you a ijuestion."

"All right. Bobbie," said the good-natured Un-

cle John, "go ahead."
"

I wish you would tell me how the lirethrcn

church is organized."

"Why, that is a pretty big que-stion, or rather it

will take a pretty big answer, but I'll try. What is

it you want to know about it?
"

" Why. just what I said. How is our church or-

ganized:- What are its lorms of government?
"

"Well, in the first place there is the local church.

You know what I mean?"
Hob said that he did, and had in mind the local

church at home.
" Now suppose that there was a church in KIgin,

where the Inglenook comes from, and that when

they were all together, once or twice a year, they

numbered, say two hundred and fifty. But about a

hundred of them lived at a town ten miles

away and in course of time that side church had

built a house and had a local elder, and the

usual equipment of deacons, etc., and on consulta-

tion with the Elgin church decided to set up in

business, so to speak, for itself, on account of not

having to go so far to the love feast and the genera I

councils. If it was satisfactory it could be declared

a separate organization. This would leave two

churches where there had been only one before.

Each might have several little side places of meet-

in", and these little places would be under the watch

care of the nearest church where they had an elder.

There now, you have two churches."

"
I see, " said Bob, " then the organized church

with an elder in charge, is the unit of general or-

ganization, is it?
"

" Yes, that's right. Now then it is advisable for a

number of the churches nearest to each other to

form what is called a District. Questions come up

sometimes in the individual churches about which

they may want some advice, and then when the

District' Meeting takes place, which is once a year,

the questions, queries they are called, come up there

for discussion. These Districts are arranged with

reference to the geographical distribution of the

churches composing them. Do you understand?"
" Yes, I do," said Bob, " there is a lot of churches

combine in order to help each other in the deci-

sion of matters affecting the faith or the workings

of the body at large."

"That's right, and this second division is called

a St«te District, and when they meet it is called a

District Meeting. The time of that meeting is set,

and before it the local churches of the District

hold their councils and elect delegates, two of

them if they want to, and these delegates take up

the queries to their State District Meeting. Some-
times there isn't any and that is the better way."

"Why? "asked Rob.

" Because it shows that they are getting along all

right and have no differences to settle. If there is

a query it is talked over at the District Meeting, and

decided there or sent back, if it is not of general in-

terest."

" But what do they do if they can't settle it at the

District Meeting?
"

"Well, once a year there is a Big Meeting, as it

used to be called, or the Annual Meeting or Gener-
al Conference, and there are delegates sent up to

this from the churches at large and from all the
District Meetings, and what the District Meetings
want the minds of the others about conies up at the

Annual Meeting and is there decided one way or
the other. And that settles it, as a rule. ,^s a gen-
eral thing a whole lot of people go to the Annual
Meeting, though really but a comparative few take

UNCLE JOHN EXPLAINS TO BOB.

Uncle John was going to town in the big wagon,

and Bob was going along. Now Bob was a good
boy and he liked to be around with his Uncle John,

who never failed to talk to him about things he

wanted to know, and he did it in such a clear way

that he always made himself understood. Now it

so happened that not long before a man had asked

Bob how the Brethren church was organized, and he

didn't know what to tell him. So he made up his

mind that, after they got started, he would ask, so

actual part in it. All are interested
f

done there affects eiery member." ' *'''

"Then the church's organization is r

cal church, then the combination of th
'

them into State Districts, and the Gene u-'"'
ence of the whole body. But it seems (

'

there is a better way—" "''•'

'

"See here, Bobbie. How old are you?
" Why, I am just past sixteen. WK, ,

ask?" ^ ''"
:

" Oh nothiiig, only that before you
cussing a better plan of church govermiit'"
should have a beard. Suppose that you t"'

Jericho awhile before you gi\-e advice. Se-5"^^

Bob didn't understand the last question
didn't ask any further questions. He had l"
all he started out to know,—how the U

1"'

church is organized, and he is ready for th-
stranger that asks him. But he is puzzled abou,"

Jericho reference.
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North Manchester, Ind.

Missouri Pacific Railway

Iron Mountain Route
WILL SELL TICKETS FROM SPECUL

TERKITORV FOR

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TIIIP

(PLUS TWO DOLLAR.S.)

DATES OF SALE.

From points in Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiani, a'

main line points, Kansas City and Omaha, bolli incks'i

Tickets will be on sale May 28th to 30th, inclusive.

From points in Kansas, Nebraska and Indian Ternlcr

tickets will be on sale May 28th and 2gth.

You will find this the best equipped .ind quickest !»

dining Chair Cars (seals free) and Pullman BoBel SW

Cars on all trains. A representative of the Misso"" "

Railway will be in attendance at the meeting, ""''",

pleasure in furnishing any information ilesired m rep-

this gre.it System. ^ ^^ tOWNSE>T.
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|

St. Louis, Ho.

CAP GOODS.

We have moved from Ml. Morns, III., 1" £'«'"
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We are sending goods by mail to nearly <^''"^'
n

Union. Our motto is " Best Goods at Lowest r

for samples free to n P AR^"''^'R. E.

DUNKARD CLOTHING!
From the Mill to the Wearer !
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,,id
n«l^'

the 11^

Nowhere else.."

<ruar»"'

'c have h.id years of experience in making Brethren Cloth.n.,. Know
'|'^'|^^ ,„ nr*'

want. We make the cloth expressly for your uje, and from it cut to measuie a '

""

your clothing. VVc deal direct with you, and do not sell to storekeepers. Nowhei't

can you get this opportunity. Send for samples and wholesale prices. Satisfaction

Hamilton Woolen Mills Co., ^
221-223 Market Street. CHlCA^"'



EVEN THIS SHALL PASS AWAY

The seasons come, the seasons go,

The crocus dies, the roses blow;

The quiet, sunny summer noon

To winter's cold shall change full soon.

Say not "Alas!
"

For all things pass.

This day thy feet may firmly tread

Where they who loved thee once lie dead;

The child who clings to thy strong hand
To-morrow in thy place shall stand.

Say not " Alas!

"

For thou must pass.

But when the phantom. Death, draws near,

Breathe thou no sigh and shed no tear;

Look upward with unfailing trust

To him who knoweth thou art dust.

Say not " .\las!
"

For Death shall pass.

THE OLD-FASHIONED SPELLINQ SCHOOL.

When the Inglenook man was youn^'er, away
ck, he taught school. There was nothing out of
c ordinary in that. Lots of people still teach
lool. But we had spelling schools in those days,
dthey have about gone out of date. And what
did and how we did it is pretty nearly a lost art.

lule it was on Thursday nights that we had our
lings. Now many of our older people know all

out them, but some of the younger ones know
Ihing about the old-time spelling school. So we
II hunt around in the lumber room of our memory
I "11 up some of the good old days, or rather the
Ms, lor nobody ever heard of a spelling being

in daytime. Of course it could be held in day-
it. but it wouldn't be orthodo.\.
te schoolhouse stood on the edge of an inter-

"able woods. The nearest house was a good dis-
« away, and if the night was clear and the moon
'"B. and the roads not too bad, there was a

I*"- "there was good sleighing there would be

^^
1
he house had been swept, and the ' candle-

ich '^T
^ '°' °^ '^'°<:'<s of wood in the center of

a tal ow dip was set in an auger hole. It was

1 m """ ^^"^ ^''""'^ be any very brilliant

ded r,,i' r
™' °" ^"'' '°'^' °' '^"'<=''' ^"l' desk,

d the t 1

^^''"' ^^^''" the crowd had all gath-

^eahn r V"
^""O"'":"! that the performances

»ii cur I ' "^ *^' ^ ''•="'*''' >'°""'' "'"'

'lack
^ T'

"'"^ ^ '"^'^ °' ^ mustache that was

f's hair'/
,'"°"' "^y" ""''^ "''^^^ '* Christa-

icessitv ,t'

"""'' '' "''' '^^l'^'"- " "'=>s P"tly

have h
""""^^ "lat love of a mustache could

1^^

been seen at all, at least not after dark,

kand a„7^,t
"'' °''' ^"'^'^'^ States Speller in

"I'nieron
"

' '"'°'""^ °'''^='' "'"' several open

"i: was .
'"'.'"^ ""'-'''"*' °f *'i^' """'d happen

>Ptai„s.
d'^°'der, two persons were named

1. and°i'°°V"'''' ''"""'^ '" ""= ^°'""^ of the

another" °^'"S began. Turn about, one
'' "";>• wouTh

*°^"''' ^"d as the name was
Wns.

1-1,^.
° S° ottt and stand up beside the

"^ in mv^ T °"^ "'''">'' ''''°="= ">e best spell-

0. He wa's,
"''" "'"' ^ """• "'""='' L"''

">»ut thin
^

,

^' 8a"sl'"R. peak-nosed man

''«"sistedi ','u

''''°"' ''" "'egood he was on

1 '" ""= oi-dinar '"" """ '"' """^'^ ^P"" "'"y
*osei, Th^"^^

speller. Lew was always first

' *= row ar ?""' """ °"''"'' '"" »' '^e last,

** ""= poorer"" "'^ ™°'" "'as nearly com-
'^-

'• was no,
*"'' ""'='' °'"' Nobody ever

' '^'"".
after T"''^"^'^ '" e°°d '°™ t° de-

an were out, the teacher took

the book, and at it we went. The rule was to give
out a word on one side, and then turn to the other
Side. Whoever missed sat down and the rest of the
class edged up and filled the vacancy. At first, for
about the first round, the simplest words were pro-
nounced,-baker. maker, taker, etc. Then longer
ones were given out, and then harder ones. In the
back of that old speller was a string of really hard
words, and when we got into that people held their
breath and Lew Rankin shone out in his glory.
Nine times out of ten he was the last one on his
feet and his side won, of course, and it would likely
have been the case that he would have been the
master speller of the countryside, had not the " pro-
fessor " once played a trick on him. A new speller
had come into the teacher's possession, and it was
one entirely new, one that not even Lew Rankin
had ever heard of. In the back part of the book
was a list of words that were out of the ordinary.
Now in order to fully understand the duplicity and
wickedness of the teacher it should be remembered
that there was a girl, we will call her Katie, who was
not a very good speller, but she liked the teacher,
and hesitated not to show it, either. And the teacher
liked Katie. Well, on one of the moonlit trips over
the hill to see Katie the new speller was produced,
and with two heads pretty close together a review
of the hard words was made. It was said by Katie
that she didn't believe that even Lew Rankin could
spell a certain one. Then it was all set up by the
conspirators. The very next night was Thursday's
spelling school, and it was so arranged that at the
last, after nearly all the rest had been spelled down
that word was to be sprung on Lew and it was also
so fi.\ed that Katie would get it.

" Sil-hoo-et," the teacher announced to Rankin.
"Wot?" said he. "Sil-hoo-et." "What wuz it?"
" Sil-hoo-et, a profile portrait in black." As ex-
pected Lew had never heard of the word. The
crowd held its breath, the house was perfectly quiet,

and Lew was distinctly disturbed. Katie, opposite,
was blinking first at Lew, then at the teacher, stand-
ing on one foot, then on the other, flushed and ex-
pectant. Lew began Sill-hoo— "Next" shouted
the teacher, and Katie rung out at the top of her
voice "Silhouette." Rankin slumped down in the

nearest seat, with a distinctly bellicose shake of his

head, and recess was announced. At recess there

was a good deal of confusion. Then it was settled

about going home with each other, and after a good
long intermission the whole routine was gone over
again, and about half past nine we dismissed, put

out the lights, and for a quarter of an hour one could

hear the calls over the hills, as the crowd wended
homeward. It was a healthy, primitive lot, with no
bad thoughts and no evil hearts or deeds. But
Katie had to tell her big brother about the case, and
he blabbed it to his girl, who published it in the

neighborhood, and Lew Rankin expressed his inten-

tion of disfiguring somebody when he had a good
chance. But it never came. He went to war and
was killed, and Katie married a butcher, and died,

and oh, for a repetition of the old times when all

the skies were blue and all fields green.

others in quick succession. So when he read that a
man was run down in the vicinity of Chicago he told
the office people that in a short time two others
would meet a similar fate. Pressed to locate the
mishaps, all he could say was that it would be some-
where near the first happening.
"You see, it is thi? way," he said, and he went on

to explain, "There is some unknown law that gov-
erns these things, and it is especially applicable to
evils."

" Then it does not happen in the case of good
luck?" the junior accountant asked. " Not so apt
to. It always is repeated three times in the case of
a serious mishap. It usually comes so soon after-
wards as to cause remark about the apparent co-
incidence. It is not accidental, however; it is the
result of a positive and fixed law."

"Then," continued the assistant, " you are sure
that there will be two other people run down and
killed in a few days?"

"That's just it," said Griggs, "you can depend
on it."

The next morning Griggs read in the daily that
came to the office of a man being killed on the track
again, and he called the attention of his audience to
it. He took it as a matter of course, and he assert-
ed that he was as sure as he lived that another day
or two would complete the trio. The very next day
he was compelled by stress of business to leave for
Chicago. He enjoined the office people to save the
several issues of the daily that came to the factory.
He wanted to verify to his companions the truth of
his theory.

" The trouble the old man will be in if there is not
somebody killed pretty soon is a dreadful thing.
He will not know what to do with his 'law' if it

has Its exceptions, a thing he does not allow."
" Well," said the other, " in case it does happen it

will not prove anything e.xcept that Griggs is a suc-
cessful bluffer."

Griggs was to have returned the next day, but be-
ing delayed, telegraphed that he would not return
till the day thereafter. " He is waiting for his third

dead man," said the office boy, who had been an
interested listener to what had been said by the men
on the law of accidents. The next morning the

damp daily was thrown in at the office door, and
after reading it carelessly for five minutes the office

was startled by an exclamation, " Listen, all of you,"

he said:

" Englewood.—Yesterday early in the evening the

neighborhood of the C. C. & O. Ry. crossing was
shocked to learn of the instant killing of a man by
the lightning express. No details have been re-

cei\-ed, other than that the body of the unfortunate

was horribly mangled, and from papers in his posses-

sion it was learned that his name was Chas. H.
Griggs.

So it was settled that the law held, in that instance,

at least.

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN IT?

Griggs was the head bookkeeper at the factory.

Under him were half a dozen assistants, and they

naturally came to know him pretty well. He was a

very positive man, and a good deal of a pessimist.

One of his notions was that when a certain disaster

took place it was followed in a short time by two

A MAN saw for the first time a schoolgirl go
through her gymnastic exercises for the amusement
of the little ones at home. After gazing at her with

looks of interest and compassion for some time, he

asked a boy if she had fits. "No," replied the boy,

"them's gymnastics." "Ah, how sad!" said the

man. " How long's she had 'em?
"

" Ma," said a newspaper man's son, " I know why
editors call themselves ' we.' " "Why?" " So's the

man that doesn't like the article will think there are

too many people for him to tackle."
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HUNTINa THE LABRADOR SEAL.

Out in the north Atlantic, around a monster ice

floe like a great circuiai lahle, fifteen Newfound-

land sealing steamers have been the last fortnight

or more enjoying a pfory feast like nothing else m

this world. Their crews have been engaged m a

hunt which shows up to date a total of 286.000 seals

as their combined "bag." It is really a battue, a

slaughter, rather than a hunt, and this analysis of it

is confirmed by a glance at the 5,000 men who take

part in it when they return to port after the round-

up of the game is completed.

The seal fishery is not nearly so well known as

that of liering Sea, chiefly because it is left to the

undisputed control of the Newfoundlanders, and

there is therefore no international side to it and no

disputes, arbitration tribunals and warships as

guards. The Bering Sea seal is valued for its fur

and is killed in rookeries along the shore. The

Labrador seal is hunted for its skin and fat on the

ice floes which pass along this coast in spring.

This seal lives about the Grand Banks in January

and moves north then to meet the ice, on which it

breeds. About March 1 the female brings forth her

young; never more than one " pup." Being covered

with hair, they are called "white coats." Their

skin, prepared and stuffed, forms an attractive orna-

ment in almost every Newfoundland house. The

mothers fish to feed them, and each returns to its

own pup, though there may be hundreds of thou-

sands of young seals on the same ice. The white

fur turns brown after about a month, when the

young seals take to the water. It is only by repeat-

ed efforts they learn to swim.

They are in their prime about March 15. They

increase in weight by about six pounds every day.

Then they are near the northern part of this island,

and on March 10 our sealers start to hunt them.

The fishery is carried on by a fleet of twenty steam-

ers, fifteen of which grapple with the northern floes

and the herds thereon, while the remaining five pur-

sue a minor herd which enters the Gulf of St. Law-

rence by the Straits of Belle Isle, the general con-

duct of the industry being the same in both cases.

The ships are stanch, built expressly for the work,

their sides being planked with greenheart or iron-

wood and their bows well protected with heavy iron

bands. No ships afloat encounter such dangers,

and the manner in which these have withstood the

stress of storm and floe is best testified to by the

fact that the Thetis, Bear, Proteus, Neptune, Falcon,

Kite, Hope and Diana have in their turn conveyed

Greely and Peary to and from the arctic regions

with the American expeditions which these explor-

ers led.

The fishery is most exciting. Its perils are many,

but its prizes are great. Success for the men means

many dollars; for the shippers, social prominence

and a small fortune; for the owners, a rich harvest.

The demand lor berths is very great. It is not un-

usual for men to walk 30 or 100 miles looking for

one. Consequently the captains can choose the

best, and no man in the world ever had a finer, more

stalwart body of men than the 5,000 seal hunters

who start from this port every spring.

The food, too, is none of the daintiest. Hard-

tack, pork, butter and tea are the staples, with occa-

sionally " duff," a mixture of flour, water and pork

tat. Usually the older and more experienced men

provide themselves with delicacies, such as coffee,

higher-grade tea, sugar, etc. If the ship gets

among the seals the men cook the hearts, kidneys,

flippers, and fare sumptuously. When trSveling-l

about the ice they frequently fall through holes and

get wet. They take off and wring the dripping

garments, then don them again and trust to the nat-

ural heat of the body to dry them.

Before leaving for the fishery each captain

watches the weather, for his is a difficult task. He

has a wide ocean before him, with an immense body

of seals somewhere on it, and an error of judgment

may cause him to miss them, or he may run into a

floe and a cold "snap" coming on be frozen up for

the whole season. If he is fortunate enough to

strike the "patch," as the body of seals- is called,

he is well repaid. The intensest excitement pre-

vails on board at such a time. The men are divided

into watches, and the ship, being forced as near the

seals as possible, the men clamber on to the ice.

Each carries a long rope and a staff or club called a

"bat." This is used to kill the seal, a blow on the

nose giving it the quietus. As soon as he kills the

seal the hunter " sculps " it. The seal is turned on

its back, a cut is made from head to tail and the

carcass is separated from the fatty mass with a few

more cuts and discarded. The skin and fat, termed

the " pelt," weigh about fifty pounds.

The hunter then cuts two or three holes in the

pelt and "reeves "his hauling rope through them.

Then he kills four or five more seals, treats them the

same way, till the whole resemble an overgrown

sausage, and then starts to drag the mass over the

ice to the steamer. If the ice is open he jumps

from one piece to another, and when a channel is

too broad he pushes his " tow " into the water, and,

using it to step on, skips across. The men are very

expert in this, but to avoid risks they usually go in

pairs. If the ice be sufficiently open for the ship

to steam through the " pelts " are heaped together,

one of the ship's flags is stuck on top and the vessel

steams along and takes them aboard.

Two or three days suffice to kill enough seals to

load a steamer. The ice fields are now covered

with crimson patches, gory carcasses are every-

where, grimy, blood-covered men are dragging their

" tows " alongside, coal is being thrown overboard,

for each steamer is filled with coal, so that if she

fails to strike the " patch " she may be able to

cruise about; and seal fat being more valuable than

coal, the latter is got rid of. Pelts are hauled

aboard and thrown into the pounds in the hold, the

bustle and excitement are intense and all are work-

ing their best to fill the ship and get home as soon

as possible. And filled she is, even the decks being

covered with pelts to the height of the bulwarks,

and then the flags are hoisted, hearty cheers are

given and the vessel sails for home, so deeply laden

that it seems wonderful it can ever reach land. In

port the skins are salted and exported to England,

where they are used for boots, shoes and gloves.

The fat is converted into oil, which is also sent to

England, where it is used in lighthouses, as a lubri-

cant and for soaps.

The father was intoning his Te Deus
with the long-drawn accent on his. Do, dn j

si la si do. De Souza, " the priest," \i^\\

"

the altar, among the long candles, crosses

fixtures, having entered by the side door {'

walked
,C,

When the opportunity came, he faced th
''

"
l''it.i

and as if responding to the Ti- Deiim. sain

will—you—have, for—breakfast? "
with li,

drawn accent on " break." ^ H
It was as if a part of the performance Tk

dience thought it was Latin and did not
'

understand it. The father appreciated the 1

and in like manner responded at once " yf"
stew, curry—and—rice, and—boil—the-^resi"
especially long-drawn accent on "boil." n'

*

la. The cook crossed himself and made o «

tions which he had become familiar with k

stood on hisl-

Then he disappeared

and

seen it done so often while he stood on his U
the congregation

the side door.

Breakfast was on time, and all the priest,

happy. But next Sunday many of the

asked, "Where is that cleve

throtji

FROM INDIA.

The following are folklore stories told in India.

The first is by Wilbur Stover, of Bulsar, India, and

the other is contributed to Inglenook by a native,

Balubhia J.
Pandya, of the same place. They are

interesting because they show the turn of the Indian

mind for stories.

PORTUGUESE IN INDIA.

There are not a few Portuguese in India, descend-

ants of those who settled here about two hundred

years ago. Some of them speak English quite well,

and others speak quite brokenly. They have Eu-

ropean customs, are usually very dark complex-

ioned, and are practically all Roman Catholics.

Many of these Portuguese are cooks by profes-

sion. It was in a Catholic parsonage near by a

Catholic church that the head priest, or " father,"

had given the order to his cook to kill a pig for

breakfast, and then had gone to conduct the early

morning mass. After a while the cook came in to

inquire how the "father" would have the pig

served. None of the priests present would presume

to say. The father was at the mass. The priests

said among themselves, "We might have it roasted,

but if father wished it otherwise, then what?" One
said, " I simply will not assume any responsibility

in such an important matter." Another said. " And
I will not." And another said, " Nor yet will I."

Then as they were about to take a fresh supply of

tobacco all round, one called attention to the beau-

tiful color of his meerschaum pipe, but the cook

cut short all discussion as to the beauty or merits of

their different pipes, by insisting that he would not

prepare breakfast without definite orders. " For,"

he said, "the holy father will get more angry at me
if I get it without an order than he would at you if

you gave the order." And all agreed that " father
"

wouldn't make it pleasant for any of them if break-

fast were not ready by the time mass was concluded.
Sympathy for the cook increased. Presently one

priest younger than the rest struck a happy thought
as he said, " I say, De Souza, put on this my black
cloak and go in and ask the father what he wishes.

You will not be observed." De Souza was the

cook's name. He was willing to try almost any-
thing and all the priests were willing that he should

1- young priest rt„

peared for so short a time last Sunday? Welojlj

for him to-day." But De Souza the cook had ot

temporarily entered the priesthood, and the „
Sunday he stayed in the cook house.

A URAHMIN WOMAN AND A WEASEL.

In ancient times, there was a Brahmin ladvi

had no children; she tamed a weasel and loved t-

as a child instead. She ted and dressed him

though he were her child. After a time, she \t

came the mother ot a boy but still sheseeM;

love the weasel none the less. She believed!!

her good fortune in giving birth to a son wasder

the presence ot the weasel.

One day she went to bring water, leaving '^

child asleep in his little cradle. The weasel was i.

ing near by. After a short time a large snakecsc

crawling near to the bed. The weasel is a nai;-.

enemy of snakes, and seeing this one, it boiiK

upon it, seized it by the neck, shook it, and bt:

and tore it till pieces were lying all over Ihe fe

The weasel's head was smeared with blood,

Presently the mother of the child returBtJii;

first of all, seeing the blood-covered mangoose,s<

posed that it had betrayed its trust and kill

"

child. The anger of the woman knew no brad

She threw her vessel of water from off her i

down upon the mangoose, shouting, Tliouunsii

ful sinner, thou hast killed my dear one."
«'"

bound she went into the house and found her

sound asleep, and large pieces of snake lym?-

round the bed. Now she recognized what s*'-^

done. The mangoose had saved the life »l-

child, and she had killed it in return. Shem-

ceedingly sorry and as the story goes

vow that she would go into a jungle an

!

rest ot her days in sorrow and shame.

,vith her, I

, she
««'

home taking the dead mangoose

she got beyond the limits ot her villag
^^^^

old woman who inquired where she was^»^,^",

why she looked so
^'^°°"^y'^^'lu„0^

told her the whole story, and the 01
^^^^

goddess as believed by all i" '""se daj^^,^

life into the animal and made '"""
.j;ji,l.

returned home with her mangoose .m

the custom i"
"*'piness.

From this story springs

on the nil ihdjy;
worshiping the mangoose on i»

q,..

tenth month Shrawan ot "i'-' "'"
'jdess"''

day women adore weasels and the g
^^ ^^^^

sels made ot clay. Perhaps. '^^
",,,;,

*'

goes, to secure their favonn savij g ^^|^^||j,ij

They observe that day and regar'

ligious austerity

nV "

The good-natured queen "'
^^^^°,,|',,n(

upon little children-she has nevc^
^^

,^

own—was walking in the park
.^ ;i,;.

she is well known. Meeting a .^i.

wasth'""two little children, she stopped

babies. The following dialogue ^

.are they
• They are twins,

ur niajo'J-
The queen-

Nurse-" Yes, please, your ...-.^^ ^^^..

"
1 suppose their papa is pro^

^^_^^
^c^

' This little boy's papa
"

,
but that II

pa died a month ago. were
ixii'

"But I thought you said they--, a..'

" Your majesty said they »
,;

it right to contradict the queen.
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THE SO^O OF THE WOOD THRUSH.

BV' DANIEL HAVS.

, ijoyhood days I was frequently charmed

»eet notes of a bird concealed in the leaves

Ide topmost boughs of the trees. I often

d to his song, and looked long and earnestly

glimpse of the bird whose voice was so me-

but I looked in vain. I fancied such a bird

5, tie beautiful. He sang mostly in the early

•n when the poetic feeling best comes on and

litart beats in response to nature dressed in all

loveliness. The impressions of youth last

luoh life. That song and tree, that bird and

ivin"" stream, all bright with sunny dew, and fra-

ntwith flowers, we carry them with us ever.

jars passed on, and again I was in the woods

the wood thrush sang, and the foliage of the

cs was so dense as to shut out at noontide the

indor of the orb of day. The song of birds was

ibed in the silence of nature. A hand softer

in a mother's touches the brow, and we feel at

The bird of my boyhood was now on the

f.coveied ground, hopping from place to place as

)bin would hop in search of food for its young.

as only a modest, plain bird. Its motion on the

nd was for all the world like the common red-

, St. yet not near so portly in form, and with less

iet in the color of its plumage. Now and then

ould gain some overhanging bough without any

ible motion of its wings. It seemed to be a bird

drank its sweetest joys in shades and shadows,

silence, and softness. This part of his career is

nsely musical. What is more inspiring than si-

and solitude? It is the poet's dream, and out

is evolved all the poetry and music of the uni-

taken m regard to the growth, the character the
propagation, the flowering, and seedtime of weeds
their injury to the farmer and so on. A blank book
w|as provided in which a record was kept of the
above, and jewelers' small vials were secured to
contain the seeds of these plants. In a short time a
fair sued collection was secured, besides an invalu-
able stock of information on the
home grew to be

subject. Thus, this

unusually attractive one not
only to the boys but to many others. In fact it
was a model home. The wonder is that there Lre
not more such. How many other boys might be-
come interested if once directed into pleasant lines
of investigation and labor. If father does not pos-
sess the ingenuity and tact, a bright boy might lead
ott. Secure the assistance of others and reap the
pleasure that comes through knowledge gained In
this way you can lay the foundation for men of
worth in the future.

There is an excellent suggestion in the above article Wemean the reference to securing a lot of liule boulesaid mal
n^doi °.

1?, ."h

'""'• ''''"•'
'? " 1^^"' '^=--'' to be learned

FHO„ (?r-
,''"' connecuon mil our readers please do theEditor of I HE INGLENOOK a favor? You know the comm™horseradish plant, the root of which is grated and used ?s acpndimen,. What we want is a little of fhe seed Cf th s plam

Plea^Tn ", T'
"»"'='' b"" 'he ^"d. There is none i „ E gb!Please postal card us whether you will furnish it.—Ed.

the bottom of the lake and travel for some distance
before it will come to the surface. I have lostmany a duck that I have wounded through this pe-
culiarity." ^ '^

A STRANOE RACE.

KNOWING WILD DUCKS.

he song of the wood thrush is a sweet melody
nng in richness and intensity—now loud—now
and full with intonations that echo from " over
hills and far away." Perched in the top of
lofty tree, after a- soft shower in springtime,
liile the sun is sinking in the western sky, he
his song of Ju-bi-lee, with utterance so varia-
iorich and full as to be altogether wonderful.
with a few muffled yet tender notes, he takes
and passes down through the labyrinths of

led boughs into the deep obscurities of the
Our yearning hearts follow him into those

recfsses, and we wonder where he received
ouch of his musical nature. It is a pleasure to
that the songs of birds, the music of nature,

I as sacred song, has a heart service reaching
and within, enkindling the finer sensibilities

«T nature. What head can harbor wicked
ghls whose heart and lips are attuned to melo-
nl praise? Music is the gift of God, and the
t and highest stram is the harmony of a holy
He whose life is in accord with the life of God

""ched a chord that vibrates with the h,
le universe.

d.

ell

Seem to Feel Safe Within the Busy Haunts of Men.

" It is one of the peculiarities of the wild game
fowl that when we meet them, shotgun in hand, out
on the waters of the inland lakes of the State, we
have to make use of all manner of trickery to get
near enough to them to secure a shot."
Thus spoke an old sportsman to the Milwaukee

Sentinel man, standing on Grand Avenue bridge and
pointing with index finger to a little patch of open
water in the rear of a store on West Water Street,
where a pair of wild ducks were swimming about as
unconcerned as if they were in the wooded fastness-
es of northern Wisconsin, instead of in the midst of
a city of 300,000 inhabitants.

" How do you account for the difference between
the wild duck in the wilderness and the wild duck
in the midst of civilization?" the sportsman was
asked.

" I don't account for it

harmony

WHAT SOne YOUNG PEOPLE niQHT DO.

OV MRS.

years

FLORA E. TEAGUE.

FEW

culti

of

ago an experimental farmer and
'f'st found himself the much interested fa-

st mvl"''
'"'^'"' ''"''^>' ^°y^- "°" ^'"1' I

"«ti„„7r
'""^ ""'"' ^°°'^ '"^" °f "'™'' "=''

that seemed always to be in his mind.

B a 10,7"^ " ^°^ '''"'"'f '•""°ns h's boys and

usiJf'
/"'"""'"'' ^'"^ intelligent wife to

Winter!. ,
"' "'"<:'ive means that seemed

,tof""'^"d educate his sons.
' ^ 'ool-house was built, and so well ar-il foi" "mfort was it that It was a " d

f.

°' ,^">all fruits.

rawing
or summer. Next, was the

"s. sh; PP'tg. sellin

This included haulii

idded a„Vih "^' "'"' '^^^''
^ hennery

financial
^fofded a change again and

°"="t of th"'^'^]"'
^'"^ ^° "^'^ '""'^ ^'"^ ""^

«5 were s'^

P'^'.^'s^'" home went on. The

'Papers an'^n'"'
'"

'"'^'^'"^S the best selected

When
""''^^''"" 'he father was able to

''^ *"e enp
*''!,'^'' °' reading, various forms

'"^
>^ere \„T '"' ""'" "x! boys became ex-

"°"ghout ih
''""'^'^ a' picnics, celebrations,

""8 the „.r """'^y
of

""^sds ah"^"^
^""ctive novelties was the

°°"' the farm. Close watch was

I only know that if you
try to get near those two ducks swimming over
there, it they were out on the Horicon marsh, for
example, you would have to rig up a lot of bushes
in the bow of your boat and paddle with the great-
est care in order to get within a gunshot, and even
then chances would be against you. It may be in-

stinct that is the cause of their being so brave right

here in the midst of a teeming population. We can-
not suppose they are familiar with the city ordi-

nances and that they know the policemen are under
instructions to arrest any one who fires a gun in the
city. They don't even know that the law against
shooting ducks in the State is in force, for they
would still fly away if they were on Pewaukee lake
instead of Milwaukee river.

" The rough weather sometimes drives the ducks
up into Milwaukee river. For example, this

was the case when the ice came over to this shore.

You see, it is just this way: The wild duck lives on
fish and worms, and unless he takes a journey to his

winter resort in the south he has to depend on the

lake for his foraging during the real cold weather
when all the interior lakes and marshes are frozen

up solid. He cannot dig worms out of the frozen

ground, can he? No. Then he has to dive down
into the bottom of the lake for them, with an op-

portunity to capture a small fish on his downward
journey. When the ice comes to this shore and ex-

tends 'way out into deep water his little game is

blocked, as he cannot go down far enough to reach

his diet of worms. In that case he is forced to ap-

pease his hunger in the rivers that run through the

city, which are kept open by the fire tugs and other

boats, which gives him an opportunity for satisfying

the ' inner duck.' But whether his duckship has

been driven to the necessity of foraging in the river

so often that he knows it to be safe, or whether his

hunger has led him to take desperate chances, I

don't know.
" Some of the fishermen who drop their nets

down sixty or seventy feet out in the lake tell me it

is not an uncommon thing to catch wild geese in

them. The geese go down to a great depth after

worms and walk on the bottom searching for them.

A duck, when it is wounded, will also go down to

A STRANGE race of people, with manners and cus-
toms stranger still, lives near the coast of San Bias
Colombia, .South America. To the few traders who
visit the spot for cocoanuts and vegetable ivory
they are known as the .San Bias Indians. Of their
origin and history but little can be discovered, says
the 1 hiladelphia Inquirer.

One thing is certain, that although friendly to the
government of the United .Stateif and to the foreign-
ers who may enter or find themselves weather-
bound in the harbor of San Bias, there is no record
of their having ever been conquered or subjugated
by any other tribe.

Although inclined to be friendly, they look with
most jealous eyes upon any effort to cultivate a
closer acquaintance than the necessities of trade re-
quire. No matter how many vessels may lie at an-
chor in the harbor or how much trading may have
been carried on during the day, every white man at
sundown must go on board his ship, or at least
leave the territory of the tribe until the following
morning.

I
The maidens of this peculiar tribe are quite at-

tractive, and many a jack tar has risked his life in
the effort to win or capture a dusky bride. Love,
as in other lands, occasionally overcomes all obsta-
cles, but if the unfortunate girl is caught or returns
to her people the punishment is death.
The young mate of an English bark lying in the

harbor became enamored of a girl, whose home was
near the beach. The male's attentions were per-
sistent, and his love was secretly returned.

()ne night, just before the ship was to sail, the In-
dian maiden secreted her sailor boy in the thickets
until after dark, when they stole a canoe and started
to paddle out to the vessel. But an awful tropical
storm arose, which caused the eloping couple to
lose their bearings, and only with difficulty did they
manage to keep afloat. When morning dawned
they were washed ashore, almost exhausted. The
enraged Indians seized both and made them cap-
tives, condemning the girl to immediate death.
The captain of the bark, anticipating trouble, sent

a boat's crew ashore with a rescue party. A de-
mand was made for the prisoner, whereupon the
mate was released, but the girl was held for the
death sentence.

Finding arguments useless, the desperate youth,
with a few sailors, at his back, made a rush to res-

cue his sweetheart, and had almost accomplished it

when he was struck down by a spear thrust from
the hand of the girl's father.

A NEWFOUNDLAND'S REVENGE.

A LARGE Newfoundland dog belonging to a phy-
sician gives evidence of the intelligence generally

alleged of the canine race. Me is the mail carrier

for the household, and is deeply impressed with the

confidence rep.osed in his fidelity in the perform-

ance of his duty. This fidelity seems to be recog-

nized by his canine neighbors, and one of them, at

least, has shown a mean disposition to take advan-

tage of it, and to annoy the Newfoundland when
thus engaged. This teasing poodle is of spotless

white. Gyp never attempted to molest the big

Newfoundland when the latter was free to prevent

it. Nor did he ever molest his giant neighbor but

twice when he was carrying his master's mail. The
first time the Newfoundland treated Gyp's jumping

up and snapping at his tail with dignified contempt.

This emboldened Gyp to repeat the indignity the

next morning, as the Newfoundland was returning

home with a large bundle of letters in his mouth.

The Newfoundland never paused in his errand.

He laid the Jjackage of letters on his master's desk

and then turned back in the direction of the post

office There was in his movements, as well as in

his intelligent face, an air of quiet determination.

As he reached the place where Gyp was standing,

fresh from his morning toilet, he seized the spotless

poodle by the neck, and carried it across the side-

walk to the gutter, filled with muddy water. The
Newfoundland dipped the poodle into the dirty

water twice, then deposited the mud-bedraggled
and humiliated dog upon the sidewalk and returned

to his home quietly, without so much as a backward
look at his victim.
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THE NEW WOMAN.

The new woman is a tailor-matU- product, and

she plays golf and things. She usually wants to

vote, and she tries to be in tlie forefront along with

men. The Ingi.enook has been asked whajt it

thinks of her. In answer to this perfectly legiti-

mate query the Editor wishes to say that he does

not assume to direct what some millions of people,

with whom he has no business whatever, shall do or

shall not do. That is their affair. Still, The In-

GLENOOK has some ideas of its own, and that is its

affair. And it does not take kindly to the ultra New

Woman. The Old Woman is good enough for this

end of humanity. A man who has been out hus-

tling for a living all day comes home wanting some-

thing more than stories about golf and progressive

euchre. In fact he prefers a well-constructed pot-

pie, or a big dish of old-fashioned apple dumplings.

Remember, The Inglenook is not pretending to set

the pace of the coming generation of young women.

It is simply telling Its preferences. By the same

token the head of the paper knows enough about

his kind to enable him to say that ninety-nine out

of every hundred men think as he does.

To see a young woman trying to be a man is

pretty nearly as bad as for a man to put on a frock

and go about squawking like an old hen. There are

plenty of foolish women, however, who like the

Miss Nancy sort of young men, who, it has been

noticed, never amount to much in the actual work-

ings of this big, round world of ours. If there are

any Inglenook girl readers who are bitten with the

New Woman idea, let such remember that it is

easier, and much better to be what God made them,

—true women. A Dunkard girl, with Dunkard

ideas, and not ashamed of the fraternity or its meth-

ods, and who lives it out, is worth a whole bunch of

New Women, tied up like asparagus and sold in the

market for ten cents. Imagine Mary, the one who

went to the tomb early in the morning, playing golf

and running a pink tea.

the knock at the door, there he is! It is not acci-

dental. The mathematical chances of its being ac-

cidental are too few to allow that as a reason.

There is something more to it.

If this is true, and it is, altogether independent of

our will, why may not the mind reach out to har-

monious facts while the body is at rest in so-called

sleep? Why may it not be influenced by others?

It certainly is. And sometimes dreams do come

true. But the whole business is so little understood,

and so wrapped in deep mystery, that our knowl-

edge of the fact can do us no good, for it can not be

used in any known way.

OUR SHORT SERHON,

Text: Be Courteous.

The Christian is a courteous man, that is, he is a

gentle, polite man. It is not meant by this that he

is to be superficially, and ultra polite, but that he is

to be courteous because it is his duty. It is his

duty, because, being the child of a king, he may

rightly be expected to preserve royal manners with

both equals and inferiors.

There are many teachings in the Book relating to

courtesy and politeness. The man or woman who

is rough in speech or manner does not seem to be

possessed of the spirit of the foundation of all

Christian virtues. What is that? It is love, kind-

liness of feeling, and it should be constantly exer-

cised toward all with whom we come in contact.

There is no doubt but that Christ, Paul, and all the

other saints were pleasant and courteous people.

Goodnature is not in and of itself Christianity, but

it is a very large part of it.

It pays to be courteous, though this is not the

best reason for its exercise. It should be done be-

cause it is right. When a thing is right that settles

it. A boy or girl who is polite will win a way

where others less courteous will assuredly fail. A
man may not be a Christian without being courte-

ous, but he may be courteous without being a Chris-

tian. One is the form without the substance. The

other is the fact and its expression in our actions.

It can't be learned out of a book. Don't attempt

it that way. If you feel kindly toward people show

it in the best way you know, only show it. That is

being courteous. As we deal with others around

us so shall we be dealt with here and hereafter.

THE PATHOS OF LIFE.

DO DREAMS COHB TRUE?

It is a little hard to define a dream in intelligent

terms. It is somcthinj^ that we all know about, and

it is not a matter of question whether animals

dream, for some of them certainly do. Nearly

everybody has seen a dog fidgeting and has heard

him growling in his sleep; dreaming, beyond a

doubt.

The mind is a wonderful thing. It has never

been explained, nor is it likely to be ever fully un-

derstood. Associated with the body, as it insepar-

ably is, it is also to a certain extent independent of

it. To a large extent it is controllable, but it also

acts without our intention or direction. Sometimes,

like a machine, it runs wild, and again it is control-

lable, or at other times, when the body is asleep and

perfectly helpless, it sets out on journeys of its own,

and when we wake we remember. Now docs it act

intelligently on these excursions? Not always does

it do so, and then, again, the concensus of human
experience is that it sometimes does do so. In oth-

er words the dream is reali;^ed. It would appear to

the writer that minds reach out to others and influ-

ence them and are influenced by others. What this

connection is, and how it operates is not exactly

known. But that it is a fact is beyond a doubt. It

has passed into a proverb. How often are we think-

ing of a person we can not see, and when we answer

crini,.

In some States suicide is regarded
an ineffectual attempt at self-destruct**

^"^

ished by the law. Nearly all people'^''
'

either in the light of a crime or as an e h v^'
moral cowardice or mental weakness V '

the pathos of the end of these two f"

^'^'

''opelessne,
stigma upon thetn.

their lontHness, fnentllessness, and
is hard to affix such

had been overcome in the stru of life
\

mendous odds. The future was witlio 't'"^
''''

hope, for the thought of the poorhouse i^
'''

'

durable to them. They had not strength"'"''
left even to struggle. When the wife

said"'
ready. Let us go," the husband well k

'

meaning of these words, and together
ih

'"

where is rest. No blame can attach to th*^

"

unfortunates, but what of the social condit'*
'

der which such a pathetic tragedy could be

'*"

" Near a whole city full

Wasn't it pitiful?"

The above is an editorial from a Chicam
It tells its own story, and it is sad enough "i"

reproduced here to show a side of life that is

known where The Inglenook is found. If

people had been members of our beloved frate

and had only asked help it would surely liavtl

given, quietly and unostentatiously, and the ten

and sad end would have been averted. TheD
ard church may not make so much noise m

i

world as some other organizations, but its poi

never need seek death because the wolf is am,

door. The workings of some of the commoK

practices among us are so familiar that it is hirdu

conceive of such unrelieved misery.

A LIFE story of unusual pathos is revealed by a

double suicide which occurred in New York City a

few days ago. Martin Arnow, si-\ty-six years of

age, and his wife, Sophia, two years his junior, had
been married and had lived together happily forty

years. Martin had been an insurance collector, but

of late years age and infirmity had so weakened him
that he could not attend to business. Reverse fol-

lowed reverse until at last the couple found them-
selves heavily in debt and in the last extremity of

poverty. They were childless, and, so far as known,
neither of them had a relative to whom they could
appeal. When the last hope had expired, and even
the pang of hunger could not be appeased, the wife
said to her husband, " I am ready. Let us go." A
tube was affixed to the gas burner and the two were
found dead sitting in rocking chairs face to face.

In the wife's lap was a Bible opened to the text, up-
on which her finger rested, " Come unto me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest," which apparently had been the consolation
of each before setting off on the dark journey to-
gether.

That their death was deliberately planned was
shown by letters left to their creditors and one to
the undertaker, in which, to save him all trouble,
the age of each was stated. Upon a table near the
chairs the husband had placed his grave clothes and
the wife her wedding dress in which she had been
married forty years before. They had placed their
house in readiness for death's coming by sweeping
the floors, dusting the scanty furniture, and giving
food and water to the birds. Then, when all was
ready, the two took their departure from life sitting
near together and looking into each other's sad
eyes. The heavy laden were at rest at last.

Under the heading of "A New Industry"

change calls attention to the utilization of thee;;-

tail found in so many places. Our iNGLENOOKreit

ers where the plant is common would do welh',

make a note of this fact. The heads are doublls

picked when ripe, dried, and stripped into fuzz.

A new and profitable industry has sprung;:

around the banks of any of the ponds and salllito

in this part of the State. The common catlt

which grows in profusion in the marshy grmK

near the water's edge, has become a valuable anif

of commerce and sells at the lake for a <nii

pound. The cattails have largely superseded**

cotton and hair for mattresses and upholster)''

are said to be adm.irable substitutes, while theyif

far less than the materials mentioned. The >»:

who gather the once worthless weeds are pal

cent a pound for them, and since the 1st of Ifc

over ten tons of the commodity have been |*«

and paid for at Syracuse or Turkey Lake, Tkf!'

mand far exceeds the supply and is increasinf

The New York Ti/ms tells an incident thai s»
|

how large ocean steamships have become:

He leil

little immigrant boy about seven years

for four days on the voyage over,

mother and started in quest of adventure

'ing tired was una!
big ship, but upon growmg

^^

his way back to her. Instead of asking som'^^^

show him where to go, or telling that HO'

,

the young truant decided to continue hi»i

tions indefinitely. When found, he wasy
an empty coal box down among the engi'^^

of the crew took him to the "P"""'
*!j.|,5y,

six stewards to search for his mother.
^ ^^^^

her with some difficulty, and discovert^
^^^,

too. had been lost, having started '>"

_^^^^p

her son and not being able to get to be

the ship again."

A North Omaha Sunday-school
supi.^^_

,

,

always conducts the lesson
'^^'J"

|V„|„g *'

He spends about five minutes m exp

son, and then asks: j^j"

" Now, has any one a question to

^^^^^
^^ ^

Last Sunday he explained the
'^ j,j..

dwelling at length on its chief thoug

up with the usual question:
,„ ask-

" Now, has any one a question to^^^^^
^^^^

A member of the boys' junior

hand.
. ,.. asked'"'

"Well, what is your question.
^

intendent. |jgve ^
^"^

" Please, sir, are we going 'o

summer? "
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IViethods of ProeeduPe in

PHOTO-ENQRAVINO.

BV WILLIAM VON PLEES.

. the professions in which there are many
^"'""'

for young men of artistic, mechanical

"^Ll tastes, is
" photo-engraving."

, is about this profession something very
'^'""'-

in the various manipulations of the sev-

'i'""'cesscs. The average youth seems to take to

''7
,vith a zeal that is surprising after seeing

'',mc person as a printer's devil, for in a great

"Instances
photo-engravers have arisen from

there is some drudgery, in what pro-

chcniic

an\'

lat
position.

Tn be sure,

there none? The first step for our

out, and in this he must be an

:cpt,

du-

Id

S510I1

luil, is sweepin„
., , ^ . . , ,

the very least possible dust must be made,

iisl is the great arch-enemy of the photo-en-

r Washing the glass and polishing the zinc

opper, on which the hair line of a scratch or

|e.,sl pin hole must not show, are operations the

lung disciple first becomes acquainted with.

,,.. uiiter has watched boys polishing with

iglit and main whose great ambition seemed to_be

get that steel-like polish to his zincs and make

fir-t negative, which sometimes a good-natured

icniin will allow if he sees his young help takes

oush interest.

II most engraving shops the rule has been to

Biaigc a sum, varying from Si50to S200 on enter-

1 learn. This seems like a large sum, but it is a

odssion that is as yet not crowded, and the wages

liii;h compared to most other branches, being

oni Si 5 to S30 and even S40 a week.

Tilt highest position in the art being photogra-

ly, .md good photographers are always in de-

and. It must not be thought that because you

bbled in amateur photography, have han-

ed a " Vive," a " Cyclone" or other dry plate out-

th.it you can go straight into a photo-engraving

op ind snap pictures. You can not, the process

ly different, it is the wet-plate process, and

ire are also other conditions not met with in the

Jinary photographic art.

jeiierally speaking the photo-engraver is very

ilous and keeps his formulas and trade secrets in

vest pocket book, and newcomers in a shop
! looked on with a wary eye.

The head of one of America's largest establish-

mts told the writer that he at one time hired an
per room of a building and with a pair of opera
ses spied on a rival establishment, that he
ght find out some things he was very desirous of
owing.

n general the photo-engraver does not do all the
losses, the boys do the glass cleaning and pol-
i"g. next is the printer, then the etcher, the
I'si, mounter and the photographer, over all, the
email.

lomctimes a young man stays at one particular
fell, perhaps becomes a router or an etcher be-
'5« lie takes a liking to this particular work,
Wages of which is generally from S18 to S20 a

" "^'"B ''°™ the way in which photo-engraving
advanced within the last two or three years, it

'n "ts infancy and much has yet to be accom-
itill

'^''^'^J in the way of perfection.
,'^ only within the past two years that photogra-

.
1" """"' <:olors has become a possibility. Not

• " len process workers knows the how of the

the"
' P^o<:ess, as it is technically known.

„ ^""ilr'^^
^'i'i\c<t to a boy, wanting to make a

;

"uld be to enter the establishment of some

F'B«ti
/*""'.''''" ^^* printer's "devil," and

It,,. J??""
insight into the ways of the printer,

Ijcn 'fi u"''
"''^ knowledge gained of consider-

»>ster
"^'"fter, then ask his superiors for a

"^ into t

h

re hap
engraving department which, if

Bed the^"^
^° ^^ ^ vacancy, and he has also

rethaniuT'^ Sr-'iccs of those over him, he is

:r HHich h^
^-^^ ^*"^ ^"^ ^^ ^'^^" ^^^ ^'^^^ opening.

"iashi= " °" ^^^ first round of the ladder
''^'s own way to hew.

^ alt the m
"^"^^

'average hk"*^'"^ '" *^^ ^"'^''^'^ were leveled,
eight of the land would rise nearly 250

A MORMNQ WALK.

Let us take a walk this bright spring morning.
The sun is just coming over the eastern hills, and
everything is new again wherever the rosy dawn has
cast her shimmer of red and gold. Sec the picture
in the east. Never since the world began has there
been just such a combination of colors. Other sun-

rises there have been, and others will be. but never
again just this disposition of cloudland and color

scheme. And never, for one single moment, is it

exactly alike. Fleeting, flitting, changeful, and
then lost in the rising glare of the day god, each
sunrise is a beauty and a glory.

And the landscape is glorious each new-born day-
light. What! See nothing? Look at the bank by
the roadside. Every geometric spider web is

strung with tiny pearls. Every little flower is

tipped with a dew drop distilled from the night air

and they are hung on the tips of the petals of every
flower that springs from the grassy bed. Through
the hedge row glimmers the stream, like a silver

ribbon in the morning light, and every leaf is a-flut-

ter and all the birds are singing. The underworld
of insect and crawly things are starting out on raids

of conquest or search of mates. The hedge is a

vast forest to these little folk, and it is a wonder to

those of us with eyes to see things. The warbler

with the drab dress and the voice of a flute has her

nest and her children five hid in the leaves where
we ma)' look in on the family if we disturb nothing.

But it is a life of dread for the mother bird. Over
in the field is a tall, dead tree. Perched on its very

top is a big, brown bird, motionless, but with the

eyes of a telescope, and the heart of a murderer.

He sweeps the sky and the field. A speck comes
across, and from it a morning song. A lift and a

lurch and the big bird sweeps like a shot after the

singer. There is a wild moment, a pitiful bird

shriek, a passing thought, who knows not, of the

sleeping ones in the nest, and the little thing is

gone. And back in the hedge, on the morrow, will

be five little dead. If the morning has its glories it

also has its tragedies. Why it is not a scene of in-

effable peace is not within the province of man's

knowledge.

We will walk down to the edge of the wood and

gather a few wild flowers of the morning. On the

old fence rails note the brown, clinging lichens. If

we look carefully within the tiny cups that spot

them here and there we shall see what resembles,

for all the world, a diminutive bird's nest full of

colored eggs. They are the spores of the lichens

and it is not hard to believe the stories of the fair-

ies and the robbing of the lichen nests of the eggs

for playthings for their children. Here are the wild

pinks and some other flowering plants. Hold a

moment! Wait till that dainty little blue-winged

butterfly has had its fill of dew, and flimsily flutters

away. Now! And from the foliage buzzes a big,

fat, complaining bumblebee, that drones its flight

over the field to the nest under the tussock. He
was caught out late last night and stayed with the

pinks and the moon.

So with the blooms in your hand and lightness in

our hearts we will go homeward and watch the ris-

ing of the children of fur and feather on our way.

It is not a thing that is past and unreturning. To-

morrow it will all come again in different dress, but

always the same new world, whether in sunrise col-

or, dull rainfall, or winter's sleep or snows. This is

a world of beauty and living is divine if we only

make it so.

GREATEST OUN IN THE WORLD.

fire the gun will require a powder charge of l,o6o
pounds, costing about S265. Each projectile will
cost about S600, making the total cost of firing the
gun not less than SS65. The gun has a theoretical
range of 20.76 miles, to attain which the projectile
will have to rise to a height of about five miles.
The gun will be erected on the fortification at
Romer Shoals, one of the outer defenses of New
York harbor. It is expected that it will be put in

place some time during 1900.

One of the last steps in the construction of the
gun is when the outer steel jacket is about to de-
scend to its place over the tube. This jacket itself

weighs about 80.000 pounds and when fitted in its

place on the tube will appear as an integral part of
the gun. The jacket slides into position as smooth-
ly as a glove and shrinks there with a grip on the
tube of some 10,000 pounds or more to the square
inch. It is an exceedingly delicate point in the
process and any mishap or miscalculation at this

juncture would mean a loss of thousands of dollars

and possibly months of delay.

The above is a sample of the wastefulness of war
and warlike preparations. Every time the gun is

fired enough money is thrown away to send a mis-
sionary to the ends of the earth, or to run a school
for a year. As long as people do these things we
may well wonder whether we are really civilized or

Christianized yet.

riR. SANKEVS DENIAL OF HIS DEATH.

The United States government is making rapid

progress toward that point where it may rightfully

claim supremacy for its war armament both on land

and sea. The final tests of the battleship Kearsarge

have proved this vessel to be superior to anything

afloat, so far as its battery equipment is concerned.

A new breech-loading rifle in process of construc-

tion at the Watervliet arsenal, Watervliet, N. Y.,

when completed, will be the most powerful piece of

ordnance in the world, says LislU's Wirk/y.

The weight of this enormous instrument of death,

without its carriage, will be 126 tons; its length will

be 49 feet 6 inches; the diameter of the breech 6

feet 2 inches; the size of the bore 16 inches. It will

throw a projectile weighing 2,370 pounds with a

muzzle velocity of 2,300 feet per second, and its

total muzzle energy will be 88,000 foot-tons. To

Several years ago two gentlemen entered a train

leaving Chicago, one with a ticket for New York
and the other for a town in Ohio. The car being

full, these two travelers shared the same seat.

Soon they fell into conversation. The Ohio man
spoke of the great work of Moody and Sankey.

" 1 regret," he said, " that I never had the oppor-

tunity of hearing Sankey sing before he died."

"Yes?" responded the other; "but how do you

know that Sankey is dead?
"

" I saw it in the papers."

"Then I suppose it must be true."

" Did you ever hear him sing?"
" Yes; a number of times."

"Then you must have heard Moody."
" Yes, I have heard Moody, too."

" Tell me—what sort of people are they, any-

how? "

"Well, sir, in my opinion, they are just common
people like you and me, and nothing more."

" Do you really think so? Well, some day I may
sec Moody yet; but I shall never hear Sankey."

Just then the engine whistle blew, and the Ohio

man began to get his baggage together.

"
I think it would be hardly right," said the pas-

senger bound for New York, " for me to let you go

without first saying that I am one of the gentlemen

whom we have been discussing. My name is San-

key."

Astonishment gave way in a monu-nt to a merry

twinkle of the eye. An index finger was forcefully

leveled against the New Yorker's nose: "Now look

lierc, young man, you can't come that kind of a

game on me! Sankey is dead! Good-by!
"

Some years ago Mr. Bliss, Mr. Sankey's intimate

friend and collaborator of the Gospel Hymns, lost

his life in a Western railroad wreck. In certain

quarters the two names became confused in connec-

tion with the accident, and hence the rumor of Mr.

Sankey's death.

STRANGE nONEY.

Chocolate is still used as money in certain parts

of the interior of South America, as also are cocoa-

.

nuts and eggs. According to Prescott the money

of the Aztecs consisted of quills full of gold dust

and bags of chocolate grains. Before the introduc-

tion of coined money into Greece, skewers or spikes

of iron and copper were used, six being a drachm or

handful. The small, hard shell known as the cow-

rie is still used in parts of India and Africa in place

of coin. Whales' teeth are used by the Fijians, red

feathers by some of the South Sea islanders, and

salt in parts of Abyssinia. In parts of India cakes

of tea and in China pieces of silk pass as currency.

Oxen still form the circulating medium among

many of the Zulus and KafRrs.

The entertainment of royalty costs British socie-

ty each year fully ;f2,000,000.
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THE HEAVENLY TWINS.

•Do I like babies?" slowly replied the girl with

the meditative eyes. " Well, I used to like babies,

but I find by experience that they are much like

fruit cake—a little baby goes a long way. Until two

weeks ago I kissed all babies on sight and called

them darlings, but I don't do that any more.

•
I have a friend who has twin girls two years old.

I went around to .see if I might lake the twins out

for an airing one afternoon last week. Having con-

siderable objection to wheeling a baby coach I in-

sisted on the twins walking.

'" Better take the maid,' suggested the mother.

'"Oh, no,' I said, carelessly; "I'll get along all

right. I'll just take hold of their hands.'

" ' Very well,' she replied with a slight smile.

" They looked like two handsomely dressed French

dolls when the maid brought them to me ready for

the walk. Their laces were positively angelic, blue

eyes, you know, with a dreamy, far-away expression

in them and flaxen hair that curled.

" • They look angelic, I said. ' They seem too good

to live.'

"'
I never worry about them on that account,' said

the mother, with that little smile.

"Each baby clutched a finger I extended to her,

and we started. People cast admiring glances at

the two little children in their dainty spotless white

coats and bonnets as they toddled beside me. We
were a dozen squares from the house, when suddeni}-

the twins looked at each other; it seemed to me as if

they winked at each other, and they seemed struck

by the same thought all at once. Simultaneously

they dropped my fingers and sped away in opposite

directions. How their little legs did fly; i started

in pursuit and caught one, bringing her back to the

sidewalk, for the street was crowded with teams. 1

found that the other was half a block away in An-

other direction. So 1 left the first baby to catch the

second and returned breathless to get a glimpse of

the first twin eating orange peel in some one's back

yard. This w.is Mary I told Margaret to stand

still until 1 returned, but returned with Mary to find

Margaret sitting on the curb taking off her shoes.

" I picked Mary up, when without the slightest

reason that I could see the two flew at each other

and began to fight. They both fell down and rolled

about the muddy pavement, mauling each other. I

separated them with dil^culty and stood them on

their feet. Off they rushed again in opposite direc-

tions. I caught Mary on some one's porch, trying

to ring the bell, while Margaret had disappeared

around the corner of a house. People were standing

on the corners laughing, and in every house families

were at windows, having a good time over my trou-

bles. I was warm and red with embarrassment.

"Getting those blessed twins together again, we

came to a yard that iiad recently been spaded for a

lawn. Both babies made a rush for it and stuffed

handfuls of red mud in their mouths. While I was

getting the dirt away from one of them, the other

wallowed at my feet. You can imagine how those

white frocks looked by this time. One rushed at

the other and tore a bow from her sister's bonnet.

This accomplished, she fell flat on the ground and

thrust it up at me, yelling: 'Take! Take!' There

was nothing for me to do now but to carry them, for

they refused to budge from the dirt. I took a 30-

pound baby under each arm and started for home.

One began pulling hairpins from under my hat and

throwing them away, while the other tore at my col-

lar with muddy fingers. Then they tried to tear off

my hat, but 1 resisted that. They kicked out their

legs behind, and yelled lustily, but I hastened along.

" Ridiculous! I was the most ridiculous sight

you can imagine when I turned a corner and met

face to face a man in whom 1 am exceedingly inter-

ested. 1 cut him dead, though he stopped. Their

mother gave a gasp when she saw her babies. You

could not ha\c told whether they were white or

colored, and their coats descended to the cook-lady's

children that very day. This is why I've lost my
taste for angel children," concluded the meditative

girl. "That man hasn't called since."

States, and there are other high places that are hard

to reach. Few there are who have attained the po-

sition of a god, but the writer knew just such a man,

not that he wanted the place, but that he had the

honor thrust on him. He was an Irishman that the

writer met in a little sea-coast town down in Central

America. He was as peculiar looking a person as

one would want to see anywhere. He was tall,

broad shouldered, and his complexion was a dead

white interspersed with a varied assortment of deep

colored freckles. His hair was a bright red, and he

would be a noticeable man anywhere. He was a

graduate of an English university, and had a rollick-

ing way of telling a thing that was simply irresisti-

ble.

Now some of the interior tribes of that country

are very superstitious and have never adopted the

Christian religion, even in the diluted form present-

ed by the native Catholicism, and the people inherit-

ed the once common tradition that there would

come a fair god out of the P^ast to rule over them.

This belief is very common among the remote and

uncivilized tribes, and it was a prime article of faith

in the Aztec religion when Cortez appeared on the

scene. Thus it came that when the Irishman, who

was prospecting for gold, wandered into their col-

lection of jacals, or huts, he was immediately recog-

nized as the fair god they had been expecting for

centuries. In one sense they were not far out of the

way, for lie was unlike anything they had ever seen

before, or, for that matter, unlike anyone anybody

else had ever seen. So they concluded that as he

had condescended to come among them out of the

whole lot of Indian tribes it would be a good thing

to hold on to him. His Irish-Spanish, and their In-

dian-Spanish was the only bond in common in their

communication. He soon caught on, and under-

stood that he was regarded as a god while he re-

mained peaceably, but that if he attempted to leave

that was a sign that he was an impostor, and he

would likely get the worst of it.

They built him a house, and set him up in business.

Th.at is they furnished the occasional bunch of ba-

nanas, and he had several young men and women to

wait on him. He was quick witted, and as he was

consulted about everything he soon made some

happy hits in the way of suggestion that fixed him

in the heads and hearts of the people. He said that

there was no money in it, but that it was not such a

bad job, after all, but it had its drawbacks. Ordi-

nary matters he could regulate satisfactorily, but his

people got to requiring too much, and there was

trouble ahead. Among other things they held him

responsible -for the weather, and in a very dry time

there was a good deal of trouble. In a protracted

drouth he was waited on and informed, quietly, but

firmly that there must be an end of this nonsense,

and that if rain did not come pretty soon there

would be a vacancy declared.

He told them that it was necessary to have at

least three incantations in the forest, alone. This

they agreed to, but insisted that at least one of them
accompany him, as a sort of guarantee of good
faith. He assented, and the next night went with

his guard a long distance to the north, built a fire

and executed a Highland fling around it, while he

roared out a Greek chorus. Then they returned.

The next night he went farther away in another di-

rection, and the seance was repeated. The third

night he told them that he must be absolutely alone,

and that then the rain would be sure to come. They
assented and he started in the direction of the coast,

and used his legs to such advantage that he got " off

entirely," as he put it.

That night there came up one of the terrible trop-

ical storms, and the rains fell, and the wind blew till

trees were uprooted and the village ,was nearly

washed out of existence. The Indians were ap-

palled. Some of the older ones declared afterward

they saw him riding around among the clouds with
an awful visage. They have never ceased to regret

their rashness, and as for the Irishman, he says that
while the job had its advantages there were also

drawbacks that rendered it undesirable on the whole.

homeless. He slept upon tlie Thames emk ^'

for two nights. For two days he li:>,( ^"'""'o-

food

THE MAN WHO WAS A QOD.

In the nature of things it can not be the lot of

many people to be the President of the United

WAS A FRIEND IN NEED.

David Christie Murkay, the well-known author,
told in print some time ago the story of the hard-
ships of his first years in London. After carrying
about his manuscripts in vain from one publishing
house to another, he found himself penniless and

«tt!

On the third morning he was standing
don bridge, looking gloomily into the black-"

^"'

when the editor ai a newspaper who k
"''•

passed with a hasty nod. He hesitated l"'*
^''

him, and came back. ' ^^^^^\

" Oh, Murray," he cried, "you are just th
want! Can you spare a couple of hours>"

"^

"Yes," said Murray, dryly.

"I want an article on—on Columbus fo,,
row. Birthday article. Nothing labored-

'''°°'

dates. Something light, fanciful—you und

'

Go to the office. You'll find paper and pe"^'""'
Send it to my desk. And, oh, by the snl^\^^
not be there in time. We'll settle in ad-
thrusting a couple of sovereigns into his lia„j

tllii,!

dn-

may

'inct'

' I wrote the article," said Murray " '"d louDi
out long afterward that the birthdav of r„i ,

did not come for months. From that dav
came to me. That man saved my life."

^''

Of almsgiving, as of the giving of advice, mayb,
said:

Its value all depends upon
The way in which it's done.

A FLOATINQ SNAIL.

There is a small snail which is so fond of the u

that it never comes to land, and it builds snchi

capital boat for itself and its eggs that while
I;

ships are sinking and steamers are unable to («

the storm it tosses about in perfect safety, says tt;

Philadelphia Press.

The little snail is of a violet color and is tlierthi

called lanthina. It has a small shell and thereof^

jects from the under part of the body a long, toiis|r

like piece of flesh. This is the raft, and itisbuil;

upon most scientific principles, for it has compan

ments in it for air. It is broad and the air conipari

ments are underneath, so that it cannot capsize.

Moreover, the snail knows how to stow away 11-

cargo, for the oldest eggs and those which hatch Itr

soonest are placed in the center and the lightest a:;

newest on the sides of the raft. The lanlhinah!:;

its own air compartments by getting a globule ofa

underneath its head, the body is then curved do«

ward beneath the raft, and, the head being tilledo

one side, the air rushes in and fills the spaces, \

feeds on a beautiful little jelly fish, which hasals

raft-like form with a pretty little sail upon it, 11:

they congregate in multitudes when theseaiscilc

Sometimes specimens are washed upon thenoiil

western coast of France, and when they are lim*-

they give out a violet dye.

RICE PAPER.

The rice paper tree, one of the most intere*-

of the flora of China, has recently been success!*;

experimented with in Florida, where it now ««-^

ishes, with other sub-tropical and oriental spe«'>

trees and shrubs, says the St. Louis RefiMic-
"

first transplanted in American soil the '•^P""'^,,

expressed doubts of its hardiness, '"^"""S
^^^

would be unable to stand the winters- h
^^^^^

fears have vanished, however, and it is now

^J^^

versal opinion that it is as well adapted
'"^^

mate of this country as to that of the fam'

ery Kingdom. ^..^jit

It is a small tree, growing to a 1"^'?'"°
„;

fifteen feet, with a trunk or stem from '

^^ ^,

inches in diameter. Its canes, which
''^j^^^.^y

;

according to season, are large, soft and
^^^^^

form somewhat resembling that notice
^^^^^

the castor-bean plant. The celebrated^^^
^,,,

the product of this queer tree, is '"'
j,j,.ol'

slices of the pith, which is taken from t
<-^

,^ ^^^^;

tree in beautiful cylinders several '"'^""^
„(asli'!

The Chinese workmen apply "le ° •*

^^^^„i„g it'

straight knife to these cylinders, ani.
^^^^^j^,;

round either by rude machinery or t
^^

j„;

ously pare the pith from
'^^f^"'",^^-

This operation makes a roll ot e.xi
, „„,,

-»

the scroll being of equal thickness Ihr
^ °„,oiltd'

a cylinder has thus been pared
'|^^|'^^j(acc »'.

weights are placed upon it until

'^J-^^^
jjj

ti'

dered uniformly smooth throug

''^"eth. fricepal'"°'!r
It is altogether probable "^^' "

-^^.j S"""'

becomes an industry in the ^-J"'
,jib,

primitive modes will all be done aw y
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VISIBLE RESULTS.

Elkins' class of young girls was not as

irmtcrested in missions as they haci been. El-

n,'.,ns who had lately joined the class, did not

"^that the heathen "need as much attention

'"(;iven them in these days. They are well

\, gff as they are," and as the girls listened

',!,usly,
she added, " ' ignorance is bliss

' you

r now what is the use of teaching them?"

""Ihcr time she remarked to her teacher who was

„ them to give more to foreign missions, " I do

'^'see why you want us to double our contribu-

,s ,t seems to me like pouring water through a

. there is nothing to show for it. We never

/,Ti,y visible results, worth speaking of."

Mi*5 Elkins answered, " Can we not leave the re-

ilts with God? He will bring in the sheaves in

,„wii harvest time."

|!\it the girls were much impressed by the views

ENie, and Miss Elkins thought and prayed over

le m.itter. She also mentioned it when writing to

fiund. a missionary, lately returned from the

t
" What can I do to arouse their interest in for-

gn missions?" she asked.

n" time elapsed before she recei\'ed any re-

yt(i this letter; but one e\'ening she found a post-

1
awaiting her. On it was written:

J},ar Friend:—CM at the express office for a package on

iur5'!.iy morning.

She thought very little about it, supposing it

uld contajn " some curios colletted in her travels.

ery kind of her, I am sure."

On Thursday morning she went to the office and

quired for a package, but there was none there.

inking it will come later in the day, she walked

ound the depot, into the waiting-room, where she

as warmly welcomed by the conductor and bag-

master, who appeared relieved by her coming.

rli;re is what you are looking for," said the con-

ctor, very cheerfully.

Miss Elkins stopped short, a picture of astonish-

int and dismay. " Why, what in the world? " she
:gan.

"She belongs to you," said the conductor, "You
n read what is on the tag," and then he left, and

:-;ikins looked at her. What she saw, was a
lung girl, evidently about sixteen years of age;
ill. but rather graceful, with glittering black
s, and dark, swarthy skin. She was curiously
led and could not speak English, at least she did

1 reply to any questions, although she at once
:w close to Miss Elkins, as if to claim her pro-
ihon. "And here 1 was looking for a box of
ws. shells, or fossils," she thought, ruefully.
Whatever am 1 to do with her?"
here was no luggage of any sort, so together
y went to her home. The strange girl seemed at

se. although she spoke very little, in broken
h.

rile evening mail brought a letter in which the
ss.onary explained that she had brought this

,s

"'"^ ^" 'rom a mission school in Syria. She

Used n"'' "u
"'P'""' -'nd had been shamefully

tn let h
" '' "'^'"'^ Soing to educate her, and

isiifl ", ^° ^"i°ng her own people to teach thepeopl

lette
™^?' ^°" '° '"^'^P her a few weeks,"

m^A'. '.'^"il'
P'^^rhaps your girls will become ac-"""=d with Mao and so learn more about visible

;il th, .'"''i'S" missions. She is a Christian."
""-,«acher understnnrt th,i thic ,„t» the

ispel.

Ills

&m Sunday a School ^St^

THE BIBLES OF HEATHENDOM.

The largest Bible known is a Hebrew Bible in the
Vatican, in inanuscript, weighing three hundred and
twenty pounds, for which the Venetian Jews once
offered Pope Julius II. its weight in gold, or about
sixty-two thousand pounds sterling. And yet the
substance of all this book is found in two simple
precepts on which " hang all the law and the proph-
ets." (Matt. 22: 35-40.) And the whole book,
combined with the New Testament, can now be
found in legible printed form weighing only one and
one-eighth ounces. And this book is a collection of
sixty-six different volumes, all of which can be read
in one hundred and eighty hours,

of less than three hours to a book.
Compare these little simple tracts with the "Sa-

cred Books of the East," of which the learned Max
Muller has edited some fifty octavo volumes,
article in the NiiicleciUk Cciiliiry this eminent
writes concerning these cumbrous volumes as fol-

lows:

an a\-erage time

In :

t:

Wcr tr, I, "i""'^'"
""derstood that this was""^^ to her letter.

P'"l.''anr?v,''"
^^i^y <:harge. She was kind

tit

and the
and

girls became very fond of her.

"good 1 u
^""day school that she did the

"y "
I WT

'^'^''^ *^ K*^'^ 'his simple testi-

'ed no h'pi "^f °"' '" misery and filth, and re-

'""mein "" "^'= '''"Is ' tried to love: then

^"he do
'"^ ""'^ "^ '''^^" ^"^'^ *° happy."

'^«Svri3'^''f
o' the school hour she sang in her

' '" '°"gue, the hymn,

^
" Just as I am, witliout one plea."

»r tun'e""f';,'>?ttural words sung to the old fa-

*"
effort th,

''" hearts; and without any
'Sundaysrh 1

'^'^^' collection ever raised in

""I
neithe p° .*^' ^'^*" '" foreign missions.

' *«cnibleH . '1 '^'^'^"'s, nor any of the girls
"""^

'gain f^
^'''tion to see Mao off, ever

'O visible results " of foreign mis-

•ho;

"The sacred books of the Buddhists are perfectly
appalling in their bulk. They are called the Trip-
itaka, the Three Baskets, and were originally written
in Pali, a vernacular form of Sanskrit. They have
been translated into many languages, such as Chi-
nese, Thibetan, and Manchu. They have also been
written and published in various alphabets, not only
in Devanagari, but in Singhalese, Burmese, and
Siamese letters. The copy in nineteen volumes
lately presented to the University of Oxford by the

King of Siam contains the Pali text written in Siam-
ese letters, but the language is always the same; it is

the Pali or the vulgar tongue, as it was supposed to

have been spoken by Buddha himself about five

hundred B. C. After having been preserved for

centuries by oral tradition, it was reduced for the

first time to writing under King Vattagamani in

eighty-eight-seventy-six B. C, the time when the

truly literary period of India may be said to begin.

But besides this Pali Canon there is another in San-
skrit, and there are books in the Sanskrit Canon
which are not to be found in the Pali Canon, and
vice versa.

"According to a tradition current among the

southern as well as the northern Buddhists, the

original Canon consisted of eighty-four thousand

books, eighty-two thousand being ascribed to Bud-

dha himself and two thousand to his disciples.

Book, however, seems to have meant here no more
than treatise or topic.

" But as a matter of fact, the Pali Canon, consists,

according to R. Spence Hardy, of two hundred

se\enty-fi\e thousand two hundred and fifty-eight

stanzas, and its commentary of three hundred sixty-

one thousand five hundred and fifty stanzas, each

stanza reckoned at thirty-two sj'llables. This would

give us eight million eight hundred and eight thou-

sand syllables for the text and ele\en million five

hundred sixty-nine thousand six hundred syllables

for the commentar)'. This is, of course, an enor-

mous amount; the question is only whether R.

Spence Hard)- and his assistants, who are responsi-

ble for these statements, counted rightly. Professor

Rhys Davis, by taking the average of words in ten

leaves, arrives at much smaller sums, namely, at one

million seven hundred fifty-two thousand eight hun-

dred words for the Pali Canon, which in an English

translation, as he says, would amount to about twice

that number, or three million five hundred and five

thousand words. Even this would be ample for a

Bible; it would make the Buddhist Bible nearly fi\-e

times as large as our own; but it seems to me that

R. Spence Hardy's account is more likely to be

correct. Professor Rhys Davis, by adopting the

same plan of reckoning, brings the number of words

in the Bible to about nine hundred thousand. We
found it given at seven hundred seventy-three thou-

sand six hundred and ninety-two. But who shall

decide?

"The Kanjur consists of a hundred volumes in

folio, the Tanjur of two hundred and twenty-five

volumes, each volume weighing between four and
fi\e pounds. This collection, published by com-
mand of the Emperor of China, sells for si-x hun-

dred and thirty pounds sterling. A copy of it is

found at the India office. The Buriates, a Mongo-
lian tribe converted to Buddhism, bartered seven

thousand oxen for one copy of the Kanjur, and the

same tribe paid twelve thousand silver rubles for a

complete copy of both Kanjur and Tanjur.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
THE ROBINS.

" Mamma, mamma! " whispered the little girl at
the window; " come softly! I think they are build-
ing a nest! " There was a light step, a rustle of
silken skirts, and a lady stood by the chair. She,
too, looked out, not at the birds, but way beyond
through the apple-boughs. "They?" she asked,
dreamily; " who, dear love?" .

" The robins," answered the child. " You are too
high, mamma! Be soft! Right here, do you see?
The dt^arest husband and wife, and he has the red-
dest breast, and they have been talking so! Listen,
mamma, just hear! " In her excitement she spoke
so fast that the mate-robin heard, and stopped short,
with a long straw in his bill, which was to serve as a
foundation for his house. "Oh!" breathed the little

girl, with a long sigh of relief, " he is going to stay,
after all. I thought I had scared him away."

" Mamma, mamma, there will be nestlings now,
and the old birds will teach them to fly. I have
longed to see it all my life, but I could not go to
them, you know, and so they have come to me."
The mother noted the faint tinge on the cheek,

the bright look in the eye, and blessed the robins in

her heart.

"Yes, they have come to you, my bird— like to
like—and you shall see them fly."

But birdlings do not grow in a day, and the child
watched from the great wheel-chair with patience
born of suffering and a life of pain—watched until

five round eggs Lay in the nest, tinted with heaven's
own blue.

At last—oh, the joy of it!—the blue shells broke,
and five strange, soft things, with great eyes and
yellow bills, nestled under the mother-wings— nes-

tled and cuddled until the wings would hardly cover
them, and the nest seemed all too small.

The little giri rested on pillows now, in the wheel-
chair; her mother lifted her when she looked down
into the nest.

" Mamma, how long will it be before the robins
fly? " she asked.

At last the wheel-chair stood alone by the window.
The little giri lay very still within the curtained bed.

" I must not miss it," she whispered, morning and
night. "You will watch, mamma, dear, will you
not, and wake me—when—the birdlings—fly?"

The answer was always the same: " I am watch-
ing, my own, I am watching! Lie still for a while

and rest!
"

The times for resting grew longer and the times
for waking short.

"Is it sunset?" she asked. "Take me up, mam-
ma. I have not said good-night to the robins in so

very long." Tenderly the mother lifted her, while

the sweet breath of the meadow came up on the

breeze, and the leaves were quivering in the golden
light. The red-breasted robin was winging his way-

home; the brown mother was crooning a slumber
song to her nest. The child stretched out her hands,

the radiance glorifying face and hair. " Good-night,

good-night, my birdlings! Mamma, see how the

sun goes down! 'Twill be so beautiful—to-morrou-

— I think they will not stay!" The head drooped
wearily on the pillow that night. " \'ou will wake
me — so early—mamma, dear!

"

And in the early morning One, long-awaited,

came, and two went out into the sunrise, into the

hush of the sweet young day—leaving a void in the

old white house that nothing on earth could fill.

"JoHNNV," queried the teacher of the new pupil,

" do you know your alphabet?
"

" Yes'm," answered Johnny.
" Well, then," continued the teacher, " what let-

ter comes after A?"
" All the rest of 'em," was the triumphant reply.

A MQ-fHEK of twins one night heard a series of

giggles proceeding from the neighborhood of the

children's bed. "What are you laughing at?" she

said. " O, nothing," replied Edith, one of the twins,

"only you have given me two baths, and Alice none

at all."
• i

" You never saw my hands as dirty as yours,"

said a mother to her little girl. " No, but grand-

mother did," was the reply.
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A STEAMSHIPS SUPPLIES.

Few people have any correct idea of the amount

of material it takes to feed the crew and passengers

on a first-class steamship's voyaRe across the ocean.

A writer in McClurc gives the following which wdl

aid in the comprehension of the subject:

Numerically, the largest of the three departments

into which the operation of the biggest steamship .s

divided is the one employed in looking after the

wants of passengers. It is presided over by the

purser, who, with the chief steward, is directly at

the head of 300 men. This number includes nearly

a hundred dining-room stewards, half a hundred

bedroom stewards, nine stewardesses lo look after

the wants of women passengers, cooks, scullions,

and galley employeesof all sorts, storekeepers, linen-

kecpers and half a dozen bootblacks.

The list of stores required for a single voyage

reads like the requisition sheet for an army. Here

are a few of the items, copied from the order-book

of the chief steward; 31,000 pounds of fresh meat

(beef, mutton, and lamb), 2,000 head of chickens

and ducks, 1,000 head of game (varied according to

season), 25 tons of potatoes—tons, mind you!-i50

barrels of flour, 6,000 pounds of ham and bacon, 10,-

000 eggs, 6,400 pounds of sugar.

These seem immense quantities; but they are, in

most of the items named, the supplies for a single

voyage, and this at a season of the year when travel

is not at its height. With such things as fresh meat,

poultry, game, eggs, and potatoes it is not practica-

ble to slock for more than one voyage; but of salt

meats, flour, and such supplies an overplus is carried,

tn guard against want in case the ship should be de-

layed. In the ordinary way, it is as certain as hu-

man ingenuity can make it that the "Oceanic's"

voyage will end on the sixth day after it began; but

on any voyage she could remain at sea for twenty-

five days before an actual famine would begin.

In the old days it was customary to carry along a

number of cows to supply the passengers with fresh

milk. To supply the " Oceanic " with dairy products

in this way, at least with any such abundance as now

prevails, would be to turn her into a cattleship.

llcr cold storage compartments contain, at the be-

ginning of each voyage, 3,000 quarts of milk and

cream, 5,000 pounds of butter, and 3,000 pounds of

ice-cream.

No less than twenty meals are served each day on

the "Oceanic." There are three full meals—break-

fast, luncheon, anil dinner^for the first cabin, for

the second cabin, for the steerage, for the officers,

and for the crew. In addition to these, the first and

second cabin folk have bouillon in the morning, tea

in the afternoon, and supper at night, if they care

to impose so great a strain upon their stomachs.

To serve so many meals a day to so many people

naturally requires an immense number of dishes.

There are 2,500 of each of the several varieties of

plates, cups, and saucers most in use on the " Ocean

ic "; and of silver knives, forks, and spoons there

are 1,500 each. In the course of a voyage about 3,-

000 pieces of china are broken. The washing of so

• many dishes is, of itself, a considerable business.

Kor the most part it is done by machinery. Large

baskets full of the heavier dishes are lowered into

tanks of boiling water, which cleanses them

thoroughly. liut they arc all wiped by hand; and

the silver and the more fragile china are washed by

hand, a task that keeps fifteen men busy through

the entire day.

The "Oceanic's" laundry-bag accumulates 50,000

pieces in the course of a voyage. The laundry work

is not done on board; on the ship's arrival at Liver-

pool, the pieces are sent to the company's general

laundry there— a large establishment in which a

force of eighty-five washerwomen and seamstresses

are kept busy in washing and keeping in repair the

linen of all the ships in the company's fleet.

Unfortunately for the curiosity seeker and travel-

ing public generally the submerged forest is on the

opposite side of the lake from the railroad and the

station of Monohon, and very few people ever see

the phenomenon unless they take the time and

pains necessary to reach it.

Sam Coombs, the pioneer, has just been over to

view the submerged forest, and he is very enthu-

siastic concerning its beauties and mystery. He

talks Chinook fluently, but with all his quizzing of

the red-skinned inhabitants he has never learned

anything that will throw any light on the history of

the forest under water. The waters of the lake are

very deep, and the bluffs back of the beach very

precipitous, so that the only explanation of the

freak is that either by an earthquake or some other

means a great slide has been started in early times,

and it went down as a mass until it found lodgment

at the bottom of the lake. At this time one can see

down into the glassy, mirror-like depths of the lake

for thirty feet or more. Near the banks the forest

trees are interlaced at various angles and in confu-

sion, but further out in the deep water they stand

straight, erect, and limbless and barkless, 100 feet

tall. They are not petrified in the sense of being

turned to stone, but they are preserved and appear

to have stood there for ages. They are three feet

through, some of them, and so firm in texture as to

be scarcely affected by a knife blade. The great

slide extended for some distance, and it would now

be a dangerous piece of work for a steamer to at-

tempt passage over the tops of these tall trees.

Even now the water along shore is very deep, and

a ten-foot pole would sink perpendicularly out of

sight ten feet from shore line.

All over this country are found strata of blue

clay, which in the winter season are very treacher-

ous, and, given the least bit of opportunity will
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slide away, carrying everything above with them.

This is the theory of the submerged forest of Lake

Samamish. It probably was growing above one of

these blue earth strata, and heavy rajns, or probably

an earthquake, set it moving. The quantity of

earth carried down was so great that the positions

of the trees on the portion carried away were little

affected. It is hardly to be believed that the earth

suddenly sank down at this point and became a por-

tion of the beautiful lake.

Few such places exist. There is a place in the

famous Tumwater Canon, on the line of the Great

Northern, near Leavenworth, which is in some re-

spects similar. At some early time a portion of the

great mountain side came rushing down and buried

itself at the bottom of the canon. Now there is a

considerable lake, and in the center stand tall, limb-

less trees, different in species from those growing

along the canon.

At Green Lake, near Georgetown, Colo.,—a lake

which is 10.000 feet above sea level—is a submerged
forest of pine trees, some hundred feet tall, but not

so numerous as in Lake Samamish. This same
theory explains their presence as given above.
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Fingal's Cave is a grotto on the southwest coast

of the Island of Staffa, about seven miles off the

west coast of Mull, Scotland. It is 212 feet in

length, 33 feet wide at the entrance and narrows to

22 feet at the further end. At the opening it is 6o
feet high, and the walls meet in a beautiful arch
above basaltic pillars, which flanl; it on both sides.

The floor of the cave is the sea, and at low tide the
water is twenty feet deep. There are many stalac-

tites of various beautiful tints between the pillars of
dark gray basalt. The cave can be readily entered
by small boats, except at extreme high tide. It is

supposed to take its name from Fingal, the legend-
ary hero of Gaelic poetry.
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A SUBHERQED FOREST.

Many years ago, even so far back that the tradi-

tions of the oldest Siwash extend not thereto, there

was some vast upheaval of mother earth on the

shores of Lake Samamish that sent a portion of the

big Newcastle hill sliding down into the lake, with

its tall evergreen forest intact, and there it is to

this day. About this time of the year the waters of

the lake are at their lowest, and then the tops of

the tallest of these big submerged trees are out of

the water, but never more than ten or twelve inches.
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OBSCURE MARTYRS.

They have no place in storied page,

Nor rest in marble shrine;

They are past and gone with a perished age,

They died and made no sign.

Bui wDrk thai shall find its wages yet.

And deeds that their God did not forget.

Done for their love divine—

These were the mourners and these shall be

The crowns of their immortality.

Oh, seek them not where sleep the dead.

Ye shall not find their trace;

No graven stone is at their head,

No green grass hides their face;

Bui sail and unseen in their silent grave

—

II may be the sand of a deep sea wave,

Or a lonely desert place;

Fur they needed no prayers and no mourning bell

—

They were tombed in true hearts that knew them well.

They healed sick hearts till theirs were broken.

And dried sad eyes till theirs lost sight;

We shall know at last by a certain token

Hqw tliey fought and fell in the fight.

Salt tears of sorrow unbeheld,

Passionate cries unchronicled,

,And the silent strifes for the right

Angels shall court them and earth shall sigh
That she left her best children to battle and die.

—Edwin Arnold.

THE CLIFF PEOPLE.

I There are cliff dwellers in the western and
fcuthwestein part of the United States, and their
Bstory and their lives form a very interesting

|"''y._ It is not clear as to where they came
|oni, as they have no records or reliable legends,
Vt II IS regarded as pretty sure that they are a
fmnantof some prehistoric race that sought their
resent method of living as a matter of protection.

I
t appears that in some remote geological age.

I
en the country was mainly under water, the

t ^' P';ec"Pices along what was then the beach,
r^' subjected to the action of the waves and the
i IS, and were washed out inholes, crevices and
Jges of fantastic shape and varying size. When
L '7 ^''t^^ided in the course of time the cliffs
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"lis will account for the cliffs and caves,
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turn end over end twenty-six hundred feet before
he " lit " at the bottom. The winding paths in oth-
er places are very narrow and tortuous. Inside
the houses one finds only the fewest and most nec-
essary things. A fireplace in the center of the
room, some artistic native pottery in which the
cooking is done, and a few great earthen jars for
corn and water, and there you are.

As to the people they are not very large or ath-
letic, smoked and scraggy and very timid and ape-
like in body. They are a frightened people, and
suspicious of strangers. This they have inherited
from their ancestors who, when the war party came
after them, cooned it up into their homes as fast as
they could and there they were safe as long as the
food and water supply held out. The attacking
party apparently did not stay long enough to starve
them out, probably because there was no fond sup-

QUBER HO/IES OF BIRDS.

In

pl>' at the bottom, and nothing to loot in case they

did get them. So outside of the mere fun of sav-

agery, killing something, there was nothing to

gain by besieging the^jlace.

The food supply for the most part seemed to

ha\'e been corn, which is a native American grain.

This they raised in little patches at the bottom of

the cliff, or wherever they could, and it was nothing

but what would be called nubbins at this day. Once
ripened, shucked and shelled and packed up the hill

and stored in great earllien jars the owner was safe

for the season. Occasionally game or other wild

animals were added to the larder, and if there was

no raid they were happy.

The dwellings are so high in places that from

the ravine at the bottom nothing at ail can be seen.

But with a good glass the houses can be made out,

and people like specks on the wall are seen moving
about. They are a timid uncommunicative lot, and

not overjoyed to see strangers about their homes.

Various stories are told of them and their treatment

of strangers, but the writer went among them alone,

as far as he wanted to climb, and had no trouble.

He had a Winchester along in case of an accident,

but there was not the slightest hostile demonstra-

tion on the part of the natives, though it was clear

that nobody wanted to adopt him.

In a religious way they are sun worshipers if

they are anything, and some of their festivals and

great days are very interesting ceremonials. The

writer saw none of these, but others have, and

the accounts make very good reading. As a people

they are nothing but a lot of human mud wasps,

and it is not at all likely that they will ever be civil-

ized in the sense of becoming like earth dwellers.

sleepy old village in England there is a
quaint little stone church which has stood for more
than one century. It is a gre.it place for feathered
songsters, and many birds attend service every Sun-
day during the summer. One Sabbath the vicar on
going up to the reading desk was astonished to see
that under one cover of the open Bible was a newly
constructed nest, in which reposed a robin red-
breast.

Early in the week she and her mate must have
settled on this place as a congenial home and dur-
ing the days following had worked might and main
to get things in shape for housekeeping. The vicar
could not bear to disturb the robins, and so he pro-
cured another Bible, allowing the pious birds to re-

side in their chosen home for the rest of the season.
Another pair of robins started nest building be-
tween the antlers of a stuffed stag's head, which
was placed in the main hall of a country home.
Unfortunately for these birds they littered up the
hall so with straw and dried leaves that the fastidi-

ous housekeeper banished them and they had to

seek a home elsewhere.

Still another robin tried housekeeping in a dis-

used tea kettle, which had been flung out in a cor-

ner of the garden.

Birds who shirk their natural duties are quite as

apt to suffer as their human brethren.

The cuckoo makes no nest of her own, but watch-
ing her chance, lays her relatively small eggs in the

nest of a more industrious member of the bird fami-

ly. Once a mother cuckoo managed to insert an
egg in the nest of a redstart which was in a small

hole in a wall. The aperture was large enough for

the redstarts to go in and out of, but when the baby
cuckoo burst from its shell and was strong enough
to try and shift for himself, he found he was too big

to get out and so was a prisoner for life. His fos-

ter parents fed him till they thought he was old

enough to earn his own living and then they left

him, so the poor cuckoo, through the laziness of his

mamma, perished miserably.

Perhaps the most absurd place for a nest ever dis-

covered was in a cannon box, located at an army
post. A sparrow was the bird to make her choice,

and though the cannon was fired twice a day, it did

not deter her from bringing up a healthy family of

young sparrows, none of whom seemed to mind a

home which was e\'en noisier than a New York flat!

I am indebted to an English correspondent for

the following anecdote:
" In the year l888 a pair of great tilts built in a

wooden letter box which stood in the road in the vil-

lage of Rowfant, Sussex, into which letters, etc., were

posted, and which was cleared daily. Unfortunate-

ly one of the birds was killed by a boy, and the

nest was not finished. In 1889 a pair completetl it

and laid seven eggs, and were sitting, but one day

an unusual number of postcards were dropped \n,

nearly filling the box, and causing the birds to de-

sert it, when the nest with the eggs was removed.

In 1S90 a pair built a new nest, the hen laid seven

eggs and succeeded in rearing five young, although

the letters continued to be posted daily, and when

taken out were often found lying on the back of

the sitting bird, who never left the nest. The birds

went in and out by the slit for the letters."

It is a good thing that the Editor's head is hard

and fast where it always was else the many words

of praise for the Inglenook, heard at North Man-

chester, had turned it, sure. Thanks to all.
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ANTONY AND CLEOPATR*.

»Y ANNA I.ESH.

Almost twenty centuries ago. when Egypt was a

powerful country, when the lotus, the type of im-

mortality, bloomed, and the paper reed flourished

by the banks of the Nile, the events took place

which Shakespeare records in the tragedy of Anto-

ny and Cleopatra.

Kulvia, Antony's wife dying, he marries Oc-

tavia. but the wife and three children are finally de-

serted for the fickle Cleopatra.

Though Antony was brave and generous, yet his

habits were selfishly luxuriant; an effeminate man,

he was a hardy soldier, and making princes his vas-

sals shows his pride and Imperiousness; drinking

and jesting with his soldiers, yet he had a noble

dignity of countenance. His forehead was large,

nose aquiline, long beard, and something the same

manly aspect that we see in the pictures of Hercu-

les. Tradition says Antony was a descendant of

Hercules.

Cleopatra was the widow of King Ptolemy:

though now past thirty she enslaves the affections

of Antony, as she had those of Cassar. Her beauty

was not so remarkable, as her manners were fasci-

nating and irresistible. Their first meeting was

when she was commanded to meet him, and answer

accusations of assisting Cie.sar in his war against

Antony. The messenger sees the wonderful beauty

and fascination of Cleopatra, and advises her to go

in her best attire. She takes his advice; and

Shakespeare here gives us a glimpse of grand. Ori-

ental s[ilendoi" in his gorgeous description of her

appearance on the ri\cr Cydnus. Her accomplish-

ments were very great. She was able to speak

most languages, and with her soft melodious voice,

and her vivacity, she was extremely winning. She

was used to every luxury wealth could command,
and she and Antony went to Alexandria, there pass-

ing their time in feasting and revelry, and establish-

ing a society of their friends known as the " Inimi-

table Livers," Later they formed another society,

called " The Companions in Death," admitting theii

immediate adherents.

Antony might have been conqueror of the civil-

ized world considering his great power. But his

judgnu-nt and valor being subdued he flees di

gracefully before C;usar. He felt the humiliation,

and it finally resulted in his ruin, and the suicide of

both him and Cleopatra. For risking all in one last

battle, but deserted by his fleet and cavalry, he was
defeated, and in a room in the palace in Alexandria,

he falls on liis sword, but lives to meet Cleopatra

and then soon expires. As she would have been
taken captive to Rome, which her proud spirit

could not endure, she seeks death in the easiest

manner and dies by an aspic's bite. She said:

"Come, mortal wretch

With tliy sharp teelU this knot iiitrinsicute

Of life at uiicc initie.

As sweet as halm, as soft as air

O Antony!"
as gentle,

SOUTH SEA ISLANDS ETIQUETTE.

" It is considered most improper for a native

woman in the South Sea islands to expose her an-

kles," said Miss Theodora Crosby, the author of
" With the South Sea Islanders," who spent several

years as a missionary in that field.

"They are not particular about clothing their

bodies, indeed seldom wear any covering above the

waist unless you tiignify string upon string of beads,

buttons and shells as such; to show the ankles, how-
ever, is most immodest. The children, both girls

and boys, run about absolutely nude, or at most
with a fringe about their waists, hut when once a

girl is put on the marriageable list, her mat skirt

must reach so low that her ankles will not be ex-

posed to view.

•' It is also improper for a woman to go fishing

with Any man other than her husband. She may go
in bathing with members of the opposite sex as of-

ten as she pleases, she may sleep in the same room.
but she must not go fishing with them. I remem-
ber how we of the mission shocked their sense of

propriety. We went fishing with the men and
thought nothing of it, but we refused to go bathing

with them. We wore short skirts and high-necked

and long-sleeved waists. I am sure they thought

us as immodest as we thought them.

The character and status of the women being an

accurate indication of the degree of civilization

which a people have attained would not put the

South Sea islanders very high up in the scale. And

yet the descent of rank through the female line

gives the women a place of importance which it is

hard at first to understand, realizing the inescapable

social degradation of the sex. As a queen or re-

gent she may have almost unlimited power, but she

cannot eat even with the humblest man. A woman

must not eat of the food prepared in the same oven

as a man's, nor of many viands superstitiously re-

served for the male sex. At birth she-is more un-

welcomed than her brother, and more liable to be

thrust alive into the grave. As a child she must

eat no food that has chanced to touch her father's

dish. As a wife she is subject to her husband's will

and is cast off when no longer pleasing. Curiously

enough, however, the men cook the food while on

many of the islands the women accompany their

husbands to battle.

" Marital engagements are made by parents or

friends, generally on the side of the woman, but

quite often by both parties. As among the Eskimo

and some other people there is no wedding cere-

mony, though the groom sometimes throws a piece,

of kapa about the bride and a nuptial feast is

spread. Marriage tenure is very uncertain, depend-

ing, so far as I have learned, on the will of the hus-

band. Hut while such a relation lasts, so far as I

know, there is no such thing as infidelity on either

side.

"Their religion, if it may be called such, is spirit-

ism. They have no idols, no temples, no priests.

They do obeisance to certain trees, rocks or slabs

of coral, into which they suppose their spirits have

entered. These ghosts or spirit stones are general-

ly from one to three feet high. Small stones are

laid around in a circle about two feet from the larg-

er stone and inside of this the ground is covered

with white pebbles. They are placed near and

sometimes in the house. They have a special dia-

lect which is used in speaking of or to their rulers

or chiefs and in their worship. So different is this

from the language used by the common people that

it is easy to ascertain who the chiefs are, even

among strangers. They have a peculiar little cus-

tom of wishing to change names. It is their great-

est token of friendship and confidence. But what
would an American woman do with a South Sea Is-

land woman's name? Certainly not use it as her

own.

" The women of Gilbert island dress their hair to

stand straight out as a protection against the sun.

The Marshall Islanders tie their locks in knots on
the tops of their heads and ornament them with
feathers and flowers. The Mortlock men wear their

hair in rolls on the back of their necks, while the
women let it fall in ringlets on either side of their

face. In most of the islands the curious custom of
slitting the lobe of the ear prevails among both
men and women. This hole is sometimes enor-
mously stretched and a wooden cylinder or tortoise
shell is placed in it. In this cylinder or shell orna-
ments or valuables are carried, soinetimes of two or
three pounds weight in each ear. You can readily
imagine it does not, in our eyes, add to the beauty
of the women, though it does in theirs. Girls are
often praised because these holes are of unusual
^\z^.~Lafayette McLazvs.

HORRORS OF ASHANTI.

The African Country Which Has Risen Against
Us British Rulers.

The present trouble Ashanti — sometimes
spelled Ashantee or Sianti-West Africa, is a sequel
to the wars of 1S74 and 1895, in which Kings Co-
phetua and Prempeh. respectively, were whipped
into submission by the British, whom it is said they
attacked at the instigation of French traders
Trempeh. the successor of Cophetua, was ordered

to pay a heavy indemnity in gold, and an attempt
was made to secure the golden stool or throne chair
o the k.ngs of Ashanti in default of part payment
of the required mdemnity. Prempeh succeeded in
h.d.ngth.s valuable seat, and British agents are al-
leged to have kept up a still hunt for it until the
firs week of the present month, when chey learned
of Its whereabouts and made an attempt to get pos-

precipitating a rising for u,k
r Frederick Mitchell Hodl:'odgson.

'ves are bcsi

session of it,

Governor, Si

poorly prepared. While the nat:

Kumassi, the capital, British troops are"
l""-^"^^'"

ried forward to disperse the savage wa
'"^ ''

whom the golden stool is a sacred emblem
"°'*'

Until recent years the horrible practice of
sacrifice was so well established in A.k

""'

t u L u- 1 .
-^snanti thst

ruler could have his subjects butchered
s' i

cause he took a fancy to do so. The Engl' t"'
''

made strenuous efforts to bring the naf
some sort of cixilization, but, as there ar

^
""

000,000 of them, the task has not been an e
^

The King of Ashanti is said to have 3 ij/""'
and he is so effeminate himself that a str

'^

never certain of his sex until formally introT'
Yet this King caused the most atrocious crin"'^
be committed, just because his fancy dictated

'!"

one time a town possessed three different pb
execution. The one for private execution was
the palace; the second, for public decapitation

*'

on the parade ground; and the third, for fetich ,

rifices, was in the sacred village of Bantama
One of the horrible instruments of butchery «

the execution bowl—a large basin of brass, son'

five feet in diameter, ornamented with four snw
lions and a number of round knobs all around

1

rim, except at one part, where there is a space 1,,

the victim's neck to rest on the edge. TheblooJ,
the victims was allowed to putrefy in the bo«J

and, leaves and certain herbs being added, it «i;

considered a very valuable fetich medicine.

Any great function was seized upon as an excust

for human sacrifices. The King went every quatitr

to pay his devotions to the shades of his anccstots

at Bantama, and this demanded the death of Iwenlv

men over the great bowl. On the death of am

great personage two of the household slaves wn

at once killed on the threshold of the door in orii^

to attend their master immediately in his new lii,

and his grave was afterward lined with the bodip

of more slaves, who were to form his retinue in the

spirit world. It was thought all the better if, du(

ing the burial, one of the attendant mourners cobIi

be stunned by a club, dropped, still breathing, inli

the grave before it was filled in. In thecaseofj

great lady dying, slave girls were the victims.

Death penalties were dealt out upon the slighle-i

provocation. If a man found a nugget of gold p:

anything else of value and did not carry it at ona

to the King, he was liable to decapitation. Thi

lust for blood seemed to grow upon the people, anJ

at public executions tortures were resorted toino:

der to satisfy the spectators.

There were two ways to escape execution wnn

once a man was selected. One was to repeat IN

"King's oath," a certain formula of words, b*'

they could gag him; the other was to break l»o"'

from his captors and run as far as the BanUn

Kumassi cross roads. If he could reach this pn"

before being overtaken he was allowed to go Iw

In order to guard against their prisoners getting^"'

by either of these methods the executioners
"

spring on the intended victim from behind, »

while one bound his hands behind his backanol ''

drove a knife through both his cheeks, which *
tually prevented him from opening his nwut

^

speak, and in this horrible condition I";
"'^^^^

await his turn for execution. When the time £

Id ni.w-

bowl. *=
tnil'

rush for him and force him upon the

one of them, using a large kind of a butcher
^^

would cut into the spine and so carve the h"^
^^

The contract made between the King
^^^^^,

English government in 1874 <:""'*'"„,
tui

which provided for the abolition of
'"^f. ':"J°(|S^|

idil«"|
sacrifices were made until the expedi"""

^^

was undertaken. The objects of this "'^.^j „,

were, besides putting an end to human sac

wipe out slave-trading and raiding, to ins"^^^.

J

and security for the neighboring tribes, a
^^^ ^|

tie the country and protect the
<''^^''^'°^^„(.,]l

'

trade. The expedition ended in i'"^

the Ashanti King.

Engraving companies have
*°""^'''?'*|,(,r'

tracts with small countries to furnish
^

certain amount of stamps free of '^°*' '"^^^j

designs are ordered in a few month-

The engravers repay themselves by se
_

quantity to dealers at high prices.
_^

why some countries have changed

often.

la*'

I
ling'

ita"!*'
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INCIDENTS OF A WOMAN DOCTOR'S
WORK IN CHINA.

CHIS*
.j5 jn ingenious, intelligent and industri

Education

the empire
pie fcducaiiu" i» spurred on by emolu

""'nifof office, open to every child

""

ns literar)' distinction. The literate are the

"Moaacy. 1" '•'^ '^"^^ °^ ^" "'^''^ antipathy to

""oners, foreign civilization and enterprise are

'°"\d\y
transforming the port cities. There is an

"'"
demand for English and the western sciences,

"f'h are taught in our universities there.

'
, vertlieless, because of an alien on the throne, a

t of rebellion permeates the entire empire.

The' great
secret organization, known as the " Vege-

Uiians," is taking advantage of this unrest, and, by

rapine and murder, making the empire an easy prey

to the greed of the more civilized nations.

The debasing effects of idolatry are universal.

The condition of her women alone measures her

sUcngth. There is no compulsory human sacrifice,

but a widow may voluntarily commit suicide. To

illustrate:

,-\ childless widow, dressed in scarlet and gold,

in a richly decorated chair, was carried through the

streets, to invite the public to see her hang herself.

She hoped by this sacrifice to secure eternal happi-

Hundreds of both se.xes, in holiday attire, at-

tended the woman. She ascended the scaffold, wel-

comed the crowd, then partook of a repast prepared

[or her. An infant was placed upon the table

and she caressed and adorned it with a necklace

she had worn herself. The woman then took a bas-

ket containing rice, herbs and flou-ers, and while

scattering them among t]ie crowd, made a short ad-

Jress, thanking them for their attendance. A sa-

lute of bombards announced the arrival of the time
if the execution. The victim ascertained the fit-

less of the noose by deliberately placing her head
nio it, then, withdrawing her head, bade a final

lieu, readjusted the noose, threw a red handker-
Aief over her head, and the supports were taken
!«ay. With extraordinary self-possession the dy-
ing woman clasped her hands before her and con-
inned to hold them out toward the people until the
Mvulsions of strangulation lessened.
Ifa woman is the mother of sons, is faithful to

*e idols and patiently endures all suffering the
-hinese believe she may be reborn into the soul of
"an. Herein lies her only hope of heaven. She
Bs no redress, however grievous the wrong done
f". but to take her own life. But if she does this

any reason except as a sacrifice on account of
P"w,dmvhood, she is denied a coffin at burial, can-

Hern'r'"""'""''^''
^s a man, but must go through

;.

™ily a naked, hungry, homeless wanderer.
deed must be the life which drives

step.

Anoth.

'" kusband

t'ouEht t

'^™'"' ^'"^ ''^y^ afterwards she wa's

elo h""'''"''™"''''"™ ?=•'" ""'' starvation,

'"WiuMreTT" "'"" ''°"ghing edges, nearly

miinches
I

'^ '^^''"'' cesophagus, two and one-
in length and one and one-fourth inches

Hard ind,

lli -..

"ease: On account of brutal treatment by

l»llm„ k
^ ^™man attempted to take her life by

'™'"g her throat - '

10

\

cause they know nothing of the human body believ-ing .t to be sacrilege to cut or mar the remains after
death^ They have many remedies, a few of which
are eftcently and w.selv used, but there is no sciencem Chmese medicine. They administer insects of
various kinds; finger nails and tiger's teeth are some-Umes given and all sorts of foul decoctions, h is
believed that disease is communicated by evil
spirits. Often the first thing given a newborn babe
IS a dose of cinnabar, to purge it of evil spirits
Sometimes, because of an overdose, the child is poi-
soned. I have had a few such brought to me with
almost every joint in the body displaced.
The largest part of Chinese medicine consists of

sorcery, incantations and sacrifices to idols. I was
called to see a woman sick unto death. I told her
husband I could do nothing for her, but I was im-
portuned to stay all day and far into the night, just
to do what I could to alleviate suffering. About
10 P. M. I heard the voices of many people in the
open court outside. My Chinese assistant said- Do
not be troubled; this is a great idolatrous family and
very wealthy; they have called a sorcerer." On
looking out I saw at least a hundred people gather-
ed about a man, who looked a demon incarnate. He
was nude to the waist, his long black hair disheveled,
frothing at the mouth and running hither and yon
about the court. Suddenly he sat down and began
to speak. I listened eagerly, hoping he would ad-
vise the family to dismiss me, but to my dismay his
first words were: "The woman will live if you keep
the foreign doctor." I knew then I must remain un-
til they chose to let me go, for"was not this the
voice of the gods?" Soon the sorcerer- came in

with a pan of live coals and passed them over my
head and over the head of the dying woman in order
to exorcise any evil spirit which might possess either
my patient or myself. The family finally permitted
me to go with the assurance that they realized I was
called too late, but had done all that could be done.
The Chinese have all the qualities of mind and heart
which make up a noble nature when enlightened by
Christianity. They have only good will toward
Americans. The name of my country and my title

as physician were safe passports for me even in trou-

blous times.

—

Ka/ie Corey Ford, M. D.

ful of earth, some images, possibly a pipe or two

AM T I'
°"^'' "^""f--":'"'" of stone or metal.

All that he will get will not repay the labor viewed
from a money point of view, but if he has the in-
stincts of an antiquary or archsologist, -he will beamply repaid.

The mound builders were a stationary people
possessed of none of the wandering instinct of the
wilder red man. They built towns, cultivated the
ground, and mined the minerals at hand. True all
this was done in a very primitive sort of way, but it
IS more than the later red man did at all The
meaning of it is that the mound builders were much
farther advanced in the arts than the common Indi-
an of to-day. That they were of a different race is
also shown in the shape of their skulls, which con-
form to nothing so much as the Central American
type of prehistoric man.
There will be found different kinds of mounds

some of which were intended as places of sepulture'
others as temples or places for religious rites, while
the largest of them, often shaped like huge animals,
were fortifications for common defense. The like-
liest place to find human remains is in the smaller
circular mounds. It is a pity that there is no record
of these people, who they were, where they came
from and what become of them. But so it is. All
that is related concerning their origin or disappear-
ance is the merest conjecture.

MADE nONEY BY SELLING BEETLES.

THE noUND BUILDERS.
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A GREAT many artificial mounds are found all over
the country, from the northern lakes all the way to

the Gulf of Mexico. Probably in the vicinity of the

homes of Inglenook readers there are these curious

mounds and hills made by the hands of a forgotten

people. There is a natural wonder attaches to these

productions, and many have been the surmises rela-

tive to those who built them.

The best authorities agree on certain points rela-

tive to the builders, and among these points of con-

cordance is the almost certain fact that the red Indi-

an found in the time of the discovery of this country

was not the same class of men as those who built

the mounds. Thej' antedated the red man's coming,

and it may have been that our Indians drove them
out. There has been no record left as to what be-

came of them. When it comes to the consideration

of the question as to where they came from the an-

swers are confusing. No two of the writers agree

on the matter. Some say they were the emigrants

from the Central American vanished races, others

that the red Indian drove them out, and that the

mound builders are the progenitors of the Yucatan

city builders. Others take the view that they are

native, people of the soil. The facts are that all we
know about where they came from, or what became

of them is simply guess work. It is certain, how-

ever, that they were a different sort of man from our

Indians. They, the mound builders, were far in ad-

vance of the common Indian in every way, perhaps,

save the qualities of the warrior. The mound
building man understood agriculture in a limited

sort of way, and he was a metal worker and under-

stood the art of weaving cloth. The red Indian

knew little or none of these things.

If any Inglenooker has access to a mound where

he can excavate, and if he cares to do it, he should

cut straight through it, from side to side, with a

shovel, as he might cut down an apple. He will

probably find, about half way down, a strata of baked

earth, possiblj- where something was sacrificed, and

a little lower, he will, in all probabilit)' find human

remains, ready to go to pieces at a touch. He may
find, if he works carefully, examining every sho\'el-

|

It may interest American boys to know that two
boys paid their way through college by selling a
rare kind of Tiger Beetle. It seems that beetles of
this species are very rare; and at the time of which
we write, the spring of 1878, a single specimen sold
at twenty-five dollars. There was a great demand
for them on the part of scientists and museums.
Professor Snow, of the Kansas University, Law-
rence, Kans.. told two of his students that he be-
lieved these beetles could be found in Western
Kansas, and the three set forth on an expedition to
find them. In Wallace County, so many beetles of
this species were captured, that each of the young
men sold his one-third interest in the collection to
Professor Snow for enough money to pay his way
through college. Professor Snow then had one
thousand beetles of this rare species in his posses-
sion. He sold enough of them to make good his

payment to the students and reimburse himself for

the expenses of the expedition, and by exchanging
the remainder he obtained a collection of nine thou-
sand species of North American beetles, the largest

collection, it is said, in the world. He still has a

number of the rare species, and they are said to be
the only available ones in the world for collectors.

It is said that numerous expeditions have been
made to Wallace County since, but no further traces

of this rare member of the beetle family have been
found. This particular species have no eyes and
no wings, and have to feel their way, feeding on in-

sects in the dusk of morning and evening.

5TRAIN5 THEY SUFFERED.

For exercise in expression the teacher daily asks

her scholars to describe some of the happenings of

the day at home. Little Minnie, loquitur: "When
my papa went to go down into the woodshed the

other evening, where it was dark, he slipped on the

stair and strained his foot, and now he can't walk."

Here another little girl was evidently reminded of

something and she raised her hand and fluttered it

to get the teacher's attention.

"Well?" suggested the teacher.

"Please, ma'am, when our cow came home from

pasture last night she slipped in the mud right in

front of the house and strained her milk, but she is

able to walk just the same."

A rat's tail is a wonderful thing. The great nat-

uralist Cuvier says that there are more muscles in

this curious appendage than are to be found in that

part of the human anatomy which is most admired

for its ingenious structure—namely, the hand. To

the rat, in fact, its tail serves as a sort of hand, by

means of which the animal is enabled to crawl along

narrow ledges or other diflficult passages, using it to

balance with or to gain a hold. It is prehensile,

like the tails of some monkeys. By means of it the

little beast can jump up heights otherwise inaccess-

ible, employing it as a projectile spring.
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now TO DO OODD.

No doubt but that thc-ri' art many readers of the

iNfJI.F.NOOK who would be glad of an opportunity of

doing good to others if the door .seemed open and

available. Unfortunately we are so constituted that

we are continually seeking some great thing to do,

forgetting the little things that lie so close about us

that we do not sec them. Allow us to suggest

something in which all may have the pleasure of

taking a part.

All 'over the country are prisons and poorhouses.

In one is kept the criminal class, and in the other

the unfortunates in the race in life. It is not with-

in the province o! the Christian to go back into

elementary details too closely. The sick at heart

and the poor are around us, and that is enough.

They arc to be helped. How may it be done?

Well, one good way, and a very acceptable one, we

will tell. Take a Home, or a Retreat, or whatever

you may elect to call it, and there are men and

women who. for one reason and another, are to be

cared for. Disguise it as wc may there is a feeling

among the inmates that is not a pleasant one.

They do not s.ay .anything. What's the use?

Things arc as they are and it is too late to change

them. Many men and women are sitting around,

day after day, the great world having run away

from them, and left them stranded, and some of

them at the least, feel it keenly. All that they have

in the world that they may call their own you could

put in your pockets. Life is not very rosy in its

outlook for them, and there is often a feeling that

the milk of human kindness is dried up. Now here

is where you may come in and start the door of the

kingdom of heaven ajar for yourself.

Send us 6fty cents, saying whether you want the

In(;j.knook sent to poorhouse or prison, to either

man or woman, and we will do the rest, and notify

them and you of what has been done. If you have

not the money your Sunday-school class might con-

tribute it, together, and the result will be the same

in the end. You'll not get your name in the Ingle-

nook, but the Recording Angel will not fail to see

it and note it down.

which reads, "Blessed arc the placemakers," a

phrase which has a racy flavor entirely at variance

with the character of the readers of this curious old

edition. Memories of Alice in "Wonderland" are

renewed when the somewhat unfamiliar word

" treacle "
is applied to a Bible. This is the case

with an edition of 1650, in which Jeremiah 8:22

reads, " Is there no treacle, balm, in Gilead?
"

The same text, issued in l6og, substitutes " rosin
"

for treacle. Two years later the He-and-She Bibles

were printed. They were so called from their ren-

dering of Ruth 3: 15, the first giving it, " He went

into the city," and the second substituting " she " for

"he."

A more serious error occurred in 1631, when the

Wicked Bible was published. The printer omitted

the negative in the seventh commandment, and was

promptly fined ;f300, a sum which meant more then

than it docs now. In 1717 the Vinegar Bible was

printed. The heading of the 20th chapter of Luke

is called, " The parable of the vinegar," vineyard.

Cotton Mather somewhere tells of a Bible printed

prior to 1702 which makes King David exclaim:

"Printers (princes) persecute him without cause
"

(Psalm 19:161), a phrase giving additional proof

of David's skill at prophecy. In the first year of

this century the Murderer's Bible made its appear-

ance. The error indicated by the title occurs in the

Book of Jude, the word " murderers " being used for

" murmurers."

The Standing Fishes Bible prints Ezekiel 52: 10

in this way: " And it shall come to pass that the

fishes will stand on it," and so on. The Wife-Hater

Bible of 1810 aroused considerable criticism. The

twenty-sixth verse of the fourteenth chapter of

Luke was amended to read: " H any man come to

me and hate not his father . . . yea, and his

wife also," etc. The Ears-to-Ear Bible of the same

year was so called from its rendering of Matthew

13: 43: "Who has ears to ear, let him ear."

Then followed in I823, the Rebekah's Camels Bi-

ble, in which it is said: " Rebekah arose and her

camels" (Genesis 24:61). The error which gave

the first octavo Bible printed for the Bible society

its curious name of the To- Remain Bible arose from

an interesting chain of circumstances.

CHOOSINa A CAREER.

MISPRINTS IN BIBLES.

The earliest known book printed from movable

metal types was a Bible published by Gutenberg at

Met?, in 1450. Krom that day to this it has been

the chief product of the press. Therefore it is not

to be wondered at that among the almost countless

editions some are found which contain curious

typographical mistakes. The printer of early days

did not give careful attention to detail, and the

proofreading of our forefathers was anything but

accurate.

One of the most noted of early Bibles was nick-

named the Bug Bible ( 1551 1, from its rendering of

Psalm 12:5: "Afraid of bugs by night." Our pres-

ent version reads: " Terrors b\- night." The Geneva

version is sometimes called the Breeches Bible, as

it causes Genesis 3:7 to read: " Making themselves

breeches out of figleaves." This translation of the

Scriptures was the result of the labors of the Eng-

lish exiles who h;id taken refuge in Geneva. It was

the English family Bible through the reign of Eliz-

abeth, and until supplanted by the present author*,

ized edition of James I.

In 1562 appeared the Peacemaker's Bible, so

named from a typographical error in Matthew 5:9,

OUR SHORT SERnON.

com

Text: Seeking the Best.

The preacher knows a man who is so co
that he is continually seeking the best that ' '

"'

people that he meets, and he has hosts and h
"

friends. That way is a good one, and it i
\

oughly Christian. What is the usual method-'

it not to say all the little mean things that w 1-

about the people we. talk about, and then co
mise with our consciences by saying, in a wealc

of way, something favorable at the end of our
ment? When people visit us we do not fiv

plate of rotten apples, and then putting one

sound apple on the side offer it to the guest 1

every time we unkindly criticise our absent fri

it is nothing but offering rotten apples. It ,s (,j„,_

if we have nothing good to offer to give nothin

all.

''''

Everybody has some good in him, and it is „„

duty to notice and talk about that. When
comes to hear it he readily recognizes our love an,

our charity and it helps him. He knows, furth-

that he is safe in our hands in his absence. If.

begets like, confidence breeds confidence, and Ini

is the father and mother of children fair to lookun

on. Once St. Paul wrote a letter to the church

Corinth, and in it he mentions it, and ifyouii;

hunt it up and obey it you will be loved by even

body. It begins, "And now abideth faith, hopeamf

love," and at the end of the chapter he says th'

love is the greatest of all.

After this, when you are tempted to retail soim

tempting bit of evil, or at the least, undesirable gc

sip, think of rotten apples, and put the thing awv

from you, clear out of mind. In taking a walk n

do not usually go up and down the back alleys, bu:

we view the lawns and the flowers. So when n

take a talk let us keep to the windward of evil it

see the best side of the absent. The outside look-

better than the seamy side. See to it that you tiir

nobody inside out.

Geokc.e Cakv Eggleston has written an article

for the New York IVor/d odering some good advice

to the boys who are about to finish their school-

days. He says that in choosing a career no boy

should be misled by the cry that the professions

and higher walks of life are overcrowded. He says

it is a melancholy but indisputable fact that the

lower walks of industry are immeasurably more
overcrowded. The best thing for the young man to

do is to decidt: that the whole world is more or less

overcrowded, but that ability backed by persistent

industry can make a place for itself anywhere. Mr.
Eggleston advises the boys to measure their capaci-

ties without fear or favor, to find out what they can
do best in a world that insists on capacity as the

measure of reward, and then to equip themselves
for that work as well as they can. The rest will

take care of itself. Though one might qualify this

advice with various " ifs " and " buts," it is funda-
mentally correct.

CHILDREN AND DIRT.

The mother who would have her children healil:

must not be afraid to have them occasionally diH'

While cleanliness is akin to godliness, there i>

:

clean dirt that comes from contact with the sun:

earth that is wholesome. Have the little on

bathed frequently, insist that they come to m«

with immaculate hands and faces, but, betivc

meals have them so dressed that they arc fret:

run and romp as they will.

An over-careful mother of an only chiH '"»

plained to a physician that her baby \v.iM
'

delicate. He asked to see the child and lli<

the veraniii

looking a"

WHAT WAS THE ANSWER?

It happened the other day on the cars. We, that
is the IsGLENOOK, were seated just behind a middle-
aged couple, apparently in the better walks of life.

We couldn't help hearing, and he said: " Both of us
are getting older, and wc have to travel the road
alone as it now is. We have known each other for
a long time. What do you say to our traveling the
balance of the journey together? "

Just then the
stood in the aisle, and bawled out the

all passengers for a certain point
should get in the rear car, and by the time he was
through with his story she had finished and they
gathered up their traps and went back together
Now wc are not a bit curious, and it is none of our
business, but what did she say?

brought in the two-year-old from

where he had been seated on a rii]^
^

picture-book. His dainty nainsook frock was sp«

as were also the pink kid boots and silks"'
less.

" What that child needs is wholesome d'li

the physician's verdict. " Put a gingham l!^

plain shoes on him and turn him loose on the '-

or in the fresh earth. If he is not rosy a""" ''

in a month, let me know."

At the expiration of the prescribed time 1

was transformed. The eyes that had ^""
,,.

red a healt
were bright, the skin had acqui

the arms and legs were plump, ai"!

tired little patient had become a i<>

The freedom, fresh air and clean d

the l»"8'

-oliickinS
''

haJi
"

month's time, wrought a greater ch.ing'

child's system than all the skill of ''"=
"'

ternity could have effected.

ialf'^-

little school
boys

brakeman

statement that

Mothers who take their lim'; -^^-
,,,

girls away for vacation should let them

out of doors, fish in the brook, ride on
'^^^

wear strong shoes and clothing of whn-
,j,ii-

notbe too careful. A child is much bW^^^j,

trammeled by too many " don ts. - „ ^
er is happier if she need not say

hour in the day.

Editw
Owing to the absence of th'

oflice, while attending the Conference^^

"How the Bible was Made" w'" "

next week.

fro*:

the
aH»-

iff'
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,, ,„j her brother Bob are tivo young people

CaW B»'k'""^^j
, „( ,he United States, and both arc

i»8
'°

''f .u!" hurch. She is lifleen, and he is a little over

tuK"
,( the church

The boy I
out on a tour willth his Uncle John, and the

Their father has kindly

n the Inglenook.
""'

'r«ilt< are corresponding

»'"' ""..
,,IIl.>v their letters to appear

L-ihe r

;:tMnhVB7,khardts they are.]

Manchester, Indian.v. June 6, igtxi.

th Uncle

North

T^'!^'b«,I'atThe Annual Meetin;

ibn-
We did not expect to be here, but it hap-

and I am going to write you a letter tell-

.haTlsaw. It was the biggest Conference that

*
"l and 1 tell you, Katie, there was a crowd

*"""^^e It was held in a natural grove of large
'""''

d as you have never been at a Big Meeting,

of the old folks call it, I want to tell you

,l,i„g of what it was like.

The meeting proper began on Tuesday, but the

li-
had been coming in for a week beforehand,

ihebi""est crowd of all was on the Sunday before

opening of the Conference. The reason of this

that the railroads ran cheap excursions from

ar. and then all the country people in that

,t i,( Indiana were there. How many do you sup-

ist were present on Sunday? I heard it differ-

lly
estimated, and none of them put it at fewer

;!,ooo people, and others said it was twice as

.'\nyhow it was a big crowd. Most of them

home at night, and when the meeting opened

etc «ere not more than probably 10,000 people

esent. The weather for the first few days was as

igh it were made to order.

All kinds of people were on the grounds, from

e little tot to the man who was over one hundred

arsold. I was introduced to him. He could talk

d walk around all by himself, but he looked what

jnt Hannah calls " doncey," that is, he was not

ong. and seemed as though a little would topple

nover. Then there were the usual peanut stands

Iside of.the grounds, and the people selling this

dlhal. But they had to do it outside, though they

las close to the gate as they could. If they had
ne in the police would have run them out. Some
ieves were there, too, and people in cases lost

tit pocketbooks at their hands. A good many
imcn were robbed. You see they are all like you,
eyhaven't any pockets, and somehow never seem

e a place to put things, and the thieves in the
Jwd just reached around and took it out of their
nds. One woman raised quite a fuss when she
"id out she was robbed. She said she would

her pocketbook anywhere. When asked
Bt she lost she said that she had in it two hair-
is. a wooden toothpick, half a row of pins, a re-
ipifor lemon pies, another receipt for freckles,
«« 'head, a package of samples, a lock of hair,

poetry, a ten cent piece and three pen-

to see the thief, but she

iy

*ce of

f
She just wanted

an'l,

J 'th" r"
''"^^ "^'^ meeting is organized. You

.'•he State Districts, like the Northern District

|tti,r'"i
*''"''^^^'' °f "'"e Districts, at their

8>. elects a delegate to represent them, and
,j„'''''""''icate that they are the right ones.

elina'tl
'"""^ 'ogether, a few days before the

,„''„>'°'"ganize and elect the office

f '

"ftce „ tha, of Moderator, and
'ler,of Mt. Morris, 111., and he was a good

','°"'e said he

*•": District dele

in'e>,i\^''^"'''"^'
^°'""''"«';. 'ha' is, itcon-

'«
there!

" ''" ""°"g'i 'hat one Conference.

'"''hurch\''j°"'"
'°'°' delegates, that is, if our

"''elect,, ,'*° hundred members or over, it

The
it was Bro.

legates make what the church

'"^ct two of
""and if " had b,

's number, even sisters, to repre-

but one.

etween one and two hundred;;«;d elect
b,

;'"^-earefo,

"""""'ds ofT '''""S'^es 'hat do all the voting,

'''"syare ,

"^''^e on a thing it is carried,

* ""
ques.

'" ''^'ded when it comes to a

ftwch :
"°" '5 lost

If all the Districts are repre-

on
?"^"'"° °f 'hem, and they, with

' 'he churches, make a pretty big
delegates that do a

Mbutth:

tan till,
"" '^"yt'°dy belonging to

„,._
.'"'< within the limit of the rules,

do the voting.

gray

l«"te'd Zi ll
'•^legates who

„^j
majority were nearly

*'"<"'g
the

"° "^^^°" *hy you and I should
"d, ,(„..

em as far as our rights are con-C""=hu:'Here
ate a

rch

great
would vote us in,

many exercises outside of the

regular work of the Conference. The schools the
Circle, the Missions and the -Sunday-school workers
meet and talk together, and the social side is very
prominent. In fact there are a good many people
who come for no other purpose than that of meeting
their friends. Lots of people come in just before
the opening of the regular work of the Conference,
and go home the day it opens. They wanted to
see their friends and when they have done that they
go home. It is all very pleasant.

There was a long shed, as long as from our house
to the, barn, where they had what was called the
lunch counter. There they sold lemonade, pies,
sandwiches, and the like. They sold an awful lot
of stuff. On Sunday the whole of that big crowd
had to have something to eat, and they cleaned up
everything in sight. A little further over was the
dining room, another big shed building. Here they
cooked the meals the people ate, three times a day,
and when the places were all full, say at breakfast,
there were over eight hundred people seated.
There were several tables, that is, after one big
crowd had finished, the things were arranged im-
mediately for another lot, and the crowd around the
outside, waiting to get in was very large and com-
pact.

The people all jammed up close together, and in

the crowd the pickpockets got in their work. What
had they to cat? Well, when I was at breakfast
once they had ham, good bread, butter, pickles, ap-
plcbutter, fried bread and either tea or coffee.

There was lots of it, and it was all right, but it

wasn't done the way Ma does it at home. It didn't

taste the same, and I guess it wasn't the same, but
it was the best they could do.

Where the meeting was held was a great big shed,

roofed over, and open all around. Boards were ar-

ranged on the ground, and on these, and just around
the building as man)- as fi\-e or six thousand per-

sons could be in sight or hearing. They called this

house the " Tabbernickel." At least I heard some
of them call it that. Then there were buildings for

the post office, the baggage, the lodging committee,

and the Messettger and Inglenook people. There
was a whole lot of tents around the edge, on one

side, and a good many people camped out. That is

a pretty good way, but I had a better one. I had a

room with the Editor of the Inglenook, and it was

at a very good place in town. But oh how the most

of them laid around, on the floors, in beds, under

them, in barns and everywhere you could think of.

They were packed in like sardines in a box, and

they were glad of the chance to get in at all.

Everybody was good natured, and the crowd not

in the tabernacle kept circling around, wea\'tng

through, and stopping here and there to talk. You
have heard it said, Katie, that it takes all kinds of

people to make up a world, and I believe that there

was one of each kind at the Conference. As a rule

the members looked and dressed pretty much alike,

but there were a good many different kinds of bon-

nets. There was one I saw that a girl had on, and

around it on the inside was a lot of cheap artificial

flowers. It was enough to make our " old bald-

face " laugh, though nobody did laugh, because per-

haps people have more politeness than horses. It

was funny, though. I wish they were all alike, for

there were some faces there that were prettier than

pictures, and some of them were unconsciously

aristocratic and cultured. A woman never looks

better than when she is fixed up neat, clean, and

plain. Some of them never learn it, though.

I S.1W something that made me sorry. Two old

brothers met, near where I was sitting, and they be-

gan talking in German. The voice of one of them

sounded as though there were tears in it, and then

the other actually cried. They stood a little while

in silence, and then one of them said, "It will only

be a little while till we are all together again." I

didn't know what it was about and I asked a man

by me what it meant. He understood German, and

he said that since the last Conference they had not

met, and in the meantime their wives had both died,

and they were telling each other of it. Then I un-

derstood. Then the crowd in the tabernacle began

as blue could be, the sun was making shadows on
the ground through the trees, and the rise and fall

of the voices sounded like the waves of an ocean of
melody. Then, when they were done, some old
brother led in prayer, and the whole house was
hushed and those outside uncovered their heads
and when he had finished the Lord's Prayer a
mighty Amen swept over the vast multitude. It
was grand, Katie, and I wish you had been with me.
At night the grounds were lit by electricity, and the
evening being cool and pleasant the crowds were
enormous. The older people went to the taberna-
cle, or the various churches in the town where there
was preaching, and a good many of the younger
brethren and sisters got acquainted and were walk-
ing around in couples just as though Ihey had al-

ways known each other. I don't know what they
were all talking about but I overheard two of them
near me say that they never had such a good time,
and it seemed as if they had met in some other
world, and that they might meet in another yet.
Then he said that perhaps they had better keep
pretty close together in this for fear they would get
separated then. They began singing inside, and I

didn't hear what followed. That night when I was
in bed I told the Inglenook Editor about it, and
he just laughed and said that sort of thing was what
kept the church together and growing.

I musn't forget to tell you something about North
Manchester. It is a beautiful town. On the resi-

dence streets of the city there are neat cottages sur-

rounded by trees and flowers, and there is usually a
lawn, and as the streets are very wide the grass
grows clear down to the actual road in the middle,
and in some places they run a lawn mower through
this street grass, thus making their lawns extend
from the house, across the pavement and gutter

clear out into the street till it comes to the narrow
driveway. It is beautiful. The people arc all glad

to have us come, and glad when it is over, just the

same that all those who were here and who have
gone away are glad themselves. It is a good thing,

this Annual Meeting business, but it is also a good
thing that it comes but once a year. There was one
thing that impressed me, and that was the fact that

the people who were at this meeting will never

again all meet on earth. When I was coming up
the track the last time, I looked back and said as I

saw the \ast crowd in the woods. Never again, Nev-

er again! and Katie, would you believe it, just then

a whistle in the distance sounded, and it said almost

as plain as I could, " Not again,—Not ag-a-i-n."

Now, Katie, Dear, I must close. You write to

Elgin, III., as I am going there, ami will then tell

you what I see when I get there. Give my love to

all. and write as soon as you get this.

Your own dear brother,

Bob.

P. S.—See that my rabbits are attended to. It

would be just like a girl to neglect them.

rNCOME OF A SLEEPING CAR.

to sing.

I tell you, sister Katie, you ought to have heard

the singing. I don't know that it was artistic sing-

ing, but when five thousand people sing, " Nearer, my

God, to Thee," all together, it sounds like the sweep

and roar of a storm at sea when you are back a lit-

tle from the beach. Overhead the sky was as blue

The income or earning capacity of a sleeping car

is considerable. Take the run from New York to

Chicago, 1.000 miles. Every road in the United

States pa)-s three cents a mile for the privilege of

hauling a sleeper, and contracts to return said car

in as good shape as it is received, and to pay for all

damages. The j.ourney on the limited expresses to

Chicago is made in twenty-four hours, therefore the

car earns S30 a da>' for travel.

If it is full, which is generally the case, receipts

from berths, sections and state rooms amount to

S185, making a total revenue of S215 a <lay. Out of

this must come the wages of the porter and con-

ductor— the latter, however, usually having charge

of se\'eral cars—the towels, sheets, soap, ice, etc.,

the whole amounting to but a small sum.

Then there are the wear and tear and general

depreciation, the daily cleaning, the annual refitting

and repainting. Set these charges down at ten per

cent, and give the car three trips a week of 1,000

miles each; we have its earnings at over 830,000

annually. Some cars earn a great deal more.

Nothing conveys a more inaccurate idea of a

whole truth than a part of a truth so prominently

brought forth as to throw the other parts into shad-

ow. This is the art of caricature, and by the happy

use of that art you might caricature Apollo Belvi-

dere.

—

Buhvtr Lyttoii.
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Good iMk Heading

WHAT IT TAKES TO FEED A CITV.

Chicago is a great city in point of population,

and in many other ways. It is often a wonder fiow

ail tlie swarming multitudes of people get enough

to eat, but when we face the figures of what goes

there it is a wonder who eats it all. Kor the infor-

mation of INGLESOOKERS wc submit the following:

The daily demand for apples, including those put

in cold storage and those shipped on country or-

ders average about 24,000 barrels and about IX,000

bushels that are shipped in bulk. Perhaps the

actual city consumption is not over 2,500 barrels a

day. , , . .

Strawberries in quantity from California begin to

reach here in January. Then Florida starts in and

shipping follows the advancing season and winds

up with the last receipts from Northern Michigan

and Wisconsin. During the height of the season

the receipts arc from thirty to forty cars a day,

each with 500 cases of sixteen to twenty-four quarts

to the case. Nearly all of these berries are con-

sumed in Chicago. That is to say, Chicago and vi-

cinity gets away with 250,000 bo.xes of strawberries

every day when they are plentiful and cheap.

From Oct. I to April I the local and adjacent

territorial cansumption of cranberries is not far from

,Soo barrels a day. They are cheap and make a

favorite sauce for all kinds and conditions of peo-

ple

It takes of bananas fully 2,000 bunches a day to

satisfy Chicago and Chicigo's out-of-town custom-

ers. These come mostly from Central America and

the West Indies.

Crabapplcs, sour and bitter .is they arc, find buy-

ers in their season for fully 600 bushels a day.

Domestic grapes—meaning other than the Pacific

coast variety—arc received in Chicago at the rate

of thirty cars a day, of 2,500 baskets each, eight

pounds to the basket, between Aug. i and Nov. i.

Of these fifteen cars are consumed in Chicago. Be-

tween Nov. 1 and Aug. i the local consumption is

about five cars a day.

Fully 1,000 bushels of domestic cherries are sold

daily for local consumption in their season. They

come in crates and baskets and go largely into cans

and jars for winter use.

lilucberries come in between Aug. 1 and Nov. 1

at the rate of 1,250 cases of sixteen quarts to the

case a day and go to Chicago consumers.

Watermelons reach here from the south early in

the season and the movement winds up with the

Wisconsin growth. During July and August the

average daily receipts are ten cars of 1.000 melons

each, or not far frnni 600,000 in all.

Mvisk and similar melons come in packages of

one dozen to two dozen to the package and it re-

quires five cars with 250 packages to the car per

day to supply the local and suburban demand.

That would make the total daily receipts fully 22,-

000 melons.

Irish and sweet potatoes are consumed in large

quantities. The average daily demand for Irish

potatoes is not far from I 5,000 bushels, and 32,000

barrels of sweet potatoes are drawn from all direc-

tions to the limit of the market to stand the cost of

transportation. Sweet potatoes mostly come from

south of the Ohio river, but large quantities are

raised in the regions immediately north of that line.

' Onions are a great favorite, it would seem. The

daily consumption is quite 3,000 bushels.

Garlic has many friends in Chicago. It goes by

the pound and the daily demand is for about 3.000

pounds. " People from hot countries are the larg-

est buyers," says a dealer.

Cauliflower is a great favorite. At least the daily

demand calls for 20.000 heads for local consump-

tion.

The city takes about 1,000 pounds of mushrooms

every day when it can get them. Large quantities

come from St. Louis.

During April and May the receipts of pieplant

are ten cars a day and five of them are consumed in

Chicago.

Carrots and beets are consumed in the city at the

rate of 2,000 bushels daily.

The average daily consumption of turnips in the

city is 4,800 bushels, and that every day in the year.

Spinach finds local and near-by consumers who

take 4,000 hampers of one bushel to the hamper

daily during the spring months.

The people hereabouts like parsley well enough

to consume 100 barrels daily. There are 150 large

bunches, composed of twelve small bunches, to the

barrel. , , .

String beans and peas find takers for i, boo bushels

each day in the season.

During its season and when prices are reasonable

the daily receipts of celery are 50,000 dozen bunch-

es but large quantities are reshipped to the country.

'in the table item of lettuce it takes 1,500 boxes

daily to supply the local demand, in addition to

what hothouses sell direct to customers.

Cucumbers are liked. It requires 1,000,000 daily

to supply the local demand. Very many people,

especially those from " hot countries," eat them as

Americans eat apples-without seasoning and with

the rind.

The tomato is a great favorite in Chicago. It

takes 12,000 crates of one-half bushel to the crate to

supply the daily demand.

In the matter of cabbage Chicago consumes

one-half of the daily receipts of 38.000 heads.

The sweet corn season opens in the south about

June I and ends in the northern States in October,

and during that time Chicago receives 1,000,000 ears

daily.

The many other kinds of vegetables come in

large quantities and there is always a demand for

them.

The average monthly receipts of butter are not

far from 6,170,280 pounds, and of eggs, 8,558,460

dozen, but there are not figures obtainable to show

the local consumption.

about

from Calcutta took with him a small flask
^

nard, a costly perfume used in Hindu '''"

'fligir

attacked 1

gang of poisoners, who killed him, and aft
'

ing his body into a river carried off his
'

eluding the flask of scent. Months after^""'*"

criminals, who had come under suspicion
f

crimes, received an informal visit from th
*

when the strong odor of the costly scent ^"'i

tected in their abode, the half-empty
flask t'

eventually unearthed beneath a stack of SxlA
^''

of the rooms of the house. The discovery '["f

the execution of three members of the ganj

THE THINGS WE inPORT.

perfume used in Hindu „,
rites. The unfortunate fellow never

home, for on the way hither he was

SCENTINU CRiniNALS.

So infinitesimally slight are some of the clews that

have led to the arrest and ultimate conviction of

notable criminals that one may not be surprised to

learn that by the distinguishing and ineffaceable

odor of certain perfumes and scents murderers and

thieves have ere now been brought to book for their

misdemeanors.

Probably the queerest case in this connection is

that of a notorious burglar who was arrested in Par-

is a few months back solely because he had a par-

tiality for eucalyptus. The facts are these: An
elderly lady awoke one night to find that the jewel

box at the side of her bed was in the act of being

robbed by a burly and closely masked man. The

lady had the self-control to feign sleep and make a

mental note of the fact that there was one distin-

guishing feature of the marauder. This was the

strong odor of eucalyptus that pervaded his gar-

ments.

As soon as he had effected his departure the

woman rose and summoned a policeman to her a's-

sistance by calling loudly from her bedroom win-

dow. However, her efforts were in vain, for on the

arrival of the police it was found that the burglar

had disappeared with the lady's jewels. Nor was

the man captured for a considerable period. Then,

one afternoon, there came to the ofifice of a Hebrew
pawnbroker in a small way of business a gentle-

manly-looking man who was desirous of pledging a

few articles of jewelry.

Now, the pawnbroker had been supplied with a

list of the articles stolen on the occasion, and at

once saw that the trinkets the present customer was
intending to pledge were none of those that had
been taken from the lady's jewel box. But he had
read the story of the burglary and recalled the re-

marks of the lady anent the odor pervading the

thief's clothes.

Now, this man's garments also smelled of the
fragrant oil. One would hardly have considered
this similarity such as to warrant the apprehension
of the pledger, but pawnbrokers are a venturesome
set of men. and the one referred to called a police-
man and gave the customer in charge. Nor did he
err in doing so, for the man proved to be a notori-
ous burglar, and, indeed, the thief of the gems.
The articles he was on the point of pledging were
the result of another burglary, and the chances are
that the misdemeanant would have continuously
evaded capture but for the fact that, being strange-
ly frightened by the universal epidemic- influenza
—he had resorted to a liberal use of eucalyptus oil.

An even odder case in point is one which hails
from India. A merchant returning to his home

Not all of America's imports are ordinary
c

day things. Some are weird and wonderful
'

others, commonplace in themselves, come /
places that seem to us unusual. We take coal I*
New Castle, N. S. W.; rags from Antwerp,

[tuiti,

from Belgium; cigars from Bombay; photograpl;'

plates and canned lobsters from Cape Toivn c"

crackers from Canton, the amount fm

quarter of 1899 being in value 884,000; «ii.

from Barranquilla, Colombia, and butterflies
i-,

Santa Marta, Colombia.

Among the queer things that come in fron:

'

da are bicycle lamps, diamonds, steel r.iil

from logs cut in Maine and taken to St, ju:

to be dressed; cattle switches, theatrical

gas liquor, cattle tails, jewelers' sweeping-

loins, tea siftings, green willow cuttings and fro;.

legs.

From Cairo we get real Egyptian cigareii;

while rosaries come from Angers, in Franc

large amount of paper for photographic 1 ,:

comes from Grenoble, France, and from i

while S500 worth .of snails got in from i

Someone brought in a pair of andirons from Lyo:

That city also supplies a good deal of maciio:

Mistletoe comes from Nantes, and rat trapsfry

St. Etienne.

Berlin sends to us human hair and ready-m^-;

clothing. Slate pencils come from Coburg, old r,:

ber shoes from Konigsburg and from Lubcck. !'

take pencil sharpeners and snowshoes from Mc

heim and also a little soot. For goose liverpiec

are indebted to Neustadt. Human skeletons, p

pared and ready for use, come from Solingen,

Brimstone to the value of nearly 8375,000 cot

from Gargenti, Italy, and also from Pal«:

whence we import donkeys and orange peel. Fi

Japan we get their national drink, sake, which c.-

es headaches, and menthol to make the head:-

better. We also get toothpicks from Japa"

from Portugal as well. Foghorns come from ^:

enger, Norway. Oatmeal, supposed to be ais»

ed with Scotland, really comes in large q"a"'

from Dublin.

PACKINQ TRUNKS AS A PROFESSION.

A NEW way of making a living has l)"'"

found. It is by trunk packing. Some s,i) i-'^

trade known only in Chicago, and whether
J

be so or not, there is little doubt t'"' '' °

J,,;,
in that city. One young woman who i» "

^^^^

successfully at one of the great hotels is comfdd

that when she began it, two years ago, t e

^^^^^^

other professional trunk packer in t '*
|,pi

She means, of course, no other domestic

ars ag
nrnii

ber
'

,ckiii8»-
Beginning about two yeai

^^

young women have gone in the ''""
|

^^j||j„i.!l

ness. Two find almost constant employ^
^^^^

j..

of the best-patronized hotels. One
0^^^^ j^,,

said that t<vo years ago a wealthy New
^^ ^^

|,,

had been staying a number of ^'^'^^.^^^ !

and had been much in Chicago ^"1^'^"^^,,

were many trunks, and ""= m°^' ° J^^'^json"
'

opened and their contents, mostly
^^j jj ct'

tumes, taken out and temporarily P^ ^j|j|r3p'

One morning there was a summons > ,j,, V-'

immediately
'"

"
HeS'"'.

to help her do her packing in a ''""'>'^^,jj|,- i»

'

the young woman who is "°'''
"^3, ,hii--^'''j

business of packing women's trun -s

^^ ^^
,|,i:^_

tel. Months since she had ^° "/"^j^^.q ate P"^''

engaged an assistant, and now '"'!
. -gooJ"

and they confess that they are maKi b

this family to return
find * '

The madam called on the manager to .,r.
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h,-lb3t IS "

SIX WORDS.

,Js lay clai"' '" "' "'^'' P^^'^'S ''"y"

, „„,, 1 can. I "ill. ' '*'>« '
""'''•

h t is the la" ^"'' "" "''' ^'"' '"^ «'l"i"'"-

p„jhf-'»*^
^^I^.^Ij u,y soul is with strong yearning smitten,

'""';

'°'s the bound set either side the way
'

d the world so that 1 shall not stray,

"",k,T measures out the power intrusted me,

„ knowledge, art. skill and dexterity,

i!!nn Inch" C""'" "" ''""""' ''''"' '^'"' ''"'

l,„dom's signet seal upon the soul impressed.

the Je'

f,eedom*sopi

(,, among
them a

( moment
niust

'

which on the se^ you read.

11 hovers uncertainly;

last decide what it shall

ieHlmust,lc;..i,lwill,Idare,Imay,
^ - I : le each hour of every day.
,si,

l„clairaJoine

ivhicii I ought to do, must, can, v ill, dare, and may!

HOW THE PRESIDENT OF THE JAPANESE
DIET BECAME A CHRISTIAN.

[he Saiii/aj Silml Times gives an account of the

i-iious experience of the Hon. Kenkichi Kataoka.

•I, in company with a number of other Japan-

iiiths, hewent to England and America to study

Eileni civilization. During the early part of their

Ihcv had a missionary for guide and interpreter,

,05e kindness, modesty and faithfulness they

eativ appreciated. The effects of Christianity

n m the hontes, the schools and benevolent insti-

lions of America were the second influence toward

,inily which he received. He was greatly im-

esscd by the fact that men like Gladstone were

only sincere believergjin Christianity "but that

strength of Iheir faith was in direct proportion

tht nobility of their character."

he returned to Japan he was something of

elormer. He delighted to astonish the people by
(sievn customs. He welcomed missionaries, and
biplizcd as a Christian. He felt that Chris-

nily would be " good for the country."
A little later he was suspected of plotting against

telle, and as a consequence soon found himself
i!'jn. This proved a blessing to him, he learned
pm in failh, and trust all to God.
Alttr he was free he was put forward as a candi-
It for the Diet; some of his friends advised him
"'fr up his Christianity. This he resolutely re-

do, saying that he "would rather go to
Kli than to the Diet." , n h

Sim Sunday H School f^
THE LORD'S PRAYER IN CHINESE.

Ngo foo choy t'ien

Yuen yee meng sing

Yee kwok lum gak
Yee jee tak sing

Choy lay yok t'ien

Sor sooey jee leung

Kom yat ch'ih ngo
Ngo ming yen foo

Kao ming ngo foo

mat pai ngo se

Jing ngo ch'ut ok
Yukwok k'ucn wing
Gar ye so yau
Lum gap sy sy

Ku so yuin yar

Our Father which is in heaven
Hallowed be thy name
Thy kingdom come
Thy will be done
On earth as it is in heaven
Give us this day
Our daily bread

Forgive us our debts

As we forgive our debtors
Lead us not into temptation
But deliver us from evil

Kingdom, power, and glory
Be thine

For ever and ever

Amen.

tt'hei

now HE WON THEn.

ISHOP \Vh

St to prea

l"ns and

Idi

BAI

PPLE says that when he went into the
' "P™':'! he was exceedingly anxious to reach

^^

railway operatives, of whom there were
™s m Chicago. He called upon William

a k'n't!
'"''"^' ''"e'leer of 'he Galena railway,

™ his advice as to the best way of approach-

fU^^

™Pl°y^->-s of the road.
^^«^much do you know about a steam engine?"

l*othing."

Ih,len.

'read 'Lardner's Rail-
said McAlpine,

"lionTbC""',''
^°" ""^ '"'''^ '° ^'"^ ^" engineer

a fool,"
'

'' '"^motive, and he will not think

'e clei

TO CATCH THE TALKATIVE SCHOLAR.

How to deal with the boy who keeps up a side
conversation during the lesson time is a problem
many a teacher is trying to solve. In a certain
class of young men, the teacher was not a very
good one. She knew it from the inattention of
some members of the class. Every Sunday there
would be talkers on the edge of the class who got
nothing out of the lesson, while the teacher went
home with a heartache. But not content with deal-
ing largely in unavailing heartaches, she used every
means she could contrive to make her teaching ab-
sorbing. One of these means was the following
simple plan: When the teacher studied her lesson,
she wrote down a number of questions, not too diffi-

cult, and yet with an endeavor not to make them
too childish, out of regard to the young manhood
of the class. A copy of these questions was made
and cut into strips, which were drawn by the pupils,

who were expected to be responsible for the an-
swers to the slips which they drew, when, in the
course of the lesson, those questions were asked.
This put a part of the responsibility of answering
the questions upon each member of the class indi-

vidually, instead of leaving all the answers to be
given hy one or two. The plan worked admirably.
It was most discouraging to a comfortable side con-
versation, on the part of pupils, to feel that at any
time the answer to the slip the talker held might be
called for. Then, even if all the slips held by that

talker were satisfactorily disposed of, it takes two
to hold even a side conversation, and it was not of-

ten that all the slips of two people were answered
early in the lesson. Then, too, it helped the teach-

er to have the lesson crystallized. The temptation

to " just branch " was minimized when there were
certain points to be touched by questions which
must be reached by the end of the hour. Of course,

this is only a makeshift in teaching, but c\en a

makeshift seems sometimes necessary in a teacher's

work. The sure way, of course, to hold the interest

of a class, is to be interesting, but there are many
teachers who have not this gift. This plan helped

one,— it might help another.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
ORANDMA'S ANQEL.

Mamma said: " Little one, go and see
if grandmother's ready to come to tea."
I knew I mustn't disturb her, so
I stepped as gently along, tiptoe.
And stood a moment to take a peep,—
And there was grandmother last asleep!

I knew it was time for her to wake;
1 thought Id give her a little shake.
Or tap at her door or softly rail:

Uut I hadn't the heart for th.it at all,—
She looked so sweet and so quiet there.
Lying back in her old armchair,
^yilh her dear white hair, and a little smile.
That means she is loving you all the while.

I didn't make a speck of noise.

I knew she was dreaming of little boys
And girls who lived with her long ago.
And then went to heaven,—she told me so.

I went up close, and didn't speak
One word, but 1 gave her, on her cheek,
The softest bit of a little kiss.

Just in a whisper, and then said this:—
" Grandmother, dear, it's time for tea."

She opened her eyes and looked at me.
And said: " Why pet, I have just now dreamed
Of a little angel who came and seemed
To kiss me lovingly on my face."

I never told her 'twas only me;
I took her hand and we went to tea.

Do

DON AND THE GEESE.

didn't know

l.. auviCL. So h,. .. rg3j up

.whi

wt to the

sense to see the

and in due
roundhouse of the Galena rail-

""^founda

"«'tha,''r
'^'"^'' "^'

'"'ons anH ,

^^""ton engine, with inside

"'*a„:lr,:r^.-enture;
inside or outside

rougl,,

°'^»motiv r
" """'t'Si' of engineers standing

•= '^'hich the firemen were cleaning,
was a Taunton engine,

i,n,:.."'°y°" like best

'Hf

**''''''l'°exh
"''°''"''a''on about steam heaters

'"'
"""'e than'h"'

'""' '" ^^^^ ''" ''°"'' ''*= ''"'

^aid ,,„„ 1 u
'^ ^°°^ ''^d e^r taught him.

'' '" M«ron°„r "" ^° '° ''''"'<:'' '<
' liave a free

Be

ere I shall be glad

eoioy., „^"y '™<^ you need me I shall

"owing
Sunday

ltn

every man was in church.

''"d will m
»aken, "^'^ motmtains. All money

''•"nnel through them.

In your effort to be frank do not go around tell-

ing people of their faults, for the gentle person re-

frains from criticism, and it is just as easy to be

frank about telling a person of his good qualities.

One little act of deceit usually requires several oth-

ers to brace it up; so lack of frankness at one time

may lead one into many untruths thereafter. Be
frank when you speak, but be discreet in speech.

Holding one's tongue is a rare virtue and avoids

much trouble.
. .

A KiND-HE.ARTED clergyman was lately compelled

to dismiss a clever gardener, who used to purloin

his fruit and vegetables. For the sake of his wife

and family he gave him a character, and this is how
he worded it: " 1 hereby certify that A. K. has been

my gardener for over two years, and that during

that time he got more out of my garden than any

man I ever employed."

The clamorous are always the most subjected to

censure; and if we refuse charity to others we ought

to be \'ery sure that we can do without it ourselves.

much about the queer ways
of barnyard fowls, and thought he might have just
the same fun with them that he had with his kitten.
He was particularly interested in a flock of geese,
seeing every day that they took the same walk
down the hill in the same straight line, following
their leader to the pond to get a drink. There was
one lame goose, and he observed that the others
wouldget ahead of the poor cripple. Then the lead-

er would make a loud noise, a command to halt, and
the whole flock would stand still until the lame
goose came up to them. This was done several

times before they reached the pond.

"Aren't they polite and kind old geese?" said

little Don.

"Yes. indeed," said Guy; "they do that every
day."

Don look a great fancy to the geese, and one
day he found a goose in charge of some young gos-

lings; they were such pretty little things, with their

soft downy feathers, that Don wanted to catch one
of them, not to hurt it, no, indeed! only to look at

the little thing in his own hands. So he started

off in chase of them, never minding the warning of

the old gander, who told him he'd " better clear

out." But Don didn't understand gander talk; he

thought it was only screaming. He wanted a gos-

ling, and he meant to have one. Racing after them
down the hill, his foot tripped over a stone, and

down he fell. In a moment the gander was on his

back, beating poor Don with wings about his head

and face, and John Stokes, hearing his cries, had to

dri\e off the gander and release the little boy.

"You mustn't do that again. Don," said the man,
" for the ganders are very cross when they're taking

care of the young goslings."

"I don't think I will," said the child, ttrribly

frightened and not a little hurt.

Don was a subdued little fellow for a few days,

and hid to stay rather more in the house than usual,

but Rose and Guy kept by his side, and Martha

gave them peas to shell and beans to string, and re-

warded each of them when the work was done

with a nice bun or a ripe peach.

A nEAK little lassie is learning to write,

Learning to write with a pen;

With patient endeavor she copies the words

Over and over again.

She brings all her copies for Mamma to see,

Saying lovingly, "This one is best

That says, ' / love Mamma .
' for that is so true

1 practice it more than the rest."

The hypocrite would not seem to be religious, if

religion was not the best thing for a man to possess.

" Hypocrisy

out."

—

BartoL

is the shell after the kernel is eaten

Boy—" Pa, what is a hero?
"

"A hero is a man who tries to read a newspaper

in the same room with a boy about your size," re-

plied the papa.

" Bobby, you must not play with that little Dick-

ey Jones; he isn't a good boy."

"All right , ma; I can't play with him, anyway;

that's what his mother told him about me."
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HIDDEN WAR FUNDS.

Willi ST we in this country arc so placed as to

know where ever)' penny voted for war purposes

comes (rom, says an KnRlish writer, we stand al-

most alone amongst the great nations of the world

in this particular, for some of the mightiest peoples

have to keep not only hidden funds all ready for a

possible war, hut a considerable portion of this is

laid by in hard cash.

It is estimated by the cooler-headed section of

financiers that in Kurope alone, and chiefly distrib-

uted between (iermany. Austria, Russia and

France a sum of quite S2 ,000,000,000 is always ly-

ing to hand in reserve in this way, most of it being

.ictually contained in " war chests."

Spandau, a small place within easy re.ich of Ber-

lin, is where Germany keeps her war chest, and it is

pretty openly declared in regard to it that it is in

amount kept at about the level of the " compensa-

tion
'
that Germany obtained from France in cash,

51,000,000,000.

A species of fort, hedged with complicated forti-

fications in its turn, built since the war of 1870, of

steel, stone and cement, forms Spandau's strong

room, and every man of the extensive guard hold-

ing it is an ex-noncommissioned officer of the army,

who is sworn in a solemn ceremony to secrecy as to

even the nature of his duties, never to speak of the

arrangements of the fort.

The governor of the fort is alw.iys a general offi-

cer, and is appointed for life, but even he, according

10 German officers, has never see the treasure, and

could give no soil of guide as to getting at it, even

if he had done so; his subordinates are so told off in

sections that they know nothing of the general

inner topography of the fort, and not a soul of

them has ever seen any man bring or take away

portions of the treasure.

The emperor and the imperial chancellor alone

hold the full secret, and the governor does not

know that, whilst the treasure is normally surround-

ed by water to prevent all chance of blasting and

undermining, he can at any time, by the touching

of a secret lever, render the whole strong room for

many hours an unquenchable furnace of fire.

It is impossible without instant arrest for any

man, by day or night, to even approach within a

considerable distance of the fort at Spandau. Not

even to the governor, who must live without family

ties about him in Spandau itself, is allowed any

visitor.

Much more is known of the actual Russian strong

box itself, though it is kept in the mystery and

gloom of the fortress of Kronstadt. This vault is

one of the largest in the world; it does not rest on

solid rock, but on piers of steel, and sentries com-

mand every part of its exterior, sides, bottom and

top.

All the custodians are sworn to remain at their

posts during the term of their lives, and they nei-

ther know nor are known by, even by sight, the oth-

er habitants of the huge fortress.

Only three nun in the world know how to move

the doors, one being the American designer and an-

other the c/.ar, while the third is the life treasurer,

specially appointed, and who has never left the

confines of Kronstadt since his .appointment.

Those in a position to know assert that the French

war chest contains a larger sum than the secret funds

of the Germans and the Russians put together; but,

having regard to what has previously occurred when

the mob have broken loose, even the place where the

war chest is kept has never been revealed to any

one save the president, the minister of finance and

the actual custodian.

low the nostrils. A small pad of absorbent cotton

or a piece of handkerchief may be placed inside the

lip and tightly pressed against the gum from with-

out, thus compressing the two small arteries of the

upper lip th.it supply the nose. These can ordinari-

ly be felt pulsating in this locality.

If the bleeding is profuse or prolonged, the child

should be placed in a restful position, but with the

head elevated, while ice may be held to the fore-

head or the back of the neck. To decrease still fur-

ther the blood pressure within the vessels of the nose

a mustard foot bath is of service. In the meantime

blowing the nose must be avoided. Plugging the

nostrils both in front and back is a last resort to

keep the sufferer from actual peril.

Advertising Colutun.
Thk iNGLENOQK tcaclies^ar and wide among a da^s ^r
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THE DOQ CATCHER.

The most despised man in any community is the

dog catcher. In Chicago nearly everyone is ready

.-.11 the time to pour vials of wrath upon his head.

The necessity for taking up dogs whose masters do

not comply with the law is admitted. There are

those who believe that the master and the dog

should be carted off together. But, anyway, there

is something in the average human heart that takes

kindly to dogs. The feeling is, when a dog is round-

ed up by the catcher, that somehow the dog is in no

way to blame for being without a license to live and

that the catcher is exercising brutal authority which

makes most men feel much like giving him a sound

thrashing.

Human nature is the same everywhere and the

dog catcher is as cordially despised here as else-

where, which makes his occupation one of baseness

in the estimation of the public and sometimes one

full of peril. That is because a dog is a dog and one

dog is as good as another dog when he lies helpless

in the meshes of the catcher's cruel net. Human

sympathy reaches to great lengths when the help-

less are imposed upon, nor does it stop to inquire

whether the oppressed is man or beast.

It is an old saying that dumb brutes have more of

the divine spark in them than brutal humans have.

best Goods at Lowest p'tiZ'"'^

E. ARNOLD.
Elgin, llii,^^

Something for Ministe:
TS,

•' A Square Talk About the Inspiration of tlie Bible"

title of a book brought out under the auspices of ihe r

Fund and is furnished our ministers on receipt of five

postage. It has about loo pages, is bound in cloih, and Hf
and interesting reading. But we have the

of the book and

WHY SAY "COMMENCEnENT EXERCISES"?

The concluding exercises of a college term are

called "Commencement Exercises " because to the

graduate they mark the "commencement" of inde-

pendent life, while at college the student is under

tutelage, but when the course is finished he is sup-

posed to think and act for himself and be guided by

his own experience; hence, for him. it is in reality a

" commencement " of anew existence. Schools of

a lower grade of instruction adopt the term to give

an air of importance to their exercises.

Others say the term is employed because at that

time the year is finished, the highest class go out of

existence as such, the students of the new Fresh-

man class are received, and therefore the exercises

mark the commencement of a new year though a va-

cation may now intervene before actual study. In

this sense it is applicable to the closing exercises of

schools generally.

Still others say that these exercises used ,to be

literally at the beginning of the college year.
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CHECKINQ NOSBBLEED.

Ni«EBl.KEO is SO common in childhood that little

account is ordinarily made of it. Where it occurs

repeatedly without apparent provocation, however,

effort should be made not only to check the im-

mediate attacks, hut to ascertain the cause of the

trouble. It is well known that heart disease, con-

gestion of the liver and other conditions affected by

or affecting the circulation of the blood, predispose

to nosebleed, and considerable anxiety is frequently

felt lest the nosebleed of childhood may be the re-

sult of serious constitutional causes. Most com-

monly the cause is local.

The best means of checking the immediate attack

is pressure with the finger on the upper lip, just be-

A WESTERN philosopher argues that the brown
jug ought not to be condemned, because a fisher-

man who fell from his boat into the Missouri River
a few days ago would have been drowned but for an
empty jug, to the handle of which he clung until

help arrived. We admit that this is a strong argu-

ment in favor of the jug, but there is another way
of looking at it. It the fisherman hadn't had the
jug perhaps he wouldn't have fallen into the river.
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WE TWO.

We; iwo make home of any place we go;

We two find joy in any kind of weather;

Or if Ihe earth is clothed in bloom or snow,

If suminer days invite, or bleak winds l)low.

What matters it, if we two are together!

We two, we two, we make our world, our weather.

We Iwo iriake banquets of the plainest fare;

In every cup we find the thrill of pleasure;

We hide with wreaths the furrowed brow of care.

And ivtu to smiles the set lips of despair.

For us life always moves with lilting measure;
We two, we two, we make our joy, our pleasure.

We two find youth renewed with every dawn;
Each day holds something of an unknown glory.

We waste no thought on grief or pleasure gone;
Tricked out like hope, time leads us on and on.

And thrums upon his harp new song or story

—

We nvo, we Iwo, we find the paths of glory.

We two make heaver, here on this little earth;
We do not need to wait for realms eternal.

We know the use of tears, know sorrow's worth.
And pain for us is always love's rebirth.

Our paths lead closely by the paths supernal;
We two, we two, we live in love eternal.

AN OLD TIME INDUSTRY.

Nor m,tny hiiLENooK readers ever saw a faft
Mg down the river. It is literally almost a
i>«S of the past. About forty or fifty years ago
««,! gre,it industry, one in which millions of
»ne; were locked up, and out of which millions
ere made. That day has passed and it will nev-
lelurn. The reason is evident. The timber
'been cut ,iway, and the railroads do the rest
,'"'""* '="y''°°d along the Susquehanna
'J.vn the spring dozens of rafts could be

n
i ,„g down the river. It'was a sight toommon to provoke a remark

;»n.pi„ the northern part of the State w-as

.1 t

"'"'."'P'"'^^- Some of the trees
».sters,„g,,,h and height. Into this fot-

'Ci::r.r'''"''"r^"''"'''^"'"'"
">«xe,o f'

"""^ either hauled them

'-"ratrth" '''"' '"'° '^= "-'" -d
'"I'™
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' '^' local saT;",^ 'f ''"^ ^^^" b°"ght and it
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0, y a i? ,"" "'" '"^ ^-y^"s. the

' '"^S^d^n a TV-'"'''°y"'-
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""'^^ for .he-purpose.

'''"^^•Mitln^
''' '"'•"'"fjany furniture and

'•^'t l»mberme„'\''7 °"^' ^°°^' ^'"i as the
'* «°d< in h ,

'PP^'ites, born of hard
!°""'°" the tihl ^'J

°^ *"'"=' "'"'= "ts "°

*"'8"l>read tlm\i
'"'''''"'^ '='='•"« the pies

".''"P like a Tn T P^^^P'^ "^""Id '=•'"• a"d

T""'- The ton ,
'

"'eh', were something

r;'''"'^°me o H^^P' ''"'"'' Jt'^t Sunday

ty^CTT'T""'^'^'^''- I'd-

;:tr™pAetier°^'"^"'^^'''^p-

.':i'C«:r':!'°^='-d been rafted each
;:"""> wen 1 """ <="d. and when the time

V°''»d,"bot,77'h'="«'-. It sounds easy

Ih '^'^h each r
vvuiK most

l^lt.V''" from ' '
"'"" ?''<" a '"an who

'•»h"'°"'-a:dK'^""°
•""=<"'-- "•=

*d,h .' '*» me,; , 7 " "'°''°" °f his hand"^
""""eoa

"
i

""= """^ ^"d, and they
and swung the ungainly mass

of logs around th,s way and that, as directed by the

e ch one 7 r '"'"'' ''"""' °" '^-^ 'i^-. and in

T K
°f 'h«- 's a shute, or narrow placethrough w ,c the shaft had to pass. If there' wa!any m.scalculafon and the end .of the shaft cor-nered or saddlebagged, it broke up, and the logsand the men on it went through the narrow spacewhere the water ran as fast as a mill race, faster, in

tact. There were sunken rocks, islands, narrow
courses, raptds, all of which the pilot knew andong enough before there was any apparent need
tor ,t the raft was straightened out to meet thecoming conditions.

When night came it was customaty to tie up in
front of some river town and go to the hotelWhen the wind blew the rafts could not be navi-
gated, and it has happened that when there was a
day ot- so of exceptionally high wind as many as
hree hundred rafts would be tied up in front of a

little town, the population of which, in times of
peace, was only five hundred people. One can
imagine what it would be like around the two hotels
where extra hundreds of waiting men were quartered

No.

all he got was a good laugh. But if there was a

right in after him. no matter whei-e it was
The day of the raft has passed. A few of themgo down each spring, but where there is one now a

m .nfl 7r
^""' '^°- '" "^^ «'^' place the

magnificent forests, that took centuries to make, are
cut off, and then it is easier to erect a sawmill inthe woods, and railroad the cut lumber out into the
narket, and that is the way that it is done now.

A N^W THREE CENT PIECE.

Soon the United States mint will be turning out anew coit^or rather, an old coin in a new form, the
present Congress having authorized the coin.nge of
a nickel three cent piece. The little silver three
cent pieces were a nuisance on account of their size
and are about out of circulation, and the nickel coin
of the same value so nearly resembled the dime in
size and appearance as to be a nuisance also and
has also been almost entirely withdrawn from cir-
culation. To overcome these difficulties an idea has

been borrowed from the Orientals and a nickel
coin about the size of the one cent piece will
be issued, which will have a hole about a quar-
ter of an inch in diameter in the center so
that the coin can be readily recognized by both
the senses of sight and touch. The new coin
Will be a useful one, as it will obviate the use
of such a great number of pennies in business
tiansactions.

WHAT IS A FURLOUGH ?

rcpresenls the Hun(.«l.,„ ,r Hou,,.. hi whicli our MIsslon.ioc,
ill li.diii live. II sliow« tliL. Cliildrcn lielping put on the Root.

The bars did a wonderful business, and the times
were lively enough to suit the most exacting. Some
of the rafts had a house on them, constructed of
rough boards, and fitted with bunks. This condi-
tion, while it might suit a boy, was not viewed with
favor by the raftsmen at large. It kept them away
from better food, and bettej- beds at the hotels.
The stopping of a raft for the night, or to tie up,

was not the easiest thing in the world. A great,
long, heavy raft acquired a momentum that would
snap an inch rope like a string if it was fastened all

at once. The way was for someone to leap on
shore, take the lopt-, and wrapping it around the
hitching |)ost, which might be a tree, let the raft

slip, snubbing it a little more each moment, till the
whole mass rested along the shore. It is easier told
than done.

When the end of the journey was reached, the
men were paid off, and they either walked home, or
went back on the cars. This would only be a
couple of hundred miles in the case of the Susque-
hanna, but when an ark or raft went down the .Mis-

sissippi to New Orleans, the trip back, over the re-

turn trail, was some fifteen hundred miles, through
a comparative wilderness. The men of those days,

th'e lumbermen and raftsmen, were a hardy lot.

They were rough, some of them wicked, but all big

hearted. If a man went over where there was a

certainty that he could get out of the river himself,

" What is a furlough? " asked a teacher.
" It means a horse," was the reply of Mary.
"Oh, no," replied the teacher, "it doesn't

mean a horse."

"Indeed it does," said Mary, "I have a book
at home that says so."

"Well," said the teacher, now thoroughly in-
terested, "you may bring the book to school
and we'll see about it."

The next day Mary brought the book, and in
some triumph opened to a page where there was a
Ijicture of a soldier riding a horse. lielow the pic-
ture were the words; "Going home on his fur-
lough."

HOW NICHOLAS I. RESENTED THE MISTREATMENT
OF A BEOQAR.

Rough and harsh as he was, Nicholas I., czar of

I

Russia, had a measure of chivalry in his disposition.

I

While driving through the streets of St. Petersburg
on one occasion he caught sight of an officer of his
household in the act of upsetting an old beggar
woman, whose hands were raised in a prayer for
alirfs. The official was quite unmindful of the au-
gust witness of his act and was rather pleased when,
a few hours later, he was summoned to the imperial
piesence. Nicholas soon undeceived him, and in

the presence of a dozen courtiers cut him to the
quick with his indignant reproof. " Enough! " said
Nicholas, finally; "you will walk up and down that
corridor all night, and every time you turn you will

sa)', in a loud \'oice, ' I am a puppy! I am a pup-
py!'

"

Good manners arc the settled medium of social,
as specie is of commercial life; returns are equally
expected for both, and people will no more advance
their civility to a bear than their money to a bank-
rupt.— ChesU-rfieUi,
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THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS. .

Home, June i8, 1900.

you are to te

love,

it all.
much

Dearest Bobbie:—
I HAD your good letter brought over to me by

Roop's folks who had been to town and brought out

our mail. We are all well, and there is very little

that is new here. There is nobody sick that I

know, and we were all glad to hear that you were

well, though you did not say so.

The last Sunday we all went to the Hill meeting-

house to preaching. There was a strange brother

there, and he did the preaching, and it was differ-

ent from what wc usually have. I'll tell you about

it. The day was hot and the house was full. It

was so hot that everybody was fanning, and it was

uncomfortable all around. The strange man who

was there came in late, anil he sat down behind the

table, and everybody knew he was going to preach.

Hut when he got up he said that he had not expect-

ed to speak, and that he had rather someone else

had done it and then he began to talk. He talked

and he talked and he talked. After he had talked

about three-quarters of .nn hour, and I didn't know

what it was about, he said that there was one more

thought, and then he talked half an hour about that,

and then he said " finally," and we all thought that

relief had come, but he went back over a good deal

of what he h.ld said, but he did quit at last. Our

minister never preaches more than so that the serv-

ice is all over by an hour, but this brother made it

pretty near two hours. Ma said on the road home

that she knew the chicken in the stove would be

burned to a crisp, and it was. l"a said that the

preacher was a good man, anyhow, and then he

stopped.

The other day I was down at the gate swinging

on it, and along comes Deacon Mack. He had a

brand new silver-mounted harness on his fast horse,

and he stopped, lie said, " Good morning, Katie,"

and I said good morning too. Then he said,

"How's your Paw and your Maw?" 1 said,

"They're all right." Then he said, " Katie, don't

you think that is a pretty gay dress you've got on?"

"Why is it?" 1 said. "Well, look at the spots all

over it," said he, " it's pretty lively for a young sis-

ter." That's the dress, Bobbie dear, that you got

on the remnant counter for me when you sold your

calf. Said I, "Well, maybe it is. Spots seem to

brca1< out in different places with different people."

" How," said he. " Well," said I, " some wear them

on their dresses and some put them on their hors-

es." He laughed a little sort of laugh, and said he

would be late if he didn't go, and he must have

been in a hurry, for he hit the horse a cut, and away

he went with the dust allying. At supper I told

Ma, and she said, "Why, Katie, you musn't be sassy

to people." I*a said he thought he heard a noise

and went out a little, and then he came back.

Aunt Hannah was over last week and we were all

glad to have her here and she told some funny sto-

ries and helped Ma all she could. It is a real pleasure

to have her come around. Instead of sitting in the

front room she just takes hold and helps in the

work all she can. There's something funny about

Aunt Hannah. She never says anything bad about

anybody. Once I tried to sec whether or not I

could get her interested in something that had been

talked about in the neighborhood. So 1 told her

the whole story as bad as I knew how, and she just

sat there knitting. When I was through I asked

her what she thought about it. She said, " Katie,

dear, how are your flowers doing this year?" Nev-

er a word about that bad story. I didn't say how

the flowers were, but I went out, and Ma said that I

was getting sunburned, I was so red in the face.

But it wasn't the sun. It was something else. You

don't catch me talking scandal again.

Vou remember that little white hen that stole her

nest down in the meadow. Well, she came up to

the house the other day and she had with her thir-

teen little peeps, each one with stripes down its

back, just like a ground squirrel. Ma had said that

hen was to be mine, and I asked whether the little

ones were to be mine too. She said yes, if I would

divide with you. But how are we going to divide

the odd one?

Tell me all about that silver plating factory at

Elgin. You will sec so much that is new to me and

Write soon. With

Your sister,

Katie.

P S.—You needn't bother about your rabbits not

being fed. They're looking better than when you

were tending to them. Don't you forget

told you about eating with your knife.

vhat

K.

vil creek, and it is believed that between s
to 8400,000 was taken out of Snow gulch 1

*
mer. One man, it is said, took 8190,000 whi*""^

^"ordin/l

* S'tr

other claims still more than that

their statements the gold does not extend to

depth, five or six feet being as low as

DANGER OF CLOUDBURSTS.

Cloudbursts are sometimes destructive of life as

well as of property. They come up so suddenly

that it is almost impossible to escape if the wayfar-

er is caught in the bed of the creek. Campers m

the mountain regions usually select the high ground

above the creek rather than pitch their tents close

beside the gently rippling water which may become

a roaring torrent while they sleep, sweeping them

to destruction before they know that danger is near,

says Aiiislee'i Magazine. It was from neglect of this

precaution that many lives were lost in a cloudburst

near Morrison, Colo., in the spring of 1897.

Some people were camping along the borders of

the stream, and, as it was just after dark, and

had been raining heavily, they had sought the shel-

ter of their tents. Suddenly they heard the awful

and peculiar roar of the approaching cloudburst.

It grew louder every second. Realizing what had

happened, the unfortunate campers—men, women

and children—rushed from their tents and tried to

reach the higher ground. In the confusion and

darkness, some turned the wrong way, and were

soon struggling in mad torrents, battling with tree

trunks and wrecks of cabins and immense masses of

moving stone in the bosom of the flood. Thirteen

lives went out in that dire night. The bodies found

later showed the marks of buffeting with the debris

in the flood of waters, and it is believed that few, if

any, of the unfortunates lost their lives by actual

drowning.

Occasionally the sudden downpour of rain will be

precipitated on a soft, yielding soil, and instead of

taking the form of a cloudburst with a wave of water

carrying everything before it the whole surface of

the ground will take on the consistency of molasses

and roll slowly but irresistibly down the water

courses. This happened in Chalk canyon, near

Mount Princeton, in Colorado, three years ago.

Chalk cliffs are a peculiar formation at the head of

the canyon, the so-called " chalk" being of a lime

nature, which, after being dissolved in water, quick-

ly hardens again like cement.

A cloudburst began high up on the sides of the

mountain, washed away tons of material from the

cliffs and rolled the mass slowly over the railroad

tracks like the pour of lava from Vesuvius. The

tracks were covered to a depth of six feet. A gang

of workmen was put to work on the deposit, but it

oozed in on the tracks as fast as the men shoveled

it out. Finally all work was suspended and the

overflow hardened so quickly that a track was built

over it. Within six hours of the breaking of the

storm trains were running over the deposit. So

hard did the "chalk" become that the railroad has

never penetrated to the old tracks, and in the exca-

vating that was done in relaying the tracks perma-

nently, dynamite had to be used.

found "paying dirt." By the decision of C
sioner Hermann no land below ordinary

hi h™
can be disposed of to individuals or corpora,''

but is open to the public to operate on; the ri T"
dig in these lands is as free as the right to fi k'

the adjacent waters, so anybody may wash fold

nxit:-.
of the sand between high and low water. .\ ,

is expressed regarding the establishment
of a

of entry at Cape Nome. '"'

Captains all agree that there is praclicalK.

anchorage or harbor at the cape itself, but at
p°

Clarence, distant only a few miles, there is a
'.

and commodious harbor. The market quotations!

provisions are high, beef selling from 75 cents to <-

per pound: flour, Sio a hundredweight;
buttt-r ^

pound: coal, S57 a ton, and lumber S250 per Hf,.,

feet. The ruling prices of the restaurants are«
tremely high; a steak with coffee, bread, cheese jnj

pie would be about S5.

An ordinary two-story dwelling of eight rooms

rents for S200 a month; for the delivery of heavy

freight, by horse team and wagon, Sio per hour 1,

charged; the price of a shave is Si, and it costs Iht

same amount to have a white shirt launderei!

Longshoremen have been paid S2 an hour for thar

labor, and carpenters receive Si. 50 an hour. Fion

these figures it will be seen that, while it may k
comparatively easy to obtain considerable quami.

ties of gold, the mere cost of staying at Cape Non,

is enormous. Probably with an increased niraibtr

of steamers the prices may be decreased.

CAPE NOME QOLD FIELDS.

Interest in the new gold fields of Cape Nome is

so great at the present time that a really authorita-

tive account of the conditions which exist there,

such as is furnished by Consul Smith of Victoria,

will be welcomed, says the Scientifie Ameriean. He
wrote under date of Dec. 21, 1899, and stated that

there was every indication tha^ there would be a
great rush to Cape Nome the present spring and
summer. The distance from Victoria to Cape
Nome is 2,500 miles, and is covered entirely by wa-
ter.

Transportation companies have booked large
numbers of passengers, and it has been computed
that 65,000 persons desire to go to Cape Nome as
soon as possible. A number of returning m.iners
called at the consulate at Victoria and exhibited
specimens of gold, saying they were dug on the
beach near the water's edge. Men with only hand
shovels, and the simplest and rudest of pans, cleared
from S50 to SIOO and even S300 per day, and some-
times a "cleanup" of from Si,ooo to $1,500 has
been reported.

Nuggets worth S300 to S400 were found near An-

KLONDIKE'S RICHEST WOHAN,

Mrs. Danvers is probably the richest womar

either in Klondike or at Cape Nome. She hi.

made every dime of her Si 50,000 or $175,000 inthe

last four years, and with her knowledge of Alashc

mining ways and business methods she is goirg

to increase her wealth during the next few year^

She is at Dawson City. Her husband was a sttar

engineer in the employ of the Alaska Commerce

Company, and she and her husband lived al .v

Michael two summer seasons, returning to Silti

Alaska, in the winter. Mr. Danvers was killed ir

an accident on the steamer Weare at Circle City

'

1896, and Mrs. Danvers was left practically pew

less at St. Michael.

Starting up the Yukon for Circle City, to gel it

body of her husband, she heard of the findir

'

gold on the Klondike creek. Dawson then consiS

ed of rude shanties and Ladue's saw mill.

She decided to stop at Dawson and earn herb

ing by cooking and mending for the miners »

were flocking there from all the Yukon rivet camr

Her enthusiasm was infectious. She got si.-'

worth of pine lumber on credit from the sa»«

for a boarding house, and she had credit al Hk "'

chandise store for food.
j

Her boarding house was a success from n^^

it opened for business. She had three f""" '

feet square, and on each of the four walls »

rooms were five pine bunks in tiers,

furnished with dry moss and blankets,

vers had altogether sixty such bunks,

for sleeping there was Si a night

For a year or more none was ever

few months she added a few more,

were always occupied.
^j

Ji

Her meals generally consisted of ^''„,.

fruit, dry codfish, herring, salt ?°'^'"^^ Sh'

oatmeal and occasionally
';'»'J'^J^'' . ,i,"„ lOO P"!

0ii(

He-

or SS'"'"

r
vacant.

Ad'^

and lb*''

: than "'

SI for each meal, and she had more in.

at a meal many and many a time. •

'^^^ pop.

the first in that gold-crazy and impei ^^^isl

tion at Dawson that saw possibilitie*^^^
^j

^jr

investments al .icres.
She bought severa. ••-,,,,>.(

land for Si,000 and sold it a few monm
_., . stall"''

times what she paid for
j'';,,.,j"''thoiis»'"''

original bakery in Dawson, and nwde
_^^_^

dollars there. Then she ^°<"^:^"''',^\^3oi'%.

team express company to deliver m^^^^^
^i^^^t

upplies to the men
:h«"";and mining ^uppllc^ tv^ ^••~ -. , ^

son. She took two partners into n^
^,^|j,j, ,

company was organized that has
^

able.
J. „ reS"'"'''],-

Mrs. Danvers has been sending g|^de^l;_

spare capital down to a Seattle ban -.^^ no

more than 200 offers of marriage

year of widowhood.
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RAT CATCHING ON SHIPS.

CHATTIS'.
'

„eight
Steam"

some tl"«'"

cleaned
oi.C by p.

'
,t Liverpool, he

,£ touei

oe

b3i

die

Ihe steil

Ihe »i

be usi

cunning

h at

th some friends, the captain of a big

taking on cai-go at this port told

stories about rats. " I ha\e the ship

ofessional rat catchers whenever

id, "and between times

l^^.c|) them down by trapping. But it's

,'. A- We don't daie to use poison. If we
':' ^

|,ol^^ would soon be full of dead rats, and
''

\invould breed a fever. Our traps are of

r^ne nattern, and considerable craft has to
the wile e.i,.,^ 1

,ed ill setting them, for a ship rat is a very

a beast, and he will steer clear of decoys

h^s landlubber brothers walk- into with their

".\ ffide open. If we simply baited the traps in

'I ordinary way and left them about in the hold,

„e wouldn't catch a dozen in a year. Our plan is

On tile' first night we open the trap-doors and

lieihem in that position with bits of string, so they

an't possibly spring shut. Then we put scraps of

lid cheese inside and leave them until the follow-

ns evening. That's to reassure the rats that the

strange wire contrivances are perfectly harmless

and thai they may enter with a certainty of getting

outafain. Next night we renew the bait and take

off the strings, and. as a general thing, we catch all

that the cages will hold. I have seen them so full

that It seeniod impossible to get another rat inside,

ivhicli is pretty good evidence, as I take it, that

;hey can't communicate with each other and give

:he alarm. There is nothing new about the trick I

lescribe: it is practiced on all big ships when the

rats get too bad.

.^s long as the creatures have enough water to

drink," continued the captain, lighting a fresh cigar,

'Ihey don't give the crew any particular trouble

nd keep out of sight down in the bowels of the

ihip. But thirst makes them desperate, and then
they become an unmitigated nuisance and will go
boldly anywhere in search of a drink. I have
mown them to invade the forecastle in such numbers
lat Ihey drove the sailors to the deck, and at other
imes 1 have seen several hundred make a com-
lined rush for a water barrel.

" It would surprise most people unaccustomed to
atfaring life to know that water is usually kept in
lie hold of cargo ships especially for the rats. It's
l»ne to keep ihem below, and if for any reason the
"Pply runs short there is sure to be trouble. I saidw now that when the creatures were thirsty they
«« go anywhere, and I mean it to the letter.
ifey will climb the rigging like monkeys, and it is
eommon thing for them to go clear up to the top-
iMookingfor the rainwater that accumulates in

'1^
bight or fold of furled canvas.
List time I was in port I saw a green sailor get
ure of his life. He had gone aloft to shake

oousra,
"'"'"' '"'' ""'' "' ^^ '^'"^ ^° f°"'' ™°'-

hould
'''""^ °'" ^'"^ "" "P °"«= =™' ^"'°^^ his

bnlJl, ''°"" "'^ °'her side. He was so

>inivh ,,
'''"°°''= '»" holds and would cer-

he s

'^tle hand make
footline. Many of the fo'-

'8'' 'ind it i, r
'''"' °^ "'^ ''"''"S " lo"g ™y-

"»edand
;""'"'^''ing how easily they can be

al aTu
'° P"^°™ 'ricks- When a pro-

saUva
,""'" ''''""'^ ^°'' "" S^"'-'"' '^'"^'

'" "'em out' Vl
'^"'"^ rounding up of these pets to

n„;. 01 harm's way until after the battle is

HUNTINQ THE OSTRICH.

<y::-:r"'
'""''''

"m,

that there are almost

>'^t the •,„„. '? ^°"th America as in Africa,
annual export of feathe

''^Cood*' ',° "'"= ""'"=d States alone
»"eys4,5° "' "tneteen

The

from the

is in the

representing in

near cover of grass and stunted undergrowth
Since the birds are wild and wary and their feathers
are m demand, methods have been adopted to
catch them, and these methods are at the same time
a business and the most e.Nciting sort of sport.
A powerful horse, in condition to stand hard rid-

ing and long abstinence from water, is the first con-
sideration in ostrich hunting. The course is both
annoying and dangerous, for, though the chase is on
level ground, with no fences to fear, the rhea takes
at once to the " pajas," or high grass. This is not
only a hindrance in itself, but conceals innumer-
able holes, made by groundhogs, and moles, that
are a constant menace to life and limb. Yet, on a
clear day in the bracing South American climate,
with plenty of game speeding before over a country
with an undulation like the ocean, no more exhilar-
ating sport than the chase of the South American
ostrich could be asked for. The most effecti\e
hunt is that followed by the Indians, or Gauchos.
They use the " bolas," or balls—three pieces of
stone, lead, or heavy hardwood, made round and
covered with rawhide. These balls are attached to
thongs of the same material, which are joined to-
gether in the center. • When all is ready the Indians
mount their horses and approach the game in a
large semi-circle, riding against the wind, for the
ostrich is keen of scent, and once he suspects the
presence of a man is off like lightning.

When birds are sighted the riders swing the bolas
round their heads with great rapidity, their horses
all the while going at full gallop, and when within
range hurl them at the game, entangling its legs,

wings, or necks, and tripping it, or stunning it if hit

on the head or any sensitive spot. It is wonderful
to see the natives rise in their saddles when at full

speed, swing the balls, and hit the mark, sometimes
at a distance of eighty yards. If one bird is

brought down the rest seem to become panic-strick-

en, and instead of escaping, remain near their fall-

en companion. In this way a score of them may
be killed in one spot.

To the man who loves hunting, for sake of the
chase alone, horses and greyhounds appeal more.
It is a sportsmanlike race, where the game has a

chance for its life. It is very like fox hunt-
ing, except that the ostrich is swifter, if anything,
and employs e\'en more dodges than a fo.x. For
instance, when the hunters are pressing close on the

game and it would seem that the dogs were about to

capture it, the bird takes advantage of the least

breath of air, raises one wing slightly, using it as a

sail, and running slantwise against the breeze, van-

ishes from sight like a leaf in a whirlwind. If by
any chance the breeze dies out and the hunters

again feel sure of their ostrich, the latter doubles

like a fo.x, and so quickly and suddenly that the

dogs pass beyond, making the hunt long drawn out,

difficult, and exciting.

Though game laws have been passed prohibiting

the killing of ostriches during the breeding season,

little if any attention is paid to them. It is esti-

mated that from 300,000 to 500,000 birds are slaugh-

tered annually—a number which has not only

thinned out the species to a great extent, but prom-
ises in time to extinguish it altogether. The only

remedy for this in a country where law is ineffect-

ive would be to establish ostrich farms similar to

those in Africa and California.

Nor is the ostrich hunted for its feathers alone.

Its flesh is agreeable, somewhat resembling mutton,

and an omelet made of the eggs, or rather several

omelets made of one ogg, possess a delicious fla\-or.

Consequently egg hunting is almost as much of a

sport as ostrich hunting. Se\eral hens lay in one

nest, which sometimes holds from twelve to twenty-

five eggs. The cock often hatches the eggs, and if

disturbed during the operation becomes very dan-

gerous, not hesitating to attack with his legs a man
on horseback.

material for fine

niade to discover or manufacture some sort of avail-
able substitute, but hitherto nobody seems to have
thought of utilizing the material aflorded by crea-
tures that live in the water.
Several kinds of fishes have skins that make ex-

cellent leather for some purposes. For example,
salmon hide serves so well in this way that the
Kskimos of Alaska make waterproof shirts and
boots out of it-in fact, even whole suits of clothes
They also cut jackets out of codfish skins, which
are very serviceable garments. Already frogskins
are coming into use for the mounting of books
where an exceptionally delicate
bindings is required.

Whalcskin would make an admirable leather for
some purposes, and it is a shame to think of the
countless thousands of hides of these cetaceans
that have been thrown away since the fishery for
them began. Porpoise leather is even now em-
ployed for razor strops, being considered a very su-
perior m.iterial. Seal leather, dyed in a number of
different colors, is included in the fish commission's
collection.

Hair seals are still enormously plentiful in the
North Atlantic and other seas, and it is not difficult
to kill them, so that they afford a very promising
source of leather supply. Walrus leather has come
into the market recently, but it will hardly amount
to much commercially, inasmuch as the animals are
being rapidly exterminated.

Another kind of leather now coming into the
market is that of the sea elephant. Up to within
a few years ago a species of sea elephant was found
on the Pacific coast, ranging as far north as Lower
California, but it has been entirely exterminated.
A related species occurs in antarctic seas, chiefl) on
Kerguelen island, and it was driven likewise almost
to the point of extermination a dozen years back.
So few of them were left that it became unprofit-

able to go after them, and so they had a chance to

increase in numbers.

OIANT TURTLES ARE SCARCE.
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LEATHER FROn FISM SKIN.

The United States fish commission recently has

been getting together a collection of leathers made
from the skins of fishes and other aquatic animals.

It is not only of interest to the curiosity seeker, but

it is intended to have a very practical value, show-

ing incidentally what may be done with the outer

coats of many creatures whose hides are commonly
esteemed worthless. Already the world's supply

of leather deri\'ed from land animals does not equal

the demand, so that the utmost efforts are being

The surviving giant turtles of the early tertiary

peroid, the remnant of the huge beasts that roamed
the earth ages before mammals were known, have
almost disappeared from the southern Pacific, where
they existed in great numbers early in the present

centuiy.

" I have assisted in the capture of many of these
great turtles," said Captain Walker W. Baxter, now
in New York on his way from London to his New
Zealand home, "on the Chatham islands, where
they were once so plentiful, but they are now going
the way of your buffalo and Indians. TheChatham
group belongs to our New Zealand colony, and I

first knew it when I was quite a young boy, away
back in 1833, when the native Morioris were con-

quered by the Maoris of New Zealand. The
Morioris were a large tribe in those days, but were
far outnumbered by the giant turtles that occupied

their islands and were preyed on liy them. Now
they are reduced to 100 souls or less all told, and
the turtles are even less numerous; that is, the big

fellows.

" At least 10,000,000 of these great turtles have

been destroyed in the last 100 years. The natives

ha\-e lived on them, sailors have carried them off

by shiploads and the wild black cats that li\e in the

lava crevices ha\-e destroyed them. The old ones,

the giant ones, the mighty ones that weighed from

800 to 1,000 pounds each, have disapipeared. and

their descendants, weighing from ten to twenty

pounds, alone are left, and soon they will be gone

and their place will mark another missing link.

" Sixty years ago there was no trouble in finding

a turtle on the Chatham islands weighing 500

pounds, and I have captured several that went over

800 pounds. A year ago I searched for several

days and the largest one I saw weighed only thirty-

two pounds. They li\-e no telling how long if they

arc not killed by man or the black cats, and they

apparently grow as long as they li\'e. Now they

have no opportunity to get any considerable growth,

and soon will be known only in books and on muse-

um shelves."

" I-IuLLO? " said the sparrow to the ant, " who are

you?" "I'm afraid I'm your ant," said the ant.

"I'm afraid you are right. Come inside," said the

sparrow, gobbling the ant up.
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OOOD riANNERS,

Cultivate politeness and good manners, boys

and girls. It will take you through many a time

when bnisquencss and boorishness will keep you

out. There may be no more in pleasant speech and

grace(ul action than there is in an air cushion, but

then, they are like the same cushion, very desirable

at times. Good manners go a long ways in deter-

mining the opinion people hiay have of you. A

polite and pleasant boy or girl will get through this

world much better and easier than the youth who is

the opposite. P^specially is this true in any capacity

of service. An employer docs not want the work

of anyone whose manner is such as to drive his cus-

tomers away.

The way to learn politeness is to continually prac-

tice it till it becomes perfectly natural, and requires

no thought. It is that something, outside of the

mero forms, that can not be learned out of a book.

It must be a part of the life of him who practices it

to be a success. Good breeding, or good manners,

and they are pretty much the same thing, can not

be put on and taken off like a garment. They

must be worn continually to be a success and herein

is where so many fail. The little courtesies and

observances of the well bred are too often absent

from the home in the relations between members of

the family. Many ii boy and girl, too, are rude and

unpleasant in their home life. Hard words, quar-

reling, and unpleasantness are rife the whole tlay

long. No real jjoliteness ever roots in such soil.

The way to do is to practice the courtesies and

amenities of life in our personal and social relations

with each other in the privacy of home. Once be-

gun and adhered to it becomes a part of our natures

and it is not necessary for the possessor to think

whether or not he is in good form when occasion

arises.

bodies were to be embalmed and placed in the

coffin on four little satin cushions found in the box.

They were to wear their winter costumes of black,

white, and violet, upon which was embroidered the

Countess' cipher, and their enameled collars painted

with roses and cypresses. The provisions of the

will were faithfully executed. The four little

beasts, which would much rather have remained

above ground, were sacrificed to their mistress' van-

ity and, appareled in all their trivial splendor, ac-

companied her on her journey to the old boatman,

who must have smiled grimly as he paddled the

unique crowd across the river to the realm of

shades. It, is to be .hoped the familiar sign, "no

dogs allowed," was not hung on his skiff.

The ruling passion of devotion to finery is not

confined to Countesses. The story is still told of a

poor old cobbler, in a Michigan village who when

his wife died had her cofl^n placed on end without

.the lid and photographed by a traveling artist. He

had his wife arrayed in her Sunday best gown, a

bonnet with huge roses on her head, her handglass

fastened to one hand, and a showy red and white

open parasol in the other, and thus singularly ac-

coutered the deceased woman's picture was taken.

.It was not even necessary for the artist to admonish

her to "look pleasant." She had a pleasant expres-

sion and the afflicted cobbler fairly beamed with

pleasure. The artist himself was delighted. The

sun never shone more brightly. Everything was

pleasant. The picture was not only a touching trib-

ute to the old lady's humble vanity but a solace to

the old man, for even in death his wife had every-

thing she liked in this life.

So when Tope celebrated the coquettish Countess

of Coventry in his verse, whose last words to her

maid were,

" Betty, lenti these cheeks a little red;

Sure, one must not look frightful when one's dead,"

he only gave expression to a common passion of

human nature which sometimes is so strong that it

outlives life. And yet how soon Countesses and

cobblers' wives grow indistinguishable!

" Golden lads and girls all must

As chimney sweepers come to dust."

°g«s
1,11

voidable necessities of preparation never
ble a second thought. There is a good defroV'""'
sense in the proverb about not crossinp K j

we come to them. **

A pretty good way is to organize a Don't W
Club of one, and elect yourself president a

""'

be an example to all the members. Thou
years agone Israel's royal singer wrote a poe^

'"'

in it he said that even though he walked in th

'"''

ley of the shadow of death he would fpa,
' **''

That s It. To fear no evil is to do no wo
To be going around continually fussing over tl,'

that can't be helped is a veritable pin scratch
^^

the shirt to all around who have to listen n •

"

stop it, find a better way. There's nothing
so'bjj

that it might not be worse. Think of that sid "i

things.

Don't worry. It is unpleasant, hinder,

thought and action, and nevei- does any

Think of the bright side of things. There's
s

shine in God's world. Hunt it up. Don't ivo

for God is in heaven and the world's all right

DO NOT EXPECT TOO MUCH.

THE DUNKARD BONNET.

ABNORHAL PRIDB.

Undkr the heading of the "The Ruling Passion"

a Chicago daily prints the following on the pride

that follows after the grave. What must be the

condition of mind in those who think that tinselry

and folly help theiti before God? Most people are

willing to stop at the grave with their vanity, but

there arc others who believe in carrying it across, if

they can.

The " ruling passimi strong in death " has r;irely

been more clearly exemplified than in the case of

the Countess de Castiglione, an Italian woman,
equally famous for her beauty and her vanity, who
died recently. Her will stipulated that her body
was "to be beautifully clad with the raiment in a

box bearing on a brass plate the inscription ' Cloth-

ing for my burial.' " When the box was opened

the burial trousseau was found to consist of a black

and white striped plush dressing gown, a necklace

of black and white pearls, with a crystal locket, a

rosary, a Lourdes silver medal, and two bracelets,

one of onyx and pearls, the other in black enamel

with brilliants. She also directed that her arms,

hands and feet, which were unusually handsome,
should be left bare, and that the bod)' to which she

was so attachetl "was not to be profaned with the

scalpel of any (piack, any sawbones, any dentist, or

any prover of certain death."

The ghastly toilet business of death was not con-

fined to her own person. The Countess had four

tiny terriers. Tote, Zig, Jondoya, and Casino, and
these unfortunate dogs she decided should accom-

pany her on her journey across the Styx. Their

News comes of the open rebellion of the %vomen of the

Dunkard church against the regulation head gearprescribed

by the church law.

Everybody will remember to have seen the little " Tunker
bonnet," concerning wliich Ben. S. Parker, of Indiana, has

sung. When it frames a pretty and youtliful face it is a most

fetching accessory. But the women of Itie Dunkard sect have

tired of the preaching concerning ttie " vain and foolish fash-

ions of the world" and there is no easement because it is

preached by meek-faced elders in shad-bellied coats. They
have looked longingly at the feathered and flowered and be-

ribboned creations of their sisters out of the church and have
lusted after them.

One may regret to witness the passing of the sensible Dunk-
ard bonnet, which sits like a benediction on the head of its

modest owner, but if the sisters have made up their minds re-

specting this matter the brethren may well despair of being
able to change their minds.

The above clipping from an Iowa daily paper,

sent us by a sensible Inglenook sister, shows how
little the outside >vorld knows of the facts among us.

Will any little girl who chafes under the restrictions

of the bonnet please read over and over again the

Editor's regret? There may be two sides to the
question, but it will be a bad day when the " bene-
diction" leaves the head of its "modest owner."
Will the A'lri'i Editor please remember that the
benediction, the bonnet and the modesty are still

with us, and likely to remain, which is as it should
be?

While the person who has united with n
church should have the 'tenderest nurture, yei „

the other hand, he should not expect too rancli ji

the hands of the older members of the connees.

tion. He should remember, first, that they are vere

fallible, and may neglect their duty, ind miss tht

mark in many ways.

Then he should also bear in mind thatmostol

them are busy people, having many cares and dnlie

devolving upon them, so that they cannot always

bestow upon others the attention that may be ex-

pected.

No person who unites with the church should ex-,

pect too much of his fellow-members. He should

at least try to take care of himself and his own spir-

itual interests, and should not beguile himself with

the expectation of being coddled and petted. Ills

the duty of all rather to minister to others than lo

be ministered unto.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: Don't Worry.

The man or woman who is a Christian has every
reason to be happy. They are children of a king,
sure of their inheritance, and that they should go
through this life complaining and worrying over
evils that are present or expected, is a great mis-
take. Worrying never helped anything, but it has
made countless thousands unhappy. Can't help it

did you say? Not if you keep so everlastingly ai
It th,it It has become a habit. But there is a much
better way, and it is to regard the inevitable and
the certain philosophically, and beyond the una-

Editors have their troubles. One of these nitn

who presides over the destinies of a western paper

is mourning the loss of two subscribers. One wrote

asking ho\v to raise his twins safely, while the other

wanted to know how he might rid hisorchardof

grasshoppers, says the NonvaJk Hour. The ansiier

went forward by mail, but by accident the Editor

put them into the wrong envelopes, so that the man

with the twins received the answer:

"Cover them carefully with straw and set lire to

it, and then the little pests, after jumping ir

flames for a few minutes, will be speedily settW.

And the man with grasshoppers was told to "P"

castor oil and rub their gums with a bone.'

Dorothy has a baby brother who has recw

been ill with the coming through ol his first te^'

1 think he has the baldest head I ever saw on an^

fant. It has caused Dorothy great anxiety,

stood at the mother's knee one day, gently pa""'-

the little head. „,,j,

" Be careful, Dorothy," said the mother,
^,^

kno* poor little brother is sick. He is cuttme

teeth."

Dorothy patted the bald head f':"'^':'''"^''''
, |„„

"Mamma," she said, "is it going to ma

'

sick when he cuts his hair?
"

Can a man use two or more languages "i

^^ |

facility and accuracy? The 1^°'-'^'*,""'",
'j'^ood

One language, and that one learned in chil

^^^^^^

all that any man ever uses with ease an
^^

It is the language in which we ''ib''"='"^|^^,,

j

thinking that we use the best. O'
'^'™'*^„3gei,l"'

people who understand a number of l""^''
jj
H

after all it is the language of youth t^^^^^_^^

easiest and the surest in either speech or

the m=">'
The Inglenook is grateful for the "'"'

^'^.j,,,;.

expressions of interest in the work a
^^

nf criticis"
commendation for the paper. >-"

^^j^,,
I

has been practically none of serious cI'T
'^

publication is continually widening an
^

^

in its field of operation. Every day
*'"^^|j;r

without exception, has brought su

kind words to the desk of the man.-ige"'
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THE BELGIAN MARE.

CV JOHN E. MOHLER.

hare ranges in color from a reddish

"'^Mack The color generally adopted by
"

ailed "Rufus Red." No
breeders.

, ^ ,
. .

to know why the color is given such a

of this color are a reddish brown
The hares

fc.

jckinS'

act.

end of each

of

hair is tipped with

the hair is called
that the

The black tipping

and it gi«5 * sprinkling of black on the

brown color, somewhat resembling the

""TLr common wild rabbits. Then there are

''"'

olors. such as the "golden fawn," the " sil-

'"'^'

nd the jet black. In the golden fawn.

has been eliminated by breeding.
ifaivn,

hiack ticking

"/the color is a golden hue. In the silver fawn

king is also absent, and the hares are a beau-

'."sjlvcry fawn color. While the riifus red is the

"si
common color, and many people have nothing

°

the other colors are becoming more popular

Le fanciers. The weight of a full-grown Belgi-

from seven to twelve pounds. At three-

sold they are about the size of the common

iW rabbit.

Gtowin" the Belgian hare for market seems des-

icd 10 become an importanfindustry. At present

e meat sells in the butcher shops of cities at

enly-iive cents a pound, and its production costs

than poultry meat, where proper arrangements

had. The high market price is because of the

ircity of hares, and the superior excellence of the

[at, which is claimed to rival frog legs. The writ-

cannot vouch for the superiority of the meat, but

is the universal claimjthat such is the case, and if

,
there is hardly a limit to the proportions the in-

islr}' may assume in America. They do well

ised in close quarters, and every back yard may
veritable park for the hares. They produce

Ml four to six litters a year, summer and winter,

hen housed, and their food'is the commonest sort

stuff found on every farm. Shelled bats and

over hay is a favorite ration, and- hard breadcrusts

c delicacies. They are admirable pets, and be-

iDie quite tame. My seven year old girl feeds

IIS, and when she goes in among them she cries,

jetawa)', get away, I'll step on you."

1( the recent interest in Belgian hare culture con-

lues, it will surpass poultry raising, as being both
ore fascinating and more profitable. Just now
• are raised for market, because the demand for

ecders keeps the price away above what the mar-
Ipays. A full-grown pair of hares will sell for

» S20 to S40, depending on their excellence.
;iT superior stock may sell for hundreds of dol-
ls per pair, but the Inglenook readers are not in-
Ksted in those yet. Young hares can often be
ughltorS4 apiece, and they will do just as well

start from, if you are willing to wait. It

" have money to invest the older ones will pay
illiemsclves in a few months. Of course the

any one gets out of the business dependsm upon the person. Anyone an, do it, but
"isn'tsaying everyone will.

"'nnsinrg^ Mo,

HOW THE BIBLE WAS MADE.

*™'last issue we told how the sacred books
,;'8ive„ tothechurche

writing, one called the uncial, the other the cursive
The uncial, from the Latin word for an inch, was in
large, capital letters written in one solid line clear
across the page.

THISISTHEWAYTHATTHEUNXIAI.WRITI
NGLOOKED. The apparent reason for this style
of writing was in the expensiveness of the material
used to write on, and the economizing of space.
Down to the tenth century this uncial style of writ-
ing, as it was called, was in universal use. After
that up to the time of the discovery of the art of
printing, a cursive, or running hand was adopted
Naturally there would be a great many more old
manuscripts in the cursive style than in the uncial,
which, being so much older, would have disap-
peared in the wreck and ravage of time. As to the
number of these old manuscrijits and their relation
to each other, we can do no better than copy the
following, a very condensed and accurate state-
ment:

"The number of New Testament manuscripts,
complete or fragmentary, now known, exceeds sev-
enteen hundred, dating from A. D. 330 to 1 500. Of
these probably seventy or eighty are over one thou-
sand years old. Dr. Scrivener makes record of 158
ii,ida/s and 1605 airsurs : some of them being Lcc-
tionaries. or Service-Books, containing only the
Scripture lessons read in the churches;—and the
number is increased from time to time by explora-
tions in ancient libraries, especially in the East,
"The «(««<• manuscripts, dating from about .A. D.

800 to 1500, number between nine and ten hundred.
Some are beautifully illuminated; some being writ-
ten on"; linen paper, which was first used in the
twelfth century; others upon cotton paper, which
was used as early as the ninth century; others, like

the older uncial manuscripts, being written upon
parchmentand vellum, which have been in use from
before the Christian era. Some thirty of these
manuscripts contain the entire New Testament; oth-

ers contain only portions. Manuscript books being
bulky, the New Testament was for convenience
transcribed in several volumes. Hence the manu-
scripts preserved are mostly of separate portions,

rather than entire New Testaments. Of manu-
scripts containing the four Gospels there are more
than six hundred; of the Acts of the .Apostles and
Catholic Epistles there are more than two hundred:
there are about three hundred manuscripts of the

Epistles of Paul, and about one hundred of the book
of Revelation; besides more than four hundred
Lectionfirics, containing the Lessons for public read-

Onginally the project was to raise the silver-gray
fox, the fur being more valuable than th.at of the
blue fox, the common rate for a pell being S50 for
the silver-gray and S16 for the blue fox. The sil-
ver-gray is a comparatively ferociou.s beast, consid-
ering the cowardly natiire of the species in general
and IS also much given to kilflng its young It has
been almost impossible to domesticate this animal
It IS, perhaps, more of a wolf than a fox in its in-
stincts and the raising of them has been practically
abandoned, there being but a single island where
they are now to be found in any number.

Practically the blue fox is the only pne which is
bred, and it is readily tamed and with gentle han-
dling soon becomes so domesticated in its habits as
to accept food from the hand of its keeper. Neither
of these is a distinct species, the blue fox being de-
veloped from the whitc^ fox, while the silver-gray
and black comes from the red. The usual food is

fish, either raw or cooked, and cornmeal mixed with
tallow.

P.xcept for a couple of months in midsummer,
the feeding is done throughout the year at the aver-
age cost of St. 50 per fox. Each of the islands has
from two to three keepers for the fox ranch, accord-
ing to the number of foxes cared for, and they
spend their entire time the year around in the work.

Skins are taken from Nov. 20 to Jan, 20, the
method being to catch the foxes in traps. The kill-

ing age is about eighteen months, although fox
skins may be had as young as eight months, and if

especially well grown the animals are sometimes
killed at that age. The semidomestication of the
fur-bearing animals affords the only possible escape
from the early extermination of a large part of
those species which now provide the most costly
and luxurious of wearing apparel. It seems reason-
able to suppose that the Alaskan fox industry, in

which Sloo,000 is now invested, may be the begin-
ning of a great and profitable business, the islands
of Alaska being particularly fitted for the experi-
ment and few of them of the least value for ar

other purpose.
m

FORTUNES IN CUT FLOWERS.
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"Of the more ancient uncial manuscripts of the

New Testament the number is naturally much
smaller; but there are sixty-two manuscripts of the

Gospels, fifteen of the Acts, seven of the Catholic

Epistles, twenty of the Epistles of Paul, and five

manuscripts of the Apocalypse—contained in eigh-

ty-three distinct manuscripts, according to the list

prepared by Dr. Ezra Abbot in 1S83 for Dr. Schaff's

' Companion to the Greek Testament and English

Version.' In this account some seventy uncial

Lcctionarics are not included, their great antiquity

being less certain."

The story of the discovery of these old manu-

scripts reads like a romance. It will be told later.

(To be CanUnutd.')

RAISING FOXES FOR PELTS.
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Raising foxes for their pelts is assuming propor-

tions of considerable magnitude on the Alaskan is-

lands, many of which have been leased for this pur-

pose, and others have been appropriated without

the payment of a government yearly rental of Sioo

for each island. There are now no less than thirty-

five islands occupied by the proprietors of fox-

ranches.

The industry is still in an experimental stage and

in many cases it is a question whether the labor and

expenditure may not prove a bad investment, but

there are other instances in which proper business

methods have been used where the returns will soon

be adequate and promise immense profits in the fu-

ture, says the Scientific American. The foxes cost

from Si 50 to S200 a pair and the work has been go-

ing on for fifteen years or more, and up to date

there have been practically no returns, but as three

of the islands have now over a thousand foxes it

will be seen that it must be only a question of a

short time when the venture will turn out satisfac-

torily from a financial point of view.

Of roses there are sold in this country, annually,

one hundred millions, worth six millions of dollars.

To these must be added an equal number of carna-

tions, valued at four millions of dollars, and seven-

ty-five millions of violets, valued at seven hundred
and fifty thousand dollars. Of lilies and miscella-

neous flowers enough are sold to fetch, at first hand,

a million and a quarter of dollars, while the single

item of chrysanthemums grown in the United States

represents half a million dollars every twelvemonth.

In addition must be reckoned the plants sold in

pots, which are said to number something like one

hundred millions in a year. Their estimated value

is ten millions of dollars.

The demand for flowers in this country, as with

other liixuries, is steadily growing, and the business

of producing them under glass is sure to increase

enormously during the next decade. Prices obtaina-

ble for rare and beaiftiful blossoms grow higher

from year to year, and rich people are spending

fortunes in the creation of private glass gardens for

the production, most particularly, of roses and or-

chids. This might be called The Age of Flowers;

for never in the history of the world have flowers

been so highly appreciated as they nre at the pres-

ent time.
. .

There is a farmer named Rogers in the North
who possesses a Jersey cow, which he used to dri\'e,

morning and e\'ening, to and from the pasture, not

far from his home. One morning, as one of his

neighbors was passing along the road, he met Mr.

Rogers walking in the middle of the lane, his mind
apparently engrossed with some weighty question.

The neighbor called out: "Good morning. I\Ir. Rog-

ers. Where are you going? " " W'hy,"' said ]\Ir.

Rogers, in a surprised way, "I'm dri\ing the cow to

the pasture." And he waved his hand toward

where the cow ought to have been. "Well, where

is the cow? " asked his friend. "I suppose I forgot

to let her out of the barn," answered Mr. Rogers,

humbly, as he realized his position. And he had.

That a boy is a pretty wild youth is often an evi-

dence of mere physical buoyancy and animal spirits.

It is when the activity takes the turn of meanness

that his friends may feel alarmed.
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ARTIFICIAL LinBS A SPECIALTY.

Although the artificial limb industry of Chicago

is restricted to eight factories and an annual output

of about 1,000 legs, arms, hands, feet and parts

tlu-rrof, it is as large and as important an industry

in Its field of operation as the most mammoth of

the manufacturing enterprises. The average price

of limhs ranges from S6o to Seoo. The art of mak-

ing artificial limbs dales hundreds of years before

the Christian era, but modern Chicago makers are

^plicing pieces and making whole limbs for every

civilized country in the world. Only about fifty

people are employed by the eight factories, but

most of them are men of decided mechanical inge-

nuity. In addition to the most careful adjustment

<! the several parts of the joints, according to exist-

ing devices, they are constantly experimenting on

models for still belter results. That, together with

superior workmanship, is the reason why Chicago-

m.ade artificial limbs are favorites the world over.

The makers do more than fill orders— or, at least

some of them do. They study the anatomy of man

so as to have a better understanding of what is re-

(|uired of artificial limbs; besides, they keep them-

selves well informed of the cause of the demand for

limbs and the percentage of one kind over another.

The proportion is ten legs or parts of legs to one of

arms. Seventy per cent of the whole output comes

from emi)loyes of railways and five per cent from

passengers. Ten per cent comes from amputations

necessitated by " consumption of the bone," as they

call it; two per cent from the army and navy, and

thirteen per cent from miscellaneous causes. It is

a.curious fact that the elbow joint cannot be dupli-

cated with springs and hinges; hence an amputa-

tion above the elbow causes almost a total loss of

the arm, but an artificial arm may be put on so true

to nature that it will deceive completely until there

is use for it, when the fact is made very clear that

at best it is only ornamental. But when the ampu-

tation is below the elbow the arm can be spliced

out, and even the fingers can be made somewhat

serviceable.

Foreign orders are accompanied by a carefully-

prepared ])laster cast of the limb requiied, together

with the cause of the amputation and such other

information as to measurements, etc., as the maker

would ask for were the person present. A few

weeks ago it was found that a combination of leath-

er and aluminum makes a lighter and yet stronger

limb, with decidedly better knee, ankle and toe ac-

tion, than other materials. However, some experts

still hold that wood is the best materi;d under all

circumstances, and they will make no other kind.

The business of artificial limb makiiig is called the

" prosthetic industry," and means literally the pro-

cess of adding to the human body some artificial

part in place of one that may be wanting. One
who makes sucli artificial parts is called a prothe-

tician or prothetist.

Herodotus speaks of at least one man, an Alean,

who procured a wooden foot to take the place of

the natural one which he lost while escaping from a

Spartan prison. I'liny tells of a man, 167 H. C,
who wore an artificial hantl of his own design and

construction, and it was so well done that he could

use it to wield a sword in battle. There is the re-

mains of an artificial leg in tlie museum of the

Royal College of .Surgeons in London which was

exhumed from a tomb at Capura in 1858. The
official catalogue says " the leg is made with pieces

of Ulin bronze, fastened by bronze nails to a wooden
core. Two iron bars, having holds in their free

ends, are attached to the upper extremity of the

bronze: a quadrilateral piece of iron found near the

position of the foot is thought to have given

strength to it. The skeleton had its waist surround-

ed by a bell of sheet bronze edged with small riv-

ets, probably used to fasten a leather lining. The
vases found in the tomb place the period at about

300 years B. C." Since the fifteenth century artifi-

cial limb-making has been a regular industry in

nearly all countries.

Not only many doctors but nearly all the laity

have a notion that the amputation of a limb short-

ens the life of the individual, and also the greater

the quantity of the limb cut off the greater the

abridgment of life. But statistics contradict that

theory flatly. By careful comparison for half a

century it is ascertained that cutting off limbs— not

all the limbs, of course—does not shorten life at all.

Of the patrons of an artificial limb factory less than

twenty-five per cent died during a term of over for-

ty years, and nearly every one of them died from

accident or old age, and not one died as the direct

result of being short a leg or arm. It is claimed

that there is no record of anyone, or but very few,

at least, who died of pulmonary or cardiac diseases

who wore an artificial limb, except where the

disease was contracted before the limb was ampu-

tated. However, the amputation of limbs is not

recommended by piothcticians as a preventive of

lung and heart troubles.

Perhaps it has never occurred to many that the

great body of wearers of artificial limbs are poor

people that is, jioor people in contradistinction to

the rich. It is very rare that a wealthy person is

seen with an artificial limb and the reason is clear

enough. It is the man who works with his hands

in the mill, on the railway, in the mine, in the gang-

way of the steamboat and in the other avenues of

employment where danger to limb and life is al-

ways present, that has to repair himself with artifi-

cial bits of mechanism to splice out his once un-

broken body. And so the question of the first in-

vestment and the subsequent repairs of the delicate

joints is one of no little moment to poor people,

but they are necessary expenditures and have to be

provided for. It means lime lost and a heavy drain

upon wages for a long time. Investors have re-

duced all this to the minimum and competition

obliges limb-makers to use the best of material and

do their work well. This is particularly true of the

ankle joint, where the strain is always great and

where the mechanism is delicate and complicated.
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I be no
Chinatown now has a post office in New

It is not a full-fledged office, as there

collection for or delivery from it, but it will give the

citizens of that section a convenient opportunity of

registering letters and buying money orders and

stamps, which is really all that is desired.

The new substation is known as No. 133, and the

patient official in charge of it is Theodore Freling-

huysen Baldwin. Mr. Baldwin is not a first-class

Chinese linguist, but confesses to having a danger-

ous smattering of that language. His middle name,

furthermore, has about it a vague suggestion of

Chinese tea. which, it is hoped, may lead his cus-

tomers to trust him. He is assisted by Edward J.

Granville and Julius Rothschild, both of whom are

said to have a speaking acquaintance with the Chi-

nese language, and are, furthermore, noted for un-

limited patience. It is they who will wrestle with

the careless and indistinct handwriting of hurried

Chinese merchants. Superscriptions suggesting

nothing but the wearisome wanderings of an erratic

fly walking over paper after having been rescued

from an inkwell, will be referred as a last resort to

the joss house near by, where arrangements have

been made for the care of desperate cases.

The collection and delivery of mails in the dis-

trict will still be done by carriers from the general

post office. The new substation, it is said, will in

no wise lighten the burden of the carriers who have
labored through Chinatown for years.

Letter Carrier James Campora, who has circulated

through the district for eight years, affected cheer-
fulness in discussing recently the life he leads. He
is a well-preserved man, considering his years of
struggle with Chinese addresses. Beneath an air of
assimled nonchalance can be detected a spirit of in-

effable weariness, such as might be found in a man
who spent his life searching for the proverbial nee-
dle in a haystack.

"Oh. it ain't so bad," said Campora, "when you
get used to it. In the first place, the Chinamen,
who, by the way. are great writers of letters, always
\.ry to put the address on in English and Chinese.
Those who write from China have generally had the
addressed envelopes sent to them. On the other
hand, the Chinamen who write to each other from
different parts of the city or State always address

'" t""'' languages. One great trouble,
s that there are so many Chinamen by

one name. This came near driving me crazy at
first. I might start out with a bag full of letters
about 300 of which would be addressed to Ah Fong

server for warships. One of the best
smokejess powder is made with the cornstalk
basis. It is ground up and used as an abs
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up, like the ordinary black powder, and burn a
thing in sight. It can be made into slicksln"

lead pencil, which, when lighted, burn like a can
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instead of exploding. '

This slow-burning feature is valuable. Tht „,

zle-velocity is just the same, but there is not :i

same explosive element about it. Anotheradva'

age that is noted is that there are not the hci,

aches resultant from the use of the nitrous powdti-

The gases liberated do not seem to be so noxims

as the chemical combination with the corn doesr

produce such poisonous vapors.

Lately the agricultural department at Wasliii;

ton has been experimenting with a new f.
.'

cattle, manufactured from the cornstai:

whole stalk, pith and all, is ground up tii; ,

fiiie as flour. It is then mixed with blood .1

grade of molasses. Perhaps an explanation , .^

essary concerning the use of blood. Itisonlyr

ployed where it can be obtained in large quantilit

as around slaughter houses, and then only the l^'^

est grade is used, for even blood has become val;

ble in this commercial age. As a usual tbm^ : ^

used in conjunction with alow grade of nin' i-l,

which is too poor to have a marketable \'alueby;'

self.

This mixture of cornstalk, blood and mh-

is then made into cakes under heavy pre^viri, ;

the product is allowed to dry. It become^ lin '

bricks, and is then shipped out in ton 1
:

feeding it out the cakes are broken with .1 i)':-

and placed in water, when they swell and bic.«

soft. It is an excellent food, and cattle thrive oni

to a remarkable extent. A careful analy^i- 1'-

tablished its theoretical nutritive value, but

'

proof is always fat, sleek cattle, and these an w.

wherever the compound is used.

WHERE COW BELLS ARE HADE.
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FULFILLING DUTIES.

I
REACH a duty, yet I do it not.

And therefore see no higher; but if done,

brightened, and another spot

moral sun.
My
Seen on my

., For. be the duty high as angel's flight,

Fulfill it, and a higher will arise

E'en from its ashes. Duty is infinite -

Sim. Sunday a School ^i^

CHRISTIANITY'S VITALITY.

In

Receding lo the skies.'

rHP rllSSIONARY CONFEREWE OF NINETEEN
T""^' HUNDRED.

The
Missionary Conference lield in New York, a

Ijme ago, is more far-reaching in scope and
1°

jijj deeper in interest than any ever held be-

A(ew facts were brought out which we will do

.[] to remember.

Foreign Missions Pay.—The speakers at that

inference
referred to this many times. They

lied the assertion, " whether one take the word

f to mean civilization, education, financial mar-

s
influence upon churches at home—any way

1
choose to take the word." There is no reason

speak doubtfully upon the subject. The giver to

ission causes is blest above the receiver and to us

home who are doing what we can, will come the

reater blessing. One of the speakers at the con-

ftncesaid that the greatest charity organization

Ihc worid is foreign missions.

;. Chuuch People Will Read Missionary Lit-

RATlRE.—To read is to gain information, for our

ooks on missions are up to the level of other liter-

lure nowadays. They relate incidents of absorb-

mlerest, and deal with facts that vitally interest

all The illustrations of scenes in foreign lands,

und in our missionary periodicals, are \'ery good;
ley portray the scenes as truly as the magazines.
ne lady kept very well-informed by reading only
issionary literature.

not e.Nist to be

EXHIBIT OF SOUVENIRS.

The preachers and teachers returning from the
corners of (he earth had an exhibit of souvenirs

Iht Conference. In the medical department of
tshibit, they had the simple physics and the
bottles of remedies which frequently makeup

*ysician's entire outfit, when in heathen lands.
le'ewere pictures of lepers in various stages of the
ad disease. " A photograph of a woman's foot,
bones of which had been broken repeatedly in

"er to compress the toes, their phalanges and theW of the heel into a three inch shoe-the stand-
fy so-called ' high caste ' woman of the mid-

^^

ntry strives to attain—demonstrated the en-
« ""ture of Chinese women more graphically
^'jrauldawholeshopfulof the pretty embroid-

0"ts that are usually relied upon to tell their

these days of what is known as advanced
thought there is a manifest tendency not only to
criticise the shortcomings of those who profess the
Christian religion, but to attack with asperity the
Christian religion itself. This is both misleading
and unjust.

It is true that a creed is commonly and justly
judged by the conduct of its professors. ' By their
fruits shall ye know them "

is axiomatic in all re-
ligions, and if Christianity had produced only thorns
and thistles Christianity would deserve condemn.v
tion—or, rather, it would
deinned.

A religion which does not make for right living—
which does not better humanity—does not sur-
vive. That Christianity has thriven for almost
twenty centuries is the best proof that it contains
the essentials of a moral philosophy. That some of
Its adherents fail to exemplify that philosophy
merely shows that profession and practice are not
inseparable-a fact manifest in other matters be-
sides religions.

There is good in all the great religions which
dominate the world. The basic principle of all is the
same — recognition of an overruling power and in-

culcation of the doctrine that man is charged with
duties toward his neighbor as well as to himself.
Buddhism and Mohammeda'nism as well as Chris-
tianity teach justice, mercy and charity. There are
unworthy Buddhists and Mohammedans as well as
unworthy Christians. Humanity does not always —
it does not ever—live up to its ideals. But that
constitutes no reproach to the ideals.

In spite of pessimists in and out of the churches
Christianity is not on the wane. It is not even on
the defensive, for its philosophy is that of humanity
and, therefore, impregnable.

Theologians may dispute over doctrinal points
and scientists may attack the historical side of the
Scriptures, but if all the theology and all the his-

tory contained in the Bible were eliminated and
cast aside—if nothing were left save the Sermon on
the Mount— that statement of morality would in-

sure the perpetuation of the Christian religion

through all tiine.

It is just as well for faint-hearted Christians to re-

turn to first principles. Disputes over predestina-
tion and literal inspiration, over fine-spun questions
of man-made doctrine, are as the mere humming of

the idle wind against the walls of a mighty fortress.

The Christian religion is founded upon Io\-e for

God and one's neighbor and, being based upon
those immutable principles, it will survive under
one name or another as long as the race retains the

knowledge of right and wrong.

Fot» * the * Wee * Folk
THE BLUEBIRD.
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So into it He breathed a song.

And suddenly with petals strong
As wings, aw.iy it rtew.
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If a sculptor, from a block of marble, should

chisel a statue and endow that piece of stone with

life, reason would require that statue to do the will

of its maker. Should that living stone become
broken, and its form greatly marred and its beauty

all gone, and that sculptor should gather together

the fragments and again clothe it with life and
beauty that might last forever, surely that statue

would never be able to pay its maker and restorer,

but would love him and serve him forever.

You are the statue, made of the dust of the earth,

and in the likeness and image of God; and that

image, so marred and broken by sin and its beauty

destroyed, has been restored by the Hea\'enly Fa-

ther to you and to all who wish to be like him;

surely then you owe him more than you can ever

pay, and you will gi\e him the strength of your life

by gratefully serving him in every possible way.

THE STORK'S MESSAOE.

Far away in Norway there is a quiet little village
where the figure of a stork appears, carved on the
church and over many of the houses. All children
in that village know the history of that stork, and
how in return for kindness he saved the boy, Conrad,
from hopeless misery.

Conrad and his mother once lived in this village.
She was a widow, and this little lad was all she had
to love in the world. God had implanted tenderness
in the boy's heart for bird and beast, and he grew to
love a stork which every summer built its nest on
the house-top.

When Conrad was grown to be a young man, he
went as a sailor, and set out for a distant land.
At first all went well with the sailor, but one day,

when they were near to the coast of Africa, a num-
ber of pirates took the ship and put the crew in irons,
and on reaching port, sold them as slaves.

Conrad, years after, Aas toiling by himself one
day in some lonely place, when a stork came flying
close and wheeled about him. In a moment he
thought of the days of his boyhood, his home, his
mother, and their yearly visitor.

He whistled as he used to do to call the bird long
ago, and to his joy the stork came to him, as if to be
fed.

Truth is a strong and abiding foundation on

which to build. An individual or nation without

truth is worse than dead. How much more impor-

tant is truth than intellect, talent, wealth, fame and

beauty!

It is more precious than eloquence, gold, lands or

stocks. Christianity, with its hopes and prospects

of life everlasting and joy eternal, would be useless

to us but for the absolute truthfulness of God.

The plan of salvation requires that the wicked

ml'st not only give up his way, but his thoughts also.

At that moment Conrad's heart was full of tears
and thanksgiving. It was as though a dear old
friend had found him.

But Conrad's heart grew sad again as the time
came for the bird to fly away to the North. Was it

going to his mother's cottage? Was there any one
to welcome it now and to feed it?

Suddenly a thought came to him. He might find

help in the stork, and yet get away from his slavery.
He managed to write a line or two on a scrap of
paper, telling where he was and that he was a slave.

This he tied firmly round the bird's leg, and com-
mitted his message to God's care.

Spring came again to the cold north lands, and
with spring came the stork to seek its old nest.

The widow's eyes grew bright at sight of the bird,

which reminded her of her lost boy, and she wel-

comed and fed it tenderly. As it took the food
from her hand, she caught sight of the paper tied to
its leg, and with some curiosity removed it. What
was her joy to find it a message from her son.

She could scarcely believe her eyes as she read it.

She ran hastily to the ininister of the little parish

to show the precious letter. The news spread
through the village, and a cry went forth from every
house; "We must send and redeem Conrad!"
They meant it. too. The next Sunday morning

they brought their money to the church, and each
gave what he could for the widow's son. Then they
chose one of their number to go to the king to lay

the case before him, and get him to send a ship of

war to the help of Conrad, such a one as no pirate

dare touch.

It was done. To the simple faith of those times,

it would ha\'e seemed disobeying the will of God
had such a sign been neglected. The war-ship

made good speed, and she was given good success,

for the stork had not flown, on the autumn day when
the bells of the church rang out, and all the people
rejoiced .with great joy, for the widow's son was re-

deemed, and was safely at home again in his moth-
er's cottage.

Such is the story of the stork told in the quiet

Norway \-illage to this day.

A SMALL boy recently visited a church for the first

time, where the pews were very high. Being asked

on his return home what he did in church, he replied;

" I just went into a big cupboard and sat on a shelf."

"Who are the peacemakers? " asked the Sunday
school superintendent. "The police," promptly

answered a small boy on the back seat.
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TRADE IN QUEER ANIMALS.

from th

it would

BV RENE BACHE.

There is no branch of the animal kingdom, nor

any corner of the world, that is not ransacked and

explored nowadays for the purpose of collecting

natural history curiosities to supply the commercial

demand. .Special expeditions are sent out to re-

mote and almost inaccessible regions to gather

strange and rare animals, for which the market is as

unfailing as for any staple product of the .sod or

the factory. Firms dealing in such merchandise ni

a large way are located inmost big cities both in

this country and abroad, and, judging

comprehensiveness of their catalogues,

seem as if there was nothing that Hies or walks or

swims that they are not prepared to furnish on short

notice at list prices.

One of these catalogues advertises a largeassort-

ment of " live material," as it is termed. From this

document one learns that he can obtain large bull-

frogs at three dollars a dozen, alive and kicking;

medium-sized bullfrogs arc cheaper, costing only

Si.-; for twelve. Turtles are two dollars a dozen

for "adults," and small ones for aquaria are offered

,a fifteen cents each. Fond snails, "in assorted

lots," are listed at twenty-five cents a dozen; cray-

fish cost one dollar a dozen, and newts are fifteen

cents each. In ordering crayfish, it is requested

that h few days' notice be given in which to secure

them in case the stock should be low. No such res-

ervation, however, is made in the case of earth-

worms, which come at sixty cents a dozen. It is safe

to say that any small boy will furnish earthworms

under this rate.

It will be understood that all the above animals

will be shipped alive. The catalogue quotes small

alligators at fifty to seventy-five cents apiece. Live

rattlesnakes come higher—especially the diamond

rattlesnake, which costs from five to twelve dollars.

Fcouomical persons, however, may prefer a ground

rattlesnake at one dollar. The copperhead is sup-

posed to be about as deadly as the rattlesnake, and

may be obtained for two dollars, while chicken

snakes \-ind garter snakes sell as low as fifty cents

flies when it is young, but cannot do so after it has

matured. The adult bird beats the water with its

wings as it swims, and this suggested the name giv-

en to the species at a period when all steamers were

side wheelers. It cannot rise in flight, for the rea-

son that, as it gets older, its wings do not develop

in proportion to its increase in weight.

HAKINO OF POCKET KNIVES.

I'ocKET knives have been made in this country

for many years and there are now here some scores

of factories for their production. The newest

branch of the manufacture here is that of fine pen-

knives, which have been made in this country only

about forty years, and have come into their present

large and extended use only within about twenty

years. There are penknives of English make that

have been made continuously under the same names

for more than a hundred years; so that the making

of such knives in this country is something compar-

atively modern. The American penknife if not

now actually the best in the world is at least the

equal in quality, style, and finish of any produced

anywhere.

Pocket knives are made in almost endless variety.

One American concern makes 700 different sorts,

which vaiy in kind, shape, size, number of blades,

kind of handle, style and size of bolster, and so on.

The best pocket knives have hand-forged blades.

Great as is the variety of pocket knives now made

here, a still greater variety is made in Europe,

where the industry has been longer established and

patterns and designs have accumulated; and the

greater number of the odd knives, containing cork-

screws and various other implements, still come

from there.

A fine penknife of the best quality and handsome-

ly mounted is still more or less of a luxury; it might

cost at retail anywhere from Si to S3 or 84- One-

bladed jackknives can be bought at wholesale for

75 cents a dozen; fine penknives run up to S30 a

dozen.

ndvePtising Columt
The Inglenook reaches larand wide«mcing

mainly agricultural, and nearly all well-to-do. It atfoid* a
of reachicg a cash purchasing constituency, Advettis
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proved by the management will be inserted at the uniloT""*
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inch, cash with the order, and no discount whatever lore ? '*'*°'lij£

ti.oo per inch, first and caCh succeeding time. The 1n<:i v
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CAP GOODS
'"' Elgin,

III..

Criibs arc iiol offered alive, but in alcohol, .iiul in

this shape one can buy sand crabs, blue crabs, spi-

der crabs, fiddler crabs, mud crabs, and hermit crabs

at ([prices runnint^ from ten to seventy-five cents

apiece, spider crabs beinpt the dearest. Insects,

similarly pre.served, are so cheap as to tempt pur-

cha Squash-bugs cost only fifty cents a dozen,

whi' '.irl water bugs come at only half that price.

Karw.fc 'lie quoted at fifty cents a dozen, antlions

at tcnj f nts each, crickets at fiftj' cents a dozen,

scventei-n-ycar locusts at ten cents apiece and June

bugs at fifty cents a dozen. Horseflies invite the

buyer at^only ten cents the lly, " true wasps " may be

obtainetl for the sam-^ ' *'•, and bumblebees foot

the list at six cents.

I '-Ml whicl. if
''

. ^u^ Miarkt^t of the

\ ..Mits of insects arc held every year, and

startling prices arc paid sometimes fcir rare speci-

mens. As much as SSoo has been brtiuglit by a sin-

gle butterlly, while an out-of-the-way beetle may be

valued at many times its weiglU in gold.

Hamburg is a great market for wild animals,

largely from Africa, that city having an important

trade witli the Dark Continent. To London comes

much material of the same sort from Australia and

New Zealand, and many rare creatures are obtained

from sailors who fetch them from various parts t)f

the world. An American dealer, not very long ago,

made a special trip to White Hay, New Zealantl, for

the purpose of procuring a kind of lizard called the

" sphenodon," which is regarded by scientists as a

wonderful curiosity, inasmuch as it is the only sur-

vivor of an entire order of reptiles, all the other

genera and species having long since become ex-

tinct. This lizard, which is known to the native

Maoris as the "tuatera." is about a foot and a half

long and, odd'.y enough, seems to ha\e afl'inities

with the crocodile. Of course, all the kangaroos,

wombats and flightless birds come from Australia

or New Zealand. A while ago the American dealer

above referred to made a special trip to South

America for the purpose of obtaining guanaco skel-

etons and steamer ducks. The guanaco is chiefly

interesting because, like the llama, it is a represen-

tative of the camel tribe on this continent. The
steamer duck is particularly odd, inasmuch as it

REVOLUTIONARY SHARPSHOOTERS.

The settlement of a new country amid hostile In-

dians demanded from our colonial grandfathers

eternal vigilance, and developed in them considera-

ble skill with firearms.

Kven the colonial boy, we are told, as soon as he

was big enough to level a rifle, was given powder

,and ball to shoot squirrels. After a little practice

he was required to bring in as many squirrels as he

was given charges for the gun, under penalty of a

severe lecture or even having his jacket "tanned."

At the age of twelve the boy became a fort sol-

dier, with loophole assigned '' f'r ''
. u

fight when the sett' -it v ^..acked by the In-

di ;s.

Growing older he became a hunter of deer, bear

and other wild, animals, and must constantly pit

his life against those of the hostile Indians in the

forest.

It is no wonder, therefore, that the men of the

revolution were all expert sharpshooters, whom the

British dreaded and the Indians feared. God had
been schooling them for their struggles for liberty.

We have moved fmm Mt. Morris,

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly every Siat
Union. Our motlo is "Best Goods at Lowest Pric

^"'

for samples free to
• b

R- E. ARNOLD
"

Elgin, i,,;,,,^

Something for Ministers

" A Square Talk About the Inspiration of the liihi--

title of a book brought out under the auspices •
Fund and is furnished our ministers on receipt ni

postage. It has about lOO pages, is-bound in cloth, and

and interesting reading. But we have the unpaialleledoK,.

of the book and

...THE INGLENOOK...
to the end of the year lor the price of the paper, fifty ct-

Send us fifty cents and you will get tlie bonk free. Makt.

letter do the whole business. Fifty cents and you get the i^^
,

at once and this paper to New Year's day, and every week -

tween. In subscribing say that you are a minister ol i

Brethren church. Address:

BRETHt^EN PUBLiISHiNG HOUSE,
.22 and' 24 S. State St., Elgin, Illinois,

T H.WE sold off all my expensive incubators, liavinj; niadi; a fiiiiKi.;-'

one mjseU. It is tlie best I know in llie business. Our, .

$i.<x to make, and it holds and liatches 320 eggs al a tni'

but a real iive incubator, a working machine 1 use to t\w <

others. I sell a complete blueprint plan that anybody C3iil'<:

Enclose a z cent stamp and I'll Cell you all about it, .'\ddcc

VALLEV VOULTRY F.ARM. Lewisbiirgli. Pcnua.

The Inglenook.

The flouj. High-class Ltiterapy Paper

of the Bpothephood.

TuRKEV has been engaged in war 3S years of the

present century, considerably more than one-third

of the time; Spain comes next, with 31 years of

war; France has 27 years; Russia, 24; Italy, 23
England, 21; Austria, 17; Holland. 14, and Germany
"3.

Issued weekly. The price is $i,oo a year, but we will sen
'

er of these lines lor tlie rest ol this year oil the receipt ol Hit.

It is a youth's paper that will be read by older people. L>

will contain specially prepared articles on topics ol alis

The best talent o[ the church will be represenled in if^

brightest writers in the world will be found in II from time It

Timely articles on Nature and Natural History will appear »««'''

Yoo; boy wants the paper, your girl wants il, vou want it. >"' '""

chance for you to brighten some young life by sending the m" "'

If! the best use lot your lilty cents we can think ol. Don l"'"'"

You will want a complete hie and we can't .agree to lurnish bicM'^^

Send for The Inglenook to.day and you'll get all o! the -'*

I^'li InRjenouk.)
Eicis,

SI25
r ^vll u can gel"

tliflt will "'i'
is too much to pay ior a cream separator

proved Vemiliited Separator (or S6 01 ..

much cream and «ith less labor. It will pay for it.cll '^''<'''[2,,.

year. Over the old way that is 300 per cent on the money.
'

.j^^,;;

good investment, li you have only one cow you "r>ti'>t 'itiora^

^^ ^^^

one. Price. Js to »Q. Keep lliis address so you can ordc

testimonials and pointers. „ ? ^n
A B. CULP & CO..

Eureka, lUi"-

CLIMAX EGG PRESERVER

. K.ItV tecs P»^'

I haveacopynghted pioccss which will positive )

^(,nic«'P'''

desired length ol time. Formula and right to "se
p^^^on.K^-

dollars. I teler. by tlieir lea«. to Eld. A. M'",'^'' *;*.";, "^j iti^to"'"

and Charles Gibson, Auburn. 111., as to my rcllaUimj. ^jj„io„li'

cess also. When writing to them please enclose si«"'i-

ences given. Correspondence solicited.
Mulberry''""''

J3la Mhs. N. E. LiLUf.ic,
Mulberry f

10 Cents will Cure Ten Heaf •

; scDt by i'i-"l ''^'

Victor Headache Speciti

Address; VICTOR

DUNKARD CLOTHING!
From the Mill to the Wearer !

Wholesale P"

w. UlSl
ivbal

!

have hnd years of e.xperiencc in making Brethren Clothing. Know
^ ^^

Wc make the cloth exnrpsel,. M. i r :. _... .„ ...^.iciire aiiJ "''^

Isein
lbe»

want. Wc make the cloth expressly fdr your use, and from it cut to measure
your clothinK. We deal direct with you, and do not sell to storekeepers. Nowhere
can you get this opportunity. Send for sample, and wholesale prices. Satisfaction

g"a

Hamilton Woolen Mills Co., ^
221-223 Market Street. CHICA^"'



LEGEND OF THE WHITE NARCISSUS

In lace and linen and silken slippers

And sheen of satin they dressed the bride,

Willi a gossamer veil, and a wreath of blossotus

To crown tier beauty, the day she died.

Willi rich perfumes of the rose and lily

They combed and plaited her locks of gold.

And under the tree where once she trysted

They hid her down in the frozen mold.

With sun and shadow and balmy breezes

Came the Spring to her place of rest.

And a slender blade like an emerald arrow

Lifted the clods above her breast.

Crystal dews of the purple twilight.

Silver rains of the morning cloud.

Coaxed the stem from its leafy shelter.

Drew the bud from its folded shroud.

Pale and pure as a pearl of ocean

It slipped the green of its dainty sheath.

Deep in its heart a hint of yellow

From the braided tresses that lay beneath.

So it was born, the bride's fair daughter

—

The white narcissus that buds and blows.

Sweet and starry in silent places.

Over the grave of the winter snows.
—Minna h-z^in^

A KICKIN'.

H.WE you ever heard of a "kickin'?" Not ;

isonal chastisement, or an affront, but a real old
kicking? It is hardly likely that you
unless you are a pretty old boy or girl,

have lived in the country, away back, and
vesonie memories treasured up that make
"smile in spite of your seventy odd years
IIS particular kickin' happened in the moun-
»so( North Carolina, and it was the writer's
ik privilege to get an invitation. I will not
Ikal I took a part in the proceedings, but
did not, it was not because of a lack of ui-

' invitation.

I' happened on Spill Corn branch, at the
"t of one of the mountaineers, and it was
Mhnig to remember. The house was a

^
y Sood sized one for the neighborhood,
11 had two rooms. It also made some

,1

""°" '" l"^'uiy. as it had a window with
»«in It, a thing that was not at all com-

the neighborhood, and which was re-

encou
'"""'''"" "^ P''''''' *'''" ^''°"''' "°'

'mount
'"''"^ hospitality itself. In fact

Ih n,
f P'°P's of that section are all right

W It is

"""" """y '^'"'= '°' and on the other

lellt,
7'°f'-^

'^<^='l"'y place for a "revenoor,"a

'tis no I

''
"'"^- ^"' 'f "'^y ""^' y""'

"armer.
*" ^'^^ °" '""'"^ "'^^''^ >'°"'' welcome will

"» s"Td'
""^ '^""^'^ "^^ pretty full. About

"""''hv and
^"^'^ "'"^"^^ present, and they were

Were; p^
"I'olesome a lot as you wotlld see

'^ allowed
tr^^^'^''

"'"^"'a'" air, and coarse

W
figures rl

"''^"''^ " clear complexions and
here were not chairs enough to go

have now. Hut the guests understood. From the
silence of the native to a cry of delight it was evi-
dent that something was about to begin.
The old man went out and brought in a great roll

of fabric, and piled it up loosely on the floor. He
also had the plough lines in his hand and these he
tied up at the ends. As many as could gather in

chairs and otherwise surrounded the pile, and took
hold of the lines passed around on the inside.
Then the old woman came in with a liberal supply
of hot water and wet down the pile till it slopped.
Then she dabbed a liberal supply of soft soap over
and through the mass. Then I understood. It ap-
peared that the family had woven at the hand loom
a roll of woolen stuff, and it had to be fulled before
use. The object of the kickin' was to do that work.
The bo3's. or young men, rather, had taken off

their shoes and stockings and the young women had
done the same. The masculine side rolled up their

trousers as high as they could get them, while the
girls gathered up their skirts and sat down on them.
The scheme was to hold on to the line for your life

and kick into the mass with one or both feet for all

there was in you. If you didn't keep going for dear
life those on the other side would kick the pile

over on you, \vhich was a part of the game. Every-
body was yelling and laughing, and the suds flew as

high as the ceiling. It had to be kept up as long

where there are only hand looms and no fullin?
mills.

*

In about an hour, which was interspersed with
many a fall, the work was pronounced completed,
the sloppy fabric taken out to be rinsed in the
brook the next day, and the crowd adjourned to the
next room for supper. \Vc liacl soggy " cawn "

bread, boiled fat meat, and fried chicken, together
with boughten coffee. What more does anybody
want? What more was there to iia\e? We ate,
and under the stars started home. On the stage of
a New York theater this simple thing would have
filled the house nightly for a month. On Spill
Corn it was only a neighborly gathering. But it

was something to remember, and if you have never
been at a kicking you have at least read of one. Ask
some rt^al old persons about it, and see them smile
when they recall it.

*nil

On

Pron,

and

-.. %^J^A^^
'^^^ \^^^x^% laid across, and the

°" 'he oth
^" °"^ ^'"^^ °* ^^^ '°°'"' ^"^ ^^^

listof
1^

^^' ^" ^^^'"'^ quiet, and it showed

b ''^'^""'"g TT' ^ '^''^''°"s crowd. Occasional-
''^'

^° out of K^"'^
^^^ "^P- ^^"^ walkin^r side-

^ V anoth
^°°'"' ^° *^^ followed in a mo-

^'^iJld
com'^'

"^'^^^ ^^^^^ subdued laughter

r '^ the ash'
P>-esentl)- the old man

*"**" about r^
°"' °' "^'^ P'P^ ^^^ remarked

°^ more \^^^^ ^" '^^gin- Up to this point I

what was coming than you

SliowlQg youug Children at our Home in India getling llie

Introduction to Godliness,

and as fast as t'he breath of the kickers allowed.

When all were blown there was a pantinj:; rest, when
more soap and water uas put on, and the fun began

all over again.

The oak floor had been worn smooth l)y the pat-

ter of several generations of bare feet, and the addi-

tion of soap and water made it as slippery as

though it had been oiled. It was a thing not to be

forgotten in the laughing melee that the chair was

as likely as not to shoot out backward to the disas-

ter of its^ occupant. I heard one strapping girl

shout out to the young woman opposite, " Look

out, I'm going to kick it over on you." "You
come on, Loweczy, some more once," was the an-

swer, and Loweezy gathered up both feet for a kick

that would unseat her opposite, but just at the crit-

ical moment her chair shot out backward and she

came down smack in the soapsuds on the floor.

Everybody yelled at the mishap, and the ring was

broken up for the time. Louisa e.\prc-ssed herself

as being certain of success had the chair held out,

but as it was she spread herself before the fireplace

to dry, and the ring closed up and at it they went

again. The practice: is a common one in a country

WILLIAM AND QEORQE.

George or Georg is a very ancient word and in

its origin not a proper name. It is composed of the
Greek word^i-, which is the first syllable of geogra-
phy, geometry and geology, all relating to the
-earth. Gc in Greek means land or earth. The syl-

lable org is X\\^ origin of our word work. There
was no iv in the primary use of the word. Without

this letter it would be ork, and the final / was
originally

^i,'^ with the hard sound, or org. Gt\

then, combined with ork, meant earth-worker.
Christ said, " I am the true vine and my father
the georges," or gcorg, translated "husbandman "

in our Bible, but is really earth<vorker. The an-
cient poet, Virgil, wrote four poems of several

hundred lines each, called the Georgics, because
they all relate to farming and agriculture.

William has a curious history. It was not at

first ^\\QK\ to children, and even a man had to

earn it before he could have it.

When the ancient Germans fought with the

Romans, the Germans had only light weapons.
The Romans were well armed, and protected by
armor, too; and some of them wore a gilded hel-

met to shield the head.

Whenever a German succeeded in killing a

well-armed Roman who wore one of these gild-

ed helmets, the helmet was put upon his head,

and he was ever afterward known as Geldhelm;

or, as we would say, Golden Helmet.

With the French this was called Guildheaum,

shortened to Guillanie, and with Latin-speaking na-

tions to Gulielmus. Finally the Guillame became
Wuillanie; the German Gilhelm is Wilhelm, and the

English, William.

"It's a queer worl," said the old man, "when you

come to think it o\er. V'ou know, i eddicated Jim
fer a lawyer?

"

"Yes."

"An' Bill fer a preacher?"

" Exactly."

"An' Tom fer one o' those here literary fcUcrs?"

" I've heard so."

" An' Dick fer a doctor?
"

"Yes."

"Well, now, what do you reckon I'm a doin" of?"

"Can't say.

"

"Well, sir, you mout not believe it, but I am
a-supportin' of Jim and Bill, and Tom and Dick.an it

keeps me a-goin' from da>Iight to dark."

I
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THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS.

Elgin, III., Junk jo, upo.

Omr Sister Katie—

We arrived here all risht from Chicago, on the

Northwestern railroad, though wc: might have come

on the Milwaukee railroad. Koth of them run into

Klgin, and our Publishing House is right between

them, about as far from each of them as it is from

Uncle Dan Mohler's house to his barn. This is a

very pretty city, and some of the trees and front

y,irds arc just like the country. It is a city in size,

has railroads, street cars, is lit uith electricity, has

policemen, and although it has everything that goes

to make up a city it looks more like a great, green,

overgrown country town. That is a great deal bet-

ter than that it should be too noisy to live in.

1 am spending a good deal of time .it the Publish-

ing House. Uncle John, with whom I came, is busy

nearly all the time, and I am left pretty much to

myself. I am going to tell you some of the things

1 iiave seen here. The House is a big brick build-

ing, and the street cars pass right in front of it.

The first door to the right, at the very front, is

where Uncle Joseph Amick has his room. He is

not my Uncle, but he must have lots of relations, for

most everybody calls him Uncle. He is the boss

of the whole business. Hack of his room is where

the presses are going. They are pounding away al-

most every day, and there seems to be a great deal

done here. Up the stairs you come to the book-

keeper's room, and there Bro. Galen Royer is with

his desk and his books. In the next room back is

where all the accounts are kept. Four times a day

the postman walks in and lays a bunch of letters

down, gathers up what have been written in be-

tween times, and goes out. There are more letters

come in here in one day sometimes than comes to

our home post office in a week. Hro. James Moore

runs a knife through each one and opens it. Then

he puts them where they belong, that is those for

the Afcssiiifffy go into one box, and those for the

'Nook go into another, and so on, around. Then

each Editor comes down and gets his own. It

would make you open your eyes to see the mailing

room. There Bro. .Samuel Eshelman gets all the

stuf? that goes out into the mail bags, and there is a

lot of them, I mean the bags, and they take them to

the cars in a wagon.

Upon the top floor are the Editorial rooms. Here

in one corner room is Bro. John Moore, who edits

the Mi-ssciii;ir. and over on the other corner is the

Editor of the Inglenook and his room. He calls

the paper the 'NooK, and as he is in the room of

the General Missionary Committee he had to get

out last week when they met. I tell you, Katie, I

wish you had been here when they met. It isn't

anything like what you and I thought it was.

It is this way, or something like it. At the An-

nual Meeting five men are appointed to manage the

business of the church. Several times a year they

meet and do what they think best for the good of

the church. .X good while ahe.id all the business

that comes up before them is typewritten out and

sent to each of them. This gives them time to

think about e,ich thing. Then they meet, and elect

a Moderator, and it was Bro. I). 1.. Miller. They

had about forty or fifty things to attend to and this

is the way they did it. I). I.., as everybody calls

him, would read a matter off, then they would talk

about it across the table, and then they would vote

on it, and that settled it. It w.is put on the min-

utes, and they went on to the next thing. Anybody

and everybody who wanted to could stay in the

room, and the Moderator even said right out that if

any present wanted to talk about matters that were

up they could do so. And sometimes the people

who were in did so. It was more like a lot of peo-

.pie sitting around a table at home discussing what

was the best way to manage a big farm.

Everything went off pleasantly, and there was a

good deal of hard work done. It isn't a bit like

some people think. There arc no noisy speeches,

nothing but common-sense talk. I-'verybody

seemed in a good humor.

It seems that we are to sta) here for a week or

so, maybe longer. I have been all around to the

houses of the Brethren here. They live for the

most part near a street called Highland Avenue.

The cars run out on that street, but the people walk

out, mostly, and they live pretty close together.

The houses they live in are on the cottage order,

and they are making their lawns and planting out

their flowers. They will all have very nice places

before long. A couple of the brethren live in an-

other part of town, but they are talking of moving

out where they will all be together in one place.

The Brethren here have no church building, and they

have their meetings in the lower room of the Pub-

lishing House. There should be a church here and

they are talking of building one, but I heard one

person say that the church at this place should be

erected by the general Brotherhood, and owned by

it. The reason is that everybody who is here, or very

nearly everybody, is employed in the Publishing

House, and it is not certain how long any of them

is going to be allowed to stay at work, and for them

to build the church, and then have to leave it hard-

ly seems right. If the Brotherhood built the

church, and everybody in it had a share, it would

then belong to the whole church, and it seems much

fairer all around than for a few to do it, and then

possibly have to leave it for others who did nothing

for it.

What you said to Deacon Mack 1 told to some

people here and they laughed, and said that for a

fifteen-year-old girl that was pretty smart, and they

wondered if somebody hadn't put you up to it. I

told them no, and I asked some of them what the

difference was between a spotted dress and a silver-

mounted harness. The Editor of the Nook said

that there was a whole lot of difference, that a dress

had nothing in common with a harness on a horse,

and that some people could see a spot in a dress

who couldn't see a hundred dollar carriage. He

said it was a peculiar disease, and when I asked

what it was called he said it was " Moral strabis-

mus," and I said, " Is that what it is?" He said it

was. Now I am so much older than you that I will

tell you what that means. It means cross-eyed, or

something like that, being able to see a little thing

on one side, and not seeing a great big thing in

front.

That was funny about the strange brother who

preached so long. At the meetings here they are

short. Last Sunday Bro. Zuck preached a splendid

sermon in the chapel, beginning at II o'clock, and

the meeting was all over by ten minutes to 12.

Everybody said what a good sermon it was. Then

there are no long prayers here. I heard a man

pray once for o\-er a quarter of an hour, and at the

end he said he was to pray as the Lord did. and he

repeated the little prayer, but he didn't do as he

was told, or he had forgotten his lesson.

The members here are all in the order of the

church, that is, the sisters all are, and most of the

brethren. I tell you, Katie, I'd rather go down the

street with you than with any other girl, because

everybody who saw us would know that you were a

good girl, or else you wouldn't be in the church

wearing that bonnet. Some people are ashamed of

the faith and practices of their parents. I aint, and

don't you ever be, either. Katie.

The other day we went to meeting and I saw

something funny. Right in front of me, a little to one

side, w.'is a fat man, and pretty soon he fell asleep.

His head went back, back, back -till I thought it

would break off. His lower jaw went down, down,

down, and when he was right in the middle of it a

fly lit on his bald place and began to tickle him.

He began to wiggle his nose and it was too funny

for anything. I suppose I should have been listen-

ing to the service, but I couldn't help watching

him. Pretty soon he put up his hand and made a

clumsy sweep just as though he were stroking a

bushel of wheat, and then settled down in another

shape. I saw a woman watching him and this same
woman said to him after the preaching was over,
' How did you like the sermon? " and he said that

it WMS a very good and interesting talk. The wom-
an looked at me and laughed with her eyes, but her
mouth was straight as could be. I wonder if that

man goes to sleep when he is selling a bushel of

apples? Of course there is nobody in our church
who ever sleeps. Wouldn't it be a good thing to

get snap shots of about a dozen of these sleepy
people, and then get them enlarged, as you do with
so many pounds of coffee at the grocery, and hang
the whole lot up in the juvenile class room, labeling
them, " Enjoying the comforts of church associa-
tion "?

1 was going to tell you about the silver

but I forgot. Some time again. Wi
Yo

Platic,

'«: soon.

" I'rother

Bos

""'"'ing.!,.
any

gjri i

,

fho still sucks her thumb at times,
especiall

he is caught at some mischief? °^'

P. S.— I read what you "said about

knife. That's all right. Is there ;

IT DIDN'T CONCERN HER.

An Ivnglish clergyman who thought his „
ioners were getting so wicked that he must telU

'

what would become of them if they did nm
"

LI .
^ men

their ways, preached a sermon on the eternal
f

the wicked, which he sought to bring home to

of the noted transgressors by personal admonifc
Meeting, one day, an old woman who was ,,

known in the parish for her gossiping
propensiti,

he said to her: —
" I hope my sermon has borne fruit. You h

what I said about that place where there shalp.

wailing and gnashing of teeth?
"

"Well, as to that," answered the dame, "i(|

anythink to say, it be this,—let them gnash tht

teeth as has 'em,— I aint! "

It is the novel fate of a litter of Upper Dry Cre^.

kittens to have been adopted by a hen. That slat

ment is a truthful fact, amply attested to by unio

peachable witnesses. Three weeks ago live so:;

furry kittens came to their earthly heritage or

:

ranch near Skaggs' Springs. A broodless henlits:

the looks of the kittens and promptly annext:

them as soon as opportunity presented itself. %.

hen is an ideal expansionist, kindly fostering h-:

little feline Filipinos under her broad wings. Ar

nexation is a hard word to apply to her act. It;-

benevolent assimilation in its most beautiful sense

The people living on the ranch, upon discoveric;

that the hen had appropriated the kittens, felir!

lest they be starved to death through the lien nc:

allowing the mother cat to approach them, bnl ir

vestigation showed that at meal time the hen woul:

arise from the nest, let the old cat adjust herselh:

the place, and the kittens get into their logical po>

tions, when she would return and set herself onk:

of the family.
_

Some ten dozen years ago whale ha:

dered into Oyster Bay, just north of the Colurt.

river mouth and in the State of Washington. I"

bay is shallow and there is a sandbar at the i'

trance to it; but the whale must have ridden in o:-

big wave. At any rate the next morning pe*;

the maddest whale in the world was chargmSj

and down the bay, running its nose into the
=^'

furiously, spouting water and mud like a ge)"

and evidently determined to get back to the W
at any cost. For weeks the gigantic creature W^

up and down the bay like a big fish m asmai
^

of water. The railroads ran excursions
^^^^

scene, and the captive animal drew a larger

than a whole circus. At last a great storn^^

and when it departed the whale went wi

^
the railroad declared an extra dividend,

^^

people about the bay went back to work,

as suited their tastes or necessities.

A P0PUL.1R story paper which 8<"^'^^|,,p„
into

illy

.ye ofhomes had this significant paragraph

ed by itself where it would '=='^'' ''

,i,e
«"

reader: " It is no doubt sadly true
"f^i^^jiti

ing of the happiness of many a home .^

^^^^'_^j ^

ginning in a lapse of common courier)
^ ^^,

other on the part of husband and wi e-
'^^ ^^

,

domestic evils is likely to follow » ^
'^{j^

j.,j,;

kind. Among the worst of 'hese ^i^.^^

.^ |jk1.

ating fault of 'nagging' that ""^.^''
|ig|,ily«:

fall into, and the habit of speal^'^B^^
^, ,he:

wife and sneering at her. on the pa

band." __-^

A STUDENT was asked, "Why »'''
"°^,j„g3i>-"

on its point? " He returned the lo^

^^
p„ii;.

" In the first pLice, a point is ''''""^^j^nim*

that which hath no parts and ""^^
'|,°jth

""^

pitwhich
pl.i

then--'"

how can a pin stand on that

and no magnitude?

not stand on its head. muci. .—
•

^_^^^^^,^

stand on its point. Thirdly am

you stick it in hard enough.'

,„-thesecona_pl;'^-,,

,
Much les;
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flatape af' Study -*-

i
born n a hollow tret over a never-

ania. Her mother was ac-
? ! nrmg m Pennsylv,

' *"

11 killed when she was yet too small to have
" '

pen Then she was given to the writer to

'"'''d raise. We fed her by inserting a goose
f)

'"

I; that fit a small bottle which we filled

" '"

m milk- She soon outgrew this and learned
'"''

"'jluiost everything. However there were a

! ."liinss she did not like. Grapes and peaches
'"

. ,„'(nnts that she always accepted, then made
Ijirp two t' "'

. -

, jat ado al^""' wiping her mouth after taking the

°'Vie Buttered toast was her favorite tidbit.

When the fall came on and nuts got ripe the old

Id instinct would crop out and even her keep-

hjd to handle her with care or the sharp teeth

„ild meet through a finger or hand. We have seen

carry a half bushel of shell barks from one place

the kitchen to another, one at a time and going

Kouoh the motion of covering each one, although

lere'ivasonly air to do it with.

She slept in an old stocking suspended in a bird

itchinf' cage, and just before a storm it took much

laxintrtoget her out. She would shake and grunt,

len slowly come to the top yawning and stretching

ilit were a great shame to disturb her. Although

• had a barometer made by scientific men Gipsy

IS far more sure in predicting a storm than it was.

She was cleanly in the extreme, taking particular

ide in her bushy red tail. She knew what was

id to her as well as we knew what we were saying.

Her inordinate love of sweets almost lost her her

eat one time. We had prepared some sweetened

lison water for flies and this Gipsy found and

ank. We found her sick unto death beside the

.ucerand only the promptest measures saved her

\ ork harbor ,s .n the direct route of these migratory
birds and has been the cause of manv a bird losing
>ts hfe. After a heavy storm not long ago the
bodies of fourteen hundred birds were lying at the
foot of the statue. The island of Heligoland is in
the North Sea, or German Ocean. It has always, so
far as known, been the resting place for birds flying
to and from northern Europe. These bird routes
through the air are the same year after year, and it
IS probable the birds to-day fly over the same route
as their .incestors hundreds and thousands of years
ago. You m.iy ask how the birds remember it but
that we cannot tell. Strange as it may seem a
young bird that has never taken the passage seems
to drop into its course just as naturally as the older
birds.

"VVe have many meat eaters among the bird
1 he big condors, the eagles, the owls, the m

AS TO OLIVES.

Fkom

Her paws were shaped very much like hands and
Ih Ihe miniature thumbs she could hold things as

as you and I can.

Wc got a mate for her and named him " Siapsy,"
11 Gipsy was jealous and in the end choked him to
ath. We would crack two .nuts and give one to
ch. Gipsy would trim her shell all nice and
looth, then carefully hide it and put one paw
omd Slapsy's neck, take hfs nut from him and
aiplacently eat it, all the time keeping an eye on
e place where her own was hid.
There was an old gentleman came to our house
ilywhom Gipsy did not like. One day we were
way from home when this man came, but Gipsy
>™ not allow him on the porch
•V angry and threatened to kill h
:» at him like a tiger.

\U had her seven or eight years when she became
" ^nd lost her teeth. After this she did not

Jig and we were all very sorry when she died.
f ><^ not yet told you who or what Gipsy was.

He
saying

was

she

'ILshewas a red squirrel whose scientific name is

THE MIQRATION OF THE BIRDS.

aivavV''
"""'*'' '° ""'>'='"3"d why 'he birds

I'lood ™"'i"^'^
"°''"^ °" ""^ approach of winter.

tym.K, ^ ''"O™" shorter and shorter, until
,;.""•« fly away or starve.
It is not an easy matter to tell why the birds

" "ve their winter homes in the south and

Ihe.

'nto th.

y are lik,

e cold,er regions of the north. It may
e many people who travel for pleas-

^omething about the distance birds go
"e is

'tnthey t>-

*""
'listanc™''

'hat is interesting. Some only go

""''»a and"'

^^'^'''^ "'hers travel as far south as

in win,p/l'"'"'^<^
=>" 'he way between are

northern sum-
mter more or less of our

ind

birds,

" *"
'^'ti L^t"

^'"^^ ^"^ accustomed to fly from

ly.

/"""vc ,."• ''"d when the weath

>''nter^.' '^''""'^^^f'^l
jlq.^^'«"ene there

great ,„\_'^°?' ^"'a"^' 'hem, and in some
SI !

^^°^"^o,dis.,t,

their

er IS clear

but when the fogs or

ble for them,

and all the

^'"'"V
"'^"y birds lose their lives in flying

"ueon Governor's Island in New

the first to the twelfth year is the olive
tree's period of infancy; from that to its thirtieth, of
youth; from thence to its fiftieth is a period of
growth, and from the fiftieth to the three hundredth
Its hfe is full of productiveness, although some trees
in Palestine have outlived hoary centuries. Under
favorable conditions a well-grown olive tree pro-
duces two hundred and fifty pounds of berries. The
greatest yield is one bottle of oil from ten and fifty-

si.\-hundredth pounds of fruit. From seventy to
one hundred pounds are required to produce one
gallon of pure olive oil.

Connoiseurs are willing to-day to pay Si 5 per gal-
lon for an absolutely pure oil, such as some Cali-
fornia orchardists can furnish, but increased pro-
duction will lower the price and a lower price will
educate the appetite for and stimulate the consump-
tion of the absolutely pure article.

The cultivation of the orchards, the care of the
evergreen trees, the picking of the fruit, which re-
quires the most delicate handling, the ciushiiig of
the fruit for its oil, its filtering and bottling amid
immaculate surroundings, all have to do with the
quality and intrinsic value of the product. The
price of the perfect oil is perpetual personal super-
vision from first to last, and the time required to
produce it, after the fruit is picked, is from sixty to
ninety days. Nor is an atom of the berry lost in its

transformation to a trade article. The grade of the
oil is measured by the amount of pressure required
to produce the ooze. The first and gentlest crush-
ing yields the superfine; the second and third a

quality not quite so good. The inferior is used in

the manufacture of soap and broadcloth and for

lubricating and illuminating. The oUkss paste is

then dried and used tor fattening farm animals, for

fuel and for manuring.

There are now olive groves on the hillsides of

Southern California, the fruit of which literally

"drops with fatness." The mills for expressing the

oil and pickling the fruit are as clean and inodorous

as a model dairy. But the apostle of the cult is the

pickled ripe olive. Time was when growers only
pickled the green fruit and connoisseurs praised it,

though it was hard, salty and wooden in fiber. But

of late years it has dawned upon men that the olive,

like every other fruit, is at its best when it reaches

perfection in its own way and in nature's own good
time. And so the pickled ripe olive, almost black,

luscious with oil, rich, perfect in flavor, has ap-

peared on every well-bred table. Once eaten, its

big green brother is forever banished. The pickled

ripe olives are cheap; they are sold loose in bulk;

they are delicious. They have done more to popu-

larize this fruit than was done by years of green

olives.

,
... , ,.,.. ..,„-^pies

and the crows are served with beef or veal every
•ifternoon, and then, after having satisfied their
hunger, they fly „r flop to their perches to sleep
hrough the night. The peacocks are hustlers. We
let them yell for their foo<l. There is a story that
this bird's cry is a forerunner of rain. That is all
bosh. The bird simply is shouting for popcorn but
many people do not know that. The storks, the
blue herons and the pelicans are fed twice a day
Ihey get fish at each meal and now and then they
snipe a gold flasher out of the pond. Each of these
w.aders and swimmers will eat from five to six fish
each day. The ten white Maltese and two Angora
cats are fish eaters too. These animals get away
with between twenty and thirty pounds of perch and
beef liver during a single d.iy. The alligators eat
fish and meat. But they take their time about help-
ing their stomachs. This reptile, like all his family
cannot be humored. Take the snakes, for instance'.
We have three diamond-back rattlesnakes, and we
make it a point to feed them once every sixty days.
Their food consists of live rats and mice. These
are caught from time to time by my sixteen assist-
ants and are turned into the den to await the cruel
hunger of the serpents.

" We have four anteaters from South America.
Their appetite is whimsical. They want bread and
milk one day and meat another. But the monkey
is hardest to please. We have ring tails, baboons,
gray-heads and the common brown fellow from
South America that is all the time chattering.
These boys want apples, boiled rice, hot coffee, car-
rots, cabbage and eggs. The prairie dogs,^the
score or more of them from Kansas,—eat carrots and
potatoes. The three hundred .squirrels in the park
—and they are everywhere—hustle like the peacock,
for themselves. We pay no attention to them.
There are women and children enough to see that
these little pets do not suffer for peanuts and pop-
corn. And, by the way, I am about to let loose ten
flying squirrels. They are now in the incubator and
are being fed on bits of bread and carrots. They
were sent to us from all parts of the country and
are the first to be seen in any western public park.

" Our sixteen coons eat bread and meat and then
sleep half the time in the trees of their pit. We
have but one possum and he shares the same food
with his cousins. The two honey bears are banana
eaters. And it takes a bunch of this fruit to satisfy

their appetite in a single day.
" It takes neariy a ton of hay a day to feed the

larger animals of the zoo. The camels and the two
white dromedaries eat half a bale of hay each every
twenty-four hours. Dutch, the elephant, devours
a bale of hay and four pecks of oats twice every-

day. There are twelve buffalo in the park and they

eat six bales of hay and eight bushels of oats be-

tween sunrise and sunset. The eleven elk and deer

are also hay and oats eaters.

A THUNDERSMOWER'S WEiaHT.

WHAT THEY EAT.

The head keeper at a zoological garden, speak-

ing of what the animals eat, says;

" The cat family," he began, " is fed once a day,

at four o'clock in the afternoon. The leopards and

hyenas get eight pounds of beef each every evening.

The allowance to the tigers and lions is from six to

eight pounds each. There are fi\e wolves in the

zoo and they, too, are fed once a day with fresh

beef. A wolf does not eat as much as a leopard or

a hyena. He is too nervous to get a first-class ap-

petite while in confinement. The bears eat bread

and fish—Iwent)' loaves and thirty or forty perch.

But they do not belong to the cat family. The

puma, or mountain lion, is for meat all the time, and

each of them devours from six to seven pounds of

beef every afternoon.

A WRiTEK in the Wilkesbarre Record makes some
astonishing calculations regarding the volume and

weight of the rain precipitated during an ordinary

thunderstorm. He says;

"Some thunderstorms probably let down a hun-

dred million tons of water, enough to load 200,000

freight trains. It was stated that recently rain fell

in Scranton to a depth of 1.09 inches, and it was

calculated, as Scranton covered about twenty square

miles, that nearly 10,000 tons of water fell, which

calculation was veiy far too small. Twenty square

miles is 12.800 acres. One inch of water to the acre

gives somewhat over 100 tons. Thus, if an inch of

water fell on those 12,800 acres of Scranton, we find

that it makes more than 1,280,000 tons, or, in reality,

nearly one and a half million tons.

"I write this that I and others may at least par-

tially realize what constitutes the downpour of rain

and grasp something of the majesty of that Being

u^ho can so easily hold in his hand a thousand thun-

der showers while billions of tons of water gently

fall to bless the children of men.
" Why wade in rivulets? Figures are an ocean to

swim in. Let us calculate that at the time of the

Johnstown flood three inches of water fell on every

acre in Pennsylvania—46,000 square miles—29,440-

000 acres. Three tons to the acre make nealy nine

billion tons, or over five tons for every man, woman,

or child on earth! Is not nature a worker?"

I
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A CHANCE FOR THE ARTISTIC.

On the first of September the Ixclenook will

blossom oi.it with a cover, and there will be some

other minor chani;es. This cover will have on it

an appropriate pictuie. Hy opening out the paper

as it is received trom the post office, and laying it

on the table before you with the first page up, you

will have the size of the cover. On the first, or ti-

tle page of the cover, is to be an appropriate pic-

ture in keeping with the aims of the publication.

Across the center of the page the words, The In-

ni.EMiOK, will appear, and there will be room just

underneath (or the date and place of publication.

In the upper left hand corner will be a space occu-

pied by the contents of the issue, if we should de-

cide to put them in. All the rest of the cover is

open for .in appropriate and permanent illustration.

This should be so as to include an inglenook, and the

figures of the people should be distinctly Brethren.

Now what shall this picture be like? We have

decided to ask our readers, and every one of them

is requested to send on his idea of what he thinks

is the best illustration for the cover. The amount

of space at disposal is readily to be seen by looking

at the paper. The picture is to be catchy and

chiiste. We do not expect our readers to make a

sketch. All that need be done is tor you to write

out a description and submit it as your idea. If we

find it availaljle we will reward your interest and in-

genuity, as well as give you public credit.

The printing on the cover will be in black, and it

will likely be perniiinent. that is, it will be the cover

for an indefinite peritid. Everybody is asked to

suggest, and all should be in by the middle of July.

We reserve the right to reject any or all of the pro-

posed illustrations, but all letters will receive care-

ful consideration. Address, The Inglenook, El-

gin, III.

Convention Hall talking to five thousand people,

while one-half of his detractors will be slopping

pigs, and the other half digging ditches down in the

meadow- The moral of the whole business is that

wherever there is a spark of ability shown in your

neighborhood, or anything commendable, out of

the ordinary, it is to be encouraged, not sneered at.

Missionary information is the tap-root 7
- ^-.:i- T. ..._ v^ -

. '^
^ 01 missary activity.

•Ki
you

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: Talking.

Ever since the world began to talk at all there

has been too much underhand criticism and dis-

cussion of others. It is nothing new. It is a vice

of the worst kind, and it is not Christian. Of

course it is understood that by talking is meant the

adverse and unkind criticism of the absent. It is

not only not Christian, but is of the back alley and

most unsavory. It is one of those things in which

we have a choice. We can either imitate the pig

rooting in a pile of garbage, or the eagle soaring in

the sunlight.

If those who begin their miserable discussion of

the frailties of the absent were treated to silence,

or, if it was continued, to the auditor's getting up

and going away it might serve as an education to

those afflicted with the habit of talking. Every

member of the Inglenook congregation should re-

member that it is a mean thing, an unchristian

method, a vulgar and discreditable way, to discuss

the weaknesses of the absent. On the other hand

if there is nothing good to say and do, nothing at

all should be said or done.

Hut it is a further fact that there is perhaps no

individual living who has not within him some

qualities deserving of praise. These should be

sought out and encouraged. Seek for the best

there is in people, and talk about that. Never

mind their weaknesses. Remember your own. If

you have been guilty of this bad habit change your

ways at once. Become converted, and try convert-

ing others. Christ told Peter that after he was con-

verted he was to strengthen the brethren. If you

agree to become a convert to finding the best in the

people, strengthen your brethren, and they are

those nearest to you, in trying to do the same

thing. It was Christ's way, therefore to do the same

is Christian.

It was Dean Vaughn
y,.h

" Know and you will feel, know and v
^ ^

will be ashamed of the sluggishness "k".
'"

tion, the selfishness which has made you th

'

of your own people and your father's hous
'"''''

course appeals directly to those who have k

^

love for the many millions who know not r a"
Religious Course.

FIltST VEAK.

1. " Lectures on Rulh," Brumbaugh, cloih
2. " In His Steps." Sheldon, paper, 25 cts 'cloiii

'

3. " Bishop Patterson." cloth .'.', '

4. " How Christ Came to Church," Gordon,'papj'|.'y

5. "Christian's Secret of a Happy Life" panrir
cloth .'.../.. ^' ^^

SECOND Vl-AK.

1. Geikie's " Life of Christ," cloth

2. " What Is Worth While." paper, It; cts.; cltjth
*'*

3. "Japan: Us People and Missions,'^' cloth 11

4. " Ourselves and Others," H. Clay Trurab'iili"cJo,i,'"-
5. "Secret of Guidance," paper, 15 cts., cloth.'...

This is intended for those who do not wish
take up a purely missionary course. It is espic

ly designed for our young people and will",

them to have a true appreciation of the higher

God would have us live.

Advanced Course.

FIRST YEAR.

t. " History of Reformation," Fisher, cloth
2. "Non-Christian Religions," Muir, cloth,.'

'.'.'."" '',

3. I' Evangelistic Work in Principle and Practice " PiVt-

'^

son, paper. 35 cts-: cloth
'

4. "Seven Churches of Asia," D. L. Miller, cloth,..

SECONU YEAR.

THE niSSIONARY READING CIRCLE.

LOCAL CRUELTY.

The other day the writer was at a school exhibi-

tion and in the course of the exercises a name was

called and an audible laugh ran through the crowd.

A young man, if not a boy altogether, stepped on

the platform and began the delivery of a speech

more or less original. While he was doing it there

were many sly looks, smiles of derision, and an un-

dercurrent of general unpleasantness. What the

young speaker saiti was all right, and it was re-

markably well done. It so happened that at the

close of the exercises the opportunity was given

outsiders to say something. In the course of the

remarks the crowd got a good flaying.

Here was the situation, and it is not by any

means an uncommon one. A young man had, by

his superior ability and his interest in educational

matters, risen so far ahead and away from his sur-

roundings that the rabble, by apparent common
consent, proceeded to take it out of him by sneers

and criticism- It was evident to them that they

could not hope to cope with him in any intellectual

field, and so there seemed to be a tacit understand-

ing to belittle him. It is not an uncommon situa-

tion, and to a young person of either sex who is the

victim of the littleness it is a veritable miserj' and a

perpetual drawback to best effort.

Now what should this young man do? The an-

swer does not admit of a moment's hesitancy. He
should go right aheati without any regard whatever

for his barking followers. In the course of twenty

years, if all things work out naturally, he will be in

"Christian Ethics, General." Martensen. cloth
s'

" Doctrine of Brethren Defended," R. H. Miller, cloth,

"Notes From My Bible." D. L, Moody, cloth

"Many Infallible Proofs," Piersoii, paper 35 cIs.; cloth, ;.

Perhaps not very many readers of the Inglenook

are fully familiar with the operations of the Read-

ing Circle of the church, in fact we know they are

not, and we take from their official literature the

following:

" How shall a Circle be conducted where there

are a number of members?" This question is often

asked. We give only a few suggestions. Circum-

stances vary and surroundings differ; we merely ask

that you do the best you can.

The members nteet at stated periods and read

and study the books together. A Local Circle

should be established in every church of our be-

loved Brotherhood, for it is the constantly recur-

ring attention and study which most certainly be-

get the life-moulding conviction in mission work.
Let the Young People's Meeting be under the

care of the Circle, then hold regular meetings de-
voted to the study of Circle books. Meet each
Sunday evening in a prayer meeting. Prayerfully
set apart one evening of each month as a special
missionary meeting. " Be filled with the Spirit."

The following three courses of reading have been
adopted: First, Missionary; seconil. Religious; third,

Advanced. The books are quoted at retail prices;
they are furnished to (iieniirrs only at a good reduc-
tion from these prices. If you do not have a dis-
count sheet, send for one, giving your Circle num-
ber.

nisslonary Course.

FIRST YEAR.

t. "New Acts of the Apostles," Ur. Pierson, cloth si v,
2. " Life of Jilt son, paper, i; CIS.; cloth '„

^"..\\'\y-'i- J,"!'"" ^'""S. paper. 35 CIS.; cloth 7;
4. " Do Not Say. Acts 33-28. paper, ..:;.......

J
5

This course is adapted to those who have com-

pleted either of the above courses and desin

continue their reading along advanced lines. V,

especially commend it to ministers, who will fini;

very helpful. The books are strictly orthodox

their teaching. Help your minister to secure a ^c

it will prove a benefit to the entire church.

The courses are interchangeable; that is, onemv

read part of each course, but not less than ei^

books must be read to complete the full twoyejt

work.

Any one can become a member of the Circle ti

filling out the Promise Card and sending it iiii

twenty (20I cents to Our Missionary Reading Cii''

Covington, Oliio. This fee is necessary 10 keep

the running expenses of the Circle, such as posur

stationery, etc. The officers give their time willio

charge, and every cent goes direct for the supp'"'

of the Circle.

Within reasonable limitations of manner and mil-

ter the columns of the Inglenook are at the sen«

of the Circle for the advancement of their work

SECOND YEAR,
Divine htiterprise of Missions," Pierson, cloth ft .cMeninirof Mtidat paper. 15 cts.; cloth '„
Concise History of Missions." Bliss, cloth ,c
" South America, the Neglected Conli.icnt," cloth,.

!

'.

'. ] f^ what he said

Kriegst du den Inglenook? Wann ciii nitd«»-

dann solltscht du. Er is voll gude Sache J

^

Woch, und alte Leite gleiche und lesedieZeitimr

wohl als die junge. Der Editor kann '''="''*'
",j

Deutsch schwetze. Er war in seliem Platz g'
^,

und is froh dass ers schwetze kann. Wills'*

das Bapier? Wir wiinsche du wettst.

Our pressman's little daughter. Margue""

four-vear-old, was told by her grandmolher'

.. •, . , .. .-..ij „^ to the bell

strawberries were ripe she could go

have all she wanted. In a little while 1

turned and said, "Grandma, I've been •

house and there isn't any strawberries 01

beds." Bless the child!

, ,he words:
posll"'

Where will I find in the Bible the woiu=.
^^^^^

ashes to ashes," that I ha\e heard ministers use.

It is not in the Bible, but is taken I"'

ritual burial service for the dead.

expressive a phrase that it has passed 1

use.

friends a''

Friends and Enemies.—Ten """"'^
^iai^'

purchased if gained at the expense o
.^^^ ^^^.

my; for the enemy will take ten tirne
^^^^a'-

injure you that the friends will take

''=^-
^„„yk>

worth reading to form )'"'
^^,,

.•

nor «»*
^^ffi-

style ever invented but by some nia"

No man is

does not mean what -he says.
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CONCERNING COFFEE.

knows what a cup of coffee is, but
'^'^"^^

'hat a rare possibility b'es in the proper
(»'""'"

(,f the tropical berry, and fewer yet

IKP'""" j„d where it grows. It is ,i plant that

"°"
"iv in the tropics, and then only in certain

loivs 0" '
ijd^j It has aristocratic requirements

t will not grow at all, and its

t be attended to or it will not fruit. It

that because coffee grows in hot

„st be met °';'

rants
nius

b not follo*^
"

.
it will grow anywhere there. The

icls
J'f that

ilxe.

ounlry

.ible,

will only do its best where there is

altitude, a given kind of soil, and it must
"'

lade heat and moisture, or it refuses to bear.

'\Vh n the coffee plantation seeker finds the right

u^ sees around him, usually, a mountainous

(ie(--p
forests, a moist atmosphere, and a

chocolate colored soil. In the first place

t clear the land, no light job in itself, and
'

the soil must be broken up for the young

t
These he has provided for in a hotbed ar-

injement, in which he has drilled his seed. Any

CIESOOKER can plant grains of coffee, but he will

5,.e it grow. It loses its vitality inside of a

•jr The Rrower, where all the conditions are just

igM does not e.xpect to see the seeds push their

javoutof the soil, where he has planted them, in

tsi than six weeks, and it may be three months be-

ofE the)' show up at all.

When they are about knee high, a straggling,

reakly looking shoot, they are set out where they

re to grow, six or eight feet apart, and then ba-

una plants, or rubber trees, are set between to give

he necessary shade. Every creeping, crawling,

nd flying thing seems to delight in warring on the

offee plant. But it struggles and straggles along,

[rowing, if left alone, to about the size of a small

ipple tree, but in practice, by a system of pruning

;ept about six or eight feet in height. This is done
facilitate gathering the berries. When the plant

s about four years old. if it has sur\'ived the legion

)f enemies, it begins bearing.

The tree is a long, limber, slender plant, with
iright, glossy, green leaves at the a.xils of which,
hat is, where they join the slender twig, comes a
innch of white flowers, and these develop into ber-
ies, that look when ripe, for all the world like red
ranberries. These, when they begin to turn black,
le ready to pick, and the picking is done in a sack
lonnd the Indian worker's neck, at intervals till it

iail gathered. There are two berries in each cap-
»le, placed lace to face, and surrounded by a yel-
««ish, glutinous substance. As the berries are
»llected they are put in a machine, often in the
'wofthe native Indian, a mortar made out of a
'»ll»w log, and beaten till the hull is knocked off

,

"tl then It must be washed. This is sometimes
one by the native putting it in a suitable place,

^
'"g up his trousers, and getting in with his.—
™. At all events after it is washed it is spread

.toTff
'' '^^'" " '' P'^^""^ °'''^'' •'"'' »^^o"<=d

,

",""'. ^'"'^^ ='"'' qualities, and though they

ounler' h

'" '^'^'^''*="' grades at the final grocer's

*h7rl
*" "''^ ^^^"^ "" ™"«=off tin-' same trees.

ban si"
"!"''"''. eratn is personally handled not less

.\ tim... i„ (1,^. (.gy^jg q£ jj^ travels from the
times

'« to the

At the
fi:

Nrters of

hrte

""ne tree

pounds

consumer.

'St croP the tree will net about three

i»«e„r .
^ P°'""i' and increase in production till

E °' four or more

«e
standin

We.

pounds are to be gathered,
ing alone, have a record of twenty-

k. On tl'

""''' "''^ "°' '° be regarded as the

a coffej "j
f°"trary such trees never produce the

'P'KenLs
' " " "*'=^'>''= "all. Once gathered it

fie
,„ft^^\"'"^^ K°>d. as it is alwa)s saleable,

''adotthe"^^" "' "" ''"^ increase and keep
'' "* of

^PJ""*""'""- It is not at all likely that
)o, "et- will be abandoned or lessened."1 the

and'"*'•
and'ii

"°^"^^ "'i<^re it grows its use is uni-

"*
^lack

/""" '" 'he drinker in the morning,
" "'"

at fijj,"

'"'""g. too much so for the north-

tnal.

"" ^ used°''H™"''*'' '' ^°°'^ ''"'''''y °f "'^ ^"'y

^'^'Eoorf' 1 ,

*"'' ''^'f each of Mocha and
'"e

stove
''''='"' l^"t some coffee in

"" a plate
the oven

to dry out. grind an even

Hlo
"''• "ot oM I !

•
'°" '"'^'' >""' '''°"S'"

to

''

''"'tctiv ,

°''<^<' water, turn your coffee

iV
"'

''O'linp P°'' ^"'l PO"r over it just six

l.*'"''r<-mai"'""'
^""^ "'"^"^ ""= '''' '^°"'" ^"d

""'""'t boil
°" "'" ""^"^^ J"s' ="8 hot as possi-
&• '"r irom twenty minutes to

half an hour, and then serve without anv further
processinR. If it is too strong thin it down in your
cup, and don't bother about the guests. They may
know what coffee ought to be. As to the one who
bods coffee and dopes in a lot of so-called extract
of coffee, there is no hope whatever.

TRICKS OF COINERS.

An exceedingly well executed $20 counterfeit
gold piece, which would have easily passed current
in the channels of business, was turned into the
Treasury recently.

"The counterfeit in question." said Director of
the Mint Roberts, *" is one of the class we denomi-
nate 'dangerous.' because of its weight and extra
finish. Counterfeits of coins may often be detected
by their slippery surfaces. A feature of this coin is

the absence of that indication.

"Our presses at the mints are extremely heavy,
weighing 13.000 pounds. Naturally a piece of gold
or silver struck from their dies is as perfect as it is

possible to make a coin. Yet, counterfeiters, with
their light presses and dies, manage to do some
clever work. The product of molds, a favorite

method with the smaller fry of counterfeiters, is in-

ferior to that of the' dies. The absence of the clear

cut appearance of the genuine coin, the defective
weight, the imperfect lettering and milling, and the
indistinct reeding on the outer edge of the coin are
the distinguishing characteristics which will guide
the public in detecting coins thus made. Italians

are the greatest offenders against the law with
mold-made counterfeits. The most expert turner-

out of metal counterfeiters have been regular mak-
ers of dies who wanted to get rich quickly.

"The facsimiles are often quite perfect, with a

clear ring, and sharp, well-appearing lettering and
milling, being well calculated to deceive those who
are not used to the handling of coins.

"Platinum is a metal which gives the required

weight, and is extensively used in gold counterfeit-

ing. Clear-cut coins are made from this metal, which
are hea\ily gold plated. They are comparatively

easily passed, especially when first put into circula-

tion. After a time the plating wears off about the

edges, and its spurious base is revealed. In order

to give weight counterfeiters often increase the di-

ameter of the coins slightly, but sufficient to make
an appreciable difference.

"Antimony and leadare1:he component parts of

the most dangerous counterfeits of silver coins, the

antimony furnishing the bulk of the coin. When
struck from good dies, with a heavy plating of sil-

ver, itiiey give forth a good ring and present a pret-

ty fair substitute for the genuine article. The dol-

lar is the denomination most counterfeited. These

coins are but little below standard weight. Some
of the counterfeits of the subsidiary coins are made
of bras*;, struck from a die, and heavily silver plat-

ed. These may be readily detected, as they are

light weight.

"Counterfeits are, of course, made of genuine sil-

ver of standard weight; in fact, some have more sil-

\'er m them than the genuine coin, which has 4i2J<

grains. We confiscate these coins when we recei\e

them. The counterfeiters rely, of course, upon the

increased value of the white metal when it is

changed from bulk into coin for the profit, and it is

considerable.

"Gold counierfeit coins may be executed with

such ex<3.uisite precision that they will pass muster

under the eyes of bank tellers and others used to

their handling, though the average teller generally

detects a spurious coin on sight. But none get by

our Treasury experts. Their faculty, the result of

years of study and handling of coins, in detecting a

counterfeit is marvelous. They seem to know a

spurious coin by instinct, though it is really the re-

sult of training. Yet even these men, as skillful as

they are, occasionally have doubts raised in their

minds as to whether a coin is genuine or not. If

suspicious the coin is cut in half, or it is assayed

here in the building, and its exact weight and fine-

ness determined.

"Coins are no\v and then turned into the Treas-

ury upon the supposition that they arc counterfeits

because they fail to give that peculiar clear ring of

a genuine gold piece, though they present otherwise

the appearance of being genuine.

"This singular incongruity is accounted for by

the fact that the coin has a small blow hole in the

interior of the metal, or the flaw consists of a crack

or split near the edge. F.xpcrts know where to
look for these imperfections, imperceptible to oth-
ers, and. with a powerful magnifying glass, they are
quickly ma<Ie manifest

"The men who make it their business to cheat
the government out of goUl adopt several processes.
I saw a coin recently which had been 'filled' so
cleverly that the fraud was apparent only upon the
closest examination. The Sio and S20 pieces are
mostly used for this operation. The coin was
sawed through from the edge by a saw of minute
proportions and exquisite fineness, the interior re-
moved, and the cavity filled with platinum, which
brought the piece up to standard weight, though it

lost three-quarters of its value. It gave forth a
good ring. If it had been filled with a metal other
than platinum it would have lacked the ring and
been of light weight.

"In .some of these filled coins the exterior walls
of gold are as thin as ordinary writing paper. Once
the cavity is filled the sides are clamped into the
original position and brazed together. The edges
are skillfully recovered with gold, the reeding, or
the minute corrugations or ridges on the edge, re-

stored, and the coin will pass readily into the hands
of the unsuspecting. Sometimes only half of the
interior will be removed. The rereeding may be
done with a fine file or a machine.

" The most dangerous tampered coins are those
which have been 'plugged.' I don't mean plugged
as the word is ordinarily accepted, and as we see
every day in the silver coins, but where the skillful

counterfeiter gets out as high as one-sixth of the

weight of a Sio or S20 piece. The coin is pierced
by boring a hole in the edge and the gold extracted
from this diminutive aperture. It is then plugged
with platinum, the surface of the aperture covered
with genuine metal, and the reeding restored with a

file."

INFESTED WITH CARD SHARPS.

A WELL-ORGANIZED and dangerous gang of card

sharpers have recently infested the great steam-

ships plying between the principal British ports and
New York. They travel by twos and threes and
manage to split up their organization in such a

fashion that the same two or three are seldom seen

in the same ship more than once or twice in the sea-

son.

Their operations are confined mainly to poker
playing in the smoking-room, though they do not

disdain to take a hand at anything that will bring in

an honest penny. They invariably board the ship

by which they have taken passage as total strangers

to each other, manage to scrape up an acquaintance

after the first five or si.x hours out, and soon the

game goes merrily on with from two to three ver-

dant American and English travelers with more
money than sense as victims of the professional or-

ganization.

These traveling card sharpers make little effort

at concealment of their business, though as a matter

of form they profess to be coffee merchants, cattle

ranchers, iron masters or bankers, as the case may
be. The officials of the steamships are apparently

powerless to put an end to their practices and state

that so long as the passengers do not complain they

cannot interfere.

Here and there one sees a vigilant purser nailing

up on the notice board a warning against profes-

sional card players, but this is seldom, if ever, heed-

ed. The steamship companies themselves profess-

to be ignorant of the proceedings on board their

ships and state that they do everything in their

power to protect their passengers against robbery,

but old travelers state that the evil is becoming
worse, and that there is now scarcely a kirge ship

crossing between New York and Liverpool and
Southampton on which at least a brace of these

precious rascals are not to be seen hard at work
fleecing their fellow passengers of their money.

Scotland Yard, too, is alive to the scandal of the

Atlantic, but the detectives say that so long as

there is no complaint they, too, are powerless,

though they would be most pleased to see the dan-

gerous gang broken up. There will be immense
crowds on the Atlantic liners from New York dur-

ing the coming season, and if the steamship compa-
nies do not take the gambling fraternity in hand
there will be many a poorer but wiser holiday-mak-

er on board their ships.
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Good 4^^ treading

ALASKA FOR FINNS AND LAPPS.

BV U. S. SENATOR NELSON.

\Vf. have in Alaska a vast stretch of territory but

little explored, sparsely settled, possessing peculiar

advantages, unique difTiculties, and, apart from its

golden lodestone, attractive to few because of the

nature of the country. What shall we do with it?

How shall we make thi^ great primitive state a cul-

tivated, smiling land? The answer comes from a

far-off race, a people who have been ever patient

toilers in an unproductive land, oppressed and poor,

with no great national traditions, but eminently

fitted for transforming Alaska into a settled and

cultivated state. I allude to the people of Lapland

and Finland, the curious races of the region of rein-

deers, bitter winters, icebergs and snow. They are

a class of emigrant that should be encouraged to

come to Alaska, for the) can occupy a country that

no other race in the world can make anything of

and an influx of this people into the northwestern

slate would be one of the greatest blessings that

could befall that country.

Unfortunately there has arisen in Alaska, among

the miners, an antipathy to these men, and it is

for Americans to put a stop to their persecution

and to encourage r.-ither than attack the Lapps and

r'inns that this is written.

Now let me begin by explaining who these Finns

and Laplanders are and how they came to settle in

their present limited num.bers in Alaska. On a part

of the map that is little' studied by the people of

this counlry, north ot Norway and Sweden and the

extreme northern part of Russia, north of the prov-

ince of Finland and within the limits of the Arctic

circle, is a region whose chief feature is its intense,

and unrelieved dreariness. No vegetation of any

kind can be coaxed to the surface there except

moss and a few stunted birch. Were it not for the

Laplanders and Finns who ha\e settled there and

who tnanage in some mysterious way to entice from

the cheerless earth the means of eking out a preca-

rious existence, the counlry would be utterly un-

populated and unsettled and nf no use to anyone.

That whole country has for years been in the sole

possession of the Laplanders. Their chief properly

consists of herds of reindeer. The reindeer are the

very life of the Laplanders. The)' furnish them
with milk, butter, cheese, skins for clothing, skins

In cover their tents and meat to eat. A Laplander's

wealth is measured by the number of reindeer thai

he owns.

For hundreds of years these Laplanders have lived

tills way, contented, even happ)' in their icy and

dreary home. They might have remained there

forever, comparatively unknown to the Americans,

but for the fact that the bright idea was conceived

by an American senator of introducing reindeer in-

to Alaska. In order to get the reindeer there and
make a success of their iiitriHluctiou il was neces-

sary to bring over the Laplanders, loo, for they are

the only people who know how to care for the ani-

mals, how to break them in, drive them and hitcii

them, for the reindeer of Alaska are not only used
as nieat and drink and clothing, but as beasts of

burden. .So with the reindeer came the reindeer's

master, and these were rushed across the country to

the far northwest and at once became the most use-

ful settlers there. The Laplanders had ne\er emi-

grated, they arc nol an emigratorj- people, but, when
they found a country that suited their simple tastes

so well as Alaska did they became citizens, and by

the introduction of reindeer into .\laska gave to the

miners and to everybody else in that territory the

greatest blessing that had ever come into their hard

lives. The reindeer, it was soon found, furnished

the best transportation facilities in the winter, pro-

vided skins for clothing, overcoats and gloves, and

an abundance of good meat. Let me expl.iin here

that we cannot introduce our cattle into .Alaska and
make a success of it. In some few points of the

southern shore on the seacoast a few sheep and cat-

tle can be raised, but in the interior no food animals

but reindeer thrive. Is it not astonishing that the

people who have brought this blessing to Alaska

>hould be attacked? People who have come under

the conditions as did the Laplanders and the Finns

with the reindeer, should be treated as our own
llesh and blood and given a doubly warm welcome

as being newcomers who can take up a burden m a

backward country that no others are tilted for con-

stitutionall>'.

Then the Finns. They are worthy to be sharers

in the welcome that ought to be accorded the Laps.

Who are the Finns? The province of Finland is

situated north of the city of -St. Petersburg. There

are about two and a half million people. It was a

country that was originally settled and colonized by

the Swedes over 400 years ago, when the Finns

were barbarians. It remained under the control of

Sweden as a province -a colony of Sweden— for

nearly 400 years, until the beginning of the nine-

leenlh century— I think, 1807 or 1808—when Russia

acquired the country. They became civilized.

The Swedes Christianized them. They all became

Lutherans. They became an intelligent and edu-

cated people. There was great admixture with

Swedes, and that educated them. Many of them,

or most of them, read and wrote the Swedish lan-

guage. Their first great poets and great authors

wrote in the Swedish language.

They had a government of their own, and when

finally Sweden was compelled to relinquish the

province of Finland to Russia at the beginning of

this century, they were permitted until within the

last year to retain their own government, and the

czar of Russia simply called himself the grand duke

of the duchy of Finland. But latelj', within the

last year or two, the Russian czar, for reasons of his

own, and his council have seen fit to deprive them

of their rights. They had an autonomous govern-

ment. They had their own army, their own legisla-

ture, their own mint, and their own government, al-

most as independent of Russia as one of our States

is of the other States of the Union. All that has to

a large extent been taken away from them within

the last year or two. Many men of the Finns have

come to America. They are a tall, straight race,

about the same stature and size and build as the or-

dinary Norwegians and Swedes. They are, in their

original state, light-haired, blue-eyed, fair com-

plexioned, with broad faces, stubby noses and high

cheek bones. They are energetic, bright, able peo-

ple. In the days of Sweden's greatness, when Gus-

ta\us Adolphus was at the head of the Protestant

army in Germany and fought for the cause of

Protestantism, some of the best regiments he had in

the .Swedish army were composed of Finns, and at

the battle of Lutzen, when Gustavus Adolphus was
killed and the Swedish line of battle was almost
wavering, it was a regiment of Finnish cavalry that

restored the order of battle and ga\-e the victor)' to

the Swedes.

It is the descendants of these people who have
come here. They are to be found in the copper
and iron mines in the northern parts of Michigan.
They go there and work a half a dozen years or so
in the mines, accumulate a little money and they
go out in the northern part of Wisconsin, Montana,
Idaho and those States, and buy farms and become
farmers. They do not come to this country to

make a little money and then go back to the old
country.

They will cover the hills and valleys of Alaska
with reindeer as they are in Lapland, in the north-
ern part of Norway and in Sweden. The animals
live upon a kind of moss in summer and winter, and
they find this moss in Alaska, as they find there the
same climate as in Lapland. Both the reindeer and
their traditional masters are destined to rescue
Alaska from the desert state in which it has reposed
for so long, and make it a bustling, prosperous
country, worthy of our Union. Let us see that they
are encouraged to come over.

Tme Indians of the Plains, prior to the extinction
of the buffalo, were dependent on this animal for
the greater part of their food. They ate it cooked
and parts of it were devoured raw. Sometimes it

was made into pemmican, and as the process was an
unusual one we will repeat it here. It will be seen
that the mixture was a very compact form of food,
and that a[i Indian could carry a good many days'
ration with him when he traveled.

Pemmican was made of the flesh of the buffalo.
The meat was dried in the usual way; and, for this
use, only lean meat, such as the hams, loin, and
shoulders, was chosen. When the time came for
making the pemmican, two large fires were built of
dry quaking .aspen wood, and these were allowed to

burn down to red coals

the dried meat to these fires, and the sli''"'"

'"°''-

were thrown on the coals of one of th

''

to heat through, turned to keep them fro'^m'h""'

«tsof„

and then thrown on the flesh side of
lay on the ground near by. After a time th
ingofthis dried meat caused a smoke t'

"

^ dry hide,,,

the fire in use, which gave the meat a bitter t

' fisc
ft,,.

cooked in it. They then turned tothTolh*'*
and used that until the first one had bu

'

again. After enough of the roasted meatTI

^

thrown on the hide, it was flailed outwit!
and being very brittle was easily brnl-,.„

'
^'"'

made small. It was constantly stirred a ri

ed until it was all fine. Meantime, the"^^*""
the buffalo had been melted in a large kE[ll°'
the pemmican bags prepared. These were maV
bull's hide, and were in two pieces, cut oblon!

' '

with the corners rounded off. Two such
°'"'

sewed together made a bag which would holT"
hundred pounds. The pounded meat and tallo"*
the latter just beginning to cool—were put in alro!,j
made of bull's hide, a wooden spade beino used
stir the mixture. After it was thoroughly „,ij,
it was shoveled into one of the sacks, heldon"
and rammed down and packed tight with aV
stick, every effort being made to expel all the nr
When the bag was full and packed as tight as ^^i-
ble, it was sewn up. It was then put on the ground

and the women jumped on it to make it siill n,o„

tight and solid. It was then laid away in the sun;,

cool and dry. It usually took the meat of twocoii

to make a bag of one hundred pounds; a verylar-

bull might make a sack of from eighty to one hon

dreds pounds.

A much finer grade of pemmican was m,adefriir

the choicest parts of the baffalo with marrow It

To this dried berries and pounded choke-chcm,

were added, making a delicious food, which wasa

tremely nutritioils. Pemmican was eaten eilherdri

as it came from the sack, or stewed with water.

A PENNSYLVANIA PATRIARCH.

People who visit the ancient " public buryiii

ground " beside the old Concord schoolhoust, li

Germantown, are apt to receive a shock— that is,

they fall to reading the epitaphs, as visitors ir

graveyard usuall)' do.

Concealed in a modest, unfrequented' cornet is

gra\e which, half-hidden in tangled grass, seems

no wise different from its sunken fellows. It

only when the eye of the explorer falls uponl^

tombstone at its head that the shock is received I'

the inscription, in time-worn letters, reads:

IN MEMORV OF

ADAM SHISLER,

WHO DEPARTED THIS

LIFE DECEMBER THE

22, 1777, AGED 969

Yj
YEARS.

Luckily, the oldest inhabitant is usually '

to explain the situation and chuckle amw ''^^^

ancient joke. Adam Shisler, so he e.tplai"'-
j^'^

gathered to his fathers at the age of 69 y^"'^'^^.,^,

stonecutter mistook his directions, and had a
>^

cut 96 years upon the stone when he discov
^^^^

mistake. Thrifty, unwilling to lose his h""

'

toil, he covered up the first 9 with cemeni

ed another after the 6. In the course of }

cement wore away, and some ghoulish "''-

pocketknife did the rest. .

The inaccuracy of the epitaph is pro'"-'
^'j,^,^,

that of poor Adam Shisler, as it stands,
"•"'

off the palm for prevarication.

It was in a London tramcar that a
^^

^

Ireland sat, with his tin tea can, goi"?

work. The car was crowded, and two yf^^^
,^j^, ^

on getting in immediately put their ^'^^''
-^^^^^A

straps and prepared to stand; but Pa

and offered his seat. " But I don't

your seat, thank you," said one, sinih"!

;

jiiwr!

wan'

ing. "Never mind that," said the
^'^(.J^.

mils'

nian. " I'd ride outside in the rain for
^ x^c^

a smile from sich gintlemanly '"'''"'
^„, ,

considered this as pleasant a conipu"'

ever received.
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V?'"*! pj^j^yjg^'berger. Covington. Ohio. Secreiiary and
municntioos to OUR Missionary Kbading

INDIA'S STARVING niLLIONS.

BV ANNA- LESH.

of men, women and children arc

to-day in India. Five million of these

,rp employed on relief works by the In-
ffert;rb

ait ^ r ^

Government, their pay averaging two cents a
"°

„„ more than enough to sustain life. The re-

five million are entirely dependent

y, and unless helped soon they

n slow starvation. Every hour

no m

laming
forty

pon pri

II dK- in misery

hundred die in India who could have been

„j bv a crust.

HoK many lives can we save? The following

ikments will show how much we can do accord-

'\o our means. Two cents a day will support

l,fe One dollar will save a life for two months.

no dollars will save a life until the harvest. Five

irs will S3ve a man, wife and child until the

I crop is gathered. Ten dollars will save a

hole family from death. Twenty dollars will save

les for four months. Twenty-five dollars will

Ihem and support them the comfort of blan-

during the rainy and cold season. Fifty del-

ar, would save five families. One hundred dollars

Id save a small community.

"Cast thy bread upon the waters,

Far and wide your treasure strew.

Scatter it with willing fingers,

Shout for joy to see it go!

For if you do closely keep" it,

It will only drag you down.

If you love it more than Jesus,

It will keep you from the crown."

^ Sunday M School S^
HOW THE BIBLE WAS^AOE. ~ "^

In our previous articles we said that the early
Christian churches were not as well equipped as
any of our present day congregations in the way of
sacred literature. At the start there was no Hible
at all, and the teaching was personal, and, shortly
after the crucifixion, by letters and visits -o the
churches. Of course all that was not committed to
paper was lost, and what was written was copied
and in the spread of Christianity was pretty well
diffused over the world, or that part of it then
known and occupied by the Christians. The origi-
nals of the in.spired writings have all disappeared
nobody knows where or how. It is likely that they
were worn out, and as there were copies,
ones were allowed to disappear. For a i

the books of the New Testament must have been
earned about by the Christian

the first

ng lime

Fop * the * Wee
OLD PETE.

Folk

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS IN JAPAN.

.^ToKIO, Japan, dispatch says that new educa-
ioral legulations have been put in force which pio-
ibif private schools from receiving pupils of
cliool-goingage. The effect of this will be toclose
It Cliristian kindergartens and primary schools
nd to affect higher institutions seriously. When
Meign nations agreed to abandon the special privi-
ges enjoyed by their subjects in Japan an assur-
nce was given them that those subjects should re-
' e fair, unprejudiced treatment at the hands of
'pm«e officials, and that they should not be mo-
*tl on account of race or religion. It was stipu-W that all religions should be tolerated. The
"onjust taken by the Japanese department of ed-
"lion ,s a blow at the Christian schools. It seems

« 'he intention to suppress them because the

liJ, w'"''"'""
'' '^"R*" '" 'hem. That is a

r ;

'''^°'"' P°'''^y- The Japanese are

al«l ,k"T ''^ eivilized and so thoroughly edu-

*-» u
*' "" ^"°''' '° <^l°^e one good school,

„ ,i°"
"^ of many. They should ask for more

^j™ schools instead of suppressing those they
"'thermore, if a spirit of religious intoler-

»«M,illT
'° '''''"'^"' '''=" in Japan foreign na-

,

I" begin to doubt whether th
;*'"g to japan
'It.

Til,

ley acted wisely
the concessions they have

r"«C whel""
"" '°"'*^""=" "'" "°' """

tried in Japanese courts.— C/;/-

ALWays be CIVIL.

""•"PontLr
?,'''"''"''*''' ""- effect of a kind

""S a you
"

\

"" ""^ "^^"^ '° '''°™=- 0"e
""<! ran

"2.'^''y ••'bruptly turned a street cor-

and f

'?,''' " ^"y^ "hd was s,
'ecMed. Stopping as soon

J"
to him and said: "I be

' am \ ery sorry.

aggedand fieckl
,

ment fo
'*'lbs of ' "" ery

and

she

g your par-

;td

'''-hetu.n,

Indeed

small

'*"'

'"'a^mtim 7 """ "eekled boy looked up
"" an instant. Then taking off

""''«<'
untif h''''

"" ^^ ''"'"'• he bowed
'"

'"*»ered- .. V '
^'""^ became lost in a smile,

.""^•miss ; ,

°" '^^"'hcv

"''"^nanril
say a word.'

my parding and wel-

1 -.ni .
"^^ '""" '<'"' me and knockana i won',

'Pride.

beh
that

'
">e in riv"i°h'"^

'' ^^" """"e beautifully
'"5hip, nor nobly which is done

and when they be-
gan to be persecuted they lost to a considerable ex-
tent the missionary spirit, and began to huddle to-
gether in monasteries and other places, usually in
some naturally inaccessible place, and here the sa-
cred writings were preserved.

With this in mind it is not hard to understand
that of all places in the world in some of these out-
of-the-way locations important and valuable Chris-
tian documents would be met with. This is just
what really happened, and the story of some of the
finds reads like a romance, which, in reality, it is,

considering it from the view of the unusual and in-

teresting. But in no one place was all the Testa-
ment found together. Here a part, there a part,
and so on, was the rule. What contributed most to
the failure to collect all the writings in one volume
at an early date was the fact that the earlier Chris-
tians had the mistaken idea that love to God should
take precedence of love to man, and they thought
that they best served God by a life of seclusion and
living apart from people. It must be said also that
learning was very largely centered among them,
and that the common people had little or no educa-
tion. Reading and writing was a very rare accom-
plishment, and naturally enough in these retreats

and monasteries the Christian literature would ac-

cumulate and be preserved. There would be con-
siderable visiting among Christians, pilgrimages
from one monastery to another, and it is entirely

likely that one result of this would be the further

acquisition of different parts of the Scriptures. It

was a very serious matter in those days, the making
of a book, as it was all done by hand on vellum.
People put their lives into making a book, and very
often the result was a beautiful piece of workman-
ship. But at no place were all the books collected.

About half way back, from the present to the

time of Christ, the social and political conditions in

the old world were for a long time not conducive to

the advancement of learning or the diffusion of ed-

ucation. The business of the Middle Ages was that

of fighting, robbing, and killing. There was no
peace in the land, and men went about in danger
and warily. The Christians, ha\'ing nothing in com-
mon with the people about them, kept to them-
selves, and all the time these inspired writings were
zealously cared for. After a long lapse of time

there was a revival of learning, and the world be-

came safer than it had been, and as a consequence
men got closer together, and in the course of events

it occurred to some that it would be a good thing to

collect all the inspired writings in one x-olume, and
some actually set about it. The result of this was
gratifying but it was not the completed Bible as we
have it now that resulted from their labors. A con-

siderable number of efforts to the end of an entire

collection of the books of the Bible were made at

different times, by men of different nationalities.

Then in the fullness of time it was regarded as a

good work to get together all the available originals

and translations of the various kinds and make
them into an English book. Then this was done.

How and when and where will be told in our next

Dear Old Pete was a member of our family for
wenty-four years. For three years he was a frisky
black coll and petted by all, so when the timecame to h.arness him he was not afraid of being
hurt He thought it fun to show his great strength
and for fifteen long years he toiled faithfully.

One dayGrandpa said, Pete is eighteen years
old to-d.-,y and I am going to give him a birthday
present. "Goody, goody," cried the children.
W>at,sit,- Can we see it?" Then Grandpa told

us how for fifteen years Pete had been a trustetl and
faithful friend in sunshine and rain alike and he was
going to give him his liberty for the rest of his life.

Out ran we children to tell Old Pete the good
news. We made a wreath of daisies for his neck
braiderl his mane and forelock so that it would be
curly and then put on his halter and led him to the
neighbors to announce the good news.
For six years Old Hetc was the children's play-

mate and many a frolic they had together.

One day papa, who w.is then a little boy like me
rode Pete to the watering trough for adrink. Pa-
pa's legs were short and fat and Pete's back was
broad, so papa held on to Pete's mane to keep from
sliding over his head while going down the hill.

After Pete had all the water he wanted, he start-
ed for the barn and papa made him gallop up the
hill just for fun. When they were half way up the
hill, papa began to slide off Pete's broad back and
cried, "Whoa, Pete." Pete felt him .sliding and
stopped just as papa fell under him.

Pete liked fun and he loved the children and
never hurt any one. Turning his head to see just
where papa lay, he raised one hind foot as high
as he could, then the other, took a few steps
to be sure he was far enough away, then kicked up
his heels and ran for the barn.

Papa lay in the dust perfectly still, just to see
what Pete would do. As the dear old horse
reached the lane gate, he looked back to see where
papa was, and not seeing him, stopped and neighed.
As he could not see over the brow of the hill where
papa lay, he neighed again louder, but no answer,
then he walked a little w.iy back, calmly wondering
where that boy was.

"Could I ha\-e hurt him? " he thought. "I was
very careful to step over him." He walked faster,

then trotted until he saw papa lying in the dust.

Poor Pete was sure he h,id hurt his little friend

and came up very gently and put his, soft nose on
papa's cheek and kissed him.

Then that naughty boy made a grab for the hal-

ter rope to catch old Pete who saw that he had been

fooled again but not caught, for he jerked up his

head and away he went, kicking his heels in the air

at every jump and off to the barn.

THE FIRST DOLL.

iU t>e Cotiliimtii)

Bi.EssFDNESs is repose in the One and Internal.

We cannot win blessedness: but we may cast away

our wretchedness, which is simpl)- to seek no more

our own glory, power and pleasure, and thereupon

blessedness forthwith of itself will suppl)- the empty

place.— /•VW//1'.

Did you know, children, you who are fond of

dolls, that the first one was made to amuse a

king? It would not seem so strange if these charm-

ing toys had been first invented—or better, created

—as the most pleasing gift conceivable for some

little princess of long ago: but to think that the

idea of the first one was to delight a monarch of

France!

It was in the d.iys when the royal succession de-

manded that the title and honor should pass from
father to son, even though the son was not strong
enough or not wise enough to bear the responsibili-

ties or fulfill the offices of his lofty position. Some-
body did the work for him in his name.

And so, many years ago, an insane man was king
of I-Vance—Charles VI. He was simple-minded: a

grown man whose brain had never developed since

his childhood. Consequently he retained in man-
hood his childish tastes, and to amuse him some-
body made him a doll. This first waxen darling

was a likeness of Popp^ea, the wife of the terrible

Roman emperor, Nero, .ind so the doll was, and is

still called in France, a "potipee," the word being a

corruption of the empress's name. The history of

the doll and the process of making the \'arious

kinds are interesting subjects that some of the chil-

1 ilren may find pleasure in studying.
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LOTS AND LOTS OF PEONIES. another—that's a stunner." The "stunner is a

superb pink flower with such a mat of petals in the

Just seven and one-half miles as the crow flies ^g„fgr that there is no room for seeds. " If it did

have seeds," says Mr. Peterson, " its value would be

lessened in the eyes of an expert. The blossoms

that double and triple and quadruple their petals

have no time to waste in going to seed. They are

workers for beauty alone, they last longer and at-

tain greater perfection of form and color. The

hardiness of the peony," goes on Mr. Peterson, " is

one of its most engaging qualities. Hut it into a

sand heap and it will flourish. Of course it will

lose its color, for the chemical property contained

in clay is necessary to produce color in flowers.

The peony will in time bleach to white, but it will

be as sturdy and stand as independently as ever.

There," waving a big white peony he holds in his

hand at a tremendous pink flower, " is the Triomphe

de riCxposition de Lille." The Triomphe is a

great one indeed, and it is hard to get away from it

to admire the more modest trumpet flower beyond

it. This is a I'eterson peony, absolutely new, as yet

unnamed, but known to its producer as 2l8-

Peonies are sold in the markets, and on the flower

.stands all over the country. They are often put in

the ice box of the dealer, and thus are available for

sale, in good condition, weeks and weeks after they

have been cut.

northwest from the Chicago courthouse is a blazing

field of peonies. The three acres of gorgeousness

make a brilliant patch in the vast stretch of green-

cry known the United States over as the Peterson

nursery. Mr. Peterson is devoted to this patch,

and it is his devotion that has made its reputation

as the most successful and prolific peony bed in the

country. Every train stopping at the station of

Rosehill for the past ten days has been dropping

visitors there for Peterson's, only a mile away.

The boulevards to the north have been thick with

carriages bearing men and women whose introduc-

tion to the peonies last year simply whetted their

vision for another such sight. The visitors' list for

a single day shows the names of nearly 300 flower

lovers, glad to feast their eyes upon the splendid

scene. Only the tulip beds of Holland bear any

comparison with the rows and rows of gayly colored

blossoms shimmering and glowing in the June sun-

light on those flat lands close to Chicago.

Mr. Peterson touches lovingly the quivering

petals, lie admits that in general eflect they are

somewhat like the chrysanthemum, the royal flower

of Japan. "The peonies originated in the East al-

so, in China," he says, "but they are finer in quality

than the chrysanthemum, and where else except in

the rose bloom can you find a fragrance equal to

this?" "This," proves lo be a Charles Verdier, a

splendid, opulent blossom, deeply pink, with silver

glints .dong the margin of its petals. The Charles

Verdier heads the roster of pink flowers and buds,

which are heaped along the row numbering from

:;oo to 300. The alleys bristling with tags marked

with figures running from 100 to 200 are lovely with

mounds of snowy blooms varying from silvery

while to richest ivory. The light reds, countless in

their tints, wave haughty heads along the lines

marked 300 lo 400, and the deep reds drop lo pur-

plish and l)lack tones almost in the walks stamped

400 to 500.

One likes to linger longest about the Charles Ver-

dier, of which there are thousands, all odorous as

the sweetest June rose, three times as big and quit©

as beautiful. The "crown of gold" is rightly

named with upright petals of yellow, surrounded by

loose flapping petals of flesh color. The " modele

de jjerfeclion" has a thick center of quilled curling

petals, something like a chrysanthemum, and the

whole is made neat by a double envelope of wide

pelals, all of the softest shade of pink. " Pio

Nono " is the title of a slender, straggling blossom

in yellowish pink, and the "water lily," one of Mr.

Peterson's own production, is almost a reproduction

in shape and coloring of the flower that is just now
beginning lo emliroider tlie surface of wooded
lakes.

It is a more be.iutiful, more generously cupped
affair than the familiar lily; has a center of crowd-

ing golden stamens, set in rows of pinkish white

pelals, that fade to purest white as age comes on.

The Duke of Wellington is a dignified creation,

named not by a Krenchman, but by a patriotic Eng-
lish grower. The duke is yellow and wrinkled, like

a bit of old parchment cut into narrow strips and

held into circular shape by pinkish petals. The
original Chinese type is pointed out by Mr. Peter-

son in a single pink blossom with a reasonable

numljer of petals sjiringing up in the center. This

has for quiet neighbors the "Cold Slaw-" and its

sister, "Hot Slaw." The slaws get their names
from the chopped, stringy centers which reseml)le

the familiar cabbage concoction. The slaws are not

highly regarded in the peony world, and, like some
humans, they are classed as intfresting, but not es-

pecially handsome.

"You see," Mr Peterson explains, "we have to

put an enormous amount of labor and still more
patience into llie cultivation of these flowers. Eor

instance, it. takes three years to get the plant itself,

and if all goes well two more before the blossom

comes. It is five years altogether before I know
just what I am to get. Sometimes they are sulky,

^d then we have to wait even longer for them to

appear. See that one," indicating a huge crimson

one on a thick-set, bushy stalk. " It has taken five

years to get that to its present slate of perfection.

Thai's my own production. It has the blood of

several peony aristocrats in it. I have not named
it yet. I wish to be certain that no one else in the

tvoild has anything like it before I tag it. There is
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IT TAKES A WOriAN TO HAKE A HOME.

A Chinese proverb says: " A hundred men may
make an encampment, but it takes a woman to

make a home." It is she who builds and conse-

crates that most precious spot on this side of heav-

en, which we express in the sweet word "home."

Not walls or furniture or windows or curtains, but

that nameless and ineffable charm which glorifies

the lowliest hut, which fills with heaven's own ra-

diance the humblest cottage and without which the

palace, floored with marble and glowing with wealth

and luxury, is I)ut a decorated prison. At home
you are beloved; you are understood; there your

errors will ever meet with gentlest forgiveness;

there your troubles will be smoothed away; there

you may unburden your soul, fearless of harsh, un-

sympathetic ears; and there you may be entirely

and joyfully yourself. What ambition can be more
sacred, what thought more sweet, to a true woman
than to be the ministering angel of this sacred

spot ?

THE SHADOWS OF LIFE.
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CAP GOODS.
We hnve moved from Ml. Morns, III., to Elcin m

now selling Cap Goods exclusively. ' "'^"'lit

We are sending goods by mail to nearly every St
Union. Our motto is "Best Goods at Lowest Pric

''

for samples free to ' "

R- E. ARNOLD,

^'8l".
llllmi,

W'li.tr he does we know not now, but we shall

know hereafter. I remember on a glorious day of

all but cloudless sunshine passing in view of a well-

known line of bare and majestic downs, then bask-

ing in the fidl beams of noon. But on one face of

the hill rested a mass of deep and gloomy shadow.
(Jn searching for its cause, I at length discovered

one little speck of cloud, bright as light, floating in

the clear blue above. This it was which cast on the

hillside that ample track of gloom.

And what I saw was an image of Christian sor-

row. Dark and cheerless often as it is, and unac-
countably as it passes over our earthly path, in

heaven its tokens shall be found; and it shall be
known to have been but a shadow of this brightness
whose name is Love.

—

Bcfl/i Alford.

Wk must put the glory of love, of best effort, of
sacrifice, of prayer, of upward looking and heaven-
ward reaching, into the tlull routine of our life's ev-
ery day, and then the most burdensome and un-
eventful life will be made splendid with the glory
of God.-/. A'. Miller, D. D.

tf

Something for Ministers

" A Square Talk About the Inspiration of the Bible"
title of a book brought out under the auspices o[ (he i

Fund and is furnished our ministers on receipt of five

postage. It has about loo pages, is bound in cloth, and
i

and interesting reading. But we have the unparalleled,

of the book and

...THE INGLENGQK...
to the end of the ye;ir for the price of the paper, fifty ct

Send us fifty cents and you will get the book free, W^^
letter do the whole business. Fiflyx:ents and you getihel

at once and this paper to New Year's day, and every wetli \k

tween. Ill subscribing say that you are a minister o( it:

Brethren church. Address:

BRETHREN PUBUISHING HOUSE.
22 and 24 S. State St., Elgin, Illinois

'in|iEmadeaiiinit[K(.<

;ss. Oiirsf.^iV

T HAVE sold off all ni\ expensive incubators. In

one myseli. It is Die best ! know in the biisi

$5.00 to make, and it holds and hatches jzo t;t,'gs »t a titut \

but a real live incubator, a working macliine I use to Ihr c

others. 1 sell a cotiipleie blueprint pliiii that anybody CAnloll<).. >:.
i

.

Enclose a i cent stamp and I'll tell you nil about it. Address: BUFf.

VALLEY POULTRY FARM, Lewisburgh, Penna.

The Inglenook.

The l^ieuj, High-class Xiiterapy Paper

of the Brtothephood.

Issued weekly. The price is Si.oo a year, but we will seiid illo Jniia-

er o( these lines lot the rest ol this year on the receipt o( fifty ceolt

It is a youth's paper that will be read by oldet people. Every i5Ji:(t

will contain specially prepared articles on (upics ol abs>i: -

The best talent of the church will be repiesentcd in it^

brightest writers in the world will be found in it from liuie 'c'

'

Timely articles ou Njture and Natural History will .''ppe^r ->....

Your boy wants the paper, your girl wants il. you wanl it,aDdibc.t^^

chance for you to brighten some young life by seudinn llie P»pe' lo*^

It's the best use lor your fifty cents we can think ol. 1^0°*""'^*".^

You will want a complete file and we can't agree to (utni^li M" 1"
;

Send for The Inglenook to-day and you'll get all ol the issues, «ni<.

SPcthPcn Publishing Ho""-

,

(For Inglenook.)

A Good Book...
Not only makes money for the agenl, IW'

purchaser. We have such books for wide-.i"

Write us. Address:

Brethren Publishing Hch'Sp.,^^

Subscription Department.

CLIMAX EGG PRESEEVER

, iiiic-i

KEEP EGl^ %tK^^

((«ip""1 have a copyiigliled process which will positively

desired length of lime. Formula and right to u*e ".".
p^i

dollars. I refer, by their leave, to Eld. A, Hutchison, "^

,,hj,onl":

and Charles Gibson. Auburn. Ill,, as to my rebabilttV.
^^^^^

cess also. When writing to them please
-"'•'- '"i""-

ences given. Correspondence solicited

23"

,nil"-

Mrs. N. E. Lii-lic!

10 Cents will Cure Ten
Victor Headacho Specihi: sc

Address VICTOK KEMKUlK^

DUNKARD CLOTHING!
From the Mill to the Wearer ! Wholesale Pric^^

ii-hat

)

U5lWc have h,id years of e.x.-rience in making Brethren Clothing. Know
want. We make the cloth expressly for your use, and from it cut to measure and

your clothing. We deal direct with you, and do not sell to storekeepers. Nowhere

Satisfaction
guarant

ni,

else in ihf

can you get this opportunity. Send fOr samples and wholesale prices.

Hamilton Woolen Mills Co.,
221-223 Market Street. chicag*^'
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THE WOHAN QUESTION.

SADIE BRALLIER NOFFSINGER.

This war between the sexes, stings

A nation's heart. I can but note,

'Tis agitated daily by

The question vast; Shall woman vote?

And men oppose and fume and preach

And argue loud: " 'Tis not her right!
"

While women clamoring for the sphere

A greater mission, shame and slight.

Ah, smite this Babel from my ears

And let me listen to a voice

Above the tumult: " They usurp

And set at naught my holy choice!
"

Oh woman! queen of home ordained,

And glorified from shore to shore,

Throw polls and parties to the winds

And wash thy hands forevermore.

'Tis not because she learning lacks

Nor science that she might not scan;

'Tis not because she could not grasp
The wit of sages in her span.

Nor yet because her worth is deemed
Beneath her brother's lofty sphere

Of strength. Nay, truly nay! there is

A greater reason, sister dear.

And if thy worth were not more high.
Thy strength more deep than man may share.

Think thou, my sister, God would give
His dearest treasures to thy care?

Man's mission is in outer things.

His pride their study and control,
A far subiuner cause is thine

—

To rear and guide and feed the soul.

This work needs all thy time and thought;
Oh give them unreserved, intent

Upon thy cause, and let the men
Decide who shall be President.

Thus Gnd's pure plan may be restored.
And as Time onward, onward rolls,
e world need never blush for shame

Tb,

Tos
m. Pa.

THE DOQ'S STORY.

oily a dog
"Wk. that is, I

Mme. Th

Collie, if you please, and I

can't talk so that you will under-

do 11, .
""^ '""^ ^ S°°<^ "'any things that I

itat you ^ -

toursc
th,

"•> I cann

:'»fallthe

have no knowledge of whatever,
ire many things that you can do
But then you have had the advan-

'"f rat whT'*''""'
°' ""^ people who have gone

Bself
{v

' "'^'y dog has to learn it all by

'I'-'cause !rL"°/"°"' of things as yet, prob-

" Senses

We have
We art-

no regular speech. Still in

'""learn;
' a good deal smarter than you.

'ntv""near
many of your words, while

' want 1 T'm
°^ °"''- However, let all that

'* °»ly a nil
''"" ^ ^'°'^ °^ ""y niistress.

'^"''shew-,
'
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''"''f^ *''^" ^lie came to own
''he „e,^^ ^ '""'^- girl. We grew up together,

""'»"ythini,''V"''''
"" ^^^'^y- 'n fact when I

'°'''l»ays„
"'^'<:hed my chance and went to

'"'
5*": Brel

" '' ' ""''^ "ake her under-
""''>'

her wri
""'' '"" and it was my delight

" *'"' her ! ? W'"^" ^he went w.alking I

" '^'"
' couklno"

*^^ °"'^ "'"'" "'^>' *''"' ""=
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8° that I stayed away from
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'^y were

"P youn

all

g men came to sec my
pretty fair people, and

s'""""'eyw,!!.'"',^"'"''°n to me in what they

^l '" C;': °"" N°^ "id 1 pay "Htch at-
' ""i

sill,. ''
^^"^' a5 most of it was mean-

»nce
Id

^"'''"^"'hi,^''',?'*'
^ >'""ng man from the city.

'«« how iT"^^
''"= '"''• and I was very

"•ngs were going. They would

27-

be together much, and once they talked about me.
He said that when they were married he would get
her a good dog. She replied by saying that there
could be no better dog than Shep, that's my name,
and then I barked my thanks. They said I recog-
nized my name, but it was more than that I had
in mind. I never liked him, and 1 had good rea-
sons for not doing so. I had seen his aura. You
don't know what an aura is? That is where a dog's
eyes are better than people's though some people
can see an aura. An aura is a sort of haze or film
of light that surrounds everybody, and it is differ-
ent in every individual. My mistress' aura was as
the rainbow, and the play of colors was always
pleasant to look upon. His was like the black
smoke surrounding a rotten log that was on fire. It

was black and uncomfortable. Hut no people
could see it, and I could not explain to her. He
treated me badly. Once when I was at the gate he
looked around, whistled me to him and as I trusted
him and went toward him he hit me a kick under
the jaws and passed out the gate shutting it so that
I could not get at him. After that I kept out of
his reach, and if it had not been for my mistress I

would have bitten him good and hard.

After a time they began to make great prepara-
tions at the house. There were more cooking, and
and dressmaking, and fixing than I had ever known
before, and nobody paid the slightest attention to

me except to turn me out of the kitchen if I hap-
pened to creep in unnoticed. I also noticed that

my mistress paid less attention to me. She seemed
so interested in that man that she had no words for

me. I was utterly neglected for him. In time
there was a great crowd at the house, and I was no-

where. They shut me in the barn, but I got out,

and hung around. There was something unusual

going on, and after dinner, which was late, they all

came out, and getting into carriages drove off.

Not a soul spoke to me. Even my mistress, when
I worked my way to the carriage, paid no attention

whatever to my whining. It was that utter neglect

that hurt me. I can't tell you how badly that hurt

me.

It was a year or more after the marriage, one
autumn evening, as we were all in the kitchen, my
mistress' mother knitting, her father reading, that I

heard the gate open. I listened, and in a minute

I was sure of it. There was only one step, and that

was my mistress', and she was alone. I was on my
feet in an instant, and carried on so that they

opened the door, and down the path 1 went. It was

she, sure enough, and she had a little bundle in her

arms. She had been crying, and she reached down
and patted my head and together we went toward

the door. She stopped a little ways from it, and

cried some more. I noted that her aura showed suf-

fering, and I barked the quick short barks that I

used to do when she was a little girl, and she went

on to the hotise. When the door was opened I ran

in beside her, and I tell you there was a time that

evening in our house. It seems that her husband,

him of the ugly aura, had treated her badly, and

had left her and she came home with the baby, her

baby. I noticed that her clothes were bad, and that

she had a gaunt, troubled look abotit her. There

was a good deal of talk, and some crying, but it was

all settled that evening. She was going to stay at

home for good, now. And I was glad.

There was only one thing that I was troubled

about. That was that baby's aura. If it was like

its mother's all was right, but if it had inherited its

father's it would be bad indeed. It was a long time

till I was given an opportunity to observe, and the
moment I looked at the child sleeping in the old
family cradle I saw the mother's aura, and I barked
so loud and so long that it waked the little girl aod
they knew no better than to put me out of the
house tor making a noise. We are all together now
at the old homestead, and I am getting older than I
was, but I have no complaint at the way they all
treat me. There is only one thing that I would
like, and that is to meet the man who ruined her
life. I would know his aura anywhere, and he will
hear from me if I get within reach. Then they wilt
say something about a dog's memory, as though 1
would forget such a thing as that.

A noUNTAINEER'S RELIGION.

Last summer the Right Rev. Thomas U. Dudley,
Episcopal Bishop of Kentucky, thought he would
make a journey through the mountains of eastern
Kentucky and look up the scattered members of his
flock and endeavor to get a foothold for his church,
among the mountaineers. Hut as he journeyed
from settlement to settlement without meeting a
man who had ever even heard of the Episcopal
church, he grew somewhat discouraged. At last he
came to a village where, upon inquiry, he was told
that there was "an Episcopal" in the neighbor-
hood, and so the good Bishop proceeded to loolc

him up. After introducing himself and disclosing

the object of his visit, Bishop Dudley asked the
mountaineer if it were a fact that he was an Episco-
palian.

"Oh, yes," replied he, " I'm an Episcopal."

"Where were you confirmed?" inquired the
Bishop. The poor man had never even heard the
word. " Where, then, were you baptized?"

"I know all about that," replied he, "though
precious few folks is baptized in these parts, but I
don't know whether I was ever baptized or not."

"Then why do you call yourself an Episcopa-
lian? " continued the Bishop.

"Well, now, stranger, I'll tell ye," said he.

"Some five or six years ago 1 was summoned down
to Louisville as a witness in one of these ' moon-
shine' cases, you know. Well, we was kep' over

Sunday, and after breakfast, as I knowed nobodjr

thar and nobody knowed me, I tuk a walk down the

street, from my lodgin's, and directly I saw every-

body goin' into a great big fine church, and sez I to-

myself, I'll go too. So I went in and sat down, and
in a little while the bell it stopped a-jingling; thar

was some kind of big music rolled around, and then

it stopped, too, and a feller in a long white gowrt

he got up at the other end of the room from me-

and said something or other I couldn't hear, and
then e\'ery man, woman, and child in that room got

down on their knees and sez they; 'Oh, Lord, we've

dun the things we ortn't to ha' dun, and we ain't

dun the things we orter to ha' dun,' and sez I my-
self, that's me. I'm one of them very kind of fel-

lers, and when we all cum out I asked a feller what

kind of a church that thar wuz, and sed he, 'It's an

Episcopal church,' and so, stranger, I've called my-

self an Episcopal ever since that trip to Louisville."

Two old Scotch friends met and spoke of the

days when they had been sweethearts. At last he
said;

"Ah, Jennie, an' I h.ae na loved anybody since

you. I hae never foigotten you."

"John." she replied, with a little moistening of

the eyes, " You're just as big a lecar as ever, an" 1

believe ye jist the same."
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^ CoPfespondence ^
the kate and bob letters.

Home, June 30, 1900.

-Viarcil InMie:—
Yolk letter from Elgin was received. I got it

•when I went to town List Saturd.iy. I also got the

Inglenook ami the Mtssciigcr. It is a uonder why

Jill of the subscribers of the Mfssdigcr Ao not take

the I.vci.ENooK. They are beginning to do so

aiound here, and they all like it.

That was funny about the man who slept in

church, .nnd it would be a good idea to have their

pictures made and hung up in the church as a fright-

Jul example. It is pretty nearly as bad as the fam-

ily that moved in here from I'ennsylvania. They

^re always late at meeting, and they never have

been known to lie on time. Last .Sunday it was

worse than usual. They came in a quarter of an

hour behindtime, and they annoyed everybody.

There was a strange jireacher in the church, and he

was preaching. When these people came strag-

gling in he just stopped, and sat down. Everybody

•understood, but he kept seated. Then in a little

•while along came the old man who had stayed out

to lie the horses. Then the preacher got up and

went on with his sermon. I did something awful,

JJobbic. and if I'd a died right there for it I could

-not li;ive helped it. I tittered out so that the whole

-congregation heard it. Ma [inched me, and Pa

looked awful. After meeting was over, and we were

all standing around, Jonas Voder's boy Sam began

•to tell a story in the front yard. Me wasn't telling

it to anybody, but seemed to be talking at large.

That man who was late was listening too. Sam said

there was once a man who had been born a quarter

of an hour behind time, and he never caught up in

all his life. He was always late and he kept sing-

ing the same song, " I haven't the time, I haven't

Ihe time," over and over every lime anybody talked

to him about it. Then he died, and he was still late

when he got to the gate and St. Peter, who Iceeps

the kej^s, had locked it, and all the " hadn't times
"

were left out. They ke|>t singing the same song in

<horus, when along came the old devil, and he heard

the song and laughed, and he grabbed this man by
the back of the neck, and the fellow yelled out,"]

haven't time, I haven't time," and the devil said,

"You just come along, you've time to burn."

"Then Sam went out to his horses, and the crowd
smiled aiul the man who was late muttered some-
thing about having so much work to do, and he

'.went home, too.

Ma issaving butter and egg money to get herself

anew dress, and I am going to surprise her. Every
time I go to the barn I take an egg or two out of

the nest and hide them in that old yellow box in the

corner, and I have nearly four dozen. When Ma
«omes that near to the amount she wants I am go-
ling to take theqi in and give them to her.

We, had baked beans the other day, and I wish
3rou had been here. 1 did it all myself, and I got
the receipt from Viola Dierdorff. This is the way
1 did it. First 1 got two quarts of lima beans, and
put them to soak. This was the evening before.

The next morning I put them on to boil, slowly, and
I put on a great big piece of beef, and set it to sim-
-mering. Then, along toward noon, when the meat
iwas done, 1 took a cupful of catsup, a spoonful of

:sugar, and one of prepared nuistard, and a little

.milk, .-ibout a pint, and beat them all together with
a little pinch of re<l pepper. Then I took the beans
off, poured them into a collander, and then put
them into a big bread pan. Then I forked the meat
out of the pot, stirred in the catsup, and the rest of

the things, and poured it all over the beans and put

them into the oven of the stove. Along about half

past eleven, when the beans were browning, I laid

some pieces of streaked bacon on the top, and when
•dinner was ready I spread a newspaper on the table

and set the sizzling hot pan on it. Pa said. " What
-a lot of beans! " but they ate the most of thcni, and
ithe next morning the hired man said, " Is there any
'.more of them beans?" Hut there wasn't.

I almost forgot to tell you that I was at the quar-
terly council last Thursday. It passed off as such
things usually do. There was a good deal of talk

that might have been cut short, and there was a con-
TSidcrable amount of business done. One thing hap-
jiened that nobody expected. Vou know Amy Rid-
jpath, the one who was cut off for wearing a hat.

Well, she was reinstated. It was funny one way,

and not funny another way. You know how she

acted and talked when she was visited when she

was a member before, and the funny part is that about

two weeks before the council she took off her hat

and began wearing her bonnet again, all of her own

accord. She came to the meeting and was taken in

again. When she was received up in front of all,

and we all went, one after the other, and gave her

the hand of fellowship, it was affecting when Amy's

mother came to her. Pretty nearly everybody in

the church cried. That day I walked home with

her, as I wanted to know what made her act as she

did. She told me.

She said that when she got her hat she did it in

the hope that she would enjoy herself more and yet,

when she got to wearing it everybody seemed to be

wondering at her. They asked her insulting ques-

tions, and the very girls that "put her up to it"

laughed at her and told her that it made her look

ugly. Then the people in the stores stared at her,

and she heard them make remarks about her when

she had been among them and was leaving. She just

found out that the garb stood for something more

than a church ruling. So she came back of her own

free will and she was going to sta)'.

That's about all, Bobbie, and you write me when-

ever you can.

Your sister,

Katie.

P. S.—The kitten man left five black and white

kittens under the porch last week for Tabby. I car-

ried them to the barn so the little things wouldn't

ha\^e to be drowned. K.

STAGE COACH DAYS.

W'ri'H the ad\cnt of the railroads the lumbering

old coach went out of commission. Associated

with traveling by coach are some of the most inter-

esting and exciting of adventures. An old-time

driver in Kansas City tells something of interest to

the present youthful generation, many of whom may
never have seen a coach at all.

" It has been many years since the old stage

coach has lumbered through the streets of this city,"

said Mr. Carpenter, the driver referred to above.
" The want of a bridge over Kansas River, or Kaw
River as it was first known, is what made Kansas
City. Wyandotte would naturally have got all the

trade that came to Kansas City if there had been a
bridge, but as it was the stage business to Mexico,
and to Salt Lake and even further West had
its headquarters in Kansas City, and out of this

grew the outfitting business, which gave Kansas
City its first boom. I carried some notable people
in my stages then, and one was Kit Carson.

"There were two great stage lines, one operating
to Santa Ft? and the other to San Diego. The gov-
ernment paid $75,000 a year to the San Diego line

for carrying the mail, the stage leaving either termi-
nus once a week, making the trip in an average of
a little more than thirteen days. The stage compa-
ny received $42,000 for carrying mail to Santa Fe,
making the trip twice a month. The passenger fare
to San Diego was S225 and forty pounds of baggage
allowed. Following the gold discoveries the stages
frequently carried from Sioo.ooo to $2 50.000 in gold
dust from the gold fields.

"One of the curious things connected with the
progress of the times since then is that the trade be-
tween Kansas City and Mexico now is less than it

was in the days of the stage coach and ox teams,
notwithstanding railroad facilities."

There are no lines of the old stages in this part
of the country now. But there are many persons
here who recall the time when a stage line ran from
Leavenworth to this point. There was a short rail-
road line from St. Joseph, Mo., to Weston, a few
hours' run, and as Weston was on the Missouri bank
passengers to and from St. Joseph were ferried on
an old-fashioned flat boat, much like the scows still
in use in the East.

The st,lge driver in those days was guide, humor-
ist and phdosopher. There is no character like him
now anywhere. He was the hero of most of his sto
nes, and the traveler who had knocked about much
always msisted on a seat with the driver, in prefer-
ence to the best inside, because he knew he would
be entertained. Undoubtedly the driver had exne
ricnce which made him an interesting person but

he soon came to know that the averaoe
gullible, and he seldom failed to have

"""^ *

hairbreadth escapes, which held the att
'^'^''*'

patrons.
'""""

"I
i

Even Horace Greeley listened with int
credulity to these yarns, and some of the h'"'

^'

imens of humor printed in this country ^v,Jl'
!'"

the stage driver, or suggested by hi
e 01

Th,which Artemus Ward related, which will 1

the present generation, although it is old "l'*

cients, was one of the most unique sto
•

"^
'

Ward. ^'" »'

geof
^ «il.,t

As the coach dashed around the t

Ward asked the reckless driver if he never h j

accidents. The driver replied that occasioLl'
coach full of people would tumble down

'

clivity of a thousand feet or so, and cripple

the whole lot. "But we don't have
now when there's an accident

1 'iteep
,;

3ny crippi,

"''* ">= drive
"Vou see, when we cripple a passenger he sues th

company. That makes trouble. So now wli™ /
tumble a lot down, them as is crippled ] tak

linch pin to, and kills 'em dead. Dead folks d !

bring lawsuits."

The story was capped by one of Ward's inimital,:,

climaxes.

" And thus with anecdote did he cheer mealoji.

But there are no more coaches, few drivers anl

no A. Ward.

THE JAPANESE HOTEL.

It is a novel affair, even to the traveled loreigja

The entrance is usually a little area, which is pradi

cally an extension of the street or sidewalk,

fined by a low platform or raised floor. I

modest eminence the proprietor and thu^e .u

him greet the new guest with profound bows, thr;:

foreheads touching the floor repeatedly. There;.

no showy office, no high desk, no lordly clerk.ru

big book for the guest's autograph—only a link

table about fourteen inches high, with an ink-stoni,

suggesting that here the accounts are made up

But the guest may not yet ascend. His slior^

must be left in the area. That explains its shot

shop appearance. Quick servants promptly assi.l

in the correction of his understanding, bringing sa"

dais or slippers if he is unsupplied; then, precede..

by his traveling effects, he is led to his apartmtii

He observes that the stairs are without rails, an

that the female servants make their steep ascei:

much as a child would—using the hands as \idU

the feet. Ours is a " ten mat" room; that is, it n

quires ten mats, each three by six feet, to cover, 0:

rather to form the floor. The " mat " is made
•

woven straw, overlaid with ordinary matting »

finished with a firm border. Being soft and y*
ing under the foot it is comparatively noiselea

The furniture? A dainty doll table twelve in*

high, a little lacquer tray with a tiny teapot andt»^

small cups and saucers, two floor cushions .in
'

wall scroll—that is all. The sole heating .ipF"'^"'

is a box of ashes with a nest of coals. Beside
1^

coals is a teakettle. Between us and the snow stoj

raging outside there is first a wall of sash filW*^'

translucent paper, then a narrow hallway. 1^'

sliding sash filled with glass. A finger-Hims

either of three sides and your every moveni£

visible from without.

doors are P''P"

dooi^
Locks! What good? All the

and work in slides, and all windows are

nt the servant;Everything slides. Do you wa
s from some"

,bl(J
your hands smartly and then comes

above, below or around, a " H-i-i-i-i

feet are quickly sliding toward you.

of the sliding door you look only to see
^^^^

approaching you on sliding knees—a . Jn
seems. Your commands arc received by

^ .^ ^jj

i"andsan'

At the-
»™'

;herorl"

waiter in that attitude and the disappw"""

the fashion of the approaching.

Dispose of yourself as best you can.

platform at the end of the room

Tbi

with you'

,el.*|

rolK"

ots"\<S*\

rugs, may give you relief from •'*'""
^j^oh

'"''

on your heels. I have been ''"'""^"',j"ije'iii''"l

far to be entertained where a chair cou
^^^^

the asking. But when one conies to ""j^"..,

are served in one's room—it is quite a co

from the foreign chair to the little Jap"
|^,.

" Foreign food "
is also to be found m j^-^

tels. Beefsteak, chicken, butter,
^•.^f|''^|.jship

'

one can get on very well with such

they are not spoiled in the cooking^
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WHERE VEQETABLES CAHE FROM.

stonier at a Lewiston market was in a re-
^""^

'mood Saturday morning and would talk,

'"'u V roai>y of your customers know anything

"diat they eat?" said he.

i„iit to," said the blue frock, "they buy
..Theyou_

j„d tliey order

..

I
don't mea

,ey Ino"

i)-thini

ilance."

"^THE-IKGLENOOK ,,,

tier gave it a boom that in two centuries has not inhe least d.m.nished, and twice this little tuber hsaved Europe from what promised to be a crueamme. Whereupon the customer hurried off

h,rstock olr^J'^'K^
'"= ^^^^" ^™"^ =-^"S a

ope t

.,_ in that," was the reply. " Of course

„ what they eat, but who of them know

about the stuff? Take vegetables, for in-

Oh lots of 'em know," said the market man.

Here's potatoes, for instance. They are native

Americans. I guess Sir Walter Raleigh introduced

l„m to Europe."

I
guess he never ate one, for in his time they

c not considered fit to eat. They went to Eu-

from the hills of South America and a strange

laller of fact, when you come to think of it, is that

J ihc United States, where, barring a few sections,

egelables grow in greater abundance and beauty

lian any other part of the world, none save maize

td the ground artichokes are native products."

Nonsense! " ejaculated the amazed marketman.

No nonsense about it," continued the contem-

ilaiiie customer. " Europe, Asia, Africa and
outh America are all more richly endowed than

1 used to think the watermelon was ours, but

north African tribes grew the big, juicy fellow's

nd gave us our first seeds. As to the muskmelon,
a vegetable of such lineage that, like the cab-

age and lettuce, nobody knows just who were their

rsl wild progenitors. The melon, at any rate,

out of Persia as a developed table delicacy,
hile the Adam of the cabbage family is agreed by
otanists to have flourished way back there in Gen-
ial .Asia, where they say the Caucasian race came

The Romans ate cabbage salad, and, accord-
's 10 count, there are nearly as many varieties of
us sturdy old green goods as there are different
ices of men.

"There is another Roman delicacy," continued
le customer, pointing to a box ofjjeets. "They
» say that the Greek philosophers thought a dish
lUoiled beets, served up with salt and oil, a great

I" mental e.xercise. For my part, though, I
'know a vegetable that should be prouder of

5 !»« y history than the radish. Radishes came
" l-hina, but a Scientific journal the other day
"««ed the discovery from a translation of
^P an hieroglyphics that Pharaoh fed his pyra-

P n t"
°" /''''^''^^- He eve,, went so far as

as s JTS " '"'"'^ '" ""^^ '" ^^E"'^ his

""adh'od^TT^"'^'''^^
^^^''"•^

Uld Testament carefully, you will be

Svpithr"'.',?'™'' "" announcement that in

»"s and r'"
°^ ^'"" ="" ""='°"^' l^^'^'

'<»i"li ih,.
^?, '

'"''' <="dently, in traveling

Kcultvin
'"'''"""^' Moses had a great deal of

""e E°
!!'''"'?'"S "'='" t° «ase yearning aft-

"Bcsid
" ''amties.

""ed the garrulous customer, " for all of

A TRUE STORY OP A BEAR.

know whether they actually did so, or whether thqrfailed to profit, after all, by their seemingly sa^Clous prudence. ^

frnl ?h
°' ^'"' '^° °"' °f '^' =hips that gofrom this country to Greenland for cryolite encoun-

teied unusual ice fields and bergs, coming from the
far north pole. On one huge berg the saflors saw awh„e bear, who had been carried away from hihome by the suddenly loosened ice. The <.rea
creature was so thin from hunger that his fur hung
oose, and he sat as though too weak to move Po
lar bears are known to be very savage, and here was
a fine chance to take this fellow's handsome fur
since he was too weak to defend himself. You
have doubtless read stories of arctic adventure and
can imagine how those sailors pounced on the bear
But in these last years of the nineteenth century

some surprising things have happened. The cap-
tain, who tells the story, ordered some men to go to
the iceberg and visit that bear. Thev rowed close
and landed quite near the bear, who probably
thought It was no use for a starving, weakened crea-
ture to show any fight to these enemies, for he sat
still and looked at them.
The sailors crawled upon the edge of the ice and

spread out before the amazed bear a pile of meat
and fish, and then went back to their ship Was
not this " good hunting? " They watched the poor
beast crawl feebly down from the shelf of ice where
he had been, and throw himself on the food.
"Then," says the captain, "another iceberg drifted
between and we could not see him again."

In the account of the voyage the captain said
that, though several ships went with his, the /adiw.
they scattered and seemed to have got into trouble!
while for some unknown reason the /orfw had a
wonderfully "lucky" voyage, being only two
months and a half on the round trip between Phila-
delphia and Greenland. He calls it "luck," but
one must believe that the loving power that watch-
es over us all was close at hand to help through the
dangerous ice the men who helped a starving bear.

SALAMANDER'S QUEER BURROWS.

In many places in the e.xtreme Southern <;tat«.speca ,y ,„ hat are locally known as th. ..~o-^woods, one of the most notable features i.tfec^
stantly recurring mounds of yellow sand wHid.^-
erywhere dot. and it must be confessed. di.fig^the monotonous landscape.

"^ngua:

These piles of earth are usually nearly cfrcular ia,orm, l.,irly symmetrical in contour, from si.x i "h"to two feet in diameter, and, save where they 2vtb en beaten down by rain or winds or the trampling
of c. tie, about half as high as they are broad. Often these .sand heaps are pretty evenly distributed
sometimes so thickly as to cover at least one-fourti;
of the soil surface.

If you ask a native the cause of this singular
phenomenon, which you will perhaps at first be dis-posed to consider a kind of arenaceous erxiptioo
which has somehow broken out on the face of na-
ture, your informant will sententiously reply "Sal
amanders! " r/, -*».

All this disfigurement is indeed the work of a
curious little rodent, about the size and color of a„
ordinary rat. He is never seen above ground if he
can possibly help it.

He digs innumerable branching underground tun-
nels, at depths varying from one to six feet and
these mounds of sand are simply the "dump .

heaps ' which in his engineering operations he
hnds It necessary to make.

After carrying the excavated earth to the surface
this curious little miner takes the greatest pains t»
cover up his tracks. No opening into his burrow is
left. How he manages to so carefully smooth over
his little sand mound and then literally " pull the
hole in after him " is .is yet unexplained.

THEIR WONDERFUL EYES.

PROVIDENT SQUIRRELS.

lich

""toniesT
'° ,"''''"'' productive Persia, water

Wl the ,.„;m V
''^"''5" a"'* '"ooks and she

Wnies fro

Wo 1 1 u
'" "'"^ uiuuhs aiiu snt

*ever. ',h. p * 'o grow and head lettuceer, the Ro ^ ^'

"'"'"e salad
gou™ands, who adopted

""s found growing in France and
""hem r,",^;,

''."'' '^"^mbers were as popular'""^w as wifi, .u
---"'""ers were as

„^°-^'abia h
''"'^''"d Egyptians,

"''"^itfori"""''' ''"^ '°^ "'^ burr artichoke.
' ">«<=

is n.
" '''"^"Ities-and, as a matter of

""'"
"'ho lead

"'*^"=''''« so good for men and

f'"'fimi„ J"
'^tl^tary life, just as carrots,

,r""nplev,„
'^'""'' a''<= a" admirable tonic

fc ^'''' and r
,'""'''' ^°'' "^<= ''oo'l. potatoes

'^ '*>"• *as nev 7 '"^ ""^ "*"'''" Rhubarb,

• v**"^" the R
".'^"own until the fifteenth cen

Vol

, ''and
:,""'a"s found it on the banks of

h^'^P'^ who an"
'"" ^"^''^''^ " ""= only Euro-

t,'^'"^'- Nor^!!'?'"
"^<= <^ggP'a"t as we do

«kr '" France
t,
•3'''?^ '"' P™^""'' '"'^

^''^ Kntrutj !
'aten raw often as not and

"ever
Engi'and they

'^'c:j:^^^:2
Popul

use it for decoration,

a desperate

'db.
**

'""ported
^'1^"'' 'or nearly a century,

''"^"aded
>"" ^""'''" '" Europe, nobody
to touch it. Finally Parmen-

The popular notion that squirrels of all sorts sub-
sist wholly on nuts, arises from limited, not to say
careless, observation. Their food is widely varied
in the course of a year, especially in the spring and
summer. Indian corn- in the milk suffers more
from squirrels than from raccoons or muskrats,
which are proverbially so fond of it. In places on
the western frontier an expensive system of watch-
ing has had to be maintained at times against this

pest. One dainty in late summer is the mushroom,
of several varieties of which they are fond; and this

reminds me of a bit of unexpected sagacity in one
of the western chipmunks lately spoken of in my
hearing by the artist and author, Ernest Seton
Thompson. It appears that this chipmunk de-
pends for its ordinary fall and winter fare upon the
seeds of the pinon pine, which it preserves by stor-

ages in its holes in decayed stumps or underground.
It happened lately, however, that in a certain area I

of the Northwest the pifion crop was a complete
failure and the ground squirrels were compelled to

find something else for their subsistence and winter
stores. In this extremity they turned to the mush-
rooms, everywhere abundant, and were busy during
all the late autumn in gathering them. They were
too wise, however, to store them underground,

where they would soon have rotted, but instead de-

posited them in notches and crotches of the lower
branches of the forest trees, where the>- dried in the

open air and so kept in good condition to be eaten.

Their shriveling up and the shaking of the branch-

es by the winds caused many to fall, and these the

squirrels industriously picked up and tried to fasten

more securely to the branches.

This method of providing themselves with winter

food implied the necessity of their coming forth

from the underground retreats, no matter how cold

and snowy the weather, whenever they wanted some-
thing to eat, instead of having their larder indoors I

as is usual with them; and it would be interesting to
|

When a fly comes from an egg, one of a family
of thousands, it is soft, pulpy, white, eyeless, leg-
less. When mature it affords the student one of
the most marvelous fields in all nature, witli its
nerve clusters and brain, its feet like the hoofs of a
rhinoceros, a thousand hollow hairs on each foot-
pad, the wings, which make 15,000 vibrations a sec-
ond, and the eyes. There are 8,000 of these, eaci
a perfect lens.

A fly's eyes are hard, immovable and retain thel
form after death. As a fly cannot turn its head i

has eyes in all directions. So small are these eye
that 1,000,000 would not cover the surface of a
square inch. Each eye measures a thousandtlj
part of an inch and the color is almost always red.

Each of these eyes is a lens and photographs
have been taken through them. The lenses are of
varying kinds—some suitable for looking off at a.

distance, others for things close at hand. Occa-
sionally with his thousand eyes a fly is deceived.
This is evidenced when a blue bottle inside a room
heads for the open country. He does not see the
window glass and the thump with which he strikes
and the angry buzz which shows his discomfiture
show how mistaken he was.

It has been supposed that the swallow is more
rapid in its flight than almost any winged creature,

but the dragonfly easily outwings it. An observer
of insect life relates an account of a chase between
a swallow and an immense dragonfly, in which the
contest lasted a long time. The swallow evidently

had hopes of catching the insect, but finall)-, after a
long campaign, gave it up and let the fly escape-

It has been claimed that the dragonfly- was such a
\'Oracious devourer of mosquitoes that these small

pests were thrown into a panic if a dragonfly ap-

proached them. It was declared that a fly confined

in a room would speedily clear it of mosquitoes,

but repeated experiments failed to substantiate this

claim.
, *

It is difficult for power to a^-oid despotism. The
possessor of rude health — the characters never

strained by a doubt—the minds that no questions

disturb and no aspirations put out of breath—there

the strong are also the tyrants.

—

Gasparin.
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DON'T DO IT.

Don't do it, please don't. Don't send the Ingle-

nook any essays that you read at the High school.

Don't. They don't go into the wastebasket. The

Editor couldn't read them if he wanted to, and he

-wouldn't if he couUl. Essays do not agree with

him. They make him sick. They are the means

-of making him say naughty things.

We understand perfectly well that the essay is a

-literary wonder. That's one reason why we don't

want it. The iNfii.ENOOK is made up of patchwork.

There is nothing perfect in it. We know that when

you stood up before that audience of two hundred

and sixty-three with everybody all expectancy and

let ofl tlwit essay—or was it an oration?—on the Dig-

rity of Labor, the whole house applauded. It was

really a very good thing. Being not quite seven-

teen, of course you know all about it. But don't

send it to us. I'rinting it in all its excellence of

style and thought would discourage other writers in

iheir humble efforts. 'Vour example is too impres-

sive. Send it to the At/anrk Monthly, or the like,

anything so you don't send it to us.

Hut if you see a double calf, or a chicken with

three legs, or if you can intelligently describe how

a corncob pipe is machine made we will fairly beam

with delight, if you let us have it. We don't

care tor your ideas on territorial expansion, but we

admit to an unsatisfied hunger for good natural his-

tory articles or most any kind of readable stories

for the Inglenook. But don't send us that essay,

-don't.

WEEDS.

tice it, and go away glad to be rid of the unpleas-

antness. Neighbors discuss it, and the parties to it

suffer all around morally.

The remedy is for the young and old of a family

to at once change methods, and to begin the prac-

tice of the courtesies common to ladies and gentle-

men. It will often happen that in so dping there

will be some half-grown who will persist in his evil

ways, and nothing will do him so much good as for

the head of the family to reason it out with a trace

strap or a shingle. The method is not recommend-

ed as a rule for the inculcation of politeness, but it

is sometimes necessary for the good of the whole.

Nothing is pleasanter than a family where the

amenities of civilization are practiced among the

members of the family. Locality and station have

nothing to do with it. One can say "Thank you,"

in a log house or on a mountain side as well as in a

palace. It is not a matter of money, or anything

else, but a desire to get away from the cave dweller

and his methods.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Nkahi.v every section of the United States is in-

fested with a weed peculiar to the neighborhood,

and it is a most interesting thing to study the diffu-

sion and limits of the plant. In some places it is

TBnld mustard, in others the plantain, and again

some other equally worthless plant. There are

hundreds of places infested with the wild carrot,

.and in others the Canada thistle has taken posses-

sion. The study of the methods by which these

weeds have been introduced is an interesting one.

The writer knows of a place in New England where

there is a large patch of wild caraway. The pres-

-ence of the plant is readily explained. In colonial

days there was a church there, and the custom of

the times was to take a lunch along to church. Of-

'ten this was a cake with caraway seeds sprinkled on

Uhe top, and some of them retaining their vitality,

<lrop])ed in the eating, gave rise to the plant.

There is a reason for everything in the vegetable

line if we only reach out far enough to find it,

Ihough often it is close at hand.

Text: Doubts.

There are few people who have not, at one time

or another, doubted their acceptance with God. It

is not an unusual or a personal experience. It is

the common lot to feel that way at times. The

fault is our own, and in most cases the fact does not

exist. God never deserts anybody. It is we who

have got away from God. The feeling is anything

but a pleasant one, and it is easy to get away from

it. How? By getting nearer in communion of

spirit with the dear Lord by prayer and supplica-

tion. When we are ready to leave it all to him,

asking no questions, and having no doubts, we are

safe. The sa\"'ing element is trustfulness. If we do

the Master's will as best we can, and then think no

more about it, save to thank God for the opportu-

nity to labor, our reward does not admit of a single

doubt. We vitiate our right to it by thinking oth-

erwise about it. It is best not to think at all about

it. If we do the best we can under the circum-

stances of our environment the rest is safe.

Think of it in this way. If we promised one of

our children something conditioned on his obedi-

ence would we not keep our word with him? Will

not our Heavenly Father keep faith with us? As-

suredly so, if we only trust him. What we want is

to be trustful, having a fullness of trust, and then

we want to be trustworthy, that is, worthy of being

trusted to do the things that come before us in the

right way. If we do them as best we know no

thought of the morrow need be had. It is all right.

So away with doubt and to work at whatever is

nearest to hand in the Master's service.

THE INDIAN FAMINE.

HOnE POLITENESS.

One of the most unpleasant things about some

%omes is the way the young people behave toward

•one another. From morning till night their con-

versation and relations, one to the other, are ex-

<cplionally unpleasant. In all such homes the ad-

vent of a stranger is the sign for a temporary let-up

in the verbal warfare, but it is soon resumed, uncon-

scionsly, and the situation is apparent to every ob-

-Bcrver. To see a family of boys and girls continu-

ally squabbling with each other is not pleasant.

'Once the habit is acquired it is most difficult to

<hangc. It is not only not right in and of itself,

ibut it is a most impolite thing. Strangers no-

MoST calamitous is the recurrence of famine

India, the extent and severity of which is this sea-

son appalling. Of the 965,000 square miles of Brit-

ish possessions in India it is computed that nearly

half of this vast area is affected by the drought
which has occasioned the famine, and that a popu-
lation of close upon 60,000,000 is affected by this

grievous human and economic scourge. The cause
of these disastrous periodic famines, it is hardly
necessary to say, is the failure of the monsoons to

bring rain at the season when it is sorelj- needed by
the ryot cultivators of the soil, a failure which, in

spite of the herculean efforts of the Government to
introduce artificial irrigation and promote other
measures of relief, desolates whole regions and re-

duces the stricken myriads of people, who for the
most part are ever in the clutches of unscrupulous
native money-lenders, to the point of starvation.
With the problem of averting these oft-recurring

periods of drought the Anglo-Indian administration
has long and earnestly struggled, though, unhappi-
ly, in large mcisure in vain. It has spent money
like water, not only in devising measures of relief
when calamity has befallen the country, but in pro-
viding practical remedies for the affected districts,
so far as it has been possible to cope with the grave
difliculty and improve the impaired power of the
cultivator. Overpopulation—itself an evidence of

the beneficence of the pacific rule whir-i, n

''''isioB

brought to India since the conquest!!'
j"'''

gravity of the conditions with which
ih'

ment has had to contend in relieving iC '

upon the means of subsistence,
whil,; 1^

'""*

time reducing to the minimum the burd
"^

taxation. The present scourge may «.ell\°"'''
appeal, outside the sphere of Governnie„' ,"*'"'

public and private charity for its alk-v"
'

happily this appeal is being responded
to'""' '„]

measure by numberless benefactors of aim
'" ''°''

race and nation. As we write, the need
'

great, since relief has, so far, only reached .'L'"

tenth part of those in dire distress and want

THE POWER OF THE iriAaiNATIO.N.

The following interesting experimeni
i

scribed in the Psychological Review for Julyk,.

E. Slossen, of the University of Wyoming "|V'

prepared a bottle, filled with distilled wale,

fully wrapped in cotton and packed in a box

er some other experiments in the course of a pj.

lar lecture I stated that I wished to see ho ' "piJl

an odor would be diffused through the air andn

quested that as soon as any one perceived the odo

he should raise his hand. I then unpacked thtb«.

tie in the front of the hall, poured the wateton

the cotton, holding my head away during the optrj

tion, and started a stop-watch while awaiting^

suits. I explained that I was quite sure no onti

the audience had ever smelled the chemicilci

pound which I had poured out, and expressed lb

hope that while they might find the odorslioni

and peculiar it would not be disagreeable tou

one. In fifteen seconds most of those in the fra

row had raised their hands, and in forty seconds tk

'odor ' had spread to the back of the hall, keepia

a pretty regular 'wave front' as it passed!

About three quarters of the audience claimed I

perceive the smell, the obstinate minorit)' indudij

more men than the a\'erage of the whole, .Mcr

would probably have succumbed to the suggestioi

but at the end of a minute I was obliged to slop lb

experiment, for some on the front seats weiebt;:!

unpleasantly affected, and were about to leavt lit

room."

A QUIET hour spent alone with God at thebtqs

ning of the day is the best beginning forthela

and cares of active business. A brief season!

prayer, looking above for wisdom and grace a

strength, and seeking for an outpouring of ihcn

Spirit, helps us to carry our religion int" >"'
'

ness of the day. It brings joy and peace Biliii-'

heart. And as we place all our concerns in the "«

and keeping of the Lord, faithfully striving
1^^

his will, we have a joyful trust that however to.^

discouraging events may appear, our F*''"'"
^^

is guiding everything and will give the wisest 1

tion to all our toils.

As attain was moving out of a Scotch s^^^^

man in one of the compartments "°""'^

porter in whose charge he had left his bagg

not put it into the van, and

him:

—

u,

Hi! you old fool! What do you "-ean ,

putting my luggage into your van

The porter replied: "Ah,

ne'er such a fool as yourself,

train." ^_

A PRAVERLESS soul is a Christless so
-^^^^ ^^^

the lisping of the believing infant, the
^

fighting believer, the requiem of the

falling asleep in Jesus.—S/tH/y'""-

shouted o*

1 me'"

,nan. your
\f^

. ..ifdolV'

•I SUPPOSE your son broke """'
,^,5aid'

lege football.
' "No, indeed; the do

^^^^^^-.

gave him nervous prostration was tr)i

lessons in between the games.

^ j„
hi'-

Regrets are not the worst ''""^^"[^j „!,|i'"

would never experience them if

>Y' ,'j,cbv'"'

ed of that which caused them and t

'

a higher moral view-point.

.oftl"*.*:

Some men celebrate the am .iversar)'

'

as long as they live, but the =^'="^°
„! *

dons the custom just as soon as she g

Wise is the man who knows he 1 s igo"''
,10 1-
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THE CHINESE WOHAN.

I

Interested in the American woman.

'
'"

^"'\iieand she excites my curiosity. Why

'''^'""Tc'ss in such an outlandish way, choosing

*
''"^ '

Inns for the exhibition of portions of
lie

occasi""^"
vhich under circumstances of greater pri-

,he deems
it modest to cover up? For what

h her waist—a custom which,
, does she pmc

"'""''chinese
standpoint, seems barbarous?

'""' '
I- t.<^ it is unquestionably a fact that

• China are much lil<e American women.

'""i",,'"^(
a gentlewoman in my country is by no

*" '

different from that of a person of the same

'""Vr social rank in the United States as you
*

^"
Her occupations are to a great ex-

lijht
suppose.

and her amusements are similar.
. the same,

'

biblv -«he enjoys quite as much happmess as a
'" '

of corresponding position in Uncle Sam's

loniain.

The CI

f
social

Tke Chinese lady does not have the same freedom

ntercourse with men as is enjoyed by the

ft„e,ican woman of equal birth and station, but she

oi dissatisfied on this account. It would be a

lisuke to suppose she is secluded in any such way

5 the women of Turkey or other Mohammedan

oonlries. She meets without restriction the int'-

oate male friends of the household, and her hus-

nd does not try to keep her from knowing the

Inen ivhom he admits to his own close acquaintance.

f you happen to know a lady in China, though

ourself a man, you are not debarred from calling

pon her,

A lady in China frequently smokes a pipe. That

lilement sounds odd, perhaps, until it is explained

hat ilic kind of pipe she smokes is a water pipe

—

hat you call a " hubblebubble "—and that the to-

acco IS so mild as to ha\-e almost no strength at

il. The weakness of the tobacco does not matter

nuch, inasmuch as the smoking is done rather as a

m\ of amusement than in the way of indulgence

na narcotic for the gratification of a habit.

The Chinese lady has plenty of amusements.
le [jlays games with cards—games of kinds which
orlhe most part are not known or understood in

he United Slates, though not less entertaining than

'outs—and in this way she has many a happy hour,

.hess and dominoes are likewise fa\-orite pastimes
illi her, and when not otherwise occupied she reads
okIs, She is not kept in ignorance, as Moham-
ledan women so commonly are, and she is fond of
ciding. No circulating libraries are available, but
ke buys books—mostly novels and plays. We
'm plenty of novels in the Chinese language.
n China a lady who is mistress of an establish-

»tnl hasher household duties, just as an American
""man of good position. From her point of view,
"•stkeeping tasks are in no way derogatory or be-
'"•h attention. She has a general superintendence

' domestic affairs, including the management of
servants and, though she does not interfere com-

,j I"-

"'"l^ the kitchen department, she gives gen-

^
tirecuons and on occasions instructs the cook

" "hat is to be purchased in the way of food
fi^ !• She never goes to market, the buying of

• in'™"^
'eingdone by the cook. Asa rule,

'cbArT
°* ""^ well-to-do ther-e is a nurse for

fnsicui ,

"' ""^ '"o'her of the family looks out

Thec'
"' "'" """"""^ °^ "" ""^ 'Children.

*"ibrlide'"'^*'^

'-idy frequently occupies herself with

'y toun't'^.

''''°'^'
''"' ^'"^ '^°^^ "° P'*'" sewing. In

^""rica
'^ j"^'"'^"'^' *^S'^s "'^ much less than in

o-do (j^i'i"
^^'^ ''^^e more of them; where a well-

'""lesiics'
^ °' ""^ '^"''«d States would have three

tven
or ei'

h""'" ''°"*<^^'o''' '" China might have

«b dau
^'^ ' Ofdinarily we have three meals

e dinner being late in

"> 10 h

on, .It four or five o'clock. It i

""'s are sV '^' ^"PP'='' '" "le evening. The
*av^. : .

ed In course"; anH in m,,,-li tUc cnmpas in J
" '" eourses, and in much the same

'" America.
far

~
'*l'«ation"^('^"'''*'

''*^'f'5 concerned, there is

^'^"
not

""^ ''^^"^^- '" '^^s'^s "^^"^ "='<=

""Iti ha°"
^"^ intimate terms with the

*,'°"«'v5s A^"
'° '"^ P^^sent the men eat by

"""?
of it 3

]" "'dinary family meal those par-

*"'«
some

o^f

"" "'' """"'' "^ "^iroular table. Of

b"""'''" Poini""'^
'''^''" ^'^'^"' strange from the

''«*orld
0°' ^''^"' *""' S°°'' ''feeding is the
^'^r, ,Tnd Chinese table manners do

not differ so materially from your own as is com-
monly supposed.

I may say, incidentally, that markets in China are
at least as good as those in American cities, and it

seems to me that our fishes are much better. We
have a greater variety of palatable river fishes, which
in my view are better than sea fishes that you have.

Ladies have no way of earning their living inde-
pendently in China; it is not expected or thought
proper that they should go out into the world and
struggle for a livelihood, as so many American
women do. They may become governesses, or per-
haps companions, but apart from those employ-
ments there is hardly any self-supporting industry
which they can undertake.

Of course China is a very large country, and cus-
toms differ more or less in various parts of it. Fur-
thermore, it must be remembered that the Manchus,
who represent the conquering race in the empire,
have their own ways and fashions. For example,
they do not bind the feet of their women, and the
latter associate with the men without any more re-

strictions than is customary in America.

THE BOXERS OP CHINA.

Readers of the daily papers have no doubt no-

ticed frequent references to the Boxers of China,
and the word is not understood by all, if, indeed, by
any American not cognizant of the situation i

China.

The present internal disturbances in China are due
to the resistance of foreign aggressions offered by
the society of the "Great Knife." This society is

called in English the " Boxers." The membership
is supposed to exceed 100,000. The position of the

"Boxers" is analagous to what that of the people of

the United States would be if Germany, France

Russia and other foreign powers with little show of

right save that supported by might sought to con-

struct railroads and quasi-public works in this coun-

try and in so doing o\erturned and trampled upon

all private rights of the people. A strong public

sentiment exists in China against the foreign des-

poliation of the kingdom now in progress. The ef-

fort to dismember China by foreign powers promises

to be the international tragedy of the twentieth

century. The " Boxers" Society is a secret organi-

zation, supposedly encouraged by the ruling Chi-

nese dynasty, and has for its principal object the

driving of all foreigners out of the empire. There

is some reason for believing that certain foreign pow-

ers are secretly abetting the disturbances in the hope

that pretext for a conflict with the empire may be

afforded and under that thin excuse dismember-

ment- be hastened. The Chinese race has an an-

tiquity of at least 6,000 years.

As to what the "Boxer" is, competent testimony

comes from various sources. Edwin Wildman, late

viceconsul of the United States at Hongkong, says:

" They are divided into lodges and have common

signs and passwords known only to themselves.

They have certain methods of interrogating each

other and recognize peculiar manners in placing

cups and dishes at the table; of wearing their gar-

ments and saluting each other. They hold their

meetings usually in secluded places in the dead of

the night and draw blood from their bodies, mixing

it with water and pledging each other to oaths of

vengeance against their enemies. The 'Boxers'

have adopted a flag bearing the motto, 'Up with the

Ch'ing dynasty and down with the foreigner.' The

foreign tradesman in China, to the mind of the na-

tive, is a barbarian, and the average celestial is as

incapable of turning back the pages of history and

restoring idol worship and burnt sacrifices. The

'Boxer' believes in immortality and heaven-sent

mission. He is a foe to fear, and the present alarm

felt by all foreigners in China is fully warranted.

"You had in this country years ago a 'know noth-

ing party.' It was a movement against foreigners.

The ' Boxer' movement in China has the same po-

litical and philosophical cause, but founded prob-

ably on more aggravating grounds. There

have been rumors and rumors of the partition of

China by the foreign powers. As these rumors

have been broadened and exaggerated among the

masses, hostile feeling on the part of the people

against foreigners and missionaries and their con-

verts has increased. Hence the 'Boxers" move-

ment."

Rev. F. M. Royell, a Baptist missionary from

China, says:

"The hatred of the 'Boxers' was first directed
against the Catholic missionaries, but in a short
time it included all 'foreign devils,' as they call the
foreigners."

There appears to be no doubt that the German,
Belgian and other foreign civil engineers who have
been at work in Chi-Li and Shan-Tung have treated
the natives with much severity and done much to
provoke the uprising. Lines have been run across
farms without let or hindrance, homes despoiled,
property rights disregarded, crops destroyed and
the Mongolian given a fearful example of what
"commercial rights" mean in the language of the
Caucasian. The " Boxers " are but one of innumer-
able secret societies which have organized, not
only to fight invaders of this type but also to
further the interests of one or the other political
parties of the empire itself.

• IMAQINATION AND DISEASE.

In "A Journalist's Note Book" Frank F. Moore
tells an amusing and significant story of the influ-

ence of imagination upon health. A young civil

servant in India, feeling fagged from the excessive
heat and from long hours of work, consulted the
best doctor within reach. The doctor looked him
over, sounded his heart and lungs, and then said,

gravely: " I will write you to-morrow."
The next day the young man received a letter

telling him that his left lung was gone and his heart

seriously affected, and advising him to lose no time
in adjusting his business affairs. "Of course, you
may live for weeks," the letter said, "but you had
best not leave important matters undecided."

Naturally the young official was dismayed by so

dark a prognostic—nothing less than a death war-

rant. Within twenty-four hours he was having dif-

ficulty with his respiration and was seized with an
acute pain in the region of the heart. He took to

his bed with the feeling that he should never arise

from it. During the night he became so much
worse that his servant sent for the doctor.

"What on earth have you been doing to your-

self? " demanded the doctor. "There were no in-

dications of this sort when I saw you yesterday."

" It is my heart, I suppose," weakly answered the

patient.

"Your heart! " repeated the doctor. "Your heart

was all right yesterday."

" My lungs, then."

"What is the matter with you, man? You don't

seem to have been drinking."

"Your letter!" gasped the patient. "You said I

had only a few weeks to live."

"Are you crazy? " said the doctor. "I wrote )'0u

to take a few weeks' vacation in the hills and you

would be all right."

For reply the patient drew the letter from under

the bedclothes and gave it to the doctor.

" Heavens! " cried that gentleman, as he glanced

at it. "This was meant for another man. My as-

sistant misplaced the letters."

The young man at once sat up in bed and made a

rapid recovery.

And what of the patient for whom the direful

prognosis was intended? Delighted with the report

that a sojourn in the hills would set him right, he

started at once, and five years later was alive and in

fair health.
i » I

When President Kruger w.is last in England he

received a visit from the duke of Abercorn, in the

course of which his grace informed " Oom Paul"

that he himself had been for years a member of the

British lower house and that his father had been

lord lieutenant of Ireland. The president evidently

considered that his guest's present rank was a great

rise in life, for he exclaimed hastily: "Oh, that is

nothing; my father was only a shepherd."

An absent-minded German professor was one day

observed walking down the street with one foot

continually in the gutter, the other on the pave-

ment. A pupil, meeting him, saluted him with:

"Good evening, Herr Professor. How are you?
"

"
I was well, I thought," answered the professor;

"but now r don't know what's the matter with me.

For the last ten minutes I've been limping."

There is but one thing that women are more apt

to discover than the faults of men—and that is the

faults of other women.
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THE PURPLE MARTIN.

Beautiful and interesting as this bird is l<nown

to be. Ifss has been said about it tlian of any of our

common birds of agreeable song and manners. Its

common names arc house martin, purple swallow,

American martin, and violet swallow. The young

male is several years in attaining the uniform glossy

violet-black plumage, the steel blue feathers ap-

pearing in gradually coalescing patches. It is com-

mon to the whole of temperate North America,

wintering in Mexico and the liermudas. It is only

accidental in Kurope. The adult female is glossy

l>lue-blacl< above, becoming hoary grayish on the

forehead and sometime on the nape also. The

young are similar to the adult female.

Ridgway says that no bird of America is more

deserving of protection and of encouragement to

live'about the habitations of man than the purple

martin. One pair of them will destroy more insects

in a season than all the Hnglish s])arr(>\vs in a town-

ship will kill in their lifetime. Besides, their notes

are pleasing to the ear, and their actions both when

on the wing and when perching upon their boxes

extremely interesting, During the breeding season

the male has a continued and varied song of great

beauty and considerable power: and it is as much

on account of the sweetness of their notes as /or

their familiarity and usefulness that these birds are

such general favorites. In the wild woods where

they have not had opportunity to avail themselves

of man's hospitality they are as lovely and musical

as when semi-domesticated in our dooryards, and,

it is said, are in all respects exactly the same birds.

When Audubon was traveling through the Middle

States, he reported that almost every country tavern

had a martin-box on the upper part of its signboard,

and commented: "I have observed that the hand-

somer the box, the better does the inn prove to be.'^

The Indians hung up calabashes for the martins, so

tht:y wotdd keep the vultures from the deerskins and

venison that were drying. Mr. Nehrling says that

the m;irtin is as well satisfied with the simple hol-

low gomd attached to a i>ole near a negro hut as

with the most ornamental and best arratiged martin-

house in the beautiful gardens and parks of rich

planters and opulent merchants. He claims that

where no nesting boxes are provided our martin

will not breed, and that it hardly ever accepts nest-

ing boxes attached to trees, preferring localities

where the chance is given to dart in and out unin-

terrupted by any obstacle.

The struggle between the martins and sparrows
is so bitter that one pair of martins watched by Mr.
Widmann adopted the plan of never leaving the

nest alone, taking turns in going for food, because,

as he explains, "it is comparatively easy lo keep a

sparrow out of a box, but it is impossible for a mar-
tin to dislodge him after he has built a nest."

Mr. Keyser s.iys that in the autumn the martins
assemble in flocks, sometimes large enough to sug-
gest an ecumenical council, and fall to cackling,

twittering, discussing, and in many other w,iys

making preparation for their aerial voyage to an-
other clime. They really seem to regret being
compelled to leave their plea.sant summer haunts, if

one may judge from the length and fervor of their

good-byes. "Perhaps they are like human beings
who have a strong attachment for home, and must
visit every nook and tryst to say aii rrvoir before
they take their departure. One can easily imagine
how dear to their hearts are the scenes of their

childhood, and of their nest-building and brood-
rearing." After departing, they sometimes return

in a d.ay or two before they begin their southward
pilgrimage in real earnest. Do they get homesick
after they have gone some distance, and return

once more to look upon the familiar scenes i* It is

one of the mysteries of bird life.

THE MULE AS A JUMPER.

To the mind of every properly-regulated mule, a
fence is something made to be thrown down or
jumped over. By that I do not mean that he is a
four-footed anarchist, with a heel against govern-
ment of every sort. But rather he is a creature

born to jump. He does jump, upon any occasion

or none. Put him in a pasture knee-deep with lush

herbage, he will graze to the fence, and at once be-

gin trying conclusions with it. If it is on higher

than his breast, he is likely to go over it within five

minutes, unless he is sharp-set for green stuff, and

the green stuff very tempting. If the barrier takes

him well along the neck, he will graze his fill, and

maybe lie down for two hours in the shade, before

making up mind and body to the jumping point.

Next thing is to find a jumpable place. A fence,

like a chain, is only as strong as its weakest panel.

Master mule searches for it in off-hand dilettante

fashion. Now he makes a feint of going over

where it is as high as his head; anon he sets a vi-

cious breast against a particularly sturdy length;

then maybe he backs away, and stands for half an

hour, the very model of resigned contemplation.

Motionless, with head extended, eyes either closed

or cast down, he shows in the sunlit space a pattern

of docile meekness. Flies even do not move him,

before the spirit. If his fellows come near he does

not so much as wave an ear in greeting.

He might be a statue, you think. Look again.

The statue has come to life with a vengeance! See,

he has flimg himself down, and is wallowing with

little wicked satisfied brays. Supplely he gets up-

on his feet, gi\'es a long, triumphant hee-haw, and

goes at the fence like a catapult, or over it like a

baseball. Once outside, he flings up his head side-

wise, gives a still louder bray—a call to his mates to

follow—and dashes off at top speed.

Possibly he has broken into a lush cornfield.

More likely into a stretch of the barest fallow. It

is all the same to him—both lie the other side of

the fence. From this you will perceive the mule's

one vice. He has the mug-wump mind, to which

whatever is not is right. A cynic observer once said,

"Mules must look at fences as human beings do at

matrimony. Those who are inside are wild to get

out, and those outside even wilder to get in."

Possibly natural vanity has something to do with

it. The best of us have a weakness for displaying

a pre-eminent inborn gift. The mule that could

not or did not jump, would not be worth his salt,

much less his hay and oats. For the most part, the

jumping is wholly without malice. Often, indeed,

there appears to be something waggish, even dis-

tinctly humorous about it. One mule within my
knowledge would lead his comrades over the stout-

est fence into the woodland world, and defying pur-
suit or capture, make the circuit of the plantation,

a matter of several miles, then jump in where he
had jumped out, and come trotting to the stable lot,

the very sum and pattern of docile innocence.

HOMES OF HEXICO.

Life on a great Mexican hacienda is an existence
of which little is known in the United States. Con-
ditions on these estates differ from those to be
found anywhere in the north. A Mexican ranch
may embrace thousands of acres. It is often a
complete little world in itself, producing practically
everything required for its inhabitants. It some-
times does supply all the wants of the lowly mem-
bers who till the soil, gather the coffee and make
the sugar and liquors, but the wealthy owner draws
upon all the world to furnish luxuries for his family
and his great house.

Among rich Mexican families the children are
frequently educated in Kurope and the home life of
a Mexican haciendado is, as a rule, one of refine-
ment and quiet comfort, says Modern Mexico
The head of a great estate can only be compared
w,th a feudal lord. He is practically monarch of
all he surveys. He exercises a paternal care over
his employes, caring for them in sickness, advanc-
mg them means and rations when needed, through
lack of work or natural improvidence, and whole
families become attached to an estate through mor-
al and financial ties and continue with it from one
generation to another. Thousands of these great
landed legacies have been kept intact for centuries
and seem to be as jealously guarded as ever Thev
are rarely divided up and seldom pass into the
nanus of foreigners.

A haciendado's home bears a fitting relation to his
acres. Ii ,s always open to friends and travelersand Its proportions and number of servants con-
nected w„h ,t, as a rule, render the sudden appear-ance of a dozen guests no more an affair of incon-
venience than such an occurrence would be to agood-sized hotel. A typical patio is that of a home

in the sub-tropics with an altitudeof^^^^^^"^
to 5,000 feet. The spacious garden th°^^ ^>
incloses is green and full of blooms tk"'
The hanging baskets around the corri/

'"' '

'

ly laden with orchid blossoms, each
"'

would bring a little fortune in New Y l"
Close adjoining the house is the chur h

hundreds of the hands in fields and facto
"*""''

as regularly as they perform their daiuTT"* '

familyofthemastergo there, too, butih
^'

a private chapel in the house. Life on
'^^''°'«:

ican hacienda is full of novelty tn
^^'^^'M.,

abroad. '"^"S'^'s fr-

THE QUEEN BEE.

Lx the bee kingdom everything is sub-
the making of honey. It is with this ,iltiZ"'''B
in view that the queen, when six or seven d

"

soars out of the hive on her wedding fl,„uf
this end in view, she returns to spend th
her natural life in laying (during the layin!

'"'"

which lasts from early spring until the 1

*'

eggs at the rate of three a minute.
"It l«i,

.u t , ,

'^s sh« lives l„three or four years, she thus produces in ihcc
of her life-time something like a million ego.

™

should certainly enable her to feel on her .J,

'
.

that her time had not been wasted.

Always with the idea of the production o( bo,
uppermost in her mind, she lays but few tgjsi,,'

which drones will be produced (these ego^ ;,:,,.

particular kind, which, by a wise and ciirkn,, i-'

'

dence, she can produce at will), butdd.
of her energies to the laying of eggs from
the course of about twenty-one days, wuikn, s

come forth.

The same kind of egg is capable of prodiicir-

either a worker or a queen, according to the niani

-

in which it is fed. The power of decision ai

:

whether an egg shall be developed into the onei:

the other rests not with the queen mother, but mii

the all-powerful worker bees, who thus not or'

control the present, but arrange the future as ml!

Whenever they deem it necessary, Iky nli::

an ordinary worker cell in the brood con

'

queen cell, and feed the inmate with " ro>dl ,i™

so that in si.xteen or seventeen da>s a new queen

ready to make her bow to the world.

She would never make it, however, if the diJ

queen had her way about it. A colony mayhaii

only one queen at a time, and when the old (jut'i

sees that the workers are beginning to build quef

cells, she makes vigorous efforts to get at thenw"!

sting the royal young inmates to death. Il is I

this purpose that she has been provided \'\; "y
"

with a sting, and she never uses it on i -

being—only upon rival queens and royal l^o^
'

larvae.

The sting of the ordinary bee is barbed, so thai i

she once inserts it she cannot draw it out again.'

must pay with her own life the penalty of hcrvf

geance. As the queen's life, however, is too \*

ble to be easily lost, nature has provided her wil •

sting that is barbless, so that she may use it as ol"-

as she chooses without paying for her temiK'"'

her life.

Or rather, as often as the workers clioose-

they stand guard and do not allow her to come"'-

the queen cells. A few days before a neiv q»«"

'

to be hatched out, the "swarming note " is b"'
'

the hive, and the old queen with the greater p»

J
the colony flies forth to seek a new home. ">^^'

the old one to the new queen, who will soo" =

^^_

from her cell and go about her business of «P

lating the hive.

AND IT WILL OET THEH.

The last Inglenook is a gem. I' ""S

ten thousand subscribers.—5. Z. Sharp.

Mrs. Joselvn—" Don't you miss yo"'

very much now that he is away? "
^,_

^ j,,,

Mrs. Golightly—"Oh, not at an. ',
(j., Ij;-

left me plenty of money, and ^' . '"'"^^ jnJ
»'

stand a newspaper up in front of his P ^

the time forget that he really isn't there

1 •

"I don't think you will find that tlio

smoke," said she, with mild reproa<:'""
^^j,,

"I guess not," said he. "I am
^"I'f''f jibe'-"

Run and get me a match, will you.'

ish woman went for the match.
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^^,0^G OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Flora Teagoe, of Mt. Morris, 111., writes:

"^"
ust

completed the old course of reading of

'".'rVionary
Reading Circle. I have not only

"
ed it, but have also been greatly bene-

I
Ohio sometime in June.'

liy
enjoy

d by ''

. ^,y home
'

2olaZ,Renner,o£ Lanark, 111., says:" I think

?" w in our course are all very interesting. I

i,j only Circle member in our congregation, so

a larse field to work in. I hope that those

"have worked to make the Circle a success, and

e chosen good literature for our young people

wd, ma)' be rewarded."

S. Piatt, from Outlook, Wash., writes

owin":
" We have preaching here at Outlook

Iht lirethren; we also have a good union Sunday

I
where we use the Brethren's literature. We

anijtil our church last fall with thirteen mem-

Bro. M. M. Eshelman, from Salem, Oregon,

iiith us and held a Bible school. Bro. J. U.

Siiverson was with us too, and we rejoiced to see

en come out on the Lord's side. At our Com-

mon meeting this spring, we believe about thir-

seven communed, so we are rapidly increasing in

iib('f>. I do not think that we have any Circle

r> among them. I have been thinking it

r, and talked about it with some of the brethren.

:y all seem to think it is just what we need here,

here are so many young people in this vicinity

enjoy reading."

(e hope that every member who reads this will

lih,irderto induce others to join in with us, so

I wc may surely and steadily increase in num-
\Vc are glad to welcome the following new

mber=:

Mrs. Emma L. Newcomer Huntingdon, Pa.
-^"'Mfag, Saxton, Pa.

»S. Arnold Lintner, III.

Lydia Higenbolhaii Oaks Pa.

le appoint the following new secretaries:

!;°'»''''" Oaks, Montgomery Co., Pa.
,*^„'*'^""" Lanark, 111.

*'0-S.Pi"<t Outlook, Wash.

*m CRUCIFIED BETWEEN TWO THIEVES.

"Egods were all cast in a large mould. They
S'ants m size, of gigantic strength, of wonder-

«'*m, or heavenly beauty
1« different the coming of the babe of Bethle-

'„,'", ""= "'"^ '"= was crucified between two
'

snd his last message to his followers wasy '7'''' g° and tell it unto all the world.
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MOW THE BIBLE WAS HADE

We have learned that the original books of the
Bible were written by different men, at different
times, and received by the early Christians, who
must have been good judges of what was correct
and what was not. We have also seen that there
were many manuscript copies of these writings, and
we also know that here and there they were collect-
ed into one volume, or the .accessible books were,
and there was quite a number of such collections!
But none of them were complete in the way that we
have the Bible now. The earliest Latin version of
the New Testament was made in or before A. D.
I/O, but it was incomplete. The early Syriac ver-
sion, called the Peshito, was made before A. D. 170,
but it was not complete, either. Different other
compilations were made, and they are known by
different names, but the Syriac and the Latin com-
pilations are the oldest. In the course of years a
number of Bibles existed, each maker or compiler
striving to have his more complete than his prede-
cessors, and out of them, and all the available MSS.
the common version was made in 1611, and from
everything at all available the Revised Version, in

1881.

The older Bibles did not have the divisions into

chapters and verses that mark the present ones, and
the order of the books in some of the oldest ver-
sions was not as we have it at present. In the
Codex Bezae, as it is called, the order is Matthew,
John, Luke, Mark. In the Curetonian Syriac ver-

sion it is Matthew, Mark, John, Luke. It is hard at
this time to assign the true reason for their arrange-
ment in the order stated. The present succession
of arrangement is due to the idea of the time at

which the books were written, in part, and the way
the story hangs logically together.

There is one thing that is certain, and that is the

present Bible contains all that was regarded as be-

ing authoritative among the earlier Christians, and
that though the form of the books has been
changed the subject matter has never been tam-
pered with, and what is said in our Revised Version
in Matthew is just what he said to the Jews who
first read his book, and so with all the others. The
Bible has been translated into many tongues, and
all that art and skill can do have been expended on

the production of magnificent volumes that are

splendid beyond comparison. But this further fact

remains: Wherever there is an old woman, a boy, an

illiterate person able only to spell his way through

the verses, there may rest a certainty that each has

all that anybody else ever had of the real, the es-

sential facts, of God's will as revealed to man.
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Manv children grow up like plants under bell-

glasses. They are surrounded only by artificial and
prepared influences. They are house-bred, room-

bred, nurse-bred, mother-bred—everything but self-

bred. The object of training is to teach the child

to take care of himself: but many parents use their

children only as a kind of spool on which to reel off

their own experience, and they are bound and cord-

ed until they peri.'^h by inanity, or break all bonds

and cords, and rush to ruin by reaction.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk

The New Testament Scriptures everywhere con-

template spiritual life as a growth from small be-

ginnings: as involving necessarily the weakness of

infancy and the struggles of childhood, ere we
come to the ripeness of manhood. The child of

God, when born of water and Spirit, is but a babe.

The faith and baptism that bring him into Christ

but enable him to begin to live in newness of life.

And this life, like all other life, depends for its per-

petuation and development on food, air and exer-

cise.
1 •

The color of our whole life is generally such as

the three or four first years in which we are our

own masters make it. Then it is that we may be

said to shape our own destiny, and to treasure up

for oursehes a series of future successes or disap-

pointments.

If you do a man a favor and then refuse to do

him another it will make him twice as angry as if

you refused the first. I

DUTCH BOYS AND OIRLS.

The dearest, funniest little country in the world
IS Holland, the home of the Dutch. The country
s a perfect network of canals. In Amsterdam the
biggest city of Holland, there are so many of them
running crisscross that the city is divided into nine-
ty small islands. But more interesting than any-
thing else about this country are the children. .-\nd
such good times as they have!
These canals I have been speaking of run right

down the center of the streets, taking the place of a
driveway and leaving only a strip of brick pave-
ment on each side. A row of trees grows on each
side of the canal. Out here, under their shade, the
children of .Amsterdam play.

Have you ever seen a pair of shoes worn by these
Dutch children? They arc not like ours. They
are made of blocks of wood shaped like a shoe and
hollowed out to fit the foot. These shoes are called
" sabots," and it is very funny to hear a lot of young
children wearing this queer foot gear go running
down the street clackety clack! Bless me! From
a little distance it sounds as though a whole army
of cavalry were coming up the street.

.As there are no stone walls or railings along the
edge of the canals, it not infrequently happens that
a child falls in. But that doesn't seem to worry
anybody. They can all swim like little ducks. If
they bounce into the water they quickly bounce out
again. Sometimes they scramble out to find that
their little sabots are slowly sailing down the ca-
nal. Then there is much laughter and shouting till

the truant shoes are landed by means of a long
stick.

It is in the winter time, however, that the children
of Holland most enjoy life. Then the canals are
frozen over and a person may travel all through
this quaint country without taking off his skates.

The Dutch skates have long runners, which curl up
over the toe. With this kind they can do no fancy
skating. But, then, everything the Dutch people
do is plain and practical.' The boys and girls when
they skate together do not go side by side, as we do
in this country. The boy stands right behind the

girl and puts his hands on her waist, keeping step

with her just as soldiers do. In this way the boy
can push the girl along if he does not think she is

going fast enough.

Most all Dutch boys have a skate sail, which is

almost diamond shaped and is kept spread out by
means of two cross sticks. This sail is held against

his back. As Holland is such a low country, there

is generally a good strong wind sweeping across it.

With these sails the boys go skimming along over

the frozen canals for miles. And they can sail as

close to the wind, too, as in a fine yacht.

E\'eryone skates in Holland. The men go to

work, the women to market, and the children to

school, on skates.

The peojile of Holland are very good to poor lit-

tle orphans. There is one place in Holland where

about a thousand orphans are taken care of. There

they take children, mere babies, and keep them till

they are of age. In the meantime they teach them

any kind of trade they may wish to learn. The
boys are taught to be carpenters, blacksmiths, cabi-

net makers, printers, bookbinders, etc. The girls

are trained to do all kinds of household work.

Then when they are of age they are ready to battle

with the world. If sickness or misfortune overtakes

any boy or girl after leaving this institution, he or

she may go straight back to it and be sure of a wel-

come and a good home until an opportunity for an-

other start is offered. Compared to the miserably

poor of London, or even of our own New York,

these little Dutch orphans are much better off.

Amsterdam has a large orphanage where it is the

curious rule that all the children shall dress in cos-

tumes half black and half red.

In most of the smaller towns of Holland you will

notice a collection of sabots around nearly every

front door. No one wears these wooden shoes in-

doors, and on entering a house a person leaves them

on the doorstep, just as we in this country some-

times shed our muddy overshoes.

People can't grow unless they have a chance to

stretch now and then—men and women any more

than babies.—W. D. T. UViifiuj-
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AMONQ THE BANKERS.

Pkettv nearly everybody knows what a bank is,

but there are Banks and banks. We refer to what

are known as the Banks along the Atlantic coast.

Take any map of the United States and look along

the coast of North Carolina, and you will see a nar-

row strip of land bordering the mainland just oppo-

site Cape Hatteras. This strip, or rather these

strips, for they are not continuous, are known as

. The Banks, and the people who dwell there are the

Bankers. The land, or rather the sand, for they are

nothing but sand heaps, is from three miles down to

nothing .across from Pamlico Sound on the inside

to the .Atlantic Ocean on the outside. From the

Banks to the mainland is from three to twenty

miles across the Sound.

The people who live there are peculiar in many

ways, and out of the ordinary in their lives.

They have been there for a long time, and their sole

occupation is fishing, for which pursuit it is an ideal

place. All the best fish of the Atlantic are to be

found there, and oysters abound on all the shallows

of the Sound. The occupation of nearly every man

on the hundreds of miles of the Banks is following

the sea in some way or other and the wealth of the

individual is measured by his ownership of boats

and sea-going material. They are a peculiar peo-

ple. They are remarkable for their hospitality,

their religious life, and their ignorance of what is

doing on the mainland. Every last man knows the

sea, and many of them have been around Ihe world

as sailors. The native vegetation of the Banks in

the Hatteras neighborhood is an occasional liveoak,

and a dense undergrowth of " Youpon," a shrub, out

of the leaves of which a tea is manufactured that is

held in high repute, locally, and which is not gener

ally known on the shore. Here and there at ap

propriate intervals is a lighthouse, and as the coast

is a peculiarly dangerous one to those W'ho go down

to the sea in ships they are rather frequent.

The settlements have odd names, such as Kinney-

keet, Kitty Hawk, Smutty Nose. Nag's Head, etc.,

and attached to the last is a story, however untrue

it may be now was probably well earned years ago.

It is said of some of these people down by the sea,

that on a dangerously dark night some of them

would attach a lantern to a horse's neck and walk

him up and down the beach, and thus lure the ves-

sels that might be passing at sea to change their

course to their destruction, and give the wreckers a

chance for plunder. However true this may have

been long ago, and there is probably some founda-

tion for it, nothing of the kind is known now, and a

deep religious feeling usually characterizes the

dwellers b)' the sea.

The Hanks are a peculiar formation, for in places,

in fact in most places, they are nothing but loose

sand. This is continually shifting and changing un-

der the influence of the winds, and at Kinnejkeet

the town is doomed. The gravej'ard is fifty feet

under the drifted sand, and it is only a question of

some years till the village itself is buried.

The people are hospitable to the stranger, and
what they have is at his command, and for one of

the out-of-the-way places for the visitor there is noth-

ing to equal it. The only way to reach any of

these places is by boat across a none too smooth
sea.

INQENIOUS WAY OF CATCHING DEER.

en, and the sportsmen threw ropes over their horns

and fished the animals into the boat.

The captives shivered with terror and were as

meek as lambs. But no sooner had they been

rowed ashore and led to a pen than they began to

fight one another with great fierceness. As a result

of this encounter one of the bucks was killed. His

mate was sent south and is now in a park at Seattle.

The deer of Alaska arc splendid swimmers and

think nothing of a voy.age of a dozen miles between

islands. It is a curious fact well known to hunters

that no deer are found on the mainland. They live

on the islands to escape the ravenous wolves of that

section, which are passionately fond of the deer

meat, but will not brave a plunge in the water to

get it.

These Alaskan deer are one-third smaller than

our American deer found in the northern woods.

A LESSON IN SOUTH AFRICAN DUTCH.

The Boers are mostly descendants of Holland

Dutchmen, but their language is a rude, old-fash-

ioned Dutch, with many words picked up from oth-

er languages. The war has brought many terms

from this out-of-the-way tongue into our newspa-

pers. Some of these terms need explanation;

Veldt means all open country, including both hill

and plain.

Rant!, any long, rolling hill-range is a rand; more

specifically the grassy ridge itself of such a forma-

tion. Gat's Rand and Witwater's Rand are illustra-

tions.

Kopje, pronounced koppy, designates isolated

hills, especially such as are round and have pointed

tops.

Kop is larger; it must be an isolated mountain-

peak to attain the dignity of a kop. To be a spi:t-

kop the peak must be high, sharp and craggy.

Nik is the rounded hollow of the dip between any

two peaks of a mountain-chain.

Kloof \% a deep, narrow, rocky cut or canyon.

Pan is a depression in the plain, catching the

drainage water of an area, but having a hard bottom,

unlike the marshy Vley.

Lettigte is one of the distinctive formations of

South Africa, due to the clear-cut distinction be-

tween the dry and wet seasons. A laagte is proper-

ly a wide and comparatively shallow depression,

dropping suddenly from the prevailing country lev-

el. The bottom land is, when dry, a well-grassed

turf of rich mold— no one can say how deep—often

two miles or more wide, and running twenty to

thirty miles, mostly level as a billiard board, but

with a gentle tilt, sufificient to let the water run off.

A ROSARY OF QOLD NUQQETS.

Rev. Father Gendreu ,of Dawson City, in the

Klondike, rector of the Roman Catholic mission in

that town, has been presented with a rosary by his

parishioners, the beads of which are of Klondike

gold nuggets, united by a solid gold chain, and hav-

ing a gold cross attached. The nuggets are very

uneven and rough, and there are imbedded in the

gold little pieces of rock. Its actual weight is

about 25 ounces, and its value is estimated at £500.

The rosary is now on its way to the Paris exposition.
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Up in Alaska hunters don't shoot deer or track

them—they go fishing for them in a boat. This is

the -Story lately brought back by C. F. Periolat of

Chicago and four or five other enthusiastic sports-

men, including two native Indians.

In a small open boat they were rowing across

Dixon sound when they overhauled two lively

bucks that had undertaken a swimming journey of

ten or twelve miles in attempting passage from one

island to another.

While it lasted it was an aquatic race for life, for

no sooner did the startled pair of deer realize they

were being pursued than they pulled themselves to-

gether, stiffening every muscle and redoubling their

efforts to distance their pursuers. The hunters in

the boat had to pull on the oars for all they were

worth, and they were very badly winded before

they had the satisfaction of knowing that ihcy were

gaining on the quarry.

Excitement ran high for two or three miles. At
last, however, the panic-stricken deer were overtak-

" You are in business in Montana?" asked the

passenger in the skull cap.

"Yes," said the passenger in the smoking jacket.
" Is business good out there?

"

"Yes. In the last two years our plant has in-

creased in size more than i,ooo per cent."

" What was the size of your plant originally?
"

" It consisted of a pair of Belgian rabbits."
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WHEREVER YOU ARE.

liV MADELINE S. BRIDGES.

could be with you. dear, wilh you wherever you are,

lii not care where our feet might fare, under what sun or

jai my hand might reach your hand, and our step keep

[rue and sure

iDv sea, or through any land, while life for us both endure.

could be with you— ah, the cloudiest sky were blue!

jhest path that the wild waste hatli would be smooth,

I walked with yon—
loop to drink from the ruiming brook, Td feed from the

berry-spray,

my soul could live on your tender look whenever it turned

my way.

ilyl could be with you, dear, when day is done, and the

night

esdoivn out of heaven, so kind and near, to fold us away
from sight,

rpilluw would be my faithful breast, and when we had
knelt, in prayer,

Bbai would matter, the place of rest, so that we both were
there?

r,l would leave a Ihnine for you, and my kingdom's door
Jjar.

tek and Snd you, the broad earth through, and be-wher-
ever you are,

lie Ike swift days fly, and the slow years die, only no more
to part!

Miall is the world, yet wide, wide, wide, its space between
hcan aird heart

I

l^ A LIGHTHOUSE.

«EKE are a great many lighthouses along the
'of the United States, and they are endless in
lofnis and methods of construction. There is
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they knew how to cook to perfection; made a good
bill of fare. But they wanted bacon, and nothing
else would do them any good.

It is lonely, of course, but not so bad after all, as
there is time to read, and the Government furnishes
a small circulating library, changing the books
every six months. If the weather permits of being
outside on the porch or walk, and one gets
a rocking chair and watches the ships go by. it is
not so bad, especially if there is congenial company.
It is a grand, awe-inspiring place at night, up in
the lantern, when a storm is on. The place where
the light is kept is large enough to walk about, in,
and there is always a ledge on the outside so that
the fjlass can be cleaned by going out. One night
when a storm was raging the writer could not sleep,
and went up in the lantern, and on the outside.
The night was as black as it could be, the wind was
shrieking, and the great waves pounding, and above
all the indescribable commingled howl of the storm.
A vivid flash of lightning showed a thiee-hiasted
vessel laboring near at hand, and the wild fowl,
scared and bewildered, flew around. It was the
sight of a lifetime to a landsman and he held fast

with a mighty grip. Going inside and closing the
door there was a rattle of thunder, and then came a
thud—smash, right near my head, making me jump.
It seemed as though someone had thrown a brick
against the glass. Returning to my room I saw the
keeper coming and I told him of the noise, "Only
a bewildered duck or goose that flew into the light

and killed itself." was the answer. At some of the
lights as high as two hundred dead birds have been
picked up in the morning after a bad storm. In my
room the effect of the blow was such as to gently
sway a rocking chair in the center of the floor. In

the morning, when the writer, a little hollow-eyed,
remarked at breakfast to the two women that the

storm was a bad one during the night, "Why, was
there a blow?" one of them said. They had slept

through the pandemonium, never waking. Such is

the effect of .familiarity with the sea. When the I

weather is right the life at a lighthouse is not so

bad after all. .As the keeper remarked, there was
never any trouble with the neighbors' chickens. It

would be a bad place for two persons to fall out

with each other. It is a matter of record that in

one case where two men were in a practically inac-

cessible .lighthouse they quarreled, and for six-

months did not speak to each other.

There is a fascination about the life that appeals

strongly to the romantic. It is said that Edgar
Allen Poe was an unsuccessful applicant for the po-

sition of light keeper at the Hatteras lighthouse.

If any Inglknooker is ever near the sea where
there is a light he should \isit it, as there is much
to see and the keepers are always glad to see peo-

ple from the outside world, especially if the light is

far from shore.

with corn dishes every day. They are English
I-rench, German, Russians, Italians, Chinese, Japa-
nese, and. in fact, people of all nations. I left the
kitchen in thorough working order and with ar- ,

rangements for it to be open everv week day during
the exposition. Most of the food, corn meal, corn
flour, hominy, hulhed corn, and grits are given by
American manufacturers, the commission only pay-
ing the expenses of getting the supplies to Paris.
Some of these manufacturers offer two tons of their
product and others will supply all needed, so there
is little danger of the supplies becoming exhausted.
We have four cooks, white and black, and they-
serve delicious dishes of egg bread, batter cakes,
and corn and hominy cooked in a variety of ways.
Great interest is manifested in Paris in the corrr
food demonstration. The newspapers are taking it

up and advising the people to visit the unique ex-
hibit."

COMMANDEERINQ.

That is a delightful story which Julian Ralph
tells in the London Daify .Wail. "We have all beere
slightly misled by the Boer word ' commandeering."
It makes stealing seem less offensive—in fact, ua-
der the new name of commandeering stealing com-
mends itself to many of us," writes Mr. Ralph.
"Lord Roberts has been awfully down on it. He
seems not to have caught the spirit in which we
who would not 'steal' a pin have been comman-
deering Dutch Bibles, horses and any other porta-
bles in our path. .At a certain point on the veldt
one of Roberts' staff was riding ahead of the field

marshal and saw a Canadian with two fat fowls
hanging from his saddle. • Here.' said the officer,

where did you get those fowls? ' 'Commandeered
'em, sir.' 'Well, for goodness' sake, hide them.
Here's Lord Roberts just behind us. He'll have
you shot." Up cantered Lord Roberts, with his face

troubled. 'What is that man doing with those
chickens? ' he asked sternly. 'Sir.' replied the staff

officer, 'he has understood that you are on ver\-

short rations, and he desires to offer the fowls for

your dinner. He got them of a farmer close by."

' Why, how kind,' said the field marshal, pleased to
the heart, and smiling warmly. 'What is your
name? I am much obliged to you.' 'Now, no
more of that, do you hear' ' the officer whispered to
the Canadian, who rode away, leaving his plunder,

and doubtless glad to part with it as he did.

THE SPIRIT-WRESTLER5.

CORN FOR FOOD.

As common as corn and its uses are in this coun-

try, in Europe it is less known and little used.

People are prejudiced against it as a food. To
o\'ercoine this interested parties have established

corn kitchens at the great Paris E.\position. .An

e.\change says:

Clark E. Carr, of Galesburg, who went to the

Paris l';xposition with Mr. Snow of Chicago to

establish a corn kitchen, has returned with this

cheery news:

"From 400 to 700 persons are being ser\-ed free

L\ western Canada is a sect that had its origin ir»

Russia, the members of which are called. Spirit-

wrestlers, They were so oppressed in Russia that

they sought a home in the wilds of Canada. The
Canadian Goxernment, after an in\'estigation, fa-

vored them all it could, and to-day there are some
eight thousand of them in that country. They live

in towns, or \illages, and each village has ever>'-

thing in common. They are an ignorant lot as far

as scholastic acquirements are concerned, only

about four out of the hundred being able to read

and write. They are literalists, and nonresistants.

They have no ^priesthood, no written Bible, and

their sole education is in curious psalms, consisting

partly of the Old, and partly of the New Testament.

Their communal life brings thcni close together,

and the perfect freedom of the country in which

they live must be \er\' grateful to them after year*

of oppression in their old workl homes.
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^ Corrcspondenee ^
THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS.

Elgix, III., Jlly 9, 1900

Dtiir Sishr Katie:—
Yolk kttcr received and 1 am still at Klgin. I

like the place as it seems no more than a big. quiet

town. At another location it would be a consider-

able city, but it is in the shadow of Chicago, and

that dwarfs it. It is only an hour's ride into the

big to«n and people here say sometimes that they

are "going in to-d,iy," and that means they are go-

ing to Chicago.

The other day I saw my first automobile. That

is the horseless carriage. Vou couldn't be in Chi-

cago for an hour without seeing one of them. As

far as the outside goes it looks like nothing so much

as a common carriage, like ours at home, without

either horse or shafts. There are rubber tires on all

of them 1 saw, some of them being as big around as

a small stovepipe. Others are not much larger

than a bicycle's tire. The driver sits up in front

and manipulates the carriage, and some of them can

run very fast on the smooth, paved streets of the

city. There are several kinds, quite a number in

fact, and some run by steam, others by electricity

and all of them have the motive power so concealed

that it is not visible to any great extent, to one on

the sidewalk. They cost so much money as yet

that they are not very common, but after a while

they will be lower in price and then more people

will have them. I don't know whether they would

work where it is hilly and the road lull of rocks or

mud holes. Some say that when the machines are

perfected they will take the places of all carriages.

Elgin is a great dairy center. I don't mean by

this that you would see whole droves of cows here,

for you wouldn't see any, but that it is a country

especially adapted to grazing, and a good deal of

the milk is sent from this point. Here is where

they first condensed milk, and it is still done. Car

loads of milk in cans and bottles go into the city

every da}-. There are several trains that carry

nothing else. Of course it does not all come from

Elgin, as it is picked up at the several stations

along the road, here and there, and taken into Chi-

cago. There is a big watch factory here, and they

turn out about twenty-five hundred watches a day.

It is a wonder where they all go to. Then there is

another establishment where they make nothing

but watch cases. There are thousands of working

people here, and every morning there is a stream of

men and women going to work with their dinner

buckets and lunch baskets. It is a place where

there are a good many "little tin dinner buckets."

Here at our Publishing House they go to work at

7 o'clock, have half an hour at noon, and quit at

5:30 in the evening. A good many girls are at

work in the composing room, and most of them are

sisters. I tell you, Katie, a good number of our

people who think they know all about this business

would get it all taken out of them if they were here.

In one of tl\e other Publishing Houses in town, not

our own, but another, one day this week they sent

out nearly eight tons of mail at one time.

Every now and then some strange brother and

sister who are traveling east or west stop in to see

how matters are going and to make acquaintances

here. They are always welcomed, and shown
around. If he is a minister he will be sure to be

asked to preach, if he is about on Sunday. These
people don't seem to be so very critical. What
seems to pass best with them is a short, sensible

talk, on. some Bible subject.

There is a Salvation Arm)- working here, and
they have a big bass drum and a horn, and every

night they have what they call preaching or serv-

ices at a certain street corner. Then they go into a

hall they have rented and have services. A brother

and I dropped in the other night, and found a quiet

audience there. Pretty soon one of the girls sung a

hymn, and then said as they were going to leave

she would take up a collection. This they did.

After they had counted it she said they would have

another hymn, and when they were through with it,

she said they would take up another collection, and
they passed the hat around. Then the woman said

that as they were going away those present might

-want their photographs, and after the rattle of the

drum and the horn two of them passed down to sell

their photographs. Before they got to us we

walked out. The brother who was with me said

that he might be able to stand three collections in

five minutes, but that the drum made him want to

get out.

Katie, 1 want to get home. These people are all

right, and 1 am not complaining about the way 1

h.-ive been treated, but I want to go home. I want

to sit on the back porch when the evening comes

on, and when it gets dark I want to go into our own

house. It is all so big and lonely here at night

time that I wish I was back. I know every turn

and crook in the run down in the meadow, and I

know where the sweet myrrh grows in the ravine

back of the barn, and I would like to see you and

Ma and Pa and I wish I was at home now. Write.

Your own brother.

Bob.

THE ELQIN DAIRY BUSINESS.

Condensed milk is simply milk evan
sweetened and canned for the markets wh^'^''

"

al milk is impossible, as in remote secti
*^^'^"^''

"r^-:^5

About eleven o'clock in the morning, every week

day, there is a neatly painted and decorated wagon

that drives up in front of the Publishing House and

a uniformed man jumps down and seizing a lot of

full milk bottles, runs up the steps, gets yesterday's

empties, and leaves the full ones. He leaves a

quart bottle in the I^GLE^0OK. room, picks up his

nickel therefor, and out he goes. This is for a part

of the noon lunch, and when you \-isit the sanctum

we will get another bottle or two. The bottles are

of clear white glass, and resemble a quart glass

fruit jar choked off about half at the top. The

stopper is a patented piece of pasteboard looking

contrivance that shuts it thoroughly and requires

the point of a knife or the tine of a fork to skit it

off. The milk is pure, clean and cold. It is very

good milk, and every appliance is used at the fac-

tory to have it all right. There are also other

wagons of private parties, but the Condensed Milk

Co. seems to have the run, at least as far as the 1n-

gleno6k windows allow seeing.

Elgin is what is called a dairy town, and as all of

our readers know a good deal about milk it may be

of interest to tell something about the business as

done hereabouts. In the first place the surrounding

country for a hundred miles or more is an ideal one

for the dairyman. It is either level or in slightly

rolling land, well wooded, and watered with large

and smaller streams. The rainfall is all right, and

the soil good. It will be readily seen that the

country is a good one for the Aldernej- cow and her

owner. Then about forty miles away is great big

Chicago, and evei-}' morning several long trains pass

Elgin gathering up the milk cans at every station in

the rear and front of the trip, roll by on their way
to the city on the lake. It is a wonder who is go-

ing to use all this perishable commodity, but every

day the maw of the city cries out for more, more
niilk. And every railroad running into Chicago is

filling up the glass of the drinker every day, with-

out exception, year in and year out.

Elgin has a Board of Trade that looks after the

statistics of the dairy business in what is called the

Elgin District, that is, Northern Illinois and South-
ern Wisconsin. From their report we take the to-

tals for the past year. It is something staggering.

It does not include, of course, the home-used prod-
uct, but at the same time, writing it out to let you
have the full force of the blow, there were forty-

three millions, six hundred and ten thousand and
five hundred and seven pounds of butter sold, and
six millions, one hundred and four thousand, seven
hundred and twenty-five pounds of cheese made
in the district. The amount of milk in its totality is

s-jmething wonderful.

Right here at Elgin is a condensed milk factory
that uses up an enormous amount of the lacteal fluid,

and there are creameries in every direction that
turn out the celebrated Elgin creamery butler, that
is they are in the country roundabout, at the sever-
al towns. Producers here find it more profitable to
sell to the condensing factory when the price of
butter is low. When butter^ goes up in price it is
sold to the creameries or made into butter direct.
Running through the country on the trains one

may notice some good stock, and, as in every
neighborhood, some that is not so good. There
seems to be no particular choice in cows, and the
secret of the matter of the Elgin milk district lies
in the fields and the soil, as well as in the proximi-
ty of Chicago to the producer. Most of the trade
in the immediate Elgin district goes to the con-
densing factory where a little better price is paid

board, in camp and the like

stitute as can be had, but it is not the th 1
After all, someone may say, is the Fl"-"''"-

and milk any better than any other. Th a

''"'

It is no better than any other iust a,
^'*''

far and away ahead of the ordinary
stuff ij,

'

had a chance to absorb every recognizaiji

the barnyard, and some that one is uncerta*^
°''°''

There is no article of food that is easier s'"

''*"

tainted than fresh butter. The same maTk"''
of milk. If you have a hundred pounds of

V*

butter in your spring-house at home, a fre°|,

shingle will taint every ounce of it over n J J

that a delicate taste will detect it. The
have made a study of the business, and whil i

are ways and ways, yet at the bottom of all kA
lute purity, and that means absolute

cltai,|j

'

But what will puzzle the ordinary man is wlie

''

the milk is going to when he sees the milk i"
going by, and when he sees it stacked up at ihe'^!

depots he wonders again where it all came from

'

• I

ENGLAND'S GOLDEN EAGLES.

Golden eagles are rare enough in England
i

we alwaj-s regret when we learn that a beaiiill

specimen has been shot by some thoughtless spon

man or gamekeeper. But there are parts o( (

kingdom where they have been protected to an u

reasonable extent. We see that the County Couni

of Ross-shire has been obliged to rescind itsiietn

against the destruction of the golden eagle on li

count of the number of lambs carried off by lbs

rapacious birds. The golden eagle feeds geneiall

on hares, rabbits, grouse and ptarmigan, and ubei

these are in sufficient abundance to satisfy its waul

it will not, as a rule, prey on either lambs orfann

But where its fa\-orite diet is not plentiful enoujl

it will extend its ra\-ages to the sheepwalkandtb

deer forest, and when hard pressed wiilsdujn

full-grown animals. Of course, the more numem

the mouths to be filled, the gi'eater difficulty iii

there be in preventing these birds from commiltie

the offenses of which the Ross-shire Council has;

last found it necessary to take notice.

If golden eagles are allowed to multiplytoao

extent, then, unless hares, rabbits and grouse 1

crease in proportion, it follows, as a mattcri

course, that more food of a different kind mill

required. Hence the complaint of the Scotch sbfl

herd, which has ended by making this splendidl"!

of prey once more an outlaw. But in theprese

day, whatever may have been the case lomo!

there seems little fear of his extinction. Gw"

not the food which he prefers, and though, undoil

ediy, he destroys a certain number every so-"

hares and rabbits, which sportsmen do not cart:

much about, are his staple meal. Eagles, c«

quently, arc by no means indiscriminately
'

stroyed either on the moor or in the forest

sometimes said the birds of prey "'^ "'. " "„

former, as they pick off the weaker or sickly'^

and leave only healthy ones to breed.
^^

doubted by some authorities on the su'^'^f^j^,

they are regarded by many sportsmen as

other kinds of 8"

police," and grouse, like some 1

are thought to thrive all the better,

the stronger and harder, if they have

their existence.

andW

to stmsgl''

THE ABSENT-niNDED PROFESSOR.

esidcn'
of*

Sir William MacCokmac, the pr"'
,^^^„^

Royal College of Surgeons of Lo""""' |j„,i

quite absent-minded. He is an ''"'''""^j„j
in

'

er and often to save time when study^^^
^,,

laboratory has a light luncheon served
^^^^^^,

receP'
his assistants heard him sigh hiavi Vi

^

up, saw the doctor glaring at two
slj^^j^,.

on his table. "What is the matter, doc
^^^^^^^^

one of the youngsters. "Nothing ^^^^^f

was the reply, "only I am """"^'f ,"j„,«o'''

drank the beef tea or that compound

comP'.":,

When a knight of o'd entered

ladies he removed his helmet to

considered himself among friends,
nd

""','

the hal"

This P'

was no need to protect himself.

survived in the custom of raising

luting a lady.

,raf""-

.
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TROUT CULTURE.

^cellcnt article in the Overland MoiMyl

'"^Vard tells a" interesting story of a trout

k,n' He says;

are
anaclromous, migrating annually from

f'">'
1^,. ,0 salt water and back again. But the

* "^
sjgneii by skilled observers for these long

''*""
"^.j „„t based in an innate love of travel, but

'"'""^'^iii
loiments to which they are subjected,

heated, dry scason.of California is prolific

£ life, which becomes a pestering annoy-

le fish. They have learned, however, that

(„,ay he obtained by seeking the cool depths

\ salt water. The parasites do not welcome

. ^|„„'„e, and quickly drop off, declining a sea-

*
Zt\xii! After a time, however, the salt-

r
parasites take note of the newcomers and re-

irdthem as fresh opportunity for pillage, and the

hnd that they ha\e shaken off one discomfort

fce on another. And so, when the rains have

filled the streams and cooled off the tempera-

,cof Iheir upper resorts—when also in the late

mer season or early spring, the reproduction in-

ict prompts them, they seek once more the

sh-water streams and the favoring gravel-beds.

lese gravel-beds are their natural nesting-places,

lere the parental pair whip out with their fins and

Is a suitable place for the deposit of their spawn,

lich Ihey cover with gravel and sand.

How these eggs, as we have seen, if left to natur-

laps and hazards wilt fail of producing young in

but the small fraction of one-half of one per

It For there are numerous watchful and enter-

sing forms of life to whom they are toothsome
irsels. The frog, the toad, the snake, and the

ter-dogall have an appetite for them. The birds,

rl in the overhan'ging branches, consider them
ibleand digestible. So, also, the coon, the fo.\,

J the mink have a similar palate, and do not
llingly alftent themselves from this feast of deli-

:ies. .-\nd besides all this, the trout themselves
not hesitate to devour any eggs they may come
on, even their own.
Han, therefore, observing that it is all an open
m, barring no competent player, conceives the
alhathewill forestall the chances of all other
npetitors and take possession ot the eggs before
^'tliey reach the gravel-beds. This he does, at
sp.iwning-station at Little Lake and Outlet

Here is a long course of weirs and traps
'" ihe waters to capture the fish on their way to
spawning.beds. The eggs are expressed by

»iP"lalion into pans and fertilized by the male
Ihey are put into wire baskets in

lek.

Thei

y> o( running water where they are kept until
waly developed to show the eye of the fish,
"«' time they are ready for transportation.

ksuf?
^'''' °" ""°"-flannel trays, covered

'sdi r°"'
'""' ''^""''•^'' 'o "'« hatchery, thirty

; '^
aw, to complete the process of incuba-

ne res'

'Wesom,

pect the new-born trout

»un,„ 1

"' >'°""gsters to rear,
"'»8-bottle with hi

'""''person.

"f stored

'oil, the

the least

For he carries

attached directly to his
I' consists of an umbilical sack in

and a
supply of albuminoids

to furnish rations fo

purposes of pigmentation.
''"J the

1^"°'^"^^'^ '° ''""'^'^ rations for many
latter for

wries'lor"^
""""shment is graduallv absorbed,

=>elons
"'^''^"^"" an'l growth until the young

' '"Oil as h
''"'"''="'^'' jaw enabling him to take

'"'"asort "t""''
""'' '^°'"'"g his way. Then

'"""lultit V
P'"'^''''^' care must be exercised

" 'foueh, ^r
""^ '""H'^ts. They swim about

ried away from the nursery to be "set adrift "
as it

were, in the wide world.

TME LOVE OF WILD ANCMALS FOR TMEIR VOUNQ.

It is, perhap.s, rather amusing to steal a pair of
whimpering bear cubs and carry them off, but in
one case th^ travelers who engaged in tht pastime
found the grief of the mother too real to allow them
to persist in the fun. They were a professor and
hvc seniors from an Eastern College, and the scene
of their adventure was near the line between Penn-
sylvania and New York. They came upon a couple
of little cubs snuggled away in the bush, and scarce-
ly realizing what they did, carried them to their
boat and covered them with a coat. Then they
hastily pushed off and paddled up-stream to be
farther from' the mother when she should discover
her loss.

The little fellows kep.t up a continual crying, and
soon a plunge caused the travelers to look back,
and there was the old bear puffing and floundering
across in search of her babies.

The almost human intelligence and solicitude she
displayed made it no easy matter to persist in the
abduction of the cubs. Pressing on ahead of the
boat a few rods, she would plunge into the stream
and intercept it, and when evaded and passed,
would take to the bank again and repeat the attempt
with increased cunning. Her action was intensely
human. She screamed and scolded, wept and
moaned, her tears flowing freely, her lips and under
jaw trembling. She hid her face in her paws, and
then held them forth as if beseeching. Some of
the party were for giving up the cubs, but others
held out.

The babies whimpered incessantly, and the moth-
er's demonstrations of grief grew more touching.
Her anger seemed to abate, but in its place came
more plaintive tones. She showed no signs of
abandoning the chase.

At last it was decided to surrender the cubs, and
the boat was pulled across to the bank opposite to
the old bear. There the little ones were gently
placed on the sandy' beach, and the party hurried
back to the boat. They were none too soon, for
the instant they lifted her babies in sight the moth-
er started across.

She went to the cubs, nosed them over, searching
for wounds, and then licked their glossy fur affec-

tionately, crying meanwhile, like a human mother
weeping for joy. Then after reproaching the travel-

ers furiously for a minute, she took both cubs up by
the neck, and holding them in her great jaws car-

ried them off into the woods.

tjon. It attacks sheep in the pasture, clinging to
the woo of the animal and pecking at its flesh until
It literally bores a hole through its back, thus get-
ting at the kidneys, the location of which it seems
to know perfectly.

TME HORSE.

' now
'"iiicecl

supplied

"ing water looking for edibles.

liver.

in the form of sweet curd

'0 choke

refully strained through fine

may not be large

E\erj'thing is

':\ '^»' th,

',"*
'lieTu'iu.-

'*" ''"" •'^ 'f 'he water that flow
for

""king
'^ not

*.jut

' '»"
SI

.'""-nd

'"S were- to be used by the fastidi
'Uroose^poses,

the""111 tiip,,

two
in u

^'''^ '"""" 'hree months old

'pp^sed t"J" '''"''"' "'"' "''^ y°""2
lo have

••'"ained the age of dis-

' 'mid
tl

^°"'"'°" sense enough to make

1

•"" this T-
"""'''''"''''" of "atti"' condi-

""'"sholdi
'""^ ""'" ""=> ^''^ P"' '"'°

"g about twenty gallons and car-

THE RAREST OF LIVINO BIRDS.

So rare and remarkable a fowl is the Notornis, of

New Zealand, that the recent capture of a specimen
—the fourth ever taken so far as science has record
— is quite an ornithological event. The first two,

killed in 1849 and 1S51, are preserved stuffed in the

British Museum, and the third, which was sold for

S50O, is in Dresden. For the fourth, just mentioned,

51,500 is said to have been refused.

The Notornis is more popularly known as the

Weka. It is a species of rail, but looks somewhat
like a goose, and has a triangular bill with a small

red comb above it that stands crosswise. It cannot

fly at all, its feathers being too soft and yielding,

but it is a first-rate runner, and one of its odd traits

is a weakness for thieving, its special passion being

to steal everything it can lay beak upon, even to

pipes and watches.

New Zealand has man)* queer birds. One of

them, the Aptery-\, lives in a burrow, being flight-

less like the Notornis, and, owing to this misfortune,

it has been hunted almost to its extermination.

The Apterjx is related to the gigantic Moa, which

became e.xtinct in New Zealand not much more
than a century ago. The Moa weighed as much as

1,000 pounds when full grown. Still survi\ing is a

species of plover which is the only known birel

whose bill is bent sidewise, the peculiarity being

not a malformation, but designed by Nature to en-

able the fowl to turn o\-cr pebbles in seeking its

food.

In New Zealand also is found the strange flesh-

eating parrot, which became such a nuisance to the

sheep farmers in that country some years ago that

active measures had to be taken for its destruc-

The following extract from an article by Jacob
Biggie, selected by Harvey Barkdoll, contains much
sound "horse sense."

The green colt, if handled with patience and kind-
ness, grows up perfectly free from temper, sunny
and affectionate in disposition, and obedient as a
child. It IS bad handling and the vices of the master
that spoil a horse. Take it as an axiom, that the mo-
ment any horse that has not been spoiled, under-
stands what is wanted of him, if he feels at ease and
has the necessary skill and strength, he will obey
the will of his master at once. A spirited horse is
not a vicious one, he is simply gamy, full of life and
anxious to exert his powers.
A colt sometimes resists because he has grown up

wild, and he is startled at coming under the domina-
tion of a will not his own. A horse sometimes re-
sists and refuses because he is not trained yet.
Take a man who can pitch hay and swing an ax all
day with comfort and joy in his work; place him in
a training school, and ask him to make a series of
slow and exact motions which are entirely new to
him. His muscles will rebel; he will do nothing
well; and in half an hour he will be more fatigued
by the exercise than in a day's harvesting or felling
timber. This is the case with the horse, young or
old, who is asked to do that which his muscles and
mind have never been trained to perform.
Always take an apple or lump of sugar when go-

ing to catch them, and you will never have any
trouble with the colts. They will follow you like a
dog. A horse shows plainly the pleasure he feels
in the presence of those who treat him kindly, and
if perfect confidence were well established between
driver and horse there would be fewer accidents.
A horse is very susceptible to kindness. He will
also resent cruel treatment.

THE SCAVENGER OF THE VELDT.

The vulture is the scavenger of the veldt.
Throughout South Africa he is found. Go any-
where you like on the veldt, and sooner or later—
and in all probability the former—you will find

him.

His quickness of eye is simply astounding. An
ox falls out of the team, evidently ill. He is out-
spanned from his yoke fellow, and he goes down to
the spruit, or stream. The sky above and away to
the horizon on all sides is absolutely clear and
cloudless.

Hardly has the breath left the body of the poor
o.x, and perhaps before, when you may observe far,

far away up in the sky a tiny black speck, then an-

other and another, until there are twenty of them.

Gradually they get larger and larger, circling round
in ever diminishing circles all the while they de-

scend.

.An hour afterward there is nothing in the spruit

but a bundle of bleached white bones that might
have been there for months. The slty is clear and
speckless again. The vultures have scavenged the

veldt.

How many soldiers, horses and mules, as well a.s

oxen, have been eaten by the vultures in South
Africa during the past few months?

Sepov is corrupted from the Hindoo word
"sipahi," a soldier. This latter term, in its more
familiar form of "spahis," is well known to all mili-

tar)" persons, and most well-informed readers, and

is itself derived from "sip," a bow and arrow, the

ordiiiar)* armament of an Indian soldier in ancient

days. The word Sepoy now denotes a native In-

dian soldier in the British army in India. The Se-

poy contingent consists of Mohammedans, Raj-

poots, Brahmins, and men of other castes, besides

Sikhs, Ghoorkas and members of various hill tribes.

They are officered by Europeans, with the excep-

tion of some sergeants and corporals. It is a signif-

icant illustration of England's wisdom in governing

its foreign possessions that native troops can be

used to suppress a re\oIt of natixes.
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OUR OFFER.

The next is more modest and tiuthful. He says

agents are making from Si. 50 to S2.50 a day. He

has a soap to peddle.

From the above can be gleaned what is offered

in these catchy advertisements. The majority of

them are simply something to sell, which the pur-

chaser is expected to sell again by canvassing. We

have no comment to make on the merit of the

goods offered. All we wanted to do was to show

the average country boy and girl what to expect.

WHAT'S YOUR POLITICS?

Bv a reference to our advertising column the

leader will see that we offer the Inglenook for the

rest of this year for the trifling sum of twenty-five

cents. This sum, for a weekly paper, such as the

INGLENOOK, is wonderfully low, and is only offered

3iew subscribers for the purpose of getting better

acquainted.

Nearly every church has its paper, and often sev-

eral of them, and most of them are well supported.

Not one of them is better than the Inglenook.

Some of them are not so good. Have we as a peo-

ple less appreciation of good literatui'e than others?

AVe do not think so. Once we haxe a reader we

hold him. You know how it IS yourself. You like

:the paper, and so would others if they knew about

at. Therefore we ask you to tell them, everybody,

when you see them, that the Inglexook will visit

them weekly from now on till the time for snow to

fly if twenty-five cents are sent us. This is not

what the paper ought to sell for, but we are anxious

to put it in every home where Brethren are found.

It is as much the reader's paper as our own, if he is

a member of the church at all, and we think we do

not go beyond the proprieties when we ask every

present reader of the Inglenook to encourage his

neighbor to subscribe for it.

sent into the world to tell the way to liv

live again, and having told it those who he'^a'*"'
record of it and then he passed awnv '1,

""''

.,. L .1... *.. ^c -, . y "inis^.i.

to the end we may lie down at the close of th

°"'

ney to pleasant dreams, sure that we shall h
'""'

him, and that he shall be with us.
*"*

through the gate of common suffering

ply folloH'ing the Way and the Light. ](

THE WOODCHUCKS.

Down in the meadow an old mother

chuck had her home. , It was a burrow
i

SOnE ADVERTISEMENTS.

'Very often boys and girls anxious to make mon-

«y answer advertisements seen in the .city papers,

and as a rule they are disappointed when they get

their replies. Sometimes they are thoroughly

misled, and fleeced in the end. Of course there are

legitimate business advertisements, but there are

•some more of the other kind. Last week we an-

swered some of the most catchv ones, and here is

the result.

Advertisement says that many agents make

:$2,ooo annually, and that the advertiser starts peo-

ple in the business. The answer has a lot of cheap

circulars enclosed in which a little of everything is

offered from paper shirt bosoms to soda fountains.

"Wants to sell to people who will act as agents.

Next was an advertisement that hundreds of

thousands of the articles were sold in one week.

Agents wanted. Answer, just the same as the

-above, only in a different city..

Then comes an advertisement offering to start

people in a mail order business. The answer

showed that the parties were willing to sell receipts

to make many things. You buy the receipts, ad-

vertise them, and sell to others.

Next, rapid seller, big profits, indispensable arti-

cles, etc. This was a garden hose mender. Want-

ed, agents to sell it.

Then comes a glowing and tempting offer to turn

from eight to ten dollars a day into the pockets of

^ivhoever will. Answer, a book to sell, send $1.00

for outfit.

Mail order business advertised. Answer, that it

furnishes receipts to sell. Same as one of the

*ibove. Same firm with different address.

The next wanted insurance agents, sick benefits,

-etc. The next is advertised as the best thing in the

•whole city for agents, and the answer showed it to

ibe selling cheap perfumery.

Next advertiser wanted agents on a salary. The

papers showed that it was a pencil eraser, and that

•agents bought and sold on commission or what

Ihey could get out of it.

The Inglenook is not a political paper, and it

does not meddle with such matters, but «t the same

time it wants to offer a little advice. Every boy

and girl should be a Prohibitionist, if He is nothing

else. He can be a Republican, or a Democrat, or

anything he chooses, but. connected with it he

should be a Prohibitionist. That is he should be

opposed to the making, the sale, and the use of in-

toxicants. There is a good reason for all this, and

in fact there are many reasons for the position.

We will give a few of them.

There are literal thousands of various kinds of

drinks that intoxicate, but at the bottom of all of

them is alcohol, the thing that does the business of

itiaking the user drunk. Its use and misuse have

killed off more people since it was first discovered

than war has claimed victims. It is said that an-

nually over 60,000 people are directly carried off b)-

intemperance, and if this is true, and it is likely

more than true, such a monster should be banished

from the protection of the law.

The writer once asked a Police Justice in one of

the largest cities in the United States how much of

the crime that came before him was caused by

drink. He studied a moment, and then answered

that at least nine-tenths of the cases that came be-

fore him had rum behind them, in one way or an-

other. All that the State got out of the business,

in the way of license, etc., is a mere trifle compared

with what followed in the way of visible evil, pass-

ing by the unseen bad effects it wrought. Should

such a madman thing have any protection, or

should it be killed off?

Nobody need be afraid if every drinking place in

the land was closed that there would be no liquor

for medicine. There may be cases when it is of

use, the same as opium, morphine, or any other

drug, but that is no reason why it should be let

loose like a demon on the communities at large.

Every boy and every girl should resolutely set

their faces against the traffic, for it is wrong, for-

ever and eternally wrong, and that should settle

where every right-thinking young person should be,

dead against the whole business.

*Olli

n the
clfr

ver, right under a big stump in the Mi „,

center. At the rounded bottom of the hoi
."

several little woodchucks, and they all e
'"

themselves very much. But one day a little i n'

who had been out visiting came home in ,i it u

hurry, as fast as his little short legs could

him. He shouted out the news that th ey must
ge;

out of that at once, as the owner of the liddi >

said that he was going to ask his neighbors to ke-

grub out that stump. The old mother woodcliid

who had laid down the Inglenook, which she h-;

been reading, took ft up and said, "Children,
I a-

old in years and full of wisdom. We need give t-.

matter no attention whatever.
. The man who wit

on his neighbors will get no stumps out." Thir,

weeks later little Miss Clover Woodchuck turned

,

handspring into the hole and said that nowik

must move. She had- heard the owner say thit r

was going to get his immediate relation* 1

the stump, and they should really ni,j

Motlier Woodchuck only laughed and went on ma

ing the bed spread she was working on.

But a week later young Mr. Timoth)he,ii; V.

chuck came in and said that he thought :

something brewing, for he had just heard the tir

er saj' that he was tired of waiting on other people;

and he was going to root that stump in tin

out of the ground that very day, and he «

to do it himself. Then Mrs. Woodchm

herself, and told Clover to immediately li:i

sister. Honeybee, and in the meanwhile she »>»

pack the grips and they u-ould move outatom

And they did.

MORAL.

Can't you see the moral, reader, without havinj:

told you? ^^^_^^^^_^_

OUR SHORT SERHON.

It has

OUR HOPE.

When the time comes that you shall lie down for

the last time, and pass away, it will be but the fate

of all who have gone before you, and what will hap-

pen to all who come after you. You will be buried

—and promptly forgotten. It is not a pleasant

thing to contemplate, but it is a fact. Go into any

old gra\eyard where the dead of a generation past

are buried, and there note how little attention is

paid to them. Their graves are grass-grown and

sunken. In some places, if no particular attention

is paid, one may stand on a grave and not know it.

As it is so it will be. We are sure to pass from the

memory of man.

If it all ended here it would be sad indeed. But

there is something more to it than all this. What
it is, where it is to be, and what it is to be like, are

largely matters of conjecture, dependent on the

make-up of the individual. But there is a feeling

implanted in the hearts of all peoples that after

mortality comes immortality. It is world wide in

its extent, and it is so insistent that there can be no
mistake about it.

Clearly what we do here fits us for what we do
there. In other words, as we live here, so will we
live there, on the other side. It is not so much of

a mystery as it may seem. Once there was a man

Text: Stinginess.

It is not necessary to define this word,

unpleasant ring to it. It is an unchristui

in fact it is a vice of the meanest kind. 1

man lives to himself, and as he grow*":""

trouble takes a firmer grip upon him. He a '-

failing by a wrong name. Talk to him and yo"*

find that he knows his disease by the nanieo^l

dence, or economy. He never thinks Ih"

j

really stingy, for if he did the mean ii«

would carry him away from it.
,

The Bible is full of allusions to B"""'.;

giving. It is a further fact that those whoj^

most have the most as a result. It is a V'^^^^^

in one way, but not so in another, t a

^^^^^^

generous people succeed the best m '"'"^1

ings, and the more they give away tbe^

^^^ ^^

have. It is a case of lending to the
'^"'^^^^^^^

J

are many people who do not like t «
,^^^

at least, they do not invest with him-

case of a lack of faith. -tuallr'
entandact

lit

It is well to be really prud

virtues and the vice

,unds hd«

. bill"

een

of rapacity are
^^_^^_^

fined. It is better if there be any
'""^^i^^,;,

them on the side and in favor ° ^^^^„,

may have seemed a mistake will '"'"
^

lent thing for us. As we grow
°'^J^^

more accumulative. We begin w
^j^, ,,,

the time when we will be helple*'
^^

j^,„,t,

that we should be thoughtful for
^^,^^^,,,,

the Bible expressly discountenance
^

^^^^^jji.

ious about the morrow. Let us
„ihi''^'"

in the future lest we earn the name
^

^^^^,„.i

and still more careful that we do no
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CHEST^Ur CULTURE.

UV BENE IIACHE,

Inp of chestnuts for market is the new-

«st
jgricuiitural

source
of great pi

enou!

industry, and promises to be

-ofit to the growers who have been

gh to go into it. Hitherto the

'"'"'"^las been regarded in this country as a wild

'""''""'d the notion of improving it by grafting

'"'''

'h" -irig i' '" domestication, as it were, is as

'"'' "^

velty. Already, however, the cultivated

''' '
. ,,!• beinff offered for sale in considerable

cheslniils
are ne t,

^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^
d there is a steady demand for them

iccounl of their larger size, and at high prices.
quantii

on

Thus

lies, an'

tlie
business of producing them has been stim-

,eJ and a good many large groves of grafted

are now to be found in Pennsylvania and oth-
"'"

ern States, as well as in California. The soil

<,f
Pennsylvania seems to be specially well adapted

for this P"iP°^'''

•

. , , ,

There never has been any question of the fact

Ibatthe Yankee chestnut is by far the finest in the

,vorlii,
none of the foreign varieties comparing with

it in point of flavor. But the latter have a great

jj,j„,joe in respect to size, and for that reason ef-

j„,,^ have been made during the last few years to

jl ihe big French marron and the still larger

Japanese chestnut upon American stocks. The Jap-

anese chestnut is the largest in the world, being

learlv twice as big as the marron. It was intro-

duced inlo the United States about 1876, and the

taricty is propagated readily here by planting the

nuts. The tree bears early and grafts readily.

Experiments in cross-grafting with the marron

have been very satisfactory. This variety, which is

largely grown in Spain, Italy and Portugal, as well

n France, was introduced originally -from Asia

Jlinor into Europe by way of Greece. It is as

large as a fair-sized horse-chestnut, but decidedly in-

ferior in flavor to the American chestnut. It grows

well in this country, and many orchards of marrons
are now to be found in the Central States along the

Atlantic and as far west as the Mississippi River.

Jnfact, the marron will soon become fairly plenti-

ful as a native crop. It is not new in this country,
having been produced on this side of the water ear-

ly in the present century.

As yet, of course, the quantity of cultivated chest-
nuts brought to market is relatively small and they
arc bought up with such avidity, as one might say,
lliat one rarely sees any of them. However, it is

lol ihe marrons or the Japanese nuts that are wanted,
tat American chestnuts of superior size, whether
produced by cross-grafting or otherwise. Wohder-

thmgs have been accomplished by cross-fertiliz-
ing the marron and native chestnut, using the pollen

one to impregnate the blossoms of the other.
Ata recent show of the National Pomological As-
«ci.ition m Washington nothing e.xcited 'so much

™lion as a plate containing four huge open
"s. in each of which were four gigantic chest-

a
'

A
""'' "^''^ ^ "°^^ between the Ameri-

."•"10 the marron. It is coming to be realized

,1,

ii"*^ a profit in a chestnut grove as

,„„"
"'^^"'^ of apples or pears, and the time will
arrive when the wild nuts will cut a very small

sLi,'"
"'"'''=' When it is understood that a

I0 iiL'?
'" '"" hearing will yield a profit of forty

y dollars a year under favorable circumstanc-
"''"'gent grow,

Al,
go into the business.

^»'ih c' "r""^"
^"^^ '" "^'^ country, in Georgia,

"•"wiain*™ f"'''-''''""'^'^*'^"^'
P'innsylvania and the

' of Virginia, are found wild chestnuts
'S as the marron. They are, in fact, as

?"'lyasb,

S' « small h
'One orse-chcstnuts, and the reason why

^"PPlybc'""
"'^"' '" ""^ market is obvious, the

' neverrsees th.

^"uclia
"^ '^'^ limited. Some of them measure

avor
is (.^

'" ""^^ and a half in diameter and their

'''"'table re"'?'^'
'^"''s from the trees produce

"""ded bv^'' L '

'""'' '' ^^^ ''een strongly recom-
hy the

d«.

Or
I,

ut r
'^^Partment of Agriculture that

' '^ed. On the other hand, we h:
'"Inut call

tiave

"ey
be

arfcl

less
; ^

*'\llanl'ir"!"!,°" ""^y knolls and hillsides along

called the chinkapin, which is more

'''"'"la ana
^"'"'••rd from Delaware to Northernland

""
^exas

^".'""'J across Pennsylvania to east-

l"""'"i(iexu
'' ^"''''"' hut very sweet and deli-

M ""= var'?™'^'"'*
'" grafting the European and

'»1.

siied

variei

™« chink;

'" upon it have been most success-

'T '^'''s'nuts
""'' '"''^"'' •"^' as big as good-

lere chestnuts are widely grown,

they have come to play an important part in the
dietaries of the poor. A common way of preparing
them is to remove the shells and steam them, when
they may be eaten with salt or milk, furnishing a
cheap and nutritious food.

Thus prepared, they are sold hot in the streets,
and form a popular dish for the working classes.

Large quantities of them also are dried and
ground to flour, which may be kept for some time
without deteriorating. This flour, mixed with water
and baked in thin sheets, forms a heavy, but sweet
and nutritious cake which is highly esteemed.

In Italy the use of chestnuts as an article of food
supply is very general. They are eaten as a substi-

tute for corn meal in the national dish called " pol-

enta." A common delicacy in the Apennines is

"necci," which are flat cakes of chestnut flour and
water, baked between flat stones.

In Korea the chestnut is said to take almost the
place which the potato occupies with us, being con-
sumed raw, boiled, roasted, cooked with meat, or
dried whole, as may be preferred by the eaters.

Recently in Italy a man was fed upon chestnuts
for several days, taking no other food. The conclu-
sion reached was that chestnuts, contrary to the

popular impression, are very digestible and one of

the most nutritious of food substances. They con-

tain much more starch and much less oil than other

kinds of common nuts.

AUSTRALIA'S FORHER PLAGUE.

About forty years ago a pair of rabliits was
brought to Australia and turned loose on a farm
about fifty miles from Melbourne. In an incredibly

short time they multiplied to such an extent that

they became a pest. The rabbits spread in millions

over the western and northern areas of Victoria.

They invaded New South Wales, and pressed on,

still increasing, a thousand miles northward into

Queensland.

The western part of Victoria, once called Austra-

lia Felix, embraces some of the richest soil on

earth. It was a paradise for the rabbits, who soon

made it a desert. The grass began to disappear.

Every green blade and shrub was swept away as by

fire. The settlers saw their cattle and sheep starv-

ing, but were helpless. The substantial stone fenc-

es round the farms were harbors for the imported

plague, and they were reluctantly torn down. Wire

fencing, with rabbitproof netting carried well below

the ground, was substituted. Then this innocent

creature took to climbing the fences and displa)-ed

marvelous gymnastic ability in its endeavors to get

at the crops.

All means of destroying the rabbits proved in-

effectual. Shooting only served to make them
flourish, as it killed out enough of the colonies to

leave more food for the remainder. Dogs and beat-

ers were tried. Rabbit drives were instituted.

Thousands were killed in every battue, but still the

rabbits increased. Poisoned wheat served for a

time, but led by instinct the rabbits at last refused

the doctored grain. Poised carrots could not be re-

sisted until wisdom again taught the rabbit that to

eat was to die. Then nothing would induce him to

look at the carrot. Arsenic and apples brought a

like e.xperience.

Yet, despite their cunning, instinct and experi-

ence, the rabbits were slowly beaten back from

point to point. Ever)* hole and crevice that could

offer the least shelter was blocked up. The wire-

netted fences were constantly guarded. Men and

dogs were everywhere on the watch to hunt to

death every stray rabbit. So bitter was the fight

that the rabbit came to be regarded with feelings of

greater horror than those with which the average

Australian now regards the bubonic plague.

Beaten in the west, the rabbits invaded the north

and northeast. Here they found a country suited

to their habits. They increased and multiplied un-

til they came to hold men, dogs and guns in con-

tempt. Sometimes the trains were delayed through

having run into hordes of the vermin. Despairing

and beaten the settlers invoked the aid of the State.

Meanwhile the rabbits had swept on to the Malic

country, the home of the dingo and outlawed cat-

tle. Its sandy soil and dry, warm climate, suited

the bunnies. They ate it bare. It was possible to

travel hundreds of miles without seeing a blade of

grass. Here they ruled as lords until Mr. Lascelles,

one of the owners of this tract, discovered that it

would grow wheat. He determined to do so. I

His first step was a crusade against the rabbits.
Inclosing an enormous space with rabbit-proof and
cattle-proof netting, he began a war on the rabbits
that ended in their destruction. Poisoned water
was one of his favorite and most successful agents.
All the tanks and waterholes in his dry land are
fenced like fortresses with the strongest of wire net-
tings and barbs. The wild cattle, when summer has
dried up the natural sources of supply, drop dead
around them in their frantic efforts to reach the
precious water; the rabbils fall by thousands at the
base of the impregnable barriers.

The poisoned troughs are then resorted to, and the
number of rabbits destroyed in this way is almost in
credible. From one colony to another the pest
spread. The most rigorous laws were enacted
against it, and ultimately its numbers were reduced to
reasonable limits. Now the refrigerator and the pre-
serving can are in use, and the shipment of rabbits to
England every year by these means has attained enor-
mous proportions. Last year 3,421.220 rabbits were
shipped. The cash returns were 5641,475. A great
rabbit industry has been built up, and where former-
ly the creature was a source of loss and expense it

now affords a profitable business, filling stores and
ships, feeding millions, and providing hats, rugs and
cloaks for other millions.

STREET SHADOWS.

There is a street in Elgin City, known as High-
land Avenue, at the further end of which the most
of our Brethren live. It is a good broad highway,
tree-lined and electric lit. On either side of this

street are pleasant private homes, each with its

broad lawn, or its cottage strip of green. Flashes
of color illuminate the front yards, and lingerie of
vine and a show of exotics in jardinieres proclaim
the taste and culture of those who dwell within

these pleasant places. .Adown the middle of the

street the electric-sped car bobs and nods or rides

as a ship at sea in its rapid flight, half hourly, from
Fountain Square, the centre of the city, to the

green fields of the suburbs. Here and there the

electric glow, a piece chipped from the sun. show-
ing at night, traces silhouettes of wondrous beauty

on pavement and sward.

Beautiful as the avenue is in day-time, it has a

ghostly attractive shadow tracery that silhouettes it-

self, at night making a street in an unknown city

of an unexplored world. First, let us pause under a

tree and look through its leafy canopy. We see that

it curtains off the light sent from the swinging globe.

The leaves take on a ghostly sheen that quite over-

powers their natural greenness. If each leaf is

a-tremble in the breeze the effect is still more bi-

zarre. It is as a strong light turned upon gossiping

leaves in shadow town. But beautiful as the green-

ery above may seem, the dark shadows cast upon

the ground and the front of the houses lend an ar-

tistic effect to the night that is wholly absent from

the glare of daylight. Athwart the pavement,

across the lawn, and sometimes up and down the

sides of the houses, columns of intense black are

cast. Back in the rear of the lawns where these

columns blend into the natural gloom they make

the home of the fairy and brownie. But most beau-

tiful of ail is the quivering imagery of a detached

limb, the shadow of whose leaves are cast in quak-

ing silhouettes of black across the fai^ade of the

nearest houses. It would delight the soul of an art-

ist to watch the ever-shifting, changeful pictures the

light and the leaves make. In some favored places,

when the window curtain is down, there may be

viewed from within the quivering, dancing shadow

of the maple limb cast, in black, on its whitened sur-

face. Happ\' he or she who, with health and artist

soul, can lie abed and tall asleep watching the ever-

changing tremble of nature's tracer)'.

The darker the night the more beautiful the pic-

ture, and while the moonbeam casts her shadows

they are as the woodcut to the steel engraving,

compared with the etcher)' of the electric light.

Happy they who living on Highland Avenue have

the eyes of the soul to see the silhouettes so bounti-

fully wrought about them.

" Brudder Joxsing, what dem apparratusses dat

chile of sin is makin dat music?
"

" I dunno. brer Washington, but pears to me dat

once I heerd a man say dat de\- was call bones.

Wat a joy tis dat chillcn of grace doan know what

sich ways of sin is even call."
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Good ^^ Heading

WHAT THEY DO WITH TWINS.

Plox and A-lom-pum are the only twins in the

Cayuse tribe. When their mother, Him-ye-an-hi-hi

(white fawn), comes riding into Pendleton from the

reservation near by she always swings the babes

over her ponv like saddlebags. She is more than

doublv proud of her two little girls—redskins who

came to her from Indian babyland. " done up in the

same doeskin." They are the second pair of pa-

pooses which the " great council " has ever let hve;

to do so is contrary to an ancient law of the tribe

which declares that all twins shall be slain.

The custom of killing twins is not confined to the

Cayuse tribe. It is customary among many Indians

and peoples in general who are in a low state of

culture. When twins are born to a Basuto mother

in South Africa the medicine man of the tribe puts

them in a pen so that cows will tread them to death,

and then the shaman gives to the animals remedies

to keep evil spirits of the children from entering

them. The negroes of Old Cahabar, Africa, believ-

ing twins to be supernatural and fearing them, carry

them to the forest to be eaten by devouring ants.

In yet other regions both mother and father are

killed with their twin babes. The Field Columbian

Museum expedition found evidence of this when m
1S94 they visited the northwest portion of this

country. Near Old Tongas, a deserted Haida In-

dian village on the coast of Alaska, they found set

up over an Indian grave, in accordance with the

custom of the northwest tribes, a totem pole on

which were carved a bear's face, at the top, and the

images of two babies—side by side—and of their

mother and father. The totem pole, with two oth-

ers, was set up far apart from the usual burial place

in the village. This indicated that the Indians had

killed both of the twins— and their parents—and had

buried them far away so that their spirits could do

no harm. This expedition also found in Alberta,

on the Blood reservation, 1,000 miles southeast of

Old Tongas, wrapped in rawhide and " buried " in

the forks of a tree, the bodies of a mother and fa-

ther and two young babes. They, too, had evident-

ly been killed.

Some peoples kill only one of their twins. The

Narringeris in Australia put one to death because

the mother cannot nourish both. Certain South

American tribes also destroy one of a double birth;

the Makalakas send one away in an earthen pot and

give it to the hyenas, and the Orinoco mother

strangles one of two babes born together, because

pride keeps her from wanting to be chided and

called a "mouse."

The campas of Peru, believing it to be a child of

the devil, make away with the last born of a pair; on-

ly the first born, they think, being that of the father.

The old Mexicans killed one of two babes born co-

incidentally. They feared that if both lived they

would cause the death of their parents. It is the

custom of some of the Kaffirs of South Africa, to

whom twins are seldom born, to destroy one by

putting a clod in its mouth. They bury the dead

water, and make snowstorms by tossing up down

plucked from the ends of spruce branches.

Before the advent of Moses the Hebrew father

could set out or slay his young at will, but after this

great lawgiver's time the parent could do so only

with the consent of a council of wise men. In Ju-

dea, however, at a later period infants were not put

to death, because their parents always hoped that

unto them would be born the Messiah.

Poverty was excuse sufficient for an ancient

Greek who wished to kill his young offspring, but

it was necessary that he should do so within five

days after the child's birth. Lycurgus, the Spartan,

it will be remembered, made a law that all children

should be brought before a body of elders, who de-

termined whether or not they should live. If a

child seemed unpromising to these elders they

ordered it thrown into an abyss on Mount Tayge-

tus.

The Roman father held at one time an absolute

right to his children; he could slay, sell or set them

out if he chose. The state expected him to rear

only as many as were necessary to perpetuate the

race. Although before his time measures were

made against such practices, it was Constantine the

Great who in the fourth century " killed " infanti-

cide and setting out. He made the state rear chil-

dren unwelcomed by their parents, and with his

own purse built asylums for foundlings. In this

work the fathers of the church assisted the great

reformer; they took care of foundlings, and even

bought many of them out of bondage.

When the stork brought a babe too many to the

hearthstone of the old German frau her mann would

put it out to wail until some one took pity on it.

If these practices seem savage to us, let us recall

that in our own colonial days wc ourselves con-

demned to death grown "witches."

HIS SALARY ONE CENT A YEAR.

Io\v.4 County, Wis., lays claim to having the low-

est-salaried official in the employ of the United

States Government. The Government hires Frank

Lynch for 1 cent a year to carry the mail between

Dodgeville, the county seat of Iowa County, and

Mineral Point, nine miles distant. It is the law

that such employes shall be paid quarterly, but

Lynch, although he has been carrying the mails

regularly since last July, has as yet received no

quarters of a cent or checks for those amounts.

The young man is not looking for any remittances

on his salary until next July, when he expects a

check for a whole cent. It is supposed this will be

the smallest check ever issued by the Government,

and efforts have already been made to secure pos-

session of it. The mail carrier has received several

offers of St 5 or S20 for the check, but he has so far

warily avoided any definite entanglements.

Both Dodgeville and Mineral Point have rail-

roads, but there is none between the two towns.

The tr.ip from one place to the other by rail is so

roundabout that it is out of the question, so passen-

gers and mail are driven across country. Whoever
has the contract for carrying the mail feels that he

older he became better looking, and
became a "good-loi

handsome oltl man.'

became a "good-looking man in middle a
*^"'*

The Jeffcrsonian
lem!;

'"' '

the wonder of those who came in contact ,'
''

and his daughter Martha. It seemed pa"'"'
^"''

sposition was
genial''^"'''

when the annoyance was ^,'^'\

ruffled. His general

even at time

attacks of his enemies moved hii
'ernfi,.m to repel chare

but this was never done in the heat of passio
In the closing years of his life the same urb

of disposition manifested itself, even whe h

""

on the verge of financial ruin. He had |

"'

those years enough worries to have destrov h""^
disposition of an ordinary saint. His son-' 1

Thomas Mann Randolph, was given to hard d

'*

and frequently made himself a general ni
"

around Monticello; some of the grandchildren
J 1

not amount to much, creditors became importi
but nothing caused him to lose his temper

^'

When Jefferson was an old man word cam
night to Monticello that one of his nephews h d

been seriously injured at Charlottesville. He
immediate orders that his favorite horse bpsaddll
The family gathered around him and prolesitj

against his undertaking to ride to the town on

night so dark that he could scarcely see his wav

He brushed their objections aside and mounied

One of his wrists was so seriously lame from ihe

fracture of two-score years before that he could

hold the reins with only one hand. He was helped

into the saddle and disappeared in the darkness

The family anxiously awaited to see if he had

slackened his speed when he struck the sleep de

cline leading down from Monticello. The resound-

ing hoofs on the hard road showed that he had not.

He shot past the messenger who had brought th-

bad news ind was soon in Charlottesvi

One result of Jefferson's residence in France \va.

a love for French cooking. When President k

had a French cook at Washington, and before li>:

returned to Monticello he had a number of slave.

sent to the Presidential mansion from the plantation

to learn the art of French cookery.

He was not a large eater, but was certainly fc

tidious about what was set before him. Tobacco

he never used. He strenuously objected to card

pla\'ing, and it was suppressed at his orders araoii;

the negroes at the mansion.

WITH DEATH PENALTY.

is certain of all the passenger trade, for no one has
infant near the parental hut, and plant over the I yet had the courage to compete for passenger busi-

grave a dwarf aloe. The spirit of the child goes in- ness with the United States mail carrier. For this

to the tree, and when the remaining twin cries for reason the transfer of the mail is deemed a valuable
companionship the mother takes it to the aloe for privilege.

comfort. These Kaffirs think that if both twins

lived they would cause the death of their parents or

else destroy each other.

Certain other Kaffirs among whom twins appear

more frequently look upon their birth as a blessing.

When they come their parents plant an aloe on the

south side of their hut and in nine months wash

them with the milk of the tree. The father may
act for the chief, and the twins are granted priestly

privileges: they may eat any sort of flesh and drink

any kind of milk. Yet among the Kaffirs a fear of

twins prevails. The sickness of a mother, although

she had passed fourteen years in perfect health aft-

er giving birth to twins, was charged against them

by the wise old men of the tribe.

Many primitive peoples welcome twins without

any misgivings. When they are born to any of the

Kwakiutl Indians of British Columbia the father

dances for four days, shaking a big rattle. It is be-

lieved that the twins, by making a noise with this

rattle, can produce good weather or cure diseases.

The Shushwaps of the same region believe that

twins can cause rain by spilling in the air baskets of

P^ery four years the Post Office Department lets

a contract to the lowest bidder for the transfer of

the mail sack. Last year there was the" liveliest

competition ever known for the Dodgeville-Mineral

Point contract. Several different men signified

their intention of going into the contest, and the

"talk" was kept up until each bidder knew he
would have to go pretty low to get the prize. The
man who then held the contract had been receiving
about S40 per year for carrying the mail. It is 'said

that when the bids for the new contract were opened
in Washington it was found that the three lowest
offers for carrying the mail per year were I cent, 39
cents and St. 50. Frank Lynch, being the I cent
bidder, was awarded the contract for four years.

JEFFERSON'S PERSONALITY.

Is personal appearance the founder of the Deni
cratic party was six feet two inches tall, with sandy
hair and gray eyes. Never in any part of his career
did he gain much flesh. In his youth he was called
a thin and rawboned young man, but as he grew

A M.^N need not commit murder to be punished

by the loss of his life. Of course, a person i

erned by the laws of Great Britain and Ireland can

no longer be hanged for such offenses as (orgen-

horse stealing, burglary, cruelty to animals, at

highway robbery, as he might have been hall

century or so ago. But the deserter in war nir

still be shot for his offense, while even insubordm

tion of an aggravated nature can be visited »«

death as its penalty.
^

But although there are few crimes for wl"";

man may be hanged in this Country, on the conj

nentand further abroad the death sentence is P'

mitted as the wages of many an odd form s*

In China, for example, all the ofiicers of a 6a

that fails arc deprived in the most curt
"^'"''^^^^^^

their heads. According to one of ""= S"f'"
^j,

thorities on matters Oriental, not a single a"

broken for over 500 years. .
„j

The heathen Chinee deems the ''""."^^ j„l,

graves one of the most unpardonable of crin
^1^^^

according to law, any man finding '^"°
.., (|,jvi!

act of robbing a graveyard, may legally ki

^

lain on the spot without fear of consequenM •

If a Turkish baker palms off a loaf
ofbrea<l''

you that is proved to be of less weigbt
^ ^^

^^^,

represented as, you can instruct a P°''"","„, ofhi'

the defaulter by one of his ears to the
^^^

shop so as to be in full view of the l"*'*''''^',
, iWI

poor wretch will then be provided wi^^^
^^.^.^n

dagger or knife, with which he "'">''
„|,cess>i'

free so soon as he can summon up
,(.j,3iirii»i

courage required for the operation -
fgci^^'

In many of the Oriental countries "'"^^j „(,];.

stones are looked upon as well-mg'' ?'^
_i,hrr '»

it is no uncommon thing for a je

punished with death. In Thibet,

falling from your horse when ta

-w^"-"'t?5b^;;i.

military opcr.i'tions or public athleti":^
^^^^^

^1,51

;

One writer recalls how he *''"' ^"^j/vvca''"'

Montenegro for anucaring at a rev

stained uniform.
appearing
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,io DEADINO CIRCLE nEETINO AT NORTH
0"" MANCHESTER.

It was held on Wednesday, at 12:45 '' M., in

\udiloiium. Hro. J.
R. Snyder presided. Eld-

Vn Li"'"' °' '^^'°' ^"'^ '" ''""' ''P'^"'"^ prayer.

"';'
'

ifeitlia Ryan spoke on " The Influence of

l^"ion.iry
Literature." We can only glean a few

Xis <'<"" '^'"•'' *?'-''''''=' ^'"-' ^'^'^' " ^'"= ''f'= °f
'''""

i5 put into his books. He who reads a book

"hbcs the spirit of its author. The reading of a
"'

I. on infidelity makes infidels; the readers of

h°ote of adventure, become adventurers. The in-

of books on a child's mind is lasting. To

akea missionary, put into the hands of the in-

afferent person the books containing descriptions

ll,e lives and labors of great men, who have giv-

,.„ ilKmsckes in service for others."

Daniel Vaniman spoke on the "Growth

1
Missions." He confined his remarks to the ad-

vancement made in our own church along lines of

missionary activity. Many influences have been at

irk to foster the missionary sentiment, among

them the press stands preijminent.

He was followed by Bro. Jas. M. Neff, on "The

raidcning Influence of the Missionary Spirit."

He said, "We are too self-centered. We should

have interests beyond ourselves. The course of

reading outlined by the Reading Circle is designed

to acquaint us with the condition of the people in

darkness. We learn of men who have given them-

selves to save others. It takes more than an amen

to fulfill the great commission. Let us learn to

serve others."

The "Possibilities of Our Missionary Reading

Circle" was discussed by Elder I. B. Trout. We
regret that we cannot record all that was said. He
first remarked that " The possibilities are in a rela-

tive sense what we make them, it the church may
make the Reading Circle what it wishes it to be.

Tile Reading Circle has been recognized by the

Brotherhood. It stands on the same footing with
tvery other organization of the church, and its suc-
cess largely depends on work. The church may
build up without limit. This organization for its

"ccess depends on the amount of good we do to
ilhers. Every missionary has evidently been in-

luenced by something he saw or heard. Woi'kers
"re stirred through the development of sentiment,
tktse books create sentiment. We will soon have
» many missionaries that our farms must be con-
Wrated to send these into the foreign field. Do
lit send, as a missiojiaiy, one who can find no work
« home. First, workers in the Reading Circle,
_'" workers in the home church, and, lastly, work-
's Prepared for other fields, wherever the Master
.''say, 'Go work to-day in my vineyard.'

"

'» S. Z. Sharp referred to the
^^ Keadii

J^ missionaries now in the field were at one time

„/" °' """^ or more of our schools. Our best

« mad
"*" """ ^™'"' readers. The Bible must

torthv
%'''?™'""" '" ""^ ^'^'loo's '° make them

*iirch Th
'"^Snition accorded them by the

iienj„ V,

* "^'"' °' *=^'«ry student should be to

feou\
"''" '°' "''^ Lord. Let us give the Cir-

Veu,:"""' '"Import.

&B. Sunday ffij School Sa^

OVERRATING THE COLLECTION.

A SMALL church collection may do a better serv-
ice m the Lord's cause than a large one. Because
money purchases so much that is desirable and
comfortable, it is easy to overrate its use. We get
to regarding it as the necessary progenitor of good,
as well as the cure of evils. It is liable to become
a substitute in the mind of the well disposed for
heart power. The outlook of the mission field
comes to be rated largely by the dollar st.indard,
and the offerings of the church and Sunday school
are thought of more for their purchasing power
than as the means of spiritual education and growth
of those who have contributed them. Methods or
plans of raising money are rated rather by the ag-
gregate amounts raised than by their effect on the
mind and the heart of those who give under such
methods. There are persons who give liberally be-
cause it seems to release them from the obligation
to show a personal interest. Simple as it sounds,
and often as it is quoted, no text in the Bible is

really more profound or more philosophical at its

root than "The Lord loveth a cheerful giver." As
Lowell puts it, " The gift without the giver is bare."
The mere gift cannot possibly take the place of the
spirit in which it should be given. Bread is neces-
sary to the physical life, but man cannot live by
bread alone. Gold cannot be made a substitute for
that loving personal interest which gold alone can-
not show.

Fop * the » Wee * Folk
iWRS. QUEEN BEE'S BAD CHILDREN.

Ihe R A-~
'*' '^»eiicu 10 cne " Importance of

L "^''ding Circle in Connection with our Schools."

W'e bell

leinleres,'"
f"'^

'^-^s 'he best meeting ever held in

"''''"ar-reach.ng.
ircle. God grant its influence

'OOK-Sl,

'"gi""""g a iiar!*^'~,'^
reckless haphazard way of

itre,
"

'

*0ok,

N

or a''Tj!^"P''
''°*' ^ P^B« then, a few lines

"adness"
'''""S^ts therJ has been termed

"= read

'"m to
'" ty

ho;;;'-^>'
°" - ha:

oncentration of thought on what
requires an effort of the will. As

rp with ease and expres-

l°* and
thl-n"

"' P""'"' "°< ''y striking a note
'"in? IK. .. ' *° "'<= 'earn to fix the attention by'»8 the

'><^nte„,

l'»*th.

ice he;

Th.

e habit of merely glancing
re and there is fatal to intellectual

ousands
"'"what'ir"™' °' P'°P'« give so little atten-

**'ias „„ '^y '"d that an hour spent with a
'tan,. ore effect on them than a summer's

"'^'n,,BKCE
"'"" be a high-school teacher.

There should be a popular understanding in re-

gard to the fact that the Bible is a collection of
books, that there are histories, ethics, prophecy,
poetry, biography, all together. The knowledge
should get abroad that, entirely apart from any
theories about the Bible or its religious teaching,

judged as other books are judged, it has all the ele-

ments of greatness. People should be persuaded to

come to the reading of the Bible with the knowl-
edge that the epic of Job is a poem as lofty as the

Iliad; that the Psalms are the sweetest and most
universally popular songs ever written; that the

Proverbs are the most compact body of practical

counsel ever put together; that the historical parts

of the Scriptures are amazingly brilliant and con-

densed annals of nations, with the story of the be-

ginning of the world and the early progress of man-
kind; that the prophets most powerfull}- apply no-

ble ideals and great moral principles, with states-

man-like breadth and insight, to the government
and guidance of nations, and to the lives of indi-

viduals; that the four biographers of Jesus give a

divinely perfect picture of an incomparable life;

that the Epistles expound and apply with unri-

\alled force and clearness great spiritual ideas;

and that the closing book of Revelation surpasses,

in sombre power and grandeur, even the great work
of Dante.

*

Suppose that one is walking along a crowded
street, when suddenly he is thrown down and in-

jured by some one hurling himself against him.

How prompt is the feeling of resentment! The of-

fender shall pa}' the penalty of his act. But just

then the injured party is told that the man who
threw him down did so in the effort necessary to

save the life of a child, which was just at that mo-
ment imperiled by a swiftly moving car. Not only

does one's resentment cool in such a case, but it

gives place to actual praise. Then suppose one

learns that the person did the deed only by great

exertion and at his own peril. Thereupon praise

rises into positive admiration. How evident it is

that the whole experience is changed by learning

that the spirit which lay behind the action was not

that of recklessness or malice, but that of benevo-

lence and heroism! If it is said th'at the wound and

the pain, taken by themselves, are not changed by

the knowledge of the motive, the answer is that

wounds and pains and all other outward e\'ents and

conditions, can ne\'er be "taken by themselves,"

but must always be taken in connection with the

mental and spiritual realities which give them their

character and meaning.

BV JOHN E. MOHLER.

Mrs. Queen Bee lives in a beehive. It was her
first year in family raising and she had already
about fifteen thousand bee children about her She
had very good children, and they were ready to
help her just as soon as they were sure of their
wings, for young bees are with their wings like
children with their legs, in first beginning to walk.
They soon learn, though, and by midsummer Mrs.
Queen Bee had hundreds and hundreds of little yel-
low wax pockets filled with honey, which was to
keep them through the winter.
Now, while Mrs. Queen Bee's children were near-

ly all of them very good and well-beiiaved, some of
them had faults which a man who was watching
them saw. One day several of the bees took it into
their heads to visit another hive, and as they saw
open pockets full of honey, they were tempted to
steal some of it. Then they told their brothers and
sisters, and a lot of them went honey-stealing. But
the bees in the other hive found it out, and were
exceedingly angry. They stationed guards at the
entrance of the hive to examine every bee that en-
tered, and if it did not belong there it had to leave
pretty quick or fight for its life. Now these robber
bees did not propose to be scared by a few guards,
and they marched right in. But the guard gave
the alarm, and directly the whole hive knew there
were robbers about. They pitched upon every
strange bee they saw, and before the robbers could
get away many of them were killed. But their
mother had 50 many bees she couldn't count them,
and likely never knew of what had happened to her
venturesome children.

Then there were other bees that were naturally
lazy. They did nothing but lie around and eat the
honey their brothers gathered, and sleep. They
grew very large, but were so idle the man who
watched them called them all drones. They didn't
even have a stinger. The only time they seemed
to stir themselves was when the man came about to
see how the bees were getting along. Then they
would dart at him and buzz in a coarse, angry voice.

The strange part of it was that their mother never
seemed to see how lazy they were, but treated them
like all the rest. Of course, we must consider that

she had about fifteen thousand children, with per-
haps several thousand more hatching out, and that
would keep any mother busy. But the man con-
cluded he would help Mrs. Queen Bee with these
lazy children, and so he fixed a little cage with
holes in it just large enough to let the worker bees
through and so small as to keep the drones out.

Then one day while the drones were out doors fly-

ing for exercise he put this cage over the entrance
to the hiv e, and when they wanted back for their

supper of honey they couldn't get in. The)- made
a terrible fuss about it. and flew at the man's head
when he came about, but he only laughed at them,
for you see they had no stinger at all. So it was
the drones came to grief as the robbers had done,

and Mrs. Queen Bee had so many children she nev-

er missed the bad ones that died.

"Mamm.a," said five-year-old Johnny, "I'll make a

bargain with you."

"What kind of a bargain? " she asked.
" If you'll give me a nickel ever)' day to buy can-

dy." replied the little diplomat, "I'll promise not to

tell any one that you have store teeth."

After little three-year-old Margie had finished

her prayer and climbed into bed the other night her

mother prepared to lower the gas.

"Please, don't leave it big, mamma." said Margie,

" make it just a pimple."

A CHRONIC loafer fills a place in society, corre-

sponding to that occupied by a weed in the vegeta-

ble kingdom.

"Mamma," observed small Harry the other even-

ing, as he gazed at the twinkling stars, "don't you

think it must tickle the angels' feet when the stars

twinkle that way?"

" Ik you your lips would keep from slips.

Five things observe witti CATC;

Of vvtioni you speak—lo whom you speak

—

And how—,ind when—and where."
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THE FALLEN SPRUCE.

BV ERSF.Sr 1-. FEWSTER.

Xkolno mv home in the West, which a fnend of

mine once called "a ho\e in the woods," the tra.U

and roadways, and in fact .ill clearings, are cut

throu<.h dense forest, .\long the sides or edges of

these clearings left by the choppers, are the larger

trees, unfelled, because it would scarcely pay to fell

then, unless they are actually in the way. There

they stand, like gigantic sentinels, guard.ng the.r

forests against the onward march of the arm.es of

civilization. They grow with a luxuriance wh.ch .s

found onlv upon the Pacific coast. Their g.ant

trunks and branches are festooned with long, green

swaying mosses and gray lichens, and they are old

and rugged from a thousand years of gleammg sum-

mer suns and wintry winds.

Not far from mv house, and conspicuous for its

,ize and beauty, was a spruce. Its bark was gray

with lichens, and from its giant limbs swung ragged

beards of green moss. Its upper growth was so

dense that even at noonday it made a kind of twi-

light underneath. Because of its grace and beauty

this tree had become a favorite with me, and also,

perhaps, because it looked so steadfast and strong;

for I am an admirer of strength, when worth goes

with it,—as who, indeed, is not.'

One night there came a gale, and as I lay in bed,

I could hear the thundering crash in the forest as

one and another of its swaying children fell before

the force of the wind. I thought of my old favor-

ite but soon fell asleep, comforting myself with the

thought that it would surely stand, it was so strong.

The next morning, when I went for my usual walk,

what was mv disappointment to find my spruce ly-

ing full length across the trail, torn up by the roots;

and. worse still, in its fall its trunk had broken in

three pieces. Looking over it carefully, 1 found

that the heart of it was rotten its whole length; it

had only a coating of sound wood upon the outside.

Thus its beauty had been a deceitful covering for a

dead heart.

I glanced towards the roots. It needed no close

search to discover the cause of this. The tree I had

been so proud of, had never been what 1 thought it

was, save in appearance, for it had grown in a

swampy place, and there was a pool of stagnant

water underneath its roots and about them, and this

had wrought the destruction of the tree. Had it

not grown so densely overhead, the winds and sun-

shine would have gone in, dried up the pool and

sweetened the soil; then my tree would have been

what it appeared and would doubtless have with-

stood the storm.

I have known people who, like this tree, were

suddenly leveled before a rough, unexpected wind

of circumstance, and their friends found out with

sorrow that at heart they were not what they

seemed. The every-day life, which appeared so

fair, was only a thin coating. Looking for the

cause, it was found that here too their soul-roots

had drawn poisonous nourishment from unholy wa-

ters, which had killed their strength. They had

wrapped themselves about with falseness, which,

like the dense overgrowth of the spruce, had shut

out God's sunshine, and neither the cleansing sun of

his presence nor the sweetening breath of his Spirit

could break through those self-raised barriers to

purify. While their life's skies were bright, they

stood. But when the strain came they fell.

There are a thousand other smaller trees near

where that spruce lies. They are standing in spite

of wind and storm, and day by day they are grow-

ing in beauty and strength, for they are sound all

through, and their roots strike ileep into the whole-

some earth, which has been sweetened by wind and

sun. And thinking of this, are we not all assured

that, as boys or girls or men or women, it is far bet-

ter to be sound and wholesome of soul, even though

we are not noted for great growth or beauty, than

to be known all over the world for short-lived gen-

ius, yet possess deadened hearts and roots striking

hidden swamps of sin? God's winds will blow, and,

however successfully we withstand them for a time,

the day must dawn which shall fully test our

strength.

Let us take a look at ourselves, and, if we sec the

necessity, throw open or oH the overgrowths of our

life, that our Father's presence, like sunshine, may

enter in more fully, and that the wind of his Spirit

mav blow over us, purifying, sweetening and mak-

ing wholesome every part, thus giving us soundness

and strength, and at last filling us with the beauty

of true growth.—//! Young Pioplr'i Wdkly.

FEEDINQ AN ARrlY.

Few people have any idea of the amount of food

it takes to feed an army in the field. Even the sol-

diers themselves, unless in the subsistence depart-

ment, have but little idea where their rations come

from, and how much it takes to carry on a war.

The policy of all governments is to feed their sol-

diers well, and the food is usually of the best ob-

tainable. From an article dealing with the food

supply for the English army now in Africa, fighting

the Boers, we take a few items that are almost be-

yond belief. .

It may be interesting to quote in full the special

South African scale of rations, which all experts

a..ree could hardly be improved upon as a fighting

n^an's food. Every British soldier is allowed

daily;

—

lib. of fresh, sah. or preserved meat.

1 i^ ll,s. of bread, or lib. of crackers, or 1 lb. of flour.

'
li oz. ot tea.

'

i
oz. nf coffee.

3 oz. of sugar.

4 oz. of preserves.

Yi oz. of salt.

.,iie°of°LPsh'";-egetables when procurable, or . «. of

'.

.,f°rr" bme "fce'tuh %.^. of sugar on days when

., g,'"d ':^::^rZ"t^:A .he genera, officer

'

^commanding, on the recommendation of the medic-

al officer.

The amount of food that is eaten by the British

hosts at present in South Africa, in the course of

six months, is so colossal as to be almost inconceiv-

able Careful calculations, given the writer by a

high official in the War Office, reveal that the 200,-

000 men, who are being fed at the time of writing

on home provisions, consume in six months as fol-

lows; , .

l6,ooo tons of preserved meal.

l6,ooo tons of crackers.

170 tons of tea.

3,000 tons of sugar.

340 tons of coffee.

4,000 tons of preserves.

500 tons of sah

30 tons ot pepper.

8.000 tons of vegetables.

The 80,000 horses and mules at the front have al-

so to be supplied daily with their corn and hay. A

large number of oxen are employed for the trans-

port of tents and heavy stores, but these are fed

locally on grass and on what grain the country pro-

duces. Each horse receives daily 1211)5. hay and

12 lbs. oats; each mule 61bs. hay and loftis.oats. The

total daily amount of forage for the animals now

employed reaches the enormous quantity of 883

tons, all of which has to be imported.

It will be further remembered that this tremendous

expense is only one of the items of what a war

costs. There are more costly things than food, and

taking it all around war is one of the most wasteful

experiences imaginable. Then, too, remembering

the fact that at the very moment that England is

engaged in this struggle for territorial acquisition,

in India, one of her dependencies, millions are

starving, the thoughtful man may well exclaim, Oh!

Lord, be merciful!
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In a country charge a young minister was settled

where his house was a long way from the church.

He was fond of horses and not only drove about

the district tandem fashion during the week but

shocked some of his conservative people by driving

tandem also to and from church on Sunday. One

of his elders went into the vestry at thu close of the

service on Sunday to remonstrate with him.

"Why," said the minister, "what is there wrong

in driving them tandem more than in driving them

abreast?
"

" It disna' lookweel on the Sabbath," replied the

elder.

" Look! What about the ' look? ' " said the min-

ister. " It's a mere mntter of taste."

"But," persisted the elder, "there's something

even in the look o' a thing. Now, when ye're gi'in'

the benediction yc haud up your hands so"—and
the elder imitated the minister's gesture with out-

spread and uplifted hands. " But suppose ye put

your thoomb to yer nose and spread out yer hands
tandem fashion in front—this way—wad there no
be a guid deal in the ' look ' o' that?

"
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THE OAK AND THE REEDS.

AN Oak the tempest from its roots had torn

Was being by the swiit ilooti seaward borne;

Mong the river banks a multitude

Of stately Keeds in lissom beauty stood;

" Ah." cried the Oak, " how strange il is to see

That I. the type of strength and majesty.

Must fall and perish thus whilst you so frail

L:nharmed withstand the lightning and the gale."

Where.it the Reeds, soft murmuring, did reply:

"We bend our heads, when storms are rushing by.

Meekly, as to a zephyr's soft caress.

Their wrath o'ercoming thus witli gentleness;

But you, in pride, resist their baleful breath

And hence are smitten prone and hurled to death."

WHAT BECOHES OF YOUR eOOS?

When you lake a basket of eggs to the store the

'trchant gives you the amount in traiJe, and stores

htm away with the others that have come in from

ime to time. When he gets enough on hands to

'arrant it. he either packs them in barrels, or egg
manufactured for the purpose, and sends

hem lo the city. If he ma)<es a cent or two on the
ten he is satisfied with the transaction. But
bat becomes of thetn after they reach the city?
lere we are met with a complex condition of af-

liii that cannot fail to interest the average reader
ilthe Ikglenook.

Alter arriving at the commission house in the
ity they arc " candled " and assorted into grades.
he foreman of one of the largest commission
louses in Chicago says:

Egs candling is a difficult trade. In it the clos-
Ultcntion is required with sharp eyes, for several
rades are made, and the difference between one
'Jdeand another in looks at least is not observable
mptto the c.vpert who is intent on his work."
Ui*r him are twelve other candlers hired by the
>y.itS2.5oaday, and besides a number of flyers,
i»«i,o work when and where they can get a job
»=)• get less money than do the regulars. A swift
^"'ar Will inspect 600 or 700 dozen daily, or from
y '» stxty cases, and receive his S2.50, whereas
"ycr IS paid but from

"»i: amount of work
'"•"ed expert
t city over

ond, third or fourth grade, according to its quality.
A perfect, fresh egg answers for itself in a yel-

low glow, the shell is full, the yolk in the middle
place and the white nearly transparent. Each of
the lower grades is marked by one of several vari-
ously induced defects. One egg that otherwise
looks all right is shrunken at the small end. There
IS an air chamber where, before the egg was too
old, was clear " meat." Let this go into the second
grade. In another is a slight streak of red, as of
blood, and though it is sound and sweet, it has had
too much warmth and in a short time will begin to
decay. Let this go into the third grade. In still

another the yolk is seen to be breaking up and
mingling with the white substance, but no bjack
spot has yet appeared in it— it is not bad, but soon
will be bad, if it be not quickly used—and so let it

go into the third grade. An incompetent or care-
less inspector may mistake as to the quality of one
or another of these eggs, but an expert never will.
The " black spot " egg detects itself, so to speak,
but the "white rot" egg sometimes goes undetect-
ed in inattentive hands. This is an egg the white
of which is all rotten. It is not shrunken and to
the inexperienced looks perfectly sound, but the
candler gets no light through its density. It is

very bad. When all of the meat of an egg is rotten
it is all black.

most cold storage for the new year is done in April
and May and June. Last year in the first two of
these months, which are the best for the production
400,000 cases were stored. For the entire year
1,700,000 cases were stored. The selling begins usu-
ally in the early part of September, when current
supplies from the country are fast lessening. Then
the stock is in excellent condition; it has not deteri-
orated in quality or flavor in the least.

Dealers say that eggs are much oftener injured in
a few hours in the domestic refrigerator than they
are in the cold storage in six months' time. Eggs,
like milk or butter, will taste of certain vegetables
that are near. They will lose their natural flavor by
contact with various substances, which they cannot
be in contact with in the cold storage. Place eggs
by the side of the kerosene can and in a day or two
they will taste as kerosene smells. When this or
something similar happens complaint is made of
the cold storage. So, at any rate, the dealers say
who should know whereof they speak.

USE FOR SCRAPS OF TIN.

A TWO-HORSE load

St.20 to Si. 50 for the

All the regulars are un-
.
or all should be so. There are in

m,„.,t
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>1
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*™ when
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two-thirds

at the egg can-
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At present its

than protective, in the
The sick aie taken care

death
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Cracked eggs and eggs that are very small are
discarded entirely for the present, but when the in-

spection is over for the day these are put in a re-

ceptacle marked " bakers, " and are sold at a low
price.

The country from which eggs come to the Chica-
go market includes a large part of the South and the
entire old Northwest. Indeed the new Northwest
makes some contributions, for eggs from Oregon
and Washington have been received in Chicago. In
the winter the current receipts of new eggs are
from Texas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas and
Oklahoma. In the summer these States ship their

surplus eggs to New Orleans. The Chicago sup-
plies, in spring and summer, come from N'ebr.iska,

Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota and the two Dakotas.

whicl;

i for the best effect. The light
"»m a policeman's lantern. On

I't-r, within easy reach, is a case

in one marked see-

In minute parts of this great extent of country the

collection of eggs is made, in large measure, by local

merchants. What the local merchants do not get

hucksters who make a business of gathering in

farm produce pay money for. Probably two-thirds

of the whole quantity so collected are next bought
up by packers and shippers at the large towns or at

railroad stations conveniently situated for receiving

and shipping. There they are inspected, graded
and packed. The destination of the greatest quan-
tity is the cold storage houses in this city. The
other one-third of the egg supply from the country
is received, here in miscellaneous packages. The
ultimate destination of these is to both the cold

storage and the commission houses. The arrivals

just now are mostly in miscellaneous packages. A
large commission house in the first week of this

month recei\'ed forty-five car loads, or iS.cxx) cases.

This is only one of several heavy firms. All have
to be inspected and graded, and after the city and
out-of-town trade of these firms is supplied unsold

packages are sent to the cold storage.

There is cold storage capacity in Chicago for

8iX),ooo cases of eggs. At the present time there

are 600,000 cases thus stored. The most have been

received since March 15. The aim is every )*ear to

sell off the old stock before Jan. I. Usually the

f tin clippings was being
transferred to the rear basement of a prominent ho-
tel. It had come from a can factory and the nar-
row, curling strips had become so twisted and in-

tertwined as to form a conglomerate mass that
was moved with the greatest difficulty by two sturdy
fellows with stable forks.

A bystander who was curious enough to inquire
what use a swell hotel had for such truck was an-
swered by an attache of the house: " We use it for

rats. I m*n the big, gray fellows with whiskers.
The hotel rat is bigger, bolder and wiser than any
other rat. He laughs at traps, fattens on poison
and the killing or chasing of dogs, cats and ferrets

is his pet diversion. Even when energetic measures
have rid us of the pests they are with us again in

augmented force within a da>- or two. They will

tunnel through almost anything for incredible dis-

tances. It is their boring ability that has given us
so much trouble hitherto. No matter how we
closed up their passage ways, the routes were
promptly reopened. Filling the holes with broken
glass was considered a good scheme until we found
that with marvelous patience they removed the

glass piece by piece.

" But we think we've got them now. With this

tangled-up tin we construct a sort of abatis, cover-

ing all places where the beasts are likely to enter

our cellars. They can't get through it. They can't

chew it and they can't carry it away as they do
broken bottles, for when Mr. Rat takes hold of a

single strip of the tin he finds it an inseparable part

of a net work weighing many pounds."
— »

Hriue's little brother (to bridegroom )—Did it

hurt you much when she did it?

Bridegroom—What hurt me?
Bride's little brother—The hook. Did il gel into

your lip?

Bridegroom— I don't know what you mean, John-

ny.

Bride's mother—Leave the table this instant,

Johnny.

Bride's litllejbrother—What for? I only wanted

to know if it hurt him. You said that sis had fished

for him a long time, but she hooked him at last,

and I wanted to know if
—

"

He who undervalues himself is justly under\'alued

by others.

—

Has/in.
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THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS.

Home. July 13 1900.

Dair BiMic:—
I HAVE had a beau, a real live beau. This was

the wav of it. I'll tell you, but I don't want you to

tell anybody else. If he found it out, though I

don't care anything for him, he might not l.ke .t.

One dav as we were in town I met brother James

Yoder's'jimmje at the store. He waited till I was

off to one side when he came up to me and he said,

•• Miss Katie, may I come over and see you some

night''
" " Why, yes, of course, we will all, be glad

to see you," said I. and I didn't think any more

about it. On the road home I told Ma about it,

and it affected her queerly. At first she didn't say

anything, and then she said, as though she were

talking to herself, "We can expect nothing else.'

I didn't know what she meant, and I forgot all

about it.

On the next Saturday evening 1 was back on the

porch doing something when Ma came out and

said, " Katie, there is somebody here to see you.

Go right up stairs and put on your blue dress, fix

your hair, and come down right away." " Who is

it?" said I. "You'll see." said she. I did as she

said, and when I came down I went straight in the

front room, just as Ma was coming out. There sat

Jimmie, with his new suit on, and he was fixed up

better than ever I had seen him before. "Good

evening. Miss Katie," he said. "Good evening

Bro. James," said I. Then we sat there awhile.

He seemed to be watching a fly on the ceiling, and

I was looking out at the gate where he had hitched

his horse. Then he said after a little while, " It has

been a pleasant day." I said that it had been. Then

1 said that it was a dry time, and he said that if we

didn't get rain pretty soon it would be dryer yet.

After a while he reached out for the big red album

on the table, the one Pa got for Ma that time he

went to Kansas City and sold that carload of cattle,

and we began to look over it. I told him who they

were as he turned the pages from the first one, that

is, Uncle John's Henry's James' Aunt Mary clear

through to the last one. Aunt Mary's son's wife's

little boy Brumbaugh, that lives out in Eastern

Kansas. Then we talked a little about church mat-

ters, and then the old clock in the back room struck

nine, and he said he had better be going. I told

him that he needn't be in a hurry, but he said that

he better go this time. I went with hipl down to

the gate, and as he was unhitching his horse he

said "Katie," and I said "Jimmie" and he said,

"Can I come back again next week?" I told him

yes he could come back any time. If I wasn't

home Ma would be sure to be. He said that he

might be back next Saturday night, but I don't care

if he never comes again. So he said " Good night,

Katie, but not Good By," and I said "Good night.

Jimmie, come again." And he went off, and I went

back into the house. Ma was knitting and Pa was

reading the paper, and I didn't say anything.

The
less

knew everj'body was looking at me. Pretty soon a

big organ up in a sort of garret, that I hadn't no-

ticed when I came in, began to play. Then they

sung something, that is the choir did, and the

preacher began his sermon. It was a very good

sermon, and it was short. Then they took up

a collection, and made the announcements, and

they all seemed to be about some meetings

in which raising money was the object,

preacher dismissed the congregation and i

than five minutes the whole crowd had cleared out.

Nobody stopped to shake hands, and there were no

little groups under the trees talking it over, and

there were no trees if there had been the people.

It wasn't like our church a bit.
'

I tell you, Bobbie,

I'd never feel at home in any other than our own

church, and if I'd have to go to such a town church

all the time I don't know what I would do.

This is all for this time. Write soon, Bobbie

dear, to

Sist er, are

I can break it," ] ^

Your own Sister,

K.\TIE.

p. S.—Don't tell anybotiy about what 1 said of

Jimmie's coming here. I don't care a thing for

him. Do you think Mohler's would lend me their

ice cream freezer the last of next week?

DOONINQ PYR.

BY WILBUR STOVER.

and they didn't either, so I went to bed.

There is nothing at all new in the neighborhood

but what I told' you. Everything is going on just

the same as it always did, and the corn down in the

bottom field is looking well. Ma is drying a whole

lot of it, and I am helping her. I tell you Bobbie,

Jimmie looked so nice in his new suit. I wish you

had one just like it. I wish that you were back

again. It is lonesome here without you, except

when I have company. When you get back you

can tell me all that you saw, and I will tell you all

that has happened while you were away, but there

isn't much to tell you more than I have written. I

am feeling pretty good these days, and Ma said I

go around at my work singing like a lark. Next

Saturday I am going to get a big bouquet and put

it on the table in the front room, and if Ma will let

me I am going to bake a big cake. It will be nice

to have it for the next day's dinner, especially if

anybody comes to see us. I don't care. But I sup-

pose we ought to be nice to people when they visit

here.

Yes, I forgot to tell you that I went to the Meth-

odist church in town last Sunday. There was no

service at our own church that Sunday, and as I

was in town' over Inight, staying with Lytle's folks,

they asked me to go along to church, which I did.

1 went away^up to their pew with them, and I just

Ren Chord and Burie are native husband and

wife whom we have in care of the orphanage.

They are good help but illiterate, so we have their

daughter, Lollie, and Bula, her husband, as helpers

and teachers. All are Christians and members of

the Brethren church.

It was last Saturday night. The moon was shin-

ing full. My good wife and Burie had gone to

Mehmedabad, from which place we had had a let-

ter saying there were seventy-five nice little boys

and girls for us. Ren Chord was down with fever.

Bula had gone to Novsari to help Bro. Forney a

few days. I had gone to the station to meet Bro.

McCann on his way to Bombay. Baby Emmeit

was asleep alone in the house. The noise and quar-

rels and complaints and troubles of one hundred

ten orphans were hushed and wrapped in sleep. As

I returned from the station, I heard strains of a

weird song in a little hut near our house. I recog-

nized the thing, but I said to our night watchman,

" Brother Rama, what is that?' He said "Sahib,

she is dooning; better go and see. Did saheb never

see a dooning?" "Yes," I said, " I have seen and

I know that sound. I always feel so sorry when I

hear it." And Ramabhai stayed near the house

while I went to see her dooning.

Stooping down low I crawled halfway into the en-

trance of the hut. Those present all knew me, and

offered no objections. A woman sat on the ground

before a greasy-red stone idol. Its name was Pyr.

The woman was bowing forward as rapidly as she

could, and at every genuflection uttered an extempo-

re sentence in wild tone of voice. Near her sat anoth-

er woman flat on the ground with a little, wee sick

baby on her lap. The woman who was frantically

bowing to Pyr was curing the baby, or perhaps rath-

er entreating Pyr to do so. Her words sometimes

made sense, sometimes not, but they always had a

certain peculiar rythm. Faster and faster she

bowed, dived, dashed up and down before that Pyr.

More shrill were her shrieks. Her long black hair

flew back and forth like a thousand lashes on the

end of a six-horse-team black-snake whip. Now
and then she stopped to wipe off the beads of per-

spiration. It was intensely hard work, and she was
intensely in earnest. Presently she stopped her

words, and throwing the palms of her hands flat on

the ground between her feet as she went down each

time, she made a sound like a man, chopping wood
—woo-woo-woo. One, two, three, four, five, ten,

fifteen times, woo, woo, woo, woo, woo. Her ban-

gles rattled on arms and legs. The little dim light

flickered as it it wanted to go out. She stopped
and sat straight up and drew a long breath. 'Then
with her right hand she took a little rice from a
small table before her and laid it down significantly

a few inches from where it was before. Though the
table legs were but four inches long and the table
itself only about one and one-half by two feet in

size, and about two tablespoonfuls of rice lay on
it, it served well the purpose of dooning, for she
sat on the floor.

In the interval I spoke,

that baby well?
"

"No," she said, "I'm only asking

make if well." Bap means father.

"And will he make it well?"
" If he wishes to, sahib."

' But if it don't get well?"

" As Pyr bap wishes.'

" But that is a stone, and

referring to the idol.

" But," she persisted, " God is everywhere

is in the stone. I know it's a stone, but it's my
'

That is Pyr bap;—O, Pyr bap, hear us."
°'

Then she laid her hands on the naked baby
stroked it from head to foot, afterward begini,i„

new series of genuflections with a changed tu

which was none the less striking. The tune

woman dooning affects one much like a dog hou

ing in the night under the bedroom window.

What did she say? I can do no better lli,in p„

duce an equivalent, which will be as forcible as hi

and make good sense as often. Each line is char

ed over the same strain.

All poor people, O Pyr bap.

Sons of labor, O Pyr bap.

Father in Novsari. O Pyr bap.

Friends in Pardi, O Pyr bap.

Oorunga River, O Pyr bap.

See that baby, O Pyr bap.

Make him well, O Pyr bap.

Evil spirit, O Pyr bap.

Got some de\ its, O Pyr bap.

What to do, O Pyr bap.

Come and help as, O Pyr bap.

This goes on for scores of lines. Often when i:

says something like "Softs of labor, Pyr b,ip

those sitting around speak out and say, "Yes «e

are indeed." Or, for instance, if she should sir.

"Stole some rice," etc., they might say, "Howe

you know," or, deny it if not guilty. Ifshesho:

say, " Find a rupee," etc., they would all shou;

"Where? " and then expect the woman who is doon-

ing to tell them really where one may be found.

They think a sort of spirit of divination comes o\

her as she sits there diving up and down helm

their idol, and what she says then is the voice

the god, if they can understand it. Often they.i

questions, and in so doing they do not address «•

woman who is dooning, but address thespiritlk

is supposed to have taken possession of her.

iffCtr.—Last night as I was writing the above ir

child died, but their dooning for sick people will;

on just the same. These people are afraid of medi-

cine, and believe that in the hospital many

killed that medicine may be made out of their eyt

noon is the vernacular for what the woman d

before the idol, and like the woxAjiiiigU; an attemf

at translation weakens it.
^

The dooner does not refuse money, though
•'

makes no charge. When a rupee is laid on the

tie table with the usual rice or ghee, it is ph'

from one side to the other as the rice is, but»K

put before the idol or the little lisht, it renlall)^

she uses it in the name of the Pyr. Poor Py-

Biihiir, May ij.

phis to the Confederate reun

incident, and one which was t

eril

During the recent heavy travel 'h"''.K^'
',

nion at L""'^*,"

amusing incident, and one which ^*;"*
""'

" j

its inconveniences to a load of sleeping <:='

P^^
,

gers, happened. The train, which had
^^,^^^

sleepers on it, pulled in here about m,
Everyone had retired, and the porter hJig^^^^,

all the shoes in the rear sleeper and "°V,|,
,i;

into the next car, when he joined ha" s^^^j^j.

other porter in polishing them- " ,"
-ji-iied*

reached Memphis the rear sleeper was s>^^^
j^^^,,

another train, which was ready to lea^e

^
^^^^^|,|

ville- When the passengers awoke in

they were minus porter and their shoes-
^^^ ^^

There was a great commotion when
^^^

^,.

pearance of the shoes was '''*'-°"'^'.

Jf sonis"

hopped around in their socks in searc

out of the dilTiculty. A telegram

the road and the lost shoes discovci

nearly noon before the passengers

leave the car.

was sent'

,ed,b«t'

were
»«

Once when C. H. .Spurgeon fe^^^d̂o»

staircase at Mentone he turner

in the course of which some
pocket into his Wellington
tooth or teeth in his descent, _^

scribed the whole transaction as I

try with money to boot!
"
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'^ flatupe * Study .^-

s^^^'^'^^gom. BUTTERFLY SHOW.

( (|,e unexpected things is an exhibit of
""^

aifi bv an American dealer, who is pre-
[oobuttef"'" ">

. , . , . . . .

'

parciidtog
^1, an interesting fund of natural history

r without one. Who, for exam-

of protecting it from designing birds.

f?)lds its wings when it

. L evL'i'V
sale- - -

"
lid think of hunting butterflies with a gun?

P''' ''"^
jj one that was killed with dust fired from

^'' '

It is from Batchian, one of the Molucca Is-

'^r It has to be shot because it always flies

'"
the trees, and it is so rare it commands S50.

''"'^'ji.oiher from India, with a spread of ten inch-

Thc'ip' of its wings are marked to resemble

T I
cads of cobras, which is supposed to be na-

Inrc's
way

.Another Indian specmien
,

,. ,

inhisand then looks so like a brown leaf in color
'

d shape as to deceive even the human eye.' A

I
butterfly from Honduras has dark spots on the

niide of the lower part of its wings, which, when

jtii upside down, give it the appearance of an owl.

This insect fools the birds by alighting with its

|ie.id down. It chooses twigs, rests on the side to-

ward ihe tree trunk and keeps its wings open. A
nietly fellow from Cashmere is believed to ha\-e

suggeslcd to the nati\'es the design of cashmere

shawls, for there is a striking similarity. A blue

insect from the Valley of the Amazon has a shim-

mer that has been seen at a distance of a mile.

Thus one might go on indefinitely. The American

firm, by the way. sends out expeditions to hunt but-

terflies in strange corners of the world, and one may
;est Si. 500 in a collection of 500. Incidentally, it

has been disco\-ered that the United States levies a

tariff on butterflies. In France, on the other hand,

the exhibitor escapes the usual duty on the glass in

his cases because the butterflies are the most valua-

parts of the special boxes in which they are

mounted by a new process on beds of plaster of

Paris. Such are the vagaries of tariffs. The col-

lection excites much interest.

ODD FLIGHT OF A PIQEON.

There is a pigeon in Belgium which regularly
lies with the morning train that goes from Liege to
Vaiemnie. It began to accompany the train to-
vard the end of January, and it has done so every
day since then, except on three occasions. The
ilaue, one of the leading newspapers in Belgium,
vouches for this fact, and gives other curious de-
tails about the remarkable bird. The train starts at

j/".^. M., and a crowd gathers daily to see the
P«eon go with it. The bird wheels around the sta-
'»" while the passengers are taking their seats, and
sssoon as the whistle is blown and the journey be-
i'"^ It lakes up a position a little behind the en-
8'»e. and there it flies surrounded by the moist
»"gh warm steam, which it evidently enjoys. It

,j^""'""' position even while the train is passing
.^'""Sh tunnels, and apparently is not incommoded

lal*^
''^ ""^ "*™ ^••P"''- When the train

^les Its destin.ition the bird flies swiftly along
'iilroad track back to Liege, where it arrives

*«'; 30 o'clock.

^'« pigeon was born at the railroad station in

*»kea"d
""*'^1""^""y is familiar with trains,

pitj j,^"
*'"'" Until a few months ago it ocou-

"itntir
"^ o"iers, a comfortable cote, and

ol the
1^

T'^
lemoved from the station by order

'-
E,,|',^'„

°'"'" '' refused to abandon its old

sliclte
I

"* '^''^^'=" companions at once sought

'Bvarded
' .^'™'"=''=- This fidelity was suitably

''inche
to

'"''°''"' ofiicials gave the bird carte

"'"
public rh"^*^''

^°' '°°'' "''^'i-'^'er it pleased, and

''^iniics .
^^^^"y supplied it with corn and other

*heii
ii'fjii

'^'"Sukir fact is that on the three days
^""^ «« us 1

'°
^'^'^°'"P'''"y 'he "ain a Belgian en-

:„:._
'"Stead of an English one, and the

'""'otth a^
"'^' "''* ^"'^' consumed by the latter

'"""
-1 Bp1„'

*'''^^"' *'''eh the bird prefers to that
°''eian engine.

OROWINU COCHINEAL.

'"'"''">.
Drln^

,'"'^'^' 's feared extensively in

^''Poi; a,'''
'y '" 'he State of Oaxaca. It

T*-- fir,' -f!!^'"
°' cactus, says a writer in the

'' "Peciair " ''"°*" *^ ""= ""P"'' """^ '"

'y for the benefit of the cochinilla.

The insects are carefully tended during the wet
son, branches of the nopal containing them being
kept indoors to pre.serve them from the rain
When the rains have ceased the plantations of
nopal are restocked by placing nests of the insects,
containing females, upon each tree. The females
each lay upward of 1,000 eggs, and soon the trees
are well supplied with the insects. The new broods
of females are picked off in succession, and are
carefully dried, after being first killed by the heat
of an oven or by scalding.

It takes about 70,000 of the dried insects to make
a pound, but many tons are exported. Their whole-
sale value is about 50 cents a pound. The dried
substance is used for dyeing purposes, making a
brilliant purplish-red color. Among the hues pro-
duced from it are those known as carmine, and also
the "lakes." Rouge is also made from cochineal,
though probably few of the women whose cheeks
are colored with this pigment have' the least notion
that it is derived from a Mexican bug.

THE OUTDOOR WORLD.

The woodchuck sleeps for six months out of the
tvvelve. "I've been asleep all winter, but now I'm
wide awake and ready to enjoy the spring and sum-
mer," a writer in S/. Nieholas fancies him saying, as
he comes to the mouth of his hole under the old
tree. In the early part of last autumn, when he was
very fat from his many summer feasts of red clover,
he filled this nest nearly full of leaves, crawled into

the middle of the long mass and, curling himself up
into a ball, went to "sleep."

The woodchuck's appetite makes him the plague
of every farmer, and his queer and interesting ways
make him the delight of every farmer's boy. If we
dig him out of his home in the winter we shall find

what appears to be a football covered with fur.

Let us take him in by the warm fire in the farm-
house and soon he will wake up, but in such a

drowsy way as not to be frightened.- Before long
he will roll up and go to sleep again. He is the
soundest of the winter-sleepers. The gray squirrel

"sleeps" (hibernates, it is really) only in the cold-

est weather; the chipmunk sleeps more, but awakes
from time to time for a nibble at his store of nuts:

but the woodchuck sleeps continually for about si.x

months. In middle and late summer he lives alone

and for a .large part of the time sits perfectly still

at the mouth of his hole. The scientific people

name him Arctomys monax. Those of you who have
commenced to study ancient tongues know that

moniix means monk; so you see grown-up people

have their fancies' when they say, in this scientific

name, that this is the bear-mouse monk.
While woodchucks are not rapid runners, it is

\'ery difficult to catch them, for the\- usually go but

a little way from the hole and keep a sharp watch

to see if anyone is coming. Sometimes the farmers'

bo)"s dig out the whole family of woodchucks in the

spring. John Burroughs tells in " Riverby " an in-

teresting story about feeding milk to young wood-

chucks, and says that they would hold a spoon in

their little shining black paws; and in " Pepacton
"

he tells how the farm-dog "Cuff" outwitted an old

woodchuck.
•

ARIZONA TARANTULAS.

incredible swiftness and then turned as if to charge
again, but I had had enough. 1 beat a retreat

"Since then I have killed a number of tarantulas,
and caught them alive, but I have never outgrown
the horror they inspire. The coarse brown hair
that covers their bodies makes them seem much
arger than they really are, and they have immense-
ly muscular legs. Their pugnacity and strength are
almost incredible. They will attack anything, re-
gardless of size, and they make the most amazing
leaps through the air. The bite of the creature is
said to be fatal, and I have known them to kill
horses; but I have no personal knowledge of any
case of a human being who died from the effect of
the poison. Their ill-repute

probably exaggerated.
in that particular is

OVER .400,000 ANIMALS.

Ins estimated that there are more than 400,000
different species of animals that have been studied
and described, although there are only 150,000 dif-
ferent species of plants.

There are 280,000 kinds of insects alone.
About l-30th of the number of animals is fur-

nished by the birds, of whicli there are 13,000 diSer-
ent kinds. There are 12,000 species of fishes. 8,300
kinds of reptiles, of which 1,640 are snakes, only
300 being venomous.

Besides there are some 1,300 species of amphibia
known. 20.000 kinds of arachnoids, 50.000 species of
mollusks, 8,000 kinds of worms, and 3,000 kinds of
echinoderms.

In the museum of Natural History at Berlin, the
largest collection in the world, there are some 200,-
000 species of animals represented by about »,8oo
000 specimens.

A FEASIBLE PLAN.

" I've seen the famous ' Gila monster ' often," said

an Arizona man in the hotel lobby last evening.

"It is simply an uncouth, horrible-looking lizard,

and I'd rather encounter a hundred of them than a

single tarantula. I'll never forget the first time I

ever saw one of those giant spiders. 1 was living

near Phcenix then and had gone out to take a look

at a mineral deposit recently discovered on my
land. The place was some distance away, and I

was walking across a stretch of level, sandy coun-

try, when I noticed a queer round object, about the

size of a man's clenched fist, lying near a little pile

of rocks. It looked for all the world like one of

those snarls of hair that women take out of their

combs, but when I drew nearer I saw it was alive

and recognized it from description as a desert ta-

rantula. Its legs were all drawn under its body at

the time and it seemed indescribably lumpy and

sluggish, but as I stooped down to get a closer \-iew

it made a sudden, quick movement, and then

jumped square at my face. I dodged it by pure in-

stinct, and the thing passed me and struck the s.md

two or three feet away. It ran several yards with

From California comes the news of a movement
to stop the slaughter of song birds in the interest of
the milliners.

It is proposed to arrest, fine and imprison not
only the men who shoot the songsters, but the un-
feeling women who wear the bodies of birds on hats
or bonnets.

Undoubtedly this is the way to reach the matter.
The birds are killed not out of wantonness, but to

supply the demands of the semibarbaric females
who adorn their headgear with innocent corpses.

Make the wearing of dead birds an offense and the
demand would speedily fall off.

The slaughter of the innocents can be stopped by
punishing anyone who kills or "has in possession "

the bod\' of a song bird.

The bereaved milliners and their patrons can con-
sole themselves with nose rings or similar devices

which appeal to the savage taste for adornment
without doing violence to humane sentiments.

MR. BROWN WAS TOO LATE.

The local paper up in Penobscot County had an

item the other day reading somewhat as follows;

" Mr. Binks, the well-known sportsman of Exeter

village, captured a pure white woodchuck the other

day. The animal has albino eyes and pink skin

and has not a spot or blemish on him. His paws
are shaped just like human hands, and he sits up

most of the time like a monkey. All of Mr. Blinks'

neighbors are coming round to see the curiosity."

Mr. Brown, of Bangor, who is making a collection

of curious animals for a local park, tells me that

when he saw -that item he hired a stable team and
rode over to Exeter through the snow and slush.

He wanted to buy the great curiosity, and had a

nice crisp Sio bill tucked in his waistcoat.

He inquired the way to Mr. Binks' house,

hitched his horse. He rapped on the door.

Binks was just through dinner. He came to

door picking his teeth with a sliver.

"Is this Mr. Ezra Binks?
"

"That's me."

"The man that caught the white woodchuck?"

"Same feller."

"Well, I want to buy it for ni\' museum."

"Ye do, eh? Wal, kunnel, ye're late. We got

tired of havin' him kickin' round. We jest et him

for dinner. Fust rate, too. Anything else I can do

for >'e?
"

Yes, Mr. Brown could have gone out behind the

shed and let the Bangor man kick him—but he

didn't.

He
Jlr.

the
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THE SITUATION IN CHINA.

wholesale partition of their country, and the out-

look is for a bloody war with uncertain results in

the future. __^^^^^^_^^

THE CROW AND HIS FATE.

As all who follow the drift of current events

know, there has been fighting in China of late. But

what it is all about few know. Indeed those near-

est to the scene of operations may know less than

others at a distance. It is sometimes the case that

persons living in China for years have to admit that

the make-up of the Chinese mind, and the springs

of actions moving them, are beyond their power of

.in.ilysis.

In the first place the country is perhaps one-

tenth of the globe, and the people have been esti-

mated at one-fifth of the race. Their origin is lost

in antiquity, and their religion a blind worship of

what is past while such a thing as patriotism is un-

known. They worship the memory of their ances-

tors, and are a unit in but one thing, and that is

hating all foreigners. Miss Scidmpre. who paid

seven visits to the Flowery Kingdom, in a book she

has written, says:

"No occidental ever saw within or understood

the working of the yellow brain, which starts from

and arrives at a different point by reverse and in-

verse processes we can neither follow nor compre-

hend. No one knows or ever will really know the

Chinese—the heart and soul and springs of thought

of the most incomprehensible, unfathomable, in

scrutable, contradictory, logical and illogical people

on earth. Of all orientals, no race is so alien. Not

a memory nor a custom, not a tradition nor an idea,

not a rootword nor a symbol of any kind associates

our past with their past. There is little sympathy,

no kinship nor common feeling, and never affection

possible between the Anglo-Saxon and the Chinese.

. . . Ol all the people of earth they most entire-

ly lack 'soul,' charm, magnetism, attractiveness.

"Their very number and sameness appall one,

the frightful likeness of any one individual to all

the other three hundred odd- millions of his own

people. Everywhere, from end to end of the vast

empire, one finds them cast in the same unvarying

physical and mental mold—the same yellow skin,

hard features, and harsh, mechanical voice; the

same houses, graves and clothes: the same prejudic-

es, superstitions and customs; the same selfish con-

servatism, blind worship of precedent and antiquity;

a monotony, unanimity and repetition of life, char-

acter and incident that offend one almost to resent-

ment."

Yet, in the course of time, comparatively few

years back, as such things go, there have been some

thousands of white people resident in China, either

for purposes of trade, statecraft, or for missionary

work, and the bitter feeling of the natives, perhaps

their only common bond, has culminated in open

murder and attack on all things alien to the soil.

They have their armies, drilled by European peo-

ple, armed with implements of modern warfare, and,

indifferent to life or death, they have fallen on the

man and woman with the white face and slaugh-

tered right and left. It is doubtless the case that

the central government is in silent symp.ithy with

the insurgents.

But all the leading nations have taken the matter

up, and soldiers are being hurried to the land of

the yellow man, and the chances are that punish-

ment will be dealt out with a liberal hand and am-

ple reparation exacted. It will make but little dif-

ference to China. The people arc as the sands on

the seashore, and their indifference to death or

national disaster will fortify them against reverses.

The jealousy of European powers will prevent any

The crow's fate hangs in the balance. Bird pro-

tection societies have been asked to answer the

question, "Is he as black as nature has painted

him?" The yeas and nays on this proposition are

about as evenly divided as they are on the wisdom

of making a compromise with the feather dealers,

who ask the friends of the birds to let them

slaughter all the foreign fowl they wish in return

for a promise to keep hands off American birds.

Ever since "there were three crows sat on a tree,"

Corvus Americanus has been a corn thief or the

farmers' friend in accordance with the way people

looked at him. Gallons of ink as black as his

feathers have been used to prove on paper that he

eats more grubs than corn; that he eats more corn

than grubs; that he robs song birds' nests; that he

does not rob them; that he is a saint and th.it he is

a sinner. The Agricultural Department's bulletins

lean a little toward the crow's side of the contro-

versy. Professor Samuels, the Massachusetts zo-

ologist, contends that he does much moje harm

th,in good. John Burroughs, Bradford Torrey,

Charles Conrad Abbott, and Ernest Seton Thomp-

son all believe that the crow is a good deal of a ras-

cal, but they admit a sort of sneaking admiration

for the bold, black fellow who adds such pictur-

esque interest to the life of the fields.

The crow has always shown that he is able to

care for himself. He has invariably outwitted the

farmer with his gun, his trap, and his poison. This

fact has made his friends careless about the passing

of laws offering bounties for his scalp. The omis-

sion of his name from the statute list of protected

birds, even though no price be placed on his head,

has never caused uneasiness. But hard times have

come for the crow in Illinois. The last Legislature

put him on the pest list with the English sparrow,

and now organized attempts are being made in all

parts of the State to end his existence.

A few days ago in Elgin twenty men went out

and between sunrise and sunset bagged 1,110

crows. If the hunters had put off the expedition a

month they would not have secured a black feather,

but the thought struck one of the band that the

young crows were just out of the nest and that

solicitude for the fledglings would make the old

crows easy marks, and so they proved. They are

as full of parental affection as the birds that never

stole a corn kernel in their lives. A way to exter-

minate them through their love for their children

has been found, and it is proposed to pursue them

through the nesting seasons of each year until they

are exterminated. If the crow can only prove his

case between now and next May to the bird pro-

tectors he may be saved, but his chances are des-

perate.

responsibility, or will be retained, after it
•

discovered that he is unsafe to have about /"

business has its inside life that does not all

"

publicity. The tattler who can not keen hi«r Ilia TTlQiii'

shut is not likely to ever rise in business
(

line of promotion.
* or be

,

OUR SHORT SERHON.

Text: Holding Still.

It is often the case that when we get into tm hi

or think we are in trouble, that we complicate

ters by adding to the confusion by our effort

get away .from the entanglement. It is a ben,

way, often, to simply hold still, till we sec tl

meaning of the whole jnatter as far as it affects

It may be the best to go clear away from the tm
ble. That was Christ's way. When he was ihren

ened he went away from his persecutors. ltisn„.

cowardly to run away from trouble not of our om
making. If others snarl us with a trouble it is „

reason why we should complicate matters with if

advised activity. It is time enough to takeh olj

when it is clearly the Lord's will for us so to do,

In case of church trouble, where there is a cnn

tention, it is the best to add no fuel to the flaim-

but to hold off from all participation. Iftwopci:

pie appear to. have no higher conception of th,

duties in lite than that of starting trouble it is n,

our best part to identify ourselves with that whi;!

is unseemly. Hold off, stand still, take no part m

it, not even commenting on it. A fire without fm
I

burns itself out. The old adage about mindiii;

one's own business is a good one. Sometimes. )\m-

ever, we get involved personally in such a way th,r

we have little choice about it. But even if there

so much as a little opportunity of escaping \u

should make the most of it. If we can not entirei

get away from a diflSculty it is still a good nictli,,:

to wait until it is an absolute and imperative necu*

sity that we act. Then, after prayer, do th.il wind,

seems the most Christ-like.

But the rule of holding still is a good one, an

:

there will be many a passover of trouble in on

lives if we are sensible enough to wait when difSci

ty comes our way.

USING UP THE HORSES.

The south African war has again given the hoist

a dignified place among the world's things of vali»,

but it is doubtful whether he is to be congratulal,

upon his rehabilitation. Though he is no longs'

drug on the market, he has no brighter fututcl

fore him than at any other time since the iroBt

NO TATTLING.

No persons who lay any claim to good breeding

should ever be engaged in the petty business of

tattling all that they know. Well-bred people,

those who are really well bred, never do it. It is

essentially a down-stairs vice, and you want to keep

clear of it. There are some people so constituted

that they can see or hear nothing that is belittling

or discreditable without retailing it to everybody

who will listen. It has a great many different

names, such as scandal, gossipping, talking, blab-

bing, but it all means the same thing,—telling

things that were better left unsaid.

There are some people who never talk about oth-

ers. They may be safely trusted with all manner
of secrets. They are not made along the lines of a

phonograph—to repeat all they know about people.

Then there are others, who, if they get possession

of a thing of any character never stop till they have
told all who will listen. They should be marked
"Dangerous," and avoided by reputable people.
The man who engages in this disreputable business
should take his place along with a coterie of old
crones whose life is given over to talking about the
absent.

No boy or girl who is given to telling all they
hear is ever likely to be placed in any position of

car and the automobile began to crowd him off i-

earth. For the crowding-off process continues a'

rate that might well alarm the whole equine rat-

Competent authorities estimate that the """",,

killing at least 5,000 horses per mo"'''; "''"
\,.

account for 35,000 or 40,000 animals since i=^

ginning of the war, not counting '''"^'^ "^'j
j|,

table purposes in Ladysmith, Kimbtrlej.a
^^^

feking. There is every probability thai c^^,^

age of horses will be still greater when tne
^^

penetrate farther into the Boer countrv^^^_^

Boers take special pains to kill the enemy
5^^^_

because the death of a horse is =>!'""''
"^ ^,i„„i,

military loss as the death of a man.
^^^ ^j|,,,

also causes the wholesale sickness •>'"'
""„„,„,o;:

unacclimated animals. To supply '""

the British arc scouring the nor^

ill to

mark''

hart
."

,.lhree"

wastage

of the world. The War Office is s, ^

ranged to convey 20,000 horses in '^*'-'"'^|^j n„iirJ

sels from New Orleans, Buenos Ayre^,
^^

^^^^
>~

lian ports, while at the same time a • ^^^^lycoi

patch states that a contract has been
ifthe"'""'

pleted in that city for 30,000 more. '

^^^.^^^
,,„„

tinues long enough at this rate the A"

breeders will be in clover.

=
;

"
i„

sub"-'*"

Jennie Stuck, of Pennsylvania,

for the Inglenook says, i'"' \
d choice.

Id h.i>' '^-%July money." Truly a good

works or a little ice-cream ^ou," •
^^|y

giri

in a few minutes. Now our Fourlh 0^
J^^^

^^,,,1'

get a live paper weekly for the rest
0^^^^

^^^^t

she will be many times better off >" '
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r--=^j,^rNTS SAVAaE OLARES.

THE
yioung

ni--l'
"cross

worn;

the (laul

an swept her tiny camel's hair

b of yellow paint and smeared

jide of the semi-globular bit of glass

s
(asteined toil small bracket on the table in

Then she leaned bade and looked up-

IlH-

idiiiiring'y-
" " sn

zzled, and frankly admitted

said,
"

I suppose it is all right. It

;;;i, that? "she asked,

isilor was puzz:

slie s

„pon what you are trying to do."

KL „,„<, woman with the brush was visibly

C.in't you see that this is just about perfect?

that piece of
,
v,ni detect the savage glare in

, pon't you feel as if you'd hi
Don't you teei as u you u like to take to

nalsand run away from it? It certainly is

°v.iM gia"='" ''"^ added, less po.sitively. " It is

iiHo be one, anyway. I am making an eye, a

,'

,^,j, j,| eye for a cat that died in battle with

uil iurned from the enemy. This brave cat

been stuffed and mounted in a most warlike

. and I must make the expression of his eyes

respond with his. bellicose attitude. 'Vou can't

good idea of the effect, though, until the eye

ihccd in position. Just wait till I'm through

ihcii I'll show you how it looks."

the visitor examined the artistic production

creased interest. " What a queer line of

k,".she said.

Sot al all," returned the young woman with the

ish,
" It is very pleasant. I work at it all the

'ainting glass eyes has become quite a re-

nerative field for a woman blessed with a deli-

touch of the brush. It is a good thing for

le of us that the glaring glass eyes of a former

leration are out of fashion. No first-class taxi-

nistthihksof using them now. The time was
En the eye of a stuffed animal was considered of

lor importance, and a ball of glass of almost any
or color and absolutely devoid of expression
fastened into the socket and the work was pro-
need complete. But all that is happily
nged. To-d.iy the eye, instead of being re-

Jed as the least important factor in obtaining a
^ike appearance in a dead animal, is recognized
valuable medium for conveying an impression
ntdligtnce and action, and much attention is

iowed upon artistic eyes.
feople who have animals to be mounted often-
Kli,ive decidedly original ideas as to position
'l-e expression of the face. These ideas are not
)'> artistic, or even sensible and in obeying di-
»ns Hreqiiently have to commit flagrant out-
"gainst good taste and natural history. Take
"se of a woman over on the West Side whose
i«l a little while ago, as an example. First,
wcted the attitude in which she wanted the
e beast preserved, and then she turned her at-
»« lo his eyes

'|>™t hi,„ to have blue eyes,' she said. ' A
Kennv K

'
^'''"' "''^y-' ''<='=" ""y ^°"'^

lid In r' '
'"''"'' '''"= '''^ l^™™" «y«s- I

,
"^ been so much better satisfied if they

ttn bfw, and now that he is dead I am
im over to

*ehi

W.e
«' "'," '" '"" "'ys^'f- Bl"e '-yei I wanl,

This r ™ Soing to have.'

-ilM„„r.°""°" "^ ""= ""'= <:"r's head with

""tiKss'T
\'''^""= 'hat cried clear to heav-

ion, and j' .

"' ""^ woman was not open to con-

"i"
desire 'ti°

^'™ ^™ "P '" ^'^"rdance
'to live."

'
^'^''<:' was hideous, but—

I

"'''ipeliTK''"
"'"' "'^ Pai"' b'-'ish gave an-

rkankgol^" ''?."°" 'y' '" 'he bracket.

'" 8° down n^^J
/'"" ^'''''' " 'ha''^ done. Now

"'" 3nd fit them in."

ing on several

it is taken for

nd he may be

hou.se until after he has called at least once, and
thus signified his wish to have social intercourse
with the family. If he takes to ca
occasions in rather close succession
granted that he has " intentions,"

questioned concerning them.
In Germany the man must be at least eighteen

years of age before he can make a proposal, but
when it is made and accepted, the proposal is

speedily followed by the betrothal. This generally
takes place privately, shortly after which the fa-
ther of the bride, as he is then called, gives a dinner
or supper to the most intimate friends on both sides,
when the fact is declared, and naturally afterward
becomes a matter of public knowledge. Sometimes
the announcements arc made by means of the news-
papers, and formal announcements on cards, which
are circulated among friends and acquaintances.
The man supplies a plain gold band ring for

each. This is worn during the engagement on the
ring finger of the left hand. From this time the
contracting parties are bride and bridegroom.
Among conservative people the affianced couple is

scarcely allowed to be alone, a chaperon being pro-
vided whenever the young people go out. If the
young man is not in a position to settle in life at
once, the betrothal may last for a number of years,
but most frequently the marriage soon takes place.
The banns are only called twice at the church, and
in cases when the time is short, twice the same
day.

What is known as the " pay wedding "
is popular

in Germany. The bride receives the guests with a

basin set before her, and into this each visitor en-
tering the reception room drops either some jewel-

ry, a silver spoon, or a piece of money.
In some parts of the country the expenses of the

marriage feast are met by each guest paying for

what he or she may eat or drink. It would strike

an American family as a very curious reception,

but the visitors pay high prices, and the happy
couple make a handsome profit out of their wed-
ding, as many as 300 visitors often being present at

such a festivity.

Among the middle class people all the girls are

curiously alike, and invariably give themselves up
to housekeeping, knitting, sewing and cookery.

Their sober, brown gowns are as much like one an-

other as are so many peas, and the niajorit}- of them
are home made. The German girl cannot be said

to be ambitious, and is quite content to spend the

whole of her life in one groove. She knows and
gets the full value of every kreutzer she spends,

and is always an adept at making coffee and cakes.

CATS AS MUMMIES.

tOl

OBRnAN COURTINQ.

""='' no ,?,"7" '"="' °f'"Ger,

'''.11""-"' of"'h"
'^'"'"^ '"""'" """

Tins
;

parents.

ninny, and

Certain pre-

lis

must K
' r",^"v.->. >_ciuiin p:

""" and vo 1 f
°"^ 'hrotigh, or the mar-

™"*'<lercda' "'" " SM has arrived at

1,
'">'niofin,-,"''''""'K<='''''le age, her parents

">''>vo „y ;',"^y°''"S men to the house,

ilM ">« the ,.""' """^ '""'''••d a' 'he same
'* ">^ «'entio„ may not seem too

""8 man h°wever, ,s ever invited to the

While the Egyptian children, no doubt, had as

great regard for cats as the children of to-day, the

parents had a still higher regard, rising into wor-

ship. So great was this regard that the cat came to

be looked upon as sacred, and cat worship became
a part of the religion of the race, while this worship

found expression in great temples erected in honor

of the cats that died. Shaving the ej-ebrows on

the death of a cat in the family was a favorite

means of showing the distress of the household.

So it was but natural to believe that in the future

life the cats would live again with their young mas-

ters and mistresses, contributing to their happiness

in the celestial land. On the death of the tabby,

all due ceremony was observed, and with tender

care she was embalmed and placed with the mum-
mies of her family, says the Sciatfi^r Americtju.

You may see such mummies in the British museum,

wrapped in their cerements, fold upon fold en-

swathing the body with as great solicitude as

though it were the body of the child who had

owned the cat for its companion.

These cases in which the cats were placed after

embalming were capital representations of the cat

in life. Many of them were of carved wood, re-

markably lifelike, the form and even the individu-

alitj' of expression being admirably preserved.

Now and then a cat belonging to some more aris-

tocratic family, when it departed for the heavenly

cat land, received a case of bronze, beautifully or-

namented and in all ways in keeping with the

standing of the family. Some of the cat cases are

curiously decorated and some of the faces are fitted

out with queerly made ej-es, inlaid with obsidian, or

rock crystal: others are done in colored paste, the

effect frequently being decidedly grotesque. The
object in giving eyes to the case was that the .spirit
cat might have an opportunity to look out. An
opening down the center of the case divided it in-
to halves, so that the cat, when embalmed and
ready for her last long journey to the land of the
blessed, could easily be inclosed.
Utmost care was given to these friends of the lit-

tle children, that their lives might be prolonged to
a ripe old age. Their food was prepared so that
they might not only receive the most gustatory
pleasure possible, but so that they might be richly
nourished. One favorite dish was bread soaked in
milk and mi.xed with chopped fish; surely no more
tempting viand could be placed before the most
exacting feline. In many cases cats were kept in
and about the temples which were sacred to the
many gods of Egypt and greater care could not
have been given to human beings than that which
was, accorded to the cats.

HE WAS TOO HONEST.

A WELL-KNOWN young lawyer who has an office in
the Equitable Building took in a new office boy
several days ago, and having suffered to some ex-
tent from the depredations of the former one, he
determined to test the boy's honesty at once.
He placed a Ss note under a weight on his desk

and walked out without a word.
Upon his return a half-hour later the note was

gone, and a silver half-dollar had taken its place.
He turned sharply on the boy.
"When I went out of here I left a S5 bill under

the weight."

"Yes, sir," interrupted the boy, " but you hadn't
been gone five minutes when a man came in here
with a bill against you for S4.50. I guess the change
is correct."

"You paid the bill?"

"Yes. sir; there it is, receipted. The man said it

had slipped your mind for the past four years and
so
—

"

He did not get any further before he found the
outside of the door. There is another boy in the
office now. and the lawyer will take his honesty for

granted.
•

THE QROCERY STORE RIDDLE.

A GEXER.^L grocery store in a country village,

as every one knows, sells almost anything from a
needle to a ton of coal. The proprietor of the one
to which this story is applied had on one occasion

bought a load of oats by the bushel, and as he sold
all oats by weight he found upon investigation that

on every fifty bushels he bought he could by selling

b)- weight gain one bushel.

His motto being " large sales and small profits,"

he sold the oats at such a price that on every dol-

lars worth of oats he sold he made eight cents

After he had sold the whole load he found that he
had received therefor a total of SS2.62.

How many of our readers can tell how many-

bushels were on the load he bought if he paid sev-

enty-five cents per bushel?

What Inglenooker will give us the figures?

A DUTCH AUCTION.

A Dutch auction at Cape Town is frequently ex-

citing. If a house is to be sold the auctioneer of-

fers "fifty golden sovereigns for the man who first

bids .^Tj.OOO." Nobody bids. A pause, and then:
" Fifty golden sovereigns for the man who first bids

£^.^QO." This is kept up until a bid is secured.

But it by no means follows that the house is sold to

this bidder. No, the auctioneer is then at it again.

Say that ;f4,40O is the first bid. The auctioneer

cries: "There are twenty-five golden sovereigns for

the first man who has courage to bid jC^.600." Per-

haps no one has it. Then ^^25 is offered for a

i^4.550 bid. If there is eventually no bitl above the

/."4.400, the man who made that bid is saddled with

the house. Otherwise he pockets his bonus and gets

off free of it all.

USE YOUR CLIPPERS.

\'ekv often some intelligent reader will see

something in a paper that would make good Ingle-

nook reading. Then is the time to hunt up the

she.-irs and cut it out for the Nook. Send it to us.

The best is none too good for the readers of this

paper.
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Good /^ Reading

THE TUNNEL DISEASE.

It is

also in the

There is a disease which attacks the laborers in

tunnels and mines. It is as old as Egypt, but only

within this century has it been traced to a spec.hc

parasite. It is a painful and dangerous disease, of-

ten resulting in death. A monograph on the sub-

ject of this malady, called ankylostomiasis, has just

appeared, and coming as it does from Hugo 1-.

Goldman. M. D., the official physician in the coal

mines of Erennberg, near Oldenburg, Germany, it

carries great weight, for it is based upon years of

experience and practical treatment of this dread

disease.

It attacks not only men but animals, especially

the horses or mules used in the building of tunnels

and the operation of mines. It is a disease caught

bv infection, like typhoid or cholera. It may be

contracted in the air or by contact with the germs,

which are really the eggs of the little worm, or

ankylostoma, as it is called. This name means

"hooked mouth," and refers to the six hooked

teeth around the mouth of the parasite by which it

clings to the interior of the human intestine,

found not only in the duodenum, but aisc

smaller intestines, where it grows and flourishes.

Male and female can be distinguished among

these parasites, the females being larger and more

numerous than the males. The males grow to the

length of .3937 inch, and the female is on an aver-

age half as long again. They can be seen with the

naked eye. This animal has neither breathing ap-

paratus nor circulatory system, and varies in color

from gra)i5h white to brown and even blood red,

according to the condition of the person in whom it

is found. The female lays a large number of eggs

in the human intestines, from which they spread

the disease infinitely under proper conditions. The

parasite and the egg develop best in a temperature

between sixty-f\ve and eighty-five degrees Fahren-

heit. The air and surrounding medium should be

moist. It is on account of the moisture and heat to

be found in mines and tunnels that this parasite de-

velops so perfectly among the toilers in these

places. Darkness is also necessary, sunlight killing

these animalcute almost instantly.

Ankylostomiasis originated in the Orient. It has

been long established in Egypt, but has been

mistakenly called Egyptian chlorosis, or .-enemia,

and was treated as mere poverty of the blood in red

corpuscles. It passed over from Egypt to Italy,

where it was not really understood until Dubini

found a parasite in 183S.

When the St. Gothard tunnel was built, in the sev-

enties, the disease spread throughout Central Europe,

especially in Switzerland. The further spreading of

the ankylostoma to the mines of Europe was quick

to follow. When the men were first attacked in the

St. Gothard tunnel it was thought that a new dis-

ease, the " tunnel disease," had been found, but it

was nothing other than the ankylostoma, as was

proved by Perroncito, when he found no less than

1,500 of these parasites in the duodenum of a man

who had died of " tunnel disease."

The mode of infection is very apparent. The

men while at work often carry their hands to their

mouths, or eat their food in the tunnels or mines,

and in this way the parasite or its eggs enter

through the mouth, pass on into the system and

find a permanent home in the intestines, to the

walls of which they cling with all six teeth, feeding

on the blood of the unfortunate person attacked.

The hundreds of fishermen who secure their liv-

ings from fishing in the lake and rivers have joined

to<.ether and secured an injunction restraining Mr.

Harris from the big project of draining the lake,

and an important legal battle will result. The fish-

ermen allege that Mr. Harris has no title to the

lands covered by water, and that the real owners

are the Daugherty heirs, none of whom can be

found. .,11 J

When the earthquake of 181 1 occurred that land

where Reelfoot lake was formed belonged to the

Daurrherty grant, but the heirs desponded of ever

reclaiming it, and they have been lost to sight for

many years. Other claimants in recent years sold

their title to Mr. Harris.

Reelfoot lake is the most noted fishing and hunt-

in" resort of Tennessee, and thousands annually

come from all parts of the country to enjoy its nat-

ural advantages. Years ago the body of water, one

mile wide and eighteen miles in length, forced a

passage to the Mississippi, and the outlet is known

as Reelfoot river. Along its shores are hotels,

hunting lodges of many sporting clubs and hun-

dreds of fishermen's huts. Tons of fish and wild

game are shipped monthly from there.

"
There is no stretch of country more gloomy or

desolate than the vast territory in northwestern

Tennessee, Southeastern Missouri and Arkansas,

known as the Sunk Lands. The bottom seemed to

have dropped out at the time of the big earthquake

of iSll.

To a novice in woodcraft or swamp navigation

it is a most hazardous undertaking to penetrate far

beyond the borders of this wilderness of cypress, el-

bow brush and other specimens of the lowland trees

and tangled vine thickets.

There are numerous lakes, large and small, some

of great depth. Most of these areas of open water

are dotted with islands, and in many places fallen

trees and great black stumps make hiding places

for enormous turtles, snakes and other reptiles in

summer, while in winter the raccoon, otter, mink

and muskrat perch upon them.

Hundreds of men spend most of their days in the

borders or in the heart of this watered wilderness.

They hunt and trap as the seasons come and go.

Throughout the Sunk-land districts are islands

from a half to twenty acres in dimensions. The

larger ones contain oak, hickory and smaller

growths of underbrush, but most of them are cov-

ered with small cane on which deer feed and fatten.

The most remarkable of these is Bone island,

which covers an area of six acres. This island is a

rendezvous for professional hunters. It is literally

covered with bones of animals and birds. Great

heaps of them can be seen at different places.

Marco Polo found
,h I

icthon, the religi„„. .
, " 1

Moses and Aaron,

China. Philip Melancthon, the religious

and friend of Martin Luther, testified to tl

ciency, and defended them from the inqujsi,

'

which they were denounced and prohibitej '

Divining rods have commanded the fj ,1

confidence of all races in all countries,
i,, aji

!

*"

and there has been Tittle improvement
in n""'

sign.
'*

Electricity is now used, however, for such

ters more than the ordinary rod of
"

H. Dm,

inaryb,,!

and, as in the recent patent granted to F H u

the operator usually connects with an ordin;

tery two wires, which ar« attached to two st I I
When he reaches a place where he susncri, „ '1

. . . . f ,-is niinfji

com|,l,„|

or some oUtf

als may be found, he drives the stakes in the

turns on the current, and, if the circuit is

by a body of ore in the earth, a bell

annunciator connected with the battery win

nounce the discovery. Springs of water and

terranean streams can be located in the same «» 1

A simpler device consists of a rod with ami
trical battery and a wire on the top and a wire r,J

ning down the center. This rod is drivei

ground, and if the end comes in contact with ore J

minerals of any kind the result is felt by the opj

OROWINQ DWARF TREES.

DIVININQ RODS.

SUNK LANDS OF THE MISSISSIPPL

Hon. J. C. Harris, of Lake County is the largest

land owner in Tennessee. He has recently under-

taken the colossal scheme of draining Reelfoot lake

and every creek and bayou along the Tennessee

side of the Mississippi river. If the project proves

successful it will add some hundreds of thousands

of acres of land to his holdings.

The lands of Lake County are the richest in the

State, the soil being ten and twelve feet deep with

the rich accretions of ages of overflow. An idea of

their value is conveyed from the fact that the an-

nual rent per acre is $5, and often more than a bale

of cotton can be obtained to the acre.

The most notable patent for a divining rod or

metal finder was issued in March to F. H. Brown.

Several patents had previously been granted for

mechanical and electrical contrivances designed to

locate gold, silver, and other ores, and a great many

applications have been rejected for various reasons.

The commissioner of patents would not, for exam-

ple, issue a patent for a witchhazel divining rod, be-

cause that has been in common use for centuries,

and comparatively few of the devices that have

been offered in this line involve original or merito-

rious features.

Few people realize the extent to which the divin-

ing rod and its substitutes are used at the present

day to locate minerals, springs of water, subterra-

nean rivers, hidden treasure, etc.

Large numbers of successful oil wells in Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio and Indiana have been and still are

bored at points designated by ''oil smellers," as

they call them; prospectors in the mining regions

use magnets and all sorts of electrical appliances,

and in almost every county of the United States in

the agricultural districts you will find farmers who
still believe in the efficacy of a split rod of witch-

hazel.

As late as 1876 Charles Lattimer, of Cleveland, a

well-known engineer, wrote a book to demonstrate

its usefulness in determining subterranean water
passages. The " dowsing rod," for the same pur-

pose, is made of two prongs of whalebone, with one
end of each fastened firmly in an empty cartridge

shell.

Similar divining rods were used in the time of

Dwarf Japanese trees have recently become

rage in New York and Brooklyn. One line

with an authenticated age of 350 years was sold

S350, or a dollar for each year of its age. A Brool

lyn dealer recently secured a lot of dwarl iittj

among which was a cedar a hundred years old

twelve inches high, and a pine twenty-five years ol

and of the same height.

The secret of Japanese tree training is said 10 li

in the skillful pruning of roots and branches Tl

roots of dwarf trees are cramped in small pot;

the same principle that the feet of Chinese wonii

are stunted. In addition the trees arc periodical

taken out of the pots to have their roots trminit

The gardener's skill is displayed in trimming ji

enough to prevent growth, yet not enough to

pair the health of the tree

It is said that in the course of a hundred ynrsi

so these pigmy trees become so accustomed to hi

ing their roots trimmed that they really enjoy

and when the time approaches for the peno*

pruning they wave their little limbs in agaii

peals to the gardener to take them out and clip"

roots. This part of the story, however,

vouched for, it is merely given for what itiswi

Hugo Mulertt, curator of Packer collegwici'

tute, has mastered the Japanese art o( Ji""

trees so thoroughly that he could grow a vhoU

est in a hall bedroom and yet not crowd 1

ture.

While the Japanese confine their eflorl

to evergreens, Mr. Mulertt has made a speciau

dwarfing deciduous trees. He has some tiltys

mens, principally maples, but also i^dud'"?
^=^,

and bamboos, all twelve years old, and

'nches to two feet high.
( fi,,,, |iU die

sllij

Mr. Mulertt also grows dwarl

the cases oll>

extremely i'"

and fol"

alive, Wl

nese. The method pursued i"

trees and fish arc the same and
^^^

It is nothing more nor less than stan

least that is the way Mr. Mulertt «?'">,

other words, he gives both trees

enough nourishment to keep them

enough to permit any growth.

The little girl's family had ''""''
'"\'"d<'

trouble in settling an estate, ane^ to
^^^

into the settlement a bitter quarrel.
^^ ^ ^

school, when the teacher asked wha

lations " meant, our little girl's hM
^

twinkle. "Well, Mary, what is it-

er. "Please," said the little girl,

people of the same family who are

^^^^^^

ing, and who will not speak to cac 1

J'

I. It IS '

ah.ay*l"l

,vhal
d."

Little Willie— " Say, P'^i

mean? "
^- ,. tooeli''

,
,,

Pa-" It means to unite or 5t'<:';,',„"|,e, ci<'

Little Willie—"Then if the butci

bone does he stick it together, P-^'

-I guess It docs

man seP'

toi*1

il»l"
'Pa—" Why-

my son."

Little Willie—"And when

his wife does he cleave to her, 1» m w

Pa-" Young man, it's time yo"
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dent; John R, Snyder, Bclle-

^ „-,„„,.. Wengcr, Sweclfem, Intl..

,",„™„V,micalions lo Ou« MlssiONAR» Kbaujno

joniNOs.

lenr the bell toll for one that is dead

f]
SELDOM •

_^^^^ ^^^ "What hast thou done for

^'"""""Tthat soul before it left the body?

ltsW'"8 °^^^^^ g^„^ i„,o eternity! What did'st

ii""""'°,(.pare him for it? And what testimony

"'°''°"'\en to the Judge concerning thee?-

1«

holt day,

be

IkmlB-i'l"-- , , ,

minutes spent in the companionship of

^'T every
morning-aye. two minutes, if it: is

f,ice and heart to heart-will change the
'° '

ill make every thought and feeling dif-

ifiii
enable you to do things for his sake

""
„„ would not have done for your own sake or

taw one's sakc.-//"«y/^™«"/«W.

f

» • •

Len llie grand old missionary. Judson, was one

I

, aside from work, his wife thought to divert

taby reading some newspaper sketches of him-
'

One compared him to Paul, another to John

modest old hero was amazed and
Jl.

J so on. The

[laimed,
" I do not want to be like Paul or Apol-

.„; any other man. I want to be like Christ.

ihaveonly one who was tried in all points like

«are, yet without sin. I want to drink in his

ril. to place my feet in his footprints and to

asure their smallness and shortcomings by

list's footsteps only. O! if I could only bv more

; Jesus."—/f/iW E.Blough.

Sunday H School
THE PEOPLE WHO ARE LOVED.

The people who win their

recesses of others' hearts are not u.sually the most
brilliant and gifted, but those who have sympathy
patience, self-forgetfulness, and that indefinable fac-
ulty of elicitmg the better natures of others. Most
of us know of persons who have appealed to us in
this way. 'We have many friends who are more
beautiful and gifted, but there is not one of them
whose companionship we enjoy better than that of
the plam-faced man or woman who never makes a
witty or profound remark, but whose simple quality
of human goodness makes up for every other de-
ficiency. And if it came to a time of real stress
when we felt that we needed the support of real
triendship, we should choose above all to go to this
plain-faced man or woman, certain that we should
find intelligent sympathy, a charitable construction
of our position and difficulties, and a readiness to
assist us beyond what we ought to take. If you
could look into human hearts you would be sur-
prised at the faces they enshrine there, because
beauty of spirit is more than beauty of face or
form, and remarkable intellectual qualities are not
to be compared with unaffected human goodness
and sympath)-.— /('rt/(-////w/;.

Fop * the * Wee * polk
A RAIN SONG.

Don't you love to lie and listen.
Listen to the rain.

With its little palter, paller.
And its tiny clatter, clatter,

And its silvery spatter, spatter.
On the roof and on the pane!

Yes, I love to lie and listen.

Listen to the rain.

It's fairies—Perl and Plucky.
Nip and .Vimhietoes and Lucky,
Trip and Trimblenuse and Tucky—
On the roof and on the pane!

That's my dream the while 1 listen.

Listen to the ram.
I can see them running races,
I can watch their laughing faces
At their gleetul games and graces.
On the roof and on the pane!

BROWN-TAIL AND PRICKLES.

PRAYER.

ANTS ATTACKING A niSSIONAKY,

liiosca seemingly endless variety of bugs, flies

ants, the driver ant is more to be dreaded than

other insect in .Africa.

t inhabits the entire Temme country. The in-

ti when full-grown, is from three-fourths of an
h to an inch long. He is largest at the head,

ilh a pair of needle-like ice hooks protruding
o either side of his head." When he closes

m up and clinches them together, he cuts a small
about a sixteenth of an inch long. If the flesh

gels hold on docs not come out at first, then
doses up with all his might,
htyare veiy stealthy in their approach, and be-
' Ihc native or missionary may be aware, his
may literally swarm with the advancing lines

Ike insect foe. One time the drivers came on
»«randa of the mission house, where they were

a hen with some ducklings; the ants came
'nlluig them before the missionary was awMre
,'"'ack. the hen and ducklings were literally

!
"th drivers when found. It took lively

F'^to rescue the ducklings. While a native boy

Grant me, I beseech thee, almighty and most
merciful God, fervently to desire, wisely to search
out, and perfectly to fulfill, all that is well pleasing
unto thee. Order thou my worldly condition to the
glory of thy name; and, of all that thou requirest
me to do, grant me the knowledge, the desire, and
the ability, that I may so fulfill it as I ought, and
may my path to thee, I pray, be safe, straightfor-

ward, and perfect to the end. Give me, O Lord, a

steadfast heart, which no unworthy affection may
drag downwards; give me an unconquered heart,

which no tribulation can wear out; give me an up-

right heart, which no unworthy purpose may tempt
aside. Bestow upon me also, O Lord my God, un-

derstanding to know thee, diligence to seek thee,

wisdom to find thee, and a faithfulness that may
finally embrace thee. Amen,

'"U to doiuse the hen in a big bucket of water
"•'"5 near the door
""8 'he ants from

the missionary went on re-

his ducklings and forgot all

he found her al-

, but she recov-

sdbvT^"^^
sometimes caught napping and

a ba H
'"'^''^ ^'''"^' "^^^^ ^ ^^''*'" '=" ""^

hp or
*

?}
''''^'^'"5 enters a room where he is

f "^ ''^ un.ibie to
^U

on tht

^»t' thei

drivers

defend himself. When they

^Mhe
jr**

"""""^ "^^ stock away with them.

Mhat^ll'^"''
'^^^e 'eft the house, the natives

Hsof,ii
,*^.^"''*l^es, rats, cockroaches, crickets

''^^'1 kinds have been

Jesus Is the only teacher that practiced perfectly

what he taught. His life \va,s above reproach. Men
may say that his teaching is not practical, but they

must acknowledge that he practiced it. On the

ground that he was merely human, his superior life

and knowledge must be accounted for. His life

was perfect, and his wisdom far surpassed that of

the world's greatest sages. Whence came this wis-

dom? He did not get it from the schools. He did

not get it from heathen philosophers. And yet he

reaches out and gathers all that is valuable among
both Jews and heathen, and with a vastly- increased

store of knowledge laj-s the foimdation of a king-

dom which is to include all nations. He legislated

not for one nation simply, but for the entire earth.

"I was trying to find my

destroyed.

"NCIDeNT OF INDIA'S FAniNE,

*« Salv,

only

''«lh

') abo'ut nine
been in

ly,

iviiii ih""'
"'°"""' 's laboring there

'"OSS a
„,!,'''*• ^ ^hort time since, she

'"lean .
,1"'°''^ family by the roadside. The

'Vc u,;,!.

''^'^'' '^''''tl "ear; the poor moth-
' ^™ a little

'ill
al

"»'S«

laid

*edisl,
girl,

dead infant in her

^

with her heart full of com-

jh.
"."'""'' '"'"' on l>er shoulder, but

her, and looking down
the poor woman had died

, —^n w.,: I
"" = 11

"""brace ' """^

The extraordinary furor raised by what is called

higher criticism is lamentable evidence of the weak

faith good people may have in the ability of the

Word of God to vindicate itself. We do not mean

that no opposition should be offered to the destruc-

tive criticisms of rationalist critics, but we do think

that Christian people should have confidence

enough in God's Word not to gel into hysterics ev-

ery time an assault is made on its integrity. No at-

tack on the Scriptures lasts longer than a genera-

tion, and lovers of the Word should remember that

God's anvil has worn out many a hammer and will

wear out many more.

A LITTLE boy went to his pastor and told him

that he wanted to be received into the church, for

he was trying to be one of Jesus' tlisciples. When

the minister asked him how he could be a Christian

when he was so young, he said, ' I put my hand in

Jesus' hand, and he will lead me right."

Mr. and Mrs. Rat had gone house-hunting and
Brown-tail was left at home alone. The larder was
empty, so he started on a voyage of discovery.

"If I could only get an egg!" he thought.
He ran along his tunnel, but at a turning sudden-

ly drew back, for something pricked him sharply
on the nose.

"Dear me! "he said, "what can that be?" He
licked his nose and listened. Then he heard little

paws busily at work, burrowing.
" It must be .some of our family." he said.

" There are no others that can burrow." And he
went on again carefully. Again his nose was
pricked so badly that he could not help crying out.

"Is there any one there? " said a small voice, and
a funny little dark head appeared at the end of the
tunnel.

"Yes," said Brown-tail,

way to the hen roost."

"Ah!" said Prickles, "that's the place I am
bound for. I heard the hens cackling and I know I

shall have a feast."

"I'm aivfully hungry." said Brown-tail, feeling
rather sulky.

"Wait a bit; there will be enough for you and me,
too; only you had better not come too close."

" Was it you who pricked my nose? " said Brown-
tail.

" Yes," answered the hedgehog. " I'm very sorr^--

I can't help it. I'm made that way."

Brown-tail sat down and waited, licking his lips

now and then and thinking how funny it must be to

stick prickles into your friends if they come too

close.

At last Prickles reached the roost. A board was
pushed aside, and he got in. after calling to Brown-
tail to follow.

They had a fine feast, and Brown-tail slipped

away; but Prickles, being tired with his hard work,

curled up in a nest and went to sleep.

A few days later, as Brown-tail was running

round the garden in the early morning, he heard a

queer noise.

He was a brave little fellow, so he crept softly up
to see what it was.

"Is that you, Brown-tail?" And a black nose

and two little bright eyes appeared over the edge of

a large bo,\.

"What is it? " said Brown-tail.

"Oh, dear!" sighed Prickles. "I went to sleep

in the hen roost, and the master came and dragged

me out and gave me to the children here."

"Don't they treat you well?" said Brown-tail.

"You should prick them."

"They are kind as kind can be. but I don't like

being shut up. If I could only get out a little while

sometimes I shouldn't mind."

So Brown-tail began to nibble, and every night,

as soon as it was dark, he came back and nibbled,

until he had made a hole big enough for Prickles to

get out.

"Thank you so much." said Prickles, as he

scrambled through.

" One good turn deserves another," said Brown-

tail. " Good-by.' And away he ran.We are not sent into the world to do anything

into which we can not put our hearts.

LiTTLK Willie had just been stung by a bee. "I

What we like determines what we are, and to I wouldn't mind it walking on my neck," he said be-

teach taste is inevitably to form character.
j
tween sobs, " if it hadn't sat down so awful hard."
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HOW THEY OROANIZED.

It was on a Sunday afternoon at the H.Hs.de

.choolhouse. There were fifteen people present,

.ind they were all members of the Brethren church.

It was a new countv)- and they had moved in from

different sections, and as one of their number was a

minister in the first degree there had been some

meetings at the schoolhouse, and on this particular

day it had rained hard and the people were sitting

around waiting for the shower to pass, when the

questiotL of organizing the members into a church

came up. It so happened that they were all going

to stay in the country, as far as they knew, and it

was eminently fitting that there should be an or-

ganization into a body, but there was not one who

knew how to proceed in the premises. True they

had a minister, but he was in the first degree, and

had no experience whatever. He could have gone

ahead and organized the members into a church in

the absence of others, and he could have held an

election for deacons as well, but it was not advisa-

ble that he do so. So they didn't know just what to

do, and decided to write a letter for advice. It is

reproduced here, and when there is a similar occa-

sion in the history of the church the bright boy or

girl reader of the Inglenook can get up and read

this letter which is deemed authoritative, and there

will be no mistakes made.

Dfnr Brethren in the Lord, Greeting:—
I am in receipt of your letter of recent date in

which you state that there are fifteen members in

your neighborhood, and that you are desirous of or-

ganizing into a working church, and are not famil-

iar with the course of procedure. It appears that

you have no deacons, and one minister in the first

degree. It is eminently considered the correct thing

for^you to do and this is the accepted method among

the brethren.

A new church organization is only legal and in

line of recognition when the members to it are so

situated in relation to another regularly organized

church as to render attendance either impracticable

or impossible. This is your situation. You should

ascertain the address of the nearest eldeis, two of

them, and go into correspondence with them in re-

lation to the matter. It appears that there is no

other official but your one minister, and this means

that there will have to be an election of deacons.

This can be done at the time of the organization of

the church. When you have learned the date at

which your invited elders will be with you, all the

members should be present with their church let-

ters from their former homes. A record book

should be had at this first meeting, and a full and

accurate minute should be kept of eveiy proceed-

ing done in council. This is very important, and

should not be neglected.

The visiting elders can hold an election for dea-

cons, and after satisfying themselves that all the

parties present are in fellowship, the name of the

church can be decided on, ,ind the organization de-

clared completed. It will then be the immediate

duty of the new church body to select an elder, and

in this there is perfect freedom on the part of the

members. The rule is to take the nearest elder

that is acceptable to the members. Until the

church has attained such a growth and standing

that it has duly qualified ministers of its own it

must be under the watch care of the nearest elder

regularl)' ordained.

This method outlined here will be recognized by

the church at large as regular and legal, and there

will be no question as to your status in regard to

the Brotherhood. The points to avoid are taking

action without consultation, and ignoring the au-

thority of those already in office.

Fraternally yours.

and, although the necessity for such action has

passed away, " the wall " is given to women as a

sign of deference. When escorting a lady, she

takes the man's left arm that the right may be free

to draw a sword in her defense.

In America it is usual for men to sit next the

aisle in churches, in theatres, and at similar gather-

ings. A relic of our colonial history is preserved in

this, as in earlier d.ays such gatherings were liable

to be disturbed by attacks from Indians, and the

men sat ne.it the aisles and near the doors so as to

get out more quickly to repel the enemy.

Men's dress retains many traces of former days.

The closely-trimmed hair dates from the time of

Cromwell and the Roundheads. The buttons on

the sleeve were intended to hold the gauntlet, and

those sewed on the back of the coat, just below the

waist line, were first placed there to support the

sword belt. The coat itself was of the shape re-

tained by the frock coat at present, but the skirts

interfered with the free action of the limbs and

were turned back. In time these flaps were cut off,

and the ceremonial garment assumed the familiar

" swallow-tail " shape.

fldveptising Coluttin.
The Inglunook rcftclifs far aiiti wide among a class f

mainly agricultutn!. and ncnrly all well-to-do, U nflordi"' ""'"'*"" Ptiw,

of rcachiug a cash purcliasiiig coiiatlliiency. Advctllje"*""""'*''^''*!
proved bv the manaRcmont will be inserted M the unilo"™'"*

""*'
^^tti

inch, cash with the order, and "o discount whatever lor eorU' '"'"'''«

I

51.00 per inch, first and each aiicceuding time. Tim Incldn *'''"'*''*«*

organ ol the church c.itrylng ailvcrtisemcnts. ' "" "It's
0,1

Reader, You Know
All About

THE INGlLENOOKi

NORTHWESTERN COAST SEA LIONS.

The name of sea lion has been given to a number

of large seals of both hemispheres, either from

their savage appearance, roaring voice, powerful

canine teeth or mancd neck. The northern sea

lion is found on the east shore of Kamschatka,

around the Kurile Islands and down the west coast

of North America, on rugged shores and desert

rocks of the ocean, nearly to latitude 40 degrees.

The average sea lion is about fifteen feet long and

weighs sixteen hundred pounds. The males have

stiff, curled hair on the neck, a thick hide, a large

head, bushy eyebrows, long nose, and are covered

with coarse hair of a tawny color. They live upon

fish and smaller marine animals. The sea lion,

although not accounted of much value in the com-

mercial world, is invaluable to the natives of the

Northwest coasts of America. The Indians use

their skins for covering boats, and for making long

boots; they make water-proof garments by sewing

together their intestines, and convert the stomach

walls into oil pouches, and dry the flesh for food.

The sea lions are far less numerous than the fur

seals, and as they are not protected in any way

from indiscriminate slaughter, the species is becom-

ing greatly reduced in numbers, and within this

generation may become extinct.

Hut there Are Many
Know It as Wei

Who Do Not
I as You.

Have You Seen the Offer in the 1

senger about New Subscribers?

...We Want an Agent...

^ LIVE A^aENT
In Every Church in the Brotherhood,

The Price of tlie INGLENOOK to

tlie End of the Ye.ir is

...Only Cents,,,

THANKS.

CONEMAUGH, Pa.

Editor of the Inglenook:—
We have been reading your most excellent

paper since it first started, and are very well

pleased, yes more than pleased,— delighted with it.

Our children not being able to read very well yet

call for reading from it as soon as it comes, and 1

know it is safe to place in their hands as they grow

older. I have said this: I wish it had been printed

thirty-five years sooner and I could have had it ever

since. Long live the Inglenook, and may God di-

rect the pen ol contributors and Editor.

M. E. H.

Whoever gels ten of these 25 cent subscrjhtrs canhii

his choice of any one of these first-class, cloth bound-bork!

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush.

NntiirnI History of Birds and Quadrupeds,

BUck Beauty.

Dictionary ol the Bible,

Dream Liic,

Druiiimoad's Addresses,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Rooni.

Intelleciiia! I.ife.

Adventures of .1 Brownie,

Imitatioa j)l CJiriil. Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have twob.-i

for thirty, three books, and so on. And they could bt ^J

in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shn*s 1

3

self an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall

»

connected with the Inglenook. There is a librar)-olF

bound books waiting for somebody.

...NOW HURRY IN...

YOUR TWENTY-FIVE CENT SUBSCRIBERS

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HODSE,

22 i 24 S. Stale St., - - • ^\

CAP GOODS.

THE ORIGIN OF SOnE COMMON CUSTOMS.

SPELL THIS.

When walking on the street with ladies, it is cus-

tomary for men to take the side next the curb.

This dates from the days when street paving was

little used and the roadways were mudholes. The

owners or users of vehicles had small consideration

(or pedestrians, and these latter were apt to be well

bespattered when my lord passed in his coach. Of

course those farthest from the road suffered least,

and the gay sparks of Queen Anne's time had fre-

quent fights over giving and taking " the wall." It

was a mark of high courtesy to yield the inner side.

Some of you who think jou are well up in spell-

ing just try to spell the words in this little sentence;

"It is agreeable to witness the unparalleled

ecstasy of two harassed peddlers endeavoring to

gauge the symmetry of two peeled pears."

Read it over to your friends, and see how many
of them can spell every word correctly. The sen-

tence contains many of the real puzzlers of the

spelling-book.

yStJltl"

We have moved from Mt. Morns, III., 1" E'S'"' '""
'

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly ""l.

Union. Onr mono is " Hcsl Goods at Lowest m
for samples free to ^ p ^prVOLP'

Elgin.

R. E.
Iliii^

NATIONAL BUSINESS COLLEO

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA.

An established iiistltulioQ lor both sexes,

cralive positions lor tliorougli graduates. Eo

dunng last year for more graduates tlian wc c

ter first Tuesday In SL-ptember. Send tor Cat,

10 Cents will Cure Ten Hea_^^:

Kht; Specilic -.

;
VICTOUnKMK""^^"*^

SOUTH AHERICAN HORNET NESTS.

The nests of South American hornets are used by
the natives as baskets, being light, strong, ,-ind so

tight as to be waterproof. They are cleared of the

partitions and cells in the interior, and with handles

affixed, make useful domestic utensils.

The opportunity to make fools of ourselves

comes to us all now and then, and unfortunately finds

us at home too often.

T HAVE (Old off all my expensive inc"^'^''*"' ^"^.^"out*"
•L =«ir 1.1. ti.,. best I know lu H": '"""..,

cfitfsn
yscU. It is til'

as.M to make, and it holds and liatchcs
^ ^^^

butarealilve liicubatot, a working machine
i^^jycani"'- .yt'

others. I sell a complete blueprint plan
[^''"J;1

^'^, ,\dJ'e5'

Enclose a a cent stamp nnd I'll tell you
"

VALLEY POULTRY FAKM, Lcwisburgti

A Good Book..
.igcrit,

jclf
but

Not only makes money fo'
'Jj'^

,Z«iit'*''

purchaser. We have such books

Write us. Address; unusE, iH^

liKETHKEN PUBLISHIN" »" '

fff,!,'

Subscription Department.



We; met them on the c.ommon way;

They passed and gave no sign—

The heroes that had lost the day,

The failures, half divine.

Ranged in a tjuiet place, we see

Their mighty ranks contain

figures too great for victory,

Hearts too unspoiled for gain.

Here are earth's splendid failures, come
From glorious foughten fields;

Some bear the wounds of combat, some
Are prone upon their shields.

To us, that still do battle here.

If we in aught prevail.

Grant, God, a triumph not too dear.

Or strength, like theirs, to fail.

HAVE AN APRICOT?

THESMSon for gathering apricots will be about
verwhen this Inglenook reaches its readers.

Roughly estimated the present apricot yield is

orlh 52,250,000 to the State, and the same estimate
as it thai there are between 40,000,000 and 46,000,-
X pounds of apricots grown in California this

Tlie growing of this peculiar golden fruit on an
(tensive scale is limited in America to the Pacific
»asl, and especially to California. There are a
* apricots here and there in spots sheltered from
le cold weather in svinter in the eastern States, but
Mtrally the eastern apricot grows no larger than a
"mo„ hickory nut. Thee are small orchards of
Pncots ,n the south of France, in Italy and in Tur-
'y.Md larger ones in Japan, but nowhere in the
Ware apricots grown on the wholesale plan of
("'"'"a. The product of this fruit in California"e thaa treble that of all the rest of the world.
2°' »"< years more, when the thousands of
"pncot trees now growing in this State come

» . ,„H

'^."''f"'-"'" "'ill l^*^ upward of 100,000,-

""'llbems.grtificantbythesideof
it

important producer of apricotsand las year had some 6,000,000 pounds of fruit or
350 carloads.

In California the apricot grows, with good care
and plenty of moisture in the ground, to the size of
hens eggs. The Royal and Moorpark varieties
grow as large as the common Crawford peach, and
three of them commonly weigh a pound. The apri-
cots of all other parts of the world are seldom larg-
er than English walnuts, and have an acid flavor
that IS not known in the California product. The
fruit is smooth skinned, has a free stone, and the
flesh IS of a deep salmon tint. Apricot trees are
"shy" bearers, and with all that science and the
arts of horticulture may do they cannot make the
apricot a steady bearer year after year, like the fig,
the orange, lemon or plum. One year the apricot
trees will produce so heavily that the orchardist
must_ early in June begm daily to put props under
the overburdened limbs of the trees, or they will be
rent asunder by the limbs tearing away from the
parent trunk. The next year, in spite of extraordi-
nary care and ample fertilization and pruning, the
same tree will yield very scantily, to be followed
the succeeding year by another enormous crop.
The gathering of the apricot is the first work of
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the grower of deciduous fruit toward his summer
harvests in the orchards. Along about July i the
orchardist in California and his men will get from
the storehouse hundreds of fruit trays, each a yard
square, an inch deep and made of thin slats nailed
to a strong frame. The trays are repaired and
made ready for another season of drying service,
beginning with the apricots and ending with raisins

in late September and early October. The public
schools close in June, so boys and girls by the ten
thousand are ready for the fruit harvest, when the
apricots have turned to butter yellow at about the
middle of July. Men, women and children look
forward from the orange picking and packing sea-

son to the time when they can earn money in the
apricot har\-est.

There are lively scenes in the orchards when the

pickers begin their work. Apricot picking is easy;

the trees are comparatively low and symmetrical,

and the picker, standing on a step-ladder, with a

basket suspended from his neck, pulls away the

fruit at arm's length. At regular intervals the

ranchman comes with a horse and wagon and car-

ries the fruit to the drying-house. Here is the live-

liest scene of all. If it is on the property of a man
who grows apricots on a large scale— that is, in an
orchard of forty or fifty acres— there are several

hundred women and children working at long rows

of tables. The apricots are run down the middle of

each table in chutes by the cartload, so that the

fruit is easily reached by all of the workers at the

tables.

From the slicing tables the trays, covered with

halved apricots, each turned skin down, and piled

on cars on a little narrow tramway, are run to

the bleaching houses. These are cheap wood
structures, the size and shape of the common rail-

road switchman's shanty. The trays and car are

run into the bleacher, where a hea\y cloud of

sulphurous smoke is started at the bottom and fills

the structure. The fruit is kept in the sulphur

fumes about ten minutes, and when the trays are

brought out the apricots on them are perceptibly

lighter colored. From the bleaching houses the

car on the tramway carries the traj-s and fruit to

the drying yard close at hand, where there is no 1

dust and where the sun may shine on Ihem all day 1

long^ The ground is covered with clean cloth and
on this cloth the trays are arranged side by side
Often an area of five or six acres is covered with
drying fruit. In Pomona valley several co-opera-
tive fruit concerns have drying yards of fifteen acres
each.

The total pack of apricots in California last year
was a httle more than 406,000 cases of canned fruit
1 he fruit canneries buy only the best of the apricot
crop. When the season of apricots comes around
thecanners have contracts for its season's "buy "

of that fruit. The grower must furnish a product
of a certain size and weight; he must have his crop
carefully picked and hauled to the cannery so that
no bruises mar the fruit.

After the growing of oranges and lemons there is
no fruit that is so general a money-maker for the
horticulturist as the apricot. A bearing orchard of
apricot trees, carefully cultivated and in good soil,
will safely be worth to the horticulturist anywhere
from Sioo to SiSoan acre each year. Several hun-
dred orchards brought even S335 an acre in 1S90.

There are seventeen distinct varieties of the fruit
in America, and eleven grown in California. There
are, however, but three varieties known by the rank
and file of horticulturists. They are the Royal,
Moorpark and Blenheim. The Royal is the favor-
ite variety. It grows in almost any well-watered
soil, and comes to full bearing at six years of age,
when it will often produce about 2^0 pounds to the
tree. The Royal originated in the south of France,
and was first brought to California in 1862. It has
proved the best of all adapted to the soil and cli-

mate of the Pacific coast. The Moorpark came
from the gardens of the Duke of Manchester in

England, and is best adapted to the colder and
more moist climate of northern California. It is a
poor bearer in southern California. The shipper of
green fruits to the eastern markets finds the Moor-
park the best of all for keeping purposes. The
Blenheim apricot originated in California, and the
fruit runs larger than any other variety of apricots,
and is the favorite with canners for its size and
juiciness. Trees that have proper soil and careful

attention bear some fruit when three years old, and
about fifty pounds of fruit per tree when but four
years old. Horticulturists say that such rapid
growth is not known elsewhere in the world.

WHAT OOD OIVES A BOY.

A Bonv to keep clean and healthy, as a dwelling
for his mind, and a temple for his soul.

A pair of hands to use for himself and others, but
never against others for himself.

A pair of feet to do errands of love, and kindness,
and charity, and business, but not to loiter in places

of mischief, or temptation, or sin.

A pair of lips to speak, true, kind, br.ive words.

A pair of ears to hear music of bird and tree and
human voice, but not to give heed to what the ser-

pent says, or to what dishonors God or his mother.

A pair of eyes to see the beautiful, the good, and
the true— God's f!ngcr print in flower and field and
snowflake.

•

"What makes it go?" asked one of the curious

bystanders.

" Money," replied the owner of the automobile,

who had become tired of answering that question.
' Same as a mare."
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U Coprespondcnce

THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS.

MoKRis, III., July : igoo.Mr
Dear sister Kii/if

:

—
I CAME over here from Elgin, and it is a day's

journey, though it is not so far away after all. This

is the place where tlie M.-sseiigir was printed before

it went to Elgin. It is a quiet, tree-grown western

town, and it is full of Brethren. The Mt. Morris

College is also here, and it is a very pretty place,

surrounded with trees and a great big campus, or

yard. The town is a place where there are a good

many pleasant homes, and the people have fitted

up their yards and lawns very nicely with trees, and

flowering plants. The place has the typical coun-

try village look that I like to see.

What interested me the most was the Old Folks'

Home, for our people, located here. It isn't a bit

like I thought it was. It is on the edge of town,

practically in the country, and would never be

known for a home by the stranger walking about,

seeing what he could see. This is the story of the

institution. A brother not very far away from here

left a large sum of money to the church, and the

heirs made a fuss about it, as is usual in such cases,

and in the compromise the church got about one-

third what it should, or about SlS,ooo, and the in-

terest on this goes to supporting the Home m part.

It is not intended tor any others than those living in

the Northern District of Illinois, and if there is a

brother or sister in any of the District churches,

past the working, or at least the earnijig stage, and

they are recommended as worthy, they are admit-

ted as inmates. If they have any property it is

deeded to the home when they go in. This is right,

as if a man has a little property, and the church

takes care of him all his life, it is only right that

what he has shall go to the help of what helped and

cared for him when he needed it.

The house is a two-story brick building surround-

ed by a large fruit and vegetable garden, and there

are some thirteen acres attached to it. Inside the

house the idea that presents itself first is that of

homelike solidity and comfort. There is rag carpet

on the floors, and the house is cut up into rooms, as

at a hotel, and these are all neatly and inexpensive-

ly furnished, heated by hot water, each room with a

bureau, a wash stand, a good big bed, with clean

and ample spreads on it, and some of the inmates

have little things of their own that they have

brought along. As far as the accommodations are

concerned there are few private houses that have

more, and lots of them haven't it as good. It is

none too good, but there is no idea of a poor-house

about the affair. It is a Home. There are twenty-

three inmates, and they are nearly all old. In the

front room are a number of rocking chairs, for the

people who live there. There is a good kitchen,

with a splendid range, and the whole house is spot-

lessly clean. Of course I don't know, for sure, but

it strikes me that things are better at the Home
where these people live than they had themselves

when they were doing it their own way.

I saw some of the people, and they were all old

and nearly helpless. It reminded me of some quiet

harbor where the weather-beaten vessels once

active on the ocean had found a refuge. I asked

the matron what they had for dinner that day, and

she told me that chicken and noodle soup, and veg-

etables, was the bill of tare. I don't suppose that

they have that every day, hut what they get to eat

is good, plenty, and well cooked. Two old men

were working in the garden, and they were cheerful

and talkative. It is a good place, but, Katie dear,

it isn't our own home after all, and though we may
ait get there, or in one like it, I hope not.

I read what you said about your beau. Of course

you don't care anything about him. He is a pretty

good fellow, even though he does come to sec you.

But I'll tell you something. Katie, sometimes boys

and girls say and do things that are best not said or

done, and it takes two to do these things. Now
you never say or do or allow what you wouldn't

permit if Ma was right by, and then you will always

have your beau's respect more than if you allowed

loose talk. I heard a man say once that he liked

fast girls but that he was going to marry one of the

other kind. You seem to have caught on to the

right way with a desirable "steady," for there is

nothing to reach a man's admiration like the road to

his stomach. Poetry is a pretty good thing, at

times, but a potpic is good at all times.

I expect to go from here to Kansas, but you

write me here, and I will get your letter.all right.

Give my regards to all our friends and write soon

\ our brother.

Bod.

A CHANCE FOR EVERY QIRL,

officials as we
in what is called

HOW THEY MANAGE IN CHINA.

ies all then
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Literally tran.i,
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BV LOLA GOSHORN.

[The hard common sense of the tollowing ariicle will be

apparent to most readers. The woman who is a real, an

unquestioned, good cook has a sure thing of it as long as she

wants to work. Why is it that so many young women speak

slightingly of "working in somebody's kitchen "? Is working

in somebody's kitchen any worse than working in a store or a

bank? Some of the best women we ever knew worked in

kitchens. There is nothing wrong in the work. The mistake

lies in the objector, and it is usually a poor and very objec-

tionable pride at the bottom of it all that causes so many girls

to go out of their way to enter stores, factories or the like,

when real homes are open to them everywhere.— En.

1

Quite often the all-absorbing problem of bread

and butter getting becomes as imperative to women

as to men, and they begin to cast about for some

means to meet the never ending-demand.

Why is it that so many seek the shop and office

when more healthful and remunerative employment

is passed unheeded?

You no doubt will be surprised and perhaps dis-

gusted, when w^e tell you that the occupation of

vyhich we speak is that old-fashioned one which so

truly belongs to women,—housekeeping.

Old as it is there is much yet to learn and if one-

half the time were devoted to its intricate and per-

plexing problems that is spent on fancy work and

novel reading by an army of our girls, what won-

ders would be accomplished!

What a host of healthy, happy women we \yould

have! What delightful homes and moral commu-

nities! The demand for household help is rapidly

increasing, and anyone who has had occasion to

employ help readily recognizes and rightly appre-

ciates true worth in an individual.

Let a girl perfect herself as much as she may
along the lines of cooking and serving a meal and

she has mastered an occupation that will yield her

an assured income for life. The profession is nev-

er crowded, the work is healthful and not neces-

sarily hard,

" We may live without poetry, music and art,

We may live without conscience, we may live without heart;

We may live without friends and may live without books.

But civilized man cannot live without cooks."

This comes as nearly being true as any verse ex-

pression we know. If a girl is ambitious enough to

master the details of canning, preserving and dry-

ing, and to this add general household management,

her wages will increase in proportion and her suc-

cess in life be permanently established. Such a per-

son need never know want.

Fair health of course is necessary, and good com-

mon sense, but both of these and much more is re-

quired in any other line of business that pays.

Housework need not be, and is not drudgery, if

properly managed, but /low to manage it is the se-

cret of success.

Experience is the best of teachers, and practice

makes perfect. At the very least every girl should

have some good practical knowledge in this branch

of work, no matter how her taste inclines or what-

ever else her occupation.

If she never need use it, it will not hurt her,

whereas if she is thrown upon her own resources

at a moment's notice, she need not despair, for the

road to remunerative employment lies open before

her and she has only to enter and take possession.

Work one-half as hard at this as you do in office or

store and you will feel better, make more, have
more leisure and be a better girl, a greater blessing

to humanity and a truer woman than you would be
otherwise. Whatever you do, make your employer's
interests your own and discharge your duties cheer-
fully. Be ready to learn and work with a will and
as God gives you a clear brain and healthy body
you are blest among mankind.

Ladoga, bid.
—•—

Aftek listening to a parliamentary candidate's
fervid appeal, a shrewd old farmer was asked what
he thought of the speech. His reply was, " Well, 1

dinna ken, but I think six hours' rain would ha'
done a deal mair guid."

ranged in a series of concentric circles afi

plan of the four cities, one within the ot'h

^'^''"^

comprise Peking, and the whole group is surr"^''
by a high wall, which is entered through

f"!'''^
gateway with high, carved pillars on either T'^^
and huge, painted doors. In the center of th

'^'"'

of buildings are the private living rooms of"',?
official and those of his wife and concubines
has any. In the circle about the private
ments are the rooms of his secretaries, his w,Vi

'

rooms, and the large official court or recent"^

room. Around the inside of the inclosing wall'""

the little huts where live the horde of servants \
"runners" by which every Chinese public man
surrounded. It is the duty of this latter class

i

shout loudly when distinguished guests call n

their master, to follow and form a procession b

hind him when he goes out of the gate and to do

all the ' dirty work " which he wants acconiplished

If the official be a magistrate his Yamen also con-

tains a prison, and his hangers-on stand ready ats

time to execute the sentences pronounced by tin,,

master on the culprits brought before him.

And it is in the punishments inflicted on its crim-

inals that China shocks the civilized world most

sharply. Tortures and barbarities of the most in-

human and revolting kind are common, and a de-

scription of a day spent in a Chinese court of jus-

tice would be most unpleasant reading. ThetnaB-

istrate himself sits upon a chair covered with rd

cloth, on which are embroidered mottoes from it

sayings of Buddha. Behind the chair are groupd

half a dozen of the big, red umbrellas, of whicl

every Chinese official is so proud. The magistrate

himself is busy writing and apparently pays no 3i-

tention to what is being said by the prisoiler or wit-

nesses who are prostrating themselves before hira,

At intervals the magistrate looks up and says a

tvords in a low voice to his attendants. Immedu:

ly the prisoner is stripped to the skin and laid 1.^

down on the floor before the judge. Then a nun

with a piece of bamboo,, three feet long, two incii«

wide, and half an inch thick, comes forward .W

squats on the floor by the side of the prostrate

p

oner, whom he commences to pat on the backw

his rod. The blows are so light that the wholef*

formance seems at first like a farce, but as it C(

tinues the prisoner begins to writhe with pa'n,tl

blows meanwhile continuing without the slighie'

increase in force. Soon three or four men are re

quired to hold the writhing and screaming prisoot

to the floor, the crowd of on-lookers nieamvhi^

loudly applauding every fresh evidence of luss^

fering. , .m

This is one of the mildest of Chinese punisliw^

and is inflicted for what in this country"™^

called minor offenses. After the first P""""
;,

been released, to lean half fainting w'^j'

against the wall, it may be that a Chin"''
P

_

man who has offended against the niagu

called for trial. He, too, is found gi"
.

^

stripped of his clothing. Then the sanu r,

anceisgone through with, with the excc|)^^^^^^

affw

the policeman has fastened s m.ill ilnP^
t]I3^'

his back against which the bamboo strito^^^,

no more impression than if the
" ill

'

'' j|,„p|ic'-

policeman were being whipped. Tht c

^^^

carried on before the face of the magistr^
.^^^^^

of course, perfectly apparent lo l^'"''
'.^ jneo!

the crowd of on-lookers, but ""'""'''."^^.^^.ai.J'

toil and in a few minutes the farce is^^^^^^^^,

policeman ready to go about his '^"""
„|lcci

In every Chinese court is kept a la^fc^^^_^^n,,

nstruments of torture suited for l"=
, ,,

1ar col
Df i ollcdi""',

ing degrees of strength, and sinii..--
^^^^^o^,

hung up outside the Chinese I'"'"^^j^ /,

idea being to give intending crniiina''^^

what is likely to happen '°
"^"^''''ij^^.

L

their determination to break ''""'
, ^ ,o,tLif''''

Chinese statutes no criminal can „;.

after he has confessed his guilt, b"^^^ ^^^.|,eclfi'

rule is somewhat reversed. A P'^' ^„j, iiW
'

crime is tortured until he confesses^
^.^

^gjiosi

course, no charges could be niai i.

court oOicials.
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SOnETHINO ABOUT ODORS.

the elder, the famous French perfumer,

"'""little hook which he wrote on the secrets

'",
|,e

styled his art, that the cases in which

scent is used for perfume are the exccp-
'"'

' "'
d that mostly five or six different scents

"'.

,1 for one perfume. These include what may
"*

led the hasic principles of perfume, musk—

^^''l''',n
minim traces is probably contained in all

, .s_iose, violet, jessamine, cassia, tuberose,

'"""^quille, the latter a species of daffodil.

'". va" artificial flower odors contain these lead-

'^.' odors, of course in greatly changing propor-
"°

< according to the particular perfume to be

'"[luctd, and besides these there are others of the

indie* o' °'^"'^ known to the perfumer.

Xiic
professional perfumer knows by experience

Inch odors will harmonize, and in making experi-

,ents he "ill no doubt make many mistakes, but,

Enerally speaking, his work will be in the right di-

to th r ,1,
•'"'•'''',°^ raspberries, is well known

to the rade, but ,t ,s also known that no proportion

vLlets
"'" P^°''"" '^^ °''"°f

The fact that malodorous substances in proper di-
lution become odorous belongs to the same cate-
gory. Indol, for instance, a product of decomposi-
tion of characteristically bad smell, if diluted be-
comes an integral part of the delicious oil of jessa-
mine, and a still more popular example can be
found Ml the fact that the obnoxious odor of the
flying bug, strongly diluted, changes to the agree-
able odor of hyacinths. Hence it occjirs frequently
that perfumes smell entirely different from what
the label would indicate, because the perfumer
made the mistake of adding to the alcohol too
much of the scent matter

rtclion.

Fiiv odors are satisfactory and agreeable in them-

5(lves, One of them is ylang-ylang, whose deli-

jlots volatile oil, however, is almost invariably

created with jessamine. Violets, on the other hand,

would be altogether out of all question in a pure

sijic. The essence would have but a taint fra-

raiice of the flower and would be repulsive rather

tb.in .igreeable. The flower fragrance is imparted

to violet perfume by the addition of other odors,

hicli in the compositions lose their own character.

The development of the perfumer's art during

the t;ist decades is an achievement of modern
chemistry. A vast amount of fragrant preparations

istod,iy made in the laboratories directly from the

primary matter, and hence these perfumes require

DO longer the enormous quantities of natural flow-

trs and blossoms which formerly had to be gath-
ered with much labor and expense. However,
Ibtrc are but com[)aratively few products which

become cheaper by the new method. One of
Iheseisan heliotropin, which formerly cost S250 a
pound, but which now can be produced for S5 a
Jonnd. Jonon, on the other hand, which is used in
lie production of violet perfumes, is still enormous-

nsive. A pound of the pure substance—as
™le a 10 per cent alcoholic solution is used—

»is not less than SSoo a pound. It is the most
spensive scent in the trade. Formerly it required
W less than 14,000 pounds of violet flowers to pro-
tee one pound of the oil of violets, an almost in-
"iiprehensible quantity of flowers when it is con-
wed that, for instance, Cannes and Nice, the
««paiadi.ses of Europe, produce annually not
'Me than 50,000 pounds of violets,

rtificial mnsk is second in price, costing about

••'ntotTh'r""'"
^"--P^i-™"^' ^^»ders to

illeH 7 "^ °'' °* '°^"' erroneously

_

altar of roses ranges only third in price. So

•"sCtM;" ""' ^"""^^ded in producing the

"il „,
"' '"^ rose artificially, and hence the

:,„,.|J""'
.
"""de in the Turkish province.

Be „(

'

'*/' ""^ leading stock in trade in this
,.„»' perfumes. On the south

ly

-hern slope of the

*ieh abr,™"""""
"'"'' "''- ^-ast fields of roses, of

1,500 pounds of flowers from 15,000

"grant
"1 '^'i"'""^ 'o produce one pound of

' oil- The price of the Rumclian oil va-

«•' Jcie?,ff'H
"-' P"""''- ^'"^ °'' °f >•''"«
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custard-apple family, which
f'^f'-'^'^^ly m the Phili
' pound

)lbn M,
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Th,
relation

-5 per pound

d-a

ppines, costs from S50

nose to the different odors

ABOUT SLEEP WALKERS.

Somnambulism is a phenomenon that has not
been solved, either its cause or cure, and the stories
related about sleep walkers are never ending.
Usually the eyes are wide open, but it is frequently
agreed that the somnambulist cannot see at those
times.

A gentleman relates that when he was a young
man an acquaintance was badly given to the habit,
and he would often go out into the yard and wan-
der about. One night a number of his friends lay
in ambush for him just to watch his operation?.
By and by the door opened in a business-like way
and out came, the young man. He went straight-
way across the street into a lot where there was a
nut tree and proceeded to pick up nuts and put
them in a pile. A few moments at this task, then
he started toward the house. In getting over the
fence he made a misstep and fell. This awakened
him, and while he was in the first act of collecting
his thoughts he saw in the darkness the young men
who were watching him. Just at that time their ap-
pearance so startled him that he fled like a deer.
The circumstance was so impressed upon his mind
that he never afterward indulged in the habit.

Another gentleman tells an amusing incident

that happened in his early life, when he was not
more than six years old. He often found himself
at the far end of the long, unfinished chamber
where he slept, and usually could not awake suflS-

ciently to find his way to bed again, so one or the

other of his parents would hear him crj'ing and
come to the rescue. Naturally they got a little

tired of the bother and no one should be blamed
for what followed. As stated, the chamber w.is an
unfinished one, and in place of the guard rail at the

danger end of the stairway a number of barrels had
been placed. When the night's somnambulistic
tour culminated that left a lasting impression on his

mind, as well as his body—he was near those bar-

rels and it seemed had been struggling to get

through between them when he must surely ha\-e

been killed by falling down the stairs. The noise

aroused the parents, and on this memorable occa-

sion the father visited the chamber and just in time

to save the lad from getting through. He was on

his hands and knees pushing through and the op-

portunity for administering the usual punishment

of those days could not have been better arranged

to order. "Talk about spanking," said the relator;

"why, that must have been forty 3'ears and more

ago, but I can feel the sting as if it was last night

But it cured me, you may be sure."

glass, the sponge hunter can generally distinguishny object at the bottom of the sea, even if the wa

pole f om ,8 to 40 feet long, with a three-pronged
iron claw at the end.

prongea

"The sponge, which grows cither on rocks or di-rectly upon sandy bottom, is incased in a jet-black
membrane. When the sponge grows under or part-
ly beneath rocks, away from the sun, the membrane
IS pale m color, but it is always full of a thick,
milky fluid. As the sponge is torn from its roots
and while still in the water, the fisherman gives his
pole a sharp twist, which bursts the membrane and
scatters the milk in the water. The milk is vile-
smelhng and produces an eruption whenever it
touches the human flesh; but the operation of scat-
tering the milk is considered very necessary and
also the fisherman's duty, as it is believed to hold
the seed of the sponge."

THE BIRDS THAT RETURN.

The sole business of a migratory bird's sojourn-
in the summerland of its choice seems to be the
rearing of a family. This accomplished, the
thoughts of the birds seem to turn immediately to
the South—to the warm, fruitful, indolent latitudes
where harsh winds and chilling rains and fading
leaves never benumb bright spirits. Then conjugal
ties break, fathers forsake mothers and offspring,
and the latter follow as fast as strength permits!
Thus again, as wave after wave sweeps down to us
from Canada, as if on the wings of autumnal breez-
es, it is noticeable that old males are leading the
hosts of each species, and that only later—some-
times much later—come females and young. I am
careful to make this matter of the succession of
ages clear, because of its notable significance in the
problem: How do birds find their way? The old
answer was short and easy: Instinct tells them.
This means, if it means anything, that a bird is born
with an intuitive knowledge of a road he has never
seen, perhaps crossing an ocean. Moreover, migra-
tion routes are rarely straight lines north and south,
to which the little creatures might be kept by some
mysterious "sense of polar direction." but are usu-
ally somewhat roundabout, often crooked, and
sometimes squarely east and west for a large part
of the course.

, •

WHERE OLD HORSES 00.

MANY SPONGES FROn FLORIDA.
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"This year the catch of sponges in Florida wa-

ters promises to be even larger than in 1S99, when

sponges valued at $300,000 were found off the coast

by the fishing fleet," said a prominent resident of

Key West, who is on a visit to New 'i'ork, to a

writer for the 5tor recently. "For several weeks

prior to my departure from home all the boats on

the bars of the bay were making catches which

averaged between 400 and 500 bunches of sponges,

and if the fishermen continue lo make such excel-

lent hauls the market will soon be well supplied

with the article.

"The Florida fishermen detect the presence of

sponges by means of a water glass, which is a sim-

ple contrivance that consists of a piece of gla.ss in-

serted in the bottom of a buckevt. The bucket is

thrust into the water, and, looking through the

The mysterious disappearance of the broken-
down and aged horses in our big cities has always
been a matter of more or less speculation. A
prominent dealer in horses of this character e.\-

plains where at least part of them go. Says he:

"We pay the highest prices for horses to kill,

and have an ambulance for disabled horses. We
have been dealing in broken-down horses for the
last five years, and always find a ready sale for

them. Persons notify me that they have a horse

which they want to dispose of, and I call upon
them. Sometimes I pay them Si, sometimes S2,'

and sometimes as high as 3$ for an animal. But
the S5 ones I do not sell to the slaughter-house

man, because I can generally fatten them up and
dispose of them for as high as Sio and S20. The
cheaper animals I drive 15 miles out into the coun-
try and sell them for S3 a head. It makes no dif-

ference whether the animal is old or young, plug or
thoroughbred, that's all the slaughter-house man
will pay me. And they do a big business, too.

Sometimes I have seen as many as 125 horses driv-

en in there in a day."

A large force of men are employed in slaughter-

ing old horses at the rendering establishments.

The hides are sold to the tanneries, the hoofs to

the glue factories, and the flesh is rendered into

fertilizers and the bones to the sugar refineries.

Never to tire, never to grow cold, to be patient,

sympathetic, tender; to look for the budding flower

and the opening heart; to hope always, like God: to

love always—this is duty.

—

Amiel'sji'iinuil.

The great wall of China is said to be the largest

piece of porcelain in the world.

Queer, isn't it, that water always freezes with the

slipperj" side up.
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KEEPING PETS.

would be the

It would

The boy who t,tl<es it into his ^system 111 any

shape is not wise. He is tampering with a thing

that has not a single merit, and which is not fair,

has no honor, and no good in it, as a beverage.

The girl who offers it is a temptress to evil, and an

accessory before the fact to all that follows of bad

as a result in the individual she misleads. It is

best left where it belongs—on the shelf along with

other drugs of poisonous nature.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

We have a letter about keeping pet stock, asking

some questions, and wanting to know about the

moral side of the matter. The Inglenook thinks

there is nothing at all wrong in keeping pets that

are accustomed to captivity. It

height of cruelty to turn a canary loose,

be sure to lose its life, sooner or later. Then all

such things as rabbits, guinea pigs, and the like, are

best cared for in captivity, and if they receive or-

dinary care are much better off in clean quarters

than running wild.

It is wrong, to our mind, to attempt the caging ol

wild animals or their young. They never get ac-

customed to confinement, and are continually seek-

iner escape. The temptation to imprison any young

wiW animal or bird that has come into our posses-

sion is to be resisted and the captive set free. It is

an altogether different matter from the prison-born

animal or bird.

Where there is a choice in the matter of selection

only the high-grade animal or bird should be select-

ed. They take a little more care, but the result is

so much more to be desired. Fancy poultry, high-

born pigeons, Belgian hares, or good dogs are al-

ways interesting, and, if properly handled, quite

profitable to the breeder. If anybody thinks these

are cheap things let him try buying some of the

highest grade from a reliable dealer. The writer

knows of Chihuahua dogs that will bring anywhere

from S200 to S400 apiece, even in puppyhood, and

the " crop " is engaged for years ahead. Start-

ing out with a love for animals, and ordinary busi-

ness sense almost anybody can have before him an

unlimited field of operation. Even if no sales are

contemplated high-class pets are better than com-

mon ones, even though they take more care and at-

tention.

QRANDMOTMER'S DIFFICULTY.

q""e a house
,«„,.

' 0" the
nigi,,

Text: nimlcking.

The tendency among young people toward mim-

icking people with some infirmity of speech or

manner is too common. It should never be done

at all. It should not be done because it is wrong,

and that is reason enough. Suppose that some

man risked his life to save yours, and became a

cripple as a consequence. What would you think it

you saw some thoughtless people walking behind

him imitating his limp? If some boy or girl is born

with a defect of speech is it not wrong to mimic

such an one? Are they defective from choice?

Are you helping anybody or doing any good by

giving a poor imitation of their disability? Never

do it, never allow it to be done in your presence

without a reproof.

This mocking and mimicking habit is, apparently,

natural to children but when it is carried out by a

grown person it is simply beyond condemnation

It is crystallized meanness. It is almost, if not al-

together, as bad as giving a person a nickname on

account of some personal disability. If a baby

pitches down stairs and is so injured that it grows

up permanently lamed, is it right that others should

nickname him or her " Limpey "?

When Christ was on earth and he was brought in-

to personal contact with the blind, the lame and

the crippled, he healed them. He did not go about

mocking their infirmities. He helped them. No

Christian will allow himself tO mimic a defect. On

the other hand it is well to so relate ourselves to all

such unfortunates as to lead them to believe that

their disabilities are never noticed. Some of the

victims of these physical defects are very sensitive,

and it is the refinement of cruelty to hurt them

needlessly. Never do it. If you have done it, re-

solve never again to do so. And rebuke others

who thus outrage the proprieties by mimicking the

unfortunate. ^^^_^^^^__^

ORIQIN OF •• SETTINO THE RIVER ON FIRE."

She is a rich and dressy grandmother who
over from Chicago to attend a social functio

"°"

by her daughter. There was quite ah- ^'*'''

and she declined to appear at dinner c

of her arrival.

" Are you ill, mamma?" inquired the dautrlu
" No, never better in my life." Then sli

"'

something in strict confidence. " Now, don't
""'

argue me out of it. I'm just as proud as I was T'
years ago. Can't little Charles slip down to'tl,

"'

egraph office with the message? I'll not teleph'

'

it or trust to a messenger boy."

" Certainly," and Charles was sent, nhei lia

entered a noisy protest. When dark Hwi: the oM

"P- 1 laughcil

lady ventured down on the veranda and soon asl,

Charles if he had attended to that little errand
" Course I did, missus; a game of ball, too, up

the commons."
"I hope you didn't read what grandma wrolt.

from the mother.
" Yep, I read it. 'Twasn't sealed up

till I fell off my wheel."

" Charles!
"

"That's what I did. Went Hat on the pavemem

But I can remember every word of it."

"Look!" almost shrieked the grandmother, am]

the boy saw a half-dollar sparkling in the eleclnc

light from across the way.

"I'll take you," he whooped, with his inherilec

sporting proclivities, mistaking her meaning. "I;

said: 'Send teeth. Upper bureau drawer, left-hani;

corner.'
"

Two of them led grandma upstairs.

With the new price for the Inglenook from this

to the end of the year there should be thousands ni

new subscribers on the mailing lists. If the olc

readers of the paper will speak a good word for;;

to their neighbors it will no doubt induce others Ii

take a personal interest in it. We would like h

have many thousands more than we now have, li

is readily done if a little interest and energy i-

manifested in what we are doing as a church k:,

literary way.

The question has been asked whether those nf.

members of the church will be accepted as sub

scribers on the twenty-five cent basis as well as oc

own people. Certainly they will be, and itwillbti

pleasure for us to enroll all whose names aresai

PLAVINQ WITH FIRE.

The person who plays with fire is likely to get

burnt, and to burn others and his own property. It

is clearly understood that there is danger in it.

But there is something else that is equally, if not

more, dangerous and destructive of life and proper-

ty, and that is alcohol. No matter in what guise it

may present itself, whether in the domestic wine,

the imported champagne, or the beverages sold

over the bar at the entrance to the alley, at the bot-

tom of all intoxicants alcohol is the demon. It is

not a secret. There is nothing hidden about it. It

'has been getting in its work for the past thousand

years in one form and another. The Book says

that he who is deceived thereby is not wise, yet

there are people who think they can play with it

and not get the worst of it. Some boys who read

these lines may imagine that they can tamper with

the thing and not be the loser.

There is no man living, and none that ever did

live, who will not get worsted in a trial of strength

with rum in any of its forms. It is only a question

of time. No person is proof against its workings.

It will get the better of. any and all who measure

strength with it. In small quantities it is a slow,

cumulative poison. In larger portions it is a viru-

lent and immediate poison. That some people

take it in regular and continuous doses without ap-

parent effect simply goes to show that you are not

in a position to see the result, for it is there in one

form or another.

In old English times, when each family was

obliged to sift its own flour, it sometimes happened

that an energetic man would turn his sieve so rapid-

ly as to cause it to catch fire. The style of sieve

used in those days was called a " temse," and it be-

came a customary saying that a lazy man would

never set the temse on fire. Now it happens that

the name of the river Thames is pronounced like

the name of this old flour sieve and after many
years, when the old-fashioned temse was forgotten,

it was thought that setting the temse on fire meant

setting the river on fire, and that is why to-day we
say that a stupid person will never set the river on

fire.

Keep your Inglenooks carefully. Flatten thtr

out after you have read them and put them inaat

place. They cannot be replaced and in the conti!

of time they will be a matter ot interest 10 thoc

who come after you.

Bro. H. D. Flory, of Mt. Morris, 111.. w"sy^

first to send in the correct answer to tl'^ 8""",

oats problem in last week's Inglenook. Thew

amount of oats was 100 bushels.

'There is bound to be a fly in the honey,

"There! ahni-

, (loB "

A correspondent criticises an article in a recent

Inglenook which set forth the conditions prevalent

in the church about a hundred years ago. He says

in substance that the early church was very acti\'e

in publishing, missions, Sunday schools, etc. This
is true at a time coincident with the earlier history

of the Germantown church, but at a later date, when
the membership had spread in Eastern Pennsylva-

nia, and engaged in agricultural pursuits very large-

ly, progress was slow and correctly mirrored in the

Inglenook. The most misleading thing in the In-

glenook article was the statement that a century
ago there were no Annual Meetings. What was
meant was that no such meetings as we now have
then existed. The " Big Meeting," as the Annual
Meeting of that day was called, met in some big
barn, or in some church where there were many
Brethren adjacent, and the record ot the decisions
shows a condition not at all like the animus and
methods of the church to-day.

the disconsolate-looking citizen

some small circumstance that prevents joy

ing complete."
" What is the trouble now?

"
. ijiiJ]

"The leading paper of my commun"y ^

my picture the other day."

"That was nice.'

"And it said that I was one of the p<:"l'"

everybody knew— that my fame was ^"'-'.'^'^^
,

spread beyond the confines of my na '

was carrying light into regions beyond.

"Splendid!
"

inilieo»"l

"Then they got a little bit rusheo
__^ ^

and put my friend Wiggins' name m

ture!

'

"That was a little unfortunate.

Not a soul noli
" It isn't the worst,

my wife. And all she said was

think it looked much like Wiggm'^-

cedit
ent'l'

that

•rV I'

Teacher (to little Isidor, *'"' "
J^h

for

fractions)—If I need i'A
yards

"'^,j ,,|,at
«"

and the cloth costs 2'>4 g
'''»"

suit cost?

I)l)»''l

II <i

ulden a yai"

acher, 3 X'"'
Isidor—To begin with, tea

enough for a suit, and you cou

tor 2 gulden. The suit would cost y

tis
'
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• some respects to the celebration of

ABOUT THE CHINESE

le

Christian countries is the observance

[jlfthclay in China. On this anniver-

jjilie
df"''

*^^| j,|ftj are laid upon the altar of the

many other superstitions cur-

kitchcn god to heaven ev

Cliris
imas in

il's

,.
many

'

, There are

" '""

dini; the kitchen god to ncaven every

ie»'-
'"

'Chinese
housekeeper has to burn- it and

'*
f nies ascend. It reports on the good deeds

''"''%'
Iv for the year and brings good luck.

o"'"-'
\"",„iag it the housewife dips her finger in a

^''T lasses and smears the upper and lower lip

i" idol so that when he arrives at the pearly
°"''' '

av tell a sweet tale on the family and thus

''''"benedictions. A family, when gambling, will

"""\lie eyes of the idol until the card playing is

""'„:, A woman in Luhoh city went to the

''""if 10 pray for the recovery of her son from

[""m • He recovered, but was marked with the

fcts of the disease. She returned to the temple
"

[ jafje, put a coil of rope around the idol's

U aiid soused it several times in the river, say-

'

"I'll teach you to lose your benign influence,

Li rascrl-"

The form of greeting when two Chinamen of the

jie caste meet iS for a man to clasp both his own

jnJs before him, make a slight bow and say;

Tsing, tsing," which means, "Hail, hail," and is

juivalent to the American "How do you do?"

ifiothcr form of greeting consists of words which

lean, "Have you eaten rice?" to which the answer

[ '[ have eaten enough." Besides these, there

re many other forms of salutation to be used in

Le|)ing with the rank of the person greeted. The

lighesl form is the " San-kin-kin-kao," which

neans thrice kneeling and nine times knocking the

lead on the ground. The emperor and heaven are

[orshiped by this salutation. It was the refusal of

lefirst American and English ministers to China
perform this abject ceremony which caused much

[elay in securing treaty rights and led to the war
18)8 in which the English and Americans acted
allies.

Ik Chinese are noted as early risers, a fact that
iiy be accounted for by the statement that their
Iteping .apartments are, as described by a recent
isitor to Shanghai, " models of discomfort."
lese rooms, even in the homes of the wealthy, are
lally dark and poorly ventilated, and are like in-
t cupboards. The bed is usually a canopied,
^borate affair, heavy and beautifully carved, and
"piece of furniture is often handed down from
Iker to son through many generations. But there
Mthing elaborate about the bed covering. In
'Kof.a m.attress there is a mat. and the covering
>

«
occupant's clothing, or possibly a wadded

';
"Ira clothing is provided for cold weather,

Mll'e north, where the weather is e.vtremely
^ije carved wood bedstead is not used. There,
«e house of every well-to-do citizen, and in the

tie "t
""^ ^"'""^ °^ masonry beneath which

wtireplaces, and on these divans the people
s utilized for cooking purposes.

vei„,"j"°
pillows in Chinese beds. They

^',0 ui''°"°*
"'"'"<= f'-'""^^ °f ""^" »'

M blocks of wood fashioned so that they
J^I'e

of the neck and support the head when

"liUitio
/"'*' ''""P''-' "'''° ^^'" "'"•'' "'«'"<=

"'"'lable'tb
P'"°^^* ^^y 'hey are much more

Pttiallv
^°"' ''"' '<='>"'er or hair pillows,

fc, y n warm weather. These substitutes for
a'e used

It IS considered a sacrilegious act to tread on a
piece of printed paper. Receptacles for waste pa-
per are on every street corner. It is a meritorious
act to gather the sacred characters and save them
from desecration. The love of learning is so great
that many learn to read from the flowery oriental
signs over the shop fronts. It is said that if all the
classics were destroyed the knowledge of these
.Scriptures is so diffused that there are 1,000,000
men in China who could reproduce them from
memory.

Baa CANMNQ INDUSTRY.
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When the warm days of spring and summer come
the hens all over the country compete with each
other in laying eggs, and the receipts multiply so
rapully that the markets would be completely over-
whelmed in every city if it were not for the cold-
storage houses, which absorb a large proportion
of the surplus. Beginning early in April, the re-
ceipts of eggs in New York average between 4,000,-
000 and 5.000,000 a day right through the spring
and summer, and prices naturally drop rapidly.
The consumptive demand Of the city averages only
something like 3,000,000 eggs per day, and the
query is. What becomes of the other million or
two?

If one should visit any of the huge storage ware-
houses in hot weather he would soon ascertain, for
now is the season when speculators are purchasing
eggs by the hundreds of thousands for future use.
Next winter, when the hens go on a strike because
of cold weather and refuse to lay more than a few
eggs a week, prices will go up rapidly and the con-
sumers will have to pay something like 30 and 40
cents a dozen. It is when prices have reached
these outside figures that the storage-house specu-
lators expect to unload their stock and sell them at

a material advance.

The average consumer of fresh eggs may consid-

er this an imposition, and wonder if he is going to

have served up for his next Christmas dinner the

eggs that are laid here in May and June. This is

not exactly what he may expect, but in a more in-

direct way he will eat some of these summer eggs
next winter, and he will be perfectly satisfied that

they are all right. The eggs will not be served to

him as fresh country eggs, fried, poached or boiled,

as he orders, but they will be deftly mixed with his

cake, confectionery and other fancy bakers' stuff,

so that he will never know the difference.

When the cold-storage houses begin to stock up
with the eggs in summer they have to buy in such

enormous quantities that there is naturally a great

loss in cracked and broken eggs. In handling sev-

eral million eggs a day no amount of care could

prevent breakage. Indeed, thousands of them are

broken in transit to the city, and others are cracked

in moving from the railroad cars to the stores. If

these cracked and broken eggs were all thrown

away the annual loss would easily amount up into

the millions To offset these losses the storage

houses have invented all sorts of ways to utilize the

broken eggs. The most successful so far is to can

the broken eggs and sell them to bakers and con-

fectioners.

Canned eggs keep just as well and fully as long

as canned meat, fruit or vegetables. When put in

-cans that are rendered absolutely air-tight there is

no chance of their decaying. It is the air which

enters through the shell of an egg that causes its

meat to decay. This is proved bj- the many meth-

ods of preserving eggs. Fresh eggs coated thor-

oughly with parafhne and then stored away in

limed water will keep for months in a comparative-

ly fresh condition, and their keeping powers will be

in proportion to the success in excluding the air.

Of course, a certain amount of air will reach the

eggs even in this condition, antl gradually they will

show a decaying tendency, although eggs have

been preserved for six months and a year.

Before the eggs are canned, however, they are

separated, and the whites and yolks are pu^up in dif-

ferent cans. When the baker or confectioner wants

to make white frothing for his cake he opens a can

of the whites of eggs, or if he wishes to make cus-

tard for his pie or puddings he takes the canned

yolks. Thus there is 110 waste, and time and labor

are saved also.

In the middle of winter, when eggs are soaring

away up in price, these canned eggs make it possi-

ble for the baker and confectioner to serve us with

cakes, pies, candies and creams at the same price
charged ,„ summer. Thus the storage warehouses
which have canned the eggs for us save the consum-
ers considerable in the winter, and also lighten the
labors of the bakers and confectioners. There is
nothing disagreeable or unpalatable about these
canned eggs. They are fresh and sweet when
canned, and they do not deteriorate in the least un-
less the cans happen to be imperfect, in which case
they spoil the same as canned fruit or vegetables.

In hot countries canned eggs are used quite ex-
tensively, and the storage houses can considerable
quantities for export. In some years the cheap
eggs in the height of the laying season are actually
broken for canning. In hot countries the canned
eggs will keep a long time, especially if stored
away in cool places, and the people can use them as
needed. In many tropical countries fresh eggs are
difficult to secure, and the natives often prefer the
canned northern eggs to the so-called fresh eggs
sold in the markets. The Americans are the only
people so far who have entered into this egg-can-
ning industry, and American canned eggs in South
American countries and the West Indies have no
competition from similar goods from Germany,
England or France.

But sometimes the decayed and cloudy eggs are
canned. In fact, all that come to the market are
handed over to the canners if they cannot be sold
as fresh eggs. These rotten and cloudy eggs, how-
ever, are never put on the general market, nor is

there any chance of their being sent to bakers by
mistake. They are canned for the leather trade,
and not for the consumptive market. In tanning
leather, and especially in putting on the fine gloss
of expensive leather, eggs have long been recog-
nized as indispensable articles. But good eggs are
too expensive for the work, and tanners do not like
to accumulate rotten eggs owing to their odor.

The eggs that reach the market in a cloudy or
decaying condition are not so far decayed as to

have a very disagreeable odor. If canned imme-
diately, they become no worse. When the tanners
open a can of such eggs the odor may be a little of-

fensive, but not so overpowering as might be the
case if a few dozen eggs were stored away for use in

hot weather. A can of eggs is opened only when
needed, and the contents immediately used. Thus
the cloudy and decaying eggs find a market at

prices that pay the canners and save the tanners'

money.

The vast quantities of egg shells obtained from
these canneries are also sold for various purposes.
They are both utilized for making commercial fer-

tilizers and for manufacturing some of the numer-
ous hen foods that are now put on the market. In

order to make the hens lay more eggs in winter it is

necessary to feed them with lime-forming food,

such as green bone, clam and oyster shells. The
egg shells are even better than any of these, for

they contain the e.xact substances that the hens re-

quire in their systems to facilitate the work of na-

ture in producing eggs. So hen food that contains

a fair amount of ground or powdered egg shells is

excellent for stimulating the birds to greater ener-

gies in winter.

LEARNING CHINESE.

It may be that the Chinaman in the following in-

cident knew the language w-ell enough, but, like the

smartest of babies, refused to "show- off" w-hen it

was most desired that he should do so.

"I speak to the servant always in his native lan-

guage. He understands me."
" Does he?

"

"Certainly. I've forgotten m\- handkerchief."

"There's a chance. Tell the boy to fetch it."

He turned to the servant and uttered peculiar

Chinese sounds. The boy bowed and w-alked off.

"There, you see, he knows. I have told him to

bring me a handkerchief, and put it on the table."

The boy returned promptly—and put a pair of

boots on the tloor beside him.

" Miss SwEE-f

—

Mabel," began the timid j-oung

man.

"Well, Mr. Skairdee—George? " she replied, en-

couragingly.

"I was— cr—wondering what you would say if I

asked you to—er- marry me. Mind you," he add-

ed hastily, " I'm only s.iying ' if.'
"
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THE BOX HOSPITAL.

What becomes of the thousands of boxes, bar-

rels, casks, crates and other packages tliat are emp-

tied dailv bv Chicago stores and factories?

You receive a barrel of apples from the old folks

down on the farm, and when emptied the barrel .s

converted into kindling wood or set out for the gar-

bage man to remove. This is generally the fate of

boxes or other packages that find their way to the

house. But these things have considerable value

when properly utilized, and as nothing escapes in

Chicago a surprisingly large trade has developed

in second-hand packages.

Shippers have discovered that they can be had

for about half the cost of new ones and generally

answer fuUv as well. The demand has resulted m

the establishment of a trade requiring several hun-

dred thousand dollars capital, but about which little

is known outside of those immediately interested in

it.

The department stores and other big retailers re-

ceiving car loads of goods daily can ill afford to

utilize any of their valuable floor space as storage

rooms for empty cases. Besides, they are worse

than useless after the contents have been removed.

But the jobbers and wholesalers over on Jefferson

and Market streets use many packing cases and

want to buy them as cheaply as possible.

This has created an opportunity for the middle-

man to relieve the one of his burden and supply the

needs of the other, with a good profit to himself.

There are many small dealers in second-hand pack-

ages in Chicago, and a tew whose annual business

runs into six figures. The small fry generally sell

to the big firms, though some have regular custom-

ers among both retailers and shippers. It is gener-

ally more profitable, however, to sell to the big con-

cerns on account of the expense of repairing the

summ
them

Whisky barrels are about the only kind 'h^"here

appears to beany trouble over handling. Jhe^';-

niand depends mostly on the extent of the fruit

crop. If the spring indications point to a heavy

crop, whisky barrels command a good price all

cr, otherwise there is not much demand for

Hundreds of casks arrive in Chicago filled

with olives. The wholesaler repacks this table deli-

cacy in glass and the empty casks ultimately reach

the big slaughter houses. The packers use them

for pickling tongues, hearts and other fancy meats.

Each cask will hold i,ooo pounds, exclusive of the

brine, and many car loads of them arc shipped to

Kansas City, Omaha, and other smaller packing

towns. Hundreds of car loads of heavy barrels are

also soldto outside packers annually.

Another source of revenue is in hogsheads, many

filled with chloride of

barrels and the

nine car loads

single consign-

of which reach Chicago

lime. This is repacked in cans c

casks are sold to Ohio potteries

went to Cincinnati recently in a

ment. They are used for the shipping of earthen-

ware.

Silicate of soda comes here in large quantities

from Philadelphia, and as it requires a superior

grade of cooperage the shippers find it to their ad-

vantage to repurchase the barrels and pay the freight

back East instead of supplying new ones, so that

the same barrel may travel out West from the

Quaker City many times.

While only a few of the uses to which second-

hand packages are put have been enumerated here,

they give a fair idea of the magnitude of the indus-

try- ^____^
THE CITY FRUIT STAND.

' i^Xcast

The repair shop or " hospital " of a second-hand

package dealer is an interesting place to visit. Out

on the north side was a foundry years ago, and its

sooty, dust-covered walls and rafters, festooned

with ancient cobweb draperies, are a fitting back-

ground for the heterogeneous contents. Ranged in

tiers are all sizes, shapes and kinds of boxes and

cylindrical packages from the gallon cask to the

monster tun. Busy coopers and carpenters are

"doctoring" up the cripples, while in the center of

the big structure is a pile of burning refuse which a

man is industriously stirring with a long-handled

fork.

There are packages from Japan, Arabia, India

and almost every European counti-y, as well as mul-

titudes that have held domestic products. Recep-

tacles that have held delicate perfumes, shoe black-

ing, table sauces, plug tobacco, sewing machines,

patent medicines, soap, cereal foods and cigarettes

keep company with wine bottles from California

and Europe.

A shipper desires fifty, a hundred or more boxes

of a particular size. If they are not in stock, deft

workmen soon construct them from larger packages.

The retail merchant generally makes an annual

contract with the middlemen and his empty pack-

ages are removed daily or oftener if necessary.

Their condition regulates the price and much care

is exercised in cutting the binding strap and draw-

ing nails so that the wood may not be damaged.

Many boxes are as good as new, while others, ow-

ing to carelessness in opening, require to be almost

rebuilt or are utilized for repairing others. The

trade in barrels, casks, etc., is very extensive and in

many cases the packages are bought and sold by

the same shipper and consignee through the sec-

ond-hand man until his profit far exceeds the origi-

nal cost.

One soap factory empties as many as 1,500 bar-

rels of tallow in a single day. These arc taken by

the second-hand man, who ships them out to the

stockyards and sells them to a packer to be refillled

with tallow, and so they pass back and forth.

Sugar barrels are gathered up, and in many cases

go back to the refineries, although large numbers

arc shipped out in the country to be filled with ap-

ples or potatoes. During the fall it is imposs-ibic to

supply the demand for apple barrels. One man

gathered up 11,000 in one week, but said he had or-

ders for three times th,it number.

To the casual observer it seems as though he al

ways saw the same pyramid of red apples, the same

bags of peanuts and the same bunch of bananas sus-

pended from the canopy of the stand. But such is

far from being the case. The keeper of the fruit

stand on a good corner in Chicago makes a very

fair living.

How much the average street fruit man makes it

is hard to say, for like other merchants they resent

inquiries touching their receipts, but from the fact

that they continue in business night after night for

years and the further fact that they own in some

cases more than one stand, it would appear that

they are engaged in a profitable business. One

west side man owns no less than six stands, an Ital-

ian on the south side owns ten and many others

have from two to five, employing helpers at each.

Formerly the street fruit stand, night or day, was

a poor thing in appearance and the goods offered

for sale, with the exception of a few places, were

small in number and indifferent in quality. The

keeper, too, was generally a surly unintelligent per-

son of squalid appearance. All this has greatly

been changed. Some of the stands are large and

elaborate in construction, lighted by gas or electric-

ity and the fruit displayed runs nearly the whole

range of horticulture, from the cheap apple to ex-

pensive tropical importations. The men in charge

have undergone a change, and while they are still

sharp, shrewd fellows they dress better, usually

speak English well and are polite and obliging.

Some of the leading stands down town cost sev-

eral hundred dollars, have glass fronts, electric

lights and are w^ell heated. One or two places in

town have small motors, which run the peanut

roasters, and the owners show great taste in dis-

playing to the best advantage what they have for

sale.

The great increase in the city's population and

the consequent increase in the number of night

workers is responsible for the larger number of all-

night fruit stands. Their customers include all

sorts and conditions of men and women. From the

copper on the beat, to the man the copper is after;

from the man-about-town in evening dress to the

seedy wayfarer who scrapes the pennies from his

ragged coat pocket. Everyone who loves fruit

—

and who does not?—buys of the night fruit dealer.

It is an ordinary thing for a good fruit stand to

take in after six P. M. from S8 to Sio, and more
than that during the day. The men work in shifts.

The fruit is bought at wholesale in South Water
Street. Besides the S5 yearly license paid to the
city for each stand, the keeper turns in from Si to

815 a month for the privilege of occupying a part
of the sidewalk.

HOW PRINCES ARE PUNISHED.

That there is no whipping boy in Gerrna
evidenced the other day when the empress s"*

""

eldest son, the future emperor, from the tabl'

'^

account of his rudeness. The prince, it ,
'^

was unmannerly to a younger brother, and'th

press, turning to the French tutor, who on ,1,

'^

casion had charge of the prince, said:
°''

" Monsieur, I beg that you will ask nie to
1

his royal highness the prince."

The tutor begged that the prince be excused
that young gentleman was forced to leave the ll?
without finishing his meal. It is well known 1/
the royal boys of Germany have had to gri„

'1

bear many a sound flogging administered
by^il!

imperial hand, along with a vast deal of discjpi

'

from governors, tutors, etc.
^

A different state of affairs this from tb (

when a boy was kept to be punished instead of

prince. In England such a youth was called

whipping boy, and a famous English artist, \v 1

Stacey, painted a portrait of Prince Edward,
aftc

ward Edward VI., trying to defend his whippi,.

boy from a flogging which he himself deserved

In those days a prince who was to be a king wa
looked upon and treated as a person of great impj,,

tance. His person was held to be sacred and s

would never have done to punish him. llanEw
lish prince missed his lessons, was rude to his teach

ers, or committed any of the other naughty tricki

common to saucy children, his whipping boy ««

flogged. In Stacey's picture the prince's governt^

an old woman, is represented to be about to Hi

with a formidable bundle of switches the Imlj

whipping boy, who, with hat in hand, appearsas

tonished when the prince, rushing up, seizes 11

bundle of switches.

On that occasion Prince Edward had not only™

fused to learn his lessons, but had persisted in teas

ing his old governess to such a degree that she n-i

finally forced to resort to the extremity of punisli

ing his whipping boy. The name of the lad whi

took Edward VI. 's flogging for him was Barnibi

Fitzpatrick, and it is said that he and the prince wti

life-long friends. The painting represents tlit lis

flogging which he was compelled to take toilli

royal child, who was so much impressed by the ii

justice of the practice that he ever afterward te

haved himself so well as to leave no excuse lorpii

ishment.

MARINES ARE FIGHTERS.

There is apparently a great deal of inexciisibl

ignorance in the country in regard to thellmn

States marine corps. It is a body of fightensjusH

distinct and separate from army and navy as thoi

two bodies are from each other. It -is not sobord

nate to either army or navy in the least, boths!

entirely individual existence. Perhaps one ro>'

that people have so little familiarity with it'^,^

in the numbers of its enlisted men it isfarbei

both the army and navy. In the whole man

corps of the United States there are al P'^^^

probably not over 3,500 or 4,000 men, but tins

berwill shortly be raised to 6,000, and in a )' 1

so it is said it will be raised to 10,000 men^

marine corps is composed "f ""^" L ijt

for fighting at sea or on land, cither one,
^^^^

especial qualification is for sea fighting;

their exclusive function, and in that way

from o""

of the government service diffe:

annot well be con:
army and navy and

either.

" It is rather surprising how

eral seem to know of the marine

nel Harrington. " Its great age

its service would seem to warrant a g

this bra"

,
bolb''

fuseil
«»

- corps, sal"

.-indthehisto')

of citizens of our conn")'

elf at a Sao fnedge of it on the part

remember once I registered mysi

Cisco hotel as of the marine corps- -.^j^j£,i«ei

ward a man who had inspected the reg
^^ ^jj.

Shortly

to me and we fell into convcrs

been talking very long before he a^

strument I played in the band.

' marine,' for he had seen it used

the famous Washington band.'

.);ed nie

He knew'

ivba"

ctio»"

SAKES ALIVE I
THANKS

"If I know, the Inglenook

paper in America, doubtless in
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FrcBident; Otho WenKer. Sweelsers. Ind..
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CIRCLE MEETINQS.

S. Andes is an e.Trnest Circle

^'""
Lincaster city. Their Circle meetings

7

As. Sunday H Sehool ^s^

f""""
'.'^ry

interesting. We requested a pro-
"'''' '

„f one of tlieir meetings. She gave us the
joninis "1 "

'°'r'''L''"«ercises consisted of singing, the
'""

of the first part of the Epistle of James,

,r Then they sang another hymn, after

L-fX minutes of the preceding meeting were

''"'rhis was followed by a report of the work

;„,.e the last meeting. " Paul's Missionary

s then discussed by some brother, fol-

A sister read an essay on " Gen-

d another read " A Worker's Prayer."

,v,,s
followed by a paper on " Loyalty." An-

,Hcr hymn was sung, then a sister talked for a few

liniites
about their work as a Circle. After a

leirifelt
prayer and the singing of another hymn,

bs meeting
closed.

Why do you "Ot have a meeting of this kind in

our church? We are glad that they are held in

lany places, and each week we shall present a pro-

foi thfse meetings held by our Circle. Our

ead.

si

tour"
was I

ci by a song.

It
Words,"

RARE EXHIBITION OP BIBLES.

Great interest is manifested in the free exhibi-
tion of a collection of Bibles and sacred literature
at the Bible room of the Congregational house on
Keacon street. The greater part of the collection
consists of what is known as" workers " Bibles, and
are from the library of S. Brainard Pratt, of Boston,
ft is probably the finest collection of Bibles to be
found in the United Slates, and the existence of a
better one in the world is not known.
One of the books which is attracting rather more

attention than any of the others is the illuminated
Bible long used by the late Dwight L. Moody, and
containing many notes in his own handwriting.
Mr. Moody once said in Boston: "Bible marking,
with the insertion of side notes, marginal references,'
etc., converts the margins of one's Bible into a note-
book at hand at any moment," and he evinced faith
in the statement by making copious notes in his
own Bible.

Fop the * Wee Folk
riRS. QUEEN BEE AND THE BURGLAR.

By JOHN E. MOHLEK.

[Ogranis may vary but we want to be a help to

ou in your meetings; that they may prove a source

Ispiritual strength to you all.

THE UREAT BORE.

In the Ctnltiry we have this account of the great

dal wave at Hang-chau. On the eighteenth night

[the second moon, and on the eighteenth night

the eighth and ninth moons of the Chinese year

,e greatest flood tides from the Pacific surge into

e funnel mouth of Hang-chau bay to the bars and
its at the mouth of the swift-flowing Tsien-tang.

herhcr current opposes for awhile, until the an-

y sea rises up and rides on, in a great, white roaring,

ibbhiif wave, ten, twelve, fifteen, and even twen-
leet in height. The Great Bore, the White Thing,
urges up the narrowing river at a speed of ten
iJ thirteen miles an hour, with a roar that can be
ard for an hour before it arrives, the most sensa-
iiial, spectacular, fascinating tidal phenomenon-
real wonder of the whole world, worth going far
111 ivaiting long to see.

CtJRIOUS UIFTS TO A niSSION.

issiONAKV describing the monthly meetings
'
a little town on one of the Sandwich Islands,

lal there were usually a hundred present.
> "those who attend the meetings understand

^^

" ine idea of giving. When they can give no
''hey contribute at least one stick of wood

I'^r month. It is an interesting sight to see

<iih"""u°'
""'' """"^'imes children, bringing

5,.„
'"°7 offerings on their shoulders, from the

""ite of one,
to

th I

(mselvc,

two or more miles. The men go
"onntains and get the sticks, both for

resent T^'"^
"'"' "'^•='i ^ut the latter bring and

'"'their own. - -
*^

"''Siveaceordi

Li

The people are very, very poor,
ing to what they have.

,;"">" Christ.-

'"^"^•"hasi

"'"itert

A life of Christ not written by a
I'lst been published in Tokyo, Japan.

M„
j!^'" """ '"^-''''ng facts in our Lord's life,

""rjcles
^"'''"'S'^ °' ""= Gospel. He reads all

thasno,].
' "^* "'''' " '^ ' historical work.

'"*l'esio^"V° P™P*e^'= Christianity, butsim-
«ie

people"'''^
"'^ ^""^'^ °f Christ's life familiar

'"'""rk b f

"^'"^^ "'"^- " ^°'' 'f ""'^ '=""""

Goil
"" ™'^" '' '^'" '''= overthrown, but if

"'Slyv'T.'"" "°' ^'' •'''^'e to overthrow it,

""• l^c^ting even against God."

,.

""'
'"'

'et;
*-

^^^Annual Meeting we had the pleasure

"'«. W^ " °"'^ Circle members, and local

"«sin ^-.^l
"''.'': =0 g'ad to learn of the zeal and

carried on in
')'

places*"!:
''hi'^l' this work

°'Wn„ ."'""^'""gofthe books, the hold
niictings,

the cl'eopij
j„ "i^'^'

""^ Closer association of our

'''»narv u ""^'' *°rk are some rcsul""> Keadin
g Circle.

ults of

Another Bible which is of great interest is the
one used for more than thirty years by Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher. In the thirty years in which he
had his Bible in the service he wore out the binding
and then he had the book cut down and rebound.
For twenty years after that, or until his death, he
used the Bible at funerals.

Almost equaling the Beecher Bible in interest is the
John Knox Bible, with oak covers made from wood
from the John Knox house, Netherboat, Edinburg,
Scotland. Knox was a Roman Catholic priest in

1530, a Protestant reformer in 1543, and for two years
a galley slave. It was said of him that Mary, queen
of Scots, was more afraid of him than she would
have been of a regiment of soldiers.

Another remarkable Bible is one "used on the
march and in three prisons during the civil war by
Rev. Dr. Henry Clay Trumbull, a chaplain in the

federal army. He preached from this Bible while

confined in Libby prison, and used the marginal
leaves as a sort of diary. There is also in the col-

lection an ancient Bible owned by Philip Melanc-
thon, professor of Greek in the University of Wit-
tenberg, in the sixteenth century, and between
whom and Luther there was the most touching

friendship. This Bible is accompanied by Luther's

translation of the Psalms, published in Leipzig in

1541. There is a Gene\'a Bible of 1577 which is said

to have once been owned by Queen Elizabeth.

One of the rarest books in the collection is that

used by the Apostle John Eliot in preaching to the

Indians. There is said to be no person alive who
can read this Bible, but Mr. Pratt has been offered

51,000 for it. He is a collector, however, and never

sells a book.

Among the other things in the collection now be-

ing shown there are the Psalms with Calvin's com-

mentaries of !57i: an autograph of Samuel Mather,

dated 1 70S. and with memoranda by the Mather

family: the Gospel of St. Luke, printed in Japanese

raised letters in Japan for the blind; the Bible used

by Phillips Brooks, with his autograph; the one

used by Charles Haddon Spurgeon, in which by en-

tries in red ink he kept track of his sermons when is-

sued, a gift from Mrs. Spurgeon. printed in London in

1706, containing 200 quaint engravings; a New Tes-

tament from a noted spiritualist, and purporting to

have been corrected by the spirits, with introduc-

tory remarks and explanations by the Spirit of

Jesus Christ; two leaves of parchment found in the

old Greek church of Tosia, Asia Minor, near the

Black Sea; Scriptures of William E. Dodge, Rev.

Dr. A. H. Quint, Henry F. Durant, Dr. Cyrus Ham-

lin, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Prentiss, author of "Stepping

Heavenward," and a Bible of Henry Thayer of the

American Bible revision committee. There are al-

so copies of rare Bibles and other sacred publica-

tions and manuscripts from Africa, Arabia, Asia

Minor, Egypt, Holland, Japan, Siam and Microne-

A unique New Testament is the " Midget." the

pages of which are only five-eights by three-quar-

ters of an inch in size, and there is a Bible with pages

one and one-quarter by one and seven-eighths

inches. This Bible contains eight illustrations.

The man who was so good to Mrs. Queen Bee's
household as to trap the lazy drones who imposed
upon their more industrious brothers, was also
very good to himself, as it afterwards appeared
One day when the bees had stored thousands of
their little wax cups full of honey, and had put a
white wax lid over each cup to hold the honey in,
and make it good, there was heard a terrible creak-
ing at the roof of their house, and then all at once
the house gave a queer shake. Then those in the
lower part of the hive thought everything had set-
tled down as usual again. But a few around the
edge and in the top knew differently. The lid of
the hive had been raised, and it was the wax break-
ing loose that caused the cracking and shaking.
The lid was raised a little at first, and the bees on
the lookout saw a man there, looking in. It was
clear that he was a burglar, and the plucky bees
made a straight shoot for his face, and had it not
been for a veil they would have filled him with
stings. Then he stuck up to the crack what looked
like the small end of a funnel, and he pressed it and
made a stream of black smoke fill the hive. This
was unlooked for by the bees, and it got into their
eyes and throat so bad they couldn't fight for their
rights. A few plucky ones darted at the thing the
smoke came from, but as it was made of tin they
couldn't hurt it. Then the burglar opened the hive
wide, and the bees all seemed still inside, except
that their wings were fanning so fast you could
hardly see them. The man could hear a peculiar
tone made by all these bees, and he knew at once
that they were done fighting. He had learned be-
fore that when bees give up they make this noise,

and so he laid the funnel-shaped thing he smoked
them with upon the ground, and began to examine
Mrs. Queen Bee's cupboard. What a lot of sweets
were there, and his mouth watered as it used to

when a little boy stole his mother's sugar, though
he didn't think it was stealing now. But the bees

did, and when he cut great slices of honeycomb
out, and the honey dripped over everything, they
could hardly stand it. But the moment they resist-

ed he stuck that smoke funnel at them again.

Well, by the time the burglar had finished, there

was a pretty mess to clean up, and ever so many
little wax cups to build again. Now. what do you
suppose Mrs. Queen Bee did all this time? If any
one should have been angry she was the one, I sup-

pose, but she wasn't, and that is the funny part

about it. She didn't make the least fuss, but

slipped quietly around among the combs, and if

she found a place to lay some' eggs to hatch new
bees, she just attended to it as though her house

w-as not being robbed. I suppose if she had told

her thousands of bee children to go out and fight

the man they would have done it in such swarms

the man would have had to throw his smoker and

run for life. But she didn't. She is the queerest

sort of mother and housekeeper about that I ever

heard of, and I do not know why, unless it is be-

cause she has so many children she thinks they had

better be at work anyway. So she had them build

fresh cups, and before winter these were filled and

sealed up as before.

Now it so happened that these thousands in Mrs.

Queen Bee's family ate so heartily of the honey,

that before spring came again it was all gone and

they were in danger of starving. Then it was that

the burglar who had robbed them in the summer
fler all. Pas:

The constant duty of every man to his follows is

to ascertain his own powers and special gifts, and

to strengthen for the help of others.—yc/"r Kiisl'iit.

showed he had a tender heart, after ail. i'assing

along one day he saw how the bees were, and the

first day it was warm enough he put a large can of

sugar syrup where they could get it. When it was

all he gave them more, and they learned to think

him a splendid burglar. As to Mrs. Queen Bee,

she seemed to act as though she was sure it would

come out all right, which it did. Then the next

year she left the burglar rob her stores as before,

though her children could not understand it at all.

But then, you see, it wasn't the same set of children

that had been saved from starving in the winter.

Those had nearly all died, and younger ones had

been born who knew nothing of how kind the bur-

glar had been in the winter.
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DOWN IN THE ARKANSAS nOUNTAINS.

IIV MINNIE UPTON.

Woui D you like to hear about the " Bears ! " By

speaking of the Bears I mean the natives of Arkan-

sas. They arc nicknamed " Bears," just as the na-

tives of other States arc nicknamed. New V orkers

are called "Knickerbockers," and llie lowans,

' Hawkeycs." , u.

We lived fifty miles back from the railroad, right

among the native " mossbacks," as the mountam-

eers are called. They are all white.s,-no negroes

living nearer than one hundred miles. The women

often frighten their small children by lellmg them

"a nigger will catch them."

They have no schools,-that is, what we would

call schools. They have a three months' school,

once in two or three years. It is an unusual thmg

if they have a three months' school two years

straight. The peoide object to paying the school

ta.xes One man moved out of the school district

rather than pay his taxes. A great many, when

spoken to about educating their children, say,

"We'uns got along without any laming, and we

reckon the chaps can." If they do allow them to

go to school, they insist on them studying the old

blue-back spelling book. They say it is all non-

sense to bother your head with arithmetic, geog-

raphy etc. Kach in.pil has a different kind of

book, and the teacher has as many different classes

as there hai)pen to be scholars, which is sometimes

one, and at the most ten or twelve. Very few of

the older persons can read and write their own

name.

The ArUansan farms,-that is, the women do, for

the men do nothing but hunt, lie in the shade, and

visit with one another. While the men take life

easy, the women do the work. They plow, hoe,

cut Jprouts, burn the brush off the fields and make

the rail fences. Tlic women maul the rails and lay

them. They cannot get along without fences, for

the stock runs every place, there being no law to

prevent it.

The woods are full of wild hogs, called " razor-

baclis" and "hazel splitters." In the spring the

women go " saiiging," or rather hunting for ginseng,

lor which they get one dollar and a half a pound.

That is the w,ay they gel their pin money, what lit-

tle there is.

Their religion is mainly thai of the " I'"ree Will

Baptist." They have four or five preachers at a

nieeliug, who do the singing, as the congregation

never sings. Before, the preacher commences to

preach, he sings a hymn, and when he has finished

his sermon, he sings another. Most of the mem-

bers "get h,ippy"and shout. The one that can

shout the loudest is usually considered the most re-

ligious.

The native .Arkansans live on cornbread, fat meat,

bacon grease and black sorghum. They " grit " the

corn. To do this, they have a large board on which

is nailed a piece of tin, punched full of holes. On

this they rub or grit the corn, .ind thus obtain their

meal. \'ery few of them have baking iiowiler, so

they make their bread by stirring water in it, until

it is thick enough to bake, and .as some of them

have no stoves, they bake their bread in a baker or

on a board in front of the fire. Their meat is fried

hard, so as to get out all the grease. This they eat

as we eat butter. The sorghum is black and very

often soured. The butter is often called sea foam

. by the northern people. They strain their milk into

the churn at night and churn it in time for break-

fast. Then milk and pour the morning's milk into

the buttermilk and churn that in time for supper.

They have very few dishes, A stranger often is

obliged to use his pocket knife to eat with. 1 have

been at Irouscs where they would only have a plat-

ter and a gallon crock (a teaspoon being some-

thing unknown). The platter is for the bread, the

crock for the meat and meat grease. They use

dipper gourds for cups. On any special occasion

they have what they call, " drap dumplings."

These certainly arc great, for if you would drop

one, it would almost go through the lloor.

The houses very seldom have more than two

rooms, and very often just one. They have no win-

dows, leaving the door open for light. The floors

are made out of puncheons. One room is used for

the kitchen and the other (or the bedroom. The

beds are placed side by side, with just room enough

,o pass between. The walls are papered with news-

paper. The rafters are ornamented by scalloping a

newspaper and pasting on, so as to let it hang down

full length. .

The women all use tobacco,-5moking, chewing

and dipping snuff. They raise their own tobacco

and very seldom gel any " sweet tobacco, as they

call the tobacco that others use.

Very few can afford snuH. but those that have it

arc generous. I have been at church and saw the

same snuff box and swob or stick I which is made

out of elm or dog wood), pass down a row of girls,

sometimes twenty in a row, each using the same

swob, cleaning the same on her dress and passing it

to the next one.

They celebrate Christmas with whisky and fire

crackers. They make their own whisky. They

call it "moonshine." The stills where the whisky

is made are called wildcat stills. These stills are

hid out in the woorls behind some bluff, so the rev-

enue olTicers cannot find them, and unless a person

knows where they are, it is purely accidental to find

one The whisky is made out of rye and corn. A

person can get a gallon of whisky for a bushel of

corn. , ,

There is little ready money in the Arkansan s

home. The people do their buying by trading their

lard, fruit,' hogs, sheep, chickens, etc. Lard is

worth five cents a pound. Fruit is very cheap.

I'eaches sell for ten cents a bushel. Apples you can

have for the picking up. Blackberries, dewberries

and blueberries are found in abundance. Hogs sell

from one to three dollars a head, sheep from sev-

enty-five cents to a dollar and a half. Chickens

sell for ten cents a piece. A good cow can be got

for fifteen dollars. Furs of different animals are

sold or traded, such as fox, raccoon, possum, bear

deer, mink, etc.

A great many people never saw a railroad

train. We have seen old men and women who

had never seen a railroad train, nor did they care

to. In politics they are mostly Republicans.

They are married very young. I attended a

wedding last winter at which the bride was twelve

and the groom fourteen. A wedding where the

bridegroom is seventeen and the bride fourteen is

very common. A girl at the age of eighteen is con-

sidered an old maid. The people s.iy, " She ain't

worth much or she would have been married long

ago."
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WILLIE'S THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE.

It was on :i sU-am r.iilroud going from Washing-

ton to IMiilaciclphia that I overheard the following

conversation between a little boy, just at the inter-

esting age, anxious to know, and his aunt, whose

patience was severely tested by little Willie's ques-

tions. The first to attract his attention was a buz-

zard flying high in the air.

" Oh, auntie! " he exclaimed. " look at that chick-

en way up there."

"That's no chicken, Willie; that's a buzzard."

" Hut, auntie, 1 don't hear him buzz."

"Auntie, look at the man pumping the cow; is

she punctured?
"

" He is milking the cow, Willie. Do be still for a

while."

After a short pause he espied several pumpkins

in a field, and asked:

" Auntie, is a pun'kin a grown-up orange?
"

Auntie kept quiet in hopes of bringing him to a

stop.

Next to meet his gaze was a man walking through

the car.

" Auntie, is that man drunk?
"

"Hush, Willie; it is the motion of the car that

makes him walk so crooked."

" But, auntie, papa walks that way on the street

when he leaves the club'."

"Will you be quiet for a while, if you please?
"

"Auntie, look at the moon. Where did all the

stars come from?
"

"1 don't know, Willie. Don't ask so many ques-

tions."

" Did the moon lay 'em, auntie?
"

And as darkness drew on little Willie began to

nod and auntie gave a sigh of relief.
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THE PROOF.

V'OT words, but acts. Remember human praise is

So very lightly given. One kindly deed

Alone is worth a thousand honeyed phrases

That will not comfort you in lime of need.

For who cannot rejoice in summer weather

When nature smiles, and skies above are blue?

Nol ttll we face life's wintry clouds together

bo we delect the false friend from the true.

Perchance, he who unnoticed lingers near you

,May love you more than all the world beside.

But wails until you need his help to cheer you

—

He IS your Iriend whose friendship has been tried.

POLLY HENDERSON'S MISTAKE.

PoLLV Henderson was what the world called an
maid. She was herself willing to admit, on

iOfet questioning, that she might be forty, but
Jioiis gossips had it that she was nearer fifty.

ivasprini, nqt bad to look at, and was inethodi-

1 to a fault. Her nearest available neighbor in a
llrimoniai way was Mr. Jackson Mohler. Jack-
»as a widoiver of some four years standing, the

inerof a good farm, and withal a very substantial
mn. But his home had run down under the

Ptles^ methods of hired help, and it entered his
id Ihat he better get married. Naturally his
mhii turned to Polly Henderson. What there
"iWa.r that tells an old maid that a
I* intentions is hovering near has

l<nown, but

door on a Saturday

iso

widower
never been

t is a fact, and when Jackson
«tfed at the Henderson d
I'll Polly was ready for h
Come in, Mr. Mohler, come right in the front

V- I m plum pleased to see you." She seated
" "" "^^ >""dow in such a way that prying
»f passers-by would see nothing, while she

.iir a httle to one side. Presently she e.x-
se f, and while she was absent Jackson

"tel note of the exquisite neatness and

'*nbe°ed t.'T- "^ S^^^d in spirit as

•^e al ho ^ l"tered-up condition of the

i''o(„°T- '"'" ^°"y <=""='<=d with a large

; sure

from
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" sometimes you wouldn't talk that

^l-' Jack-son,

"^ Ihe Mr .. p , .
-
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'^^'^O'thing is in your favor.
"ome, and you can do as you

- You don't have any-

she said, and Jackson noted the

good

,""'oubl,

*anli„g
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• o«'n house,

you."

Polly, fo

°^er the;

there are some things
re, and sometimes I
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P'«lical
ihere s a want noth-

l^'^'life
"''^^"' "'°"'='" can fill, but at
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fcj, *''«lher"l'",t"r
'o^'bled. ' He had been

J. ''""tleH L. '*= over again. It was all
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Sob
<-• was met with the fact at
« said blankly,

""^" 'hat, Polly?

" Well, Jackson, you see it is this way. At your
time of Itfe, and at mine, I might say, one should be
careful ,n all such things. To marry a gidtly
young girl, or a widow with a lot of unruly children'
or someone not neat, might be a mistake that
could never be made right. When one is getting
along toward middle life he should hesitate a long
time over such an important step. Now I aint s.iy-
ing but that someone of about your own age, some-
body that is clean and careful, might not be a bad
idea."

"Who, for instance?"
" Oh, I aint a saying who. I don't know. I real-

ly don't," and she blushed a real blush, only Jack-
son could not see it, and as the Jacksonian head was
proverbially thick he would not have noticed it had
he seen. But he was troubled. Here was the very
thing that had kept him away from the Henderson
place for a long time, the reference to his age and
the lottery of marriage. It was discouraging. Pol-
ly was surer of her ground, but even she did not see
through him. She argued to herself that she was as
good as engaged, and she relished it as all women
do. She saw herself at the head of the table at the
farm house over the hill, and with all of it as
as anything could be she could not refra
having out her joke with Jackson.

" It's just as I tell you, Jackson, if you had a wom-
an who was economical, clean and careful, and you
could adapt yourself to her ways at your time of
life, it might be the very thing that you ought to
do. But it's really dangerous at our time of life, it

is so. Had you anybody in mind ?
"

" Well, Polly, to be perfectly frank with you, I

had, but since you have said what you did about be-
ing careful I have had to stop and think about it.

I am afraid it would never do, though."

"Jackson, tell me who it is, and maybe I can help
you out. Who knows anything till it is tried?

"

" No, Polly, it wouldn't do to tell,—at least not
now. Not just yet."

"Well, Jackson, when the time comes, you'll tell

me who it is, and the reason. You will, I know you
will."

"Well, Polly, I'll tell you, or I'll write it out,—
what I've been a thinking." But Mr. Jackson Moh-
ler was clearly in trouble. Polly enjoyed it to the
utmost. She was sure of it. In her mind's eye she
saw herself the mistress of the Mohler place, and
she even reckoned the rent the house in which she
now lived, while she furnished the other place with
part of her immediate surroundings. When he
started home presently she was woman enough to

note the fact of his mental disquietude, and she at-

tributed it to innate modesty and delicacy.

" Good night, Jackson, and come o\-er

Come soon and come often,"

" Good by, Miss Henderson," h(

and took his departure.

" Don't forget what you promised to tell me, or

write it, if you prefer."

" I'll write, maybe to-morrow," and he was off.

When Mr. Jackson Mohler reached his own home
the contrast forced itself on him. He couldn't help
noticing the difference between his house, it could
hardly be called his home, and what he had left be-

hind him. He sat down in a dirty, cheerless room,
waiting for his thoughts to get into shape. He had
brought his courage up to the sticking point in vis-

iting Polly, and he had set aside the scruples of his

age, though he was really in the prime of life, and
had ventured on the dreaded ground. To be un-

ceremoniously turned down by Polly herself was

again,

said gravely.

too dampening to be overcome readily He sat
long into the night, and then he made up his mind
He had promised to write to-morrow, and he would
keep his word.

Over at the Henderson house cvervthing was
bright and cheerful. Polly secretly practiced the
name, pronouncing " Mrs. Polly Mohler," and then
blushing furiously. It was one of the seasons of
her rather lonely, life in which a great sunshine
had come. She knew he was a man of his word
and he would be sure to come around all ri.'ht and he
had said that he would write. Any moment's letter
might come, and it was sure to be a proposal. She
decided that she would put on her best and answer
It personally in the affirmative. There would be a
pleasant little time, and she argued that as they were
engaged, or would be soon, he could come over
now at any time and she said thai she would invite
him to supper the next evening, and she caught a
pullet and turned a basket over the unlucky fowl so
as to have no trouble when she wanted it. She was
planning the rest of the menu when there was a
shout, and on looking out there was Mr. Jackson
Mohler, in the road, having alighted from his car-
nage. He waved a letter at her, stuck it in a crack
of a paling and drove away rapidly.

Polly possessed herself of the letter, and ran back
to the house. "The dear man is .so modest." she
said. " He has all the delicacy of a woman. Shall
I read it at once, or delay it a litllei>" She chose
the latter course, aiid stuck it in the bosom of her
dress, and went about her work, singing like a lark.
It was delicious. There had never anything come
into the life of Polly Henderson just like this.
Then after the evening work was done she drew her
chair to the window, slowly cut the envelope with a
hairpin, and drew out the letter. Her breath came
quickly as she read:

Detir Friend ;—
I have been thinking of what I promised to tell you, and

here it is. I think like you told me, that life is too near an end
for me to take any risk, and 1 have fully made up my mind not
to do it. If you please will you keep (piiet to everybody what
I was going to say to you. Utlicrs will think as I do, and as
you said, that a man of my age has no right to be taking any
chances, and I never will.

Yours truly,

Jackson Mohler.
When Polly grasped the full import of it she went

out on the back porch, released the imprisoned pul-
let, locked the house, and went to bed where she
lay awake a long time considering the general thick-
headedness of some people, and her own mistake at
the critical period of her life. At all events it had
not turned out as anybody expected, all of which
goes to show that it is the unexpected Ihat happens
at times.

When the new minister, a handsome and unmar-
ried man, made his first pastoral call at the Fos-
dicks he took little Anna up in his arms and tried
to kiss her. But the child refused to be kissed,' she
struggled loose and ran off into the next room,
where her mother was putting a few finishing touch-
es to her adornment before going into the parlor to
greet the clergyman.

" Mamma," the little girl whispered, " the man in

the parlor wanted me to kiss him."
"Well," replied mamma, "why didn't you let

him? I would if I were you."

Thereupon Anna ran back into the parlor and the
mirfister asked:

" Well, little lady, won't you kiss me now? "

"No, I won't," replied Anna, promptly, "but
mamma says she will."
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THE KATE AND BOB LETTERS.

Home, July 30, 1900.

MydearSoti:—
1 HAVE sad news for you. Into each life- must

come something of sadness and sorrow. To some

it comes early, and then it may stay away for a

long time, but it finally reaches all of us. It ha

come to us and to you. Your sister Katie ,s dead

and buried. We would have telegraphed you but

did not know where to reach you. It was all so

sudden. It was this way. Last Thursday Kat.e

went to town, and from there went visit.ng at a

neighbor's house. She returned a little late, and

con,plained of a cold. During the night she grew

sicker, and we sent for the doctor. He sa,d at once

that it was a situation of the utmost gravity, that

she had pneumonia, and that there would be trou-

ble in her getting through. From the very first she

seemed to know that her en,l had con,e. She

showed it in her talk and her manner. She sa.cl

that she wanted you to have her little sav.ng bank,

and she talked in a disjointed way of you and a

dress, and something she wanted you to do We

could not understand her. .She trie.l to tell me

something, but it was too great an effort Along

about the third day, about two o'clock m the morn-

ing we saw that the end had come. The night was

iusl at the turn. The stillness was as it always .s at

that hour, and after she had crossed the River,

alone, she seemed as though she slept. There was

„o emaciation, and she lay there as though in a

deep slumber. We sent for the neighbors, and they

look charge. I'rom this time on it seems a blur to

me. I have but little distinct recollection of what

went on, and time passed strangely.

On the day of the funeral the house was dark-

ened and all the surroundings were of gloom and

death It was the first time the angel had stopped

at our door, and ready and .all as we often thought

we would be when the time would come for some of

us to go, yet we were not ready tor it. The neigh-

bors came and went, and when the time came for us

all to go over the hill to the churchyard, things

seemed to change. The whole country was there

especially the young folks. The Sunday-school

class to which Katie belonged brought fiowers, and

as they stood beside the open gr.avc and cast in

their offerings it was more like the parting of a

bride from her home than dismal death. A quar-

tette sang "Safe in the Sheltering Arms of Jesus,"

a thrush somewhere in the tangle of the graveyard's

shrubbery shrilled out a song, a cloud passed be-

tween the sun and the grave, and a strange feeling

came over me.

It was not death, it was not defeat, it was a tri-

umph over Death, a victory, a glorious victory. If

Katie is lost to us here, we all know that our family

has a representative on the other side. I have a

daughter in Heaven, and you h.wc a sister there.

Through the gales of human suffering the path to

the realms of the blest has always lain, and always

will. All must tread the way, and all must go alone

into the depths ol.the night. There is no excep-

tion whatever. Hut there is an inexpressible feel-

ing that just beyond the veil they are at rest and

are waiting. I'ossibly the\' stand by our side at

all times, for all that we know, and walk with silent,

spirit footfall, beside us when we know not, though

we may feel wh.it we cannot tell.

Now that she is gone, you are all that is left us.

You know your duties as well as 1 and need not

be reminded of them. The lime will come when I

will go to join Katie, and all the rest will go sooner

or later. We should live here so that when wc have

crossed wc leave behind us not even a memory of a

wrong done or a duty unfulfilled.

1 enclose you some money. Come home at

once. When you get here go at once to your room,

stay as long as you will, then come forth to meet

the requirements of lite, remembering that just

over there, the child of a king, h.aving come early

into her inheritance, is your sister Katie, among the

crowned. YovjR Mother.

PROPELLER SHAFTS.

It was an Irishman who told his sweetheart that

he couldn't sleep for dreaming of her.

The man who suspects his neighbors is not above

suspicion.

Of course there is a goodly minority among

newspaper readers who know exactly what is mean

by a steamer breaking her shaft, but for the benefit

of the majority who do not know, it may be neces-

sary in order to show how the accident is brought

about, to give a few words of explanation as simply

as may be. Nearly all steamers have their engines

at a considerable distance from the propeller, the

four-bladed and three-bladed screw, which, accord-

ing as it is turned, thrusts the hull forward or draws

it backward.

The connection between the engines and the pro-

peller is made by means of a solid cylinder of steel

passing through bearings lined with gun metal gen-

erally and kept cool by a stream of water flowing

over them outside and a liberal supply of some lu-

bricant, usually tallow, inside. Now, it does not

need much wit to understand that the twisting

stress upon these long shafts of steel is at all times

very great, needing them to be of the most flawless

composition, in order that they shall be depend-

"
Such is the care taken in their manufacture that

it may safely be said that if they were only subject-

ed to the steady, equable strain of the engines upon

them there would scarcely ever be a case of a shaft

fracture heard of. But such a state of things is un-

lhink.able at sea. Out on the ocean the frequent oc-

currence of gales of wind and consequent heavy

seas brings about such an alteration of the condi-

tions of service of the shaft that it is marvelous how

tew relatively of these accidents do occur.

When even the heavily laden steamship, with her

propeller so far beneath the surface of the sea as to

be out of sight, meets with a heavy gale ahead,

raising a succession of confronting waves, she must

of necessity pitch and dive tremendously. And in

so doin" it is inevitable that she will occasionally lift

her propeller out of water suddenly, while the full

drive of the engines is being exerted upon it.

What that means to every part of the machinery

can only be imagined by a layman, a noncngineer.

The sudden leap from the solid resistance of the

water into the nonresistance of the air is a change

of condition so great that not even the most cun-

ningly-devised "governor" can do more than at-

tempt to modify its severity.

It is instantly followed by a return to the former

strain with a wrench that seems sufficient to strip

the mighty blades of metal from the propeller as if

they were feathers in a shuttlecock. The " govern-

or
" mentioned comes to the relief of the sorely-

tried mechanism by automatically shutting off the

supply of steam with the cessation of strain, and

turning it on again as the propeller plunges into its

proper element. Hut the changes are so instanta-

neous, the pressures are so enormous, that a tiny

flaw, a slight weakness, is almost sure to be fatal.

Perhaps not in that gale, but in the next.

And if this be so in a loaded steamer, how much

more is it so in a light one. Experts are at one in

considering that from this cause alone, although

1
there are others that cannot now be touched upon,

' an underloaded steamer is quite as unseaworthy as

an overloiided one. How often does one pass a large

steamship coming down channel bound over sea

and notice that even in the smoothest water nearly

half of her propeller is idly beating the air. Just a lit-

tle head sea gets up, and that vessel's engines, shaft

and propeller are immediately subjected to a suc-

cession of shocks that make their escape from dam-

age almost a miracle.

Then it is that the engineer's lot, never a light

one, becomes truly terrible in its burden. He

knows in his innermost fiber all that is going on,

the potentialities of disaster there are in every

plunge of the ship's stern, from its high poise on

the back of the sea down into the weltering valley

between— knows, too, what lies before him and his

trusty helpers if the shaft should break, if the en-

gines should go lo smash.

No warrior in the deadly breach ever showed

more perfect courage or reached a higher plane of

self-sacrifice than does the marine engineer, and

that not as a mere episode of his calling, but almost

continually. What apparent miracles have been

wrought by these sons of steel at the call of duty

and under the most terrible circumstances we need

an engineer's " roll of honor " to teach us—not that

any public recognition of their worth could possibly

add to the fidelity and heroism continually

tested by them.
°"='

'

One word, in conclusion, on an unfavorable

parison which has been drawn between men ' I

and merchant steamers, unfavorable to the Ian
''^

"'" '"^"e latter-

account of the almost complete immunity (./

shaft breakage of the former. The compariso'j'"'

unfair, and should never have been made. T.'

loadline of a warship is almost a fixed quantity
"

This has, perhaps, more to do with shaft
frac,,,. I

than aught else. ^^^
"''

BIO HOUSE RENTS IN LONDON.

Pretty nearly everybody understands, of courv

that house rents are very considerably
grejit,'^

London than they are in provincial towns, and ih,,

in the metropolis they vary greatly andare'r]

stiff in the regions in which society hovers.
Bus 1

writer in Til-Bits ventures to think that even |, I

Londoners have much idea of the enormous fmA
paid for the rentals of fashionable houses ia^Bdr

gravia and Mayfair, or realize how tew iqu,„|

yards of the West End it takes to produce a milli,,

sterling in this way.

Now, take to start with Park Lane, that higU

fashionable thoroughfare. It is rather staggcmsl

to learn that £50,000 a year is really not at allf
very extravagant rent to pay tor a good house

ii

this quarter! The plain, simple fact of the matitil

is, however, that you cannot get a decent lious

here for less than S15.00O, and even such a ond

would only have three or four bedrooms, and. gci

erally speaking, would not have greater accomnoJ

dation than a house at S250 or S300 ayeanntitl

suburbs, or at half that price in a provincial ion,

Giosvenor Square and Berkeley Sqii.are arc rtJ

nowned headquarters of society, which pays ismJ

ishingly for its residence there.

Consider the former first. The whole squu

comprises fewer than sixty houses, butitisjbtl

that their combined annual rental is about iy^nixA

Big as the rents are, getting a house here is a mil

ter'of great difficulty, and seldom is there one to*

for long. Nothing can be got for less thanSs.raJ

year, and from this figure an intending tenant mil

go up to 830,000 a year. I

Berkeley Square is likewise difficult to gd mil

It is rather old fashioned and severe, and the avtnj

man or woman from the country might not be ibl

to see anything about the houses which wonW|«if

fy a heavy drain being made upon a tenant >p«i

et But, all the same, houses here are al"'^)'."'!

premium, and you will not get much o( a res«

for 82,500 a year, nor yet, so far as that goes, bJ

accommodation very astonishing if Sio.oooa.

'^sfJames' Square is another uU.-fa*i

quarter which a millionaire might ^.iv:
.

^

years to get into if he desired to live there v^

or S20.000 a year is quite a moderate r

house so situated-while Norfolk House
^^ ^^

Duke of Norfolk resides, ^nd such othe
-^^^^

Derby's residence, at 33. wo"''l "^"'"^
'

000 a year in rent.
,,,tesmen .inJi

Carlton House terrace, where "^'""^j^^,,,. i

bassadors live, also costs its

'f
;""

^,„gj

least 520,000 a year must be paid for a )

in this particular neighborhood, ^"^ ' ,;„,o!i|

more than 8300,000 when he i>urch^ ^^_^j_^,,l

houses in the terrace, formerly °« l^^,^
r«

Granville. Yet the ordinary """.
^^,3^,^.

that the houses are not even sl
^^^

(,„,»«

that outwardly, at all events, they ar

posing. ^ ——

-

HONEST POLLY.

liitk''''"

the
.If.*

A MATRON was one day teaching

girl on her plantation how to spc .

She used a pictorial P""""' '^\he at""!

Scimitar, and over each "<"•'' ^'',
•• o-s.

"'

icco"?

ing illustration. Polly gl'^V =1''

"b-o-x, box," and the teacher th''-

ing "right rapid progress," V"^'^

So she put her hand over th'-' P'

asked:

" Polly, what does o-x spell-'

" Ox," answered Polly, "''"'''*^|,j

" How do you know that it spe

Polly was as honest as the dav^

"Seed his tail! "she responded

lictu"''
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;l WALK WITH THE BOTANIST.

come, Mary, lay aside your In-

nt, and we will take a walk
!&'*"""

J ijll; natural history and, perhaps, plants

»>* THE > IXOLENOOK » i

the gardens. They all have their history, and <

of it is very interestin;;.

A BIO BIRD'S PLUriES.

.JooKfortheprese

I

,.£get.

tJtlefS

[,|es. Where will we go? Anywhere, it

T iiie where. Here we are out on the road-

Ik slowly along and see what

ijs
dropped

i;ound

bid-

., Now let us wa.

r
'

,. And you may ask all the questions
p; can see.

f°°."' :'.

a cornfield, and in one corner the planter

J ^ bean or two in each hill, and it winds

d the green shaft of the sweet corn in a close

jv'ow there is something strange about these

• ettables, for out of the entire lot of garden
'°,

ji js sometimes called, these are the only

""iviiich botanists do not have a knowledge as to

> nrioin All plants have started somewhere,

J spread over more or less ol the earth, but corn

J beans have been cultivated "from time im-

itnioria!" to use a phrase not exactly original, and

ictody knows where they started. Moreover they

the only two that are never found growing wild

ijiiihere. This means that the original plants

,om which they are derived have passed away in

ime manner, and only their civilized followers sur-

ive,

Now here is a man's garden, and looking over

jelence we may see a row of radishes. This is a

lani known to have been in use for not less than

thousand years, and it originated in western

isia, perhaps Greece, audit is readily self-seeding

herever it is given a chance and becomes a com-

lonweed almost anywhere. The builders of the

pniids were fed largely on radishes. We know
131 il originated in Asia, because only in a certain

Ttoflhat countr)- does the wild plant reach the

frfcction of the cultivated species.

And there is his row of cabbages. This vegeta-

le originated in Europe, and was known for thou-
mds ol years. The wild plant is simply a loose
Mch of leaves, and it does its best in a hard head-
gway where the weather is cool or cold by reason
altitude or what is the same thing being farther
irth. There are endless varieties.

Then there are the man's beets. Everything
I" to show that this is a modern plant, as it is be-
ad not to have been cultivated more than for
'« or iour hundred years before the time of
I'ist'scomin

Gove

light

world

upon its

ip into

he

Well,

It is one of the readiest plants to
varieties. And say, children, you

|»«tiitnngs that show in the body of a boiled
sometime you might take a parboiled

Pfg 't down on the table in the kitchen, and
a sharp knife dissect out the leaves. VouM probably find, if you were skillful, that the

r 'sor rings bore some relation to the whorl of
1!« at the top.

Ih,

•E that
we have some-

Im th

""<:") American. It originated in

•Jrtds""
f

" "^^ "^ul'irated in Mexico for some

'soimI
^'^*"' ^'^'='"6 's no word for it in any

= pe„o|e";r"'^'
"' ""= """g "go- F"-- ^ l°ng

l^^^'-
thought it was poisonous, and single

II room"'™™'
'""'^ P"' °" '^"^ "*""'= '" "1 =

"love r ^" ?,''"'""^"'- Then people learned

hses"
^^"^

•

' ^^ 'hey were called, or " tum-

od f„; ,

' >'°" ''^^e heard them called, were

«ild
f

/'° P'ant gets back quicker into

"lots
seed h

""" '°™="°- Let a lot of fine

you
pia„,

ground, and the next spring,
out the volunteers that come up
fruits you will get will be the round

"I'allthe

lello,•OWS, that „

m th
'" ™°'''' °' '"^'^ °f ^ cluster.

'''°"-' down^^p*'
""^ ""'' '°"""° g''°"'=> °" 'he

°"":irori'" i""'
'""' "'^' ""^^ ^'^""'^ '° S'^'

'Smal form is a clear case of "throwlleds

P' only
realT

""•"""»'• "'"'="-- °' "^"''^"^only

m , '^?etabl,
' Of-

American plants that arc used
" 'he common garden are corn'""' To '

'

'" 'lie tro"^"^'^
'^^""' ''°"' "''= South, away

=1 There ar"'
^"'' ^" "'* '"' '""'^ '"='-'" '"""

^°*nownel
"^ ^"^ ^^^' '"''* 'h^i' ar-e native

""Wos"ir"^'-
The persimmon and the

"svery
'<:'ly American fruits.

,/''"' tha't"^''"^
'° ''"°"' "^"'^ things, and

h'
'"^

its h T'^ anywhere has been hunted
.'''' h=A .

""y historv is w^il u„„,.,„ n„.•ad enn ;
history is well known. But

•t »;i,
'"°"gh for thi:
'"<« a look

»ill
I

time, and possibly
at the weeds that infest

.-ERNMENT naturalists are much excited over
the arrival at the National Museum of some feath-
ers of that wonderful bird, the moa. When it is
considered that this fowl was probably the largest
bird that ever existed, attaining a height of fourteen
feet and a weight of i,ooo pounds, one realises in
some degree the interest that must attach to such a
" find." For the moa became extinct a long time
ago-some authorities say as much as 500 years
ago, though there is no absolute certainty on that
point-and inasmuch as no feathered creature re-
sembling it seems ever to have lived in the
before or since, facts that throw
history are eagerly sought.
The reason why the leathers in question are

known positively to be those of a moa is that they
were found attached to a piece of skin still hanging
to some bones that were readily recognizable ,ts

having belonged to a moa. They were discovered
in a cave, and just how the bones got there is not
wholly obvious, though it was probably through hu-
man agency. In earlier days the birds seem to
have inhabited both the north and south islands
of New Zealand, where they must have been ex-
ceedingly numerous, though they never found their
way to any other part of the world-a fact not at
all surprising, inasmuch as they could not fly at all.

Until recently their extermination has been attrib-
uted to the Maoris, but now it is thought that they
were more probably wiped out by a race of people
who preceded the present natives of New Zealand,
the date when the giant fowl became extinct being
set back some hundreds of years. Whatever may
be the truth as to this point, it would appear that
the people who ate the moa off the face of the is-

lands dwelt to some extent in caves, into which
they dragged the bodies of the birds for the pur-
pose of cooking and eating them. That they did
not eat them raw is shown by the fact that many of
the bones are charred. It followed that in the
course of time considerable collections of such re-

mains went to form the deposits In which the
naturalist of to-day discovers 'such interesting relics

of the dinornis, as the creature is scientifically

called.

The word dinornis signifies "terrible bird," but
this term is not very accurately descripti\e, unless

it is to be considered as referring to the alarming
size of the fowl, which, it is true, must have been
able to inflict a dangerous kick, such as might have
killed a man if he stood directly behind. In other

respects it was harmless to the point of helpless-

ness, being without power of flight, incapable of

running fast, and slow and clumsy in all its move-
ments. Besides, it was extremely stupid.

The moa was remarkable for its enormous legs

and feet, which were so heavy that it could not pos-

sibly move about very fast. It is probable that the

natives who hunted it for food used spears, and ow-
ing to its helplessness, its extermination was a ques-

tion of only a very short time. Nevertheless, the

birds must have been very plentiful before the

slaughter began, as is shown by the large quan-

tities of their remains which ha\'e been dug up.

Masses of the bones have been obtained from re-

claimed swamps, in one instance as many as 400

skeletons, fairly complete, being recovered from a

single locality. The National museum possesses a

thigh bone of a dinornis which is over three feet in

length and every scientific institution of importance

in Europe has one or more skeletons. The feath-

ers, however, are entirely new.

The thigh bone abo\e referred to belonged origi-

nally to a specimen of the dinornis maximus, which,

as its name indicates, was the largest of the moas.

There were several species of the moa in New Zea-

land—certafnly more than a dozen— the smallest of

them all being no bigger than one of our domestic

turkeys. So far as can be ascertained from the re-

mains discovered, the numerous species were the

smaller ones, the giants, such as the dinornis max-

imus and the dinornis ingens, which latter was

about the size of an ostrich, being comparatively

rare. New Zealand is a large country, and it has

been suggested that possibly a few moas yet survive

in the unexplored regions of the south islan(^; but,

though the surmise is interesting and even pictur-

esque, it is not plausible.

moa
size to six

There are in existence to-day a vci-y few eggs ofthe moa-prob.ably not more than half a dozen-
which are distributed among various great muse-ums. The British museum has one, but our Nation-
al inuseum has only casts of two, and no original.
" the Museum of Natural Hisft,ry in New York

however, is a dinornis egg which is, in one impor-
tant respect, the most interesting one in the world,
masmuch as it contains the bones of an unhatched

The egg of the dinornis m.iximus is equal in
ostrich eggs, being nearly a foot long.A .silk hat would just about make a suitable egg-cup

to hold its contents. The eggs of different species
vary in color from pale yellow to dark green

Naturalists say that these birds went about in
pairs, with their young ones, and used to have tre-
mendous fights, two .against two, using their feet
with formidable effect. They fed chiefly upon a
kind of ferns, which they dug up with their feet,
and their nests were huge heaps of dried grass.

»

THE QUICK DOCTOR.

Concerning a late popular physician in a distant
city many stories illustrative of his quaint, kindly
qualities of head and heart are told. One of the
most amusing was about a runaway. The doctor,
as the tale goes, was sitting in his surgery one .Sat-
urday afternoon, when he heard a terrific hubbub,
and, looking out of the window, saw a run.nway
horse dashing down the street. Seizing his hat, he
hurried out and found a big crowd collected about
the curb. "Anybody hurt? " he asked. "Yes, sir,"
replied a bystander, "the driver's almost killed!"
The doctor pushed his way into the throng and
caught sight of a young man whose head was twist-
ed to one side, and whose body was bent half dou-
ble. "Ah, ha! " he exclaimed, wrapping one of his
powerful arms around the unfortunate's neck, "this
is evidently a case of dislocation of the shoulder.
I'll reduce it at oncel " Suiting the action to the
word, he seized the young man's elbow and gave
him a herculean wrench. The victim howled vig-
orously and made frantic efforts to s])eak. "Oh,
doctor!" he gasped, "please stop! Oh, stop him,
somebody! He's killing me!" "Be quiet, you
fool! " said the doctor, sternly; " can't you see I'm
reducing this fracture?" "But, doctor, w-w-want
to tell you," stuttered the young man, " that I was
b-b-born this a-way! " "Born this way! " thundered
the medica, suddenly letting him go; "weren't you
hurt in the accident just now?" " No, sir." said the
cripple, humbly, " they're takin' that feller into the
hotel!

"

WASHINOTON'S WONDERFUL SEA.

The results of a survey of Lake Chelan in the
northern part of the State of Washington has been
given out by General Merriam, Commander of this

department. He says in his report:

"The cliffs on each side of the lake were most
precipitous, towering up in many places to a height
of 1,500 or 2,000 feet. But it is the lake itself that

is the greatest marvel. Its waters are clear and
blue, and by actual soundings has been found to be

of an average depth of 3,000 feet. This seems al-

most incredible, but it is the truth. The width of

the lake varies from a mile and a half to two miles,

but the length of this body of water is the most re-

markable of all.

"When I pointed up toward what appeared to be

the head of the lake and asked the Indians if the

lake was not about three miles long, they laughed

and shook their heads. They said it was a three

days' journey for a four-oared canoe. I determined

to see for myself, so the ne.xt morning my engineer

and I and two Indians started up the lake in the

largest canoe the natives possessed.

" It was impossible to go on the lake shore, as in

most places the mountains ran sheer down to the

water's edge. Well, we rowed along until we came
to the northern confine of the lake and there we
found that it made a big bend to the right and

stretched on and on. The next day we started out

again, and on the third day at nightfall, just as the

Indians had said, we reached the head of the lake.

On the return trip we measured the distance and

found the length of the lake to be a fraction over

sixty-five miles.

" This curiously narrow and deep body of water

was cut right down through the mountains by the

glacier of by-gone ages. At the foot of tlxe lake is

a great moraine."
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STAND UP FOR OUR OWN.

Tub history of our publishing interests would be

a very interesting chapter coukl it be given the

public from the very incipicncy of our papers. Out

of nothing a great business has grown up. Hut

there is also a side to it that is enough to make one

stop and think whether, after all, we arc the earnest

people wc would have the world think we arc.

Now let us review the situation a little and see

where we really stand.

Beginning with our Sunday school literature it is

a fact that it is as good as any, and better, by far,

for our own people than any other. One would

natur.illy suppose that in every Brethren Sunday

school our own literature would obtain. But there

are schools that deliberately select outside publica-

tions and use them in preference to our own. At

least one-fourth of our Sunday schools do not use

our publications in full. If it is said that what they

get is better than what wc have to offer, is it any

wonder that we sometimes lose our young people if

wc put the means to wander away right before

them, choosing that form, and paying for it in pref-

erence to our own? Have these objectors ever

done anything to help our own literature?

Take the Inglenook, as another instance. In

class and character of contents it is not surpassed

by any other publication, even though we do s.iy it

ourselves. Yet there arc hundreds of homes where

people pay for other young people's papers and

neglect our own. Then, in the course of time, the

parents will wonder why their boys and girls want to

go to the circus when for fifty-two times in the year

they have h.id circus papers laid before them, and

have done it of their own free will.

In the case of the Masfiiger the results of an

analysis are even more to be deplored. The Mes-

senger is a good paper. It is the best paper, the

only one of its kind, in the church. No man or

woman in the fraternity can keep abreast the times

without reading the Messenger. Yet it is a certainty

that there are fifteen thousand members who ought

to be taking the church papers, but who do not. It

is not poverty. It is indifference. One would nat-

urally suppose of all men our own preachers would

lake the church's publications, yet it is an .aston-

ishing and most deplorable f.act that at le.ast three

hundred of our ministers are not on the list of the

Messenger, while there are many more deacons who

never see a copy. Ought these things to be? Is it

right or is it sontething to be ashamed of?

What the writer wishes to impress on the reader

is that it takes more courage to keep out of fight-

ing than it does to get into it. It is often the case

that one may think a dose of superior strength and

brutality is deserved, and in one way it may often

seem to be, but it is not right to do it. It is not

the w.-iy Christ taught, and it is not Christian to do

it. That settles the thing to do at the hands of the

Christian. He is not to engage in it. It is not

easy to walk away in the face of personal tsunts,

but it is the best in every way, and the sooner the

walk begins after the provocation the better for all

concerned.

Fighting never settled anything but personal

prowess. If one man is able to settle another by

mauling him into insensibility does any part of that

method settle the matter of the shield's being white

or black? Not a bit of it. It only further compli-

cates the question. So when there is a fight in

prospect take yourself away from it. Animals may

fight, at least they do, but people, gentlemen, Chris-

tians, never do. Keep out of it.

OUR SHORT SERHON.

Text: Kind Words.

It is the Christian's duty to speak kindly to those

,ibout him. The low voice, the kindly utterance,

the well-meaning effort to be helpful are all better

than any other method of life. Sometimes a very

little thing changes an entire life. A little stone

rolls down the hill into the river. On its way it

strikes a larger one, that another, and then the

landslide and the change of the river's course for

ages. A boy stands at the forks of the road. He

does not know which way he will take, and he fol-

lows those who come next to him. There comes a

pleasant, soft-spoken person near him and whispers

low, " Turn to the Right." He turns and is saved.

The gruff man comes and passes him by, and the

boy looks to the left, if he does not immediately go

that way. If we who have been on the road a long

time, will look back over our lives we will find that

what turned us one way or the other in the path

was a very little thing indeed. And many a time

the strongest of us would be grateful for the cup of

cold water, or what is the same thing, the kind

word spoken by the passer. As with us so with

others. It cost nothing to give the kind word, it

may mean much to him who hears.

People generally have to take up what they lay

down. Pay out the gold of kindness, and the

chances are that you will get your change in kind,

and if you do not here you certainly will hereafter.

Nothing good is ever lost. It may lie dormant for

years, but in the end it germinates. That is some-

thing we all fail to fully comprehend. We think that

evil seed germinates first and quickest. So it does.

But wc forget, or never knew that good surely ger-

minates, and lasts. In fact it never dies. Then

speak the kindly word in passing, for none of us

are going this way again. Each kindly word or

deed is a stepping stone into the kingdom.

SOnE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

A NUMBER of questions have accumulated

desk of the Editor, and are bunched up
°

swered below. It has been suggested that w
regular query column. What do you think

idea?

In the articles on the making of the Bible writiDo

of. How was writing done in those days? ^'

Writing was done with a pen made out of

,

sharpened to a point very much like a quill

to-day. The ink was in solid form, rubbed d

with water as occasion required.

• * #

What is the war in China about?

The war in China is between different
faction.,

natives, one of which is opposed to the incomin

all foreigners, and their residence in the coun-

and this last lot has taken to murdering all for,

people, and native Christians. Othernationsh

sent soldiers there for the protection of their sc

al peoples, and the armies have combined to d

pel China to do the right thing. In the end

yellow man will get the worst of it.

« * #

For a young man wishing to become known, which b.

you advise, public speaking, or writing for the public?

Either one if you are expert in it. It is rai

that an orator is a good writer, or conversely,

speaker moves a few strongly, a writer raany mt

but not so definitely as that done by personal p:

ence. Either writing or speaking will give
y

fame,— if you best the other man.

Why is Elgin called a dairy town?

Because it is a center of a great dairying a

milk shipping country. It would not appear sow

a stranger, as nothing is seen, but it is all thesa^

and has been for years.

* # #

Can Sunday schools take the Inglenook for dislnbiiljn

among their scholars?

Certainly, why not? Quite a number of copiti

are sent out for this very purpose.

* # #

Why do you not want essays for the Inglenook?

For the reason that the vast majority of its rai

ers prefer something else.

* * #

Is it possible for me to make some arrangement »b

can make my way through college?

Thousands of people are doing it now,

have done it, and in all probability others ahif

will. More depends on yourself than on anyoit.il

COURAGE.

There is a certain kind of courage th,->t enables a

man to do things that have every element of danger

in them, and where this is in a good cause it is most

commendable. The man who plunges into a burn-

ing building after the b.-iby left up stairs, or who

goes over the wharf after the drowning man, shows

true courage of an admirable type. But there is

another courage that the world thinks highly of

that is best ignored and left out of .ill consideration

and practice. Reference is had to the fighter. In

all ages of the world the successful man of violence

is lauded for his destructive qualities. When he

dies he has a monument erected to his memory,

and the man who spent his life in a quiet and un-

seen struggle with himself, or in a cause that left

the world better than before he came into it, is for-

gotten entirely.

A SHREWD looking individual stood in front of a

jeweler's window, gazing at a peculiar sort of clock.

The affable shopman was standing in the door-

way.

"That's a funny clock," said the man. "What do

you call it?
"

"A spring lever chronometer," was the reply,

" and it will run for 400 days without winding."

".\very long time! " exclaimed the man. Then
he said quizzically: " I say, how long do you sup-

pose it would go if you were to wind it?
"

person.

Are there any vacancies

could fill?

* *

in the Pubhshing House lk>:.

Write the Business Manager. We knowotnos

Are the cheap printing outfits offered for sale any f

Only as a toy for pastime, or to keep youngC^

pie out of mischief. To do good printing "I -U

an outfit that costs much money.

• * *
tbi

Would you advise a young woman to go 1"

business as a means of livelihood?

If you have grounds that are ="'P''
'°'„„b,

liking for the business, and a good
""'^jJ^m

rj"

you might succeed. It is a business t a^

^^^,,

run itself. Read up .about it, and ge

journal.

Is it morally right to take subsctiptit

on a Sunday?

Considering that the paper is i-

^.^|y ^;

gious publishing house, that it i>

jlions lo' '>"

'

issued by '

Waterloo, Iowa
Dear Editor:—

I FEEL it my duty to write and tell you what I

think of the Inglenook. I have read every pa-
per that has been printed thus far, and I think it is

just fine. I wouldn't be without it. 1 don't see
how anyone can afford to get along without the
Inglenook. Every brother and sister should
read 'a.—From a Young Sister in ilu Soutit Waterloo
Chnre/l, /ozcit.

„Bf« if a".''

'

Christian people, and that its P'"" '

.^^„g jo
'-

to the cause of missions, we see no
^ ^^^^^

subscriptions on the Sabbath, unless

^
^^^^^.

a view to personal profit by a reg
^^^

^.j.

he would do better to make it a wee

• •

Is it better to travel than to read? ^:
vailable iha- ..

Travel is much more av»...^, .0 ,,,„.. -.-
buto" .

the way of personal advancement,
^^^ ^^ ^

of places that he will never be a^^^

combination of methods is the bes
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'the effect of little things.

ver>' ap' '° regard our influence as

^^ '
to little, and we look on the way we im-

""""""h rs as unimportant and immaterial. The
p"**"

I there is nothing small or unimportant.

he following from the Slrniid Magtiziiie. It

, V the curvature of a solid glass lens may be

d by the touch of a child's hand, and note

'"''"""^es many times longer to settle back to

filial
conditions.

i- er si"i:e the first glass for optical purposes was

I it has been accepted as an a.xiom that the

"'iiling could only be efficiently performed by
1" '

3„ hand. When it was noised abroad, how-
' '

ihat there was a glass of 6}^ ft. in diameter to

nd polish perfectly flat and level, the

The existence of the telescope

M. Gautier came

iloolhdowna: .

,K ,• k
jonghtiest

champions among the polishers paled

„d stood aghast
^•-----•"- ~f .u. ._,

^med again '" jeopardy, when

f nvard with a proposition he had been revolving

[jhisniind lor years past. "Why not polish and

inddown the surface of the glass by machinery?"

ie asked. The polishers scouted the idea as utter-

k- ridiculous. According to them, the human hand,

ind llie luinian hand alone was sensitive enough for

such work; but a glass with a surface two meters in

diameter was beyond even the most sensitive hand

attempt. M. Gautier persisted, therefore, and

las triumphantly vindicated the superiority of ma-

Jincover hand labor, though at cost of what efforts

twould be too long to set down here at length. It

enough to say that he had to construct special

rorksbops and invent special machines, modifying

he latter as the experiment proceeded. One of

lie greatest obstacles to be overcome was to coun-

eract the heating of the glass by friction during

he polishing process, which has taken the greater

lartofayear. It was at times not possible to con-
inue the polishing for more than ten minutes in

he course of the twenty-four hours, all the rest of
he lime being spent in cleaning and regulating the
oachines. A variation of a single degree in the
imperaluie of the workshop, or an excessive
mount of dust in the atmosphere, was sufficient to
lestroy the effect of a week's labor. The workman
brged with the task of supplying the fine emery
owderto the machine had to hold his breath each
me he approached. M. Gautier proved to demon-
talion that, if a hand were laid for an instant on
le surface of the glass, the heat evolved was
"ough to raise a sort of bump at the spot, not dis-
"Suishable, of course, by the naked eye, but quite
*ieni to destroy the uniformity of the surface
d render it useless for the purpose for which it
« intended. A bump raised in this way by the»" of a hand for a few seconds may take hours
*'e It finally subsides and disappears. If such a
"P passes under the polisher, a hollow at that
"'"larspot is the result, which, in turn, has to

,(,j^,,

""'y polishing down all the rest of the
' a was even found necessary to regulate

emperature of the various parts of the machine
,y making careful and continual tests with a
""'=ly graduated th.

How the briar root pipe is made is also explainedby Vice-consul Carmichael, who says all the root
that comes into Leghorn has already been cut into
he shape ,n >vh,ch ,t is e.sported to the pipe manu-
facturing centers, which are principally, at least as
regards Italian briar, St, Claude, in France; Nurem-
berg, in Bavaria, and various towns in Rhenish
Prussia and Thuringia. The roots, which are some-
times of a circumference of two feet or more are
cut into blocks, and then boiled. If there is'any
defect m the root which has not been discovered
before the boiling process the blocks are bound to
split sooner or later. Briar root blocks are cut in-
to about twenty-five different sizes and three prin-
cipal shapes. The shapes are " IVIarseillaise

"

releve,
'
and " Belgian." The first two are the more

usual shapes; from the "Marseillaise" blocks are
cut the ordinary briar pipes, which have bowl and
stem at right angles, "releve" blocks are cut into
a shape for converting into hanging pipes, and
Belgian "blocks, for which there is but small de-

mand, are shaped to fashion into pipes which have
bowl and stem at an obtuse angle. A considerable
quantity of blocks is sent to the United States of
America, but apparently none whatever
United Kingdom.

to the

YOUNQ HOPEFUL WAS FRANK.

„, ,
-ermometer, placing a mova-

k -^ourner, with the flame lowered to the merest
' ^"y par' 'hat was colder than the rest.

BRIAR WOOD PIPES.

ipts"
"'"*', ™°''"s know what their briar root

'*"«nos of f"""'^
of? In one of those valuable

«oe |„(^
.'"'' 'he consular reports, we find

i«bt bj real""
°" ""^ subject which will no

tliom Mr r
"'"^ '"'^''^st. Our vice-consul at

""
briar

""ohael, writes: " The wood from

'"«e, but'''^
""^ "^^^"^ '^ "°' "'^ "o' °^ "^^

'"'^"y as th
™°' °' * '^''S'^ '^^^^^ known

' * eorr„„,
^""'^ "'^orea. Our briar ' is

"'""lind^r?'""^ ''^^"Oh 'bruyere.' The
y. F,..?,

"'> has had

There is a young matron in Kansas City who is

the possessor of a highly nervous temperament, as
well as of a son, aged six, who keeps his eyes and
ears open and generally knows what is transpiring
about him. Some nights ago a number of friends
dropped in at the home of this nervous woman and
observant boy for the evening, and the husband, who,
.by the way, is a southerner, suggested that he
make a mint julep for each of the company, At
the same time he informed his guests that the mint
was of an exceptionally fine quality, as it came
from their own private garden. The suggestion
was received with delight and the juleps were
promptly mixed.

In his wife's glass, however, he put in only
enough whisky to flavor the water—probably not
more than a teaspoonful. Of this she sipped about
half. The result, however, was the same. She was
troubled with insomnia all night long, and it was
not until five o'clock in the morning that she
dropped off to sleep, and as a consequence was not
called for breakfast.

At ten o'clock she came downstairs and, hearing
the voices of children on the front porch, stopped
to listen. Her heart filled with motherly pride as

she heard her elder son, a boy of si-x, telling seven
or eight children from the neighborhood that they
must not make too much noise, as his mamma was
asleep. Imagine her horror, too, as the young
hopeful added:

" She drank so much whisky last night that shi

couldn't come down to breakfast this morning."

pounds of gold to the mint at San Francisco. ANew Jersey man landed at Cape Nome with .S400.He took up one claim and bought two at Sioo each
Sixty days later, he refused $35,000 for one of the
claims; still later, he sent $47,000 to the mint at San
francisco. and his property is now valued at S400

-

000. A Lutheran missionary, receiving a salary of
S600 a year, took up a claim from which he sent 400
pounds of gold to the mint in August, and his
claims are now worth $250,000. He promises to
give twenty per cent of his earnings to the churchA young man from San Francisco, still in the twen-
ties, cleared up $80,000 from three months' work
One miner on the beach washed SS,2oo out of a
space of forty.five feet square. A newspaper man.
Hat broke," succeeded in getting hold of a bit of

ground thirty by twenty-four feet, and with the help
of two men took out $5,200 in eight days. A min-
er near him look out $1,700 in one d.ay. Two
men look advantage of a very low tide, and going
out almost into the sea, secured $2,200 in two days'
time. C. D. Lane, of California, now one of the
richest men of Nome City, had in his safe in Octo-
her. awaiting shipment. 1,400 pounds of gold, worth
over $400,000. Four men on the beach seven
miles from Nome City took out $3,000 in four d.ays.
On August 29, $6,400 was sluiced out of Number
S Anvil in seven hours by six men.. On August 14.
Linderberg mine under the work of six men yielded
$iS.ooo in eighteen hours. Number 3 Snow Gulch
yielded Si.ooo an hour for twelve hours. A man
named Loss—there's nothing in a name—took out
S240 in two hours with a rocker. All the good for-
tune has not been in mining, however. The man
who owns all the horses at Nome, eight in number,
as might be guessed he is from Kentucky, made
$500 a day with them during the mining season;
and when the mining stopped, he set about hauling
the driftwood which is the only available fuel, up
from the beach and storing it for the winter de-
mand, at from fifty to sixty dollars a cord. A law-
yer, who went to Nome expecting to work as a min-
er, found a demand for legal talent, and he and his

partner made by their legal services over $100,000
in dust, not to mention numerous interests in claims
on contingents. One woman became independent-
ly rich on the profits of a hotel and restaurant.

Gamblers, of course, do a brisk business, and it is

estimated that the eight or ten in the town clear
$100,000 a month.

•POLLV" WPULDN'T BE COAXED.

LUCK AT NOME.

'""aveled^"!"
'" ""= Pyrenees some fifty years

ttrian
"" "

|«c,„^=°a".'aki„;

|,„;'y''<^h is at

a somewhat curious hi

yrenees son-
ajong the French Riviera and the
"ng Corsica by the way, to the

"a, and has now reached Calabria in

present its most flourishing

B
" °' Tuscan" 1' '''^'"^^ ^''^" ""= center of the

iJ''^°":into
'°°' since the Maremma in-

^"
'Oot i.

"'"««. but as the South Ital-

''"'"titv ''t"^
admittedly

'oio

""y of

t^gh.
the

perior quality, a

Calabrian root is also im
orn for selection and subsequent

A WRITER, telling about the varying luck of the

gold seekers at the new fields at Cape Nome, has

the following to say:

It is quite impossible to forecast with any exact-

ness the outcome for the people who will try their

fortunes in the new fields this season. That great

hardships await many of them, with, perhaps, com-

plete disappointment to their hopes, is quite cer-

tain. But. on the other hand, returns unparalleled

in all the history of gold digging may come to oth-

ers. Here are some of the wonderful stories told of

those who fared well in the new fields last season,

when, as it is believed, only the merest beginning

toward getting at the treasure there was made.

One miner, who had formerly been an engineer,

tending a stationary engine at '$75 a month, was

able to send 200 pounds of gold to his wife in Den-

ver as a birthday gift, a present worth in the neigh-

borhood of $45,000. A medical student, lately grad-

uated, went to seek his fortune in the Klondike, and

lost nearly all that he had. He finally went on to

Cape Nome, where he rendered some ser\'ice to

two miners who afterwards died, leaving him claims

from which he took $24,000. and for one of which

he refused an offer of $60,000. A Swede who. un-

der the exposure of his prospectings, had lost part

of one foot and an entire ear by freezing, took up a

claim, and before the season was over he sent 750

The parrot that h,is been making its headquar-
ters in Washington Square park for the last two
weeks was perched in the top of its favorite elm
tree yesterday, squawking itself into the good will

of the crowd of street urchins that gathered below,
when an aged woman with white hair and a large

bonnet of peculiar, semii)oke design, stopped and
asked what drew the crowd.

" A parrot," she exclaimed excitedly. " I believe

it's my I'olly that got out of its cage three

weeks ago. It sounds just like its voice. If it

would only say. ' Get away, now,' then I'd know for

sure."

She finally induced a boy to climb the tree in an
attempt to capture the bird, and by a promise of ten

cents extra she persuaded the youth to don her
wonderful poke bonnet on the plea that the parrot

would permit the wearer to approach.

The boy, thus wonderfully arrayed as to head-
gear, climbed to within five feel of the parrot,

which eyed him curiously and squawked dismally.

Then it spread wings and flew across Dearborn
avenue, shrieking at the top of its voice, " Get
away, get away, get away."

"And just to think," commented the old lady as

she adjusted her restored headgear. " that Polly had
forgotten my bonnet so soon."

"This is the New Montgomery Ward Building,

is it? " inquired one of the strangers.

" No," returned the Illinois Central ofTficial with a
shrug of his shoulders. " It's .Montgomery Ward's
new building. He's the same old Montgomery
Ward."

' When you buy, keep one eye on the goods, the

other on the seller; when you sell, keep both eyes

on the buyer."
•

If I lose mine honor, I lose myself.

—

Shakespeare.
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SEEN AND TOLD AT THE PAWNSHOP.

One of the curious things about this loan institu-

tion is that money itself is one of the most common

collaterals presented upon which to obtain other

money for the everyday uses of life. That is, peo-

ple often become financially embarrassed who still

have money about them, but it is money which they

don't care to spend-or burn. For example, a man

called at the municipal pawnshop a few days ago

and borrowed a certain sum by depositing as secu-

rity a collection of silver half-dollars representing

half a century in consecutive dates. It was a valu-

able collection, from a numismatic point of view,

but intrinsically the coin was worth no more than

fifty half-dollars of haphazard dates or all of a sin-

gle d!ite, and would buy no more goods. The

Pawners' Society was a good friend to him, for

while it look custody of his sentimental collection,

so highly prized, it furnished him with spending

money at the nominal rate of one per cent a month.

When things begin to come his way again and he

goes to redeem his pledge it will not be such a

tough pull as if he had to forfeit the usurious rale

of six to twelve per cent a month, as in many of

the old shops with the sign of the three golden

balls.

The Hade dollars of 1876 ^""1 'S7«. 'h"' ''i^'-'

long since totally disappeared from general circula-

tion, turn up here in the form of keepsakes with

which the owners are loath to part, and are left in

the big safe while cash with no senliment about it

is obtained to bridge over a temporary embarrass-

ment.

The manager was greatly astonished one da)'

when a seedy fellow with no extraordinary marks of

pathos about him appeared at the window, thrust

his hands deep into his pockets and dumped on the

counter a mixed collection composed of silver

halves and quarters, nickels and pennies, and four

paper dollars. There was not a piece of money in

the lot that had any premium upon it in the numis-

matic market; yet the man with mysterious nuini-

Ijlings said he had a particular reason for retaining

ownership of the collection. When counted, the

mixed lot amounted to S7.95, and he was given a

loan of S6 upon it. Hut his secret he did not di-

vulge. It was surmised that he was a gambler or

policy player who believed in hoodoos, fetiches and

such odd superstitions, and upon this ground he at-

tached peculiar value to his money, holding it so

that in some future contingency he might make a

fabulous winning under its charm.

Old and white-haired, a man and wife feeble of

step but still affccliouale companions, like Joan and

Darby, toiled wearily up those back stairs last

week, after a stranger had courteously pointed out

the way, and asked for the use of a few dollars of

Uncle Sam's good money, which was required for

immediate needs. What they left in pawn was an

English gold piece in perfect condition. That gold

piece of the country of John Hull doubtless has its

story, loo, which would prove wondrous in the

hands of the deft romancer; but it will probably

never be written.

The woman whose last refuge is to pawn her wed-

ding ring is a frequent visitor. Whether she is

making her first call or not is readily betr.ayed to

the men in the cage. If an unfortunate woman has

been deserted by her husband, or has lost him by

death, and thus comes suddenly face to face with

want, she will usually dispose of every available

article of furniture or household goods to obtain

bread for herself and children before she will pari

with the little gold band that was placed on her fin-

ger at her wedding. When at last she is compelled

to go to the Fawners' Society and offer her wedding

ring as security for a dollar or two, tears start in

her eyes as she walks up to the window; she pulls

the ring half-way off and then pushes it back to its

place, which it has sacredly kept for many a year,

through joy and sorrow; this process she repeats

several times before the little band- sometimes

worn very thin— is finally slipped entirely off and

passed to the charge of the stranger inside. All

this hesitation, this emotional display, this opening

of the floodgates of memoiy is read as an open

book by the manager. Although he says not a

word to indicate it, he knows that the poor creature

has never before gone through the ordeal of even

temporarily parting with her wedding ring. On the

other band, he knows equally well that the woman

who shows little or no emotion in a like transaction

is not pawning her ring for the first time.

The rings are tested with a little acid, the money

is passed out and the borrowers hasten away, fear-

ful lest the eyes of the whole world are about to be

turned upon them.

All the precautions incident to the business to

prevent imposition are practiced by the State Fawn-

ers' Society, yet a short time ago a smooth talker

and "nervy" young man succeeded in borrowing

money on a " fake " ring. He had a ring which is

a sort of gold brick as to character; that is, it is

made of gold at the edges where the acid tests are

usually applied,- while the inside is base metal.

The manager frankly admits that he was "taken

in" by one of these rings, but he proudly adds that

the borrower for some reason that seems inexplica-

ble came back and redeemed this spurious pledge.

The intention probably was to use the ring in secur-

ing a larger loan elsewhere. Great watchfulness,

too. has to be exercised to prevent the working of

petty swindles by persons who offer rings set with

emerald or ruby doublets, which they represent to

be genuine stones.

One day a Chicago millionaire walked into the of-

fice of the Fawners' Society and nearly caused the

manager to fall in a fit by asking for a loan of Sl,-

800 for twenty-four hours. Recovering from his

shock the man in the cage told his would-be customer

that S250 was the limit, but this sum did not meet

the exigencies of the millionaire's case, and the

deal was declared off.

Mr. Shields says that women borrowers are far

more talkative and confidential than the men.

"All phases and conditions of life you will see

here," he adds in the tone of a philosopher. " Of-

ten women who come down town shopping will run

short of cash and step in here and borrow S5 or Sio,

which Ihey will pay back the next day, the interest

being less than car fare to and from their homes.

The loan, of course, could just as well run a month

for the same charge, but the women are afraid their

husbands will find them out. Many indeed who are

of the middle or well-to-do class are borrowers

here, ie(iuiring accommodations for a day or two,

but eighty per cent of our customers, I should

say, are persons in actual need. Many, too, are

persons once well to do who are now very poor."

The society does not accept as collateral violins,

typewriters, photographic lenses or things of that

sort, chiefly for the reason that it has not the means

of testing the value of such articles or of storing

them safely. People who come with such articles

or with bundles of clothing are necessarily turned

away, with directions to shops where they will meet

with favor.

In the six months of its operation the society has

loaned an aggregate of about Si 10,000, this amount

being distributed among some 8,000 persons, the

average loan being about Sm. There are outstand-

ing to-day some 5,000 loans, aggregating about S70-

000. The society began business Nov. 6, 1899.

the survivors of the expedition sent out two
years ago by Jesse Grant, of San Diego, to pro

'

the island, when some members of the pan ^.

had ventured into the interior never returned"
the remainder were obliged to sail hurriedly '

count of the threatening attitude of the nai

"

So fierce, indeed, has become the reputalio"'

these Tiburon islanders, that the Mexican sold

are much averse to being sent upon expedition

punish their depredations upon the mainland
which they appear to resort for the purpose of

taining wives, much after the way in which

Romans first obtained theirs from the Sabines

Many theories have been put forth as lo the,.,

gin of this tribe, a very probable one being ih

they are lineal descendants of the Aztecs, driven

this island retreat by the Spaniards under Corti

where, rumor further adds, they still practice niir

of the strange rites of that conquered people, h
possible also, they may be akin to the Yaquis, «,;

whom the Mexicans seem now to be engaaed i„

desperate conflict.

To the man in search of adventure, Tiburon isli,,)

offers an unknown field comparatively close toll

borders of the United States, where he may test i

powers of courage and endurance to the utmost.

WHO ARE THE CZECHS?

Who are the Czechs? Have we any?

Czech or Tshekh is the native name of the pi

pie of Bohemia, which is a province of Austria,

is also applied to the people of Moravia, Northern

Hungary and Austrian Silesia. They number

7,000,000.

The Czech language is cherished and cultivated

wherever the Czechs are. Of more than2,ooop3.

pers published in Austria, 522 are in Czech. That

tongue is taught in 5,000 schools in Austria and the

schools are well attended, for nearly ninety per ctr

of children of school age in Austria are attendir.

school.

The Czechs are among the early settlers of this

country. Longfellow's " Hymn of the Moravian

Nuns of Bethlehem " throws charming light 1

their relation to the American revolution and ite

trates the sweetness of their aims.

There is a large immigration from the Deti

countries, as the census now taking will slioi.

They are quick, sensitive, eager, aspiring and into-

trious people. They are especially gifted in nioi.

and fond of dancing and sports. They beco-

thorough Americans.

THE MAN-EATING TIBURONS.

FEW PERSONS FEAR TO DIE.

In response to the frequent plaint that very short-

ly the dark corners of the earth will all have been

illuminated by the lamp of civilization, and that

there will be no more unknown lands for the travel-

er to explore, or the novelist to exploit, it may be

pointed out that actually, within 400 miles of Juna,

on the Southern Pacific railroad, there is an island

inhabited by a tribe of savages as treacherous and

bloodthirsty as any that have existed on the earth,

says the IViisfiiiij^ton Post.

A little above the midway line in the Gulf of Cal-

ifornia, close in to the Sonora shore, lies the island

of Tiburon. a compact body of land about twenty

miles in length and fifteen across at its broadest

part. To an observer from a safe distance, the low

shore line presents a thickly wooded appearance,

with high mountains in the interior, though beyond

the fact that it is inhabited by savages who are can-

nibals little is known.

From time to time a few sailors who have had
the misfortune to be wrecked on the island, and the

good fortune to escape, have reported that upon
reaching the shore they were decoyed inland by
natives, who spoke an unknown language, when
their companions were killed and eaten. That there

is probable truth in this assertion is borne out by

SiK Lyon Plavfair, who represented the Lm^

sity of Edinburg for seventeen years, naturally"'

in contact with the most eminent medical me«

England, and, according to Health, he put'

question to most of them: " Did you. in your"

sive practice, ever know a patient who was aWi^

die?" With two exceptions, it seems, they
_

swered,"No." One of these exceptions »a.^-^

Benjamin Brodie, who said he had seen one

'^^

The other was Sir Robert Christison, who

one case, that of a girl of bad character.

BERRIES THAT OROW IN THE ARCTIC

The Eskimo children have other thinS*^

;

snowballs and icebergs to eat.
'^''"'S^Jj.j as

fast in the short arctic summer. ^*^^^j ij

.

snow melts off in many places the S'°
^^.j--

ered with a vine which bears a sma
^ ^^^^^^

thing like a huckleberry, porwong '^^^^ j^^,

is sour and has a pungent taste, an
^ ^^^^

leave off work and go porwong ''"""^"^.y tbit''

themselves with the berries. It 's ^
"^jtevW"'

them that the summer is so short, or

an epidemic of cholera.

OLDEST OF VEOETABLES-

j(l,e vet)''

Onions and cucumbers are two o
^,^

known vegetables. Like peas the oj^^^
,.

- -""
[III

0--

-„ - fndes^'

them at least thirty centuries ago.
^ ^^^j^j

'

onion belongs probably th= ''°"°'' °
j^i of.

vegetable primeval man ever m.id«
^

^^li'^'

are not found growing wild "ny^'^'^^.j^^ris.itk

leek is not uncommon in Southern

very like the Welsh national embie
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CIRCLE NOTES.

VocR Reading.—How many of your Circle books

,,g read during your vacation? They are very

°»'*ent from the light, frivolous books that usual-

*
,s (or summer reading, but they are infinitely

''

Tr and "'=" resolves and high purposes may re-

""'tfrom the keeping of your promise. You

„3d of ht-roisn and self-sacrifice, and become more

to deny yourself, that others may know the

„«1 story of Jesus. ^ ^ ^

Vew Members.—Then thei-e is the other part of

our promise, you will try to get at least one new

member to join our Circle; how many of you are

electing that part of it? If you wei-e not so neg-

tlful, instead of thirteen hundred members, we

ould number thousands. But we do feel grateful

10 lliosc «'ho remember this part of their promise

aid send in not only one new name, but a great

Bin;-. Vny for the Circle.

The recent disturbances in China have caused

uch anxiety in this country. The news of the

urdcr of missionaries and the dangers to which

niny of tliem are exposed make us think of the

grtat need of the Gospel of peace in every part of

the world. China with its boasted heathen ci\'iliza-

lion presents a sad picture to-day. Internal dissen-

strife and bloodshed will eventually end in

[he dissolution of that empire. The missionaries

ead pure and self-sacrificing lives. All over
e empire are schools and colleges which they

itablished.

Before the missionaries came, the Chinese did
101 know what surgery was. Now there are many
hrily hospitals presided over by men of great
' 'ity. Li Hung Chang has for some time main-
mcd at his own expense a foreign hospital at

The circumstances which led to its

iiblishmtnt are quite inteiesting. A number of
ago Lady Li, the wife of the viceroy, was

"ously ill, and the native doctors could give no
lope of a cure. After much hesitation foreign phy-
"OMswere called in, but no relief was afforded.
n this emergency the name of Doctor Howard,
= lj<iy physician in chai-ge of the mission hospi-
illVlcmg, was mentioned to the viceroy. He
»"ce dispatched an urgent message to her, send-
sown steam launch to ensure her the speedi-

I lonrney possible. Doctor Howard .esponded
"^ appeal promptly, though with reluctance,

JlUe important position which she relinquished
'emain vacant until some one could come

'"Ameriea to fill it. But the result was thatU recovered and the hospital at Tien Tsin is
''»">«s to her husband's gratitude.

!«„,,„ ,,y j,,^^ missionaries should be pro-
pel encouraged, if merely in the interest of

"Its
!"

A"'' y'' '"-''^y ^ 'n^irtyv's death

^,|

»TO of them in China. How long will it be
Heathen are the Lord's inheritance?

ig hi'

A REHEDY FOR "SCRAPPV™bIBLE STUDYr^

BV WILLIAM T. ELLIS.

The unexpressed though commonly prevailing
idea among children is that the Bible is a book of
verses. Since the days when as infants they lisped
'golden te.xts," the young people have considered
tlie book chiefly as a string of disconnected ve,ses.
T.he typographical anangcment of the Bible and
th,= ordinary method of Sunday-school study, has
helped to promote this general misconception.
Most preaching, naturally, is from single texts, and
the larger part of Sunday-school instruction is
based upon isolated passages of Scriptuie
Few classes are taught anything about the gene,--

al character or purpose of a book of the Bible in
connection with the Sunday-school lessons from
that book. Thousands of pupils, it is to be feared
spent the first half of last year in considering selec-
tions from John's Gospel without ever learning for
what the whole book was written, or wheiein it dif-
fers from the other three Gospels. It would not be
dlflScult to find entire classes of young people to-
day who, notwithstanding last year's course of les-
sons in the Foui-th Gospel, believe that the book
was written by John the Baptist!

This criticism of " scrappy " study is justly made
concerning much of our present-day dealings with
the Scriptures. Possibly the airangcment of the
Authorized Version is largely at fault. Perhaps the
superficial spirit of the times has somewhat to do
with the evil. Whatever the cause, there is no es-
caping the truth that we do not study or teach the
Bible in a broad enough fashion. We treat the
Scriptures in a manner that our own common sense,
as well as all rules of honest scholarship, would not
permit in our dealings with other books.

Th.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

n, ' -m w

"f'soUk h'"'"^
^'"' ^°-—"^ son of one of the

«»ld not
'^""^ converted by a single tract.

!«„(
jj

^':'"^' but he went to Rangoon, a dis-

""1 "and"" V
^ ""'ss'onary's wife taught him

'

''«t th

'" 'y""='g''t hours he could read

^•and 1°1 "= '°°k a basket full of

«hisow„h
'"'' '^'f^^'ty Pr<:a<:hed the Gos-

'''"ndreds
t °T'

""'^ "^^ ""* means of convert-

P'ople (l„°i
^^ "3^ 3 nian of infl

*=»Cdred"'.'°''^"him
"^nbers^,

,"^'''=5 were baptized

'•"^ tra't'''%\'""'-

fi'^"" Was ii) r ''^'^' '^ost one cent. O,
"ite of »,^ ,

'^ °"'y knows. Perhaps it

"ffering „( '""«= girl—perhaps the well-

'°5i'hasbee„!'°'"^ ''"'= ^°y- Yet what a

Bible was not written as an encyclopedia.
Every book in the sacred canon has a message, and
that message can be understood only by treating
the book as a whole, and by keeping its parts in pro-
portion. The time, the place, the authorship, and
the motive of the book, all need to be taken into
account in any sane study of the book's contents.

However slight the portion of a book assigned
for study in Sunday school may be, the teacher
should see that the pupils receive at least a general
impression of the mission of the entire book. Only
thus can the Sunday school produce men and ivom-
en who know the Bible as a whole, understanding,
in a measure, its peculiar purpose and nature, and
the relation of its parts one to another.

It is said that a few years ago a number of candi-

dates for service in the foicign mission field were
rejected, solely because of their ignorance of the

Bible. They knew the fourteenth, fifteenth and
sixteenth chapters of John's Gospel, and they were
quite familiar with a few of the Psalms and other

select portions of the Scriptures; but their unfamil-

iarity with the Book as a whole was so great as to

disqualify them for the high posts they sought.

Efficient Christian service and symmetrical Chris-

tian character are never founded on only a few fa-

vorite and precious scraps of God's Worth Breadth

and power in life and acti\'ity come from a knowl-

edge and an assimilation of all Scripture. There-

fore we who teach are not doing our full duty by

our classes unless we handle aright the word of

truth.

Philadelphia, Pa.

AT SCHOOL AND AT HOiWE.

Mv teacher doesn't think I read
So very special well.

She's always saying: • \Vti.-u was that
Last word? " and niiikes me spell

Ami then pronounce it after her,
.As slow as slow can be.

" Vi.ii'd hciter t.nke a little care "—
Thai's what she says to nie—

"Or else I'm really 'fraid you'll find.

Some one of these lirifjlii days
Voii're 'way behind the primer class."

That's what niy teacher says.

Hut when I'tii at my grandpa's house.
He hands me out a hook,

.\iid lets nie choose a place to read;
And then he'll sit and look

At mc. and listen, just as pleased!
I know it from his face.

And when I read a ureal, long word.
He'll s.iy:"\Vhy,lilile Grace.

You'll have to teach otir district school
Some one o' these bright days!

Mother, yon come anil hear this child."

Thai's what my grandpa says.

BE CONTENT.

tluence;

and in one year

Arraccan
And all this through

Hed,

«/..•> relieve tK. • ^ ^"'^''^ '^' "* g'^'=

,„ ''"rici Tk sixty-one millions in the
k.f'^rt one li(,7 "^" "s 'hat two cents a day
r>,l'^'«l. five rt' iT°

''""^'s wi" save a life un-
*^ltheoev,''°"3fs will save a man

==" "op ,s gathered.
'ife c

Placing too many limitations about one's own

possibilities for work is as unwise as placinf,^ none.

Many a man chafes under a duty thai is new and

unexpected, and spends good strength in duty

dodging instead of in duty doing. "This work is not

in my line," he expostulates. "I never have done

it, and I don't see how I can now. Anyway, I

wasn't hired to do this." Thus he hedges himself

about with limitations of past experience or present

contract, and gradually recedes from among active

men into disuse and oblivion. Limitations arc

good when they vitalize and concentrate our possi-

bilities; bad, when they stunt our proper growth.

When duty calls us to another service, let us leave

with God the question as to whether it is "in our

line " or not. He may be preparing a new " line
"

for us, and a better one.

Long, long ago a robin and a liuttcrlly talked over
their troubles one day.

" How much nicer it would be to live in a house,
as men do," said the robin. "There's a black cloud
in the sky, and I'm sure it's going to rain. I'll have
to cuddle up under the leaves, and my feathers will

be damp. I fear I'll take cold and lose my voice."

"I have to hide away, too, when it rains," said the
butterfly. '"Twould he a great pity if the water
washed off my lovely powder, and a big shower
might drown me."

Miss Hutterfly was quick-witted. "Why not go
to live in that house now? The window's open."
And she flew in at once. The robin was more
cautious. He lighted on the window-sill, and
peeked around. "I don't see any place for a nest."

" Pshaw! You don't need a nest in a house," said

his gay little friend. So Master Robin flew in, and
perched on the first thing he found, which was a

book; but he looked homesick. Miss Hutterfly llut-

tered to a quill pen. and made believe it was a nower.

Pretty soon there were sounds, antl the robin lis-

tened as hard as he could,

"O papa! "a child's voice said. "Look there!

Sh-sh! Keep still! You'll scare them! What a

beautiful butterfly for your collection. And, papa,

mayn't I have the bird in a cage? I'd like a robin

with my canary."

A man's voice answered low: "Run around out-

side, then, deary, and close the window softly, so

they can't get out."

Master Robin's brains were wide awake now. He
spoke quickly: "That man's an en— ento—well, I

can't say it, but he's crazy on insects, arid he'll stick

a pin through you, my lady. And that girl thinks

she'll put me in a cage! I guess not! Let's fly!
"

Out they flew, just as the little maid's hand

touched the sash. They heard her cry of disap-

pointment as they dashed by her.

"O, papa! they just went out like a flash; and

they're both gone."

But Master Robin and Miss Hutterfly laughed

happily to be out again in the free air. The black

cloud was gone, and the warm spring sun was shin-

ing on the garden beds of crocus and hyacinths.

How beautiful it was out of doors! Living in a

house was not to be compared to it.

"Better be content where our Maker meant us to

live," said Miss Butterfly, A wise afterthought of

the highty-tighty little creature.

Harkv, aged six, and his little four-year-old sis-

ter Margie were watching the soldiers as part of the

1st I, N. G. marched by.

"You don't know where they are going!" said

Harry.

"Oh, yes, I do," replied Margie; "they are going

to shoot the chutes."

One of little Bessie's eyelids was badly inflamed,

and finding it rather painful, she exclaimed: " Oh,

mamma, come and look what's the matter with the

curtain of my eye!
"
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IMKST call for dinner! Dining car in the rear!
"

Ihc porter in white jacket and dark trousers, who

noes throngh the train, usually makes the procla-

mation three times in each car, and unless a passen-

is very deaf he cannot be in doubt as to the din-
ger

On some trams
ncr hour on board a railroad train

the tour ofthec-irs is made several times, and the

cry is changed from " first
" to " second " and finally

to ' last " call for dinner.

liut there are trains on which the dmmg car is

upied to its full cap.acity before the train leaves

station, although ..othing is served untd the
occ

the station, ,. „.- .,

train is in motion, and while those who came first

are being served other passengers, equally anx.ous

to take dinner, but less llu.ughful about securmg

places, stand in the vestibule of the car and wait

their turn.

When the tables are all occupied, and the chances

the vestibule of a dm-
for prompt service are poor

ing car is a good place to .-.void. The old expe-

rienced traveler, who is never in a hurry, who can

always wait, may be there; but the infrequent trav-

eler who is usually the man dissatisfied with the

railroad, or some member of his family, may always

be found in the group, and the wails because all

the lables are occupied are not pleasant to hear.

•We don'l mind the complaints of the w,liling

,„,„,,• said the officer in charge of one of the dmmg

cars, because we are accustomed to them and we

know that the dissatisfied man usually forgets all

about his troubles as soon as his soup has been

served. There are complaints at the best managed

holds, and so there are in our hotels on wheels—

for that is what dining cars are in many respects.'

The man who lakes his place at a dining car table

docs not realize what an amount of work must be

done and liow much money must be invested to

make the service possible. Table linen, glass, sil-

ver, cutlery and kitchen utensils arc kept in large

quanlities, and the number of pieces needed arc de-

livered on requisition to each car, and are charged

as they would be to an individual. As they show

signs of wear or arc broken they are replaced from

the slock on hand, .so that the quantity and the qual-

ity alw.nys remain Ihe same. The silver is charged

10 Ihe waiters on duly at the tables, and is returned

and accounted for after each trip.

'Our brcak.age is greater than -it is .at ordinary

hotel Lables," said J. T. McKce, superintendent of

Ihc service, "but considering Ihe fact that some of

our meals are served at the rate of sixty-five miles

an hour that is no wonder. We lose very little by

theft, but occasionally a foreign passenger will take

a coffee spoon or a toothpick holder as a souvenir

of the trip."

To keep the cars well .supplied with these articles

is a comparatively easy task, but the difficult part of

the business is the food.

' We strive to serve the same class of meals as

one may find in any first-class hotel, and in order to

do so we purchase the best we can find," said Mr.

McKee. "\\c run the station restaurants at I'ough-

keepsie, Albany, Ulica, Syracuse, Rochester, Huffa-

lo, and Suspension Hridgc, and at those p'aces we

do all our baking, so that with the exception of

waffles and buns we l«kc nothing on the train; but

everything else on our bills of fare is prepared nn

board."

The commissary department has officers at the

principal stations, who buy everything that is re-

quired, and the meats, groceries, fruit, etc., are kept

on hand subject to the call of the dining room car

service.

Every article, down to the smallest, is charged to

the car, and as soon as the article is used it is

placed to the car's credit, so that at the end of ll •

run the steward in charge knows how many pounds

of roast, how much soup, how many oranges, how

much ice cream, coffee, bread or anything else has

been consumed, and the difference in dollars and

cents between what remains and what was on hand

at the beginning of the trip gives the actual cost of
j

the meals served.

The meals are served at one dollar each, and the

calculations of the dining car people show that the

actual cost of the food is about fifty cents. To this

must be added the pay of the crew, salaries of offi-

cers, coal, ice, laundry, the wear and tear on the lin-

en, china, silver, etc.. cleaning the car and over-

hauling the kitchen at frequent intervals and a num-

ber of other small but sure expenses.

The cars, the supply stocks and everything per-

taining to the service are inspected regularly by

officers who are appointed for that purpose, but

there are other inspections of which the dining car

crew has no knowledge.

Passengers take their places at the tables whose

only object seems to be to get their money s worth

in food, but they are really taking note of the con-

dition of the waiters' coats and boots; they scruti-

nize the napkins and the silver, and pay close at-

tention to the manner in which the orders are exe-

cuted. Other patrons of the car look for defects

in the food, and note the size of the portions; there

are inspectors also who make the tip question a

specialty. ,

•
If a man is well served and wishes to tip the

waiter we do not object to his doing so," said Mr.

McKee " but we would not keep a man in our em-

ploy who would linger over a table and pretend

that he was busy while he was really waiting for a

tip nor would we keep a man who would serve a

man from whom he expected nothing, less expedi-

tiously than the man who was ' holding the quar-

""The American dining car service has been im-

proved wonderfully in the last few years, and the

care which has been bestowed on it and the ex-

pense which has been incurred to make it attrac-

tive and popular have resulted to the benefit of the

traveling community; but all roads agree that the

dining car service is an unprofitable investment.
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DOOR KNOBS OF TO-DAY.

Builders' hardware, comprising such things as

door knobs and hinges, and all the various things

required in the construction of a house, are now

made in multitudinous variety. The catalogue of a

big concern manufacturing such things would be a

book of five hundred or six hundred pages, in which

there would be enumerated things of thousands of

varieties. Take, for example, the door knob, which,

simple a thing as it might seem, is made now in

hundreds of varieties, an assortment that wouldn t

have been dreamed of fifty years ago, when all

door knobs were included within a dozen or two va-

rieties.

The door knob of fifty years ago was of brass.

Then came into use the mineral knob, which plenty

of people of middle age will be able to recall. Min-

eral knobs were made of clays of different colors,

and sometimes of cLiys of different colors mixed,

the knobs being baked with a glazed surface. A
common and familar form of the mineral knob was

about the color of dark mahogany. In their d,ay

mineral knobs were highly esteemed, and some of

them cost as much as twelve dollars a dozen pairs.

Now there are mineral knobs that can be bought

for seventy-five cents a dozen pairs. Mineral knobs

are still used.

After the mineral the bronze knob came into

fashion; and after the bronze the wooden knob

came into more or less extended use. The pre-

vailing door knob of to-day, as used in cities, is

made of bronze. The first bronze knob put on the

market cost seven or eight dollars a pair. Many

bronze knobs in one form and another are now

produced very cheaply, but it might easily be that

fine, handsome bronze knobs would cost from two

and a half to six dollars a pair. More or less brass

knobs are still made, but nowadays mostly in

bronze designs.

Door knobs are now made of iron, and they are

still made in considerable variety of shapes and

sizes of various kinds of wood. There are also

made door knobs of glass. These are now pro-

duced in greater variety than formerly. They are

made in smooth and in cut glass, and some of them

simple in design, as they may be, are beautiful.

Glass door knobs cost up to four dollars a pair.

But while door knobs are made and sold in all these

various materials yet the prevailing knob in city use

and the one that would be found, in one grade and

quality or another, in most of the city's dwellings,

would be one oi bronze.

Among the hundreds of varieties in which door

knobs are made there may be found not only knobs

in various conventional forms, but knobs made in

conformity with architectural styles and historical

periods. For all that, door knobs are not infre-

quently made to order for single houses from de-

1
signs furnished by the architect.
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The Quinter Colony-
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isfied. Stock and crops combtneo ^^ ^^
pie are going out there. Do you wa"

of itf Write to.
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IF I CAN LIVE.

If I can live

To make some pale face brighter and to give

A second luster to some tear-dimmed eye,

Or e'en impart

One throb of comfort to an aching heart,

Or cheer some wayworn soul in passing by;

If I can lend

A strong hand to the fallen, or defend

The right against a single envious strain,

My life though bare

Perhaps of much that seemeth dear and fair

To us on earth, will not have been in vain.

The purest joy.

Most near to heaven, far from earth's alloy,

, Is bidding clouds give way to sun and shine.

And 'twill be well

If on that day of days the angels tell

Of me: "She did her best for one of thine."

COFFIN HARDWARE.

run into Elgin on the Northwestern Rail-
Cliicago, one of the first factory builditigs

ou see is the Elgin Silver Plate Co. establish-
It is on the edge of town, and catne from

licjgo, moving here in '92, and employs over a
Ircd men. It inakes nothing in the plated line
coffin hardware, as it is called, the shining jew-
and ornamentation that goes on coffins, It al-
maniilaclures what is known as coffin trimming,
gewgaws that are put on the last boxing of the

)nc would suppose that several styles of handles
«> be enough for the average living mortal
MeU from when it came to ornamenting the
""rfsome friend, but right here at this place,

^
isonij. o„^ „f j^^^^ ^.^1^^^ ^j .^^ ^.^^ .^ ^^^^

"Mates, eight hundred and seventy-three dif-

^
'lyl" are made. In other metal ornamenta-
•""e are several hundred designs, all differ-

_ -"'sral men are kept busy in making new de-

isll uan"^
up with the fashions, so to speak,

*«l r.eht 1

'"*' " "'^" P'^'^' """ '"="^'= ^"^
[',„, ^ , '' gives emplojment to over a
^^^'l P«ple when business is brisk. It is a

"Wbcl'^r"""*' °" ''"'"''" """"''^ "'=" 'here

i for

"°"' '" trimming coffins. It is a little

„( ti,"™™"
i^^" '° think of the mental

'PP'opriat f''^
"'°"'3" attempting to select

'*ofth !J

''"''f="=tory style of handle for

^ rest
' '''=P="'ted, who must be laid to

["^*» S3t
7°"^'"° '° ""^ prevailing mode. It

""
'offin

' '°" '° the widow to know, that,

""''"8
is 'in

"
t,

1" '™"' °^ ^^'^ congregation,

."'* ihi

'"

?n'
" '°''^ ^" ""^ the United States

v 'kings aV hi-
''"'' ""= '^''°'y '^ '""'"g

lie pro^
^' '" ""- time

^''lall am
~" """"' '"^ uniiea abates,

*"«labli,h
^°" '° '=="'ada. This is the

"hardware ,h'"'
°^ '" '''"'' ''" "^^ '^°"ntry. In

'' ''«' handl"''
"" '"'"'" '"'' P"""^- ^ P^'""

come
i

"
T'"

"^' ^hout eight dollars,

' '"«
with"" P '*''^«'''"ir number of styles,

^''''"wanln
"^"" or "Mother," or any-

'°°
""". abo

"''" "^'' ^°' 'he best reg-

'. *P«ia'|]y
°':" '"° dollars. It is often the

""
^"ffin a\

^'^™^"5. that the survivors
*" "*'' Th

"""' °" '' ""i"' for purposes

r."°''^'liome u"'"""^
have it framed, and

k ")« th f

°"^'' '' """'"^ he a little diffi-

L '">« gruJ„ '"E that prompts the preser-

^^'"i«e,sd '=^'='''='

^° »mou„?%*"''
'''''^' gold, copper and

o' precious metals that is thus

used and lost to the world is said to be not less
than a quarter of a million dollars' worth a year.
That IS, the amount of precious metals alone, buried
with the dead, annually, amounts to that enormous
sum. At the Elgin Plating Company, alone, they
use thirty thousand dollars worth of silver, yearly.
This is, of course, all a dead loss, going back, as it

does, to its reburial in mother earth.
Here is a short story of how the plating is done.

The silver, say, is dissolved in acid, and by the ad-
dition of salt is turned, chemically, into chloride of
silver. This is put into a vessel of distilled water,
along with cj-anide of potassium. Now around the
edge of the tub, or vessel, is a framework on which
are suspended sheets of solid silver. On another
framework across the tub, or vessel, are suspended
the articles which it is desired to plate, hanging in

the solution. The articles must be absolutely
clean, and if not they will not take the silver.

When all are in place the current of electricity is

turned on, and the silver at one pole is given off in-

to the solution, and at the other, where the article
to be covered with the metal is hung, it is deposited
on the metallic surface. It takes about half an hour
to get the thickness wanted, and in the case of
spoons, knives and forks, and the like, probably
three times as long. After the proper amount of
metal is deposited it is simply a question of taking
the articles out of the bath, polishing and finishing

them, when they are ready to be packed for the
market. A man or two is on the road, selling to

hardware stores, undertakers, and people who deal
in such things.

The concern buys its precious metals in Chicago,
and like all other businesses it is worked for all that

it is worth. The goods turned out are guaranteed
against discoloration for two years. What impress-
es one most in a \isil to the factory, or works, is

the immense number of funeral trappings that are

made here. They are all different, some of them
very artistic, and high-priced. It is a well-managed
concern, with courteous officials, and in its line is

the largest and best in the United States. Hut what
a commentary on human pride it is that all this

goes on for the gratification of show and parade of

the last resting places of the liouses in which the

tenants are gone never to return. It will make no

difference at the last day whether your coffin plate

was silver or gold plated, or none at all.

keeping free play for the saw. This is aided at
times by driving wedges at the place where the saw
entered.

Presently it is apparent that the section is open-
ing wider, and that the tree is beginning to lean
away from the cutters. They continue with their
work a moment longer, then is heard the cracking
of the wood fibres in front of the saw teeth.
Another swish of the saw, and the noises increase.

They give a report like firing pistols and the rapidi-
ty of detonation of a galling gun. The sounds, get-
ting ever more rapid, presently become a continu-
ous roar.

Then, if you are standing near by and the tree is

large, you will get the impression Ih.at everything
above is coming to earth; thai the whole forest is

falling.

The great mast starts slowly to topple, cracking
and exploding ever louder at its base, until with a
fearful momentum it conies sprawling down, crack-
ing and crashing and roaring and hitting the earth
with a clump and thump as il a whole broadside of
13-inch bombs h.id simultaneously struck a bastion.
The choppers quickly run over the trunk with

their axes and cut away all the branches. Almost
before you can recover yourself the long stalk is

bare of limbs, and then the men begin crosscutting
it into logs or sections of from twenty-four to thirty
feet, as long as it is desired that the boards into
which it is to be reduced at the mill shall be.

This done, the logs are peeled of their bark, tiie

crowbar being used to pry off the thick integument,
which is sometimes a foot in depth, the log being
turned with jackscrews, when that is practicable, to
get at the under side.

MANY KINDS OF FROOS.

FELLINO aiANT REDWOODS.

It is a most interesting sight to behold one of

these giant redwoods fall. The process of cutting

is effected through the use of the ax and the saw.

All axes are double faced, through which much
time is saved in sharpening.

Sometimes the axes start the cut on both sides of

the trunk and at places about opposite each other

through the thickness of the tree. After the chop-

ping has penetrated to a depth of about two feet on

each side the saw is started in the line of incision

and the job completed with that instrument.

Generally, however, the direction in which the

tree is to fall is determined and the cut is made in

that side to the depth of from one to three feet.

Then the choppers pass to the opposite side and

begin sawing at a point several feet higher than the

place of the incision.

As the saw moves through the heart of the giant

he begins to sag down on the side where the wound

is gaping. In doing this he lifts apart the cut and

opens the section which the saw is making, thereby

P'oHTV species of frogs are known to the world,
according to the frog man of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, who has given the matter laborious atten-
tion.

As this is the frog season, it is interesting to

know that the crop promises to be an unusually
large one, and that the market price should not be
exorbitant.

The government's frog man will not acknowledge
that Canada produces finer frogs than the United
States. He contends that in the marshes back of
the Potomac, the Louisiana swamps, and the
swamps and marshes of New 'Vork State, are to be
found the largest, finest and most succulent frogs in

the known world.

It is admitted, however, that the Canadians un-
derstand the art of preparing frog's legs for market
in a manner superior to Americans and that this

fact has brought the Canada frogs prominently be-
fore the lovers of good things to eat.

He believes that frog farming is certain to be one
of the most profitable industries of many parts of
the United States, and that already many men are

engaged in it.

Of the forty species of frogs known, the largest

is the gigantic bellower of the Louisiana swamps,
which grows to four pounds weight, and is one of
the most choice for table use. Next come the Po-
tomac and the New York frogs, all large and of
superior flavor.

It is asserted that the pickings on the body of a
frog are just as good as the meat on the legs, but in
the days before the deluge frogs grew to such size
that the legs furnished sufficient meat to satisfy all

demands without eating the body, and apparently
the custom has been kept up.
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JAPANESE DINNER CUSTOMS.

the health of the waitresses, who bow their fore-

heads to the floor in acknowledgment.

SANDFOKD'S ODD SECT THRIVES.

To an American given to stiff joints and corpu-

lency a Japanese dinner is a tedious experience,

especially when he's used to business lunches and

the likir. liut it is wortli trial and discomfiture if

one is fortunate enough to be the guest of a rich

man, for in Japan hospitality is one of the cardinal

virtues.

Western customs and usages have found their

way into many homes of the wealthy, whose dinners

and lunches are the counterpart of those with which

we are all familiar. But a real Japanese dinner, in-

cluding chopsticks, lacquer trays, and tiny cups, is

a thing never to be forgotten.

Japanese houses arc made up of sliding screens

instead of our solid partitions, and in summer are

all left open, so that seated at dinner one looks out

over the gardens, seeing the lights of the city in

the distance and the scent of a thousand flowers

blows in with every breath of air.

The guests remove their shoes on entering the

house, and, except when provided with a pair of

cotton overshoes, must spend the evening in stock-

ing feet unless happily the host has an extra pair.

The wife of a Japanese gentleman does not preside

at his table unless there arc ladies in the party, but

appears with the tea and sweetmeats which always

precede a dinner. She merely greets the guests

and appears again only when the good-bys are

said. .Silken cushions are scattered about the floor

and the guests are arranged according to rank, for

the Jap.inese arc, of course, <jieat sticklers for

form and ceremony. Little tables, some six inches

high, are placed before each one, and barefooted

waiting maids in graceful and prettily tinted kim-

onios bring in lacquer trays with several tiny, cov-

ered howls. Before leaving the trays on the tables

they set them on the floor, and dropping on their

knees make their best bow, touching their foreheads

to the floor. Chopsticks take the place of knives

ami forks, but unlike our weajions of attack are

made of wood. They are never used twice, unless

family heirlooms, when they arc of carved ivory

of the most exquisite workmanship, as arc also the

lacquer trays, bowls, and cups.

The host sets an example by removing the covers

from the tiny bowls, and the guests, doing likewise,

find an assortment of food quite new and gener-

ally most distasteful. Mustering up much skill

one attempts getting the food on chopsticks from

the tables to one's mouth. The first few times

most of it falls on the floor or on one's lap. The

wretched sticks wabble and cross each other as if fo-

cused. When almost desper.ate the good host is apt

to come to the rescue by suggesting lifting the bowls

and with the aid of a chopstick shoveling the food

in, as one would potatoes into a barrel.

In each course there arc half a dozen dishes and

the host tells what they are. First, suimono, a

bean soup; kuchitori, chestnuts boiled and crushed

into a mush; kain.iboko, fish picked fine and

rolled into little balls and baked; s.ishimi, raw fish

cut into thin slices and covered with ice. This is

dippcti into rich sauce called soy, and is really

good. Little cups of warm saktS the native bran-

dy made of rice, arc served with each course. Nap-

kins and bread are unknown quantities.

The second course is a small fish boiled whole.

One has a chance here to get in some fine play

with the chopsticks; umani, bits of fowl boiled with

potatoes or lotus roots; a salad of onions, peas, and

string beans, with a few leaves of lettuce; sunomo-

no, sea snails served with eggplant mashed; and

chamanmushi. a thick soup matie of fish and vege-

tables, with mushrooms for a relish.

The third course is a curry of rice and picked

vegetables, and for a fourth and final course you

have sobo, a sort of buckwheat vermicelli served with

soy and a sweet liquor called mirin; shiruko, rice

cakes, seaweed, and confectionery of ail sorts,

which are sweet and tasteless.

During the dinner each guest rises and proposes

the health of the host antl one other guest until the

whole party is disposed of. This custom is rather

hard on the guests, for sak^ is fiery stuff and goes

to one's head more quickly than our own brandy.

To make matters worse, after one h.as drank the

health of all the company, it is customary to drink

inspectors now take thei

curious bedlam

ingcr.

Elder Frank Sa.M)i-OKi), chief apostle of the Ho-

ly Ghost and Us sect, whose great temple stands on

Bculah hill in the town of Durham, Me., has just

returned from a trip across the continent, and there

is now in progress at the temple, which is called

Shiloh, a convention of the converts to the faith,

which is in the nature of a farewell to Sandford,

who is about to depart, with seventy of his dis-

ciples, for a tour of Europe.

Never in all the history of religious crazes in

Maine, noted as a State much given to such excite-

ments, has there been anything to compare with the

progress of Sandford's evangelistic movement. This

man, educated for the Baptist ministry, has for

years been posing as the representative on earth of

the Savior, and by his undeniable gift of oratory,

his great energy, and his power to sway those

affected by the religious mania, he has established

a numerous colony at Beulah hill, where there have

been erected several buildings of grotesque archi-

tecture, the chief structure being the famous Tem-

ple of Shiloh.

p'rom all over Maine, and from distant parts of the

country as well—even from Europe—Sandford has

collected money for the erection of his temple and

other buildings, and for the various purposes of his

mission. He has established a sort of co-operative

colony, where are gathered at times as many as two

hundred persons, some of whom work in the fields

and gardens, while others perform a variety of la-

bors, and all are students in Elder Sandford's Bible

class. These people have been taught by Sandford

that the only way to salvation is to cast aside the

world and all material interests, and devote their

time to the propagation of the Gospel as he teaches

it, for the saving of the world, relying upon God

alone to provide them with all needful things for

the support of life. Many have given up all their

property to Sandford, and some few who have tired

of the gospel life have returned to their homes

broken in purse as well as spirit.

Sandford claims to possess the power to heal the

sick and raise the dead, and it is not long since he

gave out a long statement detailing the process

used by him in bringing to life a young woman who

had apparently died. He made a trip to England

and came back with much money that he col-

lected there. Then he went to Boston, where, after

indifferent success, he abandoned the field, the po-

lice closing the house in which he held forth.

Next came his trip to the Pacific coast, from which

he has just returned, and now he has announced his

intention of taking seventy of his strongest dis-

ciples to the Holy Land and through Europe.

Strange stories are told of the meetings in the

temple at Beulah hill. On one occasion, so Sand-

ford himself said, the congregation prayed unceas-

ingly for seven days and nights, with only enough

refreshment to keep them from fainting. Some of

the women, it is said, have become insane from the

excitement, and it is certain that many of them

have the appearance of being mentally unbalanced.

It was one of Sandford's disciples who was tarred

and feathered by a mob in the town of Levant, near

Bangor, last year, after he had caused a tremendous

excitement in the place and induced some of the

people to give up their property to the cause.

Where the Caliph's favorites once solrf

ake their petty bribes I,

.. KT
^"^"^"^ "">= in froo,

p.Arabia, and Mesopotamia. The lade
horses, and donkeys surge out east, nom,^"'''-
and south. A hamal, or porter, pushes K .

' *'^

ingon his back a three hundred and fifr'

'^^"^

bale of cotton. And the Bagdad native

tinguished from the rest by the Bagdad K
scar about the size of a date, often on th

the nose, always on the face, the mark of
'"

scab, which sooner or later comes to disfim
resident of Bagdad. ^

Hebrews, of whom there are forty thousand
third of the population of the citv A, '

many of whose women have been married
ropeans; Arabs from the desert; Turks, sold'

'

fat civilians, some dark, some blond as thp
^

ries; chavadars, with their caravans, Persian T
of all kinds, pass to and fro under the en

"

streets between the bazaar shops, displaying
all

'1

produce of the East.

WHAT SHE THINKS OF BOYS.

The following is from the school composition i

a twelve-j-ear old Ottawa, Kans., girl:

" The boy is not an animal, yet they can be htaii

to a considerable distance. When a boy hollers hi

opens his big mouth like frogs, but girls hold tht,

tongues till they are spoken to and then Ihey u.

swer respectable and tell just how it was."

Cape Nome is a jut of land on the northwesten

coast of Alaska, only 150 miles removed from Bo

ing Strait, and washed by the waters of 1

ing Sea. It is 135 miles from St Michael's,
51

miles from Siberia, 155 milSs south of the Ami

Circle, nearly 2,600 miles from Seattle, 900 miles i

a straight line west of Dawson City, or 1,900 milt

by way of the Yukon River from the same poial

2,300 miles from Skaguay, 2,700 miles from Porllani

2,800 miles from San Francisco and 4,700 milf

from Chicago. Just at present Cape Nome i

center of the greatest gold rush in the world. JIa

velous stories come from the northern world as l

the discoveries that have been made there by
;

seekers. At the American assay offices Cif

Nome gold is worth S18.50 an ounce and Kloniiili

gold S16.50 an ounce. It is easier to reach Op

Nome than the Klondike. The gold oulpM

1900 from the Cape region is estimated at as

as 510,000,000. The fare from Pacific coast pn"

is Sioo first-class and S75 second-class, with M
at S40 a ton.

We had a cat named Tibby, and one day mo™

put baby on the rug in front of the fire while i

was busy at the table. Tibby happened to havtU

tens at the time, and they were on the sofa.

Tibby evidently thought that if b,iby was on

^

hearth rug her kittens ought to be there, too,so^

brought them one by one and put them on

shell

CITY OF BAQDAD.

B.\(;nAn is one of the last of the unspoiled great

cities of the East. The Bazaar of Constantinople

has been defiled by Western innovations, and Eu-
ropean fashions are stealing into the shops of Tabriz.

Bagdad is changing, too, but its colors and ways
are rich still with suggestions of the days of the

Caliphs and the luxurious era of Islam. The old

part of the custom-house is the palace of the Cali-

phate, hoary with the marks of more than eight

centuries, and mosque and minaret recall great

names of great days which will never come again.

In the palace court now are iron from Birming-
ham and cotton from Manchester, matches from
Sweden, and cheaper and more sulphurous ones
from Japan, chinaware from China and Russia, spir-

its and sugar from Marseilles, with wheat for ship-

ment to London, and wool and hides for America.

When mother saw what she was doing

the kittens back on the sofa, but Tibby

them again three or four times, mother P "|

them back each time. .^^

At last puss got discouraged, but mother
^^

cry from baby a minute later, and when sie

^^^^

round there was puss trying to drag ^^°'''
„

fa by her hair, of which, naturally, baby
I'J^

disapproved. Puss had made up her nu

her own way, somehow.

Secretary of Agriculture Wilson says

lerfluo"-
,i*

Nebraska nowadays the skins of sup^|^
^^^..

evei}are tanned and made into gloves

fords a valuable suggestion, inasmuch
ast

bers of curs anr--

i
well be utili'-'-community kills off great numb

the hides of which might just as ..-•
^^^

^^ >

wasted. Dogskin, of course, is one
0^^^ ^^

,

terials for gloves, and for this P"'''°^^,|, oJ.

hundreds of thousands of dollars «'

^^^ ^

pelts annually. In Manchuria and
0^^^^ ^

borders of Mongolia, where the se
^_^^^.

velops a beautiful growth of hair. ..jjr.

sands of flocks of young dogs.
|j p,

mand for both dog skins and dog
^^^^^g-

Asia. A bride in Mongolia or Ma^"^ ^^.^j^t,

ly receives a number of live dog

sents.
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CODPISH.

e\t to herring, the cod is the most im-
PebHA^'

^^ mankind. This may be partially
, c«h to nia

lensive distribution over the globe, for it

'""
j°PiVilic oceans, and even the polar sea totabil

«1K' a'

of the northern divisions of the At-
both

id

!i>""" "''_!.;,„ the honor of having been the
. beyonid the Arctic circle.

^''^
discover its food value, and tradition

*'"".
nte it in the fourteenth century. How

1)!

^"' '

let.

< ihev

.'have authentic records that the banks of

^iidland were visited by the French as early
'

d by the Spanish about a dozen years lat-

said that Cape Cod was so called by

Gosnold in 1602, who caught so

;04.

It

"''"fi!|i off the coast that "he pestered his deck

Th'-lidus morrhua (the cod's scientific name) is

J galidae family, and, unlike the other mem-

^ l5„ot a migratory fish, but lives in great col-

"son a limited territory. When fresh from the

fcut the back of the cod is a greenish brown col-

Ihickly spotted with reddish yellow dots.- Its

,|k is a silvery opaque white, and the fins are a

,,een. It may be distinguished from the had-

ick.witb which it commonly feeds, by the lateral

Ihat runs from the end of its gills to its tail.

ihc haddock this line is a dark color, while on

cod it is a pure white.

The cod spawns in February, from 4,000,000 to

Doo.oooesjgs being the deposit of a single female.

Ihecndof spring the young fish have grown to

I'oul an inch in length. However they are not

lilable for market before their third year, when

ley usually measure three feet and weigh any-

leit from twelve to twenty pounds apiece. It is

thing (in the South county) for the codfish

attain .i weight greater than twenty-five or thirty

lunds. Upon the Banks few are caught which

igh over eighty, and those that weigh from

:enty.five to fifty pounds are more common.
Ko men can catch upward of five hundred fish in

ilay off the Newfoundland coast. South county

litrmcn are more conservative in their estimate.

Thi- fish is of the greatest food value during the

ree months previous to Christmas. It is then

luglit by means of "long" or "hand" lines cast

from shore or from a boat, When the warm
lather of spring arrives the cod resorts to deeper
itn-usually from twenty-five to fifty fathoms—
it IS strictly a cold water fish. Here it feeds up-
ftms, sand eels, shell fish, Crustacea, and other

all (iih of various kinds.

""ting this season, which may last from April
'hi fall, the men live in rough shanties along the
'". Ill order to be near their work, as the voca-
'» "ccupies all their time. Since the fish now

'" '°" <leep water for the seine Or hand lines
•^"scd advantageously, they are caught by a

known as " trawling," which was first intro-W into this

^ 'rawl consists of

country about i860 by the French.

a main line about three thou-
ength, having shorter ones, which are

"i 'ect in I

,"'•,"'"'>'*'•'' inches long, with a strong iron
'M to each, attached to the main line from
"SIX feet apart, so that every trawl has from

"indred to
'

one thousand hooks upon it. Each
"ilhern-" "

'"J two bi

•

'"am line has a small anchor attached to

Ptyk.,.
'^'^''^'^ ™ay be nothing more than

ins l\\
'"^"^ ''^° fastened, one at either end, by

rtpoi
^^ '°P'=s- >t is customary to put a

"mIa
"''^ ^"^^ °' ""^^"^ '^"°>'' '° ™''''='^ '=

"'trad
^°' '"^'"'"g the initials of the owner, or

>sl,„„?"''''y^^hich hecan tell his property
.

°'"' distance.

Uitis loK

"'used
''^'^' ^''"'''' ''^'''"g' and other small

'""'or fi'°

''"'' "^"^ "^""'^ ™'"^- ^^'^^ ''^'> "'"

!T.,
bu,

'"*°'^s. Squid is preferable to all the

' *'"* a"r°'
^'"^y^ ''^ obtained. As fast as

it ou, „j'^
^'^d the trawl is coiled up in a tub

main
li,,^

^"'^' ''^*' ^as been sawed in halves.

the baiJ/."°""'^ against the sides of the tub,

'trawl,. .°^^ '^" toward the center. To' tra»|

PtkefiZ""""^' but it

""^halli,.^
takes from one to two or two

''"'"man'

"the men ;

sometimes done dur-
s spare moments.

'"»othe jJI^"^''
ready to go out, the trawl is

at along with an extra keg of bait

—to be used in case it is necessary to rebait any of
the hooks on trawl line already set. A jug of w.ater
IS customarily carried under the .seat in the stern,
and a few skeptical men surreptitiously conceal ,i

half dollar in their trousers pocket as a safeguard
against shipwreck upon a desert island off the coast
of South county.

The system of trawling is somewhat as follows;
The men row to a good fishing ground, which may
be four or five miles from the coast, and approach a
buoy whose flag bears their mark or insignia.
When it has been reached the end of (he trawl that
is cittached to it is drawn up to the surface, and the
hooks examined by one man, while the other rows
the boat the length of the main line. The fish that
are caught are taken from the hooks and thrown into
the boat, and the hooks rebaited with the material
brought along. Not all are cod, however. Some
will be haddock, others hake, and even a dogfish
Will now and then turn up. At times mere slimy
masses are hauled up by the hooks from the oozy
bottom.

The process of curing the fish is at least two hun-
dred years old. It consists in removing .-ill the en-
trails and cutting off the head. The fish are then
split from head to tail and the backbone extracted.
After this they iire rinsed in a hogshead of water
and packed in barrels, with an ample layer of salt

covering each stratum of fish. Two or three men
can do this quite easily, but a greater number facili-

tate the process. After a certain length of time,

which depends upon how salt it is desired to make
the fish, they are removed and spread upon flakes

to dry. " Flakes " are wooden frames about seven
feet wide and raised three feet from the ground,
usually covered with triangular slats. It requires

considerable ability to dry the fish properly, and
the perfection of this part alone is a fine art. If

the sunlight is too strong it softens them up, or, as

the fishermen say, " washes " them. To prevent

this, the flakes are sometimes covered with screens

from one to three feet high. In case the men have

no flakes the fish are dried upon the roofs of their

shanties.

When thoroughly dry the fish are shipped to mar-
ket, bringing from two to five cents a pound at

wholesale. The flesh, however, is not the only

part that has a value. During the past fifteen years

the production of oil from the cod's liver has in-

creased immensely, and now its medicinal qualities

are recognized throughout the world. The swims
or air bladders are carefully dried and kept until

cold weather, when they can be converted into isin-

glass. In Norway the cod's head was formerly

used to feed cows upon, it being thought to be a

milk producer, while in Iceland their ribs are used

as fuel. Both of these parts are now more advan-

tageousl)' employed in the manufacture of glue.

THE PUSSY HOnE.

There is a place in Washington, D. C, where

cats are boarded and lodged in what is called the

Bertha Langdon Barber Cat Shelter. There are

all kinds and conditions of cats at the Shelter, and

they are fed and cared for very well. The insti-

tution is in the nature of a bequest for the pur-

pose.

For the information of those who have feline

pets, the bill of fare as prepared at the Washington

cat shelter may be of interest:

Breakfast—Oatmeal and milk, stewed beef, wa-

ter.

Lunch— Boiled cornstarch, sweetened; rice pud-

ding, crackers and milk, water.

Dinner—Fried fish, with the bones removed:

boiled mashed potatoes, boiled' eggs, fried liver,

water.

Raw meat is not used at all as an article of diet,

as it is said to cause mange and a bad temper.

The total cost of maintaining the institution for

sheltering stray cats in Washington, where several

hundred or more are domiciled, is about one hun-

dred and fifty dollars per month. This does not

include rent, as the grounds and buildings of the

Washington cat shelter were a bequest to the soci-

ety.

One of the most interesting of the cat's traits is a

trick of kidnapping, as revealed in the "nursery"

of the shelter. Here one day were two cats caring

for their kittens, one a shaggy gray with two kit-

tens, and the other a fine specimen of the Maltese
variety, with eight kittens. A few moments after
the arrival of the visitors, the latter shook the kit-
tens, which were clinging to her, viewed them with
a look of solicitude as though to assure herself that
they were all right and it would be safe to leave
them to themselves, and then quietly crept to the
other side of the room, where she began drinking
from a dish of water. All this time the gr.ay cat
had been an interested spectator, and as soon as
she saw the Maltese kittens alone, she quietly
crept over to them, critically examined them, made
a selection, took one of them in her mouth, and
quickly deposited it in her own bed. She was
about to repeat the performance when the Maltese
mother returned. Wicked and determined glances
were exchanged between the two mothers; the gr.ay
cat hastily returned to her own bed and arranged
her kidnapped kitten out of sight, while the Maltese
pawed over her little ones as though to assure her-
self of their safety. Then she nestled among them,
apparently ignorant of her loss.

Inqtiiry brought out the information that the
kidnapping of kittens by would-be foster mothers
w:is a matter of e\ ery-day occurrence. The su-
perintendent said:

" We have now two cats, kittenless and with no
means of nourishing a family, who are habitual kid-
nappers, gathering all the kittens they can find and
playing mother.

RAISES SNAKES FOR A LIVIINQ.

Abner Dodge is an aged mountaineer of San
Francisco, Cal., who makes a living by raising rat-

tlesnakes.

He owns a snake farm at the headwaters of [,ytlc

creek. There he raises thousands of snakes a year
and kills as many. He sells their oil to druggists

and their rattles and skins to curio shop keepers.
Miners and sailors believe there is no remedy quite

so efficacious as rattlesnake oil for rheumatic pains,

boils, bruised skins and swollen joints, besides a

dozen other of the disorders that human flesh is'

heir to. The old man is proud of his title, " The
rattlesnake king."

He has been in the "snake business " for twenty
years and in that time has handled forty thousand

rattlers. He recalls that ' the summer that HIainc ran

for president " was the best year he has ever had in

business. " That year," he said, "
I got over five

hundred snakes and made two hundred dollars."

A black hog is his snake trailer. He uses her as a

hunter does hounds to scent and run down the

quarry. When she scents a snake she grunts eager-

ly and excitedly, and that is her master's cue. He
kills the snake with a big stick, throws it into a gun-

nysack that he carries over his shoulder and dis-

contented Piggy goes on trailing. Piggy has been

bitten many times, but the poison of the rattlers has

no more effect upon her than a moscjuito bite.

At the rear of his house Abner Dodge has fenced

in, with boards and stones, a few acres that consti-

tute his snake farm. Here the reptiles breed rapid-

ly and add to his wealth.

HADE FROn CORN PITH.

To read of the variety of useful things that are

to-daj' being manufactured from Indian corn pith,

neglected for centuries as worthless, is like delving

into the mysteries of an Indian fairy tale. There

are three cellulose " plants " in the United States.

The largest has just been completed in Indiana

and has a mechanical equipment costing over $100,-

000. Here is an interesting list of some of the

numberless articles that corn pith will become on

its devious progress through the machinery; A prod-

uct for protecting b.ittleships, smokeless powder,

dynamite, face power, patent-leather finish, kodak

films, varnish and car-box packing filler.

It sounds like a modern Aladdin's lamp, as

though one had only to put in the corn pith, start

the machinery, murmur an incantation and, presto,

the desired article is at hand, from dynamite to face

power. The outer lining of the cornstalk, that in-

closes the pith, furnishes a separate revenue of its

own, as it is con\'erted into a flour that is used to

feed and fatten cattle and chickens.

Over 160,000,000 tons of cornstalks have been

annually going to waste; to-day this farm product

is worth three dollars a ton.
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TO OUR VOUTMFUL WRITERS.

On!-: of the mistakes a young person usually

makes when he thinks of writing something for

publication is in the choice of a top-heavy subject,

oftener than not something he knows next to noth-

ing about, and then proceeding to use big words in

tclhng nothing either new or instructive. Now
tliere is a much better way than all this. It con-

sists in choosing some familiar, every-day subject,

and handling it in an unfamiliar way. It is hardly

possible to say anything that is new along the lines

of any moral matter, anti such a subject is best

avoided by the begifiner. Dut all around us are

thifigs that, at the touch of a skillful writer, appear

in new lights. Taking these, and handlifig them

well, is pretty sure to give the author an attentive

and ifilerested constituency. But most people,

when they " take their pen in hand " proceed to

preach, or what they think is preaching, and people

tlo not read because they do not want to. One of

the mistakes the tyro makes is thinking that his

mission is to instruct the world at large. This, in

the abstract, is a very good and commendable way,

but if an audience is what is wanted no attempt

should be made to educate the people. Many
excellent men and women have failed to catch and

hold their people by this very thing of getting tiver

the heads of their readers, If the attention of the

reader is what you want you must give him what he

wants, not what you think he ought to have.

Then again, if the article is declined by one edi-

tor the .ispirant for literaiy honors should not be

discouraged. No one man knows it all. His judg-

ment may not be perfect, and many a good thing

has gone wandering arounil the different magazine

and newspaper offices, only to be returned after the

usual time had elapsed. Then when it finally did

get a hearing it has often been the case that the

whole world applauded. There are quite a number
of just such instances on record in the book world.

Let no young writer be discouraged. All things

come to those who wait and hold on.

Wnv THE INULENOOK?

This paper has passed the experimental stage.

It is no longer a trial effort. licginning with little

much has been accomplished. It is a welcome
guest in hundreds and hundreds of homes where its

coming is awaited patiently, and its contents eager-

ly devoured. It grows on one, and to begin read-
ing it is to continue a reader. Hut there are thou-
sands of homes among our people where it ought to

be found, but where it is a stranger. Every mctn-
ber of the Hrcthren church, taking the Messenger.

should have its companion publication. The Ingle-
nook. This should be the case for two reasons.

They are that the publication is authorized by the

Annual Conference, and that it is a good paper,

well worth the money, and is, in fact, better than
many or most all of similar publications. Some
say that it is the best of its character to be found
anywhere.

The Inglenook is not a beggar. It is not asking
patronage because it is authorized by the church.

It is worth many times what it costs. The whole
wide-spread earth is hunted over for instructive

and interesting fields of exploration, and there is a

weekly feast set before the readers that is fully val-

ued by those who know the paper best. Every
home of the Brethren faith should have a copy, (or

its intrinsic merit as well as for the fact that it is

the church's effort at providing an instructive and

interesting paper. Look this copy over, it is a sam-

ple, to a certain extent, of all that will follow, out-

side of the fact that it is continually being im-

proved, some going so far as to say that each suc-

cessive issue is more interesting than its predeces-

sor. There will be distinctively Brethren articles

in the course of the year not available in any other

publication. It will pay every present reader to

have it \'isit him regularly.

DO ANIMALS UNDERSTAND SPEECH ?

This is a question which every observant Ingle-

NOOKEK can help solving. It is not meant to ask

whether all animals understand what is said at

times, such as calling a dog, a horse, or a cat by

their names, but whether or not some of them can

go further than that and grasp ideas requiring them

to differentiate their actions according to intelligent

jierception of what is wanted. That there is a won-

derful difference in the intelligence of animals every-

body who has had much to do with them knows

full well. Take dogs for example. Some of them

are away ahead of others of the same breed, and

such learn readily, while others are not worth an

attempt at training.

The Editor of the Inglenook is inclined to the

belief that some animals do really understand hu-

man speech within certain limits. He once had a

dog that understood thoroughly well the difference

between right and left in the matter of direction.

He would turn either way at command, and would

mount one or the other chair as directed, or when
hunting in the field would move as ordered, to ei-

ther side. He also understood the difference be-

tween the words handkerchief, hat, boots, and the

like. When an order was given and it was not un-

derstood, the facial expression showed the mental

condition perfectly. It is also the case that cats

and dogs can be taught the moral right or wrong of

an action. The cats and dogs in a butcher shop

soon learn that they are not to touch that not in-

tended for them. It is perfectly clear that some
animals, at least, learn a good many of our words,

and it is a certainty that we hardly ever learn one

of their words or their signs for ideas. Exception

to this is shown in a case of a dog on the track of a

rabbit. He is perfectly quiet on the trail, but as

soon as he catches sight of the prey he "gives

tongue." as we say. in a succession of barks never

mistaken b)' the owner who knows him -and his

ways.

We would like every reader who has had person-

al knowledge of an intelligent understanding of

speech, among any class of animals, to send his ex-

perience to this paper.

THEY ALL LIKE IT.

" I READ the Inglenook. as my granddaughter is

taking it, and she is staying with us, and I think it

the best young people's paper I have ever seen."

Reuben Weller.

A WOEI-UL thing it is to any man to have continu-
ous prosperity. A most sad lot is his. He does
not know it, because he is little, and half blind and
wholly deaf. See a man who for the last century
has done nothing but win, and you do not see the
most chastened, spiritually refined, sympathetic
soul that can be found.

A good many people, in subscribing for the In-
glenook. find it of such absorbing interest that they
want the back numbers. It is useless to ask.
They could not be had " for love or money." There
are none. The moral of this is to get hold of the
paper at as early a date as possible, and not miss a
single issue.

.
It is strange how differently people are constitut-

ed. A man on the battle field had the tip of his ear
cut by a Mauser bullet and made an endless noise
about It. while another, with his head taken off by a
cannon ball, never said a word.

It is hard to believe that a man is lying when he
IS telling you pleasant things about yourself.—5^/.

OUR SHORT SERnoN.

Text: Our Example.

There is not a person living who d
press himself to a greater or less exte

"" ""'

surroundings. And there is not a
'"' "**"

who is not more or less influenced by T°" '"

around him. We may say that we are
" ^'^'

by those with whom we are in touch b"°"
"'^'^'^

are iust the onfin^itv^ Tnc ;l, ' ^' 'ne f

'vjuLo. but th ,

are just the opposite. Insensibly our eii •

make us more or less like them. We tak"°"""
without our intending to do so, or wl
knowledge. We impress and are in,

°

cannot be avoided. ™P''»«I-

There, is a lesson in this, and that
'

away from evil, and to keep from settin'!'!^'
bad example. It is always best to be o„ ,h
side, and where a thing is doubtful in it

'

'

bearings it is best to avoid it, to pass not bv Tf
to go around it. Children are peculiarly alL'
tally, and they take note of things said and dj*
the.r presence, and more, they imitate us i,

hardly a question in the mind of anybody of
years but that our relations toward these liille'"'

lookers and listeners should be of a cha
^

°'

make them better, and not worse by havint l'

about us. It is not necessary for us to be u-S'
in an assumed piety, but it is advisable to rnw,
ber that at all times we leave our marks behind

"

and let us not forget that we are responsiblt
("

them.

A good natured kindliness of feeling for em-
body, habitually carried with us, soon becomesv
ond nature, and when we are dead and come

:

judgment we are not likely to be horrified by h,

ing brought up against us a long list of moral i.;.

deeds born of our acts before those who are m,

about us. Therefore let us be more careful, nolo

ly of what we say and do, but of where we all.

ourselves to be taken by evil desire, for as weir

others about us become, and what they are nc 1.

coine. Choose the best and keep close to it.

A FABLE.

Once there was a rabbit that went hopping; .i:'-;

on one side of a wire netting fence. On the oit

was a dog. Said the dog to the bunny, "Willys.

not step over on this side, Mrs. Rabbit, as 1 to^

something to say to you? "

"What is it that you would comnninicate tout;

All you have to do is to whisper it through ll-

fence, if it is a secret."

. " It is something that lean only tell you on lb

side of the fence."

" Well," said the Rabbit, " I heard from

grandmother, of precious memory, that wluit

tieman dog could not tell a lady rabbit som'

he had on his mind through a wire netting >'-

better not hear it at all." And with this she givtl

flirt of her ears, a sidewise kick, and away sht ""

across the field and out of sight.

MORAL.

If William Henry can't tell what he hasloa^

from his own chair it is time to tell him 'I"'

1

should go home.

If those who read the Inglenook, and tin" '

of it, will speak a word of commendation i"
^

_

about them, urging them to take the pap*
'^'

will be more subscribers and readers, l*/
.

of those about us we have made a paper (hsi'

, . .Up cou"'^
compare favorably with any other in n' i

People who know say so, and we want to re

^^

to the ends of the earth. Say a good ivor '1

to your friends, if yo like the publicitio"'

The war in Africa and latterly in Cl'^"]^

brought to the fore some very """^'^'''^
, jf(«l

landish names of places. Now
^"^

J^"""
„,(i

Pennsylvania and other places, "''"'^
"^j,,,

nounce off hand without the trouble i«

some of these foreign names. There arc

ney, Susquehanna, Chillisquaque,

fun»-

Coivan:
iba' J

and others like them. Why do not tho'

heathen have such easy names?

if)'""'

What signifies knowing the names

not the nature of things?
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KINO'S SAVINGS.

1 o or queen has considerable of an income

T«»^, saying, and tlie most of them, all over

'S
"''J'JJjve a habit of banking their surplus in

'

ght safe outside of their own coun-
pl

Inc
jOC P"" j|j^|.j should be trouble at home, and

ose their jobs " they are protected

against the visits of the wolf.

L,,, of these peopt

their
(itpo'""''*';

The King

fhould

""' '

le choose the Bank of England

and Queen of Italy are careful, and

IK ,15 much as they can, and while, perhaps,

'*°k"( portion of their joint savings is invested

" "
not an inconsiderable part finds its way to

of London, where it is invested in sound

realize for the royal couple a nice ad-

ht

tposuc

Tsar was another thrifty and economical

who, at his death, had over

home

ie
cily

oMingi that

i„„„
,0 their income.

The lat

,al
personage,

050,000 to his credit at the Bank of England.

bulk o' 'li'*' however, was left to the Princess

Wales, to whom he was deeply attached.

Alexander 11., grandfather of the present Tsar,

Iji another monarch who economized in order to

ide at his death a large sum of money for the

infort of his morganatic wife and children. He
ted in her name at the Bank of England no

than S^O.OOCOOO, to which fortune the lady and

jr family duly succeeded.

The Tsar banked that money in England, firmly

invmccd that in no other institution in the world

Duld this large fortune be more secure either from

izure by his successors on the throne or from dis-

ipearance through the collapse of the bank.

Had this money been placed in the Bank of

raQce. or in the national banking establishments

any other country—say Austria, Germany, or

oiiand—the local registration of a decree of in-

nction obtained by the Russian Crown would have

sufficient to debar the widowed lady from
uching the money destined for her use. But
bander well knew that once the money had
M credited in her name in the Bank of England
e setting in motion of any complex legal machin-
irfor depriving her of it would have been fruitless

tl a sheer waste of energy.
The Emperor Frederick only reigned three
mihi, but in that short time he was able to place
Ihe credit of his English wife, the Empress

ffcrick, a fairly comfortable sum he had saved,
jhe interest of which principally the Empress
''

'iving easy.

en the late Napoleon III. found that his
'Mcivas tottering, in the latter part of 1869 and
the spring of i8;o, he had the wit to place his
"iiRs-which were considerable, notwithstanding
" ke was considered lavish in his expenditure
ra'ly-in the Bank of England in the name of

„
"|1"«5 Eugenie, and it is due to this precaution
'"^ '^^Empress remai

althiest ol

air on platforms of boards. It is the method by
wh.ch the blazing bolts gel from the forge to the
riveter that supplies the spectacle-a fascinating
and at times an alarming one.
The bolt is caught securely in pincers, and, by a

deft twist of the wrist, is sent spinning through the
air in the direction of the men at work on the
structure, from five to ten feet away, and sometimes
farther.

There is a swift, brilliant flash through the air,
and then a shower of sparks as the bolt roaches its

destination—the bottom of a bucket held by one of
the workmen. There is play for dexterity both in
throwing and in catching the blazing metal, and
while misses rarely if ever occur, still there is a
chance, and this chance gives zest to the interest of
the watchers on the sidewalk.
The bolts, in their comet-like flight, ordinarily

pass from girder to girder, with open w.iy through
the skeleton structure below them, so that a miss
means that the hot metal will come earthward at an
alarming rate of speed, and with probable dire re-
sults to one or more of the scores of men at work
between the sky line and terra firma. The men,
however, who do this little turn have done it before
a few times, and they and the hundreds below
them have confidence in their ability.

STOPPING THE TRAINS.

Whei

th-

to-day one of the
royal widows,

present Sultan of Turkey may have wild no-

^
"'he question of humanity and its bearings
"sconnected with his throne and person;

fca:'l«s though he is i many things that af-

tir„T""""="'' '"^ is, nevertheless, apprehen
™> 'here is nothin
loo.

ng sure or safe in this life, so

»rts on,!'^""''"'"'^
dropping his savings in

"g places in Constantinople

ti

s of hiding He is

latter are discov-
/^nough, in case th

''^"asl""'''
'° ^""'^ ^^" ^"""^ '° l-ondon; but

»ilv nJt
^"'"' ^' fluctuating stocks, and conse-

P^Pefersthe deposit system
'^'^'"dive, too,

'"hofaii"'^"^
'^ hardly a ruler of any impor-

irotoi
in l^°

^'^"'' '''* overplus income for in-

Uritish securities

sends all his savings to Lon-

The following dispatch shows how caterpillars

have stopped trains in the West. This is also true
of grasshoppers, and it may be of interest to ex-
plain that it is not because of the density of these
pests in the way of the cars, but because they crawl
on the rails in such numbers as to prevent the
wheels catching. The solution of the trouble con-
sists in liberally sanding the rails, and trains in

those sections where this trouble is met with al-

ways carry a liberal supply of sand with them for

this very purpose.

Caterpillars are obstructing traffic on the rail-

roads just now. Trainmen on the Florence and
Cripple Creek railroad had to shovel the worms off

the track to-day between this city and Cripple
Creek. The caterpillars were crushed beneath the

wheels, and the tracks became so slippery that the

train could not proceed.

The country about Rhyalite and back toward
Florissant is also covered with the pests, which eat

up everything green in their path.

PRETORIA.

' ind

in the

goverm
connection

^J by the Bank of England, ex-t'l „ _

etoria, who, curious to say, does

' *: or'ivl
"'-""''y "'"> 'he national bank, but

'"«e hrm of Coutts.

lit

JWlaLINa WHITEHOT BOLTS.

Mssino

"°»lth.
°' white-h

-. ing
ot bolts from section to

.'"'""of kT '''"S '" course of erection at

'P^Ucles ^°'^ ""'' '^^'''"' ^"«'='' '' """^

''''forth.
'" '^"""ection with the setting of

:
^teel

and rivets
'

eirder
^ necessary in joining the

'*ith(hg J*
^""^ heated in portable forges,

^tendant, are placed high in the

Besides being the seat of the Transvaal govern-

ment Pretoria is the most beautiful town in South

Africa. It nestles in a valley and is good to look

upon. Nowhere else in South Africa is there such

a blending of new and old or are there so many
contrasts in the way of architecture. There are

quaint, low Dutch roofs, sturdy English architec-

ture and the big government buildings completed

ten years ago at a cost of Si,000,000.

In the center of the square, between the new and

the old government buildings, stands a typical

Dutch church, around which, four times in the year,

during the nachtmaal, or communion celebrations,

the wagons of the burghers who come in from the

surrounding country are drawn up, and in these, or

tents erected alongside, the Boers and their wives

and families live for the four or five days that the

festival lasts.

When one catches a glimpse of the town for the

first time, it seems to be luxuriating in a huge grove

of trees of various descriptions, so great is the pro-

fusion of foliage. No matter where one looks in

Xhe town or the exquisite suburbs of Sunnyside and

Arcadia, every residence is flanked with trees of

one kind or another, and in the streets are several

beautiful avenues of the eucalyptus and willow va-

rieties, some of which have been planted for many

years.

Another great feature in Pretoria is its water, of

which there is a plentiful and excellent supply.

The Aapies river skirts the town, and the P'oun-

tains, the name given to some springs which rise in

the hills about two miles to the southeast of Pre-

toria, furnish an abundance of water for all purpos-

es. Indeed, so great is the supply that beautifully

clear water runs down on both sides of several of

the streets, and most refreshing it looks during the

summer season.

For the rest, it may be said that Pretoria pos-

sesses a street-railway service, the electric light
and a telephone service, innovations introduced
gradually in spite of the opposition of the unpro-
gressive doppers. and in a short time, under a prop-
er mun.cipality. the town should be rendered more
healthy, and m that respect more attractive, than it
IS at present. For years thne has been a strong
leaven of British in the population of Pretoria and
under the new regime it is reasonable to suppose
that a much larger number of Knglishmen will be
attracted to the town. It is known that gold and
diamonds exist in payable quantities in the district
of Pretoria, but President Krugcr and his executive
have steadily set their faces against having a min-
ing community in the vicinity of their capital, and,
therefore, the properties on which minerals have
been found have not been exploited so vigorously
as they would have been under more encouraging
circumstances.

o^v^ERs OF natural bridqe.

The fact that the Natural Bridge tract is soon to
be sold has opened the way for some writers to ro-
mance about it.

It is stated that it was a part oi the inheritance of
Thomas Jefferson, but that is not our information.
says the Richmond DiSf>nt€h. VVc have always
thought that Mr. Jefferson patented the land-/. .-.,

bought it from the crown at about a shilling an
acre.

Mr. Jefferson and George Washington both were
far-seeing men and good judges of land and " took
up " numbers of valuable tracts. Washington, par-
ticularly, owing to his personal knowledge of our
Western, Virginia, lands, was fortunate in his selec-
tion.

Mr. Jefferson acquired the bridge tract in 1774.
Of the bridge itself he wrote that it was worth a
trip across the ocean to sec; but for a long time its

inaccessibility caused' it to be seldom visited, even
by our own people. The construction of the old
James river and Kanawha canal put it near a high-
way of travel. Later, railroad lines came within a
few miles of it, and now thousands visit it annually.

Since Jefferson's time the bridge has had many
owners. At one period it belonged to the Harman
family. Colonel Henry Clay Parsons bought it

about 1881, and formed a stock company to " run
"

it. His residence there led up to his death, at the
hands of conductor Goodman, at Clifton Forge, on
June 29, 1894. To what extent he or his family
held stock in the bridge company at that time we
are not informed, but the amount held is supposed
to have been considerable.

THE BENT HATCH MAQIC.

Bend a wooden match in the middle, which will,

of course, almost break, being held together only

by a few fibres.

Now, place it at an acute angle acro.ss the mouth
of an empty bottle, with a penny on top of the

match.

The problem is to cause the penny to fall into the

bottle without touching either the bottle, match or

penny.

Unless you know how to do it, it would no doubt

seem impossible, yet it is so simple as to cause one
to say, "O, that's nothing to do."

Dip your finger in a glass of water, and holding it

above the angle of the bent match, allow a few

drops of water to fall upon it, and, lo! swollen by

the water, the fibres tif the wood will straighten

themselves, and you will gradually sec the angle of

the match grow larger and larger, until it opens so

far as to permit the coin to drop inside the bottle.

TELEGRAPH POLE PROBLEn.

A DRUMMER, having traveled over almost every

railroad line in the United States, through long

practice could always tell the speed the train was

going at by merely counting the telegraph poles

that the train passed in a given time.

All telegraph poles are, of course, not exactly

equal distances apart, but on an average they will

be found to be very nearly so.

On a certain road on which the drummer was

traveling at one time he knew that the telegraph

poles were fifty-eight yards two feet apart. He
counted sixty poles that passed him in two minutes.

How fast was the train going per hour?
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IN THE CUFF RUINS.

nate strands of feathers and mountain lion fur

sewed to the fibre strands.

PETROLEUM.

The most populous cliff-dwelling spot of all js

that where Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mex-

ico meet. The cliff ilwellin(,'5 are generally alike

throughout this region. In this dry, mild climate

nothing has changed during centuries, except

where while men have built railroads, planted farms,

mined gold and silver and herded cattle. Here,

where intermittent streams of water wind between

precipitous walls rising sheer from the narrow beds

of canyons, the ancient cliff dwellers' homes hang

like swallows' nests on narrow shelves of sandstone.

In places the accumulations of talus from overhang-

ing liluffs and sand shifted by wind and water have

made access easily possible. Sometimes approach

In these cliff dwellings is gained from below by aid

of pikes and ro|jes. Two or three clusters of

cliff ilwellings yet remain inaccessible to explora-

tion. .Several lives have been lost among explorers

in this region by accidental falls hundreds of feet

down precipices to the river bed below. Above

the ledge where the cliff dwellings hang as if glued

to the rock the lop of the cliff bulges out as if it

would topple and fall at any moment. Here and

there a stvmted cedar clings to the rocks, and occa-

sionally amid the growth of cedar and chaparral

one may find a narrow passageway to the cliff

dwelling carved up the rocky walls with infinite toil

ages ago.

The present exploratory parly has had its best

finds of relics in a narrow canyon among the Bron-

co Mountains, about thirty-two miles south of Mol-

brook, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-

road. The canyon was nameless until the explor-

ers went there last August and named it Darwin,

in honor of the author of the Darwinian theory. No
white man, except an occasional cowboy, had gone

there in years. The canyon was an ideal locality

in which to take refuge. The aborigines might

there withstand indefinitely attack from savage

tribes. The twenty-two stone houses of the cliff

dwellers were perched upon a ledge about thirty

feet wide and more than nine hundred feet above

the bed of a tiny stream that trickled between the

granite canyon walls. It was two days before the

explorers devised a way to gain access to the cliff

dv\cllings. Then they hired vaqueros to let

llicm down one at a time by ropes thirty feet from

tlie overhanging rock above, when .a foothold was

obtained on the cliff where the homes were built.

It was a hazardous thing to do. The least misstep

would have meant death. Hut the explorers felt

that their labor and risk of life would be compcn-

s.ited by some very rich finds.

No person had been in those cliff dwellings for

luMulreds of years. The explorers took photo-

graphs of everything just as they found it, and went
systematically lo work unearthing relics of the

people who dwelt there long before the Christian

era began.

A week before exploratory work here was sus-

pended temporarily the expeilition found the finest

mummy of its collection in one of the larger caves

along the Santa Maria Canyon. The cave was pro-

tected by a wall seven feet high of bowlders and
adobe, and how the builders ever managed to get

there bowlders that weigh fully ten tons each is a

problem that none of the explorers could explain,

in spite of thorough in\'estigalion and long study.

There was nothing within the cave to show how it

had been used. No implenu-nts or articles of do-

mestic or other use were found, and the explorers

were about to descend when one of them remarked
that he " belie\'ed he would see what was in a

mound of sand near the rear of the cave." Pick

and shovel were brought, and a hard crust nearly

two feet thick was removed. Three feet of com-

paratively loose sand was next dug away, when two

immense slabs of granite, lying parallel and about

three feet apart, were uncovered. Here a perfectly

preserved mummy was found. The body was en-

tirely enclosed in a huge basket of woven yucca

fibre and was in a sitting position. Over the head
antl shoulders was a smaller basket-woven tray of

yucca stems and fibre, au<l the limbs, which were

drawn up against the trunk of the body and held

there by cords, were covered with a second tray.

Beneath these and drawn closely about the form

was a woven robe or blanket of yucca fibre, and alter-

What is petroleum? Nobody knows. Chemic-

ally it is little else than carbon and hydrogen in

variable combinations. But how those elements

came into combination, and why that combination

is where it is, are questions that geologists cannot

definitely answer. It is generally agreed that pe-

To\cum doesn't belong whcte it is found; that is, that

it was not originally a part of the sandstone. It

came from somewhere else after the rock was

formed or while it was forming.

There are three leading theories to account for its

creation and presence, of which this is perhaps the

best believed:

It is thought that petroleum is the oil that has

resulted from the decomposition and distillation of

animal or vegetable matter; chiefly animal matter.

That is, that the oil you burn in your lamps is Jisli

oii, distilled by nature from inconcei\'able millions

of Silurian carcasses. It is supposed that all the

territory under which oil is now found was once

ocean-covered; that in the steamy Silurian days ani-

mal and vegetable life flourished in the waters to an

extent we cannot conceive in these colder and later

times. That in western Pennsylvania and eastern

and central Ohio, where oil is mo.st plentiful, there

was a veritable .Sargasso Sea. That in the course

of the crinkling and folding of the earth's crust,

the Appalachian mountain range was lifted into the

air, and lilted up with it the country on each side of

it, as the raising of the ridge-pole slants up the

sides of an A-tent. So New England and the Mid-

dle Atlantic States became dry land, and so also

the bottom of the Silurian sea to the west was lifted

above the surface, carrj-ing its multitudinous life with

it— lo extinction. Other changes in the crust in

the course of ages buried this ancient ocean bottom

hundreds of feet deep. The ooze and sand of the

old ocean bed became the present shale and sand-

stone, and the pressure and heat distilled the car-

casses into a thick and heavy oil, which permeated

the hardening rock.

SOMETHINQ ABOUT ICEBERQS.

The glory and the terror of the sea is the iceberg.

Under cover of the night or the fog its dread form

steals silently over the broad waste of waters,

menacing commerce and presenting, at a safe dis-

tance and in the broad sunlight, a spectacle of rare

beauty. There is a short summer season in the far

northland, and when the sun's rays are powerful

enough the rivers, which are immence glaciers, be-

gin lo move toward the coast and reaching there,

freeze the waters of the ocean far beyond the shore.

Then, as this mass of ice increases, its weight
above water becomes too great to be supported by
the Layers underneath, and crash into the sea go
great fragments of ice enormous in size.

Frozen to the bottom of these mountains of ice

are rocks ,md large pieces of earth torn from the
river bottom and carried down to the sea. This
berg-launching is accompanied by thundering and
splitting noises such as never greeted any warship
gliding from the stays. Strong currents formed by
the motion of the earth seize these enormous frozen
blocks and hurry them southward toward the banks
of Newfoundland. Hundreds and hundreds of
miles they travel, invading a region where icebercrs

are a novelty and where also they are a terror to
the crews and passengers of vessels whose paths
they .are likely to cross. A collision with one of
these vast accumuhitions of ice is certain destruc-
tion to any ship that floats, and- during certain sea-
sons the navigators of the deep keep a sharp look-
out for them, lest they encounter one in the
night.

Many miles off the co.ast of Newfoundland the
bottom of the ocean rises in a remarkable way and
forms a comparatively shallow basin enormous in
extent and surrounded by water five miles deep.
This region is known as the Newfoundland Banks
and is the famous trysting place of the merciless
fogs and ice-cl.ad brotherhood of the north. As
these icebergs approach the warmer climate the ac-
tion of the sun and water upon them is remarkable
and does for them what the sculptor's chisel does
for the block of marble. Out of shapeless masses
appear forms of the finest architecture; a drifting

mountain careens, topples over and final!
self into a beautiful cathedral or a ma

*^ '*"'

fortress, set high upon an elevation of cl
' ""''

ble; vast interiors formed by icy arch
^^^^ "

from great bits of a breaking berg, a„j
forms draped with rich traceries of
lace in designs undreafiied of. Then u
ing ice on the crests of these bergs falK
slippery sides and into the sea in stream-
cades; and, strange as it seems, this water
fresh, despite the surrounding salt of the
Sometimes the government sends aiv=, u'""

, ,
" ""'Stlijj..

ing over the waters to crush or blow up i|,

enemies to navigation, but despite this ii'

^'

stand very near the top as commerce-deslro"

LOCK OF HAIR IN A TREE.

T. J. Braduocks, of near Mount Vernon, cut d,

a large oak tree and was splitting it into posis, i

he found a lock of hair in an excellent slate f

"

ervation imbedded in the heart of the tree n'

examination he found that the hair had be

'

serted there years ago by boring a hole to tliel
ter of the tree, placing the lock of hair therein

then plugging the hole with wood. The barkol'
tree had grown over the plug to a depth of ih„

inches.

VENERABLE PENNSYLVANIA QOOSE.

Mrs. VV. R. Bkown, who lives near Milner h
has a goose that is nearly fifty years old. This o

goose has laid yearly for forty years, and each it

since 1854 up to two years ago she has hatched ar;.

raised goslings. The famous old fowl was given

:

Mrs. Brown by her mother in 1S54.

The official publication of the Papal Cnuri "i ••

Vatican gives the full title of the " 263d I'oj

.

XIII., born March 2, 1810, elected Feb

and crowned March 3, 1878. It runs a^

Vicar of Jesus Christ, Successor of the I

the Apostles, Supreme Pontiff of the Univ\:..

Church, Patriarch of the West, Primate of Itili

Archbishop and Metropolitan of the EccU-

Province of Rome, Bishop of the Diocese -

Sovereign of the Secular Possessions of liic n

Roman Church. The last of these titles is ralher

reminiscence than the expression of a fact: buhl

curious to find, amongst other historical survtvai.

in this " Court and State Handbook "ofthe I'-ipw

that the Pope stills nominates such a miinici["

functionary as a " Magistrate of Rome " and >uch

:

political functionary as the " Minister of the Inim

"You ran at the first fire, did you?" «
colonel of a colored regiment that distingm*''

self during the war of the rebellion.

"Yes, sah," was the unblushing reply."'

would have run soonah if 1 had knowed il v^'^'^

in'." J
" But have you no regard for your rep"""1

Sam? "
I

" Reputation is nuffin to me, sah, by the '"'^

life.''
^

"Well, if you lost your life you would I""

satisfaction of knowing that you died f"'
!

j

country."
" What satisfaction would dat be to me, s-*

de power of feelin' il was gone?
"

"Then patriotism is nothing to yc

" Nuflin whateber, sah."

,
Sam'

' If our soldiers were like you. traiwrs
t"^

witho"'
'

have broken up the government wu

tance."

"Yes, sah, dat's so; dere would hab '"V^j
for it. I wouldn't put my life into de s«

J
_

any gubernment that eber existed, for nog ,

could replace de loss to me. I 'P';'^''
. , 5,1*']

de gubernment would be safe 'nuff if al
^^.^.. |

were like me, as den dere couldn't be "<>

Missionary—Was it liquor that broui

"''*'
-'houi''-

Imprisoned Burglar—No, sir; it wa>

in',—spring house cleanin', sir.
^

Missionary—Eh? House leaning-
^^^

Burglar—Yes, sir. The woman M
^^ ^^.

cleanin', and th' stair carpet was up,

heard me.

(fl
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TOMUNSON.

; within the wall, where Peter holds

,

Toralinson, and atiswer loud and

little earth so

1 of Tomlinson grew white as a rainwashed

Jl,,yedidforlhesakeof men

,he naked soul

bone.

e read in a book," he said, " and that was told to

Tliave thought that another man thought of a prince

in Muscovy." . ,.
,

.

p„er twirled the jangling keys m weariness and

ralh.

[Ibeworlh
' ba' ye *«<

have heard, ye have thought,

lie is yet to run,

of the body that once ye had, g

v*hs\e read, ye
''

-ami the tale IS yet to run
he said,

e answer,—what

—Kipling.

ABOUT FORHOSA.

Vt.-iv years ago some Spanish navigators, who ad-

ited the rich tropical scenery, the forests of aloe

d p,i!m found on this island, named it Formosa.

he missionaries are now at work in this strange

foff land.

often the case in heathen countries, the

romen did all the hard work. They cultivated the

ce until it was ripe, then they cut it with

mil knives. In the evening they brought a few

hes of grain into the house, in the morning

ley ,iro5e early and tramped out enough to do for

leday. Their simple meals were good enough for

die men, who never did any work. Only the old

len of fifty and sixty sometimes helped the women
little in the fields or hunted in the forests. On cer-

in feast days the women were not allowed to wear
Ik or,my extra finery; if their vanity led them
Itray and they were found dressed up too much,
leir clothes were torn off or cut to pieces. They
ere fond of jewelry, and pierced their ears four or

'e times, and wore as many rings in them. The
lildren belonged to the mother until they were
rec jears of age, after which they were given to
e father. The boys all slept together in one
ace, usually a temple, in order to make them brave.
They have a curious way of sealing a friendship,
fcey throw an arm around each other's neck, and
mg their heads together at the same moment:
ey drink from the same vessel. It is a trying ex-
riencefora foreigner, but the vow of friendship
"' made is never broken. A Judas kiss is un-
io"'n among them.
Tlieir funeral customs are very curious. When
Kte, they build a hut before his house, cover-
"_«lli green boughs. Inside they place a ves-
Pire water and a cup. They say the water

P""fy the soul. They believe that there is a

2' bndge over which all souls must pass after

\ wr"''
*'' ''"^^'^ ""^''^ '" ^ ''^<=P' horrible

,vi,en the wicked soul strives to pass over,

l«ner?i"!'°^'
suddenly around and drops the

M» the mtry hole. The good soul travels
safety and lands in a beautiful country

"re and peace.

ago a scientifi

SOME BIBLE FACTS.

In the Bible, Old and New Testaments, there are
3,586,473 letters, ;75,693 words, 31.373 verses, i.tSg
chapters, and 66 books.
The longest book is Psalms, which h.as 150 divi-

sions. The shortest is Second John, which has one
chapter of 13 verses.

The longest chapter is the iigth Psalm, which
has 176 verses. The shortest is the 117th Psalm,
which has two verses.

The longest verse is the ninth verse of the eighth
chapter of Esther. It has 90 words. The shortest
IS the 35th verse of the nth chapter of John. It
has two words.

The eighth verse of the liSth Psalm is the mid-
dle verse of the Bible.

The 37th chapter of Isaiah and th.

of Second Kings are alike.

In the r07th Psalm the eighth
verses are alike.

Each verse of the 136th Psalm ends alike.
Esther is the only book in which the naine of God

is not found.

The 2 1st verse of the seventh chapter of Ezra
contains all the letters of the alphabet.

Fop the Wee * Folk

: 19th chapter

15th, 2lst, aiid3lst

and carried our

peace was upon

SuRELV he hath borne our griefs

sorrows: the chastisement of our
him; and with his stripes we are healed. All we like
sheep have gone astray; we have turned, every one
to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on him the
iniquity of us all. But thou didst not leave his soul
in hell, nor suffer thine holy One to see corruption;
for now is Christ risen from the dead and become
the first fruits of them that slept. Lift up your
heads, O ye gates, and the King of Glory shall

come in.

A BUD is seldom unprotected; it is usually cov-
ered with thick and firm scales, which shield it

from the cold winds and frost of early spring, as
safely as a brood of chickens under the protecting
wings of the hen. Like this is the protection the
all-Father throws around childhood, in the family
relation, and the influence of the Sunday school.

The helplessness of childhood appeals to us for in-

struction and care.

I off

toss
it

Pitasi

Sor

l»eti.

Am.erican visited For-

insects, andi°'^'°"'akeacollection"'of""a;TmalI

"« told some of the boys that he wanted
P cimens of a beautiful green snake, that

1Ja° 7°"' ^""- T'''^ ^°y^ ""e just as de-

*«E som"""^""
^°''^ ™°"''' t":' 3t 'he idea of

'«oresT,""°'"'^-
'^'"= ''<=^"" «">^ 'hat there

Preiessor
!t

°"^'" "'^" ''°"''' •"= "'^''' '^"'

" "nif wa
''^1 '°' '^''"^ °^'^- Among the boys

sets and si*,,
'*= ye'low-faced fellow in wide

laid 1^,.
" "P- He shyly entered the room

'' tiiin th. ,. " °" 'he tabic. The professor

Men cannot be developed perfectly who have not
been compelled to bring children up to manhood.
You might as well say that a tree is a perfect tree

without leaf or blossom, as to say that a man is a

man who has gone through life without e.yperienc-

ing the influences that come from bending down
and giving one's self up to those who are helpless

and little.

WHAT BUnSLY FOUND TO MOTHER

ilV JI,\U11E VON I'LEES.

How many of you children ever saw a Klondike
hen? Not many, I'll venture to say. They are not
called klondikes because they came from Alaska
but because they have down instead of feathers and
can withstand the most severe cold. Instead of
wing feathers they have only the rib of the feather
so cannot fly.

'

As a rule they are what poultry men call non-
setters, but we have one little hen that was deter-
mined to have a family and she would cluck so vig-
orously and cross hef poor little stubs of wings over
her back that we named her " Humbly " because
she looked so much like the ragged bumble bees
you see in the fall of the year.

Well, the man that owned Bumbly decided to
humor her, so gave her some eggs .and let her set
until she brought out ten little chickens. Wasn't
she proud though, but pride must have a fall, so the
chickens were given to another hen and Bumbly
was put back in her old yard.
The next morning I was called to see Bumbly.

She had found a little robin and was sitting on it

very contented but the old robins in the apple tree
were in great distress for their baby.
We let her alone until after breakfast and then

went again to see them. The little bird was hungry
and was chirping pitifully, opening his mouth wide,
expecting to get a nice fat worm or bug. But Bum-
bly did not know anything about the
were fed, so tried in vain to quiet him.
Now Bumbly has not much p.-,tience and was

begining to think she had more than she could
manage, so flew at him and before we realized what
had happened had given him such a vicious pick
on the head that she almost ended his frail little

life. Of course he was rescued at once and Bumbly
was in disgrace. This she did not seem to mind,
but has given up the notion of raising a family.

This is a true story and can be made to bear this
moral. Never meddle in other people's affairs, be-
cause if you do you are likely to make matters
worse than they were in the start.

way robins

THE ANIMAL RESTAURANT.

BY ZELIA M. WALTERS.

Iht

"n the '

cash,'

^^:::'^^^^^
and then as the boy was leav-

'«sh onth "'

l""* '"""^'''^''^'y turned and laid
'^hle where before he had

*kim

him

nto the grass. But

an

laid the

the money? " asked the

my snaki

''nan''''
*'°'' ^'^'"n

VoM"'"^"'P'i^e.

"'oney
,.

"">' snakes, and I don't want

""^menl vP^^^ ^'^^W turning away in dis-

toiak.!u^"^°""^ of persuasion could in-

^ain
'' "^oney. The professor never

Let him who has promised before heavenly and
earthly witnesses to renounce all sin and h've for

God examine himself daily and remember his sol-

emn promise. Satan asks not for promises, but he

begs and labors for compromise. A compromise
with sin nullifies the promise to God.

The resurrection of the dead is regarded by some
as only a wild fancy; others consider it a future

possibility; but soon it will be to all a solemn

reality. Many lookcd-for events never come to

pass, simply because something has transpired that

prevented them, but nothing can prevent the dead

from rising.
_

The resurrection is the hope and joy of the Chris-

tian church.

Be what thou seemest; live thy creed;

Hold up to earth the torch divine;

Be what thou prayest to be made;
Let the great Master's steps be thine.

Fill up each hour with what will last;

Buy up the moments as they go;

The life above, when this is past,

Is the ripe fruit of life below.

A child's kiss

Set on thy sighing lips shall make thee glad:

A poor man served by thee shall make thee rich;

A sick man helped by thee shall-make thee strong;

Thou shall be served thyself by every sense

Of service which thou renderest.

Mary was only eight years old, but she had lis-

tened closely when her father and mother and big
sister and brother talked over plans for helping the
poor about them through the hard winter. To her
great disappointment, she was accounted too little

to help in any of these plans. Hut one day she
thought of a simple little deed of ihercy often over-

looked by older and wiser heads.

Her own pets were fed bountifully, but after they
were satisfied there remained scraps from the table

that were burned in the kitchen stove. Mary asked
leave to put these scraps in the sheltered back
porch for poor, stray, homeless dogs and cats.

" But, my dear," said her mother, '* I'm afraid you
will make the back porch very untidy."

" No," said Mary, " I will put the food in wooden
butter-dishes, and what isn't eaten I will bring in

again and burn. I won't leave anything lying

about."

"Very well," said her mother. " I will let you try

it for a week."

So the next morning Mary filled a dish with bits

of food from the breakfast table, and she had the
pleasure of seeing two thin, frightened cats steal

into the porch to eat during the morning. After-
ward a forlorn dog came and cleaned up every rem-
nant of the feast, while the birds ate the crumbs she
had scattered on the ground. Brother Gerald said

laughingly that Mary's animal restaurant was a suc-

cess.

It was a great deal of work for a small girl, but

she kept it up faithfully. The homeless dogs and
cats of the neighborhood soon learned the place

and the gentle little girl who supplied their wants.

As the weather grew more severe, she put two boxes,

lined with bits of old woolen carpet, in the porch.

They were tenanted almost every night, and one
very cold morning, to her delight, she found three

pussies sleeping in one box.

Akroji, Ohio,
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OETTINQ HARRIED IN OTHER LANDS.

as tli<: old
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Marriages may be made in heaven

optimistic proverb is fond of asserting, but m
least, has his say in the disposition of the ceremo-

nies which mark the cementing of the bonds of holy

wedlock.

Wedding ceremonies have a special significance

of their own in every country of the globe. The

advent of Hymen is celebrated in a manner peculiar

to the offices which the god performs. Each na-

tion honors him in its own peculiar way and in each

ihe nuptial happiness of the bride Is made the occa-

,ion of the performance of a series of queer and in-

teresting ceremonials.

Marriages in India take place only in March,

April, May or June. If the bridegroom has been

married before, however, and desires to join the

ranks of the benedicts a second time, he may wed

his second wife in November or February. In In-

dia, loo, the poor little bride is bought by her hus-

band as well as married. He must arrange to pay

her father a certain sum of money, and if the

amount is not forthcoming immediately after the

ceremony the groom is sued by his new masculine

relative and his wife is returned to her father and

kept in pawn until the stipulated sum has bei-u

paid.

The various ceremonies which attend Ihe celebra-

tion of a Hrahmin wedding arc very elaborate and

continue lor a period of five days. First the mar-

ried couple sit under an alcove or canopy supported

by twelve pillars. Then the married women among

the invited guests go through a form of exorcism

in which lighted camphor is supposed to put to

flight the sorceries of the "evil eye." Then the

bridegroom indulges in a bit of coy acting, costum-

ing himself for a pilgrimage to Denares and actual-

ly departs from the village which contains his wife,

lie is met on the confines, however, by his father-

in-law, who' readily persuades him to return to his

home. The thread which is fastened to the wrists

of the couple typifies their united condition of wed- i

lock. Fire, stones and water have their share in

the curious marriage customs of In<lia and the

whole concludes with a royal procession in which

the bride is covered with jewels and precious stones.

At its conclusion the young wife returns to her fa-

ther's house to slay there until she has grown up

sufiicienlly to look after the home of her husband.

The nviplial ceremonies of China are very com-

plex and elaborate. Many observances attend the

preliminary engagement or notification of marriage,

and at the actual marriage performance there are a

number of other curious customs to be observed.

The night before the wedding is spent by the future

bride in a state of wailing and lamentation, in which

she is ably assisted by her friends. She must pro-

test that she does not want to leave the home of her

maidenhood all through the night, but on the mor-

row she forgets her grief of the [Meceding evening

and enters the sedan chair which the bridegroom

has sent to convey his wife to him.

The future husband, instead of his bride, provides

the wedding feast in China. Her parents await her

arrival in the entrance hall of their home, where

their daughter kneels before them. Then she en-

ters the presence of the groom veiled in scarlet,

which is removed by the husband, but not before

his wife has been lifted over a slow fire of chavooal.

When the veil is at last withdrawn the couple enter

the ancestral hall and i)rostrate themselves in sub-

jection before the altar. Then they enter the ban-

queting hall and the bride finishes the subjection of

her condition by waiting upon her new parents as a

servant.

The weddings of Japan are far gayer than the

marriages in China. The young bride has a decid-

edly better time of it.

She is brought into the apartment which contains

the bridegroom by two young girl friends. The

groom is modest and keeps his eyes fastened upon

the floor. The wife follows his example and seats

herself opposite him. while both are waited upon by

the two girl attendants and presented with symbolic-

al fruits and cups containing saki, which they are

expected to drain until they reach the good luck

placed at the bottom.

The bride and groom then retire for a time, only

to return again, however, in more brilliant apparel,

the bride still wearing her veil of white silk, which

is one day to be her shroud

waiting again go through a form of service, offering

more food and saki to the wedded pair and the par-

ents-in-law. The ceremonies conclude with the

dual drinking of the man and wife from a double-

spouted kettle, each one drinking alternately until

the contents arc drained. This is symbolical of the

mutual tasting of the joys and sorrows of life.

Greek men and women may be married at any

period of the year except during the month of May.

The preliminary ceremonies usually last a week.

On Sunday a copy of the marriage contract is sent

to the groom, who returns the compliment by pre-

senting his bride-lo-be and her parents with a num-

ber of simple gifts. The next four days are devot-

ed to the preparation of the wedding cake. The

grain is sifted, the friends of the couple come and

knead it into dough. Then pieces of the dough are

distributed among the company and parts of it

thrown over the heads of the future husband and

wife. Friday witnesses a procession of the presents

through the streets. Saturday is reserved for the

preparation of the bride, which is done by her girl

friends, who sing to her while attending to her toi-

let. Sunday is the actual marriage day, and the

ceremonies of the wedding are very intricate and

curious. Water is used freely to deluge the heads

of both husband and wife. Her shoes are present-

ed by her husband and put on by the best man.

They are married with both rings and crowns.

When they return to their home the mother of the

bride places a loaf of bread upon her head, and

when she leaves on a wedding tour the bride returns

half of it to her parent.

Russia has scant respect for the dignity of wom-

en, but her weddings are attended with elaborate

ceremonials. They are mostly church performances,

in which the ritual is most impressive. After a

number of prayers and chants, sung by the minister,

rings are exchanged and a carpet or rug is thrown

upon the ground, upon which the couple are re-

quested to step. This is a matter of great moment,

for the one who first puts foot upon the rug is sup-

poseil to exercise the mastery through life. Crowns

are then placed upon their heads and a cup given

them to drink, whose contents have been tasted

previously by the minister. The ceremonies at

church arc supplemented by a three days' obser-

vance, consisting principally of feasting and danc-
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Gi:rm;iny is the great land of weddings, as it is of

every family and home celebration. Each special

province has its own observances to add to the gen-

eral regulations of feasting and gayety common to

every section of the united fatherland. The observ

ances last a week or longer and when the bride and

groom are finally married and allowed by their im-

portunate friends to seek the seclusion of a wed-

ding journey they must be a very exhausted couple,

as well as a happy and loving one.

SHOES FOR GEESE.

Reader, You Know
All About

THE INGLENOOKl
But there Are Many Who Do N„i

Know It Ds Well as You.

Have You Seen the Offer in the M «.

senger about New Subscribers^

'

In

...We Want an Agent...

LIVE AG-ENT
Every Church in the Brotherhood.

The Price of the INGLENOOK to

the End of the Year is

...Only Cents,

Whoever gets ten of these 25 cent subscribers cap hm
his choice of any one of these first-class, cloth bound-b»b;

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds,

Black Beauty.

Dictionary ol the Bible,

Dream Life,

Dnimmond's Addresses.

Ten Nights in a 8ar-Rooni,

Intellectual Lilc.

Adventuics ol a Brownlt,

Imitation ol Clirist. Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two b

for thirty, three books, and so on. And they could b.

in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows

self an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall «^^:i

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fif:]

bound books waiting for somebody.

...NOW HURRY IN...

YOUR TWENTY-PIVE CENT SUBSCRIBERS

BRETHREN PUBLFSHING HOUSE,

22 i 24 S. State St., - El|
111

CAP GOODS.
In Pfagiie there exists a goose " bourse," where

yearly 3,000,000 geese change hands. Its most ac-

tive time lasts from the middle of September till

the first days of November. During this time im-

mense flocks of geese are driven into the suburbs,

especially from the districts lying on the right bank

of the Weischel. These arc then driven at night

over the bridges to the Jewish quarters, the trade

being principally in the hands of the Israelites.

As the geese are driven in from long distances

they are "shod," that is to say, walked repeatedly

over patches of tar mixed with fine sand. This
forms a hard crust on the feet of the geese, and
they arc able to cover immense distances without
fatigue.

» ^

»

Katie and Willie are twins, aged five. During a

recent visit to their grandparents who live in the

country and keep chickens, the twins were cau-

tioned in their ^strife to see which could find the

most eggs, never to take away the nest eggs. One
morning Katie reached a nest first, and seizing the
forbidden egg, started for the house. Willie hur-

ried after her shouting: "Grandma! Grandma!
Katie's got the egg the old hen measures by!

"

vSliie'-

We have moved from Mt. Morns. lU., to ElgH'

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly every^
_^

Union. Our motto is
" Best Goods at Lowest Prices,

for samples free to
^ ARNOLD,

jj
Elgin.

""'^*1

NATIONAL BUSINESS COLLE0&

ROANOKE. VIKGINIA-

An eslnbtlshed institution lor both

crative positions tor thorough graduati

during last year (or more graduates than we could

ter first Tuesday in September. Seud for Catalogije
^^^^
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En.ollm^i l«l JJ«

10
Headact'-

Cents wiU Cure Ten
Victor Hendaclie Specific sent by ntail 1'^' " ^.rf*

^

Address: VICTOB KEMKDlIi§ CO..

Naturalists assert that the tiger is a much
stronger animal than the lion. When these mon-
archs of the jungle engage in a combat Leo is gen-

The two damsels in
[
erally whipped by his striped antagonist.

Have You Ever Heard of

The Quinter Colony-

Of Brethren In Kansas? The place "'^'
"^,^ip:'

James Quinter. has a hundred-slmng mf
^^^^ ^jj,{

isfied. Stock and crops combined are »
^^^ ^^

pie are going out there. Do you

of it? Write to,

B. A.
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THE BEYOND.

;r seemelh such a little way to me,

\ct.i5s to that strange country, the beyond.

And yet, not strange, for it has grown to be

The home of those of whom f am so fond.

It makes it seem familiar and most dear.

.\s journeying friends bring distant regions near.

So close n lies that when my sight is clear

I think I almost see the gleaming strand.

1 know I feel those who have gone from here

Come close enough sometimes to touch my hand.

1 often think but for our veiled eyes

We should lind heaven right round about us here.

I cannot make it seem a day to dread

When Irotn this dear earth I shall journey out

To lh.tt still dearer country of the dead

Ami join the lost ones for long dreams about.

I love this world, yet 1 shall love to go

To meet the friends who wait for me I know.

I never stand above a bier and see

The seal of death set on some well-beloved face

Hut that I think one more to welcome me.

When 1 shall cross the intervening space

Hetween this land and that one over there.

One more to make the strange " Beyond " seem fair.

-And so for me there is no sting to death,

.And so the grave has lost its victory.

II is but crossing with abated breath,

,^nd with set face a little strip of sea

To lind the loved ones waiting on the shore.

More beautiful, more precious than before.

A KEADINQ.

"n Morning, little boy! Where go you?
Ml traveling the path to manhood, where

gitat deeds arc done. I am going to be among
JMt, and mayhap I will be one of them myself.

« «orld is all so far ahead, and Time, the lag-
'l. Cocs so slow. There's a rainbow in the sky,

1 have heard that at the other end is a pot of
"1 am goin- to get it. All the way i.s golden.
'^•Iirasl, and the other singing birds are caroling
' ''«s. There is joyous company on the way.
" «e colors, music and song, on the road.
""veel. and earth is beautiful. Only Time

i> » slowly."

'»»<iMorni„g, young man! How now? "lam

tC, '''""''ol'l. Before is the whole world

tlot""^
' *'^"^ ""^ listening multitude swayed

M w^'i"""
'" '''"Shter, as I hold them spell-

Vu.,r '
"""" ""'' ^''^ down with me.

"?cwh
'";' "'"'• ""'' ^" "^'^ i'^°p'<= '^-'i' ''° "«

«11 „„ '
''^""^ P^'^<=d before them. The sun

Wjiti",
.''"''="^' ="1^ all the future is gold-

'«kn iJ'"
'^'"^'' "^'^ ™°''''' ''°"' ''should

lets
,°''""S. not even a chance. I will make

""d Da T'
'"'"'' ''''''^' '''''*"'"

""f.b'uf"' ^°* fares it? ' It is hot and

"» do Tl"'^''
"'" ™^ '''^ "^^''^ y*^' ^^"^ '^

'*'" The I

'""^^ ^"^'^ "°' ^" '"" ^^ '

" '' ' stn? 1

"""^^ '° "^^ forefront, and
"^

'' »«n w'lh^
"'at I had not foreseen. Yet

"""« and
""" ^^""^ '"•'"' ^''''" * falling off

''*>'»
but f

"
i'''^'^'"^

°^ '"'Sh' pictures. Yet

''hem. jT" "^ '"^' ahead. I must hurry to

*" *»d vo
''^

i"*^
f^lusive in their habit. I am

°**Afi;
"" «""se me till later,"

^'*''>.'a"„TV^''"°'"'= day? "The day

hot and h
*"'''" '^ "°' 5"=' finished. It

""
'esulis h

^"""SSle has been e.vhausting,
"ave not h*»^n .-....--c.-* j(

' "•« that
not been satisfactory,

"e evening is coming on. The

shadows are growing longer, and Time, the runner,
is going faster than there is need. All the visions
of the morning have proved a mirage. There has
been a bitter where I thought all was sweet.
Fame, the hurried one. is still as far ahead as ever.

The world has been so busy that I have not won its

entire attention. In fact, I have not stopped the
multitude at all. I am looking toward the sunset

these days more than I did. My ciiildren have
grown up in a night. But yesterday they were at

my knee, now they are at college or nesting for

themselves. Time is running now. Would that it

were slower."

Good Evening, Graybeard! What cheer':' "The
day is far spent and the night cometh on. I have
found the way a weary one. It was full of traps I

had not seen. Others were faster than I. I saw
Fame, the harridan, smile and lure many a good
man to destruction, then abandoning him. To some
all they touched turned to gold. Yet it carried in

its yellow bosom a curse that wearied the owner to

his death and it was a veritable burden to those who
followed and to whom its care fell. It has been

more of emptiness than I had looked for, this thing

called living. Looking back I see two fair people

by the shady wayside that were strangely over-

looked in the race. They are Love and Peace, both

white robed and ever young. Happy those who
tarried with them. And ahead beyond the sunset

there is a brighter world than this. I often sit and

think of it. I am not looking ahead now as I did

so much of yore. I am looking beyond where

those who have gone before me are at rest in the

shade of the trees, and the Saints arc there, and,

best of all, the dear Lord is among them, and there

are eternal peace and happiness. I am only wait-

ing the call to come home. It has not been for the

best here, and I am weary and would rest."

Night! What of the Night? There is a turf-cov-

ered mound In the graveyard, over which once the

flowers blossomed while there were hands to tend

them. It is gras;s-grown now, and the only sound is

when the bird pipes its note in the wild slirubberj'.

The Spring spreads its greenery over the place of

those who have passed, the Summer burns the flowers,

the Autumn winds pile the dead leaves by the sides

of the graves, and Winter robes them in white, and,

wonder of all, none are there. They have passed

and are at rest and in peace. Greenery, fire, dead

leaves and snow, and after all the rest. Surely

what we have said is the coming lot of all who read.

Hut the best of all is that just beyond is the Cross

towering o\er all, and every reader who looks upon

it shall, in the beyond, walk hand in hand with him

who was pierced for our infirmities. And sc

things here pass as a tale that is told.

THE WEARING QUALITIES OF GOLD.

upon the state of health of the wearer and his gen-
eral constitutional and physical condition. Kspeci-
ally is this the case if the article is worn next the
person. Many persons complain ni articles they
have purchased as good gold, because of blacken-
ing of the finger or of the skin, where constant touch
and contact with the perspiration or moisture from
their system has caused a dark discoloration to ap-
pear. In some cases this blackening affects only
the skin of the wearer. In more aggravating form
the gold itself is also discolored or tarnished, and
turns into varying surface colors from a bluish,

filmy white, easily removed, to the rusty, dark, and
reddish brown that is only removed by persistent

scrubbing. In such cases the article is at once con-
demned as brass, or, at the best, poor gold, when it

really may be an eighteen carat genuine gold al-

loy.

Most people are able to wear a fourtccn-carat ar-

ticle with satisfaction iii this respect, A smaller

proportion can with equal satisfaction wear the ten-

carat gold of the trade. Where there may be five

persons in a hundred who are necessitated, by the

peculiarities of their physical make up, to wear bet-

ter than fourteen-carat gold, there are probably
fewer than one in the hundred who have any diffi

culty with eighteen-carat metal. Fewer still are

they who cannot wear it, be it ever so carefully al-

loyed and made into the article to be worn. There
seems tn be no distinction of persons. The fairest

lady or young miss, or stalwart young athlete show-
ing health and good condition in every line of his

face and form, may in the moisture of the skin pos-

sess that tarnishing qualit)' that will admit of the

wearing of nothing less than twenty or twenty-two-

carat gold.

Even among the jewelry dealers the facts as de-

scribed are not generally recognized, so well-nigh

universal is the satisfaction with which eighteen

carat is used and worn. The ordinary dealer is

himself ([uite as apt to believe he has been imposed

upon by the parties selling him the goods, as he is

properly to place the difficult)- when confronletl

with a b;uMy-tainislud rintj or button of eighteen-

carat gold.
« «

HE FEARED TO PRESUnE.

In the manufacture of jewelry, or other articles in

which gold is used, the pure gold is never used at

all. It is too soft, and must be alloyed. A carat,

one-twenty-fourth part, is the unit of computation.

Eighteen carat gold arc eighteen parts of gold add-

ed to which are six parts of baser metals, thus mak-

ing up the requisite twenty-four. Now it some-

times happens that persons wearing even the best

qualities of commercial jewelry find it tarnishes,

and stains the skin. The inference is at once that

it is a common metal, not gold at all. But there

are instances in which this view is not correct.

The wearing qualities of the various grades of

solid gold alloys are dependent to a great degree

The American tourist is so firnil\ convinced that

he is being cheated on all hands during liis Euro-

pe«n travels that he occasionally overstejis the

bounds of prudence.

"What is the price of this pin? " asked a young

man in a Paris shop, handling a small silver brooch

of exquisite workmanship.

"Twenty francs, monsieur," said the clerk,

"That's altogether too much," said the young

American. " It's for a present to ni)- sister; I'll

give j'ou five francs for it."

"Zen it would be I zat gave /e prc/ent to your

sister," said the Frenchman, with a deprecatory

shrug, "and I do not know niademoiselic."

RHYME OF BRAMBLE BUSH IN REAL LIFE.

A STREET car struck Giuseppe Marate, a .sailor, in

Philadelphia, knocked him down, and dislocated

his shoulder. He was put into a wagon and hurried

off toward the Pennsylvania hospital. The wagon
jumped over a rut in the pavement atid the jar reset

the shoulder. When he got to the hospital the sur-

geons found the shoulder all right, bandaged it, and

sent him back to his vessel.
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U Cofpespondence M
IN CHINA.

Jusr now the whole world is aghast at the butch-

ery in China, of all foreigners by the fanatics. The

country and tiie people arc being much discussed in

the papers and one who has lived in the country

lells something of the strange people.

"Did you ever get socially acclimated, ever feel

at home in China?" I once asked an acquaintance

who had lived and traveled extensively in that

country for fifteen years.

"No," said he, "unless you can call getting

thoughtless and occasionally careless by that

name."
" How do you mean?

"

" Well, just as the lion tamer does occasionally.

Though he knows he's always in danger at times

he gets used to it and forgets it and is liable to pay

the penally. So in China. Foreigners need to be

constantly on their guard. They or their govern-

ments must make the Chinese fear them.

" You may get some faint notion of it," he went

on, "
if you've ever gone as a perfect stranger into

the foreign quarters of a big city like New York or

Chicago, or the east end of London. The very fact

of your being well dres.sed and apt, like a stranger,

to peer and peck and stare about you excites sus-

picion. And especially if you take nut paper and

pencil and begin making notes. They will spot you

at once. The first thing you know the swarming

denizens the women particularly will be looking

at you and whispering to one another. Some of

them will frown and scowl. If you ask your way or

ask anyone's address they will probably grow angry

or sullen, and refuse to answer. The children, even,

will notice you, and nudge one another, following

your every motion with their eyes, and running to

tell their parents of your presence. They are in-

structed to mislead you if you put any questions to

them. They take you for a collector, assessor, tax

gatherer, or some one that wants to get money out

of tln-ui,

" Now multiply that feeling toward you, s.iy fifty-

fold, and know that they are, besides, liable to

break out in riot and murder at any moment, and

you can get a notion of the w.iy a Kuropean or even

.1 Japanese feels in a Chinese city, especially when

he is alone and at a distance from the foreign quar-

ter, if there is one.

"They are liable to crowd about you and jeer and

make unpleasant remarks. 1 don't mean that all of

them do. Hut in the interior cities and villages,

where they seldom see foreigners, they are almost

certain to do so. Then besides they will feel of

your clothes; take off your hat and put it on their

own heads, generally with unpleasant subsequent

results to yourself. They will feel of your hair to

see if it is of the same texture as theirs. If you

should happen to have a sketch book and a pencil,

or any European writing materials, or any trinkets

like a w.ltch chain, a foot rule, a pocket knife or

anything queer and odd to them, they do not hesi-

tate to seize it, examine it, pass it around, and if

possible, keep it. 1 h.ive even known them to

snatch a bundle from a European's hand and calm-

ly open it and inspect its contents. Once a parcel

was snatched from a woman missionary, in Wusuch,

I think. It was opened and her nightdress spread

out and flapped about to the gre.it delight of the

crowd.

"Among the lower classes in China they are

strangers," said my acquaintance. " I seldom saw

a friendly smile iqion their faces in presence of a

foreigner. They are almost sure to either frown or

grin at >'ou. Many of them believe that foreigners

have the evil eye. I h.avc seen mothers snatch

their children away and hide them when they de-

tected a Kuropean woman looking at them. Wom-
en put their hands before their (aces if you look at

them, and old women will curse you to counteract

the bad influence.

"You can alwa\s tell whether they are friendly

or not. If they are friendly they will call you ' yan-

se-sang'—foreign mister; otherwise, ' yan-kwei-7.u'—

foreign devil—though this last may be a term of

admiration as well as of enmity. Their conviction is

that the foreigner has come there, whether pretend-

ing to be a missionary or not, to confiscate their

property, take it away from them and kill them off.

"The Chinese say that white men smell like

sheep. It certainly is true that a Chinese dog

knows the difference. The approach of a white

man will wake one out of a sound sleep and set him

to barking, thinking perhaps that he is to have a

mutton chop.
" Some say that the Chinese as a race are inca-

pable of either speaking or believing the truth.

This is a sweeping accusation, and is itself, I am

afraid, an illustration of the very thing it condemns.

Yet there is a prevailing notion that they do not

feel under the slighest obligation to speak the truth

to a foreigner if a lie will better serve the purpose.

In other words, the foreigner is a natural enemy.

Certainly they are willing to believe any lie that is

told about him.

"They believe that the missionaries gouge out

the eyes of their converts and use the eyes for med-

ical purposes. They believe that white children

are made so by their mothers licking them, as cats

do their kittens. They have been told that Europe-

ans cook and eat Chinese children. Cans of con-

densed milk have been exhibited, with the expla-

nation that the stuff is the children's brains cooked

for the depraved appetite of the foreigner, and that

gelatine is Chinese babies boiled down to a jelly for

the foreign epicure.

" The riots at Tien-Tsin and other places in 189I

grew out of the fact that the sisters of charity and

the Wesleyan ministers took charge of Chinese fe-

male infants that had been either thrown or given

aw.iy. Owing to their feebleness and exposure,

the mortality among them was very large, and

these missionaries were accused of kidnaping and

slaughtering them, and making their eyes, hearts

and brains into medicine. .Xbout the time of these

riots placards were posted up warning Chinese fa-

thers and mothers against allowing their children to

wander about the streets. They believe, too, that

cameras take pictures by means of dead Chinese

babies eyes, with which they are packed full. The

difference in looks of European and Chinese eyes

they believe enables the European to see into the

ground and detect hidden or buried silver, which

he will take away from them. In short, they look

upon the foreigner as a predestined malevolent en-

emy to be watched, thwarted and if possible gotten

rid of.

" They are also much prejudiced against the Eu-

ropeans on account of what they deem the improp-

er behavior of the sexes. They are highly scandal-

ized at a woman's coming into personal contact

with a man who is not her husband. The spectacle

of a woman's shaking hands with a man is very

shocking. They immediately set her down as unfit

to associate with. And they think it the height of

immodesty for a woman to kiss her husband in pub-

lic. They do not understand, therefore, how a

woman who is unmarried can come out there as a

missionary and live on friendly and intimate social

terms with masculine missionaries and masculine

converts, and be the good woman that she pretends

to be. They naturally do not want their own wom-

en to associate with her, and they resent all efforts

to convert them to her religion.

"They are offended at the conversion of their

women to the new religion because it does away

with that exclusiveness which they insist on for

their women. They object strenuously and bitter-

ly, therefore, to female missionaries and female

converts."

to go to war and fight? ' I remembered
her

ings with me to stay by the fireside and iu
me to the heart. I at once resolved tor

*"

go home. As 1 was returning to camo '

man was taken, on whose person a letter w f

' '

written by a Brother Leatherman, giving ( 11

'"''

ligence of our forces to the enemy. Ti,.
'"''

commanding the expedition approached
ordered, ' Captain, go over to that house and

* '

that man and bring him along. There he is^v,

him.' I knew him to be a Tunker, and hi
'"'

punishable with death. I had no ''<- ""*
alternative

bur
obey, so, taking a lieutenant and sergeant w
up to the house, when I accosted him with

"

Leatherman, I am sent to arrest

me, what for? '—
'
For that foolish letter

1 said.

>-°"--'.\,r-.

of ytjij.

He turned ashy pale, but answered •«

I go into the house and get some articles of ci

ing?'— Certainly,' 1 answered. I waited oul!",

and inwardly prayed to be relieved of the rcspo

bility of this arrest, as I was more than half a T

ker at heart. He remained in the house some tin,,

and I noticed that he came to the window an'

looked out upon the road several times. Thm '

came down, went to the stable for his horse whici

saddled and mounted. Hearing a clatter of hor.

feet approaching, I looked behind me, and notlii

yards distant came the Federal force. Brother
I

rode around the house and the Union men firtv

volley at me before I could leave the yard, H

ing a good horse, I put spurs and got away salt

Arriving at camp I at once resigned and \n

home.

"The war ended. The Brethren commenced ih,

meetings again, preaching peace on earth, good \i

toward men. I was baptized into the Brotherho'

" Some time after, two men came along by <

.

house and asked the road to the Tunker meeting'

house. I answered, that if they stayed over nighi I

would be their escort to the meeting. Tht

stopped. We took care of the horses. Oneolt

brethren now came forward holding out hishanflj

with ' Brother Harper, this is a different rneetil

from our last,' laughing,—'I do not know 10 iihl

you refer,' I answered. 'Why, Brother Harper,' ll

said, ' don't you know when you took mc a prisoier

when the Union men came in just the right time 10

save me from going with you, while you wtri

forced to fly for your life, with the Union men pot.

ing a volley after you?' 'Yes,' said the
|

brother, ' blessed be God, this is a fat diflew'

meeting,' and we sealed it with the salute ol "

Brethren; ' And believe me. Brother Franklin,

will ever be looked upon as one of the mosl rnw

esting epochs of my whole life.'
"

Truly, "Truth is stranger than fiction.'

OETTINQ OVER THE DIFFICULTV.

A LADY had issued invitations for .1
1

-

twelve, and on the morning of the app'"

when conferring with her footm.rn, she Ji''-'

that one of the twelve silver shells in wWjJ

loped oysters were to be served had been mi>P '

A TUNKER WAR EPISODE.

Rigid search for the missing artide having P""

[The following interesliiig communication has been contrib-
uted by Heiiry Holsinger. of California. It is an extract
from his forthcoming book,]

.At a Communion meeting, held near Plattsburg,

Missouri, in 1873, Brother Addison Harper, former-

ly a Rebel general, and Brother Franklin Holsinger,

a Major in the Union army, present prohibition can-

didate for Governor of Kansas, met, kissed each

other and then wandered off to a grove where the

following colloquy occurred;
" You spake of my being a Rebel officer. Now,

brother, I will tell you the most remarkable story of

my life, I participated in many battles, including

first Manasscs, where I captured, with my com-
mand, some seventy non-combatants. Congressman
Ely. of New York, and others. I was ordered to

Romney to reconnoitre a Federal force advancing.
While near there I stopped at a farm house where I

found they were Tunkers. In conversation with
the old brother, I told him my wife was a Tunker.
He looked at me and asked, ' Did she counsel thee

unavailing, the lady decided that, soorrer tba >

up that course, she would simply d"'""^ >;

when they were handed to her, and so 1
i

shells would be sufficient.
j

It happened that when the oysters were
^^^_

dinner the hostess was engaged '"*
''"^^

3,^

conversation with some of h'^'' ""^'^
'""^Jj „(

getting her determination, she took

shells of oysters and set it before hersel .

If the servant's heart fell in co

he gave no external sign of it, ™''
J^^^^

tones distinct though low, said respec

madam, but you said I «as to

nstern.rtion=':

,ejki'^

remi""

cuse me.

that the doctor forbade you eating oy*""'

SIGN NOT TOO EXPLICIT-

• Now," said the fussy old S^"'^^^^„i p"''

; nioi

of havin!

pu'

pic

th"one of the biggest berries in hi

up another, "what is the sense *"!
I'" p„'„t

y*-

read. ' Fresh strawberries for sale'
^^^^^,

f

that • Fresh strawberries ' would be e^
^^^^.

^
you suppose that everybody kno«-

sale?" ..so»''

"
I dunno," answered the groc''-,

seem to think I'm givin' them ^''•'^^^^,,

And the old gentleman put the

box.
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STARFISH AND OYSTER.

The
ovstei when at home lives in a hard lime

1, nicely protects him from the attack of

''^'" " '

iSl.Nii:lu>l<is. Man with his tools can

'°""'T shell and remove the soft animal, but be-

up'" '

'
'|),j oyster has few foes. Oddl\- enough

!"•'' "''
_., (oe is not, as might be expected, an an-

'*|^";°l"oiverful jawsand strong teeth, but one
'"

i"' ithout jaws. It is the common starfish so
'''°'

on eierywhere
at the seashore.

^"Tt the starfish is a soft, flexible creature, very

""h seemingly helpless, and utterly unable to

animal as the oyster. Its mouth,

the center of the disk, has no teeth
jtiack such

! How can such a helpless creature open the

"lidablc oyster shell and get at the animal con-

.jljd within i'

lis method of doing so is odd enough. It first

1 sns the oyster in its arms, wrapping its five arms

''\h the shell tightly. Having thus seized the

iv<ur, il quietly waits, just exactly what happens

•ven our scientists do not exactly know. The

im shells of the oyster are held together by a

,;,e which is opened by a spring. The spring is

10 i'djiisted that the shells will be pushed open uii-

Ihev are held together by the muscles. Some

iCKnli5!s tell us that after the starfish has held the

lysKifora while the oyster opens its shell in or-

[tr 10 "et food, and the starfish that has been wait-

no for this now injects into the shell a little red-

lish liquid. This acts as a poison, paralyzing the

and thus making it impossible for the ani-

nal to close its shell. Others tell us that the pro-

;ess IS simpler, and that the starfish simply holds

hells tightly together until the oyster is smoth-

ired. As soon as it is stupefied by the suffocation

he muscles relax and the shell opens.

Whichever of these two accounts are true it is cer-

n ihat after a little the oyster shells fly open.
oiv comes the oddest feature of all. The stomach
ifthestarfish is very large and elastic, and it is now
lirown out of the animal's mouth much as one
'ould turn a bag inside out. This stomach is then
krust within the oyster shell and wrapped around
le soft animal, beginning at once to digest it.

he starfish does not take the trouble even to re-

the oyster from its shell, digesting it in its

»"i home ,ind eventually crawling a>vay, leaving
rtind ih.e gaping, empty shell

LEOPARDS AT KINDERGARTEN.

THElii

Jucalinnotanani

ltd

-As h.

^ '0 test its temper.

mal which has never been han-

hpped into a cage in which were a leop-
I jaguar, a trainer thrust before him an or-

"« kitchen chair of light, hardwood. This was

pinll"
,''^'' ''""'* ''*' ^''PP'ng '"o of 'he centralV ' " of the back, thereby obtaining an excellent
which enabled him easily to hold the

legs pointed directly to
'*>'"utsretclicd with

"n tia

Th,

ning 1-0,1.

is right hand he carried a short

J„'|""T1
""^ '"'"" ^^"'' ''' P"P''^ ^^"^ "^^

'•Is mi V
e>!plosion—a medley of snarls,

'islan
I

'* '^"'i 'he way those spotted

''' ivhi h

^'"^ '"'^'"' ""-" °""<^5 of 'he extended

- -onielh'*^"'^''
^^ ^ '''"'^''' '° ""= '"'"<^''s '=g5'

1
I s,„

'"*' '° *"= remembered. Never before

"*ne«'',", f"*^'! .
* startling exhibition of feline.Kness

'slci and

as m thi s preliminary skirmish between
P"P'ls. The I,atter's claws seemed to be

'*f shield
1!^°™^"' ^"^ played a lively tattoo

"* the

1 and

tr.aiiie

against the point of the rod with

"'^'lemeoi.V
P''°'«''=d himself. During all

-.'standin
'''*""^'' ^^^^ ^^ '^'>'™ ^' 'f *"=

'li.le „„/ '""f"='y outside of the cage.

''"<iRen«i,° "'"^""^ '"^^ engaged
St,„7''"^^'"'=theothe

''*""wlw''
^'^'^'"'^ 'he trainer. How alert

'"''
apparent!

° "'^ "lovements of the creature,

"'"^d on „,5 J^'^™^''
li"lc of his attention, was

the

uar seemed to realize that they, and not the man
were on the defensive. Their savage dashes were
less frequent and they were more inclined to crouch
close to the floor and lash their tails in sullen de-
fiance. Then it was that the trainer, their master,
began his first attempt at teaching them.

TRADE IN QUEER ANIMALS.

There is no branch of the animal kingdom, nor
any corner of the world, that is not ransacked and
explored nowadays for the purpose of collecting
natural history curiosities to supply the commer-
cial demand. Firms dealing in such merchandise
in a large way are located in most big cities both in

this country and abroad, and, judging from the
comprehensiveness of their catalogues, it would
seem as if there was nothing that flies or walks or
swims that they are not prepared to furnish on short
notice at list prices.

One of these catalogues advertises a large assort-
ment of " live material," as it is termed. From this
document, says the Saturday Evening Post, one learns
that he can obtain large bullfrogs at S3 a dozen,
alive and kicking; medium-sized bullfrogs are
cheaper, costing only Si. 75 for twelve. Turtles are S2
a dozen for " adults," and small ones for aquaria are
offered at 15 cents each. Pond snails, " in assorted
lots," are listed at 25 cents a dozen; crayfish cost
Si a dozen, and newts are 15 cents each. In order-
ing crayfish, it is requested that a few days' notice
be given in which to secure them in case the stock
should be low. No such reservation, however, is

made in the case of earth worms, which come at 60
cents a dozen. It is safe to say that any small boy
will furnish earth worms under this rate.

Crabs are not offered alive, but in alcohol, and in

this shape one can buy sand crabs, blue crabs, spi-

der crabs, fiddler crabs, mud crabs and hermit crabs
at prices running from lo to 75 cents apiece, spider
crabs being the dearest. Insects, similarly pre-

served, are so cheap as to tempt purchase. Squash
bugs cost only fifty cents a dozen, while giant water
bugs come at only half that price. Earwigs are

quoted at 50 cents a dozen, ant lions at 10 cents

each, crickets at 50 cents a dozen, seventeen-year
locusts at 10 cents apiece and June bugs at 50 cents

a dozen. Horseflies invite the buyer at only 10

cents the fly, " true wasps " may be obtained for the

same price, and bumblebees foot the list at 6 cents.

In London, which is the great bug market of the

world, auctions of insects are held every year, and
startling prices are paid sometimes for rare speci-

mens. As much as SSoo has been brought by a

single butterfly, while an out-of-the-way beetle may
be valued at many times its weight in gold.

Hamburg is a great market for wild animals,

largely from Africa, that cit)- having an important

trade with the Dark Continent. To London comes
much material of the same sort from .Australia and
New Zealand, and many rare creatures are obtained

from sailors who fetch them from various parts of

the world. An American dealer, not long ago,

made a special trip to White Bay, New Zealand, for

the purpose of procuring a kind of lizard called the
" sphendon," which is regarded by scientists as a won-

derful curiosity, inasmuch as it is the only survivor

of an entire order of reptiles, all the other genera

and species having long since become extinct.

This lizard, which is known to the native Maoris as

the " tuatera," is about a foot and a half long, and,

oddly enough, seems to have affinities with the

crocodile. Of course, all the kangaroos, wombats

and flightless birds come from Australia and New
Zealand.

•

BIRD FLIQMT STILL A SECRET.

motionless in the upper air. Whether the out-
stretched wings arc really still or whether there is

a slight but continual shifting to take advantage of
aerial currents is not fully determined. Floating
birds have been watched for hours through power-
ful glasses, and lately they have been photographed
in infinite detail with that wonderful new instru-
ment called the ' telepholoscope,' which is'merely a
combination of the telescope and the camera, but
not one clew to the mystery has been obtained.

" It used to be thought that birds could float only
against the wind, but that has been exploded
Then, again, the faculty is possessed by compara-
tively few varieties, and others, with equal or su-
perior wing spread, are unable to do it at all. The
why and wherefore are unanswered questions.

" Lihenlhall, the German scientist, seemed to be
on the right track with his 'gliding machine,' but
he fell and broke his neck and what was peculiarly
unfortunate was that he failed to commit his most
valuable facts to paper. Hiram Maxim, the ma-
chine-gun man, wrestled with the same problem for
years and spent thousands of pounds constructing
what he christened ' aeroplanes,' but at last he gave
it up. It was too hard for him. Now Oliver Cha-
nute, the veteran American engineer, and Professor
Langley, of the Smithsonian Institution, arc both at
work on the same lines. They have made no actual
progress, but if persistency counts for anything it

is only a matter of time when the secret will be
wrested from nature.

WATER LILIES IN TUBS.

A FEW years since the water lily was cultivated
only in a few botanical gardens, and was universally
supposed to be manageable only by the specialist.
But year by year it has outgrown these quarters and
proves itself to be a plant for the million. Any
person possessing water and a Iwo-gallon pail may
have aquatic plants and flowers. Water hyacinths,
water poppies, parrot's fe.ather and even the minia-
ture nymphaeas may be grown in a vessel (wooden
preferred) having a superficial area of one square
foot. Tubs the size of oil or whisky barrels, sawed
in two, make suitable vessels for a variety of nym-
phaeas and lotuses. .'\ most pleasant addition to a

lawn, noticed lately, was a grouji of four tubs—three
of them placed in a triangle, their inner edges sup-
porting the fourth—making a pyramid. In the up-
per or central tub was a lotus, its flowers and um-
brella-like leaves towering up several feet high,

while parrot's feather was trailing down over the
sides almost completely hiding the tub. In the

lower tubs were red, white and blue nymphaeas,
with some other aquatics, while around the margins
a few rocks were placed, ,'ind interspersed with
moisture-loving plants, the whole making a mc*und
of fresh, bright-gix-en foliage and brilliant colored

flowers, all summer. Tubs, pails or casks for wa-
ter lilies should be filled two-thirds full of good,
rich loam, the roots planted two inches deep, then
be given a warm sunny place and kept full of pure
water. Ai frost the water may be poured off and
the tubs carried over winter in a warm cellar or un-

der the benches of a greenhouse.

carrying

would invariably

'"''""e aniiiri """ '^''' "^'" '^''"y '''"'=

i,'*"Suick^
at'empted to steal past he was

"""'"
Iwck

' ^ *'^^ thrusts of the prod, which
• spitting and hissing, into the cor-

'«"h„n half an hou r the leopard andthejag-

" Thousands of learned papers have been written

on the flight of birds," said a mechanical expert of

this city, "and all the flying machine enthusiasts

ha\-e given the subject endless study and investiga-

tion, but, strange to say, we know almost exactly as

much about it now as we did in the beginning—in

other words, nothing at all. Every theory that has

been advanced has been knocked sky high by other

theories equally plausible, and the only result of all

the labor that has been expended is the accumula-

tion of a mass of data from which some genius of

the future may be able to evolve an explanation.

The great secret of secrets is what is known as ' float-

ing ' or ' poising.' Most of us have seen a hawk, for

instance, on a clear, still day hanging apparently

In tropical countries are found a number of

species of insects that counterfeit leaves in a won-
derful way, and some kinds among them are said

actually to assume in dying the changing hues of

the decaying leaf. Their coloring-matter has been
subjected to analysis, and has been proved to be
practically the same substance as the chlorophyl

which gives the green hue to living leaves. It is

not, after all, so very surprising that the untutored
natives of regions where these creatures abound
should believe, as they commonly do. that they are

in reality transformed leaves -in other words, that

a bud developing into a leaf becomes at length a

leaf insect by a mere change of habit.

A KE.Mi!MUKANCE of Our own youthful mistakes
and follies will lead us to judge those of others
with sympathy and indulgence, and the recognition
that we have reached the time of life when gentle
dignity and cheerful serenity are more becoming
than sparkling vivacity or any affectations will save
us from appearing ridiculous.

Teacher—Now, Tommy, give me a sentence, and
then we'll change it to the im[)erative form.
Tommy—The horse draws the wagon.
Teacher—Now put it in the imperative.
Tommy—Get up!
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THE CHANGE IN BOOKS.

When the writer was a boy there were very few

liooks tor chiUlren, or yoiinK people, and such as

we had would not ({O very far these days toward

-satisfyiiiK the literary longings of the present gen-

eration. We remember that we had the " Peter

I'arlcy Talcs," " Kobinson Crusoe," the " Pilgrim's

Progress," and 'a few other Ijooks of the same char-

acter. There was not a single publication intended

liir the young, such as we have in aliundance to-day.

The demand lor good reading was just as insistent

then as now, but there was nothing to fill it. On

.Sundays we got a .Sunday-school book, and it was

generally selected at random from a pile passed by

the teacher of the class. If our memory serves

right they were without much literary merit, being

generally written by some superannuated preacher

who had utterly forgotten what it was to be a boy.

It is all changeil now. The best literary skill of

the world is employed in the making of reading for

our boys and girls. Contrary to the general im-

pression it requires much more literary ability to

get up a book or paper for the young than it does

to fit one out for the grown up. A little thought

will tell the reason why. Young folks may not be

able to give an intelligent reason why they like a

certain paper or book, but the real reason is that it

appeals to the youthful view of things and is nei-

ther over their heads nor bcnealb them. It is not

.m easy task to ijrotluce the required result.

OUK SHOKT SRRnON.

Text : He CourtiKCous.

ABOUT THE KRUQERS.

Mrs. Paul Krucer is the embodiment of home-

liness. In her appearance, in her manners, in her

speech, she is as unassuming as the wife of any

Dutch farmer. And she is just as thrifty and fru-

gal-

Oom Paul Krugcr is believed to be worth S25,-

000,000; and the credit for amassing that immense

fortune he gives to the woman who for nearly half

a century has cared for him and watched over him,

and striven and saved for him- farmer, herdsman,

soldier, clergyman, ambassador. President of the

Transvaal—in every phase of his wonderful career.

"Tanta" Kruger has always believed implicitly in

her husbaiid, has always shown him a humble, de-

vote<l admiration that is somehow pathetic to look

upon. Paul Kruger to-day is, in her opinion, the

greatest man that ever lived. And she is the

proudest woman in the Transvaal. The struggling,

ambitious farmer found a treasure when he found

that gentle, blue-eyed lass, who, when he asked her

to marry him, looked down demurely and said, " I

can bake, I can cook, I can sew, I can clean, I can

scrub."

Kven in these latter days, according to a recent

visitor at Pretoria, the first lady in the Transvaal

bakes, and sews, and scrubs, to save the wages of a

servant. She may be seen at five o'clock any

morning the President is at home bending over a

little kitchen stove preparing her husband's morn-

ing cup of coffee. The only accomplishment in

which "Auntie" Kruger claims to excel is in mak-

ing coffee; and President Kruger affiims that she at-

tains better results with less coffee than any other

housewife in the Transvaal.

HOW PHRASES ORIGINATED.

TiiEKE is courage and courage. .Some kinds of

it require little more than brute fearlessness, and

then there is another kind that is most commenda-

ble. The preacher refers to standing up for the

right in the face of the whole world, dying for it if

necessary. Have we our share of this bravery?

Anybody can fight, and animals can do more of it

than people, but it is distinctly a human quality to

be courageous in the face of opposition, especially

when it is armed with b;irbs t>f satire and ridicule.

Uack in the days of the martyrs there was no

flinching of which we have a detailed record^

Doubtless there were those who denied the faith

and were forgotten, but there were also those who

stood u\i for it and who gave their lives as a pledge

of Iheir earnestness. But while the time of general

martyrdom has happily passed away, there are yet

struggles and battles .is hard as ;iny ever fought_

The peculiarity about these is that they must usual-

ly be fought out without help from human friends.

Many persons, young and old. are so related to

the world, that they are victims of unjust assault, or

they stand alone, objects of unjust ridicule, and

they must fight it out against the whole world.

Happy the one who has the ability to do so. Re-

member Gethsemane. None of us will ever be

brought to that trial, and we should be firm. Help

often comes in a way we do hot dream of. It is all

from the same source, and it is free to all. We
need not tell our congregation where or who it

comes from. What we want to do is 10 not forget

that if we find ourselves alone somewhere, and the

silent enemy assaults, we are on gtiard. and that the

glory of the kingdom may be entrusted to us, and

we are to not cower or retreat from our espoused

side. Failure is impossible with the Lord beside

us. God and one make a majority. He coura-

geous.

ago by Thomas Tucker in

Points of Good Husbandry.
his

Lati

" Five

" on Bu,used it in his " Pilgrim's Progress." '
°^'^>'*i

Not a few of the phrases in use at this H
nated with Lyly, and are found in his " Eu h

"'

popular book published in 1580. Am ^
might be mentioned " caught napping " •< -^

'

stick or none, "orovvn study," " catchinp h
putting salt on their tails," etc.

"

When people do not particularly iikc ea^L ^^
it is sometimes said " there is no love lost h
them." The phrase occurs in the old ballad m
Babes in the Wood," and in a tale of the l'

'

Shakespeare, entitled " Montchensey." "

n.

TORN BANK-NOTES.

The origin of the phrase, " I can't see it," is

traced to Lord Nelson, who at the battle of Copen-

hagen was told that a signal was given to cease fir-

ing, and the direction pointed out to him. Seizing

a telescope he applied it to his blind eye and ex-

claimed; " 1 can't see it."

" Hauling over the coals " dates six or seven cen-

turies back, when feudal barons often used harsh

methods of extracting gold from the rich Jews by

suspending their victims above slow fires until they

paid ransom or died. There was a scene of this

sort in " Ivanhoe," in which the Front dc Boeuf en-

d'eavors to extort money from Isaac of York, father

of Rebecca.

The term, " blue stocking," was originally used in

Venice about the year 1400 to designate literary

classes by colors. In Mill's " History of Chivalry"

we are told that members of the various academies

were distinguished by the color of their stockings,

blue being the prevailing color. The application of

the term to women originated with Miss Hannah

More's admirable description of a " Blue Stocking

Club " in her " Has Bleu."

"Corporations ha\e no souls" is a much older

expression than most people imagine. It originat-

ed with Sir Kdward Coke, who, in the sixteenth

century, was considered one of the best legal writ-

ers of the age. He says in one of his treatises;

"Corporations cannot commit trespass, nor be out-

lawed, nor excommunicated, for they have no

souls."

The phrase, " I acknowledge the corn." originated

with a slave. He was charged with stealing corn

found in his possession. Having a sack with him.

he was also charged with stealing that. His reply

was; "No. sar; I 'knowledge de corn, but I ain't

gwine to 'knowledge de sack."

"Any color so it's red " originated among a class

of characters called Jakeys in the local drama.

One of them, being on a committee appointed to

procure a new fire engine, was asked what color the

company desired the apparatus painted. He re-

plied: " Why, any color so it's red."

"Drowning the miller" originated from the fol-

lowing fact: It the mill stream below the mill is

dammed or stopped, the water is pounded back,

and the mill becomes what the millers call "tailed."

If there is too much water, the mill will not work,

anil the miller is said to be " drowned out." Hence,

when too much of any one article is put into a mix-

ture it is called "drowning the miller."

" Better late than never " was used over 300 years

TwEXTV-xiNE bundles of mutilated national b
notes, aggregating Si,ooo,ooo in value, wi^re

turned to Washington, on January 1, by the .S U
treasury, in New York. The consignment

repit

sents "holiday money" received by local ba„u

throughout the land-

Since it is estimated that mutilated bills miinci

by the banks represent in value only 25 per cent 0'

the " holiday money" sent to the metropolis ftoi

interior points, it is believed that at least 84,000,00

has recently been received. Notes of the sm,i"

denominations. Si, S2 and S5, were most niutiia;

The money is turned into the bureau of redempti

at Washington, where it is verified. The notes

then cut lengthwise, and sent to different tllvisin:

where they are counted. The " top and bottom

divisions then compare notes to discover possible

discrepancies. After that the notes are ground it

to pulp, and sold to paper manufacturers, whl

make it into little statuettes or busts of fanioJ

men. These are then sold as souvenirs, and bnr;

in a considerable sum of money to their maktr-.

Before this disposition was made, the notes \\m

burned in a furnace. Upon one occasion llu Iim

draught drew the notes up the flue, anil :

bills, with fractional currency, were foiini

Washington.

THREE TIMES WAS ENOUQH.

D.\NiEL Webster was notoriously careless in

iness matters. He did not seem to know the nl;t

of money and scattered it about with a lavish hud

—when he had it—and borrowed it when he comi

An incident illustrating the first mentioned trail"

his is related. On one occasion a man prescnli':

bill to him for payment.

"Why." said Webster, " I have paid that bill ;<

tore."
,

The neighbor assured him that he was mistat"

"All right, then; call again in the morning

»

will settle with you."

As soon as the man was gone Webster cMoi

son Fletcher and told him to look over his Fl

and see if he could not find a '"eipted bM^^^

Wthe surprise of both, two receipted bills were

showing that the bill had ''"n paid twice^^^^

ster put the receipts in his pocket and sal '"

In the morning the neighbor returned f^«

money. Webster took his seat """'"^''
' „„ :

and ordered Wright to bring out "^
., ,„ -

Filling the glass to the brim, he handi
^^^_

man and told him to drink. Webster W< '

•• Mr. Blank, do you keep books.'

The man assured him th.at he did
""''..^jUtt.'

"Then I would advise V"" '" ''"
*°^,„\is 1»

'

ster, and, pulling one of the receipts

et, handed it to him

The man was covered with confusion,

ster continued: jbei"'^'

"And while you are about it yo" "i
..

,.

bookkeeper who understands 'i""''|''.'''|

same time handing him another reci^ip
^^

.::i

" Now," said Webster, " I am
'^^'"f

„,'
'

bill just once more, but I assure y""
'^^^^

„„,(

of honor that I will not pay it the lui

»-hili:
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" An excellent young people s

Vndtrhill.

•
I like it first rate just as it is

"All think it the best papei

house-"

—

Effit King.

papcf
_.}'"

H.^-l

t
com"
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ARE ""^ *'^ INVENTOR?

disease, or whatever it is, that leads

^*'" '

me inventors is much more common
'
j"^'ppear on the surface. Nearly all of

"
h t they have something that will brin

°

Tl;e vast majority of them are

ntment, but that should not de

,|e to

nlhi"*^'

^ije J"'d
fortune.

toofl"
,,d 10

disappoi

,.
IsfiLESOO'^'EB

from launching his idea on

piibii".'
f he thinks he has anything with merit

t<P"°."^A,
,0 the Patent Ofifice at Washington

''...''"ood thing for him, however.

'"

d away in the old post ofifice building on G
-"'"

ihc moJsIs of some fantastic inventions,

'""
ntlie most part, are unknown to the world

designed to astonish and benefit. One

t|,e
"automatic cook," has been described

larm clock without any .ilarm, which

-bicn

ttht!

; J ,ort ol

.£

1, hour for which it has been set the night be-

" '
» to start a fire in the kitchen stove, heat

,,iler and. in short, prepare the breakfast out

,!,",,,« material left in the pot or pan. The in-

, , of this device was one John Smith, of Chica-

hose failure to secure some capitalist to back

invention is said to have affected his mind to

,

J degree as to necessitate his removal to a

;ii:t;inuni.

What i^ rather remarkable is that the late Presi-

tni.Abraliam Lincoln, figures among these old in-

tnioii. It was long before the marvelous execu-

)ilities of that great man were known to the

orld that he patented, in 1S49, 'he " unsinkable

wmship." the model of which is here to be seen

odwliieh was never considered practicable enough

jratnal.

Lincoln's invention, however, was tame and com-

onplice compared with that of a genius whose

tvice IS labeled " the velocipede boat." It was de-

gncd as a pleasure craft to accommodate only two

;i5nns. who sit upon a kind of seesaw, the motion

which operates a wheel hidden in the floor of the

oat. which in turn causes two paddle wheels to re-

iKeon either side of the vessel, thus doing away
Ih the necessity of oars or sails.

More remarkable still is the so-called " windmiU-
tidmill boat." Upon the deck of this craft,

ich IS not otherwise curiously constructed, is

:tld a windmill, which, by means of an elaborate

« system, turns the propeller at whatever rate
Mundmay happen to be blowing. In the event

I calm, the thoughtful inventor has provided
I

I

horse, which is to be always kept on hand for
I'l purpose, be brought out and set to work upon
titadmill mechanism which would also set the
•Pdler in motion. Another invention is that of
"man, who is said to have met with an accident

;

rocking chair through the seat turning over
'Mvard. She presented a means to guard against
« mishaps in the future by having the rockers,
^^"<i of terminating in a short distance from the

1*
""""""-^ *™""J in a circle until they

^Jtl the upper portion of the back of the chair.
' jootjack is commonly regarded as a rather

iiir "'T'
''"' "''^ freak inventor has managed

'1 and twist it into so many and hideous

«lo,rH tT"""' ''"'"« *>""""" completely

''jacks 1,

"^ """ seventy-five kinds of

fc-sav'"
'""'^^^ "^^^- '^'"^ ^'^^^ inventor

sftly'"^
'''"'''''""'' ''"^ "°' °"'y provided for

their
° """"'''"'' ""'^" "y'"e circumstances,

'Wmfort as well. One invention is that

I

'" "''^'^'^ ^ shipwrecked person has

"mfort
"'" "'"'y ^"'^ '^°'" i" ^^^'^

"*>' lurth"'"'"
"" '''^^'^herous flood, supporting

--
,„ th, '

"''.°" ''"'"'"^ck stowed away '- -

table:

kitchen, larder and dining

of

back

cycle, chair, washstand

room.

About the only thing out of the ordinary one no-
tices when looking at it is a steel plate joining the
upper and lower bars of the diamond frame evi-
dently to strengthen it. The forks also are of un-
usual thickness. But let a person initiated into the
mysteries of the affair touch a button, and, presto!
the large nickel-plated lamp emits a shower of wa-
ter, which the inventor writes, "will lay the dust,
and if the rider is thirsty he can drink this water,'
and if his hands are soiled he can wash his hands in
it with the aid of the little bit of soap which is con-
cealed in the open space under the saddle."
There is no looking for the towel, either, for that

indispensable adjunct to the operation, by pulling a
cord, is made to appear wrapped around a small bar
operating inside the top bar of the frame by means

spring, and, when done with, is made to fly

in its place by means of another pull of the
string. It turns out, too, that the steel plate be-
tween the top and bottom bars is really a folding
chair. And then one can account for the dropsical
appearance of the front forks when he sees the op-
erator open one of them in a mysterious manner
and take out several pieces of steel, which he ad-
justs into a narrow table, and then the other, which
yields him eggs, bread, salt, etc., and a little alco-

hol cooking stove. This bicycle weighs fifty

pounds, with its various departments completely
stocked.

A walking engine, with a pair of human legs and
large brass shoes which look like those worn by the
peasants in Holland, is a rather striking affair

among many other wondrous devices in the way of
steam engines.

The vagaries that are wrought in fountain pens
form not the least striking conception of the freak

inventor, One is a brass cylinder filled with ink, in

one end of which fits a piston rod. The other end
of the cylinder tapers to a fine point near which is a

stopcock. The piston rod is for the purpose of

forcing the ink downward, but it would occur to

most people that when the pen was held in the

hand, the ink would naturally flow in the required

direction without the aid of the piston. The stop-

cock lets the ink flow copiously or meagerly. An-
other penholder is provided with two pens, as the

inventor writes, " so that the writer will not be

forced to stop so often to dip his pen in the 'ink-

well." This inventor's idea was to dip both pens at

the same time and use them alternately, thus sav-

ing one dip in every two penfuls.

It is sad to think that each one of these waifs of

the patent office represents in all likelihood some-

body's lost and last hope of fame and fortune.

TOOTHPICKS.

tens of thousands an hour. It requires only a few
weeks for the factories to turn out a supply suffi-
cient to' meet the demand for a whole year. The
factories are shut down again, to remain closed un-
til tho.following spring. The wages paid to Ameri-
can workers in this industry range from Sl.io to
S3. 50 a day.

Many of the toothpicks made in Maine come
from timber that has been seasoned in the open air
and retain something of the natural sweetness of
the birch and maple and are soft and pliable, while
retaining suflicient firmness. Kiln-dried wood is
apt to result in too much brittleness, causing sharp
splinters to break off, which injure the enamel of
the teeth.

The best toothpicks made anywhere in the
world come from Portugal. They arc whittled by
hand from orange-wood splints by peasant girls.
the only tool used being an ordinary jackknife.
These picks are ,is smooth as ivory and will not
break into splinters. They are expensive. Few
hotels in Philadelphia supply them. The girls who
make the picks receive less than ten cents a d,iy.
As the duty on the foreign-made picks is only thir-
ty-five cents, they can be sold here for less than
picks of similar quality could be nianuf,actured in
this country, despite the improved American ma-
chinery and skilled labor. The profit on American
picks is almost exclusively on the cheaper products.
Some of the Portuguese picks are highly ornament-
ed with hand carving.

Ne,\t to Portugal, Japan sends the greatest sup-
ply of toothpicks to the United States. These are
made by hand from fine reeds. They, too, are sold
in close competition with the American |)roduct,

owing to the cheaper labor in Japan. The ca.ses in

which the Japanese picks arc inclosed are fine spec-
imens of skill with the jackknife. They are of
wood, cut into strips as thin and delicate as tissue

paper, but very strong. The cases are ornamented
with hand-painted Japanese scenes and are of a size

convenient to be carried in the vest pocket.

STORIES TO ORDER.

,» tkair

to

icb,;

chair until reaching land or being

j,e tab!

^^'^'"^ ''^"'''- J^esides this device,

case^^i ^l'^^'
^^'^^- "^'"^

•
^°'' °'^^*" ^'essels,

lifeboats
°
~|

P*''''^k, can be used as unsink-

WmiBi,. "^ ^^"^n corsets with air-
"Wrtments designed for life-i

•'^ar/tt'"'""^^
displayed by many of the in

'!'*
tbeir f!M

^'^""^^ evinced in meeting every

r-saving pur-

- fntiii,

<='f fdlow
ie Ihc

creatures in a small compass

'bicyci T ^° *^°"sideration. The inventor

T^'^iht fl
"^'.'''"r'sts." for instance, has evi

'to
' "nsure I

"'^'^^ ^^^" century runs agreeable

I'F^nthe " ""'^ luxurious amount of com-

''^^^Pted
t

^"^'^'^e methods by which he

fc^*^"* noidff
-^^'^ are peculiar. His ma-

'""^'"^'y
bic

', ""'"S '""ch in appearance from
Jicycle.

' really a combination of bi'

Ninety-five per cent of all the toothpicks made
in these United States are formed from white birch

timber in Franklin county, Maine, and yet scarcely

more than one hundred persons are employed in

the industry in that State. Outside of the pine-tree

commonwealth the principal factories are in Penn-

sylvania, Massachusetts and Western New York.

Maple and poplar are sometimes used in the manu-

facture of American toothpicks, but white birch is

the standard timber in all the factories. The indus-

try is a very simple one. First, of course, comes

the work of the foresters. In the woods of Maine

every winter there are great camps of lumbermen

engaged in felling and hauling out timber for vari-

ous commercial uses. Whenever the foreman of a

camp comes across a particularly fine white birch

tree he orders it cut down and the main part of the

trunk laid aside to be reserved for the toothpick fac-

tories. That the vast supply of toothpicks comes

from a very small quantity of timber is shown by

the fact that not nmre than 5.000 cords of wood arc

used in this industry annually.

When the logs reach the f.ictory they are first

stripped of their bark. They are then placed on

trucks moving on rails and pushed to the automatic

machines by which they are cut into veneers, which

are thin strips of wood about the dimensions of an

ordinary piece of blotting paper—that is. the strips

are about as thick as the toothpicks are intended to

be and as wide as the picks will be long. The ma-

chine works automatically and with tremendous

speed and is so constructed that the finished picks

come forth sharpened at both ends at the rate of

Jn the eager controversy concern ing new and
novel methods of earning a livelihood, suitable for

girls and young women, it seems strange that more
have not thought of this ingenious plan, which has
proved of special success in at least one instance.

It is a novel and certainly original scheme—that
of a young woman in one of our large cities who
has started out to tell impromptu stories at chil-

dren's parties. She engages to tell as many stories

as the children may desire. They are to name a

topic and tell what kind of .story they wish, and
without any previous preparation she will proceed

to tell the story.

If you are going to give a children's party, why,

all you have to do is to notify her, stating the ages

of the little ones, and for a consideration, on the

suggestion of a subject, she promises to relate some-

thing orignal, instructive, and entertaining. " Your
children want something new," she says, " some-

thing fresh and bright. Children arc good judges

of stories, and enjoy with keener zest those that arc

told in an off-hand manner than those which are

read to them. Why is this? Ilccause they prefer

simplicity, brevity, and reality to affectation, detail,

and exaggeration. Besides, a person can tell a

story much more effectively than she can read it,

and she can more easily impart to it that natural

sympathetic feeling which the little ones enjoy."

The idea is a unique one, and for this very reason

is meeting with merited .success.

A STRICT SABBATARIAN.

Thk strictness with which the Sabbath is kept in

Scotland is illustrated by a story told by a devout

Scottish minister.

He once stopped at a country inn in the north-

ern part of his native land to pass the Sunday.

The day was rainy and close, and toward night, as

he sat in the little parlor of the inn. he suggested

to his landlady that it would be desirable to have

one of the windows raised so that they might have

some fresh air in the room.
* Mon," said the old woman, with stern disap-

proval written plainly on her rugged face, " dinna

ye ken that ye can hae no fresh air in this hoose on

the Sawbeth? "
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CHINESE WOMEN IN BOSTON.

There are over 10,000 Chinamen in New Eng-

land, and the male Celestial in his quaint dress and

queue has become such a familiar object in our

streets that he attracts no more attention than does

the ordinary citizen.

With the Chinese lady, however, we are not so

familiar. She is something of a nrra avis here, and

many persons will, doubtless, be surprised to learn

that there are sixteen native Chinese women at pres-

ent residing in IJoston.

All the Chinese women in Boston are married,

and have been brought here by their husbands, all

of whom are prosperous business men, merchants,

importers, inlirrpreters, etc. Most of them have

children, some of whom were born in America.

Although, as yet, none of the mothers have em-

braced Christianity, many of the children have re-

ceived Christian names. One little girl responds to

the name of "Mamie"; another who goes to

kindergarten is called " Lena ";" Edith " is' only an

infant; "Willie" can just toddle round, and the

"yoimgest inhabitant," a baljy boy of three months,

rejoices in the name of "Russell."

The babies are attractive little morsels of human-

ity, have an abundant crop of black hair and are

dressed very much as y\merican babies are except

that they mostly wear bright-colored, little, crown-

less caps. They receive the iiulividual attention of

Ihcir mothers, whose chief recreation is found in

" playing with the baby."

The life of the Chinese lady is extremely monot-

onous. .She is locked up in her own apartments

continually. Her meals arc carried to her by a

servant from the restaurant at which her husband

dines. Her husband can never make an unfavora-

.-ible comparison between her cooking and that of

his mother, for among the Chinese the cooking is

all done by the men at the restaurants.

If there are other Chinese ladies in the same

house she calls upon them and receives their calls,

sits and gossips, smokes her curious water pipe and

plays with the babies.

She is never allowed to meet with men except

near relations, and occasionally members of the

" company " to which she belongs. If, for instance,

she is a " Moy," a " Lee," or a " Chin," she may

meet a man of the same name, because in China all

persons of the same name, although not related in

any way, belong to the same company and, accord-

ing to Chinese law, cannot marry.

Occasionally the monotony of her existence is

broken by a shopping expedition or a trip to one of

the parks with her fellow country women under the

chaperonage of one of the kind-hearted American

ladies who have sacrificed so mvich in order that

they may make the lives of these interesting people

better and brighter. For these rare occasions,

which are highly appreciated, the Chinese lady

tions American dress, including a hat antl veil. No
American shoes will fit her diminutive feet, but she

conceals her tiny shoes b>' wearing rubbers over

them.

Seven l.uiies in Chinatown wear shoes from four

to five inches in length. These dainty specimens

of fool wear are imported from the celestial empire,

and made of rich silk, handsomel)- embroidered.

They have heels that somewhat resemble French

heels on the tiniest scale. The dress of the Chinese

lady is similar to that worn by the men, except that

it is supplemented by ;i good deal of jewelry. She

always wears earrings and bracelets, some of which

are costly.

One bright little body, who took e\ident pride in

her curious, heavy earrings and her bracelets, told

us that one pair of bracelets which were of polished

wood and wrought gold, had cost S50. When we

had duly admired her trinkets and her six-months-

old baby girl, she looked us over with much appar-

ent interest, and exclaimed:

" Amelican lady like man! No wear earrings!
"

Then silting down and slapping her knee, she add-

ed, with a merry laugh, "Chinee lady like man!

Wear pant!"

When asked if she liked America she replied in

the affirmative, but said, with a very expressive ges-

ture of the head, "No likee Amelican dress; no

likee skirt. Babee not like Amelican dress. Babee I

cry and not know her mamma when she put on

Amelican dress!
"

Seeing she objected to skirts and evidently re-

garded the American lady's close-fitting waist with

about as much horror as we look upon Chinese

bound feet, we questioned her as to our materials.

In spite of their close confinement and indolent

lives, the ladies of Chinatown appear to enjoy good

health and seem to be not only contented, but in

excellent spirits. One of them, her countrywomen

assert, weighs 222 pounds.

She may not, perhaps, actually weigh as much,

and, although overburdened with flesh, is decidedly

good-looking and of very pleasing address. Many

of the ladies are exceedingly prepossessing, both in

appearance and in manner, and all of them welcome

the "Amelican lady" caller in broken English that

is quite fascinating. They love flowers and greatly

appreciate the gift of a bouquet,

A lady doctor occasionally visits them profession-

ally, but, as a rule, they receive no medical attend-

ance when they are ill, and must recover without

the aid of doctors or medicine.

The suites of rooms in which they live are fur-

nished in most respects like an ordinary American

home. Sometimes Chinese pictures hang upon the

walls, Chinese curtains drape the windows, a Chi-

nese rug of brilliant hues and marvelous workman-

ship is spread over a piece of ordinary furniture,

and there are always plenty of fans lying conven-

iently about, but otherwise the arrangement of the

rooms is American; one home. even, being provided

with a telephone.

P-:
' Pi"s fall J.

HAVE YOU A RUa?

A NEW railroad is being built between Damascus,

one of the oldest cities in the world, and Mecca, the

holy city of the Moslems.

There are to be thirty-five stations from Damas-

cus to Mecca, and if the trip will occupy a fortnight

it is because in Turkey trains do not run by night

and that the rate of speed is always a moderate
|

one. What with the hundreds of thousands of pil-

grims who annually flock to Mecca and the large

freight business in corpses, every well-to-do Mos-

lem being anxious that his remains should be in-

terred in the neighborhood of the Holy City of

Mecca, the railroad promises to be a paying con-

cern, although it will, of course, put an end to that

peculiar Oriental institution known as the "Caravan

of the Dead "—that is to say, of the caravan of hun-

dreds and sometimes thousands of camels, wander-

ing Indian file across the desert to Mecca, each

with two or three coffins swinging on either side of

its hump, the coffins containing the corpses of the

rich Moslems, destined for interment at Mecca. It

is tit' rij^i-Nff \.h^t the remains should be enveloped

for the trip not in a shroud but in the costliest rug

or carpet in the possession of the family of the de-

ceased. These rugs and carpets, after the inter-

ment of the remains at Mecca, become the per-

quisites of the camel-drivers of the caravan of the

dead, who make a point of selling them to the

bazaars at Cairo, at Damascus, Smyrna, and Con-

stantinople, where they find generous purchasers

among the foreigners, owing to their exceptional

beauty and to the mellow and artistic blend of the

coloring. I have sometimes when at Cairo watched

foreigners bargaining in the carpet bazaars for rugs

of this kind, and have wondered silently if they

were aware of the use to which they had been ap-

plied while on the road to Mecca.

the form of barrels of coiled brass wire Ti.

process is that of straightening this wire Tv
are pladed on revolving racks, and fed f

^^'

into little machines, from the \icelike ei'
'^

they emerge perfectly straight. Thence th"
"^ "

fed into the pinmaking machine, which is
*

''

complicated as a printing "press. A sh
^^'

'

cuts the wire off into uniform lengths of ih *

"""

size. As each little length of wire drops !-
" '

knife it falls upon a small wheel, the edee

'

is notched into grooves just large enoup-
the bits of wire.

'

Each piece is carried along by the wheel
iron finger and thumb seize and hold it firml •

'

*

an automatic hammer, by a single smart bl'
^

a head on one end. Then the embryo i

on another grooved wheel, which revolves ho
tally.' As they move on in the clasp of this

wheel the projecting ends pass over a numfe'''
circular steel files, which neatly grind them
point. Further on they encounter a pumice sto,

which smoothes off the filed ends, and then ti

drop into a wooden receiving box. So far

man's hand has touched the pins in then

from the reel. The cutting, heading, pointuio

smoothing has all been done by the wonderful af
matic machiner>-.

F'rom the wooden boxes the pins go to th-

"whitening" room, where they are cleaned in r-.

volving barrels filled with sawdust, and iia,,-,

nickel coating in big vats. Then they arc dneijio

the sawdust barrels and are run through a "sorlmj"

machine. It is impossible to get the better of thi

machine.

The big department stores and wholesale deale

buy their pins by the case. A case coiiti::.

dozen papers, 360 pins in each paper,

order from the largest stores usually cali> lui 1,

cases, or nearly 50,000,000 pins.

THE STY IN YOUR EVE.

TWENTY MILLION PINS A DAY.

It requires an average of more than 20.000,000

pins a day to sustain the falling skirts, replace the

missing suspender buttons, and meet the other needs

of the American people. What becomes of all these

pins is a question that nobody has been able to

answer, but there is no falling off in the demand, so

that this number must disappear in some manner
every day.

It is hard to imagine anything simpler than a pin,

and it is a striking proof of the complications of

our modern industrial system that every pin in the

course of its manufacture passes through a dozen
separate processes, involving the greatest skill on
the part of the operatives employed and the action

of a great amount of automatic machinery.

The pin makes its appearance at the factory in

As is well known, sty, or orgeolet, makes il<d;

pearance in the form of a hard, red pimple, sensili,:

to the touch, which forms on the outside edge

the eyelid—most frequently the upper eyelid, 1:

generally begins with a small point of induraliiiri

about the dimensions of a grain of millet, but J

becoming an inflamed tumor assumes the dimi

sions of an oat, and is sometimes accompanieil

oedema of the eyelid. At the end of a fewdaysiSt

tumor accumulates, becomes white, and breaks. ^

^

charging a small quantity of pus and a greem

core. Cicatrization usually takes place rapidly]-

without leaving any trace.

A sty is neither more nor less than a boil on'-

outer edge of the eyelid. It is the result of in«"'-

mation of the glands that surround the eyelid

It is of no gravity in itself, but in the case "f •

persons it returns with such temtcity th.i; '

comes a real infirmity. With persons of Ihiif''

therefore, preventive treatment requires to Iw'

ducted with extreme care. As soon as the si;

pears an attempt may be made to stop it att i'

set by a slight cauterization with "'"'^"^ " ," " -—
else with a pencil dipped in tincture 10^

'^

When it has reached the full period of inU;^

tion the treatment should be limited to the apP-

tionofafew poultices of starch iir of comp

dipped in a slightly antiseptic liquid-

does not discharge it should be made

by means of a slight incision.

She said she knew better, but that «*» ""j"^.,

At the time she was earnestly inquirm.

ways of nature. \u0'
They stood outside the fence "* ^ ^'„,j „iie

she and the man and -

If ihe;

; to ilis'"-

Lincoln Park-

:fore she spt

of the others.

sonii:
I'

thep
Before she spoke she scarcely noticed

^^^^.^

pened she '

others numbered a thousand.
, , .-..nstiin''!

After it happened she 1

The animals lay idly blinking in the sunsi

the girl as idly asked this question:
^^,^

" Do they make buffalo robes out ol

falls off their backs?
"

maO'''''^

The crowd began to shout and ^"'^^ a

The girl protested it was a joke. j^j|,ii»i*l

but the man found the point too dull

He (addressing the little sistej
"^^.^^ j^l.

—Don't you know me, little one'
y,,„ ,e '

Little One (brightly).— I
know

ter's last chance.
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CIRCLE NOTES.

INTIL HE FIND.

,. cu-pherd: climbing rugged mountains,

"f.^jding waters deep,

Id'st Thou be willing to go homeless

"°;::^"'s,raying sheep?"

, nn lime
' the Shepherd gently answered.

As ihoii dost count and bind

In weeks, the weeks in months, my counting
The iiays m

, ,'c a
l,,„s,-onlillfi"d.

uJ.hat would be the limit of my journey.

Id cross the waters deep.

4„d climb the hillsides with unfailing patience

found my sheep."

# « *

henceforth my country which most

ii ,he Gospel.-f"""'
Zinzmdarf.

* » #

ver so bright as when it is used in do-

rmil 1

Imiland i^

# • *

Gol.!) IS n>

» good.

LicnTNiSG is seen before the thunder is heard.

,he deed and talk about it afterward. People

10 have no time to listen to your plans will be

itk to hear what you have done.

* * w

MAN WITH A NET.

Is Ibf ancient days of Rome, when sports in the

ipbithcatre were very popular, considerable in-

MJly was exercised in giving amusement to the

ople. On one occasion, when the vast building

crowded with pleasure-seekers, two men
pped into the arena. One had on a heavy armor

mail; lie bore a shield and carried all the imple-

ntsoi warfare; the other was entirel)' unarmed:
held in his hands only a net. It was a novel

ilicl. The first man thrust at the other with a

tar, but he kept out of his reach, and in the mean-
ile spared no effort to throw the net over his an-

onisl. After many maneuvres the second suc-

ded in throwing the net over the head of his

ltd antagonist. What now availed his armor,
shield, or his spear? He was powerless in the

ndsof the enemy, completely conquered and sub-
cd.

*'£lhink that the books of our Reading Circle
help you to keep clear of the net. They will* your leisure time, and inspire you with no-
tndeavor, so that you will not cross the path of
Wi with the net. When once within his reach
"is no assurance of safety.
Hetman boy was reading a blood and thunder
'" Right in the midst of it, he said to himself.
««.thK will never do. I get too much excited
""

1
cannot study so well after this reading.

'"'Soes! " and he flung the book into the river.
«Richter, the great German philosopher.

^^
can study the harder after reading books
>"c found in our Religious Course. Day

;

'y boys ,,„d girls are drawn into the net.

HteT''T
'"•'"g "s the news of the victims, as

Id..;,?'"
^' "^"^ thousands. May you never be

""'l"n reach of its meshes.

« • »

M NOT LET IT HE SHtJT AGAIN.

"
P'

°'""' forty years ago, Livingstone
'"'we of Africa. He said

"'«ithc

'"'lewv
' """"*'• "^ sdLia, I know

' » now
"* ' *''^" ^^ ^^^ °^ '" "^"t country

•^Kln
°^'"*'' ''"'"" '<''''l>e shut ,rg„m.' I go

Otrci ill r?
'.'^ ^"'' "'>'"= an open path for

irkiti,,,
"'""'^nity: do you carry out the

^'°""cent
''^'(" ^"^^^ ^^°' ^" isolated mission-

'*'>«
pro'

""*''''"''' '^on'inent. Now a

"^»nd r^^^^"^
^™'" Cairo to the Cape. Liv-

""«»ndd T""'^
Mackay have helped, by

"^here th? d
'° °'"^" "P "^'^ highway.

*""
*hat 'f u'^

""^^ "''''"' ^""^ missionaries

'X'tntof
th'

*" ''^'"^ slothful and at ease in

'*'"*ork"\^°°"
^''""''^ *"= '=1°^^'^ against'•°"< while w

'S

e have the opportunity.

'"bL?" ''' done somewh ere, it is better
°" «arth than in hell to'cry for wa-

&B. Sunday H Sehool S^^
A LADY was watching a potter at his work, whose

one foot was kept with "never-slacking speed
turning his swift wheel around," while the other
rested patiently on the ground. When the lady
said to hint in a sympathizing tone, "How tired
your foot must be," the man raised his eyes and
said, " No, ma'am; it isn't the foot that works that's
tired; it's the foot that stands! That's it." If you
want to keep your strength, use it. If you want to
get tired, do nothing. As a matter of fact, we all
know that the last man to go to for a helping hand
for any new undertaking is the man who has plenty
oftime on his hands. It is the man and woman who
are doing most who are always willing to do a little
more. The people who are tired of life are not
those who work, but those who are too proud or
too lazy to do so. Many of the rich are morbidly
restless, while those who have to earn their daily
bread arc comparatively contented and happy. The
Bible says that "the sleep of a laboring man is

sweet, whether he cat little or much," Eccl. 5; 12;
and the busy worker has health and blessing which
the listless idler never knows.

Unlike people of other nations in early times,
the Jews tenderly cherished and trained their chil-

dren. They had no fewer than nine terms by which
they designated what age the child had attained.
In a godly home, thoughts of God would be asso-
ciated with the child's first awakening conscious-
ness. When he reached the age of five years he
was expected to begin reading the Bible. He
would be instructed first by the father in the home,
then sent to the school which was supported by the
congregation which worshiped at the local syna-
gogue. The great object of Jewish education was
to bring the child to know God, and the teacher

paid strict attention to his training in right habits

of life. At the age of ten years, he was expected
to begin the study of the Mishna, the book of laws
of the Rabbis. At thirteen he became a "son of

the law," and soon his training at his father's trade

began.

In a certain battle a soldier was seen to fall and
on being picked up it was found that he was simply

stunned. There was a bullet hole through his

clothing, but no blood could be found. Upon ex-

amination it was found that the bullet had lodged

in a Bible which was in his inside pocket, and which

had therefore saved his life. This is not the first

time the Bible has saved a person's life. Many arc

being saved by it every day. The Bible is the text-

book of the Sunday school, and about thirty mil-

lions of people throughout the world are engaged

in the study of the Word. Thousands and thou-

sands are being saved every )'ear through the study

of the Book. The Sunday school has done more to

poptilarize the Bible and to increase its circulation

than any other agency in the world. The Bible is

printed in more sizes and languages and more

copies are sold than any other book published.

In Chicago a few years ago, there was a little boy

who went, to one of the mission .Sunday schools.

His father moved to another part of the city about

five miles away, and every Sunday the boy came

past thirty or forty Sunday schools to the one he

attended. And one Sunday a lady who was out

collecting scholars for a Sunday school, met him,

and asked him why he went so far, past so many
.schools. "There are plenty of others," said she,

"just as good." "Ah," he said, " they may be just

as good, but they are not so good for me." " Why
not?" she asked. "Because they love a fellow

over there," he answered. Ah! love won him.

How easy it is to reach people through love.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
WHY CATS WASM AFTER EATINQ.

You may have noticed, little friends.
That cats don't wash their faces

Hefore Ihcy cat, as children do.
In all good Christian places.

Well, years ago, a famous cat.

The pangs of hunger feeling.

He chanced 10 catch a line young mouse.
Who said, as he ceased scjueaiing;

"All genteel folks their faces wash
Uefore they ihiiik of eating!

"

And, wishing to be thought well bred.
Puss heeded his entreating.

Hut when she raised her paw to w.ash.

Chance for escape affording.

The sly young mouse said good-bye.
Without respect to wording.

A feline council met that day.
And passed, in solemn meeting,

A law forbidding any cat

To wash till after eating.

riAKINa THE BEST OF IT.

Sam Jones, the evangelist, asks the following per-

tinent question: " Do you know that bo>s are more

particular who they go with than girls are? You

may think it a strange statement, but it is so. A
girl will go on the streets in open day with a boy

that gets drunk, but the minute a boy finds out that

a girl gets drunk, he won't go with her. I wish our

girls would be as particular with whom they go as

boys are."
,

"Some people are willing to live up to their light I

as long as their eyes are bandaged." I

When grandma came into the nursery she saw
Ted staring out of the window with a scowl on his
forehead. Mary Ksther was lying stretched out on
the floor, drumming her heels up and down; and
Dick was pulling the cat's tail.

"What's the trouble, Teddy? " she asked, silting

down in her chair and beginning her knitting.

"Oh, this rain is such a bother! " s.tid Ted. "I
was going over to John's to make a bird-house and
I took my tools over last night to have them there;
and now I can't go because I've got a cold and it

rains."

"I saw a carpenter making a mud house the oth-

er morning without tools," began grandma, and the

three children came over and clustered around her

chair.

"And that wasn't all," she went on. " lie had no
arms, and he made it with his head."

"He acted very oddly, too," said grandma, lifting

Dick upon her lap. " First, he rubbed his floor in,

and he sang a funny little song as he tlid it. Then
he went off for more mud. When he got back he

walked in every direction but the right one, and I

thought he had lost his way; but I really think he

wanted to make mc stop watching him, for he

finally got there and he went on building, always

singing his queer little song. After his pile of mud
was large enough he pressed his heati against one

end until he had bored a little, round room in it.' I

thought it must be hard work; but he always sang

and seemed determined to make the best of it."

" Where is his house? " asked Dick.

"Out in the roof of the back porch," said grand-

ma. .So they all scampered off to find it.

" Oh, yes! " said Ted, pointing up in one corner.

"There it is. It is a mud-dauber's nest."

" It's a wasp's, I think," said Dick.

"Well, a mud-dauber is a wasp," said Ted, laugh-

ing. "That's built better than I could do with

tools," went on Ted. " I believe I'll make the best

of it, too."

So, when grandma saw them again, Ted tvas

mending Mary Esther's doll's head, which had

waited a long time for her glue medicine; Mary
Estherwas sewing on her doll's quilt and Dick was

rubbing up the nickel parts of their bicycle, and

they sang so hard and worked so steadily that when

the dinner-bell rang they were surprised to find the

rain all stopped and the sun shining.

A LITTLE OIRL.

Ik no one ever marries mc

—

And I don't see why they should.

For nurse says I'm not pretty.

And I'm seldom very good

—

If no one ever marries me—
I shan't mind very much;

I shall buy a squirrel in a cage,

And a little rabbit-hutch;

I shall have a cottage near a wood.

And a pony all my own.

And a tittle lamb (juitc clean and tame.

That 1 can lake to town.

And when I'm getting really old

—

At twenty-eight or nine

—

I shall buy a little orphan girl.

And bring her up as mine.
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* SAYI '

It was at the Union Station that the gentleman

first met " Say." It was at a way station about an

hour from the city, where he left him, and he hopes

that he will never set eyes on him again. It hap-

pened on this wise. The gentleman was sitting en

a seat in the woman's room waiting on the train,

when he saw a midrile-aged lady approach with a

boy about ten years of age, and after a courteous

and ivL-ll-bred inquiry he informed her that he was

going right by the station in question, and that he

would take pleasure in caring for " dear little Au-

gustus" up to that pomt. It was very easy, for the

child had his ticket, his folks were waiting at the

station for him, and all that was necessary was to

see that he got off at the right place. Then the

lady loosened her grip on the boy's wrist, she had

held him all the time there, and after a few earnest

admonitions lo give the gentleman no trouble she

went her way.

The man started to read his morning paper, and

forgot the boy a moment. Looking for him he was

not seen. He had slipped off. A hurried hunt

found him in front of the station with a couple of

street gamins. He was requested to come hack,

but refused till he was gripped by the arm, when he

went along readily enough. In the cars he began

to talk.

".Say, do you know where I am going? I'm go-

ing out to Uncle Henry's place. Say, do you know

what I am going to do? I'm going to enjoy my-

self. I'm going to have lots of fun chasing the

pigs, and stoning the chickens. I was there last

year and they sent me home because I throwed the

cat in the spring. It was a no-account cat, anyhow,

and it had sore eyes,

"Say! Do you see this woman in front of us?

She has a mole on her neck. When she goes this a

way, and that a way I can see it. Can you see it?

When I see it again I'll put my finger on it for you.

Why musn't I do it? I can do as 1 please. You

ain't my boss." The lady in front got up and seat-

ed herself In another part of the car.

"Say! Do you see thai man a coming down

the aisle? He's drunk, see him stagger. What? I

tell you he is drunk, and it isn't the motion of the

cars," and as the man passed he called out " Hello,

Sporty, how are you, old Sport? " The man
scowled at him aud seated himself in the rear.

"Say, do )Ou know my Aunt Kate!'" (.)n being

informed that such was not the gentli-miin's pleas-

ure, he said that he knew it all the time, only he

wanted to see whether or not he would lie about it.

"Say! Do you see that woman on the other side?

What a nose she's got! Did you c\'er see such a

nose? Say! my Aunt Kate's got a mole. You
don't know where it is, do you? Of course you

don't. I'll tell you," and he reached over and whis-

pered where it was. It would hardly bear repeti-

tion in print.

Said the gentleman, " I'll gi\'e you five cents if

you will tell your Aunt Kate that you have been

telling strangers about her mole." "Say! will you

cross your heart that you will, will you gimme it

now, if I promise lo tell her?" The coin was trans-

ferred, and he clutched it in his hand.

"Say! This is my money, this is my mole mon-
ey. I'll tell Aunt Kate just what you said. .Say!

See that man with a bottle in his pocket? I'll bet

he has whisky in it." The gentleman with the

white cravat and the bottle of cod liver oil, went to

a scat in another car.

"Say! this girl behind us has a button off her

dress. She ain't got no watch on the end of her

chain. 1 see. Have you any money? How much
have you? Will you give me some of it? Did you

hook it? I aint going to tell, not if you give mc
some more lo put to my mole money."

Here the cars reached the station where Aunt I

Kate was waiting for " Precious." She was a tall,

shapely girl, faultlessly attired, when " Say." seeing

her, tried to get out the car window, head first, to

reach her. He was hauled back, and delivered at

the steps, where he simply dove his head into her,

and clasped her around the body. Then he re-

membered.
" Say, Aunt Kate, this is the fellow that came out

with me. He is a bully fellow. He said you would

show your mole to anybody for five cents. He
gimme a nickel to tell you so. I told him where it

was. I seen it once." Aunt Kate turned a vivid

crimson, and the cars began to move off. "Say!"

he yelled at the retreating train. " If you want me

to I'll come out to see you if you come after me,

and I'll stay with you." The cars gathered momen-

tum, and the gentleman shuddered.

AT OUADALUPE.

ncle became the servants of the V rgin
sanctuary, and Juan Diego, bemg moved K •

mon preached by the Holy Fray Toribio '

and his wife, Lucia Maria, consent;

like vow, took there a

m

GuADAi.ui'F. is considerable of a village a mile or

two out of the City of Mexico, and it is the holiest

shrine in all that sunny, sleepy land. It is reached

by street cars, and is a place full of interesting

sights. It is especially an Indian shrine, and pil-

grimages of a thou.sand miles, and more, are made

on foot annually, to be present at Guadalupe {Wad-

a-Ioop-ee(. The story is of a miraculous picture of

the Virgin. Kvery native Mexican believes the

miracle. The Isfii. knock man has seen the picture,

and the Virgin wears a blue dress spangled over

with stars. We append a translation of the miracle

from Padre Vetancourt:

Juan Diego, a native of Cuahtitlan. who lived

with his wife Maria Lucia in the town of Tolpetlac,

went to hear mass in the church of Santiago

Tlallelolco on the morning of Saturday, December

9, 1531. As he ncared the hill called Tepeyacac he

heard the music of angels. Then beheld he amid

splendors a lady, who spoke to him, dir<-cting him

to go to the bishop and tell that it was her will that

in that place should be built to her a temple. Up-

on his knees Juan listened to her bidding, and then,

happy and confused, betook himself to the bishop

with the message that she had given him. But

while the bishop heard him with benignity, he

could not give credence to the prodigy that was

told him. And with his disconsolate answer Juan

Diego returned, finding again there the lady, who
heard what he had to tell and bade him come to

her again. Therefore, on the Sunday ensuing he

was at the hillside, when she appeared to him for

the third time, and repeated her command that he

convey to the bishop her order that the temple

should be built. The bishop heard the message

still incredulously, and ordered that the Indian

should bring some sure sign by which it might be

shown that he told the truth; and when the Indian

departed the bishop sent two servants to watch him

secretly. But as he neared the holy hill he disap-

peared from the sight of these watchers! Unseen,

then, of these, he met the lady and told her that he

had been required to bring some sign of her appear-

ance, and she told him to come again the next day

and lie should have thai sign. But when Juan came

he found there his uncle, Juan Bernardino, very ill.

having that fever which the Indians call "cocolix-

tli ". Through the next day he was busied in at-

tendance upon the sick man; but the sickness in-

creased, and early on the morning of December 12

Juan went to call from Tlaltelolco a confessor.

That he might not be delayed in his quest by that

lady's importunities, he went not by the usual path,

but by another skirling the eastern side of the hill.

But as he passed the hill he saw the lady coming

ilown to him and her calling to him. He told her

of his errand and of its urgent need for quickness,

whereupon she replied that he need feel no further

alarm, as already his uncle's illness was cured.

Then ordered she him to cut some flowers in that

barren hill, and to his amazement he perceived

flowers growing there. She charged him to take

these miraculous flowers to the bishop as the sign

that he had requested; and she commanded that

Juan Diego should show them to none other until

they had been seen of the bishop. Therefore he

wrapped them in his tilma, blanket, and hastened

away. And immediately, from the spot where
Most Holy Mary had stood, there gushed forth a

spring of brackish water, which is now greatly ven-

erated, being an antidote to all infirmities.

Juan Diego waited at the entrance of the bishop's

house until he should come out, and when he ap-

peared and the tilnui was opened, behold, there

were no flowers, but the image of the X'irgin beauti-

fully painted upon the Indian's. Juan Diego's, tilnw!

The bishop placed the miraculous picture in his or-

atory, venerating it greatly; and Juan Diego, re-

turning to his home with two of the bishop's serv-

ants, found that his uncle had been healed of his

sickness in that very hour that the Virgin declared

that he was well. As quickly as could be. the bish-

op caused a chapel to be built upon the spot where
the Virgin had appeared and where the miraculous*

roses had sprung up from the barren rock, and here

he placed the golden image. Juan Diego and his

Motol,.

, "g ^ndtakio-
vow of chastity TV

forth he lived in a little house beside
1

asd there he died

year 1 54S.

n-t Christian delthi/.
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.

•

self an efficient agent will be put in line for ibe

connected with the Inglenook. There isa librr

bound books waiting for somebody.

...NOW HURRY IN...

YOUR TWENTY-FIVE CENT SUBSCRIBER.^

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.

22 I 24 S. Stale St., - - - - ElJi"'

'

CAP GOODS.
Elgin. Ill.a»-

We have moveii froni Mt. Morns,

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.

We are sending goods by mail to nearly "^^^p
. ^

Union. Our motto is Best Goods at Lowest ri

for samples free lo d F ARNOLD'

Elgl"'

"

NATIONAL BUSINESS COLLET'

ROANOKE, VIRGINI,^-

R. E.
Illi""

tiuriug last year lor more graduates than wc cou,

ler first Tuesriay in Sepleinber. Send lot Calalo!'

An"''

Ci.AS. E,
£«'•"

1 C\ Cents will Cure Ten Hea;

WJ Victor Headache Specific sent by »"' ''"
,: Spec,

VICTOK BE.«EDIE> '

,.!'•'

Your Library...
is not complete without a copy of

How any render of the IngleSOOL

Send for particulars. Address,

1 18 W. Fourth St.

maye'"



A LEGEND

"
I read it or dreamed it, ah, well, it matters not.

^

u heaven at hvUight a great bell softly stuings,

lind a legend, a thing I half forgot,

r 1 read

.ji^M<iN'' ''•_
^ j^gn to the wonderful music that

inianniaj-'isien
auu

rings,

Epi'is

rife
^"

i weary lunging that throb in the pulses of

life—

,,l,„s,5fr,.m his soul all hatred, all thoughts of wicked

j'hafin the holy twilight how the bell of tlie angel

riiifis.

II ibink there is in this legend, if we open our eyes to see,

„hil ol an inner meaning, my friend, to you and me;

,5l„„kiii our hearts and question, " Can pure thoughts

enter in

jsoiil il it be already the dwelling of thoughts of sin?
"

then, lei us ponder a little; let us look in our hearts and

see

kkiilillil bill of lilt migels coiilii ringfor—you and me.

A RABBIT ROUND-UP.

iKERE is tht boy, or at least the country boy,

has not hunted Bunny to a violent death?

a live boy, a wiry dog, a skift of snow, and

ig ears would do well to stay in the stone pile till

danger goes by. The rabbits are a feeble folk,

ivliat they do not hat'e in their legs, and the art

doubling back after a run, is much indeed. No-

^ the writer knows ever accused a rabbit with

ig overburdened with sense. His enemy is the

ili boy, the dog, and the fellow from town with
undred dollar gun and no sense of right and

in the matter of trespass.

Oitr in Austialia they have become a veritable
«f to the farmer. Introduced in the first place
lliavecome to stay, and their numbers are be-
"d available figures, and the damage they do

P'y the limit of the possibilities in the case.
Ikis country, out on the sunny Pacific Coast,
Ttave multiplied and increased till they have
»»iea terror to the farmers. The agriculturist
^kis field of alfalfa in the evening with much
»Wion. He retires to rest, and when he rises

< morning with the lark and looks again on his

tm^^'
'"' "^'^ ^"^^ '^ ^''" ""=''= '^"' ""^ ^'^'''^^

rt,

."'^' .'^^'^''i'^i rabbits, nothing but an over

\

«sit from
,

- -rmy of jack rabbits, mingled

„jjj"' ''"'"saiiJs of common, everyday. Eastern

Ilka Hd
" ''"'^^ ^^^ agriculturist rise in his

ibo^ ^f^^"^
"'^^ he will organize a hunt and

"1 things, whether or not he sows and the

Ses'^*'?"
'°.">' ^°^ the benefit of those of

tit, a„j*'L
'amily who have never seen a jack

'

_

"nose knowledge of the beast is con-
'

'» the c
'B his

Eful
"hual h(

cotton-tail of the East, that the jack
rom the burro or jackass, which

name
fi

''''toow'th""'
"* '" "''^ small. Any Eastern boy

i.kut
he

i

' '"^ '^ ^ 'A,\i\^ the moment he sees

'•'Wfourt^'"
'° remark that the size is about

kefore h""^^
^^ ^'^'^^' "* ^"^ "^bit he ever

H
"^ has ears and he has hind legs.

bacit
I

'^ "^"^^"^ alarmed, and lays his ears

i„
jj°°"'"' "P his hind legs, and lets him-

iv. :. "f!' .hs is in the next county before
^ IS always hungiy, and five or six

» the jack

ac

Out

*
litiovi.

„
' * year h ^ -

'' ^^ hot V""*
'^'''^' ^.^^"^ """" '" '' "'*' ""^

"
''""I Six",

"'"^ extinct, and he generally

^''oiildjjij
° ^ ''°"" children to admire, and

''"*
And h°

"^"^ "''"' ^"'^ fourth generations
's progeny have gone into business

for themselves. Given some four or five hundred
thousand of him and his family, and it does not re-

quire a very vivid imagination to see that in a year
of undisturbed family relations there will be quite a
few of him by the end of the next twelve-month.
But sometimes the farmers rise in their wrath,

agree on a date, and then placard the countryside
with the fact that on a given day, and at a certain

hour and place the rabbit-drive will begin. The
public is told where to meet, and then a suitable

place is chosen, and a great yard is enclosed in

wire netting, and at the opening two great wings
are flared out, so that when Jackie gets in between
them he is bound to go into the trap. When the

people assemble they are in carriages, on horse-

back, and on foot. The small boy and the dog are

there, too. The marshals get the crowd in a rude
circle, and slowly the curved and incurving pro-

cession starts toward the final rendezvous. The
carriages and horsemen are thirty or forty feet

apart at the start, and inside the ring are the boys

and the dogs, beating up the sage brush with sticks

and rousing the terrified jacks with their cries.

Starting early in the morning it may be considera-

bly in the afternoon before the circle has closed in.

Then the carriages will be almost touching, and

there will be several rows, within one another, and

as the beaters get near the wide open mouth of the

enclosure the jacks pour in like a river. The num-

bers nobotly knows or cares to know, but it will run

into many thousands.

Once in the trap they try to hide along the edges,

as long as there is an unoccupied edge, and until

the enclosure is full. Then the " knockers " go in

and the poor, frightened animals, receive their

quietus with a stick. The rabbit is easily killed,

and a very slight blow back of the head does the

business. The jack rabbit is not regarded as being

good for food, compared with the cotton-tail, but

there is no reason why 7i young one, raised on alfal-

fa, or clover, should not be fairly edible. In fact it

is, as the writer has eaten them. Later in life, and

fed on the sagebrush, he is a poor dish, though the

Indians eat him at all times.

But think of the delight of a boy and a dog in-

side the ring as it closes up! There are rabbits,

rabbits, rabbits, everywhere, and it degenerates into

inurder. Even the dog tires of killing. But then,

the alfalfa field must be saved if the baby is to have

a new dress, and the cattle enough to eat. But

what a place for Baby Bunting to get a skin to be

wrapped in is the final round-up of a successful

dri\e!

MEMP.

very rapid. The young stickers cost about a cent
apiece.

In three years the plant will be ready for the cut-
ter. The inside leaves are closely wrapped togeth-
er, and this central stalk is cut out. It is so tender
that it can be done with a butcher knife. It is

about as thick as a big stovepipe, and the hemp is a
fibre that lies on the outside of these tender leaves.

A leaf is taken up and passed through a treadle

machine that squeezes out the pulp and sap and
then the fiber is wound on a stick, drawn out of the

crushed leaf, and afterward dried in the sun. It is

worth about twenty-five dollars for a picul, 140
pounds, and the labor of getting it out is performed
by native laborers who get less than twenty cents a
day. The hemp from a single plant is something
over half a pound, and the production goes on all

the time. A man with a hemp plantation has a

sure thing of it, financially, jet Europeans who
ha\'e tried it have not succeeded, on account of not

understanding native labor as well as old residents.

The time will come when the profits will be greater

than now, as better agricultural methods will be

adopted by American growers. It is made into all

kinds of ropes, and the filler qualities are woven in-

to fabrics, mixed with silk. It is a very valuable

cominoditv the world over.

What is hemp, where does it grow, and what

does it look like when growing? Probably few

Inglenookeks could answer all these questions.

As it is one of the world's most important crops it

may be well to tell something about it. Strangely

eno'ugh hemp comes from a plant that looks very

much like a banana plant. In fact it is a banana

plant It grows in the Philippines, to a height of

from twenty to twenty-five feet, and in all respects

resembles a regular edible banana plant. A hill-

side is chosen, some place where the water does not

stand and after the land is cleared of the under-

growth the voung suckers are set out in regular

rows to the number of some seven or eight hundred

to the acre, and if the ground is kept free from

weeds and the larger trees are left standing for

shade ' which the plant wants, the growth will be

A NEW advertising device is worrying the jjolice

of a certain lower Broadway beat and is puzzling

the bureau of encumbrances. Recently a down-

town jeweler had a hole cut in the sidewalk at the

corner where he does business. When a heavy

piece of plate glass was inserted it was presumed

that the object was to secure more light in the cel-

lar than was afforded by the bull's eyes with which

the pavement was studded. However, that little

rectangle of clear glass has kept the police busy

ever since, for under it the owner of the store has

placed a new device for telling time. In figures six

inches high the time is given in hours and minutes,

which are changed by clock work and every passen-

ger stojjs long enough to see the figures change as

the minutes pass. The policemen who have to

keep that crowd moving want to be transferred to

other beats and the bureau of incumbrances cannot

see how it has any jurisdiction, for the device does

not project a fraction of an inch above the pave-

ment.
» I

Speaking of vice-presidents, here is an anecdote

of the man who was Lincoln's first running mate:

In Hannibal Hamlin's earlier days, at a certain cau

ctis in Hampden,' the only attendants were himself

and a citizen of large stature. Mr. Hamlin had

some resolutions to pass which began by represent-

ing that they were presented to a " large and re-

spectable " gathering of voters. " Hold on," cried

the other man, "we can't pass that, for it ain't true!

It ain't a large and respectable caucus! There's on-

ly two of us." "You keep still, brother," com-

manded the wily Hannibal; " It's all right, for you

are large and I am respectable. You keep just still."

So the resolutions were passed without further de-

mur, in the presence of a " large and respectable
"

gathering.
_

Cdlo.nel Robert G. Ingersoll was approached

by a Scotchman, at the close of a lecture on Robert

Burns, who said, "Colonel, the title of your lecture

should be the epitaph on your tombstone." " How
is that? " asked the orator. " Robert burns," re-

plied the Scot.— T/u- Argonaut.
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a beast that had slain everybody who dallied with

it, even for the past 5.000 years. Not one had es-

caped. But the crop of fools is endless.

( MORAL.

The Tiger's other name is Rum.

PUBblSHED WEEKLiY
. Jl.OO i Vear. It is

At ;;-ud ;i j-'i^u, b-.,.'.. - I.. 1, 1 .... I.

Bhigh grade papur k.i l.igh gi-ulf t>L.\» .ind fiuls ^sho love good tctdlng.

Ikolenook wants coniribulioiw. hr!([ht. woll whticn and of general intert-st.

No love •tones or RUf «rith kllllnR <« ctucUy in them will be considered. H

you w«Dt your nrlicles returned. 1( not available, send stamped and ad-

dressed envelope. Send subscriptions, arttclcs and everything intended lor

The Ikc.lbn>->ok. to the [ollowing address:

Bretiikf-S PinLisHiNfi HousE, ElRin. Illinois.

Entered Bt the I'osl Office «t Klgin. 111., cond'Clnss Maltcf.

PERSONAL nAQNETISM.

This is a term for a condition of things very hard

to explain in detail. It seems to be the custom

among people when there is a fact or a condition

not well understood, to coin some phrase for it and

let it go at that. We all know what personal mag-

netism is, but it is very difficult to explain. Some

have even denied the existence of anything of the

kind, but there seems to be no good reason why

there should not be allowed the fact of its exist-

ence. That some people have the knack of im-

pressing themselves on those about them, is beyond

a question, and they are able to do it without effort.

There is a something about them that impresses all

who come in reach of its magic influence. It is not

learning, not wisdom, not piety, not wit, and not a

combination of any of them. What it is nobody

can say in full and in di-tail. liut it exists, all the

same.

The professional and successful politician has it.

otherwise he would not likely be long successful.

The confidence man has It. Not that there is any

similarity between the two professions, but because

the methods of the two are pretty much the same,

jn that both are temporarily endeavoring to make

the other party see and act as they like. It is not

by any means always used to disadvantage, for it is

often employed in good works. Whoever has it

has a wonderful gift, and should see to it that it is

not abused.

We frecjuently find this atmosphere to extend to

places, though it is perhaps only the individuals

and their wiiys that produce the pleasing effect.

How often have we been in places that impressed

us pleasantly and made us feel comfortable while

there. No reason for the fact could be assigned.

It was in the air, that was all we knew. On the

other hand all have known the chill of unpleasant

places. i>ome people have this gift in a wonderful

degree. They could figuratively pick the pockets

of individuals, before their very eyes, and the

next minute have them carrying water for them,

apparently willing to be robbed again. Whoever
has this gift of moving others, no matter how few

are impressed, should use it so that good, not harm,

follows.

OUR SHORT 5ERnON.

Text: Look Ahead.

What we wish to impress on the reader's mind in

this talk is the importance of considering the re-

sults of some proposed action. Many of us go

ahead, and allow results to take care of themselves.

Then most repent bitterly, and resolve that, in the

future, they will consider their ways. It is a better

plan to consider the outcome before the act that

will control it. Therefore, when the pressure to do

a certain thing is most persistent, it is well to stop

and consider the result. Infinite trouble would

have been saved countless thousands had their fore-

sight been fairly good, and had it been exercised

and its promptings followed.

The thing to do when confronted by an act that

has in it the possibilities of trouble in the future, is

to look ahead, and, seeing the possible outcome,

consider whether the present enjoyment is going to

compensate for the long aftermath of trouble. It

is simply a case of considering where we are going

to alight before jumping. Yet simple as it may

seem it is not at all a common attribute. How
often we hear the phrase " I didn't stop to think,"

or " I did it on the spur of the moment."

It is especially the province of the Christian to

look ahead. What he does influences a series of

subsequent actions in a way that he cannot foresee.

With all our forethought we will still make the

most lamentable blunders, a matter incident to our

common lack of omniscience. But we can absolve

ourselves of blame by doing the best we know, and

this best is only reached through looking ahead and

thinking over the outcome of the projected move-

ment.

With our short sight many a muddle would we

make relying on our own judgment. But, thank

God, we have an ever present help in time of need.

If uncertain, or confused, carry it all to the foot of

the Cross, and out of the darkness will come light

for our footsteps.

A FABLE.

Do you live in a town where there are stores? If

you do, and you make an inquiry, you will find that

there is more money spent for tobacco than there is

for religious purposes. It may not seem true, but

get some storekeeper to give you an approximate

total of his tobacco sales, and then multiply by the

total places of sale. And it is all wasted money,

with only a gratified sensuality to show as a result.

Theke was once a man who was prettj' sure of

himself. He met a Tiger and the beast said to the

man:

" Let us play together." The man and the Tiger

had a romp, and then Stripes took himself awaj- for

a while. The man boasted that he and the Tiger

were the best frientls. The Tiger would never hurt

him, oh no. After a while the man began looking

up the Tiger, and they had some wonderful times

together. Then the man said, I can play with the

Tiger and stop when I want to. So it went for a

long time, some days the Tiger hunting the man.

and then the man hunted up the Tiger. They were

together a long time. One day an old man told the

other man that nobody ever made friends with the

Tiger who did not get the worst of it in the end.

The man laughed and said he could quit the Tiger's

company any day. But once the Tiger laid hold of

the man and chewed him up. There was not

enough left of him to make a respectable funeral.

Then the Tiger, licking his chops, was heard to re-

mark that any man was a fool to begin playing with

The amount of money wasted in war, and given

over for luxuries and injurious things intended to

gratify the senses, would care for every orphan and

help to competency all the poor in the land were it

properly used. But then who ever heard human
ambition or greed listening to the still, small voice?

A LADY who takes a great interest in ragged-

school work tells this excellent anecdote:

The other da>- the lesson was on the peculiarities

of our language. Words that are pronounced alike

and spelt differently and words that are pronounced
differently and spelt alike were discussed at length.

She explained the difference between lead, the

metal, and lead, the verb, and the children quite

understood.

Then she took the two words "week" and
"weak." She explained the difference in the mean-
ing and use, and then called up a little fellow, aged
five, to use the word "weak " in a sentence.

The little fellow thought a moment, then an-

swered:
" A weak old woman."
The teacher nodded her approval.
' Now, Jerry," she said, turning to another little

boy, "you take the word 'week' and use it in a

sentence."

Jerry thought a minute, and then he, too, replied:

"A week-old baby."

OUR QUESTION BOX.

Is the phrase "God tempers the wind to the sh
ound in the Bible? I fail lo find it.-^. /».

''' '^nih

It is not in the Bible, but was oriPin;in.
... t:.__.._l . . ,

^'"^"y used
b^.Sterne, an English writer of repute in his da

* * #

Are any uf the alleged pictures of Ch 'correct?-

Not one of them. Nobody knows h
looked, beyond the fact that he had. probabl
common and current national caste of

°w Chru,

y. v.:

"untenanc

1 have a boy so bad that I can do nothing with hi
course would you advise to help him?—,4,

' ''^'

A great deal depends on the turn his "bad
takes. A very good way with such boy is lo
have him live with other people unH..r Aa
surroundings, and often this produces the d
result. It is also possible that less talking to h'

and more of the strap, would have a beneficial
f

feet. Many a boy is talked to death by his parent

who have forgotten all their own youthful feelin?

* * #

Is there any chance for a boy to learn the machinist's iradm a railroad shop?—C A.

Yes. Make application to some official of thf

nearest road for advice in the matter.

* « #

Do animals have the power to communicate informaiion

one to the other?—X.

We think they undoubtedly do have this abiliiv,

but to what extent is uncertain.

» # *

What is the Greek church I read about?

The Greek church is part of the Catholic cliurci:,

the leading difference between it and the Roman

Catholic church being that the Greek church denies

the infallibility of the Pope. There are also many

other differences, but this is the greatest.

* * *

I have been unjustly dealt with by the church, anJ seem

unable to get justice. What would you advise?

As a rule those who get into trouble in the

church deserve all they get, as the body is long suf-

fering and slow to act. But if you have really betn

wronged and have no appeal we advise silence a

letting the matter take care of itself. Asamatiu

of fact the member with a grievance is usually

member with a very flexible and mobile moii

Lay hold of active church work and never mentis

your trouble. It may then wear itself out.

« » *

If I think I have a call to preach, would it be wrong lo

so to the church?

No. it would not be wrong to say so to 1.

church. But I would not. if I were you, ask to b

elected lo the ministry. If your life and abilily^ff

such as to commend themselves to the mem e-

you will likely be regularly chosen. Whatever )

do attempt no irregular, guerilla tactics.

* # #

Please settle this for several of us. If a siiuirrel 'S "«!

slowly around a tree, and a man is circling ;
oundt'-'S"^

does the man go around the squirrel?—A ^

The man goes around the tree and every

else inside of the circle he describes.

# « *

Is there any book that teaches shootmg

There are books that tell how it 1

m the wing ?-/

done, but I!'

art can never be learned from a book. Iti'^""

It is 3 very coral"'

ter of practice and dexterity. *t - -
'h'rd^^'

accomplishment. Some can bring down a

a rifle.

* * *
istt'

Is it a matter of worldyism for a country hoy <"

have visiting cards?

—

M. .'/. i, ,.

The boy and girl can make complc''

themselves by the use of a card .it

home people, but away, in certain clas^'^^
^^^

oflices, government people, and the > ''-

^ ^jj

Ttus"an absolute necessity. Inglenook advw

heavy, engraved card, with no flourishes-

fill the bill the world around.

• • •

Is ttiere any cure for bashfulness?

—

> •^'
^f'lt-

It can be overcome by going oul
'"^^cr)'-

It is a much better thing than brazen e
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WINQ SHOOTING.

, 3 good many Inglenook boys, and per-

f»-*'""'\:,lc would like to know how shooting

I

tt'ii

and
th'

done. Some of them have learned
*'"'"

gjjtor personally knew a woman who

a gun as well as anybody. It is an ac-

'*"'''

"f nt that comes naturally to some, and
*'"''"

learn it. One person will go along

)M'^ '

h fields with a gun on his shoulder, when,
''""^

font of him, a rabbit jumps up and runs

'"''""
leaps Down conies the gun, it is cocked,

'''"'.
uick or quicker than the description is

(one a* H^^
^^^^ j^ question the man about

'T does it the chances are, that unless he is a

' '

of considerable education, he can give no

"exposition of the act. Another man, with the

the same field, sees the bunnie jump.

he thinks a moment,

shoulder it

down comes
and then he

li,
eves open

leguii, up 10 his shoulder it goes

•
thiit the rabbit is in the next field and is a hun-

I i and fifty yards away. Now the chances are

.

,||j last man would never be able to learn it in

IJIetime. He is not sufficiently alert mentally, or

Did physically, to master the art. He simply

„t<loit. The writer has taught several people

o'ihoot (lying and running, and has found that the

lental habit of the learner has a great deal to do

jih ii. The wits of some people work very slowly

nd their bodies are the same. The quail will be

iiaway, and the rabbit in the next township be-

ne they get ready. Others will be so quick that

(t one ill ten birds or cottontails will get off

[uch depends on the shooter. 1-Ie must be so

uick that his judgment of distance and direction,

is movement and knowledge of each separate con-

ition, no two of which are ever exactly alike, and

le shot, are practically simultaneous.

Now let u-s suppose that a boy, or a girl, or both,

icoutin the woods hunting. Each has a double
jn, and the shells are in place. If game is expect-
the guns will be held in half position, finger on

e trigger, and every sense alert. Out goes a rab-

I ahead, running straight ahead. Up comes the
into the shoulder, a rapid sight is taken, and the
ad'Moosed off." Now right here is one of the
ost difficult things to tell. The rabbit is only
able during his leaps in the air above the weeds,
R describing a curve, and he is practically fly-

; How far ahead of him shall the shooter hold
sisht, and when shall he fire? No two persons
l""lly agree on the time, the place or the dis-
'« It is not that there is anything to conceal,
ftJtthey are uninformed about what they are
'"Si hut because it is next to impossible to tell it.

= niter would say that he would hold the gun so
-tatch the rabbit on the descending curve, and
»« thirty yards ahead and going fast he would
«» teet in front and under the game. Anoth-

,„
"' y^^^y successful, would tell another

h,T
'™"''' '"' "'"'"S ™''^' ^^ thought was

hid \
'""" "" "'^t in n° 'wo <^^^es that

e\er happen

SOME THI^OS THAT ARE^wITleD.

Florida tourists mail swamp rattlesnakes and
juvenile alligators; south Texas scientists hairy ta-
rantulas, with fangs that work their way through
the first glimpse of a business opening

In the State of Tamaulipas, Mexico, they have
red ants as large as a gadfly, and so horribly ven-
omous that a mere rip of their pincers will make a
sanctificationist elder squirm, and on a trip to a
summer camp in the Ozark mountains an assort-
ment of those pets worked their way out of their
pasteboard prison and very soon afterward out of
the seams of the United States mail bag. The mail
rider was half asleep and beginning to nod in his
saddle, when to his astonishment his equally drow-
sy old mare suddenly rose on her hind legs and
then started off at a gait beating the record of the
best Arkansas State fair races.

In an attempt to clear a gully she spilled her car-
go, rider and all, and then commenced rolling in
the gravel, defying approach with a storm of kicks.
The stunned carrier eventually gathered himself to-
gether, but in attempting to continue his trip afoot
was seized with convulsions that induced a plowing
farmer to rush to the rescue under the impression
that steed and rider had been attacked by St. Vitus.
Rat poison and corrosive sublimate are not the

worst chemicals sent through the mails, and more
than one pouchful of miscellaneous consignments
has been drenched with fluids as destructive as
nitric acid, or the solution of fluorine that will eat
Its way into a man's finger bones like the touch of a
red-hot poker.

Explosions in post offices and street letter boxes,
too, occur every once in a while, and in Tucson,
Ariz., a conflagration was caused in that manner, the
flames having spread with a rapidity that precluded
the chance of obtaining a clew to the identity of
the mischief maker.

The length of time required by this operation
vanes according to the size of the fish. After thisthe fish are washed and placed with care upon wire
nets,called'grdls,'onwhichthey aresent tothe
drying-room, where they are dried by means oflarge fans or ventilators run by powerful machineryWhen dry and while still upon the grills the fishare cooked by plunging them into tanks containing
bo, ing olive oil. After this cooking the sardines
s.

11
upon the grills, are left to cool, and....hen COM

the work of placing them in halves and quarter
cans filled with olive oil, tomato and mustard sauces begun. This work done, the cans are sealed with
solder and are ready to be put in cases, holding ,oo
tins, for the market.

"Like canned goods of every description, sar-
dines are cheaper now than they formerly were and
American sardines are sold for less than the im-
ported. American sardines are now exported from
this country to the West Indies and South Ameri-

CHINESE " BOXERS.-

' Boxer

The Washington post office museum has a collec-

tion of some fifty different venomous bugs and rep-
tiles captured by the vigilance of United States
mail clerks, and the fifteen per cent duty on West
Indian products may not prevent the completion of
the assortment by the arrival of a fer-de-lance

snake, warranted to beat the sharpest Texas rattler

at his own game.

SARDINES CANNED IN AMERICA.
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" Next to the French the American people are

the largest consumers of sardines in the world,"

said a leading wholesale dealer in such canned
goods in New York to the writer recently. " Last

year the consumption of sardines in the United

States amounted to 2,000,000 cases, or 200,000,000

cans. Of this quantity 1,400.000 cases were the

product of the state of I\Iaine, 150,000 cases were
put up in California and the remaining 450,000 cases

came from France. Thirty years ago all the sar-

dines eaten in this country were imported from
France. To-day nearly three-quarters of the sar-

dines sold here are put up in fifty-one packing-

houses in Maine. These concerns are controlled by

a trust company, which employs 6,000 workmen,

who can turn out 1,500,000 cases of the fish annual-

ly-

" In Maine sardines are caught off the western

shores of the St. Croix river and Passamaqiioddy

bay. The fishing season commences early in May
and lasts until late in the fall of the year. The fish

are taken in brush weirs, resembling ordinary

pound nets, into which they are led by means of

large leaders and wings, which terminate in a fun-

nel-shaped entrance. Their escape is prevented by

the extension of these wings into the inclosure,

thereby forming a triangular hook at each end of

it, so that the fish, as they circle inside the weir, are

directed past the entrance. When the fish are plen-

tiful in the nets quantities of scales appear upon the

surface of the water. The nets are then lifted and

their contents are clumped by the fishermen into

their boats. The fish make a little squeak when

taken from the water and die almost instantly. An
ordinary catch of sardines gives to each boat any-

where from 2,000 to 6,000 fish, the price of which is

from $2 to S2.50 per i.ooo, according to the quan-

tity of fish that are being caught.

" Arriving at the packing-house the fish are care-

fully cleaned. This operation o\er, they are sorted

according to size and carried into another part of

the establishment, where they are put in to pickle.

IS a rough-and-ready translation of
the three Chinese characters, Romanized as E Ho
Chuan, meaning, in bald literalness, " righteousness
harmony, fists." They are the men who smite
righteously, on behalf of the true harmony which
exists between heaven and earth. They would ex-
terminate all who do not take the Confucian theory
of the universe. Foreigners, with their strange
doctrmes and religions, their outlandish ways and
fearsome magic, have disturbed this harmony, says
Li^s/w's IVa-k/y in explanation of the fanatics who
are stirring up the present trouble in China. The
men that smite with -the righteous fist

" propose
to set the universe in order by driving out the
hairy-faced, blue-eyed aliens.

One knowing the condition of things in China
wonders neither at the frequency of riots nor at the
rapidity with which vast crowds can assemble un-
der fanatical and bigoted leaders. Peaceable and
law-abiding citizens are suddenly transformed into
yelling and infuriated monsters of destruction.
The average Chinaman lacks the power of thinking
as an individual. He acts in mobs ;\n(\ hordes.
Ignorant of the commonest facts of science, .such as
our children are familiar with, he is credulous to an
extent which it is hard for us to conceive. Seeing
the foreigner's wonder-working engines, machines,
lenses, medicine and surgery, he imagines him gift-

ed with magical and malevolent powers. Being as

credulous as they are ignorant, the populace need
only a few shrewd fellows to play upon their fears

and to arouse their superstition and fanaticism.

Hence the rapid rise of the Boxers, who have
spread over the northern provinces and threaten

the stability of the government. Whether, as usu-

al, this mighty mass of bigotry and fanaticism will

melt away before the onset of the determined men
of the West, or whether, like a prairie fire, it will

sweep over the empire and probably overthrow the

effete dynasty in Peking are questions which no
man at the present moment can answer. Unfortu-

nately, the disturbed district is pretty thickly dot-

ted with American mission stations. The imperial

troops sent to face the Boxers have flown like chaff

before the wind, or ha\e openly joined their ene-

mies. It may be that as unexpectedly as Uncle

Sam walked into Cuba and the Philippines, he may
now be called on to take a hand in rebuilding

China.

There was a vacant seat in the car. Little Wil-

lie allowed the strange lady to take it, although he

looked very tired.

" Thank you, mj- little gentleman." said she.

"Why didn't you take the seat yourself? You look-

quite weary."

" So'd you be weary, lady, if yer father found out

ver went fishin' like mine did."

One of the most delicate replies e\'er made was

that of a Frenchman who had not found " a life on

the ocean wa\e " all that could be expected. He
was sinking, pale and disheveled, into his steamer

chair, when a passenger asked cheerily: " Ah, good

morning, monsieur. Have you breakfasted?
"

" No, monsieur," answered the pallid Frenchman,
" I have not breakfasted. On the contrary."
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PRIVATE CARS.

Luxi-RV in railroad travel has reached its highest

point in the United Slates in the form of the private

car.

The idea of a habitation on wheels every whit as

comfortable, convenient and luxurious as the finest

private residence, the most perfect club or the most

magnificent hotel, in which the traveler could be

whirled over the country with the speed of the wind

would have been scouted by the fathers, but the

private car fills this ilescription with exactness.

It is true that Queen Victoria, the czar of Russia,

Emperor William of Germany and a few other

crowned heads, have special trains so brilliantly

painted and emblazoned with the royal arms and

carrying such an abundance of !;il<''ng as to bring

to mind Milton's phrase, "barbaric pomp and

gold," yet it is a fact that there are more than too

private cars in the United States which far surpass

any cars in Kurope.

There is not a transportation line of any impor-

tance in the country which has not cars set aside

for the exclusive use of its president, vice presi-

dents and several others of its leading officials.

Kven division superintendents of some of the great

roads have gorgeous private cars. These rolling

palaces cost from Si 5,000 to 850,000 each.

Seeing railway officials traveling in such regal

luxui-y, it was not long before the multimillionaires

of the country not connected with railroads began

to follow suit.

To-day there are more than 300 private cars in

the United States, and in them the owners live the

same as they do at home, having their own servants,

their favorite books and means for amusement in

abundance.

One of the latest and most interesting additions I

to this class of rolling stock is a priv;Ue car built

tor Henry M. hTagler, the Florida millionaire hotel

and railroad man.

It is 7S feet 8 inches long. At the entrance is a

large observation room fitted with reed furniture

and with a writing desk and bookcase. The interi-

or finish is of white mahogany. The car is lighted

by gas and the chandeliers are fitted with cut glass

globes. There are staterooms accessible from the

corridor, finished in white satin wood.

The upholstery throughout is in varying shades

of green, with carpets, draperies and ceiling "decora-

tions to harmonize.

Adjoining the dining room is the pantry, fitted

with chin.iwarc, lockers and a large refrigerator.

The kitchen has a steel range and all the conven-

iences of a kitchen in a hotel. In the extreme end

is a stateroom for the servants. The outside of the

car is painted orange and the decorations are in

gold leaf.

After the very wealth)* men of the country began

having cars built for their exclusive use, the great

car building comi>anies saw in such cars a new
source of revenue, with the result thai at the pres-

ent time there are many rolling palaces kept for

hire by any one who can afford to pay for them.

Thus it has come to pass that in this age of un-

ceasing progress and in this land of universal equal-

ity a hod-carrier may enjo)- the luxury of speeding

over our iron thoroughfares for a few days like a

prince or a millionaire— if he can scrape up the 1

price.

One of the millionaire private car renters is

George Westinghouse. For about 10 years he has

continuousl)- chartered the "Glen Eyre," preferring

to pay for it at the rate of over Sl2,000 a year rath-

er than purchase it outright and have the responsi-

bility of taking c'lre of it.

In order that he may always enjoy the advantag-

es of the latest and best in car building, while he

was using the original " Glen Eyre," an entirely

new private car was constructed for him and dedi-

cated lo his exclusive use, the name of the old car

being retained on the new traveling apartment.

In round figures the average private car rents for

£1,500 a month. The price paid for its use for one

month would pay a family's rent for more than four

years in advance in a neat five-room-and-balh flat

in New York or Chicago, and it would pay the rent

(or more than twelve years of a cottage in many of

the smaller cities.

The first charge for these cars fully equipped is

£50 a day for the first 30 days and S45 » ''=>>' there-

after. When a millionaire is so ready to part with

his money as to be willing to charter an entire train

he must pay S215 a day for it, the regulation private

train consisting of one composite, one compartment,

one sleeping, one dining and one observation car.

The rental cost of such luxury for a month would

give rent free to the ordinary New York East side

tenement family for more than 50 years.

Hut the rent is only one item of the expense.

For moving a private car the railroads east of the

Mississippi, as a rule, demand 18 full first-class

fares for the distance over which they haul it, no

matter whether there are 18 people aboard or only

one.

For instance, if the fare between New York and

Chicago is S20, it costs £360 in fares to move the

car that far. Railroads west of the Mississippi de-

mand 15 fares. The lessee pays for all commissary

supplies.
_
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CHINA'S CAPITAL CITY.

The city of I'eking, China's capital, about which

so much of present interest clusters, has a popula-

tion of about a million souls. It stands in the

midst of a desert and covers an immense area.

There are no sewers in the city, and as a result it is

unusually filthy, even for a Chinese city. There is

no public water supply, and water is hard to get

and never very pure. None of the streets are well

paved, and it is difficult to make one's way around

the city, especially after dark. Many of the streets

are impassable for vehicles. The main part of the

city is surrounded by a wall, but for years the

place has been outgrowing its bounds and thou-

sands of persons now live in the suburbs.

Peking has no foreign quarter, as have some of

the other cities in China. The foreign residents are

principally members of the legations and mission-

aries, and there are not many foreign merchants.

Each foreigner's house is surrounded by a com-

pound, but they are not grouped very closely.

About the only clean places in the city, according

to the foreigners, are inside of these compounds.

The legation of the United States occupies a small

compound near the wall of the city.

.AH the walls of Peking, unlike those of most

cities in China, are kept in good repair. The outer

walls measuie about thirty miles in circumference.

Those of the oldest portion of the city, the Tartar

portion, are fifty feet high and have a width at the

base of sixty feet, while at the top they are forty

feet thick. The walls of the Chinese part of the

city are thirty feet high, twenty-five feet thick at

the base and fifteen feet thick at the top. On the

outer faces of the walls are square buttresses, built

at intervals of sixt)' feet, and on the tops of these

are guardhouses, which are occupied by troops.

There are sixteen gates to the city, and each one is

surmounted by a high tower. The towers are built

in galleries, and all have many loopholes from

which their defenders can fire in any direction.

There are not many crowded neighborhoods, and

viewed from the wall the city looks like one large

garden. Inclosed within the Tartar part of the city

is the " imperial city," which, in turn, incloses the

" Purple Forbidden city," which contains the em-

peror's palace.

HAPPY, LAZY RUATAN.

RuA'r.A,N, the largest of the five " Ba)' islands," a

little chain or key lying some thirty miles off the

coast of Spanish Honduras, southeast of Port Cor-

tez, and only four days' travel from New Orleans

—

is some forty miles long and three miles wide.

It has a population of about 3,000 people, mostly

Carib Indians, and I doubt whether there is in all

the world a more beautiful and prolific spot. The
people are lazy simply because they don't have to

work. Cocoanuts form their mainstay, and there is

nothing easier to grow.

To start a grove, one merely burns off a piece of

land, and plants the nuts in rows twenty feet apart.

In from four to five years' time the trees are a doz-

en feet high, and are beginning to bear, and after

that the planter is fixed for life. He may bid adieu

to care.

The nuts are' never picked, but as they mature
they drop off, and this shower of fruit goes on
steadily month after month all the year around.

How long a tree will bear nobody can say, but there

grow just as easily as the coco,
and the only reason why that especially

is

°

because it furnishes an easy crop, for which tl""
always a ready market. There are plenty of'l"
nas, oranges, mangoes, plums and pineapp|„

'

they are all delicious. They grow wild, with™,
1'

slightest cultivation, and all one has to do is t

'

them. '"'

Vegetables are equally prolific, and the „

yams easily average forty or fifty pounds in wci'A piece of cane stuck in the ground tak

renews itself perennially for years. Roses
flowers of almost every imaginable variety run
from one end of Ruatan to the other.

A stranger who comes to the islands is invariabl,

amazed at the prodigality of nature and the apiil'

of the natives -that is, before the lazy fedini; ..,.

into his blood.

The thermometer has never been known lo 1

below sixty-six degrees or to rise above eiglii,

eight degrees. Being part of Spanish Hondc:
the island is, of course, under the governmeiii

that republic, but it is too far away ever lo be d

turbed by the storms of revolution, and at presrn;

things are peculiarly serene.

The Honduranian government is represenlcd bv

an administrator, a commandante and a governor

There is never any friction, and their simple diitir.

are confined chiefly to the collection of customs

There is no military establishment, and the ™lt

jail on the island is a small one-room hut, in which

a plain drunk occasionally sleeps off too much r

tive brandy. Theft and other crimes are unknou,,

and doors are never locked.

CURED BY ABSENT TREATMENT.

" My wife solemnly affirms that she will geu

vorce if I say anything about it," said Jones wilhal

smile. " But it is too good to keep, so heregoei

" Mrs. Jones had been ailing for some time, mJ

falling into the hands of one of the neighbm

is a faith curist, she became imbued witlithatb;-

lief. I laughed at her, but she remained l\mid

said she was convinced that she could be cur«l

only through faith. As her illness was nothing i<

rious, I said nothing more, congratulating,' m^'

that I was ahead what a doctor would hav^ I
'

her.

' It ran along for some time while my file ciH'

tinned to gain, and at last she announced that ^f'

was fully cured.

"Now then, John Henry,' said she, ' I »e"^

again wish to hear you say anything about no

cure being all imagination. I am sure thai I
»"'

have been a dead woman if I hadn't taken the"'

ment that I did. And to think he never sol eye-

' He never what? ' I gasped.

I took the absent lr«"'

: nie by his faino*

" ' Set eyes on me!

I sent Prof. Fake £5 to treat

sent treatment.'

" ' Do you mean to say,' said I,

fakir £5 to treat you?
'

.u„l.ihen>'
" 'That's just what I did! And to """

'^'^.^^j

;

wonderful thing about it was that '
"^'''

'^^Jj
,,

moment that he received my letter and ope
^^^

though he was a thousand miles from nK^^^
,.

commenced gaining right from that nio

^
^
^^

simply wonderful! Y'ou can't deii> '

,^1 jfcs

well woman, and all through the uonde

treatment that I received.'
, ||„n

"
I should have said something '<S

^^.^^^^
j,

there had I not heard the P°^|"^""
?j."f ,v,i:

gone to the door to get my mail.
^^^^

ter for my wife from the dead ''^"j^|,j,k
1'^

when she opened it out dropped In''^^^
j^^,,

• that yn"

"

Fake. She had misdirected it a"'

never received it. She says—but on

I hadn't better tell you what she sa)

d the

iccoi"

laki'

'

A CHRONIC loafer fills

sponding to that occupied by

ble kingdom.

^'":e:d..-'n
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CIKCLK MEETING.

the Lnnrs Day.— Ex. 2o:8-ri; Rev,

difai, Sunday a School iK^Bl

RELIOION.

It

'"^Minif '° '"^'^P "^^ Sabbath a holy clay.

'

'"

k oave lis '1'^ '''B''' '° '^''J'''' this command-

""\vlifcli God himself gave on .Sin.ii? If wc are

""''' I lioition to obey any of the command-

K Vie must obey all.

""^l did not sanction the Pharisaic ideas about

\"bbath. One of their traditions was that one
""'

I
scatter seed to chickens on the Sabbath

"'

to the fowls might not pick up every seed,

;iil,el<ernel
might start to grow which would be

"'

f seed growing. They found fault with Je

bccrase he told the man to take up his bed and

mlicy said the carrying of the quilt which was

^Oriental bed was breaking the Sabbath.

In a certain English coal mine, limestone rock is

msiMtly in process of formation. While the

iners arc at work it is colored black by the dust

(Uf coal, but their weekly day of rest is marked

I line of white which is called the " Sunday

e .Are your Sundays lines of pure white, free

1 llie cares and labors of every-day life?

Tht Sunday which honors God best is that which

dps men most. The deeds of kind thoughtful-

•j> tor others that you do on that day help to hal-

It a nian who had seven good ponies should

f \ou six, would you steal the seventh one?"
led the missionary of an Indian. " No, indeed,"

indignantly replied, and so she showed how
eked it is to break the Sabbath.

recent Sunday-school lesson we studied the
ipcd of the Gentile woman, her prayer for help.
ihjesiis could heal her daughter and she plead-

lii liim to cast out the devil, craving only the
'm\x" that might fall under the table.

he fell at Jesus' feet, and his love and power
teniade known to her, she felt that a little of it

Mix spared, that a fragment even, would be
fcient for her great need. To her was revealed

mall degree, the inexhaustible fountain of
tist s love.

ttitre are always crumbs left over. You can al-
l^S've a little love, or help, or strength. You
"""tqu.te reached the limit of giving. If you
I'lMt you have

h h y

Ihe great principle of the world; found in
all nat.ons and in most hearts. It is that which
unites earth and heaven: it i,W. i„,^ nian to God
It causes man to feel that he is responsible to his
Lreator. It g.ves power to law; so that statesmen
who themselves are not religious, desire the people
to be rehg.ous. It reforms the wicked, and gives
safety to the weak. It sends forth streams of
goodness, comfort, and happiness. It is the com-
fort of the bvntg, and the hope of the dying. It i,
he force that draws the prodigal back to his fa-
thers house, and causes martyrs to die for Christ

It IS a sacred bond, a most holy covenant. It is
Ike an oath made not merely in the name of God
but fa God: for the sinner has come to God on his
knees; there is no other way to get " pure religion
and undefiled." It is a promise to God. I't ismade on condition of pardon.

It has been said that those professing religion are
considered as having God, and the irreligious as
• without God." The religious are called " children
of God," "servants of God," "friend
and "heirs of God," and J
pray, "Our Father." They
live with him.

Religion is not merely a bond between man and
God, but between man and man. It is the bond of
society. Without it, there is no fear of God, and no
appeal to a higher power. Man would not respect
his brother man, and would only regard him as an-
other brute; he would know that
die, and crime would only haste

Fop * the * Wee * polk
POPPYLAND LiniTED EXPRESS.

Js of God,"
IS teaches them to

e.xpect to see God and

.11 must equally

the inevitable

The first train leaves at 6 P. M,
Fur the land where the pnppy blows.

And mother dear is the engineer.
And the passenger laughs and'crows.

The palace car Is ihe mother's arms;
The whistle, a low, sweet strain;

The passenger winks and nods and blinks
And goes to sleep in the train.

At 8 P. M, the next train starts
For the poppyland afar;

The summons clear falls on the ear;
"All aboard for the sleeping car."

But what is the fare to poppyland?
I hope it's not loo dear.

The fare is lhis_a hug and a kiss.
And it's paid to the engineer.

So I ask of him who the children took
On his knee in kindness great:

"Take charge, I pr.ay, of the trains each day
That leave at 6 and S.

" Keep watch of the passengers," thus I pray,
" For to me they are very dear,

And a special ward, O gr.acious Lord,
O'er the gentle engineer.

THREE LITTLE OKLAHOHA BOYS.

happy

a long

little

day's

IVlllg

nothing to spare for those about
™it IS time to give some anxious thought to

>^fpus. Every member of our Circle especi
'^"Idrealizethatwe become terribly
"SMly for ourselves

^"'"'1' to give to others
"ly ourselves

' selfish hy
VVhen we have not even

end. Society would simply dissolve in sin. This is

why there are no irreligious nations. Laws are
really made for the irreligious; not for " the right-
eous, but sinners." The irreligious include the dis-
honest, the disobedient, the murderers, the violent;
those who fill the prisons, and who are the enemies
of God and of society. They are unwilling to be
bound to God. Religion binds us back to God our
Father, makes us sons of God, gives our souls a
Savior. It builds us up. It makes us kind and for-
giving, pure and generous. Its rewards are peace,
comfort, happiness, grace, a useful life, a h,

death, .a home in heaven, and eternal life.

Religion suggests Christ; irreligion

Satan.

ReH
cards.

Religion suggests the church
; irreligion suggests

the saloon.

Religion suggests the school and college; iire-

ligion suggests the theater and gambling hell.

Religion suggests salvation; irreligion suggests
damnation.

jion suggests the Bible;

aappy
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irreligion suggests
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Every lover of the Bible discovers for himself

riches that he peculiarly appreciates. Have you
felt anger and resentment rising in your breast?

Has the fact that you have been wronged and mis-

understood filled your heart with bitterness? Then,
perhaps, you have sought, with trembling eagerness

the place where the heart-brealcing story of that

lonely and rejected One Is told. You have watched
him dying under the most awful ingratitude and in-

justice that was ever inflicted upon a great heart.

Hut when you came to these words, " Father, for-

give them, they know not what they do," where,

then, was your resentment? The life and death of

Jesus Christ, as set forth in the Bible, are thus con-

tinually uplifting and inspiring those who look up-

on them. Knowing the Bible is the matter of a life-

time. It is for this reason that we cannot master it

and lay it aside as we would another book. Reading

it to-day, in the light of an experience of which yes-

terday you were ignorant, mak^ it a new book to

you. The way to know the Bible is to make it a

part of your life.

Dow.\ in Oklahoma live three as
boys as can be found anywhere on
journe\'.

They are too young to go to school. They run
about out of doors from morning until night, here,
there, and everywhere. They are fond of counting
birds. They bring in so many kinds of forest and
prairie flowers that every bottle, pitcher, tumbler
and goblet in the house is generally filled long be-
fore noon.

They are wonderful little fellows for taking no-
tice " and finding new creatures.

One day all three came in from a ramble, much
excited. "Oh, oh! we've found a nest of eagles!

"

cried Earl. " They are all white, and they have no
feathers on their heads, and they must be the Bald
Eagles!

"

Their mother thought it hardly probable that the
birds could be eagles; but from the little boys' de-
scription she could not decide what they were. So
after dinner she went with them to the woods to

see the birds.

When they came to the nest she found it on the
ground, and two perfectly white birds in it. about
half as large as a hen. They had large, strong
beaks, and as she came up with the little boys they
both made a strange hissing noise. She could not

tell what kind of birds they were. She decided to

visit them again and keep watch of them as they

grew— for large as they were, they were plainly

baby birds.

But it so happened that she was unable to go
again. Frank, Ralph and Earl, however, visited

the forest nest daily. After a while they reported

that the birds were turning black. Then, one day,

little Earl said he wasn't going any more; and when
his mother asked the reason, he said, "Mamma,
their breath is bad!" Mamma laughed, for now
she had a suspicion as to the kind of bird the\-

might prove to be.

She went with the boys next day to the nest in

the woods. Sure enough, the birds were all black

now, excepting that there was a little white ring

around their necks. Their heads were quite red,

like a gobbler's.

Now what do you suppose these birds were?

They were young turkey buzzards.

When we pray to God, who knows us through

and through, who kens our secret thoughts and is

acquainted witii our ways, what will we say to him?

Consider well, for how can we deceive God, or why
should we lie to him?

Cultivate forbearance till your heart yields a

fine crop of it. Pray for a short memory as to all

unkindness.—V"'.?^'"'-

A LnrLE girl who had been tearing her doll to

pieces during the week attended Sunday school on

the following Sabbath and was asked what Adam
was made of.

" Dust," she replied.

" And what was E\'e made of? " asked the teach-

er.

" Sawdust," promptly answered the little miss.

A THIN iiule girl was n^nied Kathleen

—

Ngw, what ttu you think of ihal?

She always did as she was told.

And so grew nice and fat.

The best little girl thai ever was seen

—

And what do yon think of thai?

She said, " I am nof any more Kath-Ieen

I ought lo be called Kath-fal!"
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CASTES A^D CUSTOMS IN INDIA.

Forty-three years ago, upon the loth of the

present month, the great Indian military center of

Meerut saw the kindling of that terrible blaze

which was destined to ravage the whole of Hritish

nindooslan.

Nowadays every schoolboy knows that the In-

dian mutiny was directly the outcome of a religious

misunderstantling. In 1857 the British soldier

could not uniiersland why the smearing of a little

grease upon his cartridges should offend the Sepoy.

But the grease used was that of animals which were

unclean alike to Hindoos and Mohammedans.

Thus it came to pass that this same misunderstand-

ing resulted in the shedding of oceans of innocent

blood and the near loss of an empire of 250.000,000

souls.

To-da>' Tommy .*md his officers know better than

to offend native susceptibilities. Nevertheless,

there is much in Hindoostan that the average Eu-

ropean finds it hard to understand.

(;)ne of the greatest stumbling blocks is that of

caste. There are now four principal Hindoo castes:

Brahmin, or priest; Kshatriya, or soldier; Vaisya, or

industrial, and the much despised Sudra. servile

caste. These four divisions are subdivided again

and again into many others. Kor instance, every

\'illage has its dhobi, or washerman: kumbar, or

potter; mali, or green grocer; sunri, or publican;

chamas, or cobbler; kanar, or palkie bearer, and a

dozen other rigorously exclusi\-e sects. The boast-

ed blue blood of our Kuropean nobility pales into

insignificance by comparison. In the United States,

for instance, every ambitious boy, howe\'er humbly
horn, may aspire to just such a position as his tal-

ents may fit him for. In India it is different. Not

only does the son never aspire to rise above the

father's station in life, but, in addition, he could not

if he chose.

Consequently the brass-working father of a doz-

en sons will bring them up as brass workers; the

potter father, as plotters, and so on, rrt^ iiifiiiitiim.

Nor must the lower-caste man in any way violate

the sanctity of his higher-class brother, for the pen-

alties as to the purification of the latter are many
and inconvenient. -Similarly, he must marry within

his own caste, he may only eat with his own caste,

and, if a Sudra, he will esteem it an honor if he is

allowetl to imbibe the water in which his superior

Brahmin has laved his feet.

But what undoubtedly strikes the Britisher with

greatest force is the fatalistic way in which the low-

er-class man resigns himself without a word of

grumbling to this treatment. He is saturated with

caste. He is overwhelmed with a distorted sense

of its magnitude. And before its imposing jugger-

naut he is merely an abject piece of limp, kickless

humanit)

.

Another curious custom is that of " ruksut hai,"

you may go. In England it is etiquette for an aft-

ernoon caller to himself take the initiative in the

matter of his departure. Indeed, it would be con-

sidered the height of ill breeding if the hostess

gave the slightest indication of any desire to be

relieved of her caller's presence. In India the cus-

tom is reversed and the native will never leave

the white man's presence until told he maj- go.

The shoe and turban question is a constant source

of discord. As any schoolboy knows, the Hindoo

keeps on his turban and discards his shoes on en-

tering a house. Not to do so is the height of disre-

spect. When Lord Lawrence occupied the vice-

regal chair he was compelled to issue an official

mandate uphoUling the custom. Similarly your na-

tive servant would as soon think of appearing be-

fore j'ou minus his cummerbund as your English

footman would wait at table in his shirt sleeves.

The vice versa customs of the man in the street

are legion. The native clerk sits upon the floor to

write and his characters run from right to left.

The plowman uses a miserable little plow which is

utterly unfit for its work by reason of its shortness

—said shortness being due to the fact that the

plowman will only drive his team by twisting their

tails and cannot therefore be far behind them. The

tailor, like his English brother, squats to his work,

but with important distinction that he uses his toes

to hold the work while his fingers are busied with

the sewing.

The interior of the native houses is equally op-

posed to European notions of comfort. They are

devoid of all furniture, unless one can dignify a few

rugs, cushions and curtains by such a name. Even

the wealthiest bankers and merchants do without

crockeiy, glass, tables and even plates, knives and

forks, while you might search the entire wardrobe

of their large corps of retainers without coming

across a single hook, eye or button.

Native relaxations are not particularly elevating.

The gambling element is provided for by the show-

ers which occasionally visit even this parched land.

The usual practice is to bet upon the probability of

some particular rain tank overflowing by a certain

hour of the day. The drink habit is responsible for

much crime.

GET THE KINO'S CLOTHES.

The rarest collection of women's and men's

clothes is said to be owned by the Duke of Hijar,

Count of Ribaldeo, in Madrid. From the

year ,1432, up to the present time the Count of

Ribaidco has received every spring, as a present

from the rulers of Spain, the clothing worn by

the sovereign on the day of the Epiphany,

says the Ne-tu York Times. The collection therefore

includes more than four hundred and fifty garments

representative of the height of fashion of their

various times and for both sexes and all ages—from

the babies' skirts and girls' frocks to the garments

of old men and women.

The annual presentation of the gowns at the resi-

dence of the Ribaldeos is accompanied by curious

ceremonies that have been in vogue ever since the

first presentation in 1432. Escorted by a regiment

of cavalry, in command of a colonel, a royal cham-

berlain sitting in a royal gala coach drawn by six

full bred Andalusian horses proceeds to the Ribal-

deo palace. Besides the chamberlain sits a servant

carrying on his knees a silver tray, whereon the

garments are placed. Upon reaching the palace

the chamberlain and the servant enter and deliver

the garments to the count, who, in humble words,

expresses his thanks.

The origin of this ceremony was in 1431, when

the King of the Castiles, Juan III., was visiting

Toledo. A number of the dignitaries of Spain,

headed by the infant Don Enrique, had conspired

to assassinate the king. The murder Wus to take

place at a banquet on the day of Epiphany, at

which the king was to be present.

During the banquet Don Rodrigo Villandrando,

Count of Ribaldeo, approached the king, and after

a few hastily whispered words with him, left the

hall with the monarch for a side room. The digni-

taries supposed from this their plan had been dis-

covered, and with drawn swords rushed after the

king to cut off his escape. In the side room they

found a man clad in the royal robes. They fell

upon him and hacked him to pieces and made their

escape. The king, however, had changed clothes

with the loyal count, and it was the Count of Ribal-

deo who had been killed.

In recognition of the sacrifice Juan III. gratefully

extentled to the descendants of the count the privi-

lege to sit to the king's right at the annual royal

dinner on the day of the Epiphany, and to be pre-

sented with the garments worn by the ruler on that

occasion.
_
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Reader, You Kno-w
All About

THE INGLENOOK
But there Are Many 'Who Do Noi

Know It as Well as You.

Have You Seen the Offer in the Me
senger about New Subscribers?

*'

...We Want an Agent...

- ^ LIVE .A.GENT
In Every Church in the Brotherhood.

The Price of the INGLENOOK to

the End of the Year is

...Only Cents.,.

Whoever gets ten of these 25 cent subscribers can hj,,

his choice of any one of these firsl-class, cloth bound-biHt^i;

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Natural History- of Birds and Quadrupeds.

Black Beamy,
Dictionary ol the Bible,

Dream Life,

Druinruond's Addresses,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Koom,

Inlclleciuat Life,

Adventurts ol n BtouTiie,

ImitalioD of Clirlst, Elc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two bm '«

for thirty, three books, and so on. And they could be r

in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows h

self an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall r

connected with the Inglenook. There is.1 library of Fi

bound books waiting for somebody.

...NOW HURRY IN...

YOUR TWENTY-FIVE CENT SUBSCRIBERS,

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 i U S. State St., - - - - El|

Have You Ever Heard of

The Quinter Colony...

Of Brethren in Kansas? The place was nam'

-

James Quinter, has a hundred-strong mcmbei

isfied. Stock and crops combined are a sure il-
^^

^

pie are going out there. Do you want to know some

of It? Write to,

B. A. McALLASTER.
LandO.,nu.ts.ion..t;P' .

OMAHA. NEWI*''*

The war in China has been a disappointment to a

number of this year's fjraduatcs of Eastern colleges,

who had received appointments in the Chinese cus-

toms service, and who were to report in Pekin in

August. The appointments were made a year ago,

and the young men had a year in which to com-

plete their college courses. Their salaries were to

begin as soon as they started for China and were to

continue during the two years allowed them to mas-

ter the Chinese language. After three years' serv-

ice the inspectors were to have two years' vacation

at half pay.

Fair-haired people usually possess between 140,-

000 and 160,000 hairs on the scalp, the number be-

ing about the same for man and woman. Dark-

eyed people have, on an average, about 105,000.

while red-haired people are said to have only 30,000

hairs. But the latter apparently possess one great

advantage in the fact that they retain their hair

better, seldom becoming bald.

CAP GOODS.

We have moved from Mt. Morns, III-, t" E'S'"'

now selling Cap Goods exclusively.
.

We are sending goods by mail to ne.vly '^^'"V^j
' s-

Union. Our motto is "Best Goods at i-cwesl Y

for samples free to op AR^Ol-D'

Elgin. >

NATIONAL BUSINESS
ROANOKE, VlKt";iNI'^-

An established Institution lot b<>tti se:

crativc positions lor thorough graduates,

during last year for more uraduBles than w<- ^

ter first Tuesday in September. Send lor Cati

t.

1"'"*^

The prime of life in a man of regular habits and

sound constitution is from 30 to 55 years of age, of

a woman from 24 to 25 to about 40 years of age.

10 Cents will Cure Ten
Victor Headaclie Specihc sent bv "'"

Address: VICTOK ItEMIClH^-^

Your Library... ^,^^„,,.

is not complete without a copy "I
^ci

' "'
I

How any render of the Inglenook

.

send for particulars. Address,

Sid. 3'.

1 18 W. Fourth St.

fio'



ATTAR OF ROSES.

„„MAN died—a fair young wife—

ni'td M '^' sweeiesl hour of life;

Uiihin a near-by sunlit room,

,„ cudle
while lies smiling babe,

Ihe life for whom her own she gave.

friends came into the darkened rootti.

Led there beside her fragrant bloom,

rhe liushaiid, staggered by the blow,

IMced forward, b.ickward, to and fro;

Her mother, broken-hearted, wept-

The little one unconscious slept.

Vears passed anon, much changes brought,

Kritnds seldom of the dead one thought:

Time gently chastened, reconciled,

I he mother s grief despairing, wild.

Into a tender minor strain—

1 he husband loved and wed again.

A lad of nine, with blue, blue eyes.

Peered far inlo the starry skies.

Into himself he whispered low!

•What was she like—I wonder so."

Convulsive sob he tried to smother—

'Dtar God, I mean, my own, own ninther."

Kathi:ee,\ Kavan.\(^i

mil. Ill
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•The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents,
or

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and ail of next Year for One Dollar. '
'

Tlie Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll
|,e «

that You Didn't Save' Money by Sul>scril>ing- for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read. Always Read

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

i

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

liesiilc tlic llonnic liner Hush. Diclinnary of the liihie,

Natural History of Hirtls and Quadrupeds,

lilaik Dcaiity, t)ream Life,

I Dmmmond's Addresses.
,

Adventures of a Brown!^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Kourn,

I Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they cu

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an eflScient agent will be put in line for the Fall mir]

connected with the Inolicnook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will h,

sent him a Li4>rarv of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

iUlll

Adventures of a Krownie,

.'Ksop's I-'ablcs.

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the breakfast Table,

lUcon's Essays,

Mi-side the JJonnir Brier Htish,

Itlack Deauty,

Iturns' Focms,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium i'^ater.

Dictionary of the Bible.

Dream Life,

Drunnnund's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Kairy Land of Science,

l-'iftcen Decisive Haltles.

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

-Intellectual Life,

Lays ot Ancient Rome,

Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone.

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister.

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
.Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.
Thirty Years' War.

Twice-Told Tales,

Window in 'fhrunij.

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing.

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespear,

Lallah Rookb,

On Liberty.

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. Tki

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN ofthe-i

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent i:

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be tlielasi

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscription* if

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. 1-M±\r^ I^etp>er for Xji"ve r*eop>le.
The iNGbKNODK is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper i

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to iind. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing ol

and commtmplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always lia!

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it witte'

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The Ixr.LK^""'

isn't made -with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for Wve people. /

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the InglKnoOK next year. The like of i' *"

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list »"

what they are talking about.

UZ/.IK HOWE: The Shadows uf City Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Eope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Gove.

W. 1. T. HO0\ ER The Climate of the Pacilic Const.

C. E. ARNOLD: The \alae of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER. Does the Garb Hinder So

cial Preferment?

DAN'L HAVS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLEK: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. UEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews '

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?
' P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.

NANNIE J. ROOP: Has the Church Ch.-tnged in the Last
' "• C- EARLY: Ate Negro Missions Advisable?

Pwenty-tive Years? C. H. B.ALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working t)ne's Way Through JOHN C. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?

College.
~

J

H. R. TAYLOR: rhe DilScultics of City Missions.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading . I. I). TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

Circle. ' S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

A W VANIMAN: Negro Mission, QL'INCY LECKRONE: Best Argumentlor Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Among the J^**'

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT: fhe Money Side o( an Evangel'"'

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Made.

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Better. Ciiy or CoiHi")

sioiis?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do »iih tvcoo'i"'

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas Aboiil M.is»""

L. A. PLATE: Recjillections of Switzerkuil

GALEN B. ROYEK: World.ivide MissMns

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Gerni.oiy

J. H. MOORE: I'he Pleasant Side of an 1' i'"'" '

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible Siu.li

Ho"

.A-XXd. tlioro a.-r& Otl3.ex>s. "STo-u. OEtzx't .A-tTor-ti to ItilJLiss all TJais.

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file. They are s""^

by members, for members. One is begun in this issue of the Ingi.knook. It will run through four issues of tbc P

You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may miss something of more than passing'"'' '

There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a revelation to most readers.

Strange occupatitms will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the whole 'M^',,

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INCxLENOOK, and you will do well to write us, end—"'-'
'""

si-ription to-day.

:^x-ettLX-en r»uit>listiLirxs^ Hoxxs^,
EIlSlXX, Illinois, XT. S. A..
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KISS ME BEFORE YOU QO.

Yol.B way lies over the h.lls.de,

Oat in the rain and sleet-

Out in tlie wo'ld's "iW turmoil,

Wtiere bustle and business meet;

But mine by the noiseless fireside,

Where the fanciful embers glow

With a changeful, life-like motion-

Kiss me before you go.

My quiet way will be haunted

With visions none others can see,

Glances more precious than diamonds.

Smiles full of meaning to me.

The sound of a welcome footstep,

A whisper thrillingly low.

Ah, thought will clasp memory closely!

Kiss me before you go.

For this world is full of mischances.

And one of those chances may fall.

That we ne'er again in the firelight

Make one shadow upon the wall.

Oh, thence, once more in the parting

—

Alas! that it must be so—
Leave me a fond benediction

—

Kiss mc before you go.

LEVI AND LEAH.

Cliapter I.

Levi and Leah were Jewish children, living not

far from two thousand years ago, at a place called

Capernaum by the Lake of Gennesaret. Levi's fa-

ther was in the service of the Roman government,

and his place of business was in a large, one-story

slone building, down near the water's edge. This
las the customhouse, where the Roman officials

look tribute, or taxes, from the traders coming and
by either land or water. The Roman talked

Ihe Latin language, while the people of Capernaum,
lid the surrounding inhabitants, spoke the Arama-
ic, a form of Hebrew. So they, the Romans, had
lo employ a man or two who knew the speech of

people with whom they dealt. Levi's father,
Matthew, was one of these, and because he was in

Iheservice of the hated Roman he was despised by
"'"people. Leah's father had forbidden her to
play with Levi on this account, yet they were often

He was a typical Jewish boy, dark-eyed,
™A of hair, and swarthy of complexion. Leah
«s very much like him, only she was of a more

„ f beauty, and in any land would have been
™Kd beautiful.

Levi," said Leah, "is that strange man still liv-

" your house, and what is his name? "

«, he IS still with us, and his name is Christus.
IS fath.

"i ever

'ers cousin, and he has had his home with
'" since he has been in the city. He is my
f"end, and we all like him."
.°es he work at aught?" said the dark-eyed

"kisTr'ad^
" ^ '"°'^" '" wood, and he has wrought

Its not
^ T' ^'"" ^^ ^'^^ ^"^^" "'"^ "^- ^"' '"'

ttaihem*"
'" ""^ '""^- ^'^ '= employed only

ktan
H|e7

^^^ '''^ *''>' "e says that he will not

"i™ he J'
^"'^ ^° '"^ "^""^^ ''^"= carpenter's work

„l ^^

not going about doing good."

'••^Soin'"'!
""" °"""' """y'" ^^''' 'he girl, "and

K'eararo/
1°™"""' "^"'ow street, when a blind

"'''"Icoull
"""^ his step, and said something

»,
p5j5j_^

" "°' hear. Then Christus spoke to

''
^""inland H

^^"'^^ before the man's eyes, and

''''P^J un th u*""" '° ^° ^°'"'^- ''"'"- """
*"'" •>) pas

'" "hich he collected his coins

? ''"mewa'd"'
^"'' ''=''^'"6 his staff in the street,

?''''''"ihadh
''°'"'"^' 'Ha'lelujah! ChristusI'

"'"Shads "" '"^'^^ '° ^^''- '^^'"^ you that

^"^ «ith d^"""*^
^'""^"^ ™'^''''^^'"^"'' °^ '^ he in

"That
I kn"""""'

""^t do his bidding? "

s*°'*tous°V°''" *^''' ""= ^°y' " hut it is noth-

"•'ereu.
1^""''^' week a child came to our

h?'''* Work'' l^*^'
^"'^ Christus, being just home

r""' the roo
""fried on the divan that runs

^^ ">«
h-, i"".."'

""^ house. The child had a

'> bim sh
''""'''• ^' '^^ ^^' °" "'^

"^ ""Ped the perspiration from his
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brow and asked him whether or not he was weary.
He, for answer, took her hand between his for a
moment, and when he had released her the hand
was as the other, whole and without blemish."

"Strange, indeed! Yet I heard the other day,
when I was at the shore, that he claimed that he
was a king, that he was the One for whom all Israel
has looked for these four hundred years since the
Prophets and the miracles have ceased. Surely this
is blasphemy, and worthy of death."
"Sure it is blasphemy to doubt the Prophets, and

they say that a King, a Deliverer, shall come, one
who will free the nation of the Roman with his

short sword and his long tyranny. Christus is not
thus a King, and the other night, when he and fa-

ther had gone to the housetop that they might get
the cool lake breeze, I sat by him, resting my hand
on the coat Rachel had made for him because of

the healing of her husband, and I heard him say, in

answer to father, that the kingdom of God that he
was about to establish had neither sword nor shield,

but was ruled by love. He said that instead of a

sword there had come the palm leaf, and in place

of the eagle the ring dove."
" Surely this is the picture of a dreamer. What

part would the Roman play in this comedy? "

" Father asked Christus that very question, and
he said that his projected kingdom would include

the Roman. He said that the Father, which he
calls the God of our fathers, and himself, I say it

low that it may not be charged up against me, that

he, his son, knew no nationality, no language, no

sky, no difference, that all men were loved of

God alike, that all men must lo\'e one another

alike, and that his kingdom would be ruled by
love and kindness."

" And what did )'Our father say to all this? He
knows the Roman."

" Father said that he talked with a Roman cap-

tain, in a lull of business one afternoon, and strange

to say, the man of war had told him that what

Christus taught was a beautiful thing, and that

even far and wicked Rome would be adream of

moral beauty when it was in practice. The Cen-

turion e\'en added that when the time came he

would turn in his sword, his shield and helmet,

and follow the carpenter."

" They will kill him for that," said Leah.
" Aye," said the boy, " it was only last week that

Marcus, down by the customhouse, said something

of the kind in the presence of a Roman soldier, and

the man with the sword smote him on the mouth

till the blood flew. Then, as Marcus picked up a

stone to crush the soldier, Christus appeared, and

when he laid his hand on the man's shoulder and

spoke a few words to him the stone dropped.

Then Christus put his hand on the man's bleeding

mouth and he was, in an instant, made well. To-

gether they passed out of sight. Such things as

these are against the teachings of our great law-

giver, who said an eye for an eye."

" Levi," said the dark-eyed girl, drawing close to

him, "what dost thou believe? Is he a Deliver-

er? " And she watched him closely. Then she

added in a whisper, " Levi, if you believe, I do, too.

If you follow him, I go too, with you—with you, re-

member that. If he dies, and you die, I will die as

well."

Levi was silent a moment. He looked down into

the eyes that shone and then up into the Syrian sky

where the evening stars glittered with their wonted

brilliancy. The lap of the waves on the shore came

to them, and then he spoke;

"Leah, in another month I will be a man accord-

ing to our law. It becomes you and me to act with

prudence in all things. I love this man Christus

for I have seen his gentle ways, yet that gentleness

and courtesy is not an evidence that he is the son

of our God. I doubt. That a Deliverer should

come is not a subject to discuss. The prophets

have said. But we all have thought that he would

come as a devouring fire, and that the first act

would be the rehabilitation of the glory of Israel.

Then comes this quiet, dark-haired man, the :son:of
a carpenter, in a wild country, born in a stable, un-
married and loving no one woman more than anoth-
er, bearing in his hand the palm branch and not the
sword, doing things that are unlawful, but always
doing that which is good, and I know not what to
think. Hut, I will tell you, on the morrow he will
meet the multitude on the hill just beyond the
town, and there he will explain all that he has been
teaching, and he will tell what must be done that
we may inherit a place in the kingdom. You and I

will meet here at the third hour to-morrow, and we
will go to the mount and hear what he has to say.
If it is good we will cast our lot with him. You
will love me as I love him, and we will live and die,
if need be, for each other."

" To-morrow be it. At the third hour. We will

go together and hear what he has to say. And
now, Levi, Good night, and peace be with you."
The next day, at the appointed hour, the two, fol-

lowing Christus, who was with Matthew, wended
their way to the mount. Once there the crowd as-

sembled was one of unusual character. Seated on
the ground Christus began his speech while Levi
and Leah, hand in hand, commented on what was
being said. The first thing Christus did was as fol-

lows;
fTo be Ciifiiiiir,/.)

HORSES TWO FEET HIGH.

Perhaps the most remarkable discovery ever made
in America was the diminutive race of horses found

recently near a great lake in the wilds of Wyoming.
The tiny equines, though less than two and a half

feet high, were perfect specimens of fully matured
horses. Exact images of fine horseflesh as seen to-

day, they were, nevertheless, smaller than any pony
living at present. Amazement filled the aiinds of

the scientific men who uncovered the little animals.

Thousands of them inhabited the shores of the

lake, yet they have never been found elsewhere.

Perhaps some choice food peculiarly adapted to

their needs grew only along its shores. It is doubt-

ful if they were ever ridden by man, and certainly

a human of normal size would never have attempt-

ed to bestride so small a creature. If dwarfs rode

upon the Lilliputian steeds, no traces of their pres-

ence have yet been found.

The only place in the world where violin-making

may be said to constitute the staple industry is

Markneiikirchen, in Saxony, with its numerous sur-

rounding villages. There are altogether about 15,-

000 people in this district engaged exclusively in

the manufacture of violins. The inhabitants, from

the small boy and girl to the wrinkled, are all con-

stantly employed making some part or other of this

musical instrument.

M. P. CAsri.E, of London, has sold his collection

of European postage stamps tor 8150,000, which is

believed to be the biggest price ever paid. Now
that the Orange Free Stale has been taken off the

map as an independent republic, collectors are pay-

ing as much as S25 for a single stamp of that gov-

ernment, and the price is rising. A full set of

Tran.svaal stamps would now cost about S5,ooo.

Mamma.— " Well. Nellie, what did you learn at

the Sunday school to-d.iy?" " Nellie.—" That I

must sell three tickets for the concert ne.xt week,

give twenty cents to buy a present for the superin-

tendent, and—that Noah built the ark."

" What is an anecdote, Johnny? " asked the teach-

er.

"A short, funny tale," answered the little fellow.

" That's right," said the teacher. " Now, Johnny,

you may write a sentence on the blackboard con-

taining the word."

Johnny hesitated a moment and then wrote this:

"A rabbit has four legs and.'one "anecdote."
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LETTER FROM KANSAS.

A LONELY SPOT.

QuiNTER, Gove Co., Kans., Aug. 25, 1900.

This is in the Western part of Kansas, and is one

of the places that presents a typical western view.

It is the furthest west church in the Brotherhood

till you come to Denver, three hundred miles fur-

ther toward the Rockies. The town itself is only a

hamlet, and is not worth considering, only as a lo-

cation for several stores, the station, and the post

office. There is a substantial station, erected by

the Union Pacific Railway Company, and it is a

shipping place for a large territory on either side.

One of the first things in view on the arrival at

the station is the Brethren church, and the two-

stnry brick schoolhouse near by. The school is a

good one, and is well patronized in its season.

The church is a typical Brethren building, and is a

great deal better in every respect than many a one

further east. Moreover the church is out of debt.

As this country is being brought before the

Brethren for purposes of emigration it may not be

out of the way to say something about what it is

like. The church is about a round hundred in

membership, and is in good running order. The

members, or a good many of them, live in the im-

mediate vicinity, speaking from a western interpre-

tation as to nearness, and when they are all togeth-

er it is a typical Brethren congregation. What is

better yet, is that the entire outside community

think well of the Brethren, and it is a wide-open

field of operation, with nothing to hinder accretion.

The country is a magnificent one. It is rolling

in character, and the broad sweeps of the prairie

are miles and miles from crest to crest of the great

earth waves. At one time this country was the bot-

tom of an ocean, and there arc no abrupt transitions

from tillable land to worthless. The soil is an

ideal wheat producer, and when the combination of

rain and shine meets, the product of a wheat field is

something wonderful. It was all that last year, and

the present yield Is something equally astonishing.

The residents of this section of Kansas have learned

a trick or two that makes farming as sure a thing as

i n any of the far Eastern States, with several ad-

vantages added to the enjoyments of life. These

are mainly in combining stdck raising with agricul-

ture, and adapting their field operations to the

climatic conditions. Whoever does that has a sure

thing of it here. But the main thing these people

boast of is the climate. True, one cannot live on

climate or scenery, but it is a mighty help toward

personal satisfaction not to be freezing half the

year. The most of the days of the year here are

long dreams of quiet sunniness. For the most part

the skies are as blue as those of Italy, and the sea-

son is a long one. It is frequently said that this is

a lazy man's country, and it is a fact that a living is

to be had here with less personal exertion than in

many another section, and the returns are just as

sure, with the added satisfaction of an almost per-

fect climate.

What is apparent to a visitor is the perfect satis-

faction of the residents with their country. They
wouldn't go away for any other section on the map
anywhere. That is what they say, and that they

have succeeded is apparent on all sides. Their

horses, their carriages and their home surroundings

make one involuntarily ask, " What's the matter
with Kansas?

"

The secret of the surcness of the cattle business

is due to the gramma grass, a close-curled prairie

grass that comes green in the spring, and cures into

a very nutritious hay right on the ground, available

every day in the year if not snow-covered entirely,

which is a rare thing. On this natural grass cattle

fatten for the market, and the proximity of two

great cities, Denver and Kansas City, makes a cer-

tain thing of the cattle business as a money maker.

If one can get hold of them it is about as sure as
money in the bank.

As to this country's being a good place to come
lo I think it hardly admits of a doubt, if the new-

comers will adapt themselves to the natural condi-

tions of agriculture, the necessities imposed by sea-

son and climate. At least all here are satisfied, and
there is but little that is to be done in the work line,

compared with the back-breaking methods of the

East on the ordinary farm. It is a good place for a

poor man, and the people here will gladly help and
welcome incomers. John E. Mohlek.

Uncle Sam is about to build a home for lovers of

solitude on one of the far-off Midway Islands, where

there is to be a cable station when the cable from

San Francisco to Manila is laid. Those who go to

take charge of this wildest of all posts in the Amer-

ican Government service will have to be prepared

to spend their days on what seems like nothing

more than a big rock in the midst of the broad

Pacific Ocean.

The largest of the two Midway Islands, Sandy

Island, is only about a mile square. The other one,

known as Eastern Island, is half a mile by three-

quarters. As this is the more fertile and habitable

of the two. it will probably be the one selected for

the cable station. Even this island is almost with-

out trees, and is absolutely without interesting fea-

tures. Life on Eastern Midway Island will be as

dull and monotonous and bound by routine as exist-

ence in Joliet or Sing Sing.

The United States tug Iroquois, in charge of

Lieutenant Commander Pond, United States Navy,

is about to leave Honolulu to make the surveys and

charts that are necessary before the government

can go ahead with the plans. It is a journey of 12,-

000 miles from Honolulu to the Midway Islands,

which, when reached, are nothing but a collection

of bits of coral, a strangely-formed wall of coral

and two little patches of land, which rise so little

out of the water that they seem to be nearly sub-

merged when winter storms rise around them.

There will be no monotony of weather during the

winter months for the two or three cable operators

and attendants who will make their homes in this

outlandish spot. When the fearful winter storms

come, winds and rain sweep the little island bare of

everything.

Midway Islands are near nowhere. The men will

get mail only when Uncle Sam sends a vessel with

supplies. They will have one occupation. Day

and night, year in and year out, the cable will have

to be watched. There will probably never be a

moment out of any twenty-four hours when mes-

sages will not be flying under the Pacific to Mid-

way, and from Midway on to Honolulu or Manila.

It will be a ceaseless routine, turns at the instru-

ments, sleep, and whate\'er the men can find to do.

If they want to take a walk it will have to be in a

circle or up and down, as on the deck of a steamer,

for a straight line from the beach in any direction

will end at another beach in less than fifteen min-

utes' walk. There will be one consolation. The
cable men will keep thoroughly in touch with

the news of the world. Press dispatches will con-

stitute a large part of the cable's business.

SODA WATER FOUNTAINS.

evei

These

" After considering the Si2,ooo andSiooon
the prices range all the way down tog

^'^"'

-n S500. The average price is 84,000 'i'^''
;se cheaper grades are made of various ^

'^'^'

marble and have less ornamentation.
Stvl

'"^^

da water fountains change from year to
'"

same as in everything else. A season or s
'

^

was the fashion to run to architectural dis t

''^'^

fountains are seen in many stores to-da
^

^"

onyx and marble pillars and ornamental
f

form quite an imposing picture. In this

output the prevailing feature has been sinipli^^^°"
"All the soda water fountains in use in'v

York do not represent a cash sale by any
'"

The renting of fountains is a big business I

^"^^

more than half the fountains in operation'
^

city to-day are still owned by the manuf;
"'

who lets them by the season. This
fact u re r

particularly to the small fry druggists and comT
tioners, a large percentage of whom avail the^^

selves of the renting system. The more expens?
plants, however, are of course owned by the

prietors of the stores, for the charges on a S12

plant would be so great that it is more economic

in the long run to buy the whole business outrip)'

"The rental of a soda water plant varies fm

SiO to S800 a season, according to the size and ni,

terial. Some stores keep the plants in the year

round, while others store the apparatus with us du'

ing the winter, which can be done free of char^.

Often one man will rent the same plant season afk

season.

" We guarantee the life of each fountain to bt ii

years, but we have plants in operation to-day
1

parts of the city where the latest improvements ar

not insisted upon that were used in that same

store 15 years ago. A Si 2,000 plant couldn't shov

a much better record than that. Anyway, thf

longevity of a S500 plant is almost as great as on.

costing 20 times as much. The difference lies 1

the appearance and the number of people thai a

be accommodated.

FIGHTING FIRE FROM THE RIVER.

Those whose pleasure is commensurate with the

cost of the source whence it is derived should be

raised to the seventh heaven of bliss when drinking

soda water. Not that the liquid itself is so expen-

sive, but the fountain it is drawn from is. A con-

fectioner or druggist who makes up his mind to

keep up with the march of progress by putting in a

soda water plant will have to be equipped with

something more substantial than determination.

He must have money, and a good deal of it, ac-

cording to the kind of fountain he buys.

"The cost of a soda water fountain, like every-

thing else, is determined by the fixings," said the

head clerk of a ist Ave. manufacturing house.

"There are soda water plants in this town that cost

as much as Si2,ooo. I could take you to a dozen
within half an hour, over on Broadway and 6th Ave.
that did not cost a cent less than that amount.
These are the big 20-foot plants in the popular
stores where a rushing business is the rule. Thtse
expensive plants are made of onyx, the faucets are

of heavily plated silver and they are provided with
fine mirrors for the accommodation of feminine soda
tipplers.

" Besides all this outside show, the high-priced

fountains are finished off with exceeding care on
the inside. They are lined with glass, instead of

tin. which is utilized in the cheaper fountains.

The use of glass naturally raises the price consid-
erably, but it is a sure preventive against accidents
from poisoning that are likely to result at any time
from the use of metal, which is bound to be af-

fected, to a greater or less degree, by the acidulous
juices.

Suppose a city is built along a navigable stream,

or on the edge of a lake, with the houses buiii

close to the edge of the water, as they often are,

and a fire broke out among them. If there were n'

ways of reaching the rear of these buildings tti^

overlook the water the whole street would burn n

or down, if it could not be extinguished, The liii

ficulty is met with a fire boat. Briefly a fire boat ;•

a specially constructed steamboat, every part ui

which is built with relation to fighting fire. Soni.

of them are so arranged that they can throw twen-

ty streams of water, each three inches through, into

a fire along the water front. Such a boat has steam

up all the time, day and night, and it costs not f3i

from Sioo.ooo, if it is an up-to-date institution.

When a fire alarm is sounded, one in which tje

boat is likely to play a part, it is steamed up tc

building, or even to the other boat, or boats, t

^^

may be on fire, and the huge machinery is turre^

loose on the flames. A set of pumps 011 one

latest models of fire boats will weigh si.xtecn

'

and throw 6,000 gallons of water every minute'

in action. _

CHINESE LEARN QUICKLY.

A German officer who has been instructing''

Chinese writes to a Berlin paper that ^'i^>'

'^jj^^^n,;

ordinary drill as quickly as Europea

good marksmen. And he gives

amples of close work at 7,000 yar

. stril^iir'^'

ds with a

whau*test \vr

He regards the war with Japan as nu

of the military quality of the Chinese,
^^ ^^^

^^^..

will fight well under a leader whom they can ti

th rin^^

As to the marksmanship of the Chinese \

Lieutenant Colonel De St. Paul ^'-"'^^j
\^ to,"

IVestmhish-r Gazette that they shoot
^^""'^^^^j^ [be

yards, but beyond that, for some rea

aim becomes erratic.

A TEACHER in civil government ^^^^^^(3.0

pupils that once in ten years the
^^^^

jj
j

chusetts takes a census. Little J'""^^'
to

"^'^''

attentive scholar, upon being calk'

said: -huseti*^""''

"Once in every ten years Ma^sa^

to its senses."
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A WINGED TERROR.

F£R«'

;, the

girl Inglenooker fails to

or as it is called
.,P5 no boy <

dragon fly. o"" ^^ it is called in many
'^"°" '

' - nake feeder, and sometimes the snake
'''"''

The quid! fly'"g ""sect, hovering; over the

""'r flyins """ straight ahead, like a winged

P»"*' ,|,jn"poi5ing and again flying backward, is

'-
sight to all country boys. Most people

d of the insect, though it has neither bite

'" '
IT and could not harm anybody if if wanted

"""""'"looks are againstit.

,bniili»''^

'"'*'

ot generally known that it is death to mos
*.

It should never be disturbed. To test the

'"iTtwo able-bodied dragon flies were put in a

"'a .ind watched, recently, with the result that in

"°Vours and forty minutes they got away with

(ieht
hundred mosquitoes.

The dragon fly and his capacity for destroying

„j,oes are thus described by Professor L. O.

Howard, of the Bureau of Entomology:

'There is not a particle of doubt that if the drag-

fly can be produced in sufficient numbers it will

prove a blessing to mosquito-infected districts. In

fact
complete immunity from the pest is more than

probable. The dragon fly is innocent of harm to

mankind, but is a fierce enemy of the insect tribe.

II seems lo have a special hatred for the mosquito.

The insect has powerful jaws and an abnormal ap-

petite, and will kill every mosquito that it finds.

The dragon fly is' the swiftest of the insect tribe,

its wings are closely netted and of such

itrength as to make it untiring in its labors. I have

seen ten or twelve dragon flies completely destroy

allock of mosquitoes in a very few minutes. The
only obstacle in the way of the wide propagation of

these cannibal insects is their peculiar manner of

hatching their young. The female invariably lays

eggs on plants that grow in water. When sub-

ged the eggs are destroyed. Many of the
ng are also drowned as soon as they are

btchcd out. The dragon fly belongs to the insect
family k-nownto scientists as the Libellulidae. It is,

rten full grown, over an inch in length and pre-
sents a very formidable appearance. The eyes are
htgeand the lower lip, when extended, reaches far
out and is armed with powerful hooks, with which
Ike insect grasps its prey. When the lip is folded
ip It is so large that it is called a mask and gives
K insect's faci

,
comical resemblance to that of

ti'bulldog Little attention has been paid to the
Wpagation ot the insect, but the department will
P'te a complete study of the matter during this™ next summer."

The dragon fly is simply a marvel of voracity.
e common pig is but a modest eater compared to

""" All small, soft insects like mosquitoes and

hm"'
I

'" ''''"• "•= S°" °" swallowing

--.^ She lights on a plant, thrusts the end of herlong body below the surface and attaches a bunch
of eggs to leaf or stem. Perhaps that is what she
was about when Mrs. Browning saw her and wrote:

"The sun on the hill forgol to die.
The lilies revived and dragon fly

Came back to dream on the river."

Sometimes those eggs are a bright, apple-green
color. Sometimes a vivid yellow. When hatched
the larva-, who are pale-brown little fellows, with
legs as translucent as horn, swim away in search of
food. Almost from the first they are bold to attack
any and all, from the mosquito wriggler to their
most dangerous enemy, the diving water beetle
They are strong in legs and jaws, and the bully of
every water pool is a dragon fly.

As the dragon fly, even when a youngster, has an
appetite out of all proportion to his size, he is
forced to shed his skin often in order to have room
to grow. This is done repeatedly until finally a
moult is secured in which he becomes a pupa. He
continues, in spite of all rules to the contrary, to be
active, and he never ceases to stuff himself. His
wing pads, however, or the places marking the fu-
ture wings, are growing larger and clearer. When
the insect moults, the skin breaks along the back.
He fastens himself to some object at the bottom ot
the stream, and the skin is gradually pulled off by
the current. After ten or eleven months in the wa-
ter the dragon fly prepares for one brief and crowd-
ed month of life on land. He climbs up a water-
cress; he sheds his skin for the last time, and he
bursts into life as a full-grown dragon fly. The
mighty effort makes him drowsy. His wings are
soft and crumpled, like the skin of a new-born babe.
With a little sleep they harden, they straighten out
and their colors bloom.

" The American ginseng is the ordinary article of
commerce. The quality of the Corean, however is
superior, and .ts price often runs as high as Sl8 a
pound. The Japanese, on the other hand, is not
worth more than twenty-five cents a pound, while
the Chinese fetches about J12."

ANIMALS ARE TRUE SAQBS.

OINSENQ TRADE AFFECTED.
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Among the trades which have been affected b/
the Chinese troubles is that in American ginseng.
The demand for this article comes almost altogether
from China, and owing to the interruption of com-
munications in that country Hongkong agents have
cabled their principals here that it is useless to

make further shipments. American exporters in

consequence have their stock left upon their hands,

prices have fallen and are liable to go lower. Ac-
cording to Mr. Lowenstein, of Hirsh & Lowenstein
of 147 Chambers street, the situation is not so bad as

has been reported.

" It has been reported," said Mr. Lowenstein,
" that ginseng has fallen from S4 to St.75 a pound
on account of the uprising in China. This is doub-
ly untrue. It is true that the price at this time last

year was S4 a pound, but now it is not lower than

S3, or at the lowest S2.50. Nor is this altogether

due to the war. Prices always go down at this sea-

son of the year, for the reason that the ginseng dug
in the spring is less sappy and altogether inferior to

that dug in the fall. In the ordinary course of

things values would rise from now on, but, of

course, if the war continues we will not be able to

sell and prices will go down lower. I should sa>'

that the fall due to the war would amount to about

twenty-five per cent.

" The ginseng trade is among the most extraor-

dinary in the world. American doctors believe it

to be practically valueless medicine, or at the most

about as potent as licorice. The Chinese, on the

other hand, hold it to be pre-eminently the greatest

of all medicines, a universal cure-all. At the same

time, though I have been selling the stuff to the

celestials for over twenty years, I have never been

able to discover exactly what are the peculiar \-ir-

tues ascribed to it. My Chinese customers cannot

be induced to give me a precise answer. As far as

I can gather, however, they endow it both with or-

dinary medicinal properties and certain miraculous

virtues as well. Of the latter the most remarkable

is the power of determining the sex of children.

They seem to believe that the eater of ginseng will

have male progeny, the most desirable from the

Chinese standpoint.

"The exports of ginseng from this country runs

to about Si,000,000 a year, all to China. The root

is to be found in the mountain districts of almost

every Stale in the Union. The best quality comes

from New York State, and the greatest quantity,

though of an inferior grade, from Kentucky, West

Well, that isn't superstition; it's reality," and
Coal Mine Inspector Denman didn't seem a bit
pleased with the suggestion that superstition might
sometimes be responsible for the actions of miners

" Coal miners," he went on to say, • are not su-
perstitious. Hear noises? Of course they do, but
do people suppose those noises are imaginary? It
beats all how little is known generally about coal
mining.

"Folks gel it into their heads." the inspector
continued, " that a man who will quit work in a ccr^
tain part of a mine because he sees the rats deserting
that section is superstitious, when, as a matter of
fact, he simply displays sound judgment. Very
soon after the rats quit sounds will be heard and
later on a slide follows. What would have hap-
pened to the man had he credited his fears to su-
perstition by disregarding the exodus of the rats
and the subsequent noises?

" Rats are the first of a mine's inhabitants to realize
danger, and then comes the mule. Man is the last.
So it is only natural that he should take as positive
indications of trouble the actions of the others, and
he should not be regarded as a superstitious creature
on that account.

" After rats desert an entry it is next to impossi-
ble to get a mule into it, not because the rats left,

but because the mule realizes the danger. Left to
themselves rats or mules would never be caught in
slides in mines, but it is different with men, who
will not follow the lead of the other two."

aOATS ARE GOOD DAIRY ANIHALS.

The usefulness of the goat in clearing foul lands
and the profitableness of the animal for its hair,

skin and even carcass is becoming pretty well un-
derstood. But the goat is valuable as a dairy ani-
mal. If the cows, for instance, are being used for
supplying a city milk trade the keeping of goats for
the home milk supply would be an excellent policy.

The goat will live where a cow would starve, and
while it, like every domestic animal, will do best on
good pasture, it will live and yield milk on aston-

ishingly little food.

The animal and its milk are almost entirely

exempt from disease; the milk is more nutritious

than that ot the cow and agrees with stomachs that

cow's milk frequently offends. The animal re-

quires only the cheapest kind of shelter, but it

needs shelter from the storms and in winter. If by
reason of drouth soiling is necessary, leaves, vege-

table refuse, peelings of the apple or potato, bread

crusts or stale bread, if they are sweet and clean,

will be all the feed that is needed.

All goats, however, will not eat the same food

and the feeder will have to study the appetites of

the individual animal. Frequent feeding and a va-

riety of food in winter will be found beneficial.

Roots, oil meal, oats, corn, of the latter in the

whole state the goat is very fond, are proper feed,

especially for the milking goat. Rock salt is great-

ly relished. The flavor of goat's milk cannot be

distinguished from that of cow's milk if it is prop-

erly cared for. From three to four pints a da>' is

the average yield of a good milker. The milk is so

rich and of such a character that in making pastry

it will take the place of eggs.

Bov.—"Wat's a genius?" Mother.—"A genius

is a very smart person." Boy.—"Well, I am one.

Teacher said so." Mother.—"Did she? Bless her

heart! Of course you are." Boy.—:" Yes'm; she

said I had a genius for inventing." Mother,

—

"That's glorious! What did she say you could in-

vent?" Boy.—" New ways to spell words."

Every stranger who enters the white house ia

counted by an automatic register. The instrument

is held in the hand of one of the watchmen sta-

tioned at the door, and for every visitor he pushes

the button. Congressmen, senators, members of

the cabinet and newspaper men are not counted.
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TO YOU, READER.

The pnper you hold in your hand is the literary

publication of the Hi-cthrcn. It was first a thought

in one man's mind, who he was we know not, but

that is the way all things start, first a thought, then

the idea spreads, and takes form and color. We
began with the Pilot, then changed its name and

make-up, and at last dressed the child in the new,

and introduce it to you as the Inglenook.

There is room for it in the church, and it trench-

es on no other publication issued by the Fraternity,

The Messenger is for church news and higher

thought, the Young Disciple is for the little folk,

while. this paper is for young and old, and weekly

brings its budget of articles and contributions from

all parts of the wide world. Those who read are

informed of many a thing in the domain of the un-

usual and the little known, Us pages are clean, its

articles instructive, and it is a fitting companion for

the spare moments of the schoolboy and the gray-

beard. If daughter loves to read it she will ask

grandfather where he laid it when he finished it,

should she) wish to take it up again. This is the

testimony of hundreds.

Examine the appearance of the publication.

There is nothing superior to it in the whole list of

weekly papers intended for the home. Young and

old appreciate it. This is not the strained opinion

of the Editor, naturally prejudiced in its favor.

Read the testimonials, far and near, and note the

similarity of expression as to its merits. They all

think alike, and they know, for the "Nook" is a

welcome guest in their homes.

Hear the conclusion of the whole matter. We
want you to invite the Inglenook to visit you

weekly. We want you to subscribe for it. We are

not so anxious for the small sum of money it will

cost you, as we are for the extension of its acquaint-

ance. Where it once is fully known it stays.

That's the point. If you don't want to be a contin-

uous reader don't begin with it. It will grow on

you. When you go to the post office for your Mes-

sengeryou will find yourself thinking of the "Nook,"
and if you don't take care you will be reading it on

the road home. It's not egotism on our part, it's

not conceit, it is a fact that can be proven by some
thousands of readers who can't be made to say a

thing they don't believe.

Now what are you going to do about it? Let us

advise you. At once write us. sending a quarter

for the Nook the rest of this year, or a dollar for

the paper this year and all of next. And let us tell

you something, confidentially, you know. Don't

you know a boy or girl somewhere so fixed that

they couldn't possibly subscribe, and how they

would like the paper! Don't tell anybody, but

make them a present of it for a year. You couldn't

do belter with your money. Lots of people do this,

and the pleasure it gives none can ever tell.

IMPERlALISn OR NOT.

A GOOD man)- Inglenook boys and girls will

meet with the words imperialism and anti-imperial-

ism in reading and they may not be very clear as to

the meaning of these terms. Let us have an umler-

standing of the situation in a measure.

The United States, a few years ago, was a com-

pact country, every part of which was practically

contiguous. It was secure from invasion by a

foreign power, or at least from any successful one,

and it was prosperous and growing in every way.

It was at peace, and there was no reason for com-
plaint that there was not territory enough for all

present, and all comers who wanted to settle down

and live with us. One set of people thought, and

said, that there was no need and no necessity in any

way for spreading out and absorbing more territory.

In other and common newspaper phrasing, territo-

rial expansion, as it was called, was not deemed a

good thing for the country and its best interests.

It was held that we had all that we could well man-

age.

On the other hand there is a large number of

people who believe in reaching out in all directions

and acquiring all the territory we can get hold of,

either by conquest or in any other way. These

people hold that the United States has a right and

a duty to colonize in every part of the world, and

to carry civilization to the natives of less favored

countries. It is held by this party that, say in the

case of the Philippines, the country was not what it

would be under the rule of the United States, and

that it would be better off, the land produce more,

and the people improved, if our country were to

take possession and begin the developing process.

This party says it is the duty of the United States

to reach out and help less favored countries. This

idea is called territorial expansion, or imperialism.

That side which thinks we have no right or good

reason to involve ourselves with other countries or

peoples is known as Anti-Imperialists, opposed to

territorial expansion. Now, are you an Imperialist

or an Anti?

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: The Broad Man.

The broad man is he who is sure that all knowl-

edge is not his. He knows that there are several

sides to most questions and not everybody sees

them equally well. He may be pretty sure of him-

self and his own personal views but he allows that

there are others, equally honest, and to them he

accords the right of personal interpretation. The
narrow man sets himself, and says that wisdom is

taking a rest with him. He never gets any further

than his personal mental vision allows him to see,

and he challenges everybody's judgment when they

differ from him. The broad man allows that others

have also a knowledge as well as himself.

What has all this to do with a sermon, long or

short? It has a great deal to do with it. Some
people are so wrapped up in their personal ideas of

things that they come to believe that all truth is in

their position, that outside of their ken it is all

error and darkness. Now the broad man sees

truth on all sides of him. Those who possess it

may not have quarried it from the same ledge of

truth as he has the gold that he possesses, but he

has sense enough to see that the truth is not all

wrapped up in one party, one faith, as represented

by sectarianism, nor is it all in one ism at all.

Wheat may grow in many fields, more to the acre

in one, or more to the bushel in weight in some
fields than in others, but still wheat is found in

more fields than one. This the broad man knows,
and he does not belittle the spiritual farming of the

other man. The narrow man is at it continually.

He sees nothing but the mistakes of others, and
has no sense of his own limitations. The broadest

man that ever lived was Jesus Christ. He took in

everybody. He laid down universal rules, and he
drew no lines as to methods of expression. Follow
me. he said, and some follow at a walk, some run,

and some creep. The following is the idea. What
the broad man sees is that they are headed right,

and he credits them with being right at heart.

Love thinketh no evil, and love is true religion.

She was a woman with eleven children. She was
house hunting, and all the owners objected to the
children and refused to rent. Being a woman of
resources she went to a friend who was a sexton at
the cemetery and left ten of them for a day. Then
she harked back at the landlords. The very first

one she met asked how many children she had.
"This one, and ten at the graveyard," she replied,
and the deal was made. Now did the woman lie

about anything? What do you think?

QUERY COLUHN.

Answers to Queries in This Column Will b
Interest, and it Will be Useless to Ask PubV a ^""""a/

the •'Inglenook^' to Purely Private Matters.
'^ "''*"\

An Inglenook article said the bones of horse
sugar refineries. How is that? ^^^^

'"iht

Bone black, or bone charcoal, is used
'

fining or whitening of all high-grade
sugars^

^

does not appear that the bones of any one

"^^

'^

are superior to another for this purpose
"''^'

* « w

Why are the books of the New Testament arrang
order in which they are tound? K 1 m \\f

They were not always arranged in the present o
der. Some of the earlier translations and com

l'

tions had a different arrangement, and they diff

from each other. Just why the present arr

nient was decided on the Inglenook does not k
* * #

Are the Correspondence Schools teaching editing
porting of any real value to the would-be editor or repw't,)"

Probably they have their uses, but it is not likd,

that a real paper would set much store on the (aa

that you had " been to school " when you applied

for a place. Reporting and editing can only bt

learned by practice.

« * #

Would you advise a man of fifty, recently ejedtd lo ibi

ministry, to take up the study of grammar?

We have seen many persons of mature years u-

tempt this, both in school and privately, and n

one succeeded. The earnestness of a sermon would

send the rules of correct speech to the winds. Cor-

rect English is a growth that seems to thrive only

when started in youth.
* « #

What do you regard as the most important qualificitionsui

a minister?

That he be in dead earnest about what he is do-

ing. Sincerity shows for itself and compels respect.

# « «

Are the cheap dollar watches advertised in thepapetsof

any real value as timekeepers?

Our experience is that they are just as g

watch costing a hundred dollars, the difference be-

ing in their lasting qualities. A cheap watch, one

of the kind referred to, is as good as any for a year

or more. We use one ourselves.

# * #

How many people work on the Inglenook?

We do not find your question clearly staled.

Taking it as it reads, first and last, perhaps a c

are employed on it, one way and another, before it

leaves the office.
* # *

Were Bobby and Katie Burkhart real people? The Bi*

and Katie letters are meant.

These letters were first thought of at North Ma«

Chester, at the last Annual Meeting, and then an"

thereafter Bobbie, Katie and the Editor were n

together.

e much

writlet

Why are not continued stories printed in the NoOK?

They will be, and they are to be stories

by our own people, and that they pass the 1»

NOOK room is a guarantee that there will he not i t

uninteresting about them. One begins in this is

written by one of our people for Ingleno

Several very interesting serials are in pickle

future.

If I went to college, having but little spare money,

that operate against me with the other students.

You would lind out, after you got "=1""'

that perhaps half of the students had "° "'""'^•j,,,

speak of, a good many would have P"'=''" *
|jj|„.-

at all, while a very considerable number were
^^

helped through by some Board or '^K'^"'^.^.'
^jet;

not the amount of money you have that v

^^^^^,

/our standing at college, but the quality an

of your brains. ^^
"Did you attend church, my daughteri^^

^^^^^|

papa." " How did you like the sermon'
^^ ^^^j,

the minister stuck to his te.xt, and I n'"*^^^^^,

.ill'-'''

I
,, Hiscof"

livereda very cheerful and seasonable
^^ ^^^^

,j,

'What was the text?

are frozen."

' Many
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ombs are among the things around

The
'-''"'^

iIj^
traveler must see before he can

joe
»'"' ,ug city. The desire to know

ly *"
''^more about these places which were so

:l°"''"^''nL,« led a party of us to visit them,

of their rediscovery in the latter
Rome

the time

(,he sixteenth century until the present time

»"
°.

(|,j5 been general that they were original-

abandoned
sandpits or stone quarries. But they

H s by the Christians for burial places for

""
dead As """^ "^""'^ through the galleries he

'"'
both sides of him niches in the walls which

'"°°
more or less complete human skeletons,

rfchristi"'" did not discover them and take pos-

o( them, but dug them for themselves.

!^"°"were unnumbered thousands of Christians

ho'lived or were buried in the Catacombs.

At times they no doubt served as hiding places

lloitheleadersof the followers of Jesus, for perse-

°
,tlH come and it was necessary for those

[uuons oio cuiiit, J

xst known to get out of the way until the storm

bad passed over. But it is not likely that any large

puniber lived in the Catacombs for any considera-

ble Icnjlh of time. It is quite likely, too, that the

Cbrislians in times of persecution celebrated the or-

ftaoces of the house of God in these underground

places where the galleries had been widened so as

10 make rooms. One crude picture which we no-

[iced particularly would lead one to believe that the

Lord's Supper had been eaten there, for it repre-

ffinteda number of persons seated around a com-

non table. On the table was a large dish from

shich it was evident that all were eating. It was

Qotvery unlike the way we eat this meal.

At places square or circular rooms were cut in

he stone, and these were used as family burial

)laces. Of course it took money to have these cut

)ut, and only the wealthy could afford them.

Ihen as now wealthy persons sought to have their

tsting places different from those of the poor.

There are nnmerous inscriptions. Doubtless some
Ji the martyrs of the early church were here laid to

est after having given their lives to their enemies
alherlhan deny the faith.

There are Catacombs nearly all around Rome,
ind they are found near other cities of the Conti-
•tnt. They are entered by descending a stairway.
3«c needs a light and a guide. The galleries are
wo or three feet wide, the walls being seven or
Jght feet high and perpendicular. These are
wssed by other galleries, so that there is a net-
'« of them. They were cut out on different lev-
*.and sometimes there are four or live series of
»"« one above the other. The idea has been ad-
"

,

""" 'hese places were dug without the
»°*dge of th, Roman authorities; but alter one
^^ioncebeenin them and has learned something
"their extent he will not accept any such theo-

,

^

he Catacombs could not possibly have been

tj„[" ^"i'''
'burial places were held sacred.

>bo h
' ^"°"n' for the preservation of those

loodr"'
'°"^'" P'"*^^' °^ <=^"S<=- There is no

L,:,?™" '° 'relieve that the Catacombs were not

^^^

Ihe consent of the rulers of the city.

ll„„..
"°°' ''^"d and look at these "sleeping

»o,. „^ J

faithful without wishing we could

i»phs J
°f 'heir history, their trials and tri-

!'»"ndbvV '='"="' were they driven under-

'""'J Paul' 'i

"'"'' ^°'^^'' '^° ^°^ "^^"y °f "><="'

lout
i„ si

' '"'guage apply? "They wandered

IHicled ,„,'''"' *"cl goatskins; being destitute,

"riky.J
t,,"'.'^"'^'''

(of whom the world was not

• and ^y wandered in deserts, and in moun-

' "% oth''"''

''"'' '^^"^^ °' "^^ <==""'•" These

''^Eazini?
'^' "T^'^st'ons crowd upon one as he

"'
"^""ains o7

""^ "''^'"^'* "'^''^'' '^'^ '^"°™^ contain
'*"

"«o th°
"'°^'^ ""^^ counted not their lives

'""fse w'lT'^'""'
^° "'^f 'hey might finish

'"joy, "to testify the gospel of the
The

"iGod."

r'"'"'eelos!
'"/'""^O'libs as burial places ceased

!""^ Sf'h r„
'! ""^ fourth or near the beginning^ fifth cp

— ..^c. i..^ begii
'y; their entrances were blocked

l^thl',''
'^"'

1 *'«t ll^gy
--"- uttll 111 LtlCIIl lie ICC15

la ''"'as lei

"'^ "liscovered again and that from

"'1
the'v",..'

""^ "^^^ t)<:en in them he feels

bet

'»i'hfuTi^",'[,''
''°™'^"''"g concerning the lives

BUCKET SHOPS.

;
'earned .

'" ">e early cen'tu'rIes"o'f "c

Possibly a good many Inglenook readers have
read in the papers about " bucket shops," among
brokers and their like, but few know what they are.
It is nothing but a small and most pernicious form
of gambling that goes on in them. The following
e.xplanation from a Chicago paper will show how
they work.

"What I want to know," said IWrs. Gazzam, " is

about these bucket shops. What is a bucket
shop?"

Mr. Gazzam, who had been " pulled " in the raid
on several establishments earlier in the week,
looked sharply over his newspaper to see whether
she had penetrated his secret. She also was perus-
ing a paper and the innocent expression on her face
convinced him that he was not discovered. He
laid down his paper and assumed the superior air

which husbands always adopt when they are going
to enlighten their wives on some great mystery.
"A bucket shop, my dear," said Mr. Gazzam, " is

a place where you can buy wheat without making a
purchase and where you can sell wheat without dis-

turbing the market, as I understand it," he added
hastily, lest he should appear too wise regarding
what Mrs. Gazzam considered an illegal operation.

She looked as intelligent as the woman taking

her first lessons in the intricacies of baseball and
said

:

"How?"
This was something of a poser for Mr. Gazzam

and he cleared his throat loudly before he proceed-

ed:

" Well, you know, when a man goes into the of-

fice of a regular broker on the Board of Trade and
orders the broker to buy 5,000 bushels of wheat for

him at a certain price the broker actually buys the

wheat from some other broker who is willing to sell

at that price. The transaction actually takes place

and affects the market in proportion to its impor-

tance, you understand. That is, a 5,000-bushel

trade wouldn't affect it very much, but if it were

1,000,000 bushels it would send the price up two or

three cents, don't you see?
"

" Oh, yes," said Mrs. Gazzam, brightly.

" Well, then, in a bucket-shop deal the wheat is

not bought or sold. The customer goes into the of-

fice known as a bucket shop and looks at the price

of wheat on the blackboard where the quotations

are recorded as they come in from the Board of

Trade. If the price suits him he fills out a little

slip ordering the broker to buy for his account 5,000

bushels of wheat at a certain price—say, seventy-

four and one-eighth cents a bushel. With the slip

he hands in S50, the margin on 5,000 bushels at one

cent per bushel margin. Then he sits down and

watches the blackboard again and if wheat goes up

an eighth or a quarter of a cent and he guesses it

will go no higher he makes out another slip direct-

ing the broker to ' sell ' his 5.000 bushels at the

price reached—say, seventy-four and one-fourth.

The broker thereupon hands him back his S50 mar-

gin, together with S6.25 profit which he made on his

5,000 bushels when wheat went up an eighth of a

cent. Of course the broker deducts his commis-

sion, though, for making the trade. The commis-

sion is fifty cents a thousand bushels, or S2.50 in the

case we have been discussing."

"Then the man really bets that the market will

go up? " said Mrs. Gazzam.

"That's about the size of it," admitted her hus-

band.
" And these deals ha\'e no influence on the price

of wheat?
"

" No, they can't cut any figure, because they are

not reported on the board. They go no further

than the bucket shop. It's like betting on the side

on a baseball game—so long as the players don-'t

know anything about the bet it doesn't affect the

game."

"Oh, yes," said Mrs. Gazzam. Then she sat still

thinking for awhile and said;

" But where does the bucket-shop man make his

money? Doesn't he get anything except his com-

mission?
"

"That's one of the fine points of the game," said

Mr. Gazzam. " You see, the speculator guesses

wrong oftener than" he guesses right, and as the

broker guesses against him he wins. Suppose, for

instance, that in the case we have mentioned wheat

had gone down from seventy-four and one-eighth

cents instead of going up to seventy-four and one- I

fourth. Every fraction of a cent that it dropped
would come out of that S50 margin when the deal
was finally closed and would go into the till of the
broker. If wheat dropped half a cent a bushel and
the speculator feared it would go lower he would
sell to save part of his margin. He would get just
half of it back—S25—as it was margined for a cent
a bushel. The drop of half a cent a bushel, of
course, wiped out half the margin. This, with the
commission, would be pocketed by the broker."
"And suppose it dropped a whole cent? " asked

Mrs. Gazzam. who has a way of her own to figure
things out.

" Then the whole margin would go -just as if a
horse didn't win. 'Vou might as well tear up your
ticket if what you are supposed to be buying drops
as much as you margined it for. That's where the
bucket-shop man wins."

"Then it's gambling? " said Mrs. Gazzam.
" That's what the courts say," said her husband,

sadly.

" And all these trades have no effect on the mar-
ket?"

" Not the slightest, because the ' market ' knows
nothing about them. They have no more effect

than if I should bet you here in this house $1,000
that wheat would open a quarter of a cent higher
some morning than it closed the night before. I

would be backing my information and guesswork
exactly as if I were playing a horse in a race."

Mrs. Gazzam took more time to think it over and
then she said:

" What makes the Board of Trade men so stirred

up over it, then? What do they care whether you
go and gamble on the rise and fall of the market in

a bucket shop?
"

"They say it diverts trade from its natural chan-
nels," said her husband, witli a sigh. " They imag-
ine that if all the bucket shops were closed the cus-

tomers would patronize regular brokers and enlarge

the volume of legitimate trading, and every thou-

sand bushels thus bought would have its effect in

the market."

"And would they?" asked the woman who want-

ed to know. " Would these people go to regular

brokers and actually buy wheat and wait for the

market to change?
"

WIDTH OF A LIOMTNINQ FLASH.

The width of a flash of lightning has been meas-

ured by George Rumkee of the Hamburg observa-

tory. A photograph was secured last August as

lightning struck a tower a third of a mile away, and

from the distance of the tower and the focal dis-

tance of the camera objective it was possible to cal-

culate the breadth of the discharge shown in the

picture. It has been determined that the flash was

one-fifth of an inch wide. Ramifications shown in

the photograph on each side of the main discharge

are attributed to the strong gale that was blowing,

the phenomenon appearing like a silk ribbon with

shreds floating in the wind.

Pardon us if we talk a little about our clothes.

That is to say, it is the cover we are talking about.

In the upper corner you will find a gem of poetry

from week to week. In the middle space you will

find the date and number of the current paper.

After reading it flat it out and be sure to keep the

numbers consecutive. Down below is a picture of

the Washington, D. C, church, our own church.

Watch this space from time to time. In the pic-

ture proper the two children on the floor are Mar-

cus and Bernice. The boy's name, the one reading

the Inglenook, is William Henry. Tabby is the

cat's name, and Ma, who looks as though she had

dropped a stitch in her knitting, is everybody's

mother, even the man reading the Mfssfrts:cr calls

her that at times. Now the great question is who

is that man? What is his name? What person

you know does he look like? If you guess right

we will send you a nice book. Who is he?

It was on a west side cable. The stout Teuton

woman with the little boy handed a conductor a I2

bill.

"Smallest you have?" inquired the conductor, as

he shifted the silver and nickels in his pocket.

She thought he meant the little boy.

" Nein! " she responded. " I haf one home only

dree months old alretty."

Then the laugh was on the conductor.
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Good ^^ f^eading

AMONG THE QYPSIES.

BY L. A. PI-ATE.

Who has not seen them,—the roving tribes of

gypsies,—fortune tellers, horse traders and musi-

cians? I have seen them in Germany and Switzer-

land, and well do I remember the gruesome tales

that in our childhood days would strike terror to

each heart. We were quite sure that each child

among the gypsies had been kidnaped somewhere,

though we never stopped to think that, after all,

the children looked for all the world like the older

members of the camp. As a matter of fact the

gypsies had probably no desire to burden them-

selves with children other than their legitimate off-

spring.

It was my good fortune, a few years ago, to visit

a large gypsy camp near Germantown, Pa., and

what I learned from the patriarchal leader of the

camp >vill probably interest others just as It has

often been a subject of reminiscent thoughts to me.

Twenty wagons, several tents and a number of

horses constituted the movable property of the

gypsy camp when I made the acquaintance of the

aged chief, who called himself Carpenter. My idea,

that the average gypsy is devoid of what we call

education,—received a rude shock, for here was a

man well versed in the literature of the day and

current events.

I asked him why the gypsies were such wander-

ers throughout the earth, and instantly he replied,

" Because they are God s chosen people."

I am quite sure the old rascal did not believe

what he said, because there was a merry, half-wick-

ed twinkle in his eyes. Then, also, he was just at

that moment occupied in dressing some plump
cliickens, over whose manner of getting into camp
1 thought best to throw the mantle of silent charitj'.

But he gravely proceeded to draw a host of simili-

tudes between modes of gypsy life and those of the

ancient patriarchs, laying great emphasis upon the

statement that gypsies were the true descendants

of the house of Rechabites, so loved of the Lord for

the faithful observance of divine commands. Then
he glibly t]uoted from Jeremiah: " Neither shall ye

build houses, nor sow seed, nor plant vineyards, nor

have any; but all your days ye shall dwell in tents;

that ye may live many days in the land where ye be

strangers."

During my further conversation I learned that in

reality the gypsy's mind is an utter blank on all

matters which the Christian world regards as sacred.

True, he will quote you yards of Bible passages to

prove that his pilgrimage life is the only correct

one, but he does this merely to confuse you, not be-

cause he himself resi)ccls the authority he quotes in

his behalf. Unquestionably he considers his as the

only right way of living.

It is a noteworthy fact that the Romany (gypsy)
language contains no exact equivalent for "God."
Indeed it is, we are told, almost barren of words
designating the Creator. " Baurie Rom," or " Great
Head " is probably the expression nearest the Bible
idea, and even that really means " a powerful man,"
and is not employed in designating spiritual leader-

ship.

It is not fair to say that the gypsy is blasphemous
in his stern and unrelenting refusal to accept what
you and I know no other possibility but to embrace.
Contrary to the commonly-expressed idea that " no
people exist who do not have some form of wor-
ship for a supreme being," here is a people who
seem to be utterly incapable of even the most
trifling submission to Deity. They seem to be un-

able to think of God as a Father and Christ as a

Savior

As to the future state the gypsy has no hope.

With him "death ends all." In this he is a verita-

ble agnostic. We are told that in a collection of

over three hundred gypsy songs, there is not the

slightest reference to a future reunion with the

.sainted dead. Even the wildest ravings of the gyp-
sy lover for the lost treasure of his heart do not

pierce the veil which to him is impenetrable dark-

ness.

There arc few who can believe any good possible

among so faithless and hopeless a people, but there

is good among them, and that of a kind that the

Christian world might imitate with great consisten-

cy and profit. While gypsies are without faith and

without law as we know it, no people live purer

lives, physically and morally.

They universally revere the marriage relation as

a sacred state. Perhaps their utter lack of worship,

as known to the Christian world, has brought about

among them what might be termed "virtue-wor-

ship." This is not merely the result of proper

training in youth,— it is inherent in the race,—an

influence before birth. The tent-home government

and surveillance are such that gypsy children grow

unconsciously and without question into virtuous

lives and loyal lovers. You may not believe it, but

the gypsy man,—yes, even the boy,—regards virtue

of as much importance in man as in sweetheart or

wife.

Some idea of the awful sacredness of that primal

requirement in woman may be had, when the fact

is s*ated that any gypsy maiden convicted of hav-

ing been unchaste previous to marriage, is at once

cast out from the tribe. It is also maintained that

more than once the lives of such have been sacri-

ficed with the calm and stern approval of parents

and friends. Such a thing as disloyaltj' of husband

to wife or wife to husband, after marriage, has yet

to be recorded of the gypsies on the European or

American continent.

Et^n, III. _^__„___^
THE SHIRT WAIST FASHION.

This latest fad will probably be new to most In-

GLENOOKERS, and in accordance with the policy of

the paper in getting before the reader the latest and

the most interesting things we will have our word

over it. What is it all about, some rural reader will

say? It is that there is a fashion, just starting in

the cities, of men wearing shirt waists, just like

women. It is exciting no end of comment, and the

people are divided as to its usefulness and desira-

bility. What complicates matters is that not only

the fashionable youth are taking it up, but the old-

er and more staid part of the population. It is not

by any means common as yet, but we may not have

seen the last of it.

The newspapers are divided in sentiment about

it, and in some places much bitterness is the out-

come of the fashion. The Chicago Amcncan, a new
daily in the Windy City, has these thoughts on the

subject:

" As a rule the question is treated humorousl)-,

but it is not at all humorous.
" It involves an important, and, in our opinion, a

beneficial, change in a man's costume and appear-

ance.

"Every distinct change in dress marks a change

in our habits of thought; every step towards sim-

plicity does away with a certain amount of vanity,

with a certain amount of brain work wasted on

trifling detail.

" The tendency toward shirt-waist wearing by
men is a sensible step. Of course the so-called

shirt waist will be modified. It will become a sort

of a sensible workingman's blouse. The dandified

working clerk will wear his shirt waist of silk or

other light and easily soiled material. The real

workingman, rich or poor, will have a loose sliirt or

blouse of solid dark colored stuff.

" Like all great movements, this shirt-waist move-
ment will do some harm while it does good. If it

develops as it promises to do, it will largely ruin

the business of many manufacturers of summer
clothing. It will deprive thousands of work. It

will revolutionize the styles of making trousers, at

least so far as the tops of the trousers are con-
cerned. For those tops hitherto invisible have
been made carelessly, with no eye to beauty. Now
that they are to be seen, much American ingenuity

will be spent upon them, and we have no doubt that

they will be made to look hideously "artistic " with

silk bands and other ornamentations.
" A man thinks as he dresses. If he dresses sim-

ply he thinks simply. If he dresses comfortably he
thinks comfortably."

It will be seen that The ^wcnVrt« sides with the in-

novation. It is not likely to become at all general
this season, but the way may be paved for next
year, when it may be a question in every remote
hamlet in the land whether or not the fashion is to

be followed. The Inglenook advises its readers
not to be too fast in following these latest things.

It may be better not to follow them at all. It

would be funny, but not at all impossible, five years

from now, -or in even a less time, for [u

Meeting to discuss it. Personally the t
.^ '^""^^=

does not think it would look well in a h^^^^"
The belt part of it would lack artistic nm ""^

"^ "portion

CRADLES THAT ARE EXPENSIVE.

The woman that rules the world to-dav iK
the medium of the cradle has a pretty '^

undertaking on her hands, for cradles d
^^"^'

much money—that is, some cradles do Th*^^^'
baby is a financial monarch, indeed. H

'^^*^^'

die down in a beautiful downy nest built o ^V"'
dation of rare woods, carved in exquisite d

°"^

and inlaid with precious stones. He can d'^^'^"
pink toes into rich silks that cost anv n„mk^

^''

J 11 1 J , ^ number n
dollars a yard, and wipe his pudgy nose on

1

that are equally expensive. And by the ti,n"?
has done all this, and wriggled his fing

^

any quantity of soft laces, he will havi

^e"
throu^;;,

e "nstiiutc,

^^ "^ost his ind„|

himself sole owner of a cradle th,

gent parents S500 and upwards.

A cradle of this description is certainly a thin

of beauty, and it ought to be a joy forever. The
feet of such a creation upon the primitive man wb
swung his progeny in a bed of boughs or a wood.I
box set on rockers, is difficult to contemphie
Even kings and queens of past ages would stand in

awe of it. In old illustrated manuscripts there arc

illustrations of cradles wherein princes of roy,i;

blood lay them down to rest, and some ofth,.

beds of aristocratic infants arc still preser\ri'-

the edification of later generations. But tii. i.y

baby could turn with disdain from every one o|

these cradles, and seek his own modern couch with

pride and thanksgiving.

These really expensive cradles are not kept in

stock by furniture dealers. They are madetooi-

der by expert cabinet makers, and the furnishings

are selected from the choicest importations.

"The excessive cost of some cradles," said ;5

Broadway furniture dealer, " lies largely in the

amount of labor expended on the carving, which 15

most elaborate. In no article of furniture that wr

turn out is more delicate workmanship requireJ

than in a cradle. Often the work alone on one of

these little beds costs S200 to S300. Then, when

you have quadrupled this one item with the valut

of the material and bedding, you have a cradle

whose elegance ought to make any baby feel c

good terms with the whole world."
" But what about the cheap cradles? " asked the

visitor. " There certainly must be cheap ones. Ev-

ery baby who is squirming through this end oflnt

century cannot afford to snooze in a 5500 couch.

" O, yes," assented the dealer, " they come cheap,

lots of 'em, but we don't handle them. The lowest

priced cradle we carry costs S25. But you can get

one for Si. Compared with these fancy affairs^

dollar cradle looks about like thirty cents, but no

doubt the poor baby rests just as comfortably astlic

more fortunate youngster."

EARNINGS ARE VERY LAROE.

s foT itseli

The well-patronized sleeping car pays I

in considerably less than a year. Take t t

from New York to Chicago, I,ooo miles, t^^^^'

road in the United States pays three cents a mile

^

the privilege of hauling a sleeper and contracU^^^^

return said car in as good shape as it is re"
^^^

and to pay for all damages. The Jo"^"^>'
""^y,.

limited expresses to Chicago is made in

^^^

four hours, therefore the car earns S30 ^ ^'

^^^'^'-
receipl^

If it is full, which is generally the "se.
1^^^ ^^

from berths, sections and staterooms
^"^^J^j^j^,

making a total revenue of S2 1 5 ^ "^^'
,

j.,jp

ice. e'^''

this must come the wages of the porter

ductor—the latter, however, usually having

of several cars— the towels, sheets, soap.

the whole amounting to but a small sum. ,^.

Then there are the wear and tear ant- h
^^^,tji,i;

preciation, the daily cleaning, the anriu
^^^

p^;

and repainting. Set these charges down
, , |^

cent and give the car three trips a ^^^^
^
^^oci'

miles each and we have its earnings at ov

annually. Some can earn a great dea n

Ime, have you r^-^^

stoO

" Now. Sammy, tell me, have you
r^'^^^J^ t),(D,

of Joseph?" "Oh! yes. Uncle." "
j^^irbf*''''

what wrong did they do when they sol
_

er?" "They sold him too cheap, I thm '
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ne President; Otlio WenRer. Sweetsers. Ind,,
- D- Kosenbcrger, Covington. Ohio. Secretary and
iinmuiiieations to OUR Missionary Reading

THE CIRCLE.

.There

„M ones'

) near and no far but just one round

nd perishing souls to be rescued and

'"by the world's Christ.'

SIZATION.—Our Circle was organized nearly

'""ears ago. Some young people talked about
"'" *

and confessed their ignorance on the sub-
iiissions.

'

Tlicy

l„Jy
books

decided to meet regularly and read and

I
mission work. They soon became

Msel)'
interested, and it was not long until in

'".I, , churches Circles were organized, and now we
'

, Circles all over our Brotherhood, while over

"india. Brother Wilbur Stover, who helped to

panize' llie fi"t Circle, is preaching to the hea-

He expected great things from our Circle.

Let us work in the hope that much good maybe

iccomplished and that God's promise to Abraham

Bsybe verified in us,— " Thou shalt be a blessing."

* * *

How You Become a Member. — It costs just

Iwenly cents to become a member. Then you

se to read eight books, and also to try to

lersnade others to join. We have over thirteen

mdred members now. That seems like a great

lany. .^11 have joined with the avowed purpose of

good, of becoming more zealous in giving the

King's message to a waiting world.

» *

Increasing Interest in Missions.—Sometimes
gures become very interesting. We have been
cadingthe figures on the Missionary page in the

Sisffl Messrngi-r: and as we note the increasing in-

erest shown in mission work, the amounts contrib-
ilcdbyeach individual, and the sum total which is

argtr each year; we wonder whether by the grace
' God, some of this ever-increasing interest in

vangelizing the world and " doing good " may not
c attributed to the earnest, consecrated work done
your Circle. At our late Annual Meeting, one of
lie mission.aries appointed to go to India, has long
been one of us, and has written to us of his desires
lOBork for Jesus in a foreign land.

« « w

V"tw PEOPLE.-Wherever you find a church

Y
number of young people in it; if there is no

"cle there, we can only say there should be. It
prove a safeguard, it will give them something

imnk about, and it will not be long until its in-
f"«willbe seen in the work they do for Jesus.

,' '""""= young people closer together; it

" ° "'sympathy between young and old,««o„, |d„ ^^^^^^^ ^_.^ ^^^_^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 1^^^

»d ;,K ;

""''' '^^'"y churches testify to the
'"' " has done for them.

^^^^Sanday H School S^
THE TRUTH AND THE HAN.

That a man does not practice what he preaches
IS not against the preaching, but against the prac-
tice. And yet the inconsistent preacher is often
scorned for what good he says rather than for what
evil he does. It is certainly desirable that the
preacher's conduct should consist with his doctrine
when the doctrine is right. But it is not desirable
that he should preach unrighteousness in order to
make his doctrine conform to his conduct The
fact ,s that if it is the mm, that preaches, then not
the man's words alone, nor his conduct alone is
sufficient to constitute him a worthy minister. -V-et
this fact does not warrant our scorn of the truth in
his words, even when those words are not in conso-
nance with his conduct. The truth is more impor-
tant than the man who proclaims it.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
BABVLAND.

TWO OF LIFE'S TEACHERS.

I.IFE has two teachers,—example and experience.
Experience is a most excellent instruction, but, as
has been said, his school fees are very high. Ex-
ample gives his lessons in less notable and perhaps
less effective ways, but he is more considerate of
the welfare of his scholars. Experience throws us
into a deep pool of water, and says: •' Now swim."
Example goes along beside us, puts his hand under
our shoulder, and says: " This is the way to do it."

Experience may be the teacher more to be trusted,
but example is often the teacher to be the more de-
sired. The bold man goes to the school of expe-
rience, and if, in the end, he does not repent it, he
at least appreciates his rashness. The wise man
learns by example, and his wisdom is justified of
her children.

aOD'S HELP AND HELPINQ GOD.

It is one thing to ask God to help us in our
plans: it is quite another thing to ask God how we
can be helpers in his plans. Every man is glad to

have God's help; only now and then is a man found
whose first thought is how he can help God. What
is j'our chief desire in your morning prayer for the
day? Your honest answer to that question may re-

veal to you your spirit and purpose in life.

How many miles to Bahyland?
Any one can tell.

Up one fligtit.

To the right

—

Please to ring the bell.

What can you see in Bahyland?
Little folks in white-
Downy heads.

Cradle-beds,

Faces pure and bright.

What do they do in Babyland?
Dream and wake and play,

Laugh and crow.

Shout and grow

—

Jolly times have they.

What do they say in Babyland?
Why, the oddest things;

Might as well

Try to tell

What a birdie sings.

Who is the queen of Babyland?
Mother, kind and sweet;

And her love.

From above,

Guides the little feet.

DUDABBEN.

IDA HE BERRY WHEELER.

,I°"r
'''•'""'^ Meetings,

7 »f our churches
"'"'he futu

n"make\v''"
'"'' ""'' "" ""='^''"g- We shall

•'Id we ,,
" P'.osramme as interesting as possi-
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service.

and fit them for future usefulness

'f»r. Sec
1^ want

'^S«larly,
,1,,

Rl'-TARIES.— In

There is good authority for believing that in

some very important qualities the standard of the

child is higher and better than that of the man. Je-

sus Christ was positive that except as the choicest

man retains his childlikeness, or is able to get back
to it again, there is little hope for him in this world
or beyond. In view of this truth, the average man
has more reason to desire to be as a child than the

average child has to desire to be as a man. This

every teacher of good ought to bear in mind,—as,

indeed, all the best teachers do.
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rcle, Covington,

and so completed a

Liberty is impossible without limitations. Order

cannot exist unless under regulations, although

chaos and confusion can. This is a truth alike ap-

plicable in the realm of matter and of mind. It is

true of all mechanical forces on the one hand, and

of the most formal and conventional, or the most

natural and unstudied, intellectual processes on the

other hand. In no sphere is there freedom without

constraint.
1 »

There is a Bible word which says that he who
rules his own spirit is a greater hero than he who
takes a city. Self-mastery is the noblest victorious-

ness and the highest achievement in life. The win-

ner in a contest of any kind adds yet greater honor

to his success when he bears himself worthily, with

quiet modesty and humility, with sensitive regard

to the feelings of those he has surpassed.

'"'"-ionary Reading Cir,

Being satisfied is taking it for granted that God

has nothing better in store for one in the opening

future. It is proper to be contented for the mo-

ment, but not to be satisfied for all time to come.

As Robertson says, " Man's destiny is not to be dis-

satisfied, but forever unsatisfied." Let us therefore

be ever unsatisfied while ever contented.

Shiftless people are never the ones who worry

about it.

The little blue hen came up one morning with
twenty baby chicks. Bessie and Cecil wondered
how the twenty eggs had been covered by the tiny
wings, and where the nest had been hidden.

After a while the family of chicks were not so
pretty, for they had lost their feathers, as all chick-
ens must do at a certain age. It was not long, how-
ever, until they were dressed in new clothes; not so
soft as their baby dresses, but more suitable for
their age and size. All? No, all but one; he had
not a feather on him. There he was—poor unsight-
ly thing, with such long neck and legs that grandpa
said: " The little blue hen must have had one crane
egg from the island across the bay."
The little fellow did not seem embarrassed by his

singular appearance; on the contrary, he came often
into the house stepping as grandly and holding his
head as high as if he had on the richest suit of
feathers.

Bess and Cecil said Dudabben was ugly, but "so
cute."

As they bestowed special attention on him, soon
the household was in possession of that

troublesome thing, a pet chicken.

In baby talk, the children would say to him:
" Poor 'ittle "sing, "ou hab'ent 'dot any feathers."

This they shortened into
"
'ou hab"ent." and finally

into " Dudabben," which was afterward the chick-

en's name tn the family.

Dudabben grew to be so gentle that he would eat

from the children's hands and allow them to dress

him in Bessie's doll's clothes or hitch him to a toy

wagon for a pony. Cecil would often place him on

the toy freight train and pull the cars across the

floor. The chicken would remain quiet at his post

of duty, for you must bear in mind, Dudabben was

the brakeman. It was a constant wonder to the

older members of the household how much this

chick seemed to understand of what was said.

One morning the question was asked, " Has any
one seen Dudabben ? " No one had seen him. The
place was searched for him in vain. As Grandpa
came from his office to dinner he found the poor
little chicken in the street—dead beside a stump
from which a sweet bay tree had been cut. On this

stump numerous leaf)' branches had grown. Under
these Dudabben was almost hidden. A red thread

like Bess had been sewing her doll's clothes with

the day before, was fast around one foot. The oth-

er end of the thread had become tangled in the bay
branches, and thus little Dudabben had been a help-

less prisoner. His body was l>ing in a track made
by a passing vehicle, whose driver, unable to see

the helpless creature, had innocently caused its

very untimely death.

Papa went out with the children and brought

Dudabben's body into the yard for burial. Bess

and Cecil placed dainty white and pink shells,

gathered by their own hands from the beach, on the

little grave, and in their grief, spoke tender!)', al-

most reverently, of their departed pet, Dudabben.
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TATTOOI^O. fixed

Probably a great many Ingi.enook readers have

had the temptation to be tattooed come to them at

some time in their lives. Happy those who have

escaped. Once marked it is there to stay, and

though it is said that it can be taken out, the

chances are decidedly against it. .The man or

woman who is disfigured by being tattooed will al-

ways be so, and his ghost will have the marks, such

is its permanency.

Visitors at the bathing resorts of the seashore

this year say that there is to be seen an unusual

number' of tattooed men and women. Down at

Cape May a professional tattooer is making a fine

living by his alleged art. Speaking of the revived

craze he says:

"
I have had a number of young society men and

women come to me during the last year," said he

of the needle and pigment. " It may surprise you,

but 1 think I can explain it."

•' Our war with Spain brought .society men for

the first time into contact with the fighting men of

the nation—the soldiers and sailors. Now, these

warriors are almost invariably tattooed. You sel-

dom see a sailor who docs not bear the marks of

the needle, and the proportion is almost as large

among soldiers.

" My explanation of the new f.ad is that some of

the young swells, probably merely for the oddity

of the thing, had themselves tattooed while they

were in the army. Almost any soldier or sailor

could do the job in a rough way.

" When the boys came home from the camps

their friends saw the mark.s, were pleased with the

unconventionality of it and had themselves simi-

larly decorated. After that it was only a natural

step for the young ladies to imitate their brothers.

" Not very long ago I received a \-isit from two

actresses who were playing in one of your downtown

theaters. They wanted to know if 1 could tattoo a

mole natural enough to be taken for the real thing.

"I experimented with my pigments and soon

found that the Chinese brown in the proper solution

of glycerin and witch-hazel would do the thing per-

fectly. See, here is the result."

He pulled up his sleeve and showed a brown

spot that was indistinguishable from a mole.

" When the young ladies returned I showed them

my work. They were so much pleased with it that

each one had two spots put on her face. The effect

w'as far more fascinating than an artificial patch.

"The mole, 1 think, will be the favorite among

the society women. I have had several, however,

who have had small, brilliantly colored butterflies

on their arms above the elbow. One of them told

me that when she wore evening dress she simply

tied a broad ribbon around her arm to hide the de-

sign.

"Another popular pattern is the small fly or in-

sect. These are put on the arm as a rule, but I

have put them on the shoulder. Several women
have chosen the small Japanese serpent in combi-

nation with a brilliant butterfly.

" Hurt? Oh, no. Sometimes the women are a

trifle nervous at first, but they soon get over that.

After a little smarting for an hour or so after the

job is done there is no pain of any kind.

"You see, 1 have the very latest instruments.

This electric needle is used only for the black lines.

These are always put on first.

" I dip the point into the Chinese India ink, start

the turrent and the needle goes spinning around

like the buzz saws you see the dentists use. 1 can

draw with the black as easily as you would write

slowly on paper. As soon as you ha\e got over

your first nervousness you have no more trouble and

the rest is easy.

"After the outline is finished 1 balhe it in a dis-

infectant of olive oil and carbolic acid, and, after a

few minutes' rest, begin with the Chinese vermil-

ion.

"Then follow the other colors in whatever order

I choose. I use seven different colors—a greater

number, 1 think, than any other man in this coun-

try can use. The Jap who taught me the art used

to get fine effects with nine colors, but he died

without telling me what the other two were.

" So far as I know I am the only man in this

country making a regular living at this work,

though there are any number of people who will do

a bungling job for you {or_whatever you [choose to

give them. My prices, however, a

though I were selling groceries."

He took out a photograph of a man who had his

entire chest covered with a brilliantly colored pic-

ture of the battle of Manila. Anchors, flags,

clasped hands and all appropriate devices sur-

rounded it and underneath was the inscription,

" Dewey Did It."

" That piece of work cost that chap S35," said the

ncedle-wieldcr. " My finest and most brilliantly

colored Japanese dragons cost from Sio up to S25

and a brilliant butterfly will cost from S3 to S6.

" The indigo and vermilion are cheapest colors.

Blue, yellow, green, brown and purple are Japanese

pigments and are more expensive.

"
I am glad to sec that society people are taking

this up. I should not advise anyone to have a con-

spicuous design worked out, but a small, neat piece

of work is very effective. I expect to have quite a

rush on the mole effects."

THAT BLESSED VOUNQ ONE.

" She won't have any fresh air

my little woody dog? "

" He's with the dolly."

"I want him, and my dolly, too! Boo
Soft mutterings from other berths a"

strong tenor remark about idiots who t

this bed. It's abado

children.

" Mudder, I don't lik

bed. It hurts my feet."

Silence on my part.

" Mudder! "

" Yes-s-s," very sleepily.

" I'd like to see Thora and the little canary b"Now see here, daughter, you be mother's,
'"'

thing and go to sleep like a little honey, and
i

morning you can go with Wah and me "'<= Ihe di,.

mush-

WiTH a confiding chug-chug and a spirited snort

the Duluth express drew out of the Wells Street

depot, taking with it Wah and me and the baby,

together with innumerable valises, umbrellas, small

parcels and a box of cracker-jack. Wah is baby's

great aunt, her sweet given name, Mary, being thus

contorted by the blessed spalpeen.

It was close to ten o'clock, two big full hours aft-

er the time that Mr. Sand-man usually knocks at

the kitchen door and asks if baby is asleep. All

the way to the train the soft turquoise eyes had

been hiding behind their trembling, drooping,

blinking little shutters, but when we climbed into

the sleeper drowsiness flew like birds before

an army of boys. A kiss or two for " Fodder." a

promise to " mind mudder and be a good durl," and

our household image of joy and sweetness began

her round of investigation and inspection.

She climbed into the berth and looked about her.

" What do they put ceilings on their beds for?
"

she asked.

"That ceiling, is another bed," I answered.

"Just about the time we are going to sleep a big fat

man will climb up there to roost and roast for the

night."

"Oh!"
" And after we go to sleep his shoes will fall

down and awaken us and scare us out of our seven

senses. And in the middle of the night he will

snore, and snore, and snore
"

" What will he do that for?
"

" I'm sure I don't know," confessed I, " except

that it is the accepted manner of fat men."
" What makes him fat?

"

"That's more than I know, my darling."

" Maybe the Sand-man gets after him and makes
him go to sleep early. And maybe he drinks lots

of milk. If I drink milk will I snore, mudder? "

" Um "

" Mudder, I want a drink."

"Yes, dear."

"What did you push that button for?"
" To tell the porter to get you a drink."

" Oh! But where will he get it?
"

" Out of a tank."

" A tank on the roof like we have at home, that

leaks down through the kitchen and has to be

mended?

"

" I guess so."

" Mudder, what makes the cars go?
"

"The engine. Don't you think you'd better go
to sleep?

"

" No, I'd rather stay up and look out the window.
Mudder, why is it that now you see a tree and a

house and then you don't see them, and see some-
thing else?"

"Oh! hush! I'm tired. Go to sleep like a good
girl."

" Well, mudder. the Sand-man can't catch me
here, can he? We're going too fast, aren't we? "

" I don't know."

Pause.

" Mudder, can't I go and sleep with Wah?"
" No, of course not. Wah is asleep."
" Mudder, where did you put my dolly? "

" In the trunk."

"Oh! Boo-oo! Boo-ooo-ooh!

"

" What's the matter now? "

ing car and eat breakfast.'

"I'll be good. Mudder, can I have

melon?
"

" Yes "

" And shredded wheat bixset? "

" Yes-s-s."

" And ice cream? "

" No. Go to sleep!
"

" Oh, mudder! " (very reproachfully.)

Pause.

" Mudder, one time when me and Ora was plav

ing sleeping car I fell off the bed and hurt mystli

Wasn't that awful?
"

" Yes, dear."

" Ora's a little Germese girl, isn't she?"

"You mean German, don't you?"
" But we're Americans, ain't we?"
"Uh-huh. Go to sleep."

Long pause.

" Mother. I know a lady that's got the hooking

cough
"

" Go to sleep.'

" Mudder, you love your little baby girl, donl

you? "

"Yes, but I wish she'd go to sleep."

Another pause.

" Can I have pancakes in the breakfast car?"

"Yes."

Longer pause.

And after that sweet quiet ruled. In the tmro-

ing, when a rosy dawn crept stealthily and sollh

about the edge of the window shade I looked upoD

that precious child and wondered what Godgaiel"

babies that made them so brimful of queries, Itt

dimpled hands, the pretty mouth, the full, rosevti

vet cheeks, the fluff of golden curls. Why, sk'

looked like a big bisque doll baby-with ne»tr

;

suggestion of a talking machine inside,^*'""

Iftt.

ICE CREAM SANDWICHES.

The ice cream sandwich, although it is s"li""|

the moderate price of one cent, is not a slip-s

»

affair by any means. Each one is turne<

feet in form by a little mechanical device opera'

by the ice cream seller. The contrivance is »^

of tin and consists of a handle and a tiny P»"

frame three or four inc

in width, in which the sandwich is made,

die fits on the middle of the bottom of m^^f;

The bottom of the pan is movable and
""^.^_,|

down a quarter of an inch or more by a spn o

ger in the handle.
. .^w-

To make a sandwich the trigger i*P"
^^.^ji,,,

ward and the pan is thus made about "i^

.^
^^j^c

depth. Upon the bottom is placed^a 1

^^^^^^
,

1 and a

»

The t"'

The
wafer which exactly fits the space,

ead a layer of ice crea™.
not more than an eighth of an inch m Ih'^ '

'g^,;

Upon ihii

.ci.
'"

upon it is then spn

the pan level to the upper --„
^^^.^

placed another wafer. The spring "
''^^^^^ #1

machine turned upside down and thi'

wich drops out.
isaa*^"^'',

The combination, simple as it seems,

lent one. liked by all who try it.

Mrs.
Gayler'

be
marriel

" Mamma," said little Ethel,

band isn't dead, is he?
"

" No, dear."

"Then what's she going

for?"
, -jersta"''

''

"Nevermind, dear. You can t u

things." . (rirl'"'' -

" O, I know, " exclaimed the litt;>^

^^^^
,he

'

like getting vaccinated. It didn

time."
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vvhat They Say.

, ,,,,s„0K
.s P^.r excelk ..ce. It h»s

""
J the l'""'*''

Companion in our

'"'"cth number seems better lh»„ the inu-r.-sli,,,; rea.lina matter
^^^

, ^...^ r, Sunday-school class

And lie Says:
The iNtiLKsu.iK supplies the ••missing hnk"

m our church publicali.ins.-/^//,, n, Sh,hUr.

A CoUejie President Remarks

:

'»K gives AW amount and

nctJi"? ™'j
^'i/isl from thirteen to eighteen
I
have a

'"r.n'jel tlie iNGl.ENt'O'' as a Sunday-

Be"' '
,„d they arc delighted with il.-

. iliUir. O O

From Batavia, HI.

^ I, ihe iNOi ENDUK '" interesting and

t;;::r;:;er.-../-.—
/-^^•^«'-

o o

Clarence, Iowa, Speaks Out.

„„,i,hu)ucl. sa.islaclion that I express

Lovalof the Inolenook. Its appear-

,L general make-up are such that it at* ,-endsi..-l'—'er. It has (ound

linlo many of our homes, and the peo-

,^,„l,„lyglad for its continued suciess.-

Mt. Morris Says:

The IsGLF-SODK easily takes rank among

ebeslyounS P™pl'''s P-'P^rs in the country.

beller than most of them because of the

jj,i,ce of ifie silly love stories and light read-

It is a most valuable addition to the

jlhrens publications. No family should be

jlh,™i.l.--«</./'-i.
'/'''''"•

^
Unark. 111., Has An Opinion.

have been receiving the Ingle.nook

It started. We like it very well. I would

:eio see it go to all the homes of the land.

he short sermons are good for both old and

s.~EI,l. I. /•. Iron/.

The Inc

ty of valuable informali.in found in few if any0° "Aer papers of us kind. It is interesting t,.

Across In Pennsylvania. "'''" ""'' "hi'e it instructs the young. It is

I am highly pleased with Ihe IxoleNonK \ "'I
"''',''"°' """ '^ould be in every home

Its pages are always well Idled with fresh and
'"' "' """"^ people.-.?, y^, S^arfi.

IV.G.Sc/nock.
I

O O
O O As Seen In Michigan.

Ohio Ha*- Its Say. i

^''•"= '*"» better paper puWishcd for our

We are highly please.l with the In-.lenook. i T."^.''"^",".'."" .'.'" I«^'-t~"<.K. May the

...Two Big Bargains...

o o
South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

Ue IxGLENOOK isan interesting paper. It

read by o]d and young in our family. Try
and Toa will be pleased with it.

—

Eld. S. F.

Hear Virigina Talk.

Of .ill the yount; people's papers that I have
er seen and read I think there is none that
Ul wield as great or as desirable influence
er ils readers as the I.NtSLENnOK.— ir. A'.

o o

And Hagerslown, /Wd.. Has This:

Itaveheenaronslatil reader of the I.NOLE-
from Its beginning to the present time,

«l«liile it is not specially intended for the
"llind something that interests me in

* issue I am interested in the 'Nook be-
I ni> expectat

I especially recom-
ing readers. — EtiL .-I. Ji.

'"d II to the

O O
» Cedar Rapids, Iowa, They Say:

«)S>liand famil, greatly cnjoy reding our
,*'ch paper. We trust its future may
""»B -and useful „„e._y. A", .-l/,//,,-.

O O

Another From Iowa.

'

U.?r";',""
I'-'i'-'iNooK from its birth,

ie,'"'K,'""'^"^"'»'''i»"'=">°st

PK.W, / ""I"' ' have ever read. It

,;,

;Wly a ap.edto both old,and young. I

' *t l!en,„r
"",' ^''"'°" ^'"'^-^y school,

'"""It.vanv f
" """'" '" "" """be

'"'<»»« ^""'l^-yschool paper.-

O o

«,. .,
""" '" Indiana.

' 'ami V and I „

"""Heat !!''.>:.""" ""= 'xGLENOii

and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Hrethren. It interests old and young.
Ils literary qualities are of the first rank..-/'«'.
Ctih'in lirighl.

O O
Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should he read by
every member of the ihurch. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, neivsy and spicy
reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the Incle.vook.—/uyin
C. Zug.

O O
And Also Hagerstown, nd.

IhelNGLENOOK 1 regard as (juite an acqui-
sition to our church literature, and it supplies
a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which
place it has successfully tilled, yet we find the
older of the family anxiously awaiting its com.
ilig. God bless the Ingle.vook.— «'. S Reich-
ard.

O O
Prom the College.

I take the 1ngi.e.miok. 1 am much pleased
with its steady and almost marvelous growth.
The fact that it is sought after by our people,
both old and young, is evidence that it pjoves
itself to-be in fact what it purports to be.—/. G.
lioyer.

O O

Its mission. - /. //
Lord wonderfully bless

Cyiaz/t^fn.

o o
Bown In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ixgi.k.
NOOK gets better. Surely no home in the
Brotherhood can afford to be without a puhli.
cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome iustniclion.—y. IV.
Waylciritt

O O
Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook's
_
weekly visits into our i

own and a number of 'other homes in the Lan-

'

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated, '

and its pages gleaned immediately on its
jarrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements
which is so much desired because of the gre;

abundance of printed matter now in rircula-
tion. It certainly is the [laper from which ca:

be had much valuable inforination at a mini
mum cost.— 7; F. /////,/..

'<i„i i-<

> .ell t

uhi OlTrr.

tiululf.-d ol II,,-*,.

ts4Klic. t.olofr CI)tiKlitia». so it >,,i,

«il1 ook't ciilter wl tlir following w^i
he* tirlorc Jan, i. i*,i. t wilt »*nd »ou

i, nice ^itk waich chain lice. II jou or.
'Ift two waUtiei \a\i ynW receive Iwo
clinmv.-inil two oilier l,cnDiifii1 pr^nn-
untB (rce. find all poatiMiri. Order
e,irlv and he »ii(n lo mention llie In
(ILE.'^OOK-

llfnl nickel-plale.1 op<*n. face case, ilciii-

nice. white dial, jreimine American
tested, limed, regulaied and warranted, only it rs

postpaid

N». ):i. .,\ handaoinc walch for ho»* and men. Fine,
iiiclcel-pble.i oiien-lace caae. ver.v beanliiiilb engraved,
lenelcl .tinrrican movement, stem-wind ;md slent-sel.
and Kiiarantred an accurate time-keeper. This Ja the best
walch ill the w„rld tor ilie price. — oiilv Si.;o povlpai I

(Or yon can have smaller slie tor l.idie»" we.ar h,r i:i,
P<.».,)aid,) Addr«„:

„_ ^ NKWCOMKK.
i,»M:k lUin :ren. mi. MorrN, in.

Mcpherson college.

Out of Debt I Booming! Free Tuition
for Some I Work for Some I

Mcpherson colleoe,
McPherson, Kans.

Caps and Bonnets...
Made .it reasunable prices. Goods furnished

that will please. Write for circuUr explaining
how to order. Address,

niSS SADIE nOATS,
Mt. Morris, III.

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the ! lars,

home, and the family, for both old and young,
I think it a most excellent paper. It is always
laden with good thiiifts, and should be in every '

home in our Brotherhood.—/i/.i/cr Bitrnihouse. •

O O

From the Sunflower State. i

A r.ire ireal is the weekly visit of the Ingle-
'

YOUR LIBRARY :L":'c:pr,;rf.n;':d
riysteries." H.nv any ruader of the Ingle-
nook may gel a copy free, send (or particu-

"'^^^'
Eld. J. S. FLORY,

ii8 W. Fourth St. Uavton, Ohio.

rW.WsiliniiSt.. Lanci.*

toolcci deep, iTtti

roiii >.«(d, tloit«« conlalnii nine ruo^>. three oa cac>i

loQr; suinnicr Ititclicn w!t1i nine Watrr in vard. Smi.

irnl ciiphoH.ii ill Liicheri line bltnk Intiti Chad.ji'-

^lrculcllurdl, alsu ,.iu- blo.l.- Iroin strei-l i.,il«ay .\ppL,
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Agents Wanted
«i.iisi Kirs vi-,sT rocKhrr
PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY

SILVER WYANDOHES
,V;;

I'l:

lablii

rnted Stcinmcsch

Ygune slock (ui

She Was Poor But Got a Home.

In5.^ndij.« iHK ourcircuhirs tm.- lell in !I,l- Lands of ..

poor ladv lliat wt'iit oui vv.istiitig (or a living; she sent a
sniali order and went out S(^lIlnK iL Now notice Ilie dates
of lier orders and the amount she orders; Aug. 12, $t.5o;
Aug. 22, $;; Aug. aij, S7.60; Sept. <j, S17; Sept. 15. S16.S0;

..^.^.. . - 1. 1. i_ T i

Oct, 12, S^o-So: and Irom that Utite on she ordereil fiveNOOK to our home. It possesses the rare gift ' gross a moutli. She writes; 1 make .<^ everv day I go

of brmging reliable information on m^cs Z'a. ^'^^.Tfu^^lZ!^' %?,1^^^^^^
never heard of before. The Question Column Nice present Irec to ancnls. Send i-ceul. utamp lor sam-

.. I . i r^ ,' pie. ori^cents fiirdozen, ttiat sellBlorfesceuts. .address.
IS anottier feature of great inleresl.—/Jawrrtj - KOSE ,IKLLV CO
r<ini»tafl.

j Srw MidwHy, Frederick Co., Md.
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'me in the church.—

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a larjje church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A, McALLASTER.
Land Commissioner U. F. Ky. OMAH.V, NfODK.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER...
is in all probability in the homes of every InclENOok sub-

scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a

weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't

know about it per.sonally you ought to. This is for the infor-

mation of those who have never seen T/ie Messenger. Sup-

pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll send it. gladly.

Brethren Publishing House, Elgin, 111.

RFIfilAN HARFS H'emi-atinteresIiUKamt profitableDCLUIAI1 IIAnU „, ||„|, ai.lmal.. lliey malUpl,
tile ino^t r.>pi,IU' ol any ,loniestlc animal. Tlieir memt U
une\eelled. Tfie. arc cleanly. I„ke Itille room and ctrs,
co«t little lo keep, and niake line pets. Of course Tou
will want a pair, lest llic thing lor Uie lioya andjnrla.
I'edlgieed and iiripciliiticed stock lor sale. Prof, H. J.
II.VKNl.Y. >l<'lMirn.nii, Kmh..

Belgian HstfQs
I lime choice iml-dour Kfuwn Bflci'in Hi

yjuriji .itiil f'ki, lur liale. My spetiallus .n- K,.:-

Ued& and Silver I'huhs, of 8;ood color. Write &l >^ii<^c,

its tlie demand l»i Hares Is great iind surplus stock

m,iV be taken.
.rOIIN K. MOBLEIC.

WHrrvnHbur^,' 9lu.

iJelijie Dectdtiig vvlieie lo

....A.ttexi.d Solxool...
Wnle lor CntMl..i:iic to

[|;iltil..u . Mo ,
I lu«lllutiun uiidi

I Uapti^t ISrettirc

DO YOU WANT A ROBE? (?;'e°,°iiSLl':y'io7S!',i:
^iiid \\utsr. ]iidL-<i. W L' Will t.in and uunulncliire (liem in

to soli. plui)li-. iiiutli pnnil rube*, coats, etc., from yt 1 >

(wdays alter liidi'- are lecciu'd. Von gi-l yimr own bide*
back, niid «..- i-uatdiitec rir«l-clas> wmt.. We lau all

kinds o( hides and jkins lor the lur. Write lor free sam-
ptesund circulars. .XddreSS,

Mir.rOKI) KOBK ANU TANNING CO.,
Mlirord. ItKllMllli.

Small Fruit Plants..
Ciinibefland, Lutlj, Kaim.is, i-:uick:i. Colui

Munger tiasphcrrius Larec stock of leading vjtli

ties ol :itrawberrics, etc. StroDK. Iieatthy pUnti

Send lor nrtcea.
W. 1.. M1SHKI,M.\N.

i>\ 137. >'<» (jirlUle, Ohiw.

,nJ

THE F.P.C. CHICK MANNA

I

O o

*n<l This.

'' dean,
'"t. Tl,

";""' "'=*'*)'. iiiti^restitig

•!» J}\ ''"'I's and
Thi

1(1 V

"""'•'C-''; '".'="'''"-="»=«'=
papers one
well as

Do you see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be cfiven the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglicnook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to tl^e individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

proi ii..'lb

QmCE, CTEOITO,
' HTALTHT OEOTTE '

Dlltjlil}- I'rlfed \iy POULTHY R.tlSKItS.
.SeiHlror nes.rlrilUti rrl.e \.U\ of Ili.>

r. ?. c. peepautikt: (mfodltet, hkcic. Cirn-E. va

F. P. CASSEL, Lansdale. Pa.

r. p. c. rsEFASATiotis or spscial ussit.

<:iilck ftliiiinu, ~i pound packngc. 10 cents: 5 pounds.
40 cenii; 1$ pound*, ft. 10; Irciiiht or «ipre$s charges oot
prepaid. 1 pound pack.ice bv mail po-lpaid, 15 cents.

MiiltUMi In I'lirvo l'uiillr> I'owdeir.— .\ uotcd
rcniv-tty lur Ctioleia l)y mail, package. 10 cents, hall •

pound. iS cents, pound. So cents.

lloii|> I'rrpitrutloii.— Dissolved ID water. ,\ apecflie

for Kuuu UiMM!>e?> Ily mail, package. 10 cents; balf-

pound. 1^ cents, pound, s^ cunts,

MikIuv <>itii C'urf>,—Special, by mail, st:i outice tin

can. rf cents; »tveiiciKlitli» pound, fj Cents.

lluiiHtldv Worm Mctlivlue.—For horses, Br nail

tin crtti, 16 dosen, 50 cents.

Utduts by niaif promptly fotuardcd.

F. I'. CASSKI., I.MiiiitiHle. '».

STODMEs i»osrr.
I N nK.STIH'<Tl BLK.

Sold nearly ane-h»ir
clifuptir than iron or
steel fence posts. Great

inducements lo agents who i:nn work Ictritory. .\gents

may profitably engage in llieir man ofac lure. C"ounlI«i»

for kiile. For terms and circulars nddress with stamp

W. A. UIOKKV. NeiMt. MUinl To., lad.
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Manchester* College.
~~

Ct-mra! fnr entire Broiherhoori.

Graduates of the best colleges and univer-

sities. Experienced in teaching.

x: 3c.z:>e zi.aio^
As Ii'vv .15 A\ .^ny high grade school. Good
hi .trtl and well-furnished room not exceed-

ing iwti duliars per week.

I'rtparatory Course of four years. I'quips

(or best colleges and universities.

{ ciltge of Liberal Arts offers the Classical,

Philosophical and Scientific courses, :iny

>me of which confers the degree A. It.

Ifiuhen' Course gives the student profes-

sional standing as a teacher.

Si hoo/ of Music, preparatory and collegiate

courses in both vocal and instrumental

music.

JyiHe School offers an English course of

two years and a course of three years wiih

Greek and Hebrew. Work thorough and

practical.

liu^tnrsi College. A shorter Commercial

Course requiring from six to nine months.

Diploma awarded. Commercial Teach-

ers' Course requires two years' work.

Gives an excellent foiindalion for com-

mercial teachers. Cnnfcrs degree M.

Accts.. when cnmplcietl in a satisfactory

manner. The -Shorthand Course prepares

students for responsible and remuneralivi*

positions as stenographers in business of-

fices, court rooms, etc.

. ; ppilal card with your name and address

will bring to you the new illustrated cata-

logue for ji/x)-i(pi. Address,

HANCHESTER COLLEQE,
North Hanchester, Ind.

Fall Term Begins September ii.

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE.

TAIGHT uy >t ML

st-u.<a.y

L.

Admpted to all CUsse.* of Chri»ti«n

Workers.

Ministers. Sunday-schot.l Teachers, Par-

ents and Children tind it practical.

No matter where you live, if you can read

and write we guaraniee to leach you thor-

oughly.

Seven years* experience in Hible Corre-

spondence has developed practical work for

every home. Nearly every State is repre-

sented in enrollment of students. .Manyh.T\e

completed the course.

The author of the lessons and books used completed a course in one of the best

universities and constantly studied and taught the Bible for more than seventeen years.

The bonks, (
1

1 Bible Outline, (2) Bible Geography, (j) Old Tesiament History, and (4)

Xew Testament History, should be in every library. In ordermg them .iddress. Breth-

ren Publishing House, Klgm, 111.

Here Is Vour Opportunity.—A course of Systematic Bible Study at your door.

The expense within reach of every individual. ICnrollment, tuition, grading papers,

etc., #2 for the entire course. Write. \ Full particulars free. Address.

ZSilolo !Sti*cl.©xi.t Oo.,

PERSONAL LEHERs ;';.';,:r',:Jr,™,r.,
(iw 111 111..- iii.-iii\ wliii h iiri- XII r.'Ciitii in uur office and lany

l.t i.l ^|H^:i^l LiU'ic^t to >.ai-iirml llicm. .\te yoii wuU.'

Hiivt yon Hclitc and pain».' Do you sleep well? (<•!-

iniiii-Ani«i-lcnn lltrli Coiuiioitiid linKciiiod lumdrodK

find it will Ciirc yon i! you will only give it a tliiuicc. 11 il

tuih il loMs Jim nolliing \\ \% tmUl miiiiT ;i n-gisttTi'il

, i|ii[ir.inl(-i.' til tiifc all blood. Htom.icti, kiilnty mid livt-f

iToiiblcK, Micli ii» elmmlc hvadaclit. tlii'iunalism, bilious-

Ilp^H. conslipntioni dyspcpKin, Icmnlv coniplaintu, nmlnrift

siniij'kiii diHvitst!».

)Iavi.'vou(li'zliiL>»K.' Piiliislni1>i;xldvaiidb.i(.kf l'.iih>

iiiidct tlif slioiildcr bludcf I'oor nppi-titt-? Ittutiliirs wiil

piinplt^K? Uiid laMe in the iiiouih.* A (1rnfr|{)|)[i and

iinKiilii'riitK 'ci'liiilt? TIiom- arc oiiip i>f nHhiri-A dan^i'T

viptalti Mid yiiu nei*d a coiirvc o( ibv Cniiipoiind— iiulurc'>>

iciui'dy. Il »a\Oft doctor bilU and inanv a spell ul sick-

iitss; don'l diliiy.

niTiiiiiii-AiuerlrHi) Hprb Coin|>ouutl b tlic Rrcnt-

I iiiod purifiiT. »>»iem ti-frulatoT ever ottered llic peo-

Il iiL purely bcrbfi, hnrks and loots. containiiiK im

iiry. mi niorpbine. no mineral. It is made n| tbc

iirliv«scdb> your Krcal-grandnioiber. loui Rrnndniotli-

er aud «oiir motbi-r, to f:ure tli»(-;<^<- iiiut Til.iin hialtliiind

vtKor. and sbould be utt-d h\ \oii and your ihildien II ^ol>

>....ild be liappy. It if put «p and sold in cbotolaie Cdni-

<Mct»(indp(>w[li't furni. and isllie cnitf inedictiic wblcb

'le taken under any eoiulilimi til weather or occnpa-

., wlilioui exil effect, and ytl il CqMs left* than bull. «1

m:c t:id. Albert llullinucr alxmt il and lie will sive

I ivciperJcncf. liowccores have wrjitcn liini In prait^e

Ci>mpo\iiid. and the en*e Willi wbjcb nscniB makr
H nnasentuear you. »end ^inolurRix i^cpackitttt'^.

lining joodo^e>and Keicisiered (inniiuitee. We want

1- VI eI^ where, Sm.irt boyt and Kirls tan make money
. n a, older iolks: we'll bclp you do to. Write lor

it>er;ilollcr to new .igent^.

\ A It. Hariibail. llaceTBtown, Md., vavh: We bu\e
I Miut Gcrni»n-.\merican Iterb Coinpniiud a year or
< . .-ind find It a most excellent (amtly remedy. ]

rlvrlly recommend il.

Great Northern Railway.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS

Minnesota.,
IMortm. IDa.l5.ota.,

]VEonta-na-,
Idano,

"VVaslilnstoix,
.^la-A oresoxi.

.^visvi'S't 2 1,
Sejiteixi'loer- 4= azica. 18,
Oototoer 2 Etirxd 16, •

IPTo-o-einVDor Q etnca. SO,
X>eoei33.'t3ei:* 4L Etxica. 18.

W%'
J, G. ROVFK

1. ! Diet/, JohnMown. Pa.. »a\«: The lenulli

if thai could bede^ired. I wan I ihe aj{<nc>; send

^Id, I.K.Kiudl|r,Sp(.rt. Va.
tv.y \Ve think it a very good I:

i.i

. uU tbaiconia ---
a doicn boi^es at once, tablet lur

. .... sava. 1 >ftid $1.00 lot -.

d lamily medicine and'tpriug

I il W. E, West, .\nkeny. Iowa. >ay»: I would not be
I 'Ml it for It great deal. It bnt great merit and i»niex-

I I Oaiiiel Vnniman. McPbi-rnon. Kans.. *&\*: My
. luiiiid it more than «hp hoped lot.

<ire>pondence »olictied. Addrex,

INTKK-NATIONAI- MKItlCINK CfX, (liir.)

OiS F ?!.. WftsIiinglon.TJ- C

Atlit^ri HolllnRdi*, •petiial aeent for ItrutheihoiHl.

•;' H.liSi.S. K, \Va-tliii.t,-i-.ii I* <

I^"For Rates atid other information, also for descriptive

Printed Matter, write to

General Immigration .\i;ent.

"Go west, young man, ' and receiv
practif al course of school-training x *|

*'

da mote for yon in so short ai,m« and'^
""!'-

.'

of money a. Movnt Mok«.s Coll.c.
S':;'

^

First Winter Term begins Nov f.
,'"

Bible InBtltntc. Jan. 7.
" ^* '"« \^^

When Visiting Chica.

)i I'assiiig Thicugh,
Stop at the

go

GAULT* HOUSE
Comer Madison and CI "lion Sir,tu

Kiglit near Union Depot,

letms >ery reasonable. $2.00 anj^.. ,

day. with meals; toonis, 75 cents and i,Z*J
out meals. ^^

.H.. A. ALLEN, Ma,

A DOZEN FINE CARDS
:F'oi- Only lo CentsJ

l-L.MN. MlilMUM ANU FLOURISHED

I ry :) <lo?en. t'lof. Weaiyr's work gu» into crd^

tiuolt .iiid comer of the Uiiitctt Slates And C ._,

Atteiits (or Ins jirt work wtinled. Send tor circuh,!t(

price list. Address;

MOUNT MORRIS COLLEGE.
Mount Mottls. UliioJ

Cap Goods...
Wt send Cap CuikU by mail d* all pans of

the fnitcd Stales. \ large assortment to

select from. Prices llie lowest. SatisfaciKui

guaranteed. Send (or free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD.
South Bentl, Ind.

- -Notvihat »» base j

invei) (rum Mt. MotrU.

}

1. :.tnS..i.th Betid, hvV!

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

Quite a few Siimlav ScIiodIs Subticribe for the I.NCUKXOOK foi

Ditstribution Amonj^ the Scholar.s. It Work.s Well.

SKK CllK'.M.O Tl.;sTl.\IONIAI,.

For 5 Copies and Over of tfie "Ingienook" tfie Cost
is Onlj' 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter. Pro=

vided They All Go to One Address.

C3-I"VE; it a. TIlI,ia.lL. !

Old arxd "SToxxris -Will ^© I>©llsli.t©<a

!

Destroy the Germs;
Cure the Disease!

Tlie aliove iltu.tral.ou sl.o>v! Iio'' f J i

worst Scientific Carntrli lol.aler srnM
J

|

medicated o.r into every ..t P«"E; ° ," '

bend. Nothing but .ir can P'?""!, ,',,

tine nir cells aid reach the honi.sof Heh""!
|

serins that cB.ise dtst«»e. „,
jNO snnir powders. ''°."",' °' S"«.lr

^os.lMyreach '"5"'-
„

°"
J',,*:' rfyo—

»

'

|ni iiM>itftkc—.ipiiij'coiniii"" >('i-t,"" J

T'l Worst's Gatarrli In*

;;;;r;:s'"'<i;nreiir'ciu,rh caid^l?^^ I

Sraa;: .si'r'ti^rttrs^'rn^Ai"—'
the Air Passuges.

SPECIAL OFFER
I.-„r a ,horl tin'C I » iH n.«d_l« -n^)

;,

natning tins t'^P^r. one <;' ' -
f^.^ om

'

C-atnrrh Inhalers, with nit"'^ "\. . < „n-i"

on three days' lr.nl. free. ", ' '
, ,(le. Ihf |

lion, send ine Jl D«: '^ "ot. '^' ;"„ he fancr!

days' trial. Could any propo-i"

LJ.WORSIiMjtoSlrtel

Not Soltl by Drtiggisls. AGENTS

COLLEQE, Roanoke
I cstnb-

INATIONAL BUSINESS ^"t!;——— ^— lisbcd iDitilulluii lor l>i'th scvm,

\- taniuDs by securing luctaiire posiliuDt lor ihur-

^^l gtkiluatcs. EnrollnicDt ta>l jcarsOs. Call* dui

tug UsI year lor mure K^iiduiilcfi than we could supply

Airaoge 10 enter hrsi Tuesday in Scptcniher. Sen il lur

C*ialoRoe. CMAS. E. ECKERLC. President.

Brethren Publishing House,

Elgin, Illinois.

Just What Vou \Vai

—<— , ..

Wliat vvereli''- P''|'>
"

I.. 1804?

;il)Ove. nl .la."""'"/""'

VOTER'S
M.4NWLani

...AKOUMENTSEf'^"

\ smelly non-paitisan ^''"','P''ilI'J"'\mei.;'"

sho..lil l.e In the iiossession ol "">, pres.J'"^;,

11 conlaln. cniplelc s">""i;' p„«ot h.""
'

t.oi.s lioin Washington to the p.

a.idar.ani-ed lor instant rele.cn' .

LliTBM, tuinm.l; '•"'"''
'V.Uil- '

ClOTB. todimrlj emUlliJ. " '='
"^j„..

I'.),tpaid..n.ecelpi('lpii"'- ,M!jea»"
p.,.,„en,. L.ne,ald.s.onjd,o.l ^j^.

I'nhlishct and i"" cHi

qo to <)8 Market St.

10
CENTS Will Cure I«j«^^

Victor Headache ="'"'J,|j,eSi
'!'

fiee a-cenl siamP' ." ,,,1.,
"'I-

KEJIEUIE""'"
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TMK OLD SIDE PORCH.

How .weel it IS Ri <;ventidc.

When the Utniwoi kail 15 Jonc.

Tosii upoD'he old side porch

\nd watcli ihe setting sud.

How ean the" the 1.!^ aim chair.

W'lih its wide and looniy 6c«t.

How t«tlul llien the plain planfc riu

. To my ti"^d fliid du9t stained (eel

Ho* lone and still the suk^t woodf.,

Wlietc the t>ifds had sung all day,

\\ here aM'»! r.tiig ^ind trees crashed d

\nd cli'ldfen '""P'^'J in play;

Hu«.,u.et then th.o.clurd lot

\iiij ihe u'ct'd-giuwa wJiidinfc lane

While thro" the trees the southwest b

yi)lil> sines of coming rain.

Hatv'siveet to iciil thus on the poich

And 10 walchihcdayliuhl lade-

To feel no neighl ot an\lon3 care,

NiK aut;ht llie JOiil upbraid;

U |i;ii iiMllvf' then tlie tonsli, liaid toll

jiiio' the Ions, ''"t sniinner day-
I'hL- t'lil is p;isi, thcdiiy ivgone.

Add it all secnif. lar



the: ii\rc3^XjES3\rooi5:.
...ff^ •^©•^'SS^"" "

•The Injflenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five
Cent.s,

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
ori

The H.-st Way is to send llu- Dollar ami lie Dono with it. Atti-i- Von Have Read it for a Wet-U or t«o, V„„'||
|^^ ^

that \m\ Dicln't Save Money by Suhsorihing for tlie Whole Year at ( line. It's a Pa|j,T

that Grows on (1ne. Once Read. Always Read I

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In ?;vpry Part ol' the Coiintrv. Anybody ean solieit Siibs.-ribers at tlie Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever SomU

C'hil) of Ti'n of These, Can have liis Choiee of ONE of the followin<j books:

Ik-sirli- ilii- ll.iiin.i- liti.i lliisl., Uiclion.iry "( llie I'.il.U-

NiUUTal History i>( i'.inis ami f hiadnipeds.

Illack licamy. Drt-.-im I.ile,

..I,

T

DMimmond's A-'dresses, Advenuire^ nl .1 i;

Ten NikIhs hi a Har-I<g|nni,

Iiitelleclual Lire, Imitalii f Clirist, Kir,

If he i^ets twenty subscribers he can have two booUs; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thoy ,„_

be had in an" hour's work in many a i)lace. Whoever shows liimself an efficient a.ijent will bo i)nl in lin.- lor the I.\,|| „,"|

connecteil with the I.NCl.KNdOK. There is a library of Kifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Afient wdio sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in Jann.irv, l')l)l, „j|| i^

rnt him a L^brarv of I-MKTV BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adveimires nf a llTowiiie,

/l><ip"s KatiU-8.

Alll.l I.ichi l.lylls,

AuKiIiinfjrapiiy nl i'raijkliii.

Aulucrat nf the lircal<fasl Taljlc,

iiattin's I'lssays,

Hi-side llie liniiiu.- Urier Hush,

hlack llcaiity,

Hurus' I'nenis,

Child's ilistnrv nl l-llKland,

The Agent sent

third largest list will

cloth bound bonks,

he will write at once

in anything. If age

ceived at the office.

The annouucein

CnnlcBsions nf an Opium Eater,

Dictionary ol the llible,

Dn-ain Life,

Drilnininiid's Addresses,

I'.nierson's ICssays,

l-Uhics nl the Uust,

Fairy Land ol Science,

lillecn Decisive Hattles,

1 loose nl Seven Gahlcs,

Inotation nf Christ,

Intellet'tual Life,

Lays nl Ancient Rome,
Lniipfellow's I'nems,

Lnriia Dnniie,

Mnsses frniii an Old Manse,

Nat. History IJirds anii'ljuadrtipcds,

I'oes I'oetical Works,

erne and I,

Rah and His 1- licnds.

Reveries nl a Uac lielor.

Samantlia at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch liook,

-Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of tireec

Sttiries from the History of R-ime,

Story of an Alrican Kami,

Ten Nights in a Uar-Rooiii.

riiirty Years' War,

I'wire-Told Tales,

WimUnv 0, niimi,,,

Kdiication,

In His Steps,

Monster's Woiiihk,

I'rolessnr at lireaklast T,il,lc,

Lamli's Tales lioin Slake, |,i

Lallah Konkh,

On Liberty,

TaiiKlewnoil T,ik>.

Sli;ii nl the Kr.io,

ling in the next largest list will liave the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above lisi, TlJ

entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TliN nf tl

There is also a cash coniniission going to the Agent, We prefer the services of the Messenger .'\i;iii

for the place, l)Ut we will put the first live applicant into line, as the iNtiLlONOOK is not going to be tiifLiI

nts tles^re to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tali on si;iiscri|itiniis

Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes,

nl of the successful Agent will be made in January, I'Wl.

A. ILii-ve r»a.p>er for Xjix^e r»eop>le.
The Ini;i,I''.N()iiI< is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced nevvspapLT

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CL,ASS PAPER, with notliiiii; «
and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always lia

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it «iI1m|

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The I.NiH

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the IngLKNOOK next year. The like "' '' '1

never undertaken in the church befort

svbat they are talking about.

I.UZlIi HOWK; The Shadows ot City Life.

1 , T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

jAS. A. SKLL; The Karly Churches iti Morrison's Cove.

W. 1. r. IIOOVKR 'Ihc Climate ol the I'm ific Coast.

C. K. ARNOLD; The Value ol a Concordance.

MRS, <;K0. L. SHOKMAKKK; Does the Oarh Hinder So-

cial I'relerniciil?

NANNIK J. ROOl"; Has the Church Chaosed in the Last

Twenty-live Years?

S. /.. SHARP; The Chance ol WotkiiiK Ones W.u rhnmsli

College.

KUI/AUETH ROSENIIEKCKR: I'he Missionary Reading

Circle. .

A. \V. VANIMAN; Nexro Mi»,iotiv

Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in llu- list kiioi

DAN'L HAYS; lies! Reading for Ministers.

N. R, IIAKKR; Negro Church Music,

ALLIK MOHLKR; The Climate ol North Dakota.

W. R. DKKTKK: St. Paul. .

WM. 1)I-;KRY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS; What were the Crusades?

I'. H. BEERY; .School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. ISALSIiAUGH; IJcsl Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Kducalion Pay?
H. R. T.-\YL0R; The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. 11, TROUT; The Errors ol Secretisiii.

S. K. SANGER: The Moravians.

C^ITNCY I.I'.CKRONK: llesl Ari;iiiiielil Inr Iiimc loinu-rsion.

the J1. J. RO.SENliERGKR; Divorce Am

D. L. MILLER: I'he CosJ ot a Trip to l-urope.

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side .

I- W. TEETER; How a Commeiitarv is Mad'-

I). L. MOHLER; Which Pays Hclter, City I"

sions?

; NANCY UNUERHILL; What to lln

:
M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas ,M

I L. A. PLATE: Recollcclinns ol s» '

•''"•'

1 GALEN It. ROYER; World-wide Mi^m "^

GRANT .MAHAN; Home Life in (ieii""'>'

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side ol

E. S. YOUNG: Rest Means ol llililc

,111 F.vans'l"

,ilh Ks-C""«"

„n Miigii"""
I

i:Jitor!
Lil!

.^.nd tlior*o a-i'o C3tli.oi>s. JTo-u. Oan't .A-fflTord to AUsis all TU-ls

already written and i>n fiU

m
riic'v

.-!'-

f tK- l"l

There will be serial stories esjiecially adaiiled to the church. They ;iri

by members, for members. One is begun in this issue of the iNtil.KNooK, It will run through four issues

You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may miss something of more than jiassnitr

There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a revelation to most reader^-

Strange occupations will be described, antl foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the ulml''
'"'

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IIAVINC, THE INGLKNOOK, and
scriplion lo-day.

you will do well to write us,
rl.-niiT

voiif 1

^^xj^XiISiri3n. ei

,

Slleln, lUlrxols, XJ. s. A..
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^^rrHE BELLS IN YOUR STEEPLES.

/AM lUnu-Uui Poem is Pure CoU.

R,X(i hells, once again 111 ynur Steeples!

Andiell the oMslnry again;

IKebcamifuMmpef-" 'he dying.

The halm to the spirit 111 pain;

.[he hdp I" tl'e feeble that stumble,

The pard^'i" to sinners tliat fall;

^\^\prfhc"ihtmb^ driven cattle"

Ring clearest ofall!

Formancaiicryoutinhistn.uble,

\nd tear drops may heal as they How.

Kill they m sad silence must suffer,

With never a voice for their woe;

/„ cold of the pitiless winter.

In heats of a midsummer sun.

There's never an end to their labor,

Till life's work is done.

Pear bells, as you swing in your steeples,

Above all the jar of the earth,

Sjiig low of the ox hy the manf^er.

Afar m the place of his birth;

And sing (if tlie sheep on the hillsides,

The pixir. p;itient ass in his stall;

OjaU wfdry beasts that must perish,

Si/lx' clearest of all.

Oh, niiin. linking up to the Fallier!

With trust in his inlinite grace,

Look down, in your turn, on his creatures,

That know but the light of your face,

Th^t know hut the warmth of your loving,

Thai wince at a word or a blow ;

Ah! al! uf the depths of their anguish

No mortal may A'now.

Ring, dells .' as the People are kneeling

In beautiful temples ofprayer :

The cloth gleameth white on the altar,

Hisblooi! ,111(1 his liody are there.

Aiidsoltly the bells are repeating
The words out of far Galilee.

"Fore'di as your lovefor the lowest.

Your love is for me,"

—Mary Riddcll Corley.

LEVI AND LEAH.

Chapter IL

f"t first thing Christtis did was to uncover his
"^"^1 kned in prayer. The multitude hushed
^'"ily- The priests and the lawyers, and the
E'S'onal scnvL-ners or writers, leaned forward
'^ encd. They were watching a chance to con-
' 11 o[ treason to the Jewish belief. The only

ionedh
'"'^^''' ^vere a dozen Roman soldiers,

^^

here and there in the crowd to keep the

;
'^^'°' near Levi and Leah, said, one to the

"stit^ T"'
<>f ^«Ks! At the first stone's

tsrtstto

^^'
.,^'"'' ^^^^ °f yo""" sword him who

^^"^^id the other. -h. is their king, and they"Oder their i

1,

mar k,„g attention or I w
"' 'w nearest."

4 "' 'Mt ourselves elsewhere,

'I'lhHive

1 cleave the

whispered

*PNaTt°'°"''
'''"'"' No," said Levi, and

'*"t(l|,is T"-
""'''"' '''^ "lantle. Here Chris-

"""''eyes
"" "^""^ °" ""* y°"^^- For a tiio-

***
hand

"'j' "'"'"" "'^ '*'°"'= tlropped from
^"d he sat down quietly by Leah's

'"""^prayed,,,

'."'"Uutat, '

"°' '" '^''act wording do we
Oil, p,., "«' this m.Tnn,.,-' manner

'"her V'

We kn'
'"S of Kings, Ruler of heaven and

;'" kt
'fl'.We

<""« thy

Weak:
gfi^atness.

'"'his

pray
tl

We worship thee.
'"Rs, and we need thy blessing.

people
,
—pie M "'"' "'y ^°" '" ^P""^-
"' fvervK J"^

""^y '"^^'' *"'' '"--aring. be-

'""slorvtK
*' ^"'' "i'"-: shall be, as it

^.c,^,^Jthrough the ages. Amen."

Tl
'" "Prou Tu'"'"

^^"'^^^- I"Stantly
* H wi.u ,

""^ l^onian soldiers struck
'he edge of their swords.

with

>*ilhbl."'?" ""="' ''"W" like
1

^*tjd
Jogs, some

°" Ihe n7
°"^ "' '"" <^''^ft through the

8'ound. The friends of Chr.stus

No. 36.

sat where they were. The boy, forgetting himself,
picked up a large stone and drew back to hit the
soldier nearest him, and in the very act of throwing
a hand was laid lightly on his arm. He looked in"
to the eyes of Christus. The stone dropped on the
ground and he sat down by Leah. She laid her
hand on his shoulder and held him with gentle
pressure. "If you love me, sit," she said. In a
short time the riot was quelled. Ten wei-e dead or
wounded, one a Roman, and one a follower of
Christus was among the dead. The soldier who
cleft the head of the follower of Christus said in

the barracks that evening, " By the great god in the
temple at Rome, when I took him by the throat he
uttered only My blessing on you,' when I smote
him to his death."

The sergeant in charge of the soldiers, after the
tumult, strode to Christus and said in tones of au-
thority, " Go on." And then spake Christus. Let
us remember that it was in the twilight of the
world, and that human life was of little conse-
quence, and that the crowd was filled with all the
vindictiveness born of religious fanaticism, and per-

sonal hatred of everything and everybody who dif-

fered from them and their narrow provincialism.

The accounts of the Sermon on the Mount as it

has come down to us, are very incomplete in detail.

Matthew, who was present and heard it, gives the
best history. But it was about a dozen years after

its utterance that he wrote, and there must have
been much that he forgot. That he did not get it

all is shown in the fact that others, sacred writers,

introduce things omitted by Matthew. It is only

by taking the sum of what is recorded that we get

the fullness of the teachings of Christ. What Levi
and Leah saw was a great crowd of people listening

to the opening sentences of the speech of Christus.

He spoke in the language of the people, understood

by all present, save perhaps the Romans.
Then Christus began his discourse. It was so ut-

terly new to the hearers that they listened intently.

Not a single teaching of the Jews but that was sub-

\'erted by the speaker. The very novelty of his

discourse held the audience spellbound with inter-

est. It lasted a considerable time, and at its con-

clusion a decided impression had been made, but

some doubted, while others openly reviled. The
talk began as the crowd broke up and dispersed, and

it has been going on ever since, in all lands and in

all tongues. Till the end of time, and the last man,

the ethics of the Sermon on the Mount will impress

people.

On the way across the pl.iin, from the mount,

Leah broke the silence:

"What thinkest thou, Levi?"
" What thinkest //lam'"

"It seems to me," said the girl, " that what he

said is right, and that he teaches the truth. What
he said is in keeping with what you have told me of

his character. But he speaks of Jehovah as we

would of an acquaintance."

"That is what he has always asserted without res-

ersation—that he was the son of God, and this is

blasphemy."
" Not if it be true," said the girl earnestly. " Did

you notice that his head shone as he spoke, at

times? It did."

" Nay, I noticed it not, but I noted that he was

fearless of all consequences. I believe that had he

been stricken down while he taught he would have

accepted his fate calmly. And he would not have

defended himself. That, Leah, is the strangest

part of the character of Christus, Once I saw a

soldier-, filled with mixed wine, cross the narrow

street and smite him full in the face. ' May the

blessing of the Father be yours,' was all that the

man Christus said in reply to the blow. I would

have taken advantage of his drunkenness ,iiul would

have cut him with his own sword."

"Could you ever love all alike? " the girl asked,

and she paused in her talk and regarded him in-

tently.
"

I once heard Christus say that he loved all

alike, but not all equally well. While he loved all,

some were closer to him than others, but he never
paid evil with evil. I have known him to go out of
the way to heal the child of a soldier that smote
him sorely the day before. This I thought of to-
day when he said that we were to love them who
used us badly. But I think it is not for me to do
it. I will repay in kind."

" Levi, he who spoke to-day is not a man such as
walk this plain homeward from the place of meet-
ing. He did not learn these things from the peo-
ple about him. They are not in either the teaching
or the practice of his surroundings. Where did he
get them? How did he come into this habit of
thought and practice? Did you not tell me that he
was a poor carpenter, one not learned in the law,
one who has not traveled, one who has not sought
the company of the great and the learned? And so
from whence these teachings that seem as though
fra'med from the experience of ages of the wisest of
the world if they came not from a higher power
than we know? "

" Leah, I will ask him this night, directly, who
and what he is, and if he says that he is the Son of
God, I will ask for a sign, and if he gives it then
will you and I follow him to the end, even though
the w.ly be that of the road to the cross."

"And Levi, I will follow and die with him and
with you, if you but lead."

"This night will I ask him," said Levi, and so
they parted.

(7'o de Cotitiniieit).

OUT-OF-DATE MONEY.

From the Saturday Evening Post we learn that

there ha\e been many changes in the coinage of

money in this country. Much of it is not in use but

still possesses its face value if issued by the go\-ern-

ment.

Much of this obsolete money is still outstanding,

having never been redeemed by the Treasury. A
stream of it comes steadily dribbling into the na-

tional strong-boxes at Washington, amounting to a

few thousand dollars' worth every year, and the

paper part of it is destroyed in the usual way, while

nearly all of the coins are sent to the mint in Phila-

delphia to be melted and utilized as bullion. Un-

der no ordinary circumstances will the Treasury

pay out any of these out-of-date tokens of \alue, in-

asmuch as it is desired to withdraw them from cir-

culation as far as possible.

Owing to their rarit)- nowada>'s, the one-dollar

and three-dollar gold pieces are in demand, and ap-

plications for them are frequently addressed to the

Treasury. So few of them are taken in by the de-

partment that, instead of converting them into bul-

lion, it is thought better to keep them, and occa-

sionally a few are gi\en out at the discretion of the

Treasurer, though only when it is understood that

they are not intended for circulation. They are

worth a considerable premium in the market at the

present time.

An old preacher once told some boys of the Bi-

ble lesson he was to read in the morning. The

boys, finding the place, glued together the connect-

ing pages. The next nrorning he read on the bot-

tom of one page: "When Noah was 120 years old

he took unto himself a wife, who was"— then turn-

ing the page—" 14O cubits long, 40 cubits wide,

built of gopher wood and covered with pitch inside

and out." He was naturally puzzled at this. He
read it again, verified it, and then said: " My friends,

this is the first time I ever met with this in the Bi-

ble, but I accept it as evidence of the assertion that

we are fearfully and wonderfully made."

Two Irishmen were passing some blackberry

bushes. "What's these, Mike?" inquired Pat of

his companion. " Nothing but blackberries," said

the latter. " But, they're red, Mike." " Well. Pat,

blackberries are always red when they're green."
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THE NATURAL BRIDQe, VIUQlNIA.

BY O. K. HEACHLV.

A SHORT time ago it was our privilege to visit the

Natural Bridge, in Virginia, along with a party of

friends en route to the Annual Meeting. It had

been my desire ever since my school days to visit

this great natural wonder, and although 1 thought I

knew what to look for, I was ready to exclaim, like

the Queen of Sheba, that the half had not been told

me.

I expected to see a small stone structure across a

shallow stream of water several feet in height; but

instead of that I was confronted by a huge mass of

solid rock over a creek. The bridge is over two

hundred feet high and when I stood on the bridge I

was made to think as the Psalmist David did:

"The heavens declare the glory of God; and the

firmament sheweth his handiwork," as it was the

loveliest piece of nature's work that 1 ever beheld.

As it was early in the morning when we arrived

at the Bridge, we sat near it and ale our break-

fast. As we were eating wc saw a placard up with

these notices on it: " Don't go home without seeing

'Hemlock Island,' 'The Ghost River' and ' The

Lace Ripple.' " So after breakfast we started out

to explore these three places. What do you think

that Hemlock Island was?

It was a small tract of land with a shallow stream

of water encircling it, with two hemlock boards fas-

tened together with a wooden pin across the stream

so one could walk over to what was called Hem-

lock Island.

The Ghost River we heard roaring but we could

not see it as it was under the ground, but we saw

where it emptied into the creek a distance further

down.

The Lace Ripple was a large rock about twenty

feet from bank to bank and several feet high with

lovely clear water running down over it in ripples

that just resembled a lovely piece of lace.

There are many other attractions to hold the at-

tention of people in this country, but not one of

them is of really greater interest than the Natural

Bridge and all who have an opportunity should be

sure to pay it a visit, for there is not another great-

er wonder than this in any part of the world.

who do lirst-class work when sewing for their own

trade, but as soon as they infringe on my specialty

they make a botch of everything they lay their

hands on. Their incompetency in that line is due

chiefly to the tendency to give attention to the

whimsical notions and suggestions of patrons.

" As a rule, a man whose physique is out of kilter

is sensitive in regard to his shortcomings. He nat-

urally wants the defect minimized to the greatest

possible degree, and he has a grist of ideas which

would, he believes, tend to improve his appearance.

The tailor who has not learned from experience the

cut best adapted to various deformities is apt to be

guided by the most plausible of these suggestions,

and the result is general dissatisfaction to all con-

cerned.
" As for myself, having studied this branch of the

trade for so many years, I consider that 1 am com-

petent to fit the worst case of crooked limbs or bad

back on record, and while 1 listen patiently to di-

rections and apparently defer to the wishes of my
customers, in reality 1 follow my own jutlgment,

and the consequence is I am troubled by fewer

kickers than any other tailor of my acquaintance.

I am quite proud of my reputation, too. There are

hosts of these bumpy people in town, and it is high

time somebody was making a special study of their

anatomy."

PROTECTED BY SUPERSTITION.

very rare and worth golden sovere

ed States, but there are minute

that even the amateur coUecto

'gns in (^^

P°'"'^°fdiff„;

the astute dealer, with all his applianc

thi

their cases

"em',

,

the points of difference with the result \
dreds of collectors have in their cases

^' ^ "

worth large sums if they were genuine T
caught and then dusted, glued, dyed and
manipulated. ^" '''

There have been gr-eat developments
in

late years. Say that an insect that has

^^^'''

seen in this country tor years is found in"'*'

'

locality and scores of well-to-do enthusias- "

to the place in the hope of catching anmi ,
'

men—artful ones get hold of livinfr ^n
'

some insect rare here but common abroad

pport 01

"faked

TAILORS MAKH ODD CLOTHES.

the rack and

'It

The tall man took a coat from

turned it round and round slowly.

" What do you think of this? " he asked.

The caller eyed the garment doubtfully.

" I hardly know what to think," she said,

seems so kind of bumpy."

The tall man laughed. " Well," he admitted, " it

is something on the bumpy order. But then, it is

intended for a bumpy man. Bumpy people are my
speciality."

" O," remarked the caller, apologetically. " I

didn't know that."

" Didn't you read my sign?" asked the tall man.

Then he led the way out into the street and pointed

to the white letters which informed passers-by that

a tailor who sewed for cripples and deformed per-

sons did business there.

"
I didn't notice that," said the caller. " It was

hidden by the awning."
" So it was," said the tall man, " but so far as

'

business is concerned it makes little difference

whether my sign is visible or not, for everybody

knows where to find me. You did not know per-

haps, that the tailor business, like every other pro-

fession, is gradually being divided up into spe-

cialties. I have taken the bumpy, people, as

you call my particular patrons. For the last five

years I have been working almost exclusively

along the bumpy line, and now fully two-thirds of

my customers are people troubled with some phys-

ical imperfection which they want concealed, or,

where that is impossible, reduced to a minimum, by

their clothes.

" It stands to reason that it is a difficult thing to

give a deformed man a good fit. It might seem to

the casual observer that any tailor who can turn out

a well-fitting suit of clothes for a sound, upright

man ought to be able to do proportionally good

work for a cripple, but this theory does not hold

water in practice. I know scores of tailors uptown

"The ancient ruins of Central America furnish

the most tempting field for exploration of any spot

on earth," said Dr. John Rice Chandler, of Buffalo,

who was in the city this week. Dr. Chandler was

formerly government archreologist of Guatemala

and is peculiarly familiar with the subject. "Un-

like the ruins in the far East," he continued, " they

have suffered but little from spoliation. The worst

instance of that kind was at Santa Anna, in Guate-

mala. In the early 'So's some Germans obtained a

permit from the presidtnt and literally sawed off

the front of one of the most wonderful old temples

in existence. Instead of taking the entire columns,

they ripped off strips with stone saws and in that

waj/^ secured a vast quantity of extraordinary bas-

relief carvings, which are now in the National muse-

um at Berlin and among the most treasured of all

that great institution's possessions. It was a piece

of outrageous vandalism and, happily, has never

been repeated.

"The most interesting ruins yet discovered are at

St. Lucia Cozumalquopa, in Guatemala; at Quirigua

and Zaculen and at Uxmal and Tikal, in Yucatan.

At Quirigua there are a number of enormous mono-

liths, covered with the most intricate and beautiful

carving. They lined a sort of pathway up to a tem-

ple. At Zaculen the ruins are especially remarka-

ble for the many large buildings. It was evidently

at one time a great tribal capital. These and scores

of other ruins have hardl)' been touched by explor-

ers, and there is no telling what wonders they con-

tain. The only considerable work that has been

done in that region is by the arch^ologists from

Harvard, who have been coming down every year.

Their surprising discoveries at the so-called " lost

city " of Copan are well known to all students."

out in a given district and then set a

capture about. They, in point of fact

specimens here and there and then lead th

pecting collector to the spot and offer

specimens.

Even common caterpillars have by means o[,|.

been wholly transformed. Hair and other anih-

colors are added, so as to transform them intr iK

exact likeness of extremely rare species and ir
•

are sold for considerable sums.

But, most astonishing of all, there is anoiibl

foreign dealer who makes it his boast thai he

sold at high prices hundreds of specimens of h

artificial chrysalis—a chrysalis made of India riiljl)(

and other things—from which was expected
i

emerge by the innocent purchaser one of the ran

moths known. Thousands of collectors^and
c

always youthful ones, either—have been gulNli

the India rubber chrysalis.

In no line do the men who can make .ir InJi

rubber chrysalis and dye the " hair" of catcipillai

show more activity than in that of making m

birds' eggs to order for the young collector. Tti

sham eggs are of two kinds. In some cases there

a great natural resemblance save astooneorin

Eiiarkings, between eggs that are very common an

others that are equally rare, and in this casell

common egg has supplied to it the markingst^

are peculiar to the rare one. This is done so an;

ly that the color is added in all but indelibk,.i

there are cases where other natural markings an. i'

moved so entirely with a combination of chenn

acids that only the microscope in thehandsoi.

expert can detect where they have been.

But much more ingenuity is expected on thee.

of shams where the shells 'have been absoiiUd}

;

ricated. By means of molds, pigments and .i

'

terial which perfectly resembles the natural i.

substance a rare egg is made and so well i^ it i"^

—especially by the French dealers -that even

perts often have been deceived.

ANTIQUITY OF BELLS.

Bklls as a means of calling people ^"gj^^'"^
, ^

been in use from the earliest ages. Wek^o^^^
'

they figured in the festivals of Isis, i^_^^^-^

Egypt, were used in the ""esponses of annt^^

and were worn on the border of the!,^a '

Bronze band beii>
'

cles

of the Jewish high priests,
of^

found by Layard in the ruins of the palace
^^ ^

MAKE BOGUS BUTTERFLIES.

To take a common butteifly or moth and trans-

form it into a beautifully-marked specimen worth ;!

good price, is the business of the " butterfly dust-

er," says the JVfzv York Press, and so well is the

work performed that only an expert of lifelong ex-

perience can detect the fraud.

The markings are produced by applying to the

wings a fine dust by means of a delicate spray, and
these prepared powders are kept in every shade of

color ready for use.

A certain dealer, who was absolutely above sus-

picion, used to show, by -the way in which he
refurnished damaged specimens of rare moths and
butterflies, that this "dusting" could be done to

perfection.

One of ^he devices of the " fakir " for obtaining
much valued monstrosities is to take one bit from
one insect and another from another, and then to

join all the fragments, together, so as to make one
apparently perfect specimen. This combining can
be done so perfectly as to defy detection, even with
the microscope.

Many insects that are common in Europe are

of '

luuiiu \jy L^n^aiij lit i.ii>.. 1"..— -
rr so:''

rod. They were used in the camps and ga^^
^

the Greeks to call the troops together, no

meal times as well as on other occasions.

The Romans also were in the ''^'"
j„

,

them; it is said to be from their occurrcn^^^
^^

icas and heathen temples that they »'

extensively adopted in Christian chute

'

i,-|,tren 1"
^''

A MINISTER, having some chnm
^^^^,_ ^

asked the mother of one of them the

She said "Acts."
" What, madam? " " Acts." ^„j

.v

So he baptized the child by that na^n^ •

ward asked why it was given that nai
-^^^ ^.^j

" Why," was the reply, " this """
,. \iiV

we named the others Matthew,

John." ometof''*'

"What will you do when you co
^^^^^^^t<^

Second Corinthians?" inquired the

tor.

' Perhaps there may twins,

asto"'"

.,nd tW"

call them First and Second Co

be all right.

rinthiani'

Reason is a man's guidt

guard.

,
but pri ncipi=

S'
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THE GLADIOLUS.

Is one of the most desirable of all

'"^'"'"'"'blooming
bulbs of the present time,

°''"'
''"wiri'ety of scarlet with orange throat,

""""tbeni in a profusion of colors, ranging
'"""

reds that are almost black. Those

the Gladiolus, or have had
I,.

^'"*•'
„,ver grown

, ,u K .
icties can not realize the beauty

1,
ihe

older V

\\i s^^"'
(1 aind noble flower.

[I,,.
Gladi"'"'^

IS L
native of Central Europe and

Africa, and in its native state does not

much.

Cladms. which means a dagger, on

liK'"

„«nt 10 very

t
Litin

It obtained its name from

ac-

"J"ti
sword-like leaves which resemble the

Likt most of tbe'flowers of the present time they

been greatly improved by cultivation and

1 i;iiij, and may be divided into three classes,

/.,»!«, iiv«<""i'.s and Childsii. The former ones

ihose which are mostly in cultivation, and are

jnroiliiced in almost every color known to the

jl kingdom.

fit Ijkd'wlus CIrildsn is a cross between the finest

itlies of GmuUvaisis, and Saundersoiiii , and the

ill IS a flower of larger size, and colorings pecul-

1(1 iliemsehes. Single flowers will often meas-

Ihreeand four inches across.

Likt most bulbs they are of easy culture, and

th any reasonable amount of care are sure to

loni. Planted any time from April to June they

Ublooni from July to October. The flowers are

me on long spikes often three and four feet high,

1 Irequt-ntly have as many as twenty-five and
iwers on a single spike. The flowers begin

bloom from the bottom up, and will last a week
more. As cut flowers the Gladiolus has few
lals, and if cut when they first commence to

Ml Ihey will continue to bloom in the house,
ibe colors will be even more delicate and beau-

I.

ktre are hundreds of named varieties of
iMus, among them, John Bull, white-tinged
iltl; Isaac Buchanan, yellow; Leander, lilac;
Jim Monneiet, rose pink; Brachleyensis, scar-
African, black red; and so on through a long

ige of names and colors.

BEES AND~nORE BEES.

BV JOHN E. MOHLEH,

'•«»<i bees plentiful, go to the Southwest. In
^"'^.vsof the Rockies south of the zero line,
M them m all imaginable places, and every

J

'^«' w
1 shelter a swarm is occupied. Do you

.

J«
for your very own? Put out a box, and

Mtr'wk"
'''"''o'-e'' swarms after the same

I, n
"'" ""= Brethren built a church in Ari-

^J^^'T^""'"^^^ '*"' ga'-i-et windows tor lUe bees. When the Masons built their

ventilating holes in the loft

^"oiiii, j" "^^v days, and a stream ol

tbere
I,

'''='"'"1";; told of a colony of work-

« Jl„j„
i"

''P°^'<=d 'hat a Roman church in

S' stored
'""^°™"'"^^^ from the weight

'«8>si„k
'" ""= garret, and the colony is so

"S'from t."""'^'«S':^ble, and that streams of

'«*oftl,' ,

'"^ ™"'^=^' are ruining the seats

**"«=Vsif
'ran, th

"\"'°"nta>ns catch the runawav
°"

«'arms 1

'P'^'">'' ^"'' 'he bee man doesn't

aad
i, i^

*^ ,'" "''^ Rockies. They are too
"

'"siness
(/'^"^ '^'^ anyway. Beekeeping is a

>>, But "u'"'
^""^ "^<= yield of sweets Is

' ""'"P! For pure white, delicious-">»red
h

^nd
'""ey, four cents per pound is a good

"'*.«|.,° 'loosn't describe it. The rank,

t
""'fit for h?'' ^'"^ Northerners put up

">' Mesa > "'"^- ^'^"'- fi^-^st honey
^ '"e tree, and a shrub called Cat-

<^^^ -

Kis "'>' is

P"':es, the profits in beekeeping

n" '«ily
,'\P''°''"«d during the most of

Ml '*'""s is 1

''°"' "''^ hives, and winter

l"»duce
on l""'^

''"°""- ^ fair swarm
"^ hundred twenty pounds of

the market, per year.
honey for ,ne market, per year. Expensive honey
houses are unnecessary, as the honey is often ex-
tracted out in the open, near the apiary, without the
slightest danger of the bees meddling. Most of
the honey is run in fifty pound cans, soldered shut
and shipped to the city markets.

DO ANIMALS UNDERSTAND HUMAN SPEECH?

UV H. K. TICK.

I WILL give the following true incident:
Out in Nebraska a ranchman owns a pet sheep,

which he has taught to help him load other sheep
for market. When a car is ready to be loaded Mr.
Ranchman, says, " Now, Peter, we are ready," and
Peter at once places himself at the head of the
drove to be loaded.

When his master order;

starts for the car entrance.

Should he go too fast, or before the others decide
to follow, he has but to call him to wait, which he
docs until told to go on.

to go he at once

"BE FRUIIrUL AND nULTIPLY."

Insects may be bricfl)- described as small ani-
mals with very large families. They think nothing
of having a few hundreds of little ones at a single
biith. Many of them are never satisfied with less

than 8,000 or 10,000, while there are not a few
whose offspring resemble the sands of the sea, since
they cannot be numbered for multitude.

One of these is the common English oil beetle, a

great bluish-black creature which waddles clumsily
about in grassy places in spring, and squeezes out an
evil-smelling yellow fluid all over your fingers if you
venture to pick it up. It cannot walk properly, for

its body is so hugely distended with eggs that it

drags heavily on the ground behind it.

There are some 50,000 of these eggs altogether,

and the beetle lays them in batches in holes in the

ground, 5,000 or 6,000 in a batch, and then consid-

ers herself as absol\-ed from all responsibility with

regard to their future welfare. The little long-

legged grubs which hatch out from them, however,

are quite capable of looking after themselves.

They just scramble up the stems of the nearest

flowers, and hide among their petals until bumble
bees come along in search of honey.

Then they spring on to the hairy bodies of those

industrious but somewhat simple insects, and
ride them pick-a-back to their nests where

they feed luxuriously on the eggs of the bees and

on the food which they had stored up for the

young. Another insect with a very big family is

the fleshfly, first cousin to the common or house-

hold bluebottle. This creature believes not only

in having as many little ones as it possibly can, but

also in rearing them with the utmost practicable ra-

pidity.

So, instead of laying eggs, as almost all other in-

sects do, it lays li\e grubs, which come pouring out

in a continuous stream, all neatly arranged side by

side together, like ribbons from the mouth of a

conjuror. These grubs, which are deposited upon

carrion, at once set to work to devour it. and the

more they eat the hungrier they get, so that life is

simply one long unbroken meal.

The common hive bee is fairly prolific, for the

queen lives for three or four years, and lays eggs at

the rate of about a couple of hundred a day from

March until the end of October. Her annual out-

put probably amounts to between 40,000 and 50,-

000.

The queen ant is more prolific still, for she drops

eggs wherever she goes for her attendants to gather

up and carry away to the nurseries. In many cases

her offspring must number at least half a million in

the course of a single season.

Even this magnificent record, however, is put in-

to the shade by that of the queen termite, whose

body swells out with eggs to such an enormous ex-

tent that she looks like a large white sausage, with

a tiny head and six absurd little legs at one end.

The workers build a strong clay prison around her,

inclosing her in a narrow cell, from which there is

no possibility of escape. But the precaution is

quite unnecessary, since she could not drag her

great, lumbering body along for a single inch under

any circumstances whatsoever. She can only lie

eggs in one continual torrent, while hundreds of
tiny workers pick them up as fast as they fall and
carry them away. In the subsequent career of her
numerous little ones she takes no interest whatever.
She is simply a live machine for producing millions
and millions of eggs.

But the efforts of the queen termite, great as they
are, never result in so vast a family as that of the
aphis—the formidable " green fly" of the farmer.
An aphis does not lay eggs, as a rule, until the

very end of the summer. All the rest of the sea-
son it produces living young by a kind of budding
process, little ones sprouting out of its body at the
rate of some twenty-five a day. This goes on for a
month or five weeks, while the young are born in
so advanced a state of development that in a very
few days they begin to set up budding operations
on their own account. So the original parent very
soon finds herself surrounded by descendants of the
fourth or fifth generation. And, moreover, all

these little ones are females. Aphides of the mas-
culine persuasion are exceedingly rare. They only
make their appearance, in fact, once in every sea-
son, so that aphides, when they die, are gathered,
not to their fathers, but to their mothers.
The consequence is that these creatures multiply

with almost inconceivable rapidity.

CAT'S EVES AS TIMEKEEPERS.

It must be conceded that in some qualities of
primitive, but practical resourcefulness the Chinese
are ahead of most civilized nations. All travelers
agree that if in a district where clocks and watches
are unknown you ask a Chinaman the time of day
he will, if well disposed, at once proceed to am-
buscade and capture the household cat, and after

pushing up the lids and looking for a moment into
its eyes he will tell the time with astonishing accu-
racy. The explanation is a simple physiological
one. The pupils of the cat's eyes constantly con-
tract until midday, when they become like a fine

line, as thin as a hair, drawn perpendicularly across

the eye; after twelve they begin again to dilate. It

is to be hoped that if the practice is ever intro-

duced into this country watches and clocks will

continue to be made, as there will probably be
many who will not care to run after a cat whenever
they want to know the hour, or who may fear some
danger to their own eyes from too close an exami-
nation of hers.

The Chinese have by no means a monopoly of
the cat as a perambulating timepiece. The negroes

of Jamaica are \ ery well acquainted with the meth-
od of telling the time by looking at the effect of

the sun on pussy's eyes, and those who twenty
years ago were quite illiterate and could not tell

the time by a svatch used to resort to this method
for discovering the time of day. I have myself re-

peatedly, watch in hand, asked a negro to tell the

time in this way, and it was very rare indeed for

him to be five minutes out by the clock.

perfectly stil for four or five years and pour out

DO DOaS THINK?

Do dogs think? Yes, replies Herr Steiner-Brun-

ner, the landlord of the Hotel du Glacier at Meiden,

in the Turtmannthal. Herr Brunner left his moun-

tain hotel during the past winter under the guard-

ianship of a watchman, whose only companions

were a couple of dogs — a. French " griffo " and a

little " spitz." A month ago the watchman was

cutting wood in the neighborhood of the hotel

when he was suddenly overwhelmed by an ava-

lanche. The two dogs were with their master and

must have seen him thus buried by the fallen mass

of snow. Unable to get at him for his release, his

two canine friends, either with or without holding

counsel together, rushed down the mountain (which

stands at the height of eighteen hundred metres

above the sea level) and made their way to Herr

Brunner's house in the valley. There, by snorting,

barking and other signs of excitement, they made

the landlord understand that something extraordi-

nary had occurred at the summit. The host, with

three men and the two dogs, ascended to the Hotel

du Glacier, a journey which occupied them nine

hours. When they arrived at the spot where the

accident had happened " it was as clearly indicated

by the conduct of the two dogs as if they had said

in words, ' This is the place.' " The watchman was

soon excavated.
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ANSWER YOUR LBTTERS.

TllEKE is a class of people in tlie world out of

whom it is next to impossible to get an answer by

mail. Write them a letter, enclosing an addressed

envelope for reply, and you might as well put it in

a box in the barn at home as far as ever getting a

reply thereto is concerned. These people would he

wonderfully displeased if they were to speak to a

person they knew, and receive no reply whatever,

yet when one of them is asked a question by mail it

is the rarest thing for the kind of people wc are

talking about to answer it. As a pretty general

rule it discloses a mental condition that is not to be

desired by any one.

We hope no iNtil-ENOOK boy or girl will ever f.ill

into the habit of neglecting their correspondence.

It is not expected that every letter will be an-

swered. If the patent medicine man sends a mass

of circulars, with the unstamped en\elope enclosed,

anybody is at discretion whether it is answered or

not. Kut a letter with a postpaid, addressed

envelope, is another thing. It should have the

courtesy of an immediate reply, or at as early a

date as the information sought is available. The
man who carries it around with him, neglecting it,

always has his reasons. At the bottom of all

of them is a lack of business capacity. If you
were running a store, and the man with unanswered'

letters in his pocket applied for credit you would

be very safe in saying no, unless you wanted your

bill carried around the same way when it was due.

It would not be good business to iliscount his note,

if you were a banker. The chances are that he

would let it go to protest, as he does his letters,

and it is not a sure thing to make an appointment

with him, for he will forget it and then make ex-

cuses when you meet him, usually straining the

truth pretty badly in his explanation. All this is

not because he does not answer his letters, but be-

cause of a mental and moral slackness of twist that

makes him neglect his correspondence. He is not

a reliable man, and he is all that that implies.

Cultivate the habit of answering all letters at

once, and making no delay, for the habit of promp-
titude and exactness is a valuable one.

SUNSTROKE.

The other day a lady employed in the I'ublishing

House here was overcome by the heat, or, what
amounts to the same thing, had a sunstroke. Un-
der prompt treatment, she readily recovered in a

few hours. It m.iy not be amiss to tell something
of sunstroke, its cause and its treatment, for the
benefit of Ingi.knookers who may be called upon
to act promptly in an eriiergency.

In the first place sunstroke, so-called, may be in-

duced by the heat, sun or no sun. It is the heating
of the blood, and the consequent effects, that caus-

es the disease. There is this ever present symptom
by which the trouble may be known. The skin is

always hot and dry,- always. If the patient is

sweating it is not sunstroke. The first symptom is

usually a cessation of perspiration coupled with a

greater or less degree of dizziness. As long as the
person is sweating, even though insensible or delir-

ious, it is not sunstroke, ami does not demand sun-

stroke treatment.

Now for the treatment. A man or woman, reel

ing, or dropping over, has a hot, dry skin, and all

the surroundings in the way of temperature indicat-

ing the disease, the first thing to do is to remove
the patient to a quiet, shady place, removing all

clothing likely to cause heat or obstruct respira-

tion. Then apply cold water, ice water if accessi-

ble, to the head, face, hands and arms of the pa-

tient, fanning the while. In a not too severe case

this will usually bring the person around. After

that it is simply a case of rest and quiet surround-

ings till a perfect cure is established. It should be

remembered that a patient once sunstruck is pecul-

iarly liable to a recurrence, and great care should

be taken, for a long time to come, to not repeat the

conditions likely to cause a repetition. In some

severe cases very grave after-effects follow, but the

preliminary and immediate symptoms and treat-

ment herein outlined will be doing all that is possi-

ble in the emergency when quick action is called

for-

THINQS POLITICAL.

The In(^i-enook has nothing to do with politics.

Around tlie office nol>ody ever talks politics, and if

anybody has any thoughts about it they are not ex-

pressed. The facts are that nobody here cares

very much about it. Yet it may not be out of the

way to present the names of the regularly nominat-

ed candidates. There are more of them than one

would think, ten combinations being presented.

Nobody, of either or any party, expects anything

else than it will lie between McKiiiley and liiyan.

The present year has been prolific in Presidenti.il

tickets. More of them have been put forward than

in any year in the country's history. In 1872 there

were eight tickets in the field, five of them being

Democratic in name or in some form or other.

The parties that have held con\'entions and made
nominations this year are given below;

.Socialist Labor Job F. Harriniaii. of Cal., for President

January 27, Max S, Hayes, of Ohio, for Vice-President

Social Denioctacy.- .Eugene V, IJebs, of Ind,, for President

Marrh6 J. K. Harrimaii. of Cal., for Vice-President

United Christian... Rev. .S- C. Swallow, of Pa., for President

May I JohnG. Woolley, of III,, for Vice-President

People's Party, Wtlliam J. liryan, (if Nebr.. for President

May i) C. A. Towne, ol Minn., for Vice-President

Miiidle of lite Road, Wharton Barker, of Pa., for President

Mayo L Donnelly, of Minn., for Vice-President

DeLeon Socialist.. -Joseph F. Malottey.of Mass., for President

May 23 V. Remill, of Pa., for Vice-President
Republican, William McKinley, of Ohio, for Presitlent

June ly T. Roosevelt, of N. v., for Vice-President

Prohibition John G. Woolley, of 111., for President

June 28 H. B. Metcalf, of R. I., for Vice-President

Democratic William J. Bryan, of Nebr.. for President

July 4 A. E. Stevenson, of 111., for Vice-President

Silver Republicans. William J. Bryan, of Nebr.. for PrtTsident

July 4 No nominee for Vice President

The strength of the different parties and the

votes they recen-ed four years ago are important in

their bearing upon the contest this year. They
were as follows;

McKinley and Hoban Republican --7,104,779
Bryan and Sewell Democrat 6.349,4cjo

Bryan and Watson Populist l4g,H2()

Palmer and Buckner Nalitinal Democrat 133,424
Levering atid Johnson ---. Prohibitionist 132,007
Mattrhett and Maguire -. .National 36,374
Bentley and Southgate Socialist Labor.., 13,969

There they are, and any reader is hard to please

if he does not find some party with which he can
affiliate. Ordinarily the conditions are such that

the final results can be almost certainly predicted,

but it is not exactly that w.iy this year. It will not

be safe to be too sure of results until the votes are

all counted- It is the unexpected that hajipens in

politics sometimes, as well as in other matters.

CHINESE EQOTISn.

IIV A KOXEK.

Yiiu Europeans and Americans look at Chinese
matters only from your own point "of view. Ah! if

you cotild only look at them fiom ours?
Western civilization is to us a mere mushroom.

It is a thing of yesterday. Chinese civilization is

unnumbered thousitnds of years old. We consider
ourselves at least two thousand years ahead of
you.

There was a lime when we had, like you, our
"struggle for life," our race for wealth, our ambi-
tion for power, our haste and hurry and worry. We,
too, had your clever inventions—gunpowder, priiit-^

ing and the rest—but we have lived long enough to
find out how essentially unnecessary all these things
are.

We have also had our periods of A
cism and dissension in matters of °i"

''"

have had our martyrs, our reformati"^^
^^'''"

conformists, our intolerance, and final'l""^'
""''

Yes, thousands of veais =„„ *"
"'"

'ol.tion. Yes, thousands of years ago
Hut, as I say, we have outgrown it all

experience of past centuries we have
1,

"'om,!

dom; from the mistakes and disasters
f"^*'""'»<

tors wc have learned that none of jh
°".' *"'«

which we strove were really worth «(,- 8^

r\ 1 , -
^triVlnp

forOur passions and ambitions have settled H
to a calm desire for happiness in this world
ligion is reduced to a philosophy of ||[

,°""l

lit of the last 2,000 years has proved 10!^"
test

lutely sound

We believe that the best thing to pursn,
fe is happiness, and we teach our .-liiij

,u K ,,

"'^ "'"'' ""
^"il-lfen ,hJtheir happiness can be secured only by th

formance of duty, by the observance of iaom"*'
business obligations, and by surrounding

onr

"

with a circle of equally happy friends and reb,

"

If a Chinaman prospers beyond the l„t ,,lJ
falls to his kindred, he finds his meateei k "

in sharing his good fortune with them, and i„Ch
we never cease to work. There is'no'such

tliin,'!

"retiring from business." Work is part

pleasure because it is part of our duty.

We believe in making the best of this lite, ivln

is the only one we know anything about tor certjj

All through China you will find thes,iine!tie

uniform spirit of content. We are as well off 35

want to be, and no man can improve on that

Now these being our circumstances, you olik

Western World come to us with what you call you

new ideas- You bring us your religion, an iiitjni,

nineteen hundred yeai's. You invite us to byil

railways so that we may fly from place to place jl

speed which for us has neither necessity norcharai

You want to build mills and factories so a> 10 dt

base our beautiful arts and crafts, atid produce ijn

dry finery in place of the beautiful texture amUir

which we ha\'e evolved after ages of experimenl.

Against all this we protest. We wanttobtl*

alone. When we ask you to go away you rtfuii

and you e\'en threaten us if we do not give yomiu

harbors, our land, our towns.

And now, having carefully considered the m.ilitt,

we of the so-called Boxers' Society have d

that the only way to get rid of you is to k

We are not naturally bloodthirsty. We ceiUi

are nut thieves. But when persuasion anti iK

ments are of no avail, we find oursej^ves face 10

with the fact that the only recourse is to pul

out of existence

Consider your missionaries. They conir, i-

ha\'e said, with a new religion, upon the main

ciples of which they are divided bitteriy a""

themselves. They tell us that unless «

their doctrines we shall suffer eternal punish""

They frighten our children and the mori
«"J

minded of the older people, and create all kui^'B

dissensions between families and inditiu"''^

wonder that we will not tolerate them.

If we wanted your railw.ays and ni.iclii«»^J

could, of course, buy them; but we tl" "*

have no use for them. Yet yous.nyyo"""

us to buy them whether we will or no. Istlu'l"']

I say it is an impertinence—an outrage.
^

A good deal is made of the fact that wtW'^

soldiers. Well, we have ceased '" l^*^ *

i^'^li,,,.

cause we have become civilized. Wai 1^ ^1
ism. In spite of our great mortality. """'J
to be very shocking to you, although we '

^
j J

in it only a wise provision of nature, *
^^^J

race is increasing at a greater rale tna
' |

people in the world. ,

overwhelm 1"'We chose.could, if we ctiose, wv,-,"

—

j^j,

mankind. That we do not do so is ''"' °
^j

fection of our civilization, our 1''"'°'°'',
^„g5,

morals. We number 400,000,000 hunian ^

f
wecl.o.eto»"

..
,inconscio">

who could withstand us 1

power? Do you think we a,,- --
^j,„

On the contrary, we underst,iii<i i •

^^^

Let the while races appreciate the lac

not the\- are the masters.
, ,.,.esil"'

iirtrl SilC*- ,

There have been twenty so-calleo
^^

^^^j,,)!

vasions of China. Have these invadlir
^|_.j,-

the Chinese? No. The conquered 1'^
,^_

their conquerors. All have beconi'e
Clli"'*

Don't seem on the lookout for ''""*',

set other people watching.^ f''''"''^''
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HcOHEB'S TROUBLE.

, fHEE is an Irish lady living in Elgin.

i. *" _u:.,„ and, as she puts it, also

when she gets the chance.
•

"'tcs i" '"''""'
.

It

"''t:. .n scrubbin*' an scruu

, ,lso of Milesian extraction, work-

band, and father of the two

the air with it. When he

thered him up, and, considering

the wake was as good as

'
hlj't

loot^ II"-' h'

,vn they

.
arciiinstances

. , ,

This untoward event rendered
„|d be

expected.

I„ JIcGh« a widdy woman," much given to

ilati"?

'

(led
in

1 the virtues

the quarry.

of the husband who was up-

Invidious neighbors had the

behind her back, of course, that

IS alive she made it pretty

frhim at very frequent intervals. Never-

,d»s,
Biddy hen -

i
lasle to say,

,l„
Paddy

McGheew

»""'"'...,
. -.self, always referred to hi

But all this is simply prc-
'°'™

"and Introductory to the trouble she is

'

Her story is printed so that some bright

Ijokercan
immortalize himself by helping her out

(ike
muddle.

7t,ldy and I'atsy are her boys, redheaded and

[ckled,
thoroughly boyish j)nys, good to their

loiher and standing by her manfully, if she can

jcaed in finding them when she wants anything

Now Biddy was thinking one day that she

plit utilize the services of Teddy and I'atsy sell-

apples at the two stations in town. She had

apples in the back yard, a tree of red ones, and

tree of yellow apples. So she gathered up two

Id splint baskets and in one she put thirty red aj)-

Ih, and in the other thirty yellow ones. She had

dished them on the edge of her flannel petticoat

thej' shone, and the)' were really good to look

Then she called up the two hopefuls and de-

rcd herself to the effect that they were to take

lese baskets, one to the Northwestern Station, the

thcttothe Milwaukee, about a good stone's throw
part, and there sell them. The red ones were to

lfi[ luo for a cent, and the yellow ones three for

:nt. Mrs. McGhee had worked it all out by lay-

i; ihcm out on the table. There would -be as
any cents in one basket as there were two a|>ples
llie ivbole lot. She found by actual e.xperiment

111 llie thirty would bring in fifteen cents. At
iw lor a cent the other basket would net ten

Now all the world over ten cents and fiteen
nts make a " Quaarter," and a quarter a day would
k wonders in time. The boys' faces were

i*ed, and the two started about noon. In less
»» an hour they were both back, sold out, • en-
"ly. entirely," as Patsy said. "An', Mither, I kin
«'«ry day the like of fday." And Teddy as-
Mlhalno-ridhid Irish" would be able to best

'i;

"s.ness. Then they emptied their pockets
Wdy counted up. "Jist as I m.ide it afore,

„

'

'

*"
" ^"•'"'^r it is, an' no mistake." And

.^.»e them permission to go down to the river

C/ 7T°": '° "°' "'"'^ °' ^"'"'^ '"

*eri„" ,,
'*"^'' tl><:y were ducking each

tei,
7' ""-'''=''"' holes in the strean,.

k

lied 'TL^'^
'Another venture in the apple line

**n r:Le';^:''""^"
'""'' "'''^'' "'• "'=

I in ,(,
^^ ""^ amount in the cracked sugar

"kit
hiiniscif .

two
long ways toward e.xtin-

something
hee pretty sure that Auld

""'occurrZ
'"" '" ''Sures. It was along th

*dde„ ,„?^"- Teddy McGhec, h,

he emptied
Mrs. McGhee counted

. up what yez did

All I got is there, an' no

house he shouted out to liiddy, Mither it's as
easy as lyin'. I sold the whole of them and I have
the money in the pocket of me." And
it out on the kitchen table
it over twice. She turned on Patsy an<l let loose
on him. • Ye little thafe of the wurruld, an<lwud ye chate your own darlin' mither out of a cinf
Hand over that last rid cint or fes-

wid the money."
" Mither, it's all ther

mistake about it."

" Ye miserable little spalpeen ye, to contrary yer
ould mither an' say she can't count. VVull yez
count it yersilf, I dunno, maybe? "

Patsy counted it over three times and it came out
twenty-four cents each time. There was no mis-
take about it.

" Mither, if I was to die for it this minnit, an' if

Father O'Hooligan himsilf wor here, I'd have t»
say I dunno, I duniio," and he began to whimper.
Mrs. McGhee thought a moment, and then started
down the yard toward the apple trees. Patsy be-
lieving that this was going for a switch set up a
howl. From the depths of the bed in the corner
Teddy hoarsely whispered " Rin fur it. Patsy, sthay
out till daark an' she'll be so glad to sec ye aint
drown that she niver think o' whuppin' yez."
But Biddy walked in resolutely, her apron full of

apples. She counted them out into two piles, thir-
ty in each, and invited I'atsy to stand by and see
the " thrial," with the entirely gratuitous assertion
that she would " teach him the lesson av his loif, in

a minnit."

She divided the apples in two piles, thirty in

each. Then she set aside two, laying a cent beside
the pile. Clearly the amount was fifteen cents.
Then she tried it with the other pile of thirty, set-

ting aside three apples and laying down a cent lie-

side each pile. It took ten cents to match the
piles. "An' ye miserable little audacious, sneakin,
thaving' redhidded by, dy'e see that nowj* Twen-
ty-five cints."

" Now ye see, I'll joost mux them up togither, an'

tree for a cint an' two for a cint make foive for the
two cints, it do. An now here do be the twilve
piles av foive aich, an' here goes the two cints to

th' pile. Dy'e see that same, now? "

I'atsy did. Then Biddy began to count ii|).

What! There was only the twenty-four cents, just

what I'atsy had brought home. Patsy was watch-
ing, and he shouted out, " Now thin, who's stole the

cint? "

"I'll thry it over, onct," she said.

She tried it many times, each and every way, and
when they were sold two for a cent and three for a

cent twenty-five cents resulted. But when she
mixed them and sold them for the same price, five

for two cents, she was short a cent every time.

"Sure an' I don't understand it at all, at all."

Who can tell how it happened

lower portion passes through the water, thus keep-
ing the stones constantly wet.
The operator has a bench or block of wood about

eighteen inches high, hollowed out to receive his
chest and body. On this bench he lies at full
length, and with his fingers holds the small piece of
opal, amethyst or other stone which is to be cut
against the grindstone, slightly above the level of
the floor. In this position the men lie from morn-
ing to night, day after day. Consumption usually
carries them off at an early age, but other men are
found to follow this vocation, as the earnings are
comparatively high. The o(jerator usually owns his
grindstone, or at least half of one. This represents
an investment of about 8500, and a skillful lapidary
can earn from St 5 to S25 per week. He does not
usually cut and polish stones on his own account,
but generally contracts with manufacturing jew-
elers, who furnish him the stones in the rough, to
cut and polish at a certain price per gem. As the
stones, even in the rough, represent a considerable
outlay of money, the honesty of the workman must
be greatly relied u|!on, for nobody can say in ad-
vance how many grams of finished stones a certain
piece of opal, amethyst or the like may yield.

Besides these half-prccious stones, precious
stones such as diamonds, etc., are also cut and pol-
ished there, but this is an entirely different branch
of the industry, and is chiefly carried on in factories
with modern machinery.

Another branch of the industry in these parts is

the cutting of cameos.

Pearls also are polished, drilled and cut and
ship|)ed in large quantities to all countries, includ-
ing the United States.

FATTEN aiRLS FOR MARRIAGE.

THEY CUT PRECIOUS OEMS.

Thkoughout Morocco, and especially in Tunis,
the capital city, many of the adult members of the
population follow (jrofessionally the pursuit of fat-

tening young women for the matrimonial market of
Barbary. The Moors, like the Turks and most
other orientals, give a decided preference to

"moon-faced" wives over lean ones, and are more
solicitous as to the number of pounds which their

brides weigh than about the stock of accomplish-
ments they possess.

A girl is put under the process of fattening when
she is about twelve years of age. Her hands are

tied liehind her and she is seated on a carpet during

so ni.iny hours eveiy day, while her " pajia " stands

over her with a matraque, or big stick, and her

mother at times pops into her mouth a ball of cous-

coussou, or stiff maize jjocridge, kneaded up with

grease, and just large enough to be swallowed with-

out the patient choking.

If the unfortunate girl declines to be stuffed she

is compelled, so that ere long the poor girl resigns

herself to the torture and gulps down the boluses

lest she should be beaten.

A SHERLOCK OF RAOAIEN.
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Among ilie hills of tlic Nalic Kivcr. in the giaml
duchy of Oldenburg. Germany, is the curious little

principality of Bcrkenfeld. with a population of

about 42,000 people. For hundreds of years the

principal industry of this out-of the-way place has

been the cutting and polishing of precious and
" half-precious " stones. Although an improved
factory system is just beginning to be introduced

into the community, most of the work is still done
in the same old laborious manner in which it has

been for so many geuerations.

In the early days there were agate quarries in the

hillsides of Kerkenfeld, and it is, without doubt, due

to the existence of these quarries that the chief in-

' dustry of the principality owes its origin. But the

quarries of agatt- have long since been exhausted,

and now to the hillsides of t'lie quaint GL-inun re-

gion come cargoes of agate, amethyst. jas[)cr, ojjal

and topaz from far-away Jira-cil, lying where the

Organ mountains lift their heads to tlie southern

cross beyond strange seas, of which the Uerkenfcld-

ers only dream.

The usual method employed in lierkenfeld in

cutting and polishing these stones is the following:

In a rude hut by a stream, which furnishes the

power, four large grindstones about four feet in di-

ameter are so fi.xed that their axes are only about

one foot above the Hoor, into whicli a slit is cut, so

that part of the grindstone is below its level. Tliis ' his jokes.

A KAciMAN who was gathering up wornout cloth-

ing in the country purchased a pair of discarded

trousers at a farmhouse and remarked to the man
of the house as he paid for the stuff he had bought:

" I see, sir, that you are about to lose your land

on a mortgage."
" Guess you are right," said the discouraged-

looking farmer, " but will you tell me how the Sam
Mill you found that out?

"

" Kasy enough," said the cheerful ragman, as he

settled back on the seat of his peddling wagon.

"I notice that these old pants are completely

played out so far as the part of 'em you sat down
on is concerned, but they show mighty little wear

anywhere else."
. ^ .

Carat is a weight usetl by goldsmiths and jew-

elers. Originally the kaura bean was used for this

purj)Ose; hence the name. A carat is a weight of

four grains, when used in weighing diamonds; and

when used in reference to the fineness of gold, pure

gold is supposed to weigh twenty-four carats of

tweh-e grains each. The fineness of gold used for

oru.inients and jewelry varies from eighteen carats

down as low as twelve, and even ten carats. Coin

is purer. The alloy is various, in jewelry usually

silver.

The humorist gets his butter from the cream o(
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LEARMMl TO MILK.

liY ANNA M. MITCHEL.

Among the various ambitions of the- little country

lass, the one that usually surpasses all others is the

great desire to learn to milk the cows.

Hut at last the happy hour arrives when the little

maid is considered old enough for the grave and

responsible position, and the oldest and most gen-

tle cow on the farm is the one selected from which

to learn the rudiments of the milking art, and in-

variably it is the one nearest " going dry," so that

a good milking cow will not be spoiled by the slow

and uncertain methods pursued by the inexperi-

enced milkmaid.

Well do I remember the gentle old cow we called

Fanny, from whom I learned my first lessons in

that line. Several generations of Fannies, Spotties

and Daisies have arrived and live"d to reach sober

cowhood, flourished for a while and then passed to

the realms of the cattle buyer or the beef barrel,

since that eventful day when my long-cherished

desire was granted and 1 was permitted to help to

do the milking.

Attired in a calico frock, bare feet and a torn

sunbonnet, I entered the field of action—namely,

the barnyard—armed with a tin cup and a good-

sized bucket, which ! fondly hoped to be able to

(ill with the foaming milk I expected to extract,

and thereby surprise the rest of the family who ap-

peared a little dubious as to my success.

But, alas! I was doomed to disappointment in

attaining that bucket full of milk. After being in-

formed to always stand at the right side of the cow

to operate, 1 took my place and proceeded to fol-

low the instructions freely given by the other mem-

bers of the family, but my most energetic efforts

failed to induce that milk to come.

After I had tugged and pulled until the sweat

rolled down my face and my wrists were decidedly

crampy, I was rewarded by a tiny stream that sud-

denly shot forth, but not having the experience

necessary to guide it aright, it failed to enter the

tin cup. But the success had revived my sinking

spirits and 1 continued the attack with renewed vim

and vigor, and though the result did not come up

to my expectations, yet I was not utterly discour-

aged when I found 1 had the tin cup one-third full

by the time the other girls had the rest of the cows

milked.

" If at first you don't succeed, try, try again," is

a very good motto to apply to the milking business,

for there is nothing but experience will make us

perfect in that lin^. Like all other vocations in

life it has its ups and downs, even more so if you

are connected with a kicker. In my estimation it

requires about as much courage to tackle a kicking

cow as to go to war, yet who ever hears of the hero-

ism displayed by many a humble milkmaid?

A few briar scratches judiciously distributed will

give a zest and excitement to an otherwise homely

task, you would hardly believe possible. As unsus-

picious )'ou begin operations as usual, j-ou suddenly

discover yourself sprawling around on the ground,

while one foot of the cow is executing a war dance

in the milk pail, and another foot is sweeping ma-

jestically through the air in close proximity to your

head.

.Another favorite pastime of some cows—and one

about as effective as a small cyclone— is to keep up

a steady kicking with first one foot and then the

other, until you become accustomed to this move,

when the tactics are jiuddenl>- changed and with

lightning-like rapidity she kicks twice in succession

with the s.imc foot. This move is usually accom-

panied with a switch of the tail into the milker's

eyes, given with a zeal and energy entirely uncalled

for and decidedly unpleasant.

The above are but a few examples, however, from

among the numerous and varied assortment of

moves and combinations in cow-kickerism.

Nm'biirg, Pa,
_

WILO hLOWLRS OH COLORADO.

September we can gaze upon acres and acres of the

great golden beauties, holdmg their lovely sunlit

faces up for the King of the heavens to smile upon.

Unlike some of the tame varieties, they do not al-

ways turn their faces sunward, but most of them

greet him the first thing every morning: just as ev-

irry ha|)py child of God ought to greet the Sun of

Righteousness, with a loving heart of pure gold ev-

ery morning, ere the day's work begins.

When we have plenty of rain, the stalks of this

plant grow to a height of five or six feet in many

places, and their broad green leaves spread out like

dainty green parasols. There is another variety,

however, who.sc blossoms arc smaller and more

abundant, and whose leaves are more narrow.

They are quite as beautiful as the larger variety,

though they do not grow so tall.

Then we have the wild cypress, a tall spike of the

most beautiful scarlet blossoms; these grow only

about two feet or two and one-half feet tall, and the

spikes of blossoms are about one-third to one-half

the length. We have wild harebells, lilies, roses,

flax, daisies, geraniums, bluebells and many other

varieties whose names I do not know.

But our flowers are almost odorless, except the

cleoma or spider lily, whose odor is disagreeable.

The air being so light, even tame flowers do not

emit so much odor as in the F;ast. There is a beau-

tiful wild four-o'clock, as we call it, which grows

upon hills and mountain sides; it has purple blos-

soms and grows in great clusters upon low bushes

which come up from the living roots every spring.

It blossoms the second year from the seed, but the

plants live many years. The blossoms, however,

like all tame four-o'clocks, do not open until five

o'clock, here, and they close about nine o'clock the

next morning.
'

There is a beautiful vine, which clambers over

the bluffs, and bears clusters of dainty white blos-

soms. We call it "wild clematis." Every portion

of the State yields some different .kinds of wild

flowers. But those of which I have written are

quite general, as are also the beautiful cactus blos-

soms which come early in summer and remain

through July. There is a small variety, the plant of

which looks like a round ball covered with thorns,

and bears the earliest blossoms. We call it the

" pincushion cactus." The first to blossom has

light green flowers opening down among its thorns

in the spring before other plants are grown to much

size. Then come the red and pink blossoms later.

Then there is the variety which bears yellow

blossoms like large roses, and has flat, -thorny

leaves. After the blossoms are gone, they bear

fruit, which is pale crimson in color and oblong in

shape; about two inches long, and one inch thick.

It consists of a tough skin, decorated with tiny

bearded thorns, and a great many little hard seeds,

which resemble tomato seeds.

Then we have the elkhorn cactus, which grows

about three feet high, and bears very pretty and

durable red flowers. They blossom in July. The

most notable feature about these plants, however,

is their very thorny surface. They are like some

people: pretty, but unapproachable. Should you

desire a closer acquaintance, you will recei\'e a

sting which will teach you that some things are

made to be looked at, but not to be touched.

There are many weeds which bear beautiful au-

tumnal blossoms, and very pretty leaves. But

among them all, I believe the little wild daisies,

with their pure hearts always open to the sun's

warm rays; and the rich golden sunflowers, always

reflecting his warm light, are Jhe most useful, and

would be missed more than all others, should they

cease to exist. So it is, I think with the pure-

hearted and suuny-faced children of God. They
make the world more beautiful than all the others

put together.

There are daisies and sunflowers amotig people,

as well as among the plants.
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as it is not necessary to his rest. An
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HOUSE OF IHb AKAli.

BY NANCY D. UNDERIllLL.

Kansas is called the " Sunflower State." but Colo-

rado is her twin sister. During August and early

In the Arab's house the most conspicuous object

is. perhaps, a large wooden box covered with rough

Arabic designs in red and yellow lions—this con-

tains his treasures, a copy of the Koran, a tin look-

ing-glass and other curious things.

If the house is a fairly good one there is also a

large wadded quilt, bataucyeh, upon a bed, but this

is not always in evidence, for a bed is not an indis-

FELLINQ TALL CHinNEYS.

DtLMOLlTlON of a tall chimney, when accom-l

plished in the same manner by which it was er«

J

ed, brick by brick, is tedious and expensive. IqI

England a quicker, cheaper and more effective waj-l

has been devised and a chimney 200 or 300 fectf

high, that took months to build and which weighsf

several thousand tons, may be thrown down i

few d.iys at an insignificant expenditure of timcandl

money, says the Scientific Americon,

This scheme consists of removing the greater!

portion of the base of the chimney, substitulinn

thick wooden underpinning for the masonrj' aadl

then firing the props, which burn through and Ihq

chimney collapses. James Smith, living in a ManJ

Chester suburb, originated the idea and hasover-l

thrown a hundred chimneys without any misha

and some of them were the largest in existence.

An area a little more than the length and breadlli|

of the stack is sufficient for it to fall on.

cision is made in the chimney about five feel fro»l

the ground facing the direction in which it is to fall

and corresponding cuts are made on the sides, IhJ

bricks from the cuts to the ground being removtdT

As the bricks are taken out an underpinning ofsifl

by six timbers is inserted, the work being cirriej'

on till two-thirds of the base of the stack has bee^

so treated. By this time it is listed over slighllyn

the direction it is to fall and rests entirely on 4i

underpinning. On the reverse side of the *iii|

ney a crack now appears.

When the underpinning is fired the chimney I"

not intact, but telescoping itself. One stack

feet high and weighing 3,500 tons required foiWj

ing the underpinning over six tons of'"'' "j

tons of pitch, forty sacks of shavings, 108 gal" |
tar and 126 gallons of paraffin.

"Marriage a f.ulurc! 1 should say n<"

marked an Oregon farmer, whose opinion
«'^^^^

sired on one of the questions of the day

there's Lucindy gits up in the niornin

,

cows, gits breakfas', starts four children

looks after the other three, feeds the '";"*•
,^„

the hogs, likewise some motherless s^^'Pl^;
jj

twenty pans o' milk, washes the :'<"''":
^j„,,,n]

ner, et cetery, et cetery. Think 1
coiil<

body to do it fur what she gits? Not m'

riage, sir, is a success, sir; a great succe

" BoMHV," said his mother, " diJ y" "^'^

the orange to your little sister?
^i^j,

"Oh. yes, ma, 1 gave her moie tin

plied Bobby, with a generous air.
^^^^

"Did you, indeed, Bobby? Why, t"'

nice of you." ,„d«av":'"'
" Yes, ma, I sucked the juice out -ui =

the rest."

ilbi|

ske«i

likciviif

heep.
'

nuch.
>l"1

" KiNU lady," he inquired a

staff of a great daily journal. " v

this journalistic establishment.'

"
I write the ' Reveries of a

she replied sweetly.

he insp'
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^noNa OUR CORRESPONDE^TS.

K, somi- questions concerning Circle-

0^'"*"i.';. answer them here for the benefit of

l,elinS-

knii"'

Wc
ivant the same information. She wants

how these meetings are conducted. We

iwo meetings at different places are con-
0'-'""

^ine. We can give but a general idea

"'"""jrinime as in each locality they vary in

reading, singing, and prayer. Then some

'"'""'lakcn up and discussed. We have been giv-

'"mpic for each week's meeting in this paper.

i'r Tending a short time on that, there should be

re,id, bearing on some phase of mission work.

''*'!, meetings they spend about twenty minutes
,onie niecii,,s

r ^, ,"•
i , i ,

tiding from some one of the Circle books, each

Ibtr reading in turn. The meeting is closed

MBing and prayer. It is very es.sential to have

TOod l«der, who will assist in getting up good

[o^rninies.

%alsoasks when and where to hold the meet-

ji In some places they are held in the homes

'ik members on some evening, others prefer to

lit ihcm in the church, some are held in the

nrch on Sunday evening before services.

Sometime ago Sister I-ovenia S. Andes, of l.an-

ster, Pa., sent us a number of names; now she

tites as follows: " I rejoice to tell you that our

wding Circle is increasing in numbers here in

ancjster City. Ten more persons have been add-

lioournumber. I have just finished reading the

wk, "The World for Christ," and now I am read-

g.'in the \'olnme of the Book." We intend to

,ve another Missionary meeting next Monday
'ening, we have a very interesting programme for

at meeting. Our sewing society meets every
bursday afternoon in the missionaay room of our
»rch to do sewing. The children's sewing class

tis every Saturday afternoon. We praise God
the missionary spirit manifested among his peo-

*e are glad to note the steady growth of our
I'tle. This week we welcome the following new
fnibers:

r ;llf"nT\,""P'" Ziontow,,, Ohio.

il^Tr V
,""''' 5S4 S. Duke St., Lancaster. Pa.

i h„ r / f
'"' '5° W. Chestnut St., Lancaster, Pa.

»£* «^" "'« W. Chestnut St., Lancaster. Pa.

, c",eK"" "5 N- Duke St., Lancaster, P...

! B,,k,,, i;;
348 Howard Ave., Lancaster. Pa.

Etan??'" 238 E. Orange St., Lancaster, P.-,.

» 'uCftT "4 S. Duke St., Lancaster. Pa.

i «w G.ira„°,
Lancaster. Pa.

*. Olive M II,.,
Lancaster, Pa.

'' 8erlh> it L-.],', Lancaster, Pa."" Belleville. Kansas.

* * *

Ij

JwOur THK LiKE-LiN-E—Captain I'ritcjiard

art ^
"^"""^ "' " """ ™''° "•'^ swept over-

KuT "'^'^' '" •* "'°''"'- The British ship

'hJIT ""^""^^'i"? the gale, when the Cap-

11 j„j ,,
"y^ " Man ovet-board." He rushed

10, ,„„
' ^"^ersman said he had thrown a life-

tiS„,„ *!
""' '•'^"'= the man was. The ship

"' " Ws Z 1"°'' "" ''°"''' "'^ "«^ "^5 frightful,

" '*« Cant'
'^^'^' ""^ ™"" ™"''^ "°' sviim.

"ailor's
life"""

/!'"''''™'"'='' to do his best to save

•nij„ (,jj'^. 1''^ 'isilcd back to the place where

''iiifhoa, an
'^ ^°'""''=<;'' ci-ew manned

""""'then,
•^" ''^"'^'^ were set to watch and

""''^iy
lost "u^

""" 'r'"= life'-boat was im-
'">

»f the "f °^ '" "'' darkness, only the

°"'»'tchi„„ ,"
"''"'^ ^""^^y to the ears of

"'-'^'"i aweso"
'""'""^ °" ""= "'^'l'- There is

_ night
i

""" "'"' '^'"'adful about leaving the

^"''"xiotislv,"
'""" ''°="' ^"•l 'he Captain

"' '*""
chee

''"'"" °f ^'^ "'"' At last

lid""* 'he bo't'T'""'
"""" '°"' "'"^ direction

it,"'
'>'

'ockeis !!''
^°"^- ^' "^s returning,

Hr^"' i» the K
'""^ ''^'" "P '™'" 'h=

t
' '^'ingini, ,

*"" """ '"<:"S'J m-m who

ll""'"' '' havin < i"'"
^"°y """W" I'im by the

l>' here " *'"''" *>'" ''=-"^''-

I>oVl"'"« churri,
^'"•' *<: doing to save him ?

* k.,B> aroused, and on the lookout to

j^ Sunday m School A,. .

THE MINISTER'S BOY AND HIS DOQ.

Willie was asleep and Dan was lonely. Willie
IS the minister's son. Dan is his dog. It was
Sunday morning, and every one was at church but
these two friends. It was warm .Ind sunny, and
they could hear the |)reaching, for their house was
ne.xt door to the church.

" Dan," said Willie, '; it is better here than in the
chuich, for you can hear every woid."

In some way while Willie was listening he fell

asleep. Dan kissed him on the nose, but when Wil-
lie went to sleep he went to sleep to stay, and did
not mind trifles. So Dan sat down with the funni-
est look of cai-e on his wise black face and with one
ear ready for outside noises.

Now the minister had for his subject " Daniel."
This was the name he always gave Dan when he
was teaching him to sit up and beg and other
tricks. While the dog sat thinking, the name
" Daniel " fell on his ear. Dan at once ran into the
chui-ch through the vestry door. He stood on his

hind legs, with his fore paws close beside the min's-
ter, who did not see him, but the congregation did.

When the minister shouted " Daniel " again the
sharp bark said " Yes, sir," as plainly as Dan could
answer.

The minister started b.ick, looked around and
saw the funny picture. Then he wondered what he
should do next, but just then through the vestry

came Willie. His face was rosy 'from sleep and he
looked a little frightened. He walked straight

toward his father and took Dan in his arms and
said:

" Please 'scuse D,

runned away."

Then he walked out with Dan looking back on
the smiling congregation. The preacher ended his

sermon on Daniel as best he could, but. then he
made a resolve if he ever preached again on the

prophet Daniel he would tie up that dog.

,
papa. I went asleep and he

WHEN aOD IS SILENT.

However greatly we may rejoice to hear the

voice of God, there are times when the soul wel-

comes the silence which God keeps. When remem-
bered sin urgently presses upon our thought, when
remorse is keen, and despair is almost master for

the moment, God may mercifully allow the grief to

pass with never a word frorfi him. His comfort

would shame us sorely, and his censure would only

deepen the shadow. As a loving father waits in

silence while the tempest of contrition sweeps over

his dear son, and then lets his love shine in through

the scattered clouds; so our heavenly Father gently

keeps us close to himself until the passion is over-

past, and then what earnest of his love he gives us

in conscious nearness to him, in peace and quiet,

and in his promise of forgetfulness! " He will not

always chide." Nor will he always speak words of

comfort. He will do at the moment what is most

needful for us, and the silence of God may well be

the comfort we most need at such a time.

To do right is the i-eal obligation that faces us.

A thief, defending himself by saying, " But a man

must li\'e," was met with the answer, " I do not

see that." There is no necessity to live, but there

is a supreme necessity to do right. Thousands of

men and women have laid down their lives rather

than do wrong. Let us never allow what are calletl

the lower necessities of life to say a word in the

pi-esence of the imperial " ought."

ToNtjUES alone cannot work iiiucli mischief in the

world. It takes ears to make the work of tongues

complete and efficient. If tongues must be bridled,

ears must be stopped. Many a m.an who would

not tell an impure story or give impetus to a ribaki

jest will do his part in demoralizing himself and

his fellows by opening his cars to jt. Deafness

helps the evil speaker to hold his tongue.

HAV1-; patience, teacher, the child nnisl learn

Tu walk in wisdom's way.

From failure and fault, from error and wroiiy

You guide him to the day.

A GKAiN of wisdom can be spread over a larger

surface than a grain of gold.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

SANCHO PANZA.

UY AUNT FANNY.

I AM not going to write about the famous Sancho
Panza who figured long, long ago in the story of
Don Quixote, but will give you a true history of a
namesake of his, who was about as wise if not as
noted, and who lived in Ohio forty or fifty years
ago.

He was a large, handsome Newfoundland dog.
He gave us many proofs of intelligence. One
thing he learned when quite young, was to carry a
basket, or pack.age, from his master's oflRce, up-
town, and never stop on the way or permit anyone
to rob him, but with an important look would de-
posit the parcel when he reached his home, and
then look up and expect words of praise, which he
was sure to get, before he would run away content-
ed and happy. No matter whether his basket held
beefsteak or mail he kept all as a sacred trust for
the distance of about three blocks.

On his route there was a certain store where a
loafer's bench in front was generally filled with idle

men and boys, who tried in many ways to get the
basket away from Sancho. He soon learned to
turn out into the street just before he came to the
place of trouble and when beyond he would return
to the sidewalk. Did not th.at show sense? Was it

not better than to growl and light his way through?
Sancho was very fond of little pets. PZvery small

or helpless creature found safety by his side.

Sometimes visitors came to his home with little

babies and then he was nearly frantic to be near the
child. He would loll out his tongue and talk baby
talk after a fashion of his own, and I suppose the
babies understood, for I never knew one to be the
least bit afraid of him. They would bury their

little dimpled hands in his great black glossy curls,

and the more they pulled his ears the better he
seemed to like it.

One time a stray kitten found a place in the af-

fections of our hero, and shared a place in his bed
and board, and so lived happily and well protected.

But one luckless day a boy was delegated to de-

stroy the lives of all the feline race in the neighbor-

hood. So this particular kitty was put into a sack

with some others. A string tied up the sack and a

stone fastened to it so that all might sink I'n deep wa-

ter and so drown the kittens. Now there was a

beautiful stream of water flowing along one side of

the village and the boy iriounted the bridge and

when about midway he sl\'ly dropped his bundle in-

to the water. We thought he had been so quick

and sly that Sancho had not seen him; but not so,

for Mr. Sancho was in the water and out again,

with the precious bundle before the surprised boy

could say "Jack Robinson." The sack was soon

undone and the wet kitten nosed about in the dust

until she was a sorry sight. Hut her quick-witted

friend soon saw his way out. He grasped her by

the nape of the neck, like old cats when they carry

their kittens from place to place, then carried her

back into the water and swashed her about until the

dust was all off her. Then with a high head he

marched straight hotne and laid her carefully under

the kitchen stove, as much as to say, " Now stay

there till you get dry." And you may be sure that

kitten lived about as it pleased after that.

Sancho was generally very friendly with everyone,

although sometimes he showed a decided dislike for

certain persons, and we had such faith in his wisdom

that we thought there must be something bad in ev-

ery person that .Sancho disliked. After these

many years 1 am glad to write this tribute to his

memory.
_

Little sister May and I

Can sing sweetly when we try.

If everything is pleasant and we're glad;

But our voices are so weak

.\nd it hurts our throats to speak.

When everything is dreary and we're sad!

A LITTLE lad of -three years when asketl why he

had opened the gate after being forbidden to do so,

replied, " To get a little fresh air."

Unless you believe in the heroic you will never

be a hero.
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WHERE AND MOW THE DOCTORS OET DEAD
BODIES.

An old woman in a faded dress and with a thn-aii-

baic shawl about her shoulders rang the bell at one

of the best-known medical colleges in Chicago the

other day and waited nervously for a response. In

a minute the janitor opened the door.

" 1 am looking for my son," said the woman in a

trembling voice.

"What class is he in?" asked the janitor.

" He isn't in any class. I am looking for his

body."
" Oh, I understand."

"They told me at the county hospital that he was

dead and that his body had been sent over here.

Can you tell me whether or not you have it?
"

'
1 can take you to the basement and let you see

if you can identify it."

The janitor led the way to the room where the

bodies are kept that are awaiting dissection.

There the poor woman identified the remains of her

son. She was at once told by the authorities of the

college that she could take the body, but when the

woman learned that it would cost S25 to bury the re-

mains she said that she could not take them. Then

she requested that after the college had made use of

the corpse the remains should be buried instead of

cremated and that the number of the grave be sent

to her. The wishes of the mother were respected

and after the burial in potter's field out at Dunning

the number of the grave was sent to her.

The body of the boy had been furnished to the

Demonstrators' a.ssociation of Chicago by the

Cook county hospital in conformance to the laws of

of Illinois. In 1885 the State legislature passed a

" pauper remains" law which has proven its excel-

lence. The law provides that tlie warden or super-

intendent of any State institution, such as the county

hospital or poorhouse, shall deliver to the medical

colleges all bodies of the dead whose burial would

otherwise have to be conducted at the expense of

the State. For the refusal by such an official to de-

liver a body there was provided a fine of S50 for the

first offense, Sioo for the second and J5200 or a

year's imprisonment in the county jail or both fine

and imprisonment for the third. No fine has ever

been necessary. All of the officials to whom this

law was directed give up all of those bodies which

would have to be buried by the State—in other

words, those unclaimed by friends.

For the equitable and fair distribution of these

bodies the law provides that they shall be allotted

to colleges in proportion to the numbers of attend-

ing students. To carry out the intention of the law

in the best way possible there was formed by the

colleges a representative society, called the Dem-
onstrators' association. Each of the twenty-sev-

en medical and dental colleges in Chicago sends

one delegate to the association, and these twent)--

sdven comprise its entiie membershiiJ.

Once every month the association meets to con-

sider questions of importance that arise in regard

to the handling of subjects and to hear complaints

from those representatives who tliink their colleges

have not been treated justly in the distribution of

bodies, if there should be any such complainants.

In the person of Dr. J. M. Dodson the association

has a " distributor " whose duty it is to attend to

the proper division of all the corpses which fall in-

to the hands of the association. That Dr. Dodson
has held this position for eleven years is an indica-

tion of the satlsfactoiy manner in which he has

filled it. The association is entirely voluntary and

was formed by the colleges in the belief that each

school could through the ministrations of the socie-

ty get what belonged to it more cheaply and more
expeditiously.

In the course of a year between 700 aiul Soo

bodies are given to the association. Nearly four-

fifths of the bodies are those of men, as women In

the county institutions are much more likely than

men to have friends who will bury them. If the of-

ficers of the institution at whicli the pauper dies

think it possible that some one may turn up to

claim and bury the remains a red card is attached

to the body. This card is the signal which indi-

cates to the college receiving the body that it is to

be held as long as possible awaiting a claimant.

The delivery man of the Demonstrators' associa-

tion is telephoned that a body Is awaiting disposi-

tion and the driver goes to the institution with a

wagon especially maintained by the association.

and, secnring the body, takes It to whatever college

Dr. Dodson indicates.

As soon as the body is received It is embalmed,

and when this process is contemplated the corpse

is frozen perfectly solid by a process designed es-

pecially for the purpose. After being properly

frozen a body can be preserved in perfect condition

for a period of"two years. Those that have been

preserved have been reclaimed by friends or rela-

tives as long as five months after they have been

received at the colleges. After the bodies have

been dissected the remains are either cremated or

interred in the potter's field out at the county asy-

lum for the poor.

Bodies which arc of especial interest on account

of death having ensued from some peculiar form of

disease are not taken at once to any college, but

are conveyed to the county hospital for immediate

examination and all of the students from all of the

colleges are at liberty to attend the examination

and accompanying demonstration. All bodies

which go to the colleges are for the purpose of the

study of anatomy only and not for the tracing of

any disease or its effects.

And the remarkable part of this

CATCH FR0Q5 FOR A LIVINQ.

Amonc a class of people residing along the shores

of Oneida Lake in the vicinity of Upper South Bay

the industry of hunting frogs is surpassed in impor-'

tance only by that of fishing.

Frogs' legs and fish go together In making up an

appetizing meal at man)' of the Oneida Lake sum-

mer hotels, and killing frogs and catching fish arc

kindred pursuits. In this manner a score of Oneida

Lake longshoremen make a livelihood. The frog

business, however, is comparatively new.

During a greater part of the season frogs are

found in marshy places along the lake shore. A
frog hunter sometimes uses a spear, but more often

a long, stout club. The club has a flat end, and one

well-directed blow will add another frog to the col-

lection in a hunter's basket.

During the summer months frogs are found on

high ground, having migrated from the bogs bor-

dering the lake. Haj fields are a favorite abiding

place for them in summer, and it is no unusual sight

to see a frog hunter following a mowing machine

and aiming blows at frogs that arc exposed to view

as the grass falls.

In the southeastern part of the State there are in-

closed frog farms with artificial ponds. Here frogs

are raised for the New York City market. While

central New York cannot yet boast of a real frog

farm, an Oneida Lake man is proprietor of some-

thing closely reseriibling such an institution.

The Oneida Lake man has a large yard on his

premises inclosed b) a tight board fence. In the

yard are thousands of fine-looking frogs. They
were picked up along the lake shore last spring be-

fore they had awakened from a stupor brought on

by a few days of cold weather.

The owner of this collection of frogs is able to fill

orders from hotel proprietors for fresh frogs' legs

promptly. By going into the yard with a lantern

at night as many frogs as are required may easily

be picked up by hand, providing the collector is

careful to make no noise.

Frogs' legs, after being dressed, are left on ice

for a day or more to make them good for eating.

Twenty or twenty-five cents a pound Is the price

usually paid by Oneida Lake hotel proprietors.

A POUND AND A HALF OF HUMANITY.

A muND and a half of baby has come to Walla
Walla, Washington.

An atom of humanity that you could cradle In

the palm of your hand is cooing and growing in our
neighbor State.

A twelve-inch infant with hand so small that the

mother's wedding ring could be slipped over it and
up to the elbow, has gone upon record as a western
wonder in diminutive.

A pound and a half. Why, even the ghost of ,1

baby would weigh that much.
This phenomenally small human being is a girl.

The mother—and a proud, happy mother she Is,

too— is Mrs. E. E. Ellison. The Ellisons live in a
cozy little cottage on West Rose Street, Walla
Walla. The wee baby was added to the family cir-

cle some six months ago, the fifth child in the fami-
ly-

that Baby Ellison is doing beautiful]
She is well and " knowin '

stands what that means

laby
[

y- thank V,"-7^^y mother ,

'

and unless all

'"

signs fad wdl go on cutting teeth and bci
^'^"'

and sweet and troublesome as other bab
'"^

'^^*^'"'"

bless them, be they girls or boys.
^ ^^^" ^

Take a ring off your finger, look at Uk
golden circle and try to imagine a baby

i

'

that same ring would encompass; a wrist t'

wear the ring as a bracelet, or an arm i|,

pass through it to the elbow.

Then you will have a good Idea of how H
lison's mite of a hand looked at birth

^

The nurse said she never, never, in a|| u

saw such a baby; a baby that you almost had^"
spectacles on to find when you heard

it

^'

somewhere among the downy pillows. A H^^^^

naturally, for nurses love their helpless char

^'^

motherly fashion, this nurse was anxious to

specially tender care to a poor little scrap of a

^
'

ture with such unequal chances of living in .1

.

'

that big, fat, healthy, roly-poly babies somei,',,'

find a rather difficult one to cut teeth in

awful colic pains in. So she almost watd .

breath that baby drew into its infinitesim.ii ir-.

Never was more professional solicitude and anxin

centered upon one small, red-faced, squirmini- o^.

ject than was given Baby Ellison.

Whether it was the care or the loveorthe prayrn

that lingered about the little crib in the liiilel

cottage where lay the tiniest baby gid, who cul
tell? At any rate, there isn't to-day a healthier

six-months-old in all Washington than ibel

youngster who tipped the scales at a pound and il

few ounces over.

There have been other phenomenally small haWi|

In this big world. Medical records relate :

ber of such instances, but they have all

soon after birth, nature not being able to kttpl

the breath of life in their frail bodies. Kaby Klli

son is the exception to the rule.

LACKED POWER OF EXPRESSION.

A CANDIDATE for the position of teacher in .1 NtJ

Hampshire district school was found sadly deficieal

in spelling, grammar and mathematics, and it ivif

with a perfunctory air that the examiner turned li

the subject of geography.
|

"Where is Chicago?" he asked, selecting aqua

tion at random from a sheet of miscellaneous quej

ies.

" Well, it's out West," replied the candidate

the tone of one who had unexpectedly landed «

solid and familiar ground. L

' In what part of the West? " persisted thi- M
less examiner. , .

" Well, now," said the young man, with an milj

ious but fleeting smile, " I know whereabout-, inl

Union Chicago is, just as well as anybody, ^"

J
go right there if I had a ticket, but 1 ^''^'"'^^^

the flow of language to make it clear, thai r'

^
\y trouble!" ^,____—

A FEAT B&YOND HIH.

A Scottish prison chaplain, '"*^'='-'"''^
*''^'",Jii

entered one of the cells on his
^^^

spection. and with much pomposity thub J'

the prisoner who occupied it: .^„

"Well, my man, do )Ou know who 1 '"""^^,,,1,1

"No, nor I dinna care!" was die n

reply.

" Well, I'm your new chaplain."

Oh. ye are? Then I hae heard yc
^^j

' -^ ... .turned ti^ 1

addfS-^1

vc I'e'"^'''

"And what did you hear? '^'",
|„, Jii;

Iain, his curiosity getting the better
"^,^, ^^^rcj

"Well I heard that the last iwa l<'r

^^-^ ^
,^ ^^

ye preached them baith empty; '"'^
>'^^^.

it such an easy matter to do the saiiu

' Seic a pin and pick it up.
,jj^.|^;'

And all the day you'll have )i"

Wf'tl all believe that in a i""""^

Of one that has a dianioi'tt m U-

When the wife of a lazy '"•^"/'^"'riall^

'

washing to support him he bet,'" ^

marriage being :a failure.

''^^^r for an "'

Varnish is used by the painter

,^-cj^-m
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^Vhat
They Say.

.

is par «rell>"Tire. '« h.is

.l»"'''f."'p»'/-V (.""A""'"' i" "•"

nth "'""|''„
,,

s,mdaysch....l class

yO't""; „.!'. rr.iiii ll'i"«" "> -•'»!''•«'"

>"'""
™iiii«y

'"='"''*'"'''' "'"'''"

From Batavia, ill.

, IV,-, rKii.iK an inlfresliiig ami

•1""'^' ,1/, an,/ :>/>' /-''• ''"'

ii.t 1>»P=''' •

O O

create, Iowa. Speak. Out.

,,„
„,„cl,

s,.isracm..i ihal 1
express

»""
,

,,„, |N(,ii.:x,,i>K. Its appear-

K;,;''»ln,.-.k.al.ares,,ch.hali.a.

1. i, II, llie reader, ll has r,.iind

.--;;::,;;;;,,,, Hornes. and .he pe„.

'",,,, gtal
l,„,.sC..Mt.nMed sncess.-

Ttira,

O

Ml. Morris Soys:

Irnwioii easily takes r.ank among

,'„;«,« |.e"l.le's lepers ... the cmmtry.

L„,l,»..."St.,tthe.n hecaose .>f the

„,il llic Silly l"»e =,l"ri« a."l hght re.ad.

I, IS J .il»st val.iaWc addition HI the

,„„,,,„l,lic,iti<,.is.
N„ fa.nily shonld he

,i.-UI. />' "'""'

O O

Ijiiirk, 111., Mas An Upinion.

tlijvel.Kii ...ceivini; the Iniw.rndok

.iiirKJ. U',. like it very well. I would

Di« a SI, I" all the hoiiies of the laud.

ibiiil strimins are simd for hnth old ;ind

-M I. II. '>"»'.

O O •

South Bend, inj., Thinl<s.

tlMiiRMiDK is an interest. iig paper. It

ulil and yo.ing in niir family. Try
inllhi- |,l|.|i^e,l iviili ii.-AV,/. .v. A.

O O

Hear Virigina Taii<.

.illilic viiuiig |iei,ple's papers that I have
«cn ..ml read 1 lliink there is none that

"till as Kreal i,r as desirahle ililluence

lers .IS llic I.Mil.KNDMK.— 1(^. A'.

o

»ni Hljerstown, Md., Has Tilis:

H'«ii a roii^l.iiit reader of the I.sni.F.-

i'.'iii lis hfijiniiiii^; ll, ilie present time,
'liiif II IS iiin s|,c, lally intended for the
"" I siinwliiiii; lliat interests me in
'««

1 am mien Me,l in the 'NooK be-
"peclaiirais. I especially recom-

' " '" ll'e yiiilni: re.idrrs. — «,/. //. /J.
'W

o
"W'rRapiJs. Iowa. Tiiey Say:
;;";;""»""'»='""> •"I'.y reading our
*"''"I'=.. W.MriK, its future n.ay

o

*notiier From iowa.

qVi'Z,",''!,''^''"''
< 'rom us birth,

•lailsiit, .

•'" "'" re.id. It

„.;;;,*PM..||iiiil,„„landyou„g.
I

'<™M 1 "7 '"''"''•> '^''""''

.,'.::;;"" ^ '"v-sci,o„i pi,,,.,.-

o

^1^

Over in Indiana.

""""pall'T''""""*''"'^""^"
-7''"'"i.kes, ;:",;;;; ;";;"^ """f

"

', "I'leivhi,
,

"''"'"hey ought in

.''""«.i.ioi, „',
;"" '''*' "'e iNCll.K-

" ""lirs,^/.. IC /;.,/„..

*""">*" in Mi.,.„„ri.

" y-'-.'s I liav,. wondered why
young people

And He Says:
The iNGi.Esoiii; supplies the " missinf; liiil<

•

in our church puWicaiii.ns. /„/,,/ /;. .\/„/i/^r.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the I.s-glkmwk.
Its pages are always well tilled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— If. <;. Si'/imi.

O O
Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased wiih ijic Ixglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family
1,1 the Brethren. It iuleresis old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.-/);o,
Ctt/vht lini^hl.

O O
Pennsylvania Knows a (lood Tiling.

An interesting paper that should he read by
every member of the shurcli, I have re.ad it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy
readi.ig matter, suitable for old and young. 1

think it a grand aoiuisillon to our church
literature. God bless' the IxW,F.xoi)K.—/<>//«
C. /.Hi,:

O O
And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The l.\'t;l.E\o(iK I regard as cpiile an acqui-

sition lo our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which
place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-
ing, God bless the Inglenook,— //'.S" AWr/i-

arti.

O O
From tile College.

I take the iNdi.iiNnoK. I am much pleased

with its steady and almost marvelous growth.
The fact that it is sought after by our people,

both old and young, is evidence that it proves
itself to be in fact what it purports to be,—7, O.
K«yrr.

O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inge.knook
since it first niaile its appearance, and for the

home, and the family', for b(,tli old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood,^/iis//'r Itarnlhotise.

A College President Remarks

:

The Ixci.F.MjiiK gives ail amount mid vani-
ty of valuable information found in leiv if iiny
I'lhcr papers of its kind. It is inleresliiig n.
older ones while il instructs the young. i[ is

an edutaior Ihal should be in every home
where there arc young people. --,?. /.. Sharfi.

OO
As Seen In Michitcan.

I

Therp is no Letter p.ipct i.ublishcil for our

[
yoiinn people than the Isoi.knook. May the
Liird wonderfully hkss lis mission. — /. ./.

t'hamb^rs.

O O
Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue nf the Incjlk-
NOOK gels hettcr. Surely lui home in the
Urolhcrhooti c;in afTortl t<i bi* wiitiuut a pvibli-

calion which contains each week so much in-

formation HTul wholesome iiisiriiciion.— /. /K
IVuv/'tfi./.

O O
Lancaster Heard From.

The Ingi.enook's weekly visits into our
own and a number of other homes in the Lan-
caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,
and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, ns it has become generally known that

il idnlains live subjects and short statements
which IS so nuirh desired berause of tlie great

abundance of printed matter now in rircula-

tii'ii. It certainly is the paper from which can
he had much valuable infotui.itinn at a iiiitii-

mum cost.— 7'. /•'. Imfer,

Caps and Bonnets...
Made al reasi, liable pru es. tmods furnished

Ihat will please. Write for circular explaining

how to order. Address,

niSS SADIE nOATS.
Mt. IHorrU, III.

...Two Big Bargains...

ni 1.. sril twu liuntlieJ ot llie«
Wiilctics bcloic Climtinas, ^a If jou
will nrifrr (iilici of ihc ((jllowInK wal-
tliL-* before Jiin i, 1901, 1 wilUend *ou
.1 iiiLO NDk wnlchctminlrce. II you or-
ik-r two wjiKlir* >oii will receive two
tt>.iiTiftjiii<] tMo oilier bcauiliul preml-
u[ii- ttcT. riU'l all poaipAid. Urdvr
Km\\ uiid bv >ur<; lu nioiitioii (lie I.n-

GLKNOOK.
I

Stt. 121,— lli-auiiful nk-kcl-plntcdopen-lacecane. item-

j

HiiitJ ^iml Meiii-sct, nice, while dinl. Kenuiue AinericAli

j

v,ork». iMled. timed'. reKuUlrJ and w;irrantcd, only %\.^S
< povipaid.

I

No. 7'J.—A li.indsome waicli (or boy* and men. Kinc,
nii.'kul-pl.iled upvifFnce caae. very buautKully eii|[taved.

Jeweled .\iiierii;Hi) movement, nteiii-wiiid and Niem-iel.

I
and KiKitaiiieed nii accurate tinie-keeper, This is ihe beat

I

wauli in llie world lor ihc price. — onlv S2 jo posipaid
(Or soil can liave smnller ai/e lur ladiex' wear lor t2.6c
poMpaid.) Address:

III.

Mcpherson college.

Out of Debt! Booming I Free Tuition

for Some! Work for Some!

Mcpherson college.
Mcpherson. Kans.

FOR ^ilP BricM'»u«o.547VV.\VsilnuiSt„LancM-
IUI\ JALb tor. Fa.; i.W«!ei front. 100 foct deep. «llh
Itont y.iid. Hoitsc contain* nine luoiti*. three on each
t)nor; siiiiiiiicr klictien williHiilc. Water tn yard. Sink

and l:lip^oa^d iu kit<:hen. One lilotk Inim Charlotie

Siie<?I lIhii.,Ii. alsi) one- block li..in stre.-l railway, .^pply

III CH.VS. I-:. MI'-.ltKlt. lOMiliiij; lliL-icKU,

YOUR- LIBRARY rrc^r'n;::.

\Agenis Wanted

riysteries." How any reailer of the \st\\.v.

NOOK may get a copy (ree, send [or parlicn-

Eld. J. S. FLORY.
Uavton, Ohio.

lars. Address,

ll8\V. Fourth Si.

She Was Poor But Got a Home. Belgiati Hapes

SILVtR WVANDOTTES IS„™"|;saj;:"lS;
Ciiod l.nei-, iin^iirpa.ssi-il fur tlie table. Voung stock lor
.lie. I'.i:;;- in 'L-asmi. Wiitc loiit want*.

RKiniAN HARFS "i'- i""^< '"UtresnnKTind profitable
DCLUIAn IIARCS „| intle minimal*. Tliey mulliply
tbc 11111SI lapully f<f anv domennt. nniiiial. Tbeir meaili
unexcelled. Tliev are cleanly, i.ikc litll< room and cats,
cuHt lilile tu keep niid iiinkc hue pei«, l)i course yuu
smII want a pail, jiistibe (liiiiK lot llie buvs Hod utrli

l'edi«iee>i and unp.diKreed stuck loi %,ik' I'l-.r. 11. .1.

HAUM.Y, M<Phrr«..ii, Km...

From the Sunflower State.

InsMKliiii; I. lit out UKiil.ii> -11.^ I

|.0..r l.idv li;,.l went mil wa<^liini; I.

Miiall order and weul out selling it

of )ier orders .tud Ibe (

III .1

liwnR.:
V notice rhe d.ites

s \»s- 12. it.lo.

A rare treat is the weekly visit nf the Ingi.r- -\"c «. ?> Aug. 2^, 57,00; Sept, <j. S17. Scpi k. Sioso:

,

'
,

,, Del, II, Slo.So: .md from thai time un .-iliL- ordered liv.-

SCnm to imr hnme. Il possesses the rare gift gross a montb. Sbe wrile^c "l make S.; cverv day I jjo
I

of bringing -reliable information on topics ^idd. ^UemaiXmcVa'^^^^^^

never heard nf before. The Qnestioii Colnnin Nice present free to aKcnts. Send acent stamp lor s^.n-

1

,* , -, pic.or aiCCiilsJiirdoiien.lbiit sellsfur toceilts. Address.
IS another feature of great interest.

—

Daniel itosE jklly CO..
Winiinan. Sew .Mlilwuy, I''r«tinrlck Co., Mdi

wmiig .111.1 okl. l.ir sale. M> ipt.i.iiiL.. -n. i^niui

kcds and Silver 1-.iuij>, oI x"od color. Wille al once,

iif. tlic demand tur Hare^ \* uieni and surplus sluck

mat betaken.
JOHN I-:. .MOIII.KK.

U'iii'roii»ltuP|f, AIn.

Hctorc Dccidinit where lo

....A-ttexLcl. Scliool...

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!—M— »

If you arc looUing tor a home con.sider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, thei-e is a lar^re church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing; order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too hifjhiy of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of e.vccllent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

1!. A. McALLASTBR.
()M\1I\, Nl^IlK.

I^lattstovira; Oolloso
1-Iiill<liu,s. Mo I l,l„t,<l,llull. ulijcl

, Havlist liititliicu

DO YOU WANT A ROBE? i;;!iSS u;",'™??Sl'ti:

and liotse bulos. We will tan and nianulncnire Iheiu iu-

to soil, pliable, ntoth proof rnlies, coats, etc ,
(ruin 10 to

bodavt alter bides are received Von Kel yi'iir uwn liides

back, .ind we Buaranlec lir^t-clas* work. We laa all

kinds 61 liides and jkins for ibc lur. Write for free sam-
ples and circulars. .Address.

MILKOKI> KU»K AND TANNINE CO..
:>Ittriii'il, IrirllunM.

Small Fruit Plants...

Cumberland. Lotta, Kans.i*. Kurek». Columbian and

Munjjci K.isplierries. I.arRc stock ol leading varie-

ties ot Strawberries, etc. Stronjt. beallliy plants,

S,„aio,„i.=,.
„..,.. .„„SSKI.»I.1N.

„x !»?. N<^»' Citrni>l<>, Uhlo.

THE F.P.C. CHICK MANNA

Land Commissioner U. P. liy.

' ^ P.i|,it I,

"«'".
Willi ,,

'• lli.il „

""V li.ii,,,.

hwi.ii T" "''"'""^V tuw.-vrd
'

'he IN'OLP.NIHIK.
I" 'he rimril,.—

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER...
is in all probability in the homos of every I.Ni,l,],:Ni)()K sub-

scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a

weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't

know about it personally you ought to. This is for the infor-

mation of those who have never seen The Messenger. Sup-

pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll .send it, gladly.

Brethren Publishing House, Elgin, 111.

o
Anj Thi

""*i.cli
Tillit l,„

Iran, ,„•wsy. iiiletcslinij

L'""i»h.-.."irr''
''<|il.-/,v, .

" nswcll as llie
-1:1.1. h,u It

I'apepi one
well

afnfi/i

Do you sec that list of l>ooks on the second paj,^c of

the cover that will be ^iven the a^ent scndincr in the laro;-

est list of subscribers for the lNtiLKNOOK.> That library

may be yours if you take the matter up an<l work it for

all there' is in it.' It is not so apt to jro to one of the

bijj churches as it is to the imlivldual who lays hnhl of the,

canvass and who sticks io it. i

SEALTinr OBOWTE "

lllBhlj- I'rlxed Iij- POCl-TRY IIAlsKKS.
Si-itii for li^sriiplive I'n.e 1 l-t nf Die

f. P. C. PSIPiSiTIOHS (crrOULTSr, ECESIS. CiKlS. lU
MAMI KAcrrKliD OM V IIV

F. P. CASSEL, Lansdale, Pa.

r. p. C. PSIPABATIOHS OF 3PSCIAL ItEBIT.

Cllick Mitiiiiii.-i pound p-ukafie, IJ tenis; t, pounds.

^0 tents; i^ pounds, Ji.io, Ireij-bt of express diaries uul

prepaid. 1 pound pac^^k.iKo (> m.i.l pt..ip,.i.l. J<, .-enls

:>liilliuii 111 Piiivo I-i.iiliiy !..«. li'i-. -A iioied

remedy lor Cbolcra. lly null, packa^je. 10 i-euts, ti«ll-

puund, a-'^ tcnis. pound, 50 cents.

Uoiin l'i'«imriition.—Dissolved iu water. A specific

lor Koup disca.ie.i Uv mail, pfickngc. 10 cents; ball-

poiniil, M cents, pound, >> cent*

.Mtiiloei <Ji«li Curt-.—Special, b> mail, siv oiimc tin

can. an cents; seten-eiBUtlis pnund, ;.t cents.

Itttnitlldi* Worm MfiUciiH-.— For Iiorses. Uv mail

tin can, iii dui^eii. S^ ccnls.

Orders bv mail promptly lorwarded.

F. 1'. C.ISSEL. I.J»ll>.«Iiili'. I'll.

STOISTE! I*OiST.
IM>i>Tltl I [1111. h.

Sold neatly oim-hnlf
t'li«ii|M>r thHu Iron 01

>Iee1 fence po«l«, Utent
>wrk liTiitory. .\Kenli
iianiilai line, Oiuiilica

ri.r'.Vilt'".""i''or tennl .lud ^ ir. ^dar^ jddrr»v wHb stamp

W. A. Ult'KKV. N«ii«l. .tllHiul Co., Hid.
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Manchester* College.

Lriiirrtl for entire Bralht;rhood.

Gradiiaics of ihe bcsi colleges ami univt-r-

siiies. Expcriencril iti learhing.

XI3cpoxise•
As Inw as ai any high grade school, (looil

board and well-furnished room not exceed-

ing two dollars per week.

PrfParatory Course oi four years. Kquips

for best colleges and uni%-crsiticH.

ColUi^e of Liberal Ait$ offers the Classical,

Philosophical and Scientific courses, any

one of which confers the degree A. li.

TtMiftfri' Count gives the student profes-

sional standing as a teacher.

Srhool of Music, preparatory and collegiate

courses in both vocal -and instrumental

music.

Hible Sihooi offers an English course of

two years and a course of three years with

Greek and Hebrew. Work thorough and

practical.

Husinrss College. A shorter Commercial

Course requiring from six to nine months.

Diploma awarded. Commercial Teach-

ers' Course requires two years' work.

Gives an excellent found;uion for com-

mercial teachers. Confers degree M.

Arcts., when completed in a satisfactory

manner. The Shorthand Course prepares

.students for responsible and remunerative

positions as stenographers in business of-

fices, court rooms, etc.

A poilnl lard with your name and address

will bring to you the new illustrated cala-

Ingiie for lyOO-npl. Address.

HANCHESTER COLLEGE.
Not^h /Manchester, InJ.

Fall Term begins September ii.

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE
Adaplctl to all CI«*5M of Chriitlin

Workers.

Miiusicrs. Sunday-school Teachers. Far-

cins and Children find it praclical.

No mailer where you live, it you can read

and write "Ve guarantee to te.ich you thor-

oughly.

Seven years" experience in Bible Corre-

spondence has developed practical work for

every home. Nearlv every State is repre-

iited inenrollmtnt of students, Manyhave
completed the course.

The author of the lessons and books used comuleled a course in one of the best

universities and constantly studied and tauRhl the iSible or more than seventeen years

The books, lij llibleOuthne, (2) Bible Geography. (,,| Old Testament History, and 41

New Testament History, should be in every library. In ordering them address, Breth-

ren Publishing House. KIgin. III.

Here Is Your Oppoi-tunlty.—A course of Systematic Bible Study at your iloor.

The expense within reach of every individual. Enrollment, tuition, grading papers,

etc.. f 2 for the entire course. Write. Full particulars free. Address,

S-tvldoxlt

"Go «Mt. youne niwn.' ],,„| ,

pt«clic»l count of »i:liool.i,,„„
'"

do more tor you in ,o ,i,o„ , ^^^^^ ^
ol money as Mol-nt Mokh ih Co, .

."

First Winter Term beKim N„
tible Institute. Jan. 7.

*' '* th,
,

When Visiting ci,|«,g,

(Ir i'.issiiig Thr„„Ki,
Stop ,u ,1,5

Great Northern Railway.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS

GAULT.HOUS
Corner Madison and Climo,, s,„

Right neat Union u^p,,
"

lerms very reasonable,
J2.ooaiiils,.

(lay, with meals; rooms, 75 cents a„j

'

out meals. "^
'

"• A- ALLEN,

>llll|{-

PERSONAL LETTERS Wc yuorrbolow'lrom a

li'v. Ill till- iii^irn uIikIi aic on iitutd In our ullicv uiid atuy

Uc ol spitial jnlercsi il. )in>— Kirnd llicni. Aic you weWl

Hhvl- you achvsaod paiimf Do you sltcp wtll? Gwp-

iiinicAiuvrlviiii Horli Cniii)iuilii<t Iihk cured liuiidrecl!!

iind tl will cuic yo" K yu" w'H un'v ulve it h cimiice. II U
lullti il cokIk you nollilnif. It ia tuM uiidur a rcgbtcted

lEunrfltiict: 10 euro nil bluud, tilumiicli. kidtiL-y mid liver

(itfublci.sucb M chronic liondHclio. Tlietnnntiain. biliuus-

UMK. conxltpiiliun. dyspcpiin. fcuinlc tomplnliit*. iiialHrin

and skin diticnirit.

Hkve youdiiiiiirs** l'jttni> Ititlic ildc iuul biick^ Pnliis

uiidri tlir iiliaulder bindi-' Puot Bppclilc^ Ulolclics utad

plinpli'h.' Bnd ti»tr in llic mouih' .\ diRKgiliK and

motlivrltig leellnK' TIiumc nto homu- uI niilurc'n diiiiget

biKunU Hiid you need a course oi iliu Cumpauiid-tintuTc':.

ti-iiicdy. It sHVfK ductoi liilU niid lUHiiy h apHI of sick-

UKS; Ouii'l di'lay.

tiemiBM-Aiiivrlviin Htrl) Coniiiuiiuil it Ihir greal-

pti bluod putlticT. tvHli'iTL rcKuliilor kvvi orii.-rcd the peo-

ple; It j» purely liutliH, bnrk* niu) [i>ol>, contiiliiliiK no

iiirrcury. no moiphinif, no niinorni, ll In iniidc' ul ihi-

tirrb* UKcd by your Kri-ni-KriiiidmolbiT, your urandmotli-

ri Slid your mullier, luciire ilini'mic nud reliiin henllh and

vlKot. and Nhgtild be utvd by youKnd your clilldivii if you

would be linppy. ll i> put up and void in < hocolnic co»t-

cd tiibl(!ttiandpowdi.'Tlorni.aiidiiitliroiiLMni-dkiDewlncli

may bir tHk«n under any condition of weather or occupa-

llon. williout t^vil rHi'Ct, and vet ll coit* Irik llian bait, ol

ulliera.
'

Wilie Eld. .Albert Holliiiser about it and he will kIvc ,

you hi* experiencfl, liowacorrs bave written bini In praise
|

of the Compound, and the «a»e will) which acvntt make
j

uli-i 11 no aitent near you.iieiid Ji,ooloriii\ 2;c. pHCkaj[<-«. '

loutaiiiluK j»do»i-i>Hnd KvKinteied GuufMnU-r. We wani

aftrntK everywhere Smart boy » and RJrUi, an make money '

• well HEi older tolka; we'll. help you do to. Wilt« lor
,

ou( libfiid oHei lu new HKtfnm. I

Bid. .1. It. Uninlinii, HaKcrittown, Md.. anyt: We have
uaed your Gctmnn-Ametieai) Herb Compound a year or
moTu. and find It a moat CKcellcnt family remedy. 1

chceilully Tccommend It.
|

town. l'a,..)iuv«: The rt. .

send I

t'ld, W. K. Went. Ankeny, Iowa, laya: 1 would nut be
wltboui It loi a great deal. It hai gi«*l merit and it l^ei-
penKiTv.

Kid Iluniel Vauimaii. Mcl'hemuii. Kau*.. iiayii: Mv
wile found it more than >!>« hoped lor

L'oire»pondcn(e •oliclied. .\ddrc*i,
I

INTKK-NATIONAI. MKUICINK CO.. (luc.)

tni F St.. WaihlnttloD. U. C

Ul Albert UulllitB*'i*a Special Biirnt for Btulharhood,

j8«thSl.S K , WanbttiKit.i. II I

3>aroiTtli l>«.i5.ot^,

X>©oexaa.'fc>oi* 4= etxica. 18,

A DOZEN FINE CARDS

:F»ox* Oxily- lo Cent
FLMN. MEDIUM AND FLOUKISHEh

J f y A doien. Prot. Weaver's woik guu ,1,1^ ,^
nuuk and corner of the United SisIm mi t^t

.^Kcnts lor his art work wonted. Senil lu. t,ir<„i,„

I
(jricc list. Address;

! MOUNT MOKKlSfOLI-Ki.K,

_^
M^-'^m MoFTiuiiM

gestroy the Cerms;

ure the Disease!

For Kates and otiier infiiriuatii)n. also tor tk-sci'iptive

Printed Matter, write tu

(tCiiLTal hnniigTiniuii Aneiit,

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

Tile oliove ilUi> sliows 1)0" ll^f ['I

Quite a Few Sunday Schools Subscribe for the iNt.uKNuiiK for

Distribution Among the Scholars. It Works Well.

See Chicago Testimonial.

Cap Goods..
Wr scikI C:i\> Guuds by mail tu all paitu nt

ibi: United Statci. A l>trgc a»S4>rlmeiiI to

select from. Prices tb« lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send (or free samples to

f S.-Noi«lbaiwe bavel K. E. ARNOLD,
moved fiou) Ml. Morrii.V c^..«». d...* i«j
III .toSoulb Bend. lQd> SOUth BCOd, Ind.

For 5 Copies and Over of the ** inglenook " the Cost

is Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter, Pro°

vided They All Go to One Address.

worst scientific Caurrh """alerj'-d

medicated air into every ">' P";?/'-Iv
head. Nothi.iK but 3.r "'"„?:'" i^J
fine air cells aud teach itiehomf*o' m" -^

germs that cause diM-asc. .nov «
No snuff, powder>. -louche or 'pi>y__^

possibly reach them Don ' '* '"'

no inislake— api>Iy M'nii ^f"-''

find that

E.J. Worst's Calarrli I

i.th.<,i.iyii..i. ."""I "'"'_;;;,",;,

;ror"/°'cVr';'"lor"c.l.rrh Cj"._,

RoTl-ir In Iht Me.J, »'»»'''",„

HcodaclK. P.nlol U.«ln=s>. """

the Air Passaites. ,„

SPECIAL OFFtKj
- , .11 ,111,11 lo«"^?^

namins ll"5 paP". ""'„
',|S,

Catarrh Inhalers. "I'H <'"" ,
j, j,

on three ilays' l'""'''^^
,^^^, ,Vinn.

days' "trial. O.m.l "•" l""'""'"",.ii[ ;.
,
,1

E.J.WORSTrt" HiuSlitil *'"""]

Not Sold by Drujgisls. Abtm^ j

Ju.t \VliatV»u«'«*

""";,ni;i»:;"""'';,'

,,,, I'rrSiJ*""' I

.jRoyiitM
>"'

Old Etnd "X'ou.n.s "Will ^© I>ell«l»te<a!

NATIONAL BUSINESS ^^:^:Ztl
llnlicd tnmUutloD lor borh Mxea.

|

made laniuus by accuring luctalivc posltloot lot thor-
,

ou«l) graduates. EnroUniant lait yt»i a^. Calla dui

lUH last year lo( mure graduatek than wc could supply

Arranicc lo enter lirki Tucidav lu September. Scad lor

C<Ulogu«. CHAS. e. eCKERUe. PrMMMl.

' should be in the pos*e=sii r^^^
^^, ,||

It coiitaias eomplele M'
\^_^

p,«(Oi

lions Ironi Washiugion '
^fc,

andarraoBed,.orln.Uu ' ^,w,
LEATESI. bwdiomelr ••"'"' A ,,tBtW' " ^
CLOTH, t,»i»m»l7 mitw^- " ^^^i^c'»%

l-ubli*'-' '"' °

[90 lo OS Market St

Brethren Publishlnj^ House,

Elgin, Illinois.
10

CENTS Will C.rej«.^,

vki». »<-'J'-' J .wJ'"' all





tihie: inNTGH-iEinvroois:.

'The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=.five Cent
will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.

^' "'^

'

The Best Way i- to miuI the Dollar and be Done wltli it. After You Have Read it for a Week (

that ^'ou Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a
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=^„oRSB^meDoa and the han.

. .k. di.B had lamed a man and fastened him lo

> ''""'
,1,, fto?

" For the life of me, I don't see a bit

jjljehntselolM B.

°"""h .e the thumbs that grow at the sides of his

1,111111!
I"" ^,„

"JI' looked solemn and shook his head and saidi Im

•^..ojtifl'l"-

„ „oaried and tried to get loose, and sadly he

teggedlbem,
ay.^^^

„hich I have use by cutting my
iBillfpb tne 01 11" b

',*Gld'°made'mt'a°nd he knows besti Oh, masters,

pravleimsg"'"

,tela.ghed out and the horse replied; "Oh, the cutting

,„nlh»rlyoul You see

,l,ba,t a hot iron to clap right on, as you did in your dock-

IgH.yoryour thumbs and all, but still the Creator, you

know, may (ail

i„ ,be ailislic Ihmg, as he did in furnishing me with a

will"

ihey bound ihe man and cut off his thumbs and were deaf

to his pitiful cries.

ihey seared the stumps and they viewed their work

ihrnugh happy and dazzled eyes;

N mm he appears," the horse exclaimed, " since his awk-

ward thumbs are gonel

rihe life of me I cannot see why the Lord ever put them

onl"

II it seems to me." the dog replied. " that there's some-

thing else lo do;

ims look rather too long for nte, and how do they look to

vou?

"

[man cried out: "Oh, spare my earsl God fashioned

them, as you see,

i( you apply your knife to them you'll surely disfigure

me!

"

Inl you didn't disfigure me, you know," the dog decisively

said,

I'hen you bound me fast and trimmed my ears down close

10 the top of my head I

"

Ibey let him moan and they let him groan while they
cropped his ears away,

dtbey praised his looks when they let him up, and proud
indeed were they!

— 5. £. A'iscr.

LEVI AND LEAH.

Chapter III.

^"E night of the day of the Sermon on the
Duntthe house of Matthew the taxgatherer was
« ^-^ne of a remarkable group. There was Mat-

J^
5

wife, his son, Christus, and a visiting neigh-
^.anxious to learn more of what had been said.

J
"'en reclined on the divan, a sort of seat that

^""ided the room and which served excellently
^a resting place.

J
youth inquired through his father whether

"LeVt
"^^'''^"' Tlien Christus answered:

le lol'
^ "°^ ^"^^^^ w'^^ yo" 3"*^ yo"-"" p^°-

Ell
J,

'"°"*^'' Have not the sick been made

a^idto"'^^'^'*
to walk, the blind to see, the

«<;d J^^^°"
^'''^''^' ^"^ ^^^ve not blessings fol-

mbtr"
°^^ ^"^^ injured me? Why do you

i!»t,ej
b f

" '^"'"^' "'^ question had been

"'«eraJe°'^H'"'^
^^'^ ^^^'^^ ''' ^^^ ''^P'^ ™^^

'"""had'
""^ ^ "''" doing that which

"toi^ity""
'^°"'' ^'^^°"'' and man or God, it

"SRle,
wTtli

reason to protract the mental

''•(red: ' "" "'^ impetuousness of youth he

'""""wt^K
"' ""= S°" °f God. Lead that I

^•e Ihy bJ^ footsteps.
I am not worthy, but

*tl!ath
""^' ^"'^ "'=0 "ly blessing on anoth-

So„; '^'yot Joubted."

i' '^^ 'nex?''"""''
" ''"'^o" "' doubly blessed."

ilast5,j ^ 'a'her and mother, her brother

'Psn

\k,
"i of ibj,.'''"'

""^ father, " I saw thee at the

fc,"">*ith
^"^^ <^°"spirator this day, and in

'"" lio not
"" °' '"'^ relatives. It is my desire

"""consort with such."

No. 37.

" Father, may I ask why I am not to be seen with
either Levi or Christus?"

" Because Christus is but a common deceiver,
and his followers are not those first in the councils
of Israel. There is not a law of our faith that he
does not willingly and easily break. He is a rough
Galilean, a peasant worker, and he will come to
the Cross if he does not cease his blasphemous
works."

" But, father, how do you account for the won-
derful miracles that he hath wrought? He has
cured the sick, and helped the poor. And he bless-

es those who revile him. Is it not so said in our
law?

"

"Child, thou understandest not. He is not what
he seems. Those who know him best, his own
brothers, and others nearest him, do not believe in

him or his teaching. He is a coworker with the

Evil one. Keep from him, and from the son of

Matthew, his kinsman, lest thou cast reproach on
Israel."

" And why from Le\'i?"

" Daughter, he is the son of Matthew. He, Mat-
thew, was the first to apply for the place at the Ro-
man customhouse. He wrings taxes out of the

Lord's people. He is despised among his kinsmen.

For gold he has sold his birthright. As well that he

be a barbarian outright, as to sully his people with

the reproach he casts upon them. As to Levi, he is

the son of a renegade Jew, and he will be as his fa-

ther when he is grown."
" As to the relation of Matthew to our people he

is, as I know, despised among men, but Levi is a

comely youth, and should not be held for the sins

of his father. Christus I know to be a good man.

When the Roman smote him in the mouth he

passed by and answered not in kind. Christus owes

no man. He is not either a borrower or a consum-

er of other men's wealth. He asks no question as

to causes or conditions when he is approached by
those needing his help. He helps and asks not

again. If Levi should find that he is really the Son

of the Most High willingly would I follow him to the

ends of the earth, alone, and deem it a high privi-

lege to be his servant and minister unto him."
" And I say to you, that if you leave )'our home

for Levi, son of the Publican, curses and not bless-

ings, follow thee."

"And I say to you, and to all my kinfolk, if in-

deed Christus be the Son of God, and if Levi fol-

lows him, there will I be also, yea even though the

cross waits me. If our lot leads to poverty, I will

not murmur. If Levi be called to the palace and

from thence to be taken to the arena, and cast

among the lions I will be by his side. And when

the tawny brutes cast themselves on him I will cast

myself between them and him. If he dies for the

truth I will die with him. If Levi should stand on

the steps of the synagogue and speak to the peo-

ple, and should there be a stone cast, or a dart

thrown, I will be between him and harm. If Levi

believes, so believe I. Whither he goes I will go.

His God shall be my God, his people my people,

and as I will live with him, so .will I also die with

him. As well ask the waves of the lake to cease

lapping on the shore as for me to conceal truth and

forget love. Better that
"

Here a tumult in the street caused alarm, and

Leah's father went into the street to ascertain the

cause. A body of civilians with clubs and stones

came noisily in sight. In the forefront of the

throng, lit by the glare of the torches, was Christus,

near him was Matthew, and just back of him was

Levi. The crowd was a noisy one. It spoke of the

tribunal and sedition and blasphemy were the

words overheard. Levi whispered to his father,

" Shall I go to the barracks for a file of soldiers

and rescue all?"

.For answer Christus turned upon Levi, and said

to him, " Angels guard, not men." Just then Leah

darted between and seized Levis hand. She whis-

pered to Levi, " Didst ask him? Is he the deliver-

er?
"

"All hell shall not prevail against him. He is .

the Son of the Ever-living God. 1 follow him to
the death."

" Levi, I will follow you." It was simply said,

but it meant much. She never regretted it, not
even when, standing in the center of the sands of
the arena fifty thousand people saw her torn by the
African lions two years later. She said, " Whither
goest?

"

"To the High Priest's, charged with sedition.

We are taken with him."

Here a man noticed the girl. He spoke:
"Is this woman with him? I think I saw her

stand on the mount a little back of this deceiver
when he spoke this day to the people. Wast there,

woman? "

Leah made no reply, and her silence angered the

man.

"Speak, vile ," but the name was never
called, for Levi smote him in the face. At once
there was a riot. Men fought blindly, Christus and
Matthew standing apart. In a few moments there

came the steady tramp of a file of soldiers, and like

magic the crowd dispersed, Matthew dragging Levi

after him, and Leah following. Christus had dis-

appeared a few moments before. He was at Mat-
thew's door when the party arri\'ed. He said:

" They who love me will not answer e\'il for evil,

nor will they strive to mar the visage of the rude

or the angry. Nought can be of mine save that

which is of peace and love. But, Levi, for the sake

of her I give thee my blessing, and when thou lov-

est as she loves me keep my commandments."
Levi remembered then, that he had once more

fallen in the pit of the wicked, and that he was the

cause of all the trouble. And yet Christus had

blessed him.

WAS NOT THE RESIQNINQ KrND.

" In the days of the old N. Y., P. & O. Railroad

Company." said the retired conductor, "there was a

superintendent on the Meadville division named

Dunbar. It was a season of many strikes, a period

of unrest, and he was having a great many petty

and unpleasant experiences with his men.
" There was one passenger conductor whom I will

call Smith, who was slow, plodding and forgetful.

He brought his train in late so often that Dunbar

grew tired of reprimands and determined to fire

him.

" One day when Smith was away behind time the

superintendent wrote him: ' Your resignation will be

accepted on presentation.' There was no answer

and Smith went on balling up the time tables with

his old, serene good nature. Then came a second

letter: 'Your resignation will be accepted immedi-

ately.' Still there was no response. In a day or

so the superintendent asked who was in charge of a

certain belated train. It was Smith. Then Dunbar,

who was mad all over, telegraphed him: ' On reach-

ing Meadville put your train in care of. head brake-

man and report at this office immediately.

"Smith showed up, serene and content as ever.

' Did you get my first letter? ' demanded Dunbar.

'I did.' 'And my second?' 'Yes, sir.' 'Then

why didn't you send in your resignation?
'

"Smith looked at his chief for a moment, in ear-

nest innocence. Then he said: ' See here, Mr.

Dunbar, someone has been lying to you. I never

thought of resigning. No, sir; I like you too well

for that. I don't care if every other man on the

road gets down on you and quits— I'll stay by you

to the last, and here's my hand on it.'

" Mr. Dunbar was knocked endwise. Then he

said: • All right, Smith, go back to your train. All

I wanted to say was that if you don't come in on

time hereafter I'll put you on a freight. That's

all.'"
'

Women are always trying to find out things they

would rather not know.
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H Correspondence %
IN THE FATHERLAND.

Munich Sara Staf-In an interesting letter from

ford writes thus entertainingly:

Surely, the proverbial thrift of the German has

not been exaggerated; it is foremost in every detail

of life, and especially in the housekeeping, where

absolutely nothing is wasted. Economy is the

watchword, and where we feel this baneful, though

admirable, practice most is in the use of the linen

;

for, though the rooms are scrubbed vigorously

daily, with a thoroughness equal to our own annual

house cleaning, the guests must manage with two

towels a week. Clothes are washed once in three

weeks, and sheets are clianged only every ten days.

Napkins do good service many a meal, while in

many places they are not used at all for breakfast.

Little rests are provided for the silver, one knife

and fork doing the work, the knife being especially

busy, for a variety of courses, mostly of meat.

And oh! how they love veal and hare and cabbage

—cabbage in every form—red cabbage, white cab-

bage, werzing, another species, cauliflower, sauer-

kraut and Brussels sprouts. No meal is complete

without it, until we echo the crj' of a clever Ameri-

can who said; " 1 wish all the hares would eat up all

the cabbages in Germany and then go off and die!
"

Marketing is done on a small scale, and one

meets the pretty bareheaded servant girls constant-

ly running out for a few pfennigs' worth of this or

that. And how much is required of these same

servants, toiling constantly, doing the work of a

woman and several men! Each is the cook, the

scrub woman, the chambermaid, the laundress, the

porter, the furnace man, the messenger boy and

the lady's maid in one. In the last-named service

the servants attend their mistresses to and from the

theater, where they wait with the cloaks and scarfs

to save the fee of checking them. All this work

for $4 or £5 a month, while an excellent " fraulein
"

can be obtained to take entire charge of the house- I

keeping and do the cooking for S75 a year! A tax

. is levied on those keeping servants, which insures

hospital care in case of illness.

Over here "the hand that rocks the cradle" is

busy cleaning the streets, hauling bricks, blacking

shoes, pushing milk carts, carrj'ing coal and plow-

ing fields, while it is not unusual to see a woman
and a dog pulling a cart. In Cologne this is partic-

ularly noticeable, but in Munich it is not so com-
mon. Calling attention to this one day in the pres-

ence of a resident of Munich, he replied proudly

and unconsciously: " No, one seldom sees that in

Munich. Bavarians are very fond of their dogs."

Perhaps this hard work may account for the num-
ber of cripples and hunchbacks one sees, though, as

a rule, German children are the most beautiful I

have seen. They are not only lovely, but sturdy,

and have the most marvelous pink and white skins.

In Munich they are especially attractive, as they

wear the pointed-hooded cape of the little " Mun-
chener kindl," familiar to us through beer mugs and
calendars.

AH through Germany the streets are gay with of-

ficers and soldiers, who make pretty pictures with

their gorgeous uniforms and clanking swords; but

they are almost too lovely, and one fancies them
self-conscious and vain and quite the puppets they
look. Emperor William has set the fashion for the

entire German world from the raw recruit up
through every station of life, and everywhere \s

seen the bristling mustache with its abrupt ascent

to the eyes, suggestive of much tihie and enormous
perseverance. The shop windows are filled with an
arrangement of net and elastic which is used to

give this masculine vanity the proper ox-horn
curve. One hates to picture the dashing German
emperor sleeping in this absurd device, so closely

akin to curl papers, yet it is said he does, and is the

originator of the in\ention.

An Englishman Who shared the same stateroom

with an important German officer during a storm so

terrific as to send all on board to bed, says that

though the Teuton was too ill even to remove his

clothes or touch a morsel of food for three days, he

carefully tied on this little aid to beauty and kept

it on during his entire illness. Women who have

been seasick cannot fail to appreciate and admire

the intricacies of a vanity so complete as this, for

most of us frail sisters will admit that this is one

moment when we don't care whether our hair is in

curl or not, and our personal appearance is a matter

absolutely unthought of.

The American girl and the German man regard

each other with some animosity, for each is used

to reigning supreme, and the antipathy is natural.

German men are gods in the eyes of the entire fam-

ily, and it is pitiable to see in what awe and humil-

ity the wife stands of her better half. Especially is

this noticeable among the military, who are such

exquisites that the insignificance of the wives makes

a striking contrast. A speaking commentary on the

sphere of man and the sphere of woman in Germany

is the tapering, slim waist of the man and the huge,

clumsy one of the woman. Surely, though, there

are no more polite men in the world than those here.

Their bows are incomparable, and in some instances

the hat sweeps the ground in a truly D'Artagnan

manner, and all this formality for man to man.

Even the little boys are masters in the art. and the

amount of saluting gets to be fairly wearing. De-

spite this ostentation of manner, however, we ob-

serve that in a rush for a car the men get in first

and the women, in consequence, often have to stand

on the platform, no matter how severe the weather,

as the law forbids any more in the car than can be

seated. The street car conductor greets each pas-

senger cordially with " Guten tag," and, if one fees

him, which he expects, with a parting greeting.

There is perfect safety in offering a fee to almost

anyone, and it is astonishing how a few cents will

oil the wheels.

A strange contradiction to German character,

with its lack of variety, is shown in their arrange-

ment of flowers, which is as effective as it is artistic,

the florists' windows being dreams of beauty.

Germany is supposed to be the most comfortable

country on the continent in winter, but we, who are

used to American ways, find it difficult to accustom

ourselves to the economy in the use of coal. The
stoves are monumental affairs of porcelain, reach-

ing nearly to the ceiling and resembling nothing so

much as a large family tombstone. They are filled

in the morning and locked up for the day, which is

very irritating to our extravagant hearts. The fire

is allowed to go out at night, the feather bed cover-

ing or " plume " affording most satisfactory

warmth. In the kitchen, in order to save coal, lit-

tle baking is done, and all the bread is bought.

Although this is a land of spas, the daily bath is

a thing generally unknown, and a bathtub a rarity.

Perhaps this is one reason the watering places find

such constant popularity. The beautiful skins of

the people and children at Wiesbaden are account-

ed for by the use of cold water. A pan of cold wa-

ter is kept on the floor, and the children upon com-
ing in thrust their bare feet into it and then go bare

footed. This is said to be an excellent remedy for

cold feet and a great stimulus to a sluggish circula-

tion.

meet death in the near future.

looked upon as omens.

The Cuban women are great

efficacy of various herbs in sickness
ai

remedy for almost every ailment. A
'

sicians find that they have much more k

^'^"^?''
''^'

this line than the women of our
knowledge of sickness

own couni

have
1

"pi

in general. 7j ^'%
homes, even the poorest, there is a th^, ^^fl
and if anyone is ill his temperature is t J"'"'''^'^'!
the physician arrives. ^'^h\

HAS AN ANOriALOUS CLIMATE.

Saghalien, off the eastern coast of Sil-
sents a very curious anomaly of dim

'^

island is bathed by two cold ocean
^"^entsand,,

winds coming from Siberia. At th

"^y north«J

- sea level thAsnowfalls continually and stays on the gro J 1
the end of May, and the seashore is very cold

"

F
ther inland, howe\'cr, especially as we fo hiph

^^'

the climate is modified—just the opposite'^lo vh'f
is observed elsewhere. It has often been ob J
in Siberia and in central Europe that in wintenlj
cold is greater in the plains and the villagesJ
that the highlands have a sensibly milder teniperal

ture; it is as if the denser cold air accumulated
i,

the lowlands.

The cold air accumulates in the low regions olllj

island and on the coast the higher regions have £
more elevated temperature. So it happens thalilil

lower parts have an arctic vegetation, while (he inl

termediate altitudes ha\e the vegetation of a ttmi

perate zone, sometimes subtropical. The birch thf

ash, the pine, the fir abound in the low regioiJ

and form often impenetrable forests, but toward thl

center of the island appear bamboos, hydrangeaJ

azaleas and other plants that one is greativ m\
prised to meet, and whose presence can be

plained only by the altogether abnormal elinialic|

conditions of the island.

QUEER FANCIES IN CUBA.

A BELIEF that has a strong hold on a certain

class of people in Cuba is that certain diseases can

be cured by eating dirt, and so when one of these

diseases manifests itself the believer does not con-

sult a physician, but instead gathers up a handful of

dirt and eats it. If any relief is obtained it must be

the result of faith cure, which the patient is uncon-
sciously trj'ing. Why all kinds of germs are not

taken in with the dirt is a mystery— possibly they
are.

The moonlight seems particularly objectionable

and strangers are warned not to go out in it with

uncovered head, and not to go out in it at all if it

can be avoided: it is thought that this light brings

many evil effects, and not under any circumstances
will a Cuban sleep in its rays—he thinks that,

among other things, it will draw his mouth to one
side of his face.

To ward off sickness of various kinds there are

little silver or tin images to wear suspended about
the neck as a kind of charm. Images of the same
kind are offered in the churches as thanksgiving or

prayer, and so we find near the altars of certain
churches cases in which are hundreds of these little

trinkets, hands, feet, arms and babies.

The hooting of an owl is taken as a very bad sign.

The superstitious Cuban kills any creature of this

kind which makes weird sounds near his home.
This is supposed to break the spell, and it is not
then inevitable that a member of the family shall

The southern section of New Zealand has bccal

colonized in the main by Scotchmen andtheirdi

scendants, and, as a result of Caledonian clannish!

ness, a man without a Scotch-sounding name has m
chance of getting a contract from the municipal

councils in these parts. At a meeting ofoneol

these bodies it was announced from the chairtlili

Sandy McPherson was the successful bidder fotj

certain contract, and he was requested to come lofl

ward and enter into the necessary bonds fonlsdii

fulfillment. In response to the invitation ami

mond-eyed, pig-tailed, bland and smiling lie*l

Chinee rose from the rear of the hall and stood bi

fore the speechless councilors with the bnef i

clamation, " Me Sandy McPherson."

After a few moments of silent agony the i»)'|

nearly had a fit, and the meeting adjourned incooj

fusion.
^

In Spain a blacksmith of a village mu*'^'i

man and was condemned to be hanged. Tbtcj

peasants of the place joined together and begg
^1

the alcalde that the blacksmith might iiot^>

because he was necessary to the place, whic J
not do without a blacksmith to shoe horses, j

wheels and such offices. But the ^»'."^J
" How, then, can I carry out the law? ^^^^i

answered: "Sir, there are two lawyers m
^^^^

lage, and for so small a place one is e" »

may hang the other."

" said l'»1

" We are going to have pie for dmner,

by to the minister. ^^j al^"

"Indeed!" laughed the dominij-'./'"'^
^^^

little boy's artlessness, " and what kin

by? "
„ . .

iiais
nio""

"It's a new kind. Ma -" >-'^''«
""'

talkin

about pa bringin' you to dinner .so
often.

nd""'
d he didn't care what she thought, a"

.j,,,,

she'd make him eat humble p ie befoi"*^

over, an' I s'pose we're going to have it t

A Sunday-school teacher asked his cj^

the children of Israel made a gold "^a

^^^^^
^,il^

no answer for a few .seconds, ""it)"*
^j^^j uf

[

was about to explain, a little fel o*
_

s.aid: " Please, sir, I guess it
'"''^^,^,

didn't have gold enough to make a

becais'
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^HE CHINESE HORSE.

n-w \n Pels iJiiii Animals says that the

'-"^'''^'^

tic
animal in the land of the joss stick

lii,l(loni«
J js the horse, and there are some

''"'*
be seen in Hongkong. Chinese

cimens

II
brought down from Mongolia, and

, ijorsemen resident in China pronounce

i'^°
. Hence for the humid climate of that

It"' P"
^i^i'gi,. bodies, which have the appearance

'""'"'

V small, are compact and look much

""'"^Tn they really are because of their short

*'

re
exceptionally strong, andean stand the

Tt'er and work harder than any other breed

" '

rt of the world. The Chinese pony is

''"'^^'principally for racing, and when it first

'f°'
-

jj j„ a very bad condition, due to poor

"and chronic starvation, looking haggard and

i'l'
After a few weeks of good care and the

!',tf food a great change takes place.

Ve' 'i'™"'S ^^"^^ ^"'' P'=°P''' '"" Mongo-

ls these horses are very wild at first, and they

"(to be put through a series of training before

vcan be made to understand what is wanted of

km, and no harm is intended.

lihimateiy they make excellent harness ponies,

idthc) look very trim when well harnessed to a

ijdiome trap or carriage.

The preference for these horses often leads

tallhy foreign residents of Hongkong to send ex-

!il horsemen to Mongolia for the purpose of se-

iringlhe best stock. They are not only valued

irlbe harness, but are largely used in polo play-

g,
which is a great game with the Chinese.

Itmay be interesting to know that America has

inie credit for the improvement in the Chinese

irse's condition, inasmuch as the grains used in

fding are shipped from our country for thespecif-

useofhis horseship.

Unfortunately this breed of horse is treacherous,

ndcan never be fully trusted. They like nothing
tiler than to take one unawares, and they kick in

nie donkey fashion. For this reason they have to

(suspended from the ceiling when shod. This is

most interesting process, I can assure you, for I

fttn witnessed such a sight in my journeys through
[hina.

IA band is placed under the hind quarters of the
last and another is put under the head; then he is

tJwn up by pulleys. His legs are secured by
«»ilslothc lour posts; then one man stands under
'tk loot, and thus protected, the job is soon fin-W by the intrepid blacksmith—a humiliating
"""on, to be sure, and one resented by the ani-
|".*ch he plainly shows by his vicious expres-
'™'i"nng the whole performance.

j'uld'!-!?'"".':

"'""''^ ^'^ '"°'''= progressive the>'
"nprove their horses greatly by breeding and

'"'"S, but it seems to be against their principles
'"»P"='e anything.

'<*de!"'

*"^' '" "''^ Philippines, there has been a

ivfl,.™'''"''
'"'' Chinese horses, and very many

'"''«" sent to Manila.

'""HK the

)

'''^tersh:

'ingi

cket

THE JOVIAL OYSTER.

"e woman from the hills sees her

Lji^"**"!
'^ ""^ry apt to be prejudiced against

iibucke,' ""''^^'ofahundred °' his fellows

'""Man""
'<''*en table he, or she, or it,

'«'ell orT'
'° ^d^antage, either to the sense

* '^ teins^"!?-
""'* ^''^^ Interior expresses her-

"'iconsen,
J

'"^'"Starve to death before she

"'""tlater
'" '""'^'' *' '"""^'^ °"'^ °^ ""="'

'"'" comn
'" "'^ '''"'"^ '°°™' around the table

""lonly
jjY'

""'' ^''"^ '** "''^re as a matter of

'*"*"'
'0 ta I

"" '''^ induced by example and
'""

'" the
si'' "^i

°"'^'=' a"'' she voluntarily repeats

'"'"'onof r'"
^'"^ '^ ^ convert, and it is only

'""'"osens™''
''" *"" ^^""^ brighten and her

^«litiso(
"P'^'he ^"Sgestion of the feast.

!""""
'1 this"

°^''^' industry that we want to

1 "»o«nt o(
"''"^'*- Few persons can realize

"'»
il

is „,
°>:""^ sold in the country, even

%'^"=on'^T^'^ "'^' twenty-three million

"'k
their Ji''"'

'''^^'°"' ^"d over 225,000 peo-
^"igone way and another in the

oyster industry. Over nine-tenths of the canned
oysters are put up in Baltimore alone.

The oyster is sexed, and the female lays over
sixteen million eggs, and out of these about six or
eight individuals survive. If they all survived one
pair of healthy oysters would produce a bulk, in five
generations, equal to eight times the size of the
earth. A baby oyster, in the infant stage is too
small to be seen with the naked eye. In six weeks
he is as large as a nickel, in a year as large a silver
dollar, or thereabouts, and in five or six years " fat

enough to kill." If left alone he would live from
twenty to thirty years. One would suppose
that in an oyster bed there would .be peace, if

anywhere on earth, but fhe facts are that wher-
ever there is an oyster bed there is a legion of
enemies, scores of them, all striving to get at the
bivalves, and all of them doing so, more or less.

But a good many survive to be fished out of their
native element, and sent all over the country, and
to other parts of the world.

An oyster is a rather highly organized animal.
It has a stomach, a heart that can be seen beating
if opened carefully, a liver, nerves, and other recog-
nizable parts of anatomy. No account of any of

them is taken by one who recognizes his excellent
qualities. In the language of the s.treet " it all

goes," and there are no questions asked. In fact

as in other foods the fewer questions the better fo

our peace of mind.

SILK OP SPIDER'S WEB.

One of the most novel exhibits in the colonial

section of the Paris exhibition will be a complete
set of bed hangings manufactured in Madagascar
from the silk obtained from the halabe, an enor-

mous spider that is found in great numbers in cer-

tain districts of the island. It was a missionary,

Father Cambove, who was the first to conceive the

idea that these insects might be made to replace

the silkworm. He succeeded without difficulty in

obtaining a sufficient quantity of silk to be of prac-

tical use, but he did not pursue his efforts beyond
the purely experimental stage. The matter has

since been taken up by M. Nogue, the head of the

Antananarivo Technical school. The results he

has already achieved show that the production of

spider silk should quickly become a highly impor-

tant industry.

The chief problem to be solved was to find a par-

tial process for extracting the silk from the female

spiders. M. Nogue has invented a most ingenious

appliance for this purpose. It should be said that

the female halabe allows herself to be relieved of

her silken store with exemplary docility, and this

in spite of the fact that she is distinguished for her

ferocity; her usual treatment of the males who pay

her court is to eat them, and she feasts without

compunction on weaker members of her own sex.

M. Nogue's apparatus consists of a sort of stocks,

arranged to pin down on their backs a dozen spi-

ders. The spiders accept this imprisonment with

resignation, and lie perfectly quiet while the silken

thread issuing from their bodies is rapidly wound
off on to a reel by means of a cleverly devised ma-

chine worked by hand. Each of the twelve spiders

thus " milked " simultaneously yields from three to

four hundred yards of silk. As soon as a spider

has yielded up all its silk it is replaced by a fresh

insect and the work of reeling off the thread thus

goes on with very slight interruption. The spider

whose threads have been exhausted are set free,

and ten days afterward the>- are again ready to un-

dergo the operation. The silk of these spiders,

which is of the most extraordinary brilliant gold-

en color, is much finer than that of the silkworm,

but its power of resistance is remarkable, and it

can be wovep without the least difficult)-.

DANCED WHEN HE COULDN'T EAT.

An astonished but apparently satisfied spider was

one upon which a gentleman recently made an ex-

periment. The result of his investigation is told in

Public Opinion :

While watching some spiders one day it occurred

to him to try what effect the sound of a tuning fork

would have upon them. He had a strong suspicion

that they would take it for the buzzing of a fly.

Selecting a large, fat spider that had long, been

feasting on flies, he sounded the fork and touched a
thread of the spider's web.
The owner was at one edge of his web, and the

thread selected was on the other side. Over his

wonderful telephone wires the buzzing sound was
conveyed to the watching spider, but from his posi-
tion he could not tell along which particular line
the sound was traveling.

He ran to the center of the web in hot haste and
felt all around until he touched the thread against
the other end of which the fork was sounding.
Then, taking another thread along ivith him as a
precautionary measure, he ran out to the fork and
sprang upon it.

At this point he found out his mistake. He re-

treated for a short distance and s'topped to survey
this new buzzing creature which should have been a
fly, but was strangely unlike any insect he had ever
seen. At length, apparently convinced that the ob-
ject at the outer edge of his web was more suitable
for amusement than for an article of diet, he got on
it again and danced with pleasure. It was'evident
that the sound of the fork was music to him.

SOUTH AFRICAN ANTS.

Thk ant hills of the veldt are most curious round-
topped mounds of brick-red earth, which, every
here and there, pimple the parched prairie. They
look like so many big red balls cut in half and
strewn over the veldt.

The ants build these hillocks or domes, which
average two to three feet in height and the same
width at the bottom. They are made of the soil,

which the ants have rid of its sand, and they are

cellular or honeycombed inside. The action of rain

and dew gives them an almost shell-like outer sur-

face.

You may stand upon them, and thousands of

British soldiers have lain behind them in battle,

imagining that they afford protection from bullets.

Nevertheless they have no solidity. The wheel of a

light wagorj will cut through them as if they were

made of green cheese.

The ants bring up this best part of the earth, and

when they have built their houses of it, the ant-

bears come at night and tear them to bits, so that

the winds and water may scatter the material over

the sandy surface of the veldt.

The ants appeared to me no different from those

we have at home; but the ant-bear is a strange

beast, indeed. He is, when full grown, aboyt three

feet long and nearly as tall, and it is said that his

fore legs are the most powerful limbs, in propor-

tion to his size, that are possessed by any creature

now existing.

His method is to use his front paws to rend an

ant hill open. This done, he lies down and pushes

in among its cells a long sticky tongue—a yard or

more of it; a tongue which has the chameleon's

power of changing its color to match whatever it

rests upon. The mucilaginous stuff on its tongue is

considered delicious by the ants, who crowd upon

the member and stick there. When his tongue is

all encrusted with these insects, the creature draws

it into his mouth and swallows its living freight.

He is a formidable-looking animal, but never at-

tacks mankind.

inPROVINQ ON NATURE.

BoT.ANlCAL experts nowadays are much interested

in finding out novel and extraordinary results that

may be obtained by the process of grafting. It is

wonderful what queer things Dame Nature, ordi-

narily so shrewd and conservative, can be per-

suaded to do when cajoled in this fashion. Cer-

tainly nothing more notable in this line has been

accomplished up to date than the grafting of the

tomato on the potato. There is no very great dif-

ficulty about it, apparently.

Oddly enough, the process seemingly cannot be

reversed, and nobody has yet succeeded in grafting

the potato on the tomato. This evidently, is too

much even for amiable Mother Nature to put up

with.
1 >

A HOKSE will live twenty-five days without solid

food, merely drinking water. A bear will go for

si.\ months, while a viper can exist for ten months

without food. A serpent in confinement has been

known to refuse food for twenty-one months.
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THE SIDE YOU DON'T SEE.

Sometimes a boy or girl from the country goes to

town, and seeing the town boys and girls envies

them their lot. It has been the means of making

many young persons discontented on the farm, and

very often has about ruined their usefulness at

home. Now there are two sides to this story, as

there arc to pretty nearly all things. It is true that

the towii has certain advantages over the country.

It has libraries, shows, lectures, and the like. The

town people dress better than the country people,

and they appear to better advantage. The country

dweller is nearer nature, and he is better off in

many ways than his brother who walks the pave-

ments.

He is better off in the freedom the country al-

lows, and he has more and better food. If half a

dozen people were to happen in on the ordinary

town family for dinner it would be the undoing cff

the household. True, there are the corner grocery,

the baker's and the butcher's places near at hand,

but there would be a disarrangement of affairs to

which the country is a stranger. The best of city

dwellers naturally and necessarily lead a hand to

mouth life. The drib of milk daily, the loaf hand-

ed in from the wagon, may answer all purposes, but

the plenty of the farm is an unknown quantity. In

large cities, among the middle classes, it is still

worse. The boy or girl would miss their spring-

house and its contents, while more eatable material

goes to waste on any considerable farm than would

keep a city family.

If any Inglenooker is pining for town life, let

him consider his advantages, making friends with

bird and beast, live a cleanly life, and thank God

for his ad\-antages over the city where there are

more wrecks and tragedies than aie suspected from

what may be seen on the streets by the casual visit-

or who never sees the seamy side.

WHAT WE CALL INSTINCT.

and will almost allow you to tramp on her rather

than disclose her presence. 'Vet every time she

lays an egg the very next thing is to cackle it out

to the whole world. Every farmer knows this.

Here are cases where instinct does not go far

enough to complete the chain of safety. Yet when

the little chickens are hatched the sign of a hawk

in the air sends them flying to cover. Yet they had

never seen a hawk in their lives before. This is a

case of what we call inherited instinct. This view

can be fully proven. If we were on an uninhabited

island, never before explored b)' man, all the birds

and beasts would allow our approach, and would, of

themselves, approach us.' This condition would be

outgrown in from two to four generations, when all,

both old and young, had learned that the great,

lumbering giant on two legs, was the most destruc-

tive thing on earth.

A great deal can be learned from the study of our

dumb beasts. And it Ms a study that nobody ever

completes. There is always a side to them that we

cannot understand, always a mystery that is never

unraveled and never will be until we can enter

their world and live as one of them. As this is

never to be the final facts of their lives will not be

completely known. Their thoughts, their reason-

ing, and the outcome in the way of the following

act we sum up in the word instinct, but it is simply

a convenient term for what we do not understand,

and probably never will.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: Criticism.

When we note anything in the habit of an ani-

mal, or bird, that we can not readily account for we

sum it all up in the wording, instinct. Now none

of us can tell what that is. Some thoughtful In-

glenook reader may ask what it really is. In an-

swer we say, frankly, that we do not know, but we

believe it is an exercise, in a modified degree, of

what we call mind in man. And the gift is not al-

ways a modified matter, for it is often enormously

in excess of man's endowment. When a boj' loses

his father on the street he wanders aimlessly about,

asking perhaps, or guessing, and he blunders

around till he finds him in one way or another.

Now the dog simplj' takes a sniff of his footstep,

among thousands of others, and overhauls him as

far as possible, without any outside assistance what-

ever. As far as the ability to get about is con-

cerned almost any animal can beat man. If a man

was put in a bag, hauled on a winding railroad for

a hundred miles, then let loose in the night, not one

in a million could take the straight back track for

home. Nearly all animals can do this, and most of

them have done it to some extent in their lives.

Call this what we will it is nothing short of a mar-

vel.

But some evidences in the case of birds and ani-

mals go to show that what we call instinct is not al-

ways a good thing for the individual. Curiosity to

know what a strange thing may be is the cause of

the death of uncounted millions of insects that fiy

into an open light. The hen hides her nest with

the utmost care, lays her eggs in absolute secrecy.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS^

you ni:ver h

Do animals cry? I mean in the sense of

Undoubtedly they do. Have
puppy crying when hurt?

« • «

I know a place where there is any amount of i
like gold. It IS in larger or smaller square binei,

* '"J
able?

"'*'
I'li.i]

It is iron pyrites. It is worth about
fi

ton to make sulphuric acid. Waste
"' dolla,

I can write a good story,

NOOK, if I send it on?

* «

Will

Some people are born with a nose for ill-smelling

things, and not for those which are fragrant. This

class of people may have their methods modified,

but not materially changed. On the other hand

there are those who naturally seek out the pleasant

and the desirable things of life. The first class is

always on the lookout for something to find fault

with, and the second is watching for the commend-

able. In this world people usually find that which

they earnestly seek. The man with the muck rake,

and he who seeks flowers usually get in kind.

Now there is riot much margin for difference as to

which is the more desirable when there is a person-

al choice in the matter, and there always is, unless

one is morbidly constituted. Nowhere in the Bible

are we enjoined to go forth seeking life's garbage,

while everywhere that it is spoken of at all we are

directed to seek- out the praiseworthy. This is

what Paul said to the Philippians: " Whatsoever

things are true, whatsoever things are honorable,

whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are

pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever

things are of good report; if there be any virtue,

and if there be any praise, think on these things."

There is not much encouragement here for the man
who is on the watch for the evil side of things.

Paul's directions are all the other way. His advice

is to seek out the good that is in people and think

of that, and not its opposite.

Alas that we should be ever so ready to listen to

the evil surmise, and to entertain criticism in our

souls. It is a plant of such rapid growth that once

it finds a lodgment in our lives we get away from

it with difiiculty. Like some noxious weed that

vexes the farmer the only way to get rid of it is to

fill the field with some crop that can be cultivated

and thus kill the thistles. So in our lives let us

keep our hearts full of good thoughts and there will

be no room for bad ones. The cup that is full will

hold no more.

We will print all the good stories you ^nt, 1

do it gladly. But there may be a diffe

"^

opinion about its merits. Don't be in a h
"

send it if you have any other work to do
'

Is it likely that the shirt-waist fashion will become

It is very apt to. Nobody can foresee the r^ijJ
of the fad. It may never be heard of again

jf
J

this season, or it may become general.
\]

looks as though it had come to stay.

• » •

1 have committed a great sin and have repented. Shoulrfl

tell it to the church and ask forgiveness?

If it is a sin involving no others and you have
tt

pented, or if it has been settled between voq and!

other persons affected, we see no reason for adverj

tising the matter by any public confession, ifjtj^

against the church you might, with propriety. suia

the case and, saying you are sorry, let it rest.

# * •

Why can not the Kate and Bobbie letters be published J

book form?

We never thought them worth that atteniioi

There will be another series soon. Bobbie is goin

to college and he and his mother will correspond,

« « «

What does the term Fmal Restoration mean?

It means that somehow, somewhere, sometimJ

not stated, all souls will be with God. A cloicr|

and perhaps plainer definition is that after sufticier

punishment of the lost they will be among t^

saved.
* « «

Is artificial ice made with chemicals?

Yes, but they are not in the ice itself. Arlificiilj

ice is apt to be purer than the natural product

* * «

How shall I go about getting a book pablished?

Just the same as you would any other j

printing. Take it to a properly equipped publish^'

and bargain for so many copies, at so much for I

lot. Best submit the manuscript to a compeWll

and disinterested party to first determine whdhc>|

it is worth your while.

« « «

Dare I solicit subscribers outside of the cburch.

Why not? Nothing would please us m"!

your success in this way.

h?Who were the so-called Fathers of the churc

After the church had been fairly started in
earl)'!

daysmen wrote histories and ^°'"""^"'^^°"|^j
tkj

The Inglenook desires to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of a considerable number of well-written arti-

cles for its columns. These will appear from time
to time, and more will be appreciated. In the
preparation of material for these columns remem-
ber the requirements—clean, clear-cut expression,
and brevity. The long-winded essay or so-called
philosophical discussion will not find favor.

Things bright, catchy, and instructive are wanted
all tho time.

thin^'
1

that had happened, and these people are
"^^j^^.^^

Fathers. They were usually some high o 1

Their boOh>

the organizations then existing.
. ,

i^tory-

only valuable as they corroborate sacre

Why can a daily paper be sold for

many limes more?

It costs much more, but it makes it on

tising, and perhaps other matters.

;, cent? I>"^"

the-"

Will it pay me to buy a cheap typewriter-
^^^

No really good machine is a
"

'^''^^^^ muii^l

machine to stand the continuous rac^^

^^^
^^[,3^1

solidly made. A second-hand good ont

cheap.

«lsol
"'""

I

• • •

Is It morally right to rob animals hke si"'

ter store of food?
_-J 13''^

e .ilc"'6
Is it right for a giant to coni^

your folks had laid up for winter use

an"
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:,:^|DNiaHT MARKET.

f the Inglenook folk have seen

•*
"*"

"ddlers of vegetables with their wagons

liirrt'P (hough tew have known how or

d P"**'
"III',,

get their stock. A trip through

!<"''" *'-
market along the sidewalk, at mid-

jlesale

Al"""" '^ilvdfor the night, the market begins
has

ctoscw ^^

uld tell the story,

before midnight, when everything

light.
Wagons loaded to the guards

IbP'
lOlatocs,

, other

beans, lettuce, beets, peas, berries

kind of garden truck ever heard

I

"'"''j°„f begin coming in from the west and
'"'""^

they come in ones, twos, and threes.irean"

rlh.
At first

the hands of the clock point to the hour

lev are arriving by the score. A lantern

over the dashboard gives out a feeble glow
*"^

till fainter when it arrives within the

Icctric lights. As the wagons come

the street and are backed up

ilsccffls
s

ol lli=

Ihev
turn down

I the
curbing on either side. The horses are

heJ and taken a short distance away and

\ midnight lunch, while their drivers get

1,0 the business of the day, so to speak.

Bvniidniglit
200 or 300 wagons have arrived and

iked into position. The lanterns are brought

„nd 10 the tail gates, which are in a way the

„K,s over which the trades are conducted.

.truck carts are scarcely well in position before

buyers, with their empty wagons, appear on the

These are the hucksters who drive through

cets peddling fruits and vegetables during

f,
especially in the morning hours. To ac-

date these street merchants the wholesale

rket is conducted at night. Accordingly the

ck farmers from Niles Center, Ravenswood,

anston, Rosehill, Gross Point and other centers

gardening activity make up their loads of pro-

le at night and start for the market in order to

ivejust before 12 o'clock. Enough of the night

hen left to enable them to get a fair chance at

buyers and perchance dispose of all their goods.

lusiness starts promptly at midnight or a little

The farmers station themselves at the tail

:es of their carts and the hucksters are soon hur-

Bg from one wagon to the other trying to get
chances of the best fruits and vegetables.

rathe market is in full blast it presents a most
Wing sight to the uninitiated. The wagons
Imte enough to arrive in time to obtain stations

• Ike electric lights naturally have the points of
^>ge for showing off fine produce, but they are
nn very poor localities for working off any stuff
h second or third class on the buyer. Away
" Ik street corners the electric light grows
«% weaker until at a distance of half a block
"">' "'""^ o'the lantern is all that enables the
'" '» see that he is getting good money in the
"mount for his goods.

'"• *''*' you goin' to take fer these poor
says a huckster, stepping up to a wagon.
« ye talkin' about? Them's the finest beans
™'«<1 m Cook County and you know it,"

Wmer replies,

,'.°' 'liey're not, but what ye goin' to sell 'em

'Th '

'Cerill''"'^"'""'^
ruther'n to take 'em

,,.,,, ,

' >"= 'ake 'em along fur five cents a

,j
>='ltake 'em all."

•'«°vliU,',.'''^/
'^°" '"*' oughtn't give yer

Well d„
"' '" nothing, old man."

'•"•itui/""
"'^"' '"^m?" says the old man, a

hh„„|d\7 ''""'"'' °'""=''"<^''^'"-

itij
(f^

^^^^
""' I can get beans twice as good

[,„,,
°"r cents right up there at the fourth

Wiivi*''//""'' ^°" SO and get 'em then? "

'What

'""'centr",
"'"''= yo"'" be offerm' me yours

X„
I

"'''•""J a half,"
^

*>ont t,|,
,

""loth, .
"'^'^ «•" back home first and

^'"'^'etvn!,°",,^' ""^ ''*^<= '<="! at four cents?"

^"never;''''='*°n''-"

'" day to-morrow
^'"-

I'll 1

•^u,-
l« you have 'em fo:

Nf'^"'

drive

before

ound a

I'll do

four and three-

" Done. Take 'em along," snaps the farmer, and
the trade is made.

Both of them know all the time that four cents
and a half is the figure at which they will trade, but
the transaction wouldn't be of the regulation pat-
tern if there were not a certain amount of haggling
between the two before the beans are bought and
sold.

So goes the market all night long. The farmers
with their open-faced stores await the hucksters,
who go round and round and round again, 1. oking
for bargains. Often the buyers visit the same truck
dealer four or five times trying to beat him down or
waiting for the fall of prices, which he feels sure
will come along toward four or half past four o'clock
in the morning. No dealer on the Stock E.\change
or the Board of Trade keeps his eye more closely
on the blackboard full of quotations than does the
huckster on the state of vegetables and fruit prices
at the truck wagons.

At last morning dawns; the truck wagons are
empty, the huckster wagons are full and as the sun
comes up over the tops of the buildings the huck-
sters start on their rounds through the streets bawl-
ing their fruits and vegetables at prices sufficiently

in advance of those at which they bought them to

make it worth while to be hucksters.

A DOQ THAT TALKS.

and not'?
"'"'^^- ''" give you four and

* ^'ngle, solitary smidgeon more.'

Some time ago we asked Inglenookers for in-

stances in which animals seemed to understand

speech. In the Chicago Arocrf we find the follow-

ing account of a dog that can talk:

"Bow, wow, wow!" " Orpe wa ore!" "Wow,
wow, wow! " "Shank you!"

Tatters was being taken to St, Joseph, Mich.,

from Chicago, on board a boat recently, and he

\*anted to enter his master's stateroom. Tatters is

a fox terrier, but not an ordinary one, for he can

talk and understand the English language to a star-

tling degree. So pronounced are his accomplish-

ments in this respect that when he stood outside

the stateroom and shouted " Orpe wa ore," the purs-

er of the boat, who was passing at the time, readily

construed the plea to mean " Open the door" and

promptly complied with the animal's request.

Inside the stateroom Tatters' master, A. M. Her-

ring of St. Joseph, was enjoying a nap. Tatters sat

down beside him for some time, but finally began

showing signs of impatience. The agile little ani-

mal darted about in the statei'ooni moaning in ap-

parent despair. Finally it threw itself back on its

hind legs and began talking some more.

" Awan yeek " it whined, but there was no re-

sponse from the bunk.

"Awan yeek " pursued Tatters in a louder tone.

"Awan yeek, wow, wow, awan yeek, awan yeek."

This volley aroused Mr. Herring and Tatters scam-

pered about the room, meantime pleading earnestly

for a "yeek." Mr. Herring secured a pail of water

and placed it before Tatters. The dog whined out

a " Shank j-ou " and proceeded to "
> eek " the water

which it " awaned."

Tatters is by no means an ordinary dog, neither

is he a "spring chicken." He was born thirteen

years ago and since that time Mr. Herring has

raised him with all the care a father would bestow

upon one of his children. Under this training Tat-

ters has gained an education possessed by few dogs.

The fo.x terrier has a son. Rags, who is eleven years

old, but has never learned to converse as intelligent-

ly as Tatters does.

Mr. Herring declares that both Tatters and Rags

have strongly distinguished characters. Tatters be-

ing serious and apparently thoughtful. He is in-

ordinately inquisitive, but has no sense of humor

or playfulness. He looks a person directly in the

eye and is proud and fearless.

Rags, on the other hand, is playful and full of

mischief. One of his favorite jokes is to catch a

persons clothing, give it a quick shake and then

pretend, by looking for imaginary rats or flics, that

he was nowhere near. He hides articles, and at

home generally slips into some corner from which

he can see everything, but cannot himself be seen.

In one respect Rags is greatly like other dogs—he

is passionately fond of chasing cats and during his

canine career he has killed twenty or thirty. His

last encounter cost him one eye, but it in no way

subdued his desire to annoy cats.

While Rags has caused the feline tribe in St. Jo-
seph no end of worry. Tatters has taken life quietly
and spent most of his time within the Herring fam-
ily circle. Through this constant association he
has picked up to a slight extent the power of human
speech. He can readily understand apparently
everything that is said to him by his master and
other members of the Herring family and is able to
pronounce all of his wants in distinguishable Eng-
lish. In his pronunciation he neither barks nor
squeals, but utters a sound resembling that made by
a person speaking without moving the lips.

The dog's pronunciation, Mr. Herring says, is

quite plain and easily recognizable, but no spelling
would wholly cover the sounds uttered. While the
dog has never been regularly trained by Mr. Her-
ring he can do all the tricks performed by "show"
dogs. Mr. Herring is firm in his belief that Tatters
understands a large number of ordinary words, as it

is immaterial how he is asked to do any special

trick.

The dog will perform what he is told to do with-

out any sign being made. As an instance a stranger

can say; "Tatters, I feel a draught," and Tatters

will immediately run back of the door in the room,
if it is open, and close it. If asked to tell how a
cat talks, or what the cat said when he had a fight

with it, Tatters will give an exact imitation of the

cat's meow and angry cry.

Mr. Herring was extremely reticent about prais-

ing his dogs. " Few persons except those living in

St. Joseph, who are informed, will believe that Tat-

ters is able to talk," he said. "I have studied this

case to quite an extent and can find only one other

instance of a speaking dog. There is an authentic

record in the French Academy of Sciences of a dog
which could utter a few sentences— that is, repeat

the vowel sounds with the proper emphasis and
syllable values.

" I have never trained Tatters and, would not have

it classed in any way with a ' show dog.' I would

not sell the animal for thousands of dollars. Tat-

ters is approaching old age. His gait is no longer

spry, ills eyes are somewhat dimmed, his head is

gray, but his mental powers and interest in things

are as clear as ever.

" He has so much interest in things in general

that he looks in the store windows and on entering

a store often begs to be lifted up to be shown what

is in the showcases."

LIQHT AND HEAT.

In one sense of the word light and heat are the

same thing. That is, they are simply different

modes of motion, and by their different effects on

the organs of sense produce effects that we
know by one name or another. The sun is the cen-

ter of light and heat, and it will probabl)- require no

description or demonstrative experiment to con-

vince \"ou that the heat waves of the sun may be en-

tirely dissociated from those which give us the im-

pression of light. You can feel the heat of the sun

even through the black silk of a parasol which en-

tirely cuts off the light. But if you wish an experi-

ment, here is one, as described by Tyndall, and a

beautiful one it is. Perhaps you will not have the

facilities to perform it, but you can rely upon the

truth of the description.

Close a room light-tight, except for one hole in a

shutter that will allow the passage of a strong beam

of sunlight. Let this beam pass through a lens, or,

better, let it fall upon a concave mirror. The result,

as you know, will be to concentrate it at a certain

point—bring it to a focus. At that focus the ordi-

nary experiments of the burning glass can be per-

formed. The hand will feel an unbearable heat,

and the paper will be set on fire.

Now, where the light enters the room, introduce

in its path ( in such a way as not to disturb the pres-

ent arrangement and focus) a solution of iodine,

dissolved in bisulphide of carbon. Ignore the smell

in the interest of scientific investigation. The light

is absolutely cut off. If you had introduced a slab of

slate, it could not be more thoroughly extinguished.

Now, put your hand iii the dark, at where the

light was formerly focused. You feel the same un-

bearable heat. Put a slip of tissue paper there— it

smokes and bursts into flame. So you see that the

heat waves are still passing, although the light

waves are cut off.
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Good ^^ treading

WE DO KNOW.

John J. Ingalls was at one time a Senator of the

United States. He was remarkable for the ele-

gance of his language, the incisiveness of his in-

vective, and his general brilliancy. At the death of

Senator Hill, of Georgia, Senator Ingalls, of Kan-

sas, spoke as follows:

"Ben Hill has gone to the undiscovered coun-

try.

"Whether his journey thither was but one step

across an imperceptible frontier, or whether an in-

terminable ocean, black, unfluctuating and voice-

less, stretches between these earthly coasts and

those invisible shores—we do not know.
" Whether on that August morning after death he

saw a more glorious sun rise with unimaginable

splendor above a celestial horizon, or whether his

apathetic and unconscious ashes still sleep in cold

obstruction and senseless oblivion^we do not

know.

"Whether his strong and subtle energies found

instant exercise in another forum, whether his dex-

terous and disciplined faculties are now contending

in a higher senate than ours for supremacy, or

whether his powers were dissipated and dispersed

with his parting breath—wc do not know.
" Whether his passions, ambitions and affections

still sway, attract and impel, whether he yet re-

members us as we remember him - we do not

know.

"These are the unsolved, the insoluble problems

of mortal life and human destiny which prompted

the troubled patriarch to ask that momentous tjucs-

tion for which the centuries ha\e given no answer—
' If a man die, shall he live again?

'

" Every man is the center of a. circle whose fatal

circumference he cannot pass. Within its narrow

confines he is potential, beyond it he perishes; and

if immortality is a splendid but delusive dream, if

the incompleteness of every career, even the long-

est and most fortunate, be not supplemented and

perfected after its termination here, then he who
dreads to die should fear to live, for life is a trag-

edy more desolate and inexplicable than death."

Beautiful as the above ma)' be, viewed from the

rhetorician's angle, yet it lacks true beauty and true

knowledge. There are some things we do know,

though we may not be able to adequately describe

them or even so mucli as locate them.

When the Spring morning opens on the world,

and the lark is overhead and the bluebells are open-

ing underneath, when all Nature sings, we respond

In feeling for we do know that the ever recurring

miracle of the resurrection of plant and fruit and
flower on a thousand hillsides is in progress.

When the blossoms fall and the fruit forms, when
the bird's nest in the trees and the zephyrs fan the

cheek of labor, we do know that in good time the

fields will yellow with the harvest, and that the

promise of the Spring is borne out in the showing

of Summer.

When the Autumn comes, and the peaches rcd-

'en, and the apple falls, and the yellow corn shows
in golden heaps in the Indian summer time, we do
know that the outlook has not failed, and that the

husbandman's faith in the promise has not been
misplaced.

And when the wind sweeps down from the North-

land and locks the laughing brooks, and the chil-

dren of fin, fur and feather, sleep in silence under

the snowdrift, or have winged their faith-directed

flight to a more genial sky, we despair not, for we
do know that the Spring will come again in the

morning of the year and all will live again as it has

lived, brighter, better, maybe, but living and pro-

ceeding on an endless procession of birth, life and
death. These things we know because we feel

them to be true.

So when man passes from the glamour of child-

hood to the effort of manhood, when the listening

multitude applauds, when the form bows and the

hair whitens, and when at his appointed threescore

and ten he sits, waiting the call, shall he think that

with his godlike equipment of knowledge he is of

less import than the furred ball in the burrow, or

of less importanee than the bulb under the mold,

or of less hope than the dumb brook that shall gur-

gle and laugh again when the buds of the maple

redden and unfold under a coming sun? Nay, by

all parity of reasoning he shall live again. And the

Christian does know it. The old woman who is

utterly unlettered, tells her surviving companion to

meet her over there: The father and the mother

do not believe that the child that faded as a blos-

som before their eyes has simply died as the beast

passes. When the last of the circle of friends sits

alone, the others having gone before, he feels to a

certainty, that the end is not a wall or the shore of a

sea of oblivion with its hopeless lap of black waves,

but he feels, yea, he knows, that after the passing

there will be a land of rest, of light, of peace and of

reunion with those who have but gone before.

Created a little lower than the Angels, we shall be

freed from the dross of time and be forever with

God and the Redeemed. These things Christians

know as well as they know anything, though all ma)-

not be able to tell it.

MANY USBS FOR DEERSKIN.

Guides and the native hunters of the Adiron-

dacks region have a variety of uses for the deer

they kill. There are still a good many hunters who
know how to tan the deer's hide, and a few who use

as one of the tanning agents liquid extracted from

the brain of the deer. From the tanned skin many
articles of use are made. The thick hide from the

neck of an old buck is excellent for moccasins,

and the art of moccasin-making still lingers here

among those whose ancestors learned it from the

Indians. The men and women of French-Cana-

dian extraction are especially apt in household

arts of this sort, learned from the savages. Cheap
as factory-made gloves are, a few women of the re-

gion still cut and stitch buckskin gloves.

Whole suits of buckskin are made by expert

women of these parts. Such suits were once much
used by the thrashers, who traveled from one
mountain farm to another to thrash the small oats

crop of the region. A buckskin suit is good for a

dozen years of hard usage, and with care will last a

lifetime. It is remarkably warm and impervious to

water.

One rarely sees nowadays such a suit with the

hair on. A garment with the hair on to be service-

able must be made from the skins of deer just com-
ing into the " blue," as the hunters express it. for

then the hair is short, smooth, and tough. Later it

is long and brittle. It is necessary, too, if such a

suit is to be of uniform color, that it be made from

corresijonding parts of skins from deer about the

same age and shot about the same time. Even if

the law did not stand in the way, it would be diffi-

cult in these times to shoot in a single week enough
deer of the same age to yield the desired quantity

of hide of uniform color, so a deerskin suit with the

hair on is rarely seen. One still does see, however,

moccasins, with hair inside and out, and very soft,

warm, inviting slippers they make. Raccoon skin

now iurnishes cheap fur garments, and winter resi-

dents buy or hire overcoats of coonskin to brave the

January winds.

Raw deer hide is used for many purposes. It

makes excellent thongs for tying articles of one
kind or another, good whips, and indestructible

shoestrings. You may buy in the Adirondacks rus-

tic chairs with seats and backs of woven rawhide.

The green skin is cut in thin strips, stretched until

it is almost translucent, and then woven into a

seat. The result is a comfortable, elastic chair of

almost indestructible material. Deerskins with the

hair on are stilt used for carpets and mats, though
here again, as in the case of the deerskin suits, the
skin is not serviceable unless the deer be shot -just

at the right season. Nobody is more fastidious than
the Adirondack guide in these little matters. If he
cannot have his deerskin coat or carpet just as it

should be. he will go without, though he is indiffer-

ent enough as to store clothes and ordinary house-
hold furniture.

Out of the marrow from the shank bones of the

deer the guides make, by a laborious process, a
beautifully clear, sweet oil, which will keep in good
condition for years. It is much used by jewelers
and watchmakers, because of peculiar qualities that
exactly fit their needs. This oil is suflliciently

scarce and useful to sell for a high price.

The nut trees alone of the world could at a
pinch feed a population three times as great as
the present number of inhabitants.

ORIGIN OF VERY COHriON ^;q^^

Some words have histories. 0th
body history, as, for example, the worV
Everybody understands it as signifyjn'
and meaningless jumble, but precio^V"
the fact that it comes from ragman's

roll
'^^^

Xagman's roll is a crown document of
^°^

'*

portance. It is a real roll of ancienr
'""'"

^

and records categorically the incidents
'*^^^'''^"

by which Scotland's nobility and gentr^""'
'

their adhesion and swore allegiance to e7.^^^
England toward the close of the thirteentr'^'

'

Naturally it is a somewhat confused H

'^^'''"^

but possibly not so much confused as c r"""""
tJie good people of its own era. It must^h

"^'"'

upsetting in those days to discover that T^
and gentlemen thought to be stanchest

for tV 1
order had gone over to the invading

kin ?
there is something to be said for the lords andtiemen—they loved not Scotland's indn,"

''"

less, but their heads and their estates moi,

Venison, which nowadays means alw-
strictly the flesh of a deer, is truly Zl Thunted—that is, meat of venery. Venery is ih i

name for hunting—.thus foxes and wolvesandb t

ers furnish "venison" no less than ih.',,;

stag. Cur, the synonym for a worthie<^

somewhat the same derivation. In feud:il

the dogs of the villenage, no doubt mo-.; \

ing mongrels, were by law required to be .

—that is, have their tails cut short, so ih..,

readily be distinguished from the stag aul

hounds of the lords and gentlemen. The -:

hounds ran true upon the scent, the moin>

would confuse and draw them off from it. Sn

times the villien-dogs had to suffer also "h

bling "—that is, cutting away the two middle t„

from each fore foot, so they could not run willi ':

hounds. A curtail-dog, or curtle-dog, in time

came a cur. His owners, the villiens, who livei

clustered hovels outside the castle walls, in ii

manner gave rise to the word village.

Another wonderfully expressive phrase :i'

comes from the hunting field, where it is to this a

in common use. It is " to run riot." Fox houpi

run riot when they leave the drag of the fox ani!;.

racing and chasing off upon the scent of hares

rabbits, whose company the fox seeks when he lin

himself pursued. Indeed, in fox hunting padain

hare scent is known as " riot." The familiar plin

" on the pad," as signifying going hither uid

also throws back to Reynard the Fox, Hi' :

are known technically as pads—when he get>

;

and begins to move about sportsmen say he is
">

the pad."

It seems a far cry from the hunting fieU to i«

name of a fashionable coach, but it is from ll

hunting f^eld the tallyho gets its title. Tallis M

pronounced tally-ho, Norman French for'oui'

the thicket," was the proper cry when the '

broke cover. The huntsmen and the master onj

hounds answered the cry with long blasts o |

horn. Then when public coaches began to

^

their horns blew the tally-ho blasts; ^^^-^^^
'''JJ

ury progressed finer coaches often took to W "'

and the throwing off f^ne people who did "OJ

tend to follow the hounds, but to ^" *'''^"\';1

tacularly. Between use and luxury, t e J|

with seats on top crystallized as the
^^|'^''J\,^rl

tally-ho it is likely to remain, unless all '^
|

should go automobile mad.

Lombards, money changers of ^en\c>.,

benches round about the p'^^'-a^ ^^ ^;.

Banco is Italian for bench. ^^
' -^

money changers defaulted the

broke his bench in tittle pieces,

known as " banco-rupto "—that is

broken bench. Hence comes our

.\i:

the ni.-"'

wordban^-r^P''

An anxious, nervous looking wnn«ii.
^^^^

j^,

a bewhiskered farmer, stepped up

H.issach"''

Ye

li '1

master at a little station

asked: " Has the 3: 15 gone yet.'
.^^ ^|^^,

minutes ago," he rep'lied. " When w
^^^^^

along, then?" "Not for q"''^'„'\,
j<o,

there any expresses before then. ,..

special?" "No." "Any freight '»;^'''^„„,,#

"Nothing at all?" "No." "
'^'''' L tra*"

" Ves." " Then, Amos, let's croi^
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CIRCLE nEETlNQ LESSON.

TM seed and l"' Sower.—Matt. 13:18-23

Ih'

ble springs out of one of the most famil-

'Bisl""j j„,je5of the daily life. Sometimes
'"'' '"

little tasks and worries which crowd
''""'^

°'bcne,itl' God's notice, but here we have
'"''"'

I -t spiritual lessons drawn from the

'."'

Inot save ourselves. The seed must be

*'

"he earth to produce a harvest. The seed

"'tnedom which is the Word of God must be

"the heart, only thus can the kmgdom of

"'"'"lljin „s, and we can have life everlasting.

'!o»'cr scatters the seed indiscriminately.

Tthc seed, some of it falls in places where

!s forth no fruit; but some of it brings forth

j,j.jfold. What are we doing to scatter the

j°of the Word of God? There is so much good

,„j,eady for the seed, are we doing all we can?

., ,1; see why all the seed did not bring forth a

„iilul harvest. That which fell on the wayside,

,ld not sink into the earth, it just -lay on the

liked ground which had been tramped by

feet. There are men who have said, " I will

bear "when they listened to God's Word, over

over again they have turned away the Spirit,

Ijjve resolved not to come to Christ. Each

nilc time that they refuse, their hearts grow

ilcr until they may be likened to the wayside,

learts are so hard that the Word does not

«e.

[he seed that fell on stony places sprang up but

kiiroot. Some people come to the church, and

be very enthusiastic in the beginning, there

jyick growth, but they lack patience and endur-

:e.and when trials come they do not walk with

risi,

bme fell among thorns. The soil was deep and
ile, It struck its roots far down, but the thorns
ang up, too, and with rapid growth they over-
iped and shaded and crowded out the valuable
in Do not attempt to grow worldly thorns
»g ivith the seed of the kingdom. Determine to

nothing but Jesus Christ and him crucified,
1 ilitre will be no room for worldliness.

d-l«>

NEEDS IN THE HOHE FIELD.

ft«™W«,rf/v««j,ftycalls attention to the re-
»"i needs of our own country:

2°'*. ^'^"'^ appeals for help on account of
'Wilde of immigration setting in. This is a

^^

"«rly as large as New York, New Jersey,

("of'lk"'

'""^ '^'»"»<:husetts combined. These

i«eh
"""''' °' settlers need Sabbath schools,

iJst"'
''"' ""' ^^''''at'i-school missionary in

„ ,

* ^"^""s from South Dakota show the

lie

""" "' '«"I"S into that great State. Pa-

KkoT '''"' "^"""^ '""^ ''''' additional Sab-

Al t"""'"""'"
'" Colorado and Wyom-

Sabi,!,
1'°"' Montana, where we have only

""thei" h I

"' "''"'""^'y, beseeches us to send

«i,.
J

7' ^°™ 'here reaches this office a

'«Uissb
"' '"""'^ additional Sabbath-

fca, KcTT '°'^'''' mountain region of West
illtn

desc" b I

' ^'=""«ssee and North Carolina

ilti.

In, I,',
"'' "'<= region of the mountain

'WEnii,,;^
"''^ ^'^"= °' California we have but

It
„„,

7"''*'' "'•= ''''""'d l'"e- six."

'*iSfor"tT
^^" *""" '"^^'''" ourselves and do

*'
'' to tl,r r'"'

™"' ">« '-°^P<=I. "Id ask

*'*iERdo
""^

'"""'meun"
"°' ''""' *'"> '''s -children by one

'"""shitld'T"''"'"^'-
The delicate child is

"'"''''Mile
""" '"^"" 's the most helped;

"'*"8hf theT" ^''"""ged; the dull is the

T""'"!! k
,'^"'P''=d is the most prayed for-

"tsv,.i.*J^ ""^ one mn.;f r„;„;„„j „..._ c.

S.

t "'"e is
.r i^^" 's the most prayed for;

'"'y Path 1°""^ """^^ rejoiced over. So
"" knoweth us all individually.

"(""•"eari,""'
'''" of a blessing like its re-

"'"S'" us it,
'^? "^ continuance which should

&m. Sunday !a Sehool Simu

LABOR, ONE THINQj WORK, ANOTHER.

Harp Wwr may be wholly in vain; but good itw/-
is never lost, whatever its apparent result. We
may labor to no purpose, and have no fruit of our
toil or anxiety. But good work is its own reward
even if there were nothing beyond it. There is

success in merely striving for success, and the
prize of success may be our added reward. As Dr.
Grillfis has reminded us, " both the Hebrew and the
Greek originals of the Bible make clear distinction
between labor and work. With the former are as-

sociated the ideas of toil and sweat, weariness and
waste; with the latter-, triumph, value, beauty, and
permanence." What added meaning does this

thought give to the inspired assurance for those
who die in the Lord, " that they may rest from
their labors; for their worlfs do follow them! "

IS IT YOUR DUTY, OR OURS?

Doing our t/:itj' is doing titir duty. What is o:ir

duty ma\- not be another person's duty, and what is

another person's duty may not be itr duty. We
ought therefore to know just what God would have
us do, in order that we may know just what wc ought
to do. This may require, on our part, more atten-

tion than we now give to Gotl's requirement of tfs,

even if we have to pay less attention than at present

to God's requirement of our neighbors. Thoughts of

duty do include our neighbors as well as ourselves,

but we need to rightly divide our time in giving at-

tention to these two parties severally.

REMEMBERINQ THE DAWN.

Joyful expectancy is one of the blessings we
never need forego. Whatever may be the present

sorrow, we can look beyond it to times of joj- which

are sure to come.. This the past has taught us.

This the future is to reveal yet more fully. Wheth-
er we come into just the form of joy we have antici-

pated, or not; we can never be robbed of the gain

of having expected joy of some sort. In every

night of sorrow let us cling to the memory of yes-

terday's dawning, until we shall see the light of an-

other day breaking through the present darkness.

"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh

in the morning."

niSTAKE OF HAKINQ NO MISTAKES.

His own timidity is the last thing a timid man
ever fears. And yet timidity has lost many a cause

which could ha\-e been won without rashness or

even boldness. The man who is afraid to invest his

money loses an income just as truly as the man
who has no money to invest. A policy that con-

tinually straddles and hedges in order to avoid the

possibility of error is itself an error. No great

scholar, statesman, or reformer is non-committal.

It has been well said that he who never makes a

mistake never makes anything.

The Sunday school should cherish the child for

Christ. Our children are primarily and properlj'

his. We have lost many of them to the church b)-

.assuming that they must go conspicuously to the

bad in order to have a striking conversion, a

dramatic experience in evidence of salvation.

They have gone to the bad far enough, but their re-

turn to Father's house and its better living has not

been so general. Yet the Sunday school is not

merely, not mainly, for the purpose of con\-ersion.

It is not simply to confirm children and young

people in church relation, though that is something

of appreciable importance. It is for development

and culture, life and character, to place the affec-

tions and properly associate the will with Christ in

the world's work. " The Sunday school is to teach

the way to Christ, but it has also to give very much

more time to training lives for Christ."

Has Christ put away your sin? If he has, be as

happy as the days are long in the sweet summer

time and be as bright as a garden in the month of

June and sing like angels, for you have more to

sing about than angels bave.— C/iar/fsB'. Spurgeon.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

Ke loving and you will never want for love.

ABOUT A LITtLE BOY WHOSE TAME RABBIT TOOK
A JOURNEY ON HIS OWN ACCOUNT.

" What beautiful rabbits you have, Mr. Budd! "

And Norman drew up his little brown pony in

front of the postman's garden, where he was busy
tying up his roses before it was time to take the
letters round on his bicycle.

The rabbits were in a new hutch close against the
fence, and one of them, a gray one, was standing on
its hind legs and looking out of the bars of its cage.

" Yes, sir, I am very proud of them. I bought
them in York last week. All gray, except a white
one that got among them by mistake. If you care
to have that one I shall be very glad."

Norman's face flushed with pleasure.

"I never heard anything so kind! Of course, I

will only be too delighted to think of having a
white rabbit all my own."

And the next moment he was off his pony and in

the garden, feeding the white rabbit with a cabbage
leaf he found on the hutch.

" I will send him up this evening to the hall,"

Mr. Budd suggested.

But that seemed such a very long way off that

Norman felt he could not possibly wait till then.
" I can button him in my coat, and take him back

on the pony."

So bunn)- was put inside the little gray coat, and
Norman carefully got onto the pony's back and
started off home.

" I shall call him King John," he said to himself,

as he rode cautiously along.

For he had just got as far as that in his English

history, and was very proud indeed of the tact.

The schoolroom party was on the lawn under the

big cedar tree, having tea with mother, because it

was Winnie's birthday, and there was a great scram-

ble as Norman rode bj- to see what he was carrying

so very carefully in his coat.

" It's a white rabbit that Budd, the postman, gave

me for my very own, and I shall ask Thompkins
to make me a hutch for it. May I, mother, dear?

"

But mother looked very grave as she sat there in

her pretty white frock in the shade of the tea table.

" Have you forgotten the canary that father gave

you, and the guinea pig that you bought in Hinck-

ley on the Christmas holidays? You know they

both had to be sent away because you ne\-er looked

after them.

Norman grew very red as his mother spoke.

" I know I was very silly, but I am nearly a year

older now, and I would never be so foolish again.

Besides, a rabbit's such a very different thing. Do
let me, mummy? See if I don't win father's prize

for the best-kept pets."

And he jumped off the pony and threw an arm

around her neck, and kissed her again and again.

" Well, you can keep it this time, but unless you

look .after it and feed it you can ne\er h.iie another

pet."

And mother smiled at the rapturous hug she got

at these words, and saw the way Norman rushed oS
to the stable yard.

And before night King John was in a nice little

hutch by the coach-house door.

He had a lovely time at first. His cage was

cleaned three times a day, and he could hardly

move for the quantity of delicious green stuff that

was put in the cage. But after a little time it

wasn't quite so nice. His cage would go uncleaned

for days, and his greens were not fresh, and his wa-

ter was forgotten; and at last he found matters so

uncomfortable that he made up his mind to leave,

so lie nibbled through the bars, and went off one

night to the woods to find a new home for himself.

Norman was terribly upset when he heard that

King John had vanished.

" I call it dreadful ungrateful of him. He had
such a lovel) hutch, and 1 took such care of him!"

But King John would not have agreed if he had
been listening, and neither did mother when she

heard the news.

"HI had been King John I should have done

just the same. So I hope it will be a lesson to you
in the future."

So Colin won the cricket bat for the best-kept

pets; while Norman, who wanted one badly, be-

cause his was split, had to go without.

Which would have rejoiced King John's heart if

he could have heard it; but he was making a home
on the moor among the heather, and too busy to

think about his old master.
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WONDERFUL RESTORATION OF HEARINO.

nv A. J.
WATERHOUSK.

Sui'l'oSE that of .a sudden you stepped from a

long silence as of death into the world of sound;

suppose that for you the noises of earth finally

broke in upon what had been interminable stillness

—then I think you would appreciate the value of

the sense of hearing; you would appreciate it as

does William Billings of Berkeley, who not long

ago stepped from the world of silence into the

world of noise.

We. who have always heard, do not appreciate

our hearing more than we appreciate sight. We

have heard, we have seen, and that is enough; we

give no further thought to the matter. The sun

shines; we heed it only to growl if it does not shine.

The birds sing; ordinarily we do not know it.

It is not so with William Billings. For twenty-

eight years he lived in a world " as voiceless as the

Sphyn.\," then, without a moment's warning, he

passed to the country where the voices of men are

heard, and the ways, manners and customs of that

country still are new to him, so new that he has but

learned to understand the language of men, so new

that to speak the language still is but a half-learned

task. He understands what you say, but his own

words stumble.

Thirty years ago this month William Billings was

born in Iowa. For a year and a half he heard as

babes hear, then a severe cold left him totally deaf.

It was a long silence that followed, a silence of

more than a quarter of a century. His parents

brought him to Berkeley when he was about eight

years old and soon thereafter he was placed in the

State Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and Blind

in the University town. There he remained in a

beautiful world of awful stillness, about nine years;

then he was discharged, presumably to walk

through the halls of silence until he came to a si-

lence no greater, that of Death. Nobody enter-

tained a hope that he ever would hear.

On his discharge from the Institute, he returned

to his home, but, not being happy there, soon ran

away, and for ten years worked on ranches in the

Sacramento valley. Then he again went to his

home. There it was, not very long ago, that the

great change came. It came suddenly, mysterious-

ly, awfully, as life must have come to dead Lazarus

in his tomb. It came, and Billings was sorely

afraid. For days he did not realize that he heard.

He merely knew that something he deemed as ter-

rible, as strange, had come to him, and he cowered

and went half mad in its presence. To him the roar

and clamor of the everyday world, to which you and

1 are so accustomed, was a thing to be feared be-

yond expression. Noise—he knew the word as it is

found in books, but he knew not what it really

meant, and so when the experience of it finally

came to him, after twenty-eight years, he had not

the faintest conception that the word and the sensa-

tion walked hand in hand.

I think that we, who have heard since birth, can

form no conception of the emotions of this man, to

whom no voice of Nature, animate or inanimate, yet

had spoken. The trees whisper to us, and we

scarcely know it; at last they whispered to him, and

he felt that the hiss of unseen demons was in their

murmur. The birds sing for us, and if we heed their

songs at all. it is with but a momentary sense of

pleasure; to him, after the impenetrable silence of

the years, their songs came with a shrill clamor

that terrified by its mystery. The chirp of a cricket

was a thing to fear; the shriek of an engine whistle

might drive him mad.

Billings was standing in a field near Berkeley,

when, without a moment's warning, hearing re-

turned to him. Of a sudden the world was filled

with something new and terrible, something he

could not see nor touch, something for which he had

no name. From the terror of this unnamable Thing

he ran; ran until he was ready to drop, and still it

pursued him. He could find no place where it was

not; the inconceivable horror was with him every-

where.

Remember that up to this time he had not the

least conception .that he heard. He only knew that

something strange and. as he deemed it, awful, had

come to him. In his great fear he determined that

he would fly to the home of his sister in San Fran

Cisco. Thither he started, still

knew not what. The roar of an electric car as it

passed him well nigh dazed him with terror, but

still he ran. He ran until, in Oakland, the shriek of

the noontide whistles beat upon his ear. Then he

absolutely surrendered, and slunk to his home on

Telegraph avenue as best he might.

When he reached his home his people thought

he was mad. Jhey did not understand what ailed

him, and he could not tell them. How could he

when he did not know himself? Here he remained

all night, and here, after he had gone to bed, he

made a discovery: he could cover his head with the

bedclothing, and the strange, new demon that

haunted him was largely exorcised.

But in the morning he again awoke in the same

mysterious, fearful world in which he had lived on

yesterday. Then he again concluded to go to the

home of the sister who was nearer to him than oth-

ers, and this time, despite the insistence of the

world-roar he could not comprehend, he succeeded

in doing so.

If you were to tell your loved sister of an experi-

ence that frightened you inexpressibly, you would

be surprised, 1 take it, to see her burst into tears

which evidently were those of joy. So was William

Billings surprised, but his surprise was less than his

joy when he first learned from her that the wonder-

ful, strange world in which he now lived was the

world of hearing; so new to him, so old to most of

us. Two people were very happy together that

day.

Since then Mr. Billings has devoted his time to

learning what sounds mean. His experiences have

included both the grotesque and painful, but gradu-

ally he has succeeded. Most of his time has been

passed in the country, where the tumult of noises is

less overwhelming. Slowly enough he has learned

to recognize the names of things; still more slowly

he has learned to pronounce them. In a manner he

talks now, but his words yet totter and stumble and

fall over one another.

He now lives in the family home on Telegraph

avenue, between Oakland and Berkeley, and there,

at more than thirty years of age. each day yet brings

to him some of the pleasures of sound— pleasures

that are still novel to him, although they are so old

and stageworn for the rest of us. On the whole,

should he not be congratulated? Is, or is it not, a

great thing to leave one of life's major sensations

untouched until after the years of maturity are up-

on us?
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DOORKEEPER FOR PRESIDENTS.

BY RENE BACHE.

Simmons is the right hand of the McKinley Ad-

ministration. He has acted in that capacity for

every President since Lincoln, save one who volun-

tarily dispensed with his services, and, as might

have been foreseen, failed of reelection. Political

parties come and go, but he remains and tends the

door through which only is it possible to reach the

august presence of the Executive.

Simmons was born a slave on a plantation in

North Carolina. In one respect he was very fortu-

nate, inasmuch as he received an education as good

as that bestowed upon any white child— a favor

which he owed to two old-maid sisters, his mis-

tresses, who had made the boy a sort of body-serv-

ant. He slept every night in a cot at the foot of

their bed, and thus was ready at all times for duty.

Being the kindest of women, they never whipped

him, but, when he got into mischief, inflicted upon

him a highly original species of punishment. This

consisted in obliging him to go at night into a

neighboring cemetery and get a handful of earth

from the grave of a certain man who had been mur-

dered. It was no agreeable job, for, as was well

known to all the colored people of that vicinity,

the ghost of the murdered man was apt to be on

the prowl after nightfall, and would certainly

wreak a vengeance horrible, though vague, upon

the youthful Simmons if it caught him in the act of

despoiling its burial-place. So the boy would run

through the burying ground at top speed and

snatch a sample of soil from the grave as he passed

it, and would fetch it to the sisters as token of pen-

ance performed.

Great events were maturing, however, while Sim-
mons was taking care of the old ladies and doing

running from he ghost-races for moral exercise. The storm cloud

to be found at the White House, and to

his energy and singleness of purpose th •

easy. Within a week he was regularly tm'''^
'

the Executive Mansion in the culinary H
*''•

After Lincoln's death Simmons ni^'^f""
that Andrew Johnson was going to disch

""

the "Lincoln niggers" employed about'*,!'!'
House. It was a prediction that seemed
likely to be fulfilled, and obviously the em

"'"

called for energetic treatment. So Simmons'S'
up the career of his new chief, and discovtrcdl'

by a strange coincidence, the latter, like k '

had been born in North Carolina Npvt m
u «« I u "''''ill

morning, when Mr. Johnson was makings
(„

inspection of the force on the premises he

cold eye upon the colored youth and said j.
•'

" What are you doing here?
"

" I was born in North Carolina, Mr. Iv
replied Simmons, ready with his answer.

" That settles it, said Mr. Johnson

stay."

The historical records are silent as to the mu-i

in which Simmons came to be promotetl n '

sition of guardian of the Presidential iln,

the post of responsibility which he now lioids
|

is not even known exactly when he first tookupihi

important duty—whether just before the deatbo

Mr. Lincoln or early in Mr. Johnson's Adminisli

tion. Suffice it to say that General Grant iout

him installed and, appreciating his worth, relaini

his services.

Meanwhile Simmons had ventured upon m[mi

ny, and there were consequences. Several youo

Simmonses opened wide their mouths like robi

in the home nest. Domestic expenses were propii

tionately augmented, and the President's doorkec|

began to meditate on the chances of securing an

crease of salary. Primed with a felicitous spetd

most carefully composed, he waylaid General Cm

in the library one morning and requested a M

ment's interview. Said he

"Mr. President, I find myself in a grievous pii

dicament, being embarrassed by multitudinous

sponsibilities. Because of my position at ll

White House, my children are obliged to luim

an example to all the other pupils at the pubii

school in respect to dress and deporlmeol.

involves an expenditure to which my pay isW
adequate, and I wish to ask if, under the mco

stances, you will not put me on the military"'

which will add materially to my remuneiat.on.

That is how Simmons got his raise.
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"

' in our church puhlicatKms.—y«//M /;. .\Uhlfr.
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From Batavia, III.

I We think the Inciknook .hi iniirresting and
instructive paper.--. 1/j. a>t,f .Mr<. I \

,'•'.

O O
Across In Pennsylvanta.

. I am liighly pleased with ihc Isglf.nook.
lis pages are always well lillc.I with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— (I'. G. Sr/irork.

O O

South Bend, Ind.. Thinks.

The INGI.KNOOK is an interesting paper. It

is read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with W.—Eld. S. F.
Sanggr.

O O

Ohio Has its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the tirst rank.—/h(7.
Cal'oin fin'ght.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/cAw
C. Zu^.

o o

And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long fell want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-
ing. Gotl bless the Inglenook.— W-*. S. Reich-

ard.

O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.-/«i/f/' Barnlhouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column
is another "feature of great interest.

—

Dantei

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home
where there are ynmig poplc.— .V /. S/iarp,

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. W.

CVia ft/ifrs.

O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which ronlains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction,—/ IV.

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity uf 40,000 Copies per Day, ar

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishinsr

House. Besides we have two steatn jobiiers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card
to a large, well-Ixumd Vnliuiie.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
32 & 24 S. State St., ..,.-. Elgin, III.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
is in all probability in the home of every Inglknook sub-

scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a

weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't

know about itpersonally"ydu ougBt to7 'Thrs is'foftte infor-

mation of those who have never seen The Messenger. Sup-

pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll send it, gladly.

Brethren Publishing House,
ELGIN, ILL.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
Ik you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. p. Ry. (1MAHA, NEBR.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

o o

Lancaster Heard l-roni.

The lNGl-liNiK)K"s weekly visits into our

own ana a number of other homes in the Lan-

cister City, Pit., cliiirch is much appreciated,

and ils pages glcineil immediately on its

arrival, .as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printe.l matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

he had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— 7". /'. hiiUr.

Look at Pagre Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books ou the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inhlknook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays, hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State Street, ... - Elgin, III,
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CENTS Will. Cure Ten Headaches 1

Victor HeadHct'c Sjiccilic scut by tiMll lut

Mc Item sniiil.> Add.cj.: VltTOB
UKAIKIIIKM Ct».. ITwUrlok. M.l.

Belgian H^ves
KTown Ue'glnn H.ires. hutl.

VouiiK and oH, r.tr *ale. My sp«ifl!lic!> aie Riifus

Reds and Silvei l-aini». of Koinl color. Wtiie at ouee.

as ttiG licmantt !ttr Hatt^ l*Kicnl;»ml imphis atocV

itiuv tie taken.
JOHN K. MOIILKK.

Wiincri-liiirf, Itlo.

*"« V^a,

^'TER'S MANUALI
, ;,: •"™WLai,d

NATIONAL BUSINESS--COLLEOe. KMiloke.

AH I'llnb-

ii^iiIuiioD for b'>lli sc\«s,

u)aJr(Dmi>ij& by sccuiliiK liicrAlivc positioug lor tliur-

oiiKh £indii;i'.i-ii- Kiirotlnienl hot >e»T2.ts. Calls <lur-

me lasl year tor inure (tin<lunl» tlinn wc rould supply.

Arrange to cnlcr hrsi TucsdKy in ScptembcT. Send fui

Catalogue. CIIAS. E. ECKGRLB. Pmldent.

And M,3aeca (o. insuni rel.Vcuc^
="'" '

LriTHSB, Usdiemelr *mlQj«l, jou ,.jj^

OLOTB. Usliomel!' cmboiied, iDt rtuipiBg
."^'

Postpaid on rcteiplulpr^c j.^,,

1)0 to 98 MarLti ^l

SllTU

Great Northern Railway,

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS

GIRDLING THE GLOBE

By l£Ll)ER l>. L. MILLBK,

Author ot "fiurope nnd lllWc Lands," "Seven Churches of Asiti," and

"WnnderlnRS In Bible Lands."

nVLlixnosota,,

"\^7'a,sli.lnston,
A.1101 Oregon

THe .A-vitlxor > •

«

visiu-tl lliL- l-.liul of llu- MiilniglU Sun in Vlie tiovllieiii pari of Emope.

He passcil lliroiiKli 111': cnnlinent from north to soulh, slopping at a

numljcr <il pUict>, uf iiilcn-sl not luritlolore tlcscribctl. lie tlwulls

upon the conijitions of Asia Minor al considerable length, takes up

new subjecu, antl comiiients upon changes in Palestine. He devotes

one ch.ipter to new points ol interest in V.ey\>U antl jjives in a copious

and interesting way an account of life in India and Japan.' In these

uvo last-named countries llie author seeks 'to give information con-

cerning the idolatry of the country, the customs and habits ol the

people. This portion ol the book is well worth the price for which

it IS offereil. .'\-. to

Ill-cistra.-tloxis . •

»

tht: author has been e.iitful itt his selection, sparing neither ntoney

nor effort to get such as are interesting and useful. Over 125 full
1

and part page illustrations are distributed througliout the book, mak-

ing' il really a pictorial book of thecouiitiu .1 itil

ul the book is extr.'i gt)Otl. lite paper throtighoul is the samt .1. i^

used to bring out the delicate shades of the piiotogravures, malan-;

the book strictly firsl-class. One style of binditig is a rich liuckram

Cloth, stamped, in a handsome style, in ink antl gohl. The Red
Moroi:co has the same tlesign on the cover, tudy .\i.i. in gold,

making the book a superb one t.,i t
..,....,.t j),,. lj|,r;it\- Hiiuliug

is plain.

i*nc©s « • »

Huckrani Chrlli. ^- ou

Library, - .--yi

Ked Morocco, liilt l-il'.;e, - - . . . o qq

BRKTHRHN PlIBLISHINO HOUSE,

SoiDtemtoer IS,
OctoVDOi* a laxxcl. IG,
N'o-vem.toei' Q ^xxd 20,
X3eoexxi.'bex* 4^ e»,n.<3. X8.

t^"Fof Rates and oUier iiitonn;itiiin, al>ii lor ilcM-rifti'

Printed Matter, write tn

^Vt^a-SE IB-A-SS,
(,tii.r..i li.ii.iitr.iiioii Asm.

sao soutii oiax-ix. St. cmoA-Oo, tt'

Sunday Schools,

Attention!

Quite INULK.VW'K!"
a Kew Suntl;iy ScIikoIs Siibscril)e for t'l

Distribution Amou); tlic Scholar.s. It Woi k^- Well

Sivic Chicago Tkstimoniai..

I " fhe C"

For 5 Copies and Over of the "Ingienook ""^

2j and 24 S. State Street.

Cap Goods...

Wr send Cap GtxHls l>y mail lt> nil putU nl

the United Stales.' A large assort tiiciit to

!cct (rotn. Hriccs the lowest. Satisfaction

, tmranieed. Send lot free samples ti>

liLorN. ILLINOIS. is Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter,

vided They All Go to One Address.

Pro^

YOIJR LIBRARY .!-:U—.:r.
nysttrle»." Hi.w .my rt-.vler ol ihe 1n«i.e-

Nt)oK iiiity gi'l a ci>|>y tree, semi (or partii-ii-

eid. J. S. PLORV,
Davton, Ohio.

lais. Aildrcss,

18 W Kourth Si,

C3HA7-E3 IT -A. rCFf-XJ^^'

Note(li&i wr h;ivc J

..cd<T0TDMt.M0T()*.
]

, 10 Soutli UiMid. lad, ]

«. E. ARNOLD.
South Bend, Ind.

in Tin: Uglknook. If ymi put your k*',^,^;',','

"ad"' in Thk iNdLRNOim it pays. 'I

I.M>r:-.TKlt IMtLK. ,

SoM iicArly nn«-linlf
(,|i.>Mi»<r ihau irou 01
T.-,lf,-„ , i,.,.U. G,c..l

Old and Voxiixs -Will 3B«> UellS
ptc"

Brethren Publishing Hou.-e,

Elgin, Illinois.
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'The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five
Cents,

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Weelt or two. Youli
|

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that (irovvs on One. Once Read. Always Read !

"t N„

In Kverv Part

We Want Agents, == Real Live Ag^ents

)f the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These. Can have his Choice of ONK of the followinjf books:

llesidc ihc llciniiic Brii-r Ilusli, Dictionary o( ihe liililt.

Natural Histcry of Hinls .iiid QiiJldrupeds.

lila.-li lieauty, llreani Life,

Oruniniond's Addresses, Adv

T
ventures o( a b,„, :

Teti Nighis III a IJar-Room,

Intellectual Life. Imitation of Christ, Etc

If he sets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thev coiil

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient ajjent will be put in line for the Riil „.„,

connected with the InglKNOOK. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest, list of dollar sub.scribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will

sent him a Librarv of FIFTY B()(n<S. Here is the list:

Adventures ol a llrowiiir.

>Esop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of ibf Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Essays.

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush.

lilack Beauty,

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of Knglaiid,

Confessions of an Opium Kaler,

Dictionary of the liible.

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

ICnierson's I-'.ssays,

Kthics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles.

House of Seven Gables.

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life.

Lays of Ancient Rome.

Longfellow's I'oems.

Lorna l^oone.

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I

,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor.

Samantha at Saratoga.

.Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece.

Stories from the History of Rome.
Story of an African ?^arm.

Ten Nights in a Bar-Rooni-

Thirty Years' War.
Twice-Told Tales,

Window 111 rhruiui,

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Tabic.

Lamb's Tales from Sliakespeaic

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty.

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list Tli

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice: and the fourth largest list will win TEN oftte

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the InglKNOok is not going to he thet

in anything. If agent.s desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscription^ ri

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, lyOl. ,

A. Hiixre I*^p>er for I_ii"ve I*eop>le.
The iNtiLKNOOK is no longer an e.xperiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by e.fperienced newspaper «>

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with notbioj;

"

and comtuonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always iu

and it never will fall below its self-.sct standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it ^fi""

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The iNi.i/E"

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the INGLKNOOK ne.xt year. The like oi i

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list

what they are talking about.

I. J. ROSFNBICRGFR: Divorce Anu.iig iht )'"*

U. L. MILLER; The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

TheMoney.'ii.leofanEvai.seW

r
CoufilO

LIZZIE HOWF. : The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL; 'The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. r. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD; The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So.

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOF; Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-live Years?

S. Z. SHARP; The Chance of Worknig One's Way Through JOHN G. ROVER; Does a College Education Pay

College. ' H, R. TAYLOR; 'The Difficulties of City Missions.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER; Tiie Missionary Reading I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secrelism.

Circle. S. F. SANGER; 'The Moravians.

A. W. VANl.MAN; Negro Missions. QUINCY LECKRONE; Bejl Argument for Trine Immersion

llAN L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: .St. Paul.

\VM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS; Wli.at were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY; Arc Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

Hu'l

I

CHAS. YEAROUT
L. VV. TEETER: How a Commentat

I

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Belter. City »'

I
sions? ,„

1 NANCY UNDERHILL; What to Do "Hn '
^^

I
M, J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas Al«'u> ^"8""'

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of -Swit/erlaiid-

j

GALEN B. t<OYER; World-wide Missions-

I

GRANT M AHAN: Home Life in Gcrm.in)'-
^ ^ ,^^

i J. H. MOORE; The Pleasant Side of an E^"°"

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible Study.

.^nd tlioi-© a,x>e Otlaors. "STo-u. Oan't .A.fror<a. to I^Xlss all Tliis-

especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.
They

^^^^

by members, for members. One is begun in this issue of the IngLENOOK. It will run through four issues ot
^^^^

You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may miss something of more than passrt.-

There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a revelation to most readers. ^

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the wboe
^^

_

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do well to write us. enclosing .

scription to-day.

E31S1XX, Illinois, XJ. S. .A..

There will be serial stories
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THE FOUL'S PRAYhR.

T„p,
,„«al (east was done; the king

Smighl some new sporl to hanjsh care,

And 10 his jester said, "Sir Tool,

U„eel now and make for us a prayer."

The tester doffed his cap and bells

A„d stood the mocking court before;

They could not see the bitter sm.le

Behind the painted grin he wore.

He bowed his head and bent his knee

irpoii the monarch's silken stool;

His pleading voice arose; " O Lord,

Be merciful to me, a fool!

" No pity. 1-ord, could change the heart

From red with wrong to white as wool;

The rod must heal the sin; but. Lord,

Be merciful tome, a fool!

" Tis not by guilt the onward sweep

Of truth and right, O Lord, we stay;

•Tis by our follies that so long

We hold the earth from heaven away.

"These clumsy feet still in the mire.

Go crushing blossoms without end;

These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust

Among the heart-strings of a friend.

"The ill timed truth we might have kept.

Who knows how sharp it pierced and stung?

The word we had not sense to say.

Who knows how grandly it had rung?

"Our faults no tenderness should ask.

The chastening stripes must cleanse them all

;

But for our blunders—oh! in shame

Before the eyes of heaven we fall.

" Earth has no balsam for mistakes;

Men crown the knave and scourge the tool

That did his will; but thou. O Lord.

Be merciful to me, a fool!
"

The room was hushed; in silence rose

The king and sought his garden cool,

And walked apart and murmured low,
" Be merciful to me, a fool!

"

LEVI AND LEAH.

Chapter IV.

m Iwo years after this Levi and Leah, married;
U'ing left all to follow the Galilean, found
"*«inRonic. They were locked in a room
'MkrChristians, and they sat apart from the

J>Mloyou remember the cool street in Ca-
"""'• Do you recall the laughing waves on

NMh°'""
'"''' *'""' ^'"^ "°'"'^' °" "'<=

itmbf
"''''' ^"'"^ '° "''^ synagogue-do you

r " themf And to-day we die. If you
''""Itlyoi, undoitall?"

^^|»b,doyoiiiemember the day of the cruci-

h, |,„

' '"""^ ''°'li there. We forced our way

He c,„;' ,

' shouted to Christus, as he stood

iWiiJ*'
' '-""'age,' aiTd he looked at me and

jli,
"1 '^.'''y comes for thee I shall meet

1«C)„
°"'' '^"d the day is here. Would I

,v„h H
"''"=" "lis night I shall be in Par-

l,^^^-^H"n,-andyou?"

'""b.-r ih,'\*
whisper, "Levi, shall we know

mere?
1^ do you ih 1'""Ik we shall know less then than

*" Silent
I

»"'
"Christ

= '^°"i3n converts floated on

'""ailhed"'
"' "'^'"'='." and all joined. A

"^'^^wS°'^°""'^'"^°"''^^ Pan<^l wi'h the

"""s o„iv
'
""' "mmanded silence, but the

'"'itofth/''"^ '°"der. The beasts on the

"V encl""*^
'""'-d and howled. It was

°°"''« hour°'"s'''
'""'"''°"='"y ^°' a"d they

> they said they would pray,

Oidy God knew^'»eacht'° ""--y did

. ''Wthev
!"'•''"' "°' a face would have

'"VwaT"""^"" in full daylight,

h""*"- TheVn"'"*"' "" ""= ''°°'' '''"d it was

t"""'"'=din, ,'
"''""e' overpowerir^*" '"'° 'heir prison cell

light

Was
all 'he Roman soldier said.

No. 38.

And they all arose and walked out. What a
sight met their gaze! They were in the arena, the
circular enclosure of the great amphitheater.

Tier upon tier of seats rose around on all sides.
There must have been fifty thousand people pres-
ent, and out of the whole lot not' one friendly face.
Yet as they walked slowly across the sand to the
center of the arena, Levi and Leah, hand in hand,
she said.

" Levi, look yonder, the top and rear row of seats!
See the man standing there holding something up
to us. What is it, and who is he?"

Levi looked, and said; " It is Aquila, and he has
the cross, and holds it up to us. Make you the
sign of the cross, that he may know we see. And
tell the others."

"Nay, not so," said Leah, "for if the Roman
sees him he will be cast among us. Still, I will

make the sign," and she did.

When they had reached the center of the arena, a
side door opened, and a Roman on horseback rode
in and around the outer edge of the enclosure,
making proclamation of the sport, and announcing
that the lions would at once be admitted.

" Leah," whispered Levi, " it is not j-et too late.

Shall I say the word of recantation?"

For answer Leah laid her slim, brown hand on
the mouth of her husband and held it there

close and tight. " Remember what you called to

Christus on the cross. . Am I to go alone to Him? "

Levi looked up to where Aquila stood, with
clasped h.inds. invoking cour.lge for the doomed.
He reinembered what he shouted to Christus at the

cross, "Courage! " and he loosed Leah's hand and
said to all, " Courage! Courage! " Leah kissed him
and then she began to sing, in a voice clear and
strong, "Christus et ecclesia,"and every Roman man
and woman present heard and understood the im-

port. Then one after the other took up the hymn.
and the fear of death had taken wings.

There was a snarling of brazen trumpets, three

times repeated, and the great crowd hushed into

comparative silence, and the Christians bowed their

heads, some looking upward, however,- and all wait-

ing. Then a man read in a clear, over-mastering

voice that all who would recant might be saved.

Leah's hand tightened on Levi's and there was si-

lence for a moment. Then Levi's voice rang out

loud and clear with the hymn, " Christus et eccle-

sia." The defiance was understood and in a mo-

ment the side doors opposite were thrown open.

Four lions strode into the ring. One circled

slowly around the enclosure, another bounded into

the center, another lay down, and the fourth

crouched to the spring.

" Le\i," said Leah, as calmly as though at far

Capernaum, " do you remember the time when we
were children, and )ou told me that you would not

cease to lo\-e me, even to the death?
"

" I do," said Levi, " and what of it?
"

" And I say to you, Levi, son of Matthew, that

there is naught in this world we are so soon to

leave, that is worth living for save love. Remem-
ber thou what Aquila, yonder, once said to you and

me? Was it not that, of faith, hope and love,

love was the greatest? Faith will soon pass into

knowledge, hope for our bodies there is none, and

all that will live forever is the love we have for

him and for each other. And we will continue it

with Christus. I know that now, for I see beyond

the hour in which we live. I see it clearly now.

Some moments ago I was looking upward and I

saw Christus in the air. He was holding out a

hand for each. . If I go first I will be waiting with

him for you, and if you pass to him wait thou on

gloated in absorbed silence on the scene, and the
yellow sands of the arena swallowed up the blood
of the martrys.

The amphitheater is in majestic ruins to-day. The
Roman has passed, and the graves of Levi and
Leah are not known, for in the night their friends
took them away to a place of sepulture in the
depths of the quarries.

And yet they live. Their names are not Levi
and Leah, yet with other names and under other
skies they live everywhere, people who would go to
the lions rather than recant their faith. Out of
the blood stains on the sands of the arena has
grown an edifice, the Christian church, that will
one day cover the earth, its towers in the heavens,
and all built on the man Christus, as the corner
stone.

WORLD'S SUNBONNET CENTER.

A SUNBONNET that Mrs. Roberts of Indianapolis
made for herself attracted the attention of a neigh-
bor. It was not elaborate. It was simply made,
but natty, and the tastiness of it added practically
nothing to its cost. Would Mrs. Roberts make one
for her? She would. She did. That .started the
trouble. There were other neighbors and friends.
Bonnets had to be made by the dozen. Perhaps
other women in the city would be glad to get such
bonnets? The large retail stores were visited and
trial orders were obtained. These orders were soon
duplicated. Perhaps there would be a sale of them
in Chicago, in Louisville and St. Louis. There
was.

Once they were sampled there was too much of a
demand for them. Three or four days after there
had been a shipment of one hundred dozen would
come the order, " Ship another one hundred dozen
at once." Mrs. Roberts had converted sitting

room, dining room, bedroom into sewing rooms, but
the facilities were overtaxed. Part of the large

barn was remodeled and fitted tip with sewing ma-
chines, cutting tables, etc.. but theie was no catch-

ing up with the orders. The large customers see-

ing that the demand could not be supplied in this

way started to manufacture their own sunbonnets.

Sunbonnets were not patented, and there was noth-

ing to prohibit anybody from making even Mrs.

Roberts' pattern of them.

As one large factory after another was started

with unlimited capital behind it Mrs. Roberts saw
that it was useless to try to compete in the making
of the populer cheap bonnet, and immediately set

to work to manufacture the better and more expen-

sive kinds and began the making of sun hats.

Competition was headed off this time by the secur-

ing of a patent in a simple device which enabled

the hat and bonnet to be taken apart to be washed

and be easily put together again and appear as

new.
• i

ONE OLD SAW'S ORIGIN.

A lion passed by snarling and showing his white

teeth. He crouched on the sand and gathered for a

spring on the group. Even as he was in the air Leah

stepped lightly in front of Levi, and was borne down

by the beast. " Courage, Levi," she shouted, " and

Victory." There was a tearing of flesh and a snap-

ping of bones now on all sides. The Romans
|

In olden times, when a person died, it was custom-

ary to toll the church bell -a certain number of

times, to indicate whether it was a man, woman or

child. For a woman it tolled three times, and for a

man thrice three times.

The stroke of a bell was called a " teller," and

hence it was nine tellers for a man, or, as folks

said in those days, " nine tellers mark a man."

This saying, which was continued long after the

tolling system was abolished, finally became con-

verted into the present saying, " Nine tailors make
a man."

" In a case of this kind," said the lawyer, " there

are many things to be investigated, and before I

take the case there is one thing in particular that

must be looked into."

" I presume," said the client, " that you refer to

ni)' pocketbook."
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PEKINQ-A STRANGE CITY.

Peking has always been an interesting and mys-

terious city. Its ancient walls, its forbidden impe-

rial quarters, its swarming and uncounted popula-

tion have attracted foreign eyes. Now the city is

the center of interest for the civilized world.

The capital of China is estimated by the New
York J/rf/7 and Express as a city of approximately

i.ooo.ooo inhabitants. It stands, the account says,

in a desert, and since there are within its walls large

plots of ground which are not built up. it covers

an immense area. There are no sewers in the city;

and, as a result, it is unusually filthy, even for a

Chinese city. There is no public water supply, and

water is hard to get and never very pure. None of

the streets is well paved, and it is difficult to make

one's way around the city, especially aftc-r dark.

Many streets are impassable for vehicles. The

main part of the city is surrounded by a wall, but for

years the place has been outgrowing its bounds,

and thousands of persons now live in the suburbs.

About the only clean places in the city, accord-

ing to the foreigners, are inside of their compounds.

The legation of the United States occupies a

small compound near the wall of the city. Both

the British and Russian legations occupy com-

pounds of good size, which have been made quite

attractive. There is almost no market for import-

ed goods in Peking, and. therefore, few merchants

try to do business within the city. They are, in

reality, forbidden to transact business within the

city walls.

All the walls of Peking, unlike those of most

cities in China, are kept in good repair. The outer

walls measure about thirty miles in circumference.

Those of the oldest portions of the city—the Tar-

tar portion—are fifty feet high and have a width at

the base of sixty feet, while at the top they are for-

ty feet thick. The walls of the Chinese part of the

city are thirty feet high, twenty-five feet thick at

the base, and fifteen feet thick at the top. On the

outer faces of the walls are square tuttresses, built

at intervals of sixty feet, and on the top of these

are guardhouses which are occupied by troops.

The "Forbidden City," which contains the im-

perial palaces, would be interesting to foreigners if

they could inspect It, but no foreigner, the Boston

Journal says, ever sets foot there, except when the

staffs of the legations carry their congratulations to

the emperor on the New Year day— the sixth of

February of the Chinese calendar—and in the rare

cases of special audience, one of which took place

when Prince Henry of Prussia was personally re-

ceived by the emperor at the very door.

This question of audience has for the last hun-

dred years been of the highest political importance.

First came the demand for the, performance of the

kotow; then the right of audience completely con-

ceded in 1873; lastly, the place of audience, toward

the satisfactory solution of which much was done

when Sir Nicholas O'Conor was received, not, as

formerly, in the liall of Tributary Nations, but at a

palace within the Forbidden City. Chinese preju-

dice is daily being broken down by its own weight

under external pressure.

The Chinese houses also are described by the

Boston Journal. In the four cities which make up

the capital, it says, and particularly in the imperial

city, live most of the leading and opulent class,

and, therefore, the houses are of a more important

and solid appearance than is the rule elsewhere.

High brick walls, with a single stone entrance, sur-

round a multitude of courts, flanked by the tile-

roofed dwelling rooms.

It is a curious and universal custom among the

Chinese to put up immediately facing the outer

door a stone or brick screen bearing tablets or

painted scrolls, inscribed with the names of ances-

tors or classical texts. The object, according to

time-honored superstition, is to ward off evil spirits,

for the demon, on entering, knocks his head against

the obstacle, and, being devoid of all sense but an

elementary hatred of mankind, is repulsed and goes

away sorrowful.

Why the aforesaid demon should Viave the clever-

ness to turn in at the gate, yet not sufficient to

wheel round the screen, is difficult for the uninitiat-

ed to understand. There is no attempt at ostenta-

tion or even of decent comfort about these dwelling

places. Within they are mere ramshackle bunga- '

lows, with stone-flagged floors and paper windows,

fantastically cut up by wooden partitions, and pa-

pered without taste or cleanliness.

The furniture is of polished wood made in the

stiff, square style that is not unfamiliar. Orna-

ments are few, and of the commonest foreign make,

while the bronze vessels to, be seen are all modern

and coarse in workmanship. A Chinese window is

a quaint subterfuge for obscuring the light of day.

It is an intricate pattern of woodwork in straight

lines, with pieces of glass stuck on the surface, and

filled up with strong yellowish paper. Its principal

use is in sealing up an apartment against any inrush

of fresh air by normal ventilation.

The tiles used for roofing are rounded and well

made of various colors—yellow for the emperor,

green tor the gods, blue and red for the rest—the

ends are capped with a flat embossed circle and

crested with mythical animals and horned heads.

When-the Chinese discover the cheap and congenial

hideousness of corrugated iron the one attractive

element in Chinese architecture is doomed to disap-

pear. White paint is generally put on to cover up

the mud with an occasional contrast of coral red.

In the summer months PZuropean officials who

are obliged to remain within reach and the students

from the legations hire temples in the western hills

from the priests, suspend the religious services and

use them as fixed camps. They bring in their train

their own households and their own furniture and

very pleasantly do these temples serve their pur-

BIRniNQHAM'S JEWELRY QUARTER.

Birmingham jewelry is known all the world over,

and the jewelry quarter, occupying some miles of

streets half a mile from the center of the town, pre-

sents a curious aspect to the stranger. Outwardly,

save for the signs over the doors, the houses look

like respectable middle-class dwellings; within they

are hives of industr)-. and the swarms of respectable

and well-dressed workers—a large proportion wom-
en—pouring in and out of the workshops at midday

is one of the sights of Birmingham.

The wealth stored in the shops of these makers

of chains, rings and cutters of diamonds is almost

fabulous. The supervision of the quarter is one of

the most serious anxieties of the police superintend-

ent of the division, and day and night the streets

are patroled by lynx-eyed detectives and plain-

clothes policemen. Hundreds of the jewelers keep

lights burning in their rooms near the safes in

which they store their valuables, and their curtains

are removed from the windows, so that the safe is

under police observation from the street.

The disappearance of the light would immediate-

ly be reported and the darkened room would be en-

tered by means of keys kept at the police station.

At holiday times some of the jewelers prefer to

consign their valuables to the bank, and in that

case the messenger conveying the parcels is always

shadowed by a couple of colleagues or police de-

tectives on either side of the road.

At the same time intimation is sent to the police

station that the usual light will not be kept burn-

ing. A large number of the houses are electrically

connected with the police station, so that the entry
of any marauder would promptly be intimated to

the police. This has inconvenient results some-
times when, during a thunderstorm, the sergeant in

charge hears a dozen alarm bells all ringing togeth-

er, and for the moment assumes that a big jewelry
raid is in progress.

A curious development in the management of the

shops quite recently adopted is the elaborate series

of arrangements for preventing waste. Years ago
sharp speculators made handsome bargains by the

purchase of the sweepings from the various shops.
Generally the first man who came along with an of-

fer for the shop " rubbish " got it at his own price.

The rapid growth in prosperity of such speculators
opened the eyes of the jewelers, and the screenings
are now offered to the highest bidder, with thei-esult
that one firm alone realizes $7,500 a year by the
sale of its refuse to refiners.

All the work is done over tins, which draw out
from the workman's bench. The contents of the
tins are collected each day. and passed through a
sieve to separate the filings and dust from the
larger pieces of silver. Eventually the dust is cast
into bars, which are paid for by the refiner in

proportion to the quantity of gold
finds in them. The sweepings Qf the sh
taken care of.

'

Every day they are collected and burnt

silv,

'P5 ar,

per or other jewelry wrappings, and ih,
produced is put in a bin. Once or twice

'eftbf

^vith

ash

dust is well mixed, and samples are se""t

"^ ^^^'

assayers, and the highest bidder becomewh^"
chaser. Even the water used in the wa h"

"''

by operatives before leaving the. shoo-
'"^ ''^'

with the same care. The soapsuds
pass th

^^^^'^

drain in such a way that all sediment "

^'^^^^

hind.

The residuum is periodically taken out
lowed to dry, and sold 'n a similar fashionT','''
sweepings. The dust produced by polishin"

'

ilarly carefully collected in boxes, and Jo'rV
especially liable to accumulate dust on thei 1

^ '

are r-equiied, after finishing work, to bru'sVlh'^
hands with a hare's foot. After a time thisi h

and the ash deposited in the dust tub alreail

tioned. The black aprons share the same fni

LEE YIP'S DESICATED OYSIERS.

" A FEW days ago," said a New Odeans Bohn
an to a Times-Democrat man, "I dropped in tot

my friend, Lee Yip. who keeps what he call'

'glocely stlo,' which is as near as hecancomeic
grocery store. He gave me an excellent cigar,

presently he said: 'You likee dly oystel'

asked before I realized that he was talking; abou

dried oysters. 'Come; I show,' he replied;

opening the lid of a big box, he took out a handiu

of what appeared exactly like dried oysters carvt[

in mahogany. They were not shriveltd

w-arped, like other dried foods, but were as plum|

and symmetrical as any well-conditioned bivsii

fresh from the deep shell. The only differences;

they were dark brown in color, and as harj;

bricks. When Lee Yip tossed them back into \\

box they rattled like a handful of marbles,

" Of course, I was greatly surprised, and befort

left I took pains to find out all about tliem, Th

oysters are caught and prepared at the bignaiin

shrimperies on the other side of the lake, Tt

process is a ti-ade secret, but as nearly as 1 coul

gather from Lee, they are spread on the top?

large sheds and exposed to the sun for itv

weeks. What pi'events decomposition? 1
Jon

know; but they come out of the operation as sin

and brown as nuts. Last night I tried somt b;

special invitation in the back room of a laundry ru

6y another Mongolian friend of mine. They wfi^

brought in a bowl, and formed a sort of a sic»"

sauce, which was really delicious. The oy^w

themselves were firm, but exceedingly tender, J"

had a peculiar peppery flavor, different from ii>

thing else I have ever tasted. The Chinanur

-^

did the cooking told me he had simply t^"
'

dried oysters in water and added a sni r

pork and 'seasoning.' When I tried to

the seasoning feature, he suddenly \^<

of English, so there, I suspect, the secret re^"|

" I am told that the local colony
^''^'^'^^^^^^

barrels of these oysters every month,
^^'^^J^^^

quantities of them are sold in San Franci

Chicago."
-

WAITING FOR OrNNER.

A MINISTER while relating some rcnun'

his early days in the ministry, said:
^^^^^^^ |

One day, while traveling ^'^^^''""
^.|,er's

in

timed myself as to arrive at a good bro^
^^^

^^

country about dinner time. I h'tc ^
^^^^

^,

and went in. Brother H. was absen
^^

^,

and the wife and daughters ^PP^^e
^^

^^^,

me. We chatted pleasantly for ha

more.
dinn^''*'""

I was very hungry and was sure
^^^^ ^^.,^

,^

prepared, as the girls dropped out

by one, so 1 tarried, but was veo

thought the lady of the house was
^ -^

, , If nil

becoi" -

null J" -- ^-:

'

Finally she excused herself and
"'^^^^

(.^Jf

room for a moment. A small ''°>^V^^, „,y
'"

running in and out of the room >

entered, and I said:

" Come, here, my
towards me I asked

little man,
id a*an

r he";'

i.'-

How soon will you have dinn^Jj
J'^'jy

a.f

"Just as soon as you go," was

I went.
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PEAT.

ufficient to warm the continents a

and " keep fires " twenty hours in

t-set let us not worry nor be

''''

Th'our host of the gloomy visage insists

"''Tin,, miserable and unhappy.

»""""''
So in the ou

Peat
is
(mind in mainy parts of the world, but un-

Iteland s ms to have had a monopoly of

. Canada steps to the front and points

'"'
"I" I,,.,,

forty thousand acre plot—and
*' '" '

—of peat, and justly shares the honor

*"'"'
'Xc'tion of this valuable possession.

'^''"*

icat beds may be called our future coal de-

d^lhus far have not entered into the econo-

•'"ire country, as a full and complete product,

'|'..,orne day will. Maybe you do not exactly

wliat peat is ? Briefly, it is a substance

„a by 3 decomposition
of plants, in wet, marshy

.j-the vegetation co

nakiii

stantly and abundantly

„.. above t^he surface and decaying beneath—

''3 mould, and this by aid of moisture, becom-

ckan, compact substance, which, in time, is

,„ ,,s peat. Mosses, especially, enter largely in-

. Jormation, and reeds and rushes, and other

„Jo, moisture loving plants, play an important

,1,1
,„lliis deposit.

Xl,t pwt deposits in Canada are the finest and

extensive in the world, some of them twenty

etiirep! How long this has been in forming, can

111) be conjectured—thousands and tens of thou-

sol years perhaps. Always in Ireland as far

id js the history of the country goes, peat has

sed as a fuel. It was taken out of the ground

inks or cubes—any way to get it out—dried

njliurned as coal, but in this country, in Canada,

k proccs$ of preparing it for burning is more

labiirate and satisfactory. A writer in an Eastern

describes the process in this way:

The peat is cut and air-dried, after which it is pul-

erized by being passed through a picker and auto-

latically deposited in a hopper which feeds a steel

ibe about two inches in diameter and fifteen inches

The pulverized peat is forced through this

ube hy pressure, and formed into cylindrical blocks
ira inches in length and almost equal in density

anlhracite coal. The fuel is nonfriable and
itatherproof by reason of its solidity and the cx-

aze imparted to it by frictional contact
ilh forming dies. The inherent moisture of the
at IS reduced to twelve percent of the mass. In
'igtt it compares with coal as follows: Eighty-
W pounds a cubic foot of peat equal sevcnty-
it^e pounds of bituminous or ninety-three pounds
'anlhracite coal.

TIRED WINQS.

Amose who has crossed the Atlantic or Pacific
«M1 have failed to notice the land birds which

!*'"('"' ^"'' "^" "P°" '^"^ vessel, often hun-

^ "I miles from shore. Sometimes it is an
«Jthal alights on the truck or yard arm, again a

J"
delicate sparrows, or even a humming bird

ataT?'*'
^"'^ •^"'hausted that they have lost all

,.,
^'"'°*' 5eem to court the friendship of fiu-

'" tilings.

,1
4""!'" °" ^^^ "^^'"e coast who daily sailed

«vis,t"'H
* 'fom shore said that he frequently

") and
^^ ^^°'^ ^"'^^' ^^''^^ alighted on his

"Hird
™^'''^ "lemselves perfectly at home.

' have
\""^ "'°^'^ which visit the steamers out at

Sson
of

"" '''°"" ^''°'" ^^'^" course during the

•Sliries"')^™'"""
^'^"^ '" "^*= '^" ='"'' 5P'''"g

t C0J5,
° ""'grating birds extend up and down

lollowi
,

"'^Jonty fly at night, high in the

lilcju„|f
^''"e line or a mountain range,

« their \ '" * ^^'"^ ""'' blown out to sea they

taing o„
"""S^' become confused and fly on,

'Vken
si,,

'"^"^'s when perfectly exhausted.

'*''«P0n V"''
boats are not available birds will

'"''»?
on th

°'*" ^"y °bject. I have seen a gull

'"It
in Hj p' back of a sleeping logger head

!"' '"d the h,'

°'^'^'''='<'<:0' apparently much at

ig shark, which is often
and

th,. k
""

n ,1, '
^ ''"ge baskin""

Ih.'he • (
—••'"iiig aiirtiK, wili(.ii IS until

**Wvc.d"'i '
''^ brown back exposed, has

Hediy /""""St covered with sea birds, which

t'». disc *" ^ ""^"^ ^ '°g °' » ?'•=" °^

''*''' '011^7*^""^ 'heir mistake suddenly when
"^'er or sank beneath the waves.

The laughing gulls of the Gulf of Mexico and
southern California waters have a singular fancy for
roosting upon the back of the brown pelican, which
I have often observed. But this is not always to
rest, as the gull reaches out when the pelican se-
cures a sardine and often snatches it. Sometimes
the gull roosts upon the round head of the pelican,
its wings held aloft in the effort to preserve its bal-

ance. A singular feature of this intrusion and
impertinence on the part of the gull is that the peli-

can never resents it—at least not in the scores of

instances observed by me, so far as appearances went,
being aware that it was being trampled upon by the

inquisitive, laughing gull, which, when it had se-

cured its fish by the most barefaced methods, went
flying away with a victorious " Ha, ha!

"

The Santa Catalina channel, in southern Cali-

fornia waters, is a favorite field in summer for the

giant mola or sunfish—one of the most remarkable
of all the denizens of the sea, a rotund, chopped-off

creature which resembles nothing. Some wit has

described it as the fish that was originally very

long and was chopped off to suit its requirements,

and apparently this is what happened, as the fish

has literally no tail, its place being taken by what

appears to be a mere rim or frill, which can be

moved to a limited extent. The sunfish, like the

basking shark, has a singular habit of lying on the

surface in the wash of the waves, and is almost al-

ways taken for a piece of wreckage.

In August in the Santa Catalina channel they are

frequently seen floating in a heavy sea, lying broad-

side up, the pectoral fin slowly fanning the air— the

only evidence of life about the strange object. Why
the fish takes this position is to a certain extent un-

known, but I think it is due in some instances to the

fact that the creature is infested with many parasites

which live in the thick mucus which covers its skin

and that it endeavors to destroy them by exposing

itself to the direct rays of the sun.

These fish form an excellent roost for various sea

birds, and the spectacle of a sunfish bearing sev-

eral gulls or a cormorant is often witnessed. In such

a case it might readily be taken for wreckage.

It is possible that the gulls aid in freeing the

great fishes' of their parasitic enemies, alighting up-

on them as the little African bird enters the mouth

of the crocodile, which patiently opens it for the

purpose. Such resting places are more or less un-

steady, but by continual practice the birds become

skilled in holding on. This is well exemplified by

the gulls, which follow the steamers which ply be-

tween San Pedro and Avalon, California. The birds

follow the steamer out and back, a flight of forty

miles, and when they become weary they appear to

take turns in alighting on the round golden ball

which surmounts the mast. This almost impossible

resting place pitches about in all directions, now

forward or backward, or from side to side, some-

times jerking the bird off, but, as a rule, these

feathered acrobats retain their position, even in the

roughest weather.

The camel is often used by several birds as a

roost, and undoubtedly all these birds repay the

animals by destroying the various parasites which

infest them. During the present winter, in riding

across country in southern California, I came upon a

flock of sheep grazing on a little mesa. Many of

the sheep carried about on their backs from one to

three or four blackbirds, which perched there ap-

parently perfectly contented. On another occasion,

in the same country, I saw pigs serving as roosts in-

stead of sheep. Nearly every black pig was

mounted by one or two blackbirds. Some stood on

the head, another clung to an ear, while in another

instance four blackbirds perched upon the back of a

pig, all noisily talking or singing in their peculiar

language.
^ ^^^^

DO TMEY EVER DIE FROM OKIEF?

Some one sends us an article from the .V«c Vori-

Herald, giving three cases in which a horse, a dog,

and a canary bird died from grief on account of the

absence of their friends, the owners, and adds that a

hundred instances could be cited of animals that

have died of grief at being separated from those

they love.

The following which appeared in an address to the

Boston public schools, shows very clearly how sensi-

tive even birds are:

"To show how this power of the voice extends

through the whole animal creation, 1 will say that 1

know one of the best ladies in Massachusetts, who
lives within five miles of this schoolhouse. She
had, a few years ago, a beautiful canary bird which
she dearly loved, and to which she had never
spoken an unkind word in her life.

" One Sunday the church organist was away, and
she stopped to play the organ for the Sunday
school.

" In consequence of this the dinner had to be put
off an hour, and when she got home her good husband
was very hungry, and as the girls may find out some
time, when husbands get very hungry they some-
times get cross, and he spoke to her unkindly.

" The things were put on and they sat down in si-

lence at the table, and presently the bird began to

chirp at her as it always had to attract her attention.

To shame her husband for having spoken so, she
turned to the bird, and for the first time in her life

spoke to it in a most violent and angry tone. In

less than five minutes there was a fluttering in the

cage. She sprang to the cage—the bird was dead.

"When I was at New Orleans, winter before last,

Mrs. Hendricks, the wife of the late Vice-President

of the United States, came there. And she said

she had once killed a mocking bird in the same
way. It annoyed her by loud singing. To stop it

she spoke in a violent tone and pretended to throw
something at it, and within five minutes it was
dead."

»

FAniLY OF HORNED TOADS.

A HORNED toad from the plains of New Mexico

came to Kansas City about a week ago stowed away
in the pocket of a hotel cook who brought it along

as a curiosity. For a while the cook carried it

about and finally gave the toad to George P. Huck-

ett, who placed it in a box of sand in the window.

The horned toad is a member of the lizard family,

and this peculiar specimen, with its spiked back, at-

tracted considerable attention.

Yesterday morning when he went to look after

the toad he found it busily engaged in catching flies,

but the reptile was not alone. Basking in the warm
rays of the morning sun were five and twenty little

horned toads, perfect counterparts in shape of their

mother. They are odd little fellows, no larger

than a thumbnail, looking very much like baby tur-

tles. Their coats vary in color from the gray of a

dusty road to the rich red-brown of desert sand.

They are as lively as crickets, but when handled

roughly will curl up and " play 'possum."

But alas for maternal devotion, Mrs. Toad has

forsaken her children. She pays no attention to

them and in the farthest corner of the show window

she stands with her face against the pane, looking

for some one to take her away. However, the de-

sertion does not weigh heavily on the little horned

toads. They catch flies and scuttle about as merri-

ly as if shifting for themselves was an old experi-

ence to them.
> I

THEY DEVELOP INTO EELS.

In the course of a series of lectures recently de-

livered by Prof. Ray Lankestcr at the Royal Insti-

tution, London, particulars not generally known

were given concerning the breeding habits of the

eel.

It is quite erroneous to believe that these crea-

tures breed anywhere except in the sea. where eggs

are laid and hatched at great depths—often five

hundred fathoms.

A dozen years ago some fishes called leptocephali

were regarded as a distinct species, but at length

one of them, kept in an aquarium, developed into a

conger eel. Later on the transformation of various

kinds of leptocephali w,is followed, and they were

found all to change into eels, one species being rec-

ognized as the common eel.

Immense numbers of these must exist at great

depths in the sea. and they sometimes ascend the

rivers and will sometimes push their w,iy across wet

grass to ponds which have no direct communication

with the rivers.
, •

Moths fly against the candle flame because their

eyes can bear only a small amount of light. When,

therefore, they come within the light of the candle

their sight is overpowered and their vision confused,

and as they cannot distinguish objects they pursue

the light itself and fly against the flame.
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LESSONS IN VISITING.

It very often happens that the Sunday-school

teacher is in a position to attend other schools than

his own. It is always well to go when such an op-

portunity offers itself. There is much that may be

learned in seeing how others manage the work

Teaching in the Sabbath school is, to a certain ex-

tent, like teaching in a public school. It resembles

that work in the instruction that is to be conveyed,

and the methods of imparting instruction are varied

and of different values. It will be at once seen in a

strange school whether or not there is anything to

be learned. It is not always the case that we learn

something new and valuable every time we go

away from home. We may have better methods of

our own, and then, again, the methods of others

may be superior to our own. It can only be told

by personal obser\ation. This is where the advan-

tage of an occasional visit to other fields of labor

than our own may be found.

WHV WOMEN LIVE LONGER TMAN MBN.

earn her own living, she is not troubled to the same

extent; she is less ambitious, is satisfied with a lit-

tle, and that little is earned with more ease.

Another thing to be borne in mind is that by na-

ture woman is intended for household duties, and,

therefore, she is doing work which she likes; if she

does not actually lake pleasure in it, at least it does

not annoy her.

But with men it very frequently happens that the

occupation is not the one which would have been

selected had there been any option; thousands of

men are employed in work which they dislike, but

are forced by circumstances to continue in that par-

ticular line. Women might take this with resigna-

tion, but men fret and fume and so wear themselves

out more quickly.

The tranqaillity of the fair sex when in trouble or

pain is well known to doctors and others who have

the opportunity of careful observation.

APT PHRASES.

The fact that the anticipated length of life is

greater for women than for men is one which, has

most probably been noticed by comparatively few

people, yet it is borne out by statistics.

What is the reason of this difference? Physicians

do not credit the fair sex with superior vitality.

We usually regard a woman as a being of finer sus-

ceptibilities, an aggregation of nerves, and finer na-

tures generally wear out more quickly than the

rougher ones. In short, women are the " weaker
"

vessels, and as such they should not last so long.

Man, who leads a freer life and goes in for ath-

letics to a far greater extent, ought to outlive wom-
an by many years, yet he succumbs sooner than she.

One reason commonly assigned for the difference

is that so many men are engaged in unhealthy occu-

pations. That is true, but those who advance this

reason forget that numbers of women are employed

in professions or businesses in which they run very

great risks. Think of the women, young and mid-

dle aged, who are acting as nurses, attending on pa-

tients suffering from infectious or contagious dis-

eases. Even in the household it is the w'oman who
attends to the sick members of the family. And
the women workers at injurious trades are to be

counted by thousands.

The most probable causes of woman's longevity.

are the regularity of her life and her innate cheer-

fulness. They are potent factors in existence, but

they are often lost sight of by the stronger sex.

Women are apt to call their lives monotonous

rather than regular, but whether this is so or not, it

is this sameness which serves to lengthen the dura-

tion of their existence. More so than men, they

have tlie same duties to perform day by day. They

rise at the same time, have their meals at stated

intervals, superintend this or that household duty

on given days, and retire to rest at about the same

hour. They have their worries—their children fall

ill or the servants give trouble— but these are light

compared with the anxieties to which men are sub-

ject.

Men, cither through necessity or neglect, do not

maintain the same regularity 7n the times of rising,

eating and retiring. They are more given to pleas-

ures that take them out of the groove, and as it is

upon them that falls the responsibility of keeping

the house together by providing the necessary fi-

nancial resources, they arc subjected to business

worries and troubles of which their partners know

little or nothing.

Even where a woman remains single and has to

A GOOD many words and phrases are apt to be re-

garded as slang when in reality they are only ex-

pressive English. Words are like people. They

have their ups and downs in the social scale, so that

the expression that yesterday was only allowed to

creep in with apologies, by the back door, to-moirow

may be welcomed in the most exclusive society. It

is interesting to note, in this connection, that classic

literature has furnished us with many of our slang

expressions.

Shakespeare is full of slang as " she is spoke" to-

day, and many of our modern pictorial expressions

come from the Bible. The first person who made

any reference to anything being as " fat as grease
"

was probably David, who says in Psalms iig: 70,

" Their heart is as fat as grease, but I delight in thy

law." Job declared, " I am escaped with the skin

of my teeth." Again David sized up the flatterer in

these words, just as we use them to-day, " The

words of his mouth were smoother than butter, but

war was in his heart," Psalms 55: 21. In Ps, 72: 9,

he says, " His enemies shall lick the dust. "Solo-

mon declares in Proverbs that "he that is surety for

a stranger shall smart for it." Isaiah speaksof"the

merchant prince" and of Tyre. He also says

(Isaiah 25: 6), " The nations are butas a drop in the

bucket." Ezekiel writes of the wheel within a

wheel when he says, " As if a wheel had been in the

midst of a wheel," and it was not Patrick Henry, but

Jeremiah, who exclaimed, " Peace, peace, when

there is no peace.'"

Innumerable other illustrations might be quoted,

but enough has been given to show that a good deal

of new slang is pretty old, and can justify Its right

to the society it keeps.

(ilRLS, TAKE THE HINT.

Men atlmire the girl who is her mother's girl

in household matters, and who is not above

taking an interest in the most trivial things in con-

nection with house duties. They admire the girl

who is a bright, entertaining companion, and who
has ever a kind word and pleasant smile for those

around. They admire the girl who is always neatly

gowned.no matter if ' in inexpensive materials, and
who never dresses Loudly, or in questionable taste.

They admire the girl who can adapt herself to

any society, who never puts on affected airs, and
who would scorn to do an action of which all the

world might not know. They admire the girl who
in an emergency can turn her hand to anything.

They admire the girl who is unselfish enough to

give up some pleasure of her own without consider-

ing herself aggrieved at having to do so. They ad-

mire the girl who can talk of more important things

than dress or the last new play, and who can listen

intelligently when deeper subjects arc introduced-

THE HEDICAL PROFESSION.

' The great doctor is greater than ever, especially

in the field of research and discovery," writes Dr.

George F. Shrady, of New York, in Success; " but the

average doctor is a smaller personage
th

was before, and that is why the profg
^" ^''

^

have declined and lost many of its I
?

**" ^^*^

tions for educated men. An ordinary ,'[1"^ '"'

and diagnoser will soon be regarded ria^"^'^-'

reverence than the man who sells the

dead level, the profession is overc
paid, and has lost much of the old-ti

society. I would say to the young fell,

l^'"^- On,

"^ honia,;

> great
"pita;

be graduated to-day, if he has no
enthusiasm and energy, and if he

j

there is more reason now than ever bef
"'^"'^'

should let this profession alone. Th^n.i'^', '

/>cr sc. IS of no special merit. On the olli

the surgeon who takes out the stomach nf
^'

ing with cancer and preserves his life, or th

server who defines and destroys the mic
['"

yellow fever, is ranked with the masters
anVii'

miracle workers. Climb to the summit
01 |,

.

shop."
^"^

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: noney Getting.

One of the most disastrous things that can wr

take a man or woman is to become so wraphd
c

in money getting that they think of nothing dJ
We all know such people, and nobody ever thinj

of appealing to them for any considerable helpwii

it is wanted for some charitable object. Like j

other habit, good or bad, it grows on one, anduhJ

it once becomes fixed nothing but death loosensih

grip on the spirit of accumulation.

There is no sin or discredit attaches to liavin|

money, but with its possession there is adiily iluil

is often neglected. Those who have the mosloi;t

are hardly ever the foremost in helping others \\}M

need assistance. They come to look on all ^\l\u

money lost, forgetting that it is only what ihci

give away that they can take with them when ihci

cross over. A man may be very rich and yd bef

Chiistian. But if he thinks more of his moneythJ

he does of Christ he is in the situation of iht licl

young man who once asked Christ what he shoiil|

do to inherit eternal life. When the aiisv

volved the disappearance of his fortune hcledil

eternity of happiness for the present niomtnlf

opulence.

Some men have the gift of money making. J
a real gift, from God, and is not to be despistd

is only when the use of it is forgotten, and thchai

of accumulation gets uppermost that sin c:nti'r>l|

heart. All through the Bible the dangers

are spoken of. Not money, but the loveohi

said to be at the root of all evil. And

When a person gets the disease in such a \'

they think of nothing but their money t*-"

useless as the barnacle on the ship's planl^

^

are carried on by society, but play no P^r'|'

good done. They are simply stoppers oij^^ 1

money that comes their way, and they i^^^

gretted and leave it all behind to be =*1"^"^|' V.

others. Get all the money you "H- ^^°""
j', 1

out interfering with your duty, and ^'''"
'^„J

the glory of one who gave you the gift« '

J
J

The rich man. at death, is not he who has^^

^^^^^^

money, but he who did the most goo.

had.

The calls for back numbers
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scriber scans his sample copy o"
^^^^^,
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when sending in his subscription i^^P^
^-^^jtf

want the back numbers. It has
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only current issues can be furnished,
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d willi "
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As we go to pressrt,s we go 10 pn-33 v^itn
to a'*J I

ith pleasure the efforts being niaJe^^
fy],c''"\

fortunate people who lost their a
^^^.^^„,., 1"^

the cyclone of last week. Such co
^^^^

^|,,,

not only those who receive but those V

son"'
Hkfore marriage a yo""S

"""("[er nw""'

his sweetheart a lock of his hair, -i

sometimes helps herself.
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HOW THEY CAN COKN.

F.lgi" is a canning establishment, and

Hf"' '"

'rriine corn is being put up. It is a
.. fhis »"' » ._ „f ,

iia'

itiiii""'

a-r;yclay
matter to see rows of canned

f the grocery, and doubtless a

women have tried their,
il,e

sIkIv" "

,„,. iNGLENO
"'' "'

h mselves with the uniform experience
'

'bust." Hut here is a regular can-

>P

rtlLT to gel at the facts in the case let us

-the 'Nook has a way of its

eigrei

'•"

""I'j 3 very interesting sight when it is in

'"Ir|,ey pacl<, that is the word, pac]< corn,

'

, no ind baked beans and lima beans in

'veral seasons. Right now corn is being

Soil in

,.,,i„iir own way-

.knw Let us go out into the country and
"

'"'

farm where they grow sweet corn. We

'idltarn that the cannery people furnished them
"

j.-d and that early concord, old colony,

m oentleman and early and late Stowell's
' "

the varieties used. The idea is to

the season out as far as practicable. If it all

e into the factory at once it couldn't be han-

i Now suppose that it is ready for the canners.

fear* are stripped off and loaded into a wagon

hauled, husks, cobs and all, to the factory, as it

aimctimes called. Here a man inspects the

id.and cither passes it or growls about its being

liatd in the grain, and then it is weighed and

man is paid by the ton for what he brings in.

aeis from $5-00 to S5.50 a ton, and he can raise

imuvijto four tons to the acre if wind and weath-

have smiled on him.

He llieii drives his load up to a long shed open

the sides and unloads his corn where he is told.

isslackedup breast high along the edge of the

ed floor, and the day we were there one hundred

hfty tons of corn had been brought in. That
esa pretty good pile of roasting ears and the

ison's lot amounts to about three thousand tons.

lakes about six miles of adjacent territory to

se this amount. Even the greediest boy who
ould get his fill out of that pile.

Sealed in this long, big, high pile of corn, are the
skcrs Tlie whole ^aniut of human existence is

iresenled from the cradle to the grave, the big-
11 kind of a husking bee, and they are stripping
green off the ears and pitching them into bush-
Wets before them. Three cents a bushel they
'Im husking, and as fast as husked it is emptied
'" endless, broad belt and starts on its trip to
iMory proper. The husks make a bigger pile
"llie original corn in the ear. These husks the
P"s are glad to get rid of, and the farmers are
11° g<:t them. Each wagon bringing in a load
"'" takes out a load of husks, and the cows
"' «ken they see the
iiigh'ii IS

Itl nl f,

wagon coming home,
not nearly as good as throwing down a

i^nce and getting in the field over night
Iwinselves.

hen the corn travels up the belt to the cut-
"P into its place before a man who feeds

«il eo"'" h""
""" '"^"'t''^^ somewhat a hori-

inioth h""^''
*'''^--'"'' O"' pops the cob,

fed of,
/ ^^'^" '''ops the corn, cut, scraped,

Dihe.cj
ih"

'' "^'^^"^ °f knives and let it be re-

' "to the"
"''' husking, and the feeding the

»«hi„,i
/"",'"''' '"'- '*" on'y times that the

P'«™ b"!?u"
"" "'" T''"'^ i^ ••'ways the

"''""•ttitre.i||y„

t thr

,^j

Saboo of dirt in thinking of this

N ji„"',

'''"'"y "lere is as little or less chance
lidon... " '^"'^ is in the home kitchen. It

""'sil that

111"

no cannery smells like

e other hand it must

.•\raby the

" *«ay L
'^"' ''"'" ""^ '<'^''"^' ""= <^o'« !"<=

'"'"
are °J"^'^°'^y who will haul them off,

"'
"I't to <|

'• ^ ""^ "•'8°" '"^d. They are

'"Mvhei,
,'h

'" ^ ''''''' •""' "^""^ -'S kinilling

'

^'itcotn
"'"''5 howl over Northern llli-

*'
'"olvins

' ( " '"" 'hiough a sort of cylin-

""""'sin;

'
°' "">shed wire to get out

'"
The„

t„

""hs of cob that may have been

"'*'l<led
''',8'^^" amount of corn a pail of

»°'"''''»ctorv T"'' S"'--^ the mess to another

u!''° "inch ;,?!„

''^ a machine is putting it in-

is soldered automatically, inspected, and comes out
at the other end of the belt where the cans are tak-
en off and put in big iron baskets. It must be re-
membered that this procession is practically end-
less. The belt is slowly moving along, and the
cans are marching along with it very close together,
and they get their touch of what is needed as they
pass. You can have an idea of the way things have
to move, as the season lasts six weeks, anti one mil-
lion five hundred thousand cans of corn are worked
through in that time. It takes about three thou-
sand tons of corn to do this. There is very little

idling about a cannery that is in full blast. Each
man has his stunt of work to do and it comes to
him and waits. not.

Now up to this point all that has been done
could be similarly done at home. But here comes
the hitch. These caos are put in big iron baskets,
a barrel or so of them, at a time, and they are low-
ered into retorts which resemble huge iron cylin-
ders. The corn in the can is not cooked, is nothing
but pure corn and a little brine, and the subsequent
cooking is where the process will fail at home.
The cans are locked hermetically in these iron re-

torts, live steam turned on, of 241 degrees tempera-
ture, and the heating is kept up for an hour. The
cans are soldered shut when they go into these re-

torts and there get their steam bath. That is the

point of failure at home. The highest temperature
that could be had at home is that of boiling water,

212 degrees,.and at the cannery they get 241. This
used to be the great secret in the business. They
stay in their hot bath for an hour, and they are then

taken out and ranked on the floor in another build-

ing. The cans are bloated, bulged, and apparently,

ready to explode. As they cool down over night

they resume natural proportions. After that it is

simply a matter of packing in boxes and selling to

the city people who handle and distribute such

things. It occasionally happens that through some
hitch in the process there is a failure to secure per-

fect results. This happens about once in three

hundred and fifty times,—that is one can in three

hundred and fifty is a misfit, if not too badly gone
it is doctored over again. Taking it all around the

process is infinitely superior to home methods, the

only difference being that that which is clone in

your own kitchen, from vegetables out of your own
garden, is apt to be better in flavor because quality

and not bulk is sought for in the private handling.

Each vegetable requires a different treatment,

and as we go along we will tell how these different

vegetables are worked. The management at the

cannery was all courte-sy, and there was nothing to

conceal. A visit is a pleasure. A good many peo-

ple think the profits in such a business are large,

and while it is satisfactory, yet there is not as much

to it as one would imagine. If the proprietors of

the cannery could get a cent a c.in profit they

would be happy.

MAINE TOWN'S BIO BEAN KILN.

its
jouin""°

'^"'^^ ""' and then each can
""i

at ca,.''''
''°^™ a Inroad, slowly-moving

.'""^liine,,,-
'^'"P something is done to it.

.&'^'lidT,°""-'°Pofthecan,thena
' '""•hin,

"^ "" as it passes in proces-
' " on down the line it goes till it

There is a comfortable little town called Mine

Hill, because it is situated under the brow of a lit-

tle mountain of that name, way down in one corner

of flancock County, Maine, which claims the dis-

tinction of being the only town in the universe

which has a town beau kiln
—

" beankill " the na-

tives call it. It is an old institution, whereby over

ninety-nine per cent of the beans eaten in the town

are baked.

It was way back in the YjO's when the Linscotts

went to Blue Hill. One of the family while on a

visit to some of his people in Blue Hill chanced to

get mired in a mud puddle and while scraping the

clay from his boots noticed that the consistency

and grain was that of the finest brick clay. He

prospected a little aiul found that the hills about

the place were of the same kind of cl.ay and that

sand of prime quality was close at hand. Blue Hill

Bay was a natural harbor. There was a steady de-

mand for bricks everywhere, and so it was that the

Linscotts we'nt to Blue Hill and started the brick-

making business. The Hackciisack people were en-

terprising and their crew of employes grew larger

and larger until it ab.sorbed all thtt available natives,

and it was necessary to import men from the neigh-

boring towns. This necessitated a boarding house

and so it was that Mrs. Linscott's big four-story

frame house became the shelter of forty or fifty

able-bodied men with enormous appetites. They

were not particular as to the menu so long as there
was plenty of food and Mrs. Linscott's beans were
pronounced just about right.

Although the house was equipped with a spacious
brick oven, what with the bread and pies and pud-
dings and other things, the capacity was considera-
bly strained. Mrs. Linscott was complaining of
this when her husband, " 01' Dave Linscott," said
he'd see about it. He talked the matter over with
the foreman, and so it happened that one Saturday
afternoon, when work was a little slack, the crew
turned to and built an enormous arrangement in
the Lmscott dooryard. It was like a huge brick
oven as much as anything else. They called it a
"beankill," because it was not much of anything
el.se. The firebox was arranged to take in four-foot
wood and the arrangement of flues was the result
of many conferences, and the consensus of opinion
of all the expert brick burners of the works.

" Build 'er big enough," said Dave, and it was big
enough for hundreds of bean pots.

The " kill " was a great success. Nothing was ever
seen like it. No such beans ever tickled the palate
of a hungry brick worker as came out of the Lin-
scott bean kiln. Then the neighbors began to
bring their beans just as a sample order. And
when they brought them once they did again.
Finally the " kill "^ became so extremely popular
that thrifty David thought there might be a chance
for " spec'lation," and so a fee of one cent per pot
was established.

And this was the origin of the kiln.

The original structure has been rebuilt and al-

tered many times. The Linscotts got rich and
moved back to New Jersey, but their successors
kept up the kiln. The price has been advanced
with the increased price of wood, but the custom
has not fallen off, as more people have moved in,

and the town has become a famous summer resort.

And now -of a Friday night all the youngsters of
the village may be seen about sunset hea.ling for

the " bean kill " with the family bean pots.

" Bill " Header, the present proprietor of the
kiln, is a jovial old soul, and crams in the dry, hard
wood in cordwood lengths, and anon runs his arm
into the immense ovens to gauge the heat, while his

purse becomes heavy with the nickels and dimes
which flow in.

He knows just how all his customers like their

beans; how Mrs. Perkins wants hers "rather un-

der," and Mrs. Peabody likes hers " most burnt,
'

how the hotel people want theirs
"
'thout the 'lass-

WIVES AS LOTTERY PRIZES.

Only last year a fair . Hungarian, a lady of long

lineage but abbreviated purse, made public offer of

her hand and heart as a lottery prize. She secured

the consent of the finance minister of Hungary to

sanction the issue of a lottery loan of 700,000 flor-

ins; each ticket was to be of the value of a florin,

and the owner of the lucky ticket was to be reward-

ed with her hand and a third of the spoil, another

third she was to retain herself, and the balance was

to be distributed among local charities.

She was not deterred by the experience of anoth-

er lady, "also a member of an impoverished but

high-born Spanish family who, a few years earlier,

had offered herself in a similar way. In this case

the lady was neither \-ery young nor very fair, and

that the lottery might lack nothing of attractive-

ness on this account, the winner was to has'e the op-

tion of declining her hand whilst sharing the money
prize, amounting to half a million florins, with her.

The winner of the prize was, by a curious caprice

of fortune, a coachman, who, in more flourishing

days, had been in the employment of the lady's fa-

ther; and, to her dismay, he insisted on marrying

her. The marriage was disastrous; the husband

squandered every florin of her dowry, and ultimate-

ly deserted her.

At .Smolensk, in Russi.i, the lotter\- is a recog-

nized matrimonial medium, and every three months

a local beauty is offered as a prize. The tickets, of

which there are 5.000, are of the value of a rouble,

and the winner thus secures a wife dowered with

5,000 roubles. It is, howe\'er, within the girl's pow-
er to decline to marry him; and in this event she

shares the lottery money equallj" with the disconso-

l.ite winner.
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Good ^^ Reading

THE NOISES IN BATLLE.

An English writer who has been with the British

forces all through the south African invasion has

written an article giving some impressions as to the

sounds made by the various missiles used by Boers

in defending their country. The conclusion he

reaches is that every brand of rifle and cannon has

its own particular note, never to be mistaken when

once clearly heard. In the Boer war the perfection

of the weapons used made these various notes very

marked, so that during a brisk engagement a storm

of war music filled the air. After being in three or

four fights the English soldier gifted with an ordi-

narily acute musical ear had no difficulty in telling,

with shut eyes, what kind of weapons were being

used by the defenders. This was equally true in re-

gard to rifles and artillery. In regard to the latter,

its caliber could easily be determined.

The most common note heard was that of the

Mauser bullet. Doubtless it was also the most un-

welcome, judging from the deadly accuracy of that

rifle in the hands of the determined Dutchmen.

The sound of this missile was a long note, nearly

always in G, but occasionally a trifle flat. It is a

long-drawn out note, which sounds flat in propor-

tion to its distance, hardly rising or falling at all,

so great is the velocity. When the Mauser strikes

earth it gives a sharp " put," which is not particu-

larly terrifying, but no combination of letters will

e an exact idea of the savage " pack " it makes

finding its billet in the body of man or horse,

novice who hears this sound without a sick,

throbbing sensation in the throat is a man gifted

with an exceedingly low nervous organism.

A lower note than that of the Mauser is that pro-

duced by a dum-dum or split bullet, which is about

as unwelcome to the men against whom it is di-

rected. This is on account of the rending wounds

—"duced by the diabolical thing, regarding which
' can give ac-

ers when a big lyddite shell bursts will never forget

it.
. , u

There was not much pistol shooting in the Boer

war, but the British service revolver bullet says

" vu-u-u!
"

when on its way, and the Boer's Mauser repeating

pistol
,,

" wee-ee-ee!

These are, however, comparatively rare sounds,

though, of course, the revolver or pistol bullet at

its proper range is not one whit less deadly or effect-

live than it^ bigger brother, the rifle or the gun. It

must be remembered, too, that, while the screech of

the shell gives a certain warning of the impending

danger, no such signal of its coming does the pistol

or revolver bullet herald forth, the closeness of

range preventing this.

Si. 25 for a complete portrait, indudii

of the artists, the solicitor's

frame. The evidence that it

give i

on I

The

YOUR PORTRAIT IN CRAYON.

many an Englishman now in hospital

curate information.

Above the persistent song of the musketry bul-

lets rises the long note of the common or bursting

shell. A seven-pounder's shells can be heard some

time before they arrive, and are heralded by a shrill

whistling screech like a locomotive's signal, vibrat-

ing if there is any wind. Then, if all goes well—or

ill-comes a rending " Wang! " and the hiss of the

flying fragments of the missile. An unexploded

shell strikes the ground with a sounding thump.

A very unmistakable and trying note is that of

the pom-pom, the new Maxim of the Boers, which

fires one-pound shells. These come in at terrific

speed, singing a persistent song of

" Ml-AA-AA-00!
"

and finishing with a cruel" R-r-rack! " that shakes

the drum of your ear. The gun itself says " Pom-

pom-pom " as plainly as a man could say it; it is a

capital name. Ordinary Maxims say

" rr-ee-ee-ee!"

in the key of the Lee-Enfield, but a semitone flat-

ter, and as regards the flying bullets, the explosions

sound like a continuous " Rum-pum-pum! " that re-

minds one of a tattoo. .

Larger shells from the guns of position sound a

much deeper note, a long-drawn, throbbing

" BOO-00-00!

"

that lasts quite a time, and the explosion is a split-

ting crash that can be heard miles away. Nothing

tries the nerves so much as this, together with the

continual thudding of unexploded shells, for Boer

ammunition is not of the best, and shells do not al-

ways go off. But a sound that nobody who was in

Ladysmith will ever forget is that same vibrating

" Boo! " and the splintering-crash that follows it.

But of all the battlefield sounds there is none

to equal that of the mighty lyddite shell from a

great gun. The first note is a shrill moan in this in-

stance.
" ew-ew-ew!

which rapidly rises to a hair-raising howl far great-

er in intensity than that of the ordinary big gun

shell. Then a last, overpowering shriek and a

frightful metallic explosion, as if a load of dyna-

mite had burst in an open boiler, while the air fills

with flying earth and rocks. Anyone who has ever

heard the splitting " R-r-rack! " that stuns the hear-

" Honest and upright young men can make S25

weekly by worlyng for 'us. No canvassing." So

ran the advertisement.

It was the "ad." of an "art establishment"

whose sole business is to make crayon portraits for

S1.95, including frames. And the concern does ex-

actly as it agrees to do. It makes a portrait for the

price named and makes a whole lot of money for

itself out of the business. An art connoisseur

might hesitate to recommend these portraits for ex-

hibition in the Art institute, but for all of that they

arc portraits, though generally they are a very base

and glaring counterfeit presentment of the original,

which is a photograph.

Of course something more rapid than the usual

way of producing a portrait is required and the

needed rapidity is secured by a not very ingenious

machine, but which can " do " from thirty to thirty-

five a day, according to the dexterity of the " art-

ist
"

in working the machine. The pay of " art-

ists
" ranges from %6 to S20 a week, the most ex-

pert operator of the machine getting the highest

scale. The volume of business depends on the per-

suasive powers of the corps of solicitors to convince

women more especially to avail themselves of the

extraordinary opportunity to have their dead and

living friends done in " life size, hand-made crayon,

including an exquisitely designed frame." Women

are easier to work upon than men, so solicitors say,

because they are more sentimental. The idea of

having life-size portraits of their loved ones, espe-

cially of those who have gone to the other world,

appeals to them, to say nothing of the portrait as a

wall ornament, and all, including a beautiful frame,

for only $1.95.

Strictly speaking, these portraits are hand, or

rather hand-foot, made, for the foot plays an impor-

tant part in applying the crayon, which is not cray-

on at all, but ink which the machine sprays over

the outlines. The first process is to take what is

called a solar print, enlarged to the desired size of

the photograph. But it is not a solar print at all.

The sun is too uncertain in casting its rays, so a

powerful electric lamp is substituted for the sun.

By this means the work of getting a print is great-

ly expedited; besides, no time is lost in waiting for

the sun to shine. Total darkness is just as good as

the noonday glare of a July sun, for the lamp is

there all the time.

The print, mounted on heavy cardboard, goes to

the "air brush artist," who quickly daubs black

about the eyes, nose and chin; then he turns his

machine loose upon it. The machine is worked by

one foot and it throws a heavy or light spray of ink

over the outlines just as the brain and the hands of

the artist direct. The spraying finished, the artist

seizes his tools, which are a wad of cotton, a hard

rubber eraser and bits of rolled paper which come

to a point like a pencil. In a jiffy he rubs in and

rubs out the blends and shades and sends the pro-

duct of his handiwork to the drapery artist. The

tools of the drapery artist are two bunches of cot-

ton and two ostrich feathers, for he works with

both hands. He thrusts his bunches of cotton in a

box of powdered crayon, daubs here and there and

then "throws up the lights and shades" and the

drapery is done. When he reaches the hat he uses

the feathers to give the lights and shades. It must

be remembered that he is working on a solar print,

which is a distinct reproduction. of the photograph,

and. in fact, the whole process seems to have but

one object, which is to cover up the
the print and yet retain the likeness tl
lights" are made with the hard rubber er

'

is "dead easy," as an artist puts it. Th^'.'*
tablishment" figures on a total co'si 1

'"'
oi

not
f

'"S 'it
«i,

commission ,„jT
IS oj- \v3g

".

business is in the fact that the establishm '*
multiplied until the competition is very sh

'

The social conventions of the establish

''

severe. The air brush artist is a genius ab

'"

apart. He is an aristocrat and his superiorii
'

be recognized. Next comes the lace artisf

"

works in high lights and other kinds of ligJH, 1

the black daub to imitate lace and the lit- !j
lowing him comes the drapery artist and H \
solar, or, rather, the electric print, artist. Xh,-,

elude the " art department." Next on ih, [,,, I

pears the solicitor for orders, but he iia^ ui

ciate with the framers. All below the prmt

are mere hewers of wood and drawers of w.iin

stand in about the same social relation to ih,

tists that the mechanic who makes the piano jj

to the world's most renowned performer,

ever, the solicitor may speak with any artist whtoi

wishes to convey the information that the [aiiyfl

whom the portrait was made remarked lh.it ,,jf

work of art it is equal to any of the efforts of*

old masters. The framemaker, too, may speak]

the artists if he wishes to say that he finds it J
to make a frame that will do the pictuie jusiJ

The Si.95 portrait artist and the business he f

in and the people with whom he deals reprcsej

all stages of human character from moniii

egotism to stupid credulity.

HOW TO FALL QRACEFULLY.

"About the first thing that I teach my pupill

said a trainer of circus gymnasts, " is ho« to li|

That, you know, is the secret of the gieit'

dive ' from the roof, which remains up to diltll

greatest feat in the way of gymnastic tricks ll|

the world has seen."

'
It looks almost too perilous to be iiiteiesliD|

remarked a friend.

" But it is not in the least dangerous i( out ofl

knows how to fall," he continued. " No«

untrained performer should attempt to fall i

from any height whatever he would be almost

J
to break some bones. Should he stretch oul I

arm to save himself he would be very liMfl

break it in two places. Should he lighl «"

"

heels he might break his leg, or, more hl<el)',p

forward and break his jaw. Butjust fill y™'

with air and hold them full, double V-'f '

a knot, leaving no limb free, and fa" °" " 1

your shoulders, just above the shoulder bl d<.^^^

you can fall from what height you I'ke a""

no hurt. This explains the cannon an call

tricks. Why, once we attempted the cat H

in a hall where the roof was so low that

«

sink the catapult below the floor. 1"
^8'^

_^

forgot all about having his net lowere
^ ^^^^^

ponding distance, and when shot 150
^ ^^

.

and upward at the same """^' |'°

j,j,g
,.

down underneath the net and land ^'V
^^^^

shoulders on the bare floor? We p

You may hardly believeje.
for dead.

but'!

ihikt"

only knocked the wind out of him a

The next night he «s V

shows u'hat the i

i.h an elastic
«shi

up a bit

well as usual That just si

the shoulders together w

in the lungs, will resist

HORSES SHOD WITH

Straw is put to strange uses m

STRAW-

Japa"
Mo*

the horses are shod with straw^
Even

the'i

hoes.
Inih''

it*est of cart horses wear straw -

^^^^_^^ ^„

,
III

efc

abo"'

the shoes are tied around "'^^'j'.'^^jy ric'

are made of the ord...--^
,„„,

an inch

penny per pair,

are thrown away.

olc

rope, and

braided so that they form a so

half an inch thick. These so..-
^^^,„

nd when the> ar

^^^^^

Every cart b.« a

cost a

e«<
stoc

. or to tilt

new shoes tied 10 the
^°'^^^^^^^^,\y 1

cart, and in Japan it was -
-; ^^^,i„,

measure distances largely by
'^.^j^..^,

shoes it took to cover the
_^^^

^i

horseshoes made a day's 1°"" '

'„f
irave''

shoe lasted for about eight mil
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iQdin. I-residenl; John K. Snyder. Uelle-

tfS'^^hTO .^'""^ J^'5'seiihecger, CovinElon. Ohio. bccret.iry and

»» jS >l" '•'l"''ommiiolc»>l«''' 1« O"" Missionahv Kbadinc

;:ob'--

CIRCLE nEETINO.

, ihis mind he in you which also was in Chrisl

-'pkil.-S-

..(his mind" we love as Jesus loved.

H>"^'^ We have a quick sympathy with the

"''
J n their deepest needs we are ready to

'''' '°
h,.|o comfort and love, the "common

"'"Jeard Jesus gladly.

II love our friends enough to suffer and be
*' '

'

tead of a quick resentment, we will culti-

Fi'llfc
erring we will have the helping hand and

!', rcproot, that will give them courage to re-

'

'htpasi, and look with hope into the future.

The humbled himself, so we will walk in the

I of humility. The daughter of a millionaire

>'.',,iJuated from one of our best colleges. She

j^ll her accomplishments aside and became the

pjid missionary
of a church in New York; to go

, into its lowest slums, climb tenement stairs,

jjiler to the sick, and save the sinning.

lohaiethe mind of Jesus is to be unselfish. He

iti thought of himself, he lived for others. A
itleman visited a lighthouse and said to the

cper "Are you not afraid to live here? It is a

idful place to be in." " No," replied the keep-

•Um not afraid, I know I am safe and only

dI o( having the lamps burning brightly and

tpinf; the reflectors clean, that those in danger

be saved." " A spirit of self-sacrifice burns all

fishness in its holy flame."

DO NOT LOSE INTEREST IN FOREIGN niSSIONS.

We may feel that there are so many at our door
oneed to be taught the way of salvation, and the

alheti are so far away, that we almost lose sight

the command which includes "all the world."
your church you have a Missionary Reading

rcle, and one consecrated person devoted to for-

11 missions, the case is won. They will not al-

'ou 10 forget our brethren in Denmark and In-
land the prayers and contributions for foreign
sions will come up as. a memorial before God.
b this motto of John Eliot's; " Prayer and pains
wjli faith in Jesus Christ will do anything."
ipoint a live missionary committee, have mis-
'") meetings in which the needs of to-day areW over and the present situation discussed.
'"" ''<^'<'s with all their possibilities, should be« Sister Bertha Ryan's talks on India are a
""fftesh inspiration, as all are interested in

""count of India.

11°
'h

^''^~^ teacher said to a heathen; " Do
EMS love you? " " Our gods never think of

WedT '"P'^- "
'^^"'^ ^<''" ""^' ' ^°' God

that k""'"'''
"''" '"= save his only begotten

|i,|, !,„"
'""" believeth in him should not

'keti, r f*"
""'^^""g life." Only when it

'"standTk uP'"
""'' ^^''"" '=°"''* "^t' heathen

"^ hlessed message.

oin Chicj
"^'5 Studying Christi.^nitv.—

"Ishave^"
'^""'^^ ^^^ "''^P""'' "''" '"o Buddhist

*" and ^°""^i
'° "^'^ country to study the re-

'islian
a„l°\ .

'"^'""'ions of America both

"Visit hjj
J'^wh. Just how much significance

"lit Ihe'sr-''"
?°'.''"°"- I^"' it is a blessed

'"^'' eomr^ r°''''^
'"""^ "^^ Sunrise Kingdom

and see whether God is with us. It

^'"^"'Uu?
'° ^'^"'^ ""^ starving millions of

"<^lp them to find the true God.

"'f^CeV'"' """ ''"°" anything about

'""pies. ;^'''" "'''" ""^y ^'='= '" ""^ 'i^" °f

iJ""^ Christ If'""
''=™i»d people of Christ by

""hind Ch
""'selves. We must walk so

'"" ~S*;)
nohlr''^

^""^^^ *'" ""' ^"^ ""' ''"'

' "le I)

~~~*''"-

'
'

"•"Iberrv"'"^'^"'" '^ " '^''"ed box made

""'*' hands
"" ""^^ Shakespeare planted

^hn. Sunday ffl School Shu

There is no power of love so hard to keep as a
kind voice; but it is hard to get it and keep it in
the right tone. One must start in youth and be on
the watch night and day, while at work and while
at play, to get and keep a voice which shall speak
at all times the thought of a kind heart. But this
IS the time when a sharp voice is more apt to be ac-
quired. You often hear boys and girls say words at
play with a quick, sharp tone, almost like the snap
of a whip. If any of them get vexed you hear a
voice which sounds as if it were made up of a snarl,
a whine and a bark. Such a voice often speaks
worse than the heart feels. It shows more ill-will

in tone than in words. It is often in mirth that one
gets a voice or a tone which is sharp and which
sticks to him through life and stirs up ill-will and
grief and falls like a drop of gall on the listener.
Some people have a sharp voice for home use and
keep their best voice for those whom they meet
elsewhere. We would say to all girls and boys;
" Use your best voice at home." Watch it day by day
as a pearl of great price, for it will be worth more
to you in the days to come than the best pearl hid
in the sea. A kind voice is a lark's song to heart
and home. It is to the heart what light is to the
eye.

•

How deep rooted, how gloriously prophetic, is

the idea of moral order. Man has never been with-
out it; it is part of his make-up, his stock in trade.
Let him believe in no God, like the Buddhist; in

two gods, like the Zoroastrian; in many gods, like

the Greek; or in one God, like the Jew and Chris-
tian,—he yet holds to a supreme ideal of moral or-

der. Rooted in the heart of man is the sense of
duty as profound within as the starry heavens are
exalted without. There is something he otves him-
self, his fellows, and his God, which becomes his
" ought" something due which is his " duty." He is

"haunted forever by the eternal mind." Appeal to

this sense of right in children, reverence and obey
it in ourselves, clarify, dignify, glorify it in the light

of Jesus Christ, and one day duty and delight will

be one.

Are you questioning what course in life you shall

take? Let love tell you. Love is the only proph-
et, love is the only teacher. Love will answer all

problems, because God is love and love is God.
We are in this world like a child who plays upon
the floor with a disintegrated map; which she does

not know how to put together. Here is some fa-

ther-love, and here some mother-love, and here

some brother-love, and here some wife-love, here

some love that is wrathful against wrong, and here

some love that is merciful and compassionate

toward the sinner— love all broken up in fragments.

Put them together; take your life for this task, and
put them together; and when all the fragments of

life are put together you will find the map is love,

for life is God, and God is love.

A DYING judge, the day before his departure to

be with Christ, said to his pastor, " Do you know
enough about law to understand what is meant by

joint-tenancy?
"

" No," was the reply, " I know nothing about law,

I know a little about grace and that satisfies me."
" Well." he said, " if you and I were joint-tenants

on a farm, I could not say to you, that is your hill

of corn and this is mine; that is your blade of grass,

and this is mine; but we would share and share

alike in everything on the place. I have just been

lying here, and thinking with unspeakable joy, that

lesus Christ has nothing apart from me, and every-

thing he has is mine, and will share and share alike

through all eternity."

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
A QUEER LITTLE CRADLE.

There's a queer little cradle in each little flower
Where the wee seed.babies are sleeping.

Though so small, Ihey are growing hour by hour.
And the luirse-flower watch is keeping.

All around and about are the stamen trees
Where the gold pollen cakes are growing.

And the birds and the butterflies shake these trees
And the seed-babies think that it's snowing.

But the snow in flowerland is yellow snow,
And the wee seed-baby loves it.

And it eats and eats, and this makes it grow,
While the nurse-flower smiles above it.

nRS. QUEEN BEH AS A MONOPOLIST.

There is a legend which says that when the P^ni-

press Helena found three crosses on Calvary and

could not tell which was the Savior's, she had a

dead body brought and laid in turn on each of the

crosses. When it touched the true cross life was

restored. It is only a legend, but it reminds us of

the real truth that when a soul is brought in person-

al touch with Christ by faith that soul lives. As

the cross was the instrument of death, so it has be-

come the instrument of life. There is no death be-

neath the cross of him who died to save the world.

He lives who touches that cross by faith; he is im-

mortal who finds refuge beneath the accursed tree.

nv JOHN E. MOHLER.

When Mrs. Queen Bee had raised over a hun-
dred thousand children, and all of the older ones
had died, the younger children noticed age creep-
ing upon their mother, and decided it was time for
another Mrs. Queen Bee to come into the world.
But Mrs. Queen Bee positively opposed this. She
thought she was good for many years yet, and there
was no need of a younger Queen. But the bees
thought different, and slyly made preparations for
a new Mrs. Queen Bee. The way they did this was
to take an ordinary bee egg and make a much larg-
er pocket for hatching, and feed the young bee
while there, on an extra fine food, purposely pre-
pared. When Mrs. Queen Bee saw these prepara-
tions going on she became indignant, and declared
it should not be. She even tried to destroy the lit-

tle pocket where the new Queen was to be grown,
but the bees formed a wall around it, and kept her
away. Then she determined that if it had to be,
she wouldn't live in the same house with the new
Mrs. Queen Bee. When the bees saw how deter-
mined she was, they decided it would be best for
her to move into another place, and therefore a
crowd of them was selected to accompany her, and
help her fit up a new home. So one day when the
sun was shining they all went off together. There
were thousands of the bees from the old hive, a few
drones, and the old Mrs. Queen Bee; and the noise
they made by each one humming was astonishing.

After flying about in the air awhile, they concluded
to settle on a peach tree, until they could decide
where to locate their new home. But the man
who owned them was on the lookout, and when
they were all bunched together on a limb, he spread
a cloth upon the ground under them, placed a new
hive on the edge of the cloth, then shook down the

entire bunch. The sudden fall surprised them, and
some of the bees were angered. But when the

Mrs. Queen Bee saw the hive she walked right in,

and the others followed as quietly as a drove of

sheep. Then Mrs. Queen Bee began housekeeping

anew, and since there was no other Queen Bee to

interfere they became a happy family again.

The new Mrs. Queen Bee, who took possession of

the old hoinestead, was also a monopolist, and the

very first thing she did, after getting out into the

hive, was to run around and examine every wax
pocket, where bees were hatching, to see if they

contained another Queen. She would know it by

the pocket being much larger than the rest, and re-

sembling the closed end of a sewing thimble. If

she found one she tore it open and killed the egg

at once, for she was determined to be sole mistress

of the family she ruled. When this was done she

settled down as a very wise and industrious Mrs.

Queen Bcj-' should, and none of her adopted chil-

dren were ever known to utter a complaint.

Wtimmburg, Mo.

\ VERY small boy one morning strayed into the

kitchen just as breakfast was being sent in. Seeing

a dish of poached eggs on the table, he looked at

them curiously for a minute, then said;

" Cook, do the hens lay poached eggs?
"

"Yes, Master Gerald."

" And which of them lays the toast?
"

" That cat made an awful noise last night in the

back garden," remarked Mr. Hcnnett.
" Yes, father; I think that since he ate the canary

he fancies he can sing."
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DOQ CEHtTERItS.

London has a cemetery for dogs a corner of

llyde Park; at Windsor Queen Victoria has one; at

Laeken. near Hrussels, the Queen of the Belgians

h.TS set aside a corner of her grounds for a similar

one; and in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, there is a sec-

tion devoted to the same purpose. Hut one has to

go to Paris to find the queerest cemetery on the

footstool.

About two years ago a law was passed in France

requiring that dead animals must be buried at least

one hundred yards from any human habitation, and

be covered with at least a full meter of earth. This

law has resulted in the making of an extensive dog

cemetery, just outside of Paris, and the Parisians

have brought to bear in a surprising way, in their

treatment of the place, their faculty for the ex-

treme.

There is a little island^lsle des Ravageurs they

call it—between Asnieres and Clichy, on the route

of the Madeleinc-Genevilliers tram cars, and it is

this island which contains the canine necropolis of

the great French capital.

You would have to visit a great many towns this

side of the Mississippi to'find among the God's

acres for the interment of the dead bodies of human

beings one presenting so artistic a front as the en-

trance to this "Cimetiere des Chiens."

Just within the cemetery gate are two- pavilions

—

one used as a porter's lodge, and the other occupied

by the registrar. The graves are arranged in

avenues, some of them prettily shaded, and all of

them kept with that fine trimness one sees from

end to end of France. A great many of the graves

are marked by pretty monuments in stone, and a

few of the marbles are from the studios of famous

sculptors, and have received most careful treatment.

A notable example in this connection is the monu-

ment, several meters in height, sculptured by Hen-

ri Edeline, in memory of Barry, the celebrated St.

Hernard. Barry is not buried in the Paris cemetery.

His body is preserved in a museum at Berne; but so

highly did his exploits commend him to the people

of France, that they were not slow in erecting a

monument expressive of their appreciation.

There is a good storj' in the life of that dog—

a

story worthy of the pen of a great writer. He
saved forty lives by his unaided efforts, and he

went to his death at the hands of the forty-first per-

son whom he attempted to rescue.

The monument to Barry shows the dog in the

act of saving the life of a child found in an ice cav-

ern.

Another important monument in this cemetery is

a stone-hewn campaign tent, under which are in-

terred the remains of Pompon, the dog of the Camp
of Challons. This monument was raised in mem-
ory of Pompon by the artillerymen of Challons.

The queerest feature of the cemetery has to do

with the Parisian fad of treating dogs much as

though they were human beings—that is to say, the

dogs of the very rich. It is by no means unusual

to find arranged beside or on the grave a number of

the articles belonging to the outfit of the deceased

djiring his life; and a persoEi unfamiliar with tlie ex-

tremes to which the Parisians go in furnishing a dog
with articles of one sort and another, is certain to

be startled on examining these collections.

It is common enough, of course, in any dog cem-
etery to find a disused chain and collar here and

there, but in Paris one runs across muffs, card cases,

reticules, souvenirs of birthday parties, china din-

ner pieces and the like.

This last paragraph suggests somewhat the ex-

tent of the Parisian fad for dog furnishings. There
is in one of the principal streets of Paris an estab-

lishment devoted expressly to the sale of articles

used by dogs. It is an establishment requiring the

attendance of a large retinue of clerks, and a very

valuable stock of goods is carried. Poor people

have no business in this establisliment— its patrons

are the rich, and for the greater part the very rich.

Pretty nearly everything that one can think of as

pertaining to the every-day life of a well-to-do per-

son may be frfund in this establishment, but atlapt-

ed to bear a reasonable proportion to the sizes of

the various types of dogs that have the good or ill

fortune to be the pets of wealthy women.

It is a fashion in Paris for rich dogs to have their

birthdays celebrated in much the same way that

rich children have their birthdays observed; and

one feature of this store is its stock of tiny candles

and flowers for the adornment of cakes to be baked

for use on these auspicious occasions. A condition

of the fashion calls for the invitation to dog func-

tions of the honored dog's rich friends in dogdom;

and this involves the proprietors of the establish-

ment in the need of providing invitations printed

on stationery that* has by custom been accepted as

the proper thing for dog parties only.

Card cases for dogs are very common, and a rich

French dog never thinks of starting from home

without his card case, provided he i.s out on a visit-

ing excursion. When his rich owner lias occasion

to leave her card she leaves the card of her pet dog

if the person upon whom she is calling is similarly

addicted to the fad. The cards are preserved as

souvenirs.

Everybody in America knows that a bath does

not hurt any dog, rich or poor, but the practice that

is pursued with reason here is pushed to the ex-

treme over in Paris, with the result that the dog who

is in affluent circumstances is provided with a bath

tub of costly make and has as accessories of the

toilet a ctjmplete outfit of silver-backed brushes,

shell combs, expensive perfumerj- and all that.

One department of the store referred to is devot-

ed to hats and caps for dogs. It all depends on the

sex of the dog, the season and the places to be vis-

ited. There are silk hats for the male dogs and the

daintiest of straws and felts for the females^strict-

ly up to date, both, and after the modes peculiar

to human beings of to-day. If a dog is to be taken

to one of the French watering places his outfit of

cape, hat, and so on, is adapted to the resort to be

visited. A rich French dog never thinks of dress-

ing at the seaside as he dresses when in town.

Puck was right, wasn't he? "What fools these

mortals be!
"

. ^
MONEY IN OLD TIN CANS.

Down on the south side of Chicago, near Seven-

ty-ninth Street and Vincennes Avenue, there is a

Klondike discovered and worked to its utmost ca-

pacity by two bright young mechanics.

Out toward Englewood, near the tracks of the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroad, half a

stone's throw from Seventy-ninth Street, can be

seen an immense quantity of old tin cans piled into

hills of \ery decent proportions.

There are hills of tomato cans, miniature moun-
tains of peach and pear cans, mounds of milk cans,

cans from far-off France, that were once filled with

delicate truffles, cans that were once ready to burst

with the luscious fruits which California sends to

less favored States, oil cans, old kitchen pots and

pans, all gathered up from one end of the city to

the other, and from hotel garbage boxes.

The assay ofifice of this "tin-can Klondike" is

near by in a little 16x20 foot frame building, used

also as storehouse for refined metal.

The factory itself is half a block further down
toward Eighty-first Street.

These old cans are placed in a furnace and
brought to a red-hot heat by a rousing fire under

them, which melts the solder and zinc or " spelter,"

these sinking to the bottom of the pot, while the

tin remains on top.

The solder or " spelter " is ladled out and cast in-

to bars, in which form it finds its way to the metal

market; while the tin is run out into frames and
rolled into sheets of various sizes, and sent to the

stock yards and other factories, where they are

made over.

THE GALVESTON DISASTER.

"•^re are
i

To understand the manner in which Galveston
was laid under water and why many of its buildings

collapsed in the storm last Saturday it is necessary

to examine the site of the city. Standing on a low
island facing the Gulf of Mexico, a large part of the

city was situated only a few feet above the normal
level of the gulf. The soil is chiefly sand. and.
while the more substantial buildings had founda-
tions laid solidly, some of the smaller stores and
houses must have been set on the surface or to an
insufficient depth. When the water rose several

feet above the street level and heavy waves rolled

in upon the buildings, the soil upon which many of
them stood was washed out and they necessarily
crumbled away.

The storm that raised the gulf level was one of
the kind known as cyclonic; that is, it was a body of
air revolving around a center where there was an

area of very low barometer. The
of motion in the cyclone; tha cent

'^'^^
"^^**

'^''

generally northeasterly course, whi/^^^^'*
"

around this center continues to rev
1^ "^^ '^

plete circle. The area affected by -.

-'^ !" ^^'^-

extend two hundred milt "

case the velocity of the

great as it is in one which has a

a cyclon,
es from the center

in'

r

wind is no. i;,..''"«^:

small

''toin'.

its forward movement will also beslowe
'

In the northern hemisphere the wilid
" against the sun," as the seaman

says-.th,-./^"^''^
right to left, in an opposite direction from \u

"'^'^

ment of the hands of a clock.
Conseque.uTv'"!

a cyclone approaches a ship or island any
ing to know where the center is' may finT"'
bearing by facing the wind, since the center

"1'

on a line exactly ninety degrees to the r-
the West Indies and in the Southern ^

course of the center is somewhat north ol

the wind begins to shift to the right the obs
will know he is on the right hand of the cycr
track; if the shifts of wind are to the left

|,."'

know he is on the left-hand side of thi

course.

We know that Galveston was on the right-hir

side of this particular storm, and consequentiv
'

i

wind shifted to the right. The cyclone had b.,

reported approaching the gulf since the firstoiiie

month. It was not a veiy rapid traveler. Saiur-I

afternoon last the center had reached a point in r

gulf bearing southeast from Galveston, as \i

shown by the low reading of the barometer in %
city -twenty-nine and twenty-two-hundredthsincht.

—and the velocity of the northeast wind-fdiiy

miles an hour. It is highly probable that thtcenirr

had passed sufficiently to the southward of

P'lorida straits to bring the full force of the mu
half of the revolving storm against the oiitwyrd

of the gulf stream, thus raising the general level nf

the water in the gulf. Then, with apparently quii

ening movement, it rushed toward the Texas co.'

Throughout the northern half of the swiftly

voh'ing circle the wind was driving the water tot

west and southwest until the normal heivl

gulf in that locality must have been

But when the center had swept still f.

the direction of the wind had gradually worki

around to the east, and then to the southeast, nil

whole force was concentrated upon the to.ist

right angles to the shore line. What woi

this final effort of the hurj-icane should hi;

the water higher and higher on the do'

It did not take long for the waves to com;

mission of destruction, and, although the <

shifting wind finally allowed the llond to

the ruin had been wrought.

Against such a combination of the element* nfl

forethought could provide. Practically thi *'^

gulf was blown in upon the city, and no diUv'^

brL-akwater could have kept it out. And ag.n"^^

recurrence of this disaster the only protection r
sible is the raising of the city far enough above

gulf level to be out of reach of a similar nit.

.st.lillifl

co.ist ^M

IN A HURRY.

The merchant had arrived at his ''^"'''^^,

early in the morning, and five """"'"
""j'^jhj

down to his desk a foxy- looking. hrigHY^^^ J
came in. The merchant was reading, 'i"

^^ _^^,^

with his hat off, stood there expectantly,

nothing. . , , ^lii;''''!

At the end of two minutes he cougn |

and spoke. inili'""'^

"Excuse me, sir," he said, "but 1
i"

The merchant looked up.

" What do you want? " he asked^
^

„

"
I want a job if you've got one for n"-'

,.f:^

"Oh, do you?" snorted the mercha"

what are you in such a hurry about?
^^^ ^^|,|,,

"I've got to be, that's why," ^"'
„„onH3

spouse. "I left school yesterday ^'^_j,„j|c'*

to work, and I haven't got a place y-
^^

,.If ..(lu can , j|
afford to be wasting tmie. il

>'V|,e onl) r j'

thing for me say so and I'll go-
ji^.^p"'""

can stop long is in the place when

it."
, ^

-Wl""

The merchant looked at the cIock-

^
you come? " he asked.

|,j )'""'hiil

••I don't have to come,' ''=1'''';,",^ ht*"'" I
" I'm here now, and I'd been at r

you had said so." j he'* ' '

'

Half an hour later he was at n. •

^^^
have a job just as long as he wan
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What They Say!

Chicago Says:

15 p. ir excellence.

Compiiniott

It has

I our

'""'
. n«mb«r seems better than the

_. ^'
I have a Smidayschool class

*J"!""',
,1s from thirteen to eighteen

"
""f r.el the'

INGLENOOK as a Sutiday

*
'"and they .ire delighted with it.-

«re«e. Iowa, Speak.. Out.

eh satisfaction that I express
, with ""

,,„( liie
lNlil.tiM>OK

't'"" ...1 make-up are such that it at
,,dgtnttal

make-up

-::::;:^res.aad.hepeo.

Its appear-

t) that it at

It has found

ind the peo-

itiiiued success.

—

O

Ml. Morris Says:

rLENi't'K ca-'iily takes rank among

Mier than most of them becntise of the

„, of the silly love stones and light read.

I,
,j J „„,sl valuable addition to the

te.'.nuhlications. No family should be

o

bnark, III.. Has An Opinion.

live h«n receiving the IncLENOOK

sanei. V\V like it very welL 1 would

[osce it goto all the homes of the land.

ihurl sermons are good for both old and

ij-a/, /. /'. Tr.ni/.

o o

From the College.

lilt ihc IstiLEXooK. 1 am much pleased

ils steady and almost marvelous growth.

lacl that it is sought after by our people,

old and yount:. is evidence that it proves

[lube 111 fact what it purports to be.

—

J. G.

O O

Hear VIrlglna Talk,

allihe young people's papers that 1 have
seen and read 1 think there is tione that

ifield as great or as desirable influence

115 leaders as the Inglilnook.— IK. A'

o

Andllagerstown, Md., Has This:

eenaconitain reader of the INOLE-
'liwn Its beginning to the present time,
'lie It is not si.ecially intended for the
!tl I lind something that interests me in

«e, lam interesled in the 'Nook be-
iny EKpeclatioii

It lit the V.,r,-;,

I especially recom
readers. — £/,/. y). B.

O
"War Rapids. Iowa, They Say:
Wlil»dl.™,lv5re„.ly enjoy reading our** paper. We trust tts future may
'»'!«id useful „,ie._/. A-.,1/,-//,^.

o
Aitother From Iowa.

:ii»i«the lNou.|.,„0K from its birth,

^
. u*fully say ,hat „ ,s the most in-

nli.* h'
"'" ' '>"= "" '"''• !

»'gnl "'""'''"" S-'-day school,

O o

0«f In Indiana.
'StnilVanrl t

"'"'"ip"
e "r.!''"

""= '~'^"™"'' i^

\
'""Pie Whn do

"
"'''' "''^^' '°

'":asion
I

lot tak,

regret
««dsol I.

^'" " '"'"
™soltht,ea;ie,s,_/.,

,,(^

e the Ingle-
rhe Editor

*"1 Dowi

o

" In Missouri.

e a
!>*"" ' "'^'"^ wondered why

i.arac,tr"°i,' "'">"'""« P=°P'=-

^Ve hu
""" * tendency toward

.,"".''""" 'he iNGLBNOOtc.

^^'f

" 'Very h,oine the church.-

O

Is,
^nl This.

<^''J'*an, newsy, mteresiing
s and papers one

*"''Ci:r;'^'^-wenastbc
'^''f-Amos H'ampier.

And He Says:

The iNGLKNDOK supplies the " missing link
"

in our church pubhcatmns.—/<?A/i A". Mohler.

O O
From BatavJa, IN.

We think the Ingi.I£Nuok :ui imerestuig jud
[instructive paper.—.Vr. and Mn. L. A Pol-
lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the iNui.iiNooK.
Its pages are always well tilled with fresh and
intcresling reading matter.— TK G. Schrock.

O O
South Bend, Ind.. Thinks.

The INGLF.NOOK is an interesting paper. It

TS read by uld and young m our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with \\.—Ehi. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Hrcthren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of [he lirst rank.—/r/^i,
Calvin liright.

O O
Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the i hurch. I have read it

long enough to feel thai I cannot be without il.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading mailer, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the iNtiLKNuoK.—/£>//«
C. Zug.

O O

And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The Ingi.knook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which
place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously a-n-aiting its com-
nig. God bless the iNCiLKNooK.— If, S. A'fu/i-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/aj/^r 5ar«MtJw«,

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare ireai is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook lo our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column
IS another feature of great interest.—/><*«;>/

U'animan.
O O

A College President Remarks

The lN(iLENooK gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home
where there are young people.—^X /.. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. A.

Chambers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the iNOr.E-

NOOK gels better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood c.in afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. IV.

Vi^ayland.
O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook's weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and Its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

il contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— r. F. Imler.
\

Three Fine Book Presses
With an AKK''i--gate Capacity of 40,(100 Copies per Dav,

now Installed in the Press Rixim of our Puhlishii'i;^

House. Besides we have two steam jobi)ers.

We Furnish anything, — from
to a larife, well-boimd Voluint

Card

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State St., ..... Elgin, III.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER...
is in all probability in the home of every InglKNOok sub-

scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a

weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't

know about it personally you ought to. This is for the infor-

mation of those who have never seen The Messenger. Sup-

pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll send it, gladly.

Brethren Publishing House,
ELGIN, ILL.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and it.s

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. V. Ky. 0MAH.\, NEBR.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglenook i" That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State Street, .... Elgin, III.
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GIRDLING THE GLOBE

By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author of •turope and Uible Lands." "Seven Churthes of Asia," and
•• WanderinRS in Bible Lands."

visiti-d Iht: I.iuid of the Miilni^lU Sun m Ihc imriliein pari ui Kiiiope.

He passed ihroufjh, the conlinciU (rom north to south, stopping at a

number of places of interest not heretofore described. He dwells

upon the conditions of Asia Minor at considerable length, takes up

new subjects, and comments upon changes in Palestine. l^e devotes

one chapter to new points of interest in Egypt, and gives in a copious

and interesting way an account of life in India and Japan. In these

two last-named countries the author seeks to give information con-

cerning the idolatry of the country, the customs and habits of the

people. This portion of the bnok is well worth the price for which

it Is offered. As to

the author has been careful in his selection, sparing neither money
nor effort to get such as are interesting and useful. Over 125 full

and part page illustr.ttions are distributed throughout the book, mak-
ing it really a pictorial book of the countries visited.

of the book is extra good.. The paper throughout is the same as is

used to bring out the delicate shades of the photogravures, making
the book strictly first-class. One style of binding is a rich Kuckram
Cloth, stamped, in a handsome style, in ink and gold. The Red
Morocco has the same design on the cover, only .\hi. in gold,
making the book a superb one for a present. The Library Binding
is plain.

I^rtoes I

Huckram Cloth,

Library,

Red Morocco, Gilt Kdgc.

S2.00

2.50

- 300

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.
22 .md 2( S. State Street.

Cap Goods...
Wr scii<i Cap (iootls l»> 111.1.1 t" .1.. (i.iiis ul

the United St.ites. A large assorlmeiLt to

select from. Prices the lowest. S.itisiaction

.-iiaranieed. Send for free samples to

1 Not*ibM«h*..» R. e. ARNOLD.
U< Sogth Bead, lad. 1 SOUth Bcnd. Ind.

FTLGIN. ILLINOIS

VOIR LIBRARY ,,::.rc,;Tr:f™;;s-
nysteries." H.iw reader tif ihe l^-Gl.E•
.NOOK may gel a copy (ree, send for partiru-
lars. Address, p,^ , ^ pLQRY.Eld. J. S.

118 W, Fourih Si. Oavton. Ohio.

10
CENTS Will Cure Ten Beadaches 1

Victor Headache Spcciric sent by mail Inr

h>e i-ccDt si^impB. Addreas: VICTOR
KEUKUIKM CO.. Frrdcrlrk. Mil.

Belgian H^^fss
I liavc choice uut-door grown BelKinn HdTes. both
V»uiig and old, lor sale. My spclaltius are Kufus
Keds and Silver l*'aui)8, ol Kood color. Write rI odc«
us Itic demand lur Hare* is ^eai and smplus stock

may be iak«n.
.lOHN K. MOHI.KIt.

\VHii.-iisljurK. Mo.

COLLEQe.Koaiiokr.
»n cstab-NATIONAL BUSINESS^

—— lislicd Institution lor bntli se.tcs,
made (riiiuhs by securinR lucrative positions (or Ihor-
oukIi gmdustos. Enrollment last year aS;. Calls dur-
iQB last year (or more gtBduntes than we could supply.
Arrange lo enter lirsi Tuesday in September. Scad lor
Catalogue, ^„^g g ECKERLE. Pr»Ident.

WER'SMANUAU,j

.nd .rr.nced to, inslM, rVr^ticV"'
" "'

MilHU. l.Ldiim.1, ..n„n „„„„,„
cioia, b.Ed.»,i, ,.,„„,, ,„'„'^|J^>ii«, .

..,

Postpaid on receipt o( price P„., " =

p.,....e,.l Liber.l SistoEHuc >f,ft "»* >-

^ ^
J-^'MisKe, aud BoT:,!?^*®

90 lo qS Market St
^

K

Great Northern Railway

...onE:.A.r»...

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
TO

^VXliiriLeso-ta,,

"Wa,s3a.inston.
And Oregon

Sejitexuloer 18, f

Octotoer a aixcl XQ, .|

:N'0"»rein'fc3©r Q and 20, -S

laecemloex- 4= and 18. i

tiP'For Rates and other information, also for descrip:

Printed Matter, write to

(iencral Imniit;r.)[ioii .Agenl.

aao soxitXL c:;iai-is. sit. o^io-A-G-o. ti'^

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

Quite a Few Sunday Schools Subscribe for thu InglENC*'

Distribution Among the Scholars. It Works Well.

Sei5 Chicago Tkstimonial.

;STOP<ffE: i»osrr.

I: Thi, I.nglksook. If ynu (tut your]

11 The Inglenook ii pays. I

INUri'.TUI ITII1I.K.

Sold tiejirh ••iie.liait
<.li..HiM,i. il.Mn Irou or

i nlocl fence posts, Grc.i- ."•'.loaiteiits who can work tecntorr .\Beai.
i.«y prctttablj eoKafe in ilieir mtimlaciure Coantlea
ror Mtlr. For terms aud cticulars address Mil), slacap:

W. A, DICKKV, N«sd. Miami Co,, lod.

For 5 Copies and Over of the "Inglenook " tli^

is Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter, P"""'

vided They All Go to One Address

Old and "X-oxins ~\P%r±U ^» r>ell«
jytC

Brethren Publishing Hou>e.

Elgin, Illinois.
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"The Inglenook'

wil

will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five
Cents,

«

be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar. "
^'

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and he Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week
,

or two, Y,

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. Ifs a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

"U'll be

:

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents

In Kvery Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever
Sends .,

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Drummond's A.'Jdresses, Adventures o( .1 u,
Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, '"^

Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

liesidu the lioiin.e Hr.er Hush, Dictionary of the Bible.
j^

N.itural History of Birds and Quadrupeds, -71!

lilack lieauty. Dream Life. I

If he "ets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they
<

be had in an" hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall
,

connected with the IngliCnook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, moi, ,vil| |,j,

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list;

Adventures (>{ a Brownit,

/Esop's Fables.

Auld Lirhl Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklm,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush.

Black Beauty,

Burns* Poems.

Child's History of England.

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible.

Drtam Life,

Druminond's Addresses.

Emerson's Essays.

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science.

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables.

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,

Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works.

Priie and I,

Rab and His Friends, -

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantba at Saratoga.

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of tireece.

Stories from the History of Rome,

. Story of an African Farm.

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.

Thirty Years' War,

Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakesptn-

Lallah Rookb,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list.

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of (he

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Ageit

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the InglBNOOK is not going to be the

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscription.

i

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. T-mX^stg I=»£tp>er for Hji-ve I=»eoi>le.
The iNGLK.iNOOK is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper n

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with n"'
-

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it a

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it nu.^

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The iM-i-i

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the InglENOOK next year. The like o

never undertaken in the church before,

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE ; The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Hope is tvlade.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. L T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J.
ROOP: Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-live Years?

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Through

College.

ELIZABETH ROSENUERGER: The Missionary Reading

Circle.

A W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions.

Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman the list
^""

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading tor Ministers.

N, R, BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROVER: Does a College Education Pay?

H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: fhe Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE; Best Argument for Trine Immersion,

Eni'tl""

Made.

Coun:''
'

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Among the J«'-

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of

:

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Bellei. City or

sio"s?
E,.co»""-

NANCY UNDERHILL: WhaltoUo'Vitii
^^^^^ ^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About M'!!

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of -Smiik''""''

GALEN B. ROYER; World-wide Missions

Life in Germany.GRANT MAHAN: Home
„f an Eait"'

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side .

of Bible Siuiiy.

s Lilt

A-n r^ tliex-e a,r<3 O'tliex's.

E. S. YOUNG Best Means

STou Oa.xi't .^fFor-d to IVElss all TUl®
CI They ''^^

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on nle. ^ >
^^^

[,

by members, for members. One is begun in this issue of the Inglenook. It will run through four issues .^| ...

You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may miss something of more than pa^

There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a revelation to most readers-
^^^^

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the « ^^,[

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do well to write us. enolosiog -

scription to-day.

E:1s1X3., Illinois, XJ. S. A..
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THE TIME FOR PRAYER.

When is the lime lor prayer.'

«h ihe fi"' '"^^"" "'•" '*'" *° "lori'ing sky,

r,f (or Ihe loils of day thou dost prepare,

Lift up thy thoughts on high;

Cnimend thy loved ones to His watchful care:—
'

Morn is the lime for prayer!

Ami in the noontide liour,

llmrnby toil or by sad care oppresl,

rl,en mlo Cod thy spirit's sorrows pour.

And He will give thee rest:

Xhy voice shall reach him through the fields of air;-

Noon is the time for prayer!

When the bright sun hath set,

While yet eve's glowing colors deck the skies;

Whtn with the loved, at home, again thou 'si met,

Then let Ihy prayer arise

forlhose who in thy joys and sorrows share:—

Eve is the time for prayer!

And when the stars come forth, -

When to the trusting heart sweet hopes are given

And Ihe deep stillness of the hour gives birth

To pure bright dreams of heaven,

—

Kneel l" thy God—ask strength life's ills to bear; -

Night is the time for prayer.

When iS the time for prayer?

In every hour, while life is spared to thee -

In crowds or solitude—in joy or care—
Thy thoughts should heavenward llee,

Alhiime—at morn and eve—with loved ones there,

Bend thou the knee in prayer!

CAPTAIN JACK.

Vol would never know who Captain Jack was by
nrnie. So let us introduce him to the Ingle-

OK circle as the middle-aged father of a family
ilingof a boy and girl, both pretty well grown,
i«iie that, in another age, and timtf, would
bera made into a saint. There are more of

ill «omen than we are apt to think possible. But
ihai go for this time. Everybody called him

Plun Jack, for he had been in the army, though
«r J captain. There were other Jacks, and to
«i»e"isli them he was called the Captain.
"e Jacks lived in the country, on the edge of a
'liable town, near a brook in which the spot-
"""' played on shingle and in the deeper swirls.
'V in the springtime a youngish man from the
''^ whipping the stream for the speckle-sides,
>* orm came up and he sought refuge in the

1 Lapta.n Jack. Inside everything was
« clean, and all the marks of honest poverty

'""Vwhere. But everything was neat. The

ta,„u'l
" ^'home. Mrs. Jack was mending

,ds olj
•'^""'''' ""= eirl, was patching Ed-

^"i; lu.TT' ^r,*^
^''P'^''" J"'^'^' '''"^'^l'- was

in i.r .
^' '"'sot to say before, that the

.,j^^^ ^
"one blind. All he could do since the

III,,, I,
° '"^'P "hat little he could in basket

'»«dJ''
P"'"*' '""'' "'^l<'"g ends meet, but

„,;;°'ng„, and just a little over.

*«iidei» r!'r""' "'*' '*"= fisherman visitor™ent in the offi

He looked long and
And th

"'<!
oculist"'

'"" "'^'^'^ °f one of the most cele

r""iinth,V" "=''y. and he was at once in

(liitly

-^l

^^P'a'"'s eyes,

*' i> while
'"' .'°°'"^'' ag^iin- And then he

"'^hisnr,'
^^^" another good look he

"'(and bo
""' ""= '^^P'^'i" should go to

•*« his Dr.
"""'' °"- "= "°"'<' "''te and

'"
•! weeri'""''

^^'^ '° recommend in the

•""i'li a I.;.
,^" ^^ walked into the Jack

'mou;

iett.er from the city doctor. Substan-

'""lii be"H!!'
'° """ "''"S' He couldn't tell

r'*lv.».'.,''°"= "ntil an examination was had

That was taken for granted. But how? That was
the matter at issue. There was only one conclusion
and It was unanimously decided that they would do
t. Not one of them had the faintest idea of how it
was to be had, but they hoped to get it in some way.
Then they set about it by each working at whatever
could be done, and putting all the savings in a com-
mon fund. And never a word to the Captain He
would worry, and so they let him out of the councils
Then they went at it. Jennie secured a situation

n the largest store in the town, and Edward worked
wherever he could get a job. Mrs. Jack look in
sewing and washed at night. It would be hard to
tell when the berries were picked that Ed sold on
the streets, but there was rejoicing on Saturday
nights, when the whole family pooled their earnings
in silent conclave in the kitchen, out of the reach of
Captain Jack's abnormally sharp hearing. The re-
sult of the first two weeks showed, conclusively, that
it could be done in si.v months, or less, if luck held
out. And it did hold. When they came within
sight of the last ten dollars they decided to tell the
Captain himself what was expected of him.

It was then that the unexpected happened. Cap-
tain Jack developed a hitherto unknown mulishness.
He refused to go to the city. He was blind now,
always would be blind, and would not take the hard-
earned money and squander it on any useless and
painful experiments. It took a week to wear him
out, when he consented at last, unable to stand the
continual pressure.

It was a bright day in the Autumn when he stood
at the station waiting on the train that would carry
him to the city. His ticket was in his pocket, his
money sewed into his coat, the simple lunch in the
paper box, and consigned to the care of the conduct-
or, the train creaked and rumbled around the curve
and away to the city. The family went back home
to wait.

whc>le family wended their way slowly along. Jennie
hading her father.

( I'o !.i ContiitHtil
i

* Hot th
-

'

r*"'', and fh"'
^" operation would likely be

*"<! everv^th"
"°"''' """o""'' a'l told, rail-

""
It

^"^' '° about one hundred and
«5 -" uncertain result, but noth-

h!!> 'old Withe

"'ko,
the brook and gave thii,;'j.°i'giit,

>'tck'!'°r''°''''^^'daV ,'"'^ of the house w;,^

e matter no

S'ini

consultation in

house with Mrs. Captain in

*'o raise °th
''"'^''''O" as to whether they

'hat hundred and fifty dollars.

'Was I

A week passed and then came the word that he
had arrived safely, and that the doctor had said

that an operation was necessary. He held out no
hope. Then in a day or two along came a letter

saying briefly that the operation itself was safely

over, and that nothing could be told for some weeks
as a result.

Then came the long weeks of waiting. Nobody
but those who have gone through with it knows the

desperateness of unrewarded vigils. It was a race
between hope and despair, now one in the ascend-
ency, then the other, and so the weeks wore away.
Then one late Autumn evening, the boy came in

from the town, threw down on the table an opened
envelope with the city stamp and the return acldress

of the oculist, and walked on through the room de-

jectedly. The woman opened the letter with fe\er-

ish haste, and read in a mist the words that Captain

Jack would never see any better than he did now,

and that he would be at the station on next Thurs-

day's train, at which time they were to meet him.

There was no talk at the supper table. They had
done all they could, and it was a failure. He would
never see any better than he did, and it meant a

concealed depression, and a lifetime of work, for

the doctor's letter said that "he will never see any
better than he does." Then the next day they all

went to the train together, even the dog trailed

along, none of them having the heart to turn him
back.

Presently the train came and out stepped the

Caplain, handed down by the brakeman. He
groped out painfully, and his wife clasped his hand

and they all kissed him. He was paler, but looked

fairly well. Then the dog had his inning. He
leaped on the Captain in an effectual effort to salute

him in true canine fashion, for he had been the in-

separable companion of Captain Jack all through

his home life. The Captain pushed back his green

goggles for a moment, and the dog looked steadily

into his eyes and then was seized with a fit. He
rolled and barked, and ran around like mad, wind-

ing up with a headlong race for home, to which the

HOW PEPSIN CHEWING QUn WAS FIRST HADE.

Ten years ago Miss Nellie Horton was a stenog-
rapher earning as many dollars a week. Destiny
put her m a pepsin manufactory. So much for en-
vironment. Her one supreme weakness was a great
love for spruce gum as it comes fresh from the bal-
sam fir tree. So much for the habit. All day long
Miss Nellie Horton played her typewriter to the ac-
companiment of a bit of spruce gum. In every or-
der, every letter or bill the word " pepsin " occurred.
She spelled out pages of dictation on the virtues of
pepsin. She believed in the virtues of spruce gum
Somehow the thought struck her that here would be
a happy combination.

One day she came to her work at the pepsin manu-
factory with her determination glued to the point.
She had made up her mind to confide in her em-
ployer. 1

1 took courage to tal k to the " boss " who
grunted orders from behind his roller-top desk.
She took an extra chew at her spruce gum and then
put the question:

" Don't you think," began Nellie Horton, timidly,
"don't you think," she repeated, with a choking
sound, " that it would be a good idea to put pepsin
in gum?"

Of course her employer looked at her as if she
were crazy, and laughed the idea to scorn. This, by
all the chronicles of inventions, great and small, is

the first sort of encouragement given to inventors.
Nellie Horton had half hoped for better, but fully
realized that this was to be expected. She only set
her teeth all the harder into the fresh piece of
spruce gum. Then she began her experiments.
Nellie Horton had one characteristic common with
all men and women who gain success where thou-
sands aim and where only an occasional one hits the
mark. She was absorbed in a single idea.

For months she worked and experimented. The
gum must have the proper consistency and sub-
stance. It must have just the correct amount of
pepsin to make it valuable for indigestion. It took
a vast amount of time and trouble.

Her favorite spruce gum was finally abandoned.
It didn't meet the requirements. At length, after
many months of experimenting, Nellie Horton
made a pepsin gum that suited her. It was a simple
matter to find a market for it, once the dealers were
shown its merits.

Ten years ago Nellie Horton was a slip of a girl

eking out a living at the typewriter. To-day she is

a woman enjoying the luxuries that an income of
half a million permits. And all because she hit up-
on the happy idea of pepsin gum.

DOQS AMONG HIS CUSTOMERS.

A I'AVOKITE uptown chop house has a regular
dinner clientele of high-bred dogs. These dogs ac-
company their owners, who are of the feminine sex
and are chronic diners out.

The dogs are of every variety, from the pug and
the smart French bull to the poodle and the sky
terrier. They are ornamented with huge bows on
their collars and arc invariably well behaved and
quiet, sometimes occupying seats during dinner
without in any way offending onlookers by the oc-
casional refined nibble of a morsel daintily fed
them.

Sometimes a conservative diner objects to the
doggy air of the place and asks the proprietor if he
hadn't better have a special room for the dogs, but
the owner says that while the dogs behave he has
nothing to say. IK disorderly dog would be put out
immediately.

He does draw the line at St. Bernards and mas-
tiffs—only the smaller animals being allowed to
participate in the evening meal.
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4 Coprespondence ^
AT A FREE DISPENSARY.

It makes no difference how jioor a man is— if lie

is sick he may have the best of care and medicines.

It is not necessary to be sick enough for a hospital.

It is not necessary to have a faint ailment. The

toothache, a cut finger, a touch of ague, anything is

enough to call forth the sympathetic care of the

free dispensary. The dispensary people are kind

to their patients—because they need them. There

is a professional as well as a humanity reason, for

the existence of the dispensary, and for this rea-

son, if no other, the public can count on the con-

tinuance of its services. The patient is as neces-

sai-y to the dispensary as is the dispensary to the

patient.

Dispensaries are run by colleges and hospitals for

the benefit of their students and the benefit derived

by the public is by way of payment. T.he patient

gives himself as a practice case, the dispensary

gives its treatment in return. This is not to say

that the treatment is in any way unreliable or that

the patient exposes himself to any danger. Quite

the reverse is the case. The situation is simply

this: The dispensary is not a charity institution,

and the patient is not a charity patient. Kvery-

thing which is given and taken from the patient and

institution is paid for, and paid for liberally.

It puts the institution on quite another footing

when thus viewed, and it givis the patient quite an-

other air.

Therefore, if you see people in line at the door of

the dispensary do not think they are paupers.

They are poor people certainly, but that is nothing

to their discredit. This notion of beggarism hav-

ing been spread abroad among the people has pre-

vented many a crippled baby from receiving care

which would have made him a strong man. The

world is full of people who would rather see their

children die than become beggars. They are per-

fectly frank to say so when asked why they do not

go to the dispensary. They have made up their

minds it is not a decent thing to do, and' no amount

of persuading will dissuade them. To their notion

it would never do to have the neighbors know
" Johnny " was taken to a dispensary. If he is ill

enough for a hospital then—all right. That is quite

a different thing.

The teachers in the public schools of the poorer

districts have to take the children to the dispensary

themselves if they would have it done. Mothers

promise repeatedly but never fulfill their promises

and never intend to. In spite of this there arc

thousands of people under the care of the dispen-

sary doctors, and if there were twice as many dis-

pensaries there would be twice as many patients.

They have scarcely time to open their doors before

the patrons begin the siege. And from that time

on so long as the building stands each morning will

find the street crowded with peoiile waiting their

turn in the visiting. The lame and the halt and the

blind line up on the sidewalk and wait patiently,

sometimes for hours. There is a line of them, old

men and women and babies, their thin faces and

sunken eyes telling the story of suffering. It is not

necessary to ask the name of the building where

they wait. The people tell its name, giving elo-

quent praise to the cnre of the young physicians.

It is a curious study, this gathering with its ail-

ments. The old men confident of help, nursing a

rheumatic limb, the consumjjtive confident of re-

covery, the workinan who has an injured hand and

is fretting to be at work again.

The children with all kinds of diseases and every

manner of deformity; quiet, long-suffering babies

that have been born crooked and peevish, and chil-

dren who have been hurt in the crowded street are

there. The scar of an overwrought city life is up-

on each one of them, and in spite of their loyalty to

the noisy crowd each one is suffering for a quiet

open space in which to breathe. And yet they

stand very close together against the narrow side

door which gives entrance to the dispensary. One
would think to look at them that they were suffer-

ing from the cold or that they were afraid of never

getting in. Each man has. his place in the line, and

let none get aside from it under penalty of discord.

As the door opens, ever so narrow a crack, to let

out some unfortunate one, everyone on the outskirt

pushes forward to get through. The pain of the

crowding makes many of them cry out, but stdl

they push on as though life and death were m the

balance. It is just a moment before the door is

again closed and there is but one left in the line

outside.

. From 8 o'clock every morning until 12, andsome-

titnes 5 in the afternoon, this struggle keeps up.

Some of the patients who come early to be in plen-

ty of time and have found others before them are

almost the last to receive care. They are too weak

to join in the general push and must sit outside on

the curb until the others have been cared for and

gone away. If a doctor sees them and takes them

in it is well and good, but the doctors are busy men

during these hours of dispensary work and find

small time for sympathy. One by one the patients

march into the consultation-room, are cared for and

go avyay. There is no delay in the line, no hitch as

the work goes on. Each man gets his portion of

medicine and advice sprinkled with a bit of sym-

pathetic assurance, particularly if the patient is a

child.

Every doctor has his line of patients, whom he

knows from "A to Izzard," and for whose state-

ments he can allow accordingly. Often the chil-

dren who come from week to week find a flower or

a piece of candy waiting for them. They are great

friends with the doctor and find in him some rec-

ompense for the pain of coming. Then, too, in-

side the dispensary, where it is cool in summer

and warm in winter and always clean, there is to be

found a rest and comfort which many houses can-

not furnish. The line of people inside, seated on

comfortable chairs, is a quieter, happier line than

that outside. There is something worth waiting for

within and something to be waited against. The

patient is near enough to the doctor's door to be

satisfied that he will reach it, and near enough, too,

to be afraid to go any farther. It is not all pleas-

ure, this going to the dispensary, no matter how

much candy there is in waiting. There is a quiet

certainty about the doctor's movements which as-

sures each patient he is in for a siege. The doctor

says " Come " in such a quiet, businesslike voice

that it would frighten the bravest. But all this is

true of doctors wherever you find them and is no

more pronounced at the dispensary than in their

private ofifices. Indeed, the doctors at the dispen-

sary have a certain friendliness of tone they would

not assume elsewhere, and it gives them an air of

good-fellowship which relieves the patient of

suspicion.

The doctors are not all young and inexperienced

by any means. Most of them are the regular phy-

sicians of the hospital or the college professors, as

the case may be. They are assisted by students

and nurses, who take a more or less active part in

the treatment, but always under the advice of the

elder. It is to college seniors and post-graduates

that much of the dispensary work is given.

How many free dispensaries are there in Chica-

go? Forty. Every college and every large hos-

pital has its dispensary, and added to these are the

dispensaries conducted by philanthropic institu-

tions, clubs and so forth. E\ery jihilanthropic or-

ganization has a dispensary, or at least one to which

it lends support. Every social settlement has its

nurse and a neighboring dispensary to which it has

the privilege of sending patients. Every school-

teacher knows the nearest dispensary and often

knows its doctors, who in turn know her as one of

their regular patrons. It is one of the self-imposed

duties of the teacher in the poor district to see that

her children are in good physical condition or have
medical care. It is as much her work to care for a

child's ills as it is to teach it the A B C's. If it is

crippled the first thing the teacher will do is to take
it to a dispensary and find out if any help can be
administered. If there can be an operation to

straighten the limb she will persist in her endeavor
until the task is over and the child relieved. It is

one of the everyday duties of the teacher and she
thinks nothing of it, often not realizing how rare is

the humanity of her work. She is paid a certain
small sum each month and in her eyes the money
pays for all. Of course, she has the satisfaction of
her work, and she has the pleasure of a large ac-

quaintance among the parents of her pupils, and sc

true is her philanthropy that this acquaintance i:

dearly prized.

HOW HE CHOSE A CLERK

A LAWYER advertised for a clerk
morning the office was crowded with a 1

all bright and many suitable. He badi
^ ^*'"

until all should arrive, and then

The
,

"e Ihei

arranged
th

in a row and said he would tell them a
'

their comments and judge from that k'*'

"'

would choose. "^
:

A certain farmer," began the lawyer
troubled with a red squirrel that got in ii,

'

hole in his barn and stole his seed corn 'h*
solved to kill the squirrel at the first on

'

Seeing him go in at the hole one noon hcTo'l"'
shotgun and fired away. The first shot set i","

V

on fire."
^"

"Did the barn burn? " said one of the bo'.

The lawyer, without answer, continued'
' And seeing the barn on fire the farmer scj,

pail of water and ran to put it out."
*

" Did he put it out? " said another.

" As he passed inside the door shut to and
barn was soon in flames. When the hireij

'

rushed out with more water ." '

" Did they all burn up? " said another boy

The lawyer went on without answer: "Then
old lady came out, and all was noise and confnsi

and everybody was trying to put out the lire"

" Did anyone burn up? " said another.

The lawyer said: "There, that will do; you hiit

all shown great interest in the story."

But observing one little bright-eyed felloii :,

deep silence, he said: "Now, my little man, wh.'

have you to say?
"

The little fellow blushed, grew uneas)' and sht,.

mered out: " 1 want to know what became u[ liiii

squirrel; that's what I want to know."
" You'll do," said the lawyer; " you. are my imo;

you have not been switched off by a confusion ui

barn burning, and the hired girl and water pails,

You have kept your eye on the squirrel."

BROTHERLY COUNSEL.

The more nervous a man is the more he Irie-

1

say thelight thing, and as a rule the m"

tably he fails, says the Youth's Comfiv

not always the man who attempts to st;

however, who covers himself with gloi\-

There is a story told of a certain En-

who was afflicted with a painfully nerves

ment and whose nervousness was in th

affecting his tongue and causing him to niaktis

most awkward remarks when he particularly «

sired to pay neat compliments to those high in a

thority or position.

It happened one day that he had distin|;»i«

himself beyond his wont during a gathcrins

clergymen at an afternoon tea at the his»?

palace. On the way home a senior curate look «=

to task for his blunders.
,,

" Look here, Bruce," said the senior, den*".

" you are a donkey! Why can't you kw-P'!""
_

stead of attracting everybody's attention h)
.^'^

asinine remarks? You need not be offendf

speaking to you now as a brother-

At this point loud laughter interrupted "if '^

er, and for a moment he wondered why.

NEW SCIENCE.

who bail*

"Yes," said the pale-faced doctor,

diploma, "
I cure by absent treatment.

^^^ _^_^

" How do you accomplish it? " askeil

for Information.
^t h^^'l

"I sit in my office while y","/;'" „,

.

For instance, at 4 o'clock you will P"
'^^^ ,

,

on me and I will put mine on you. /

cure your malady."
" How much will it cost?

"

" Ten dollars."

• Well, I'll take a treatment And HI"""

" Bad men
leave them."

excuse their faults, good men will

5 o'clock you put your

my mind on you, and you wi

paid you the ten. That s

long."

mind on me and 1

„.igine
thai

1

absent pV

uld be

men''

veiyi

A LITTLE girl once said she wou
,

to go to heaven, because they
"''^J^^.j,

sh'

serves there. On being cross '^''^"|
,|.ad-

down her catechism and triumph^'

ought the saints to love God.'

cause he makes, preserves an'd keep:

.\lis"'",:

thci"'
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A nODEL PHEASANTRY.

EvASS, a slender, thirteen-year-old lad,

""^1
cki-'rs. owns the largest pheasantry in

'*"

-'llin'^ 1^00 ^SS^ '" '"^ season and hatching

s
man)' birds.

Ily

enterprise conducted by a boy is gener-

*
'L shift, but the Evans phoasantry is per-

""nstruction, having about 175 by 200 feet

"
'^

with the latest improved hatcher and

"'""11
IS divided into a network of special

'"* pie closing and locking automatical-
"*'*

is no danger of the birds escapinp-
Ihcre

Vu°.(lock of golden pheasants is a gorgeous sight,

ilh
thei' i

illiant yellow heads, capes of orange

shtd
wing''

,ck
They

I with vivid green, scarlet bodies, bur-

and long, graceful tails, dotted with

are a fad among fanciers, and their

t is
increasing, as they now bring S30 a pair.

!Jjj'bcautilully-plumaged hen lays thirty eggs

season,
wiiich are worth SlO a do Wallace

large number of English pheasants, furnishing

(„ contrast to the golden beauties. They lay

fdy 10 seventy-five eggs, which are readily

Id lor SS a setting.

His ccvey of quails would make a hunter's heart

IS they fly to cover with a whirr of wings and

ping cries. The old birds were imported from

inessee, where thousands of the luckless- birds

lloiv a trail of grain leading straight into a wire-

dosed corral, and are then shipped to breeders.

In the centre of each yard is a neatly-stacked

eol brush and straw, which affords a native re-

fer all the birds. The English pheasants are

hardy, and frolic in the snow and ice like chil-

^,but the golden hover in their houses in bitter

eather.

Taken as a whole, the pheasantry reflects un

unded credit on its boyish proprietor.

SOMETHING ABOUT DOQS.

lEiM or Marlborough spaniels, which great-

resemble the latter in form and general appear-
:t, get their English name from Blenheim Pal-

iin Oxfordshire, where the breed has been pre-
'ed since the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
/

llastiff is the term applied to a very large and
•trful species of the canine family, and there is

"siderable conflict of opinion regarding the origin
"'irard. Some claim that it is derived from
'llalian imislmo, or the French mnjri», both of
irt signify large-limbed.

""sword, they say, was gradually corrupted in-

I"*
a Lincolnshire expression, meaning very

!•• "inscular. or big, until it gradually assumed
''""' '""' Others, again, say its true origin

sliJ

^^™^" "'^''^"' '° fatten, because the

oHer'
'"^'' '^°^' ''"'' '*'^'^"'' '^'=""='' f"' "^^"

'« animals were very highly prized by the

Cl'"''
'"'"' """^hed them to fight in the

!.|„„
"'''' ''"™»ls- It is related that very

^^^^^

w three mastiffs defeated a lion in such

•*ol"'Ti''^''
''°" the German /«rf.'/, a pud-

.anre
,

'*
''"S was originally German, and

' dosdv"
|'|'.™'"''''>' 8iven it because of being

Thev
'° ™'^^' '^ '^"°"" ^^ 'he water

lta„i„„
"'"'°"' doubt the most intelligent

Ike'fc'' ''°S-<:alled collie in Scotland,

Ibe fjj(
'^, ."'"''"' °' puppy—gains its title

""them 1° '"^ '"''"^ "^'^'' '° w'"'^'' "heep, and

"»tlitde'°"'
'""^'"^'^'^ °f every description

sai^,„ 5j!|'"'"°" °f 'he word bulldog, it is only

'"
'""ll-baV

"'^ ^^'^ species was exclusively
'

"" name
1'"^' '"'' ^'°'^ "'^' <:ifC"mstance

"^""'•een ih''

"'^''^^ '' '* universally known.

""'••the K n
^"'^ ""^ terrier is appropriate-

" '^"'l-terrier.

there they stay. When you crawl into your sleep-
ing bag, and pull a robe over it, the dog will get un-
der the robe. Unless you are careful he will be in-
side of the bag in the morning. The animals' en-
durance is phenomenal, and they are capable of
strong affection. They are great fighters. A trav-
eler who recently returned from Alaska says of the
treatment accorded these faithful animals: "The
whip that is used on them is the crudest thing of
Its kind that is known to man. Thirty feet in

length, and two inches thick near the short handle,
it has a lash ten feet long that cuts like a knife.
The Russian knout isn't to be compared to it.

When a dog is struck you hear a sharp yelp, and
then your sleigh whirls past a bit of fur or possibly
a piece of bloody skin lying on the snow."

« * «

Recently a little girl named Lillian could not be
found. It was early in the afternoon when she was
missed. There was great excitement, for it was
feared the little girl had been stolen, or fallen into
the river not far away. Searchers were sent in ev-
ery direction, but there was no trace of the little

girl even when night came. Among the most ear-

nest searchers was Lillian's pet dog. Rover, He ran
about with his nose to the ground hunting every-
where. When night came lanterns were lighted,

and the people still looked for, and hoped they
would find, Lillian.

Rover had come back to the house, and in some
way he went down an unused stairway. At its foot

was a window that opened into a small room that

had not been used in a long time. Rover gave
three sharp barks, and the little girl's grandfather
hurried to the pait of the house where the dog was.

When Rover saw hiiWhe barked more sharply, and
sprang at the window, in front of which was a chair.

The chair was moved, and there sat the little girl,

just waked up. She had gone into this room to

play house, and had fallen asleep. Rover is the

hero now in that family.

NEW YORK'S BIG CAGE.

t;\|j., • • »

'''^'^
abou't^

'"^ almost human in intelligence.

1^'*'" tra ?"^ hundred pounds. Heavily

y^, v^ .

""y "li'es a day, says the S/.

'^""
^'e' in

'"''"'y """B^ '" ^ '<^=>ni. "" '"o

h°''''<:hed f

'""'*>''" ""<: from the driver.

Het
,1,^^

"'' 'he night they pile upon the
's thrown upon the snow, and

The Zoological Park at Bronx has just complet-

ed the banner show piece within its grounds, a

mammoth flying rage for the animals. This struc-

ture—taking a half a year's time to build and sy,0CX3

in money—has been put up expressly for the pur-

pose of giving spacious quarters for the large and

showy water birds as well as affording an opportu-

nity for studying their flight.

It is the largest cage of the kind in the world.

Nothing on so huge a scale has heretofore been at-

tempted by any zoological institution.

The cage is constructed of steel pipe and wire

netting, and in shape is like a colossal Gothic arch.

It is one hundred fift)- feet long, se\'enty-five feet

wide and fifty-five feet high. One of the unique

and striking features of the structure is that it en-

closes three spreading forest trees, whose heavy

foliage and branches form a delightful resting place

for the birds.

Encircling the ground of the cage is a stream of

water sufficiently deep to afford good diving and

swimming for the birds. Another new and artistic

feature of the interior of the cage is the arrange-

ment of the landscape background along the sever-

al sides to correspond with the original homes of

the bird inmates.

There are at present some twenty-five specimens

of fresh water and marine birds in the cage, num-

bering eighty different representatives. When the

full quoto has been installed there will be nearly

300 swimming and flying birds .in the interior, rep-

resenting a complete collection of those species na-

tive to our country. The following comprise some

of the principal water birds now in the cage, and

there are several species of each: Herons, egrets,

bitterns, cormorants, pelicans, flamingoes, geese,

gulls, limpkins, cranes, demoiselles, storks and

ducks.

Professor Beebe, " curator ' of the birds, says

that when the bunch of eighty birds were first set

free a few days ago in the big inclosure a veritable

ecstasy and pandemonium of delight followed their

long release from their confined quarters.

The chief idea of the cage was to house the flying

and water birds in natural and commodious quar-

ters, as well as to place in convenient view to the

public, in one picture, a systematic collection of

some of the most important types of the aquatic

and bird world. With the completion of the flying
cage, together with a series of propo.sed new build-
ings planned for erection, and the new specimens
to be housed therein, the New York Zoological
Garden is destined to outrival any similar institu-
tion of its kind. In time it will contain a popula-
tion which will represent the entire animal kingdom
of our globe.

A BIG TURTLE.

There has been put on exhibition in the Peabody
museum at Yale the most remarkable fossil skele-
ton that has ever been restored. It is the skull of
a giant turtle that lived 10,000.000 years ago.
He had exactly the same characteristics that the

skull of a turtle of to-day possesses, and its restora-
tion conclusively proves that the turtle is the only
object in the world which is directly connected with
the far distant ages of geological times. In a word,
the turtle, which is nowadays regarded as one of the
lowest and most uninteresting forms of the living
world, has the greatest and most important history
of all living things.

The skeleton which has just been restored for the
Yale museum was found five years ago by Dr. G. R.
Wieland, a graduate of the Pennsylvania State Col-
lege, who is now connected with the Peabody mu-
seum at Yale. Dr. Wieland found the skeleton
while digging for fossils on the banks of the Chey-
enne River in the Black Hills country. South Dako-
ta. The skeleton was imbedded in a cetaceous
formation, which indicated that this country was
once covered by a salt water ocean, in which this

great turtle and many other prehistoric creatures
lived.

The skull, which Dr. Wieland has restored, is

twenty-nine inches in length and sixteen inches in

depth. The skull of the largest turtle known to be
living to-d.ay is b.iiely one foot in length. The
skull of Dr. Wicland's turtle must have belonged to

a turtle that weighed at least S.ooo pounds. To-
day the largest marine turtles weigh less than 1,500
pounds, and the largest skeletons in the museums
belonged to turtles that weighed less than 1,000

pounds.

Dr. Wieland has made a long and careful study
of the turtle, as he is and as he was. He has dis-

covered many interesting and remarkable things

about this obscure creature.

FAMOUS RAT CATCHER.

At the present time there is no royal rat catcher

at the British court, though not so long ago this ap-

pointment was held under the sign manual, and in

old pictures one may see the men who occupied

this post, gorgeous in their green and gold cos-

tumes, decorated with the words, " Rat Catcher to

his Majesty."

In the little Lincolnshire \illage of Friskney

there is living BoUand Skipworth, famous for miles

around as a rat catcher. He is eighty years old and

has seven sons and seven daughters li\'ing. He is

still keen after his quarry and is never so happy as

when adding an. honest penny to his store by rid-

ding some neighbor of the rodents that eat his

corn, spoil his garden and do an infinite lot of dam-

age. ,

He is helped in his work by his terrier, Broovh,

and his ferrets, the latter being kept in a picturesque

building near his own pretty thatched cottage. In

the course of his long life he has caught many thou-

sands of rats, but unfortunately has kept no record.

If he had he undoubtedly would hold the champi-

onship. Rats are arch robbers, eating any and ev-

erything. One man found all the fresh-laid eggs

were being stolen and went on a still hunt. Re-

moving a big bundle of sticks in the woodhouse, he

came on a hundred eggs, most of them unbroken.

There was once killed in England a rat which

holds the record for size. He was gray as a badger,

weighed two and three-quarters pounds and meas-

ured twenty inches from the tip of his nose to the

tip of his tail.

What does the word I.nolhnook mean? So asks

a subscriber, and he'says that others want to know.

It means a fireside, a chimney corner, but it is a

word not in common use. It was chosen as the

name of the paper because of its catchiness and its

homelike ring.
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THE LONG EVENINGS.

It will not be .1 great while until the evenings

are very appreciably longer, and there will be more

time to read and study. The Autumn and the Win-

ter are naturally enough the season when there is

more time to read and study than when long days

and outside duties claim our attention. Soon the

inglenook of thousands of homes where this paper

goes will begin to glow, figuratively speaking, and

there will be many a picture more homelike and

natural than there is on our cover to-day. Ol

course people read all the year around, but there is

more of it done in the cold months than in the

heated ones. The Winter is a good time to take

up systematic reading and study. It is a mistake

for the heads of the house to not provide good read

ing for those around them, not to speak of them-

selves. And what constitutes good and interesting

reading is a thing that is capable of a very elastic

interpretation. The writer once brought the mat-

ter up in a household where there was a number of

growing boys and girls. The father said that there

were books enough, more than they would read,

and it subsequently developed the available library

consisted of the Bible, a government report, and a

book without a name or either back. The man of

the house had but one dominant idea, and that was

the purchase of all that joined him. Books and pa-

pers were, to him, a useless, not to say wicked ex-

penditure. The children brought up under such en-

vironment had open betore them two ways, one an

imitation of the father, and another in breaking

loose from the dreary home and seeking enjoy-

ment in outside circles composed of kindred aim-

less spirits.

There is a better way. In these days when a doz-

en of eggs will buy a book, or two cents a week the

Inglenook, what excuse is there for a desolate

fireside and a starving progenj-? It would pay, it

ivW pay, every reader to surround himself with all

the high grade books and papers that he can read.

What a man reads is what he thinks, and as he

thinks so he is.

they are entering upon? Oh no, not that. They

are asking God for power to kill, maim, slay and ut-

terly destroy each other. If they are right in then-

petitions then the Sermon on the Mount is a fic-

tion, and Christianity a dream.

BThe facts are that the world is not yet fully civil-

ized, not Christianized, and never will be as long as

men agree to settle their differences by trying to

kill one another and call the victorious side blessed

of God.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: Buying and Selling.

In the transfer of a piece of property from one

hand to another is it possible for the seller to ac-

quaint the intended purchaser with every fault of

the thing sold, and is it possible for the buyer to

keep from depreciating his intended purchase?

Unquestionably it is feasible, but undoubtedly it is

uncommon to the point of the impossible. Straight-

forward dealing is a rarity. The .seller puts the

best on top, the best side outside, he hides and

minimizes the defects and magnifies the good. The

buyer expects it and does his best to belittle the

wares offered. Now is the proceeding an honest

one? Hardly. Is the method a Christian one?

In answer to this let us suppose that Christ was

either buyer or seller. What would the method

be? Would it be that of hiding defects and depre-

ciating advantages? There need be no answer.

The preacher imagines that the man who is

strictly honest and truthful in his dealings stands a

good chance of being left behind in the market,

even by his own people. There is a disposition to

believe in one's own eyes rather than in the honesty

of a neighbor, and the man with the big apples all

on top sells out his load and goes home, while the

honest man with his apples alike through the load

waits. Perfect confidence is a plant so rare as to

deserve a place in a glass case.

It is best to be absolutely honest in all commer-

cial matters. It will not be a short cut to success, but

it is a solid road without breaks in it. He who fol-

lows it without deviation will, in the end, come to

be a man after whom no one will count or measure.

It will be recognized that what he does is right, and

there is no need of following him up to see whether

there has been a " mistake " in the matter. Here is

the Bible of it; As a man measures so it shall be

measured out to him. It is not told just that way,

but that is what it all comes to.

FAITH WHICH OVERCOMES.

, THE UNITED STATES IN WAR.

\v five years ago anyone had predicted that at

the present date our country would have soldiers in

Cuba, in the Philippines and in China, the prophecy

would have been very skeptically received. Yet

such is the case, and the chances are that the end is

not yet. It is a peculiarity that when one goes into

a fight there is no telling where it will end, for no

person living can foracast the complications.

Viewed from a'political standpoint there is a wide

difference of opinion as to the propriety of this

country enlarging its possessions and engaging in

colonial enterprises. Yet that is what it has done,

and there are none who can foretell the result.

But viewing it from the religious standpoint a

mistake is being made. All war is simply a sort of

systefnatized, legal murder, and murder is wrong.

The ethics of it are never considered by govern-

ments, no matter what professions are made as to

the religious claims of the country. Indeed it was

once said by ii brilliant statesman that any hope of

the right of a movement in government affairs re-

ceiving consideration was an " iridescent dream."

And his statement seems true. It does not appeal

very strongly to the religious side of an unpreju-

diced observer to see two lines of men facing each

other, and in the interval prior to the battle two

men, one on each side, chaplains, invoking the aid

. of God in what they are about to undertake. And
what is it? Is it a mission of love and help that

" For though from out this bourne of lim
The tide shall bear me far,

^"'' Pl>«

I know that 1 shall meet my pilot face , t

When I have crossed the bar."
"

An episode strikingly similar was- relat

newspapers last week. Elizabeth Minte
'"

liamsburg, N. Y., was on her death bed Sh°'

^

her husband good-by. She was eighty-fiv h

''"

eighty-seven. " Never mind, dear," he said- "
*'

not long for this world either." ' '

He was right. As the preparations for th

funeral progressed John Minter said: "Wait 1

"

I am going too. I want to go to heaven with T
He was buried in the same trrave witk u- ^'

week ago to-day.

Faith is the evidence of things not seen
Minter had it. He went down into the dark

1

as confident of meeting his wife on the sunlit
'

'

beyond as he had gone out to meet her <

times in this_material world.

The evidence of things not seen! John M
saw them with the eye of the spirit He
happy man.

A PATHETIC FIGURE.

' ^oiin[l,A

Com Paul Kruger, with his Bible under his

has arrived at Lorenzo Marques. Things have

fallen out as his faith in the good book led him
1

believe, yet he has not lost confidence in its teacl

ings. They say he spends the most o( his

reading psalms, and takes little interest in thesnji.

modic twitchings of the d>ing republic of the Trm-

vaal.

Poor Com Paul! He has, perhaps, more than la

share of faults, but he is not so black as Eii:-::-!

brushes have painted him; and he has simple, 1:1;

ged virtue that maintain him a gallant fi^w,

though a crushed one.

History has few more pathetic figures than irc

Oom Paul of to-day, clinging to his psalms ivhilt

the Transvaal republic tumbles in ruins aboul k

unattending ears. He is a victim of progress, la

the individual this is called coveting thy ne

goods, and there is a divine commandment againil

it.

It is not likely that England will ask Hotiud

to surrender the fugitive, or that Portugal will '|

ny him asylum. He can do harm to neither.

" Faith," says the voice of inspiration, " is the

substance of things hoped for, the evidence of

things not seen."

It is a most comfortable thing to have too. We
cannot doubt that if religious faith were a matter

of volition everyone would have it. No one would

willingly be without that which sustains and sup-

ports men in stress and peril, in sickness and death.

Unfortunately, it is not a thing concrete and tan-

gible. It cannot be taken up at will. Men say, " I

believe," but the iteration is useless unless it is sus-

tained by inward conviction, and that conviction

comes spontaneously. It is not the result of reso-

lution.

Fortunately for humanity there are many people

who have faith, who enjoy the assurance of immor-
tality, who believe in life beyond the grave as firm-

ly as they believe in life on its hither side. Such
people are happy, confident, brave.

When Lord Tennyson was enduring his last ill-

ness, his physician told him the story of an aged
couple in the parish. The wife was about to die.

The husband, also ill, lay in a bed in the same room.
His wife requested that he should be moved close
to her side.

Stretching out her hand to the old man who for

over half a century had been her companion, she
said, "Good-by, dear. Don't be long coming to
me," and so expired.

Tennyson called that true faith. So it was. It

was the spirit which inspired his own swan song;

ALL OF WHICH PLEASES US immENSELV.

" There is something peculiarly fascin.v.

The Inglenook in its present form; Ihi ii

racy manner in which it gives the people H"

"J
esting inform.ition and abundant truth it c»"»'1

is to be coveted by most papers which aspire

»

J

place which the Inglenook now holds.' -W'^

from ti Private Letter.

Who will get the prize library of fifty >"''-^

It is worth working for, and the one ''I"'
6"^ ||jj

have a years reading put at his coniroani) i^ 1

cost to him. We predict that these book>^^

to an unexpected place. It couki
f"'^'-'J^|._,|,;,.

in some of the larger churches, but U '*

J^j,_
J

fall into the hands of some person who
»^ J

getically and who leaves nothini; ""'°
, „,, 1

might be available. Elgin city is
"""^^^j,,,,

'

that the country at large has an
^ ^

chance. If you want sample copies
^^ ^^ ,

as agent for the Inglenook all y" „„iiit|

ask for them. We will furnish all y»
.^ ^|,^

telligently and advantageously, and
^^^ ^^^

^
ly. Go in to win. It is worth ^ „ver,

of books on the second page of the c

The Inglenook predicted "'''
"^^^^^ W

bring to the fore a new class of
"'"y||.3,|on A

here and still coming. As the P
^^.^^^

^.^jiiij

" takes up the time," or pads ou
^

places, it is plain that the ':°""
"„,^ ini"*

ning to learn something of clear-
^^^^

^^^A

writing. Many contributions
'''"'|„ore at'

!j
most of them up to the mark, and

^^^^^
jtipl

ed. There are many P^^'O"*" " '

only' I

and themselves and others, if '

courage to make the effort.
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WHERE THBY PUT THEIR TRAPS.

age furniture storage warehouse in Chi-

^"^[ifiosityshop.
Anything from richly in-

'*'
to fry'"!? P^"'' '"^""^ Smyrna rugs to

ii
'"'"'joor mats, may be found there, though

'"°°°'
fusion. Most of the Chicago warehouses

"'"
'"l" rage of household goods have rooms or

''^
^jjjti goods are stored. That arrangement

'*'""np to keep one's " traps " separated from
L|p5 one I'-' 1

^

"
f
others, but there is a barn room in

ods are piled in separate heaps. The fur-lose
'

bicb
go'

",„,,„» warehouse is a great convenience to
jure S'"""6 ,, ,_ . ci.ui„ : . 1 _«

'''" ° Many warehouse companies have a

u> generally it is a profitable investment of

oivnfr.
,, .

tgage department as well as an msur-

These enable them to loan mon-
ijlld I"""

ue
department,

I,
furniture in store, and also to msure goods

^
, Jre. Many people store their household

I
joings during the summer months to save rent

Ic'the women and children are out of town,

rties
going abroad for any length of time usually

rellieir
furniture if they live in a hired house,

Jnota fe"' °' •''" "glasses that store their goods to

„ rent for a given period or for an indefinite

nod borrow all the money they can on their

oreJ articles. Not that they want the money, but

,(v,ire willing to pay the interest so as to be sure

jniirthing in case of fire and failure to collect in-

irsncc. Such persons usually deposit the mone)'

[anl; on small interest for a length of time cor-

sponding to the time when they will want their

to resume housekeeping.

There is another class of people who store their

irniliire for one of two purposes. In the first

their goods are mortgaged. If business or

pporlunity.to earn wages worth while is present-

the absence of the women and children

bare away on a few months' visit with kinfolks,

§oods are taken out of storage, the mortgage
rovided for and housekeeping resumed, but if

from bad to worse the mortgageor is pret-

certsin to go elsewhere, leaving the mortgagee
warehouseman to scramble between them-

tas for their claim. As a rule it takes every cent
Ihe receipts from the sale to pay the legal
ms. That, however, the mortgageor knows and
regards the transaction the same as he would

re Ills goods destroyed in his hired house by fire

«ei he had no insurance. To him it is the sacri-
:' of all he has in the way of household goods
III the commencing anew in another part of the
luntry,

Tliere IS another class of mortgageors who fully
""(1 to resume housekeeping and pay the mort-
'etiihen the family returns, but who meanwhile
'« accepted a business offer in a distant part of
country. They figure that the bill for storage,

^mortgage and the interest, cost of packing, cart-
'« freight would amount to about as much
» outfit would cost at the new house, and
'''} let mo'

cent left for the niort-

that are g.lded and worthless. Back of the sale is
an influence which manages the bidding so that the
net proceeds will provide for the claims of the
warehouse and the mortgage, but not once in a
thousand times is there
gageor.

Sometimes goods are stored for the purpose of
putting the largest possible mortgage upon them
and sometimes the most valuable of them have not
been paid for in full, nor is the creditor likely to
know that he has been tricked until his customer is
out of reach. But stolen goods are rarely ever
stored, though there have been sales which revealed
articles that had not been secured in the regular
way. It is the storage of goods by parties who in-
tend to and do take them away in time that pays
the warehouseman, and, in fact, a very large per-
centage of his business comes from that class,
especially if he has private bins in a fireproof house.
As a rule the utmost care is taken of stored proper-
ty. The warehouseman assumes when goods are
stored that they will be called for, and he knows
they must be delivered in as good condition as they
were when received. It is that feature of the busi-
ness, together with immunity from fire, rats, vermin,
dampness and theft that makes public household
goods storage houses a convenience. These, as a
rule, are owned and managed by parties of ample
financial responsibility.

HOW WAX FIQURES ARE flADE.

rtgage and storage go by default.

„
™° '^°" "°' deem it dishonest, as all that
lUing is provided for, besides, in most States

.'and insurance charges are preferred claims

"CJ" 'u"^
°' "" ""'R^g^e's bill when the

iveil„„i„'°u
''^""°"s of storage houses who

^WeauH
""'" ""^'^''y '° '"'""'•' house-

- mil
''''*' """ "lor'S^ge do not as a rule

,2 P"'"'''' heirlooms and the like, nor

|8<i
'" included in the list of articles mort-

*' dav"o'f°''?
"'^ "^""^'^ ^""^ packages untied

'I'Mhef, T '^'" '^^'ations are made, and

«el ,^'"'""='^"<^"^^<:"o^et
«posed. Letters that

•t
ihi

,keleton

should have been
are scattered about for

rout,h
,1°",''' """^ '"•=" "'a' should have

'^«car„,
.!."''>' ^"'""^ packing; ward;"« carry secret:

''"'
ha."= reveled

s in their pockets; goods that

'"loiher's
i

~'"" '"' ^^^y ^°y^ ''^=" mutely tell

"'*"wise, K-^'"' ''°P"' ^°°^^ that treat of

hrr,,.,,
..'"bjects and countless other chattels

'n,
he chai

^'greeable
racter of their owner and which

°""W,.„7"
''^^'"^'3''°n to those who know

"'''«„c, ;,
^"'^ his family. At these sales

^'* go for n T' "^ P'=°P''= "" f°""''- The

''o.like Mr 't'
'"^ "<='ghborhood gossip;

r'^^'howill k"'
'•''' "'' hunting for bar-

:"M«l.!"'">'='">"hingifit

Ibi

«<:aler

xpe

"tick

' dog cheap,'

? '^xperie-n^
^fonJ-hand goods. The latter,

- '""; k"ows how to secure the most
^"d let the Toodleses have those

The manufacture of wax figures and papier-
mache forms and novelties is extensively carried on
in Chicago, although there are not more than three
concerns in the business. The principal demand is

for figures and forms to display goods in show win-
dows, but only the face, neck and bust are wax.
These are mounted on papier-mache forms to suit

the display wanted. Where hands or arms are ex-
posed they are made of wax. The preparation of
the wax is supposed to be secret, but it is known
that it is a combination of several materials so as to

give the forms the greatest possible immunity from
heat or cold. Under the old system of using the

pure wax of bees there was danger of the finished

product melting in extremely warm weather and of

cracking if exposed to the cold. The present proc-

ess provides a material that is not affected by ex-

tremes, though storekeepers are careful not to ex-

pose the forms to the glare of the sun nor to below
zero weather in winter. Wax heads, including

busts, cost all the way from Sl8 to S40—the cost

depending on the finish, especially of the hair.

The hair is inserted hair by hair, the wax first being

punctured with a fine needle. The stability of the

hair depends altogether on the depth of the punc-

ture. When finished it may be combed, shampooed
and otherwise treated as hair on the human head.

Nearly all the hair used by wax figure-makers

comes from the convents, prisons and rural dis-

tricts of Europe, where there is a large traffic in the

commodity.

The Chicago wax figure-makers first make a mod-
el of clay, then the form is molded in plaster of Par-

is—the mold being made in parts so that it will not

have to be broken to release the figure. From this

mold as many figures may be cast as the maker
likes. But when the clay mold is from life or a

photograph, as a special order, only as many figures

are cut as arc ordered. However, all figures for

store windows are modeled from photographs or

paintings of celebrated beauties. This is done to

make the figure as attractive as possible for itself

and also to add " tone " to the articles of wear dis-

plaj'ed upon it. The wax is colored through and

through with a flesh tint so that the "touching up
"

will be confined to the cheeks, lips and about the

eyes, together with whatever shading may be re-

quired. It is this "touching up" coloring that

fades after months of exposure, but for a

small sum the maker will wash it, retouch the

faded places and shampoo and dress the hair. Of

course the hair must be dressed in the very latest

fashion. In selecting eyes for a figure, especially

for one that is modeled from life, great care has to

be taken, for these must " fit the style of the figure's

complexion and beauty " and must be set with ref-

erence to the pose of the head, the expression of

the face, etc. The soul of a wax figure expresses

itself through the eyes just as the soul of the living

does. The demure face, (he haughty face, the

smiling face and the contented face all must have
eyes that give the proper expression.
These days all wax figures are given what is

called "marble finish," which makes them retain
their freshness for a long time, and also prevent
" sweating," High-priced models are worked upon
with as much care as if they had been shaped from
life for a likeness, but cheaper grades are ground
out, so to speak-that is, a good workman will do
the head, eyebrows and lashes of one figure in a
day, but the needle is inserted just deep enough to
hold the hair, but it cannot be shampooed or
brushed hard, and the face coloring fades in a little
time.

No anatomical or museum wax figure work is
done in Chicago, but a good deal is done in repair-
ing, recoloring and the like. Nor is there any de-
mand of consequence for novelties in wax. Such
articles are made of papier-mache, though some of
them are given a thin coating of wax. Practically
all wax dolls are made that way, but such work is
liable to crack, scale and lose its coloring when the
weather is at an extreme. An expert maker of
wax figures is supposed to be equal to any sculptor
in the work of modeling in clay, but at that point
Ihiy separate, the sculptor transferring his "study"
to marble and the wax figure artist his to plaster of
Paris molds with a stereotype product—as many as
his wax will make. In the item of eyes, those in
high-class work are made in Europe, and they are
exactly the same make, quality and naturalness
that opticians deal in. The thickness of the head
and bust of first-class wax figures is from three-
quarters to an inch, but only on special work is the
inch thickness required.

TESTING aOLD AND SILVER COIN.

Another department which combines many im-
portant duties is that of the Treasury, It engraves
and prints money, puts up buildings, runs the life-

saving service, collects the taxes, keeps track of
navigation, manages the lighthouse service, runs
the marine hospitals, attends to the immigrants,
and a great many other things. Most people do
not know that this department makes the official

examination of the coins. A commission meets at
the Mint in Philadelphia and goes carefully into
the value of the people's money, but the really im-
portant work is done by an assayer, who for a num-
ber of years was Dr. Cabell Whitehead, a noted
metallurgist, who has recently gone to Nome,
Alaska, to report upon its gold. The coinage is

kept from debasement in this way: two coins each
week from the new minting are sent to the assayer
in order that he may find out if they are up to the
standard. This is necessary, not onl)- for the pro-
tection of the people, but in order that the value of
American money may be absolute throughout the

whole world. The excellence of the Government's
workmanship is shown by the fact that gold coins

have been condemned only once in the past ten

years, and this was due to ingots made from Span-
ish gold coin, which either contained a small

amount of zinc or had been counterfeited. The
whole lot of $125,000 was melted down. On three

occasions silver coins have been found deficient.

SVnPTOMS CAUSED BY ANQBR.

A STUPV of anger from experiences in about

2,000 cases, collected from reliable observers, has

been made by G. Stanley Hall. The causes were
many and various, often being very trivial, and the

physical sensations accompanying it differed great-

ly with the individual.

Flushing was very general, although pallor was a

characteristic in twenty-Seven per cent of the cases.

The heart beats were violent, several cases of death

from rupture of this organ being reported, antl

there were sometimes peculiar sensations in mouth
and throat, sometimes dizziness or faintness, fre-

quently tears, and generally copious salivation,

which might produce " frothing at the mouth,"
Common sounds were animal-like cries in chil-

dren, oaths and threats in adults, while in man\-

cases the throat was paralyzed, and there was in-

ability to speak above a whisper, or without crying

or trembling. Hutting with the head, biting and
scratching are noticeable in childish anger.

Read the Inglenook!
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Good treading

WBANINQ A CALF.

BV ANNA M. MiTCIIELL.

There isn't a big lot of fun connected with teach-

ing a calf to drink. That is, not for the teacher.

Whoever attempts it should have a good stock of

patience in reserve, for nine times out of ten it will

be all needed before he is through.

To have your most cherished corn or bunion ruth-

lessly trampled upon doesn't add much joy to the

occasion. Even a sudden bump on your " funny

bone" from the calf's head will often fail to awaken

the hilarious part of your disposition.

Occasionally you encounter a calf that surprises

you by its readiness to learn to eat and drink, but

those arc few and far between. The ordinary

calf generally eyes the approach of you and your

bucket of milk with a look of meek wonder.
,
You

imagine he is going to be pretty easy to manage,

and .attempt to corner him up. When he begins to

realize your hostile intentions the meek look disap-

pears and one of headstrong obstinacy takes its

place. The young rascal breaks from jour restrain-

ing hand, kicks up his heels and gives you a fine

chase around the stable. Hut finally you get a firm

grip on him and bring him up in a corner with a

bang! An assistant is generally required to take

care of the bucket of milk while you take care of

the calf. Holding him firmly with one hand you dip

the other hand in the milk, then place your fingers

in his mouth, thus deluding the poor innocent into

starting up his suction machinery.

When in full operation gently lower his head to

the bucket, spread your fingers apart in an artistic

manner, so that the milk will have a chance to enter

his mouth. A calf likes to breathe occasionally.

Some greenhorns forget this fact, and in their efforts

to get the calf to drink, they hold their hand tight

over the nostrils and cram a solid row of fingers in-

to his mouth, thereby effectually shutting out both

air and milk. And then they wonder why the calf

is so balky and hard to teach. As a calf is bitterly

opposed to taking nourishment with his head down,

you have no little difficulty in keeping his nose at

par with the milk in the bucket. He seems entirely

posses.sed with concentrated contrariness, and is

quite frantic in his efforts to have his head every-

where but the right place and the place it should

be. But after much perseverance and a great deal

of splashing, gurgling, backing and prancing around,

he suddenly takes a notion to drink. Then you can

gradually draw your hand away from his mouth and

let him go it alone. After once learning the art, he

generally clings to the habit as long as he lives.

The principal difficulty now will be to supply material

for the demand his appetite creates. After gulping

down his share, like Oliver Twist, he usually wants

"some more."
»

nANY USES OF CELLULOID.

seventies. Its name comes from cellulose. Forms

of this vegetable substance, treated with nitric and

sulphuric acids, become the gun cotton which is

such a powerful explosive. The ordinary gun cot-

ton is made from tissue paper, treated with these

powerful acids. •

To make celluloid this nitro-cellulose is mixed

with camphor and whatever pigment may be desir-

able. The mass is subjected to heat to a certain de-

gree and the whole thoroughly mixed. Afterward

it is subjected to great pressure and alcohol is intro-

duced to assist in expelling the water from the plas-

tic stuff. With the water expelled the stuff be-

comes the hard, shiny, springy article of commerce,

capable of division into sheets so thin as to be al-

most impalpable.

In the manufacture of cellulose the risk is regard-

ed as extremely hazardous by insurance companies.

' The insurance risk on a celluloid factory is al-

most as great as it is on a powder factory," said the

superintendent of inspection of the Chicago Hoard of

Underwriters. " Even for'business houses h.andling

celluloid articles such as collars, cuffs and shirts,

the risk is regarded in the ratings. It has not been

established that a stock of celluloid, under certain

conditions, may not lose certain explosive gases

that in proper mixture with air would produce ex-

plosion from fire."

With the passing of the elephant and his ivory

tusks, and with the drain upon the rubber forests,

celluloid came into place of both of these in great

measure. Half a dozen substances of the same gen-

eral character and characteristics have followed it.

Away from fire, all of them are harmless; in con-

junction with it, all are exceedingly dangerous.

The thinner the sheets the more inflammable are

these substances. To touch a match to a thin sheet

of celluloid, it bursts into'a fierce flame, which gives

off a strong odor of chemicals and the last vestige

of the stuff is consumed. To a thick piece of the

stuff fire must be held until it has become heated

through. Just beyond the scorching point it bursts

into flame with a puff almost as marked as in the

touching off of a pan of gunpowder.

water

cream in

with vanilla ice cream or French
"t is sold at two cents a glass

'^''*°'«

This sign indicates the cost of food on th
side, which is full of neat little restaurant

^'"

scale of prices: "Pure Java coffee, two
*'""'

cup; English tea, two cents; railk.'two aT

"

cents; sandwiches, three cents, two for 6
'''"

fried eggs, with bread, butter and coffe
^'^'

"1
cents; salmon, twelve cents; two rolk , ,'

'"*'!

. .. "^ Coffe.1
hve cents. ""ttl

A PENNY'S WORTH.

Since the coming of celluloid collars and before,

the uses of celluloid have spread to half a hundred

lines of manufacture. Only one company in the

United States manufactures it, with offices and

works at Newark, N. J„ but there is not a house-

hold anywhere that has not some article of celluloid

about the premises. An elderly person, indeed,

may have a set of store teeth imbedded in a founda-

tion of celluloid, and wear a pair of eyeglasses set

in the same material.

Its uses in toilet articles are almost universal.

Tooth brushes, hair brushes, combs, hand mirrors,

knife handles, glove buttoners, nail files, handker-

chief boxes and scores of other paraphernalia of the

dressing-room and house at large are in daily use.

In offices and business houses the celluloid ar-

ticles range from the blotting pad with celluloid top

to the calendars on the wall. Cane heads, umbrella

handles, harness rings, and even doll heads are

made from this substance. Bicycle handlebars are

tipped with its enamel. Name plates, buttons,

badges, signs, and scores of useful and ornamental

things are made of it. It is the basis of much of

the amateur photography of the present, and no one

knows better how inflammable the celluloid base is

than does the amateur photographer who has had a

dry film too close to a gas jet.

Celluloid as a substance came to light in the

In New York one may buy a cents worth of an-

thracite coal, half an ounce of tea, or a quarter of a

pound of flour.

This sign is displajed by a little Italian grocery

in Minetta street: "Pure milk, one cent a glass.

The following articles by the cent's worth: Coal and

Wood, Macaroni, Italian Olive Oil, Tobacco, All

Kinds of Fresh Candy and Soft Drinks."

" One has to measure carefully," said the grocer,

" when he sells a cent's worth of anthracite coal, but

we seldom have a call for so small a quantity. Most

of our customers order three cents' worth, and even

five. We sell in one cent quantities many articles not

mentioned on the sign. For example, we can let

you have a cent's worth of flour, of sugar, of coffee,

or of tea."

" How much flour do you give for a cent?"

"A quarter of a pound. A pound is four cents,

two pounds are seven cents. We can give you an

ounce of coffee for a cent, or half an ounce of Eng-

lish tea. We sell our tea at two cents an ounce, or

three ounces for five cents. It may surprise you,

but uptown are first-class groceries with a brown-

stone front trade, that sell tea by the ounce to their

poorer customers.
" Here is white lump sugar. A customer comes

in, calls for it, and lays down a cent. We count out

seven white lumps.

"This plan of selling goods in small quantities is a

benefit to people of limited means, for with a few

copper coins they may buy a cent's worth each of

flour, coffee and sugar, and with a cent's worth of

fuel cook a warm supper."

On a bakery window on Bleecker street is the

sign: "Two Large Loaves of Bread for Five Cents."

"They are pound loaves;" said the saleswoman.
" We used to sell them at four cents apiece, but,

since flour came down, we charge onl}' two and a

half. It is the same as selling the two-pound loaf

for five cents. The loaves are of wheat flour, rye
and graham."

The East side is also sprinkled with one cent soda
fountains. In Lewis street a soda fountain placards
these prices: " Lemon, one cent; Vanilla, one cent;
Strawberry, one cent; Pineapple, one cent." Soda

CARELESSNESS WITH HONEV.

The secretary of the treasury has a ve
directory of careless people— of people \1 J'"P
money to burn or otherwise destroy, and
peal to him for reimbursement. Uncle Saii J
enough to restore lost money when he is i

-"]

that it is actually out of existence, and the i

*

I
department has to look after this branch tij
financial affairs. Hardly a day passes that the

retary is not appealed to, to make good money jj
stroyed, and he often receives Temnants of bill

more or less recognizable, with queer tales of h J
the work of destruction was wrought.

One of the latest applications was from a Vt

mont farmer, who sent a mass of remnants of
I

that approached the condition of pulp, and jstt]

for S280 in return, which, after some delay he i,

ceived. He said he had very carefully hidder

money under the rafters of his barn, and somehoj

it had gotten into the hay and bran fed lo oil

of his cows. The cow was chewing the gretl

feed when its nature was discovered.

Another farmer, from Kansas, has sent a I

chopped bills that he says represents S40. AccordJ

ingto his story they were in the pocket of a vesltliif

was hung on a feed cutter, and when it was benj

operated the corner of the vest that held the moneJ

got between its knives and with the money was torJ

in shreds. The claim is now in process of ad]ii)tj

ment.

A Boston man took from his pocket what he sayi

he thought was a piece of paper and burned half ol

it in lighting the gas. The gaslight revealed ikj

fact that he had used a 820 bill for a lighter,

A Washington man a couple of weeks ago 1

in person to the secretary to get S35 for some badj

ly mutilated bills that his playful pup had been t

ercising with for an hour.

A Wisconsin woman has sent a lot of tinder llij

she says was once $go. Several months ago ib|

hid it in a stovepipe hole, into which a pipe h»"J

laundry fire was recently placed. As the p^

rested on the bills tinder was the result.

Another woman, this time in Indianapolis, i

810 in greenbacks mixed with greens she was pr|

paring for dinner and boiled them into an aliii»l

unrecognizable mass.
j

A loving Philadelphia papa has asked SM lor 1

few strips of greenish paper and a score of
P'

of the same material. He says they <"''"" 1

tuted a S20 bill, which his pet boy had '°'» 1

pieces, rolled into balls and blown through n |
tube at the cat, canary bird and nursemaid.

An Ohio man wants to ^^H '^e treasury^o^

ment a mouse nest for Jioo. He says he ij^^ 1

amount in bills in a bureau "l™*"' "
|,„,c f

mice appropriated it in bits to build a

which to rear their family. .

^ ^om

This list is continually growing, an^^^^ J

munications giving the remarkable "^
j'^^^" ^^jj,

frequent as to cause no smile or conimen^^
^^^

partment. Each one is simply a new ca^^^^^^

lows along a line of red tape until it is a i

characteristic
si;!''!

wtiof'Perhaps there is no more

Mexico than the so-called
"evangelist

^^^
^

their trade in the plazucla de Belcm an

ela of Santo Domingo. .g^ters

te love letters, blackmailing^
^^„.,,

nineorn^«^:;„

ibe
'

•ef'T

They wri

all sorts of letters for those

to write, at a rate of three, six,

according to the length of the
'"'""^^.ji,,

undertake without extra charge to^^^

^^

dress on the envelope and to attac^
^^^

stamp, but for the latter they make a

of one cent. —
PRECISELY.

" 1 FIND in the Inglenook

and interesting things that can oc^j^^
^^^^^^

else." So said a visiting subscribe'

be found"'...
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land with deep waves circling round Ihee,

^'''Cemovid. sad in that lonely land,

^^'
f eel with love's sweet thoughts to woo thee,

'''''Tdand blest by God's Almighty hand?

remember
,,„„moved, yet fondly we

V the loved home was left for foreign shores.

"
diiiJ"'' ''"^ '"""' '* "''"^'^ bright embers

"htrniinh pure joy, to enter" open doors."

„„f in Christ, we never can forget thee,

Vvb'ile life's swift tide is bearing us away.

;lo Gud, angelic hosts shall keep thee

'r'l'i'earlli's
dark night gives place to heaven's day.

\)n'

A NEGLECTED CHILD.

Thske .ire many in happy homes, surrounded by

comfoit and blessing, who little know the

„o« .ind misery and sin which may come through

poor neglected child. There is a story of

jjntglected little girl, poor Margaret, who never

idj home, and who grew up a wretched outcast,

aiileof sin and shame. After se\'enty-five

It was reckoned that her descendants luim-

iitd iwelve hundred, 280 of whom were fimipers,

i.|0
habitual r;7>«?W/.J, while most of the whole

ignded family cursed the country with vice,

ime, pauperism, and insanit)'.

Iliifslimated that the neglect of that little girl

isl the Slate more than thirteen hundred thousand

/ki, ,ind the mischief is not ended yet, nor are

bills all paid.

It ma) be that there is to-day some little forgot-

n, iorsaken (-/«/(/, the neglect of whom may cause

much evil as resulted from the neglect of poor
argarel. Let us look around us and see if we
w of any poor neglected children; and if we
Ihem let us see to it that they are neglected no

Djtr, but let us win them with kindness, and lead
tni to the house of prayer, and instruct them in

ays of righteousness, and so save them and
Itii from sorrows, sins, and unnumbered trou-

HEART THOUOHTS.

Does your life convince those who do not
»« yon that you believe the kingdom of God to
|lie iirst thing in the world?
5™ condemn zeal without knowledge, which is

But is not knowledge without zeal quite as
'"«y of condemnation?

int to be zealous: then seek to have the "
I

Voil \;

genuine experienc
""l.mgdom of God will come when you get
,

» earnest about it.

PP»!f all the rest of the church were as indif-
you are: what do you think would be-

>[ of it

«'Eb,
''"-e thai the era fo:

J«;
fc«e been hopin

'lisail,

TheG

r which good men and
g and praying, now broods

ospel, which has been at such
vantage when it approached the frontiers

Cm '
'?^°"' '° ''"^ "^ ""'^ abundant

"ndm,
" """f"'""'"'"*' traders, specula-

^^^^»»ny unworthy men have been willing in

"".abiis ^ i:"
""'''°"aO- should be misunder-

'S»flhe'vr""'"'^P"''''P''^"''=^- The in.

Ilitven, , '"'"' '"'' ''<=«" ""der difficulties,

"^iofl
""'''"°"' °f that entrance have

%« a*
""-*" ""^^

Itllie'

•nie

Ab. Sunday a School Sh=.

WHY DO WE HESITATE?

A STRANGE reluctance comes over many when
they try to talk about the' soul and its relations to
God. It is felt alike by the converted and uncon-
verted persons. Very often the gay girl whose
heart is running over with fun and mirth and whose
speech sparkles with wit and humor, has deep in
her consciousness the feeling that she is unsatisfied,
that she wants something better, purer and higher.
She wishes that the Christian woman who is talking
with her would ask her a question, would give her a
hint, would lead the conversation to the subject of
personal religion. The other has no thought of the
kind. She has even a faint, undefinable dread that
any effort on her part would be received coldly, or
made occasion of ridicule.

So the opportunity passes. The souls have been
within speaking distance, but have failed to com-
municate with each other. Each goes on its way.
The friend of Christ who might have won a soul to
him, has been silent, afraid, ashamed. What won-
der if to that faithless friend there comes the sad
experience that the Beloved has withdrawn himself
and is gone; that, seeking the Spirit, finds him not,
and calling, there returns no answer! Can there be
perfect serenity and the full sense of communion
with God to one who refuses or neglects
tant a dutyf—Margaret E. Sangster.

so impor-

THE ADDED •• BUT.'

The Germans have a saying: "Everything might
be well if there was no 'but' added to it." A very
simple little word it seems, and yet it is important
in getting the proper construction of life.

This new acquaintance with whom you are be-
coming so intimate is undoubtedly very attractive.

His manners are good, and he has a fund of anec-
dote which makes him a most entertaining compan-
ion. He is agreeable, courteous, winning—te he
speaks lightly of sacred things, and his jests are not
always clean.

There is a certain home where you are always
welcome, and where hospitality is carried to the

point of an art

—

but wine is always served at dinner,

and with the best of intentions your hosts make it

difficult for you to be true to your principles.

There are pleasures which you enjoy especially

—

but they leave you nervous and irritable, unfitted for

the next day's work.
" Everything might be well if there was no ' but

'

added to it." Yet the " but " is there, and must be
taken into consideration or everything will go
wrong. Do not examine half the sentence merely.

See what lies on the other side of that significant

word of three letters. Do not overlook nor ignore

"but."

times. Th

made
s, competitors and almost

'elativc absen

e newer conditions will in-

"•"cam
'^e of Chinese suspicion, and

""•"vaur '^"'"'"'^"'"thwill be undertak-

le wni""'''
'"°"ble auspices. This pres-

"'«liani,
"'"P'y ^'id to reorganize the Gos-

""'"SDrof ;?' '" *"'' '^'^ miracles of God's
SPi-ovidence

will be manifested.

"tWw "! ^°"^- ">»' ' m»y •^"d

Thy LT' ':""''">»' I may feed

"k. st„„"i"'"5 °"« "''b manna sweet;
sirengthentne,

Fi,rm on the
, that while I stand

""trth'™"''""' ''""Sin thee,

'owrestli
out a loving hand

ic's with the troubled s

The unjust steward of the parable exhibited

much worldly wisdom in his extremity. He made
such use of the goods in his control that after he

was deprived of jurisdiction over them they inured

to his comfort and support. Of course his actions

were wicked, but others in the same circumstances

might have acted foolishly, just as wickedly. He
had no right to change the amounts of the credits

due his master. The Savior is not speaking of the

moral quality of the steward's actions, but of his

foresight in self-preservation.

We are stewards. Many among us are using the

property with which we are intrusted so foolishly

we deri\'e nothing from it save food, raiment, shel-

ter and the gratification of an inferior form of

pride.

By sustaining the Lord's church and feeding the

Lord's poor we could with that mone)' buy us a

building of God— a house not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens, where no good thing would

be lacking to minister unto our felicity forever.

If we have been remiss heretofore, and improvi-

dent in our expenditures, let us zealously strive to

make amends for the past, redeem the time, and so

use. the mammon of this world as to receive the en-

comia of the Lord of all, who will bestow on us the

true riches and receive us into the everlasting habi-

tation. ^^^

A TRUE friend stands by you when you are under

a cloud. Swarms of insects surround you when the

sun shines.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
THE GRAY UOOSE TELLS HIS STORY.

One of the best friends I ever had outside of my
own flock of geese was a turkey gobbler. He
wasn't hatched on the farm, but the farmer traded
four hens for him and brought him home in a box.
We had other turkeys, but they gave the stranger

a cold welcome, and neither the geese nor the
ducks had much to say to him. It was for this
reason and because 1 thought him a pretty sensible
fowl that I showed the gobbler around the farm and
gave him all the information I could.

I soon found that he was only two years old, but
he knew more than most old ganders. He had
kept his ears open and heard a great deal of talk,
and we were soon good friends.

You peihaps know that a goose passes most of
her time swimming about on the pond or paddling
in the mud after young frogs, snails and roots,
while a turkey never goes near the water except to
drink. I offered to teach the gobbler how to swim,
but he was afraid to try it,. and so, to keep him'
company, I had to be on land a great deal.

The turkeys, geese and hens poked fun at us for
being so much together, but we went our way and
paid little attention to them. Once or twice, as I

returned to the pond after a walk, a young gander
cried out, " Gobble! gobble! gobble!" to make fun
of me, but after I had cuffed his head with my wing
a few times he had no more to say.

On our farm the people always used to have duck
for Thanksgiving, turkey for Christmas, and goose
for New Year's. As I had become old and tough I

wasn't afraid of being served up, but when Christ-
mas day was only a week off I heard some news to
make me feel sad. I heard the farmer say that he
would kill iny friend the gobbler for that day, and
that he was fat enough to make fine eating.

I lost no time in telling the gobbler what I had
heard. He was dreadfully upset about it, as you
may believe, and he could hardly stand up as he
said;

" Yes, I know I am plump and fat, but I don't
want to furnish a Christmas dinner for any one.
Tell me how to escape."

He could have gone away from the farm, of
course, but if he had some one else might have
killed him, or he might have furnished a dinner for

a fox. I told him to keep quiet and wait, and he
promised to obey me.

I knew he would not be killed until the day be-

fore Christmas, and after he got over his first alarm
he walked around as before and no one suspected
that he had heard anything.

Two days before Christmas I told him it was time
to carry out our plan. I went with him to the cel-

lar beneath the barn, which was a prett)- dark place,

and saw him safely hidden behind an old box. I

could not bring him food, but it was a warm, safe

place, and he would not suffer for two or three

days.

The next morning the farmer's wife was out look-

ing for my friend. When she could not find him
she called her husband and sons, and they searched
for two long hours. Then they said the gobbler
must have been carried off by a fox, and they killed

another in his place.

Not till the day after Christmas did my friend

come out, and when the farmer caught sight of him
he shouted to his wife:

" Hey, Mary, but here's the missing gobbler, as

big as life! I'll bet the old gray gander put him up
to hide away to save his neck. Well, it's too late

to eat him now, but he'd better look out for next

year!

"

" Now, Willie, dear," asked his mother, "why did

you not come when I called you the first time?"
" Because I did not hear you till you called the

third time," said little Willie.

The heart of the mother was pained at this evi-

dence of depravity. For how, she reasoned, could

he have distinguished the third call without hearing

the second ?

"I know it was the third time, mamma," little

Willie hastened to explain, " 'cause you sounded so

mad."

She clasped him to her bosom. A boy who
could bolster up a poor stor)- with a better one was
not doomed to remain in obscurity.
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LAZY LIF^ ON SOUTHERN RIVERS.

TekhaI'S the dreamiest, laziest existence in

America is the life on the southern rivers in sum-

mer. It is at this season of the year that thousands

of people—men, women and children—are to be

seen catching turtles, hunting pearls, collecting

mussel shells, fishing on the sand bars, capturing

water snakes or dragging submerged walnut logs

from the water. Hundreds of shanty boats taking

fish and bartering all sorts of goods with the na-

tives, ply from one landing to another. The river

people are satisfied with no other mode of existence

and rarely ever abandon its seductive charm.

The Tennessee River is the greatest fresh-water

turtle stream in the world, and the Cumberland is

famous for its prolific turtle fields. The Tennessee

has its source in the mountains and cuts its way

through a rocky country, rendering it perfectly

clear at normal depth. The turtle of the clear

streams, though smaller, are more valuable in the

markets than the huge monsters taken from the

muddy Mississippi. There are huge turtle pens

along the Tennessee River, where hundreds of them

are kept securely after being captured. Some tur-

tles have been taken from the Tennessee and

Mississippi Rivers which the natives declare would

weigh from 400 lo 600 pounds. These enormous

catches are rare, and the money is made by selling

the smaller ones. Washington and New York fur-

nish the best markets, and many " a diamond-

backed Chesapeake terrapin " of the famous cater-

ers really comes from Tennessee.

Turtle meat is as great a favorite dish with the

Southerner as the 'possum. The Southern negro

has a proverb that the turtle feeds on fish, chicken,

eggs, cresses and the choicest country delicacies,

until his own flesh partakes of all their various fla-

vors. They positively assert they can distinguish

all these flavors. The small turtles are captured

for food and the larger ones for their shells, of

which many domestic articles are made. The

heaviest hauls are taken in huge frame traps set in

the swiftest channel of a bayou. The negro locates

a turtle sitting in shallow water and wades in after

him with a forked stick. They tease the turtle un-

til he becomes mad and pokes out his head to hiss,

then the forked stick goes over his head and the

turtle is hauled out of the water. The large ones

are killed outright and boiled in giant pots until

the shell comes off. The shells are then scraped

and polished.

The pearl hunters throng the rivers every summer.

Thousands of them are wading and dredging for

the mussel, or fresh-water clam. The shells of sev-

eral varieties are gathered by the ton and shipped

up the Mississippi River to the pearl-button facto-

ries. There are a dozen varieties of the mussel, but

only two— the niggerhead and the sand shell—are

valuable to the factories. Some years ago an Aus-

trian button manufacturer accidentally discovered

the value of the American shells in an Illinois town

on the Mississippi. He found that, if anything, it

was superior to the shells dug up from the Danube.

It is said that until [896 every pearl button sold in

America was imported. American factories then

impoited shells and manufactured the buttons,

though under the tariff regulations the shells cost

nearly fifty cents a pound. I'actories were then or-

ganized and operated in Illinois and Iowa. The
trade has grown until an army of collectors are

strung out along the big river from New Orleans to

La Crosse.

Along the river are shacks in scores, in which the

families engaged in the hunt find shelter. Outside

are long troughs filled with water. Huge chaldrons

are mounted on brick foundations, and the shells

are boiled in these. Punts, rafts, flat boats and

skiffs are used in the catch. A trap made of heavy

plumbers' pipe is placed over each boat. To the

pipe are strung lines set at six-inch intervals, which

run fore and aft. Four pronged hooks made of old

wire are fastened to the lines. The boat is pushed

out from the bank for work.

The fresh-water clam points his nose upstream

and invariably keeps his mouth open. He lies on

the river bottom waiting for something to come
along, when he will greedily seize it and never let

go. The trap with the dozens of hooks is tilted

over the side of the punt lying upstream and the

clams at once lay violent hold upon it, as mariy as

can gel a grip on a prong. The fisherman hauls

them in until his boat is filled. At the factory the

shells are soaked in a fluid for some days. The

shell goes through a half-dozen processes before it

is finished as a pearl button. The shell must be

thick enough to stand the trimming to the proper

size.

WHERE POSTALS ARE nADE.

Where do all the millions of postal cards used

annually by citizens of the United States come

from? Where are they made and printed? The

average man would answer these questions off-hand

with: "Why, Washington City, of course." But the

average man would be wrong, for the modest plant

that turns out millions of postal cards every month

for Uncle Sam is located in a little West Virginia

mountain town, high up in the Appalachian range,

not far from the border line of Maryland.

The town is Piedmont, Mineral County, West

Virginia, and here the bu.sy factory is at work six

days in the week, making the little oblong sheets of

cardboard on which so many messages of all sorts

and kinds are written by all conditions of people.

Here the cardboard is made from the fresh, sweet

spruce trees; here it is cut into the requisite size

and here the cards are printed, packed and shipped,

eventually finding their way into every State, city,

town and hamlet in the country and to Cuba, Porto

Rico, Hawaii and the Philippine Islands.

The population of the town and the surrounding

country within a radius of six miles aggregates

7.000 people. Like all of the citizens of our glori-

ous union, everyone here is enjoying this era of

prosperity. Everything appertaining to the town

resembles a beehive in industry. It is a law-abid-

ing community, too, for every citizen is apparently

on friendly terms with his neighbor, and even dur-

ing the excitement attending a political campaign

there are no quarrels or criminations and recrimi-

nations. Every voter casts his ballot according to

his own political views and in accordance with the

dictates of his own conscience.

The paper out of which the postal cards are man-

ufactured is all made by the West Virginia Pulp

and Paper Company at the large sulphite pulp and

paper mills located here and adjoining the postal

works. This is the largest pulp and paper mill in

the United States and has branch plants at Davis,

West Virginia, and Covington, Virginia, and

Tyrone, Pennsylvania. These plants are not in the

paper trust.

The postal works proper are situated at Luke, a

suburb of Piedmont, on the banks of the north

branch of the Potomac River. The works are be-

tween the West Virginia Central and Pittsburg rail-

way on the north and the Baltimore and Ohio rail-

way on the south, but the tracks of both companies

run into the yard of the postal works to facilitate

the loading of full car lots for shipment. The dis-

tance by railroad from Piedmont to Cincinnati is

373 miles, to Washington 180 miles and to New
York City 418 miles.

The postal card works are located in a two-story

fireproof brick building, with a cement roof and in

which are patent automatic fire sprinklers, with an

abundant supply of water at all times for fire pro-

tection. The building is not large—100x60 feet.

The power to run the machinery is furnished by
the plant of the paper company, whose large plant

adjoins that of the postal works. The building is

lighted by electricity and in' winter is heated by
steam. Neither matches nor smoking of pipes nor
cigars are allowed on the premises. The front

door of the works is always under lock and key.
During the summer months large lattice doors are
used, with lock and key during the day. A time-
registering clock is used at night, which the watch-
men have to touch at regular intervals in their

rounds.

Major E. H. Shook, the United States agent and
inspector, takes the greatest care and precaution to
guard against theft, fire and visitors interfering
with either the cards after or during the process of
manufacture and with the employes while at work.
The first floor of the building is used for a press

room, casing room and a dry room for the printed
postal cards. There are two presses in this room
and each press has a capacity of 1,200 impressions
an hour.

The size of the sheets of paper used on these
presses is 50x30 inches and each sheet contains

ninety postal cards ready to be cut
when it comes from the press. Xh H
these presses are furnished by the

'^''^'fi"

Four men work at the presses. The ^^^^"tii

eight hours a day. One man is usedTn^i,'"
*

part of this room to put together the k„„ 1

"'"

pin : boxes in which the cards arc packed <
ent. Ihe boxes are made of pine p,,,,

Virginia and are shipped "knocked dou,
contractor. The boxes vary in size hoi

10,000, 25,000 and 100,000 cards, resp'eclii

UQHI I

CiGAR-STUMP gathering as a business
is (o|i

by men as well as by boys in Chicago. Th
"''^

when and where to go for the largest syi,

instance, they will gather about places !

ment before the time for the performance

but they will not be found there later. \',

.

gentlemen smoke en route and throw away h

left of their cigars before entering the rotunVj,
on leaving after the performance they light frJ

cigars. These habits of smokers stump gaih„'.

know, and they govern themselves
accordini'

Another rich field for stumps is the hotel on nii

ant evenings, when the guests are loungimi ,,„

sidewalk. But at all hours the streets ,11

are carefully watched, and very short niu-:

stump that escapes the searcher's eyes.

Of course there would be no sense in galhtri,

cigar stumps if there was not a market lor Ihti

but there is a market, though just what they 1

converted into is not quite clear. It is saidtii

Chicago bu)-ers reduce them to small bits by

grinding machine, when they are packed jnrf .

to snuff factories, from which they reapptii

and damp-proof sacks under labels that :::

Turkey, Egypt, Persia and other Eastern countii

as their original home. Just why it is solaynicD

do not know, but the assertion is often made Ihjt

no tobacco makes as good and satisfying a snuff

the stumps of cigars. It is said that the unsmok

part of a cigar goes through a tenipeiing proc<

which cannot be secured in any other nay, n

which gives snuff a poignancy and flavor tlial

chemist has been able to impregnate any otherlii

of tobacco with. But be that as it may, galbeiii

business in Chicago that iscigar stumps is a uusmcaa ii, ^m^a^^ ..."

lowed by a certain class of people, and presiiiwft

Id not follow itit pays, or they wouli

TOWNS TO ORDER.

When the atlas maker visits a state in i''

west, say five years hence, he will find seven i-'

vhich do not now appear on any map. Frifntls

a certain railroad president could tell llim *<

names to-day, although the towns have not »

built. The president, who has just coinf'l* 1

extension of his line, has picked out si

where settlements would look pretty—"

business." To save time, he has already

This ingenious gentleman is not the only ^•

magnate who cherishes town-building > J
The Western papers tell of seven """'^^j

,„^
which are planning to distribute ^^^°'^^^^^

grants to lonesome spots along their varic^^

^

One road in the southwest wants fifty ''^„
a northwestern road designs to found J

and the other five roads have hopes

from fi

There is

to twenty towns each.

ofbuil«1

In fa''
'

00m for these towns.
."^-^^^^^ ,1,^

places where it is proposed to estabhs
^^^^^

jj

is nothing but room—and ''="''
j^j, he l"|

does not mean that they may not som

and prosperous. , ^jties ^

A notion prevails that villages
^"^^^^^,|

,di^

and grow because of conspicuous n^^^^^

tages. That is not always true.
'^

merely "happen." The ""='"
"''''°!.(i,san"'"

J

deliberately planned, may enjoy ben^
^^^

|.j|,|,l

tunities which chance-created '"''
"
^j, „.ill i'''

lack, For one thing, the paternal i"

^^
^^

„i»

vital interest in their welfare. A"
-he ncs'

*'

lilroad IS tn^

and tended by a healthy railr-

to being born rich.

" IcH gleich der Inglenook bes
^^^ ^

Compamm. Er hat may f^"''.!"",;
J. L

as der Companion im ganse

seras
"'

it
ii"

°'

libe.'
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What They Say! |Qreat Northern Railway.

Each

• one.

Ill"

Chicago Says : And He Says

:

. .„,K is par excellence. It has; The Inclenook supplies the" missing link'

IVwM't OmtanioH in our
|

in our church publications.—/«*« A'. .1/<„i/,^.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglesouk an interesting and
instructive paper.—,1/,. and Mrs. L. A. I'ol-

number seems better than the

I have a Sunday-school class

'*''°*°aDd t'l'ls. ''O™ 't''"'^=" '° eighteen
(.,nboi'* -LKNOOK as a Sunday-

jail iretthe iNti

"'„! and they are delighted with it

J.l.'i'""-- o O

Clirence. fowa, Speaks Out.

much satisfaction that I express
.nil

ipptOV
nake-up are such that i

' .niiBtwal maKc-nj; ...V o— —
;";,»fflen<is it to the reader. It has found

I lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the iNCLENooK.
Its pages are always well hlled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— /('. C. SclirKk.

,«y into many <of our homes, and the peo-

,„ iraly
gla<i 'o' i's coiilinued success.-

;,h /.tut
o o

Ml. Morris Says:

,v, iscLESooK easily takes rank among

b„l ,011116
peopl'-'s P'-iP"' '" ">« country.

j;
teller than most of them because of the

o( the silly love stories and light read-

is a most valuable addition to the

,ll„iis
publicitions. No family should be

,i,.lit.-W. /'/•• "''''"

O O

Lanark, III., Has An Opinion.

Wt have been receiving the INGLENOOK

[II started. We like it very well. I would

riosee it go 111 all the homes of the land.

eshorl sermons are good for both old and

-Ell /. /• '/'rtiltl.

o o

From the College.

lake ihe iNoi.ENoOK. 1 am much pleased

Jiilssleady and almost marvelous growth.

[iad Ihal It is sought after by our people,

holdand youiiK, IS evidence that it pioves

Elflnhcinfact what it purports to be.^/. G,

O O

Hear Virginia Tallc.

lUlllhe )ouiii.' iioople's papers that I have
r seen and read 1 think there is none that

*ield as great or as desirable influence
II! readers is the Ingi.en'ook.- IC A'.

O O
And Hagerstown, Md., Has This:

I've been a coiistanl reader of the Ingle-
"K from its hegiiiiiing to the present time,
l*!eit is not specially intended for the
li'llUnd simioihiiig that interests me in
'issue. lam interested in the 'Nook be-
1

"ly expectations. I especially recora-
« « 10 the i.miij, readers. — £/,/, /). ff.

o o
*1 Cedar Kapids, Iowa, They Say

:

Mfand l.,„,i!> (,,e„,j, ^„j„j, ^^^^-^^^ ^^^
toch ,„,,,e,. vve trust its future may

"•S »nd useful one.-/. A-..1/,//,^.

O O
Another From Iowa.

'ekoowii ilie Ingi.enook from its birth.
«

rill ifuH, say that it is the most in-

»rty''f»P"<i'» both old and young. I

He,;' i'"'""
"'"'>" Sunday school,

*Jh,anf
"!"''" '"''^' " "" "O'be

».&«„"' ^""'lay-school paper.-

O O

„ '>'" In Indiana.
'^mily

311,1 I

"""eniii-
"' ' ""^ iNGLENOUK is

""«1one''l'!k
' '"1° '" """"> "''"S^ ''"

"Cewh^H''"''
"'''''

''^>'''"S''''°

"'"eoccar ""' '*'" ""^ "*<="-E-

-•k'needs ,".'" "^'" " The Editor
""<lsof,hereadcrs.-i..M^.

7V,;,r.

O O

^^
*"" Uown In Missouri.

>r,'t;;°'>"^'"^ I have wondered why

aracto"-." °" "."""e ?'"?'=•

' toward
i>»charar,:r:i,°r"r"^

"•'1 be in
,""' '".'h<^ '«='

;

'" "ery home

>"..

O o
'"'1 This.

LE.NOOK,
the church.

—

/

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with it.— £"///. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook.
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—///t^,
Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper thai should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy
reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/ta/m
C. /.ug.

o o

And Also Hagerstown, fid.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which
place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-
ing. God hiessihe Inglenook.— if, ^' Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/ai/i^r Bamthouse.

O O
From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringmg reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Columo
is another feature of great interest.—/J«nW
V'animan.

O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every borne

where there are young people.

—

S. Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. A.

Chamhers.
O O

Oovfn In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the In(;le-

NooK gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. W.

Wayland.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
TO

nVEontana,,

"WaslilrLstoix,
^ud Oregon.

Sojatemtoei:- 18,
Octot>©r 2 and IQ,
Uo-vrenitoer- Q and ao,
I3©o©na.t>©r 4: azid X8.

'or Rate.s and other inforiiiatioti, al.'-o for descriptive
Printed Matter, write to

aao tso-utii C3itii-ii. St
General Imniigr.ilion .Agent.

0ZZX0.A.C3-O, XXjXj.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER...
is in all probability in the home of every Inglbnook sub-
scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a
weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't
know about it personally you oug-ht to. This is for the infor-

mation of those who have never seen The Messenger. Sup-
pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll .-^end it, frladly.

Brethren Publishing House,
ELGIN, ILL.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. P. Ry. 0m.\HA, l^EBR.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

o o

"uct„j""!^,'' ':'"», newsy iiitercslint

7

Laficaster Heard From.

The I.NOLE.NOOK'S weekly visits into our

o /n and A number of other homes in the Lali-

(.^ster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

ind its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it h.as become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— T. F. ImUr.

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do )'0U see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the INGLENOOK? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State Street, .... Elgin, III.
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e: X-. cs:^

1

3Nr, ii-.i-«-,
Btautiliil Citv in the Fox River Valley.

Cap Goods...
j

We send Cap Goods by mail to All pans of
1

1^' Certainly a
.

ihe United States. A Urge assonmeiu to Cliarniitifj City to Resiile in. \\ e Otter

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction ..... I U 1

guaranteed Send lo, free saotples to Fine BUlldlHg LotS ; HISO MOUSeS aPd

It i.< a

Lots

ACKEMANNs
THE BIG STORE

Elgin, Illinois.

1' S.-NoietliBt »P \in\t 1

fuoved from Mt. Morrii,
]

Ill..loSouibBcDd,lDd.]

k. E. ARNOLD.
South Bend. Ind.

...In Every Part of the City...

p»»****^ Phone i(>SJ. FrccDfHveTy lo kU Vatla

: Choice 5
oi.h.Ci.v.

•
firoceries

Everything Oood to Eat

fc**»»««a taKl.ill) MJe-K-ii slovk o( Oritccrtfi.

.11.1 (i..rh,.ry, StocL .ilwjuj uplo iJatc. (resit, fl'i'l tlif

.i.n Ihe market ntlord*. jj^y__ flinn,
Cor. SOIL- Hnil Chicago StH., Ei,cis. [i >..

Just What You Want!

We also have at all times some Choice B\irms in Uie V'iciiiity

of Eljrin for sale. For informatiiJii ami particulars address:

ECozue ^Axxlx. ^loobL. EX^O-IKT,

ytUi:Hg

IX*Xj. [Take Only the Best...

kcloral voles Iiit c Mm

U

and .\l;iban

;m>»i vicrc ttic parly diviitons in ihr

SStti CuDKrcss^

lli>WMoroll)ci'rcstdoiltS elected pnoi
to 1K04'

The above, and thouiandiL ol nthrr

t|uciii<>n« aniwcred In the

VOTER'S MANUAL and '.,.„, ,„,,„,

...ARGUMENT SEniEB.
MIH THB VEST fOCKEl,

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
IN SOI. II ll\

I

\Vel,aveain,cdl,)i„alieou,,,„,|,,.

'"'I ""'s' ''"able in tKis viciniiv «
I lie largest, but the bes,. hJ,™
15 none too good for us ami on,,,,,,,
bebeven, buying the l,es,g„rt«„,,
.u,eda,Kisell,n«,,,ema,a,e«„„„;
prohl, holding, therefore. „„, ,„

front year I., year.
"'""

ACKEMiNN'i

AflrleiW mjn-p«rtH«ti CDiiipUBtiou. A hook thai

ihr.uld bt In the possc^tion ol every American cIII/cd

It ciiiitiUis ((unpU-lc- si.iliiticn o( all presiricnlUl clvc-

imii^ trmii \Vs'.liiin;l"f 'o t'n." present tlini-. cl.-Misilicd

and (irriincct loi Inslnnl ritiicncc,

LZATBSS, kuliBBCl; usbdUfl. fglA lUttplsf. - - 36 easU.

ILOTS. kisdioiM]; B&bsiitd. lak niaplBf, - K tn».

Mofitpnid nn reccipl '-t prkc. Fontagc atampji tnki-u In

w:-fiu4-ut Liberal di^rouot lo Mit Trade and AgeiiU

I',Jltlj^hl'l nud llookscHiT.

•* .•.,« Mnrkcl S. <"" ^(=<'
|

HENRV iWeBRlDE,
IK.,.k'. h. ;ii.<l Miiijpi'r ..I

.-loiH-. 1 iiiic. CL-nunt. Stuccu Hiii.. in- t..

Sirtcr I'ipt. Dram lUi-.

: floutti Slnlr Slr.'.>t. W*»t Sl.Io. Klc'". 'n

VOIR LIBRARY ::rco;Toi'"™n.;-!
l>stcric»." How any reader of (he Ingi.r-

\ooK may get a copy free, send for partu u-

t,irs. Address,

ii8W, F-uirO. Si.

Eld, J. S. FLORY.
Davton. Oiih

IMIINTIM'I TIKLK.

Sold nt;*ilv .>m--hair
ulicniier tlmn iron or

utecl Icnceposts, Great
luitwcomnil* to aKunls wlio tiiii work territory. .\Rcnt»

way pT(ilil;tt<lv ciiKAUt^ <) (I'l'lr iiiaiiufaclurf, Cuuntlea
r«ir •»!•. V't tertua and clrLiilarit addrot with ilamp:

W. .\. OICKKV. N*ad. Mlnml Co.. lod.

fiish Bros.
H -A. :e^I3X^rja.r=tE3,

lion. Stov<s. lMirii;i.,r». Byilderx' Hiirdw.-.cr.

Wagun Wood StoiL.

I» K, Stall- *t. U'tl. Ni> Ti 1 la.diN. ii.i.

10
CENTS Will Care Ten Headaches 1

Victor Hendaclic Specific sent by mall lor

hTt: i-ceut aiampi. Addicit: VICTOIt
RKUKUIBS CO,. Frederick. Md.

__.
"--7 "/ "1

^11

^^bN

y

m^ma. 1 nrfflWIL
'vp..

'"

'^^^/l-.r-i^:^ ^^^Jl

August Seheele Co.

The Finest Bakery in the Citji

...Will f(,rniiKo \ou
,

'

^ESlsiM., Illiiiois.

XTjo.ion-a« £1clo

; OH-OTHING!
j

l-.,t I'all ru,J Wintrc m ii,,-

Blli BOSTON CLOTmi\0 STORIi,

I). I. Clia.nberlin ,; G.,

liLtilN. II.I..

...Fred. J. FPike...

iTpunks and Harness
I

Iravelinf; B.i;,

I Nil. r, ihU-aet* ^ti-< < I I' I

...J. J. JAMES...

Fancy • Groceries • and • Fraiis

120 West (.'llK.l^M Strirl,

FRKE! Something 1-jitirely

Three Fine Book Presses
Witl) an Aj^firegate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day. are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card
to a larfre, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State St., - . . . . Elgin, III.

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

ELUIN HARDWARi; COMPANY.
1 . t tju,xKi. Mti-ci, En, IS. 111.

NATIONAL BUSINESS ™-':-i::
li'liFi Instilution tor bmh vexes,

made (amuu^ i- '.-tui in jucrjitivc potiliona loi ihar-

iiiish xrndiiatvi. l-iii,i]ln)cni tast year iSj, Callsdiir'

luit last year lot niute uradtiaict lli.in wv could !<tipply

Ariaiiec to enter tir>l Tuesday ia September. Scad lor

Lataloaof, CMAS. B. ECKERLB. Preildant.

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

Willi I'aper atid Window GIhss.

1
', ( < iil<-H|[ii Hirttct, • • • KI.(ilN, II.I..

\i,,ii ao CIS. |..(

Children's E=Z Waist

.\lt Si^cs St-nl ('repaid by M.iil.

Nolte's Department Store

Elgin, III.

Quite a Few Sunday Schools Subscribe for the Inclknook for
Distribution Among the Scholars. It Works Well.

See Chicago Testimonial.

OooO. Slaoes:

Where Can \Ne Buy Oood.

Keliable Shoes?

This i|uestiini is aslied many Uiii«. I'> I""

and old, by rich an<l poor. We a't "' 't'

tion to furnish you with the very f"» I""'

at prices that will please you. '' '
*

and look at our new fall lines.

J. F. ETTNER,

Plaat & Co.

Ipali Suits and Ov^

Kl.CilN. II I

j

Do You Have Uw.l.i'l.'^

iReliablet Headache. Pwvf

,ion Buai.<"l«<l >-'•'"
,

WELD & HALL. Drue?'"*'

ElRin. HI-

For 5 Copies and Over of the "Inglenook" the Cost
is Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter, Pro=

vided They All Go to One Address.

Old an<i Young; X7\rni 33© I>©U«lit©,a\

The Bible Outlio'

I

.
. ran-

The Book is writin. "

IV. Thclnnil"'""^''

;
I, contains twenty.- <h^«;^;j

pages. A number ..1 '"' 411*'* ,

is divided into \z P"""';.„( cM»"'"
I — and ch"'

. ,,

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

!
important events, *'"' '""''jrioilS'

I
given in their order in these P

Stngle copy, 30 cents. PO'-P"^-,,,..

T«eoty-five or ruore cop.«.

.lostpaid.

Brethren Pt-iL-s"'

and 24 S. State St..

,s<.
H'

'



^\HAT IS REAL kKnAINETri.

rtliich is reaJ now remaincili.

Ar.d fadeih never:

,
I vvliich upiinlds it now suslnincili

The soul forever.

leaning "" Him. make with tcM:r>-iii imctt-

ncss

His own lliy wili.

^,1,1 ttilli strenglb from Hitii sh.nll ihy unt-r

wenkiiess

Life's task (iiHill;

i,nA ihal cloud itself, which now before thee

Lies dark in viyw,

Shall Willi beams nf light trnni the inner ^liiry

]itr sirickeu ^hrtmj'h.

And like meadow mist tliroush amiinin'* liaw

Llprullmg thin,

iis thickest folds when abcmllhtc dia\Mi

Let siiiilight in.

Thtn "I what is to bt. and of what is di

Why (jiH-riest thou? '

The past and the limc to be ar« one,

Anii both arc nov.



"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cent

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar
s. Or

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week; or two, Y
that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Alvirays Read !

ou'll be Sh™

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Bcs.dc .he Bonnie Drier Bush, Dictionary of the B.ble, i
Drummond s Addresses, Adventures

<,| a «„,„;

Natural History of B.rds and Quadrupeds, ^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.

Blark Beauty Uream Life. ' Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Eic,

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they coull

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Pail wo,

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will bj

sent him a Lil)rarv of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventures of a Brownie.

>^-sop*s Failles,

Auld Lichl Idylls,

Autobiofrraphy of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Tabic,

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poems.

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible.

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of .Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome.
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doolie,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,

Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.
Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thruiua.

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Tablt.

Lamb's Tales from .Shakesptaii

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWEXTY-FIVE books out of the above li.t. Tit

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice: and the fourth largest list will win TEN oft

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger A^'ent

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Ixgle.nook is not going to be tliel:

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on siil)scrl|i

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. T-ai-STG I^a,p>er for IjiA/^e I*eop>le.
The Ixc.l.K.NuoK is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced new'»pa|ier inel

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothiosi|

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it aUvays IwsJ

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it »itli"<

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The iNiii.f-^'"]

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of it '"]

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the li*t ""I

what they are talking about.

LIZZIF. HOWE: The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SF.LL; The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: fhe Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder .So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP; Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twemy-tivc Years

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews,

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

S. I. SHARP: The Chance of Working Ones Way Through
j

JOHN G. ROVER: Does a College Education Pav?

College. H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

ELIZABETH ROSENHERCER: The Missionary Reading ' I. B. TROUT: The Errors of Secretisni.

Circle. ' S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions. QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument tor Trine Immersion

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce A:iiiiuB 'he J'*"

D. L. MILLER; The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT; The Money Side of an Eva»E'" 1

L. W. TEETER: How a Commeiiiary is Made.

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Belter, City r Co"""n

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to I ,„ with £<"'"'"'

J

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas Al'oul MagM'" "

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of Sun ;rlan(l.

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide Missions.

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Geriiuay.

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side .
f >" f""'

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bitilt -^

il.ll'

A.rx<3L tl3.ex>e ax-e Otliex>s. TToTti. Oan't -A-fforca. to AXltss all THis-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file. T'"^>'

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay ' subscribing you mav mi-* *"""

more than passing interest. There wUl be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will l'^ ^
'

to most readers.

are
•

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands
0%

visited, and now hear the conclusion of the ''^'"'
'^

„,,„r ^

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you wilido well to write us, ett-i-sing
'^"

scription to-day.

IBretlxren r^xxtolisttixig^ Hovise,
I»Tj:BIL.ISBCEns,

ESlSln, Illinois, XJ. S. A.
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"^j^pLOWMAN TO HIS BRETHREN.

VEOwn no-maslers, we that walk with God

I,,
.orkday g.ir.nents smelling of the sod;

. ^„, „u yoke that others must not bear,

tent of greater love and tenderer care;

'~\cb«« ""' ''""" ""''^ burdens on us laid,

If, rhpm ui) for whom the load was made;

For upright inusl we be. and stand erect.

The almoners o( God to his elect.

outs to judge who 'tis that makes demands,

I rs but to see the piteous, outstretched hands,

r„r unlo us tlie cotters be as kings-

\\l all in need of what the harvest brings;

\n(l be that what it will we must be just.

For it I! only S'*'"'
"' '" "''*"•

We will not question whose the cry or call,

I'.ut be God's almoners to one and all.

CAPTAIN JACK.

(Cciic/ui/i-ii)

: the house they seated the Captain in his ae-

rated place in the corner, and then set about

paring the supper they had planned in honor of

home-coming, sad as it was. After the meal,

lich was largely in silence, the family adjourned

Ihe front room where Captain Jack proceeded to

[orni tiiem of his visit to the city, his experiences

ire, and "what he had seen," a favorite expres-

nof his.

He detailed the trip to the city, his difTicully in

ingthe place where the doctor lived, the intro-

ction and the examination and the subsequent
[ration. He told of the weeks in the darkened
miiith no sound save the muffled footfall of the

,
and the street noises that penetrated the

lis of the private hospital. He and the doctor
tame warm personal friends and it had ripened
an intimacy that was especially pleasant under

: circumstances. There was one thing that was
Kially interesting to the family. The young
in who had been fishing for trout, and who was a
itatinthe office, had told the doctor all about
family, their honest poverty, and the hard meth-
•ivhercbythemoney had been saved. So when

I"™

to the time of settlement with the doctor,
'lif roll of bills, amounting to fifty dollars, had

•"produced and tendered to the oculist, he sim-
^'"ghed and waved it back to the Captain. He

J
't a present to the family, to "entertain fish-

'»
'« the lutuie." He might want to go a f^sh-

'»»t neighborhood himself, and he wanted a

plainT°J'
""" """• °"'= ^^y "<=" 'he close of

leli, .u
''' 'h'= ''°<='°"' consulted him about™" that was to be

'»tobe brief,

40.

written to the family, and

BID see I

saying simply that he would not

I and I, .
"'^" *"= <^'d- So the letter w,is

J«^^here he was himself.

il'd jST^'"
"''"" '°"'y "y'"g to herself, the boy

~ '

'"'' "'s girl was not in a very hopeful

I'ha'

ildbi

Thi'"« was the

"H done
"= no alle

to do

satisfaction, however, of
that was possible, and there

IJined
to

!]" "^^"'^^ °" 'hat score. All there

best
lor th

"""" *^^ ^°' '^^'^^ °"'^ '° ''°

''"vain
^^^°°'^°f the whole, and waste no

""" thev*^""^' " "^'^ ^'^^^^ ™*' dependent

''Wrtunr„
'°,"''' '^""^ "P their burden and do

^.ti,ner'''"""S'y'

"»earii,e^'"j'" ^^'^^ ^^'^ moved over to the

""'"Isth,
''"''''^•a"dtook from his pocket the

»'«it„r,''°'^'°'- had refused
on h;

Then he spread

ami
Money was such an unusua

" W wa^
t,^.

''""=<=;_'he whole family watchin

**' a sicht T*^'
^° ^"'^ '° set. and so hard to

I"'")' ti„,V
° " ''^' sufficient to arrest atten-

'" the c

''""y-fiv7',rn
^''^^" ^ "loriologue. Counting

'"S a CO ,
' ^^ "''^' " ""<= 's ">e money

.
"" ten H„n

^"- 1^<=^' 'wo tens and a five.

,
""'the c '"'""^ ^°y- "=" tot the girl,

'*'" ""t aea^""""
"''° *<^"' '» 'he city and

Jack" h " ^"^ ^"^" "'^' he now
"ad immediate visions of an

not

Mrs.

Alderney that she had long coveted, and the boy had
a new suit of clothes, while the girl had visions of a
new dress, long a dream. It was a hopeful gleam
in the darkness.

And Captain Jack went on; " Hereafter Mrs. Cap-
tain will have better clothes, and she will have a
new dress, with no need to continue wearing that
old one, the blue dress that she has on, with the
tear in the right sleeve, and Miss Jennie Jack will
have better shoes than she now has on, with the
hole in the side of the left one, and the boy will
have a better cap than that torn one he has in his
hand, while the black and white kitten on the chair
there,"- here Mrs. Jack gave an inarticulate cry,
reeled in her seat, and promptly fell' over in a dead
faint. The Captain jumped to her aid, the girl and
the boy were helpless, while the dog hearing the
confusion, and mistaking it for a general jollifica-

tion, bounded in and mixed up promiscuously with
the crowd.

"Oh, why didn't you tell us?" said Mrs. Jack
when she " came to," and the Captain said that
they were all informed in the letter the facetious
doctor had written, for had he not told them that
he would never see better than he did? Was it not
good that his sight was what it was? He, personal-
ly, didn't want to see any better, for he saw as well

as ever he did. The boy cut and run for the town
to tell everybody, shouting as he ran, " Pa can see,

Pa can see," and all the people were glad and they
came in droves to the house to " see " for them-
selves, and congratulate everybody.

Now there was a call by the railroad officials for

the station agent at Captain Jack's town to go
farther up the road, and so when the whole town
had recommended the once blind man for the place

he was appointed, and when you visit there it will

be Captain Jack who will sell you your return tick-

et.

HOW THE CHINAllAN IS SCHOOLED.

The reverence for things antique, for manners
and fustoms that date back 2,000 or 3,000 years, is

nowhere more noticeable than in the Chinese sys-

tem of education. Suppose that the young men of

America were sent to college to learn itothing ex-

cept to repeat by heart the writings of the ancient

Greek philosophers, and that the extent of a man's

education was reckoned by the number of quota-

tions from those writings he could glibly repeat.

Would America be the progressixe country that she

is if her educated classes had received only that

kind of an education?

Chinese education consists in just that sort of

learning, nothing more. When one considers that

the system has been in existence for centuries, and

that for hundreds of generations the Chinese have

been taught to look backward and not forward, it is

not surprising that the present generation should

look with disfavor on the new ideas that, in spite of

thetn, have crept into the country and made an im-

pression on a part of the people that can never be

effaced, no matter how many Boxer movements are

started and supported by the conser\ati\-e classes.

There is no public school system in the Chinese

empire. Only the well-to-do or'wealthy have the

advantage of an education, except the missionaries

of generous Chinese open schools in behalf of the

masses. The Chinese boy starts to school when

about six years old. The girls are practically never

educated. The Chinese recognize three great supe-

riors—the emperor, the parents and the teacher—so

when the boy presents himself at the school he

bears a present for the teacher and bows his head

to the floor three times, signifying that he is willing

to obey the teacher's commands. His next duty is

to burn incense before a tablet on which is written

the name of Confucius. Then he is ready to begin

to learn his lesson.

The walls of the school are usually decorated

with scrolls on which are pictures and writings,

quotations from the ancient sages. Each pupil has

a little table on which are an ink stone and the
brush with which he learns to write. There are no
regular hours for the opening and the closing of the
school; the pupils come and go as may be conven-
ient, and there are, therefore, no classes, each being
taught separately, and they are advanced as rapidly
as they can be. The pupils are taught to read and
write the Chinese language, and this is no easy
task, for there is no alphabet in the language, which
has 214 root characters entering into the formation
of all the characters in the written language, each
of which represents a word. There are about 40,-
000 words in the language, but only a small part of
these are known to any except the most highly edu-
cated.

The primer which is used in the schools is at
least 2,000 years old, and contains a number of
proverbs, which the scholar has to learn. He is

then taught that there are three great powers-
heaven, earth and man, and three great lights—sun,
moon and stars. He is further taught that rice,

millet, wheat, rye and barley are the five kinds oi
grain on which man subsists. This sort oT teaching
is followed by a summary of Chinese history, and
the examples of the sages of antiquity are commend-
ed to the youthful pupil. He is also taught to de-
spise foreigners, and that China is the only great
nation of the earth. Filial piety is taught from the
first day of school to the last.

When the Chinese pupils have learned these
elementary things they begin to learn the sayings
and writings of the ancient sages. Chinese educa-
tion is not a drawing out of the youthful intellect,

it is " cram, cram." Thousands of young m.en in

China can repeat for days the sayings of Mencius
and Confucius. After studying for ten or fifteen

years the students begin attending the annual ex-

aminations held under the auspices of the go\-ern-

ment. The examinations are very severe, and
probably not more than one in one hundred passes

the first examination and receives the degree of
" Siutsoi," corresponding to our bachelor of arts.

Those who have attained this degree can continue

their studies if they will, and afterward take exami-
nations for the degrees of •" Cu-ing," master of

arts, and " Cing-seu," doctor of philosophy. Men
with these degrees possess official prestige and
power. It is considered a great honor to obtain a

degree, and when the lucky holder arrays himself

in classic robes and calls on his friends, they give

him presents, make feasts for him and show him
great respect. About fifteen per cent of the male
population has some education along the lines out-

lined. Very few of the females are educated at all.

Not more than one per cent can read.

.CHINAllAN AND CHRISTIAN.

A Chinaman of great dignity and some splendor

of dress was getting off an elevated train at Twen-
ty-third Street the other day when a white rowdy
called after him:

" Say," said the tough, " are you a ' boxer'?
"

The other tough added some abuse and roared

with laughter after the Chinaman, who got off the

car, then turned. He waited till the gates were
closed, then he answered in pretty clear English:

" Say, you Clistian?"

Then the gateman and some passengers laughed,

and the toughs slunk into the car.

There are several trees and plants in the world

whose berries, juice or bark, are as good to wash

with as real soap. In the West Indian Islands and

in South America grows a tree whose fruit makes
an excellent lather and is used for washing clothes.

The bark of a tree which grows in Peru and of an-

other which grows in the Malay Islands yields a

fine soap. The common soapwort, which is indige-

nous to England, is so full of saponine that simply

rubbing the leaves together in water produces a

soapy lather.
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RAISING RICE.

BY J. H. BOWEKS.

There is a section in the southwest part of Lou-

isiana, extending from New Orleans to Houston,

and from the Gulf north about forty miles, which is

the greatest .rice section in the United States.

Rice in ancient days was only grown by the natives.

It was planted only in low places and was flooded

by rainfall, thinking that it would not grow else-

where. But it is a mistake, providing that irriga-

tion can be had, to water or flood the land which is

situated in higher localiti'-s. Experience has been

had by industrious men from the North along the

line of irrigation. It is no longer an experiment

but a reality. Now there are different ways to irri-

gate. About five years ago it was planned by men

of business ability to place a pump by the side of a

river or stream that does not go dry in summer.

There are some pumps that throw a solid stream

thirty-six inches in diameter; these are the largest,

and from that to a six inch stream. There are

some plants that have as many as six pumps.

There are flumes built at the river. Some are

thirty feet high and their use is to raise the water

to a level with the land that is to be flooded. Some

flumes are two or three hundred feet long and then

the canals set in, some of which are ten or twelve

miles long. The area varies from one hundred to

four thousand acres, according to the size of the

plant. The land, as you look over it. seems to be al-

most level, but it is rolling enough that the most of

it will drain readily. Now to flood these vast

tracts of land that do not lay level the water must

be carried around a piece of land varying from one

to forty acres. It is carried all around a tract the

same as if one was fencing it and we call them fields.

These canals are placed on the highest land through

the plant, and there arc water gates that one can let

water in these fields at will. As a general rule a

man, who is called the water or canal Boss, walks the

length of the canal and opens and closes these

gates. This is one system of irrigating and now

there is a second way, used in the last year or so.

Deep wells have been sunk, finding, at the depth of

one hundred to two hundred feel, an abundant sup-

ply of water. They average from six to ten inch-

es in diameter. The wells vary in numbers from

one to a dozen, and are connected and are rgn with

one or more pumps and the water is conveyed

around over the plant the same as the large river

plants.

The farmers begin to prepare their land early in

January by plowing it. The plowing is done by

gang plows and mules. The ground is prepared for

sowing very much the same as for any other small

grain. The sowing time begins in March or April,

and May is the main month, but it is sowed as late

as July. When it makes its appearance it looks like

a slender grass blade. When it reaches the height

of six inches it is ready to be flooded. The farmer's

enemy is a wild rice that is red. It does no harm,

only in the sale of the rice, and then it lessens the

prices very much. The rice, when ripe, will aver-

age from three to five feet in height and no prettier

grain is ever seen. For instance, a field of twenty

acres, rightly matured, looks as even as a floor, with

a rich golden hue that resembles a summer sunset.

It is harvested with binders the same as other small

grain. The water is turned off when the grain be-

gins to ripen so that the ground will be dry when
the grain is ready to harvest. The early rice will

be ready to harvest in August. It is threshed as

other grain. The yield is enormous when the sea-

son is all right and a good stand is had. Some fields

have yielded one hundred bushels per acre, but the

average yield is about forty bushels. It is sold by

the barrel. One hundred and sixty-two pounds is a

barrel. It varies in prices from S1.50 to S5.00 per

barrel. Rice has a husk on a little like barley and

it must go through a milling process before it is

ready for table use. The construction of a mill is a

little expensive, some costing as much as forty thou-

sand dollars. It goes through about six different

processes, and is then placed on the market. The
country is a prairie land with streams winding their

way to the Gulf, while woods are on either banks.

We have a healthy climate, there being a breeze

from the Gulf in summer, making it pleasant.

There is a small but commendable little flock of

Brethren around the vicinity of Roanoke, a little

station, but beautifully situated on the Southern Pa-

cific R. R. There are tracts of land still for sale,

which will make beautiful homes for our people

providing they are industrious, but the land is on

an advance and will soon be out of the reach of

many.

Any inquiry concerning the Sunny South will re-

ceive my earliest attention and all questions will be

answered according lo my knowledge and ability.

Roanoke, La.

style
\'i^

LIFE IN VIENNA.

crisp crust, which in America we
can be obtained here only by seekin
is called French bread.

The semniel, a roll, which for crisn
licious flavor has no equal, is the pre

',"'"''(

stuff here, and he who buys it in \\ ,

"

pays for it in the restaurant, gives ud
coin equivalent to four-fifths of an Ame ^ '"

In the matter of light and fuel, the resid'"
""'

Austrian capital pays 14 cents
'^"'

gallon

quality ,,

In a very readable letter from Vienna, W. L Hub-

bard tells some home-like facts that cannot fail to

interest Inglenookers, and we append portions of

it for their information.

Of all cities in Europe Vienna, Paris, and St. Pe-

tersburg arc acknowledged to be the most expensive,

and of these three many Europeans declare Vienna

the leader in costliness. Be this as it may, a tew

prices will serve to show that living here is no

cheaper, if as cheap, as it is in Chicago.

As regards rents, a habitable flat costs no less

than $10 to Si 2 per month, the flat consisting of

one living-room, one or two small bedrooms, and a

kitchen. A four or five-room flat without bathroom

costs S18 to S20, with bathroom S2 to S3 a month

more. Flats of six to ten rooms range from S40 to

Si 25 a month. And it must be remembered that a

flat in Europe is not what it is in America.

Only in the few modern houses in Vienna is

steam heat to be had. The monumental tile stove

of the " sacred-to-the-memory-of " type is the only

means of heating found in the average house in

Vienna.

Electric light wires are now beginning to be laid,

but if the tenant would avail himself of these or of

the gas connections he must furnish his own fix-

tures. Not a chandelier or gas jet is rented with

the house in Vienna—each renter brings his own.

Roller shades are not used here, so windows are

bare sa\e for the Venetian blinds, which belong to

the house and are about the only thing movable

which the tenant doesn't have to supply. Clothes

closets are also almost an unknown quantity in Eu-

ropean houses.

The rent, therefore, of a house pays for a mere

suite of rooms, minus heat, and bare of fixture or

convenience ot any kind whatever.

The prices paid for certain staple articles of food

also have a high range. These prices fluctuate

somewhat, of course, with the season and the sup-

ply, but those quoted here are such as obtain under

normal conditions, and are demanded in the aver-

age market and store.

In meats, beef is the most expensive, the cost be-

ing 26 cents a pound for steak and roast, and 18

cents for pieces suitable for boiling. Veal ranges

from 15 to 18 cents for roast, steak, or chops. Pork
costs 22 cents a pound for chops, 20 cents for roast.

Hams when bought whole bring IS cents a pound;
when sliced, 4 cents more. Lard costs from 13 to

15 cents a pound, when tried, and 2 cents less when
bought in leaf.

Mutton is the cheapest meat, only 11 cents a

pound being demanded for chops, and a leg of
mutton of from five to seven pounds costing from
75 cents to Si.05.

Chickens weighing 1]^ to 2yi pounds bring from
60 to 80 cents, and ducks and geese are sold at
about 15 cents a pound. Butter, under normal con-
ditions of supply and demand, ranges from 22 to 26
cents per pound.

For sugars, the Viennese has to pay from 6% to
ZYi cents a pound, and, although his country is one
blessed with many salt mines, for that common but
indispensable article he is asked 2'/, cents a pound,
while the price charged him for flour is from 3 to 4
cents a pound. CoSee of fair quality commands
from 24 to 44 cents a pound, and tea may be had
from 75 cents upward.

In Vienna all milk is skim milk. The customer
who wants cream may buy it "straight," but the
purchasing of it in any other way is impossible.
For the mdk minus cream he is charged 4>< cents a
quart, for cream 18 cents, and for whippe'd cream
50 cents a quart.

The stranger who comes to Vienna, expecting to
nd •• Vienna " bread, will be doomed to disappoint-

''"'"= elongated scarred loaves, with their

sene, and for a rather mediocre

cite coal he must give about 83.50 a ton
is somewhat cheaper, but is little used
burning the hard coal preferring coke [

S2.75 to $3 is asked. '
'

^

Servant hire is nominal. For a maid of ,|i

J4 to S5 a month is paid. Waitresses and
girls command S5 to S6 a month, and
first-class abilities may be had for from "s6

per month.

Included in the wage is lodpinir breakf

a cook.

In
Si

iasi.i

le wage is lodging,

dinner, but as to supper no calculation
is made

this meal the servant must provide. The V
^

is rarely at home for supper.
'

It may be asked how, with such prices for i J
and food, one can manage to live more cheapj,

Vienna than in Chicago? The manner o( hi
makes the difference. Breakfast here consisisJ

coffee, tea, or chocolate, and two or three semmi
and butter. An egg may be added if one wishesJ
especially hearty breakfast.

Dinner usually consists of one or two couistit

meat and vegetables and a simple dessert, ^ s

may be served first, but soup-eating is not so iiinJ

lent here as in Germany. In the afternoon, jij J
5 o'clock, tea or coffee, with a roll or bito{c,ike,J

taken, and in the evening a supper o( coldnitij

or a stew or chop finishes the eating of the d,iy.

Far less of entertaining of friends and acquainti

ances is done here than in America—the

and-have-dinner-with-me " habit is virtually uol

known among the Viennese - and when friendsJ
out together each pays his own bill.

Less company requires less dwelling spaccacB

less expense, and it is by doing with less, nolbi

cause things are inexpensive, that living in EurofJ

is cheaper than in America.

WATCHES THAT COST THOUSA^DS.

FouR-THOUSAND-DCLLAR gold watchcs ate noHl

common in New York.

The announcement that Mr. Gould's miss

watch was valued at 84,000 naturally led 1»

"

inquiry as to how many New Yorkers cam w|

pieces of such value. This resulted in the inta"|

tion that watches of that sort are by no maKj

common in this city, and that recently a walch'

made to order that cost 820,000. The name olii|

owner is kept secret, as well as the names (

who have had watches made for them thain|

cost $5,000 to Sio,ooo. Were the names c

people to become public they would be incess"!

in danger of visits from sneak thieves, burg a"

^

pickpockets. ,-^ ^m

A reporter visited a well-known J'"" ,/
asked in what respect a S4.000 >™"^'' '

others.
||,j,,(|

" So far as timekeepers are concernea, .

in ho respect from the very best watcn^
<^^

made," was the reply. " It is simply
'^^^^ ,||

jeweling. Of course, if J"" =""''„
„n P')

watch with diamonds and rubies y

most any price for it.
about >*'^

" There is nothing extraordinary
^^ ^^^

,

watch, unless it is a split *'='^''"

^^j not

»

extraordinary features. The "''"'

,,|,j,

more than S400. These works ^"^
.°^^^j ;

" We recently finished and deliv^
^^,^

|j,

costing 820,000 for a New ^'"^^^^j, ,viili ''l

amount was expended on the diam
^jj,,)!"!*

the back of the watch was s'"''
j'^.j eJC'

ruby, almost as large as a P'S^°
.^„

formed the center of the ornamcnta^^
_^

"For another customer we ma
,„,.

. .:-„.,;shing '^

Sio,ooo, in w hich the distinguisihing

This
laltl'.J

flat diamond let into the case,
.

.^i,
cJ"

made for a woman. For
''^"^""j^ted W

understood and certainly app
.. ih' 1

reciateo"* sol

the na" . .,

fin

ment.

it would not be politic to d>vi"g=
, d >val'" J

( such
ow ,

,tatio» 1

of the purchasers of these h'8',''l'"^
gicjt

It is rare that watches ol^-;'/„ mij^,

purchased or worn by our w^""'l.tatioO f

they are usually bought for pres
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YALE'S MONSTER TURTLE.

,Ue nroud possessor of a turtle weighing
ViLE IS ^'

' ,

lousatid
pounds.

ig*'" yggest turtle in the world. An elephant

"l!look small beside it. Our attention being

'

1 a
previous article on this turtle and much

'"'^j°
being

manifested, we gladly tell more

boot it.

Di. G'
B Wieland caught this turtle while fishing

B ihe
banks o;

Ijlls
country.

ilins
"1™"-'"'

;
monster.

„ch emotion

[ the Cheyenne river, in the Black

Needless to sa>' it was the most e.\-

of the doctor's life when he caught

No fisherman can ever have felt as

as he did.

p, Wieland is a graduate of the University of

,„svlvania, and is now connected with the Pea-

. jduseum at Yale. With the least possible de-

• hc brought his monstrous prize home to the lat-

(Inslitulion. It made a good carload.

Il may be added that the turtle is dead, and has

„„ so in fact for about ten million years. Dr.

iieland was fishing for fossils when he caught it.

uriles live to an indefinite age, and it is possible

1,1 ihis one did not die until it was a thousand

uri old or so, but ten million years is rather too

ing to expect an animal, however slow-blooded, to

; the accidents and changes of time.

Tilt turtle is undergoing a complete restoration

idivill soon appear as one of the chief attractions

the Peabody Museum.

The head of the great turtle has already been

oroughly restored. This is twenty-nine inches in

ngth and si.xteen inches in depth. The size of

; creature in other respects may be judged from

uojid open those jaws about twenty-five inches,

more than two feet. That would be quite enough
enable it to swallow a man whole. The turtle
lid have swallowed him whole or chopped him
I il preferred, for it was provided with terrjfic

llins jaws. It was built on the plan of the mod-
hawkbill turtle, and any one who is familiar

111 those creatures knows how easily they can
op off a man's arm.

A great many other instructive comparisons may
made enabling one to realize what sort of a com-
mon this turtle would be.
He ivas fourteen and a half feet long from the
of his nose to the further end of his shell. He
about twelve feet wide across the back and four
'"rough at the thickest part.
'could have carried a two-ton elephant as easily
»»e hundred and fifty pound man can carry a
»>)-bve pound hoy. VJe can imagine the sa-
"^ ^l<^phant sitting on the turtle's back and en-

ride If there had been plenty of boys
."'t least fifty of them could have ridden on

'I'acious turtle.

scale than the ordinary reptile. The turtle was
qurte a personage, so to speak.
The river bank in which Dr. Wieland found the

remains once formed the bed of a prehistoric ocean.
Such discoveries as this help us to realize those

strange, dim geological ages when life seems to
have been one long nightmare, when birds had
teeth, the swamps were filled with bullfrogs weigh-
rng a ton apiece and sea serpents were an ever pres-
ent reality.

Dr. Wieland has made a long and careful study of
the turtle as it is and as it was. He has discovered
many interesting and remarkable things about this
obscure creature. In the first place. Dr. Wieland
has discovered that the big turtles of early geo-
logical trmes are directly connected with the turtles
of to-day, and that of all living animals known to
scrence the turtle is the only one whose anatomy is
exactly the same as it was one million years ago.
Most forms of the life of those days have entirely

drsappeared. Those that have not disappeared
are hardly recognizable to-day, even to the scien-
trsts. The only respect in which the turtle has
changed is that his race has decreased and his size
and character have deteriorated.

In geological times, when the development of the
turtle seems to have reached its zenith, turtles were
from twelve to fourteen feet in length. They had
flippers from four to six feet long. They weighed
from four to six tons. They were swift swimming
and tremendously powerful. 'They had a beak
shaped like that of the eagle, which showed that
they were fierce. They preyed upon many of the
living creatures of geological times.

OEMS FOUND IN MUSSEL SHELLS.

Pearl fishing in Tc

n T,
'° "''"'' °* ""= '"'"^ supplying

^^^f Aldermen of London would certainly
'"k °f It in that capacity. Let us say, asikeral

'"sand

«""iate, that one-third of his bulk of eight
pound

niild be
available for soup-making.

una, i!"?
"'""^^"d, six hundred and sixty-

ofsou! A
"°"''' '"''^'^ ^"'"''' ^' "•^">'

iwuld tl
,'•'""' '^ enough for two, and this

"'landth"
"''' ^"'""'''' ^"^ thousand, three

yier,. ,
,° P™P'= "''h turtle soup and

,.„lfJJ"'^"°rallofthem.

"•'Jrwith"''''
'" '°* " ^"'•igg'^d ship through

' good dealT' ?' ''"'"' ^' *^^' ^^ ^ tugboat,

It
does not

^°'' '' """''^ "°' ""= "P
'" "Sbt tho

"'^'^'^ "'"'^^ science to appreciate

"'I'l'Ws, wouw""''
^"'^"^ aquatic animal, with

"ly ti'm»o .

'""^ '""'^ power than a steam-
«ouI,|,"""^"-Sht. .

""S 'irtle »! '^'?'" g°°cl draught horses to haul

ma„
J^'"*'

'I'stance.

'I'nnprt"'?
^'^ '"'"•^ ^*o"ld look about as

s<:hicken walkinig alongside a big, fat

known in geology as

'*'"'fn mm' ^'"'^ '^ 'oughly estimated to
*"

'"' it u» ,"
''"" ^B°- Jt was certainly

,. ^"imau'^i!?'" "^ <:haotic, steamy condi-

'"^«ureh "'*" "''= """•= "'"'^ »ll^'<^
o^'ng a shade higher in the social

cnnessee is now a thriving, lu-

crative industry, while the gem from the streams in
the old Volunteer State is gaining a wide reputation
in the eastern markets for its brilliant luster and
fine formation. Pearl fishing in this State i? con-
ducted on an extensive scale in the mountains of
east Tennessee, especially in the Clinch river, where
many valuable " strikes " have been made the past
few months. A small party of pearl hunters is now
engaged fishing for the gems, this being the season
of the year in which they carry on their interesting
work. •

The fishermen are always ready and willing to

tell the story of the Clinch river pearl, using purely
mountain terms. They will tell you that the mussel
varies as to kind and shape, there being three sepa-
rate and distinct kinds. There is the yellow mus-
sel from which is taken the white pearl, also the
pink and gold. The "sheep-nose mussel" contains
the pink pearl, while in the " biscuit " mussel a sec-

ond or inferior grade of the pink gem is found.
From the first group come the valuable pearls

known as the round, button or pearl-shaped gems.
The pearl is constructed pretty much on the

principle of an onion. They can be peeled, each
layer being very thin, but distinctly a separate por-

tion of the pearl. When one is found and proves to

be below the average in luster it is peeled by a pro-

fessional pearl man, and often a valuable gem is

found after removing several layers of the film.

This Clinch river pearl is noted for size as well as

its exquisite beauty. A single Tennessee pearl, not

larger than a pea, has been known to sell for as

high as seven hundred dollars. The best pearls,

those which have brought the highest prices, pre-

sent a variety of tints and coloring not found in oth-

er pearls, ranging from a dark wine color to that of

a beautiful pink.

There is an element of chance in pearl fishing in

the Tennessee streams that gives it a fascination.

There is no more certainty that a summer's work
will bring reward than a claim staked in the Alaska
gold region. Nevertheless the work goes on. One
man's "strike" is enough to keep the river full of

pearl seekers for a month. It is estimated that the

average is ten thousand mussels to one really valu-

able find.

The season for pearl fishing begins when the

shoals in the river appear after the winter's high

water. Usually the first \-aluabIe find heightens the

fever, and it is not an uncommon sight to see one

hundred or more men and women engaged in fish-

ing within a space of forty or fifty miles. They will

be seen scratching and digging in the sand, much
after the fashion of a hen feeding her brood.

The pearl fisherman enters, the water barefooted
and proceeds to feel carefully with his toes for mus-
sels which lie half buried in the sand. He is well
accustomed, or. as the fishermen express it, their
toes are so well trained that they know them as
soon as they come in contact with a mussel. When
the shell is found they grasp it with the foot and
land it in a boat. When a suflficient quantity have
been gathered the shells are opened with a wedge.
Two of the most unique characters in the pearl

drstrrct are Joe Cosset and his brother James. Joe
has been stone-blind for many years, yet he is the
best fisherman on the river. Promptly upon the
opening of the season he is led daily into the river
by his brother and left to shift for himself. Joe
uses the foot method to advantage, and has suc-
ceeded better the past year than his brother. For
one pearl he received three hundred and fifty dol-
lars. They are typical mountaineers, but successful
pearl fishermen.

Formerly the business was done through local
agents or buyers, but now Tiffany, of New York,
and other dealers negotiate direct with the fisher-
men. The attention of English buyers has been
drrected to the pearl and before a great while the
Tennessee pearl will find a ready sale in the markets
of England.

*

CHESTNUT SEASON IS NEAR.

As each day passes the smile on the face of the
chestnut vender grows broader. Next week he
will begin to polish up his roaster and ask the price
of charcoal from the man who supplies the trade.
In the Greek and Italian quarters one can find little

groups of chestnut men talking over the prospect
of a good fall and winter business and wondering
when the first chestnuts will come in.

Reports from the nut region are to the effect that
a big crop is in prospect, although it may be a little

late in reaching the market. One will still have to
look out for worms, for, in spite of the best efforts
of the experts of the Agricultural Department, the
chestnut weevil still defies the grower and will bore
its way into many a brown hull.

The first chestnuts, which should reach the mar-
keu by next week, will be of the Japanese variety.

They will be larger than the nuts which will follow,

and will cost from SlO to S14 a bushel. It has been
more than twenty years since the Japanese chestnut
was introduced extensively into this country. The
start was made in the neighborhood of Cleminton,
N. J. American chestnut trees were cut down and
the sprouts received from Japan were grafted on
the old trunk. In three years they began to bear,

and in ten the average yield was a half-bushel for

every tree. The European chestnut is about two
weeks behind the Japanese variety in reaching mar-
ket, and sells at from S6 to S8 a bushel. The
American chestnut, with its finer flavor, is not far

behind, but the price comes down to $4 a bushel,

and the venders cut rates to rock bottom prices.

A QUEER EXPERIMENT.

At a recent meeting of the Springfield, Massa-
rrhusetts. Zoological Club a paper was read, giving

an interesting bit of experience in growing earth-

worms.

The lady whose experience was given had read in

a work on natural history that if an earthworm were
divided, the anterior part would grow a tail, and the

posterior part would grow a head. She said:

"I took twelve worms and divided them, placing

the divided parts of each worm in a separate glass.

In less than a month I had twenty-two worms, los-

ing only two tail parts. The head parts had grown
tails, and the tail parts had grown heads.

"A second experiment was made later. I divided

two woriirs into halves, and put the four parts into a

glass, into which I placed earth but no food, and
the head parts ate the tail parts."

FrsH arc great gluttons. This is probably the

reason why fine-looking bait tempts so many of them
to destruction. A single bluefish has been known
to kill and devour ten cod each as big as himself in

rapid succession. Hirds are also blessed with fine

appetites. The robin can easily devour two-thirds

of its weight in earthworms in a day, and the ordi-

nary pigeon can get away with his own weight in

grain between sunrise and strnset and then go to

sleep hungry.
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ONB THINQ TO REHEnBER.

The question as to tht reason for the church's

adherence to the ordinances with such tenacity is

not always explicable on the part of the member

when he is requested to account for the faith that is

in him. Let us help the young brother or sister in

this matter. It appears that whenever there is a

great principle laid down in the Bible, enunciated

by Christ, there is always some corresponding ex-

ternal observance required at the hands of the fol-

lower. Thus the rite of baptism is the door of en-

trance into the church, the ceremony of feet-wash-

ing is the form that shows equality before God. the

full meal indicates the common family to which

Christians belong. And so on.

Now where the Brethren church takes its stand is

in regarding all these ordinances as equally impor-

tant, and not subjects for discussion. They are

what Christ instituted, and that is enough for the

follower of Christ. He does not question their im-

portance at all. He does not cither think or

say that they arc a mere form. He does not know

how or why they are associated with the result of

salvation. All he knows is that they were ordered

by Christ and that is enough. That they were re-

garded as important by Christ himself is shown in

Matthew's last chapter, where Christ teils the peo-

ple before he disappeared that they should teach

all people to observe everything that he had com-

manded.

Now the Brethren church not only follows out

these commands, but it attempts to get as nearly as

possible to the original method of carrying them

out. Here is one of the great differences between

the Brethren and other churches. Others say that

the form is not important. A few drops of water

symbolize baptism, the love feast is an imitation of

a meal, while the ceremony of feet-washing is never

heard of. There are other things, notably that

nearly all the popular churches go to war. They
believe, and they say, and live it out, or rather fight

it out, that much of what Christ positively ordered

is to be utterly ignored.

Now the main differences between the Brethren

church and the other so-called worldly churches, are

that we believe in letting nothing go, but in holding

on to all, "all things whatsoever," and not only in

holding on to them but in actual practice observing

them as nearly after the original manner as possi-

ble. H our young brother and sister who arc not

as sure of their standing as they would wish to be

will read over and over this article they will have

one of the most substantial reasons for our literal-

ness. Summed up in one word it is obedience to

all commands, and asking no questions about it.

heard of. Supposing you were on this plateau, and

started for Vera Cruz, on the gulf of Mexico. First

would be a long ride over a level plain, then the

edge of the roof, so to speak, and a dropping down

right into the tropics. On the top of the hill we

would find corn and some wheat growing, while on

the road down the hill every gradation of climate

would be passed, from the eternal snow on the top

of Mount Orizaba to the palms and pineapples of

the hot and unhealthy coast.

At certain points on the hillside one can have

any climate he wants. Does he want cold—there is

the snow-clad mountain; does he prefer a climate

embodying perpetual spring—ahen a little lower

down it can be had. In fact every gradation, from

eternal Spring to the depth of winter cold on one

hand to the red-hot coast on the other is available

in a few hours' travel. There are places where any

crop can be had the year around. If it is thought

that it would be a good place to live, a residence

for a short time would readily disprove this.

While you could raise anything without trouble, to

whom could you sell it? Others would have the

same crops at the same times, and there is no de-

mand that you could supply that Nature does not

furnish in lavish abundance to all residents. The

variability of climate adds a zest to the seasons that

is unknown here where it is one continual smile the

year around. In tfte rainy season it is like Fairy-

land. In the dry season it is always two o'clock in

the afternoon. There is no change of weather or of

season. It is one long siesta, and not even the

shaking up of an occasional earthquake makes

much difference.

The effect of all this on the people is to the end

of making them decidedly lazy. What need is

there to labor? Food is readily available, and as

for clothes what need is there for them? What is

worn is simplicity itself, and of the cheapest materi-

al imaginable. A house, if it could be called such,

is simply a structure on four poles, thatched over

with banana leaves, without doors or windows—in

fact it is often a mere shelter, all doors or win-

dows. Here the native lives, indifferent to the sur-

roundings, perfectly satisfied with the supplies of

to-day, knowing by experience that there will be as

much to-morrow, and that all he really needs, in

fact all that he wants, is to be had for the taking.

Man never reaches his highest estate in such a

climate. He becomes idle, indifferent, and careless

of the future. There is no need to work, and he

does not do so. He simply takes life easy, and the

bananas are a sure crop, and cost only the gather-

ing-
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wishes of the conquerors. If Russia sliould?
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They are all cloth-bound books, and
ornament to any library.
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There are many black walnuts in my vicinitv
I

good market for the kernels? '^"'

There is a steady demand for nut meats as it

are called, and you should address some mamn
turing confectioner for prices. They are hoH\
and sold by the pound.

* » «

What is a cold frame mentioned in agricultural
wriiini;

Something very much like a hot bed, only iviid.

out the heat. It is designed to carry small phni.

over the winter, those not injured by freezinc

* « #

What is putty made of?

Whiting and oil worked together into a dough

Whiting is powdered chalk.

« « •

What lies to the far North in the way of farm land?

Directly North of the middle part of the Uniiet

States is a plain, sparsely covered with stuntet

vegetation which finally disappears, when there is i

bleak extent of frozen -earth. It is not of an) valut

for farming purposes.
* « #

Is the Belgian hare indtjsiry likely to hold out?

For a time at least. The money will be madr i

buying and selling stock.

* * #

Does the Inglenook believe in societies in ihechuiciiri

such as a Reading Club or its like, for the Winter?

If the meetings did not degenerate into nie«

parties, and if all were allowed to join, good

result. The tendency of such gatherings is only

good when the original programme is adhered ti

ibefarNorthaiidsbp

handled in t^^

When one goes to the far North he reasonably

expects that he will find cold weather, and he is

not disappointed. When he goes South he ex-

pects to find it hot. And he is sometimes met with

very cold weather, unpleasantly so, dependent on

the altitude. In fact there is more in the altitude

in the determination of the temperature than there

is in latitude. In some places in the tropics a

traveler would freeze to death any day in the

year if not adequately protected.

There is no place where this is shown so conclu-

sively as along the slope of the great plateau of

Mexico. That country is built on the plan of the

mansard roof, and on 'the top is one great plain, a

part of the roof of the world. All the temperate

zone fruits and grains thrive, and many half vegeta-

ble and half fruits -we of the North never even

Text: The Complaining Habit.

Some people are natural born whiners. They
have acquired the complaining habit and nothing

ever suits them. They see only the defective side

of things, and if the defects are absent, or not

visible, they imagine them. And they keep it up
in season and out of season. Now is this Christian?

Assuredly it is not. There is no record of the im-
mediate personal habits of Christ and the early
Christians, but it is said that the Master was invited

out to dine with people, and we may be very sure
from what we know of the man that his time was
not taken up in complaining about things. The
child of a king, journeying to his inheritance, has
neither the time nor the disposition to occupy his

moments with searching out weaknesses. He has
a better habit of thought. If he thinks of his sur-
roundings it is that he may help them, not criticise

them.

There is a great deal better way than that of eter-
nal nagging. The party who reads and who recog-
nizes his own failings in this respect should at once
attempt a complete reversal of habit of thought and
action. He can readily do it. though it may be
difficult at the outset. If there is nothing good to
say then say nothing. After a lifetime of deliber-
ately searching for defects it will be no little
trouble to leave the barnyard for the meadow but

Would it not pay to put up ice

South in Summer?

Enormous quantities of ice are

very way.
* # #
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in writing, very plain and clear,

ten that will hold.
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FIRE HORSES.

. ,|,,^j,<ooKERs have witnessed the fasci-

''.

ht of an alarm of fire in the city and

>''°^ ''^,
f the steamer and the hgok and lad-

,- Inips down the street, everything giv-

»ay to them Few, however, are familiar with

''dt
management of the business. Take the

" '""
( the horses in a large city like Chicago.

,)lier
01 "" . _. . _. _

The tay'"e

jitment,

lo)-i
1,
has

of horses for the Chicago Fire De-

which five hundred horses are em-

been done by Chief Veterinary Eugene

i.,r fifteen years, although under the direct

,sion of Chief Swenie.

'P*"
^1 ,1,^, Stock yards, in and about Dexter

°"°
([,£ world's greatest horse market. From

i''"tsol the country, and_ especially from the

ih and West, the pick of the young horses are
°"

phi here for sale—heavy draught horses, light

„ horses cobs—every sort of horse, in fact, is
atiiage.

horses, cobs—every

sold for the local trade or to be shipped to

cities or abroad. And in this open market,

Hding against competitors from everywhere, Dr.

|],ian picks out the horses that will make the

^sl (or the department, and buys them if they can

, had reasonably. " Reasonably " means, for an

nine horse, all the way up to two hundred dollars,

id for a light driver, maybe, one hundred dollars.

In selecting these horses the veterinarian has in-

juclions to buy for a certain purpose. If he is

Iter engine horses he must watch the market for

qiiines that show fair speed, willingness, and intel.

pence, and are clean and sound. Above all else

]ey must be young. Most of the young horses of

eavy type that come to the market come fairly

elhvithin the other classification, but the shrewd

of the veterinarian detects faults hereand there

picks out the very cream of the lot for final

idding.

Having decided what horses he wants, the veteri-

;nan does not himself go to bid on them. If it

ere known that a horse had been chosen for the

ire Department and was to be bought for such
ivork the price would be sent soaring and there
ould be a score of bidders, each anxious to secure
le animal. Instead, Dr. Sullivan gives his com-

on to a regular buyer, who includes the chosen
«s in his purchase for the day and turns them
'er to the department. The horse then passes in-

Ktion by Chief Swenie and, if satisfactory, is put
to training. From forty to one hundred horses
e bought this way in a year.
When a horse begins to train in Chicago

'

ielSweni

lie,

says
he does it by beginning hard work.

raurse, all these horses come in from the coun-
J.indwhen they begin work they get sick from
tityair,the change of water, and one such thing
another. We put them in the supply wagon in
"ftlymg st,ili„n until they get used to these
"P and get a little work every day. They get

» the noise and confusion and to being around
ana hre engines. Then we bring them down-

Urnisa ,

"" *"" '" "'"'''^ engine-houses, where

,„l,.|
"!""' ^ind run with the supply there

iJled'ih
' "^'' ^"""^ '^ "'''^" '"'" ^ ^'^"

»ler th r "' ^°"' ''"""^ ^'°"' '^"^ '«> 'he place

that 1 I

" ^^ '' """K'" "hat he must do

'ocked h A
" "'"""^ "^"'"^ '° ''='""• Then he

itin. „<,' " ^"'omatic switching device, con-

nives as
'"'"" '"'"=hes fixed in a pipe, which

'» so th,* w'"''^'^'
descends, arc suspended over

sounds' t!'"

'"'" ''"^' ^'" ^'''^- When an

lor
„p5„j

I

'' ^^e'ght is released as the stall

Sotheh
^^""'^'les immediately begin to

'"' this nu' 1

1"" '"™^ '° '"" '° ""= engine. He
To

select'hn
•

"""^ '" " '"" ''"^'^ '^ ''" old-timer.

'iitellii,p„

"'^'^^ '° ''° 'hat requires an eye to

W-
Once -' °' ""' *""'" "= ""=" ^'

through the front door in his eagerness to get away
and hauled the engine all by himself for the first
mile. He was the best horse we ever had.
"When ahorse has served several -years down-

town we transfer him to an outlying station and
then to one further out, but we hate to let him go
altogether. An old horse knows the business. He
fits like an old boot. He will work single or double,
nigh or off. Horses stay eleven years in the de-
partment on an average. When we sell them we get
from ten to seventy-five dollars for them. I never
advise any one to buy an old department horse, be-
cause they are used to sudden bursts of work, pet-
ting, and the best of care. When one attempts to
work them ten hours a day or to keep them up in
poor stables with poor care they-last no time at all.

" Of course we have many different grades of
horses in the service. For the double hose wagons
we buy what used to be known as ' railroad ' horses
—animals weighing about eleven hundred pounds.
For the light carts of the battalion marshals and my
own use we get still lighter animals, which show by
their paces as they are tried in the park that they
have a chance of developing considerable speed and
endurance. We cannot pay fancy prices for trotters
and thoroughbreds, but we manage to get speedy
animals. One sometimes hears talk of our sending
here and there to watch out for horses and to send
them to our ' training stable.' Now, we haven't got
any training stable, and we buy all of our horses
right here at the Stock yards, which is the best
place in the world to buy them."

YOUR CAN OF SAL/WON.
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When you go to the store and buy a can of salm-
on you may sometimes wonder where it comes from,
and how the fish are caught. The fishermen are at

it now up in Oregon and along the Columbia river.

A writer in the lV:i/e World magazine has the follow-

ing to say about the catch:

H the voyage is made at the height of the fishing

season—that is, during the leafy month of June—the

traveler witnesses on every hand the extremely in-

teresting work of the fishery going forward, till he
marvels that the ri\ er has not been altogether bereft

of its riches. He will see the aboriginal red man
standing on some jutking shelf of rock, plying his

long-handled net with the inherited skill of many
generations, and deftly lifting out his struggling

quarry. Then again there are nets being drawn on

the shingle, and dozens of shapely, shining bodies

quivering in the dazzling sunlight.

In another place there is a great troubling of the

waters, where countless victims are struggling in a

trap, made by a complicated device of many nets,

while they are being slowly drawn to the surface.

Occasionally, too, one sees a boat dart silently across

the stream, turn suddenly at right angles, and slioot

out a net in the shape of a letter L. This mode of

fishing is called " gill-netting," because the nets so

spread, meeting the fish running up stream, gener-

ally entangle them by the gills.

Perhaps the mode of fishing which appears the

most striking of all is the fish-wheel, which is simply

the white man's improvement on the Indian's

primitive dip-net. Fishing by machinery sounds

strange and emphatically not sportsmanlike, but

still the apparatus is curious and interesting. It is

fixed in a narrow channel where there is known to

be a salmon "trail." One of these wheels will some-
times lift out eighty-five thousand pounds of fish in

one day! How is that for a haul? The wheel goes

round in the same direction as the stream. The fish

are led into it by converging walls, built in the river-

bed. The wheel is formed of three or four wire

nets so arranged, at equal distances apart and gath-

ered in towards the axle, that the>- form a funnel-

shaped bag. This bag scoops up the salmon and

empties them irftoa trough, whence they slide down
into an apartment on the shore to be conveyed

thence to the factory. The thing works magnifi-

cently from a business point of view.

John S. Farmer, in his collection of Americanisms,
also says that "the flesh of the sturgeon, in color
and taste, has some resemblance to beef, especially
when cut in steaks and grilled."

" Albany is a town on the Hudson river as
high as which the fish in question is or was to be
caught in large numbers, and, 'as a matter of course,
consequently formed a not inconsiderable factor in
the food supply of the inhabitants—hence the term
' Albany beef.'

"

All this was once true, but as a matter of fact now
sturgeon are not so abundant in this market as they
formerly were, and there are many of our younger
citizens who have never tasted sturgeon and have
never heard it called "Albany beef,"

WHEN FOES TALK THE SAflE LANQUAQE.

Then came the horror of a war between two na-
tions familiar with the same language. "Second R.
B.l Second R. B.l " shouted our fellows as a watch-
word and rallying cry. "Second R. B.l" shouted
every Boer who wa5_ challenged or came into dan-
ger. " B company here!" cried an oflicer. " B com-
pany here!" came the echo from the Dutch.
"Where's Captain Haley?" asked a

.
private.

"Where's Captain Paley?" the question passed
from Boer to Boer.

In the darkness it was impossible to distinguish
friend from foe. The only way was to stoop down
till you saw the edge of a broad-brimmed hat.

Then you drove your bayonet through the man if

he did not shoot you first. Many a poor fellow was
shot down by some invisible figure who was talking
to him in English and was taken for a friend. One
Boer fired upon a private at two or three yards

—

and missed him. The private sprang upon him.
" I surrender! I surrender! " cried the Boer. " So
do I," cried the private, and plunged his bayonet
through the man's stomach and- out at his back.

—

From " iailysmi/li: A Slory of the Siege" by H. W.
Nevisoti.

NEW DANGER FROfl BOTTLES.

It has been discovered that many of the prairie

fires that have destroyed the grass on the ranges in

Montana and in the western part of Dakota have
been started by the concentration of the rays of the

sun upon broken beer bottles that are scattered

freely along the cattle trails and wagon roads, which
offers a new argument for the use of the temperance
folk. Numerous fires have started far away from
human haunts and habitations, miles beyond the

reach of sparks from the smokestack of a locomo-
tive, and the farmers and ranchmen have been so

mystified as to their origin that several investiga-

tions have been made. When a fire has been traced

to its source, in almost every instance a broken bot-

tle has been found with evidences around it to con-

vince the investigators that it was the cause of the

mischief. The curved glass was found in. such a

position as to focus the rays of the sun upon a tuft

of dry bunch grass and start a flame.

A HAQIC LETTER.

• ALBANY BEEF.'

^'ed

John Russell Bartlett, in his Dictionary of

Americanisms, says that "sturgeon is called Albany

beef because a part of the sturgeon's flesh has much

the look and not a little of the taste as well as tex-

ture of ox muscle. It abounds in the Hudson river,

and is much eaten in the city of Albany."

Did you ever think what a strange letter S is? It

is a serpent in disguise. Listen, you can hear it

hiss. It is the wizard of the alphabet. It gives

possession and multiplies indefinitely by its touch.

It changes a tree into trees and a house into houses.

Sometimes it is very spiteful and will change a pet

into a pest, a pear into a spear, a word into a sword,

and laughter into slaughter, and it will make hot

shot at any time.

The farmer has to watch it closely. It will make
scorn of his corn and reduce every peck to a speck.

Sometimes he finds it useful. If he needs more

room for his stock it will change a table into a stable

for him, and if he is short of hay he can set out a

row of tacks. It will turn them into stacks. He
must be careful, however, not to let his nails He

around loose. The serpent's breath will turn them

into snails. If he wishes to use an engine about his

farm work he need not buy any coal or have water

to run it. Let the serpent glide before his horses.

The team will turn to steam.

If ever you get hurt call the serpent to your aid.

Instantly your pain will be in Spain. Be sure to

take it with you the next lime you climb a moun-

tain if you desire to witness a marvel. It will make
the peak speak. But don't let it come around while

you are reading now. It will make this talc stale.
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QRIFFIN BEASTS.

A REMARKABLE discovery regarding primeval

man is announced on such authority as to be en-

tirely beyond cavil on charge of sensationalism. It

is that natives of Patagonia, savage or semi-savage,

did, some thousands of years ago, keep in captivity

and domesticate, for their meat and possibly for

their milk, gigantic sloths nearly related to the ex-

tinct megatherium. To prove the fact. Dr. A.

Smith Woodward, a well-known English investiga-

tor, and Dr. Moreno, of the National Museum of

Argentina, have laid before the Zoological society

of London specimens of the bones and hide of the

animals, which were found in ancient stone-walled

stables, unmistakably such, together with great

stores of cut hay, the latter being obviously fodder

for the beasts, the shoulder blade of a man, and im-

plements of human manufacture.

The animal in question, to which the name gry-

potherium, or "griffin beast,'' has been given, was

much like the megatherium, but only about half the

size. It was about as big as two large oxen, measur-

ing perhaps ten feet from the snout to the tip of the

tail, and weighing perhaps 3,000 pounds. Exceed-

ingly stupid and clum.sy, it was so sluggish of

movement that one might easily imagine a whole

day expended in leading it to the water of a nearby

stream, and another day consumed in leading it

back. It is probable, however, that water as well

.as food was brought to its pen. Certainly it is im-

possible to conceive of a domesticated brute more

uncouth and strange. It was covered with long,

yellowish hair, considerable quantities of which

were found in the " stables."

Incredulous of some of the facts reported Dr.

Nordenskiold, the famous naturalist and traveler,

made a trip recently to Last Hope Inlet, in south-

ern Patagonia, near which the remains were discov-

ered, and investigated the matter for himself. He
came back convinced, bringing with him an addi-

tional piece of " grypotherium " hide, together with

a few claws of the animal. Since then Dr. Rudolph

Hauthal, geologist of the La Plata Museum, has

made further excavations, and has obtained many

bones of the beasts, which were in such a remarkably

fresh state of preservation that they were only

slightly discolored, and had lost none of their gela-

tine apparently. Remnants of cartilage, dried liga-

ments, and shri\eled muscles were found attached

to them in some cases.

The reason for the excellent preservation of the

remains was simply that the natives who domesti-

cated the huge sloths built the pens for them, in

this instance, at all events, in a cavern where there

was an exceeding dr)'ness. .Some of the bones

were so white that they did not look as if they had

been buried at all. Caves commonly afford condi-

tions most favorable for the dry-curing and safe-

keeping of animal skeletons, and much of the

knowledge possessed by, science respecting the ear-

lier fauna of the earth has been furnished by these

natural places of storage. All of the material un-

earthed in this case has been obtained by digging

beneath the floor of an enormous chamber, which

seems to have been enclosed formerly by rude walls

built of rough stones. The enclosure was, in fact, a

stable or corral, in which the "griffin beasts " were

confined, and in one corner of it was discovered the

great store of hay, evidently cut by the natives for

forage.

In digging, three distinct strata were found.

First, there was a thin surface layer of ashes, shells,

and bones of various no-account .animals. Next

came a layer of leaves, interspersed with portions

of llama skeletons, and beneath this was a stratum

about three feet thick composed mainly of brown-

ish dust and containing " grypotherium " bones and

hair, a few large jiieces of the hide of the sloths,

certain human remains, and the bones of beasts

identified as an extinct species of horse, and a large

creature of the cat tribe, likewise extinct. This cat

was about as big as a modern Bengal tiger, much

larger than the existing jaguar, and seems to have

corresponded in a sort of way to the extinct cave

lion of Europe. It was nearly related to the mod-

ern ounce [Fclisonca.]

Man was found represented in this stratum by a

shoulder blade, which showed signs of disease, and

two awls made from the leg bones of a dog. Other

evidences of his presence, however, were supplied

by the bones and hide fragments of the gnffin

beasts. One skull showed a fracture which was un-

doubtedly made when the animal was killed, pre-

sumably with a stone ax, and other indications

proved that the huge creature was thereupon cut to

pieces— for cooking and eating, one may suppose.

A piece of skin, over three feet in length, had been

partly stripped of its long hair by means of blunt

tools of some kind, marks of which were still per-

ceptible. This piece appeared to be from the up-

per back part of the right fore leg. Some of the

bones, it should be mentioned, bore marks of fire,

as if they had been charred incidentally to the

roasting of the flesh.

The notion that the Patagonians may have

milked the griflSn beasts is nothing more than a

suggestion—a mere surmise, in fact, though entirely

within the bounds of possibility. They may even

have bred them—an idea which obtains some plau-

sibility from the circumstance that some of the

bones unearthed are comparatively small in size

and evidently those of young animals. Three of

the skulls were found in such good condition that

casts were made of the brain cavities, thus repro-

ducing the exact form of the brain of the " gry-

potherium." These casts are exceedingly interest-

ing, and from them it is ascertained that the great

sloths, though so stupid, possessed keen scent, the

olfactory lobes being largely developed. In two

cases the little bones of the inner ear were pre-

served, being retained in the cavity behind the

drum by the dried soft parts.

Dr. Moreno is inclined to believe that a few

specimens of the "grypotherium" still survive in

the unexplored wilds of Patagonia, and this notion

is shared by Dr. Ramon Listai, who discovered the

first bones of the beast that were found. Indeed,

Dr. Listai goes so far as to declare that he caught a

glimpse of a living specimen disappearing in the

forest, though, most unfortunately, the circum-

stances were such, a stream intervening, that he

was unable to follow it. Other naturalists, how-

ever, are exceedingly skeptical on this point, believ-

ing that the creature has been extinct for some

thousands of years. It was a short-legged, shape-

less, ungainly brute, with four toes on each

of its front feet and thre_e toes on the hind

feet. It fed on grasses and the leaves of

trees, which latter it frequently uprooted, being

enormously strong, and one of its peculiarities was

an arrangement of little bony processes put togeth-

er like the stones of a pavement beneath its skin.

These ossicles were irregular in shape and size, but

in some parts were set in parallel rows quite sym-

metrically. They may have served to some extent

the purpose of a coat of armor, the beast being

incapable of running away and possessing no weap-

ons of defense except its claws. Very likely the

tiger already mentioned was its most deadly and

dreaded foe.

-Some years ago footprints of supposed giant men
were discovered in the neighborhood of Carson

City," Nevada. They were interesting until it was

ascertained that in reality they were fossil tracks of

the " mylodon," an extinct species of sloth, slightly

bigger than the " grypotherium." The footprints

had been made in mud thousands of years ago, and
the mud had hardened into rock, thus preserving
them.

There seems to have been three species of giant

sloths on this hemisphere in ancient times. One,
which was much the largest, now known as the

megatherium, ranged from Patagonia as far north
as Virginia, though occurring in the United States

only in a small belt from Florida up. Another was
the " mylodon," which ranged from Patagonia up
through our Western States into Oregon. Finally

there was the " grypotherium," which appears to

have been exclusively South Apierican. These
beasts were much like modern sloths, except that

they were of enormous size and had long tails. If,

as would seem to be the case, the primitive Pata-
gonians succeeded in domesticating one species of
the mighty brutes, it was certainly a wonderful
achievement. Apparently they utilized both the
hair and the hide for some purposes, but there is no
evidence that they tanned the latter, the pieces
found in the cavern near Last Hope Inlet showing
no signs of such a process.

ENQLISH DEMAND FOR TO/HATOpT",,
GROWS. "^PlDLv

" English statistics show that of I

been a large and rapidly growin
.. . ^ ,

"g imi
tomatoes, writes Consul Hanauer

at Fi
'illlkir,.

'"gtht;

' Pfict con.

Germany, " the Canary Islands furnish

ply, which importation amounted to

during the first half of this year. Th !''
'

price of this quantity was about 8l,655,(^"''°''''

"Tomatoes were but a short time aeo
of luxury in Great Britain, only used f V""
pered palates of the rich; but now they'/,'''"

come a common dish on the table nf 11,
''*'

""le 01 thj „ ,

classes. ^''.

" In Germany fresh tomatoes are sold at
fourteen cents a pound, according tn «»,

"*

are chiefly used to flavor meats, not stewed n
the best hotels and the wealthy buy fresh

which are supplied mainly by southern Fr'°'
Canned tomato pulp is found at the groce

°

'

large German cities, offered at a lower
j

'

parati\'ely than the fresh fruit.

" Cantaloupes are a great delicacy-even
mott

than the pineapple—in German cities. Theysdl"

50 cents to Sj.50 apiece. Some of these are bronJI

from Spain, others are raised in German hothoi

Considering that tomatoes have been sold as lo«,

S5 a ton in Delaware and New Jersey and lhaU,t

cantaloupes can be bought in Philadelphia at ontl.

three cents apiece, the question arises. Why doi'i

.we export fresh vegetables to Europe?

"The growers of our Atlantic States should fom

an export association which— if it will send oulir

of mercantile ability who can speak GermimnJ

French—would find the European continent, is

well as England, an excellent market for their pro-

duce. No country could compete with us in the

export of agricultural and industrial products, were

we to adopt the mercantile methods of European

traders."
1 •

THE SHALUEST WATCH.

Over in Berlin. Germany, there is a timepiece

which is considered the most marvelous piece ol

mechanism that human skill ever put together.

It measures less than one quarter of an inch

diameter, and has a face about the size of tliek

of a large-sized tack or nail. The case is madt

the very finest of gold, and the whole watch «ti;:

less than two grains, Troy. It can only be leali;

how exceedingly light this is when we consider iba

in Troy weight it takes 480 grains to make an ounce

and that twelve ounces constitute a pound, or Itoi

5,760 grains are contained in a pound. Thisivoo-

derful piece of mechanism weighs only '^'*

part of a pound. , ,

So great a curiosity was this midget cons*''

that the owner paid 81,946 for it.

The numerals on the face of the watch arc

Arabic, and if the hands were put end to end ^

five-twenty-fourths ol » .««

would not measure
eijli*

in length, the large one being less than o»e.«

and the small one less than one-twel:lftho(ao«

long. It has, besides, just as an °"''"">' ""„',

clock, a second indicator, which is less

sixteenth of an inch in length. The nume

ed in '"
are also in Arabic

more easily seen

but are engrave

pered

Wait for others to advance your interests and
you will wait until they are not worth advancing.

The works and hands are made of the
^ ,j

steel and are set throughout m
^^^'^

chips. It is constructed on the mos
,

plan, being wound by the stem and se^^'^^^

the stem out a short distance. I' '*

timekeeper.

QUEER CUSTOMS OF THE CHINESE.

uth.

They drink wine hot.

Old men fly kites.

White is worn as mourning.

Their babies seldom cry.

Soldiers wear petticoats.

Their compass points to the s

The faniily name comes first.

Carriages are moved by sails.

Seat of honor to the left.

Visiting cards four feet long.
,.5 to ih'

"'

School children sit with their bac

Fireworks are always set off i" daJ^.n ,,i„st«

If you offend a Chinaman he nia,

your doorstep to spite you.
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=. „,f Biilsar. Indi«. President; John K.Snyder, Belle-

- .i-W^.*,;t fr.>ideul; OtI.o Wenger, SveeUers. Ind..

Or"^ Ohio- \' „Te D KoeenberEcr. Covington. Ohio. Secretary and

•»f «ia»l
""

,11 commii»ic»tionJ to OOB Missionakv Kbading

i^"brig^^!l-..:.^^-- -

aMONO OUR CORRESPONDENTS,

r Temf'IE Sauble, of Baltimore, Md.,

^'*'^?he
following: "In answer, to your letter,

""''
that I ^ni S'^"^ '° ^^"^ y°" "'"^ "^^

ri"
^'\^^^ I wish that the number were larger.

""«
take

advantage of every opportunity to get

bers. I '^ft '"^^ school at Bridgewater,

"' "^

nth Then I visited in Virginia before I

'"T r May the Lord bless the Circle, is my
ame h^''^' ^

"I" 1 B. Leatherman, our local secretary, at

r ton W. Va,. sends us one name, and his

'°'^°fe to'do all he can for the Circle.

'This week we m^i' certificates to Sister Grace E.

. jy of Waterloo, Iowa, and Sister Eva

'alkens'tein,
of Germantown, Pa. They both en-

ed reading the books, and will do all they can to

Isnade others to complete the course-

Sister Mae Stover Wine, of Fruitdale, Ala., writes

n
interesting letter about the Circle work there.

iliesays:"I was attending school, also teaching,

,sl winter, and so was kept very busy, could not

Id as much for the Circle as I wanted to. We
ave a set of the books, so we will gladly loan them

oall new members. I think I shall read the books

er again, this winter, as if has been a long while

incel read them, and they make me feel the impor-

m of doing all we can for Jesus' sake."

We are glad to place the following new names on

ur Circle roll:

)01, Leoli V. Leatherman Burlington, W. Va,

j3i, S, Maggie Botvman Otlobine, Va.

^, Densie Hollinger Broadfording. Va,

307, U'm, H, Sanger Scons Ford. Va,

W, K, Conner Bridgewater, \'a.

pq, Mrs, J,
W, Wayland. Bridgeiwater, Va.

Jio, J,
W, Wayland. Bridgewater, Va,

311, Mrs, E. D, Kendig Bridgewater, Va.

p. |, M, Thomas, Fairplay, Md.
31J,

M. Keuie Hays Broadway, . Va.

LOCAL SECRETARV,

1' Samuel Zeigler Royersford. Pa.

HIP<DRANCES TO CIRCLE WORK.

Is some places Circles have been organized and
M little has been heard from them since. Perhaps
<") have had a few good meetings, and then the
""grams became dull and monotonous, because
'"<: was no one to introduce sufficient variety. To
«P up an interesting program the year round, it

necessary that one of the number should have
' art of getting up good live programs that will
ilerestall,

Th

,t

"j,"^ ^ '''^ Circles existing of varying de-
« of inertness, in which the routine has become

rTr '"'' "° '^''^ P'-ogress is made. In

Diiie\
'^"'^ remedy consists in giving them

loiher"^'
'° "'°'"'' '°''- ^•'=' ""=" ^^"^'"^^ '°

le„
*!
P"" "^lii'dren, who are in need, and win

ie„l,i,^^l^,""<^ay
school. Appoint some of the

'iiistre*
°
^H '

'""^ ^''^^ ^"'^ relieve those who are

"lieotit
"'^'>'' willing, active service should

tgrowth of our missionary reading,
AOW

IS Hi ''ne time to be^in work. Make your in-ence
felt as you read of those who " left all

'

'owed 1

iiiose wno len an ana

enyin„ T' ^^^^^^'^ that you will be more self-

''^.
at ho

''°'^ faithfully in your " own vine-

1 church
^"'^' '" ^^^^ °^" neighborhood, your

"°*lheG "
1

'* ^ "^''^ °^ ^^^^ ^ '"^"' ^^^

"^goclos
*^,^^'^

* ^'"^' you will miss him! but if

'fn
a hearty

^ "^'"^ ^"^ ''''^ ^^^^ ^P°" '^'"^' &'V'n&

'^'^=*"affp f^'^'^
°^ ^^^ '^and, and show that you^"affe f

nanci, and show that yoi

"A

^ •" the right way.Sp'ur^cofi.

*^"^^'ngor T^"
'^oesnot ask whether it is a

"h'ul.
Itjs^,

^^ ^h'lg in which -he is to be

^'odoif ^^^^ 'arge enough if Christ wants

/'^^costofth
J'^^"*'scau V ^°^'*^'s governments, eighty
Active. ^^^ by wars, past, present, and pro-

Sumu Sunday a School. igiiK

OUR DUTY.

It is a work of heaven, surely, to make people
happy. There is much more happiness than misery
in the world; so much so that we grow to think we
have a right to happiness and that when trouble
comes, we are in a way defrauded. And there is

some right and truth in the feeling, for plainly the
Lord we love meant that we should be happy; and
when we are not so it is the fault of those who have
disobeyed the eternal order of things—sometimes,
alas, ourselves. Rousseau says that "the oppor-
tunity of making happy is more scarce than we
imagine; the punishment of missing it is never to
meet with it again; and the use we make of it leaves
us an eternal sentiment of satisfaction or repent-
ance." But in one thing the philosopher mistakes
—the opportunity is not scarce. On the contrary,
it lies all about us. The opportunity for kind
words and for the simplest acts of brotherhood are
in the daily path of all of us. An encouraging
word to the servant, of thanks to the pastor, of

something outside his righteous fee to the doctor,
the seat yielded to another, the precious chance for

pleasure surrendered, the confidence given, the trust

reposed—these are opportunities shared by all; and
the people with whom such things are habitual by
reason of the inspiration to do them for the love of

God and the love he bears his creatures do not
need heroic deeds and mighty sacrifices in order to

come within the scope of angelhood.— i7(7m<Y Pns-
cott Spofford.

»

LISTENINQ TO OOO.

A FRIEND of mine told me that he called one day
upon a brother clergyman, who had been ill in bed
for six months. He said to this man; " I expect
that, God almighty had a good many things to say

to you. but you were too busy to listen and so he
had to put you on your back, that you might be

able to give him time."

When he was going out the thought struck him,
" I, too, am a busy man and God almighty may
have to put me on my back, that he may tell me all

he wishes."

So he resolved that each night he would sit quiet-

ly in his study, not reading, not writing, but open-

ing his heart, that God's spirit might impress upon

him what he designed to teach, and criticise the life

of the pre\ious day.

"WHICH WAY ARE YOU GOING?"

A LITTLE girl went home from church one Sun-

day full of what she had seen and heard. A day or

two afterward, when talking with her father, who
was not a godly man. she said suddenly: " Father,

do you ever pray? " He did not like the question,

and in a very angry manner asked her:

" Is it your mother or your aunt who has put you

up to this? "

" No, father," said the child; " the preacher said

all good people pray, and those that don't pray

can't be saved. Father, do you pray?
"

This was more than the father could stand, and in

a rough way he said:

" Well, you and your mother and your aunt may

go your way and I will go mine,"

" Father." said the little creature with great sim-

plicity, " which way ^re you going?"

The question pierced his heart. It flashed upon

him that he was in the way to death. He started

from his chair, burst into tears and began to pray

for mercy.

Which way are you going?

FotT * the * Wee * Folk
THE TROUBLES OF A DOLLIE.

Oh, the troubles of a dollie are very hard to bear.
They really are enough to turn one's ringlets white with care;
And just because you never see the bitter teardrops start,
You think I have no (eeling in my little sawdust heart.

Kirst they placed me in a window for the gaze of passers-by.
Which was really most distressing for a dollie young and

shy;

Then in a little maiden's care I found a home at last.

And in my joy I fondly dreamed my troubles all were past.

She admired my golden tresses, my imy waxen toes,
My rosy cheeks, and bright blue eyes, and lovely tittle nose-
But, alas, she has a brother, a schoolboy big and strong,
Who is just as full of mischief as the summer day is long.

He has cut away my golden hair, he says 'twill grow again,
My waxen charms are vanished quite—well, maybe I was

vain;

My "roses" he has washed with soap to make them lily

white.

And now at last. 1 must confess, I really am a fright.

But my little mother loves me. though my beauty all is gone.
In the sweet eyes of affection I'm still fair to look upon;
So though my cheeks are while and wan, and cracked my

lovely nose.

I find there is a soothing balm for even dollies' woes.

THE WHITE CAT.

In

BE CONTENTED.

Nothing makes us happy but contentment. No
difference how much we have, if the mind is not at

rest we cannot enjoy our possessions; and no differ-

ence how little of this world's goods we have, if we

are contented we will be cheerful and happy. Real

contentment is found alone in cheerfully taking

things as they come, while doing the very best that

we can, looking on the bright side, trust God as we

go singing on our way, very truly contentment is

wealth.

a cottage by the wayside there lived a white
cat. She was a Persian cat and very beautiful, of a
graceful shape, with a coat of thick, soft fur as

white as milk; she had a pretty face and along,
feathery-looking tail.

Ohe day she was sitting sunning herself on the
low wall in front of the cottage and smoothing her
dainty paws. All at once she looked up and saw a
dog come trotting along the lane towards her. He
was a coarse-haired dog of no particular breed; he
was not handsome, but strong and wiry.

" Good day to you, stranger," said the white cat

in her soft, purring voice.

The coarse-haired dog looked up in surprise at

hearing himself addressed, for he knew that cats

usually fled at his approach. " Good day," he said,

stopping beneath the wall.

"Who are you?" inquired the white cat, "and
where do you live?

"

" Oh, I live anywhere," answered the dog. " My
master, the tinker, goes about from place to place,

and I go with him. And who are you? " he asked.
" I am the delight of my master's heart." said the

white cat. "I live here in the cottage with him.

In the summer I sun myself outside among the

flowers; in the winter I sit inside and warm myself

at another kind of sun—the glowing fire."

" The only fire I know well is the one which

glows red in my master's can with round holes,"

said the dog. " I've plenty to do. I guard my
master's belongings, and when I'm off duty I run

about and pick up what I can get. I share my
bones with friendly dogs, and the dogs that are not

friendly I fight," concluded he. " And what do

you do?
" "

" I please the aesthetic sense," said the white

cat.

" What is that? " asked the coarse-haired dog.

"The sense of the beautiful," said the white cat,

purringly; " the delight one takes in looking upon
lovely things, and in having them always near."

The coarse-haired dog stood with his paws plant-

ed firmly on the ground and gazed at her in won-

dering silence for some time, and then turned to

go. " Good day. Mistress Cat," he said, quite hum-
bly, and he trotted off down the lane and disap-

peared. He had unconsciously paid his tribute

—

the tribute that is owing to beauty.

A BRIGHT LITrLE PUPIL.

" Give me some familiar proverb about birds,"

said the teacher.

Tommy Tucker raised his hand. "The early

bird
—

" he paused a moment and tried it again;

"The early bird
—

"

"Yes." said the teacher, encouragingly. "That's

right."

"The early bird gathers no moss."

Mamma—Why don't you eat your apple, Tommy?
Tommy— I am waiting till Jimmy Post conies.

It wouldn't taste half as good if there was nobody

to see me eat it.
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Good C^ treading

QRIFFIN BEASTS.

A REMARKAiii.E discovery regarding primeval

man is announced on such authority as to be en-

tirely beyond cavil on charge of sensationalism. It

is that natives of Patagonia, savage or semi-savage,

did, some thousands of years ago, keep in captivity

and domesticate, for their meat and possibly for

their milk, gigantic sloths nearly related to the ex-

tinct megatherium. To pro\'e the fact, Dr. A.

Smith Woodward, a well-known Knglish investiga-

tor, and Dr. Moreno, of the National Museum of

Argentina, have laid before the Zoological society

of London specimens of the bones and hide of tlie

animals, which were found in ancient stonf>walled

stables, unmistakably such, together with great

. stores of cut hay, the latter being obviously fodder

for the beasts, the shoulder blade of a man, and im-

plements of human manufacture.

The animal in question, to which the name gry-

potherium, or "griffin beast,' has been given, was

much like the megatherium, but only about half the

size. It was about as big as two large oxen, measur-

ing perhaps ten feet from the snout to the tip of the

tail, and weighing jierhaps 3,000 pounds. Exceied-

ingly stupid and clumsy, it was so sluggish of

movement that one might easily imagine a whole

day expended in leading it to the water of a nearby

stream, and another day consumed in leading it

back. It is probable, however, that water as well

.as food was brought to its pen. Certainly it is im-

possible to conceive of a domesticated brute more

uncouth and strange. It was covered with long,

yellowish hair, considerable quantities of which

were found in the " stables."

Incredulous of some of the facts reported Dr.

Nordenskiold, the famous naturalist and traveler,

made a trip recently to Last Hope Inlet, in south-

ern Patagonia, near which the remains were discov-

ered, and investigated the matter for himself. He
came back convinced, bringing with him an addi-

tional piece of " grypotherium " hide, together with

a few claws of the animal. Since then Dr. Rudolph
Hauthal, geologist of the La Plata Museum, has

made further excavations, and has obtained many
bones of the beasts, which were in such a remarkably

fresh state of preservation that they were only

slightly discolored, and had lost none of their gela-

tine apparently. Remnants of cartilage, dried liga-

ments, and shriveled muscles were found attached

to them in some cases.

The reason for the excellent preservation of the

remains was simply that the natives who domesti-

cated the huge slotlis built the pens for them, in

this instance, at all events, in a cavern where there

was an exceeding dryness. .Some of the bones
were so white that they did not look as if they had

been buried at all. Caves commonly afford condi-

tions most favorable for the dry-curing and safe-

keeping of animal skeletons, and much of the

knowledge possessed by. science respecting the ear-

lier fauna of the earth has been furnished by these

natural places of storage. All of the material un-

earthed in this case has been obtained by digging

beneath the floor of an enormous chamber, which
seems to have been enclosed formerly by rude walls

built of rough stones. The enclosure was, in fact, a

stable or corral, in which the"grifTin beasts " were
confined, and in one corner of it was discovered the

great store of hay, evidently cut by the natives for

forage.

In digging, three distinct strata were found.

First, there was a thin surface layer of ashes, shells,

and bones of various no-account animals. Next
came a layer of leaves, interspersed with portions

of llama skeletons, and beneath this was a stratum

about three feet thick composed mainly of brown-

ish dust and containing " grypotherium " bones and
hair, a few large pieces of the hide of the sloths,

certain human remains, and the bones of beasts

identified as an extinct species of horse, and a large

creature of the cat tribe, likewise extinct. This cat

was about as big as a modern Bengal tiger, much
larger than the existing jaguar, and seems to have

corresponded in a sort of way to the extinct cave

lion of Europe. It was nearly related to the mod-
ern ounce [Felisonca.]

Man was found represented in this stratum by a

shoulder blade, which showed signs of disease, and

two awls made from the leg bones of a dog. Other

evidences of his presence, however, were supplied

by the bones and hide fragments of the griflRn

beasts. One skull showed a fracture which was un-

doubtedly made when the animal was killed, pre-

sumably with a stone ax, and other indications

proved that the huge creature was thereupon cut to

pieces— for cooking and eating, one may suppose.

A piece of skin, over three feet in length, had been

partly stripped of its long hair by means of blunt

tools of some kind, marks of which were still per-

ceptible. This piece appeared to be from the up-

per back part of the right fore leg. Some of the

bones, it should be mentioned, bore marks of fire,

as if they had been charred incidentally to the

roasting of the flesh.

The notion that the Patagonians may have

milked the griffin beasts is nothing more than a

suggestion—a mere surmise in fact, though entirely

within the bounds of possibility. They may even

have bred them—an idea which obtains some plau-

sibility from the circumstance that some of the

bones unearthed are comparatively small in size

and evidently those of young animals. Three of

the skulls were found in such good condition that

casts were made of the brain cavities, thus repro-

ducing the exact form of the brain of the " gry-

potherium." These casts are exceedingly interest-

ing, and from them it is ascertained that the great

sloths, though so stupid, possessed keen scent, the

olfactory lobes being largely developed. In two

cases the little bones of the inner ear were pre-

served, being retained in the cavity behind the

drum by the dried soft parts.

Dr. Moreno is inclined to believe that a few

specimens of the "grypotherium" still survive in

the unexplored wilds of Patagonia, and this notion

is shared by Dr. Ramon Listai, who discovered the

first bones of the beast that were found. Indeed,

Dr. Listai goes so far as to declare that he caught a

glimpse of a living specimen disappearing in the

forest, though, most unfortunately, the circum-

stances were such, a stream intervening, that he

was unable to follow it. Other naturalists, how-
ever, are exceedingly skeptical on this point, believ-

ing that the creature has been extinct for some
thousands of years. It was a short-legged, shape-

less, ungainly brute, with four toes on each

of its front feet and three toes on the hind
feet. It fed on grasses and the leaves of

trees, which latter it frequently uprooted, being

enormously strong, and one of its peculiarities was
an arrangement of little bony processes put togeth-

er like the stones of a pavement beneath its skin.

These ossicles were irregular in shape and size, but

in some parts were set in parallel rows quite sym-
metrically. They may have served to some extent

the purpose of a coat of armor, the beast being
incapable of running away and possessing no weap-
ons of defense except its claws. Very likely the
tiger already mentioned was its most deadly and
dreaded foe.

Some years ago footprints of supposed giant men
were discovered in the neighborhood of Carson
City,- Nevada. They were iuteresting until it was
ascertained that in reality they were fossil tracks of
the " mylodon," an extinct species of sloth, slightly

bigger than the "grypotherium." The footprints
had been made in mud thousands of years ago, and
the mud had hardened into rock, thus preserving
them.

' ^

There seems to have been three species of giant
sloths on this hemisphere in ancient times. One,
which was much the largest, now known as the
megatherium, ranged from Patagonia as far north
as Virginia, though occurring in the United States
only in a small belt from Florida up. Another was
the "mylodon." which ranged from Patagonia up
through our Western States into Oregon. Finally
there was the " grypotherium," which appears to
have been exclusively South Apierican. These
beasts were much like modern sloths, except that
they were of enormous size and had long tails. If,

as would seem to be the case, the primitive Pata-
gonians succeeded in domesticating one species of
the mighty brutes, it was certainly a wonderful
achievement. Apparently they utilized both the
hair and the hide for some purposes, but there is no
evidence that they tanned the latter, the pieces
found in the cavern near Ust Hope Inlet showing
no signs of such a process.

Wait for others to advance your interests and
you wdl wait until they are not worth advancing.

ENGLISH DEMAND FOR TOMaTOpT^^^
GROWS. '**PlDL,

" English statistics show that of 1

been a large and rapidly growing im!!^
^''^^^

^*i

tomatoes," writes Consul Hanauer - -^^'"^"f
at F,

rnishir
^3nkfopGermany, " the Canary Islands fn

ply, which importation amounted
to l '"^^

during the first half of this year. Th^
^^^ '""*

price of this quantity was about Si 6ce^^^^'^^'<
'Tomatoes were but a short *'"^^ ago an

,of luxury in Great Britain, only used f

pered palates of the rich; but now thev'h"^'"''
come a common dish on the table -' *^^'-

classes.

" In Germany fresh tomatoes
fourteen cents a pound, accordin
are chiefly used to flavor meats, not

<^fthewo,

are sold
;

& to season
they

the best hotels and the wealthy buy freshet
'^"'^

which are supplied mainly by southern^r^^
Canned tomato pulp is found at the Pro

""'^''

large German cities, offered at a lower
0^^'^' "'

paratively than the fresh fruit.
°'"'

" Cantaloupes are a great delicacy-even m
than the pineapple—m German cities. TheyseH
50 cents to Sj.50 apiece. Some of these are bro

J

from Spain, others are raised in German hoihoi
Considering that tomatoes have been sold as bi
S5 a ton in Delaware and New Jersey and that fiw

cantaloupes can be bought in Philadelphia at one

three cents apiece, the question arises. Why do:

we export fresh vegetables to Europe?
"The growers of our Atlantic States should form

an export association which— if it will send out i

of mercantile ability who can speak German

French—would find the European continent,

well as England, an excellent market for their pro-

duce. No country could compete with us m ihc

export of agricultural and industrial products,

we to adopt the mercantile methods of European

traders."

THE SHALLEST WATCH.

isideriJ

Over in Berlin. Germany, there is a tiraepiect

which is considered the most marvelous piece ol

mechanism that human skill ever put together.

It measures less than one-quarter of an inch m

diameter, and has a face about the size of the head

of a large-sized tack or nail. The case is made of

the very finest of gold, and the whole watch weigl

less than two grains, Troy. It can only be realuf

how exceedingly light this is when we consider ibjl

in Troy weight it takes 480 grains to makeanounct

and that twelve ounces constitute a pound, or tW

5,760 grains are contained in a pound. Thisivcn-

derful piece of mechanism weighs only i-^.^^oili

part of a pound.

So great a curiosity was this midget consnJ

that the owner paid 81,946 for it.

The numerals on the face of the watch aa

Arabic, and if the hands were put end to end r

would not measure five-twenty-fourths of ^^^''

in length, the large one being less than one-eig^^^

and the small one less than one-twelfth of an

'^

long. It has, besides, just as an ordinary watc^^"

clock, a second indicator, which is less t an

^^^

sixteenth of an inch in length. The n"™'"
^,^t,

are also in Arabic, but are engraved i" ^^

more easily seen. .

The works and hands are made of the

pered steel and are set throughout m

chips. It is constructed on the n'*'^^ '"

plan, being wound by the stem and set >) I

the stem out a short distance. It is

timekeeper.
.

QUEER CUSTOMS OF THE CHINESE.

They drink wine hot.

Old men fly kites.

White is worn as mourning.

Their babies seldom cry.

Soldiers wear petticoats.

Their compass points to the sou

The family name comes first.

Carriages are moved by sails.

Seat of honor to the left.

Visiting cards four feet long.
^^

^\^i
\0

School children sit with their bac^^

Fireworks are always set off i"
^^>|^'.|j ,,jnisii'

If you offend a Chinaman he nia>

your doorstep to spite you.

Jul

an ex«'
Ik"'

th.
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The ° Circle 00°

^^.-W B.^'C p"e.idtnt; Oll.o Wcnger. S»ec»«rs. Ind.,

Om^'" Obio. , „T. D Kosenhergcr. Covincton. Ohio. Secretary and

'""lii'^'id ,1 .11
'»°'"°"'''"''°°' '° M«siON*nv RBAOrNG

-grgg^ig:^!!!;,....^
^^VMONa OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

r Temhie Sauble, of Baltimore, Md.,

'",L following: " In answer, to your letter,

'"'"
that I 3"' S'^<^ '" '^""^ y°" "'"^ "^^

"

"^'how I wish 'hat the number were larger.

'°"il take
advantage of every opportunity to get

tnbers. 1 'eft 'he school at Bridgewater,

'" "
nth Then I visited in Virginia before I

'""u e May 'he Lord bless the Circle, is my

"T
I

B. Leatherman, our local secretary, at

,„n W Va., sends us one name, and his
lirlinfTton,

rrv
. • "-,

onii'f to do all he can for the Circle.

'th week we mail certificates to Sister Grace E.

•

ev of Waterloo, Iowa, and Sister Eva

Mkcnstein, of Germantown, Pa. They both en-

, ,5ading the books, and will do all they can to

'rsnade others to complete the course.

Sister Mae Stover Wine, of Fruitdale, Ala., writes

interesting letter about the Circle work there.

hesays:"I was attending school, also teaching,

ail winter, and so was kept very busy, could not

Jo as much for the Circle as I wanted to. We
lie a set of the books, so we will gladly loan them

to all new members. I think I shall read the books

et again, this winter, as if has been a long while

led read them, and they make me feel the impor-

ance of doing all we can for Jesus' sake."

We are glad to place the following new names on

ir Circle roll:

304, Leoti V. Leatherman Burlington, W. Va.

30;, S. Maggie Bowman, Ottobine, Va.

306, Densie Hollinger Broadfording, \'a.

}07, Wm. H. Sanger, Scous Ford, Va.

\V. K. Conner, Bridgewater, Va.

305, Mrs.
J.
W. Wayland, Bridgewater, Va.

310, J,
W, Wayland Bridgewater, Va.

311, Mrs. E. D. Kendig Bridgewater, Va.

J12, ), M, Thomas Fairplay, Md.
)i3, M, Ketzie Hays, Broad way,. Va.

LOCAL SECRETARY.

:«, Simucl Zcigler Royersford, Pa.

HINDRANCES TO CIRCLE WORK.

Is some places Circles have been organized and
"'little has been heard from them since. Perhaps
«! have had a few good meetings, and then the
I'ograms became dull and monotonous, because
'm was no one to introduce sufficient variety. To
'=P up an interesting program the year round, it

necessary that one of the number should have
"' of getting up good live programs that will

iteiest all.

^ere are a few Circles existing of varying de-

J 01 inertness, in which the routine has become
*tonou3 and no real progress is made. In

imc
,

"""= remedy consists in giving them

loii,

°^'"' '° 'rark for. Let them decide to

Hill
' '°°'' '^'•'Idren, who are in need, and win

i,„l,^°
J

^.""day school. Appoint some of the

il'stres ^h"
''"^ ^''^'^ ^""^ '*^''<^^'« 'hose who are

tkeout^
' *'"'"gr 3<:'ive service should

'growth of our missionary reading.

Wee lei,
'° ''^R'" '''°'^- ^^^^ y°"' '"-

'l»wcd r
^^ ^°" "^^"^ °' "'°^<= "''^° " '^f ^" " ^"'^

nyi„
^"!''' resolve that you will be more self-

'"I.
a't ho

''°''' ^'''"'^""y '" y°"f "ownvine-

"eiiiirch
""'' '" ^°"^ °™" neighborhood, your

''"«
Ihe G^"''

'^*'f a mile off from a man, and

•" eo close°i

'''^' ^' '''"' ^°" "'" ""'^^ '^'"'' ''"' '^

'"'hearty
'"™ ^"'^ '^^ ''°''' "P°" ''''"• g'^'"e

"'*»
affect^"''

°^ ""^ ^^"'^' and show that you

'S.kadhin,
•""' ^°' ^''"' y°" *'"• ''y God's bless-

™ '" "le right v,iy.~Sfi?,r^cM.

"^ FAITH

. ''h

h'm. I,

'""'•'"Bor'^ T^"
does not ask whether it is a

Itis^l
'^"^ "^'"^ '" which -he is to be

'"doit...
^ "ys large enough if Christ wants

"he
.""' of the world's governments, eighty

,
.'" IS canc«j u

* governments, eigni;
feiive. ^"'^ l>y wars, past, present, and pro

Sim. Sunday H School. Shu

OUR DUTY.

It is a work of heaven, surely, to make people
happy. There is much more happiness than misery
in the world; so much so that we grow to think we
have a right to happiness and that when trouble
comes, we are in a way defrauded. And there is

some right and truth in the feeling, for plainly the
Lord we love meant that we should be happy; and
when we are not so it is the fault of those who have
disobeyed the eternal order of things—sometimes,
alas, ourselves. Rousseau says that "the oppor-
tunity of making happy is more scarce than we
imagine; the punishment of missing it is never to
meet with it again; and the use we make of it leaves
us an eternal sentiment of satisfaction or repent-
ance." But in one thing the philosopher mistakes
—the opportunity is not scarce. On the contrary,
it lies all about us. The opportunity for kind
words and for the simplest acts of brotherhood are
in the daily path of all of us. An encouraging
word to the servant, of thanks to the pastor, of
something outside his righteous fee to the doctor,
the seat yielded to another, the precious chance tor

pleasure surrendered, the confidence given, the trust

reposed—these are opportunities shared by all; and
the people with whom such things are habitual by
reason of the inspiration to do them for the love of

God and the love he bears his creatures do not

need heroic deeds and mighty sacrifices in order to

come within the scope of angelhood.—/fornV/ Prfs-

cott Spofford.
•

LISTENING TO ODD.

A FRIEND of mine told me that he called one day
upon a brother clergyman, who had been ill in bed
for si.x months. He said to this man: " I expect
that, God almighty had a good many things to say

to you, but you were too busy to listen and so he

had to put you on your back, that you might be

able to give him time."

When he was going out the thought struck him,
" I, too, am a busy man and God almighty may
have to put me on my back, that he may tell me all

he wishes."

So he resolved that each night he would sit quiet-

ly in his study, not reading, not writing, but open-

ing his heart, that God's spirit might impress upon

him what he designed to teach, and criticise the life

of the previous day.

•WHICH WAY ARE YOU QOINQ?"

A LITTLE girl went home from church one Sun-

day full of what she had seen and heard. A day or

two afterward, when talking with her father, who
was not a godi)' man, she said suddenly: " Father,

do you ever pray?" He did not like the question,

and in a very angry manner asked her:

" Is it your mother or your aunt who has put you

up to this? "

" No, father," said the child; " the preacher said

all good people pray, and those that don't pray

can't be saved. Father, do you pray?
"

This was more than the father could stand, and in

a rough way he said:

"Well, you and your mother and your aunt may
go your way and I will go mine."

" Father," said the little creature with great sim-

plicity, " which way are you going?"

The question pierced his heart. It flashed upon

him that he was in the way to death. He started

from his chair, burst into tears and began to pray

for mercy.

Which way are you going?

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
THE TROUBLES OF A DOLLIE.

Oh, the troubles of a doUie are very hard to bear,
They really are enough to turn ones ringlets white with care;
And jusi because you never see the hiiter teardrops start,
You think I have uo feeling in my little sawdust heart.

\ irst they placed me in a window for the ga/e of passers-by.
Which was really most distressing for a dollie young and

shy;

Then in a little maiden's care I found a home at last.

And in my joy I fondly dreamed my troubles all were past.

She admired my golden tresses, my tiny waxen toes,
My rosy cheeks, and bright blue eyes, and lovely little nose-
But, alas, she has a brother, a schoolboy big and strong.
Who is just as full of mischief as the summer day is long.

He has cut away my golden hair, he says 'twill grow again,
My waxen charms are vanished quite— well, maybe I was

vain;

My "roses" he has washed with soap to make them lily

wliiie.

And now at last, I must confess. I really am a fright.

But my little mother loves me, though my beauty all is gone.
In the sweet eyes of affection I'm still fair to look upon;
So though my cheeks are white and wan, and cracked my

lovely nose,

I find there is a soothing balm for even dollies' woes.

THE WHITE CAT.

BE CONTENTED.

Nothing makes us happy but contentment. No
difference how much we have, if the mind is not at

rest we cannot enjoy our possessions; and no differ-

ence how little of this world's goods we have, if we

are contented we will be cheerful and happy. Real

contentment is found alone in cheerfully taking

things as they come, while doing the very best that

we can, looking on the bright side, trust God as we

go singing on our way, very truly contentment is

wealth.

In a cottage by the wayside there lived a white
cat. She was a Persian cat and very beautiful, of a
graceful shape, with a coat of thick, soft fur as

white as milk; she had a pretty face and a long,

feathery-looking tail.

Ohe day she was sitting sunning herself on the
low wall in front of the cottage and smoothing her
dainty paws. All at once she looked up and saw a
dog come trotting along the lane towards her. He
was a coarse-haired dog of no particular breed; he
was not handsome, but strong and wiry.

" Good day to you, stranger." said the white cat

in her soft, purring voice.

The coarse-haired dog looked up in surprise at

hearing himself addressed, for he knew that cats

usually fled at his approach. " Good day," he said,

stopping beneath the wall.

"Who are you?" inquired the white cat, "and
where do you live?

"

" Oh, I live anywhere," answered the dog. " My
master, the tinker, goes about from place to place,

and I go with him. And who are you? " he asked.
" I am the delight of my master's heart," said the

white cat. "1 live here in the cottage with him.

In the summer I sun myself outside among the

flowers; in the winter I sit inside and warm myself

at another kind of sun—the glowing fire."

" The only fire I know well is the one which

glows red in my master's can with round holes,"

said the dog. " I've plenty to do. I guard my
master's belongings, and when I'm off duty I run

about and pick up what I can get. I share my
bones with friendly dogs, and the dogs that are not

friendly I fight," concluded he. "And what do

you do?

"

•

" I please the esthetic sense," said the white

cat.

' What is that? " asked the coarse-haired dog.
" The sense of the beautiful," said the white cat,

purringly; " the delight one takes in looking upon
lovely things, and in having them always near."

The coarse-haired dog stood with his paws plant-

ed firmly on the ground and gazed at her in won-
dering silence for some time, and then turned to

go. " Good day, Mistress Cat," he said, quite hum-
bly, and he trotted off down the lane and disap-

peared. He had unconsciously paid his tribute

—

the tribute that is owing to beauty.

A BRIGHT LITTLE PUPIL.

" Give me some familiar proverb about birds,"

said the teacher.

Tommy Tucker raised his hand. "The early

bird
—

" he paused a moment and tried it again;

"The early bird
—

"

"Yes," said the teacher, encouragingly. "That's

right."

"The early bird gathers no moss."

Mamma—Why don't you eat your apple, Tommy?
Tommy— I am waiting till Jimmy Post comes.

It wouldn't taste half as good if there was nobody

to see me eat it.
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STKALI^a FROM THE BIO STORES.

If everyone were honest many people would

have to hunt up new jobs, .^mong the thousands

who would be scurrying around looking for some-

thing to do would be discerned a host of quiet-

looking, well-dressed men and women who spend

all their waking hours watching for thieves. They

are not connected with the detective department of

the city, nor are they " operatives " of any of the

great detective agencies of Chicago. They are

known as "house detectives" and they are em-

ployed at the big department stores to prevent

shoplifting.

In many instances their identity is unknown to

the clerks among whom they work. They are

clerks themselves, so far as appearances go, al-

though they get twice or three times as much salary

as most of those around them. Assigned to some

department of a great mercantile establishment,

they perform the same duties as the other clerks,

but instead of gossiping or reading during spare

moments they stand watching the crowds of shop-

pers flowing up and down the aisles. They never

take their eyes from the constantly-changing pano-

rama of faces. They are looking for shoplifters

whom they know by sight.

When one is " spotted " the detective's real work

begins. Leaving her counter on some pretext, she

mingles with the crowd in the aisle and draws as

close as possible to the suspect, always taking care

not to be seen, for most of the professional shop-

lifters know the detectives as well as they are

known themselves. The sharp eyes of the detec-

tive never leave the hands of the shoplifter as the

woman moves from counter to counter, and just

when she is slipping a bolt of silk or a pair of shoes

into one of her capacious pockets a firm hand is

laid upon her arm and she is requested to come to

the manager's office.

All this is done as quietly as possible to avoid

a "scene." Department store managers do not

like to have their customers know an arrest is being

made. If the shoplifter is sensible and an old hand I

she will walk quietly to the manager's office and

submit to a search by the woman who saw her steal-

ing. If she is a novice she will cry out and make a

fuss in the aisle. But it amounts to the same thing

in the end. She winds up by accompanying the

store employes to the seclusion of the office, where

the search can be made. There she usually breaks

down and cries and begs for mercy. Sometimes

she gets it and is dismissed with a warning. Again,

if she is an old offender, she is turned over to the

police and prosecuted.

Just how much of that class of robbery known as

"shoplifting " goes on it is impossible to say, but

one thing is certain—there is not so much of it now

as there once was.

Time was when the " business " netted thousands

of dollars a year in comparative security. There

were arrests now and then, but the)' never resulted

in convictions. The thieves escaped on technicali-

ties "or got brief -sentences in the house of correc-

tion. Then the big retail houses on State Street

banded together and determined to rid themselves

of the annoyance and expense of perpetually

fighting against shoplifting, and the result was

wholesale arrests and determined prosecution,

which effectually broke up the two gangs.

Whatever shoplifting goes on now is not done by

any organized gang. There are occasional individ-

ual cases, of course, enough to keep the store de-

tectives on the alert, but nothing like the whole-

sale work of former days.

Knowing that anyone of the shoppers crowding

around a counter may have a skirt with three foot-

wide pockets, the clerks watch them pretty careful-

ly to see that they replace in the stock all the

articles they have been examining.

The professional shoplifter goes equipped for her

work with a skirt especially made for the business,

having capacious pockets reaching almost to its

lower hem, the openings of which can be easily

reached. A shawl or long cloak of some kind is

necessary to cover these openings and under shel-

ter of such a shoulder covering the shoplifter drop&

the articles pilfered from the counters into the big

pockets.

One especially bold operator, who was effectually

checked a few years ago, used to visit the stores in

a carriage and elegantly attired. Halting the rig

outside one of the larger shops she would enter

and, after pricing a score of things, make a few

trivial purchases for a blind. Then she would go

out to the carriage and deposit not only the pur-

chases but the contents of the false pockets as well,

which she had been loading up during her stroll in

Ihc store, and returning, as though she had forgot-

ten to make a purchase, would actually re-enter the

store for another load.

Such boldness brought its own undoing, for the

employes soon had their attention attracted by her

splendor and her frequent visits, and remark was

made upon her habit of invariabl)' returning for a

forgotten purchase.

Investigation showed her to be a very clever

shoplifter. The plea of kleptomania, which is a

favorite one with shoplifters when detected, does

not fool the store employes. When a richly-

dressed woman is caught with some trivial thing in

her muff or hidden under her wrap, something she

could purchase for a quarter, there is evidence that

something is wrong.

She does not steal for the value of the articles.

But women with false pockets in their skirts,- who

grab off bolts of silk and rolls of ribbon, cannot

very easily get away with any kleptomania plea.

The evidence is too strong against them. The gen-

uine kleptomaniac, the wealthy woman who steals

tor love of stealing, usually makes an awful scene

when she Is arrested, flashes her card upon the

store manager and threatens the dire vengeance

which her wealthy and influential husband will visit

upon everyone connected with her detention, but

she usually ends by pleading for mercy and begging

upon her knees to be spared from publicity of ar-

raignment in court.

In such cases the store managers act as they

think the circumstances warrant. Nothing is

gained by the prosecution of a genuine kleptomani-

ac. With professional shoplifters it is different.

They can be hounded out of the business and made

to feel that Chicago is an unsafe place for them.

A few of the more persistent have been actually

forbidden by the police to appear on State Street

and their very presence on the great shopping

street is sufficient to cause their arrest. With klep-

tomaniacs it is different. It is a disease with them,

like the use of morphine, and some stores ha\'e

adopted the plan of keeping account of the articles

stolen by wealthy kleptomaniacs and sending a

monthly bill for the amount to their husbands,

which is promptly settled.

The law provides a severe penalty fo,
,

tively refuses to see the hurnorous sid
^^

marriages between unmarried persons' ti

"""''

cannot be severed by mutual consent A
subsequently entered into by either party

,""""!«|

riage " for fun," such as that performed
in sVl"""!

without first going through the formality
of H

ing a divorce would be bigamous. Th ^""'T
would have much to do with the determ' '"'""I

the criminality in the offense, but, at the v
""'°'"

the inquiry would result in serious embartt*"
'^"j

to the persons involved. ^"'^"li

These facts ought to be known to everyb I
and particularly to people of intelligence eno I I
move in the best society circles anywhere "ti, I
have been published in substance often enouoh 'll
man qualified for the position of Probate

should certainly have known them, yet we i,"i||

probably continue to hear of marriages "
fo, i J

in spite of all warning. It seems to he as diitc J
to reach the intelligence of people who ind

this form of amusement as it is to prevent a cert I

class of people from blowing out the gas, kindlinj

fires with gasoline, looking down the barrels

shotguns, or buying gojd bricks.

HOW SHOT ARE MADE.

ANOTHER nARRIAQE "FOR FUN.'

In order to make shot for the trade an expensive!

tower is required. It might be compared to a lilll

chimnej' with a winding stairway on the inside, Atl

the top is an arrangement for melting the lead, andl

there is a number of pans, resembling large breadT

pans, and in the bottom of these are holes of IhJ

size of the shot it is expected to make. Themelledl

lead is poured into these pans, and it runs out ofl

the holes in the shape of larger or smaller dropj,[

and in the fall of the whole height of the tower as-J

sunies a spherical form, and hardens asitfallstol

the bottom. It will be seen that differcnt-siitif

holes will make different-sized shot. If the atj

rangement is such that the globule of lead falls intM

water chilled shot is the result Chilled shot ii

better for some purposes than the soft lead, ba|

they are also harder on the gun, and are not Mil

versally used.

It is interesting to watch the separation of tbtl

perfect and the imperfect specimens out of lk!|

batch made. To tell how it is done is notaveijJ

easy matter, but if the reader will imagine the kil

of a breakfast table set at an angle, and another bej

low it, with a gap of some inches between, the idej

will be before him. It will be cleat that if am
Miss Mary B. Carroll and Mr. Joseph R. Hoff-

man, who move in the best society circles of St.

Louis, were recently married " for fun." They
have just been aroused to a realization of the fact

that in the matter of marriage the common law

takes no cognizance of jjractical jokes. The cere-

mony was performed by Judge Henderson of the

Probate court, in the presence of numerous witness-

es. It was not regarded by either the principals or

the spectators at the time as a serious affair, but

the couple nevertheless are just as much married as

if the knot had been tied with all the legal formal-

ities. The courts hold that it can be untied only by
a divorce suit.

There ought to be no misunderstanding of this

case. The marriage ceremony was not made any
more binding by the mere fact that it was per-

formed by a Judge. An)' other person might ha\e
taken the Judge's place. It was the declaration by
the two before witnesses that they desired to be-

come man and wife and the public announcement
by the person conducting the mock ceremony of

the fact that they had mutually consented to the
marriage, and that it had been performed, that

made the contract binding. The law, wisely an-
ticipating the evil consequences that would arise

from any trifling with the marriage contract, has
placed this safeguard around the weaker party—
that a woman publicly acknowledged by a man to
be his wife is his wife. There are legal remedies
for those to whom the operation of the law works
palpable injustice, but until these legal remedies are
resorted to the contract remains in force. The con-
tracting parties may be punished for violating the
statutory law relating to licenses, etc., but the im-
position of the punishment does not affect the mar-
riage. Nothing can set that aside save divorce or
death.

pellet is started to roll down the upper

will gather momentum as it goes,

ableleilii

and at the edjel

make'a leap that lands it on the lower incline. Ball

an imperfect one, lop-sided or undersized, will

"

attain enough force to make the jump, and so « I

down between the tables. Only the perfect >P|t

mens can clear the distance while the inipt'
]

ones drop down and are melted over.

HOW HAPS ORIGINATE.
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ritory, but on the contrary there
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New map>
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answer, as far as may be seen, >>
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diers, and back of that the ambii'o

human potentates.

There is something wrong

you to avoid litigation or a doctor

health.
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What They Say!

Chicago Says:

T'",t, i'oalh-s
Companion m our

E.*
»"m^_^^,^

^^ Simdayschonl class

«t*"8°"'. |,is from ihincen to eighteen

aW''"°
,,l,e' iNOLiiNOdK as a Sunday-

W"-"^ Li ihey ate deliglned tvilh il.-

And he Says:

The INCLF.NODK supplies the " missing link
"

in our church publications.—/<?//« /T. MohUr.

O O
From Batavia, III

express

appear-

O O

CI.ren«. W"". Speaks Out

,i,l,
much satisfaction that I

" ,1 of the Is<ir,ES..0K. Its .

'"""funeral make-up are such that it at

'""£.>"»="="'''' '''^^'°""<'
"'

n man of our homes, and the p=o-

"'mlyS'"' for its continued success.-

Mt. IWorrls Says:

r.,
KaeNooK easily takes rank atnong
'

...» „i.„nli-s papers in the country.

if the

read-

the

lid be

I wo
e lai

>uld

ind,

and

iUthanmost of them because O

L,f the Silly love stones and l.ght

J, „ a most valuable addition ti

|;,te„sp»Wic.ii"'"s. No family shou

o o

unark, III., "»» A" Opinion.

11, |,„e bteii receiving the iNIiLESOOK

Biinsnrf. \\V like It very well, f .

[10 see it go lo all the homes of the

, iborl sttmniis are solid tor both old

-El.1 1, r,. TmiL

o o

From the College.

Like ilie iNGLEMioK. I am much pleased

iitssleady and almost marvelous growth.

elacl that it is sought after by our people,

hold and young. IS evidence that it proves

til 1,1 hem fact wlial it purports to be.—/. 47,

O O

Hew Virginia Talk.

ill the young people's papers that I have

TSeen and reail I Ihiiik there is none that

ivield as great or as desirable influence

iiUi leaders .is tile iNliLENOoK.— H'. A".

O O
And tiagerstown. Md., Has This:

»"e been a ciinil.ii,! reader of the Ingle-
3K ftoni its begiiiiiiiig to the present time,

'bile it is iioi specially intended for the
eiUnd soiiieitiuis that interests me in

«!«e. lam interested in the 'NiiOK be-
my expeclaiioiis. I especially rectim-

•i II 10 the yoiH.j readers. — EU. A. B.

a o
« Cedar Rapids. Iowa. They Say:
'"'fandtamilv i:reatly en^oy reading our
"taich pape,. We trust its future may
'l»"!»nd useful „„e.-/. A-.,)/,W,r.

O O

Another 1 rom Iowa.

';';<k»»wn .lie lx,.,.,:«,nK from its birth.
» '"•l.f.illy say that it is the most in-

«.r ? "'P" have ever read. It

,p,2"*»P"<l>"l»,th old and young. I

fte nne'li'" ""i
^''"'°" ^""<'^>' *'^''<'°''

Itllidh!
""*'" ''*"'« i< can not be

^i"r'''" ^''''••"''•^'^hool paper.-

O O

- Over In Indiana.
' ^''iilv an,l I .

"«llen n,
'" "" "'^ iNOLEiNllOK ii

b ^1" paper, '•

""yone like

1 here are nl.iuy things in

ftoplel •," ""''^'"""'"'Bhtto

''»'oct,r ' '
""" '"'" ">= 'O'-E-

'"'iieeii ,",'" "«'" '• The Editor
"^ "' "le readers.-/.. /('. Te/ltr.

O

7 ""mberiif

"ilknc '"" ' ''"''' """deted why

^^-^''^aracter"
';""" '"""S P="P'=-

r"", W, 1

"'"^ > "-ndency toward

'^'oiC" ">'""'=" thechurch.-

O O

P-»H».on;":'"'-
'^Uive -r,

'*^^"- '"^wsy, inn^resliiig

Ho
arid V "'** ^'"1 papers one

-.'.... ^'^at he IS as well as the
''^i.Amoi ll'ampier.

We think the Inglf.nook an interesting and
instructive paper.—.J/r. and Mrs. L. A. Pol-

I

hck.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
interesiint; reading matter.— /r. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend. Ind., Thinks.

The Ing[.enook is an interesting paper. It

15 read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with w.—Eld. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/wo.
Cahiin liright.

o o

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper thai should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without u.

It IS always brimful of ii;ood, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the Inglenook.—yo/i«
C. Zttg.

o o
And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The InglenoC)K 1 regard as quLte an acqui-

silion to our church literature, and il supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we Bnd the

older of the family .mxiously awaiting its com-

ing, r.nii bless the iNca.FNDOK.— /('. JS". Rekh-
ard.

O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inglenuok
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think il a mnst excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/iij/t-r Barnihouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.— Ai'//<-/

Viintman.
O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be m every home

where there arc young people.—>^ Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. —/. /i.

Champeri.

O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets belter. Surely no home in the

Urotlierhood can aflford to he without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—7. IV.

Wayland. ^ ^

Lancaster Heard From.

The lN(iLi:NOi.K's weekly visits inio our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Fa., church is much appreciated,

-nd its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it h.is become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the gre-it

.abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— 7' F. Imltr.

Great Northern Railway.
-|=i i>i i=4.,.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
TO

3VClia.iiesota,,

nNTortH IDals.ota,

Aiid Oregon.

SejDteixitoer 18,
Octc»t>©i- a and XQ,
KToxi'emtoer- Q and 20,
liocoin.to©!" -4 and 18.

t^*For Rates and other information, also for de.scriptive

Printed Matter, write to

General Immigration Agent.

220 Sovitla. C71A1-1X. St. C3^HC3.A.^^, tt.t.
,

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If" you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a larfje church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

R. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. F. Ry. 0m.\H.-\, XEBR.

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

Quite a BVw Sundav Schools Subscribe for the INGLENOOK for

Distribution Among the Scholars. It Works Well.

Sek Chicago Testimonial.

For 5 Copies and Over of the •' Inglenook " the Cost

Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter. Pro=

vided Thev All Go to One Address.
IS

GtI'VES IT -A. Trtlj^IL. !

OXd. an.d To-uns "Wlia IBo I>e>llsl».te>d

!

Brethren Publishing House,

Elgin, Illinois.
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Just What You Want

!

Ho« inanyelccioTal *oies Ii»*o Maine

Uhjiiwereihe paity ai*l*ion» in «hr

55th Congress? '

1
« v.ete the President* etccwd prioi

to 1804?

1 .it stiiivc. and ihouSrtDds ol oihcf

quesiiuns aoswered in llir

VOTER'S MANUAL and

„JlRfllMENT SEniER.

FOK mii VBST POCKin,

- rnipiliilioo. A bOuk tliil

'.t every American cillTcn

M ^ ot «II preaidrnilal el«-
If present lime. cl»»«i(ied

icUCC.

K seBU.

IS eesti.

ipi ol pr^cc. Po^Ufic stuiiipi taVcn in

dijciuui 'o the Trjdc and .\eea\h

L»ATHE», BistKEtlj iae«utl. »9ll lUnpltB,

GL07E. UElismflr tstoitel, l&t lUsplBi -

Is Certainly a Beautiful City in the Fox River Valley. It is a

Charming City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots

...In Every Part of the City...

We also have at all times some Choice Farms in the Vicinity

of Elgin for sale. For information and particnlars address:

ACKEMANN's
THE BIG STORE

Elgin, Illinois.

a*

Hcaixio ::B«n,ls. ^Xocls.. EijOinsr. ixjXj

Grco. "V(7"- U'o'tolo,

TH E BEST COAL AND WOOD
HENRV MeBRlDE,

l),,,ie- II. .iml Shijipcl ot

^roi.u I 'mo teiEient J^ru.-ro. H^ii. 11'!' I.,

>i«a I'lpr, Drain Ttk-

T Hontli Hl»t« Sti*rt, WeatSldc. KIk>", m
MM.! !>.. i:'ii;i.»:i<M.K •i.m. -kjih"*

STOT»JE! I»OST.
iMJiisTmcTiHi.i;.

Sold nearly tinf-liiilf

olienpor than iron or

, , ,, _^_ sled Icncc posts, G«»i
nMriils wtio can work teriitorv, Aueplt

i.4jr'proliIabtvcii«a2cin (l>i-ir mauufaciute. Coui.tli-^

li.r anlr. Fur icrins and circulnrx addrcst witli stamp

W. A. DICKKV. Nenii. MInml Co.. Intl.

>l-.l.,i- I'' 1\..IIA'».K -li.ii «I.Hliv.

I»lish Bros.
H -A.RI3XVj\.n. e:.

. S. :^osx\7-ortti. cfcj Son,
EXjOIKT, ITtT..

. Take Only the Best...

..nd „,„s, reliable ,„,M.vicn„:';'"
tlie largest, lim ihe liesi u^J

' "

'

is none too good I'n ns Mi om ,1'"*'
believe in buying the best grad^

=

turedaitd selling ttie^ata^*:*
prolil, holding, therefore, ,„„ „„,"
friuii vr:ir in \c,ii

" "'"'''

^CKEJIANN'S.

i.-.i, Slo.cs, l-.i(i.,n.cs. Ouddcii ll..(d^».

Wagon Wood Stock.

St. (Tel, No. ij.)

1111 ' Snmethtnp

i-:i.<;iN, ti.i..

St:e:ex^ Tt-A-isrca-ES
|

blJltlN MAKlJWAKh WOMI'ANV .

tuo Strpcl. Ei-uiN, Ili

NATIONAL BUSINESS --r; COLLEOe.KoBuokc,
- Btl cBiab-

laH iustiiiiiiuu toi b»lh lenes,

mftde lainuut by securinK lucrative poviliont lot tlmr-

I'UKIi Ernduales. Eiiiollmen: lasi ycat aS^. Cftllsdur-

ms Insi yoxr lor motu Rtadiiates than wc could supply.

ArTODEc loeniet hrsl TiiCHdnv In September. Scud lot

Oulogue. CMAS. E. BCKeRLB. President.

'
yH

i

1

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

Wall I'apc

lft4 t*lilriiK" Mri'OI

Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity nf 40,000 Copies per Day. are

now Installed in the Press Kooin of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, -— frcmi a Card

to a large, well-liound Volume.

August Seheele

The Finest Bakery in (he Cih!
V,,- l-„. ll,( H.Blio.le,,,,!, MM„„|,|,„,|

IBlsiii, Illinois.

XTixioxi-HIacJ oO JL^OTHIiv
l'..r t-"ai! .iiij WmtLT ai n

BIO BOSTON CLOTHINU SIOKE,

IV J, Chaiiiberlm 5' C

...Fred. d. Frike.

Trunks and Harness
fi.ntlilj,; li^iv;. ,.lul ikii.,. l-„uti-l: i,,-

...J. J. ,i.\mh>...

Fancy • Groceries • and • rrniii

120 West Cliifngo S(ir

YOUR LIBRARY
Is not Conipit-'i

nut 3 copv

V reader Mi

iiii Wiiulow (ila^s.

KLCilN, IM.,

M.<il as (-:is. (or

Children's E=Z Waist.

nysteries." H<i\

NOOK may get a copy tree, sen-'

lars. Address, gij. j. s. FLORV.

ll8W. Fourth St

. BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
23 & 24 S. State St., . , . . .

Plaufc & Co.

Elgin, III. ' „ ,—= Fall Suits and Overcoali

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER,

.1 by M.ol.

Nolte's Department Store
Rlgin, III.

MILKINE...
tirttnul.tedMllliPood

|ILK, ,i,p only f.«.aOmt t>y It-

I If KiinpriTtH lifr, lu rr Mcrll-
'.a audconccolrtitcd.

is in all probability in the home of every Inglenook sub-

scriber. It is the official organ of the Brethren church, a

weekly costing one dollar and a half a year. If you don't
know about it personally you ought to. This is for the infor-

mation of those who have never seen The Messenger. Sup-
pose you ask for a sample copy,—we'll send it. gladlv.

Brethren Publishing House,
ELGIN, ILL.

Reliable . Headache . Po«*

r.- ilt-3d;.c

non I!

IitS

all ..irc'j
'•'

1
' „i.h.>i">''

WELD & HALI-,

KIgin. ill

Drug?is'>

GALVANIZED STEEL Sl'^

EAT,

ELGIN MILKINE CO. ELGIN, ILL.

Cap Goods.
Wr send Cap Goods by mail lo all pans of

ibe United States. A large assortment iq

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

-j f\ CENTS Will

I \J ti»e a-ceu: iim

CENTS Will Cure Ten Headaches

!

ladaclie Specific stnl by mail lot

iiamps. Address: VICTOR
REUKDIES CO.. Frederick. M.I.

P. S -Note ihai wc Lan-
moved liom Mt. Mortis.
HI. to South Deed. lad

R. E. ARNOLD.
South Bend. Ind.

\\ here Can We Buy Good.
ReMable Shoes?

t
i

'^^''s 'luesiion is asked many times, by y<iung
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'The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty-five Cents

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
or;

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week; or two, You'l

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once,

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read

It's Paper
l)e S>orri

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:
"1 1

Beside ihe Bonnie Brier Bush, Dictionary of the Bible. r Drummond's Aidresses, Adventures of a Browjl

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds, S^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, '

Blark Beauty, Dream Life, 1 Intellectual Life. Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they cdun

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall
«„,t

connected with the InglENOOK. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will lu,. I

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventures of a Brownie,

yEsop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

ILacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Hush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Biblt,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays.

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of .Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ.

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantba at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Slicket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.
Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in rbruiiis.

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespci

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Talcs,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FWE books out of the above list. Tlitl

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN ofllie-i[

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Atvnt

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the InglEnook is not going to be l'

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptiui.>

ccived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. ILii-vo I^^jDer for Iji"ve I^eoj^le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper i

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing (

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always hfel

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it witlimT

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The Inglkxwi^

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the InglENOOK next year. The like of it

»'J
never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list ki«"T

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE : The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made,

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I, T. HOOVER rhe Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So-
cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. Rt)OP; H.is the Church Changed in the Last '

H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

Twenty-live Years?
;

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spii

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Fhrough JOHN G. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?
College. H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

ELIZABETH ROSENKERGER: The Missionary Reading I. B. TROUT: The Errors of Secretism.
Circle.

I

s. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEFTER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.

tuality.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions, ' QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion,

j^nd tlior>e are Otliers. TTou. Oan't .a.£rc.r<a. to IVEls

I. J. ROSENKERGER: Divorce Among the Jt«

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of an Evangel'-'^

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Made.
^^^

D. L, MOHLER: Which Pays Better, City or Connl'J

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do with En-™""'^^!^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Mag"""

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of SwiuerUnJ.

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide Missions.

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Gernniny.

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side of an Ediw'S •

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible SluJy.

s Ui'-

all THIS.

They are already written and file. They are

You'll want the next number sure, and if you deUy' subscribing" you" may miss sometl""-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church
by members, for members.
more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old timV banning or "avoidance' "whkh' will he a f^'^'

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the whole »
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and vou will do we 1 to wr te ut enclosing

y""'

scnption to-day,

^retlii-eix

,. ^tl"i

l.ltl*l

tt.'r.

I'-Cr^X.IlSHEIls,

E31S1X3., IlllriOls, XJ. S. -a..
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HAPPINESS.

The happiest thing,

The freest thing.

That man may hope to see

Is asunbonnet mite

Of a country child

In the top

Of an apple tree.

,^,5ES OF THE PRESENT UPRISING IN CHINA.

BV I. J.
KOSENBERGER.

present uprising of the Chinese in their ef-

to drive t

iiliMit its para:

In

iliources,

drive the foreigners from their land

lie!. The query arises as to the

f this sudden, wide-spread effort in opposi-

the civilized nations of the world. We
,oa not how history may answer this question,

,t ilic inforination we have gathered from differ-

has led us to conclude that the Chinese

mber of well-founded grievances, that

n, It different times, have been compelled to en-

uiem|iiries from different political powers as well

(rom various missionary societies.

n 1S40, when the Chinese refused the British

Hl> to unload opium in their ports the result was,

|)ie opium war," in which the helpless Chinese

Hered seriously at the hand of the merciless

iih fleet, and were compelled to yield to Brit-

demands. In the settlement, the British de-

ided that the Chinese pay the expense of the

II, cede to them their valued seaport city. Hong
ong, and allow British merchants free shipment
lopmm into Chinese ports. To this latter the then
linf emperor sternly objected, and with true pa-
iolism he said, " I will die in the last trench rath-
than allow the importation of a drug that will be
» to my people." But his protest was of no

The pitiful tale of the ruin to men, women
children on Chinese soil by this fatal drug, the
iionariescan all tell.

'"e of the Chinese missionaries relates the fol-

»»g brutal, tyrannical, bloody deed in which the
'""' "'"i^ again the aggravated sufferers. Aft-
Ikfir seaport town, Kyanchow, was taken by the
raians, a party of German engineers were sent
'lie interior of that district to survey a railroad.

«"slo be a bee line. Neither house nor church
!°«>nd in their way. As they passed through
* llicy came to a graveyard. Courtesy and

tund"
1,"^'*''"^''°" """'"^ ^^"^ ^^'''' "P^=^

'

out the party drove their stakes on the
1
Sraves of their dead. The Chinese regard the
^P aces of their dead as sacred, and that they

,|l_^

wmed if any harm befalls their dead
8efs gathered and withstood the engineer-

lich eiahr ^f tu„ ..;n

»«ouldhav,

"Pon the

41-

iil.

took refuge in the American mission. A mob fol-
lowed, but on finding the mission so well guarded,
they made no effort for revenge but marked the
house, and it was the first to be burned in the late
uprising.

Some of the missionaries openly advocate, "the
partition of China," and have articles in its defense
published in their mission columns read by the
Chinese. The effect and results of such efforts are
very easily foreseen.

Some of the missionaries are now declaring that
they will pursue even a more aggressive policy in
China as soon as the present troubles are over.
They seem to regard the Boxer movement as a
providential event. A Southern IVIethodist bishop
the other day went so far as to publicly " thank
God that the Methodist missionaries had stirred up
all this trouble in China, and he hoped that they
would continue to do so in the future." So says
the New York Tribune. Such efforts with such a
spirit are not to be commended. It is not surpris-
ing that such aggressive, political ruling and a.re-
ligion of the spirit indicated in the foregoing is of-

fensive to the Chinese.

THE COniNQ OF AUTUMN.

;W.v. by which eight of the villagei's were shot,
"ve seemed a most severe punishment,

""rnander at"^""
^"''^^ reported to the German

, ,

Kyanchow, he sent out an armed"a whicj.L , ... > "^ ."-uL out an arme

^"rned ,'h''
'"^'='1 hundred of the Chinese,

its ih, ji^"""'
'°wn- For the last twenty-five

!'«sive de'^rl^"'
European powers have by one

until if

'^'" ^""'her. taken their seaport

aie „
' " ""^ "lat fu" fifty or more of their

"""Icrsha"
""^ control of foreign powers.

'""'
defeat^*^

'^""''nually been browbeaten and

"""slitut, ,u"
^^""y ''^"'l' ""til the Bo.xers

rest.

nave
= more progressive and enlight-
nsen up in behalf of their coun-

" H H I

t ""iversiiv*"''',^- °" ''"'^lent of the Meth-
'"'kisr... ' ^' I'ekin, in one of his addresses

'" China, relates the following:
G.,:/''-'" Uo:
""ma,

>!td

" offic,
ridin

*that
°ld Chine:

% mto a city in Shangstung,
cse whee

«hi,
"" suflici,

t. "''l Chinese

^"\^

."'Sed
h,

^"' of the road,
horse

ng a barrow. He
and his son were not

The Gerinan of-

against the old man and
'"'° 'he ditch. The son resented in

!l!i *''''thrb''t
"^°" ^^''''^ the officer struck

dead, -xl:
""^ ^'^ ^^3^y whip, so that the
murderer rode to the city and

The

Soon the Autumn will be on us in full force.

The trees that blossomed out in the Springtime
will have shed their leaves that heap in the
hollows or rustle adown the road. All the little

flowers of the May days have long been hidden in

the brown mould. Only the rough yellow and pur-

ples of the floral kingdom will be seen along the
dusty wayside. In the air is that far mistiness and
the streams are clearer and the little folk in fur are

busy anent the day when the wild wind whistles

across ihc sheeted fields. The youth of the year

passed In promise, th^e Summer came and passed
royally, and now the Autumn is on us. All nature

recognizes it. The birds, obeying an uncontrollable

impulse meet, discuss the matter, and when all are

ready they pass in the night Nearly all birds

migrate in the night. They swing on the tall

weed in the daytime, chirp and call, and when
the sun sinks they start for the South. The corn is

in the rustling shock, the late apple hangs alone,

the yellow pumpkin takes on its bloom, and the

bob-white whistles his call to his mate It is the

death of the year, the sere and yellow leaf time,

and it impresses us all more than we know
And we are all passing into the Autumn of life.

That is the lesson Nature teaches, and as we grow

older we recognize it without a teacher. We are

nearer the end than ever we have been before. As
the years come again the same recurring miracle

will be repeated on a thousand hillsides, the green-

ery of Summer, the flaunting flowers, and the long,

quiet afternoons will come, and the Autumn again

and again and again. But somewhere in the pro-

cession of the seasons we will stop in our journey.

Some day the Angel of Death will enter with us, all

unseen, through the open door, and we will be car-

ried out when we go again, with quiet, upturned

face and we will take our place where the dead rest

in peace.

It is inevitable. There is no escape. There is

no fright to it. It is simply following the flowers

and the birds. As they will come again so will we.

We arc not sure how or where, but the same good

Lord that rules and overrules the children of fur

and feather will not neglect us in that hour. It will

be somewhere, somehow, and when the time comes

and the dear Lord calls we should lay aside our

work and follow out "into the seeming dark. Those

who have gone are on the other side all right

enough, but that other side may simply be next to

us. Think of passing from a wrecked tenement in

which we have dwelt, lo these many j-ears, and as

we think we are tailing into nothingness we stand

in the smiling company of those who have passed

before. They will all be there, and the Redeemer

in the midst.

What is then in store who may forecast? But it

will be well. Up to that point the eye of faith may
see, but beyond it passes human knowledge and
human speech. But it will be well, thank God!

A WOHAN'S FACE.

A WELL-KNOWN Northern advertising agent who
was in the city recently told a whimsical story at
his own expense to some friends in the St. Charles
lobby. "When I was still pretty green in the busi-
ness," he said, " I was sent for one day by the presi-
dent of a big concern that did a great deal of gen-
eral advertising in the magazines and so on. I

found him a man of thirty-f^ve or thereabouts, and
very affable. He said he wanted to consult me as
an expert in regard to getting up an effective de-
sign that could be used as a sort of trademark in all

classes of ' ads.'

"The design the house was using at the time in-

cluded a vignette picture of a woman's face, which
had never struck my fancy, and I was a little sur-
prised when he said he wanted to retain it as a
feature. 'The public has learned to know that pic-
ture and to identify it with our goods,' he remarked,
' so I think you had best work it into whatever you
get up.' ' Is it an ideal head or a portrait? " said I.

' Oh, an ideal,' said he. ' Why do you ask? ' ' Be-
cause in that case,' I replied, ' I would certainly
have it redrawn by some competent artist.' He
looked surprised. 'Why so?" he inquired. 'Be-
cause it's unattractive,' I answered frankly. ' and
has a sullen expression. Now, a pretty face,' said

I, warming up to my subject, ' is always a good thing

in an ad; it arrests the eye, just as it does on the

street, but this sour-looking sister is a Jonah to

your business.' 'Possibly.' he said coldly, 'but I

still insist that the public has learned to know the

face, and I intend to retain it in the ad.'

"Well, I did my best with the job, and the de-

sign greatly pleased the house, but to my disap-

pointment I never got any more work. I couldn't

understand what the trouble was until one day ful-

ly a year afterward, when I met my former client

walking along Fifth Avenue with a lady whom I in-

stantly recognized as the original of the picture.

She was an heiress, and the pair were reported to

be engaged. Since then I have learned to keep a

bridle on my tongue. But it was his own fault.

He had no business fibbing about the head being an

ideal."
. .» .

This month Iceland is celebrating the ninth cen-

tury of the introduction of Christianity' in the far

north island. It was Olaf, king of Norway, who
sent over the first priests. Longfellow gives a

somewhat humorous account of the reception of

Olaf's emissary. " Drunken Thangbrand," who came
away quite as disgusted with the Icelanders as they

were with him. Chicago has a little colony of emi-

grants from Iceland, but in North Dakota and

Manitoba there are many thousand. They are

thrifty farmers, well cultured and great disputers

on theological subjects. There is hardly an Ice-

lander anywhere, no matter how humble, who is

not only well versed in the literature of his own
land, but who also knows considerable of other

countries' books. It is no uncommon thing to find

in farmhouses on the bleak Dakota prairies small

libraries in several languages.

At a village school a precocious boy being

asked to parse the sentence, " Mary, milk the cow,"

went on accurately till he came to the last word,

when he said: "Cow is a pronoun, feminine gender,

third person singular, and stands for Mary."

"Stands for Mary? " asked the master in astonish-

ment. " Yes, sir," responded the urchin with a

grin, "for if the cow didn't stand for Mary, how

could Mary milk the cow? "

" Ten thousand of the greatest faults in our

neighbors are of less consequence to us than o\-\c of

the smallest in ourselves."
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ceeded in buying one. This demand is caused by

the popularity of trained monkeys with amusement

patrons. People are just finding out that monkeys

arc easy to train and are great comedians."

The United States is experiencing a monkey

famine. Simians are so scarce that prices have

tripled within the last month, and even Italian

organ grinders have been led into disposing of

their pets to showmen who could not make pur-

chases of the regular animal dealers.

The unprecedented demand for monkeys for use

in vaudeville performances and the innumerable

monkey circuses traveling through the country has

taken the dealers by surprise, and they arc just be-

ginning to realize that the monkey will be one of

the imports showing an enormous gain before the

year has ended. The apes, ring-tailed baboons, and

all other species of monkeys are in great demand,

and it is predicted that the famine of simians is

likely to be long drawn out. Fully one-half of the

monkeys bought for exhibition and training pur-

poses are short-lived. Consumption rapidly carries

them off. and the show people find that they must

replace them if they want to keep popular with

amusement patrons.

Two years ago an Italian trained three monkeys

to do a stage act. Vaudeville managers at first

turned a deaf ear to his offers of putting on his act

at a low price. After some persuasion he induced

one manager to give him a trial. The act made a

tremendous hit, and dozens of old-time circus men

began to train monkeys. Previous to this success

they had looked upon monkeys as useful only in

amusing children and increasing the sale of peanuts

and popcorn.

Last spring ten monkey circuses began to travel

about the country, and showmen purchased mon-

keys by the dozen, paying all sorts of fancy

prices for them. About the same number of

vaudeville actors having monkeys as leading

features sought and found engagements. The cir-

cuses made money quickly, and the vaudeville

"turns" drew higher salaries than ever before

heard of for an animal act. Then monkeys began

to go up in price. Two months ago they became

very scarce. Two weeks ago they could not be

purchased of the animal dealers, who had sold out

their supplies, and the showmen began to scour the

country for pet monkeys.

Chicago animal dealers, who usually have from

ten to fifty monkeys in stock, report that they have

none in their stores, and that they are receiving

calls for them every day. One dealer said yester-

day that he had borrowed a monkey from a show-

man to display in his show window.

An animal dealer said yesterday that he

had no monkeys in stock, and that his customers

were anxiously waiting until he could receive a sup-

ply from the coast cities.

" A cargo of monkeys is expected from Brazil

within a few days and I will have a large con-

signment," said he. " I expect several varie-

ties. Prices will be far above those of last season.

The cheapest monkeys will sell at Sl8o per dozen,

and from that price to £5,000 per dozen for the

large baboons. Showmen have found that mon-
keys are easily trained, and that their acts please

the people so well that they are all shouting for

more monkeys. 1 only wish that I had a few dozen

in my store to-day."

W. W. Gentry, one of a firm of brothers, which
owns three pony, dog and monkey circuses, said

that he had failed in all his efforts to buy monkeys.
"We need a number of monkeys, and will pay

good prices for them," said Mr. Gentry.
" I have written to all the animal dealers I know

of, and they have sent me word that they have no
monkeys for sale. Monkeys are bringing good
prices, but just now it is impossible to buy any. A
cargo is expected from Brazil soon, but I under-

stand that it has been sold in advance. The scarci-

ty of monkeys is caused by the great demand.
Every old showman is carrying trained monkeys

—

they're all the go just now."

Professor Charles Woodford, an experienced
animal trainer and owner of monkeys making bal-

loon ascensions, said: "I have five monkeys
which I wouldn't sell for $200 each, although

WHAT WE CALL OUR WEIQHT.

weigh 150 pounds here

pound and a half there
y;" "'^"M weigh

fYou would be A '

m the feather-weight class, could repo ^^'H
bly on the hardest board, and wUh^ ?"'*°'M
strength of limb that you now possess
over a ten-story building or skip

^^"'"^

across

1

paid less than one-sixth of that sum for them. It

is simply impossible to find monkeys in this coun-

try to-day. I've had a man out drumming through
the Italian settlement for monkeys, and he has suc-

You step upon a weighing machine, drop a pen-

ny in the slot, the hand goes around the figured

dial, and, stopping at a certain point, tells you that

your weight is so many pounds. You know by

this, in a sort of comparative way, that there is a

certain amount of the matter which composes the

universe confined under your skin. You have ap-

propriated a certain portion of it in the construc-

tion of your flesh and bones. There is a definite

amount of the elements combined together which

produces an effect upon the machine, and that ef-

fect is translated into pounds. You do not know

exactly what a pound is. but it is some sort of an

arbitrary measure of the force of gravitation, and,

after reading the figures on the scale, you know

how much there is of you by comparison with other

objects that have weight and density.

When you stand outside of yourself there seems

to be no reason why you should have any weight.

The mind, which is the most important part of you,

does not appear to have weight, is a matter entirely

outside of yourself; you cannot increase or dimin-

ish it by any act of will, though sometimes in

dreams you seem to have divested your body of the

downward pull, which you call weight, and find

yourself floating as easily as a mote in a sunbeam.

It may be that this is a sort of recollection on the

part of the matter which enters into our composi-

tion of a time when it was really not subject to this

tugging called gravitation, and floated free. In our

present environment, however, this law of matter

has us in full control, and we cannot escape it for

the smallest fraction of a second. It operates

steadily all the time, and we are obliged always to

take it into account.

But does the scale actually tell us how much we
weigh? It simply calculates the balance between

two forces that are working against each other, the

one tending to drag us down to the center of the

earth and the other to send us spinning out into

space. The pull of gravitation has the advantage

by so many pounds; otherwise we should leave our

happy homes in a hurry and start on a journey from

which we should never return—going out into space

to hobnob with comets and asteroids and other ce-

lestial wanderers. This old earth is a whirler and a

twirler. It has more curves than a baseball in the

hands of an expert pitcher. You have seen the ex-

periment of swinging a pail of water over the head

without spilling the water. The earth is giving us

the same sort of a swing.

It is as if some giant were stationed at the point

of space where the center of the earth is, with a

string upward of 3,000 miles in length attached to

us, and were swinging us around at the end of it.

This rate of circular motion is approximately 1.000
miles an hour. It is a pretty rapid swing, and the

fact that on account of this rapidity we have a con-
siderable tendency to take a long jump several

thousand miles into space, must make a considera-

ble difference in the pressure when we step on the
weighing machine. If the earth were to stop its

whirling some day for a short time we should all

suddenly become heavy weights, and it is a ques-
tion whether the ordinary weighing machine would
be adequate to measure the tendency which our
bodies would have to press toward the center of the
earth. It is plain, therefore, that we should weigh
a good deal more if it wasn't for the giant swing
given us by the planet upon which we are involun-
tafy residents.

In, order to tell our real weight it would seem,
therefore, that it is necessary to calculate how
much of the force of gravitation is counteracted by
this circular motion and the constant tendency to
fly off at a tangent. But. after all, this would not
really indicate our weight. There is a law of phys-
ics which tells us that matter attracts according to
its mass. Now, suppose that you were to take a
journey off to some world that had only one one-
hundredth of the massof this one; then, when you
stepped upon the weighing machine and dropped in
your penny, according to that law. you would
weigh but one one-hundredth of the amount indi-
cated by the machines around the cities. If you

WHEN TURKEYS COST THIRTY DOLLARS

Mhs,

APIECE,
I

W. A. Haight, of San Francisco
telU

interesting things of the early days of Calf
'""'

seen from a pioneer housewife's ^f^^-j--'
"^"^"'^

**l

nianyl

ir

standpoint c
she: "My husband left me, a very young k'h I
the East with my family, while hewentah '"'

'49 to make his fortune. In three years tro'^"' "'I
time I started on my way to California,

ivher"'
I

rived in February, 1852.

" My husband met me at the steamer Undin
Montgomery Street, and asked me if I to„|/' "J
to my new home, or take a carriage at Slo an h I
Just coming from the East, where money 7
scarce, such an amount for a carriage

paralyzed
and 1 said emphatically that we would walk oJ
house was on Bush Street, near Montgomer)' 1
was only a very plain little cabin of five roolj
without shelf or a closet, for which we paid SiJ
a year rent.

" What I noticed most after I reached my nenlyj

adopted State was the lack of flowers or plants-f

all was sand, barren sand.

" Fruits were exceedingly scarce. All the

fruit that we could get were the little MissioJ

grapes, pears and olives, which were grown at IkJ

missions. Butter was $2 a pound and eggs S3

1'

dozen, and once, when my husband wanted to givj

a dinner to fifteen young clerks of his bankiigi

house', we had to pay S30 apiece for the turkeya

and Si 5 per pair for chickens.

" A friend of ours at one time had a barrel ofapj

pies sent him from Connecticut, and we were prM

sented with a dozen of them, which we considered!

the greatest of luxuries."

ARE VERY RARE TORTOISES.

Two crates containing li\'e tortoises

through the New York offices of Wells, Fargo nil

Company within a few days. They were o( lh|

rarest species known and were consigned toa B

ton firm who will forward them to the London looi

This species of tortoise can be found in bul ItJ

localities, the Aldabara islands in the Indian otea^

and among the islands of the Galapagos

seven hundred miles west of the coast of Ecuadoi

The specimens which passed through New Vorkar*

from the latter group. The islands are of volcanf

origin, little less than corrugated strips of lava, i«V

owing to the fissurelike formation, it is diffic* 1

capture the tortoise. It is stated that with theexcepj

tion of two other tortoises of this species, one in

J
London gardens and the other a pet abo»l

]

gardens of ex-Queen Liliuokalani in Hono»

these are the only specimens in captivity.

The tortoises weigh over five hundred poun 1

measure ten feet in girth behind the lore iPM

According to James Kneissen, who ^""""^ J
the tortoises, the shell plates '"'''"'" "",

J

three hundred and fifty years lor each. ^ '^2
reptiles reach the London gardens the cole j
the species of the Testudinata o"*'^''. "'L ,,o,H|

plete and the only one of its sort in
,

Walter Rothschild, director of the I-""'!.''"Ly 1
has instructed his agents, the Blake '-"

J^,,,
|i|

Boston, to use every means possible to

one in Honolulu. , j{

Because of the difficulty in keeping t

^^^^ ^

alive in this climate they were shippe
||,„„ijiil

press. The tortoises are valued at ten

dollars.

irirls

«

V
Norwegian legislators propose - -^ j,

wash, atid c

not know how to knit

be refused permission

sew,

to marry

that g."-
„,,n

pted.wealthy men are not to be excepi

The British government is the ow„erof<
edi"

In*]

000 camels. Several thousands arc
^^^.^^i^ii

carry stores and equipment whe

changing quarters by line of march.

An 1 iigined will is a deed without 2
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^ ^g^tupz^^study^^

;
have 1

«a

ad of the recent death of a shep-

ed " Bozzie." The anim»l

wonder."'"iTn Chicago nam

beauty
and, at the same t,me,

, ,, becoming an institution, for the intel-

iheiw »
^^j l^pj.„ a welcome guest in many

«'"'
'""'ll circles, even at social meetings in

lobs,
social

iiany a newspaper office, where

much admired.,,l,es and m m
„„,nlishments were

count and announce the number of per-

tked
10

ons
piiresent

she did so accurately, even when

challenged the accuracy of the rapid

>8

'"'""
The "dog availed herself of the combination

*""'

h s barking, for instance, thrice and four

°, "ienify thirty-four. If asked how many
'"'"

ses she replied correctly, though one per-

'"!« demurred at a result, his eyes not detect-

le fact as the dog's did, that one lady wore a

so delicate a frame that even an error by

niioht have been pardoned. If asked a

jje" Bozzie correctly barked the facts.

ITkre sureiv is a mystery in the matter. We reject

leilwryof secret signals to the dog, for the

table reason that the master disavowed the tr.ck

,d the dog would perform for the company when

lie master "was in another room. The accom-

ished animal would add, subtract, multiply and

Ije ,„ 3 way that never failed to " brine down

it in

way that

le louse."

But Bozzie is now dead. Some people who con-

,irtd against the dog, or left poisoned meat in

iiling for some other dog, caused the death of the

jimjl whose accomplishments seem to be heredi-

lar), since her father, whose name was Boz, in his

day was a wonder and an exceeding attraction.

Kbcii Bozzie died the grieving owner buried her in

Ik rear of the lot, near to his door. Neighbors

tod of the burial and came in groups, each sor-

[owing very much as if Bozzie had been more hu-

man than the world in general esteemed her. Just

ItffoTetlie grave was filled in half a hundred school

children came, laden with flowers and pleading that

Ihey might enter and be present. The owner invit-

ed no one; but the hint had gone out in some way

—

My through juvenile messengers—and the

yard was full. The good sense and delicacy of all

was perfect, for scarcely a word was spoken, though
IS said that not an eye was dry when all was over.

No laws on our books are more valuable and wise
ran those that condemn and penalize cruelty to

"nim,ils. The Bible declares that the merciful man
kind to his beast, and that saying has its roots in

' principle and fact that he who is unkind to his

fast is sure to grow less and less merciful. Hu-
«n beings, as well as beasts, have deep invest-
"tnls in the great treasury of mercy wherewith
tod has endowed the world. Societies to prevent
"'*y to animals aid to conserve the sum total of
me and gentleness which makes the path of man
» thorny. Brutality towards brutes brutalizes
"Wii beings. We wish that that charming story,
^^e Dog of Flanders," could be read by every
'" Who has failed to be touched and made
'f "Oble and more tender by ' Rab and His

tiends? Ti, I

"mhh
'"e least tendency towards cruelty to

wutes should he checked as promptly as if a
'""e to curse and swear or steal.

Ifi

MOW some animals swin.

AnoNc

Hi„„lj°
*''^' "< generally considered purely land

bear, Tk"^ '^ "" ''""' swimmer than the polar

Wwad'*
^"^"'^ creature, with which everybody

lime
i„ i^'

'^miliar, spends more than half his

Icrossn
l^'^'^''

performing immense journeys

''*
dista

' ^"sstes from continent to continent.

«ain
coast"'^'^

'"^ 'favels from the pack ice to the

i«S,
consij

°^" °''^" water are at times astound-
"'ng that the body is all the time im-

•s
.he

/''"'-
-

•

Itrsed
in [

"'^ '^°''y '5 "" "l'= ''""= '"'"

'Sfteg, /"^'"g water, known to human beings

The mr,J^-^
deterrent to all Ions swims

lu,

''""'e rod'"''^'^^^''"^
family of swimmers is pcr-

'"'Ihaiif
'^"'^- '' ""ay be taken as a general

'"I the T
'"''"^" °f a family 's a good swim-

["Hp
in

™^' "«. but not so with regard to the

'*f'orme""°"'
'""' '' 'embraces not only such

"''''"' such
'^ " beavers, rats, mice and their al-

"''
'abbit,

'^'''''"' 'and lubbers as squirrels, hares

All the good swimmers among the rodents arc al-

so expert divers and are able, moreover, to raise or
depress the body in the water at will. When swim-
ming at ease and unsuspicious of danger the water
line passes across the mouth, the middle of the

cheek and the shoulder, disclosing on the surface

rather more than one-third of the whole body, and,

though the root of the tail is seen, the tail itself is

generally under the water, excepting when the ani-

mal is quite stationary. About rats I need hardly

speak, so familiar to everybody are their habits.

The common house rat, when he takes to living on

river banks, is almost as much at home in the wa-
ter as his cousin, the water vole, and the same
thing may be said of mice, notably the water

shrew.

Among the indifferent swimmers of this family

the squirrel claims attention. Many observers are

of the opinion that the squirrel does not swim at

all, but that by hopping on to a floating piece of

bark and using his tail as a sail he crosses the wid-

est rivers. This is a very pretty story and one with

a certain amount of truth in it (I have myself seen

squirrels floating down stream in this way), but that

he often attains his object thus I very much doubt.

T"''-„, .'.'I. fiP.hing in the Tay, I saw squirrels

actually swimming across the river, and their

movements struck me as so peculiar that I alTer-

ward experimented with them in the water. They
were evidently alarmed at the thought of trusting

themselves to so treacherous an element, and, at

starting, some of them sprang into the air, as if in-

clined rather to fly than to swim, but once well

afloat they paddled away with such extreme rapid-

ity as to exhaust themselves within a few minutes

at most. In this action the head and shoulders

are carried very high out of the water, while

the rest of the body sinks deep beneath the surface

—in direct contrast to the pose of hares and rab-

bits, which, in swimming, are, like an ill-ballasted

ship. " down by the head."

Like the squirrels, these two animals show great

timidity in the water, and naturally so, for their

heads are so low and rear so high that the slight-

est ripple on the surface would send their noses un-

der water and so drown them, unless they at once

returned to land. In perfectly still water, however,

they can both swim considerable distances.

Nearly all the ruminants are excellent swimmers,

and all take freely to the water, except perhaps the

wild sheep and the camels. Of pigs it is common-

ly reported that so queerly fashioned are they that

if they attempt to swim they cut their throats with

their fore feet, but this is only an old wife's fable.

Whether wild or tame, they are all good swimmers,

though owing to the shortness of their legs they

just touch their throats with their fore feet, and

beat the water very high. Many of the islands of

the southern seas are now inhabited by wild pigs,

which are the descendants of those which have

swum ashore, sometimes great distances, from

wrecked vessels.

Camels cannot swim They are very buoyant,

but ill balanced, and their heads go underwater.

They can, however, be taught to swim rivers with

the aid of goatskins or jars fastened under their

necks. During the Beluchistan expedition of 1898

the camels were lowered into the sea from the

ships, and their drivers, plunging overboard, clam-

bered into the rump of their charges, causing the

animal's heads tn come up, and thus assisted they

were successfully piloted ashore.

Several animals, such as hegdehogs and bats, who

would at first glance be considered incapable of

natation, are in reality quite respectable perform-

ers.

TORCH FISHUS OF THE DEEP SEA.

the ocean, many of whose inhabitants utilize their

own means of illumination. At times, the surface

of the sea is fairly aglow, every breaking wave hav-

ing actually the aspect of a flame. This appear-

ance is due to the presence in the water of incon-

ceivable multitudes of extremely small animals,

each of which holds up its tiny torch, so .to speak,

to contribute to the general brightness. The mi-

nute pelagic crustaceans are mostly light makers,

and some of the jellyfishes at night look like veri-

table balls of fire.

Recent investigators have expressed the opinion

that in the depths of the sea, to which no ray of

sunlight reaches, there is. a considerable illumina-

tion by various animals inhabiting those abyssal re-

gions. If this were not so, why should the large

crabs and other crustaceans raked up from the

nether deep be found to wear such brilliant scarlet

and yellow colors? Why, too, should many of the

fishes of the rlepths possess such enormous eyes?

Of the fact that many of the fishes themselves are

light producers there is no doubt, the equipment

for this purpose possessed by some of them being

quite elaborate, while one well-known species is

believed to have power to turn its light on or off at

will.

Some of the deep sea crustaceans are brilliantly

-ptxosphorescent, and it is probable that they often

use their light to_ niuminate their surroundi-~3 and

to reveal their prey. Certain ccphalopods related

to the common cuttlefish have an apparatus to

throw the light downward to the bottom over which

they pass, as if they were provided with reflecting

lanterns. Some of the abyssal fishes have luminous

plates on their heads, while others have light-emit-

ting spots along their sides, and still others are ren-

dered luminous over the whole of their bodies by a

phosphorescent slime. One fish carries on the end

of its nose what looks like an electric bulb, and in

all probability this serves as a bait for attracting

finny victims.

WOLVES AUTOHATICALLY SCARED.

Mk. Langlev, .Secretary of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, says that the ideal light, from an econom-

ical point of view, is furnished by the firefly

and other animals which exhibit the phenomenon

called phosphorescence. This kind of illumination

is produced by the oxidation of animal'fat, and has

apparently no waste, being actually light without

heat. In the case of the so-called lantern fly of

South America, it renders luminous the large hol-

low head of the insect— the head being made of a

thin and paper-like tissue, through which shines the

light from within.

The really interesting examples of phosphores-

cent light producers, however, are to be found in

Examiners in the Patent Office have learned by

experience that it is a mistake to jump at conclu-

sions regarding the usefulness of inventions. A
contrivance at which they were inclined to poke a

good deal of fun, designed to frighten wolves on

Western prairies, was patented less than three

months ago, and already it has come into consider-

able use in the sheep-growing districts of that part

of the country.

The device is an automatic gun. which goes off at

regular intervals, scaring the wolves away from the

flocks. It consists of a sort of box, which contains

a clockwork arrangement, with a small steel barrel

projecting from one end. A magazine, also within

the box. is loaded with blank cartridges which are

fired by the clockwork once in ten minutes or so.

By the help of a simple mechanical attachment the

intervals between discharges are made as long or as

short as may be desired.

Wolves do not attack sheep in the daytime, and

the gun needs to be in operation only from sunset

to sunrise. It is at the period of lambing that the

flocks are in d.inger, the fierce wolves raiding them

and carrying off the lambkins, and hence the appa-

ratus described is intended to be employed exclu-

sively during that season. It may be that the wolf,

which is a decidedly intelligent animal, may learn

the deception after a while and realize that the au-

tomatic gun has not a man behind it.

Hitherto the protection of sheep during the

lambing season on many ranches has been a serious

problem, the flocks being constantly harassed.

Men armed with shotguns make regular rounds at

intervals during the night, discharging their weap-

ons from time to time—a troublesome plan, where-

as it is comparatively easy for a patrol to inspect,

rewind and reload a number of automatic guns in

various parts of a ranch once a day.

A visi rOK who returned from Brazil says that the

whole country is perpetually intoxicated by coffee.

It is brought to the bedside the moment one

awakes and just before sleep, at meals and between

meals, on going out and coming in. Men. women

and children drink it with the same liberality and it

is fed to babies in arms. The effect is apparent in

trembling hands, twitching eyelids, yellow, dry skin

and a chronic excitability worse than that produced

by whisky.
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TRUTH.

* Thou must be true thyself.

If tliou the truth wouldst teach;

Thy soul must overflow, if thou

Anolher's soul wouldst reach;

It needs the overflow of heart

To give the lips full speech.

VISITING.

There is something pleasant about a visit from

one fiiend to another. There is nothing so easy as

to fall into the habit uf keeping at home, within

one's self, and no habit is so hard to break off,

once it is formed. It begets selfishness, and hin-

ders soul development. It is better to get out and

around among neiglibors and friends and make

friends in tb'* new and strengthen old associations.

It is very often thu case that friends get apart

thinking each other cold and distant, when there is

nothing the matter but a lack of personal associa-

tion. *

Young folks usually need no urging to get out

and around, the trouble being generally to keep

them at home. Hut with the heads of the family it

is often the case that a stay-at-home habit is formed

to the detriment of all interested. It is well to go

off occasionally and renew our youth. If it is only

to a neighbor's house it is better than eternally

treading the home wheel. Not only do we thus

lighten our own burdens, but we help others.

Tt is not necessary that a visit be turned into a

visitation. The stay need not be such as to involve

Irouljle and worry in cooking and preparation for

which things may not be read)', but an afternoon

call, and home again, lightens many a load. And
tlie time spent need not be taken in talking ad-

versely of mutual acquaintances. It can be better

spent. If on some such a country visit something

especially nice in the fruit or vegetable line is tak-

en along all the better. The evil days are coming

when we cannot go, and then as we have visited

otliers so will it be to us in our lonely afternoons.

TAKING STIMULANTS.

Sometimes the claim is made that the first effect

on the nervous system of a narcotic, whether it be

tea, coffee, alcohol or tobacco, is that of a stimu-

lant, the second that of a depressant. Those mak-

ing such claim continually mistake vital resistance,

the roused up energy to throw off the poison, for re-

newed vitality. The too-apparent activity is sim-

ply reserved ner\'Ous energy exhausted in the pro-

tection of its own integrit)'.

OUR SHORT SERHON.

Text: About Animals.

The Christian looks up to God for help in time

of need. It is all he can do. Some say that it

does no good, some doubt, and the vast majority

are agreed that he hears and heeds. The experi-

ence of the ages is that God deals kindly with his

creatures. Now it is expressly stated in the Bible

that in the final settlement of affairs between us and

God the adjudication is to be based on the way we

have related ourselves to those around us here.

Whatever of kindness we show to the least of those

about us we have shown Christ, and we get our re-

ward accordingly.

Now it happens in the economy of nature that we

are related to animals in such a way that we are the

highest power they know. We are final and su-

preme with them. God made them as truly as he

made us. We are responsible to him for our treat-

ment of them. If our knowledge is vast and far

reaching, if our intimacy with the texts of the Bi-

ble is such that we can quote at will, if we know all

theological terms and make all sorts of public pro-

fessions, and if the dog cowers, or the cat winces at

our presence, there is something wrong in the

make-up of our Christian character, something

serious that is wanting. To have family worship

and then kick the cringing dog out of the house, or

strike the cat a cruel blow is not the act of a merci-

ful man, for a merciful man is merciful to his beast.

It is not Christian, and in the end it will bring

disaster. We have not been faithful to those de-

pendent on us. To kill a bird that is harmless, or

to set foot on an innocent worm, is simply a form

of murder that is condemned by God's law if not

expressly forbidden in the statutes of man.

Here is the rule. We are to so relate ourselves

to all living things about us that we may safely ask

God to deal with us as we have dealt with others,

and other things. It is perfectly logical, and
wholly within our reach. Think of it, and begin

your relations with helpless animals over again for

the better.

It should be recognized, says Hailth- Culture, that

the universal drug-taking that pervades every class

of society, from mineral waters to tea, coffee,

alcohol, tobacco and patent medicines, is continual-

ly lowering the standard of health. Owing to the

greater delicacy of the organization of women they

are affected more seriously by alcohol than are men.
In Normandy, France, the women drink more than

the men and mortality among iheni is excessive in

consequence.

A physician may give advice on tobacco and
alcohol in a general way, but he will find few pa-

trons who will tolerate him professionally if he ad-

vises them to drink less coffee, to smoke fewer

cigars or take less whiskey. They think they know
what is good for tht-m better than the man who has

made a life study of health and its laws. Neverthe-

less, nature's great law of the survival of the fittest

is forever operative and other things being equal,

the best man wins.

Brain workers are of all classes the most tempted
to make use of stimulants to enable them to obtain

from their tired nerves a little more work. Alco-

hol, tobacco, tea, coffee and chocolate are used for

this purpose and with apparent advantage, but the

advantage is only temVorary. These drugs are de-

ceptive, for they make a person believe he is not

tired when in reality he is exhausted, that he is

strong when he is really weak and that he is warm
when he is cold. Therefore they double the danger

from overwork.

W. H. LovEjOY, the Illinois State game warden,
has decided to free all the native birds held in cap-
tivity, on the ground that they are useless in cages,

and would be very useful in destroying insects if

they were free. " I shall not stop," he says. " until

thei-e is not a captive bird in Chicago or down State
that my men can find. 1 shall go ahead with the
seizures and condemn the birds. The old ones
which ai-e too old to care for themselves if turned
free, having been so many years in captivity, will

then be given to Lincoln or some other park, where
they will have comparative freedom in the big
cages, and will be well cared for. The young ones
will be turned loose to shift for themselves, and to
make their way back to the thickets and to find
mates and nests in the wilderness. Too much
praise in this regard cannot be given the Audubon
Society, which has aided in our work, has endeav-
oi-ed successfully to stir up public sentiment, and to
begin teaching the children the wrong of 'bird
nesting,' and has found evidence for me of many
violations of the law."

* Be.\utv is only skin deep," remarked the person
who is fond of quotations.

"Yes." answei-ed the young man who runs the
complexion department in the drug store, "and
sometimes it isn't even as deep as that."

Recent studies, of the ocean bottom near the
coast line of continents have shown that rivers of
considerable size sometimes enter the sea beneath
the surface.

QUHSTIONS AND ANSWERS,

What are the causes of typhoid fever?

Tvi'HOiD is usually traced to
'"pure

\v,supply. Purity of water and absolute d
of peisonal surroundings are the best n

^^''''"^

* * *
preventives

Please settle this question for us. Can
of other than the sugar cane and maple sap?'^'^'''^

'"^'^'
o

Sugar can be made out of an endless
igetables, and in practice the woiIHm"""'''^"veget;

world's Ian
ply of sugar is made out of beets Ti^'l^*^^'^"^ birch
gives a sap that makes a sugar

Sugar can be made out of almost any vegetabl

*'t»^ birch
flavo,

I have heard that a grandfather's clock
this io?

s worth Sio

buy do not

It all depends. It is worth just what yoi, ca„
for it. There are many kinds and makes of the ^u
clocks, varying in finish, appliances,

etc., a„j
would take a very desirable one to bring as „°,

\
as 850.

<K « «

What is the best typewriter made?

We don't know. Each has points ol excdtac,

and superiority. Three makes are used in iin

office here, and all are good. If you bu'

get a one-hand toy.
« « «

How do pineapples grow?

In the ground like cabbages. A slender stalk j

foot or two high is sent up from the center of ibt

plant, and on this the pineapple grows. Thereat

a good many varieties.
* * «

Is the use of the cigarette as unhealthy as it is said lo be?

There is no more deadly form of using tobacc'

than that of the cigarette. The user is absolutely

certain to get the worst of it. A stinking pipe is

healthier than a cigarette.

# « #

If I saved fancy flower seed could I sell it to dealers?

Yes, but you' would be surprised at the difference

between the price they paid for it, and the one they

would sell it at. Seed growing is a business by it-

self and in no one place are all the different seeds

grown.
* « «

Is the Bible to be taken literally?

Why not? If it does not mean just what it s,iys,

of what use is it as a guide?

# « w

where dues quinine come from?

It is a chemical made out of the bark of a Ir"
|

that grows in the tropics. It is a specific fordu

and fever, but of little good where there is no peri-

odicity in the way of a cold and a hot sptH i

time of sickness.

Are the Belgian hares what they are advertised lo

are tliey good to eat?

be, JnJ

Belgian hares, as far as the writer s knowleii?'

goes, are nothing but big, lubberly rabbits,

the 'Nook supposes, as good to eat as an;

rabbit.
* • #

If ginseng is so valuable why would it not pay t^' c'

It probably would, but it is of slow grow

anJ "'
I

ollit'

the conditions it requires. and it'-

exacting in mc luhuiliwi,;. >• •—i--
,^,jj.

a sure thing that it would retain its supp"*
^

It is not recog"'«J^;"

any special medici"^''
>'tues when specially grown

this country as having

tues.

Is a colored visiting card, or one

usage?

It is in decidedly bad form

black without any flourishes oi

any kind is the correct thing.

io colored ink. i"°

barbaric
dispW

literary field fo' ^ P

ivhete

,eis"»*

Is there an opening in the

tastes run that way?
^ jj,

tlie

There are always openings everyw ^^^^^,,,iot

world of letters, but as the result of our o^^
^^^^^

there is more money and greater chanc
^^ .^

in raising potatoes. Still, if it '^ i" '
. ,

„(iOi

come out. As a business literary

field.

'
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„ies of the world finish with China,

lV«E>''"
"

(here will be many Chinamen to

iiSj'' ',°
*

burial customs will demand their

•" '''"""og-like coffins, which, after the corpse

*"°''"""hin are tightly sealed, and, strange to

f''"''!'' oiit of doors often for months, await-

IV.

'''^''

,i,pn the families of the deceased can
.

tf lime
wncii

^

«'„ elaborate burial.

'
( nerals and burial customs are m many

"' Ulnar
throughout the empire. The cof-

5F* *'

jj(.„ lying about, just outside many of

''" '^. No odor escapes from them, for they

"'rr sealed with mortar or some other sub-

d within the body lies in a preparation of

'"''"
Some of the families keep the coffins

'.''"^occupants inside their homes for perhaps
"'^'

It is,
however, not considered disrespectful

many
sections to a low them to remain outside.

Uliilc all of these queer coffins are shaped like

*

there is a great difference in quality. One

*'(,( purchased for »I0, while another may cost

Some are beautifully carved and made of

wood. All are varnished.

often makes one of these queerly

1,000.

ipensive »

\ Chinaman

liiructed coffins for himself during his lifetime,

lniicip.iting how nice it will look after he is gone.

some sections incense is burned over one of

Pt<r coffins as long as it remains above ground.

Itseiites are performed usually by the elder son

[lilt family, especially if the deceased is the fa-

ir Sometimes this older son goes about raising

indiivith which to hold a notable funeral celebra-

00, Tlie Chinese as a rule contribute liberally on

icli occasions. On the older son also de\'olves

tduty of washing the corpse just prior to placing

in the coffin. Then, assisted by his brother, if he

asany, tliey place the finest apparel that they can

BoilI to purchase upon the deceased. A fan is

enplaced in one hand, and the work of sealing

coffin begins.

Tile Chinese are shrewd in some waj's, and in

iseof the death of some one in the family of one
ho owes them, they will take the opportunity to

ilach the coffin in which the corpse rests and
It until the debt is paid. This scheme works

^eacharm, for never would a son allow his rela-

it's remains to be the property of the man he may
K.

Throughout the Fokien province, in which
oochmvis situated, there is a custom of placing a
«ct of silver in the mouth of the deceased.
laws throughout China make it imperative that
«?ieatest respect be paid to the dead. These
•> govern not only the actions of the Chinese, at
"""vhenan official dies, but extend even to the
rabcrs of one's own family. It is said, however,
lailhere is less occasion to enforce the laws in this
"icuarthan in any other misdemeanor prohibit-

1
*i lawbooks of the Celestials. Reverence

'»«stors, orthat which is more properly called
•«'or worship," h almost part of the China-
»"i nature.

loi'".!'"
'''^^"' °' """^ °^ ""^ family, the aim of

iieth H

^"'"'^"^
''^ '° '^""^ sufficient money to

itnij,
''^'^'' ''" "Elaborate burial. They deny

,,„ IJ!
"'^"y "''"gs, often for a period of three

hen the day of the funeral comes, it is a

iisn
J

.

""'- 'here are processions, bands of

"ancel
i

"^"'"^ of sacrifices. The coffin,
lal tablet, and the sacrifices are all borne

K"ve sepa,.,itely.

'"neral

™^"'^'^ '^ '" ™any respects similar to

'P«iali„
... ",

."'^ "^''y known as "Chinatown
'

"y is this

'"gChiinam;

true in the procession, when a

' Wntair

;«n bu

's folio

5" goes ahead with strips of papers
™any holes. These he scatters
'he belief of the Chinese that, if

r dead before the evil spirit,
ry thei

'"'"itrhei;
^ *^'" ''*"'= peace after death. It

k„w ""''««d bv the,„ ,1,:. .u:. .„:.i „..."°°*
eacCh"^ "'^'" """ "''^ ">''''' '""^' P*'^

"and
J5 ^^

"'"^ '" each one of the strips of pa-

""" ChinaJ^ ""^^^^^ thousands of them there

^"•atteri,
""^''""'dbe.

il*°"'^*liom ib'^
""'^'^ y-'"" ''f'er the death of

'^olthe
f

'"'^ bearing to the grave, the

^

amdy are expected to mourn just

' are not saved, if the funeral

' « if
" were the next day after death.

While the greater part of this.is agonized form rath-
er thansincere mourning, still, they succeed very
well in making the show.
There are practically no Chinese graveyards in

China. The only cemeteries are those of American
missionaries. The Chinese of the southern prov-
inces usually select a burying spot for the deceased
off by itself, perhaps in the side of a mountain.
Their graves resemble in shape somewhat a horse-
shoe, and are several times as large as the coffin.

A dry place is selected, out of the reach of the
white ants, and there a tomb is built. Sometimes
these tombs are finely carved. The style of grave
or tomb differs in various sections of China.

EARNS A aOOD LIVINQ.

About a year ago the manager of a large tobacco
house in one of the southern cities died, leaving his

affairs seriously involved. When his estate was
settled his widow found she had little upon which
she could rely for support. She had four small
children and at once saw the need of earning some-
thing for their and her own support. She was a

tiptop housekeeper, but she knew absolutely noth-

ing else, and things were looking pretty desperate

when she read in the paper that a fellow who had
been running a lunchroom in the towii had failed

and skipped out. She hunted up the landlord im-

mediately, talked him into trusting her for a

month's rent of the place and fixtures and took

charge before night. It was a small room and the

former proprietor had co.nducted it in the cheap-

and-filthy lunch-room style, running chiefly to

moldy pies and petrified doughnuts. She cleaned

all that out and put up a sign announcing that she

would serve nothing but chops, steaks and coffee.

She had no money to lay in miscellaneous stock

and, as there was a butcher shop right around the

corner, she could send one of the children out of

the back door for a piece of meat whenever she got

an order. That was also a big saving on the refrig-

erator, and about all she had to keep on hand was

coffee and bread and butter. What she depended

on to make the thing go was her good cooking and

the neatness and cleanliness of the service.

For a few days business was light, but then it

took a sudden boom. One of her first customers

was a traveling man. " I dropped in," he relates,

"because it was handy, expecting to get the usual

sole-leather sirloin with a cup of chicory on the

side. To my astonishment they brought me a

thick, delicious steak, blood rare under the crink-

ley brown surface and as tender as a squab; the

coffee was the best I ever tasted outside of New
Orleans; the bread and butter were capital,, and

cups, plates, knives, forks and napkin were all spot-

lessly clean. I was delighted, of course, and

promptly became a walking advertisement for the

place. Other chance patrons did the same, and

that's the way the boom started. Within a couple

of weeks it was impossible, half the time, to get a

seat at any one of the five little tables, and e\ery-

body urged the widow to enlarge the establishment,

which could easily have been done by annexing a

small newsstand next door that the tenant wanted

to vacate. But she firmly refused, and right there,

in my humble opinion, she showed her sound sense.

She said she had all the business as it was that she

could take care of properly, and any increase would

necessitate turning things over to possibly incom-

petent help. The revenue from the five tables was

ample to support herself and the children, and she

proposed to take no chances in lowering the quali-

ty of the service. So she stuck to the little cubby

hole and is there yet, although she turns away

enough people to fill a place five times that size.

Moreover, she has never extended the bill of fare,

and still serves nothing but steaks, chops and cof-

fee. I got a steak there only a few days ago, and

it was just as good as the first I sampled. She tolcl

me incidentally that she was making a nice income

out of the establishment."

AN ORE FOR COLORINQ TEETH.

RuTiLE is an ore of titanium, another of the rare

metals. It is dark gray in color, and is found in

small quantities in many minerals, Rutile occurs

in very pretty crystals, varying in hue from yellow

to brown and often twinned. The substance has

only one commercial use, as has been ascertained

recently by special Government inquiry, and that is

in the manufacture of artificial teeth. It is utilized
to color the porcelain of which such teeth are made,
its differing tints giving the requisite variations of
hue, such as occur in natural teeth. The cost of
rutile is about five dollars a pound, and most of it is

obtained from the neighborhood of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, and along the Susquehanna River.
About twenty million artificial teeth are made

annually in the United States,- and of this number
nearly one-half are turned out by a single manufac-
turer in New 'Vork City. The porcelain of which
they are composed is chiefly kaolin, and the
process of putting on the enamel is extremely deli-

cate, the coloring substance being rutile, as above
stated. No two teeth are exactly alike in coloring,
and after being finished thousands of them are tak-
en together and matched in shade. There are fifty

different shades, intended to correspond to varia-
tions in the tints of natural teeth.

At an earlier period in the development of the
art imitation teeth were made as perfect as possi-
ble, in respect to both shape and whiteness, so that
their very freedom from blemish often rendered
their falsity more conspicuous. Nowadays the
matter is better understood, and delects are pur-
posely made in order to contribute to illusion.

UNUSED RAILROAD TICKETS.

Some men with unused railroad tickets on their

hands will sell them to scalpers, while others go to

the railroad company that issued them and obtain

their value in money. Most persons, however, do
neither and accept the loss when the ticket is worth
less than a dollar. Indeed, many persons do not
realize that the railroad companies stand ready to

redeem unused tickets even of small value, so that

the companies must be richer by many thousands
of dollars a jear through this ignorance.

Every railroad ticket bears the name of the gen-
eral passenger agent and of the general manager
of the road. It is a simple matter to inclose the

ticket with a letter directed to the general passen-

ger agent, asking him to refund the money paid,

and explaining the reason why the ticket is left un-

used in the hands of the purchaser. It is courteous

to inclose a stamped envelope in which the money
may be returned.

When all these things have been done the com-
pany generally acknowledges the receipt of the

ticket-holder's communication and promises to in-

vestigate the matter. The investigation consists in

the proper identification of the ticket by the agent

who sold it, and a little bookkeeping to set the ac-

counts right. Then the purchaser receives a check

for the amount due from the railroad company,
along with a letter requesting<icknowledgment.

FRUIT LOSINQ ITS TASTE.

" Wh.at has become of the fruit that used to

taste?" asked the distracted man who had just tak-

en a bite from a peach that glowed in delicate

shades of pink and gold. " Where are the peaches

that used to have the real taste and juice and flavor

and were a delight to eat? I have just paid five

cents for a large, delicious-looking peach that is

as dry as sawdust and as little more to suggest that

it is fruit and not cotton batting. Such beautiful

colors I have never seen before, and so far as their

merely spectacular features are concerned the

peach of the day is a great impro\ement on its

predecessors. But it is of no earthly use for any
purpose. 'It is dry and flavorless and does not re-

pay the trouble of eating it. I can remember, how-
ever, quite another peach which was common
enough some years ago, although it seems to be

rare enough now. The good pears are as difficult

to find as the peaches, and the qualit>' of the ordi-

nary run just as poor. They are more beautiful

than ever to look at, but are tasteless. Nobody

seems able to tell just why fruit should have lost

its quality so completely. But the fact is remarked

by everybody. All 1 can say is that these two par-

ticular kinds of fruit would never have gained their

present reputation if they had always tasted as

they do now. . As the fruit stands grow large and

elaborate the quality of the fruit itself seems to be-

come poorer and poorer."

Stupiditv has no friends and wants none.
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Good ^^ treading

LOST PEOPLE.

More than 1,000 cases of "lost, strayed or

stolen " people are reported to the police depart-

ment of Chicago every year; fully ninety-five per

cent of them are returned or return of their own ac-

cord to their homes almost immediately. A small

percentage of the missing are women. In fact,

when a woman deliberately abandons her home it is

either for the purpose of committing suicide, going

to the bad or to seek shelter among kinfolk from

unbearable 'domestic conditions. Nowhere in

social life is the devotion of women to men under

the most exasperating and humiliating circum-

stances more clearly shown than in the families of

men who make it a practice to get drunk and ab-

sent themselves from home until the police depart-

ment is asked to " see if he hasn't committed sui-

cide or been killed in an accident."

Such cases have become an old song at police

stations. Almost always these delinquents will be

found in a liquor house drunk and drinking more or

sleeping themselves sober. It is the custom of of-

ficers in charge of stations to closely question the

informant to ascertain the habits of the missing

man before action is taken. If the man is in the

habit of getting drunk or has before absented him-

self from home a record of the fact is made, but the

stations are not notified until the next day, for ex-

perience has taught the department that practically

every one of such cases will report at home drunk

or sober within the next twelve or eighteen hours.

If, however, the missing man's habits are good, his

domestic relations harmonious and his business

matters satisfactory a full description of him is at

once sent to all stations and the entire force noti-

fied. The suspicion is at once aroused in the mind

of the department that the man has been foully

dealt with.

Occasionally the force is fooled into weaving

theories concerning a missing man's habits, and

sometimes an abrupt question put to the informant

will reveal the very thread the police want. A few

days ago a woman called at a station to solicit the

aid of the department in locating her missing hus-

band. He had left home that morning for his place

of business as usual, but had not returned for his

noonday meal as was his custom. It had not oc-

curred to the wife that the proper place to inquire

about her husband was where he was occupied dur-

ing the day. She just knew he had been killed by

accident or had committed suicide. She said their

domestic relations were all ri-ght and that his busi-

ness affairs were satisfactory, and that she could

feel in her soul that something awful had happened.

The desk sergeant said in a severe tone: " Madame,
did you not have harsh words with your husband

this morning and did he not leave the house in an

angry mood? " She hesitated a moment, and then

admitted that it was true. The sergeant advised

her to hurry home so as to gel there before her

husband arrived. The department has many such,

and even more ridiculous cases of " missing men "

to deal with, but they make no official record of

them. But when there is suspicion of foul play or

suicide every police officer in the city is immediate-

ly furnished with as good a description of the per-

son as is possible to get, and he keeps his eyes and
cars open for a " pointer," a " tip " or a " thread,"

and that is really the only method the department

has or could have to locate missing people, but if

the missing person is in the city, dead oi* alive, his

whereabouts is almost sure to be located in a few

hours—or days at most.

What surprises the department most is the great

number of missing children when "the greatest

bargain sale of the century " is on. Mothers flock

to such places, taking their tots that are too young

to be left at home to care for themselves, and on

such occasions the police expect to be busy looking

up missing children. A good many mothers be-

come so absorbed m the " bargains " that they seem

to forget all about their children, and as it is quite

natural for little folk to wander from counter to

counter it is an easy matter for them to lose them-

selves, and hunting a lost child in one of Chicago's

great department stores on a " bargain " day is very

much like hunting a needle in a haystack. But it is

not until the child cannot be found in the store that

the service of the police is requested, and experi-

ence has taught them to search sidewalks- in the

vicinity. When a child realizes that it may roam

where it likes it is quick to wander to wherever its

little eyes see pretty things. And somehow or

some way the average child" will work its way

toward the door and out upon the sidewalk, and

when once in the passing throng it is pretty sure to

follow in the stronger current until a police officer

rescues it. It is perfectly amazing how many such

cases of "lost child "there are in the great stores,

and but for the vigilance and untiring energy of the

police many a mother would go home without her

child or children.

Not two per cent of the missing "drop out for-

ever." During the last twelve months only twelve

of the suicides were buried without identification

and presumably most of them came from outside of

the city and purposely destroyed everything that

would be likely to identify them. When asked

how they m.anaged to locate missing people so

readily, a police officer said: " I do not know. We
do it and that is all I know about it. But you must

realize that when every police ofificer in Chicago is

armed with a description of a person and under or-

ders to make diligent search and inquiry for him

the force is more or less in touch with the entire

population and someone is pretty sure to be able to

at least give us a thread to start with." The more
than 1,000 "missings" every year are those of

whom some sort of a record is made, but the unre-

corded list is still larger. Children who stray away

and are temporarily missing, especially in the de-

partment stores, are merely mentioned as " inci-

dents of the day's duties." Requests from other

cities as well as from country towns to locate miss-

ing people are always on file in the chief's office

and when descriptions are furnished that are at all

intelligible every police officer in the city is on the

lookout. A very large percentage of out-of-town

requests are for boys who have run away from

home, and the records of the department show that

such boys will have found jobs of work or applied

to the chief for transportation to their homes before

a week has passed. The police department of Chi-

cago knows human nature thoroughly.

WOUNDS THAT DO NOT KILL.

"There were quite a number of eu
of the head involving the brain suL '''^'

covered. Peter Dunn of the Twentipti,^"^^
^^'"-^

'--tieh "'^^''^tt..

perhaps the most startling example ^^"^^^^^

was by no means unique. A poor M^ ^''
^^|

Montanas was shot directly through th^h
°^

'H
stroying completely the sight in both

^ '^' '''

more pitiful condition could be imagined T''
'

the transport sailed through the gold
"^^

home and God's own land. To hear P'^^^^-

know that he was home at last "««* • <
^^'^"^

his home he would never see—death al

preferable.

•• In a fit of despondency because he had
ceived a commission the sergeant m

"^

"

Thirty-sixth United States volunteer iXt"'
""

day placed a forty-five-caliber revolver at "hT'
interspace, just one inch to the left of th

'

and pulled the trigger. The ball passeril-™"J'

How his heart i
through the left shoulder blade.

caped is a mystery. A knife,

Dk. Ernest F. Robinson, formerly head surgeon

in the second reserve hospital, who has just left the

army service, is now settled in Kansas City. Dr.

Robinson during his service in the Philippines, it

is said, operated on more gunshot wounds than any
other surgeon. He gives an account of some of the

most wonderful wounds as follows:

"There is something mysterious, almost weird, in

the direction and course of a bullet. Certainly it

often seems that the missile is directed by a strange

and unseen force other than the man behind the

gun, his eye and trigger.

" Probably there is no braver individual on the

face of the earth than the American soldier. He is

not a coward. He is more often a fatalist. He
never believes he is going to be shot. It is always
the other fellow who is going to be hit. In a crude

sort of way he is a philosopher. He says to him-
self; ' If I and the bullet reach the same place at

the same time I will suffer for it, but I am going to

be there just a little ahead, '-and he generally is.

So he goes into battle conscious of his danger, yet
with a faith born of courage in his own lucky star.

And so his faith or that unseen power called luck
protects him.

"The most remarkable gunshot wounds I have
ever seen have been received by those very men
who knew not fear. After the fight at Zapote Riv-
er the hospital was crowded with victims of gun-
shot wounds, chiefly Mauser. One poor fellow, a
corporal, was struck while in the act of firing. The
bullet struck 1^ left hand and went through the
forearm. It then struck the gun barrel and
ricocheted to the right, passing through his neck,
pierced his shoulder, emerging at the back through
the shoulder blade. It had thus produced four
wounds of entrance and four of exit, and had
passed through his hand, arm, neck and chest, and
despite all this the plucky fellow had walked'back
to the dressing station, absolutely refusing to be
carried. He recovered without incident.

• The wound of the Mauser is generally clean and
generally antiseptic.

Heart
ts

ij u u J ,

"""^ ^"" ^ "ftdlecould have been passed through in this | i

without producing instant death and yet theV'
recovered. Medical men whom I had told of 2
case would not believe such a wound possibli

'

out causing death until they had seen it H
gans were all in their normal position, as was
by a careful examination, yet the bullet had passtj

through the chest. The most plausible explanalio,

for this would seem to be that the boy's heart «j

in his mouth when he was shot.

" The trile explanation was, that the ball hi
passed just above the heart, grazing it or the lam

blood vessels, and that the latter had escaped o»

ing to their elasticity and well-known resistance to

bullets, being pushed aside by the ball in passing,

"Speaking of remarkable wounds, General Fun

ston probably has the most remarkable wound on

record. During his campaign in Cuba a Mauser

bullet passed directly through his chest from sidei

to side, penetrating the lungs and passing Itirougt

the tip, or apex, of his heart, yet it did notkilll

him. The explanation of this is that the bal

grazed or passed through a portion of the muscit

wall of the heart without penetrating it or causing

shock sufficient to produce death. To-day the

heart can be distinctly felt to pulsate beneath thi

scar.

" The stout and hearty bugler of lightbatteryFol

the Fifth artillery is now serving with hisbatteiyii

General Chaffee's division in China. At Pantai

Bridge he was just sounding the advance when le

fell to the ground. He had been struck in tbi

right shoulder. The surgeon hastily tore open h)!

shirt and found a huge black and blue mark, but

nothing more serious. Within a few moments be

was back at his post. Not an hour later he suiW*

ly placed his hand to the same shoulder, re

to his captain, who stood near, ' I'm shot th

The captain leaned over and picked up

Remington ball that had just fallen to the

But the bugler's troubles were not over.

fated shoulder out of the range of fire.
KJ'^^

the morning was over he was shot throng

same shoulder, not two inches f™" '

'J,,,
where he had been struck twice before. i'^,^

the ball passed directly through his che>i i"

nearly lost his life.
,^^

,

" It is true, as the soldiers say, ' «'h«» l-""
'

'

stop 'em you wish you were home.

Struggling authors who feel that "
^^^|j,,

waits long for appreciation may take soin
^^|^|

from the history of A Message from
»^^ '^^ ^^^

which has been the one real success
"^^i^-^^j

|,)i

year in London, a time when ^''^1°*'
"u^mrt""

succeeded, not even war dramas, i '•'

,\,,;.:r^''

of the most prominent and successfu en-

actors sat in a box and saw the P*^'"' ,;„,
'

suddenly realized that fourteen years ag

had been submitted to him. .^^jt
«"'''

And hard-driven editors may tal":
.^^^n^*

cious comfort from the reason why the p

taken at that time. j|,g,'s h"

It was not typewritten, and the ^"
„j,ct tJ^"'

writing was so illegible that the ac o

aged to get into the play.

' * '

—

The strongest sentiment of the 1 "r

ence for his mother. He always
^^^^^

presence until invited to sit down, .<

pays to no one else.

:^ '^.^^'rt;
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Cifcle ooo

R„Uar India. Hresidont; John R.Snyder. Belle-

r''^»'B51o<".Bj;;fd;l,li Otl.o Wengec WLers. Ind
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WHY?

P Si-ENliER. the Alpine climber, in his

H"'^'"'„pjj
I,

Pyrenees," tells of an unex-

X to one of his feats,

companions he had scaled one of the

Wilt
tivo^

Jiific

'

It
peaks, and, descending, found refuge

. storm and "ight in the chalet of a goat-

"'"

Tl three men, half frozen and exhausted

'"'

long and terrible strain, but glowing with

:hed before the fire

itherd'! wife. dull old woman, stood

\i them silently for a while, and then pro-

*"Va single word:-" Pourquoi? " (Why?)

'"""der dedares that he and his companions

Tjat each other with an e.\pression of surprise

h face. They had risked health and strength

jl'le itself, "Why? " What had they gained?

\l,e,e was iio answer. The one word struck like

blink wall across their consciousness of useless

.„™|e and suffering and danger.

The snow fell outside and the mist shut out the

lis
They did not talk to each other, each was

ifc.ng
himself, "Why?"

Here are other heights in the world besides

lijse in the Alps, which men try to scale to as lit-

!e
purpose, barren heights, at the top of which is

tilher profit nor honor.- Cliristian Endeavor World.

FORWARD WITH THE FLAG.

DifiisG the battle of Missionary Ridge one de-

ichment of Union soldiers broke away from the

m army, and pushed on and up, through a deadly

ail of lead, until they reached the very summit of

he mountain, and there, within a few yards of the

nemy's fortifications, planted the shining Stars and

ilripes. The greater part of the Union force was

in the valley below, but when the soldiers saw
he old flag flying there, on the top' of the moun-
ain, nothing could restrain them. With a mighty
heer the whole army rushed up the mountain side

I'e a resistless wave, and in an hour the victory
IS won.

We need to get into a glow in order to win great
ittories. There are too many half-hearted soldiers
'lllit cross still halting in the valley. Where are
'f liberators of enthusiasm who will plant the Hag
11 the summit, and rouse the army of the Lord on
» still more grand, inspired advance? —Arthur

^'Ckristian Activity."—Horace Mann said, he
M never read anything about the resolutions of

iKlT'"'"'
''•"' " ^'^'^^' ^"^'^ ^''°"' """ '"''' °' "^'^

,,

I

^ '^ to those who are most active,

ioiih"^
working, caring for people and

^^
'"?s that God's showers of blessings fall upon.

tllv
'''""''^"^^ °f 'ife. and fruit is not lacking

=1 a character. The fruitless fig tree withered

li,|

°° '''^' "0 vitality there. A passion for souls
r *ng incentive to Christian activity.

na.^..

EOPLE.—A man who is useless in the

Hila,
°° ""sy console himself by thinking

lemi,,
.

"'[
"''^ ^"2 does no harm; but every dead

s i„

"'''' ''^'^l^ the wheels. Is there no prog-

JdHj .

'^''^'' Are books less interesting,

'tdejH""^^'"'^'*
poorly attended? Look out for

"'M Weights!

EvEiJY St 1

*

'>'isGod
.°'^°"ow that issues into light and

"'">•,
to

"""'''"S ,'"'° your hand the key of that

""iysee""
'' ^""^ *" "^"^ P°°'' souls whom

St 1,. 'PP'oaching it through all your futureIt
'5 a nobi

No-

le thing to take that key and use it.

I not

P''3yer, not an act of faithfulness in your
" "°t a <i„it A

— '

Wearine °^"y'"g or kind word or deed,
^" of painfulness endured patiently.duty

"'"'liirif!! '.''/ "'''°''= soul tor the endless capac

'' enlarge '^'^[^'^'"f'^'
""^"^ ^ temptation resisted,

'^^^ of God.

^ you
'f^i^/ "'^"t l^nowledge you must toil for it.-

^bb Sunday H School ^au

FOLLOW EVERY DAY.

Just lo follow every day
Where God leads:

Just to scatter all the way
Sunny deeds,

Just to go, nor question why
Shadows fall.

Ever looking to the sky

Through them all.

Just to live through every day.

Pure and right;

Keeping from the heart alway
Cares that blight.

Just to stand with purpose strong

When I'm tried,

Learning thus my very all

To confide.

CHARACTER.

Rev. C. H. Parkhurst says: " My character to-

day is, for the most part, simply the resultant of all

the thoughts I have ever had, of all the feelings I

have ever cherished and all the deeds I have ever

performed. It is the entirety of my previous years

packed and crystallized into the present moment.
So that character is the quintessence of biography;

so that everybody who knows my character—and

there is no keeping character under cover—knows

what for forty or more years I have been doing and

thinking. Character is, for the most part, simply

habit become fixed."

" Character is that kind of statuary which a man
cuts out with himself as both tool and subject."

"Christian character is Christlikeness. The
standard, the pattern is before us. The exhortation

is: ' Let this mind be in you which was also in

Christ.' This can be accomplished only by being

so much in the presence, fellowship, companion-

ship of the living pattern that we ' put on Christ.'

"

THE BIBLE.

This book contains the mind of God, the state of

man, the way of salvation, the doom of sinners, and

the happiness of believers. Its doctrines are holy,

its precepts are binding, its histories are true, and

its decisions are immutable. Read it to be wise,

believe it to be safe, and practice it to be holy. It

contains light to direct you, food to support you,

and comfort to cheer you. It is a traveler's map,

the pilgrim's staff, the pilot's compass, the soldier's

sword, and the Christian's charter. Here Paradise

is restored, heaven opened, and the gates of hell

disclosed. Christ is its grand subject, our good its

design, and the glory of God its end. It should fill

the memory, rule the heart, and guide the feet.

Read it slowly, frequently, prayerfully. It is a

mine of wealth, a Paradise of glory, and a river of

pleasure. It is given you in life, will be remem-

bered forever. It involves the highest responsibili-

ty, will reward the greatest labor, and condemn all

who trifle with its sacred zoni&Xi\.%.— Selected.

THANKFUL FOR SMALL POTATOES.

Billy Bray, the Cornish miner, whose rugged

piety has been a blessing to so many of God's chil-

dren, says that one year his crop of potatoes turned

out poorly, and as he was digging them in the fall,

Satan was at his elbow and said: "There, Billy,

isn't that poor pay for serving your Father the way

you have all the year? Just see those small pota-

toes."

He stopped hoeing and replied: "Ah, Satan, at it

again; talking against my Father, bless his name!

Why, when I served you, I didn't get any potatoes

at all. What are you talking against Father for?"

And on he went, hoeing and praising the Lord for

small potatoes—a valuable lesson for us all.

I DO not expect that " time " and " past " are any

more at all to them who dwell in the celestial sun-

rise than they are to us; I do not suppose the years

we count so sadly have anything more to do with

their dear relations to us. Our life is not slow de-

tail and pain to linger in, as they see it. Neither

can they forget; there are no forgetting spaces.—.-J.

D. T. Whitfuy. _^__^^^^^___

We push time from us, and we wish him back.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk

GRANDMA KNITTINQ.

While she sits beside the window
With her bonny, silver hair.

As a child I watch her needles,

How they clash and glisten there;

Cool the maple swings its shadows,

And the balsam branches croon

Soft and low and sweet and tender,

In the drowsy afternoon—
And grandma knitting.

When the busy cares are over

And the fret and tumult cease.

And the lull that follows after

Brings a little spell of peace;

In the restful evening shadows
Growing deeper more and more.

In the quiet of the gloaming,

Oft some sweet tune humming o'er.

Sits grandma knitting.

Round the hearthstone in the winter

While the frosty voices call.

And the firelight's fickle dancing

Weaves its shadows on the wall;

With the old clock tickmg ever

To the flicker of the flame.

There's the music of the needles,

And the smile of love the same -

And grandma knitting.

This was in the years of childhood,

Happy years of long ago;

And, the restless feet have wandered

Swift and farther than we know;

Ah! the visions that have vanished

\s the sunshine from the hill.

Since I stood there in the twilight

With the voices now so still—
With grandma knitting!

Yet I see her still in vjsion.

All the sweetness of her smile.

Looking out across the shadows,

Creeping eastward all the while;

See her in the cushioned rocker,

Silting by the open door,

While a band of sunshine slumbers

In the silence on the floor

—

And grandma knitting.

NAHINQ THE BABY.

In some countries curious customs prevail in re-

gard to' selecting a name for the baby. A Hindoo

baby is named when it is twelve days old and usual-

ly by the mother. Sometimes the father wishes

for another name than that selected by the mother.

In that case two lamps are placed over the two

names and the name over which the lamp burns the

brighter is the one given to the child.

In an Egyptian family the parents choose a name

for their baby by lighting three wax candles; to

each of these they give a name, one of the three be-

longing always to some dignified personage. The

candle that burns the longest determines the name

for the baby.

The Mohammedans sometimes write desirable

names on five slips of paper and these they place in

the Koran. The name upon the slip first drawn out

fs gi\en to the child.

The children of the Ainos, a people living in

northern Japan, do not receive their names until

they are five years old. It is the father who then

chooses the name by which the child is afterward

called

The Chinese give their boy babies a name in. ad-

dition to their surnames, and they must call them-

selves by these names until they are twenty years

old. At that age the father gives his son a new

name.

The Chinese care so little for their girl babies

that they do not give them a baby name, but just

call them No. i. No. 2. No. 3, according to their

birth.

Boys are thought so much more of in China than

girls that if you ask a Chinese father who has both

a boy and a girl how many children he has he will

always reply: " Only one child."

German parents sometimes change the name of

their baby if he is ill and the Japanese are sure to

change the name of a child four times.

"What is a queen, Willie?

school teacher of a small pupil.

"A queen," answered Willie,

rules a man that rules a country."

asked the Sunday-

a woman that

A BABE in anps is worth two armed with toy pis-
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BULLS FOR FIOHTINO.

Mexico is one of the few countries in the so-

called civilized world where bull fighting is still re-

garded as a legitimate pastime and where the suc-

cessful bull fighter is esteemed a hero worthy to sit

by the side of the most lofty of men and the most

beautiful of women. The arena is recognized by

the government and by high officials as a proper

place in which to educate the people, and when the

wild bulls come to town accompanied by the mata-

dors, the banderillcros and the picadores the entire

populace turns out to greet them.

Sunday is the day usually selected for bull fights

in Mexico. Then the entire population is at leisure

and a large attendance is certain.

The advance agent of the fighting troupe usually

places an order for bulls as much as a month or

two before they will be needed. He knows the

ranches where the fiercest are bred and he enters

into negotiations with the hacicndado of one of

these for twenty-five of his bulls. Out of this num-

ber only six will be needed eventually for the fight,

but the weeding out process is so thorough that

twenty-five is none too many to start with.

It means much to the financial interests of the

troupe what hacicndado furnishes the bulls. The

names of some of these are known throughout

Mexico, and it adds to box office receipts to adver-

tise " Bulls from Cusillos Haciendado," for in-

stance. This is the most famous bull-raising ranch

in all the republic. Its fame spreads throughout

its own town of Guadalajara and state of Jalisco,

and further yet, through all the other states, and

penetrates even to " the city."

When the order is finally placed, after much

competition, the fortunate ranch owner laughs 'in

satisfaction and gives the children an extra pat

apiece and pours himself an extra glass of the

strong tequilla that makes men merry and drunk.

For the price of a fighting bull is S65, and the price

of one of his competitors" bulls, which must now be

sold for beef steers, is only Sio. The more he

thinks of this the more tequilla he drinks.

The next day the master of the ranch sets mat-

ters going by starting his vaqueros out to bring in

bulls from the range. They must be brought to a

pasture, twenty-five of the fiercest, and kept for the

fighters to try later on. * It is a slow task to bring

them in, for they are a rampageous lot, always
" looking for trouble." In this they differ widely

from the bulls of Spain, which have to be educated

out of their mood of lazy tolerance before they are

fit for the ring.

It often takes two lassos of the maguey fiber to

bring a bull to terms. Rope him by the horn in

order to lead him, and you have simply invited him

to charge your horse. Your fate lies in the hands

of the other man, who may ride up from behind

and catch the bull by the foot. This leaves him in

a most uncomfortable position, and he finds his

easiest way is to go in the direction indicated by a

third vaquero, who rides alongside with a third cac-

tus rope in readiness.

Once the twenty-five arc shut within the pasture

their troubles begin. They have plenty to eat,

they have room to wander, but the sorry time

comes when they must be put through their paces.

For the fighting men are after fighting bulls, and
they would test their enemy's worth. They tome,
the whole band of them, to the hacienda and take

up their abode there for several days at a time and
the senora must prepare many chickens and fri-

joles. The matador is there, the big man, and he
has as many as four picadors, most likely, and still

more banderilleros. The senora clucks about the

hacienda like a distracted hen at the sight of so

much company and the senoritas take more pains

than usual with their guitar practice and the drap-

ing of their mantillas. The bullfighters have come
to try the bulls and the occasion is great.

Out on the ranch a round corral has been built

with an opening into the pasture. When the time
for trial comes a bull is driven into the corral, shut

in there and joined by one or more of the fighters.

He is teased with a bright-colored cape, which is

part of every fighter's outfit, or with a barbed pole.

If he has any fight in him It Is not long before he
begins to charge upon one of the horses.

The little California ranch horse is not in the

habit of standing still to be charged upon, as he is

wanted to do. He Is sniffy and hurried and he is

not trained to be otherwise in bull fights as are the

Spanish horses. That is why the blinding handker-

chief is tied over his right eye and the chargings of

the bull are all received on that side.

There is a vulnerable spot that the picador

knows how to find on the bull's withers. This is

the spot he strikes at when the bull charges. No
injury is intended and no injury results, but there is

one thing sure to happen if the right spot is struck.

The bull halts and swings his head sideways in sud-

den pain and the attack is ended. If he is a good

fighter he will charge again and at least once again.

Three times is the test, both before and during the

fight.

One after another the chosen animals are driven

into the corral and tried. This sifting process may
last several days and at the end not more than half

of the twenty-five are deemed worth keeping. The

others are turned out upon the range again.

When the time .comes to take the chosen animals

to town for the eventful Sunday a great commotion

goes on at the hacienda. Everybody must be up

early to see the party off. Each bull is fastened

by the horns to two cabestos. These cabestos are

steers that have been broken to haul dead cattle,

and -for that purpose have holes tor rope punched

in their horns. The fighting bull has no holes in

his horns—they would render him imperfect for the

fight but the rope that is wound about his can be

tied through theirs. He is a much handsomer and

prouder fellow than the drudging steers that form

his bodyguard, for their horns branch sideward,

while his prod directly forward, rendering him dicfi

aiuada or well armed.

For a few hundred yards there is much excite-

ment, for none of the beasts take gently to their

new mode of travel and the vaqueros who drive

them are as excited as they. But hysterics grow
tiresome even to bulls, and after a while they settle

down to a quiet jog trot that may be continued for

fifty or seventy-five miles before the seething town

of the fight is reached.

And then—the shouting of many people and the

screeching of trumpets, and a confusion of dazzling

colors and an angry fight. When the fight is over

the meat of the six dead bulls is sent to the bar-

racks for the soldiers.

BLOODHOUNDS.

It was recently reported that Governor Tyler, of

Virginia, was entertained on a visit to a convict

camp by a man hunt with bloodhounds, the man
being given an hour's start and plenty of time to

climb a tree. Such exhibitions are quite common
on the South Carolina farms, where bloodhounds
are kept. The same kind of animals are kept by
the sheriffs of many counties in South Carolina,

and they always do well on such show occasions,

but have never been known to run down a criminal.

"I very much doubt," said an old slaveowner,
"whether there is a genuine bloodhound in the

south or one with the * nose ' of the old runaway
slave catcher in the country. Any breed of dogs
that run by scent can be trained from puppies to

run man and man alone. Ordinary deer or fox
hounds take to this quite naturally and if crossed
with a half or quarter fox terrier they become vi-

cious and persistent in the chase. But these are
not bloodhounds, nor should those now owned by
the Stale or counties in South Carolina be so
classed-

"The bloodhound in his perfection of 'nose'
and his ferocity was the product of the institution
of slavery. The finest strains came from Cuba;
large, powerful beasts, tawny or black with white
points, and so fierce that when not in service they
were chained and only their master could feed or
touch them. If they escaped they chased the first

person they saw and their desire was to eat his
flesh.

"Many of the dogs were imported to the South
by the men who made their living catching runa-
way slaves. They were crossed on the deer hound
and the product was a good man hunter—fierce
enough, but not so dangerous as the Cuban. Sev-
eral packs of such dogs were owned in South Caro-
hna and their presence in a county kept many a
slave at home who would have otherwise sought
the shelter of the forest, where he could live for
years, paymg weekly or monthly visits to the negro
settlements.

"The alleged bloodhounds of this day can not

luu ii man 11 me trail is over three h
goes in water or is crossed by oth

^""^^
^'

slave catcher's hounds, bred for th
^^ '^^''^^

^

more than a century, could ' carry a t"^

^°'*^
"''^'

hours old. The common definition tlul'
'^'''^'«'

given for the name of this species of j "^^'^'^b.

if a drop of blood fell on the track h
leave it. They were like wolve
ed for meat and were eager to devour
a tree or cornered. There are niany atith ''

stories showing the remarkable
qualiti

'"'""'i

and sagacity. It was practically im'"
"', "

baffle an old dog, and when his nose was'
''

by his master in the footprints of a man th(°""
lar scent of that person was the (

is nostrils

hundred.

pit

,

ParlitJ
only one he

entertain in his nostrils, and that track I

*°"''

pick out of a hundred. Ordinary houndsou"
are puzzled when the quarry takes to

'

stream and goes up or down. The ma'n
7°'°

acute and wise as a man, would systematicallvT"
the banks up and down for miles until the tral
recovered.

'

"

There is a case of particular note on recoj
where the services of a professional slave ciick 1
were called in to catch a murderer Thp rn„! I'l

been committed more than twenty-four hours «h
the boss of the pack arrived with his dogs o

scene of the murder. One naked footprint wd
found, retreating from the spot, and into tliisibj

muzzle of the prize trailer of the pack wa,s presiJ
and she was given the word to go, the other dojl
being held in reserve. Miles through swampj
across ponds of water and into the woods thcd

trailed, finally coming out on a cultivated plin

tion, her nose close to the ground and occasionill)|

giving utterance to the fierce, yet musical,

drawn bay ' that carried terror always to Ht|
hearts of the runaway. Into the street of the neT

gro village went the dog, carrying the trail ivlnrf it

had been crossed by dozens of men, women andl

children, and then into a house. Here she iiiadeaj

circle of the room, came out of the same doo

trailed to another house, scratched at the bariedi

door and when it was opened caught the murderal

under the bed. He belonged to another plantatiool

and had come there for shelter and protection and!

had used every device to throw off pursuit.

" It was, of course, important and necessary tliai

the owner of such a pack of dogs should be rcspon-l

sible and vigilant. He had to be a fine horscnnil

and ride horses that could go almost anywhere, ior|

he must be up to the leading dog when the shve[

was brought to bay. If the fugitive was t 3 liardl

pressed to climb a tree, or as they sometimes Jid,|

attempted to shoot the dogs he would belMnl'l

pieces if the master was not promptly on l""i|

Laws governing the abuse of slaves were stncl .ioil|

enforced. The most noted case of'.heir vi-

is one of the best-known criminal cases in oi

books, although it occurred sixty years ago. i

tured slave had incurred the enmity of the hunle^^

and he was killed and his flesh fed to the ^

The two whites implicated were tried, conW«j

and hanged at VValterboro, the militia
"f'^'"' "ji

being arched sixty miles to prevent their resw

friends on the day of the execution.

'With the passing of slavery the n«"|^*|

cold-nosed man-chasers no longer '^'"'"'

^j|||„(.|

breed, at least in this part of the country is "" I

er preserved."
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ing its pages. By a little help on
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the primary and intermediate grades

schools."

TO SEND AWAY.

' Well, that caps the clima.t."

What's that?"
. ..ijousc"

Cook says those folks in that
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il""|

corner came over while we weregone^
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photographs taken sitting on our ver.anJa-
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md good soldiers
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And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing link
"

in our church publications.—/t>//«' A'."
j)/(J^cT!

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.—.1//-. ant/ Afn. L. A Pot-
lock.

O O
Across in Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— W'. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

is read by old and young in our family. Try
it. and you will be pleased with n.—Eid. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/hij.
Ca/vin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading mailer, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/(?//«
C. Zuf.

O O

And Also Hagerstown, rid.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to out church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— /K 5. AV/V//-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/(rs/^-r- Barntltouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—Z?d«r>/

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.— 5. /.. Sliarp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Ingle.nook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. A.

Chambers.

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can aSord to be without a publi-

c-ition which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. W.

Waytand.
^ ^

Lancaster Heard From.

The INOLENOOKS weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City. Vi^.. church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now ,n circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable informalion at a mini-

1

mum cost.— r. F. Imttr.

Great Northern Railway.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
=^ TO

tio^e;ts ON" « AT.Tg!

Octolaer 2 azica. IQ,
Kro-v©iaa.t>e>r Q a.]ac3. ao.

or Rates and other information, also for descriptive

Printed Matter, write to

General Immigr^iion Agent,

280 JSo-um Olar-ls. St. OZXXO.A.OO. IXjXj.

Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day. are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobiiers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

til a large, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

33 & 34 S. state St., Elgin, III.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
Ip you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ino- order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. P. Ry. 0m.\H.-V, NEBR.



»p» THE p INGLENOOK ••»

Just What You Want I

Ho\* many electoral \oiei liaic Maine
and Aubamii^

What were llie parly divistons in the

$Sth Conjtress?

How were ihc I'fcsidents electetl priof

to 1K04?

The above, and thousands ol othei

queiiions answered In the

VOTER'S MANUAL and

...ARGUMENT SEHLER.
hOR THE VEST fOCKfcT.

A atilctly non-pnrlisan compilation. A book that

should be in the possession ot every American cituen

tt contains complete statistics o( all presidential dec-

iion-i lioni WashioRton to the prcseoi time, classincd

and nrrnnsed (oi instaut relcrence.

35 MBU.
26 ecBti,

slnken In

LS&TBES. hanltDmclr isboued, gold itaMplD{,

OLOTB. bultODdr tmboited. Isk rUsptsK, •

PuMisher and Bookseller.

« lu ON Maiket St, CHICAGO.

HENRY JVIeBRlDE,
Of-ilci in and Shipper nl

Sionc, l.imc, Cement. Stucco, Halt. Urlck,

SewCT I-ipc, Drain Tile,

1 Sotith SiBte Street, WnMt !ll<lp. KlRiii. I".

STOPSTE! I*OST.
IM>l':sTlt|ifTIItLK.

Sold neatly wnt'-htUf
cli^nper ttinn iron or

steel fence posts. Great
Inducements 10 Bgonls who can work lerrjtory. Agents
may protitably cugase in Unit iiiaiiulaclure. Couutle*
for Htilv. For Icrms and circulate address with stamp:

W. A. DICKEY, MaBd, MlBml Co., Ind.
M(n|[»n Ihr IVr.l.lCXOOK hI.cii wrltlnt.

I4ish Bi^os.

lion, Slopes, Kiirnnces. Builders Hardwan-,

Wagon Wood Stork.

lU N. SiMtc M, (Tel. No. 13.) KLUiN. ILL.

HrDilMQ Hit 1MjLI:Vim>K >l><rn ••nltnt.

FKKK! SomethiiiR Entirely
New in a

JStE3E3X- .A-TJCa-lB

ELGIN HARDWARE COMPANY,
15 Lliicflgo Street, En. in, III

NATIONAL BUSINESS ^°^r^^L"°l':— — Ilslied Institution lor both sexes.

madr Ihiii<)u» by securlug lucrative positiona lor thor-

oiiflM Ktadualcs Enrollment last year l8>. Calls dut-

ing last year lor more graduates than Me could supply.

Arrange to enter fust Tuesday in September. Send for

Catalozue CHAS. B. BCKeRLB, PfMldent.

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

_\Vall Faper i^iid Window Glass.

104 I'liloagH Mrt!«l, - . . KLGIN, ILL.

M<'ntiou Uin INtll.KMinX irtitu wrlllnK.

Ls Certainly a Beautiful City in the Fo.x River Valley. It is a

Charminjj City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots
...In Every Part of the City...

We also have at all times some Choice Farms in the Vicinity

of El^in for sale. For information and particulars address:

XZoixie ^A,zxls. I^loolx.. z:xjg;-x^. xx^Xj.

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
i Si>M) ItV

r". S. ^os"wortlx cfc Son,
:E3XjG;-x]>a', zx«x«.

TKV TIIK:tl! Telephone loX, itli Stiitc Mli-prt,

Sunday Schools,

Attention

!

Quite a Few Sunday Schools Subscribe for the Inglenook for

Distribution Among the Scholars. It Works Well.

See Chicago Testimonial.

For 5 Copies and Over of the "Inglenook" the Cost

is Only 20 Cents Apiece a Quarter, Pro-

vided They All Qo to One Address.

C3-I-VE3 IT Jh. "rFt-I-A^TL. !

Old and "SToxxna; V\7"iU. IBe IDellslited

!

3MOTHEIIS,
M.ul 2B l.lv lui

Children's E-Z Waist.

All Swcs Scnl Prepaid by M.ul.

Nolte's Department Store
Elgin, III.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elg;in, Illinois.

Cap Goods... ; ..J.J.JAMES...

We send Cap Goods b, .a,, ,o a., pans o, ,

^^OCy GfOCeneS • 311(1 • FfUitS

IMiLKNOOK »hM> •itiliiu.

MILKINE.
QrantitBted Milk Food

•^rlf Mijipoit'i liU", hen.- slctil-
i/tUaudconocmrntcd.

ALT. the perfect food Ionic

IFAT-"^ • » IHe mo*t coneeni rated
.,( I-Mxit line in the most coii-
v^iitralc<U.„m,

MILK. MALT, MEAT make MILKINE.
IJ.w.riHir,l t-.tlu- l.i--t >.,t. n( 11i,l.,rH rtiul h.vnli.ls
I'lit up MI iliy l>uw<lrti'>l loiiii «r in Cmnprrvvcl
TBl.t<t» Keaclvfot uw l.% llicBiliiitiouol water
or c;in lie caliti drv U'ritr lot (rre uininle
ELGIN MILKfNE CO. ELGIN. ILL.

...pped. d. FPikc...

Trunks and H^J^ness
Traveling Ba^i and Horse Ftitnishings.

Ni.. .» CIllcKCu Slreel, - KLtilN. II,L.

Kr-KiMi ii» IN(flC7t<H>K ohfn »rii.n(.

the United States. A Urge assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin, 111.

XnLKMuiX wli.ii o'tilliir.

f S,—Note thai we have
moved Irom Mt. MoTris,
III., to Elgin. III.

'*""**•< Phone 1653. Free Delivery to all Parts

J Choice \
o( the City.

i
Qroceriec > Everything Good to Eat

i * At this Slots, We carry a large and•"'"•^^ catelully selected slock oi
" "

JAS. FLINN.
Cor. State and Chicago Sis,. Elgin. Ill,

'iil.«i> lU- IM:LK\OOK \>l.(n nrttLiic

i;o West Chicagi) Slreri.

Telephone ,1^4. ELGIN, ILL.

Plaut & Co.
...UL'K,,.

Fall Suits and Overcoats
Are No« in I.a.g.- Va

ELGIN. ILL.
"i.i.>. lilt IStilK*!'"!); Blini

-I f\ CENTS
III Victor H.

J_ \J li»e i-cei

CENTS Will Cure Teo Headaches 1

adachc Specific scnl by mail lor
j

cent siantpa. Address: VICTOR
RKMKDIBS CO.. Fr«<leriok, Hd. 1

Do You Have Headaches?

Reliable « Headache t Powders
Cutt Hcadacliys, Fctlecily harmless; salislac-

llou guaranteed; 15 Cents 6y mall.

WELD & hall, Druggists,
Elgin, III.

csroocL snoesifiALVANlZED STEEL STAYS
Where Can We Buy Good.

Reliable Shoes?

This <nicstioii is asked many times, by young i

and old. by rich and poor. We arc in a posi- I

lion to furnish you with the very best footwear n,^.^ ..„.,

at p„ces ,ka, w,U please ,ou. Civl us a ca" I "P^'^^S^^^^^tS'Z^i^iiVSXZ 'SS!
and look at our new fall lines, ' m ."nTlV*^ 'V""" 'i" ??^ ?" sP'ead. Strong, durable, orna-

I W.Li^L, .,
*'''^*^}' 'o' »H 'arm and oihet putposes.

d. F. BTTNER, l»b[r.?dfe*'"""*""- Agent, wanted in every to«n.

I

THE C. M. FENCE STAY CO.
I

Lock Box »i

II tlif IXtiLGXlNiK .ii.i, .1

Ci)viN(.ioN. Ohio.

ACKEMaNN'
THE BIG STORE

Elgin, Illinois.

Take Only the Best...

\Vc have aimed to make on, „„,
^cl most reliable!,, this vicC""'-
the largest, but the l,es, Be r*
.s none too good for us and „„ ;;;'-
believe i„buy,„g the best grJ**'
turedandsellingthema.a

e.'s,ahl'''''*^proht, holding, therefore, „
" ""

frnni yc.ir lo year. ^ '"^'

ACKEMANN'S.

A Kitchen Piano..
Everything at her linkers' end*,"

NoibmK to walk ot long h.r, Sugar. Hout. i,ili. ip
milk, eggs and molasses in tliiii seK-cIesniag cil :fi

We make nineditferenl kinds ol k-tchencabindi.-h,'

in our new calalngiie, free. Hoosier ftWg. Co,,

IS .IdamsSt. New Casilt.ltl

M'lxiKii III.- IMiLr.M»K »lirn wniin..

August Scheele Co.

The Finest Bakery in the City

XSlgixa., Xllixiois.

CJ3L.OTHCI3VG!
l-or ["all and U mler al Uii-

BIO BOSTON CLOTMINO STORE,

!). J,
Chamberlin & Cu.,

KLfilN. ILL.

-A....

CJolony « • «

'

Has just been sl.iiK-'l '" N""'"'"";

Michigan. Lands in this

"'"J^"'2!m.
and farming distrii l are Inr s.ile l"

'

"
'

York National Land Association ^

controls more fa.nunK l-"""''"' ,"";
' «

. .. ii> ihp Ml"'-
mdividualorcorpor.,t.,ininl«

^^,

canreferyoutoLldersandBr
I

^_^^

in the confidence ar,dteganl
01'^^^^^^

Brotherhood, who luve """'^'^^j|j|,|

us conmiending this l-md-
^^ ^^^

^,,

send you copies of these " '
^j

request. Conditions of clmia'^
,„

our par. of Michigan .rre so «iW„,.

en, from those in other pa«^^_^^,,„

irv that yon will be B'^' '
|,|cfcJ«'

edifie,l to read these rei«.r,^^^^^j^

disputable. Maps, l.-l's,
'^^ ^^^,,„„.,

phlets and estracts 1."'"
, W>

Reports furnished free "'
'"'"

dressing

SAMlltL
fHORPE;

,<>"'

I'laiidAs*'",

Majestic Buildini

New York Naliiinal

I.LIK""

Wriltei

CAKDbl ul,i or nourish,",. -'
^^^^^ „

ored Cards. B„sorltd.
"'i!'*," "'j^.j.d- '"

»'

Try « ''""°;
,-

;ge«rTl,c;e IS m»=V;;-,,,,,«,r...
„,,,,..

Ask for Art CttBlogoe.
4ii"-''

^^^^^^
_„,„..



HKJOICE, O YOUNO MAN, IN

THY YOUTM.

Ecclejiiastes ii: 9.

Asjome cra«d king upon a wiUl seashnrc

Takes from his chests his hoard of hiddm roUI.

[^J5 (.rowii, his soeptre, ami bis gems initnM,

W'iih all the royal orders which he wore,*

-\nd hiirl> them, one by one, into the roar

And hunger of the sea; and then, when old,

Comes ti' his senses, shivers iti the cold,

\„(i mourns his kingdom's Ire.'isnres evermorp—

So we. imwilting of the wealth of years,

Here l>y life's ocenn flinfi away our gems—

Sceptres vf youth, and munhood's diadems;

Like tools wc "asie them with, no fnturc tears;

Kcason returns, .^nd us lo<i late condemns

—

Thchegi;.ir€d monarch of h realm of tears!

- LhyiiMiflln,.

MMoiLL



THE3 invrGH-iESKTOODEi.

•The' Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
^"^

'

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week; or two. You'll be s„

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing' for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper
"""

that Gr.'"- on One. Once Reail. Always Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Everv Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

hcsidc the Bonnie Biier IJusli,

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds,

Black Beauty, Dream Life,

Dictionary of tlie Bible. i
Drummond's Aifdresses, Adventures of j |i,„„^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Room,

' ""'

"7^

Drummond's Atldresscs,

Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three ^books, and so on. And they cmj

1]L- had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fail „„,

connected with the I.nglenook: There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will ha,

setii him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is tht^ llsl:

.Adventures of a liTowmt-,

.-Esop's Failles,

\uM l.ichl liU:

'
. I.I l-r.tllKiiri,

Itrcakfasl T.\blc.

l.tiult Uk HnlH ...

Dlack BMUly,

Burns' Voenis,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

I dictionary of the Bible,

i )ream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Kmcrson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

i- .tiry Latid of Science,

! ifteen Decisive Battles.

House of Seven Gables.

Imitation of Cbnst,

Intelk-. ;:

Lays of Aiiciiiiil Rome,

Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Uoone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends.

Kcvcries of a Bachelor.

Samantha at Saratotra.

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Slickct Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Romtf,

Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Rooni

Thirty Years' War,

Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thruins,

F.ducalion,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooia.,,

Professor at Breakfast Tabk.

Lamb's Tales from Shake.pr.r

I.allah Rookh,

On Liberty.

i an(Jlewood r:il

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE bouks out of the above list. Tin

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN oftht-i

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefei' the services of the Messenger Aj;eiit il

he will -write at once for the place, but we will put the Erst live applicant into line, a;s the InglENOOk is not going to be tin-

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on suhscriptinnsr

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes

.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. Xjiik^e r»£tp>er for Xji-ve r»eop>le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspap' '

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with n.

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it ah

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read i'

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. Tlie !>'

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the INGLENOOK next year. The like of '

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in tlic list

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE: rhe Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. 1. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. CEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP: Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-live Years?

s SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Through
Collcge-

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A \V. VANIMAN; Negro Missions.

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading lor Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music.

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETLR; St. Paul
WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality,

JOHN G. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

1. B. TROUT: The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCV LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersioh.

1. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Ani""f l^" )""

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of .in E>

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Ma*

D. L, MOHLER: Which Pays Better, City m

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: Wh:it to Do witb lis-co"'

^^^^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas Alioul Maeneii

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of .Swiueilan''-

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide MissioM-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Germ:oiy.

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side of .1

E. S. VOtJNG: Best Means of TiiWf
'

I'dilPfS
LiK-

.A.X2.d tHere ax-e Otbez-s. You. Oan't .A.^ox-ca. to AXlss all TJai»-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.
'^"1"=)'

'^'\^ie!
"

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may miss ^°*'^
^.^ij't,

:

more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will '« ^ "

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the wl'"''' "'^.VJ
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do wen to wrTte us, enclosing J""

scription to-day.

£31SlX3., Illinois, XJ. S. -A..
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WHERE HE FALLS SHORT.

I
uKB the man who comes along

«bei. i>>i"es i"5i=' "" Soing wrong

Anii bravely tells me nol li) frel—

Who cheers me with his hopeful song.

Who says: "Co in and win and let

The world behold that you're a man

Who will nol brook defeat
!

" And yet

I'd like him better far, 1 vow,

l( alter telling me I "can,"

He'd go ahead and tell me "how."

MAVINQ ALL IN COMMON.

[

1, has doubtles.'! occurred to many a reader that

,|,e ivorld all worked, and put the result in a

otumon fund, things would be better and times

,er Tlien the troubles of old age and lack of

„i„g capacity would be shorn o( their terrors,

idpovert)' would practically disappear from the

lotld. It is an i''^^' condition, and it has been

iiedover and over again in different parts of the

mid, atid at different times, and the result has al-

'iisken the same—failure in the end.

One of the most successful efforts of the kind

15 Its headquarters at the town of Economy, about

ighieen miles west of Pittsburg, Pa. Here is a

liderable town, and in it are nine persons, the

emnant of what was once a community of eleven

undred people. There are others living there, but

lis said that but nine of the original membership,

rrallier of those holding to the tenets of the orig-

lal members, are left. There is not enough space

It the disposal of the "Nook to give more than the

im< sketch of the people who have come the

earesi to realizing a perfect community.
The public called the community the Econo-
iites, probably because they lived at a town called

iconomy, but they, themselves, call the organiza-
ion the Harmony Society. The founders were
itraans, and took their start in a religious fervor.

Ility decided to emigrate to America, the one
omlry in the world where people can believe any-

*'»t' or nothing. They had a hard time of it in

befjinning of their existence. With the usual
pliliide of the public for persecution they were
Hissed continually, and as a result they grew in
•km and importance. Moving from place tow ihey finally settled in the town of Economy,
»'il>at is where the society will see its end.
Jhc town is a picture of rural beauty. The
'"'^ are wide, the houses substantial brick

"res, with the gable ends to the street, and
1°

"> "«" line the walks. When the writer was

^^

: years ago the atmosphere was that of a

^' '•"S'and village on a Sunday afternoon. It
jcrnieated by a graveyard quiet. The air of

„J"'l
'y pervades everything. The men and

"like'lh"^^^'^''
'" * ""i™"" K^'b. and it was not

The G.
""' ."^"^ Brethren in the country to-day.

im., 1

'"'" "'^'^ °^ everything was in evidence
^O^vliere Th r- i

"^thi i.

tjerman language was spoken,

flavor
^ '^'=™an look, and a general Ger-
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Iki
arities of the town may well be noted.

Ld^Th-lnotal

!."^«'ingall

ways held to communism,
raiiier stages of their existence they

as others are, but they decid-

'n the

"cli,
'"COf

'lei

"tlic,

thin;gs in common would be pro-

pUn.

"ve or a h k
--- -- .......—w,

—

Sled
,1,^. !_f

" '/?<= "f spiritual life and they

tl

Hsn.w.'"^' "'" those who
Whad

q/ ,; Funny things happened in the

jl

.
^^- Clearly those who were mar-

^"thcv^^
"'" 'hose who were not were de-

kt i„i 1^.,!^':'"'^'' "'''' t>y doing away with mar
ijnti

niiej
Y^l^'"^,

^ celibate life. Married people

'*'"
in th

""""^'^' and there were no mar-

"»tilto,v^f°"""""''y ^°' '"''f » century. It

"''Ddgi,!
f

"" "^^'- enough" till some Dutch

''"ewouli"""''
°"^' or thought they did, that

""S" got
"'''" ^'"- committing matrimony.

""loriiv
"^""'"'^ and left the fold. But the

' l>'«ti

'.'y sluod by eel
'Ce thcv

bacy. In order tojustify
'"=>' construed the creation of woman

as follows: At the time of creation of Adam every-
thing was all right, and should have been left alone,
but when the animals were passed in front of Adam,
sexed, for naming, he got to fussing and complain-
ing that there was only one of him. So the Lord
threw him into a deep sleep and created Eve, who
with her kind, has made all the trouble that ever
existed. They did not attempt to say just how the
world would have been peopled had Adam kept
quiet, but some miraculous method would have en-
sured posterity. As it was they added to the fold
from orphanages, and the like, and at different

times a great many grown people came and went,
some staying and becoming members, and others
tiring and leaving the community. Being Germans
there were a good many smokers and the question
arose what the non-smokers should have in the way
of an offset, and it was decided that tobacco should
go, and it went. It was a community where no to-

bacco was ever after used.

The town is in the midst of a very large farm,

and all worked, and all the profits went into the

common fund. There were several trustees who
did the managing and there was a large and well-

fitted store where all the usual stock of a good town
store could be found. The neighbors, those not

members could buy, and did, though none but

members lived in the town or on the property, un-

less it was some necessary outsider like a doctor or

schoolmaster. Whenever any of the members
wanted anything they went to the store and got it,

and that is all there was to it. There was no incen-

tive to take more than was needed, and there was
no danger of trouble ahead as to where this or that

thing was to come from. It was all provided for,

and each one got all he needed by simply taking it

or asking for it.

In the center of the town was a beautiful walled

garden, with a grotto, and a band stand. There

was a good band, and on Sunday afternoons, in the

season, after preaching, they went to the garden

and enjoyed themselves, German fashion. At one

time they made whiskey, wine, and engaged in

manufacturing ventures, all of which were success-

ful, financially. There was a good hotel in town,

but only for transient guests. People's staying

there was not encouraged.

In matters of religion they were non-combatants,

non litigants, opposed to fashion, non-swearers, and

they bore a general resemblance externally to the

Brethren. They were final restorationists, and

looked for the coming of Christ any hour. A
watchman made the rounds of the town at night

and called the hours as they passed. They had a

sort of confessional, one to the other. They were

opposed to secretism.

As they grew wealthy their troubles began.

Wolves in sheep's clothing entered, and divisions

came. It was the age-old story of quarreling, go-

ing into court, having trouble right and left, and

the final dying out of the comnuinity. It had a

perfectly fair trial, but the elements of human

weakness and ambition were too much for it. It

would only be a repetition of the result to try it

over again in any part of the country. The highest

estate of society seems to be reached when every

man sows and reaps for himself.

POTATO BUTTONS.

Here is new evidence that this is an age of

adulteration and artificiality.

It is not many years since that the threatened

ivory famine produced that remarkable imitation

we know as celluloid, which has been successfully

employed for every possible use, from billiard balls

to piano keys. To-day the imitation has itself

been imitated, and that, too, by a curious prepara-

tion of— potato pulp.

The inventor is a Dutchman named Knipers. He

treats the waste pulp, itself a residue from the man-

ufacture of the artificial potato flour, with a solution

of acid and glycerine.

The resulting compound takes the form of a
species of stickphast, which is dried and ground to
powder. This powder is moulded into blocks with
the aid of water, very much as one uses plaster of
Paris.

There is, however, this important difference.
The new compound can be cut and turned and
bored and used for every purpose, from buttons up-
ward, in which it was formerly customary to use
bone ivory.

Many a woman is wearing this season buttons
which she fancies are ivory, but which are really
only potato pulp.

From potato buttons to wooden silk dresses is

only a step. Remarkable to relate, wood can be
utilized for soft flowing gowns. Wood pulp silk

has long been a staple industry in the St. Etienne
district of France. By certain secret chemical pro-
cesses the pulp is reduced to a syrupy condition.

It is then forced into tubes full of tiny holes
through which it emerges in the form of fine, silk-

like threads. These are speedily dried by being
passed through a hot atmosphere and are forthwith
wound on bobbins ready to be woven into silk.

The appearance of this unique product is said to be
so natural that even experts have mistaken it for

the genuine article. It is, of course, infinitely

cheaper.

With cotton at its present low price one would
scarcely imagine that it could be imitated with any
possibility of a lucrative return. Neverthel(;ss the
thing has been done.

HEAVIEST OF PLYINQ BIRDS.

The heaviest bird that flies is the great bustard.

In size it exceeds the Norwegian blackcock. The
old males weigh about thirty-five pounds but when
food is plentiful the young males may weigh forty-

pounds. Great bustards were formerly as plentiful

in western Europe as partridges. Now they are

rarely found. They may occasionally be seen on

the Dnieper and on the coast of the Caspian Sea.

Rochester, N. Y., has a cat of unusual sagacity.

When a train pulled into the depot the other day
several railroad men who were looking out for

members of the "hobo tribe" stealing rides no-

ticed a cat perched on a truck under one of the

cars. It was covered with dust, and showed the

effects of a long, hard journey. As the train came
to a standstill the animal alighted and was in the

act of scampering off uhen the conductor, named
Walker, recognized it as the family cat, which he

vainly had tried to get rid of for the last month.

When train No. 18 left Rochester, Walker carried

the cat with him, and when he reached Corning put

it overboard, hoping to lose it. But the animal re-

fused to be lost, and, boarding the truck of one of

the cars, " beat " its passage back to the city.

"Were you the smartest boy in your school?"

asked the very bright boy.

" Why-er-no; not exactly," answered his father.

" Did you know as much as I do when you were

my age?
"

" I don't believe I did."

" Are you even at this fate da>' able to extract

the cube root of a number without referring to a

text book?
"

" No—no. I don't believe I can."

"That's all," said the very bright boy as he

turned to his books. Then he heaved a sigh, and

with a look of deepest reproach exclaimed: " Par-

ents often turn out to be a terrible disappointment

to their children nowadays."

" The man without a pui-pose is like a ship with-

out a rudder; a waif, a nothing, a no man. Have a

purpose in life, and having it, throw such strength

of mind and muscle into your work as God has

•given you."— 6V7/-/i'/<'.
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THE RELiaiON OF CHINA.

Now that China occupies such a large share of

the attention of the world, especially the religious

element, it may not be amiss for our bright iNtJLE-

NOOKERS to study more oftiie situation as it is in the

remote country, half way around the world. When
we talk about a system of religion our phrase is

prettj' well understood, but it does not apply to

China. While there is a religion over there it is

not strictly speaking a system. A long time ago a

man b)- the name of Confucitis wrote out a lot of

wise sayings and maxniis, and these are studied

and constitute the religion of the country. It is

about the same as though the people oE the United

States should pitch on the wise sayings of, say,

Benjamin Franklin, and be go\'erned by them in

their daily life.

Kong-fu-tze, whose name was Latinized into

Confucius by the Jesuit missionaries, was born in

the ancient province of Lu—now Shang-tung -in

the year 551 B. C. About 200 years ago he was
canonized as a saint by the Roman Catholics, who
gained thereby many converts among the ignorant

Confucianists.

His father was a magistrate of the mandarin
class. Kong-fu-tze early e-\hibited a wonderful

love for learning and for the society of wise men.
He was already a philosopher of note when at the

age of nineteen he married an estimable woman of

the name of Ke-Kwan-she, by whom he had two
sons; Many of his descendants still survive in the

district where he was born.

In the jear 500 13. C. he became the chief magis-

trate of Chung-tu, and proved himself to be as

great a political reformer as he was a philosopher.

His exalted moral teachings worked such a reform

among the people that he was raised to a position

second only to royalty itself. He died in the year

479 B. C, aged about seventy-three years. Around
his tomb there was .formed a nucleus of what after-

ward became a large town. There are now over
2,000 temples in China dedicated to the memory of

the great Kong-fu-tze.

Among the studies said to have been undertaken
by this sage were magic—that is, the conscious con-
trol of nature's hidden forces—history, poetry,
philosophy and religion. The books associated
with his name are the famous "five kings " (books),
which are the canonical scriptures of the Chinese,
and which they regard with as much reverence as
the Christians regard their own Scriptures. These
books are the • Yi-King" (Book of Changes), the
"-Shi-King" (Book of Poems), the "U-King"
(Rituals), the "Shu-King" (Book of Inscriptions),

and "Tshun-Tsien " (Spring and Autumn).
These kings, or books, teach the unity of man-

kind and charity, and duty to one's neighbor.
Kong-fu-tze attached a great importance to obedi-
ence on the part of children to their parents. Ven-
eration to the memory of ancestors—those who
have made our present existence possible—was al-

so a part of his teachings.

His system of thought was essentially of the na-
ture of a utilitarian religion, capable of being suc-
cessfully applied to political, social and moral ques-
tions, but it had little or no teaching concerning
the nature, origin and destiny of man. These prob-
lems were illuminated by the transcendent genius
of Kong-fu-tze's famous contemporary, Lao-tze. It

was such stupendous problems as the exploitation
of existence, cosmic and individual, that Lao-tze
dealt with. Because of their intensely mystical
and metaphysical aspect they were regarded as less
practical than those ci Kong-fu-tze, which were
more easily comprehended by the majority.
The once mystical philosophy of the Tao-tze—

Taoism— has now degenerated into a mere system
of tiresome religious rites and ceremonies, and is

not at present in repute among the more learned
Chinese. Lao-tze is held in much reverence among
theosophisls as one of the great scriptural teachers
of the world. The greatest contemporary expo-
nents of these two systems of thought—Taoism and
Confucianism — were Chuang-tzc and Meng-tze
(Menceus). That the philanthropic and mundane
doctrines of Kong-fu-tze did not satisfy the more
mystical thinkers of China is shown by the subse-
quent introduction and the widespread acceptance
of the teachings of Buddha.

It is worthy of note that Kong-fu tze, in common
with other great teachers and sages, does not claim

originality for his teachings. He says: " I only

hand on; I do not create anything new." Notice in

John 7: 15, 16, that Jesus says the same thing: " And
the Jews marveled, saying. How knoweth this

man tetters, having never learned? Jesus answered
them and said. My doctrine is not mine, but his

that sent me.
'

Kong'fu-tze represents the doctrine of justice,

Lao-tze that of love. Kong-fu-tze says: " Recom-
pense injury with justice, return good for good.

What you do not want done to yourself do not do

to others." Lao-tze says: "The good 1 will meet
with goodness, the not good I will meet with good-

ness also. The faithful I will meet with faith, the

not faithful I will meet with faith also. Overcome
the greedy by liberality, the liar by truth."

The doctrine of Kong-fu-tze, like that of Moses,

was justice, while Lao-tze, like Jesus, taught the

doctrine of nonresistance. As China discarded

the too exalted ethics of Lao-tze for the so-called

more practical doctrines of Kong-fu-tze, so the

western world, while nominally Christian, yet clings

to the Mosaic code, "an eye for an eye, a tooth for

a tooth."

KID OLOVES.

Barefooted boys and hens form a curious part-

ner3hii> in the making of a pair of fine gloves.

Thousands of dozens of hens' eggs are used in cur-

ing the hides, and thousands of boys are employed
to work the skins in clear water by treading on
them for several hours.

When a woman buys a pair of gloves she speaks
of her purchase as " kids." If the clerk who sold

her the "kid" gloves knew the secrets of the

glove-making business, he might surprise his fair

customer by telling her that those beautiful, soft,

smooth-fitting "kid" gloves came from the shoul-
ders and belly of a three-weeks-old colt, whose
neck was slit on the plains of Russia, and whose
tender hide was shipped with huge bundles of other
colts' hides to France, where they were made up in-

to " kid " gloves. Or he might, with equal regard
to the truth, tell her that those gloves in the other
compartment once darted from tree to tree in

South America on the back of a ring-tailed mon-
key. .'Xnd, if he made the rounds of the store and
could distinguish one skin from another, he could
point out "kid" gloves made from the skins of
kangaroos from Australia, lambs or sheep from
Ohio or Spain or England, calves from India,
muskrats from anywhere, musk oxen from China
and other parts of Asia, rats, cats, and Newfound-
land puppies.

But the Russian colt, the four-footed baby from
the plains where the Cossacks live, the colt from
the steppes of Siberia, where horses are raised by
the thousand, supplies the skins which are the fa-

vorites at present with the glove makers. Experts
say that the colt skin makes a better, stronger,
finer glove than real kid skin.

But, after all, the real kid, the lively infant of the
goats which live in France, Switzerland, Spain, and
Italy, furnishes the choicest and most expensive
gloves, and nearly 10,000,000 kids are sacrificed ev-
ery year that women and men may cramp their
hands in smooth, delicate-hued gloves.— Cfeffra
Recoyd.

^

THE CHINESE FARHER.

As China is now undoubtedly foremost in the
public eye a glimpse of her " Boxer " farmer will no
doubt prove interesting.

A Chinese farmer is about as unlike his American
compeer as can be imagined.
He does not live as they do in comparatively

isolated districts, but in a village which is walled
around and very densely peopled.

In China two hundred acres of land is a huge
farm. "*

The man who owns ten is considered wealthy
whde a smgle .acre will yield its owner a decided
competence.

Rice, sugar cane, potatoes, indigo, ginger, tobac-
co and wheat-these are the things he grows

K.ce, of course, is the Chinese staff of life
As the Chinese farmer uses no milk, butter or

farm"' M "'f
^"^'-^'^^^^ ^east on a Chinesefarm ,s the zebu, a species of ox, that is used fordrawing the plough.

Perhaps the most curious phase of ri7
ingis the fact of the Chinese farmer. '"'

hens to follow the harvesters to pi i-

'""°

'

grains left among the stubble and also
.?""' ''

insects that abound there. ^ "oxir,;

H at the close of the present turbulent ,
China any enterprising American shoi In

'' '

emigrate there to start a farm, the c
'^'" '

project will no doubt prove of much !„?' °'''"''
'

t^i _, .- ., .

^'1 iiitertOf course, as to the price of land
figures can be given at this time, as th-
present conflict '" '

the matter.

eresl.

III k '"1
'11 have a great deal t„ do «,

A complete outfit will cost about Sqo
of a plough with two shares, a h-,rr),'°"*""-
ning mill, a pump worked by a treadle f

'

'

ing the fields, a zebu, hoes, sickles and"""'^'
sundries. If the farmer should care to hi,e"T"
erhe will have to pay him about S25 a

''

elusive of food, clothing, tobacco and head^t,"'
Twelve cents a day is a very fair all„„,

''",

many Chinamen, and the fortunate
recipieni

much wealth will often share his good fortune
one or more dependent relatives.

'"

HOW EXPRESSES DROP MEN.

" While coming from Chicago last \veEk,"sji,
prominent business man of this city, "

I noti

'

peculiar railroad custom which interested mec'l
siderably. I happened to be in the last car o( |k

limited when the train stopped in a desolate s,

between stations. The rear brakeman, of coui-

dropped off and went down the track with a Jai. 1

warn any train that might be following us. 1:,

moment or two we started up again, but minus ti.

brakeman.
" I wondered at this, but was still more surprisu:

later on to see the same thing repealed when

«

were obliged to stop on account of a threatened ho;

box. Upon inquiry I found that this was the cus

tom on fast trains. Sometimes, if we have lots

"

time,' said the conductor, ' we whistle for the nini

to come in, but in most cases we leave them to be

picked up by the next train, or to walk to the neii

est station.'

"'But isn't that rather hard on the men?

asked. ' Oh, it's part of the business,' he replied

' I have known of cases, where men dropped off in

this way were frozen to death or waylaid by tramp.,

but the railroads ha\-e to make the time, and thai'

why it's done. I have seen trains running with on-

ly a conductor aboard them, at times, because iti;

rest of the crew had been left behind in just thi.

way.'
"

THE WORD " WIFE."

What do you think the beautiful word "»ii'

comes from? It is the great word in which tin

English and Saxon languages conquer the F'^""

and Greek. I hope the French will some d,i)' ?''!

|

word for it instead of their fcmmc. But what i."

you think it comes from? The great value ol'»

Saxon words is that they mean something. "' "

means weaver. 'You must be either houscnn'O

'

house moths: remember that. In the deep *

^

you must either weave men's fortunes and em r

erthem, or feed upon them and bring them to '

cay. Wherever a true wife comes, home is a

^^^^^

aruond her. The stars may be overhead, the
g^'

^^

worm, in the night's cold grass may be the

her feet; but home is where she is, and (0'

woman it stretches far around her '"''''|^jj,||.

houses ceiled with cedar or painted with

J^^^
^

ion; shedding its quiet light for tticse »
^^^^

homeless. This, I believe, is the wom.w>

place and power.

—

Ruskin.

DAKINQ FLINTS STILL A QOOU TRAD

in •''"'I

The oldest manufacturing industry
^^^^^^

^^1

Britain is that of flints and flint '"*'
"fdccti'l

been carried on since the beginning of^^
^ing''"''

of Norl""''

'

I.Mcentury, if not farther back still, a>'''^

mines, Brandon, on the border:

Suffolk.
, ijced "1

The flints are all made by hand, ''''"^|,3„,„it'

the operator's knee and clipped wiln »

the proper shape.
j (nr fire

"''"

'

A number of these flints are used i"
j^^,,,

,

being principally used in countries '

jnil"

Italy, where the duties on ordinary nia''^^^|j,ji,ri'>

matches are so high as to convert them 1
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^"^jOHN JAHES AUDUBON.

, biect of this sketch died in New York Jan.

J
W'*°

(lg|. J long life devoted chiefly to study-

|/'*>''
picturing the birds and quadrupeds of

'
'"

Mr. Audubon was the first great Ameri-

list and was one of the most famous

of nature of his time. Born on a planta-

"'"'
Youisiana in May, 17S0, he seemed to have

tlie world in a locality and at a season of

when the birds that he afterward so dearly
'

^jmij give him a most joyous welcome.
"

eariiest
childhood Audubon showed an ideal

.«n to his feathered friends and was always

draw pictures of his favorites. So his fa-

to Paris to study under the celebrated

Rnie""'

I

natural

||ui

ton

Ue ill'"

heyest

L<<

from

fi'oti

vine
''

lln scot liim

ler David. For two years the lad, who was of

t .|,' jnccstry, lived happily and learned much

Iboul painting '" "'^ capital of France. But he

ijtd for the deep-green woods of his native

,„,liy, and returned home at the age of seven-

Within a few years Audubon was presented with

estate on the banks of the Schuykill River, in

isylvania, by liis father, and he married and

liml ihere. From that time on for ten years he

iludied and painted the birds that came to the

lililerness about him, often going miles away to sit

ijder the trees and paint the portrait of a special

H in its favorite haunts. Frequently also he took

journeys and stayed away from home months
ilalime while in search of new specimens to add

lohis bird collection. Then he moved to Hender-

inn, Ky., and continued his out-of-door studies. Fi-

ullyin 1S24 he went to Philadelphia with over 200

llige folio sheets covered with colored drawings
iprtstnting about I,coo American birds. Being
iiddcnly called away he left his drawings in the
inbouse of a friend, and returned to find that rats

lid completely destroyed them.
Thus was the work of years lost forever, and the

llock and disappointment threw Audubon into a
levtnhat lasted several weeks and nearly resulted

death. Not daunted, however, the naturalist
left lor the woods as soon as he was able and began
fcwork all over again. In about three years he
"d completed another set of drawings, better than

With these he went to Europe, where he
Bieceivcd with delight by all bird lovers. His
mderful pictures were reproduced, together with« on American birds, which gave him high
* among the scientists of his time. He was re-
"nrf with every mark of honor and esteem at
»«« and abroad and several famous scientific and
"»«„„ g„e him special honors. In addition
»« books on birds, which are very rare and valu-

<«= published a book called • A Biography of

»«!.. .-.,,
~'"^'^^" and nearly completed a

»»k entitled, ..The Quadrupeds of America."

moiisT''
"' "'" "'' '"'' adventures of this

P<"i.seitT,l'l"",
"""'' '"'^'""ng. particularly

I
leiis ot a time

1 new :

A'oods were alive with

when the United States

•«»,
'" Primeval w<

Vl "!
'"'"''"

°^ ^''"^' -^"d °'her animals""« since either been destroyed ope itmote parts of the world.

' driven to

BEAUTY OF THE TROPICS.

|"*t Wh^c h""'"^"''
°' 'iquatic flowers and plants

"'Bts th
"^ ""servatories and grounds this

'"""ghouttl^
growing popularity of this species.

"'"''
lias incre

""""^'^ ">' demand for the aquatic

" ''*li<:
Pin"^^!i'^'''

"""^ "° 8'>rdcn, park, cemetery
s ound IS considered thoroughly coin-

•"IMtics^of
"'.°'' P"""" *''" fi'l^d "''"' t"'''!'-

'"year,
' ° "'^'i^h there are many novelties

'« all ti,
I

.

ies„(',',"'°f 'he white house founta'

China, Japan, Africa, Egypt, Mexico and nearly all
other cl.mes^ Naturally they produce a variety of
foliage and flowers.

The water lilies from strictly tropical climes areknown to seed and flower growers as tender, inas-much as they must be placed in hot houses or con-
servatories in winter. Among these are the nym-
phsa Zanzibarensis, a native of Zanzibar; nymph^e.i
Mexicana, a native of Mexico; nymph.-ea scutifona
a native of Cape of Good Hope; nympha;a rubra,
rom East India; nymph.-ea dentata, from Sierra
I-eone, and the nymph.ea lotus, a plant that grows
in vast quantities in the plains of lower Egypt dur-
ing the time the land is under water. Among the
tender lihes also is the nymphaea devoiniensis, one
of the choicest in cultivation. No modern collec-
tion IS complete without it The flowers are a bril-
liant rosy red. They are a most pleasing color
when seen by artificial light. It is a night-bloom-
ing plant, and the leaves are a deep green, with a
reddish shade. The Egyptian lotus is also a night
plant, and produces a white flower, sepals red at the
margins, cup-shaped, with broad petals. Most of
the other lilies mentioned are day bloomers. The
flowers of the night plants look beautiful in the ear-
ly morning, and if the sun is not too hot they re-
main open for several hours. A hot sun, however,
soon closes them, and they reopen after nightfall.
Only one of the water lilies from a tropical coun-

try is anyways hardy. That is the Egyptian lotus,
scientifically known as the speciosum. It is a well-
known and far-famed species. Its superb flowers
and magnificent foliage produce a splendid sub-
tropical effect. The flowers are about a foot across
when fully opened, are of a deep rose color, with a
soft, creamy white at. the base of the petals. It dif-
fers from some of the other lilies in that it is ex-
quisitely fragrant.

The benefit of the hardy lilies is that they can re-

main in a pond or basin all winter if they get the
same water supply as in summer. The names of
these are numerous, among them being the odorata
Caroliniana. the marliacea rosea and the pygm.-ea.
The latter is the smallest of the flowering series in

cultivation. It is a native of China. The flowers
are either pure white or pink and very fragrant.
They are no larger than a half dollar. The leaves
arc green and two to three inches in diameter.
The Caroliniana is a native of South Carolina, and
is one of the grandest of its type. The flower is

large and of a rosy pink.

The Zanzibar lily of the tender variety is con-
sidered a royal flower among the lilies. The flow-

ers are very large, of a deep purple color, sepals

deep green on the outside and purple within, with
a red margin. It is exquisitely fragrant and is free-

flowering.

The lilies are planted in boxes filled with rich

earth and the boxes are set in the basin, below the

water, of course. They are not given much atten-

tion except to be kept free of the acpiatic bugs that

would quickly kill them if not looked after. The
gold fish helps to eradicate the water bugs, but

once a week at least a White House gardener, with

the lower part of his body incased in rubber, wades
in the basins and ponds, carefully going over the

plants. He knows exactly where to look for the

dangerous bugs and often kills many of them

In common with their South American relatives
the caimans, alligators -are best distinguished from'
crocoddes by the circumstance that both the first
and the fourth lower teeth are generally received
into complete pits -instead of notches—in the up-
per jaw, and are, therefore, concealed when the
mouth is shut. Again, there are as many as from
seventeen to twenty upper and from seventeen to
twenty-two lower teeth in the mouth of an alligator
or a caiman, whereas in a crocodile there are never
more than nineteen pairs of upper teeth, while the
number in the lower jaw is limited to fifteen.
An essential distinction between an alligator and

a caiman is that the latter has a thick, bony armor
on both the upper and the lower surface of the
body. In crocodiles and the North American alli-
gator the under surface is indeed totally unprotect-
ed by such a bony armor, but in the Chinese alliga-
tor thin remnants of such body plates remain, the
species thus being in this respect intermediate be-
tween its cousin of the Mississippi and the caimans
of South America.

Besides differences in regard to the number of
the teeth and the arrangement of the scales on the
back, the alligator of the Yangtsekiang also differs
from the Mississippi species by its inferior dimen-
sions. Although little is known of the habits and
mode of life of the former species, they are prob-
ably similar to those of its American relative.

Fish form the main staple of the diet of the
American reptile, but it is evident that the terrible
teeth with which its jaws are armed were intended
also to hold larger prey. And, as a matter of fact,

many an unfortunate dog, sheep, goat, deer, or even
horse, that comes to drink at an alligator-infested
pool is seized by the vise-like jaws and dragged
headlong beneath the water. During floodtimes
the Mississippi alligators leave the main stream to
take up their abode in the flooded lands, where
they live almost exclusively on fish until the sub-
sidence of the floods.

PHILADELPHIA'S QURICOOLA.
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ALLIQATOKS AND CROCODILES.

From time immemorial there has been much con-

fusion in the popular mind between alligators and
crocodiles. And in spite of the fact that until re-

cently the North American alligator was the only

known representative of that group, yet the name
was and is persistently applied to the broad-nosed

crocodiles of India. Curiously enough, just twenty

years ago naturalists became acquainted with a sec-

ond species of alligator in the Yangtsekiang, thus

disproving the assertion that alligators were ex-

clusively an American product, like turkeys.

Comparatively few persons could state off-hand

the difference between alligators and crocodiles.

There is, indeed, no real reason why the name alli-

gator should be restricted to one of these ungainly

sauri.ins rather than another, as it is merely a cor-

ruption of the Spanish term "una lagata," for .iny

lizard. Since, however, this term was applied by

the Spanish conquerors to the great saurian of the

Mississippi that term has ever since been taken as

the special title of that particular reptile as distinct

from the crocodile.

In donating a guricoola to the 200 a missionary
in Borneo has furnished a riddle which students of
natural history are vainly trying to solve, says a
writer in the Philaddphia Record. The little crea-

ture is one of the queerest creations in the animal
kingdom, and just how to classify it is the problem.
At first glance it greatly resembles a monkey, but
many radical differences are soon apparent. The
guricoola lives largely in trees, and it feeds on
small birds. In this respect it differs from the
monkey tribe, while another and very apparent dif-

ference is its snakelikc tail, which is fully eight feet

long. This remarkable appendage, when not used'
in assisting its owner to travel, is carried in a neat,

nautical-like coil. When the animal wants to climb
a tree it shoots the coil out, lariat fashion, catches
the nearest limb and shins up its own tail with
amazing rapidity. Once among the branches an-

other cast is made, and up goes the guricoola like a
spider climbing his thread. So deft is the creature

at lassoing that the tallest trees are ascended in a

jiffy, and the absence of noise in the operation

makes it easy to take the feathered tribe unawarts.
Ancient scientific writers have casually mentioned
the creature in their works, but owing to the inac-

cessibility of the region whence they come and the
rapidity of the animal's movements,, a study of the

species has not much enriched natural history.

The animal that has been brought here is the first

known specimen in captivity.

The dragonfly possesses the unique faculty

among winged creatures, birds or insects, of flying

backwards and forwards and sideways without turn-

ing its body. There are very few insects that the

swallow, with its marvelous speed and dexterity,

cannot catch, but the dragonfly is one of them.

The dragonfly without any apparent trouble, will

keep a few feet ahead of a swallow for half an hour

at a stretch, and no matter how swiftly the swallow

flies, the dragonfly is never just there when it

makes its swoop. This is because the swallow has

to turn its body, while the dragonfly only reverses

its wings.

For the last ten years there has been an increase

of 2,000 annually in the number of Great Britain's

insane.
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THE INOLENOOK OUTLOOK.

There are thousands of Inglenook readers and

friends everywhere and they sometimes ask the cir-

culation and inquire how wc are getting along. If

the circulation were anything like a fixed quantity

we could answer intelligently with justice to our-

selves. But it is continually creeping up in num-

bers, and it would be misleading to quote figures

now that would need revision to-morrow. It must

suffice to say that the increase in circulation has

been continuous and steadily upward. There is no

predicting the limit. It goes to all the States

where there are Brethren, and it widens out wher-

ever it finds a permanent reader. Naturally we are

gratified at all this. The winter evenings are com-

ing on, and there is a great deal more reading done

at that season than when the days are longer.

The Inglenook expects to improve in character

and quantity as fast as facts and figures justify. It

is a welcome guest in thousands of homes now, and

wherever it is known it has made friends. We
have in mind certain most interesting things for the

winter evenings, and we can promise our readers a

most interesting publication for their homes. We
will take it as a great favor if those who are ac-

quainted with it will speak a word for it to those

who are not so well acquainted with it. Its readers

know that it is not exclusively a youth's paper by

any means. The old read it as well as the young,

and it is hard to say which of them is the belter

pleased. There is something new and interesting

in each number, and it will be continued on those

lines throughout its publication.

ABOUT GETTING HARRIED.

marriage. The right thing to do is to tell every-

body when you are'married, put it in the papers,

and on no account trifle with such an important

matter. Remember this advice and a lifetime of

trouble may be saved you.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Young folks! the 'Nook wants to give you some

good advice. It knows what it is talking about, for

the writer has seen a great deal of trouble right

along these lines, not personally, but trouble others

got into through the very thing the Inglenook is

going to caution you against. It is this. When you

get married, give the fact the widest publicity con-

sistent with good form, and whatever you do never

consent to any clandestine marriage, not under any

circumstances. It is almost certain to make trou-

ble for both parties, and it is so easy of avoidance

that a fool, or a pair of them, need not err therein.

It seems to be a part of human nature to do its

courting on the quiet, and to keep an engagement

a secret. The Inglenook does not object to this.

Ha*lf the fun of the business of getting ready to be

married consists in its privacy. But if it is suggest-

ed to carry the matter a step further and get mar-

ried " on the sly," saying nothing to anyone about

it till you get ready, then stop right there, and stay

stopped till all concerned are willing and ready

to make it as public as newspapers can do it.

There are reasons. The 'Nook will give an in-

stance.

Mary and John are two young people bitten with

the romantic idea of getting married "and saying

nothing about it." They slip off to some place

where secrecy is the leading feature, and an obscure

preacher or magistrate performs the ceremony.

Three months afterward John comes into his share

of a good farm. In another three months John

dies. Mary proclaims herself his widow. Prove it,

the other heirs and the public say. The party per-

forming the ceremony has left and nobody can tell

where he is. The woman is discredited, her dowry
is lost, the innocent child suffers, and the public

laughs at what seems to be a very clumsily set up
job to cover a crime and get a dead man's money.

And all because of the idiocy of a clandestine

Text: Drudgery.

One of the things th.it come to us often is the

sense of drudgery that the duties of daily life entail

on all of us. There is no escape from it in every

well-ordered life, because where things are well or-

dered there is Duty, and Duty repeated is drudgery.

Blessed be drudgery! It is the way that we take

these things that determines our moral value. He
who repines, to the extent of getting rid of his

work, is failing in the comprehension of what is due

his or her place in life. Everyday life is pretty

much like a wheel; it goes round and round. It is

the common lot of household duty, and many a

girl gets tired unto tears over the endless repeti-

tion. It should be remembered that in whatever

lot our lines are cast it is expected of us that we do

our duty without repining. The outlook may be

simply a perspective of dirty dishes and unmade

beds, but it is a condition that must be met, and

those meet it best who take up the burden of their

work with no spoken note of complaint. Nothing

is bettered by fault finding.

One good waj' to reconcile ourselves to our lot is

to go to other places temporarily and see the lives

of those less favored. Often we return better satis-

fied in the knowledge that there are dishes to wash,

and beds to sleep in. Others there are who have

neither, and there is never a billet so hard but that

there is a harder one dealt out to others if we only

knew where to look for it. It is not in the fact that

moral merit or demerit lies, but in how we take

the issue as it is presented to us.

There is no position in life that is without its

routine, and an exchange would often leave us

worse off than we think could it be accomplished.

It is not what we have to do, but the uncomplain-

ing way that we meet our duty that will affect our

standing through all eternity when the hands are

finally folded and the tired feet are at rest.

NO ENCORE.

Thiktv years ago one of the famous elephants

that traveled in this coiintry was old Columbus.

During one of his summer trips through Virginia he

stopped at the town of D . In the neighboring

town of H——a boy familiarly called "Dave" and
notorious for leadership in all kinds of mischievous

tricks determined to show off before the other

boys at old Columbus' expense, and invited several

of his companions to go with him.

Having come to the elephant's stable, Dave gave
him first candy, then cake and finally cried, "Now.
boy," and slipped a piece of tobacco into his pro-

boscis, intending to get out of danger and enjoy old

Columbus' disgust and anger.

But before he could move Columbus seized him
and whirled him upward through the opening over-

head against the roof of the stable.

Unhurt by this unexpected " rise," Dave dropped
on the haymow. The other boys below, supposing
this to be the " trick " promised them, cried out in

admiration:

" Dave, Dave, do that again!"

Dave, comfortably seated out of harm's way, ear-

nestly answered:

" No. boys! I only do that trick once a day! "

BLISSFUL lONORANCE.

IS an entertaining

A CERTAIN German piofc.^or of music, to be met
with in English drawing rooms,
old gentleman.

To him, recently, a lady said, when one of his
compositions had just been rendered by one of the
guests:

"How do you like the rendering of your song
professor.''

<=> j g,

' Vos dot
did not know him,

y song?" replied the professor. "
I

name to it for reasons of his own satisfact

paper

IVOlilil

paper

OUR QUERY BOX.

Is prayer a cure for stammering?

Moke things are wrought by pray^
dreamed of. It is the P'ayer of him whn k'"

'"

that does the work. In other words it is

of the one praying, not the one benefit'^
*"

brings the blessing. ^^' li

* * *

Can I le<ini Spamsh out of a book myself?

No. you can't, and you'll be wasting vonr

,

try it.
^yo'-n.me:

* «

Was ihe story Leah and Levi written by a me
church, and was it a man or woman who wrote \i}

''' ''

A brother wrote it. He does not care to h

himself and the Editor. " ^ '"

* * «

Can I get a complete file of ihe Inglenook, and wh
it cast? "

_
hai snn

You could not get a complete file of the

here, for " love or money." The only way would
be for you to piece out the file by getting a

here and there from others.

« « 4

What IS chocolate made out of?

It is made out of the seed of a tree treated

chanically and chemically.

# « «

I read of a ship trading in copra inihe Pacific, Whai ,5

copra?

Copra IS dried cocoanut meats, and it sells mam

ly among the Chinese and that sort of people.

# «

If a perfectly sound man made no mistakes in living wnulj

he not live forever?

No. The machine would wear out in lime, aiidil

is appointed to all to die. His time would conn,

and as you state the case, his end would probsbly

be painless, a flickering out of life, There hav'

been just such cases.
• * #

If Chnia IS partitioned what part will the United Stales gti'

China will not be partitioned. The Europear

powers can not agree about it, anti nothing will b-

done.
* « *

If I go into the raising of pet stuck will it iikeiy ptovcr:

munerative?

There is no limit to any specialty if pushed, \\

depends more on the man than the work, AH sue

things require judicious advertising.

# » *

What is the reason my articles are refu^ei! when i>il»efsn.:;

so good are prJnted?

The only reason we know is that of the rank ir

norance of the Editor in charge.

• * #

Why can I not acquire an education by stiiymg at nnme

reading systematically?

Reading judiciously will give you a fund o i"

formation, but not an education. Education 's

'^

disciplinary process, a getting things nght "

matter of habit and not by trial and guessing.

» • •

I have heard il said that there is a poin' <i

all clocks and watches have the right tiim

they vary. Is this correct?

Yes. at the North pole all of theni

right, that is, one would be as correct as

,

Eliecarlh^h''^

,1.1 ml^" '""

another.

lid"

1 .11 lit I* 111""^)

Could [ grow bulbs fur the market ami ""«=

eringbulbsareme.ini? . ii,

1 ^vcepli"'"-
Inglenook thinks not unless unuei ca r

^^^

favorable circumstances. The bulb-gi ^^ ^^^

ness is a European industry, and tliey

clieap at wholesale.

How shall I go .ibout gelling .t cm

mine? ^^^,^11

Have a good-sized photograph taken, ^^|,^,j,£d,

to a photo-engraver. It will cost \o"'

about twenty cents a square inch.

'

. e.\-i'''

A FULL-BLOODED Indian lunatic hs'JJ^^^^
|;„(,»i

ed. Lunacy among the Indians «.i>

until they began to mix with the white .
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AT LAST.

IIY li. 11. BAKKR.

^,,„,,,l,„.,glM.ur Skies !„. dark and drear.

' ,|,el.arb.irbartheliglilsh,i.csfar,

'

„vn anchor safe -at last.

,,,„ Ihrmrgl' the darkness of the night

Why grii ve the trials past?

,,l,,he harbor light IS shining bright,

^Ve'll anchor salc-at last.

Ulasl, at lasl-with tattered sail

Though broken be the mast.

11,1 the Harbor gleams, the love-light streams.

We've anchored Home—at last!

j,,,*,„«
f««;tv. /^""'<-

EDUCATED CANARIES.

BY EDITH M. MORRISON.

.

j^j jil well acquainted with educated ele-

j„„s, horses, dogs, pigs and cats, but canaries,

jtiiiost
flipp.inl. joyous, light-hearted little cie.i-

ires
imagina''le' have neally succeeded in escap-

llie
professional trainer's attention. Yet they

[(liighl, intelligent little things, and amply repay

itivork of training them, as the seven I saw re-

„tl). fully testified.

Xhey were all named, and each knew his name

id answered to it by a chirp or by doing that

ich he was told to do. The table on which they

•rlormed their tricks was about five feet long, hav-

11 one end a perch to which each flew when

hough his part.

iMiasin the evening when I saw this remarkable

iliibilion. The birds were all asleep when they

brought into the room, but their mistress" voice

nd Hie bright light soon awoke them and they

. . . livel)' as ever. When all were resting on
hqiLfch, a miniature teeter board was placed mid-

ay of the table, and two bright yellow fellows,

ithliltle chirps of delight, took their places one
iMch end, while a third stood in the center for a

iiance;.ind when their mistress started it going all

umi to enjoy it hugely.

The ne.vl trick was an imitation of the Rough
lidtrs. .The little wooden horses were fastened to
contrivance something after the pattern of a nier-
r-goround, and each bird had a horse. Faster
nd faster went the horses, but not one little bird
lit his balance, and the curious part of it was that
"ch one leaned toward the center the same as a
:rson would in riding in a circle.
Tlito they ran a race over a double stepladder,
"'J »ith tiny rounds instead of steps. The first
•tweraiid back was rewarded with an extra sup-

I'oor yellow Ned, being the lazy one, of
••«was the last going over, but coming back,
I" a glance of despair at the others already near-" way back, he darted through under the

..and with a chirp of triumph fiew to the
«l> "head of them all.

lal" 'l!''

P"'''™^"^ all took a rest except
^"ho rolled a small barrel the length of the
"'^K'ng his tiny feet fly as the barrel gathered

Th

KtanTO*"'!^
'"". °' ^" ^^^"^ "l'«" De^ey fired

(i ,
' genuine tov r.-inn^n ,i-n,> i.^.,^.^j —

i

"* fastened to
De.

"''e contrivance, then lighted,

*»ith nte'rer'^n''
'""'" "'•'"^hing theprepara-

'" katf not K
'° *"'" P°''- ''"' 'he can-

"i Dewev T" P™P"'y '°"'l<=d and did not go,

'"' his dut'
'° ''^'"''' """king he had not

intlv
he „,

^ """' '"= '""' s'lot the cannon. Evi-

H lor lie^

''""''='' and wondered wh)- it did not

''''"Sloli.Tt
''"^''"""°" and hopped about

Vtly
I

'" ''^ ""s<= of failure. At last it was
*"">'

"ever fl

""'' "''" ''""^ '' "^"' °^' '="'

[ the lad
" j'''' "' "'"^ '"'"' ''^P"'' although

and claimed that not one of the little performers
was yet a year old!—/« Pels a„d Ammnls.

ARTISTS' MODELS.

The work of a professional model is something
very much misunderstood by the majority of peo-
ple. What is imagined is that some person of
either sex is paid to stand unclothed before the
artist for the purposes of art. This may, at very
rare times, be the case, but it is comparatively rare.
No one per.son combines in himself or herself all
the requisites of art. One may have the hand, an-
other the arm, and so on, and thus it is that a fa-
mous picture, supposed to represent the highest de-
velopment of the human form is a composite, depend-
ent specially on no one person particularly. The
business is a profession, and models are known and
hired for their special purposes as any other repre-
sentative would be. As to their character it is said
by those who know that it is as high as in any oth-
er of the walks of life.

Child models arc the prettiest and rarest of all.

Almost every child possesses beauty, if no more
than the mere beauty of childhood—that strange,
winning sweetness that cannot be painted. But it

isn't every child that can be trained to sit still.

And of all things, a model that cannot keep a pose
is the most exasperating. The child models of
New York are famous, and deservedly so. There
is not an art store in the country which does not
hold some picture of little Emily .Schaffer, or Edna
Lawson, or Daisy de Lacy, or one of the other few
of these beautiful children.

The best-liked model, aside from her qualifica-

tions in figure and coloring, is she who has learned
to be silent tiiui still. Of course the latter—the pow-
er of holding a pose without a movement, yet with
no appearance of rigidity and strain— is something
that the professional models are trained to. One of

them will retain for ten or fifteen minutes at a time
an attitude that no strong man untrained to the

business could hold a minute at a time without

showing effort. It is not only the holding of the

pose that is desired, you can see, but the holding,

thereof naturally, gracefully, and as if one liked it.

A model's compensation depends somewhat upon
the model herself and the character of the pose she

assumes; but the variation from the established rate

of fifty cents an hour is seldom great. That may
be taken as an average; it is almost a schedule

price. The hours also depend upon the work done,

for some poses will wear out a model very fast; but

as a general thing she is supposed to work six

hours a day. That makes her usual income about

eighteen dollars a week, if she is continuously em-
ployed by different studios.

DOa vs. CAT.

""^ladies did
^"'"l finale they

arr,
"~' '" climbed the golden

ssed
"^ ^"^"iselves on a perch at the

'^^'^onio a -r?
''^'^^'' S°*^^' "''e'lt- Then they

''audience'
J^*'''""^''*''^'''^^''^'

''^"'^ ^"^^^^^

^'^^forethl^'' "^""^"^''"g Iiis head several
''' the Z}\

''"' ^^^'-'ed away.

'''^
plied T''"*'^

^''^ lady who owned the

^T^ *° trair'th
'^"^^^'°"^ ^^""^ lio^v she had

n
'"''nite

Pat'
^"^" ^'^^ replied it was a niat-

J'^^^y.for
'^"'^^' ^""^ ^""y' try again, several

'"^^
'^fy you^^T'^^^ °^ ^'^ months. She be-

"g birds, not yet a half year old.

It is time that the controversy concerning the

superiority of cat or dog should be discussed on

some more general ground than that of human
egotism.

The case is prejudiced, if we are to weigh the

cat's merits on practical grounds, for the cat is es-

sentially dramatic; or if we are to estimate her

character from the western point of view, for the

cat is an oriental; or, finally, if we are to consider

the moral qualities of the cat solely in relation to

the desires of the human being.

In all such cases the vulgar estimate of the cat

would be the true one, and, according to this vulgar

estimate the cat is a domestic, comfortable animal,

usually found curled up like an ammonite, essen-

tially selfish, substantially cruel and, apart from

these two drawbacks, essentially feminine.

" The cat is selfish and the dog is faithful." This

sums up a judgment founded on willful denseness

and gross egotism. In respect to what is the dog

faithful and the cat selfish? The judgment rests on

this—that the human being is a very little portion

of the cat's world, but it is the all-absorbing object

of the dog.

It is commonly said that cats are devoted to

places and not to persons. We have never found this

true, but if it is the case it not improbably results

from the fact that many people are devoted to kit-

tens, but not to cats. Then the cat's devotion is

transferred to the scene of her romances, the cor-

ners where she has lain in ambush, the place where

she has secretly viewed the movements of her foe

or of her prey, the place where she has experienced
tbe surprising and absorbing joy of her kittens.

.
The truth is that the scope of a cat's emotion and

experiences too nearly resembles our own.
The dog's conscience takes .a somewhat higher

rank than the cat's, for the chief part of his moral
code he accepts as a law given by a higher being.
He shows a desire for moral approbation when he
has behaved well; he is depressed by moral disap-
probation quite apart from the fear of the whip.
But the cat defies the external code if it dare and
covets admiration rather than moral approbation.

Esthetic sensitiveness seems more developed in

the cat than in the dog. The keenness of a dog's
intelligence, combined with the inferiority of nature
that lies behind it makes the employment of the
senses almost entirely utilitarian.

Among esthetic sensibilities the enjoyment of
music is the keenest and most common. It is com-
mon to find dogs who "sing," following, to some
rough extent, high or low notes of music; but one
doubts if such imitation is conscious, or based at all

on enjoyment.

With regard to color, both cats and dogs appear
to have little esthetic perception. Cats, however,
seem to show a definite esthetic perception of tex-
ture—esthetic, for it is not ordinary bodily comfort
which rules. They may like to sleep on velvet, but
they revel, waking, in the feeling of crackling paper
or texture of stiff silks.

And there is a well-authenticated story of a cat
which goes into the garden to lick the under sides
of foxglove leaves and cannot be kept from trying
with his tongue the texture of flannelette.

But the keenest esthetic pleasure for a cat lies in

the region of smell. The dog uses smell merely as
a medium of information, but the cat revels in it.

She will linger near a tree, smelling each separate
aromatic leaf for the pure pleasure of it; not, like a
dog, to trace friend, foe or prey. If the window of
a close room is opened the cat leans out. smelling
the air. New dresses are smelt, partly, perhaps,
for future recognition, but also apparently for

pleasure.

This apparent power of esthetic enjoyment in the

cat is counterbalanced in the dog by a quality we
are wont to rank highly, yet not without a haunting

misgiving. The dog has a rudimentary sense of

humor. It \s the commonest thing in the world to

see a petted dog try to laugh out a scolding. If he

is encouraged, if his fooling is successful, he will re-

peat it again and again, with growing exaggeration,

will roll with wide mouth and absurd contortions or

fly at one's face to lick it.

Now, the cat is solemnity incarnate To punish

it is to cause instant offense, to tease it is to out-

rage its dignity. The better bred a cat is the more
easily it is offended.

But the "sense of the ridiculous " is, after all, a

gross quality, and the humor of one age seems vul-

garity to the next. A cat is never vulgar.

The old Egyptians said that a cat reasoned like a

man, and the root of the matter is there. In the

dog there is a quicker intelligence, a greater adapt-

ability and more facility in planning. But a dog
carmot, as a cat can, determine its own end and

purpose and live its own life. He is, after all, the

kinsman of Br'er Fox, but the cat is a scion of roy-

alty.

A LADY had in her employ an excellent girl who
had one fault. Her face was always in a smudge.

Mrs. tried to tell her to wash her face without

offending, and at last resorted to strategy. " Do
you know, Bridget," she remarked in a confidential

manner, " it is said that if you wash the face every

day in hot soapy water it will make you beautiful?
"

"Will it?" said Bridget. "Sure it's a wonder ye

nivir tried it, ma'am."

Employer -According to your credentials, you

are a man of unimpeachable honesty. How much

wages do you ask ?

Honest Applicant—That depends. If you have

a cash register in the shop I should have to ask $25

a week. If there is no register I might be satisfied

with S
1
5 .

—

Boston Transcript.

There are in Great Britain 3.000 thcaici> and

music halls, giving employment to 850,000 persons.

A PIKE under twelve ounces

from the water in Australia.

luisl not be taken
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No I.—Take Care ol" the Boys and Girls.

[The following .irticle is from (he pen of one who h.is been a

teacher for over forty years, and wllo knows what lie is talk-

ing about. It will pay careful reatinig, and in the article to

follow there will be given a list of books, the publishers, and

the prices. The writer signing himself " Uncje," has had a

great deal to do with young folks, and his advice is worth

much along the lines and on the subject he deals with.]

Nearly all parents wotild like to train their chil-

dren rioht, but so many miss their aim because they

have not had instruction in the right manner of do-

ing it. Then the children vary so much in their

disposition that no iron-clad rules can be laid dowrt

by which to train all alike. You might as well

have all their shoes made over the same last or all

their clothes cut over the same pattern—little and

big—and expect all to fit, as to train all the chil-

dren alike and make a success. As you measure

the foot or the body for a pair of shoes or a suit of

clothes, so you should study or measure the child's

nature or disposition and suit the training to it.

There is. however, one general direction that

would be safe to give at all times and for all classes

of children, that is, give otUy wholesome food and

plenty of it. Well, you agree to that, but perhaps

it means more than you" think. The mind needs

food just as much as the body. Good literature is

just as necessary to make a well-developed man or

woman as bread, meat and potatoes.

Does not the Scripture say. " If any pro\-ide not

for his own, and especially for those of his own
house, he has denied the faith and is worse than an

infidel "? Every cliild has a physical, a mental,

and a moral nature and it will never comply with

the above Scripture, or answer God's purpose, to

stuff the body and starve the mind or dwarf it.

Children need good books as well as food and
clothing. It is one of the best ways to build their

character by furnishing them the right kind of

books as they grow up. It is much cheaper than
furnishing bicycles, horses, and buggies, or such

useless things as jewelry. Horses, buggies, bi-

cycles, jewelry, and fancy clothing, all are tempta-
tions to lead young people away from home and
parental influence, into company not always ap-

proved by parents or suitable for the young. Well-
selected books have a tendency to keep young peo-
ple contented at home, and in the best company
the world has ever afforded, for good books are

such company. When we see the lack of good
books in so many homes, we do not wonder that

young people wish to go into company that often

leads them to neglect their Sunday-school lessons,

and drift away into the path of the prodigal son.

Take care ol the boys and girls by furnishing them
good literature.

Next week we intend to give a list of books for

children from which parents may select, for many
would like to buy more books if they just knew
what to choose. After that we wish to give a list

for older children, then one for young people.
Watch the Inglenook each week.

—

Uncle.

A QUBER SECT.

It takes all kinds of people to make up a world,
says the proverb, and the saying is verified in the
religious world by the Firebiands in Kansas, and
perhaps other sections. They took their rise from
among the River Hrethren, an unusually staid class
of people. Some of our own people are concerned in

the movement, but not many. There is much diffi-

culty in getting at their real belief, as they are only
of yesterday and have no crystallized creed. It is,

however, a sort of religious revelry, a spasm that
will pass as readily as it came. A writer in the Chi-

cago Record commenting on the sect has the follow-
ing:

" Fire! Fire! Fire! Bless you, brother! " was a
cry that startled the townspeople one afternoon a
few months ago. A soberly-dressed farmer, wear-
ing the plain suit and long hair of the Quaker-like
sect of River Brethren, met another of the same ap-
[jearancc and this was their greeting. Afterward
came other experiences when a young woman in

River Brethren garb came to town and going from
store to store declared in a despairing voice:

" Beware! Abilene will be destroyed in ninety

days."

One daj- a young man, having had his abundant

locks trimmed in a barber shop, arose from the

chair and stepping to the middle of the floor an-

nounced, to the crowd in waiting: " I feel called on

to say that I ha\e been baptized by fire and am
saved." Then he put on his coat and went out.

These were but manifestations of a new movement
that have caused the staid River Brethren more un-

easiness than anything that has occurred in all their

religious life, even from the early part of the cen-

tury, when they settled on the banks of the Susque-

hanna in Pennsylvania and began to worship in

their own way without restraint. And, by the wav,

that was how they acquired their title, for they

were " River " Brethren, as distinguished from oth-'

er members of their sect, Brethren in Christ, who
lived among the hills.

This new form of religious zeal is the product of

somewhat sensational preaching by leaders of the

so-called Fire-Baptized association, or, as they are

familiarly known, the " Firebrands," and it is the

first schism that has occurred in the River Brethren

denomination. It has worried the elders. Said one
grave-faced brother, shaking his abundant beard
and locks: "We hardly know what to make of it,

but we abide in faith and think it will come out all

right."

The " Firebrands " began with the coming to cen-

tral Kansas of an evangelist, B.' H. Irwin, from
Iowa, two years ago. He was taken in by the

River Brethren and they accepted his doctrines,

which were of the utmost perfection through faith.

Finally he undertook to change their form of dress

and they objected. Then he started meetings of

his own and preached the fire doctrine. He held

that the fire of inspiration came to the believers

and his meetings abounded in trances, screaming
and other exhibitions of the "power." Long after

midnight, night after night, the little band prayed
and testified, all the time growing in numbers.
Finally Irwin advised all the members to sell their

hogs, as they were unclean beasts, and he was
obeyed. A score of farmers took their swine to

market at a great loss. He also attempted to cure
by laying on of hands and found some patients who
thought they were helped. One man declared he
was cured of a sort of palsy, but he was as bad as

ever the next day. One farmer "believed" and
was pronounced cured of consumption, but he died
in a few months.

Irwin returned last fall with a big tent and two
assistant preachers and opened meetings with
greater zeal than before The excitement drew
people from a score of miles distant and on Sunday
thousands gathered. The service consisted of ser-

mons, shouting and exhibitions of the "power."
Communicants jumped up and down for a half hour
at a time screaming praises to God. Some went in-

to trances. These Irwin allowed none to touch.
In his address he abused the River Brethren, their

form of dress and customs, pointing them out in

the congregation and calling them by name.
It is a peculiarity of the sect that its members be-

lieve that they are incapable of any sin and hence
are absolutely removed from all the temptations of
the world. Many wear scripture texts on their
hat bands and they make pretense of following the
established rules of the old River Brethren sect as
to dress.

One of the notable converts is Mrs. Annie Brech-
fill, a wealthy woman, who has given of her proper-
ty and strength to the cause. She believes in the
new faith implicitly and claims that she has been
cured of consumption by means of faith and laying
on of hands. She is prosperous as a farmer and
gives liberally to spreading the new Gospel.

Some of the River Brethren are alarmed at the
growth of the " Fiiebrands," as they think the more
sensational doctrine will win the young people and
will weaken the church. They look on the radical
clement with much disfavor and have formally re-
nounced all connection thei-ewith as a matter of
church policy. The persecution, however, does not
dishearten the local enthusiasts and they hold their
meetings in the private residences-the comfortable
River Brethren houses built when the adherents
were firm in the old faith- and will doubtless con-
tinue to do so. Their outdoor meetings are some-
times held on the streets and on Saturday after-
noons on the streets in this city a little group of

hold ,,,c aucntion ot the busy farm "'"'"'Ph

on shopping expeditions. They "^'^'''''t,-
diences then, however, but are nol^V""'" «•

and keep up their efforts regardless of H,'"""'''?'!
able surroundings. "" "nfjij,,

CALtFORNIA'S BIQ TREES AkTthb o
LIVINO THINGS. ""-"eST o,

e has issuoi
J

ornia
i

The Department of Agricultur
port concerning the big trees of Calif^

"

brings out some interesting and new cnT,The trees are described in the report as tl
"

est, largest, oldest, and most maiestirall
"""''

of trees," and " the scarcest of known so
""'"'

the extreme scientific value of being thrb'"'""
representatives of a former geologic age""""'"'
The bark of the big trees often is two fee, ,.

and almost non-combustible "The old
mens felled," the report says, "are stmt;::
ttie heart and fungus ,s an enemy u„k„o,„

,,Yet, the big trees, apparently, h.ive not iiice
their range since the glacial epoch. They \-,„2^
ly just managed to hold their own on the little

a,,,,

possession

of country where the climate is locally
favorable"''

'The only grove now thoroughly sa(j (,'

destruction is the Mariposa, and this is far fro r
ing the most interesting. Most of the otherC
are either in process of or in danger, of "be,!,
logged. The very finest of all, the "calavm"
Grove, with the biggest and tallest trees, the n.„,i

uncontaminated surroundings and praclicallv *
the literary and scientific associations of the spec;,!

connected with it, has been purchased recently I,

a lumberman, who came into full

April I.

" The Sequoia and General Grant national pai.

which are supposed to embrace and give securilv

:

a large part of the remaining big trees, are .

•

to by a sawmill each, and the private tinil

-

amount to a total of 1,173 acres. The !

scanty patches of big trees are in a fair « .

appear, and in Calaveras, Tuolumne, arui .

Counties they are now disappearing by the ax. It

brief, the majority of big trees of California, «r

tainly the best of them, are owned by people

have every right, and in many cases every inli

tion, to cut them into lumber."
,

The most recent investigations confirm the

timates that these giant trees probably live JiOto

years or more, though few of even the larger Irei

are more than half as old. The average rate ii

growth is estimated at one inch of diameter (or n

ery twelve years

The report corroborates the statements of o«'

authority, who says that one tree, on wliicli i'

counted 4,000 rings, was undoubtedly in its P"""

" swaying in the Sierra winds, when Christ »'sl»'

the earth

" The only place in the world where the big ""

exists," the report says, "
is in ten isolated grovf

on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada MoiinU»'

irvivingp"!The species, however, represents a

historic genus of trees once growing widely ovn

globe. The Southern groves show some "^P'^'^'j

tion, through which there is hope ol perpcwa "V

these groves. In the Northern groves ibe spi"
I

hardly holds its own."

A DISCHARGED soldier, lately returned"'"' |

Philippines, tells a tale of a shirt wl"ci' '

good to be lost. His company was f^'"""!!"^^,
„,

a long and tiresome scouting trip, in "'""^
' ^. |||,||

the men had parted with the greater pa'^
., ,.

wearing apparel, when saw on a c:lothesli«'"l

„ -r, bi"*" I
the grounds of a residence adjoining a . ^J

church two very good shirts, hung out to

^^;^
^J

he had at the time only half a shirt to "i*
\^],t«\

proceeded to help himself to a whole one^^^
^^^j|,|

upon a woman came out of "^'^ h""* |,jiiiol

him, in passable English: " You will P'Lj -iH"!

the judgment day." " Madam," he '^^''^^

give such long credit, I will take

which he proceeded to do.

sill"-'

tha.>l-,4
A BELIEVER in the faith cure says

^^^^^^

that lead to an untimely grave are a

homeopath.

late
(ef ''

The remedy of to-morrow is too

of to-day.
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TOOETHERNESS.

of our cluirche.-i we have observed, that

. feeling of aloofness, not as much socia
*

there should be. At one church meeting

''".''young brother
was being examined for some

""ihat had ''^'"' '^''"g'^'' against him, he an-
'

„
] „ever had any company here, the other

,
nembersdid not seem to want me with them."

'"I'Se
spoke the truth. He had been slighted, the

"

brethren and sisters for some reason or oth»-

"iJ not find it worth their while to lool; after him

ciconie him. He was never included in any of

,(,»' gatherings at the homes of the young peo-

. he stood alone. Is it any wonder that he end-

liiis talk by saying, " I do not want to remain in

isclui'ch"?

Tlie Circle aims to remedy this state of affairs.

It united efforts of its members to do some prac-

jood, the reading of the same books, the ex-

angeof views at Circle meetings all tend toward

,iing about a togetherness of the young people

lourchurch. The meetings themselves tend to

Miolc sociability. Be sure to urge the ones who
iiiil. inclined to remain away from church

iiices, to attend Circle meetings, join the Circle

id read the books.

fEI.tOW-WoRKEKS WiTH GoD. — The Apostle
ilI caught the idea not only of being God's work-
en.doinga work which is certainly worth while
icausea work at which God has set us, but of do-

g that work not alone or unaided, but with God's
operation. God can work without any assist-

« of any sort— such was his work of original
ejlion—but his ordinary method is to do his
orkin the midst of forces which he has before set
motion, and this is the unexplainable wonder of

rking, that he does not overshadow or over-
Im these forces, while at the same time he

Mkiopon them and through them. We are all
"sc.ous of physical freedom to come and go and
'four hands and feet and tongues at our own
"lide we know that our power and freedom
"lirely by his supporting. And this is quite
"• as to our inner consciousness, and in our

''P ' nature, and to our more vital sensibilities
«<-d aspirations. The thing that we are first
Wdet, do is to repent of sin and right our*Wore God: "This is the work of God "(,'..„

.

"^-God bids us dc;),and this is the thing in
•ich God works with us,

-

'wkers with him.

^^-^^tmday ffl School ^^
EVIL SPEAKING.

We cordially commend the following pledgewh.ch or.g.nally appeared in The PreshyleL, R.-«._Its careful consideration and daily practice
will help remove manifold hindrances to the suc-
cess of God's work:

1. I will speak no unkind word of any one
2. I will repeat no unkind remarks I hear of any

one, and w.ll discourage others, as much as possible
from saying unkind things.

3. I will judge others' faults leniently, remember--- that my own faults are probably greater
never say one thing to others, and yet

:risy. 'De

4- I will

think quite differently; this is hypo
ceive not with thy lips."

5- I will make no injurious remarks on the fail-
ings of others, remembering these words- " Con-
sidering thyself, lest thou also be tempted."

6. I will put the best construction on the motives
and actions of all my neighbors.

7- I will act unselfishly, peaceably and forgiving-
ly, obeying the Master's command—" Love one an-
other."

I s,uv once, lying side by side in a great work-
shop two heads made of metal. The one was per-
fect; all the features of a noble, manly face came
out clear and distinct in their lines of strength and
beauty; in the other, scarcely a single feature could
be recognized; it was all marred and spoiled.
"The metal had been let grow a little too cool,
sir." said the man who was showing it to me. I

could not help thinking how true that was of many
a form more precious than metal. Many a young
soul that might be stamped with the image and
superscription of the King, while it is warm with
the love and glow of early youth, is allowed to grow
too cold, and the writing is blurred and the image
is marred.— Canon Teignmoutk Shore.

Fop * the * Wee * Folk
TWO LITTLE QIRLS.

I KNOW a little girl

(You? Oh, no!)

Who, when she's asked tn go to bed
I^ocs just so:

She brings a dozen wrinkles out.
And takes her dimples in;

She puckers up her pretty lips.

And then she will begin:
"Oh. dear me! I don't see why!

All the others sit up late.

And why can't I?
"

Another little girl I know.
With curly pate

Who says: "When I'r

I'll sit up late;

But mamma says 'twill make me grow
To be an early bird,"

So she and dolly trot away
Without another word.

Oh, sunny smiles and eyes so blue,
And— yes, now I think of it.

She looks like you!

1 a great big girl.

THE RESCUE OF PlT-A-PAT AND PETERKIN.

"«5 as far as we
'r"«led us, accordin;
»"' Palm, we

and in which we can be
Then, having righted

may, and God having washed

"V"'™
i" tliHa

g to the thought of the
go on, in the spirit of that

f'l'tlodo ,

-^ '""'" "°'''' "'•>' '^"d gives his
[', °d°,andi„tvhichhegivesthemthejoyof

"operation toward the blessing of all

rbr^^.i "
I way.

e multitude still

' life
paths

,„, ,

of men
'^'^ wrong way.

'"'"«'"
sent for

He who would be a Christian t^ust

life and habits."

We cannot make the world quiet about us; its

noise cannot be hushed; we must always hear its

clatter and strife. We cannot find anywhere in the
world a quiet place to live in, where we shall be un-
disturbed ourselves. We cannot make people
around us so loving and gentle that we shall never
have anything harsh, uncongenial, or unkindly to
offend us. The quietness must be in us, in our own
hearts. Nothing else will give it but the peace of
God. We can have this peace, too, if we will. God
will give it to us if we will simply take it.

PiT-A-PAT opened one round blue eye and yawned
a round pink yawn. Then she opened the other
eye and yawned again. Then she blinked \

ly with both of them and stretched i

Suffering is as God's letter. Open it and read
it. Many of you will find that you are titled, or
that there is an inheritance laid up for you. O my
soul, sit thou down as a disciple of Christ, and say,

O Lord, what wilt Thou? What shall it do to me?
What secret is now to be disclosed? What better

way is to be walked? What new strength is to be
developed? What higher hope is to be awakened?
What disinterested love is to be called into action?

What has this suffering brought to me?

'.^""'^hat singular in h

are reduced to two,—the
It was years ago that a

» member of

a minister. She was '

a distinguished family. The

*1

dy

Ullll^

''^is'i;r
1 ij

'""^"la" the"
'" "'"'P'" '^fds the terms of sal-

*'«'"
she ^^^'f*^"'^"'

°' sin and unworthiness.
itt

il

''"= ^claimed

,,,
"° "iff^rence

"> coach
|L —'iman?" .

''""^^-
"Then

»isli
lobe

saved,'

high-

do you mean to say that
" this matter between me
' None whatever, madam,"

'

' she said in anger, " I do
and she dismissed him

Universal peace is doubtless yet a good way off.

Higher motives than mere hope of success must
still be our inspiration to work for its coming. But
the hope of it is not a faded and colorless thing.

The air is full of talk about it. and the wicked and
barbarous wars now going on have only served to

bring it into clearer vision and to make an increas-

ing number of the wisest and best in all civilized

lands determined that its realization shall not fail.

caste Brahman in Narsingspur,
">""_n^ and tunes in our Hindustani

was always fond ofshe

iOoI( c)

' ''"I She "'''

''"'"'loos, L'""!''
"e^-er listen to the music of

IHv""'' ''ste L7 ?^'' ""^ '""" a"d some of

I >^«ions 'r '"' '^""^ ""<= s° f"" °'

lilt
^"t for f

^' " ""^ ^ shame to listen to

'"««i
•''''"»"

^ongsTnd th ';rri':,r
,'"'"'"!

So long as doctrines are kept only as pressed

flowers between the leaves of the Bible, or some
other book, they are merely theoretical. They
must be changed into living experience and made
the substance of the inner being by which we live

and win our victories, as our food supplies our life

— not when it is in the cupboard or the refrigerator,

but when it is changed into blood and bone and
muscle through digestion and assimilation.

Giving money to the Lord is just as much an act

of sacred service as offering a prayer, or singing a

hj'mn of sacred praise, or teaching in a mission
school, or coming to a sacramental table. In the

Bible the consecration of our substance is not made
a mere incidental, it is put in the forefront of our
religious duties.

gorous-

- -_t one dainty
forepaw, then the other. Then she arose, per-
formed several Uelsartean exercises, gave her little

gray jacket a few settling touches with her pink
tongue and administered to Brother Peterkin a gen-
tle and gingerly cuff.

Whereupon Peterkin went through precisely the
same motions. But the4iaw5 he stretched out were
as black as Mistress Mary's shoes; and so were his
other paws and his whole suit, in fact.

Then they glanced toward the window
Oh, joy!

What they had been longing for ever since Mis-
tress Mary adopted them was a chance to get on
that window-sill and see what they could see But
wise Mistress Mary had perceived their thoughts,
or else she had great wisdom concerning kittens in

general. (I forgot to tell you that Pit-a-pat and
Peterkin are kittens. Did you guess?) So she
kept the curtains tucked up beyond their reach and
they were too wee to climb up the wall or spring to
the sill.

But now! One curtain had been loosened by the
brisk breeze and was sweeping the carpet; while the
other fluttered gayly forth from the window.

" Mip! " quoth the two little kits in unison and
started toward the window (also in unison).
Which reached it first I cannot say. ' Neither can I

tell you which proposed swinging on the curtain
outside.

I only know that Mistress Mary, hieing her
homeward with a bottle of cream (to make them
purr AnApurr and purr), glanced upward to her
wiijdow and saw a little coal black kit clinging
desperately to the end of the curtain; while a little

Quaker-gray kit was clasping her little white arms
tightly around the little black kit's waist (if kits

have waists), while her little gray tail waved wildly
and her fuzzy little "back legs" (as Polly calls
them) dangled forlornly in space — all from a
third-story window!

"Meooww!" "Meooowww!" quoth they. At
least, it sounded so to me. But Mistress Mary
states that Peter was saying, " Hold on tight to big
brother, Patty! " while Patty gasped back. • Yes.
Brother Peter, I will."

Mistress Mary flew up the stairs and in a twin-
kling those frightened little explorers were safe on
her shoulder, where they clung trembling and pok-
ing their cold little noses into the soft, folds of her
newest and most fetching necktie, while she poured
out a brimming saucer of cream by way of disci-

pline. But whether they promised never to do so
any more or whether they ever will do so any more
I cannot say. for Mistress Mary has not yet given
them another chance.

—

Minnie L. Uplon, in the Chris-

tian Register.

Two large wooden shoes were sent through the
mail to Frank E. Deering, of Holland. .Michigan.

Twenty l-cent stamps were on each sole, arranged
along the outer edge and over the instep so as to
form an ornamentation.
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QATHERINQ BAD FRUIT IN THE CITY.

Almost any nflcriiooii at the closing hour of the

fruit stores on South Water Street. Chicago, from

fifty to seventy children may be seen with baskets

and buckets overhaulini; cast-out fruits and berries.

Most of the scavengers are giris, and while nearly

every nation is represented in the scramble, a larg-

er percentage are Italians. They come in squads

of from three to ten, as though representing differ-

ent localities, but when once engaged in clawing

over boxes and barrels of decayed fruit, it is " every

fellow for himself." An apple, an orange, a peach

or any other kind of fruit that is not more than

four-fifths decayed is enough to fight over if dis-

covered by two persons at the same moment. In

fact, until every barrel and every box has been

pawed over it is a continuous war of words and

often of fists. And when the street has been

' cleaned up," as they put it, the children present a

grotesque appearance. Their clothing and their fac-

es and their hands are covered with the rotten pulp

of as many kinds and as many colors of fruit as they

have scrambled in. They come a motley crew and

they go a bedaubed motley crew, and those having

secured the richest prizes are hated by all the oth-

ers. Often this leads to a fight, but never does the

one having the most and best let go of his or her

basket to fight. The prize is held on to in any event.

Time and again the policemen on duty on Water

Street have "run in" squads of these rotten fruit

pickers, but the parents invariably come forward

and protest that their children were on the street

without their knowledge or consent, and that they

had never done so before. There never has been a

conviction, although the law forbids the very thing

that a half a hundred or more children do every

day in the week. Nor nee3 it be supposed that all

these children are burdened with exacting conscien-

tious scruples. One eye is always out looking for a

chance to purloin a banana, an orange or other fruit

from wagon or box or barrel, and unless pretty

close attention were paid to them their hour's work

would be represented by a basket or bucket full of

the soundest and best kind of fruit, only that there

would be a layer of half-rotten stuff over the top to

conceal the theft. And not only sound fruit catch-

es their eyes, but it is their delight to chase a

chicken that has escaped from its coop. Usually

the chicken is caught by one of them, but the liis-

toiy of the street lias no record of a chicken so

caught being returned to the coop.

The chief business of these children is to pick

over rejected fruit and put the best of it into their

baskets and buckets to take home for family use,

only that much of it is not taken home at all, but if

one of them is by nature or education inclined to

steal the temptation to do so is there every second,

and not many of them would resist it if they could.

On being questioned as to what was done with

the half-rotten fruit they gathered, one little Italian

said it was sold to jelly-makers, but her folks re-

duced it to jelly and prepared it for market them-
selves, but a little investigation showed that nearly

all of it is for family consumption, though in most
cases it is first put through some sort of a cooking
process. It is estimated that some days as high as

twenty-five bushels of decayed fruits are carried

away by these children. In fact, if the amount cast

out is unusually large many of the children will run

home for another basket or bucket, for it pains

their little hearts to know that anything worth sav-

ing has been left behind. It is easy enough to see

by their enthusiasm and industry that they are

desperately in earnest and that their life almost de-

pends upon returning home with the largest possi-

ble quantity. That they arc there by the positive

command of their parents is well known to the

police, and it is well known that their little hands
will glide like snakes from boxes and liarrels of

refuse to boxes and barrels of sound fruit if they

are not watched. Kfforts have been iii;ide to rescue

these children from "that school of petty stealing,"

as one police officer put it, but without avail, for as

long as their parents oblige them to go or even
consent to their going they will go.

h is not often that attention Is given to vegeta-

bles, except such sound varieties as roll into the

gutter, though an open barrel or box is always a

temptation: besides, sound vegetables never come
amiss, and they help fill the basket if the rotten

fruit supply is light. But it is in the orange seiison

that these little Arabs are in their glory; pictur-

esque glory too. It is a study in the reverse of

still life to see a half hundred or more of them be-

daubed from head to foot and carrying baskets

loaded down with oranges in all stages of decom-

position. It is their great harvest time of the year,

because there is more sound fruit in a rejected

orange than in any other, excepting apples, possi-

bly; besides, they seem to value the skins of

oranges highly, but why would be hard to say.

Presumably they dry them, and there may be a

market for them when dried One little girl ^aid

her folks extracted the juice and bottled it, but she

did not know for what purpose nor why they dried

and ground the rinds. It was ascertained that

nearly all the rotten-fruit children go to school and

that gathering 'stuff on Water Street is all the du-

ties they have to perform away from home. For n

while a few little squads of girls from fourteen to

sixteen years of age came to the street with bas-

kets to pick over decayed fruit, but the police were

quick to see that the basket was an excuse and they

were promptly driven away. But, howexer impossi-

ble it may seem, there is enough profit in the busi-

ness of picking over rejected fruit in Water Street

to induce dozens of girls and boys to engage in it

every business day of the week.

VIOLETS FOR ABANDONED FARMS.

" The worn-out farms of Virginia, principally in

Albemarle and adjacent counties, of late have been

turned to good account by their owners, who have

directed their attention to violet-growing. The
violet industry is spreading rapidly in that section

and the growers, the most successful of whom are

women, employ small negro boys to carry on the

work, which, while not laborious, is tedious, for the

violets require constant attention. The greater

part of the yield is taken by Philadelphia dealers.

Although they are not ' making wealthy,' the grow-

ers are receiving substantial returns and find this

new industry more profitable than ordinary farm-

ing.

" ' The great violet-growing center is Poughkeep-

sie, N. Y.,' says Dr. B. F. Galloway of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, who has had the violet hobb)'

for years. He is the author of several books on

the subject of profit in violet-raising. All violets

from this district find a ready market in New York

City, and as the demand for them is increasing

yearly a promising field is opened for the young,

energetic and intelligent men and women of to-day.

"Answering a question as to wh)' the violet has

always been a popular flower, Dr. Galloway said

that for four or five months in the year the public

has no violets at all. It is only from the middle of

October to the end of Easter time that violets are

in season, and when they do arrive they are in great

demand. On the contrary, roses abound all the

year round. There is also a certain delicacy, a

modest)", about the violet that makes it always

wanted, while its perfume is another important

point in its favor.

" Only two of the double varieties of violets are

grown—the Maria Louise and the Lady Hume
Campbell. There are many kinds of single flowers,

which, while beautiful and fragrant, are not popu-

lar. This is a matter of taste, however. In Eu-
rope, especially in Paris, the single violets are in

great demand. There is a growing demand for the

single violet in this country, however. The old-

fashioned way of growing violets, borrowed from
the English twenty-five and thirty years ago, was in

'cold frames.' These were cheap, boxlike arrange-

ments put up and covered over in winter with a

glass sash. As the demand increased it was seen
that this method of culture was not practical.

Dealers in the cities were unable to secure the flow-

ers at times, as the frames would be covered with
two or three feet of snow, and it would be impossi-
ble for the growers to get at them.

"American ingenuity took a hand at this point
and cellars were constructed adjacent to the beds,
and this difficulty was obviated. From this

evolved the regular violet houses of the present
time, properly heated and ventilated and so con-
structed that they can be reached at all times.
Still a great number of violets are grown in frames,
and for the beginners it is the best plan to adopt on
account of its cheapness, as valuable experience can
thus be won at slight expense.

" Violets to be successful must be
Young offshoots takenil'"'"

In,,,

from cuttings

spring give the most satisfactory
TeTu".

cases the old plants are allowed to
after year, but this is unsatisfactory 3^""'"

crop shows a decrease in the number'and'^t^''''"'
the flowers. The best results are o'bt

^

'''l
planting every year. A start should b/'"'^"'

''"•

spring with your offshoots—baby
plant'*'''^

'^"1

in small boxes. As soon as they mak *~'''""<i

they should be planted directly to wherfm''
to stand all summer. It is at this ti

''"

should be carefully watched. Dead le^'^
""'"",

ners should be taken off and the plant 1^3^"''"'"

tract, each forming a bushy crown R, ti,"°™"
of September, if properly treated,

these"'!''*
sliould cover the entire ground. By Oct i

gin to blossom. At first the flowers are small*''
consequently, of little or no value and ar. .i"
away. By .the middle of October they ar

"«

ciently large, however, to send to market, aj
mediatel)- bring a good price.

'

'

"Violets generally sell for not less than a
apiece, and when the average of a single plant i,7|'

ty flowers a season, and, with good care, a hund
the profit can be readily seen. I„ the vicinii,'',

every city violet raismg could be made profiiaMtj

Any land that will grow potatoes, made rich by tk
addition of fertilizer, proves cvcellent bteedim

ground for violets. In starting a violet house cait

must be taken to see that there are proper faciliiia

for shipping, although a person from tour 10 n

hours from the city can ship to good advantage

" In the Virginia violet farms, after the younj

offshoots have been transplanted into open fram,.

rolling wooden screens arc used on the top of in,

frames to regulate the amount of sunshine which

shall be admitted to the plants."

PROVIDENT BOER FATHERS.

We hear a lot about the uncultivated habits, ih

ignorance, etc., of the Boers, but at least Ihtie

one very good example they set us, and tlutt

their forethought and providence for their chil-

dren's future.

English parents are apt to leave their chilclm'

future to take care of itself to a large exteii;,"- 1

any rate, postpone making any provision

last possible moment. Not so the Boci
;

As soon as a child is born to him he -d -

certain part of his stock as the propeil; u: •'

child, and has it specially branded. Thisslocki

allowed to accumulate and increase until the ch*

is of sufficiently advanced age to start lileonhi

own account, and, as none- of his stock isevcrkil

or sold during his minority, it is more than li*

that it will have become larger than his fathers.

A Boer youth generally marries very soon»K|

he comes into his portion, and st.irts saving to '

own children as his father did for him.-W"

Leader.

A NUMBER of boys went out on an excuisin"

the river, and stopping off at a cerlai

^^^

walked around a while to see the
<^'"'"'*j,,!i,

they spied a beautiful large apple tree, '"^
J,.

of which were so laden with the luscious

they almost touched the ground.
.kemsch'i'

The boys did not hesitate to help
'^^^^||,t,

and went at it with a determination to ge

apples they could carry.
|,„„j(

They had not been there many minui
^^^^^-^.^

th a .?'

fast
slN?when the owner went after them wi

whip, causing them to run away as
^^^^

could, but not before they had stolen

and three dozen apples.
, sale'

Ji*"''

After they had gotten away to a sal

and fo'"
:ndtl»'''

they proceeded to divide them, a..-

^^^ ^^^^^

counting four apples at n 'im'^ ''^'^"^
\j, ,,i

j''

'

pies left over, but by counting five app^^ ^^^^,.„r.(|

only one apple remained. Who ca

apples those boj's stole?

"""
~H vet

''"'"
V,

Wall paper does not hang, ana
^j^^^^^

,
|„|.,

whose business it is to paste it up 1

^^^^«

hanger. The reason is simple- W S^
j,,,

introduction of wall papers, Arta
-^

^^^j-

France, was famous for its
tapestn"-

•
,„j

,

men who were employed to

called hangers.

,veri"S'

put the"'
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What They Say! Q^eat Northern Railway.

,,,EsooK IS p." "«"<"".'"'«:
'•= "f ,h, |-,.»M'< Com/uimon in our

; ch
nnmber se.n,s be..er lh.-in .he

I have a Sunday-school class

ItnW „rf Eiris, from Ibirleen to eighteen

"
"'T.ll «l the INSI.ENOOK as a Sunday

r^'°„ Ia they .ire delighted with it,-

:*•.«"" o o

curence. Iowa, Speaks Out.

,1 muili s.iti5faciion tliat I express

'
"'

.,1 ,( the ISGl-BSnOK. Us appear.

'"'Tiencwl makeup are such that it at

°
,„ many »f ""' h'™=*' •""'' ">' P=°-

lyglad lor its continued success.—

"'•""^- OO
mt. Morris Says:

,,LKSnoK easily takes rank among

me people's papers in the country.

vMhanui'K' "' them because"of the

, ;,( ,hj sillv luve stories and light read-

.SI v.Tliiab!e addition to the

No family should be
[t is a me

llb.tn'i
public.«i"ii5

lout it-— '-

O O

Lanark, III.. Has An Opinion.

: have hem receiving the INOLENOOK

iistarled. We like it very well. 1 would

tio see it go to all the homes of the land,

tiborisennons are g"'"l I'" h"th "hi and

in; -£W. / /! Tnul.

O O

From the College.

uke the IWil.KNOOK. 1 am much pleased

steady and almost marvelous growth.

e [id that it is sought after by our people,

brild and youiie, IS evidence that it proves

:li In be ill tact wli^t it purports to be.

—

/. G,

a o

Hear \ ir;[inia Talk.

c \i.ini^ |.e..pie's papers that I have
Luid reii! I iliirik there is none that

lirield as grcit !ir as desirable influence

MIS readers ;ts tlie IscI.F.NOOK.— /i^. A*.

o o
And Hagerstown. md.. Mas This:

tavtbem.i.n,,,,.,,,, teaderof the IxtiLE-
K from Hi I. ..'II, I,,, IK to the present time,
li'^ilt II i_. II. .1 siiL-Lially intended for the
.VHIlind s.im.-ihi,ii; that interests me in
•isiue. Iain mtcr<fSicd in the 'Nook be-
* m e«pect,,tiu„s- l especially recom-
«'! I'l ih.; v.«,r.3 readers.'— iEW. A. B.

O
*t Cedar Rapids. Iowa, They Say:
|)«atid family ^reatlv enjoy reading our
' ""'* !"?«'• \V(. trust its future may

«"»duse(,„,,„._y ;;. „,.//^^

O

Another From Iowa.

k.?!'"";',""
'^<^' ™00K from Its birth,

fnllu H
'"''"

' ''"^ "" '"<> i-

•ted?,';""'";,''""
'"'"""'' ^•"'"8. 1

ilewn. '"""*"ssion Sunday school,

"•'Ib.an'!','"''"
'*"""•'•"» not be

"
*,„r

^""'i'y-school paper.-

O O

fc
Over In Indiana.

' ''niilv
anil I .

L""'»'paw \'u''-'"
"" """-™<><"< i'

'"•ryoae Iik„
"'T ""»"> ">'"«» '"

' l-toplewhi" "'""'"''=> ""'8'"'°

""enccarin
""" '•'""' ""= '>""-«•

""""tedsr,!.'"
'°8'" i'- The Editor'«» "t the readers.-/.. K'.r^,^^.

O O
,*"'">own ,„„,„„„,

F(,/"'"n>>e,„, ,^

''»lha,tj "" wondered why

'*>'ac,er"',"J°"''°''"8P"'P'=-
We h:,

' V " " tendency toward

E -

»e in „„ V "" ""^ "•'--'''"O"-
'-'*«».«„ '* ''"'"« in the church.-

II'.
i-

"e.vn,

live,

•bo

o o
*"d This,

Th.'^K""'
"""'>• 'nteresting

' S""""" as the
-'* -<«M V'amplir.

And He Says:
The iNOLKNOOK supplies the missing link

in our church publications.—/o/lir F. Mohltr

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inolenook nn Interesting and
instructive paper.—>/(.. and Mrs. L. A. Pol-

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
int.r.siii.o r..|,ding matter.- il', G. Sclirock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks
The iNClLF.NfiOK jsan intercsliiiK |. I, ,

i

IS re.ad by old and young in our famiiy. , Try
it, and you will he pleased with w.—Eld's. F.
Sttn^rr.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We arc highly pleased with the INCLENOOK.
and think il worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. Il interests i.!j ,in.l .....k.

Its literary qualities are of ihi

Calvin lirig/il.

Q O

Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that shouKi be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It IS always brimful of ;iood. newsy and spicy
reading matter, suitable for old and young. • I

think It a grand acquisition in ...., . h,....h

literature. God bless the In, .

t". /:uj;.

o o
And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The INGLE.VOOK I regard as quite an .t..y|iii.

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a hmg felt want. It is very instntclive anrl

newsy. While i

place it has su.

older of the f.m.
'

ing. God bless the l.\ui.fc.MjuK.— H.;. > i<m>:

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa-

I have been a reader of the I.\(.i.i..-...u,.

since it first made its appearance, and for the i

home, ami the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always
)

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—./aj/iz-r Biirntiiousf.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the I.vglk-

NOOK to ourhome. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliabl e information on lopu.

never heard of before. The Question CoIuTi^i

18 another feature "f great interest,

—

Danui
Vaniman,

OO
J

-^«!2 A College President Remarks :

The Inglknook gives .m amount and v;irie-

ly of valuable inform.ition found in few if .my

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young, il is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.— .*>'. A. Sharp.

O O

As Seen in Michigan.

There is no better p.tper published for our

young people than the Inglrnook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. A.

Chamfifn.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of iheJlNOLE-

NOOK gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. IV.

IVay/ant/.
O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The Ingi.knook's weekly visilsj into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— r. F. ImUr.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
TO

ISTortli I>a,ls.ota.

I<aalxo,
Wasliins-ton,

^nd Oresoxi.

Sei^toxELtoer X8, p
OototSor a Etzxca XQ, ^
KTo-vromtoor- Q an<a. 20, -$
I>©c©m'fc>or -1 an.<a IB. %

aisii tor descriptivJ^" For Rati.-.- .,.,>. ...,„, ,.i,.,i ,„auMi,.

Printed Matter, write to

(.ciirrai ImniiKration Agent,

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Agjiregate Capacity o) 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steatn jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a larw. well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
23 & 24 S. state St., ..... Elgin. 111.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If you are looking- for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a larjje church of the Brethren in perfect work-

in"' order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too hl<jhly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of e.xcellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commiii -i- l-k'v Om.AH.^. NEBR.
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Just What You VVanll

VOTER'S lUNUAL and

_AR(iUMENI SEHLER.

IXATBEl. LMdiOBtU imbonM. iflJi Hjapioj. -. « MfiU-

Oeo. TTC. notelo.

HENRY MeBRlDE,
nc*ie< III ^n>1 SlHppL'i III

-ic-iic. l.inic. Cc.<ii:ni. Sluco, lU.i llmt
^cVleI I'ipf. Dfniii flic

7 South 8li4l« Street. WvNtSiilc. KIkI». >

lis Certainly a Beautiful City in, the Fox River Valley. It is a

Charming City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots
...In Every Part of the City...

We also have aL all liiiies mjiih: Cliuiuc Farms in the Viciniti

of Elfjin for sale. For information and particular.* address:

ACKEMANN'.
THE BIG store'

Elgin, Illinois.

XZoxxao ^3/i.zilx. XBloolx.. £:XjG^XIC^, XXjXj.
I, 111' INDLt.MKiK 1

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
In sOI.Ii 111

I

Bis Zri E^oryt^

j

lake Only the Best...

Wclwve aime^l i„ „,,ikj „„,,,„,, ^
and „„., reliable i„ ,h,s vici„i,'

'
'

'

the l.-,rgcs.; bm ,hc b«, ;;

'«"'
'

is none .o„ good for us and „,„,,;;*;;
believe in buying the bes, »„<!„„

"

.nred and selling ,,™,,„^;;-.
'""

cijsi.iiri,

F-. S.
ii[\ I iiiM :

stotste: r»osT.
IMIK-^TUl CTIllLl-..

Sold HMrlv uiif-lmlf
I

t:li«M|t«r thnu iioti or
|

steel fonte piist«, (Steal i

work lerriiorr, Akcqib
luiufaciure, Cuiintlei

|

oageiiU wtio c

i^r piuliliilil* cniTHgo ir ""^
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MESSENQER AGENT
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Please Note
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Look at Page Two of Cover-

Do you see that list of books on the second page of
]

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglenook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.
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ACKEMANN'S.

A Kitchen Piano.,
" Everything at her linger*' tniJi,"

NotbiDK lo walk or long Inr. Sugar. Hour. 1*11. ific

milk, eggs and molasses in ifns seK-ct-.v '

We m^ke nfne diKcrciit kinds ol k iclieu

in our new caialoBiiC. free Hooitcr Mi.

iH Ail-iiiisSt, .Vr^ .

August Scheele Co,BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 s. State Street, . - - - Elgin, III.

|
The Finest Bakery in the I

National Business College,
Roanoke, Virginia,

Succei'dis.in secunni; ptisilions f01' alt gtndu-

jtes, and has inniiy calls when the siipfily is

cxbatlSIcd. CMAS. e. eCKeRLB. PfMldent.

Pine Fall Term Opening.

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

Wall l'a|,cr and \Vii„lo« l.laM,.

I^« • hlrUlin MIrovt. ' . KI.<ilN. 11,1,.

ACOT'XZESft.S,
M.iil as ^^^. tor

Children's E=Z Waist.

Fancy

...J. J. JAMES...

t Groceries • and • Fruits

120 West Chicago Street,

Telephone u^i. ELGIN. ILL.

Plaut & Co.

Dii Ydu Have Headaches?

Reliable t Headache * Powders
i

Cure H«adaclu-s. I'erlectly harmless: sallsfac- I

liOD giiaranleed: is Lentt by mail. . I

WELD & HALL, Druggists,
'

Elgin. III.
'
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IlKi BOSTON CLOTHINO :

U. ). LhamluTlin « >

KI.<il.N. II-'"

H.iiuull 11,0 lMi].k>U<'K wht. *"'

j

CoXoJCLy ' •

We sent! Cap Goods by mail Ki all parts of

the United States, A large assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

^uaramecd. Send for free samples to

R. e. AR^0LD,

01VE PERFECT SATISFACTION lor the reason that
ihey bold Ihc line wires on kfict in pertect pnsiiioD, not
all 'Wing them to sag ot spread. Sliong, durable, orna-

' menial and suitable lor all farm and other purposes.
r ^Wifc (or tree cataloKues. .Agents wanted in every towQ-
I

*hip Address'

, \,n\h^

[ TNCK STAY CO,
- ' Covin.

Nolte's Department Store
j

MILKINE...
Uranulalcd .Milk Food
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KKMKPIIW CO., FrtKlfirlek. Mil.

MILK. MALT. r..

...Fned. 0. Ffikc...

Trunks and Hcinness
Travrhui: H»nf. and Hoim fm

Where Can We Buy Oood,
Reliable Sho«5?

I his iu«&Uoii IS .iskcd niaiiv nmcs, by young
11.1 old, by rich and poor. Wv are in a posi.

lion to furnish yoii with the very l«si f(«iwear
at prices tt'at will please you. Givt us a call
and look ai f>iir new fall lines.

J. F. ETTNBR,

-MiliNIS WANTEO FOR

A World's Wonder!

SALVIA
'TK.MH- M \KK(

The Old Reliable Colora=

do Rocky Mountain

Herb Medicine.

The iDiiiau and Spaui*h Cure-all, Nalure'n Own Kcido-
dy (or Cough*. Col.U. Catatih. Sore Tliront. Whooping

,

Cough, Croup, Fever and Ague. Ln Grippe. Dyspepaia,
Siek Headache, Purifying the B'ood nnd General Debil-
ity,

At a Nerve Tonic and Blood Medicine il gives tone
to llie entire sMtern. -It lia» Jew cijualii." no «ay thou-
s«na». fry ii and h^ convinctd.

25 Cwits per Package; 5 for
$1.00; Prepaid,
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THE TKHPLE OF FAHE.

Snid n youtli ai the dawn o[ day;

And hi; toiled and dreamed ot a dvatlilcHft nai

But (he liaur« went by Hnd llic ovonioffcaine,

Tliat lult liim feeble, and old aod lame,

To plod OH hi< cheerless way.

•Howinf "^v-^v istlic Temple offioodf

"

Snid a youth at the d^wii ol day;

\iid lie slfove. ill a spirit of brotlierhood.

To help and succor, a« best lie could,

The poor and unforlunatc multitude

On theit h trd and dreary way.

He likewise strove with adversity,

To climb to the heights above;

But his dream was ever ol men made tree.

01 better davi in the time to be.

And sell was buried in sympathy—
H; loilowed the path of Love.

lie wjis c:irelesB alike of praise or blam<

IJul. after his work vino done.

An aiiRcl ol Rlory lr<

.\ad »roteon high his immortal name,

I'raclniniing this truth, that the I'cmph

And Temple ol Good are one.

•"^



"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cent
will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.

s, or
i

Tbe[;Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll
i

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

"Jrrt

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Send

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:
in a

Beside ihc Bonnie Brier Bush. Dictionary of the Bible.

Natural History of Birds and (Quadrupeds,

Black Beauty. Dream Life.

Drummond's A%dresses.

T
Adventures of a li..^

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, '""""'

tntellectual Life, fmitation of Christ, Etc

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thev

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, (yjn

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

coiid

Work

have

Adventures of a Brownie,

^sap's Fables,

Auld Lichl Idylls.

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie lirier Bush,

Black Beauty.

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Op'um Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome.
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse.

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds.

Poe's Poetical Works,
Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece.

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room,
Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. The

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of ttef

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger A- :
:

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be lin- j-i

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re-

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

-A. Hii-vo r»a.p>ei* for Iji-ve I^eop>le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing oil

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always hai

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it witto"!

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The InglE.nMI

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of i' "'

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list km"

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE-. The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL; The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast,

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GF.O. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder So-
cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOH; Has the Church Changed in the Last
Twenty-live Years?

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER; The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN; Negro Missions.

DAN'L HAYS; Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER; Negro Church Music.

ALLIE MOHLER; The Climate of North Dakota.
W. R. DEETER; St. Paul.

\VM. BEERY; The Music of the Old Jews.

]. T. MYERS; What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR; The Difficulties of City Missions.
I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE; Best Argument for Trine Immersion

I. J. ROSENBERGER; Divorce A;ii"ng the Jews.

D. L. MILLER; The Cost of a Trip »> Kurope. ^

CHAS. YEAROUT; The Money Side ul an Evang*

L. W. TEETER; How a Commentary is Made.
^^^

D. L. MOHLER; Which Pays Bettei. City o' C"""

^'°"*'
CIS

NANCY UNDERHILL; VVb.it to Vo »'illi ^'''°°'"
^^t

M. J. McCLURE; Mistaken Ideas About M»e"""

L. A. PLATE; Recollections of Swilierlaod.

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide Mis'-w"'-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Germany.

J. H. MOORE; The Pleasant Side nf ;" '

''"°'

E. S. YOUNG; Best Means of Bible
"

sU'-

A-n ta. tlxer-e are Otliens. all Tlai»-
The sim

They are
:

.onietlii'f"

STou. Oan't ja.frc.rcl. to IVEls
here w.U be serial stones especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You 11 want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may ut-
more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance which wiH 1'^ ^

to most readers. °

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited in,J nr^,„ i,„ *i, t
• „( tlie vhole

'»^'"''j

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and l^Til X ^e!, rtTtT ut e':...-".
^»"'

^

scription to-day. ' whlc "o,

Brethren r»Txt»listtixig^ Hoxxse,
i»tt:bil.is:^eh.s,

i. -A..
E31S1XL, IlllrLOls, XJ.
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;^'^hV weed and the flower.

, „„vu a wiW »eed gro%ving in a marsh,

?1 odored, noxious, freckle-leaved and harsh;

Xose poiscn chalices Ihe hungry bee
"'

°
^j,„ sip, and lilie the upas tree

wtoL shadovJ slays, the bubbling ooze below

ereen blade, no smallest brook-side blow;

v!OT"ring creature of the slimy deep

There reared its timorous head to bask and sleep.

I
took the «eed and in my garden bed.

Among mv favorite blossoms white and reil,

I
nnrsed and nourished it with anxious care,

l„d sa« how, day by day, it grew more fair.

Shedding its blistered leaves and baneful flowers.

It bore such stately loliage as dowers

fhe rarest garden queens, and blooms as bright.

So many a human life in gloom and blight

Dmlls weed-like in the slough of sin and want.

Which, if transplanted lo some happier haunt,

Would ere long grow to gracious leaf and bloom,

tad shed on other lives its rich perfume.

-Charles L Hildrclli.

BBLQIAN HARBS.

The Isglenook has been appealed to that it may

ly jomething authoritative about the Belgian

K, and the business of raising them. The first

ter saw of the business was in a magazine

rlicic that seemed lo set the world mad on the sub-

cl Now that it is settling down to a legitimate

ysincss it is not out of order to say something

lout the animal, and its raising. What is said in

lisarticle is not from the Inglenook proper, but

Ihf say of one who has been and now is in the

usiness and knows what he is talking about.

The Slates of Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Indiana,

nois, Colorado and Te.\as have turned attention

lliis new breeding industry, and Belgian hare
lub^are being formed for the purpose of e.xtend-

ig and fosterint^ the business. The finest bucks
nddoes are imported from England, where Bcl-
lan liares are bred for pets and for the market. In

ftcit the demand for blooded stock is so great
tadealcrs find it impossible to fill orders. One
Wnlry in Kansas City, in response to an adver-
Si^mtnl, received in two days checks and drafts
wnnling to more than S600.
^< in the breeding of all kinds of food and fancy
"ts. there is ,n the Belgian hare industry a
'™wr class, which to obtain dealers are compelled
'"eicise careful selection and keen attention. In
^Mornia, where this class of breeding has been
«E established, the infei^ior classes of the breed,
°* that do not reach perfection in color, mark-
s' 'ncl conformation, are sold to the markets at

I,,**."''

'^'= °f about ten cents per pound. The

licke'n "n,"^
,^."'' ^''^ '° ^'^ superior to sprinr

WtabI,

— — I

—

H'eeding for the market, vhile not so

teive' 1
*|'

'^'^'"^ ^'°'^'' ''" 'an<^'ersi is less e.x-
.and does not require the care necessary to

.,e„,
""1°" "' Pi'ze animals. It is, however, a

hert ,1,^°^

"f income, and, by reports from places
: Belgian hare has become established as a

CeS''"''^^'"^°"^-
*»*tedl"n'T

'" ""^ present century there
"elmum a variety of tame rabbit

and became known as the Bei-
Ihey somewhat resembled the wild

^cin'f^^"^
'"'erprising Belgian breeder, taking

"^"Kccd'rt
'^'^^'^"'^'^"ee, announced that he

'"'andth '.'" '^™^'^'"S the wild hare with the

A Was th
''^'^"""es," as the new variety was

Itatt.r./.
[""''• Scientific breeders in Eng-

». "'"Engl,

. and

'"altered h-
detent

'"
"""try l

'''^*'°"' and close observers in

'"'Utha,.; ^"^""^ ^''"=e experimented, affirm

^"sbro K
^'^" "^are was developed from

?''>'':
years

'° England from Belgium about
*'^°- 'or some considerable time«erc

)(,"own
""°

"bit '1

" °^ "'eporines," and were bred

^V"^»'»ai'or,V7"""^'''''=°''"'°'"W .r. " the form, color, and fur of the"are.

»i»ns
Th.le

1

and th

arger animals were called " Fata-
« smaller •• Belgian hares." Im-

provement in the type and color and fur of the hare
continued until the early eighties, when the breeders
of England adopted a standard. The color bred
tor now is rufous red, uniform ticking of chocolate
black, conformity of body, shape and length of
ears, size and condition.

The Belgian hare of to-day looks not unlike our
New England rabbit in summer coat. He is, how-
ever, larger; has longer ears and longer hind legs.

His eye is hazel, large and round—bolder than the
rabbit's. For prize showing he should weigh about
eight pounds. The larger ones, called " Flemish
giants," descended from the early " Patagonians,"

weigh several pounds more, and are prized as mar-
ket stock. When in full garb a true Belgian' has a

coat of rich red, with a sunset dash of golden tan

According to Western breeders the culture of

Belgian hares is a durable and lucrative business.

Any intelligent person—man or woman—who is will-

ing to invest a few dollars in Belgian stock may,
with half the attention and a quarter the expense
necessary in the poultry business, double and triple

the amount invested in a very short time. As the

hares are a staple article it is impossible to buy
good stock very cheap. One of the prime essen-

tials, however, is a good foundation stock, and the

better the buck and doe as a basis of business the

brighter the outlook for success. Once started in

business the breeder should advertise, and the best

medium of the Western men who are making mon-

ey in the business is the daily press. The following

extracts from an article by Dr. Robert Davidson,

one of the most successful breeders in the Middle

West is taken from the Belgian Han Breeder, Min-

neapolis;

"During the past year I have written hundreds of

articles on the Belgian hare, and yet hundreds of

letters come to me asking practical!)' the same

questions, viz., What is the best way to begin rais-

ing hares? What do they cost? How can I dis-

pose of them? In the. first place let me say Belgian

hares are the most profitable stock in the world;

they pay better than a gold mine, but even a gold

mine is not profitable unless it is worked in the

proper manner.

"I have been raising and experimenting with

hares for some time; I can take a doe that costs say

Sio to Si 5 and at the lowest estimate I will make

her produce from S30 to S40 worth of young every

year, and at that I am not figuring on high-priced

stock. I figure that all it costs to raise a hare un-

til it is three months old is nine cents. I have sold

hundreds of the six weeks of age at S3 each, and

they increase in value each month at the rate of at

least $2., until they are six months old, when they

readily bring Sio to Si 5, and in many cases much

more; for in every litter there are sure to be some

extra fine ones that fanciers will pay big prices for.

I do not advocate selling hares until they are six

months old, unless you are in the business on a

large scale and have lots of stock. If you start

with a few, keep all the young' until they are old

enough to breed. A conservative estimate of the

rapidity of their breeding would he six litters a

year, averaging eight at a time.

"This makes forty-eight, but you must remember

that the first litters of the doe will or should have

young themselves at the end of a year, so you can

readily see that my estimate of S30 to S40 yearly is

very low, leaving a big margin for accidents and

only figuring the young when born at St each. But

some people may say at this point, ' But suppose we

only raise them for meat, and not keep them for

breeding purposes?' Well, suppose you do—kill

them off at four or five months; they will be worth

at the lowest calculation gl each, and they will

have cost you onl)- nine to fifteen cents to raise them,

and I am sure 1,000 per cent profit is more than you

can make at raising anything else. Hut for the

next few years at least you won't have to sell any

at Si apiece, for the demand for breeders is so

great that you cannot afford to sell them for meat.

" This Belgian hare business is not started yet, al-

though thousands of people are raising lots of
hares; yet there are millions of people to be sup-
plied, and all going into hare raising in the proper
manner will make lots of money. Some will get
rich, but they will be the ones who attend to it

properly.

" First, buy your hares. Go to or send to some
reliable breeder, tell him how much you want to in-

vest, let him make a choice for you. The best
hares to buy are those already bred. In this way,
within thirty days you will have a litter of young;
if you have several does, you will soon have a great
number of young, which in a few months will give

you enough breeding stock for a big rabbitry.

" I am not writing this article for advanced fan-

ciers who have gone heavily into high-priced stock.

My advice always is to buy low-priced stock at

first; by this I do not mean cheap, common stock.

You can buj- hares for almost any price, but a Sio
hare is cheaper than one you might buy for a very

low price. In regard to selling your stock—how
do other people sell theirs? How do you sell any-

thing? Advertise it, of course. It costs but a lit-

tle to insert a card. You will find that the trouble

will be, not to sell it, but to get enough of it to sell;

and when your neighbors find out you have Belgian'

hares, they will want stock.

" Now, in conclusion, I will just mention a few

words about feeding. They will eat anything a

sheep will—hay, oats, weeds, and even table scraps

that are not greasy. Of course in an article. of this

kind I cannot go fully into the subject of their care.

A careful reading of the books published on the

subject will give you all the information necessary

and if at the end of a few months you do not find

yourself on the way to a competency I shall be

very much mistaken. The fault will be your own.

Many of our most successful breeders are women,

who seem peculiarly adapted to the work, and

man\' a hard-working wife has blessed the day she

learned of Belgian hares.

"Not a few men and women in New England are

inquiring into the Belgian hare industry with a view

to making a venture in business. A rabbitry was

opened at Dorchester not long ago. When a report-

er asked if there was any money in breeding hares

tor the market he was told:

" '
I don't know. All the hares I have been able

to breed have been taken by other breeders and by

people who either wanted them for pets or for

foundation stock for a business of their own.'

" When t*he Belgian hare was first introduced into

this country there was a vigorous outcry from

farmers and others, who thought they saw disaster

in overproduction. There would some time be a

Belgian hare pest, and farm lands would be o\errun

by hungry rabbits. This fallacy was entirely ex-

ploded by sportsmen in several States, who at-

tempted to stock shooting preserves with the Bel-

gian hare. The attempt was a failure as the ani-

mals are essentiall)- domestic and cannot take care

of themselves when forced to run at large."

From the above it will be seen that the Belgian

hare is not a hare, and it is not even Belgian. It is

nothing but a big, high-bred rabbit, and if it can be

sold for ten cents a pound there is much money in

the business. If the Inglenook was going in the

business for breeding for money it would buy high-

class stock. If it wanted rabbits to eat, and to sell,

some of the kind that finds its way to the market

would do just as well.

HERBLY THE LOQICAL RESULT.

" This is not war; it is brutal murder! " General

Chaffee says. But, as a matter of fact, it is war, for

war unchains the brutal passions of man .ind makes

of him a mad barbarian. The revolting spectaclc

in China is the logical, the harmonious accompani-

ment of that " strenuous life " of fighting which the

imperialists on both sides of the ocean arc so given

to glorifying.—.Vitf York World,
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^ Coprespondenec ^
THE SCUPPERNONO.

ItV N. K. IIAKEK.

It is quite probable that only a small percentage

of the Inglenook readers know anything .ibout

the scuppernong as it is a variety of grape growing

chiefly south of the northern boundary of Tennes-

see.

Its color, when ripe is about the same as that of

the well-known russet apple of the North. In

shape it is perfectly round. It is very large and*

the skin is.very thick, perhaps three times as thick'

as that of the Concord grape. So distinctive is it in

variety that nian\- persons never think of it as be-

ing A jp-nf>c at all. but simply call it "scupper-

nong."

If our Northern readers wish to see it they must

come South as it is never shipped to Northern

markets. This is probably because it rarely grows

in clusters or " bunches " and hence in pulling from

the stems the individual grapes are broken, allow-

ing the juice to escape and the pulp to decay.

The wine is said to contain twenty per cent less

alcohol than that made from other varieties of

grape.

The flavor is as we heard one express it, " Neith-

er sweet nor sour but perfectly delicious." The

taste is decidedly " more-ish " and it seems they

may be eaten in any quantity many times a day

without any ill effects or even ;i feeling of " full-

ness."

. The vine grows profusely, needs little pruning or

cultivation and hence is admirably adapted for ar-

bors. A simple vine has been known to live more

than a hundred years and cover an acre of ground.

Its origin is unknown—to the writer at least—but

it has no doubt been developed from the BuUace, a

wild grape of the South In North Carolina there

is a small river and also a township bearing the

same Indian name, and it is claimed scuppernongs

were first cultivated in that vicinity.

Neither the vine nor its fruit seem to have an en-

emy. They are proof against mildew, fungoid

growths, phylloxera, insects, and weather, alike.

Hence a crop failure is unknown.

They do not ripen evenly but from August to Oc-

tober in the extreme South and from September to

December farther North. This is a decided advan-

tage, inasmuch as they are used locally. It gives

more time to enjoy and handle the crop.

Should you be in the South during their ripening

season and receive an invitation to " come and eat

scuppernongs," do not expect to be served in the

parlor or dining room. You will be invited to the

arbor and there requested to " hel]) yourself " or In

the dialect of the uneducated " hope yose'f " To
pull them from the vine where they grow, selecting

only the ripest, is to thoroughly enjoy this most de-

licious fruit.

Longfellow must have known something of this

remarkable grape, for in singing the praises of

Catawba wine, something we are really surprised to

find Longfellow doing, he employs this stanza:

It is not a song

Of the Scuppernong,

From warm Carolinian Valleys,

Nor the Isabel

And the Muscadel
That bask in our garden alleys.

Citru/itlic, A/tt.

APPLE BUTTER.

the procession starts to the orchard. Bill)', the big

boy, goes along to climb the trees and shake the

apples down. This same Billy watches his chance,

and when you are all fairly under the tree, then will

he give a tremendous shake and send the apples

bouncing over you in no gentle style. And then

the mean fellow sits up theVe and laughs to see you

scampering from under thai tree. By and by Billy

goes home for the Korses and wagon, and leaves

you and the youngsters to finish picking.

Their interest in the work, however, has dwindled

down pretty low. The small boy prefers throwing

apples at a chipmunk seated on a fence post. The

small girl is deeply engrossed in the fascinating oc-

cupation of making a grasshopper hop by tickling

its hind legs with a straw.

You conclude to eat a particularly fine apple and

rest your weaiy spine awhile.

In an absent-minded manner you seat yourself

right at the front entrance to a flourishing summer
resort of ants. The old proprietor of the establish-

ment, not relishing your company, .-^ends out a few

hundred of his most valiant, followers to give you a

gentle'hint to get out of that

That they succeed in an admirable manner is

shown by the surprising agility you display in get-

ting hence. The performance you go through dur-

ing the next tew minutes suggests anything but

weariness.

Beginning again to pick apples, the third apple

you grab happens to have a hornet concealed in its

under side, who quietly disputes possession with

you. His argument has but one point, but that one

is so deep and touching that you yield immediately,

in fact so suddenly as to surprise the hornet him-

self. Being in an amiable frame of mind, by this

time, you assert your authority over those young-

sters and the remainder of the apples are picked in

a jiffy. Billy loads up the apples and cider barrels

and wends his way to the cider press.

The best apples have been kept to thicken the

butter, and these the women folks now begin to

"suits "for dear life. The old-fashioned " paring

bee" has about disappeared, but often a few neigh-

bors still assist in heaping up a couple big tubs

with apples peeled and quartered ready for the ket-

tle. Boiling the butter usually begins early in the

morning. The big copper kettle holding from thir-

ty to forty gallons is lugged forth from its hiding

place and bright and shining is put over the fire

and the cider put in. Not much attention is re-

quired except keeping up a good fire, until it is

ready for the apples to be put in. When the ap-

ples begin to melt then it is that the great long-

handled stirrer gets in its work. Whew, but it

takes elbow grease to keep that stirrer on the

steady move around and through that seething,

bubbling cauldron. Woe to the unlucky one who
pauses during his or her manipulation of the stirrer

and lets the butter burn to the bottom of the ket-

tle

When sufficiently boiled it is ladled out into

crocks, and when cool is tied up and set away to

use when needed. Apple butter will keep fo!" years
if properly made and no one uses it in its youthful
prime.

Newburg, Po.

BV IRA E. FOUTZ.

IIY ANNA M. MITCHEI-.

One of the many toothsome products of the Key-
stone State is apple butter. Though made in vari-

ous other Slates, in none has it become such a pop-
ular article of diet as in Pennsylvania. The Ingle-

NOOKEK who has not got outside a piece of good
bread and butter, thickly plastered over with fresh,

new apple butter has certainly missed one of the

pleasures of life.

It is not all pleasure, however, to get it manufac-
tured. There is plenty of hard work connected
with it.

As you can't make apple butter without cider,

neither can you make cider without apples; so it

will be necessary some hazy autumn afternoon to

pick the apples. The youngsters of the household

hustle around and hunt up baskets and sacks and

I'lissiiii V all Inglenookers have at sometime in

their lives eaten peaches, but perhaps few of them
have ever seen an orchard, or seen them packed and
made ready to be shipped to the large cities. As
Waynesboro lies m the great peach belt of the
Cumberland Valley, there are from three to five
carloads of them shipped from here daily, in the
peach season. There are also a great many shipped
from the small stations. The season opens rightly
about September first, and closes the second week
in October.

A short time ago. with earner^ in hand, I started
for a stroll out to an orchard. I did not have to
walk far from my home to reach one. After pass-
ing the borough limits I walked along a road for
about one hundred yards when I came to the or-
chard. While passing through it I saw a merry
crowd of pickers. There were six or seven men in
the crowd. As the trees are not very high, some of
the pickers were standing on the ground, some on
small movable platforms, and the others on -ihorl

ladders. It did not take them lona ^

of all its fruit. ^ ^°stri
P a

,,,^

three-,
^^Jart,,,,

After following the road for about
of a mile I came to the packing house f

"
''"''

had started. A description of this one /J"^^^'"^*'
reader a good idea of what the pack'^^^

'^'

like, as they are nearly all built --
'"^ ''^"^^^

in the
It was entirely surrounded by peach t

sanii

stretched out as far as one

1^' W.K

top of what we might term a smairplal*

'

commanded a fine view of the

could s

miles distant with theii
mountai

^'aleau
;,

'"s
thi,.fint; hotels and parks

The building was twenty-five by thirty
f

at the north side there was a roof ext^n
^^'

teams to drive under when they cami

extension
{,

orchard. It was not put up for arch
^ '" from

\\

ty. merely being boarded up with rough boar
I

foot in width, with an inch space between ead
It was not plastered, and paint had not folT
way up through the myriads of peach trees "tl
half story under the roof is used to keepb.isk
and lids in. Each end has a large slidinr

T

and through these doorways the peaches an!
ed upon wagons to be hauled to the railroad

When the peaches arc brought in from ih

orchard they are unloaded at the one side Th

'

are first sorted into the different grades by a ptj \

sizer. The one end of the sizer consists of a shaj.

low trough into which the peaches are first pourd
At the lower end of the trough they are separau

into two rows of single file. Each row is carria

along by two chains which are farther a|)art .Inn;

the remainder of the sizer, the smallest 1:

out first and the largest last. As the Livr:

come full they are poured upon tables lo

packed into baskets. The packers, who are mosilv

girls, stand around the tables

They are packed in four different grades, iwi

grades of fancy, one grade of choice, and onegrn

of culls. The best grade of fancy are packed

carriers, a box arrangement which holds twel'

small baskets, with two layers of six each. Tl

carriers hold about three-fourths of a bushel. Th

other grade of fancy are packed in twenty-poun

baskets. The choice are also packed in Uvtnt]

pound baskets. The culls are put in crates ivhicd

hold about one bushel.

One of the hardest things to be learnt in packing

peaches is to have the basket filled to the ri'^hi

height when it is finished being packed, so i^

when the lid is put on it does not mash theni

there is no space between the lid and peacb

After they- are packed the fuzz is brushedoflt'-

top and the lid fastened on. The grade of them

also stencilled on the handle. As they are loa-:

upon the wagon the name of the commission nun

they are to go to, and the name of the man they

«J

from, are stencilled upon the lid. H they at-'C'^-'

peaches a " c "
is put on with a lead pencil.

are then ready to be taken to the railroad ar.

shipped to the different markets over the conn .

The best varieties of early peaches art tb

ford, Mountain Rose and VariegatedI
KcJ^

late ones are the Heath Cling, Sniack, Sahv^lJ

( the Wofl'

Cheers Choice, Globe and Slump ol m^^^^^^
,

There is another very late peach called tiK

-^^

which often does not ripen before frosts com'

In the pacliing of peaches the 5°" °"'"

that arc very ripe, are not useJ and .'"

side. Many people go to th

these peaches. Some of them

rchard

,
andatrll""!

many mt" '

When the peach season open* ""'"'.
0t\<'\

into the peach belt to buy peaches for
^^_ |

commission merchants. They
^°""^'fjr*|

man's whole crop, estimating ">' nun) i^^

5„i,i»c'I

in it before they are ripe and paying I"

bushel.

Waynfsboro, Pa.

Germans make flannel underclothing "
,,.

as socks 1°;^^ i,i1
of the pine needles, as wel

arrnc"'

stockings for the women, while
''"''^^ji';,^

ivs"!*!

ting and darning yarns, cork soles, ij

^^^^^
j„[t«

deafening paper for walls, P'"='""'',^, „3liri'",'l

and even cigars made from the "'''
^'^'^^ Hj'*']

been exported from Germany '"1

Jj''
poi»i* '*

J

resorts have also been establishi'l »
^ res"'' ,'

J

the pine needles arc crushed, •'" .'
",'^.j will'

|

long been popular with people .i

niatisni and other ills.
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! THE UARQE FISHHAWKS.

• displ")"-''' ^y fis'''i^"'<* '" nesl-build-

''"^^'"'"(icii
woiideitul, Ic.iding persons to sus-

(1'""'"°
mechanical calcnlations of the bird

luinian being
l„

those of the average

t«'"
(|,j.quenl forests and groves fringing the

*'

I

WrraS^i'sett Bay to obtain material for

""*"
'„ncsls and repairing old ones. Rotten

"''''"' ""
» high over one's head are heard snap-

"'"°'r cracking- This snapping of sticks is

•8
'"

|-

'|,|,a«'ks. Mechanically they examine

id
bii-jk off the nbs b)' sheer force, something

,„. in the character of birds. A hawk
I

:. iinnluc 111 * ....
iboul wheels short on its wings, having

'"*•'

j'j decayed stick that is suitable, on .some

'"". Something after the fashion of tent-pcg-

'
,'he hawk charges past and just above the

lust as he is passing the limb, with great

.|ly he hooks his claws upon it, and without

loin his flight, and with wings flapping furi-

leooigl'i '''"« ""^^ "^'^ ^^''°'^' °' "''^ l^reaking

I rotten limb, and triumphantly the feathered

cirries t" the nest the stick, sometimes four

II
diameter and four and one-half feet long.

Ic the birds break off the limbs at
Itliougli as a rii

6rsi attempt, they have been seen to try the

BStion on the same stick two and three times

being successful.be In case the stick is not

olen off the first time, they do not lose their

lid, but unceasingly flap their broad wings in the

exhausting every measure toward accomplish-

their purpose.

Ordin.irily then bodies are not so heavy as to

use one to suspect that they could break off such

QUI pieces of boughs, but the momentum carried

their flight as they hook on to the limb without

ng almost invariably causes their efforts to be

owned with success. The loud snapping noise of

breaking of tree branches by the hawks would

id .1 person not accustomed to their habits to

ppose that .111 elephant was running amuck
rough the forest.

Otabout four feet in width and of a very com-
et structure, the nests can withstand the fury of

^etc storms. The fabric is so woven and bound
sscross fashion that cases have been known of

nests remaining intact even after the wind
led the tree or pole and threw the nest violently
the ground. SK severe storm blew down a fish-

nvks nest at Warren a year ago, leaving the nest

"1) It was discovered several days later,
Ih three young dead birds inside. Being im-
»niil, they hud died of hunger. The inner
Iges nf t|,e uests arc woven with light sticks,
mJalks, pieces of cloth and dried seaweed.
nt fishhawk lives to a good age. On one of the
*"" '*''°Jy 'shind headlands a Mr. .'Anthony
^"fan incident that happened twenty years ago
'" l"s home. .\ male fishhawk was brought to
<8i"imcl by a gun in the hands of a boy. Mr

tki

)
eared for the wounded bird in his barn,

I'll
»"l grains of shot and stopping the flow of
All the lirn. the hawk fought him

'"lured
ith its

ImiJ
1*'"'^' '" '' '"°rith's time the wound had

i„
I

>" '"='i'cd and the bird had become quite

Wiv, 'T""'''
"°' ''" ""y'liiiig but fish, however.

,15°""
I

"'"k' was stiff when the bird was giv-

nokd
'""' ""- P«»li-'"'ity of this stiff wing

"Incat^d"*'
'"^''''°" ^^' ^'- •'^"'hony on a bird

"'tlwdtl""'
''''^ '^""^^ ""^ '* '=°"''''"="' ""=" "

'"Sago
'
"'"^ ""'""''cd near his home twenty

* Wi'"'^''''''""^
"f the fishhawks over their

'•looil','.""'
^""'"'^ ^"^'•''^ ""-' '*'''^" i*

'^
g'''=-'>'

'""'r ohh
"""*" '^''^^^' ^ singular trait in the

'^'''UckK-
1*^ "'*I"'^y is its toleration of sparrows,

ong
,(,^,

"^^ ^"'' grackles to build their nests in

'^''"cted
°

r'^'^

^'''^'" °' which its own nest is

* lay
' vassals to a chief, these smaller

Bgs und hatch them in perfect security.

"lui
I!."""""! liarn

'*«lsi

ony with the larger feathered
ere are from twenty to thirty

''shhaJ!
"'"'* '" ""-• rounded o'uter sides of

l.e,
^,'^"< Ih,

"lall
l,i

'
"" Ici"" of the

uiided outer
hrom long acquaintance with

sparrows and crow-blackbirds

'

'^Miawli^'j'"'^"''
'^"'' ""^y ''"V'-' learned that as

*"''"ieirne
i"'"'^

incubation constantly is on

and (

''"^ doubly secure from feathered
""i the inroads of the common

crow, the bird that they most fear when their nests
contain eggs.

When the young fishhawks come forth from the
shell the constant guard of the nest by male and fe-

male is gradually relaxed. The female leaves the
nest at intervals in quest of food, soon flying back
with a fish caught in harbor or bay. A miticeable
feature about the mother hawk is her mode of feeding
the young. Returning with a shad or porgie when
the young are only a few days old, the mother bird

tears the fish in pieces with her claws and bill, giv-

ing a strip to each young bird. When the birds be-

come a week old, or about that age, and thereafter

during the season, a whole fish is given to each
young fishhawk by its mother. It is interesting to

watch the young hawks when they are fed. They
will cry for food when hungry, but, unlike the

progeny of all other feathered tribes and land ani-

mals, they will not fight for food. The mother bird

selects the young one to which she will give a fish.

The rest of them remain sitting beside their more
fortunate companion in the nest, but beyond uttering

plaintive cries make no effort to get part of the fish

for themselves, simply waiting in patience until

their turn comes, which circumstance may prolong

for quite a length of time. The young birds catch

no fish the first year of their lives. Their food is

procured by their parents. .'Vs soon as the young
brood become a few weeks old the mother throws

off <iuite a piece of the top of the nest to the

ground. This enables the young to see their sur-

roundings, and less obstacles are in the way when

they first make attempt to fly.

The young birds do not take readily to flight.

They are fully feathered, and yet make no attempt

to leave the nest Generally their initial attempts

to rise on wing are begun about July to. Flying

up from the nest they fall back upon it again

from a height of about five feet. They make at-

tempts in turntwith like results. The young hawks

are very timid about flying away from the nests,

and it devolves upon the parents to drive the young

forcibly off in order that they can fly. Great is the

screeching and' loud are the cries of the birds on

such occasions. At last one of the young hawks

will make an attetnpt to reach an object fifty yards

away from the nest. These efforts arc generally

awkward, and it is not uncommon to see the fledg-

ling tumble in somersaults earthward. The mother

hawk, ever on the alert, rushes to its rescue, and

shooting under the young bird catches it on its

back and wings before it tumbles to the ground.

A SUSPICIOUS LOT.

One of the most conservative people on earth is

the native American Indian as he is found from

south of the Rio Grande all through South Ameri-

ca, wherever he has anything to do with the man

with the white face. Nothing can change him.'

He ha» had an experience in the last three centu-

ries with the Spaniard, and it has not improved his

confidence in human nature.

It is a peculiarity of the Indian that he will sell

nothing at wholesale, nor will he trade anywhere

but in the market-place, in the spot where he and

his forefathers have sold " garden-truck " for three

centuries. .'\lthough travelers on the highways

meet armies of Indians bearing heavy burdens of

vegetables and other supplies upon their backs,

they can purchase nothing from them, as the native

will not sell his goods until he gets to the place

where he is in the habit of selling them. He will

carry them ten miles, and dispose of them for less

than he was offered at home. We met one day an

old woman trudging along with a heavy basket of

pineapples and other fruits, and tried to relieve her

of part of her load, offering ten cents for pine

apples which could be obtained for a quartillo (two

and a half cents! in market. She was polite, but

firm, and declined to sell anything until she got to

town, although there was a weary, dusty journey of

two leagues ahead of her. The guide explained

that she was suspicious of the high price we of-

fered, anil inferred that pineapples must be very

scarce in market, or we would not be willing to pay

so much on the road; but it is a common rule for

them to refuse to sell except at their regular

stands. A gentleman who lives some distance from

Quito told me that for the last four years he had

been trying to get the Indians, who passed his

house every morning with packs of alfalfa (the

tropical clover), to sell him some at his gate, but
they invariably refused to do so; consequently he
was compelled to go into town to buy what was
carried past his door. Nor will the natives sell at

wholesale. They will give you a gourdful of pota-

toes for a penny as often as you like, but will not
sell their stock in a lump. They will let you have
a dozen eggs for a real (ten cents), but will not sell

you five dozen for a dollar. This dogged adher-

ence to custom cannot be accounted for, except on
the supposition that their suspicions are excited.

CATS 1 HAT SAIL THE SEAS.

KvERV large ocean line'r carrying passengers

has on board from six to ten cats, these being ap-

portioned to various parts of the ship, as well as

appearing on the vessel's books for rations.

.And even, beyond this, on most of the great lines

particular emploj-es arc instructed to feed daily, as

a part of their duties, certain cats in their part of

the shi'p. >\nd there is promotion for pussy as

well, for any cat that is particularly amiable, clever

and interesting is permitted to enjoy the run of the

first or second or third-class saloons, according to

the popular vote. In this way certain of the first-

class saloon pussies have become quite celebrated,

especially on the long-voyage boats that go to In-

dia <ind Australia, and the stewards of the

various classes are quite commonly eager to push

their own favorite cat into first place. "Of
course," says Tit-Bits, " there are amazing favorites

with the staff of the ship that are fine hunters and

do not seek ' society.'
"

When the ship is in port a certain man has the

duty of feeding the cats at regular hours and of enter-

ing the rations in a book; but every cat on the ship

that has been long there seems to wait with eager-

ness for and to recognize at once the professional

rat-catcher, who always goes to work in the hold of

every passenger liner when it comes to dock, and

who lives by% ridding ships of rats. The " staff

cats," as the stewards call them, never leave the rat

man until he has finished his duties.

SOME OLD CITIES.

The settlement of America, or at least that part

of it in which we live, is as yesterday. We know-

to the day when the Pilgrims landed, where, and

what happened during their stay in the New Eng-

land States as a distinct body. But at the time

they landed on the stern and rock bound coast of

the poet there were other cities South of the Unit-

ed States, and they were pretty old at the time.

Take the City of Mexico. It was a city of very

considerable size when Cortez conquered it, just

one hundred years before the Pilgrims landed. It

was known as Tenochtitlan, and it has a record of at

the least a thousand years of age. When the .Aztecs

appeared on the scene at what is now Mexico City

there was the remnant of a tribe of people that had

gone before them, and these people they called

Toltecs. The word Toltec is the Aztec word for

builder or architect, and the. Toltecs were preceded

by a class of people who built the now ruined cities

of Yucatan and Central .America. Old and all as

the Toltecs were they had not a myth or a legend

as to the name of the people who dwelt in these

ruineil cities, who had come and gone before they,

the Toltecs, had a hold on the counto'. It is easy

to see that the dwellers of the cities in all proba-

bility had a civic ami national existence long prior

to the advent of Christ on the earth.

Now who were these people, and, what is more

interesting, what became of them? There is not the

breath of a record of what happened them. Their

cities were large and populous, and the surrounding

agricultural conditions were such that an immense

population must have existed in the immediate

vicinity of the cities. But they disappeared off the

face of the earth and not a whisper of who they

were or what became of them was left behind.

There are the ruins of their cities, immense in area,

massive in structure, and all as silent as the grave

as to who or what they were, or what became of

them as a people. There is no answer to the ques-

tion. Silence is over all.

The oldest banknote in the possession of the

Hank of Knglan.l is dated IVe. lo, ifwo. and is for
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ONE HUNDRED MAKERS OF HISTORY.

The Inglenook has in contemplation tht- prepa-

ration of a .series of historical articles, short and in-

teresting, about one hundred men who have done

more or less in the various phases of human en-

deavor to improve the interests of mankind.

Those who read these brief sketches will be amply

repaid— those who study them will be incalculably

benefited. The list of one hundred is printed be-

low, and is the result of much thoujjht on the part

of the compilers, and their story in the "Nook will

be of intense interest, and will be worth all that the

paper costs to those who will carefully and con-

scientiously follow the .sketch of these preat men of

I lie world:

Hmiicr,

Confucius.

Buddha,

l*ericles,

Phidias,

Socrates.

I'lato,

Demosthenes,

Aristotle,

Alexander,

Hannibal,

Cicero,

Julius Ca.'sar,

Virgil.

AuRusms Cii-sar,

Plutarch,

Marcus Aurclius.

CoiislsiiUiuc,

AuKUStini-,

Justinian,

Mohiimmed,

Charles Marti'l,

CharlcmaKnc,

Alfred the Grc.it,

Hildcbrand,

William the Cimqucror.

Uantc,

Gutenburg,

Columbus,

Copernicus,

Angelo,

Raphael,

Luther,

Loyola,

Calvhi,

Lord Mftingham,

Cervantes,

Henry of Navarre,

Lord Bacon,

Shakespciire,

Galileo.

Kepler,

1-Iarvey,

G roll us,

Rirhelicu,

Descartes,

Cromwell,

Milton,

Bunyaii,

Louis .\l\'.

<if Oningc,Wilhan
Newton,

MarlbnrouHli,

Peter the Grcit,

Alexander Pope,

Swedeiiburg,

Voltaire,

Wesley,

l-rankliii,

Frederick tlic Groat,

Hlacksioiie,

Adam Smith,

Imniiiiiuel Kant,

Robert Clive.

John Howard,

I'.dniund ISurkc.

Kichard Arkwrinhl.

Washhigtoii.

James Watt,

Jefferson,

I>r. Jeiuier,

(ioi-lhi-,

John Marshall.

Hainiltoi),

Lord Nelson,

William Pill.

Robert Fulton.

Kli Whitney.

Napoleon.

Wellington,

Beethoven,

Sir Walter Scntl,

Mcllcrnich,

Steplieiisoii.

Webster.

Byron,

Karaday,

Morse,

Macau lay.

\'on Moltki-,

Lincoln,

Darwin,

Tennyson,

Gladstone,

Dickens,

Bismarck,

Alexander M,

Cyrus W. Field.

I'. S. Gram,
T. A. Kdison.

OUR SHORT SERnON.

Text: Speaking Evil.

It is an unfortunate habit with many people to

regard it as their seeming duty to adversely criti-

cise those in authority. The evil that is spoken of

dignitaries, present or prospective, is expressly for-

bidden in the Book. It is not a pleasant sight to

see a man in a church pew on a Sabbath listening

to and approving a sermon on charity and then

hear him the same day, or the next, belittling some

candidate for office, or some incumbent, and the

higher the office and the official the viler the criti-

cism. It is a fact that the so-called "yellow jour-

nals ' sell better than the more reputable papers, the

undoubted reason being that there are more yellow

people than there are of the other kind This evil

speaking extends to all public positions, and not

even the church is exempt. A man may be ever so

exemplary and praiseworthy in private life, but let

him come out for office, or be appointed to any po-

sition of responsibility or preferment, and immedi-

ately the pack behind is in full cry. But there is

this one thing for the 'Nook reader to remember,

and that is, Christians never do it. Christ was a

gentle man, a gentleman, and those who are like

him in reality are also gentlemen, and they are not

to be sought for habitually in the midst of the de-

tractors of official supervision.

It is not asserted that all officials deserve respect,

or that their acts are beyond criticism, but it is un-

doubtedly beyond the province of the Christian to

engage in detraction and defamation, and especially

so when the subject of criticism occupies a place so

exacting in its requirements they could by no pos-

sibility fill it themsehes. It is easy^nough to set-

tle matters of state and polity in the potato patch,

and it is another thing to be actual president in

Washington. Learn to think more and talk less

about people in high places.

SUCCESS IN LIFE.

In the lNni.i-:NnoK account of these great tiien,

there will appear briefly when and where they were
born, and what they did to make them great. Ten
thousand voluntes might be consulted about these

people and the field not be exhausted. Those
who follow with care, omitting nothing, and
not allowing their interest to wane, will be wonder-
fully helped in an historical way, even tliough noth-

ing but a bird's-eye view of the achievements of

each will be given, owing to a lack of sp.ice. We
suggest that in each family, where there is a num-
ber of readers, after the study of the historical

column, views be exchanged and questions asked,

if it is so desired. This will be, by a long way, the

most important and valuable addition to the Ingle-

nook, that has as yet appeared in its columns.

Next week we will begin. Study, carefully the

series and you will be in possession of much infor-

mation.

cess is an unselfishness that is not
are too apt to think only of ourselves^'anT'" ^

that we live for others as well as f

" '
-'^E

When we have sunk self, and put th"^

°"^''

spiritual welfare of others beyond our
^-^

we are on the road to real success. V
show in a bank account, in notes for

us, but in the hearts of those who survive'
the Book of Life we reap the reward not''

'

'

ble b\' money alone. "^'^'''•

QUERIES AND ANSWERS.

Jow does the Weather H,.reau forecast s,or..,,^^_

There is a large number of observers evcrwh
in the country, and these telegraph into th"'''

"

office daily the weather conditions, and fr,,,

reports forecasts are made. About eighty

of them come true.
* « •

I)n the leaves on an evergreen tree never fall?

1

i'cr u

They are falling all the time, and coming on n,

Natukai.i.v and justifiably all persons want to

sncceed in life. But have you ever stopped to con-

sider what real success is, and how it is obtained?

If a poor boy starts out with nothing and in the

course of a lifetime accumulates a hundred thou-

sand dollars, or half of it, we say he has succeeded

in life. The girl he marries is said to have succeed-

ed also, to have done well. Now not everybody

who dies owning much money has obtained it at

too great a cost, but a great many people do pay
too much for their success. It is entirely within

the reach of anybody and everybody to become
rich. Those who work continuously, save all they

get, loan it out to others, keep doubling up their

receipts, giving nothing away, working while others

sleep, being not over nice morally in dealing with

others cannot fail to accumulate wealth. But it

costs loo much. The price is too high to spend a

whole lifetime in petty thrift and doubtful methods
that one may die owning much money to leave to

others to squander. Yet how many seek it only to

fail in the undertaking!

On the other hand there are those who pass
through life attracting no attention, saving no mon-
ey, and judged by what they have left behind they
have failed in life. But have they really failed?

It is not within the province of this article to go in-

to details, but it is often the case that there are
those who die penniless who leave behind them an
honored name that is worth more than money, a
precious memory that lives in all hearts in a way
that no money can buy in any mart of the world.
Money can do much but it cannot buy love and re-
spect. Many men and women have done their
duty to those around them, and they died with no
properly worth the name. But the world has been
madcbctter by their having lived in it, and after
all that is the measure of true success. If the
world has been bettered, if the cause of truth, jus-
lice and mercy, has been advanced by our lives
then are we successful, and without it we are fail-

ures, money or no money. The price of this suc-

same way. Look under a pine and you will «,

that they do fall. The leaves of other trees hn,i^
evergreens shed at a given season.

* « #

Can persimmons be |ireserved the same as niher Irmi!

Yes. And it seems to the editor tliat whcrr n,,.

are plenty a good city trade might be worlcedupi,

canned and preserved persimmons.

« • #

Could I buy .Ml Elgin ivalch at llie faclory chtapa iluj

elsewhere?

Unless you were in the trade they would iiol sell

it to you at all. They sell only tn wholesaler',ti

jobbers. So we are informed.

* # #

Is there anything in the wuch hazel wands oftered fur uij

for the purpose of delecting minerals, etc.?

Yes, there is for the man who sells, and t'

body else. The whole business is a fraud.

* * #

Would it be right to ask a visiting frLend, iiol a nirnii'c, u

go along to a council meeting?

Find out what is coming up, and see tiic Kiitej

and get his consent. We have often seen slrangtlf

at a well-conducted council with apparent good rt

suits.
* « *

Is it an evidence o( a lack of familLaiily wilh lii«Ti».wH

stare in at slmw windows at stores?

If there is anything in the window you
»»«

J

see it is a lack of common sense not to slop ii^

look at it. That is what it is therefor. Ili>''

Inglenook practice to go inside and askilit»

sired to have detailed information, and nfvtr H

the information been refused.

* * •

1 know where there is a large deposit "I "I"'
'""'"''

clay. Is u of any special value?

But thcque>l""1
For making firebrick, yes.

Iden'l

transportation facilities is to be con-sn

takes a considerable sum of money to csw
' |

plant, even if the clay is all right.

1,1,1 .-.
stflili"'"

How long will It take to get friiil >'•«'

planted from the seed?

It will take years if you wait on the tra

r seedlings gro»'

loS»"

After the first year of your-
,^^^^

it on a bearing tree. Then it wi" ^""^

ing soon.
• »

What color is the true Belgian Im

There is no such thing ai true Belg'
M

They are simply big rabbiti .md are all
'«"

as nios'

though red and bluish are regaruci. •

_^^

are ca'*^

arded

ble. In practice off colored ones

for food.

How is incense made?

Incense is a compound
J It IS set 0"

ground fine and mi.xed. Ji

of -y ^."ifjl^
lire

'

the It"":'

nd "
''

lillK"

fragrant, smouldering smoke.

Anybody can make and use it.

thing to have about the house. •'

^^^i><^

fired and burning gives off •*
"

ing fragrance.
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SALMON FISHINQ.

. Oregon is where fishing is done on a l.ir-ge

IW
'L|j„tine Brown in Young PiOpU tells some-

aboutit.

I
would stand on the banks of the

fpw miles from where it enters the

^
nd 'ook across the expanse of tide-swept

^^^^ ^
would see a thousand boats like as many

rea

its surface. These are fishing

h and graceful, about twenty-eight
*"''

o ind propelled by one sail. If the wind

*"'°"^g against the tide quite a sea is running,

h boats toss like corks, but scarcely ever a

'""of water dashes over their sides. The mouth
''"''

er is formed of a series of bars, low sand

'I'T'and deep channels through which the great

(water sweeps rapidly to and fro with the

""°d flood of the tide until the bar proper is

'

h d over which the waves of the ocean cease-
""

Ileal in great white billows, except where

Ihe ship channel gives free pass way to the sea.

,„iftlv on, though seemingly flitting in every di-

ction,
glide the boats until twilight darkens the

,„, Ihen fishing begins.

Each net has a cork line which floats on the sur-

, .ind a lead line which drags on the bar, and

>cn drifting extends crosswise with the river for

iliouta mile, so a thousand nets weave a network-

Hiough which it seems no salmon could escape,

cnuld the fishermen keep their nets from get-

mixed together, but the Columbia is a great

iier, and lllcre is room tor all.

The reason that fishing is done at night, is that

Ihi salmon entering the river in their mad race to

; spawning grounds, can not see the net at night

and work their way around it, but plunge into it

become "gilled" that is the mesh of the net

gds behind their gills and fastens them, the mesh
beinf; too small to permit them to pass through.

Thus the fishermen drift until they take up the net

and sail back to drift again.

As the fishermen nearest the ocean ha\e the first

cliance at the fish entering the river, they strive to

Ik the closest to the breakers, and there the danger
Often, drifting on ,in ebb tide, they know it

flood at a certain time and bear them back up
riier, but miscalculate distance or time, and be-

Inte they are aware they are in the breakers, and
Jiust cast away the net and struggle for shelter.
Sometimes a gale rises in an hour.and sweeps down
the river; then their only chance is to anchor, feel-

Ihe surges dragging them nearer unto death,
'"ping the life-saving station near may know of
*tir danger and come to their rescue. Fishing on
"111 bar is a hard life but every fisherman is ven-
htesome, reckless, and cares not for danger to
"'ov or soul.

ther up the river are the seining grounds.

«her T '''""' '^''"' "^"'"y covered at flood tide,
"f the water is shallow for a mile or more out

'"er. the seines are of great length, usual-
„""*™'''^'ong, and are deeper than the drift

];J'^^^''"'^''"S
finer meshes; they have the lead

ind
\

""^ ''"^' ''"'' require about eight men

nets™"'""
''""" '" ^^'""^ '*'^"'' "''"•- ">= '''"

''^ned"!"^
""'y '"° men. One end of the seine is

'*'rirt hi'f
'''""'^' ""'^ "'" l^°'>'™<=n pull o'l' in

, ,

'"all a mile, circle around and row back to
* shorie. enclosin

"f seine h'"^ "' """^^ ^P^'^'^ ^* possible with

"'""1 th fi

1,""^ horses then drag it on shore, and

Hi
les, I

" *^''''<:li are imprisoned. .This work is

'*»S,an'd^r
''"' '"°'^'' '°'''°'"'-" "'^" '^'''' "'^'

"'"'i-'lid
'

'"^ ''""- °"^5'''ng depends-on the state

''W oo"ih' 'r'
'^' "'^^" ''"^ "'"'" '^ °' ^ PfoP^r

These "^ °"^' *''''^'' ""^ ^^'"' '^ hauled.

«»nfishi"J'[''"*^°Sreat means of individual sal-

* "heels
"'''"'' '''"* P"' '" "^h traps and

^"^ "^b tran. ,

"'"•awayt
placed near the mouth of the

P'ieiirive„'°"l""^'
"''''" '^'''''""^'^' ^"'' "Consist of

'"'V",„:.w",*^"''^^bout the form of the let-

Wni is

with the

small
small end up stream, at which

ynetworJ 'u^^-
'^^^ P'*^^ hold in place a

.-.
'"'ork which •^^- c„u _.

K

nver^'and ^^^ ^^'^ strike on coming up

^'nioi nev
"'"'^^ ^'°"^ ""*" ^^^-^y *^"^*-'^ '''*^ ''"^P-

-J'^^Pushits^'^'^"'^"^
^^^'^' ^^'^^ continually eiideav-

*^fMhetr:... .^^y "P stream, and is ca.sily caught
Tl . ^'^P 's raised

^
raised.

^^**'«r is ^f^
^""^ operated up the river where

^^^"f- The ^ ^^'^^' ^nd are placed just above
y consist of a scow, on the stern of

which is a large wheel with four arms. Each arm
has a paddle on it like one sees on the wheel of a
steamer, and the current running against it turns
the wheel continually as one of the four paddles is

in the water, each in turn. On these arms is a wire
network arranged to hold the fish, but let the water
pass through, leaving as little resistance as possible
to the turning of the wheel. The salmon swim-
ming up the eddies pass into the wheel, are
scooped up and thrown over on the scow. This is

the simplest, and also most destructive way of
salmon fishing, because it catches .ill sizes and
every kind, while the drift net fishermen are re-

quired by law to have the meshes of a certain size,

so that the small salmon can pass through in safety.

HORRIBLE CHINESE EXPhRTS.

The Chinese authorities from time to time, b\

official proclamation, warn the people of the coun-
try against child thieves. Monsters are often made
of stolen children, and so profitable is the trade
that vigilance has to be used to thwart those en-

gaged in it.

To transform a man into a beast would at first

seem to be impossible. It is accomplished, how-
ever, by the Chinese, to whom nothing stems to be

unknown. The skin is removed in small particles

from the entire surface of the body, and to the

bleeding parts bits of the hide of living animals,

bears and dogs, are usually applied. The operation

requires years for its full accomplishment. After

the person has had his skin completely changed
and becomes a man-bear or a man-dog, he is made
mute to complete the illusion, and also to deprive

him of the means of informing the public he is in-

tended to amuse of his long torture.

A Chinese journal, the Hupno, prints a description

of one of these human animals exhibited in the

Kiangsi. His entire body was covered with dog
skin. He stood erect, although sometimes the feet

are so mutilated that the beast Is forced to walk on

all fours, could utter articulate sounds, rise and sit

down; in short, make the gestures of any human bC'

ing.

A mandarin who heard of this monstrosity hail hiir

brought to his palace, where his hairy skin and bestial

appearance caused quite as much terror as surprise

Upon being asked if he was a man the creature re-

plied with an affirmative nod. He also signified

in the same manner that he could write. A pencil

was given to him, but he could not use it, his hands

were so deformed. Ashes were then placed on the

ground in front of him, when the man-dog leaning

over, traced in them five characters indicating his

name and country.

Investigation showed that he had been stolen, im-

prisoned for years and subjected to long tortures.

His master, who was condemned to death, testified

during the trial that barely one in live failed to en-

dure the process of skin changing. He practiced

it according to a traditional and. doubtless, old for-

mula.

The Chinese have another still more horrible

method of monster making. They know how to

graft a child on an adult in imitation of natural

teratology. The operation is on t^he same principle

as that of skin grafting. The circulatory systems

are brought into close contact by means of deep

wounds. According to a note of Consul Cinatti,

the Chinese are skillful in performing such experi-

ments on animals. They delight in giving chickens

the feet of ducks and In putting cocks* combs on

the heads of ducks.

Darkness alone, it seems, is sufficient to make a

curious specimen of a child, especially if a certain

kind of food is given to it, and its vocal cords are

made useless. A living Huddha was made in this

way and exhibited by the bonzes to their congrega-

tions. This child, after years passed m absolute

darkness, had become as white as wax. He had

been obliged to remain motionless in the posture

of Huddha until his mu.sclcs had become rigid. No

one had ever spoken to him, and he had grown in

his cellar as a fungus would have done. Brought

out to the light, this mute, blinking, living statue

was eagerly worshiped by the credulous.

At Shanghai, shortly after the opening of the

port, there was on exhibition a monster whose enor-

mous head, with its long hair and mustache, was

that of a person of thirty, while the body was as

small as that of a child of two. This marvelous rc-

ult has been obtained hy placing the victim, when
a child, in a jar, from which the head alone pro-
truded. This grew abnormally large, while the
body remained stationary in its narrow prison
house.

FUNNY FAT HEN.

Not long ago a 'bus belonging to a hotel in a
north of Kngland town was on the point of starting

for the station when an enormously stout man ap-
peared and, with the aid of the waiter and Honi-
face. was squeezed in. At the station he tried to

alight. In vain; his giant bulk would not pass
through the door, but stuck ha-lfway, effectively

preventing the exit of the other passengers. With
vigorous push and vehement language— for the
train was due -they tried to remove the panting
obstacle. At length extraneous help arrived. A
frantic haul, a desperate shove and the massive fat

man was ejected into the road just as the train

steamed into the station.

Six years ago in Courcelles-Levallois, a station

near Paris, a massive butcher, who had taken a

ticket for Auteuil, tried to enter a railway carriage.

Unable by himself to accomplish this, he called to

his help a couple of porters who succeeded in jam-
ming him in the doorway, so that his body was half

in and half out of the carriage. IK- struggled hard
to release himself, aided by a small crowd of ofiicials,

who at length managed to pull him hack again on-

to Ihe platform. He subsequently was conveyed to

his destination by a freight train, si-ated on the top

of some empty casks.

Three years later a man weighing over 420

pounds presented himself at the booking office of a

small town in Normandy and asked for a ticket.

The official, who evidently was conscientious, re-

fused to issue one, on the ground thai, as the

would-be traveler could not possibly enter any car-

riage, he would be takitvg his money under false

pretenses. This decision, however, was met with

strong protest, and the matter finally was compro-
mised by the colossus agreeing to travel in the

baggage car van at freight rates.

One would imagine that of all " callings " that of

burglar was least fitted foi- one of gross habit of

body, yet a certain Viennese householder, when last

year his premises were entered by thie\cs surprised

a tub of a fellow futilely struggling to pass llnougli

a window, by which his slimmer comrades had de-

parted. Vain were his efforts, he was firmly fixed,

and not until the arrival of the police was he ex-

tricated.

Signor Lablache, the celebrated singer, who was

a man of avoirdupois, when leaving Her Majesty's

Theater after rehearsal sent his servant for a cab.

The cabman, on seeing his prospective fare, cried

promptly, " He'll never get in," and indeed, only

for the aid of the bystanders he probably would

have been light. Once within, the singer found

that he was sitting on the smaller seat, so in order

to change he stood up. Crash! beneath his huge

weight the floor gave way, and he found himself

standing in the road. Rescue was at hand, but not

until the door had been wrenched front its hinges

and the cab otherwise damaged was Lablache re-

leased.

There arrived once at a certain Southern town in

fair time a fat man, who on the m()rrow was to

lead to the altar the daughter of one of the "leading

townsmen, says a writer in the New York Presa.

That night he put up at the chief hotel, which was

filled vvitli a party of convivial souls, one of whom
contrivetl while he slept to steal his clothes. On
awaking next morning and discovering his loss he

nimoned thtr landlord, and a thorough search was

made. All in vain. The clothes were not forth-

coming, and the minutes sped apace.

What was to be done? A suit must be borrowed,

and that at once. Hut of whom? The landlord

knew of no one whose waistcoat would meet around

his guest's aldetmanic proportions. He scratched

his head to stimulate thought. Ah- a happy one!

There was a " fat man " on exhibition in one of the

fair booths. Perhaps he woultl oblige. He did,

and the bridegroom duly appeared in church

dressed In a suit which, if anything, erred on the

side of amplittuUr.

Whof.vek is mean in hi-> youth runs a great risk

of becoming a scoundrel in riper years; meanness

leads to villainy with fatal attracti<m.
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Good J^eading

THE WAYS OF THIEVES.

The breed of petty thieves who infest the streets

and public conveyances of every largi: city known

collectively as pickpockets has not changed much

since the days of Oliver Twist. Kach succeeding

generation has its quota of clever, bright young

thieves, instructed in the art by older heads, who

h;ivc grown loo well known to ply their calling in

safety and who have been arrested so often that

they fear the habitual criminal act. The streets of

Chicago, of course, have not escaped and not a day

or a night passes in which half a dozen or more

purses and watches are not taken. Many who read

hal>itually the " Lost and Found " columns of the

newspapers marvel that so very many persons have

the misfortune to lose their watches and their

purses every day. They cannot conceive it possi-

ble that so many citizens would loosen their grasp

on their valuables and let them drop in the street.

They don't. A watch will never climb out of a

man's pocket. It is taken out l)y slim and nimble

fingers. The purses " containing valuable papers"

which an- daily advertised are removed from their

hiding places by the same clever hands while the

owners of the valuables were in a crowded street

car or crushing their way oiil of a crowded theater

lobby.

That is where the pickpocket plies his vocation

with the least danger of dt;tection—where people

are of necessity jammed clo.se together and a sud-

den push or jolt will go unnoticed. There are

scores of them who habitually "work" the street

cars, and the extent Jo which this practice is carried

is sliown by the fact that six of the cleverest de-

tectives .it the central station are detailed every day

on that work and on no other to watch the cor-

ners where the cars take on their heaviest loads, to

keep an eye out for known pickpockets ' in the

crowd and for strangers who appear to be crowding

passengers unnecessarily.

Many an arrest Is made about which the bystand-

ers know nothing. Many an arrest is made which

ronu'S to naught in the jjolice courts because the

(Iclective seized the prisoner on sight, on general

principles and for the safety of the public and with-

oiil any specific charge against him, except the old

one that he is "a well-known thief." The detective

knows that it is better for the safety of all con-

cerned that these lads be kept behind the bars.

While they are there they can pick no pockets, and

while they arc on the streets they are certain to get

a watch or a pocketbook sooner or later.

A remarkable feature about these petty thieves is

the youth and small size of some of them. A few

of the cleverest and best-known pickpockets in

("hicago arc tiny lads who do not seem to be more
than seven or tight years okl, liaiefootetl and some-

linu's pretending to sell newspapers. Their arrest

Oil the street is always sure to cause a chorus of

sympathy from tin- crowd and coiulemnation for

the detective.

" 1 suppt)se lliat's the best that big brute can clo,

arresting that poor little newsboy," a woniaii will

say.

"What's he done, rubbed a bank?" asks the

.uualeur comedian in the crowd.

Hut these same people would be the first to de-

nounce the incompetence of the police if that

"poor little newsboy" had taken a diamond stud

or a purse from one of them. Most of these lads

have been arrested so often that they know the

ropes thoroughly and they know it is of no avail to

weep and protest their innocence after reaching the

station. That does well enough on the street cor-

ner, but once within the squatlroom at the city hall,

where half a dozen detectives greet them with
" Hello, lieiiny," or " What, again, kid' " they drop
their childish airs and become supremely indiffer-

ent to their fate, knowing it is ten to one they will

be released in the police court on the pica that they

are under nine years old.

Many of the little lads who trj- l(* sell newspapers

l.Ue at night, with piteovis tales to move theater-

goers, are pickpockets. In the fall .uid winter,

when most of the petlestriaus wear overshoes, these

little lads walk close beside a man. falling in with

his step and follow him for half a block, whining

out a tale about being " stuck " on their papers and
repeating, "Mister, please buy a paper." All the

time they have a newspaper spread out as if for in-

spection held close to the pedestrian's side, cover-

ing the little change pocket of his overcoat, and

while they are walking along the hand closest to

the man is exploring the pocket for whatever

change may be in it under cover of the newspaper.

Success in this line of thievery leads them to bold-

er attempts. Kventually they abandon selling

newspapers, get arrested a few times and develop

into professional pickpockets.

The scheme of picking an overcoat pocket under

the shelter of a newspaper is but a modification of

that used by their older brethren in crime to steal

diamond studs. A " nipper " gets on the rear plat-

form of a street car close to a man with a "spark"

in his shirt front. He may have followed him for

blocks, waiting for hirri to take a car. Taking a

newspaper from his pocket, he stands opposite the

victim and spreads the paper out fully, pretending

to be intensely interested. He manages to raise

the paper to such a height that it covers the dia-

mond stud and just touches the breast of its owner.

Then under the newspaper a deft and clever hand

holding a pairol steel nippers is extended, the thin

gold spiral is nipped into and the diamond falls in-

to the hand of the thief. Suddenly glancing at a

street lamp sign, he makes a fuss as if he had

passed his corner and jumps off, and another dia-

mond is advertised for.

Ofcour.se the ordinary method of the pickpock-

ets on a striret car requires the services of two or

three men, the " stall " and the " tool " or "dip" —
the latter being the slang name for pickpockets

generally. The two selected to " stall," or distract

the attention of the intended victim, either get into

a pretended quarrel and attempt to strike each oth-

er, during which time the " dip" fleeces the pockets

of the victim who crowds forward to watch the fight

and forgets to guard his watch and purse, or they

pick a quarrel with the victim himself, tread on his

toes or jostle him, and after some rough words tme

seizes his arms as if to shove him from the car .:ind

at the same instant the "dip" gets the pocket-

book, which has been located by " fanning " or

passing the hands o\'er the body of the victim to

see whether the bulky pocketbook is in his inside

coat pocket or in his hip pocket. The quarrel is

brief. When the " dip " softly says, " It's off," the

confederates know the trick has been turned and

they all spring from the car and disappear. The
victim can fume with rage all he pleases. H
not get his pocketbook.

doe

ABOUT BOOKS.

No. 2 Take Care of the Boys and Oirls.

As promised last week, we present this week a

list of books for children beginning with the first

grade in school. We can assure you this has not

been an easy task. Not because there were not

books enough from which to select, but the trouble

was, " What shall wc leave out'""

The plan adopted is based on that of Froebel, the

best critic of children's education that ever lived.

Vou will notice that the plan is not only to develop

the different faculties of the mind, but to suit the

various ages, with classified literature.

We suppose that the children have had "Chatter-

box," published by Estes, and know all about "Bi-
ble Pictures and Stories," by Lathrop, price, Si, or

only 60 cents if you know how to buy. H your
children are six years old or under and have not
had this last-named book, then save your butter and
eggs antl buy it. Vou cannot afford to miss giving
your child a right start in the Hiblc study.

BOOKS FOR I'KIMAKY GRADE.

".loop's Fables " has been a book of marvels and
the delight of children for three thousand years.
I'rice, 30 cents.

To instill a taste for history, and lay the founda-
tion for further study, get "American History
Stories," by Mara L. Pratt. Four volumes, '^5

cents per volume. Get as many of these as you like
but begin with Volume I.

For Natural Science get "Stories Mother Nature
Told Her Children." It lells how corn grows,
about coral, star fish, coal mines, etc. Ginn is the
publisher. Price, 30 cents.

" In the Bird World " is a delightful companion
book. Illustrated, written in a masterly style,
iGinn). Pricci 65 cents.

To lay the foundation for ^'eneral k-

for "Ten Boys Who Lived on The kIu'"'^'^^^
Ago to Now." h gives an idea of the \

'^'"

sian. Greek, Roman, Saxon, English,
J>

'^*"' ''"

delightful reading !!;;;;''"
^'

"""Author,,

Yankee boy. It i

cents.

As a foundation for literature, buy
Authors for Voung Folks "

{ Lathrop,. {^^ ..

The biographical sketches of .\meri"-" •
^^'^"'

simple and interesting.

• Child Life in Poetry,- by J. G. Whitlier
of the best of its kind ever written P '

'"'

can trust his children in company
with"vh''""

who has embodied in this little book the
'""

his larger works. Price, 46 cents.
'''""'

Supplementary to the above we would s

"Classic Stories for the Little Ones" J"^^''
• 1-irst Year Nature Reader," 3; cents • f*
Little Sisters," 50 cents. "Stories from

F.no'r'
History," 40 cents. "Grandfather's Chair"'-
cents. " Rollo at Work " and " Rollo at I'jay I

Jacob Abbot, 40 cents each, should be in «e'
library. " Jungle Book," " Black Beauty," "^
tie Men," "Little Women," "Tom inn'r
Rugby," "Gulliver's Travels," "Swiss Fam.li

Robinson," -all are children's classics and onlv

few of what might be named.

—

fjfic/t\

LUCKY DIPLOMATS.

Amonb the many pleasant features of the lite n:

an ambassador in Washington is his immunity from

all law and all taxation while residing at the capiu'

in his official capacity. The secretary of the

treasury, in a decision just issued, has furthtr ex

tended the privileges of these gentlemen Ijj' e.xcu^

in}^ them from paying the customary twn-cent

stamp on checks drawn by them.

This generosity on the part of the government

toward the representatives of foreign powers in

Washington was quite generally abused several

years ago. The representatives of some of the pel

ty South American republics were particularly oti

noxious because of their flagrant violation of 01

dinary police regulations. It frequently happened

that these young gentlemen, after big dinners, tinn

in violent contact with the police, who, not knn«

ing them, treated them as plain drunks. .\l Ik'

station-houses they would present their carJ>,

whereupon they were dismissed with apolosit-

The next day they would complain to the sectelan

of State of the gross discourtesy shown them, .iri

the secretary was also compelled to apologiieot

behalf of his government to the minister of the le

gation to which the young roisterers were atlaclitJ

This grew to be such a nuisance that the police *

termined to remedy the matter by drastic meas»

One or two of the more notorious offenders, lai«»!

into the hands ot the police, received a llior«!«

and well-deserved clubbing before the obtu.r l«'^

liceman could be made to understand upon
»^^^^^

sacred body his club was falling- T''""-'

!*°J
the usual round of apologies from 'h^ ?"'''"_„,

the chief of police, and the secretary of Ma^.^

the young attaches soon learned a lesson .w

haved themselves.

THEi»«fo« T,>m-s says: We are i"'''"''!^^'"
''.,

ing more sanguine about the fate ol the •

^^^_^

in China than the disparity ot the oPP''"""^^
„„

would warrant, because the <^°""">'.
'^''i^^'J,,,,,.,!

<

mass of con'tradictions, which falsify

^ ^^^
p,iii

quences, a country where the women hav^^
^^^^

„

coats and the magistrates no honor; wM^
^^^^.„

fly kites and |iuzzled people scratch ' "^'

,
,, or

stead of their heads; where the scat "' ,„„„ct

the left and the abode of intellect '"'"
,|,j in«<"

whereto take off your hat 's i"^"'^'" '

^^,.,,-,,1

white is to wear mourning; where ""' ^'
ge«'*'

literature without an alphabet and a

out a grammar.

The ill-repute of Friday as .-.n '"""'''ijnei

shown by some current statistics to be u"
°^;:;stistic» 1" --
1^ ,,f

largely .'-»«,„„A careful investigation, laigfj
,|. j,,

(ie

channels, has been made of the "'^'""
„ „,

and as a result it is found that "'
'''^^";„„„-

cidents and disasters, such as are

^ ^^^
^,

tributed to bad luck, 1,674 °""'''^^,v, 1

Wed"'''"''

-rn«"''

-,^_,- on Tuesday, 1,651.01

Thursday, 1,638 on Friday

26q on Sunday-

1.6,5!*""
•-;jiii'''
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,0 The ° Circle 00°

, Rnl^nr India. I'lesideni. John K. Snyder.
.,\V. B.S10'"»Sii,° 611.0 Wenser. S"Oclser

L.n»"ol,io. A;'V;«DKo«nl>«'S".to.inElon. Ohio. Sttrjtary and

''51«*°''di-""'""'°°'"''°°'
'° «"«'""»»" RBAHrao

J'coiiiU'"!''

'

J jl commn»i»>i"' I

jn. Ohio.

VISITING CIRCLES.

iOHN K. SNVUEK.

-.pd vou a short report of my work

'

""''^
. of the churches of Southern Ohio, in

"""^
*°s"s^of Our Missionary Reading Circle,

k«'"'f' ,op ,vas at Lower Stillwater church, on
jlv fitji f

^^.^ P Bookwalter is Local
inday.

IJ"-

'"''Tcsclay evening we met at the Salem church-

number

jly number were congregated. Here

f members. Lara Rinehart is

The interest here seems good

S^ Sunday IS Sehool S^
aoa-S ORGAN.

Local
Secretary

I
think we can expect a good Circle.

„
Wednesday we went to Pitsburg, to the

\f Kid. Jesse Stutsman, and in the evening to

hiirch where quite a number had assembled.

Thad good interest and much inquiry concerning
'

tircle. Lucinda Stauffer is Local Secretary,

jt her request, John Eikenberry was selected

he to work among the people of

at New Carlisle

Ip lier.

jinler Creek.

In Thursday evening wc were

heri: we had more people out than at any previous

oioiing. Good interest. Sister Funderburg is

Lotil Secretary. There are a good many young

.|,le here and I think a good Circle will be or-

11/tJ,

in Kmljy evening we met with the people at

We<l Ch.iileston. Here the house was well filled

in attentive people. Many questions were

askird about the Circle and methods of work. I be-

line a good Circle will be organized here. Benj.

iludebaker is Local Secretary, and a young man

ill of zeal,

iin Saturday we were at Harris Creek. Owing
I bad weather we did not get to see as many as we
uiild have liked. Wc talked with quite a number
lid lull the work ig charge of Bro. Hartle and Bro.

aowell.

On Sunda) we went to Sidney, but owing to rain

ifid so few coming out but little could be done.

Pfospecls are good for a Circle there.

Taking everything into consideration we think

inch good was done. In every place the elders

administers were in favor of the idea. At scver-

I places they urged their younger members to

fc u|i the work. We urged all the Local Sec-
toies to keep the work moving while there is

Merest manifested.

MANEKELEA OF MELANESIA.

Melanesian Mission " is as

romance. One of these.

tHi-: History of th
'" of adventures as
^tli befell M.iiiekelea, a native teacher who had
'«"ie totally blind from ophthalmia, shows on
"a slender thread a man's life may hang.
^•iMekelea rebuked a great head-hunting chief,

1°"' 'hreatened to attack the missionaries.
"""S of these threats, Manekelea said: "Be it

' »'" go and see him. If he kills me, never
'^^^' "is for you all."

rew 'T
"'"'' '""^ expecting death, as did his

The h°

^^'''' '

'"''' "* SO and die with him."

thaV
"'^'"^'^ them with his men armed, but

'Wiled'""
'''^'^'ions that only Manekelea was to

' manekelea walked up to him, and said:

.,;;^''>' "=yo., angry?"

"Uw.""
'"'"""=d "'<=" was the reply.

'tllsJ'
"°" '"*"''"' y°"' but I have toUl you and

He (,"",!"!' "''" "''^ head-hunting is wrong."
he spoke that one of the men was

"' knew

Hn
f'

'"^ '"' 'he chief's signal to strike him

''iQiii,.i°
""y ""an he turned, pipe in hand,

.l^^'^'lysaid:

'" ^^'^'=' amazement let his tomahawk
"led. and the whole thing passed

' presence of mind had saved his

^^mu *^^ "**' cause the

*^'«iin -

^" concern as the 1 1 o'clock belle, who

VdiniJ!"^,**" ^^"^ fi-"nt porch wi

*''*"dar^
of some young man wi

'^*=^^le for a laugh.

eragc

,
whc

ith her hand

ith a yellow

The day had been very sultry and hardly a

breath of wind stirred the hot air. Hut in the after-

noon thick masses of cloud gathered abruptly and
the low rumbling of the distant thundi-r gave token

of the coming storm.

Soon the splashing of many raindrops told us

that .the "windows of heaven were opened," and
quick flashes of lightning came and went as though
through the open window the eye of Jehovah was
glancing out. Nearer and nearer came the storm,

more vivid grew the lightning and deeper and loud-

er the thunder.

Suddenly the room seemed filled with the flame.

So thick and lurid was it that I could not see the

affrighted scholars, whose heads were pillowed in

my lap. Then succeeded a terrific peal of thunder.

A barn near the schoolhouse had been struck, aijd

as the boards, ri\en from their places by the light-

ning, flew through the air, scream after scream

burst from the trembling children.

But little Hattie, whose brow only four summers
had kissed, said, in a clear voice that rose above

the noise ot the tempest: "Don't be frightened,

Sister Mary, it is only God playing on his organ,

and he won t let it hurt us." Hattie had just come

from California and it was the first thunderstorm

she had ever witnessed.

THE POWER OF LOVE.

There is no power like love. I loved my little

boy long before he loved me. One night I heard

him say to his mamma, when he thought me asleep,

"
I love papa." What a thrill of joy that gave me!

I had loved him from infancy, but now he was be-

ginning to love me. A few weeks before, he might

ha\ e seen me carried out of the house in a coffin

and, perhaps, not knowing better, have thoughtless-

ly laughed about it. But now my love for him had

found a response. Something like this is the feel-

ing God has when a sinner melts under his love.

Love produces love. What a power it might be-

come in our pulpits and Sunday-school classes and

meetings! The reason we have so little love for Je-

sus Christ is that we are so little acquainted with

him. The more intimately we get acquainted with

the Son of God, the more shall wc love him, and we

may get acquainted with him by reading about him

in the Word.

JESUS THE JUDOe.

A LAUY engaged in litigation was advised to con-

sulf a certain lawyer and engage him to defend her

cause. She delayed for one reason and another un-

til the last moment. At length, going to him, she

began to explain her case: but she was stopped by

his saj ing: " Vou .ire too late; I cannot now be your

advocate, for I have been appointed a judge."

Let sinners beware. Just now, if they come to

Christ, they will find in him a Savior, an Advocate.

Let none delay, but put away those frivolous pre-

texts for procrastination and come to Christ at

once, lest delay be followed by a summons to meet

him; not as the Savior and A-dvocate, but as the

righteous Judge.

Lr is said that a young preacher, once desiring to

get the opinion of Prof- Jewett as to a sermon he

had preached, asked him what he thought of it.

The professor looked at him a moment, aod then

slowly added: " Edward, if you would pluck a few

of the feathers from the wings of your imagination,

and stick them in the tail of your judgment, you

would make better sermons." That is a criticism

not likely to be easily forgotten.

A I'SALM which cultivates the spirit of gratitude

is a psalm which we ought often to read. If we were

more grateful, both our joy and our strength would

be increased. Gratitude is born in hearts which

take the time to count up past mercies.

LovK is the solution of most human problems.

That 15 why Christ said. " Love your enemies." It

may be a hard saying, but it will work out the so-

lution unerring, if we are willing to try it.

Fop * the * Wee * polk

THE MOTHERLESS BIRDIES.

HY J. S. MOHLER.

.\ NtvST Uill o( birdies were chirping (or mother.

Wlio was (jaUieriiig fiwd for sisters find brothers.

And reiutniiig with daiiUies for her rhildreii at home
Was pierced l>y a l»uUet. and sank with a groan.

" />/((- /(/(." '• Teta-tete" the rhildreii all cry

For luoiher, as she dropped from her home on hiph,

And heard \\zx dfath-wail j^x the rille's sharp knell

When she, dead, at the feci of her murderer fell.

The piior little birdies without mother, or food,

.Vnd 110 garments to shelter the tender young brood

From the storms, and the rains, and the chill of the niyhl.

Were left in a sufferuig. and pitiful plight.

Their cries fur (ht-ir mother, for food, every day

(irew fainter, and fainter, and helpless Ihcy lay

Till the once happy home, with Jls soft cozy bed
Was desolate, sileni, -the children were dead,

And the cruel murderer of sisters and brothers,

When he'd slain the sweet life of their diligent niotiicr.

Her beautiful wings from hur body tort- tncay,

To be worn on the heads of the proud and the gay.

Oh Father of mercies! Who dwcllesl on high.

And hearest young ravens in their pitiful cry,

Some Guardian Spirit do thou send us below
To protect the moiher, and her birdies from woe.

Pleasant iiroTe, A'tins.

DOa ROVER.

Onck 1 went nearly fifty rods from the house

after potatoes and peas for dinner, taking Rover

with me. We had to go through high timothy

grass all the way. I dug my peck market basket

heaping full of i)otatoes and set it down. When
ready to go back to the house, 1 could not find my
potatoes; and Rover, too, was missing. When I

reached home, howe\"er, there was the basket of po-

tatoes oil the doorstep and Rover keeping watch

beside it I could not see that he had dropped one

potato as he came through the long, thick grass.

One day the master forgot his mittens in the woods

where he had been at work; but about the time he

arrived at home Rover came, bringing the mittens.

I once ga\ i- him a basket of apples to take lo the

men who were workinfj in the fielil. They were

working so busily that they did not sec him set the
.

basket down. Three or four days after, needing

the basket, I asked the master for it; but he had

seen nothing of it. "Rover," said he, " where is

the basket your mistress gave you the other day

with the apples in it? Can't you go and get it?"

He did not even point to the field, but Rover

started out immediately and soon returned, bring-

ing the basket of apples. He never touched any-

thing that did not belong to him. It seemed to us

he knew everything we said.

—

Advance.

A TRUE FAIRY TALE.

IJo you know of the house

Where gingcr-snaps grow?

Where tarts for us children

March out in a row?

Where wishing is having,

Where-isn't it grand!

Just U[> in the garret

Is real Fairy Land?

Where youngsters can caper

And rom[) and halloo,

I-'or they always do right.

Whatever they do?

You don't know the house?

ThcJi oh deary me,

I'm sorry for youl

Why, it's Orandma')., you sec.

A CHILD'S PHILOSOPHY.

li i.s one of the prime secrets of happiness to

recognize and accept one's natural limitations, but

philosophy of this kind is perh,ii)s hardly to be ex-

pected of children.

A little girl had sent back her plate for turkey

two or three times, and had been helped bountiful-

ly to all the good things that go to make a grand

Christmas dinner. Finally she was observed look-

ing rather disconsolately at her unfinished plate of

turkey.

"What's the matter, Kthel? " asked Uncle John.

" You look mournful."

"Thai's just the matter," saiti Kthel, " I am

mor'n full."

And then she wondered why e\crybody laughed.
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HOW A MULE WON OUT.

Thk followind slory from Ihe American MngirJnc

tells of tin: heroic deed of a mule and a driver who

was not afraid of anything.

Sometimes the mule is called upon for special

service, requiring qualities for which he docs not

generally receive credit. During the Civil war

lines were tightening about the birthplace of seces-

sion when Admiral Dahlgren's fleet began opera-

tion in the harbor, and rendered it practicable for

the troops on shore to advance with some ho|)C of

being able to hold points previously untenable.

During the night a detachment of the Tenth Corps

dislodged a picket pist on the eastern end of Mor-

ris Island, and when daylight came had thrown up

([uite a formidable beginning for a field-work. But

the place was within easy range of Kort .Sumter and

Battery Wagner, and every rebel gun that could be

brought to bear began to drop shell in the little

earthwork. It was thought that an attempt was

about to be made to carry the place by a.ssault, and,

while there were men enough to hold it, they were

a little short of ammunition. The only practicable

road was a mile and a half of hard, smooth sand-

beach, commanded from end to i-nd liy the rebel

batteries.

But there was a combination in the l-'ederal camp

that was equal to the emergency: namely, a fleet

mule and a plucky driver. The mule is mentioned

first, only because he has long since kicked his last

kick, but the driver, if he still survives, will

•icknowledge that without the mule he could not

have done what he did. It may be assumed that

the mule had a good feed of oats before he was

called upon to run the gauntlet, and possibly the

driver, too, may then have felt justified in fortifying

the inner man. Be that as il may, just before noon

a few boxes of ammunition were thrown into the

lightest available wagon, and, after looking the

harness over carefully, the driver took his seat in

the shelter of the sand hills. The mule stood with

his extensive ears raking aft and a wicked gleam in

his eye, as il the oats were beginning to rise into his

brain.

"Good-bye, boys! G'up, mule! " and the equi-

page started down through the dry sand to the hard

level of the beach. The mule shook his heail and

executed a demi-volt when he felt the damp sand

under his feet, but the driver soothed him with en-

dearing words. Il had not yet dawned upon the

rebels thai the expetlition was intended for the re-

lief of the garrison. But presently the gleam of in-

telligence was indicated with a rush in the shape of

a shell from the southeast angle of Sumter. It

struck the water fairly in line, ricocheted, and

burst over in the marsh; but it was the signal for

action. Up went the whip, and the mule gathered

his mighty hind legs under him. For a moment it

was uncertain whether he was going to kick or run,

but a few remarks of the dri\cr convinced him that

there was demand for forward movement, so he "lit

out for all he was worth." At least thirty guns

commanded that stretch of beach, and they pounii-

ed away as fast as they could be fired. Now and

then a shell would burst rather too near the mule's

ears for comfort, and he would sheer \-iolently and

try to make for home. But the gallant driver plied

the lash, and held him to his work.

At length a ten-inch shell tore iqi the beach and

exploded so near that the mule was entirely de-

moralized; but irot St) his driver. Leaping tlown

from his seat he caught the lillde by the head,

backed him rapidly round once or twice, and was

off again on the keen jump before the gunner

couUl get his range as a fixed object. On he went,

and at last dashed into the redoubt; but there was

no shelter in it for the mule. His eai^s waved con-

spicuously above the low-lying parapet.

The ammunition boxes were tvmibled out uucere-

itioniously, and the mule's nose pointed for home!

With the lightened load auil the prospects of un-

limited fotidcr, he beat the previous record. But

the rebel artillerists were on their mettle now.

They had failed to stop the supplies, but their

hills. There were only a few yards more to be

covered, when some careful gunner made a close

calculation as to the lengthening range, and pulled

his lanyard almost in the nick of time. The huge

mass of iron struck the beach, as it seemed to the

anxious spectators, exactly behind the wagon, and

the next instant nothing was to be seen there but a

cloud of white smoke and brown sand. In an in-

stant, however, this floated away, and the mule was

seen \igorously reducing to kindling wood what

was left of the quartermaster's wagon.

And the driver, where is he? Well, he was ap-

parently knocked over by the explosion, but he got

on his feet in a moment, and, having cut the traces,

was on the mule's back in another, waving his hat

in response to the cheers that rolled across the wa-

ter from Yankee blue-jackets, from Confederate

garrisons, and from the dark blue masses that

crowned the distant sand dunes.

It is a pity that the driver's name has not been

preserved, for his daring act certainly deserved

recognition and reward. I'erhaps he received both,

but the writer has been unable to find mention of

the fact.

WHV JOHN WEARS A CUE.

ty-was almost universally adopted Tk
—

^

priests of China, like all other priests
"''

to cuvry fa\ or with the ruling powers *s"^
the shaved head and cue still more per
began to preach that no Chinaman

"co.'ir
"

heaven if he did not have his cue with h
'"

died That was the symbol to the gods th

"""

of the elect. Without it he must dwell fo
!
''"

the genii of the lower world. ^^'^r

.

So between priests and Manchu emptr
come about that the Chinaman and his c
ieparablc. Should the Manchu ever be "h

"' '

often does, but it will be ages before the

^'""^°'"

" Why do you wear a cue''
"

Sam Sing, of I.ewiston, paused and wiped his

brow.

He did not know.

Let us tell you.

This cue was a mark of bondage and later an ac-

knowledgment of superiority on the part of the

weak to the strong who needed not the cue. Such

was the practice in central Asia, west of the Chi-

nese empire. In China itself up to the year 1644

the hair was worn in varying fashions, but never in

the cue fashion The Tartars, whom the Chinese

feared, marked all their subjects with cues, but the

pigtail was unknown to the Chinaman until 1644.

Why after that he was compelled to wear it is an-

other story, in which there is a bit of religion, some

superstition and much tyranny.

While for 3,700 years China was seething and

boiling within herself there was forming on her

northern borders a race of people destined to

change the entire cour.se of development of her

people. This race came from certain Tungusic

tribes whose original home was in Manchuria and

Mongolia. They bore the name of Tartars or Man-

cluu'ians and as early as 907 had conquered a part

of China and made much trouble within the empire.

In 1644 they again entered China and after much
bloodshed conquered it. They set Sun-che upon

the throne and inaugurated the Manchu, or Ta-

tsing, dynasty, which still prevails in China.

They were horsemen of great prowess, whereas

the native Chinaman was not a horseman. They
shaved their heads entirely or wore tufts quite sim-

ilar to that displayed by some tribes of North

American Indians. They were prodigious fighters,

savage lovers, iconoclastic in every respect. When
their soldiery were in possession of the empire the)'

collected all the Chinese women needed, placed

each in a bag, tied the open end of the bag and

then made their soldiers take a bag and settle down
with il. The soldier could not see what was inside.

All that he knew was that it was a woman, and that

she was to be his future wife, whether she was old

or \'Oung, pretty or ugly, blind or halt. The China-

man did not like this. He rebelled, but so far his

rebellions have been futile. But what thus in

China became part of a law and a religion, strange-

ly enough in h'.ngland in the eighteenth century was
merely a hair-dressing custom, borrowed from the

French, who in turn copied it from the Chinese.

Knglish beaux just wore wigs with cues and later

shaved their heads just as did the Chinamen, and
wore the pigtail.

When the Tartars came upon him he wore his

hair in quite ornamental fashion. The Tartars put
an end to this They said*

' You are servants of our dynasty. You must not

he may cease the cue. The Christian rt
..f, .1.,=.. u..t :» ...;ii u_ .... , - ""Il

nisktr

cease to be the token of Chii
= PlSLlil ,1

inese bondage tola
conquerors and Chinese evidence of ci '

heavenl)' reward.
"

THE SIN HE COULD DENOUNCE

It was in a Western church. The new „,i„,„

had just delivered a strong sermon against the '

of stock gambling. Several of the elders look'i'

aside and whispered that he had better avoid n™
subject in the future, as some of thewealih,

liberal members of the congregation wtr.

brokers.

The next Sunday he spoke against the evils

»

drink. Again the elders took him and explain,,

that Brothers So-and-So, who contributed
Ijrgtli

occasionally liked the cup that cheers and il ivoiili

not do to offend them.

The third Sunday horse racing was the ihtnn

and again the minister was warned.

He was in despair. "Are there," he said, "ani

sins against which I may preach without offending

some member of this flock?
"

There was silence for a moment. Thenagra;

haired elder blurted out: " Yes, preach against Mot

monism, and give it to 'em strong."

A SEVERE CRITIC.

" Can you draw pictures, auntie?"

" Why, of course," said auntie, and pad .ind p^:[^

cil were soon in hand.
" What shall I draw first?

"

" Draw a cow."

The cow was received with hursts of laugliw

and when that was followed by a chicken, which

received the same doubtful compliment, the anil

said:

" If you make fun of my pictures, I will not dm

any more."

Sobered at once, the young critic bceged In

more.
" Draw a pig, auntie, please.'"

When the attempt at a pig appeared,

quiet for a moment, then the boy, with serio.'

mouth and laughing eyes, looked first at ItaP

lure and then at his aunt and shouted:

" Did you ever see a pig?"

A RATHER amusing story is told "• connec^^

with a certain learned professor. He n

^^

asked to deliver a lecture-which he reaa )
_

sented to do-in the village ^'^''oolroorn, ana
^^^

important night the place was packed »

pectant audience. .^ „( it

The front seats were occupied by a ,

shining lights of the neighborhood, and
^

W
^^^

.

the lecturer was addressing the j" jjof
talked completely over the heads of

audience. i^, of ho""

At length, at the expiration of a '^''"P^^^j yjjd

the professor dropped his lofty sty •

,mei""

only acknowledge the Manchu, but show outwardly
a sign of submission. Shave your head close to the

hearts burned for revenge. Their shots now came 1 scalp at all spots but the center. Then permit it to
grow long and twist it into a long coil. When thusmore from ' the rear, and bets were freely offered

with no takers, on what the result would be should

the mule have a fair chance to kick a ten-inch shell,

as it were, "on the fly." The crescendo scream of

shell chasing him up the beach, lent wings to his

heels, and he fairly flew toward the sheltering sand

you wear your hair you will be known as a faithful
subject of the dynasty. Otherwise you are liable
to be mistaken for a traitor and be tortured."
The Chinaman obeyed, and by 1651 the shaved

head and the pigtail—the sign of Tartar sovereign-

do

»

remarked:
,,

..,

" And now, friends, in conclusion aMO^^

that if anyone has a question to asl;

best to answer him."
bacl^

*^^'

It was a very old villager in '"'
^,,1 anJ"'

slowly rose to his feet and asked t

question: -ssicr-
"^

" Aw'd be vurry mich obleCgcd. ro'-^.^^|^
,, ,5

li-

marked, " if ye'd jest tell us wot on

ye've been praiching aboot.

-^
tTsia

Tl-'""

Cats arc greatly venerated in ^'
^^^^

|,jv,n?

friends of the shah number "^ -

'^^^
„,tal>'

own attendant and a special room

-^ vaHibl'*'""
EvEKY German soldier carrie.

I rest of his equipment.
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And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies ihe " missing link
"

n our church publicaiic>ns.-yo/l» E. Mokltr.

O O
From BaMvIa, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and

nd they are delighted with it.—
I

instructive paper.-.l/r. and Mrs. L. A. Pol-
lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well hlled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— IK G. Scliroch.

,,,EVOOK isP" excellence. It has:

p, Im:'-'-^
1'^,/M'J Compunwn in our

cth number seems better than the

I have a Sunday-school class

"'""'d girls, from thirteen to eighteen

' ""
ii"«i the Inglenook as a Sunday

o o

Clarence,
Iowa, Speaks Out,

„,h macl. s.r..sfaction that__I express

-1 o( Ihe Inglenook. Its appear.

"TLnrral make-up are such that it at

"' Liids it in *e 'fa'i"' ' >'»* '"""''

;rr. many 0. our homes, and the peo-

,„„lyglad 'or its continued success.—

Mt. Morris Says:

ISCLEVOOK easily takes rank among

^,„„ ,bin most n( them because of the

,nc! of Ihe silly love stories and light read-

I, Is a most valuable addition to the

ihicn's
publications. No family should be
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Unark, III., Has An Opinion.

t tave l)«n receiving the Inglenook

iislaned. We like it very well. I would

10 see it go to all the homes of the land.

tsborl sermons are good for both old and

-Ell I. B. Tnul.
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From the College.

like [he Inglenook. I am much pleased

biissleady and almost marvelous growth.

[lad that it is sought after by our people,

hold and young, IS evidence that it proves

III to be in fad what it purports to be,

—

y. G.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

II Ihe young people's papers that I have
I seen and reaii I think there is none that

wield as great or as desirable influence

IIS readers as the Inglenook.— /'f^. A*.

O O
And Magerstown, Md., Has This:

n«ebtenaa,:,,ijni re.ider of the Ingle-
IK liom its beKniiiing to the present time,
"liile it is nol specially intended for the
et I find soniL-tliing that interests me in
ssne.

: am uncrested in the 'Nook bc-
"ly enpectaii.Mis. I especially recom-

readers. — Etii. A. B.

O O

South Bend, Ind.. Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. ; Try
it, and you will be pleased with w.-EU.'s. F.
Sanggr.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook.
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.-/«t7.
Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy
reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

Great Northern Railway.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
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-a-jici Oregon.
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tally enjoy reading our
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Another From Iowa.
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"ein truthlui!
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*' Inglenook is

f«p|,\^t'y<' »"'.ch they ought to

«C«io
not take the Ingle-

°«1>ol.h. readers.

O

":grcl it. The Editor
L. W. TttUr.

And Oo,

'^mher of

"" In Missouri.
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' ''»>'o wondered why
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or our young people.

--f'i^r,

'ehas
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' home in the church.—

«l«ili
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^'i" This.

"ewsy. interesting

"t»Ooi

'^''. Amos WampUr.
<»Pi.

think

literature.

C Zug.
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And Also Hagerstowrii

The Inglenook 1 regard as ciuite an acqui-

silion to our church hteralure. and it supphes
a Inng felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which
place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-
ing. God bless the Inglenook,— /f^. 6" Reich-

ard.

O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

1 think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/rtj/cf Barnthouse,

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column
is another feature of great interest.—/?£»«/>/

I'^ani/aan.

O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.— iS". iT. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no belter paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission, — /. j4.

Chatfibers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the^lNGLE-

NOOK gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much

formation

Waylanti.

tWPoT Rates and other

Printed Matter, write to

General linniiKr-nion Agent,

Noiiifon UiB l?(aLmO0K wlitn wrlUni.

Q20 Slo-ixtlx

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day,

now Installed in the Pres.s Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Cart!

to a large, well-bound Vohinie.

22 &
BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

24 S. State St., ..... Elgin, III.

and wholesome instruction.—/. iV.

O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The INOLENOOKS weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City. Pa., church is much appreciated,

and Its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printe.1 matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— 7". F. Imler.

A HOME IN ^NV KANSAS!
If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Und Commissioner U. P. Ry. Om.\H.\, NEBR.
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Just What You Want I

Ho» manyelcc'oral \oies have MKine

Whai were il-e puny di»rf«lona in the

55lh Congtess-

How were the I'lesidrots elecud pttoi

lo 1804?

The above, and thousands ol olher

que-iions an9WPt*(l in the

VOTER'S MANUAL and

„ARfilJlllENT SEniER.
rOR IHB VEST I'OCKST

A Utcilv noDparlisan eompiUliou. A book that

should be m {rpo»..«ion ol every AmerK»n cu.ren

11 contaLOS complete statistic, nl all p^''*!'"' * ^/^
lions Ironi W^tsbinRtfin lo the present Htnc. cia-smca

and ariaoRed for insiaoi relerence

ilATHlE. hulMmely (Bbaiaed. goll itUBplng, - 36 enU,

CLOTH. hiBdiomBly emboiial. 1b» itMpItg. 86 mbU,

Hostpaid on .cceint ol prce, Po^l.-c^; '"""P.^'?,'',^,''
"^

payment Liberal discouni to the Trsdc ;iiiil Ageulit

publisher and Bonksellei.

» ,„ ,« M.,kc. s. CHICAGO

HENRV MeBRIDE,
Dr.iicr III and Sliippci ol

CJoal and "WOCxa.
Slo-.. Un,.. C«..nt, Stucco H»i<, Brick.

.-twet Pipe. Dtflin I lie

7 Honlh St»t« Street. Weal Sldi-. KlRln, III.

Kmi.nn .1,.. IN<il.l.>.>"K «<<- "- I- _

STOIVES I>OST-
INKKSTItlt'TlHLK.

Sold nearly one-li»lf
ctidiiter than iron or

sicel fence posts. Great
ftork territory. A«entt

E:i_iC3rIlNJ, IXjIj.,
Is Certainly a Beautiful City in the Fox River Valley. It is a

Charming City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots

...In Every Part of the City...

We also have at all times some Choice Farms in the Vicinity

of Elgin for sale. For information and particulars address:

XZoxxie ^Azilx. ^lools.. HXjGrlT^, ITiTi.
< INGLGNOOK wli.ii

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
-IS SOLD nv -

F*- S. IBosATv^ortli db Son,
^SXjG^-X^J", XXjXj.

TRY THKM1 Telephone loS.
~a South srat« Street.

ACKEMANN's
THE BIG STORE

Elgin, Illinois.

:bib Zn E^erjrt:
Bvit I»ri,

lU^j
ces!

Take Only the Best...

We have aimed to make „„
and mosl reliable in ,his vici,,,,.

*' ''

the largest, bu, the best. He'r'""
.s lume toe good for„san<l„„,,

"''"*

believe,„buyi„gthebes,g
f:^'

»

t,,edandselli,,g,hen,a,af:*l?"*

eve Ml ouyiiig the besieradfj'^
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ACKEMANN'S.

iDduccmenls to agents who c

mar prohtably cngaec in tlie

for aalv. " " ' ulata address with iiamp:

W. A. DICKKT, Umima. MUmI Co.. Ind,

Hmilxn Ihr ISdl.KKOf'K nhrn wnliTi«.

f4ish Bros.
HA.rt33'W-A.rtES,

Iron. Sto^i-s. hurnaLts. BuUdeis' Hatdwi.rc,

Wagon Wood Slock

l» N. 8t»t« 8U (Tel, No. i3.t ELGIN. ILL.

Mrmlan Ihc INGLKKOiiK wlivn wrlltDf.

FREE! Somelhing Entirely
New m a

JStI3]E3Ij ^A-KTOES
The litest on K;ir

ChliBtn
. Tosl

s V.\ L.1II a.i.i

-Kcnistci

BLUIN HARDWAKe COMPANY.
ij Chicago Street. EuiiN. Ill

MoiiilDn ll<fl INOLtMMiK «li>n wrllini.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglenook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

National Business College,
Roanoke, VirKlnia.

Slictceds ill securing positions (or all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when tlie sniiply is

exhausted. CHAS. e. eCKERLG. Prcildent.

Fine Fftll Term Opening.

Ii>iiti..ii III. IKGLKNOOX vs." wrillnt

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

Wall I'aper and Window Glass.

int Clilrai^o Slr<>«t, • - KLUIN, ILL.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.

23 & 24 S. State Street, .... Elgin, III.

Fancy

..J. J. JAMES..

Groceries • and Fruits

120 West Chiciigo Sirtiel,

Telephone I as* ELGIN. ILL.

« IKtlLKKOnK "

M.ui as t;ts. lot

Children's E=Z ^aist.

All Swes Scot Trepaiil by Mail.

Nolte's Department Store

Elgin, III.

Plaut & Co.
I UK

Fall Suits and Overcoats

Doctrine of tiie Brethren Defended.

Ity ELD. R. H. MILLKR.

UI.OIN. ILL.

Cap Goods.

A book of 2q8 pages setting forth in careful-

y prepared arguments the special tenets of

aith that are emphasized in the Brethren

hurcb. All members of the church should

i.ive a copy. It is also a splendid book for the

miuirer. Well bound in cloth. Price, 75
t.L*nts, prepaid.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

A Kitchen Piano...
" Everything at her lingers' ends."

NollunR to walk or long ii.r. Sugar, flgut-ssll, ipics.

milk, eggs and molasses in this sell-cJe^niDg csb.t-i

We make nine different kinds ol k tchen cabinet, ift m
in our new catalogue, Iree. Hoosler Mfj. Co.,

2S Adams St. New Csslklni

Mnntion (lis INGLENOOK wlirn writinj.

August Seheele Co.

The Finest Bakery in the Ci

Highest K

. Will' Convince Vou„,

X31Si->^* XllizLois.

CJIjOTHING!
For Fall and Winler ai It..

BIO BOSTON CLOTHINU STORE.

D. J.
Chaniberlin & Co..

ELGIN, ILL.

»™,»n II,. ISI.U NOOK -1.1 ™il»^__

Do You Have Headaches?

Reliable « Headache • Powders

MILKINE.
ILK,

Qranulated Milk Food

0.1 that liv it.

. iu-tc fcliril-

liatcd.

We send Cap Goods by mail to all parts of

the United States. A large assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin. 111.

IMlliKNOdK wlirn wrilii>K.

F.S.— NotetliRl we hate
movedlrom Mt.MottIa,
lll..1oKlKin. Ill,

-"••^ Phone 16s J. Pre

Choice

{ Groceries (

D'l ) all I

^ - .11 >ii'> note. V-••••••^ cau-lully selected
Htid CrochHrjr. Stock alwnvt up-
best quality the market alloTds.

I Ilib C

Everything Qood to Eat
carry

Heada. iilesn, «atl3lat
d: 2S Lents

WELD & HALL, Druggists,

Elgin, 111.

MiiiiKiii 1li<- INGLENOOK whtti wnllHE.

GALVANIZED STEEL STAYS

Cot. State and Chicago Sis.
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JAS. FLINN, I

ALT, the pcrtecl food

^^ I f the most ctinceninslcd
i>( fnodv hctciu tlie must ctiu
oenlrated fotm.

MILK. MALT, MEAT make MILKINE.
-lie ni.isl ComeiHtattiU-'mliUlf ftxid f..r a.ltill*

ftweuti.l l..U>i-li.^t .-.t.„J lubie*.-.ii.l liivnh.W
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CENTS Will Care Ten Headaches

!

Vicioi Henit.clic tSpccinc itnt by in. 11 lot

ti.e i.ccDt il.niiiB. Addicsi: VICTOR
RBHKDIIU CO.. PrMl«rl<ik. Md.

OIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION lonhe rea.on llill
llie) hold (lie line wires on fence iu perlect position, not
allowing iliem to sag or spread, titrong, durable, orna.
mental and suiiabic lor all latni and other purposes
\s nlc lor liee catalogues. Agents wanted in every town-
ship, .sddtcss^

THK C. M. FKNCK STAY CO..
Lock Bos*. Covin.. roN. Ohio.

Seven Churches of Asia.

.A....

CJolony . • • •

Has lust iieci, st.trl.d in .V"*'"'"

Michigan. Lands in this vydl-ku."";^

.md farming districl are tor s.ileb!«;^

York National Land AssocuH"

controls more lai.n...= tad 'I"",";;;,

individual or corp..r..l.i.n.n.te»

caoreferyoutoKMcrsantlB"*-,^,

in the coi.lidence ..n<i regard 01

^^^^

Brotherhood, who l...ve «"^°j.„j,::

us commending this Inid.
^^

,

send you copies ol "'"= ' j«

request. Conditions ol chn,a.<^»^;.^,.

our part of Michigan are
s»^^l^^,,

ent from .hose, n..U.c.P^^_^,„^.

try that yon "» I" '"'
''

hicb'"

edified to read these "l"^^^^^„,ti f
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dressing
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Where Can We Buy aood.
Reliable Shoes?

..pred. J. ppike...

Trunks and Hapoess
Travelini; lias* and Hi

No. S ChlRKCO Htn^ot, KLGIN. ILL.

This is a most interesting book relating lo the
This question is asked m.-»ny limes, by young seven churches referred to in Revelation. The

and old. by rich and poor. We are in a posi- -''"hor not only describes the conditions when
tion to furnish you with the very best footwear *lic churches flourished, but from personal
at prices that will please you. Give us a call ^'sit to these ancient places gives an interest-
and look at our new fall lines. ing account of the conditions that exist there

J. F. ETTNER to-day. 303 pages, cloth, price, 75 cents.

Do«Bi». A«.nur. - - - KLiiiN. ILL. Brethren Publishing House,
K.ui«, ih. iN.iLi.N.k,h ,.K,„ -, ,t.„ Elgin, Illinois.

SAMUEL THOf;

New York NalK>nalU«ilj-„

Majestic Ouililmi:.
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ored Cords, aisotied. «f'["^

now, 15 cts. per doicn- To

agents. There is nioriev u^

Mt. M"^

Aikloi Art Calalogix^



THE PASSING OF SUfiriER.

Woods r

Full Ituiled orchards and ibe golden h8«.

Tlial round Ihe edges ol tlie stiorl'ning day»;

\Bd lr«lier growB the fultry air at night.

\nd sharper gleam the starry speara ol light

In the blue vault o'erhead—

The year has pass'd its noon and summer's sped

Green glades arc crossed

With fairy gossamers dewdrench'd and line,

And in the hedgerows berried jewels shine-

Deep purpling sloes, and scarlet ol the brier,

While Ihe great beeches flame to sudden fire

At the lirst touch ol Irost -

Aod added glory lor every glory lost.

No songsters hll

The air with music; in gay companies

Festher'd explorers hurry toward the seas.

The (ailing leaves in elfin dances flv.

And (t.igranl pine-concs drop in hollows dry,

But yet on moor and hill

The heather wears its royal vesture still.

Autumn is here—

\ sun-hrown'd reaper-strong of aim and Meet,

The ripen'd corn in sheaves

The last Hower summer lell

' Be still. patient earth."

MMoiLL
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"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cent
will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.

or;

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll i

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper ^ 1

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Send

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books: '° '

Besidt the Bonnie Brier Bush. Dictionary of the Bible.

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds.

Black Beauty. Dream Life,

^ Drummond's A^idresses, ventures of a B,„w„i,,Ten Nights in a Bar-Room,
Intellectual Life. Imitation of Christ, Etc

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thev „

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall «•

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will h
sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

' "

Adventures of a Brownie,

jtsop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls.

Autobiography of Franklin.

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty.

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust.

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles.

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems.

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.
Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare,

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. The

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of tbese

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Age

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be thela^t

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re-

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

-A. HiXTre I^ctx^er for lLArsTG> I^^op>le-
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper men

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing old

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always bai,

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it without

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The InglENOOK

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the InglenooK next year. The like of it w^'

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list kno^

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE: The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Pope is Made.

]AS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP: Has the Church Changed m the Last
Twenty-five Years?

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions.

DAN'L HAYS: liest Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music.

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews. *

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B, TROUT: The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Aaiong die Jews.

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of an Evange is

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Made.
^

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Better. Ciiy or CouniO

sions?
ij

NANCY UNDERBILL: What to Do with £x-co"^'^^|_^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Mag"^'"^

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of Switzerland.

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide Mis^i^"'*'

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Germ my.

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side of .<)' K'l"*'^*

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible
-

'

sLife.

.^ZLd. tliex-e ar© Otlaex-s. -S-oxi. Oan't -A.croir<a. to IVCIsje all T13.1&-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may mi^=^
""""'Lla*'

more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will !«- ^ ''

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the "hole *a«*

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK. and you will do well to write us, enclosing l"^'

'

scnption to-day.

E3lsin., iiiixLois, XJ. s. -a..
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-^^TftlUST BE SETTLED RiaHT.

HowEVFK the b.iule.s ended.

thouph proudly Ihev.clorcon.es

With ft-Uiering ll-U's a"d prai.cmg nags

W echoing roll ..{drums.

Still truth proclaims this motto
^

In letters of living light-

No question .s ever settled

Until it is settled right.

Though the heel of the strong oppressor

May grind the weak in the dust,

.\[itl ihe voices of fame with one acclaim

May call him great and just,

Let those who applaud take warning

And keep this motto in sight-

No question is ever settled

'

Until it is settled right.

Let those who have failed take courage,

Though the enemy seemed tn have won.

Though his ranks are strong, if he be in the wrong.

The battle is not yet done.

For sure as the morning follows

The darkest hour of the night

No question is ever settled

Until it is settled right.

() man bowed down with labor,

woman young, yet old,

heart oppressed m the toiler's breast

And crushed by the power of gold,

Keep on with your weary battle

Against triumphant might,

Noquesliiiii is ever settled

Until it is settled right.

—E//U niiieler Wiko.x.

WHEN WE WERE YOUNGER.

It's all been a good while ago, but each Autumn
he same old instinct overtakes us, as it did back in

lie days when we taught the village Academy and
ad Saturdays to ourselves—that is, the dog and
he writer. 1 place the dog first, because without
im little would have happened. He was a

, smooth-coated dog of the terrier kind, and
IS strong point was squirrels. It was a squirrel

ountry, and that incans forests of tall trees with
ere and there a nut tree. At the place we board-
dthere was an old-fashioned rifle. It had cost a
Jint of money, and had been made by a celebrated
="lgun artist. It was a muzzle loader, and the
'all required a greased patch. The ramrod was a
Mer piece of seasoned hickory, and once proper-
noaded, the hair trigger set, and a convenient
fei^lo steady against, the gun would send a ball
'^^ "here it was held within a hundred yards'

right and early on a Saturday morning in Octo-

vl '"u^
^""^ ^^^ ^""- ^' "'^"'^ have broken

ircum^
^'^'''^ have stayed at home under the

I,

'

I

'"2 under foot, the sun just over the hill,

cribabl l"*^
^^^ '"°°^ '" ^^^ ^''' ^"'^ '^^* '"^^'

t scems
^°^''"'^>' °f yo^th that goes so quickly,

'^^befoi

^"" '^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ '^*^ "^- ^" ^^"^ ^^"'"''^

^" ncarr
^'^ '" ^^^^^'^ ^'^^^' ^"'^ '^ ^^^^ rose-colored.

"'"'I let^rt^^
^"^ later acquaintance—but never

ki p^ ^"^^ go- It is the past we are talking

'om'theT"^'^
^here is a wild " Vap-yap-yap "

og. and off we go to overtake him.

"own in

Mc has eyes

nere he
,

meadow- '^'/""^ of a tall hickory, d,

" the tree top, and tries to climb th.

^ffirefi;7;:^:':^^hestreamrippl

We
circle

l

^^"""''el is there, but where?

'gincverv
I °k'^

'""ou'id and around the tree, tak-

"^'""^saiid
'" ''""^ ^"''^ °* ^^^^ twig. The dog

"^sithe frhu""^
'I'-ound below, but all he knows

'^'

s'feak 'd^
^'^'"'^o^vtail went up its bark like a

'^^'^o-lhird.^'*T'"^
"* hickory nut on the way.

-'^"^arni r
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^' O" a limb as thick

* All thar""^^'^'"^
flattened out close to the

'^"
^t best

'^ '^'^^'"'y seen are two pointed ears,

V^'^'^^tshow^"'^
api>earing smaller fifty yards

'f^ft
of th'"^

ti'^itinctly against the blue sky.
^tvrf I.

"^' squirrel i. wonderful but he has

ih:

' yet
I,' ^ 'earne

i

^ ^' '^ wondertul but he tias

"'^1^1
Deri,'

'" '"^y ^'^ e^rs back close to his
' P^^hap, h. cannot do it. Now for a con-

venient tree for a rest, still of course, keeping the

squirrel's head in sight. Up comes the long rifle,

the hair trigger is set, the dog dances, and then the
steady sight— there is a vicious snap, a spurt of fire,

and up in the tree a bluish gray ball of fur is writh-
ing. It lets go, all but one paw, then that loosens,

and down comes the poor beastie, bouncing from a

limb, and striking the ground with a thump at the

moment the dog snaps it for a shake. It was suc-

cessful hunting, but the writer wouldn't do it these

days, for he looks on it as murder. There lies the

little animal, shot to death, and never more to

swing in the tree tops on a pendulous limb. Thirty
or more years, have wrought a wonderful change.

What was eagerly sought in those days is as sedu-

lously avoided now. Murder is murder and it is

not right.

Repeated half a dozen times in the forenoon in

varying ways and we find ourselves where the

spring boils out at the foot of a maple, and here, ly-

ing down, we drink of the pure water coming
through the bubbling yellow sand at the bottom.

And with the gun against a tree, the dog lying near,

we dreamed of things that have never come to pass,

but we were happy and healthy. The dog has

gone, who knows where, the gun with its crescents

and half moons of inlaid silver is probably done for.

the forest has disappeared, most of the students are

dead, the squirrels are perhaps as li\ety as ever, but

there is something wanting in the hunter. What is

it. think you? It seems to me that it is Youth,

lightly held and little valued, that has gone, and

other things fill the mind of the writer. But some-

times, when the red and gold of the Autumn is in

the land there comes a feeling to whistle out the

dogt get the old gun and do it all over again.

Then we remember and try to forget that we are go-

ing down the other side of the hill.

LAND OF THE HUnfllNO BIRD.

Few people who travel over the asphalted streets

of New York are aware of the origin of the black,

pitchy mass that goes to make up the basis of the

smooth roadway under their feet. Eighteen hun-

dred miles almost due south from New York lies

the little tropical island of Trinidad—a British pos-

session off the coast of Northern South America.

At the southwestern extremity of this colony the

famous Pitch Lake is located on the summit of a

small hill, less than 200 feet above the level of the

sea. In appearance there is nothing phenomenal

about this wonder of the tropics, but a visit to the

lake, as it is familiarly called, reveals one of the

most unaccountable oddities of nature in the annals

of travel.

The tourist may take passage to the " land of the

humming bird," as Trinidad people like their com-

munity to be called, and after securing accommoda-

tion at the only decent hotel in the colony, proceed

to the lake by one of thesmall government steamers,

plying coastwise three times weekly, disembark at

the Brighton pier, and proceed to the scene of the

"digging." Of all the crude, rough, and ready

means of extracting wealth from mother earth, the

Trinidad Lake asphalt operations are the most

striking. The visitor arrives on a fairly level pla-

teau, spotted here and there with tiny pools of wa-

ter, beneath which the soft shiny surface known as

asphalt glitters in the reflections of a fierce tropical

sun. Scattered over the surface of the lake dozens

of swarthy .negroes are plying pick and hoe, ex-

tracting the tar-coaly looking stuff from the earth.

One may sit in the shade of a near-by shrub, or

under the protecting shelter of an umbrella, and

watch the negroes pile heap after heap of the as-

phalt into the endless chain of tubs that hurry

along to the pier, from which one has but recently

landed, until a yawning excavation of twenty or

more feet suggests to the supervising darky that

the time has come to move a bit further on. In the

course of a few hours the excavation resulting from

the morning's digging begins to look less deep.

and by eventide the spot from which more than five

or ten tons have been dug is again level with the

surrounding earth, and ready to be dug over by the

gang of noisy blacks. From the point of digging
to the pier is but a mile or less of endless-chain de-

scent; moored to the pier are bigsailing vessels, and
sometimes steamers, into whose capacious holds
the tubs discharge the pitch at the rate of two or
three hundred tons per da)'.

COniNQ DOWN WITH A PARACHUTE.

"Coming down from the clouds in a parachute is

like a dream." said a circus balloon artist. "Ever
dream of falling from a high place? You come
down, alight quietly, and awake, and you're not
hurt. Well, that's the parachute drop over again.

No, there is no danger. A parachute can be guided
readily on the down trip, but you can't steer a bal-

loon. To guide a parachute out of harm's way. a

practiced hand can tilt it one way or the other, spill

out air, and thus work it to where you want to land,

or to avoid water, trees, chimneys or church spires.

Circus ascensions are generally made in the even-
ing. When the sun goes down the wind goes down.
The balloon then shoots into the air and the para-

chute drops back on the circus lot, or not far away.
A balloon is made of four-cent muslin and weighs
about 500 pounds. A parachute is made of eight-

cent muslin. The rope that secures the parachute
is cut with a knife. The aeronaut drops fully 100

feet before the parachute begins to fill. It must fill,

if you are up high enough. There are several hun-

dred parachute men in the business and the acci-

dents are less in ratio than railroad casualties. Our
business is new at that. After awhile the ratio will

be less. A man can't shake out a parachute if it

doesn't open. A man in the ^ir is simply power-

less. Invariably the fall is head first. When the

parachute begins to fill the descent is less rapid, and
finally, when the parachute has filled, it bulges out

with a pop. Then the aeronaut climbs on to his

trapeze and guides the parachute to a safe landing.

In seven cases out of ten you can land back on

the lot where you started from."

JUST A HINT.

" Father," said Tommy the other day, " why is

it that the boy is said to be the father of the

man ?
"

Mr. Tompkins had never given this subject any

thought, and was hardly prepared to answer off-

hand.
" Why, why," said he, stumblingly, " it's so be-

cause it is, I suppose."

"Well," said Tommy, " since I'm your father I'm

going to give you a ticket to a theater and a dollar

besides. I always said that if I was father I

wouldn't be so stingy as the rest of them are. Go
in and have a good time while you're young. I

never had a chance myself!
"

Mr. Tompkins gazed in blank amazement at

Tommy. Slowly the significance of the hint

dawned upon him. Producing the silver coin, he

said:

" Take it, Thomas. When you really do become a

father, I hope it won't be your misfortune to have a

son who is smarter than yourself."

POPE LEO'S IDEA OF DRESS.

TiiK following 'story comes' from Rome. Some
ladies made their appearance at a Papal reception,

to the grave displeasure of the Pope, in ball-room

dress. A well-known Cardinal was instructed to

apprise these offenders of their breach of etiquette.

The Cardinal thus fulfilled his somewhat delicate

mission: "The Pope," he said, ".is old fashioned

and does not like decollete dresses; but I am quite

accustomed to them, for I have been so much

among savages when a missionarj- that I do not

mind them."
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Coppespondence M
AT A CLAHBAKE.

Pkobadlv few Inglenook readers have ever been

at a seaside clambake. It is out of the ordinary

for the average man, and unless he has been along

the coast at the right time and season of the year

he has missed a big sight and a good time. People

who do not like oysters would probably not care

for clams, but at a regular and well-ordered clam-

bake there are other delicacies that keep the inland

man or woman with the inborn dislike for shellfish

from going away hungry. In the first place a real,

orthodox clambake can only take place along the

shore, or beach of the ocean Strictly speaking it

is not a bake at all, for the food is steamed rather

than baked. A writer in Pearson's tells how it is

done:

Ha\ing received his orders as to time and place

and the number of persons to be fed, the clambaker

makes his preparations. He arranges for the sup-

plies, and over night gathers the necessary amount

of seaweed. This is kept in the water until it is al-

most time to use it, so that it shall be thoroughly

moist. Then he gathers a supply of smooth, hard

boulders, varying in size from that of a man's fist

to two or three times that of a man's head, the

number depending on the size of the intended bake.

These he gathers in a circular pile on the spot of

ground close to where the bake is to be served.

On top of the pile of stones he heaps up his

fuel—driftwood or ordinary firewood, as the case

may be. It takes several hours to bring the stones

to the proper heat, so the fire is lighted well in ad-

vance, and the clambaker and his assistants go

about their other preparations. The things to go

into the bake, including the bushels and bushels of

clams which form its foundation, are near at hand.

In a pail of water are a number of squares of clean,

white cheese cloth. A table is improvised from a

board and two empty barrels, and on this a very

important part of the operations is carried on.

This consists in tying up the food in big bundles in

the cheese cloth, each kind in a parcel by itself.

One of the squares is filled with chicken, plucked

and drawn; another with fish, properly cleaned: an-

other with potatoes with their "jackets on;" anoth-

er with the frogs' legs with the skin off, and so on.

The cheese cloth separates the different foods from

one another in the bake, and prevents their coming
in contact with the seaweed.

Now, the fire having burned down to glowing
embers covered by a coating of blackened ashes, in

the judgment of the clambaker the stones are hot

enough to do their work. He and his assistants go
at the remains of the pyre with rakes and bro..ims

until shortly nothing is left of it but the cleanly-

swept stones. Some of these have been cracked in

pieces by the intense heat and all show beneath
the blackened gray of their exterior a pinkish glow
evidencing the fire left in their hearts. They are

pushed close together in a neatly-rounded pile, and
we arc now ready for the first step in preparing the
bake proper.

On to the stones is quickly pitchforked a layer
of seaweed about two feet thick. As it strikes

their hot surfaces a cloud of white steam arises and
the surrounding air is filled with a pungent aroma
as indescribable as it is delightful to the nostrils of
the experienced epicure because he recognizes it as
the harbinger of many good things to come. It

will be present as a scarcely to be detected under-
flavor in all the food cooked in the weed and it is

this aroma that gives a clambake its unique dis-

tinction among lovers of good eating. On these
again is poured another layer of clams, which settle

down into the interstices between the bundles and
form an interior roof for the mixture that is soon to
be so delicious. Now another layer of seaweed is

put on so that the henp looks like nothing so much
as a smouldermg bonfire of dark green brush ex-
cept tor the whiteness of the smoke and the smell
of the sea chemicals. Over the whole structure is

pulled a double thickness ot sail canvas, which is

fastened securely at the edges with heavy stones so
the least possible amount of the precious heat and
vapor shall escape. So your clambake is properly
constructed— is already cooking.

Depending on its size, it will lake it an hour or
two to cook, and it is your duty in the meantime to

increase your appetite to its largest possible out-

side limit.

At last the delightful music of the clambaker's

fish-horn is heard announcing that the bake is

ready to be opened. The tables are ready under

the trees, or in the pavilion, and if you are an old-

timer at clambakes you will make a rush for a seat

as near the bake as possible, so there shall be no

danger that the food shall not reach you piping hot.

HOME OF THE PLAQUE.

maxim. The idea of these shopk,
dime or quarter worn smooth is no go H

"
""

"'

keepers
Ihai,

trary to the decision of four courts -
th

'"" "«

the supreme court and the court of '""^'"w

peals of the State of New Jersey and""'''"'"
prenie court of the United States "iht,.

Oni-; who has seen any of the towns and cities in

China wonders little why disease and plague are

prevalent. A correspondent lately in China writes

that he recently went to Foo-Chow, a town near the

East coast, which is approached by way of the river

Myn. one of the most picturesque waterways in the

whole of the Celestial empire.

Ships have to anchor at the customs pagoda, from

which persons are con\-eyed to Foo-Chow by sam-

pan, or steam launch, the distance being about ten

miles.

Foo-Chow is considered one of the most filthy

and overcrowded towns in China, and a person

landing there cannot fail to notice the fact immedi-

ately he sets foot on shore. Everywhere there arc

teeming masses of dirty, ragged, and half-starved

looking celestials. The streets—alleyways would

be a better term—are only about eight feet wide,

and all metaled or paved with irregular lumps of

stone and rock. On each side there are stagnant

gutterways, which emit most obnoxious perfumes,

causing one to hold a handkerchief to his nostrils

the whole time he has to traverse the roads.

In the terribly hot weather the Chinaman places

a plank of wood from his doorway on to the street,

across the gutter, and takes his night's sleep, per-

haps without a covering, perhaps in the clothes he

has not had off for weeks.

Nearly every building is a shop, and outside ev-

ery three or four are placed buckets of garbage— in

some places holes full of it—which add to the sick-

ening stench of the gutters. Every now and again

one hears loud shouting in front or behind him,

which is an indication that all on foot must clear

the way for some chair carriers, who are carrying

upon their shoulders some important personage.

The sight on the main bridge spanning the river

cannot be accurately described. Each side was

crowded with stalls with goods of every description

—dirty-looking, tumble-down affairs. Cripples and

beggars were numerous, and there were also lepers;

there were men with terrible sores, and two China-

men lay half-naked on the roadway, dying. There

is a law in vogue in Foo-Chow that the first person

who shall touch a man who has died in such a man-
ner shall bury him. Very few, howe\'er, receive

burial if they die on the bridge. The person who
is unfortunate enough to touch the dead one waits

until dark, and then, as the Americans say,
" dumps " the departed into the river. Bodies are

found nearly every day floating among the ship-

ping, or half buried in the mud when the water is

low.

BATTERED OR PLUQQED COINS.

Four different legal tribunals, among them the
United States supreme court, have decided that
"slick," or smooth, dimes and plugged, battered
and even slightly mutilated nickels are legal tender
when offered to common carriers. Most people
have had such coins passed back to them at one
time or another and have never questioned the right
of the person to whom they were tendered to reject
them. But no one has any legal right to reject
such coins. The law of the land strictly defines
what coins are to be rejected and the reason for
the rejection, and the nickel and the dime are not in-
cluded. So long as the coin—whether it is a dime,
a quarter, half dollar, dollar or a nickel or cent -is
distinguishable as a genuine United States coin and
its denomination can be ascertained the fact of its
being slick or worn smooth doesn't count; it is
good, lawful money, is a legal tender and no' good
citizen who respects the law should refuse it,

.'^re " slick " silver coins good money? Yes Is
the objection that they are worn smooth a legal ob-
jectum to accepting them ;- No. Do shopkeepers
who refuse them offend the Liw? Vcs, fo
ance of the law is no excuse, is s

THE SnELL OF THE ONION.

It is interesting to make inquiry ;„,„ .,

of this unfortunate quality of the onion i

"^'°*

ply due to the presence in some quantity of'

"^ '*

mineral matter in the bulb-sulphur u*""'
sulphur that gives the onion its germ-kill
erty and makes the bulb so very useful - '''"*

agent at all times, but especially
i,, th

' '""'

which used to be-and still is in many plac*'*
season for taking brimstone and treacle i„ Jij,"'
ioned houses before sulphur tablets ca
vogue.

Now, sulphur, when united to hydrogen o
the gases of water, forms sulphuretted

hydrol"''
and then becomes a foul-smelling, well-nioh a (

compound. The onion, being juicy, has

large percentage of water in its tissues, a„:

'-'

combining with the sulphur, forms the strong

scented and offensive substance called
sulphtf'ti

of allyle, which is found in all the alliums, ThiJ

sulphuret of allyle mingles more especially wi]
the volatile or aromatic oil of the onion; it is nfn

tical with the malodorant principle found i

ida, which is almost the symbol of all sir

arc nast)'. The horse-radish, so much lik

roast beef for its keen and biting property,

ordinary mustard of our tables both ci,

strongly stimulative properties to this .

phuret of allyle, which gives them heat antj ,ia

ity, but not an offensive smell, owing to the diffc

ent arrangement of the atoms in their volatile oik

THE -WHITE DEATH.

" Of all the natural phenomena peculiar to tin

Rocky Mountain region none is more strange orj

terrible than the mysterious storm known to thci

Indians as 'the white death,' " says a scientist «lio|

recently visited that region. "Scientific men haie]

never yet had an opportunity of investigalingil.b

cause it comes at the most unexpected times >A

may keep away from a certain locality for yc».

Well-read men who have been through it sayWj

it is really a frozen fog. But where the f"; c»«

from is more than anyone can say. This |

:

non occurs most frequently in the northein

Colorado, in Wyoming and occasionally in >1»

tana.
" About two years ago a party of three woiii'|

and two men were crossing North park "'"'"S*

in the month of February. The air wa-

cold, but dry as a bone and motionless,

shone with alnrost startling brilliancy. .\-

people drove along over the crisp sno»

not experience the least cold, but realh

comfortable and rather enjoyed the trip

tain peaks fifty miles away could be st^

tinctly as the pine trees by the roadside

" Suddenly one of the women put her In

her face and remarked that something i'";^,,,

her. The other members of the party cHa
^^

,

thing, although not a sign of an msec

cpn All mnrv(.|i.d rrrcatlv at thiS.
seen. All marveled greatly

t
mountain''":

Mist 111
later they noticed that the distant

disappearing behind a cloud of mist.
"^ ^^^,,1,

orado in January! Surely there
>™^"J |,jgaii»

because within ten minutes a gentle wi
|j,,i

me filled with fine^P;;;,,,,

Still the people drove on

blow and the air beca

somcthin

sunshine

something that scintillated like diamonu
-^^^^^

^j,,.

came to a cabin where a man ^'^''\'^"^^\gQ{0*'
ledtotlie"

in a bundl'
stop. With his head tied up '" "

,

'T" , . pied

'

d handed the driver a_P^^„,

lers, he rushed out and

paper, on which was written,

quick or the storm will kill a

outside here
"

Conic I

II of yo
Pont

gettmS „

" Of course no time was lost "'
"^^lables. \

cover and putting the horses '" '
'^^„ jn ho"'

"

gnor-

known legal

ftlii

n the

they were a little late, for in

whole party were sick with vio

fever. Before the next morning

died with all the symptoms of
^^^^_^^

others were violently ill of it. '"

through after long sickness.'

ent

one

imeiin"""

iioff

J I" I
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CARNATIONS.

„cet as carnations are they thrive in

city" and for that reason people lucky

'
'"'

own greenhouses always raise them.

;»»;''
'".^^.ss and strength make them great

'""
*'"'i'['li

nearly every one. In lingland they

""""''„"tion shows, just as we havu displays of

""""'chrysanthemums, and the fact that they

^ihefavon";
blossom of Queen Victoria adds not

"To their fame .-.broad.

|lo«
cirnations are rarest and most valuable,

[1,1.
blooms easily hold their own with the famou;

A Invelv new carnation that appearec.

„ arrord is a salmon-pmk and is noted for
.[ |[j own ^'-^^

^'Tucol carnations are decidedly beautiful and

''l A queer new tint is called chocolate,

^'Vwill never be as popular as the pearly white

'\
or the great rose-colored blossoms. There is

SuT carnation which is a perfect mauve in tint

|n,i
still another is slaty-violet. There is a rich

fd-brown. buff and a yellow marked with red and

n.itoon among the novelties. Indeed, the novelties

ndndtsonK- remarkable combinations, the flowers

()„l;,nff as though they had been splashed with

lolorcd inks in riotous profusion.

.^rowing carnations they should never be over-

[aierol and should have lots of air, with a dry at-

„)iulierc. It is easy to kill carnation plants with

oci much kindness. They do not stand being

md .)\er. ^^^

A HORSE THAT UNDERSTANDS.

in IIKNKV E. IvOKNIlANS.

The following is taken from tiie O/iio Farmer:

A Missouri correspondent of Colman's Rural

W/gets off the following " tough " story. A lit-

leincident showing the intelligence of the high-

ircd horse is this. My youngest daughter, a few
enings since, went out to milk. Jersey was some
imkd yards distant and did not seem disposed to

»mt for calling. Joel Miller, our three-year-old
iahiika Boy pacer, came ambling up and my
hii^hter said:

go and bring Jersey up." He wheeled and
'frl p,icing across the meadow and drove up a
lEiglibor's Jersey we were pasturing. " Not that

Pt' Jut, bring our Jersey." Away he paced and
'oi'ndmg up' the yearling, " Blossom." drove her
c ^^hcre her mother was standing in the corner of
yiieadow and came back looking very demure

ind^Kting as though he wanted to know how she
'

-^1 tl'at. " Now, Joe, you know better than that,
iiHl bring Jersey here to me." Without further
'

'e went sailing after the cows and brought

t^i

"^ '" ^ ^'^y- taking his stand about twenty

ier.r'ff

^'" ^^•'^ "^''^'"& was done, when he mean-

]J^
' P"=^'ng grass as though he had not just

-ilml"''^'"^
wonderful. My wife, daughter

'
e niece were witnesses to this marvelous

i*-'iijrniance.

's l^e true it seems as tliough animals could

On-vilh-

I our speech
O/tu

THE FLYINQ SQUIRREL.

"^'"tocit
%'^"^^" ^'linials which are quite a rare

^""'ry is^th
^'^'^""g'^ familiar enough in the

^^j^'_^

"'^ J^unning little flying squirrel. This

«ri of conr"
^^"' ^''^*'*t^''«' ^"fl seems to be a

''^3brn,t l'^^^'^"
between a bird and an aninml.

H
.in^i

^^ '"^^es long as to its body, which is

""''viaii ab
'^""^ "^"^'^^ beneath, and carries a

constru^'r
^''^ '"'^'^'^^' '" length, having a pe-

''""'fet-b\'T'
^^''^^ assists in its flight troni

' '"
reality" 1

'^.'"^'" apparatus used in flying

^^^H to th
^"^P'^S— 's a loose membrane con-

i"'-^'he sor ,

^ ^"^ ^'"'^ '^gs o" *^^ch side.

'
'"'^feasin K

^^^ ^^^ ^"'^*"' *° ^*^P^"^I ^t will,
III, g the surface presented against the

ascend^"^^
'° ^° ^"^""^ ^"^ *''^'^ *° another^^y first;^^^ ascend ^° "^ *^"^ *''^'^ *° another

"^^ "ff
into

s
^"^ ^^^ topmost branch and boldly

"''^ges nnr*^^'
'^'^''" '* '-^ ^^''^ ^'^^"' l<ite-like

bl""' the
li'tt,

^''^"i^elves useful. They spread

' ^QWnwaH
'"'""'''' ^"''^''"g itself by the tail.

'^' circular flight toward another

tree. When it arrives within six or eight feet of its

intended landing-place it changes its position so as
to light upon its feet against the tree, when the
membranes become greatly reduced and are not at
all in the way.

They live in decayed trees, where, if not dis-

turbed, they become quite numerous. They are
diflficult to catch, and bite viciously when captured;
but they are easily domesticated and make admira-
ble pets, and soon become an unfailing source of
amusement to the children. They live upon nuts,

acorns, and insects.

THE DOG LAUOHED.

The proprietor of a Third Avenue store owns a

little black kitten that cultivates a habit of squat-

ting on its haunches, like a bear or kangaroo, and
then sparring with its forepaws as if it had taken
lessons from a pugilist.

A gentleman took into the store the other even-
ing an enormous black dog, half Newfoundland,
half collie, fat, good-natured, and intelligent. The
tiny black kitten, instead of bolting at once for

shelter, retreated a few paces, sat erect on its hind

legs, and " put its fists " in an attitude of defiance.

The contrast in size between the two was intensely

amusing. It reminded one of Jack the Giant Killer

preparing to demolish a giant.

Slowly and without a sign of excitability the huge
dog walked as far as his chain would allow him, and
gazed intently at the kitten and its odd posture.

Then, as the comicality of the situation struck him.

he turned his head and shoulders around to the

spectators, and if animal e\er laughed in the world

that dog assuredly did so then and there. He
neither barked nor growled, but indulged in a low

chuckle, while eyes and mouth beamed with merri-

ment.

ANtriALS THAT SWIH.

Nearly all the ruminants are excellent swim-

mers, and all take freely to the water, except, per

haps, the wild sheep and the camels. Of pigs it is

commonly reported that so queerly fashioned are

lhe> that if they attempt to swim they cut their

throats with their forefeet; but this is only an old

fable. Whether wild or tame, they are all good

swimmers, though, owing to the shortness of their

legs, they just touch their throats with their fore-

feet and beat the water high.

Many of the islands of the southern seas are now
inhabited by wild pigs, which are the descendants

of those which have swum ashore, sometimes great

distances, from wrecked vessels, says Pearson's.

Camels cannot swim. They are buoyant, but ill-

balanced, and their heads go under water. They

can. however, be taught tu swim ri\ers with -the aid-

of goatskins or. jars fastened under their necks.

During the Beluchistan expedition of uSgS the

cameU were lowered into the sea from the ships,

and their drivers, plunging overboard, clambered

on to the rear part of their charges causing the ani-

mals' heads to come up; and thus assisted they

were successfully piloted ashore. Several animals,

such as hedgehogs and bats, which would, at first

glance, be considered incapable of swimming, are in

reality respectable performers

A PHONOGRAPH GOOD FOR TEN MILES.

A PHUNOGKAPH that shouts so loudly that every

word can be heard at a distance of ten miles has

been tested at Brighton, England.

You can whisper a sentence into the machine's

small funnel-shaped mouthpiece and it will repeat it

in tones that are more deafening than the shrieks of

a liner's steam siren. Vet every word is perfectly

articulated, and a shorthand writer ten miles away

can take down the message as easily as if you were

dictating to him in a small room.

In appearance it—the machine— is merely an or-

dinary phonograph, with a large trumpet measuring

four feet in length. Inside this trumpet there is a

small and delicate piece of mechanism that looks

something like a whistle. This is the tongue of the

machine.

Instead of the " records " being taken on wax in

the usual manner, a sapphire needle is made to cut

the dots representing the sound vibrations on a sil-

ver cylinder, and when the needle travels over the

metal a second time, the vibrations cause the whis-

tle to produce a series of air-waves, and the ma-
chine thus becomes a talking siren which trans-

forms the human voice into a deafening roar.

The experiments were made near the Devil's

Dyke, Brighton, where the inventor has his work-
shops.

QUEST FOR OSTRICH EGGS.

Although the skin of an ostrich is worth from
S40 to Sioo on the spot, the hunter of the desert

usually prefers to search for the eggs when he has

discovered an ostrich in flight. An English travel-

er in the Sahara, H. B. Tristram, describes this

search:

"Once, and once only, I had the good fortune to

take an ostrich's nest, although fresh eggs were not

infrequently brought in by the Arabs. We ob-

served with our telescopes two birds standing for

some time in the same spot and were induced to

ride toward them. They rapidly scudded off, but

on intersecting their track we turned back and re-

traced it instead of continuing a vain pursuit. An
ostrich's track is by no means easy either to follow

or to retrace, for his stride measures, when he is at

full speed, from twenty-two to twenty-eight feet,

and the oblong impression of two toes at so wide
intervals affords no very evident track to any eyes

less expert than those of a Bedouin huntsman.
" We retraced the impression to the spot where

we had seen the birds standing together and where

the sand was well trodden down. Two Arabs at

once dismounted and began to dig with their hands,

and presently they brought up four fresh eggs from

a depth of about a foot under tlTe warm sand.
" Ostrich egg omelet we always found a most

welcome addition to our desert bill of fare, and a

convenient and portable provision, for from the

thickness of the shell the eggs keep perfectlj- sweet

and fresh for a fortnight or three weeks."

Two instances showing how tenacious of lite lob-

ster and cod are, is related in a bulletin of the United

States fish commission. In the fall of 1899 about

twenty lobsters were left in a car in the " basin " at

a fish commission wharf. Near the end of March,

1900, when the car was opened, all seemed to be in

a perfectly healthy condition.

On the conclusion of the fishing for brood cod in

the fall of 1899 fourteen cod weighing from four to

six pounds, taken with hand lines off Nomans Land

or Nantucket, were inadvertently left in the well of

the Grampus and not discovered until April, igoo.

These fish were placed in the well not later than

Nov. 18, possibly some days before. During this

time they had not been fed and had only such food

as came through the holes in the well. When re-

leased in Gloucester harbor on April 16 they were

found to be lively, although somewhat emaciated.

Fancy a baby petting a rattlesnake. Yet this was

the perilous position in which F. E, Pierce, who
lives near Coyote Creek, Cal., found his little one

the other day.

Mr Fierce has a daughter still younger than five-

year-old Mabel. When the little toddler came hur-

rying into the house saying: " Oh, papa, tum an',

see what Mabel is playing with!" Mr. Pierce at

first paid no attention to her. But she prattled so

insistently that finally, to please her, the father did
' turn an' see."

What he beheld liorrified him.

Mabel was cuddled up close to a snake and

stroking its back with both dimpled hantls. His

snakeship appeared to be enjoying the attention,

and. lay perfectly quiet, but on the approach of Mr.

Pierce to rescue liis child the reptile made a sudden

angry spring at him, and had he not that instant

jumped back the fangs would have entered his

flesh. Mr. Pierce, however, sprang forward and

seized Mabel before the snake could strike again.

He then secured a club and despatched the enemy.

Eleven rattles and a button are souvenirs of the

fray.

When Senator Frye was at Rangetey Lake a na-

tive approached him and said: " Mr. Frye, I am
puzzled to know whether 1 should call you Mr.

Frye or Senator Frye. ' " Welf," replied Mr. Frye,

"if I was in Washington to-day my friends would

say, ' Good morning, senator.' but anythinij goes

up here. Bill's as good as anything."
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MAKERS OF HISTORY.

It must be clear to all that in the history of the

world there have been those who have stood well to

the front in the changes that have been wrought.

As the world grows older these men stand out

prominently, and what they did, is clearly seen.

Every great movement that changed the current of

human affairs was originally a thought in one man's

mind. Who this man was, when and where he

lived, and what he did, is of absorbing interest to

all who care for mental improvement. Read the

list carefully from week to week. Make a study of

it. Go back over your 'Nooks and review them till

you can answer the questions: Who was he, when

did he live, what did he do? If you get this so that

you can tell off-hand what will be set forth here

you will be in possession of a mine of information.

Many a weary page has been studied that the

simple presentation of facts might be made, and

any man or woman who will thoroughly study and

fully remember the Who, When and What of the

individuals composing the list, so that they can re-

peat it at will, will be in possession_of more knowl-

edge of general history than lies at the tongue's

end of nine college graduates out of ten, the coun-

try over. Every reader who lets this chance go by

is making a mistake beyond all doubt.

The list is arranged according to the time at

which these people lived, not according to what

they did. A good idea is to form a quiz class in

the family and review from week to week. The

knowledge is yours for the taking. See that it does

not fail to find its way into your head.

« w «

Homer: The place of his birth is in dispute,

seven cities having claimed the honor, and the

place and date of his death is also a matter of

legendary lore. But that he was, by all odds, the

greatest poet of antiquity is agreed to by all critics.

He probably lived about 850 B. C, and he was a

Greek. His greatest poems are the /Had and the

Odyssey. At this time, and prior thereto, the world

was full of legends and myths, and it is the telling

of these in masterly style that gives him his place

as the greatest of poets. He takes a grand, heroic

idea, or legend, and treats it in an heroic style.

For ages he has been read, studied, and admired,

both in colleges and by the scholar in his library,

and his impress, in a literary way, covers a large

part of the world's known history. It is as the

world's greatest poet, of all ages, that his fame is

"built upon. No other poet has been so world-wide

in his influence.

Buddha: The founder of the world's strongest

sect, numerically speaking, was born 550 years be-

fore Christ, and died 470 years before Christ. He

taught that a great religious reformer came at in-

tervals, his doctrine flourishing for a time, and then

after dying out, a successor came. Such he pro-

fessed to be. Of immaterial existence, such as

Christians believe in, Buddhism knows nothing.

The morality of Buddliism is, for the most part, of

high order; self-conquest and universal charity be-

ing the foundation facts. At first the new religion

rooted in India, but became corrupt and was ex-

pelled. At present it is far removed from the

teachings of its founder. It is doubted among

scholars whether Buddha intended to establish a new

religion, but it certainly so happened in the course

of events that it was adopted by the people, and to-

day, in one or another of its forms, more adherents

are to be found to the direct or indirect teachings

of this reformer than to any other cult in the world.

His personal life was pure, but his philosophy has

been much vitiated. He taught different stages of

after existence too extensive to be considered here.

Pericles; An Athenian statesman, born 479 B.

C, died, 429 B. C. His fame in the world's list of

great men is based on the services he rendered his

country both as a statesman and a great general.

He was a finished orator, and a far-seeing states-

man. He kept a fleet of sixty ships at sea eight

months out of the year, so that the young Atheni-

ans might become better acquainted with naval

affairs. He introduced the idea of paying the sol-

diers out of the public treasury. At the time of his

political ascendancy Athens was ostensibly a de-

mocracy, but Pericles was the one man, and his

ideas and methods prevailed. What makes him

great is the fact that his methods were so wise that

at the time of his rule his country was at the great-

est and happiest stages of her history, and it was

one of the greatest ages of the world. Most of this

was due to the wisdom of Pericles, and this is why

he holds the place he does in the world's history.

• * *

Phidias: Born about 500 years before Christ,

time of death uncertain. His fame is based on the

fact that he was one of the greatest of Greek sculp-

tors. Prior to his undertaking the work of a sculp-

tor he had studied painting with one of the Greek

masters of the art, and when he took up the work of

a sculptor he combined the effects of the colorist

with his efforts on the ivory, wood, and marble' on

which he wrought. In some of the colossal figures

he executed, the nude parts, such as the hands and

feet, were of ivory, while the drapery was of gold,

enriched with enameled coloring, and the result

was a great splendor of effect, not attained by any

other sculptor prior to or cotemporary with him.

Some of his work is preserved in the British Muse-

um. But it is as one of the world's greatest sculp-

tors combining the inimitable skill of both color

effect and form that gives him his place among
men.
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are apt to say and do ugly and cruel thin
ting that they can never be unsaid or
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ways broken vases.
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Now the moral of all this is that the break sh
never be made in the first place. Our vanit'
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be touched, our ideas of what is r\^\,,
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wrenched and then we say and do things th

may have occasion to regret in after-life aV
utterly without avail. If you have ever sM
done a wrong thing to one who has passed you
never fix it up in this or any other world, for th

is no going backward hereafter to right a v
The direct method of prevention in the first i)|

is the one to follow. This implies thought, andl'

ing very sure of our grounds All through
iHl- li

ble judgment and punishment are forbidden
[

The reason seems to be our fallibility and ourcu

sequent inability to do justice.

F'riends grow not on every limb, and oncc

have one we should be very careful, exceedingly >„

how we crack the vase. It is a coarse nature thi

imagines because a friend is a friend we are entitled!

to say and do mean things. The opposite is a niucli

better plan. Therefore, remember to take care.

Confucius: Born in China, 551 B. C, died, 479
B. C. His name in Chinese is Cong-fu-tze, and if

impressing one's individuality on people constitutes

greatness, then Confucius is one of the world's

greatest men. He was a philosopher, according to

the Chinese ideas, and he was not the head ,of a

great system of religion,—what he taught not being

a system at all—but rather the formulating of certain

principles of morality and equity, as applicable to

society and to politics as they are to religion. A
great deal of what he inculcated has the stamp of

high morality, and he was accepted as authority by

millions. There are at least two thousand temples

erected in China to his memory, and his impress is

on uncounted millions of people, dead and living.

Obedience to parents and reverence for ancestors

are two of Confucius' great features, and this is a

distinguishing characteristic of the Chinese to this

day. Truly, if influencing the world constitutes

greatness, Confucius is entitled to a first place in

the history of the eminent.

Socrates: Born in Athens about 469 B. C.

He was a man who acquired a remarkable tact in

dealing with practical morality. He was remark-

ably pious according to his times and had a stead-

fast belief in the existence of a Supreme Being

and Creator of the universe. It is this exposition

of his views, his high morality and his general

teachings that give him a place among the leaders

of men. He claimed for himself much that could

not be established, such as saying that he was in

communication with the gods, and that he acted

under their guidance. He maintained the immor-
tality of the soul and from what he taught and the

nature of his teaching and its influence on his sur-

roundings, is entitled to fame

QUERIES AND ANSWERS.

Is there any cliance for a ynuiig ni.-in [rum the coiiiilry li.

cure a position in the city?

Very little indeed, unless he has good recom-

mendations, and some special knowledge .ind, bet-

ter than all, frieads to talk for him.

* * »

How soon after the winning of the suhsfribers' pri;e mi

the library of fifty books be sent?

Right away. As soon as it is settled the winm

gets his books.
* « *

Are such games as checkers and domnioes morally wroiiL'

There are so many better ways of spending one'

time that the question answers itself largely.

* * *

Can wild flowering plants be transplanted in gardens?

Very readily, and properly combined theyniH'

very effective ornamental plants. All flowers >

wild in some part of the world.

* « #

I have heard that the common crawfish nf the 5ir<^a""

'

edible. Is that correct?

Yes, there are people who eat ihcm.

1 the nM«
Is there any truth in spiritualism?

The grain of truth that may be hidden in t

of fraud and general rubbish has never beensei^i

ed from its surroundings, if it exists nt all.

# * « ,
^^
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liable?

They seem to the Inglenook to be

^""J"'^^_]^,,

vised schemes to separate the fool an '=

^^^^^

If you can't get married where everyho V

you better let it alone.
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OUR SHORT SERnON,

Text: Taking Care.

TiiKKE is oni- thing that we should be caieful
about, and that is in our rel.ations with our fellow
creatures in the matter of what wc say and do. We

,ithout»

et a"''

fiammation. It can be

cases to the amount of a quart a day
^^ ^^^

Sweet oil is olive oil, and when swc^^^

rancid is not unpleasant to take.

guised in many ways.
* • *
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LAYINO AN OCBAN CABLE.

i„r.ipliy •' wire is run between the

iN
!•""'

"',5*"aiHl
connected with suitable instiu-

"'"'"""'Iding T"! receiving signals. The wire

"'""'rl'lron and is supported by poles high

iOS"»'
llyOl

the earth to save it from accidental

,(o"S''
^''"'"^

The poles are fitted with glass insula-

,,(erence- wire touches so that

' of the current, and the

The P'

„e points where th.

,v be no " leakage
litie

HI'')

^ closely to guard it from molestation
|,„ii»atci^

_^ ^^ .^ ^^ injured. If experience

'"'
'"hTihe route first selected is unsuitable, an-

*"*
1, taken with little extra trouble or ex-

0*""'.'
_ ..„. en ivith a cable. Its wires must be

„„ be taken w.

I, i; not so with a cable.

I „:ti, a stout envelope through which the

'""'tier cannot penetrate, for the electricity

!" ".
|„5t if the conductors had a bare spot.

rnble must lie on the bottom and risk the dan-

'

tli.it
threaten it. If it be injured the precise

''"\iM be found only by difficult calculations, and

''h found the cable must be sought and brought

'

Jh,
surface from a depth perhaps of miles. Ke-

°j,.i ihese difficulties there is a great one that is

n«l on a property of electricity itself. Every
'

knows that if a strong current meets resistance,

til is developed as in the common incandescent

tlt'cinclight. Now, nothing that is yet known is a

(eel conductor, and if a strong current is passed

liroogh the best ones we have the conductor will

jet warm and some electricity is lost. On land this

dots not amount to anything, for the lines are not

[ontinuoiis for very great distances, but have " re-

"
at intervals where the weakened current is

[orced. This cannot be done on a cable, and

tleclncians were puzzled to find some means by

fhieli a current could be caused to traverse several

thousand miles of copper wire without being so

powerful as to destroy the cable. It was found that

the current was so weak when its journey was end-

ed ih.it it could not move an ordinary Morse instru-

ment, so a s)stem was devised that employs appar-

atus of another sort and of exquisite sensitiveness.

II order to understand why a route for a pro-

pi^sed cabt^js sought with such care, the structure
ol the cable itself should be known— for on its safe-

I) defends the success of the enterpristt. A cable
consists of a " core " of wire that is really the im-
poitant part of the whole, and a covering of some
"sulating and protecting material. The core is

nude o( strands, of copper woven into a rope-like
md.and weighs from 70 to 400 pouads per mile-
!'»the shore ends that have to stand the surf are
much stronger .ind heavier than the deep sea por-
lions. The stranded form is more flexible than a
™J rod, and is not so apt to be broken in laying,
'•tmre is coated with a mixture of resin, tar and
f""' pcrcha, that is to act as a cement and hold

"iukation firmly to the wires.

^^

' insulating material must comply with many
^'qwcinents. It must not conduct electricity and

J
""''"' "leakage" as much as possible; it

«te thoroughly waterproof, for the. sea water
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does not decay readily and does not dis-
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the conditions. That is

and

Suttj
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Advantage is taken of this in
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"'^ heated gum is forced

« draw'" r ^"""""ding the core, and as the
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I
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''""'^quired
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have \J?
'''^^^''^^"is have befallen cables.
them in two, swordfish have

been known to cut them, and once a whale got en-
tangled in oiu- and broke it in his struggles. Other
marine animals do damage at times, among Ihem
the "ship worm," that devastates vessels and wood-
eh piers in some seas. These pests bore into the
insulation and admit the water by millions of holes,

of course ruining the cable. The only defense lies

in making the cable strong enough to resist them
by sheathing it with wire, but best of all is to

choose a route as free from such enemies as is prac-

ticable.

Finding the best route is the most difficult thing
connected with submarine telegraphy, though few
outside of scientific circles ever think of it. The
surface of the earth beneath the ocean is as irregu-

lar as it is elsewhere, and a cable can no more be
laid at random on the sea floor than can a line of

rails be laid haphazard on land. In either case a

suitable bed is necessary, but it is obtainable in

very different manner. The bed of a railway is

made. If mountain.s lie in the way they are tun-

neled or cut through; streams are bridged and val-

leys crossed by embankments, but cable engineers

can do nothing of the sort, for human skill is use-

less in the deep waters. A bed must be found

ready made, and the only means of finding it is the

sounding rod.

The rod in use In the United States was invented

by Capt. C. D. Sigsbee, of the ill-fated Maine, and
is an improved form of the one contrived by Prof.

J. M. Brooke, now of the Virginia military institute.

Omitting details, it consists of a cylinder arranged

to sink into the mud and retain a specimen of the

bottpm. It is weighted by a shot that is automatic-

ally released when the bottom is reached, thus re-

lieving the line, and lessening the danger of losing

the rod. The line is of piano wire, and is coiled on

a reel that registers the revolutions made in paying

out, and so gives the depth. Besides the rod, the

line carries a "cup," also an in\ention of Capt.

Sigsbee, that collects a sample of the water near

the bottom, and a peculiar form of thermometer

that is not affected by the pressure of the water.

With this equipment, each sounding gives the

depth of the water, the temperature and composi-

tion of its lower strata and the character of the bot

torn, and from these data the cable surveyor deduc-

es the knowledge he requires.

When a new cable is projected a surveying ship

is fitted with sounding appliances and sails slowly

over the proposed route. Soundings are made as

often as is demanded by the character of the sea

floor, and if this be fairly level and uniform the in

tervals are made longer than if it be rough and un

even. The depths are recorded and compared,

and from them a profile is prepared that

shows the different levels of the bottom and its

hills and valleys. A steep slope is dangerous, as

the tendency to slip down puts a severe strain on

the cable that may break it. F"or the same reason

a narrow ravine is to be avoided, as its edges may
chafe and destroy the insulation, even if the whole

cable is not cut through—and there is no means of

overcommg these obstacles except by avoiding

them. Very deep water is objectionable because it

is difficult to lay the cable in it and still more so to

grapple and raise it if it should need repairs.

The material brought up from the bottom is of

great value as indicating the state of the water and

sea floor. Over a large part of the ocean the bot-

tom is covered with a light powilcry mass called

ooze.

It is made of the shells or tests of little animals

that can hardly be seen without a microscope, that

have died and settled to the bottom as snowflakes

settle through the .itmosphere to the earth This

is the sort of deposit that made our beds of lime-

stone ages ago, and it is the best kind of resting

place for a cable, for it sinks into the soft, fluffy

mass, and is protected from harm. Ooze shows

still water, for a current would wash it away as a

wind blows snowflakes, and if the floor sloped

steeply the ooze would slip down like sand on a

roof, so when the rod shows ooze it indicates calm,

still water, and a nearly level floor. A hard bottom

of gravel, rocl< or clay shows a current that should

be avoided if possible. Near shore the refuse from

the land may heap up into piles of rotting matters

that may be injurious, and some.kinds of seaweeds

are said to have done damage, perhaps by the

iodine they contain.

Submarine volcanoes would destroy a cable very

promptly, and they should be detected in advance
if possible. The thermometer aids in this search,
s a sudden rise in temperature is suggested, but

the rod is apt to bring up bits of volcanic ash or
lava that wall be conclusive.

If any great obstacle is found another route must
be tried, and these trials must be continued till a
practicable one be found—a task that may take
years, but when it is finally discovered a great step
in the advancement of the world is made.

WHAT THE SENATE COSTS.

5me to cost Uncle SAm twice as much per mem-
sr, per annum, as tli* Tiouse. Almost all of the

The United States Senate has been popularly
dubbed " the Millionaires' Club."

It is the cheapest club in the world for the poor
man to join. Its perquisites, daily increasing, are
too enormous for reckoning. The newly-prepared
report of the secretary of this dignified body re-

veals some amusing facts. It shows, for instance,

that a local drug firm received in the last fiscal year
more than 81,700 for medicines and toilet articles.

These were supplied to the senators for their indi-

vidual use and paid for out of the generous pocket
of Uncle Sam. No small item of this e.xpenditure

was 1,000 doses of bromo seltzer and bromo
caffeine. Three dozens of caffeine powders, four

cases of lithia water, two bottles of bromo lithia and
§2. 70 worth of lithia tablets further contributed to

keep the senatorial system in good repair. Twelve
pounds of soda mint tablets were purchased for the

alleviation of " that dark brown taste," and the ex-

travagant sum of eighty cents was exclTanged for

tabules for indigestion.

To each senator there are four employes, in \ari-

ous capacities. The smaller body of congress has

come
ber, pe

sixty messengers receive Si 440 a year each, where-

as the old blind chaplain is considered to l)e worth
only S900. Vet he is dependent upon some one to

lead him daily to and from the capitol. Laborers

in the folding-room get Si,000, and those who run

the elevators enjoy still more. Si, 200. The man in

charge of the stationery-room draws £2,102.40 an-

nually; his assistants, Si,.Soo and £l,200 respective-

ly. The little pages who wait upon senators get

S75 a month, the postmaster of tlie senate §2,250

annually, firemen Si,095 and the upholsterer and

locksmith Si,440.

By far the greatest proportion of expense in-

curred each year for toilet articles is demanded by

the senate barber-shops and bathrooms. It is not

generally known that each member of this distin-

guished body is barberized gratis as many times a

day as he wishes. In conjunction are all the appur-

tenances to Turkish and Russian baths. Skilled

masseurs are always in readiness to hasten the

course of slothful blood

During one hot week in June the senate paid S13G

for lemons for, lemonade, and shortly afterward re-

turned no less than 3.700 empty bottles which had

contained lithia water. But the taxpayer should

not grow long-faced at such a modest rate of revel-

ry as this, considering the fact that fifteen years

ago nearly every committee-room at the senate end

of the capitol had its provision of liquors purchased

by the chairman or by a member with a reputation

as a connoisseur.

The senator's salary of 55,000 a year is per-

haps nothing to brag of. Yet it is just S5,000 a

year more than given to members of the British

house of lords for their parliamentary duties. To
this add S125 allowed each year for newspapers

and stationery, only about S50 of which need be

spent. Further add an allowance for railroad mile- -

age given at the beginning and end of each ses-

sion, and which neeil not be cvcjiended by those who

hold passes.

While seated at his desk a senator need only clap

his hands to summon as many pages as necessary

to order his lunch, deliver his notes or fetch him

books, stationery or a glass of water. If a chair-

man of a committee he has at his personal disposal

the clerkship of that committee, insuring a hand-

some salary of $2,000 or $3,000, not to mention an

assistant clerkship or messengorship at from $1,440

up. If without a chairmanship he. is insured the

personal appointment of a clerk at Si, 500 a year.

" Everywhere in life the true question is not what

we gain, but what wo ^o. — Tlionurs Cortylc.
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THE SIGNS.

IIY ANNA M. MITCHEL.

Whilk \vf hear a great deal nowadays about the

habits ami superstitions of the people in foreign

lands, there are equally remarkable customs in our

own land, seldom heard of outside their own lo-

cality. For instance, there are the "sign" be-

lievers, those people who have great faith in doing

their work in accordance with some particular sign

—either of the moon, stars or certain days of the

month.

Numerous specimens of this class of people are

still in existence among the hills and hollows of

IVnnsylvania.

As a general rule the sign man doesn't concern

himself much about the social and political problem

of" the day. It takes all his surplus energy and in-

tellect to keep on the right track of the various

signs that are his especial hobby.

Kor the benefit of those who have never been in-

troiUiced to the science of signs, it will be necessary

to explain that it is a sort of forty-second cousin to

thai of "spooks," witches and the like.

The sign class don't all believe in and practice

the same signs however.

Some rely entirely upon the different phases of

the moon, such as the light and dark of the moon,

the fulness thereof, and the moon's ascension and

(lescension. The last two are usually referred to, in

brief but significant terms, as the "up" and the

"down" signs. Other signologers include all the

constellations in the zodiac along with the moon.

Anyone desiring information along these lines

is respectfully referred to the almanac, as from that

\ohimc the greater part of the signs are extracted.

The devout bi-Iiever in signs wilt not begin any

important work until his particular sign for that

work comes along. Under the benign influence of

the sign he feels confident of success.

No matter in how favorable a condition every-

thing may be for planting, he would think it folly

to plant his corn or potatoes except during full

moon— thus insuring a full crop.

It is a fact, however, that the man who plants in

the sign usually has to go to his neighbor (who
[ilants in the ground) for his seed potatoes, corn

and so forth. The aforesaid neighbor also frequent-

ly assists in filling up a chronic state of vacancy in

the larder of the sign man. While this may indi-

cate a hitch in the growth of the crops, I do not

wish to insinuate a want of capability on the part of

the sign. No indeed!

It is probably dueto this hitch however that the

cows of the sign man are so apt to take those pe-

culiar diseases known as " hollow horn " and "wolf
in the tail."

A generous application of spirits of turpentine to

these extremities is supposed to have a very stimu-

lating effect upon the debilitated organization of

the animal.

In old times, that is from fifty to one hundred or
more years ago, it was commonly attributed to

witchcraft when horses and cattle failed to thrive,

and when their bones made such an emphatic ap-
pearance as to threaten to pierce the cuticle.

While this opinion is not so prevalent any more, the
cure given by a famous witch exterminator, lo a

man whose cattle were thus afflicted, might be just

as effective in these days. His prescription was to
" always keep a good supply of hay in the barn and
nevir let the corncrib get quite empty of corn."

The woman who believes in signs is even more
lavish in the use of them than the man. One house-
keeper blames her poor success in baking light

biead on the fact that her bakeoven was built in the
"down" sign. Another one is careful to sow her
cabbage seed in the sign of the Head to insure a
good crop of sourcrout.

When a new supply of yeast is to be made, it

must be done during full moon and the "up" sign.

Did you ever fry ham or bacon that the slices curled
up in the pan and you had trouble to get it properly
browned? Just set it down that the porker those
slices came from departed this life in the " up sign."

Any fair reader who contemplates "bileing soap "

should heed the instructions of a sagacious old lady
whose reputation as a soapmaker has been exceed-
ingly great. Her plan is to set the ashes in the sign

of the Lion, so that the lye will be good and strong,

and boils llie soap in the " tlown " sign so it will not

overflow the kettle. The recipe for making sour

vinegar doesn't come from the almanac, It looks

as if it had been invented by some cynical old

bachelor. It is very simple. Just put your mouth

to the bunghole of the vinegar barrel and repeat the

names of the seven worst-tempered women )-ou are

acquainted with. Hut whatever you do, be carefid

and not, undertake, in the sign of the Crab, any

work you wish to see prosper. It is supposed to

have a tendency to advance backwards.

Xi'ivbi/rf^, Pa.

BIQ TELESCOPES.

Speaking of large telescopes and Iheir possibili-

ties, Garrett Serviss writes as follows in the San

Francisco Examiner:

The gigantic horizontal telescope at the I'aris

Exposition excites the wonder of the crowd by the

size and length ofits huge metal tube, but it shows

no celestial marvels because the completion of its

object glass has been delayed by accident. The
great instrument is sufficiently complete, however,

to demonstrate th.it the limit of size has not )et

been reached in the making of telescopes.

We shall have telescopes 200, and, perhaps, 300

feet long, extended horizontally like this one, and

furnished, as it is, with enormous mirrors to reflect

the images of stars and planets into the system of

refracting and magnifying lenses, which constitute

the telescope proper. We shall see object glasses

five or six feet in diameter, and attempts will be

made to use them up to the extreme theoretical

limit of their magnifying powers—saj' 5,000 or

6,000 times linear measurement. A magnification

of 6,000 times would bring the moon within an ap-

parent distance of only forty miles from the observ-

er's eye. Enthusiasts talk of a magnification of

10.000 limes as within the possibilities. That
would mean an apprarent distance of only twenty-

four miles for the moon and 2,500 miles for Venus,
when she is nearest.

These figures are imposing to the imagination.

The moon within twenty-four miles would be al-

most within reach of shot from one of the tremend-
ous rifled cannon that several nations are now
hastening to make, without any idea, at present, of

undertaking extra terrestrial conquests. Venus
within 2.500 miles would be no farther than San
Francisco is in a direct line from New York. That
is close neighborhood for two worlds. Put them
actually so near one another and their gravitation

would bring them together with a continent-smash-

ing crash.

I repeat, then, it imposes upon the imagination
to think of a telescope capable of making these two
bodies, the moon and Venus, appear to the eye as

if, respectively, only twenty-four miles and 2,500
miles away. But a little reflection shows that this

is not enough. Unfortunately, the atmosphere,
without which astronomical, like military, opera-
tions cannot be conducted by human beings, does
not permit the successful employment of telescopic
magnifying powers of 5,000 or 6,000 diameters.

1 have seen some of the mountainous landscapes
of the moon with a power of more than 2,000
diameters applied to the great Lick telescope.
These landscapes were brought within an apparent
distance of 100 miles, and, what was the result? A
curious blur of light and shadow, in which only'
general features were recognizable and the detail
was lost. The fault was in the atmosphere, whose
ceaseless undulations are magnified by the tele-
scope until, with high powers, they practically
intercept clear vision. With our present form of
telescopes we must emigrate to the moon and ac-
climate ourselves in a world without air before we
can usefully employ magnifying powers exceeding
1,000 or 2,000 times. Even a magnification of 10,-

000, which some French astronomers talk of, would
not suffice to solve the mysteries of the moon and
the planets. We must have a power of 250,000 to
bring the moon inside of a mile's distance. With
such a power, supposing the vision clear and dis-
tinct, we could see such things as trees, rocks and
animals of a large size, if they existed. To study
the features of two lunar lovers sentimentally con-
templating the shiping earth from a peach gardenm the moon we should require a power of 250000-
000. Seriously, then, it must be evident that the
Pans telescope, wonderful as it is, cannot be the

immediate precursor of con
ble of opening up the intimate seen'"""' ''!"•

worlds to human eyes. Yet there is r
*"' °' "'^"

discouraged. We must find

"^' '"strumtn,

> no rea'""l lo
1^- a SI 1

^ be

telescope—we, who have made for o"'"
'"'

"><

electrical eye which sees things hidden""''"' "
ble. We Shan not give up ,L t^^::^':^^-
celestial regions. Let us discover .ol ' ""

l"in.

He new

,

... -
,

•'-i some
Iciple in optics, and as the first Galileo c

'

thousand degrees into space, let his suc"""^''"'*
ought to be a twentieth centuiv mm

'

million.
>'"""• "rry,„.

ZINC IN ARKANSAS.

I'KRHAi's the most interssting phase of
r.l]

, .

- - -- '"-^""S pnase of II,

evolution of zinc production into one of il,

industries of the country is the addition of I'h^",
kansas district to the southwestern

field \
counties of northwestern Arkansas are comin,

'

idly into prominence because of the zinc j,"
"

they contain. The counties are in the
portion of the Ozarks. Their topography com,
of narrow but exceedingly fertile valleys

lot-

ridges and tortuous watercourses, bounded by c „
yon-like cliffs, affording the finest scenery to

'

found between the Alleghanies and the Rock,,
The broken character of the region has deten,

railroad building. The zinc deposits lie fitly to ^
enty-five miles from rail transportation.

A full day of mountain staging must be done i.

reach the edge of the zinc district of Arkaiis,,

The existence of ore in this almost terra incogm:

was made known by wandering geologists a nunilji-

of years ago, says Har/ic/s Weekly. The first rcill.

impressive information the country had of this mii

ernl wealth was when a nugget of pure zinc on

weighing 12.700 pounds, over six tons, was cxhilii!

ed at the Columbian Itxposition in 1S93 with lli

explanation that it was a specimen chunk from

mountain of the same " down in Arkansas." Tin-

sounded large, but it was really not much of an e:

aggeration. The owners of the cliff out of winch

the zinc " Jumbo " xVas gouged subsequently ion

away overlying dirt and rock and exposed a face 01

ore which has been the marvel of visiting scientist!

and miners ever since. They erected a mill '<wi

built a tramway. Selecting the richest of the oic,

they have been crushing and separating and sliiji-

ping for several years.

This product is hauled over the niounlnin roails-

a day's journey— to the head of navig;ilion ofi

White River. Thence it is boated lOomiKii'i

railroad connection and so finds its way to the -«

for exportation to Belgium. Presumably there is

some margin of profit with all of these draivhacks

in transportation. The same men have been con-

ducting the business for years and are still widi ''-

They have shipped by this expensive route ovci l.OT

tons of cleaned ore. They operated their miiiei*"

ore was worth about one-half of what is l'^"

it now. At this the pioneer of the producn

of the Arkansas district no rock bearinR ••

twelve per cent of its weight in ore is cni^l

the Joplin district four and five per cent lu--

through the crusher and separator with prohl.

At the Morning Star—for that is the ap|ir»l"'"

name of the mine which has led in thedevt -

of the Arkansas district—thousands of 1'

"

of a grade which would be considered P"'"^'
. „

Missouri and Kansas are heaped in g"'''' ""
.

In fact, it is not improbable that the whole »««

tain side may some time be worked over lor M
^^_^

which seems to permeate not only all

formations but even the dirt. The fornir'

geologist of Arkansas, I'rof. Branner, ""»

University of California, visited this
"'""^^'J

ly development and carried away W '"

,,

tests some of the soil as well as f''''S"'"L mi*

rock. Soon after he reached Little Ro"

back to the superintendent;
" Don't throw away any mor

thirteen per cent metallic zinc.

At the church of Strathfieldsaye. » '"^"'^ ,„,„ig<'|

of Wellington was a regular attend"'"'
J^^;^,,

,rt»i

was preaching, and when he ended the *'|,° |j.„,if.

up the stairs, opened the pulpit d""'
Ij^. („,

il*]

slammed it to and then opened ''"j, 1,^1.1?

preacher to go out. The preacher askc
.^^^

^,,,1

in the vestry why he had shut the d"°^,^
,|„.,v*

'"

opening it and the verger replied,

that, sir, to wake the duke."

of that dirt; 11
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^JJ„,,unication8 to OUR Missionamy Kbauing

Ohio-
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n THK Church.—To show the con

Irawlng power of vile shows com

h, note the following facts; In

ve cities of Texas, while

s going on, backed by a

1(1
a* '"

,

no Ihe '^'"''^
•.• IT v,-i

'" L most progressive c.t.es of Texas, wh.le a

^"'""elical churches in the city, while under

j(
e<n<iS'

^^ Pfjday night with two thousand

'"

1
oSnt. ""'y eighty-seven of them were

*''
.. That same night there entered one of

theatricals six hundred and seventeen

j„ On the Sunday night following, the

"°^Kun\ had one hundred and eighty young
*"

"sent, but the theatrical had I,24,S men and
""

Mtered its doors between the hours of eight and

tpasl eleven o'clock. It is an appalling fact

of our cities where, we need most

The average in all
1,1 in those parts

tatcheswehave the fewest

is not less than ten saloons to every

ihurcli.
^Danger Signak for New Century Mn iltood.

l« EK OF Little Things.—You may think that

insisnificant, the work we ask of each member;

ilylorcail a few books is all that the Circleactually

:quires, though we hope that the reading will lead

niiich service. Kach reader should be moved to

something for Jesus. Much depends on little

limjs. The battle of Dunbar was decided against

lie Siotch because their matches had given out.

IVhen an army or a regiment comes to a bridge

,ire always commanded to break ranks, for

Im simultaneous tread will destroy the strongest

jiidge, A bridge at Angiers, France, and a bridge

it Houghton, England, went down because the regi-

iitnl kept step while crossing. Little causes and

[nat results. Christianity was introduced into

|apan by the falling overboard of a pocket Bible

\m\ i ship in the harbor of Tokio. Nearly four-

\m lumdred Circle members ready to do good in

v.irioiis ways, ready to work in his vineyard, at

bjie M abroad, should accomplish much for

lllsl.

Toil L,\iE.— ,\ minister told of one young man
ikicametohis study after serving his third sen-
'net in prison: he was only twenty-seven years
'ill. Iwt his life had been bad, he was old in sin.

* minister pleaded with him to live a better life,
'J ihis was the young man's reply; "My friend,
»i

15 all good advice that you are giving me, but
Wcivell-nigh passed the stopping place. I am

^^'""il by a thousand and one bands, and each of
"» It seems to me, is as strong as iron. . I have
'

' y« tried in vain to break these bands that

lilktl'h
I

'
''"' " '' ""=''''^- " "ly mother or my

I

" ''^" Biven me this advice twelve years ago,
"Bht have been different. Then I might have
'"ed. Now 1 fear it is too later

[Ch„,; , "'"f
Above -If ye then be risen with

in l,'„j
,

1.°"= "''"B^ which are above. There

"''tinol
"^" '^"'™"^ '" 'he dark, like that

that
'°''*'^^*°''m. another life which crawls

«ik|.,
i,

° ""= '^P'i'e. The life in the eagle

'''""•» thr' 7 '° ^"^"^ "' """ """ ''"' ""^ '^''S''-'"

*'t,irih 7" ^""^ '' "°"''^ i]"!' burrowing in

' 3^"'ding darkness, it would seek to''« the

*tobu

;'"««re „e 1,

""row. It is

mole-life into the eagle, and it would
" 't IS not a pleasing thought that

'""""inth T"
"^^ '"°''= '"'I 'ep'ile-life which

"'
S'^es J ',1

'' "'' "^'^'^i' on the earth's surface.

"til
looks'

°"^''^ "Christ the resurrection life

>">. c Vr"""-'" '5 an implicit trust, an

"'"lanifest
"" '" "''^ '-°''^ Jesus himself,

'Nls „f ,,
" "*'=" hy a hearty obedience to the

ne Oospel. The value of obedience
Ms

"itir.

I, """"ands ,j
P°"«'' a«l truthfulness of him

i°"
'"•"""»„- ,"°w useless, then, is all .submis-

_;'"" 'edem:,""'°^">' '" "'at'ers that pertain to

Itsh "'"''itnu,,
I

"*'""" "" ^"14'ly- Yet this
''"'

When .i!;
"

..
^"hey lean upon the arm of".imd

'"^'>'=^ fails them they fall.

^oa Sunday H School

Introspection—a looking inward is indispensa-
ble to a good life. We need to be honest with
ourselves as well as with our neighbors in order to
have a conscience void of offense. A scrutiny not
only of our deeds but of the motives that lead to
them must be a daily exercise if we would grow in
grace and develop spiritual strength. The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, but the end of
the Gospel, which is the fulness of wisdom, is love
out of a pure heart and a good conscience and faith

unfeigned. If this end or purpose is kept in mind,
we shall not turn aside into vain jangling, and be-
come teachers of new things and worshipers of
modern deities.

The Gospel of Jesus never grows old. It has al-

ways to the unsophisticated heart the freshness and
beauty of eternal youth. He who could truthfully

say, " Before Abraham was I am," could also de-

clare, " Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
vvbrds shall not pass away." But the words of men
are transient, and soon lose their power and fade

out of the world's memory. Babylon in the height

of its glory was thronged with orators and poets,

philosophers and soothsayers, but wfio now knows
even their names? Yet Daniel, the mouthpiece of

Jehovah, is a household word in all civilized lands,

and his story and prophecy are the delight of a

pious hearts.

Paul represents preachers of the Gospel as build-

ers, and warns them against carelessness in the se

lection of their material. Wood, hay, and stubble

are not fit to be laid upon the apostolic foundation

and he who works them in, as many do at the

present time, will in the end suffer loss. They who
are seeking salvation should be carefully instructed

as to the right way of finding it. They should be

led to read the Scriptures for themselves, that their

confidence may be in God not in man. They should

view each item of the Gospel in the full light of di

\ine truth, and be made sure of every step they take

as they come into the kingdom of heaven.

The Sa\ior rebuked the Pharisees for appearing

religious before men while their minds were alien-

ated from God and their desires were controlled by

worldly ambition. The Psalmist's prayer was,

Cleanse Thou me from secret faults. The hidden

or interior man rules the outer. Hence the com-

mand, " Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of

it are the issues of life." Out of the abundance of

the heart the mouth speaks. The good man out of

the good treasure therein sends forth good things,

and the evil man out of the evil treasure sends forth

evil things.

Facts, without persuasion, are far better than

persu.ision without facts, in winning souls for

Christ. If we could only present Christ as he real-

ly is, how surely men would be drawn to him with-

out the pressure of our clumsy urging! Says Mr.

Sankey, out of his lifelong experience: "People

come to Christ, I find, in a very simple way." Not

through argument or persuasion, so much as

through simple presentation of Christ as he is, do

men accept him. This is a truth for preacher and

teacher alike to have in mind.

Ai'i'ARENTLV few people know that they have

control over their likings and dislikes. Vet this

control is implied in many of the injunctions of

the New Testament. For example, Paul tells the

saints at Colosse to set their affections on things

above, not on things on the earth. This he would

not have done had they not had power over their af-

fections to place them where they wished. The

will is, or should be, under God, the ruler of the

mind, liringing all into subjection to the Lord Jesus

Christ-

Manv if not all ot the ills which have afflicted the

churclies of Christ have sprung from the conduct of

men that fancy they know more about the will of

God than the apostles knew. Just as the Pharisees

thought they could devise a better worship than

Moses taught them, so our modern pastors think

their own wisdom a safer guitic than the word of

faith which Paul preached.

BOOK NOTICES.

In this corner of the 'Nook will be published,
from week to week, reviews and notices of new
books, such as seem, in our judgment, best fitted
for the improvement and interest of our readers.
Readers are often puzzled to know what to get
when they want a book. In this column they will
find notices of new books, what they are about, and
how they treat their subjects. Publishers who send
books for review may omit the usual accompanying
notices, as the Inglenook has ideas of its own.
Simply address The Inglenook. Klgin, Illinois.

The Editor will get them, if sent by either mail or
express.

Our Presidents, And How We Make Them.
By Col. A. K. McClure. 498 pages, price S2.00.
Published by Harper & Bros., New York, N. Y.

This is a most valuable addition to our historical lit-

erature, dealing, as it does with every president from
Washington down to McKinley. Ordinarily books
about our presidents are more or less biographical
in their character, or deal with statistics, and while
this class of books is all well enough for reference,

or interesting to the critical student of politics, the
'

volume under considefation is a different sort of

production entirely. It is a live book by a live

man. The author is a veteran jiewspaper man, giv-

en to politics from his birth, and while he has had
to refer to written history for his facts prior to his

coming on the scene of action, it is astonishing how
great a part he has 'played personally in the polit-

ical history of our country. He tells the inside of

things, as one who was on the ground and took a

part in the performance of them. This constitutes

the charm of the hook, and at the same time is its

element of weakness. It is interesting because it is
*

told in a lively way, and it "strings out" like a

romance. It is a difl^cult thing to invest political

details with anything like graceful movement, but

the author does it. This is the newspaper man of

it, and a skilled one he is. The element of weak-
ness in the book is the strong personality of the

writer. He has notions of his own. and he gets

them into the book. But, however personal he is

usually correct, and the reader of the \oIunie

will find himself in possession of a vast number of

inside facts and details of our presidential charac-

ters that will be a re\e!ation to the average man or

woman.

George Washington, by Woodrow Wilson. 333
pages, cloth, price Si. 50, Harper & Bros., New York.

In the years gone by a Life of Washington would

have suggested a stilted, ponderous, book with

published correspondence, in fine print, the whole

prefaced with a picture of the general's crossing the

Delaware. Nowadays things are done differentl)',

and the book before" us is a case in point. While

this book is historically accurate it is as interesting

as a romance. It is a good book for a present to

some boy, or even to a father from his son, and it

has all the elements of permanency of value about

it.

The story starts with an account of the condi-

tions in colonial Virginia, and follows him through

the Revolutionary war and up to the date of his

death at Mt. Vernon. The chief charm of the book

lies in its pleasant telling and there is much of the

personality of the great nian that has found its way

into the account that will be new'to most readers,

as it deals with the man and neighbor as well as the

military genius. We extract a paragraph from

page 110:

" Washington loved horses .md dogs with the

heartiest sportsman of them all. He had a great

gusto for stalking deer with George Mason on the

broad forested tracks round Gunston Hall, and
liked often to take gun or lod after lesser game
when the days fell dull; but best of all he loved a

horse's back, and the hard ride for hours together

after the dogs and a crafty quarry -a horse it put a

man to his points to ride, a country where the run-

ning was only for those who dared. His own
mounts could nowhere be bettered in Virginia.

There was full blood of Araby in his noble Magno-
lia, and as good luinting blootl as was to be found

in the colony in his Blueskin and Ajax, Valiant and
Chinckling. His hounds he bre<l * .so flew'd, so

sanded.' so matched in speed and habit, that they

kept always tune and pace together in the field.

'A cry nu>re tuneable was ne\er holla'd to, nor

cheered with horn.' than theirs when they were let

'spend their mouths' till echo replied 'as if an-

other chase were in the skies." 'Twas first to the

stables for him always in the morning, and then to

the kennels."
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THE CHICAGO DOQ HOSPITAL.

The north side has a doj; hospital, wheii: afflicted

canines are treated for all kinds of ailments, from

flea bites to St. Vitus' dance. Horses are also treat-

ed, but doctoring dogs is the principal feature of

the institution. The dogs arc located one above

the other, on either side of a wide space in cages or

boxes, covered in front by hcivy screens. In the

boxes were dogs with various queer complaints, in

.addition to many common ones.

.'M one end two cages contained two cats, and it

w.as noticed for the first time that it was possible for

cats to remairtSinmovcd by the bark of a dog. The

felines had probably discovered that they were safe

from intrusion. One of the cats, a I'ersian, was suf-

fering from consumption, which she h.ld acquired

at a cat boarding-house while the owner was away

at the seaside. The doctor considered the consump-

tive beyond the hope of medical assistance. The

other cat had been through a recent fire and had re-

mained in the burning building so long that she had

a pair of badly smoked lungs. V.apor inhalations

were rapidly restoring the lungs to their normal

condition.

As might be expected, most of the dogs were

troubled with skin diseases, but there were a nam-

ber of them with complaints not nearly so common.

One canine, in a box with a curtain hanging over

the front of his bars to keep out the light, was

afflicted with ophthalmia. The doctoi was treating

his eyes constantly and announced that within a

reasonable time he would effect a complete cure.

In another cage were two dogs, brothers, who had

been brought to the hospital suffering from St.

Vitus' dance. They had been under the care of the

physician for some time and were nearing recovery.

Each was still slightly affected, occasionally, with

a twitching of the legs, but it w.as said that the im-

provement in each case had been marked. The

doctor was giving the dogs a strychnine and arsenic

treatment.

A dog with a somewhat enlarged neck was on the

high ro.id to recovery. The remedies which were

being applied were resulting in the absorption of

the enlargement. .'Another dog was suffering from

a mild attack of asthma, but it had shown much im-

provement since arriving at the hospital. One of

the most remarkable cases under treatment was

that of a smooth-coated St. Bernard suffering from a

bad attack of rickets. The effects of the disease

were most plainly discernible in the dog's forefeet.

The ankles dropped inward and the feet turned out-

ward in as pronounced a way as could be found in

the most severe case in a human being.

This St. Bernard, as well as all the large dogs at

the hospital, was not confined in a box, but was

kept in a stall, which was originally constructed for

the accommodation of a horse. In another stall

was a big dog with a broken foreleg. The animal

had been struck by a cable train and knocked under

a wagon, which had run over the leg. The injured

limb was bandaged to await the reduction of the

swelling, when the broken bones would be set and

the leg placed in a plaster cast.

The aristocratic occupant of a boxed stall was a

large white bulldog, which had been in the hospital

before. The dog was there this time to receive a

little attention in regard to the condition of his

skin. On a previous visit he came for dental atten-

tion. In an endeavor to bite a brickbat or masticate

a rock he had Broken off both tusks, or canine teeth,

of the upper jaw. These missing tusks were re-

placed with solid gold teeth built up on the roots of

the broken ones.

One day recently a man hurried to the hospital

with a dog that was badly distressed. Dog catchers

had made an attack on the animal and in the on-

slaught they had in some way torn out the poor

beast's eye, which was hanging by the optic nerve

and one of the muscles. The doctor replaced the

eye in the socket and took a few stitches in the cor-

ners of the lids to hold the ball tightly in place

until the muscles could ha\e time to become reat-

tached.

A few days ago one of the queerest cases ever at

the hospital w.'is discharged. The patient was a

Yorkshire terrier belonging to the wife of a chewing

gum manufacturer. Of course there was always

plenty of gum in the house and the family had

naturally taught the dog the art of chewing the

stuff. Beppo finally became quite fond of the deli-

cacy, but some way the family was unable to edu-

cate the pet up to sticking the gum on the back of

his chair or under the table after he had chewed it

long enough.

Beppo swallowed it, probably considering that

the quickest way to get rid of it.

.\s the head of the family made the gum it would

not do to think that the goods would hurt anybody

or anything. So when Beppo was exhibiting his

talent for chewing to visitors and suddenly swal-

lowed his gum the folks said nothing but simply

gave him more. But unknown to the family Bep-

po's appetite grew beyond his control. When no

one was around to give him gum he chewed and

swallowed rubber bands, sections of overshoes, etc.

Finally the terrier gave evidences of indigestion

and he was bundled off in the dog ambulance which

the hospital keeps for emergency cases and landed

in the dog doctor's office.

The physician succeeded in extracting from

Beppo's stomach about half a pound of gum or

enough to make sixty-seven sticks, twenty-three

rubber bands and seventeen pieces of old overshoes.

Beppo was then returned home with orders to dis-

continue his chewing gum and rubber diet.

" Yes, we have some great experiences in this

business," said Dr. Young. " Some people think as

much of their dogs as if they were children and

they sometimes bring them in here as often as

parents would take sick children to a doctor.

Often they demand that something be done for a

dog when nothing is the matter with it. Then we

have to do about like the doctor who gives bread

pills.

" Once I was in a restaurant close by eating my
luncheon. Suddenly I heard a great commotion in

front and just as I was about to get up and see what

was the matter a woman rushed back and laid a

badly-injured dog on the table where I was eating

and asked me to do something for it immediately.

She was half crazy and hardly knew what she was

doing. I told her we would go to the hospital, as

nothing could be done there in the restaurant, and

so we started for my oflfice. The dog had been run

over by the cable train. It was an extremely great

pet of the woman, as could readily be seen by her

actions. Arrived at the hospital the woman laid

the dog down and I told her at once that it was

dead. She gave a piercing shriek and fell in a faint

on the floor. Then I had to de\ ote my attention to

reviving her, which I accomplished in a short time.

She was inconsolable over the loss of the little

animal."
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CHINESE LAWLESSNESS.

John Liddele, of San Francisco, was speaking

yesterday of some characteristics of the Chinese.

" I have noticed in the papers recently," he said,

"a story of how one Wung Kai Kee, a Chinese art-

ist, had furnished a paper here with the Chinese

symbol for ' Kill all the foreigners.' On account of

this Wung Kai Kee had incurred the displeasure of

his compatriots, and had fled, fearing for his life.

Fortunately, Wung seems to have found means of

squaring matters, for he has apparently returned

home, relieved of dread. This is a typical case,

and will serve to point out to you in the East what

we in the West are all too familiar with. The
Chinaman has a thorough and progressive con-

tempt for all laws but his own. He obeys the law

of the country he is in if he has to, but he seldom
appeals to it, and is prone, when he thinks wrong
has been done him, to take the law in his own
hands. Oriental justice is not Christian justice,

yet wherever Chinamen are to be found there will

be found as well innumerable instances of Oriental

justice having been administered by them. A
Chinaman offends or transgresses some Chinese law

in America. The offense may also break an Ameri-
can law, and the remedy in an American court may
lie at hand. But do the aggrieved Chinese try it?

They straightway meet in one of their secret con-
claves and proceed to prescribe the punishment to

be meted out to that particular Chinaman—death as

often as not. Then they deal out that law of the
land wherein they live, and in ninety-nine cases out
of a hundred they escape scot free. This usually is

the work of the highbinders, or some kindred secret
society, and wherever their devilish work is done
heavy punishment should be dealt out to the
offenders. If they can't be caught, take a leaf out
of the Chinaman's own code of criminal procedure

shaved. 'Little Pete' wanted to see

paper, so he sent his guard across the street II

copy, as no suspicious characters seemed aki
The guard was gone less than a minute, bin iu
was sufficient, and when he got back, '

Little

had been gathered to his fathers. Hi;

was never apprehended.
'• One evening in a crowded street in Chinatown

"

continued Mr. Liddele, " a Chinese woman was shoi

and instantly killed. At one cross-street corr

the time were a lieutenant of police and thn,

patrolmen. At the other cross-street corner wen

two more policemen, while directly across tlie

street another policeman was slowly pacing his

beat. At the shot the three forces converged tap.

idly to the point where the murder had occurred,

and arrested all the 'Chinks' they could lay their

hands on. There lay the murdered woman on the

sidewalk, deliberately killed on a crowded and

brilliantly lighted street, within eyesight and ear-

shot of seven guardians of the law. For all thai,

however, her murderer got away scot free. Itw.

found afterward that the Chinaman who had doi

the deed never made a move to escape, but, having

shot his \ ictim down, thrust the weapon up his

sleeve and calmly watclietl her die. The police

arrested him along with a score of others, but

as they could prove nothing and no witnesses were

forthcoming they had to let him go Yel the

smoke of that pistol shot was still in the air when

the first policeman got to the scene.

"
I give you these instances to show you the

deadly and fiendish ingenuity of the Chinaman,

when he sets out to kill or punish. He defies your

law, and in utter contempt of it t.ikes the la» into

his own hands. He should be punished for wMt

he does. But alas! our law and our method of ad-

ministering it seem helpless to reach him or to pro-

tect those whom the Chinamen, in secret condw

have decreed must die. Some drastic method

»

proceeding with Chinese cases should he invenW

to inspire Chinamen with a respect for Anicr.cai

law, which they now hold in contempt.

SALTING BABIES.

i
whick

One of the most curious "' ""^
l'"'^""Vhai»l

have come down to us from Biblical times,siM

salting newly-born infants. This quaint ri e
>

B^^

erally practiced among the Armen.ansol
^^^

who carefully cover the child's body with W^^_^^

salt. The duration of the 'i'^ '"""."
."'be«

which the child is bathed ""> considereo^
^^^^^^

free from all evil influences which ro.iy "»>

ed its birth.
willP""

The Greeks believe that the children
^^ ^^^

,,

up puny and weak—never coming to '^S,^
^^^,

they are not salted. From this cause tn

mortality-the babes dying in <:°""''"°
„ siill

ol'

In many parts of Germany the ciis

^^^^^,^1.

tains, but happily the infants are no
^^^^^^^

^

ruthless suffering, a pinch of salt °'^'"''
„,,oiO''

hind the child's ears, or put "" "''-' '°
,„ orde'

"

ried in a packet among the garmen

ward off evil spirits and wishes.

~*^
'

I
full ''''''

J

In the United States navy the ''^'
>'^j,|,

ariit*

ble is as follows (the number
'""""""jj^i,-

&«"

shows the number of ounces): Hr" ^,,„,eal

l; bread, 4; butter, 1; milk, 6; ^^"e'Y'
_jj;ro'>'

beefsteak, 6. Dinner-Rice soup, h, °
j;
c¥

beef or roast or boiled fowl, 8; l'° ''
with

'»''

vegetables, 6; pickles, 1 ;
bread pud" c^?" \

6; or custarri, frozen, 8; fresh fruit,f.
^. ^„,d,»>^

bread, 6; butter, i;milk, 2; sugar, ,,„„

«

slewed "''4; bread, 6; butter,

mutton or coltl roast beef, 4i

baked fresh fruit or apple sauce, 4-



<"» THE • INGLENOOK » » »

What They Say!

Chicago says:

^'^TTycM'' Companion m our

»'""
u Imber seems belter than the

Ic.
£''" "

, have a Sunday-school class

<«*°S°°'j
firls from thirteen to eighteen

l..W*t,°i:,he INGI.ENOOK as a Sunday

'Yfp'I.wO they
"""''''8'""""'"' "•"

;«.*"" O O

Crence, low., Spe.k. Out.

,h much satisfaction that I express

I"' , „( the INGLENOOK. Its appear-

1'""°'
nl make-up are snch that it at

'""' Cast -'be reader. It has foond

"'"rrnyf"" ""'"" ^"'"''""°'

,"11* eW'"""
""""""' "'""'"

Ml. Morris Says:

„ KoumoK easily takes rank among

^:;,.«„g
peoples papers m the country.

'

,„,lb,nmost o( them because of the

'„olthesillylo«e stories and light read-

,, is a most valuable addition to the

Lp's publications. No family should be

„„„._£«. a i. Aft//"-.

o o

Umrk, 111.. Has An Opinion.

;Vt bjve been receiving the InglenOOK

(MisMrted. We like It very well. I would

,» ste II go to all Che homes of the land.

libon semions arc good for both old and

„;.-£« /, B. Troill.

a

From the College.

ijke Ihe Inglenook. I am much pleased

h its sleady and almost marvelous growth.

( lad thai it is sought after by our people,

hold and young, is evidence that it proves

Jllo be in fact what it purports to be.—/. G.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

ialllhe young people's papers thai I have
rseen and read 1 think there is none that

»ieid as great or as desirable influence
MIS readers as the ISGLENOOK.— W. A'.

mr.

O O
And tlagerstown, Md., Has This

:

lave been a consent reader of the Ingle-
lilrom its beginning lo the present time,
Irtile il is not specially intended for the
lytiUnd somcthiiiK that interests me in

• issue. lam intertsied in the 'NooK be-
»y exptclaiiri.s.

1 especially recom-
rcaders. — A'/rf. A. B.

It to ibe

O
*>WarRaplJs, Iowa, They Say:

l-fcrch paper. vVc trust its future may
''"J'ud useful „„e.-y.;f.;l./,7/,,.

o o
Another From Iowa,

I'CrT,^ '^'''.ENOOK from ,ts birth,

-.lial.?/ '"''"
' ""^'^ "" '"rl- 1>

» plated

7'""'
'" '"'"' "''' '"'* y'^'E-

l*t „„, i'°°"'
^''ssion Sunday school,

««"'""""''" 's that It can not be

"'•fC '
^'

""""'V^'^hool paper.-

O O

^^^^«'ca!i7'^"
""' ^^"^^ the INGLE-

'^'^^^^eCV' ^'S'^^ *' The Editor
''^ «t 'he readers.-/.. IT. TV./^,^.

O

V.^^'J**

•*<>*" •nMi^oi.rl.

,*'^"«'^ave°'j''^^
have wondered why

''"*"y.r. ^ '"^ '" ^he church.-

o o

'^ ^''^dwha,. '"^ Papers one

'^'rf. /Iw« WampUr.

And Me Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing hnk "

in our church pubiicalions.—/oAn E. Mohler.

O O
From Batavia, in.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.—>Vr. and Mrs. L. A. Pol-
lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— IC. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in nur family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with \\.—Eld. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/«(j.
Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think It a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/o^/i
C. Zug.

O O

And Also Hagerstown, fid.

The Inglenook 1 regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the famify aiixiously awaitiiiK its Cum-
ing. God bless the Inglenook.— /i^. ^. Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—y<i5/V/- Burnlhouse.

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before, The Question Column
is another feature of great interest.

—

Daniel

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—i". Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. —/. W.

Chambers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of theJlNGLE-

NOOK gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. W.

Wayland.
O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook's weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes m the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of prmted matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— 7". F, Imler.

I.s Certainly a Beautiful City in the Fox River Valley. It is a
Charming City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots
...In Every Part of the City...

We also have at all times some Choice Farms in the Vicinity
of Elg-in for sale. For information and particulars address:

^loxiao ^Axxls. ^looli. EJIjOIJNr. XILiXa.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books on the second page of
the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the INGLENOOK? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State Street, - - . . Elgin, III.

Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State St., Elgin, III.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
IP you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

.imount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER.
Omaha, Nkbr.Land Commissioner U. P. Ry.

. l^<iLK^UOK wbr^vril
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Just What You Want I

r divisions in tht

nyel
jtnd AUbitma

What were the p»rl

fSlh Congicss-

How were the rrcsidenls elected pnoi

to 1A04'

The Jibove. and thousands 0I othei

.locstiun-i niis«crtdin the

VOTER'S MANUAL and

„ARGI!IIIENT SEHLER.
FOR THE VEST POCICKT,

A itrictly non-pattisan compilation. A book that

should be in the possession ol every An'""^''"
^f*'',"

It contains coroDiete slatislics ol all president al elec-

tions from WasniDRton to the present lime, cia^sinca

and arraoBcd lot instant relerence.

LIATBSS. kMiieaelj «aboi«4. «oU lUmplng. 36 enU.

laorH. iiBdiemslr enbonei, Ifii rtaaploi. - 26 MflM.

Postpaid on receiDtol price, Posl^ge stamps taken In

paTmenl Liberal discount to the Trade and Agents.

0-00. W. nolal©.
Fublisher and Bookseller.

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
- IS SOLD BY -

qo 10 9S Market St.

, i?ir.LR:tooK *h'

HENRV McBRlDE,
Dealer m and Shipper nl

Stone, l.ime. Cement Stucco Hair. Brick.

^ewe^ Pipe. Dram lile.

7 Saulh SUt« Street. W«at Side. EIbih, 111.

Ii»nlion Ihe INr.l.ESiiOK wtirr wnltni.

STOT^E! r*OST.
INDK-vTRllTIItl-K.

inducements to agenl
may prohtabl) enRag'
for sale. For term^

Vf. A. DICKET. N«ad, Mlnml Co., Ind.

Sold nearly on*- half
el)enp»r than iron or

siecl fence posts, Great

an work lerriloty. Agents
r manulaciure. Couutl«a
:ular» address with stamp:

flish Bpos.
H .A.rt1I»"W"-A.IXES,

>ves, Furnaces. Builders Hardware,

Wagon Wood Stock.

13 N. Htiit* St. (Tel, No. ij.t ELGIN, ILL.

TRY THEM! Telephone lo8.

cfc iSOTCX,

7B South State Street.

...J. J. JAMES...

Fancy • Groceries • and Fruits

120 West Chicago Sired,

Telephone ,«.. ELGIN, ILL.

Mtntlon l»i» INdLKKOOlt «h»n wnllnj.

Plaut & Co.
. 1.1UK...

Fall Suits and Overcoats
Arc Now in Large Vai

£LOIN, ILL.

ci.rii.ii n.- INOI.K-NOOK wlim '

Cap Goods-.
We send Cap Gooiis by mail to all parts of

the United States. A large assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin. 111.

PS.—Note that we have
moved IromMt. Morris,

III., to Elgin, 111.

« IJrnLKNOOK whe

FREE Something Entirely
New m a

^A-I^OEJ
The Best on Earlh. I'osiliveh l.iven .\way ou

Chiislmas Eve, moo. Call aud
...Register at, ,

ELQIN HARDWARE COMPANY,
13 Chicago Street. Elgin, 111.

Mrniion th* IXRLrtOOK whrn wnttus-

THE 60SPEL MESSENGER,

A Religious Weekly, at Si.50 per Annum.

The GosPBL Messkngkr. published In the interests

ol the Brethren, or Dunker. Church, is an uocomptomis-

ing advocate ol primitive Christianity.

And most earnestly pleads lor a return to the apostolic

order ol worship and practice.

It holds that the Bible is a divinely-Inspired book,

and reco(mi«s the New Testament as the on]v inlallible

rule ol laith and practice for the people ol Ood.

It also holds to the doctrine ol the Trinity; teaches

future rewards and punisl)nient. and emphasues the im-

portance of a pure, holy and upnght Itle belore God and

man.
It maintains that only those who remain faithful until

death have the promise ol eternal Ule;

That Faith. Repeoiance and Baptism ate conditions

ol pardon, and hence lor the remission ol

That Trine Immersion or dipping the candidate three

times lace-lorward is Christian Baptism

That Feet-washing, as taught in lohn 13. is a divine

rved in the church,

Supper is 3 meal, and. In connection

National Business College.
Roanoke. Virginia,

Succeeds in securmg posilmns for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted. CHAS. B. ECKERLX. Prealdent.

Fine Fall Term Opening.

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

Witll Taper and Window Glass.

Ift4 Clilcatso Street. • r ELGUi. ILL.

K'niion 111* INULnoOK ohrn wiilinE.

S
command to be obi

Tllat the Lord' ,,__
with the Communion, should be taken In the evening.

alter the close ol the day;

That the Salutation ol the Holy Kiss, or Kiss ol

Charity, is binding upon the followers of Christ:

That War and Retaliation are contrary to the spirit

and self-denying pnnciples of the religion of Jesus Chnst.

That a Non-Conformity to the world in daily walk.

dress, customs and conversation is essential to true

holiness and Christian piety.

It maintains that in public worship, or religious exer-

cises. Christians should appear as directed in i Cor. 11:

*.S-

It also advocates the Scriptural duty ol Anointing the

Ick with oil in the name of the Lord.

In short, it is a vindicator ol alt that Christ and the

Apostles have enjoined upon us. and aims, amid the con-

flicting theories and discords of modern Christendom, to

point out ground that all must concede to be infallibly

sale. Address;

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.
Flrin, Illinois

Doctrine of the Brethren Defended.

n,v ELD. R. H. MILLER.

A book of 2g8 pages setting forth in careful-

ly prepared arguments the special tenets of

faith that are emphasized in the Brethren

hurch. All members of the church should

liave a copy. It is also a splendid book fur the

nquirer. Well bound in cloth. Price, 75

cents, prepaid.

Brethren Publishing House,

Elgin, Illinois.

Do You Have Headaches?

Reliable Headache t Powders
Curt Headaches. Perfectly harmless; patislnc-

rion guaranteed, as Cents bv mail.

WELD & HALL, Druggists,

Elgin, 111.

Meul."n II'" IN01.KNIM)K whrii wnlm«.

Trine Immersion as the Apostolic Form

of Christian Baptism.

Ily ELD. JAAIES QUINTEB,

The author, a life-time student of the Bible

and biblical literature, spent his best days in

looking up the subject of immersion from ev-

ery possible standpoint. In this book he gives

the result uf his investigations in such an unbi-

ased manner tliat all professors of Christ will

find The book especially helpful in studying

the subjfct. 36Q pages. Cloth, price, go cents.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

BRETHREN'S watches] Slj each. Ilksita
ed price-list Itee.

H. E. NUWCOMEK, Mount Morrln. III.

GALVANIZED STEEL STAYS

rrrrrs

ACKEMANN'^
THE BIG STORE

Elgin, Illinois.

Bis ixi E^eryti,!
Svit Prices.

Take Only the Best...

Wt have aimed ,0 make our Stock ,K .and most reliable in this ,ici„;°
"" '*

the largest. b„, the bes,
]"" ~"°'

"'

IS none too good lor us a„d our i,'.",'"""!

believeinbuyingthebestga ' «'

tared and selling tl.em at a L«;,7'
pront, holding, therefore. „„,

'"

from year to year.
'

'^"^'"^er

ACKEBANN'S,

A Kitchen Piano...
" Everything at her lingers' endi,"

Nothinn to walk or long lor. Sugar, flour, !jili, ipic

milk, eggs and molasses in Ibis jell-cleanioit mm
We make nine ditfereni kinds of k tchen cabmtli, ioji

in our new catalogue, free. Hoosler Mlj. Co,.

a8 Adams St. Ntw Castlt.lnd,

M.niiori llir lSr,Li;Si)OK "lii-n »rilio|.

Rugust Scheeie Co.

The Finest Bakery in the Cit)

M.iil as Cts. for

Children's E=Z Waist.

All Si7.es Sent Frepaiil by Maii.

Nolte's Department Store

Elgin, 111.

Oood Slxoos!
Where Can We Buy Good.

Reliable Shoes?

This question is asked many times, by young

and old. by rich and poor. We are in a posi-

tion to furnish you with the very best footwear

at prices that will please you. Give us a call

and look at our new tall lines.

J. F
1 Uuuglna Avvnue,

McKlInn the IKGLKHOOK

ETTflER,
ELGIN, ILL.

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION for the reason that
ley hold the line wires on fenct; in perfect p^isition. not
ll'jwing them to sag or spread. Strong, durable, orna-
lental and suitable lor all larm and other purposes
H lite for free catalogues. .Agents wanted in every town-
ibip. Address:

THE C. M. FENCE STAY CO.,

Lock Box 8. Covington, Ohio,

Ufmion li.e IN(;LKMHIK wlii^ii wriliiiK.

A Square Talk About the...

...Inspiration of the Bible.

ihe HiKlitsi K''
Buy Give 1

...Will Con'

xsieizx.

.11 and wc

Illinois.

TT»xi0x1.-IMwci©

C! L.OTHING
[or Fall and Winler 3l Iht

BIQ BOSTON CLOTHINO STORE.

D. J.
ChamLierliti & Co..

ELtilN. HI'-

Mi-nllnn tli. lM)l.tM"'K "lnH "rlllM-

Ky H. L. HASTINGS.

tnlIdD Uia IKHUOmOV wbMi wntini.

M1LKINE...
IILK,

ulatcd Milk Food

the only f™>d that l>y it-

iiipport* life, here slcril-
lUdcouccutratcd.

I'*'- ' s the perfect food Ionic,

1^*" S the most concentrated
n( fi>o<lf, here iu the moat ou-

MILK. MALT, MEAT make MILKINE,
Iat.it'. a

READING CIRCLE BOOKS.

Special to members of our Missionary Read-

ing Circle. We offer the following list of

books, as outlined in the Missionary Course, at

the following low prices:

Nothing is more efTectual than giving a good
reason to a thinking mind for the position one
holds on any question. From this standpoint

the author ably defends the inspiration of the
Word of God. While he uses strong argu-
ments yet he puts them in such a way that he
who reads may comprehend fully. A valuable
book to every Christian. 94 pages, neatly
bound in cloth. Price, 50 cents, postpaid.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

-A.—

Has just been staried in

Fin V«ar,

Dr. Pterson
/V"

I'Ul UJ. 1

Tal.in^
y IHH dercd fill

Ihe nddili
iijpicw

uof '

...ppcd. J. FPil<e---

Trunks and }{skPness
TraTclIng Bags ud Monc Furniibioca.

No. fl CfalcMBO HIrMi, -. ELGIN, ILL.

New Acts ol the Apostles
(d.So)

LUe ol Judson is cts.

New Era. Josiah Strong (cloth, 7S cts.). . 3S cts.

•• Do Not Say," iS cis-

fieooud Y«a>'.

Dlvtoe Enterprise ol Missions. Plersoo
(•i.sO

Memoir ol Moffat, is cts.

Cunctsa History of Utwions, Bliss (7S
cents)

South America,— t'le Neglected Conli-
neat (7S cents)

SPECIAL OFFER.

For (4 40 cash with order we will send all the

above etgbt books, bound in cloth (except " Do
Not Say"), prepaid. The retail value of the

books is $5.75- This offer is good only to regu-

lar members of Our Missionary Reading Circle.

Address;

Brethren Publishing Housb,
12 and 24 S. State. Elgin, III.

*"****^ Phone 1043, Free Delivery to all Parts

Choice ;
oi,i„cii,,

! (irocerles t
Everything Qood to Eat

. : At Ihis slore. We carry a large"•*••"* carelully selected stock ol Orotiei
and
rl«a

date, fresh, and theHnd Crorkery. ^tock alwa .

best quality the market atlordu, jj^^ FLINN
Cor. State and Chicago Sts,, Elgin. Ill,

Seven Churches of Asia.

This is a moat interesting book relating to the
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IF LOVE BE ONE.

The skies arc black, the winds are hold

•llie road is rniigh and long;

But wliat arc clouds and stony ways

When hearts are full of song?

And iwo lliere be who walk life's path

Unheeding wltid or weather,

And minding but your meVry sprite

Who binds their hearts together.

All ways are smooth, all days ;ire bright

With him for guide and sun;

And three are always cumpany

If love be one!

Tlie road is smooth, the wind is soft,

The sky is clear o'erhead;

But what are pleasant ways and days

To those whose hearts are dead?

And what is song that fills the ears

IJut can no fartlier go?

And what is light that eyes can see

IJut souls can never know?

All, two there be that walk life's path

As though ihey walked alone;

For two are never company
If love be gone.

LiIi,lLL
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THE INGLENO0K.
THE CONFLICT OF LIFE.

BV the Ihorn-Ii-road and no other

Is the mount of vision won:

tread il without shrinking, brother!

Jesus trod it,—press thou on!

Ily thy trustful, calm endeavor,

Uiiiding, cheering, like the sun.

Earth-hound hearts thou shall deliver,—

Oh, for their sake, press thou on!

Be this world the wiser, stronger.

For thy life of pain and peace:

While It needs thee, oh, no longer

Pray thou for thy quick release;

Pray thou, undisheartened, rather,

That Ihou he a faithful son:

By thy prayer of Jesus,—" Father,

Not my will, but thine, be done!
"

— Stitfittf/ Joltuson.

SLAVERY DAYS.

KvEHV reader knows on general principles what a

,|or«l man is, and what slavery was. But few

the facts of the slave trade, and at this re-

lole day its story reads like an evil page of his-

II)'. t cost the people of this country thousands

)gtt tile African here, and it cost thousands of

to break his chains. And we still have

inund are likely to till the end of time. About a

Dzeii years after the discovery of America the

oftuguese engaged in the slave trade. It was taken

p by the English, as a matter of profit, and in 1620

le Dutch landed a lot of twenty at Jamestown,
'a.and this was the start of the traffic in the Unit-

i Stales It was a very profitable piece of busi-

es. The averat^e cost of five hundred men, wom-
D .ind children was about Sl,S, and the average

pnce on this side was, for men, S260, for

en, S205, and the boys brought 5155 each. On
iiolher hand it should be remembered that it has
m calculated that for every one delivered and
iMhtre seven others perished, one way and an-
te, which will he shown later.

During the days of the legitimacy of the slave
* nothing wa* easier than to fit out a ship, take
a cargo of rum, and gewgaws, such as would de-
IW 'I'E soul of an African chief, and set sail for the
«l»l the dark continent. In the earlier stage of
"teiness there were several ways of securing a
8« Ihe African chief had taken a lot ofprison-

l^"""!

these he sold, or the slavers themselves

Its vZ' "'"°""ded a village, set f^re to the
'lied all who resisted and the old and the

,Vi°;?'/"''
^'°^^ ""= '^^^ '° the coast and

'".en K
" '"' ""^ '°"e voyage,- with the

ie methods in vogue in slavery days that

»« the r""v''
'"'"'"' ''°"""' ''"'^ better treat-

lUevo J*"'
!;° "'^ °"hem sickened and died

»scatd
'' ^"^ crowded together very

'plenty "T ''"'''"'•'' °" =» ''ain, food was not
''' 'o'' 'r<--sh air and the like, there"* of Mich thi

'^'ilhoui

"S for

'/"Iteinain

Da
11,;

ngs. When there were dead
over the side of the

ceremony and it was not an uncom-

*^^^'°"'-dshot

Th,

"lired

ey were

live man to be shackled to a dead
so for some days before It was no-

dis„,
peculiarly liable to smallpo.x and

ft it,
„.'"' ""d it is said that a slave ship

Flrlre;

In

" Presp
-""iv. 111.11 A airtvc snip

"'*'hap„eri, I"''"
'"' miles around, wher-

'"'"Ifiil OH
°" account of the peculiar

the
best nri i""'"^ ''°™ 'he cargo.

^'"""he bun
"'" ''"'" '" ^'avers, the place set

*'i"o(he, " f"^° *=>' five feet, eight inch-

"Wcious 1° *'
""" 'e*^'' '-"'^ ^°"ic of 'he

k!?'*ay,h'7"' P^x^l^^d their human cargo

>.„d,:'"^,^.
fee' of one was in the lap of

r""!! o„
I,

"' shingled with humans the boat
-W „,

' '°"K' wearisome
Nl c,„ .

"'='1 of the
: journey to Havana,

Hd
""'

boat fiT
'"'" "'"''^'- '' is recorded

/"'pitched
^^' °' "''='" ''i"! in one night

>''°''=i'ltha,,r-'"'''°"''' f°°'' fo'- the sharks.

' *'"'"•
"f bid r

"'""''''y W'-'s regarded other
hick. On one sla\ er the close

confinement, and the bad conditions generally, ren-
dered thirty of the- cargo blind. Not much fuss was
made over the unfortunates. They were now use-
less as slaves and were promptly pitched over-
board. It was often the case that the captives vol-
untarily plunged overboard and escaped by suicide.
Others attempted to starve themselves, and there
was a provision for such cases in an instrument
forced into the mouths of the slaves and by means
of a screw it was made to open and food thrust in,

thus compelling them to live.

From 1680 to 1786 there were brought to our
country 2,130,000 slaves, and those in the trade said
that of every thousand slaves captured in the in-

terior of Africa five hundred died on the terrible
march to the coast, and of the remaining five hun-
dred one hundred and twenty-live died on the voy-
age- To this dreadful mortality must be added the
number killed in the capture of the original thou-
sand that started on the march to the sea.

After a while the horror of the thing dawned on
the several governments and the business was out-
lawed, and men of war set about capturing and de-
stroying those engaged in the trade.

Then began a series of evasions and escapes on
the part of those engaged in the nefarious traffic.

It is said that when a slaver loaded with his human
freight was sure to be overhauled and punished—
hanging, it was- he watched his chance and if he
had night at his command, the whole cargo walked
the plank into the sea. After that when they
caught him he was only an innocent mariner. But
the business was finally wiped out as far as Africa

was concerned.

But a hundred or more years afterward the coun-

try ran red with blood shed over the slave and his

freedom, and the end is not yet over the colored

man. But the incomprehensible part of it was that

all people consented originally to the traffic, and
only here and there was there a man with a head

clear enough to see the enormity of the thing.

Preachers ad\'Ocated the system, and wherever

there was a man who opposed the business his life

was made a burden to him. The worst of it is over

now, but what a nightmare it is to think about at

the present day.

•UP THE SPOUT" IN CHINA.

dishWhat the public house or hotel is to^n En
town the pawnshop is to a Chinese community.

Its lofty solid building rears itself above the

houses and forms the most prominent feature of

the bird's-eye view of any city or town. They are

now national institutions, and were known to exist

in the days of Confucius, over 2,500 years ago.

In those days usurers charged exorbitant interest

for money lent, and very frequently the borrower

disappeared with his booty for good. To one in-

genious lender there came an idea. As hostages

were given in war as a guarantee of good faith, why-

should not borrowers deposit pledges for the money
lent them? Thus originated pawnbroking in China.

The pawnshop is a square building, towering to

some seventy or eighty feet above the ground.

The first twenty feet are built of solid granite,

the remainder of best brick. As precautions

against fire and thie\'es, the)' are most solidly built.

No woodwork is allowed on the outside, and the

walls are raised several feet above the roof. The
windows are very small and tightly laced with thick

iron bars, and inside arc iron shutters to repel

flames.

The eight or ten-storied building stands several

feet back from the street line. There is a small

doorway, and behind it stands a wooden screen

bearing the name of the pawnshop. Instead of the

English " three balls " the Chinese pawning sign

consists of two. This represents the bottle gourd,

used in China as a natural life buoy, and thus pro-

claims. the pawnshop as "The Life Preserver."

Behind this signboard is a small courtyard,

where all business is transacted. The front of the

shop is fenced off with iron bars, like a lion's cage,
six feet above the ground. The Chinese coming to
pawn his winter clothes hands up the bundle to the
broker behind the bars.

The Chinese "uncle" fixes the price, gives the
"nephew" a ticket, and the money; the pledge is

ticketed and packed away, just as in England.
The rates of interest are high. On advances of

less than ten shillings thirty-six per cent per an-
num is charged: from ten shillings to ;fl, twenty-
four per cent, and on larger sums slightly less.

But during the winter months articles can be re-

deemed at a deduction of one-third in the interest,
as a concession to the needs of the poor.
A pledge may hold good for three years. After

that time it cannot be redeemed.
Periodically the pawnshops sell off their unre-

deemed pledges to second-hand shops, sales di-

rect to the public being forbidden.

On migrating to Australia, America, or elsewhere,
the Chinaman pawns his implements of worship-
censer, urn, tripod, etc., thus leaving them in secur-
ity till his return. Pawnshops are also used as
banks.

A man having saved some money consigns it to

the pawnbroker for safe custody, paying a small fee

for the privilege. From time to time he is admit-
ted to see 'that his treasure is still intact or to add
to it.

There are three classes of pawnshops in China.
The largest are, of course, the more respectable,

while the smaller houses are more grasping in their

business. Both are duly licensed by the govern-
ment, and pay an annual fee. There are also small

secret pawnshops existing outside the law, and only

by connivance with the officials, whose compla-
cency is purchased. In China the business of pawn-
broking is honorable, and followed by the highest

men in the kingdom. Much of Li Hung Chang's
\ast wealth has come and still comes from his five

large pawnshops. He is pawnbroker as well as

Vicero)'.

The Chinese " uncle's " great enemies are fire and
thieves. If fire originates in the shop the propri-

etor must pay the full value of all pledges de-

stroyed. If the building is wrecked by a fire start-

ing outside the owner is exempt save for a small

percentage. As to robbtsrs, cartloads of stones are

stored to repel an attack, prompted b}- the rich booty

of the pawnshop. The attendants are also armed,

but not infrequently the places are wrecked by

gangs of robbers.

WHEN niNDS ARE BRIOHTEST.

Swift was fifty-nine when his brain gave birth to

" Gulliver's Travels."

Thomas Hood's "The Song of the Shirt" and
" The Bridge of Sighs " were written when he was

forty-six.

George Eliot was near her fiftieth year when

she wrote " Middlemarch," and this was succeeded

by " Daniel Deronda."

Bacon's greatest work took fifty-nine years to

mature and Grote's "History of Greece" some

years longer.

Longfellow wrote "Hiawatha" at forty-eight,

and Oliver Wendell Holmes gave us "Songs in

Many Keys " when he had passed his fifty-fifth

birthd.ay.

Cowpcr had turned the half century when he

wrote "The Task " and "John Gilpin," and De Foe

was within two years of sixty when he published

" Robinson Crusoe."

Milton's mind rose to its highest capacity when

the blind poet was between fifty-four and fifty-nine.

It was at this period of his existence when he of-

fered to the world " Paradise Lost."

Sir Walter Scott was forty-four when his " Waver-

ley " made its appearance, and nearly all those

stories which have conferred lastingjfame upon him

were composed after the age of forty-six.
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^ Correspondence ^
THE YOSEMITB VALLEY.

BY JUSTUS H. CI. INK.

Among the natural wonders of the world the

Yosemite Valley is not surpassed. It is a granite

walled chasm located in the heart of the Sierra

Nevada mountains, Mariposa Count)-, California,

about one hundred and fifty miles east of San Fran-

cisco "as the crow flies." It is seven miles long.

The width varies from one-half mile to one mile.

It is bounded on e\-er\' side by frowning cliffs three

thousand to six thousand feet hi{;h. Over these

cliffs leap numerous waterfalls of greater or less

volume. Their height varies from three hundred

and fifty feet to two thousand at a single bound.

In making these terrific leaps they present forms

of inexpressible grandeur and loveliness. The

Merced river, clear as crystal and cold as ice. runs

through it. So clear is the water that numerous

trout may be seen at any depth. The banks of

the stream present many forms of beauty. Its en-

tire course through the valley is through sylvan

s^lades and grassy meadows bordered by fragrant

shrubbery and many varieties of wild flowers.

Surely nature has wonderfully endowed this isolat-

ed spot. I say isolated, because the nearest ap-

proach to the valley bj- rail is eighty miles. At

present the tourist must make the journej- by

means of stages. During the summer season these

stages make trips daily.

Not many years ago this marvelous gorge was

the hiding place of a band of annoying and hostile

Indians, who boasted that they had a place where

"white man no catch 'urn." In 1S51 a body of sol-

diers in pursuit of the Indians were the first white

men to look upon the Yosemite. Strange to say,

they returned without making any mention of the

unspeakable grandeur of the place. Only an inci-

dental allusion was made to a waterfall, they
" guessed was a thousand feet high." A few years

later the valley was more thoroughly explored by
some parties who returned with graphic accounts

of the marvelous sublimity and beauty of the place,

also with sketches of some of the most striking

features. Thus the \alley was made known to the

world and since then its far spread fame has at-

tracted to it thousands of tourists annually-

Early in June, IQOO, the writer accompanied by
three friends started from Fresno, California, ert

roiik for the Yosemite. Our outfit consisted of a

covered wagon drawn by two horses, a large tent

and bedding, food sufficient for se\'eral weeks and
cooking utensils. The distance from Fresno is

about one hundred and thirty miles. The greater

part of this is through the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains. The first twenty miles of the journey lay

through the almost unbroken wheat region of the

San Joaquin Valley. Here it was hot and dusty,

and there was little water. At six o'clock we were
well into the foot-hills. Water was yet scarce, but
fate favored us and we came to a schoolhouse by
the road where there was a well of very good wa-
ter Here we made our camp. The horses were
fed, the lent pitched, and supper was prepared.
After supper we arranged our bed, which was com-
posed of a canvas and a number of blankets and
comforters. These we placed on the ground. I

found the bed a little too hard for sleep that night,

but in the successive nights it was amply comforta-
ble. I never slept better anywhere than flat on the
ground, high up in the Sierras.

On the following evening we found ourselves far

into the mountains. It was cooler and more pleas-
ant. There was water everywhere. Babbling
brooks came leaping down the mountain's side al-

most at every turn of the road. There was lots of
timber the finest I ever saw. For many miles we
drove through primeval forests of pine, cedar,
spruce and fir. To one who lived in an arid, treeless
country, the scenery was grand. Not a tree had
been cut. The woods were fresh from the hands of
the Creator. Never had the axe of the woodman
marred their original beauty; but a far more won-
derful sight in the shape of trees was yet in store
for us. We had not yet reached the spot where
nature had been most lavish in her forests. We
had not seen California's big trees,— her gigantic
Sequoias.

About three o'clock in the afternoon of the third

day we stood in the midst of the Mariposa Hig

Tree grove. A wonderful sight met us. Almost

before we were aware we were in the very presence

of an enormous giant of the forest, a tree twenty or

thirty feet in diameter. I will not dwell on the big

trees now, but may speak of them at length subse-

quently.

On the following day, late in the afternoon, I had

my first glimpse of the Yosemite Valle)*. We were

driving down a tolerably steep incline about one

mile above Glacial Point. As the road made a sud-

den turn we found ourselves on the \ery edge of a

precipice more than three thousand feel in height.

I was utterly unprepared for the suddenness of the

change. To attempt to describe the impression

would be presumptuous. It must be experienced to

be understood. Before us was an awful gorge, ter-

rible in its depth and wonderful in its sublimity.

Just opposite, less than three-quarters of a mile

away, arose the great Half Dome, whose perpendic-

ular front measures fi\'e thousand feet— almost one

mile. On its top lay a large snow drift. To the

left the waters of the Nerualt Falls sparkled in the

twilight as they rushed o\'er a granite wall three

hundred and fifty feet high. A little beyond the

Nevada Falls were filling that paj-t of the valley

with the din of their monotonous roar as they made
a leap of just twice so high. Guarding this wonder
stands the Cap of Liberty, an enormous mass of

granite, whose crest reaches thousands of feet

heavenward.

We must not pause here, we are Hearing Glacial

Point. We stand on the very brink of the preci-

pice looking down as though into the \ery bowels

of the earth. Three thousand feet below the larg-

est objects seem as children's toys. The Merced
river as it winds gracefully through the centre of

the \'alley may be traced by its likeness to a mere

thread. A stage coach drawn by four large horses

can only be seen by the keenest eye. The scene

was very much like the one just described, only

added to that is the crowning glory of the valley,

the Yosemite Falls, which send a torrent from the

crest of a cliff into the \'alley almost three thousand

feet below. We spent the night near the Point.

There was a beautiful moonlight. The semidark-

ness added strangeness to the scene. It was a late

hour when I retired, being loath to tear myself

from the grand sublimity of the spectacle. During
the evening low fires were kindled on the very

edge of the cliff for the benefit of the visitors in the

valley below. The charred remains of sticks of

wood, fire canes, were sent blazing into the abyss.

They seemed as falling stars. Bombs, suspended
by ropes were exploded near the surface of the cliff

below. Quite a number of distinct explosions

could be heard from different localities of the

mountains. This was due to the echo. For sever-

al minutes rumblings could be heard as of distant

thunder, growing less distinct as the distance from
the hearer increased.

On the morrow we go down into the valley. It

required a drive of about twenty-five miles to .ic-

complish the feat. We found a convenient camp-
ing place through the guardian of the valley ,iiid

for a week we lived among the most remarkable of

natural wonders, never tiring, but continually ad-
miring their increasing beauty and majestic splen-
dor. To appreciate the Yosemite one m'ust see it.

Volumes might be written, yet the reader could not
conceive the thing described.

Lordsburg, Califoyhia.

THE WOMEN ANO THE DOQS.

In Germany a dog may be said to live a "dog's
life." And having made this observation about
dogs one is tempted to ask: "What about the
women of Germany? " For before he knows it the
traveler in the fatherland has begun to associate
the women and the dogs. Perhaps this is because
he sees them so often toiling along together side by
side in the market roads or in the streets of cities
dragging heavy carts. And perhaps it is because
both are so uncomplainingly faithful and strong
and silent.

At first the American looks upon all this with the
disfavor of unfamiliarity, for he comes from a
country where the dogs, at least, live lives of
aristocratic leisure, but after a time he begins to
feel that, after all, the women and the dogs are not
so badly treated. They arc up early and to bed

fym,,

late and for long hours they wear the I

work, and yet one is impressed with the
''"^"''^

'

kindness shown these faithful servants 'T"'*'"
German market place and one sees h i'"''""
dogcarts drawn up to the pavement edge

'""''
"'

dog, with his harness loosened, lying „„'
'"'' "''

soft mat which has been spread down for h^

"""

it rains there is often a bit of canvas or
""' ''

At the market in Ha
to stretch over him. At the market i^n"H"''"'"'
once I saw a dog under a little collapsibT'"'"^
which had been raised over him whil"

' '""

And the dogs everywhere look sleek
raine,|

snd Well |,,j

' drawjnp
tli

load, often looking up to the woman oim„.;,
almost human companionship. On a lain

Vienna I saw. a dog holding a woman's skiru om
"

the mud in his t^eth while both toiled before
,i'|'

'

load of cabbages. ' '"^

The women, too, look well kept. Their r.u.i

IS clean and carefully mended, though often co
and even these toiling burden-bearers are not will,.

out little touches of feminine finery.
Invariabl

they look strong and well, the younger ones rosy Ji

cheek, smooth and sunny of hair, stout of ami mi
the older ones, though often bent, are still vigo,oii!

At noon one sees them sitting by their dogs, calinn

their rye bread and sausage and occasionally olfa

ing a tidbit to the great faithful creature, who
stands near with eager eyes. And as they eal om
hears them chatter very much as their sisters il.i

everywhere the world over—a pleasant bit of gossiii

about dress and husbands and dogs. Thus tin

women and the dogs bring most of the prodiicr

from the gardens to the city markets, thus travel ,il

manner of peddlers, old-clothes buyers and so on

In one respect, however, the dogs are bctlei'ill

than the women. When they reach home thi-ynKn

rest: the women never rest. One sees them in tin

fields at 5 o'clock in the morning and at 9 o'clock

in the evening, grubbing and hoeing and harvirsl-

ing. In the cities they are up and down andevtri-

where. with baskets strapped to their shouldcts,

carrying laundry work, vegetables, meat, fiiiil,

babies. The markets are run by women almost ex-

clusively, and it is a common sight to see womtn

sawing or splitting wood in the streets, ns 1 saiv

them often, or mixing mortar for new buildings,

loading and unloading brick and lumber, and dome

all manner of other heavy work.

And yet, in spite of all this, the German woman,

even of the lowest caste, manages to appear wom-

anly, to attend to her household duties and to scml

her children out looking fairly clean and well

dressed. For besides all this hard work the Gtr

man woman brings many children into the woiU,

and they, like the dogs, are trained to work as so»n

as they can toddle. A woman's wages arc onlvj

few cents a day, and yet, in the aggregate, over J

of Germany, they mean an immense addition yea'-

ly to the wealth of the nation. The women are w
burden-bearers, and if it were not for their |)'o "

_

five toil Germany would soon go bankrupt. ^'•

the work of the women which enables G""""'^^^

.support the finest army in the world, to wit" "

hundreds of thousands of young men '''">'

'^^j

from the ranks of productive labor, to enab e

kaiser to bluster valiantly over the ^'1""^^^^^^;,

tion and growl at Itngland or threaten '

When one comes to think of it the li"°"'
jj^

business in Germany falls hard on the svon«
-^^

,

the next great war, although few will so
'"".^^^jj,

the women will be the real winners of ''*'">'
^^^.^ ;,|,o

the quiet, hard-working, stay-at-home ''''j^^,|,
,in

have watched and worked the farm a"
ijner

houses while their sons and husbands wo
^^^ ^^

ing uniforms—these heroes, the women

dogs. ^_
TROOPS ON THE MARCH.

A SINGLE battalion of infantry 1,000

IS the strength of an Hlnglish b.itt.di

road length of 525 yards, includmi;

yards for stragglers. A battery of

takes up 200 yards and a regiment ol

up, when marching four abreast, oy

army corps, wilh its staff, wagons, g

etc., would extend over thirty-four m'

thinl<

strong.
«'*"

on,.»kc^"P

about eiel'

field
»r..

cavalO' "^',

yards.

k-5.

SlKAKV, paliciit, perservini^

A\\y surnu iiiU L-very obsUiclc

truth.

nH >""."'

. se.-if''
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HALE AND FErlALE DUnONDS.

lime aK" '' <^srtain jeweler's window in

Paris, exllibiteci a tray of diamonds

nd brilliance attracted
.delal'^i"

extreme beauty

plji"

,- of admiring
passers-by, and many times a

'''

)b'ligi"R
pro|irietor was called upon to ex-

'
icmarUable diversity of color.

.ntter of fact this tmy is well known to the

pecially manufactured to display

the

"*' '

(,.rful prismatic hues of the large African

, diamonds. The fire and play of color re-

""td are exquisite and the jeweler's gossip, says

"V' ll'Vi'Wj'. as he picked up a sparkler here and

I

'.

iiitli his diamond tweezers was very intcrest-

"Tliis 15 a black diamond," said he, " somewhat

Itsiliaii f<""' carats, and worth 12,500 francs. It

jj's its color in different lights: in strong sun-

|i,|,l It IS almost black; in gaslight ,% rich golden

biinvn.
After exposure to the rays of the sun it

„ill remain
luminous in the dark for a time, but a

.«dle flame develops its luster more than any oth-

"Here is a gi ass-green diamond," went on the

pcaker. "Its brilliance and fire exceed any em-

tiild's known. This is for an American amateur of

precious stones.

"Look- at this spray of colored diamonds. Isn't

it i charming piece of jewelry, with its yellow,

blick, 1,'ray, green, indigo and cinnamon colored

jewtlsr A Tyrolese spent most of his life collect-

ing tliese.

"This rich, deep red, like a ruby, only more bcau-

ful, is extremely rare and costly. The Russian

eniperoi has purchased this, and also the peachblow
linlcd gem next to it.

Here is a blue diamond from the old Indian
mines," he added, " almost as choice a thing as the
ledone, and these are all yellow diamonds, mostly
(anarj'-cnlored. The West India trade prefers this

lint, and all of thesp others are white, nearly color-
Itss and perfectly transparent, and resemble a drop
of clear water.

Do they break? The old theory about the
karilness of the diamond is greatly modified. Some
»l these gems are so brittle that I could crack them
k)' dropping them on the floor. I can pulverize

in a mortar or split them with a knife in the
*'«lion of their cle.ivage lines. These white dia-
Widsmake the microscopic lenses, their magnifv-
« power is so superior to that of glass."
»' Iwnl over the gems a moment and, picking up

„™"'''' "^"'•= •^>""e of a couple of carats, turned
»™ to his listeners

"Did

isked, ' H
you ever know th ere was sex in jewel

„, ,., .
- cdriosity," and under a strong

>iymggUsshe pointed out a group of five or
"y diamond, clustered about the edge of the

•""••bttt ,i„p„,eivable without the lens.

t,»!i^™ """=' g^'hers these little buds,"

"aiuS'
""""""'' "Thi^iH called the female,

«.lo„|v
'"'^''''"'°'"'- ''\"dthe female stone- is

'*tob~;J''""'''""°'sieatersize and less

"The
I,-,,

'»il
coll,lections

t and best-known diamonds in hi
aie all female jewels. .Strang

ilor)-

isn't

OIANT TREES IN OREaON.
'"OULI, lil,^

^

'tnsc
tre

'"'"itnsc
ti-e

'™ attention to a bunch of
""l«

from
" '" "'" ™°""'ains fifteen or twenty

'*''.saysi'"'^
'''•""' "" I-atoureli, on the O. R,

)«,
airi

t.,:T""he.-.
pondent. I

' '"I days'
""^' '"""'"^'"^.

'""t
(o'uf'

""'' '' "''^ °"

"""'least ,- T"''" "SO. that
l>|,: ;^^°fthed

fcni,,, '"' '"d th,

n 'es. -ri,

"efore
I

'

he like I

useil to make every
asting generally eight

one of my last trips,

1 discovered on the
ivide, between the waters of
Hood River, this bunch of

1
"^ 1 s-ui,

never saw before or since.

'"'itnesom
"" ^''""" ' '""' nirasured from

H
",'* to thirivf'"' '" ^°"'^ "''''''' Btrdled twen-

'"IJiitil,.
'^'^' "''°"nd about three feet about

ivill, "'^

S'irih

H
'"th,

*0lllcl

1 hoiie;

trees

ree

Ppeai

Tl
"" "le hi^".'"^^"

""'d "°' >"•• compared atS Wo„i.,
"'6 ""5 I found

ed from discovery, as far as I could perceive by
steep an<I high bluffs, not only from the Hood Riv-
er side up, but from the main water divide down.
These big trees are, in my mind, somewhere near
the north line of the National Park, but it is doubt-
ful if they are in it.

There are two species of the giant trees. One
species has a yellowish and not very rough bark, is

straight and round as a candle, has no limbs to'an
immense height, and has a wonderful crown. The
father of this very aristocratic species in our moun-
tains IS surely the emperor of our forest. People
must not think that this tree is the so-called " noble
fir," because I know not only the " noble fir," but
many other mountain trees very well. Nor must
they think that this species is one of the common
trees in the mountains. I cannot say how many
such giants there are. There may be hundreds,
there 'may be thousands. On our way home one of
my companions was drowned in the Bull Run, and,
therefore, I never went to the mountains again, but
have always had a desire to go and investigate
further about those big trees.

Cedar is the second species of the big trees.

They rival in size and grandeur the first species.
But the most wonderful thing about them seems to
be that they are, in spite of their immense diame-
ter and age, seemingly sound and hard through and
through

' m

ANT RAIDS SKILLFULLY PLANNED.

From a military standpoint, the methods em-
plojed by ants to provide food for an ant colony
are almost perfect. Their foraging parties are
faultless, both in planning and execution, and are
almost uniformly successful. A resident of this

city who is at present in business in South Africa,

has sent home a description of a foraj of an army
of ants.

The army, which he estimates to have numbered
about 15,000 ants, started from their home in the
mud walls of a hut and marched in the direction of

a small mound of fresh earth but a few yards dis-

-tant. The head of the column halted on reaching
the foot of the mound and waited for the rest of the

force to arrive at the place of operations, which evi-

dently was to be the mound of fresh earth. When
the remainder had arrived and halted so that the

entire army was assembled, a number of ants de-

tached themselves from the main bod)- and began
to ascend to the top ot the mound, while the others

began moving so as to encircle the base of the

mound.

Very soon a number from the detachment which
had ascended the mound, evidently the attacking

party, entered the loose earth and speedily re-

turned, each bearing a cricket or a young grasshop-

per, dead, which he deposited upon the ground and
then returned for ii fresh load. Those who re-

mained on the outside of the mound took up the

crickets and grasshoppers as they were brought out

and bore them down to the base of the hill, return-

ing for a fresh load. Soon the contents of the

mound seemed to be exhausted, and then the whole
force returned home, each carrying his burden of

food for the community.

Here, then, was a regular foray, planned and exe-

cuted witK military precision, the country surveyed,

the depot of provisions known accurately before

the march was made, and the most prudential divi-

sion of labor and care taken that none of the vic-

tims should escape.

WHERE DEW COMES FROn.

tly belit

^•'fl^l

the mountains.
as mere sticks against those

eve that those giants will

icot
' around near the base, and

>5° to ,,00 feet high. They stand on a
"d this H,u is well protect-

,:;t:-^.>ny fee

"r hot t'Mii

Gkouni) a little below the surface is always warm-
er than the air over it. So long as tiie surface of

the ground is above the dew point vapor must rise

and pass from the earth into the air.

The moist air so formed will mingle with the air

above it aiul its moisture will be condensed, form-

ing dew vvhere\-cr it comes in contact with a sur-

face cooled below the dew point. In fact dew rises

from the ground.

Place some metal trays o\er the grass, the soil

and the road on dewy nights. You will generally

find more moisture on the grass inside the trays

than outside; you will always observe a deposit of

dew inside the trays, even when there is none out-

side at all. This shows that far more vapor rises

out of the ground during the night than condenses

,is ilew on the grass and other objects.

iJew then rises from llie ground. liul how is the
dew formed on bodies high up in the air?
Dew does not rise in particles, as it wa.s once

considered, to fall in particles like fine rain. It
rises in vapor .Some is caught by what is on the
surface of the earth, but the rest ascends in vapor
form until it comes in contact with a much colder
surface, to condense it into moisture.
The vapor docs not flow upward in a uniform

stream, but is mixed in the air by eddies and wind
currents and carried to bodies far from where it

rose. In fact, dew may be deposited, even though
the country for many miles all around be dry and
mcapable of yielding any vapor. In such cases the
supply of vapor to form that dew would depend on
the evaporation of the dew and on what was wafted
over by the winds.

MUSSELS ARE GOOD FOOD.

"There is one shellfish, the mussel, the use of
which as an article of food seems to be totally neg-
lected in the United States.' observed an English-
man of several years' residence in this country.
"In fact, it is so seldom employed that it maybe
said to be practically unknown on this side of the
Atlantic. It is rarely seen in your markets, and
near the salt water bays and estuaries in which it is

taken it is used. I am told, as a manure for certain
crops. This lack of recognition of mussels as an
epicurean delicacy probably arises from the popular
superstition among Americans that this shellfish

possesses poisonous qualities. Such an impression
is. however, rather absurd, for in England they are
largely consumed by the poor and the middle class

people, and if they contained any injurious proper-
ties their use would be promptly prohibited.

"It is well known that some persons are unable
to eat of particular sorts of shellfish—to some
oysters, clams or lobsters are more or less poison-
ous, but mussels are only ' noxious ' to the greater
number for the reason that they deteriorate more
rapidly when removed from the water than any oth-
er species. There are mussel beds within a radius

of ten miles of New York and other eastern cities of

sufficient capacity to supply millions of people with

a clean and nutritious article of food; one that

would lessen to a large degree the exhaustive de-

mands made upon the clam, oyster and lobster

fisheries. .

" To prepare mussels for the table they should be

selected of medium size and care be observed to

wash them carefully and place them in a vessel of

salted water for several hours, so that they may
clean themselves; that is. discharge the dirt and
grit found within their shells. When this process is

completed the bivalves should be placed in water

and boiled—or steaming is better in the vapor gen-

erated by their juice. When they are done they

may be easily taken out of their shells and are

ready to be used in one of the nian\- forms of which

they arc susceptible."

HOW PLANTS GAIN WEIGHT.

As far as is known the first botanical experiment

ever performed was conducted by a Dutchman.

He placed m a pot 200 pounds of dried earth, and

in it he planted a willow branch which weighed five

pounds. He kept the whole covered up and daily

watered the earth with rainwater After five years'

growth the willow was again weighed and was

found to have gained 164 pounds. The earth in the

pot was dried and weighed and had lost only two

ounces.

The experimentalist, therefore, looked upon this

experiment as supporting the theor>' that plants re-

quired no food but water. Hut he was wrong.

Later it was discovered that much of the increase

in weight of plants was derived from carbonic acid

gas in the air.

Vegetable cells contain a liquid known as "cell

sap," which is water holding in solution various

materials whicli have been taken up from without

by the roots and leaves. Thus it is in the living

cells of the plant that those "digestive " processes

are carried on which were once belie\ed to occur in

the soil.
*

Sorrows are often like clouds, which though

black when they are passing over us, wlien ihe>' arc

past become as if they were the garments ol God
thrown off in purple and gold along the sky.
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ABOUT OURSELVES.

A KEADEK of the 'Nook writes that a feature of

the paper is in the fact that he gets so much that is

new and out of the way from it. Others have said

the same thing, and it is precisely what we intended

the paper should be. There are papers that give

the current news, and there are publications in al-

most every field of human endeavor. Each has its

constituency, and a special reason for living. The
Inglenook does not compete with any of these nor

does it specially appeal to the story reader and

never to the love story class. We find no fault

with those who care for that sort of thing, but it is

not our ideal of a paper. What we started out to

do was to make a paper that would be read by both

old and young with unflagging interest, one that

would contain real information, knowledge that

would pay any reader to acquire. We know that

we have succeeded. And what is more to the

point, we are going to keep it up, and what is still

better the paper is to be steadily improved.

When we began the search for the unusual and
the little known we feared we would have difficulty

in keeping it up. On searching our field, the

world, we were appalled at the enormous number
of things that are little known, and out of which in-

tensely interesting matter can be made. Instead of

finding a scarcity of material the question resolved

itself into a choice of what was best. And none of

us will live long enough to exhaust a tenth part of

available material. To read the 'Nook will be to

acquire a fund of information that will be most val-

uable. True it might be had in other fields, but we
pride ourselves in the fact that there is something
in the telling that helps to make it interesting.

Theoretically we are a youth's paper, but while
we are that we are a great deal more. We are a
family paper, one that Js read alike by the grand-
father and the youth, the mother as well as the
daughter, and the bright-eyed boy and the man
with spectacles alike want it. This is just what we
intended. If anyone thinks it an easy task to

strike an average and set a literary table that will

satisfy brighteyes and graybeard alike let him try

it. It is comparatively easy to write for the grown-
ups, hard to hold children's attention, and hardest
of all to get out that which pleases all. There is

not another paper like it that we know, certainly
none so well adapted to our own people as* the
'Nook, and while we are not the people, and wis-
dom will not die with us, and there is an ever wid-
ening field for improvement, we are pleased to
know that the Inglenook is appreciated and read
in the farthest corners of the earth.

Of course present readers will continue getting
their papers another year, as they would feel lost

without it. But what is good for us is also good
for others, and here is where we can do a good deal
of missionary work. Your neighbors may not
know the paper. Tell them about it, and urge
them to take it. If you make out a list and send it

to us we will send them samples and thus spread
the news. See that your neighbors get to hear of it.

.There will be things in coming numbers that you
will want to know about, and a good many of them
you will never hear in any other way than reading
the Inglenook. Tell your friends about the p.iper
and urge them to take it.

THOSE WHO HAVE FAILED.

We meet them on all sides,—those who have
failed in what they undertook to do. We are apt
to criticise them and pass them on our way to an

uncertain success. A person may have failed in se-

curing a material, visible reward, and still have suc-

ceeded morally. We see the hearse returning from

the gra\-eyard and we say one to the other, " He
never succeeded in life. He had no business abil-

ity " Yet for forty years he may have kept his

parents and cared for his brothers and sisters who,

apparently, were ahead or at least equal, in the

common race. This thing happens oftener than we
think and is most frequently out of sight Many a

young man and woman walk the streets, and the

comment of the public is that they are no good or

they would get out and do something for them-

selves. Yet these same parties are often the ones

who hold an entire family together and support

those not seen by the public. They are heroes, but

they wear no laurels. The world recognizes not

their worth, but condemns what it thinks is an evi-

dence of mental slowness.

Here and there is a boy or girl whose lot it is to

keep things together at home. Sometimes they

naturally rebel at the situation and wish to break

loose and work for themselves. Yet it is their high-

est mission to keep right on with their shoulders to

the wheel if there is no other help for those around
them. The pitiable part of this situation is that

sometimes the beneficiaries are ungrateful. They
regard the sacrifice as their due. They never give

credit to the bread winner of the lot. And it is of-

ten reversed. The father or the mother, or both,

walk the street in poor clothes, and in self-denial,

that children may go to school, or be well dressed

in idleness. The difficulty is that we are not able

to see through the environment. Our judgment of

successes or failures should be very charily ren-

dered. Often the failure is the uncrowned but
kingly one and we never know it

OUR SHORT SERHON.

Text: Cheating Ourselves.

We all know what it is to cheat others, and most
of us are above it. But there is such a thing as

cheating ourselves. It may not have such a serious

moral side to it as when we defraud others, but the
effect on ourselves is disastrous. A person comes
to love money to that extent that he denies him-
self the fittings and findings of the best side of life.

He sees the magazine, the paper, or the delicacy
that he knows they would like at home, but he
holds on to the ten cents and lets the better part go.
This man has only cheated himself. He has saved
his money, but he has lost more than its worth.
One can see this going on in churches. A col-

lection is to be taken up and the man feels around
in his pocket for a cent so that he can go through
the motions of giving, yet not really do anything
worth the name. Such a person is only cheating
himself, and the pity of it is that he doesn't know it

half the time. He compromises with his con-
science by saying that is about what others give,
and he lets it rest at that. All he has is the Lord's
but he has held on to the bulk of it, and he only
went through the form of giving and deposited a
cent. The only person really cheated in the pro-
ceeding is himself. When he comes down to die
he will have a little more money to leave behind
than his generous neighbor, but it is the result of
cheating himself very often.

It is a great deal better when we come to die that
the world should be indebted to us than that we
should owe the world withheld dues. Life is so
short and eternity so long that it does not pay to
accumulate in time and let the ages go. The Book
expressly cautions us to avoid too much thought
about the cares of this life. It is well to be pru-
dem, but it is not well to let that idea pass into our
defrauding ourselves under its garb. Give the pen-
ny to a child and a piece of silver to the Lord
The result will be that in some mysterious way you
Will have more than ever you had. Lay not up
your treasures on earth.

A SMALL-MINDED man looks at the skv through areed.
' ^

Do many Sunday schools use the K-ci
iheir literaiure?

'
*

'

QUESTIONS^ND ANSWBR^s

Yes, anti they find it a very effecti^^:

# # *
Do you want poetry for the Inglenook?

«l'-act,„„

A ver): little of it goes a loi

office.
"« «'»ys in th,:

BcilH

Why is not the Editor's nat«e seen in the Inoleso,
Because he does not care a partirlp (

""'

publicity.
"^ '"' »ny

suck

* * n

is God gloriiied liy „,.,r„„,e„,al n,u« ,„ „„^^__^^^^^
Some think so, others not. The 'Nook d

believe in instrumental music in churclu-s
"" "°

« <ti «
What is licorice?

It is the boiled down juice of the root
licorice plant, and is usually much adulter

!''

found in (fie stores. *

« « «

Of what use to us is the Chicago Board of Trade?

If b}' " us " the Inglenook readers are mean,
n,.

answer is that it is no good on earth to any of J
It is not intended to be.

# # #

What IS meant by high or low hanimett-r?

The movement of the column of mercury m.,i„

tube is influenced by the weight of the air. A lii«b

barometer indicates fair weiithci, ii UMinf, |,ar„„'e.

ter portends bad weather.

» iit #

What 15 a haiunierless guti I see arlvenised?

It is a gun with the firing apparatus out olsighl.

Accidents are more apt to happen with them tbm

the ordinary arrangement of gun.s. With the ham-

mer in sight you will be better able to see the din-

ger of a gun ready to " go off."

What Is meant by union of church and state?

When there is a special form of worship, or

denomination, which amounts to the s.iin

adopted by the government, and its high-

appointed by government authority, who m ir

appoint subordinates, that is union of churcli .inii

state. In countries where this is done dissentii;

denominations are tolerated, but the State chuifti

gets the favors. The system is a bad one.

« « «

What is an ' Uiidergriiuiid Railro.id " dial 1 ie.iil *'

sometimes?

It may mean just what it says—a railrorid il'-ii

operated underground in some crowded c

may mean some prearranged route of esc.i,

a place by having help and shelter at regular mlti

vals. There was a good deal of this done pnot'"

and during the civil war. Escaping sla\ir

be directed or piloted at night to some p!af

they were hid duriijg the day and then fo""*

J

again the next night. Thii

mean.

wliilt*'"'

probably wli.n .'"I

Is It right for us to store grain for higher I'rici

are people in want in ourcilies?

As an abstract moral proposition it "'""'''''''J

right. In practice selling at a low figure ''""'
'^ I

ly be helping the buyer and not the po"- "

would at once put the pn'ce up t" the '"? '"
, -

id. l.wouW...'Jindependent of what he pait

the family in the alley a particle if yo"^'''''

wheat crop to the elevator or the general
"'^^^ j.

personal sacrifice that helps nobody is u'"^^^^^|^

A

less. The holder of any article is mora")
^

^^^T

to the ruling price, but he can <''*'"''"'
'.„iiil

poor, if he will, where he knows th.it '*"
''^„,

is being helped and that he deserves such '>

INFORMATION WANTEU.

A BROTHER writes asking whether '

^^ „„icj|

right to hold minor civil offices, or to
'*^^^

^^^„M

all. As this is a pretty wide and ''^''^"^^
subi"!

the Editor asks for contributions on
^^

j,,i,{f

generally. There is a good deal '"
.jaseill'

side of the question and we would
^^^^.^j, ^^^

have a few short, pointed articles on i*"
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HOW CHOCOLATE IS MADE.

tut

who is always analyzing, testing

''"""
.'no with cocoa beans, explains that

,„erim-"""'^
. ^ .cnting

Jiffen-"':''

111 1

wi'i-ii the American and Dutch

iu- fact that the patient Holl

I- 11
,|,e fiber and thus makes all the cocoa

'"""'
1 iho explains a great deal about alkali

'''

eer
compounds which he says are

"'''"h''"the fiber is not eliminated. But an

"'

Chocolate maker said, in a burst of confi-

•'"""
1, ,h,r thi- alkali, fiber or half a dozen

tint wnctnci i"^

« which lurk in the cocoa bean were tak-

"°oi It 'lid not make much difference.

"''"'
"

a bean, from which chocolate and cocoa

*r°- the seed of a muSliy pod, somewhat

"leio'n, which is the fruit of a cocoa tree.

Ik not edible. The cocoa tree is found in

''Id countries, and over a score of varieties

'

to the commercial world. Central

northern South America, the

tnct

ibtl

known

MfxicOt

Th
for all

*""',,
East Indies and Brazil send the.cocoa

,0 Europe and America. The best of all is

h,„l,.gracle Caracas cocoa, but this grade does

tome to America, for the American people are

eieducated up to cocoa at Si a pound.

,„|j\ Fair was a great educator in cocoa

large makers of the world vied with one anoth-

Ihc introduction of their goods. Tired-out

n lelain grateful memories of the quaint and

i4ic chocolate booths and pavilions where they

ly lound rest and peace but a good cup of

iKolateand cocoa into the bargain. The French

Diitcli chocolatemakers are spending vast

inisol money in this country in missionary work.

Uncle Sam's children are the slaves of tea and

iffee and seem loath to take to' the cup which

k llic fragrant liquid food which comes from

cocoa bean.

Thecocoa bean is about the size of a pecan nut

lid reddish cliucolalc in color. The shell is thin

111 briltle and easily breaks when pinched lightl)'.

kernel of the bean is called the nib, and if is

rom tile nibs that chocolate and cocoa are made.

'hf beans are brought to the Chicago works in the

igiiiiwhlch they were shipped, and are carried to

lie lop floor and roasted. The roasting is done in

cylindrical, machine which turns slowly around
iver a coal fire. The bean is roasted for the pur-

ist of makin;,' the shells so brittle that they will

micoS easily. As soon as the beans are placed
ike roaster the skill and care ot the workmen
»t into play, (or the cocoa bean must have its

01 and cold just so or something will go wrong.
Kheat in the roaster must be just right, and when
If roasted beans arc taken out and placed in large
"""s they must be cooled properly or the cocoa

suffer.

*'lhe roasting process has been successfully
'"edoutand the beans have cooled down proper-
ty are carrleil to a machine called a "cracker

I

lanner." The machine is well named, for it

^
tracks the bc.iii, thus removing the shell, and

™ wstlie shell out of the way. leaving the nibs

^" into boxes placed below. It is a combina-

ich""^".'"
"'""'^''''^ker and a winnowing machine

«bs(

"'"'"^'"°'' '^'•^^"'"g wheat. It prepares the

rimlir
"'^'"

^'"^P '" ""^ process, which is a

ilo 1
^|^"'''"^''0"- For this purpose they are fed

iiiij'

"PP*^'' ""' sent through a spout to the

ej,
,s

1,,,*'^'''"" °" 'he first floor. The cocoa

lti,jlj

°''' ''''I this becomes apparent when

"*tionor!i''
'"'° ""^ g'-inJifK-m'!'- The first

««e i„ .1
^'"""^ ^i^i'ds out a thick chocolate

' "^' the bi

chocolate consumed is unsweetened, but in I-^urope

almost all the chocolate is sweetened in the mak-
ing. The American chocolate-users seem to prefer

to sweeten their chocolate themselves, so that when
the chocolate is ground it is practically ready for

use.

The difference between chocolate and cocoa is

simply that cocoa is chocolate from which the oil

has been extracted. As half of the cocoa bean is

cocoa butter, the difference is considerable. Cocoa
butter is used by confectioners, and the demand for

it so far exceeds the supply in this country that

over 2,000 tons of cocoa butter were imported last

year. It is the cocoa butter which gives the gloss

to the sweet chocolate cakes sold for eating, for

sweet chocolate is nothing but a mixture of choco-

late, cocoa butter and sugar, either with or without

some flavoring extract such as vanilla. To make

cocoa for drinking purposes the cocoa butter must

be extracted. This is done in various ways, by

pressure, filtration or some chemical process. In

the Chicago works the chocolate is taken from the

grinder and placed in little canvas bags and then

put in a hydraulic press, where a pressure of seven-

ty tons drives the oil out of the chocolate and

leaves the cocoa in solid, dry, oilless lumps, which

are broken with a mallet and taken away to be
|
six pounds pared

ground up for further operations. If the cocoa is

wanted for drinking purposes it is ground into a

flour-like substance and packed in tin boxes. If for

eating or for confectioners, it is mixed with the

flavoring compounds in a mixing-mill after the

sugar anil flavor have been first thoroughly incor-

porated with the cocoa by passing the whole mix-

ture through rolls.

The secret in making chocolate and coc6a—for

each maker has his well-guarded secret^is in the

blending of several varieties of cocoa beans. Not

less than three kinds and up to half a dozen varie-

ties are mixed or blended at some stage of the pro-

cess; and here again a trade secret is guarded, for

some makers mix before and others after grinding,

and still others at other places in the making. It

is this blending which makes good or bad cocoa ac-

cording to the taste of the man who is drinking it.

In the blending the cocoamaker shows his art, and

he keeps the formula locked in a secret drawer of

his safe and looks very wise when anything is said

about blending. ' Some chocolates and cocoas

require tempering in a hot room for a time, and oth-

ers are run into a cold room, where the pipes of a

refrigerating machine keep the mercury down to

zero, as soon as the paste runs out of the grinding-

mills. The familiar chocolate packages made up

like little bricks united by thin webs at the bottom

are made in tins which hold just a quarter of a

nd of chocolate. For confectioners the choco-

The trays are first placed in a machine one above

the other. Sulphur is burnt under them and the

smoke pours up over the peaches which bleaches

them and causes them to be of a very light color

when evaporated. They are then placed in the

evaporator. They are subjected to the greatest

heat when first put into it. At intervals they are

put into a lower temperature until ready to be tak-

en out. They are dried by a system in which the

dry hot air passes over, under and through the

trays. They are re^dy to be taken out after being

in from eight to twelve hours, which depends

largely upon the kind of peaches and the heat. In

the drying process they stick to the wire and have

to be pulled loose, causing many particles to re-

main.

Two heaters are used for the large evaporators,

and wood, coal or coke can be used in them. The

number and size of the heaters depends upon the

evaporator. A large evaporator holds about one

hundred trays and will turn out from seventy-five

to one hundred bushels. of evaporated peaches ev-

ery twenty-four hours, which depends upon the

length of time It takes to dry them. One bushel of

peaches, second grade, will produce about seven

pounds unpared and one bushel first grade about

IViiyttfslioro, Pti.

COSTLIEST SAUSAGES MADE.

«th,«is
I

an has so much oil in it that noth-

'""Ihtsi"^"'"'
'° ^''"'^ the nibs. As it comes

*'" iilixed"^^
''^"^ chocolate looks just as it does

>kt.
|( ^.

"P hy the cook tor making chocolate

Voljtj !^ '"aker intends to make the ordinary

iradt
""'""^'« only -or, as it is called by

""'*' finish ''i"^'"'"™
' "Chocolate -the process is

'"""''choc
I

"''"^" """ "''^^ '"'^ ground. The

I'""pilrD
""""'"

*''"P'y Pl-'"''! in I'Cttles

''»«liljei,a°r
"' i^omplcting the stirring up it

'"'"l
into

" '^ '"^.'" ''P '°"'^'' '"'° ''"'< ''"^ ""''

''"which
a

'^°°''"B-room to solidify into the

""V pap„ '!, ''•'^i-wards wrapped in tinfoil and

S lor
j( i

T^ S'^'fling mills are heated by
''«

«ir,.i..
'\°^st to keep the chocolate warm*Ork'"g it. In ^ merica llu- bi iif th.

poun

late is made up into ten-pound loaves,

EVAPORATINQ PEACHES.

nv lK,t E FOUTZ,

In the disposal of the peach crop not all of them

are sent to the city markets. Through the peach

belts the canneries and evaporating plants use up a

great many.

The evaporating plants are controlled in two dil-

ferent ways. Some of them are owned by com-

panies made up mostly of peach growers, while

some of the largest growers have a plant of their

own. If good prices prevail there are not near as

many evaporated as when they are a glut on the

market. Mostly the small ones are used to be

evaporated unless there is a surplus crop, when all

sizes are taken. They are generally very ripe and

many of them soft, when prepared for the evapora-

tor. Mostly women and girls arc employed to do

the work.

Some of them are peeled by a machine, but many

are too ripe— the seeds turning in them—and

to be peeled by hand. Those peeled by the

chine have to be gone over and dressed, as strips of

peeling are sometimes left on. They are then cut

into halves by hand and the seed taken out. The

seeds arc taken out of the clings by a machine

called the peach spoon. They are then ready for

the travs, which are made of galvanized cloth wire,

bottom bounded on each side by strips of wood.

One layer is put on each tray. They are laid fiat

side down, unless there are a great many peaches

on hand, when they are set up on the edges so as to

take up less space.

" The costliest of all sausages," said a man famil-

iar with the trade, "is Lyons sausages, imported

from France. Lyons sausage sells in Paris at two

francs and more a pound. Here it is sold at eighty

cents to Si a pound. Lyons sausage is also pro-

duced in this country. That made here is even

finer than the imported, but sells here, however, for

somewhat less.

" Lyons is rather a large sausage. It is put up

in the largest size hog casings and it is made of

beef and pork. The meats used in making it are of

the very best, and they are prepared with the great-

est care. From the beef all the sinews and veins

are removed, .and there is left only the selected

parts of the meat. The beef is chopped very fine,

so fine as to make of it practically a paste. The

pork used is from the back fat of hogs. This is not

chopped fine, as the beef is, but is cut into irregular

shaped pieces which show in the sausage when it is

cut. The spices used in the seasoning are, of

course, of the choicest. The Lyons sausage is hard

smoked.
" The art of sausage-making has so improved in

this country that now, as you can say without

reservation, the finest sausages produced in the

world are made in the United States. This is true

without exception. The American Lyons sausage,

for example, is better than the imported. Some

American Lyons is exported to France and sold

there, and some of that thus exported is reimportcd

and scjid here as imported Lyons.

Lyons sausage is served in the very finest of

hotels and restaurants, and it may be found on bills

of fare, before the soup, served as an appetizer.

For that purpose it is very excellent. I fancy that

Its increasing use in this manner in New York in

recent years is due in great measure to calls for it

from Russian visitors. The Russians have always

been fond of Lyons sausage, as they are also of

have

ma-

caviare

•In Chicago sausage factory making fine

sausages the owner, who was showing us over the

establishment, said, when it came noon:

" ' Now we will have luncheon.'

' What he gave us was Lvons sausage of his own

make, pumpernickel, fresh butter and Mnrgundy,

and an admirable luncheon it was." _

A MVN in a small town in Kentucky had ordered

a goat for his son. He went to the train to see if it

had come. The goat was in the car all right, but

no one made any motion to put it off.

Where is that goat going?" he asked the negro

porter.
, , ,

•• Boss." was the reply, " 1 iloan' know whah .lat

gwiiie. He doan' know hissc'f whah he

He done chawed up whah he gwine.'"
goat s

gwine
Investigation revealed the fact that the animal

had eaten the tag which showed his destination.

Nkvkk let a love of life spoi 1 a life of love.
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ABOUT BOOKS.

No. 3. Books for Young Folks.

Get only the best books. Gel a variety of sub-

jects. Place religion at the head. Give promi-

nence to history and biography. Commit to mem-
ory choice selections of poetry. Utilize your spare

moments in reading.

KKI.IGION.

Get a good sclf-pronouncitig Kiblc with all the

latest Sunday-school helps. The Nelson. Holnian,

and Oxford are all good and may be had for Si. 50

per copy. If you do not already ha\'e a " Bunyan's

Pilgrim's Progress," get a copy next after the Bible.

It may be had for 40 cents. The " Life of Christ"

and the " Life of St. Paul," by Stalker are among
the best and may be had for 50 cents each. The
" Life of Judson," price. 80 cents, gives an insight

into mission work. "The Greatest Thing in the

World." by Urummond is a useful book and costs

only IS cents.

HISTORY.

Those who have not read much history will finti

" History of our own Times," by Justin McCarthy,

among the best for introduction, price, 80 cents.

This may be followed by Montgomery's, Fiske's or

Alex. Johnson's American History. Price from

70 cents to Si.00. For General History, get Myers'.

It will cost Si 50. Do not fail to get " Macaulay's

Historical Essajs." It will stir the blood if there

is any to stir. Price, 80 cents. History of the Bi-

ble and of Greece. Rome. France. German)- and.

England, each illustrated, and will cost So cents per

\olunie.

itlOGR.\PHV.

" Life of Washington," by Irving, 60 to 75 cents.

" Life of Lincoln," by Leland, 75 cents. "Autobi-

ography of Franklin," 50 cents. " Men of Inven-

tion and Industry." by Smiles. 80 cents. " Peter the

Great," by Abbott, 50 cents. Abbott's biographies

of thirty-two great men are all good. They include

Alexander, Julius Ciesar, Cyrus, Darius, Hannibal,

and Romulus, besides the most noted women in his-

tory. Price, 50 cents per volume.

" Life and Voyages of Columbus," by Irving, 50
ceiits. "Captain Cook around the World," 50
cents. • Gulliver's Travels," Swift, 50 cents.

"Views Afoot,' B. Taylor, 60 cents. "Hoys of

other Countries," Si.00, B. Taylor.

PftETRV.

The poems of Longfellow, Whittier, Tennyson,
Bryant, Robert Browning, Milton's " Paradise

Lost," belong to the " Handy Volume Classics,"

are well bound in linen cloth and may be had for IK

cents each. They are gems. The beauties of

Shakespeare, the poems of Goldsmith, Mrs.
Henians. Cowper, Dante, Goethe, Schiller, Spenser,
Wordsworth, can be had from the " Astor Edition

"

and are among the most desirable inexpensive books.

ESSAYS.

"What a Hoy Ought to Know," by Dr. Stall;

"What a Girl Ought to Know," by Mary W. Allen,

75 cents each. " Self Help," " Duty," " Character."
by Smiles, 50 cents per volume. " Emerson's Es-
says," First Series, " Irving's Sketch Book " "Tom
Brown at Rpgby," by Hughes, arc all 40 cent
books.

MISCELLANEOUS.

" House of Seven Gables," Hawthorne; "Fifteen
Decisive Battles," Creasy; " Ivanhoe," Scott; " Last
of the Mohicans," Cooper; " David Copperfield,"
Dickens; " Vicar of Wakefield." Goldsmith; " Rob-
inson Crusoe." DeFoe; " Schrenberg-Cotta Family,"
Mrs. Charles; " Les Miscrables," Hugo. These are
all 40 cent books and well worth the money.

In making out this list, it has been the aim of the
writer to keep in view the best books with substan-
tial binaing at the lowest price. If your book deal-

er will not treat you right, then buy your books
from some large dealer in Chicago or New York.
Begin your library at once. Do not buy too many
books at a time and through the Inot.enook tell

your success to your— C'ncU S.

"I LIKE the Inglknook very well, as I can get
more information out of it than from any other pa-
per I have seen. It is a very good paper for old
as well as young." /. C.Jtiltnwn.

THE WORLD'S MOST FAHOUS ^b^.

Plato; Born, 427 H. C, living to the age of

eighty. He was an Athenian philosopher, the fa-

ther of ideal philosophy. Little is known of his

personal life. He was a student, and from the

philosophy of Socrates he wrote his immortal

works which consist mainly in an unfolding of the

teachings of his preceptor. That which makes him

take rank among the great in the world is his influ-

ence on speculative philosophy. What he wrote

is not of much interest to one not a scholar, wilh

ample time and thorough classical knowledge, and

a bent toward the philosophy of the ancients. .Suf-

fice it to say that he influenced, not only his o\\ n

people, but all idealistic philosophy since.

* * *

Demosthenes: Born 3S4 B. C, died 322 B. C.

He was a Greek politician and orator. As a boy he

is said to have had an impediment in his speech,

which he o\-ercame, ^nd subsequently became one
of the greatest orators the world ever knew, and on

this count his fame rests. He was a professional

writer of speeches for the law courts, and what

Homer was as a world po^t, Demosthenes was as

an orator. His style, in his speeches that have

come down to us, is free from rhetorical embellish-

ment, and it was probably his manner, quite as

much as his matter, that made him the man he was
among the ancients. It is quite probable that there

have been other speakers of more recent times that

ha\e been quite as impressive as Demosthenes, but

it has been the conventional thing to refer to him
as the greatest orator the world ever knew, and this

may be granted as far as the age in which he lived

is concerned.
# • *

Aristotle: Born 384 B. C, died aged about six-

ty-three years. There is so much that is legendary
and mist>' about the records of .Aristotle's life that

nothing certain may be confidently asserted. He
was a Greek, and he was a philosopher, writing on
philosophical subjects, and considering the age in

which he lived, his surroundings, and the lack of

exact knowledge about mental and physical phe-
nomena, the indebtedness of the world to Aristotle

is great indeed. While he is no longer an authori-

ty, yet his impress on the thought of the world is so

great that he is truly entitled to a first place among
the learned. His fame rests on the fact of his be-

ing a philosopher, influencing the thought of his

age. and interesting, if not influencing, the thinkers

of all nations since his time.

« * •

Alexander the Great: Born 356 B. C. died

323 B. C. He was the son of Philip, king of Mace-
donia, and at the early age of twenty headed an
army of conquest. He was a military man, second
only to Hannibal and Napoleon in the schemes of
world conquest. His fame is from the fact of his

great generalship, unsurpassed, perhaps in the his-

tory, of the whole world. He was not a great
statesman, nor a remarkably good man, but his per-
sonality and his genius as a military commander
were such that he has made for himself a name, as
one of the world conquerors, that time will never
efface. He died at the early age of thirty-three as
a result of a drunken carouse. His successes had
led him to pose as a god among his fellows, and
while he conquered the world, and will be known to
the end of time as a great military man, yet he
allowed himself to be conquered by strong drink
early in what even while it lasted, proved to be a
most remarkable life.

. # # »

Hanniual; A famous Carthaginian name was
born 247 li. C, and died, according to the best au-
thorities 2S7 B. C. He was a great general, and
when only nine years of age accompanied his father
on a warlike expedition. At a comparatively early
age he succeeded to the command of a large army
and attempted to carry out the intentions of his fa-
ther—the conquest of Rome, In order to do so he
invaded Spain and subjugated the tribes there that
t might serve as a base of operations against

^fT^- M "'[" '"'"'''-'' "^'y •"d i" ' short timeM the Northern part was under his control
Further conquests followed, and for fifteen years heravaged Italy from end to end. It is upon this
genera fact that his fame is based, and considering
he ability and warlike character of the Roman ,it

lh,-it lime the distinction is well grounded. In theend the Romans combined against him. defeatedhim and he took poison to escape falling into theihands. He was a man who had great naturaUbil
ties, and control over the rough n,en of his time

but already grown to

A QUEER BUSINESS^

the
=— -^u.cr 11,

III

within • '""I!

CiiiCMiu is the largest center
new business, one born

sturdy dii
ilslllvov

sists of the renting out of hugrii",?"'
possible patrons to dealers who seel-

'""'

"i,iilbusiness, particularly in rural disliici,
firms by methods which will be evnl
collect hundreds of thousands of f

'""''

. "'"leia

persons residing outside of the l,l„ •.
""

whi,-h the spn,t„,.= „„.„... ._^_. ..
's <^ltles_

"niltii

which the sende

firm

IS wrote originally to

order.
maki

500 or 1.000, classifying as a rule
by't'I,/bu!,'f

intents, a„7r™

inquiring about goods or
These letters they sort

S|l,ji

which mention is ni.ade in the 1

persons who think they can sell more of ,1
'

sort or of kindred goods to the writer
" '*"

The system, its import, and Us scope a,jexplained by example. Suppose Mr Hn
dealer in second-hand bicycles, article.

wliich
,

'^"y, but
ii

apt to be hard to dispose of in a bi

which there may be a demand in the coumr,
margin of profit is not large enough how,
warrant him in the expenditure for adv'ertisir
essary to bring his goods to the eyes of ilu- , 11

which will give them a market. He conclude!
best chance is to deal with the individual,

lie „| ,|

small town and the farm. The next qucstim
find out the individual. He goes to the leu,

broker and rents a package of letters.

By reading one of them he finds that John Smn
village boy, has written to Jones & Co., dc.*r,i
rifles, revolvers, etc., asking the price of cataiii

their weapons, telling them to answer by relm

mail, so that he can decide what he wants andlm-

it sent to him C. O. D., right away. John \s x,

hurry. That letter is full of character to )I

Bicycle Dealer Brown. The boy who wants aril

also wants a wheel, that is boy nature. This p.ini

ular boy has saved up a little money, and is

quite a fool. He didn't intend to pay foi Ihr ril

until he had seen it. With this knowledge 10 lid

him Mr. Brown sits down and writes an artliil le

ter, directing it to Pleasant Prairie, Iowa, or son

of its companion places. He believes, he says, h

has an article which will appeal strongly to Mr,

Smith, both for itself and for its price, Ii is

bicycle of latest make, almost new, .indtobcsol

for next to nothing. No sale is desired if ih

wheel isn't what it is said to be, .and in [irofilo

that it will be sent C. O. D„ to be first cwmina

Perhaps, also, Mr. J.Smith knows of a friend wli

wants a wheel or possibly he has two friends iihi

would like to glide along country roads on slttd,

of steel. In that event a fitting commission 10 )li

J. Smith will be the only fair thing and will l»l»

most willingly, and so on until Mr. J.
Smith i.ii "

help but be impressed by the document. Hi"

feels quite grown up, and in about fifty cases on 'i

a hundred he either buys or induces a InenJ'""

so.

As no two of the 500 letters Mr. Hrown h»'i'»^

ed are from persons in the same town, he *p-^

advertising o\'er a wide field. It may oe .i>s

that he might as well have bought the letln>|'

right; that they will be of no use to an.i
«'','

Nothing could be further from the li;^uth,
W^'^

vidual who gets the mail order anil C *-'
_ ^^

lost. He is like the buyer of patent ""^''''^""
,,,

becomes an inveterate purchaser, This

Letters ^K ""
of the entire business,

each firm through
"

list of iiw'"'

basi

over and over again

hands they pass keeping the .-

y „.«!,:'

when the letters are returned. They look I

^
^,

writer as a regular customer. I^hi'V \ .,,.,, iit

11 tie lei"'

extra profit out of him by selluiH |^^.|e!Ji

writes when he gives his order hacl^
.ojltc"'

'

broker. So that worthy keeps his "«"

"l"° ''="'-'

, , letter*'')''''He—the broker also adds to his le'^^
^^||„

,,.

ing letters from all order firms, 'f"'" "j^. Soi*

not his customers as well as those w'O
,

-

big firms may also be willing I"
"'''' ''

looked for money by selling then c

files, but it follows that the letters lli«^>j^^
^^ ;

;

of less practical value than those ""
j^^,

jriii-

'

poorer and less experienced '^^'^'"""^
j„iclli'''

more doubtful business standing. ' |.il"i')''

who started out by buying a g""
'^^^ jrist'"""!

ready to buy household goods on tli«

ham'

plam Care is taken to see he has d|^^|^.„ .mleS'"

long as he lives he will not be to'^

goes to the poorhoiise.
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WHAT READEST THOU?

orst things about a corrupt newspa-

r- ,
1'

over revolting scenes, and horrible

,k,chgl»»'
^^^^ cruelty, is that it circulates

I
the »»

I criiif
and gives subjects for

^ '"T «n'vcrsation which drag downward.
the poof

M ami co"^'

alter is very cheap, and so
V„,) of reading ma
' ,1 influence is felt everywhere. Those

" acquainted with intimate life of the

•"'ruse population are appalled at the sub-

1 ivk of the common talk among the pco-
11"°*'"

_ . :.. ,.:ii-,^o= and small towns
ibfiC'

Workers Ml viii

i.„f (he scandal mongers who watch every

'P"
. .u-.v life in order to talk about it,

of a neiglil""

ibo the gossip

„., budget of news,

hurries from house to house

until a certain fear and

|„i
distrust IS

taour neighbor.
,^ , _„ . , ,.

,

,„l,ov Arnold has said that " a single line of

„. irotking in the mind may produce more

fcihisand le.id to more light which is what man
*

than the fullest acquaintance with the pro-

felt instead of the love we should

ol digestion. And so it is that the founding

leading club, which will lead these people to

jood thoughts, and think on things that are

,and lovely and of good report is striking at

icniool of much of the evil in the eyes of men

omen.

boys and girls are influenced in just the same

Indeed this is a fact so well known that it

Iks but little comment. The boy who runs

(torn home, or grieves his parents by going

w\ ways as a rule has some yellow paper

dor cheap, trashy newspaper which has started

.^ mind the train of evil thought which impels

10 do wrong. It is your duty and mine to do

It can to keep such books and newspapers out

ithandsof our young people, and ctilti\*ate a

t for something better. The Circle is doing
itttiin^ towards this end. But it would accom-
li far more if every member would more fully

iff Ihe great need of shaping the future of our
iind girls by inducing them to read the 6est
fc. We are not ,is enthusiastic in this matter as
ikouldbe. Let the future in some degree atone

past indifference. " As a man thinketh in
iMrl so is he." The social life of our boys and
Mktalk in which they indulge, and the books
"ad, all shape their future for weal or woe.

SYRIA^ WOMEN.

' ™*<' ei'l is not generally admired, she
« make a desirable wife, because " she is too
" any man and she likes to converse."

1.^^''°"'"" '° ^ woman who is talkless. A

™' ''he does not say a word in a

•ash "'°"'"' '''^° ''''" '° '^"' 's frowned

t„ u""^
.'°° ''"''l and disrespectful. If a girl

rtoJ'/'""'"""^ year and is still unmarried

kt*''/'^^"l»mity, a dishonor.

ikaveS
are not encouraged. The girls

ipittj^.""
"^''""ted there are extremely few

'S«'bacl
'"^"^ population, and the girl

ml hjj J,
"° ^'^' mountain home after being at

Hby
i,j^ i^"""

'°'' she is laughed at and ridi-

laigdy '^
'" ^^' 'he future of these people

'""arcH
''""''' °' ""- mothers, our mis-

iNisc
°°'"S '"'"" ""^y "" here, but the out-

«IVE QOD THE BEST.

'""l- sI?
" ^'"^ '™ children, one t>[ them

^ne s,tif 1

—

'' She i"""
'"" "-"""ren, one t>l tneni

"Id her god was angrv and must'Phased 6"«j "rt» ciiigiy anci must

-": oav '"""^"""S worse would come to

' ^A haH
,""'''°"a'"y came to her hut and

.
"*" the r^/i,

" ""^ '=''''d '" it- The mother

j!" V°" ca't
'"'° '^'^ Ganges.

^»*ay the one with the good
'*"•

she s

"' Poor m"'.',. '

'"y ^°'^ must have the best."
Oil... ""other h.id , f,,.- j--.„ _ _ l .. .,_ .

«1„
I>oor

ni ,L
"^ ^"" must nave tne Dest.

"Wli use"
^""^ " ^'"^ doctrine but she

BOOK NOTICES.

The Crisis in China, pp. J?i, price. Si. 50, Har-
per & Brothers, New York, profusely illustrated.

This is a reprint from the Xorf/i Amcrkan Ki-vie;v

of twelve articles on China written by as many men
thoroughly familiar with the politics and situation
in the Flowery Kingdom. Naturally there is no
continuity to the book, each article being separate
and distinct from the others. But each article is

from the highest and most competent authority in

the special domain of its treatment. Naturally
George B. Smyth, President of the Anglo-China
College at Foochow, knows what he is talking

about when he writes on the causes of the Anti-for-

eign feeling in China. And the Chinese Minister
at Washington is authority on his own country
when he writes of mutual helpfulness between
China and the United States. Kvery other contrib-

utor to the book is equally well informed, and,

taken as a whole, it is the most acceptable book of

the season on China, now occupying such a share of

attention of the public.

. China is so little understood, even by scholars,

that any effort given out by those who know, must

be and is, peculiarly acceptable at the present time.

It is not the view of one man, but the subject is

viewed from twelve angles of observation, includ-

ing that of the native, and he who reads cannot but

ha\'e a better knowledge of a very complex subject.

It is not, strictly speaking, a young folks' book, and

for that matter neither is the Inhlenook a young

folks' paper, and wherever there is a reader who de-

sires accurate information of the political and social

condition in the oldest empire in the world, this is

the book to get it from.

A Georgian BuNtiALOw, by Frances Courtenay

Baylor, pp. 121, price, £1.00, Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston, Mass.

This is a book for half-grown children and is a

story of Southern life, laid in Georgia. The story

itself does not amount to much, though it is well

told and will interest and strongly appeal to the

semi-grownups. Most of the characters are all of

innocent, youthful type and there is a liberal

sprinkle of negro dialect and mild adventure in the

way of fishing and the like. The best chapter in

the book is a description of a negro cake walk and

the writer must have seen one to describe it as she

has done. The story winds up with a shipwreck,

and while there is no high moral to it yet it is a

good book to buy for a present to a family of chil-

dren aging from ten to eighteen who will read it

with pleasure and be none the worse for it.

The Infidel, by M, E. Braddon, cloth, 454

pages. Harper & Bros., New York. Price, 81.50.

This is a novel and those who read fiction, and

many do, will find it a very dramatic story laid in

the time of John Wesley's ministry, during the

great Wesleyan revival. The story centers around

Antonia Thornton, a very talented young woman,

the daughter of a weak and irresolute hack writer.

She did the most of her father's literary work, and

both were pronounced atheists. Thornton was a

dissolute criminal of the better class while his

daughter, Antonia, was a woman of the purest char-

acter and highest impulses. I.ord Kelrush was a

nobleman of a not very admirable turn of charac-

ter, a patron of Thornton, much with them, and as a

result fell in love with Antonia to whom he pro-

posed a mesalliance which was vigorously resented.

Kelrush went away and was stricken with a fatal

sickness. Meantime .Antonia learned that she real-

ly did love Lord Kelrush.

Kelrush on his deathbed sent for Antonia to

make her his wife, and with all haste the young

woman, accompanied by her father, left their hum-

ble lodgings and in the spacious apartment of the

dying man was united to him in marriage. He

signed a will making her heir to all his immense

property and she promised him to never marry an-

other. This ends one part of the book.

Antonia, now Lady Kelrush, finds herself in pos-

session of a title and immense wealth, and after due

mourning goes abroad and enjoys herself in the

ways and along the lines appealing to a woman of

education and refinement. Travel and its broaden-

ing influences work wontlers with Lady Kelrush,

who, while still an atheist, goes around helping

the poor.

Geo. Stobart, a typical early Methodist of the

Puritanical tvpe, falls in love with her. She listens

to the services of the grim Whitfield with his doc-

trine of selection and reprobation and is untouched
by his teaching. She attends Wesley's preaching
and is converted, though not in the Salvation Army
sense or methods. She goes about doing good,
especially amon^ the poor. She then goes to Ire-

land to escape Stobart, really loved by her, and
then, in overworking among the sick, dies. John
Wesley, present at her death, writes thus to Sto-

bart: " I had been kneeligg by her bedside in silent

prayer for some time, her marble hand clasped in

mine, when she cried out suddenly, 'Husband, I

ha\e kept my vow,' and, looking upward with a

seraphic smile, her spirit passed into eternity."

The only fault of the book, as it seems to us, is

its roundabout way from the start to the dramatic

end, but it is a story that is exceptionally well told

and it is a good, pure book, most likely to be read
with most interfst by older people. The love

parts of it are never mawkish, while the dramatic

and tragical settings of the story make it of unusu-

al interest. We recommend it to our readers who,
wanting fiction, should get the best, among which
this is undoubtedly to be ranked.

^ Sunday SI School ^^
HYPOCRISY.

Anv mail who is a Christian cm\ and should be coiii-

teous and kind to all men. whether they be Christians

or not, and should both feel and act kindly towartis

them as citizens, neighbors and fellow-creatures.

And if we know they have ncvt-r obeyed the Gos-

pel, and are not Christians, we should be courteous,

friendly, and treat them with respect. Hut we can-

not know or recognize such as Christians, and be

consistent. We would not give much for any man's

principles, who can set them aside for a little act of

courtesy, or a little pretense of liberality. It is

nothing but a sham, an empty pretense, and hy-

pocrisy.

Hawthorne in his allegory of a "Threefold Des-

tiny " pictures a dreamy young man who imagined

that three wonderful events were to happen to him

and fill up the measure of earthly happiness. He
became so sure of those events that at last he left

his native village and wandered all over the world

to meet them. But his search was in vain. Disap-

pointed he returned to his mother's home, and to

his surprise found them there. The moral is a

good one for many persons young and old who are

anxious to do something beyond the ordinary.

They can find their work close .it hand among the

common-place duties of life. No need to go forth

to teach the heathen in far-off lands so long as you

yourself are a heathen when tested by the Sermon

on the Mount; nor to attend the great universities

in quest of a higher education, before you have

practically mastered Paul's lesson on charity. ,

It is foolish to try to measure God by human

standards, and to say that what is reprehensible in

the conduct of men is equally reprehensible in

the conduct of his Maker. God is the giver of law

whether it be natural or spiritual, hut he is above

law, and can do as he pleases with his own. He

can suspend the power of gravitation as he did at

Gibeon, and neutralize the effect of fire as he did in

the furnace of Nebuchadnezzar. If he sees fit to

destroy people by floods or tempests, plagues or

famine, no person should presume to question his

love or goodness, and if he has determined to pun-

ish impenitent sinners everlastingly who shall ven-

ture to doubt his justice or mercy? Me is not to be

judged by our limited notions of the universe.

A DO/EN disciples who confine their faith and

worship within the limits of the apostolic teaching

and show in their daily lives the fruit of the

Spirit of holiness are a far greater power for good in

any community than five hundred nominal Chris-

tians who follow the fashions-of this world and per-

vert the Gospel to suit the tastes of the present age.

Many a large and wealthy church, like that of

Laodicea, instead of being a blessing is a curse to

the people among whom il is located. It gives a

false picture of the kingdom of God, .uid calls

good L-vil and evil good.

MiNU unemployed is mmd uneiijoycd.
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CITV PIOEONS.

A KEEN observer who is much about town de-

clares there are fully half many as dovecots in

Chicago as there are homes. Kight out of every

ten boys, the observer says, must be lovers of the

pretty feathered fowl. To the casual'observcr this

statement would seem an underestimate; the boy

who has not pigeons at one time or another during

his boyhood probably has unsatisfied ambitions. If

he has no yard for his pets he will build a house

and a platform for them on the roof, or if the roof

is not open to him he will put up a pole and build

his dovecot thereon. It is one of the satisfactory

points about pigeons that they will live and thrive

wherever they are housed—in a cellar or on the

hou.selop, as the convenience of their owner sug-

gests.

The most popular place for these -little houses is

the roof, either of the house or shed, sometimes

both, for start as modestly as one may the doves

soon outgrow their cot and additions and annexes

are necessary.

H you would see the pigeon-houses for yourself

take a street car and go anywhere, or take particu-

larly an elevated train and keep your eyes on the

housetops. You will see not only the cots, but the

pigeons, out on the roof to gel the warmth of the

.sunshine. It will prove no mean array, for the

dainty pets arc of the choicest breeds and evidence

the best of care.

When Chicago boys took to pigeon-raising, ever

sn many years ago, they were not satisfied with the

modest gray birds. They must have the fantails

and the pouters and the carrier pigeons, and like

every other animal fancier they must have regis-

tered stock. After this fashion a start, made

modestly a few years before, will spreati itself into

an elaborate undertaking. The first pigeons, which

were i)robably Christmas presents, will soon be

overlooked among the other and finer pets and

their unadorned beauty will be quite put to rtiule

Ijy the befeathcred and bedecketl varieties. And
unconsciously as they perch on the roof the hum-

bler bird will take an insignificant perch, leaving

Ihc ritlgc pole for the more aristocratic. There the

fantidls will spread their plumage and the pouters

smooth their breast feathers. It is one 'of the

daintiest sights to see a famil)' of the pretty crea-

tures out for their sunning.

Go wherever you will -north, south, west —the
dovecots and the pigeons are to be found. They
are not too cheap for the rich or too expensi\'e for

the i)oor. The poor homes of the river districts

are conspicuous possessors of them, and they seem

never to be missing from the cstablishnients of the

boulevards. In the regions of flats the array of

dovecots would lead one to believe they were part

of the flat paraphernalia, just as is the icebox and

the electric lights. They are built in. rows along

the eaves, each cot with its tiny porch in front and
its occupants always on view. On sheds, wherever

they are to be found, these bits of fanciful architec-

ture are set up in groups, forming a regular village

of birds.

There are more kinds of pigeons than one could

uiulertake to remember, vuiless one were a boy and

a pigeon fancier. Needless to sa\-, a boy knows ev-

ery variety that the market affords, and no matter

how large his bird colony may have become he has

always plans for adding just one more to his collec-

tion. The tipplers and the tumblers and the hom-
ers are but a few of the great families into which
the smaller families are divided. There is as great

a difference in tipplers as there is between the

smooth and the muffed birds of each particular

kind, and another striking difference is seen as well

between the same birds when arrayed in different

colors.

The colors of the pigeon form an enilless variety

of changes and characteristic differences. The
soft dove and white pigeon is no more like the gay
red ones nor like the plain white ones, again, than

if it were a different bird. The colors come in end-

less variety and arrangement, as though nature

were doing her best to make the pretty pets the

daintiest creatures in the bird kingdom. I'robably

it is this very thing which has madestheni the favor-

ite pet of Chicago, and it is certainly this which
makes them an ornament to the poorest and at the

same time to the finest housetop in the eity.

Pigeons are not trick animals, but one class of

them has a trick which gives its members a popular

precedence over their bird friends. The tumblers

area plain, apparently ordinary pigeon, buf as the

name indicates their performance is not at all or-

dinary in the feathered families. The tumblers do

just what they claim to do—they tumble. Hut them

on the floor or in the yard and at the signal they

will turn a perfect back somersault. The parlor

tumblers, the smallest of the variety, make the

most interesting demonstration of this peculiar

faculty. The somersault the parlor tumblers turn

raises them less than three feet from the ground,

while the performance of the ordinary tumbler is

on a much larger scale, the somersault being turned

in midair. The parlor tumblers are a particular

favorite of boys, although they are among the most

expensive varieties and many boys covet them in

vain.

Not all the dovecots in Chicago are owned by

boys —far from it. Men are as fond of the birds as

the boys are and as frequently have their housetop

collections. Indeed, they go into the pigeon rais-

ing far more extensively than do boys and often an

entire roof will be cm'ered with their bird shelters.

In this way some expensive and rare collections are

kept in the most unexpected places about town.

The roof of a large apartment-house on the south

side is the home of nearly 300 pigeons, the proper-

ty of the house owner This man li\es in one of

the flats himself and can give several hours a day

to the care of his birds. He reaches their no\el

home by means of a ladder which he must put in

place for each \'isit. Up the ladder he carries all

the food and water which the birds use, together

with an occasional armful of straw for bedding.

This sometimes requires ten or more trips a day

from the housetop to the ground, but the man
works with the greatest interest and with no appar-

ent fatigue. When he is on the roof the birds

swarm about him with a cooing that can be heard

by passers-by in the street; they settle over him

like swarms of flies, flapping their wings until they

look as though they might fly away with their own-

The average collection of pigeons numbers about

twenty-five, although a fancier does not consider

100 birds a large collection. A dovecot is a de-

ceiving thing; it looks as though it could hold at

the utmost four birds when on the contrary it will

easily hold twenty. After the same fashion a col-

lection of birds is deceiving; the owner thinks he

has ten birds when he really has twenty.

FADS ABOUT FUNERALS.

A RECENT telegram from New York, states that

Mrs. George Norton, a wealthy resident of Pawling,

was buried sitting in the very self-same armchair in

which as an invalid she spent the last three years of

her life. This curious form of interment was di-

rected by her will, and the detailed instructions

were faithfully carried out. The body and chair

were inclosed in a huge case, and the grave contain-

ing them was walled in with brick and surmounted
by a heavy marble slab.

Not long ago there died in a North London
suburb a lady who wished to be buried in the bed-

stead in which she had lain continuously for nearly

a quarter of a century prior to her decease; and to

insure, as she thought, her wishes being respected,

she left a plump contingent legacy to a relative.

As the bedstead in question, however, was of the
old " four-post " variety, and an unusually massive
specimen at that, the cemetery authorities object-

ed. Kventually a compromise was effected. The
bedstead was taken to pieces, and from the timber
so obtained a sort of box coflfin was constructed for

the reception of the remains.

It is, however, among the mining ])opulation that
instances of funeral eccentricity are most common.
Jack Mustier, a coal-hewer of Tong. near Leeds,
who died the other day at the age of sixty-seven,
was buried in a coffin constructed to his own speci-
fication twenty years ago. It was made of pitch
pine, with siher handles, and the lid was hinged at
one end. The deceased was buried with a lump of
coal which he had carefully preserved for years. It

served as his pillow, and his tobacco and pipe also
found a pl.iee beside him. This latter custom is

said to be very prevalent among the coal miners.
The tin miners of Cornwall almost invariably in-
clude an umbrella among the coffin " furniture." It

would be interesting to learn the orieiiT^
cance of this strange use. '""*

"?H(

.Some years ago an old and wealthv t. .
farmer expressed a wish to be enib I

*''^*

body, after being so treated, to be sunl-"'^''^''''
the lime-impregnated subterranean sprin

'" °°'

'

nion in the Peak district. The old ch
'^^ ^°^'-"'

es were faithfully carried out. and after ih'*^"**'
the corpse was found to be completely

i

'"**"'

filamentary shroud of pure white limea"*''
'"

'

some lime it remained on show, but eve t"]
^

authorities interfered and the ghastly rel"
'

terred in the ordinary way. ^^^

Brooches, rings, medallion portraits a i
similar articles, mostly valued for oM «." "''

sake, are constantly being consigned to (he
even among the poorer classes of the comni^'"
Indeed, in a large East End cemetery.

„„i°|

'

ago, a body was buried with a large sura ,

'"'^

hundred pounds-in Bank of England nottTa
valuable roll being placed inside the little hil|„'
wooden pillow which supported the head h

'

difficult to surmise the object of this slranjc

'

•ceeding, as the only result would be, of 00^5''"

present the institution in question with the f-

value of the notes. It may have been, hown
that the intention was to try and disappr,

expectant heir-in-law—a species of osk
post-mortem spite which is far more common thjj

most people suppose.

DOORPLATES OF THE PAST.

" Peoi'I.e who get about town much

noticed one change that has taken place in ih'. ^r,ii

few years." said the man with the red mustache,

"and that is the abolition of doorplates for all t

cept business purposes. There was a time, and r

so \'ery long ago, either, when everybody Ihal

aspired to any kind of social prominence decorated

his front door with a plate on which his name was

engraved. These plates were made of all ki[K

metal, ranging fioni plain tin to solid silver, in

ing to the prosperity of the owner. Some nt

were \ery expensive. I happened to be in the en-

graving business when the doorplate craze was rag-

ing in its most virulent form, and I know forafact

that we turned out any nutnber of plates (hat

mounted up to and even beyond the SlOO mark.

" One of the most expensive plates we ever made

was for a man who lived over on East Twenty-ser

ond Street. This man was a Russian who had em

braced American customs, and he had a name, 1

can't remember now what it was, but I do kn™

that it used up about all the plate we lia'

shop to fit him out, and that when we «i:

through with him his fi'ont door resemble.:

so much as (he billboard of a show. There «as

peculiar thing about another block over in that pa

of the city. There were forty houses in thai bW

Each was ornamented with a doorplate, and <

thirty-one of these houses the name was'Grer'

I went over to that neighborhood the other J,ii

of curiosity. There are no doorplates there »-^

and I had no means of ascertaining whelW

Green colony still sticks to its old haunts,

" In one w.iy these doorplates were a

thing. They gave a stranger within our?

valuable assistance in sizing up the nonie

of the city, but they savored too much n

vertising to suit the quiet taste

niglily"

r
"ales

»

:cs of the more -

servative element, and gradually the '"* °
.p,,,

out of fashion, until now a private house

a doorplate is a curiosity."

HAVING ALL SORTS OF FUN-

A woi«AN sent her small boy nUo
^^^^^

and after a week of anxiety received

"
I got here all right, but forgot to write

-

feller and I went out in a boat and the^

J
over and a man got me out. I was ."•

I didn't know anything for a good whi e

er boy has to be buried after ihev^^
^

horse kicked me over and I have go

CO""''

ha>'

We e.oine'""

money for fixin' up my head. "*;
''"i^'sini''''*

an old barn on fire to-night and I

''"^"i^^^^e
i^

don't have some fun. I shall •" "'^.,

pole cat if I can get him in my trim

"^
I
„,.„t th'""

To be trusted is a greater compim

loved.

—

George Macdotieild.



»*• THE • INGLENOOK »»•

What They Say!

„ ,. par excellence. It has

^
•'';*•.»«' C<.mpa«icn\^ our

i;"^ J^her seem* belter than the

£'* ""'""
e a Sunday-school class

<»»«°°'l rirls fro™ """«" 'o 'ishleen

>'!""'
ff; INGLENOOK as a Sunday

>;;|j:'t;.,redel,ghtedwithit.-

' *''" O

'^

,h saiistaclion that I express

•""":,he l"o.ENOOK. Its appear-

*" make-up are such that it at

"•"^'T.r he reader. It has found

''Toiol our homes, and the peo.

."'I^'.jjld lor its continued success.-

Mt. Morris Says:

U.LEVOOK "sily takes rank among
' , npoDlfS papers in the country.

Slhc s.ny love stones and light read-

°

a most valuable addu.on to the

J„s publications. No family should be

O O

Lanark. Ill-, "as An Opinion.

b,ve been receiving the Inglenook

Kusianed. We like It very well. I would

.10 see it goto all the homes of the land.

"short sermons are' good for both old and

il.-Eld. !. B. Trout.

O O

From the College.

like ihe Inglenook. I am much pleased

ills steady and aln:iost marvelous growth.

ijd thai it is sought after by our people,

joldaod young, IS evidence that it proves

ilho be in fact what it purports to be.—/. G.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

Hall the young people's papers that 1 have

seen and read I think there is none that

"ield as grcit m as desirable influence

its teaders as the INGLENOOK.— IV. fC.

C O

And Hagerstown,

u\t:beenacon5Uii

Wfrom its begi':'L,

lihiie it is not sp-:

jeilfiod sonn:n,ir

tissue. lam ii.ir

\

niy expeclaiii- ^

I" 10 the you;'.-

« Cedar RapU;^

'jselfandfamilv

'tliutch paper, '/

ilongand useful r.

, Md., Has This:

t reader of the Inole-

if,' 10 the present time,

i-ially intended for the

'l; that interests me in

'^-itd in the 'Nook be-

1 especially recom-

rcaders. — £:/rf. A. B.

"wa, They Say:

tly enjoy reading our
'.rust its future may
-J. K. Miller.

Another

.^'t linown the i

"n irutbtullv

"'< youth's p.,
-

"''"lyadapteu
• placed

II in r,

' genera! v

,}^ h any 01

Over I,

t'*"*"' paper,

,
*'*^«ne like;

reoplc who ,1

l';*/'^casion

m Iowa.

: ' NOOK from its birth,

'iiai it is the most in-

have ever read. It

"th old and young. 1

'^5ion Sunday school,
IS that it can not be

'inday-school paper.

—

o

Indiana.

iiTt the Inglenook is

-fc are many things in

'-'i which they ought to
>'f'i take the Ingle-

atttic , ,
'^2'^" '* The Editor

O O
***»<>*« In MUsouri.

i;""'«berofvear^iK
'•othavta "^'^^ wo'idered why

^^"'chinJ'.t^''
^"' °"' V«""g people.^ WeK**^*^"de"cy toward

^'^"^iergj "^ '" *^« church.-

O o

,
And This.

li^^'t 1^ u*^"-
"^"^^y- inte«sting

^^"^d^ha^h'' '"' Papers one

'*ktep. Tf; ^^ 's as well as the
t'rf. Amos iVampUr.

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing link
"

in our church publications.—/tiA/t £. Mohler.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.—.I/r. antf Afrs. L. A. Pot-

lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well tilled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— /('. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try
it. and you will be pleased with M.—Eld. S. F.

Sanger.
O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.^/HO,

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/c/^n
C. Zug.

o o

And Also Hagerstown, fid.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the faniily anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— W''. S- Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/<ij/l^r Barnthouse.

Q O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—/?«?«>/

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.— 5". Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission.—/.-^.

Chambers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. IV.

tVayland. ^ ^O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The iNGLENooics weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which IS so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— T. F. ImUr,

Is Certainly a Beautiful City in the Fo.x River Valley. It is a
Charmino; City to Reside in. We Offer

Fine Building Lots; also Houses and Lots
...In Every Part of the City...

We also have at all times some Choice Farms in the Vicinity
of Elgin for sale. For information and particulars address:

"WIIjlL.Iji\.]Vt C31-HOTE3,
Eoxtae ^axxIs. ^loolx.. ESXjC;-!^. ZZLtlLj.

MESSENGER AGENT!
^"^"^

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglenook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State Street, - - - - Elgin, III.

Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day,

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 5. State St., Elgin, III.

A HOME IN MY KANSAS!

IP you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At guinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They 'can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,

Land Commissioner U. H. Ry- Om.\h.\, Nebr.
:iil.i:Nu,>K *u»" -11'



»»» XHB » IXGLEXOOK »»»

Just What Vou Want I

and A

What v.tir ilir pitriT divliloni Id the

55th CiiiiKieM^

How were the Ptoideoit elecird prioi

to 1804'

The above, and ihousandi o1 otbei

(jueMltin' iin"wc(f'l In Oir

VOTER'S MANUAL and

..ARGUMENT SEnLER.
I-OK THB VK»T fOCKKT

A itriclly DuD-iiaillsan rompllnllon. A book thai

ihould be In Ihe postcMion ol c»ery Amciknn till/en

It contain* coinp'cie stAllilIc* at nil ptealdeniUl elcc-

tlona (rum Waihinuton to th« preieni lime, cU-xficd

ftnd atriiQii'^d (ot Iniimit reference,

3S OtBU

» enU.
UATEKK. biBdiamilr tslaiitd. |o1d lUmptBi,

CLOTB. Usliomdr «mboiiad, lok lUnilBC, -

PoilpalrJ on icc.-lpl 'li piec I'o^l-Kf alariip* tnken In

payment, Libcml discn.ml t» ilir Tf-dc and Aaent*

i'ubliihcr and Iloukseiler.

QO 10 OS Market 61. CHICAGO.

M>n>i(.n III* iKHLEHOOK olinn rllln«.

HENRY IWcSRlOE,

Coa.1 a,rx<a."Wood
Slo.ie, I.lme. Ccmcni. Sh.c<o, Hal.. Umk.

^lwet Pipe, Or«in iili'

7 ttoiiili HlHl« HlrHVt, \Vm1 (stdK. KIkIii, 111.

MftiKim Iho IN(;U:Klilk «1r>ii writing

MtlsHTKIKTIIIl.l':.

Sold I

sUtI (ullic pOHtll,
.

cponin, Great
Indiicemenla Ici nKmiM who tiiti work isrrltorV' Aucnts
may protiiably enKMKC ill llirir rManuliiLiurc. Ciiunlloa
ror aiiln. Fur lenna and circular* addtoit with sinmp:

W. A. ItlCKRV. N»aA. MfninI (Jo., lud.

I^ish Bros.
HA.FLIDXVjSLn E3,

Iron, Mou-N, Kiiriiiiu-K, llmliltiN Mii(dw;ir<.',

VVARon Wood Slock.

1:1 N. Sl<i1<< Nl. (Tel. No. 13.) KMtlN. IIX.

Hriilluli IU« l!IU1.l:N<inl( nliKii wrltlni.

FRI-:E ! Someihing Entirely
New in a

fS'FTnisnx^ .^KTOIB
Tin- U.-B' ni, l-:,ml., l-.<Hil.vi-ly (iivni ,\v<.iv ..11

CliilHlm.li. l'.ve. luoo C nil ami
...KuuUlcr Hi ,.

BLOIN HAKOWAKil COMPANY.
13 Chtcaso Slreot, Elgin, III.

Mnillnii III* DtllLKNOOK wlmii wrlMOf.

National Business College,
koanokc, VIrK'nIa,

Succeeds ill securing iJi'siuun^ far all gradu-

ates, and lins many calls when the isupply i<>

cxhiiusted. CHAS. B. BCKBRLB. Pruldodt.

Piu* Pall Term Opening.

MfiillMS lli« IKOIRKOUK whtii »nlin(.

...WM. HART...

Reliable Drugs, Paints and Oils,

W.ill l';ii„T .,iul U iii.t.Hv (.l.i^s.

IS4 rhlniiiit Nirt'i'1, - - - Kl.Ul?!. 11.1.,

Mniitun II,. inm.KNOOK whrn willlni.

M.,,i aa (.Is i„i

Children's E=Z Waist.

All Sues hciil Prtpm.t l>y M.,,1,

THE BEST COAL AND WOOD
' IS S(ll.l> »v -

TBV TUEMt Te\tvboat loS.

ios-wortli dfc Son,
xsxics-xzia', xxiiLi.

- ij(c.t,r.%iii>K -ii*
?A Sooth Stal« Street.

...J. J. JAMES...

Fancy • (iroceries • and • Fruits

f:o West Lhicigfi Sircct.

T...,l..„. .«.. ELGIN, ILL.

Hmil-ni 111' IxniXXOOK wliin wrillni.

Plaut & Co.

Fall Suits and Overcoats
Arc Now in Large Variety.

KLOIN, ILL.

Your Home and Kiiniiture Against

Fire, Lightning and Tornado,

With A. S. GODDARD,
It, 1. Mi-llrhlf Itlofh, 4sm{ ICI.CilN. Il.I.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.

A Religious Weelcly, at $1.50 per Annum.

Tlic Go'iMii MksseN(;kk. published In the intcrestn

t>( the Brethren, or Dunkei. Church. Is nu uocompromis-

Idr advocnie ol ptimltlve ChHsliuDity.

And nu.«t catnosllyplcads lor a return to theapoatollc

order ul worship and practice.

It holds ihnt the Bible is » dtvioclylnspired book,

ndrcc.ijnilicn thcNcwTcsliimeiil as the only intallible

j|e ul Uith and practice lor the people ol Ood,

It also holds to the doctrine ol the Trinity; teaches

liilure lewards and punishment, and emphasi/ea the Im-

portance ol 8 pure. Iioly and uprleht life bclorc God and

It maintains tlial only those who remain laltlilul until

dORlh have the promise ol eternal life;

That Faith. Repentance and Baptism are conditions

of pardon, and hence (or tlie rcniitsloD ol sins:

That Trine Immersion or dippine the candidate throe

times lacc-Iorward is Christian Baptism:

That Fcet-washluR. as taiiitlit in John 13, is a divine

commatid to be observed In liie chutch.

TliftI tlic Lord's Sujiper Is a meal, and, in connection

with the Communion, sliould be taken in tlie evening, or

nltor the cloao ol Ibe day;

That the S.iliitatioii of the Holy Kiss, or Kiss ol

Chartty.li blndinB "pon the lollowcrsol Christ;

That War and Kctallnthm are contrary to the spirit

and scll-denylttK principles ol the religion ol Jesus Chnst;

That a Non-Confornilly to the world In daily walk,

dress, customs and convcraallou Is essential to true

hulinus) and Chrlstinu piety.

It maintains that in public worship, or rellcious exer-

cises. Christians should appear as directed In 1 Cor. 11;

4iS'

In short, it Is n vindicator ol all that Christ and the

,\po»tlc» have enjoined upon us, and alms, amid the con-

lllcllntE theories and discords ol modern Christendom, to

point out eround timl all must concede to be lutalllbly

talc. Address-

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Klcin, Illinois

Where Can We Buy (iood.

Reliable Shoes?

This iiiicstion is asked many times, by young

and old, by rich and poor. We are in a posi-

tion to furnish you with the very bes.t footwear

at prices that will please you. Give us a call

and look at our new fall lines.

d. F. ETTNER,
KLGIN. ILI.

Nolte's Department Store

Elgin, lit.

nlloD Iha imiLKtroOK ul<*n nilns>

MILKINE...
UranuUteil Milk l-ood

Si\'Kin% life, her
I conceal tntcvl.

ALT,

LAI, (Hr 1

tl)0 perfect footl lonie.

MILK. MALT. MEAT maks MILKINE,
til.' i.i.i.l oiu.<ntrmr.lo.n.i.Kn- l..o<l (or ndiilo

flit ui.iixliv i-nv.lri.-.l I.,i<n ..i ... i.-,.inptev^«T.|

Tat'kli' Hcn.lv i.ii ii». I'\ tin- .uMiiu.ii ..f nnlvi,
or cin be tiiUii .li> Wnt. (o> li..- vimple
ELQIN MILKINE CO. ELGIN, ILL,

Htntlan tt.» IKiLLK<IWi|t *h«i «T4tln«,

Do You Have Headaches?

Reliable t Headache « Powders

WELD & HALL, Druggists,

ElKin, III.

GALVANIZED STEEL STAYS

aiVE PERPBCT SATISFACTION lor the reason that
iliev hold tbc line wires on fence m perlect position, not
all wing ibcm to sag or spread Strong, durable, oroa-
raenial and suitable for all larm and other purposes
^\ rite for free catalogues. Agents wanted in every town-
ship, .Address;

TUE C. M. FENCK STAT CO.,

Lock Box 8. CoviNr.TON, Ohio.

_ llcutinn llin IMil.KMJtiK vhen wrillue.

r*»-**-< Phone 1653. h*ree D livery to all Parts

< Choice ;
uftheCty

* finirprips » Everything Good to Eat
I UIUMJIIW , ^1 ^^.^ ^,^^^ ^^.^ ^^,^j, 3 ,^,gg ^^j*""""•--* caretuliy selected Stock ol l.rorerles
niid Crofkcry. .'•tock iilw-vS up-to date, Ireah, and the

best (luality the market aflords. J.\S. FLINN,
Cor, Slate and Chicago Sis., Elgin. III.

health ol yourself and fami-

y. Are you doing it;' l>L>lays are dangerous and the rc-

,ponsibilit> IS upon you, ,'\ches. pains, poor appelitCi

dU/iness. bad skin, that dr.igging and smotliering leel-

ng are some ol nature's danger signah, and you n-ed a

course ol nature's lemedy-German-Aiuerifnii Hpvli

It is the greutest Blood Pu'ifier, Liver, Kidney and

System Kegulatei ever oHctcd the people; It is purely

herbs, barks and roots; the kind used by our great-grand-

mothers lor generations, and should be used by you and

our lamily. It is put up in powder form and chocolate

coated tablets, pleasant and easy to take, and sold by our

agents; no cure, no cost.

11 no agent near you, send li.oo lor six avcent pack-

ges, containing 900 doses and registered guarantee, sent

postpaid.

Write for our liberal oRer to new Agents.

Mrs, G. A. Thurber, Ballston. Va,, says: For years

1 havesulfered with headache, neuralgia and nervousness.

Almost from childhood my nervous system has been such

that the least eiceriion would throw me into a spell o(

eadache and extreme fatigue, so that life seemed almost

a burden. I have tncd the bent doctors and many kinds

idicine. I began using Gfrmaii-Amej-lciiii H«i-li

I'liDiltouixl some lour months ago and almost from the

hrst 1 lelt improved, and now 1 seldom ever have any

headache at all, 1 cannot express the beneht derived

Irom its use. and trust th s may be the means ol many
other sufferers lo use the Compound. It aUu did won-

ders for my husband whose complaint was stomach

trouble.

Abram Studcbaker, Shidelcr. Ind.. says: Vour med-
icine has done myself and wife n great deal o( good and

we recommend it very highly. Please send me two more
lio^es for Irlcnds.

Address, liiter-Nnllonnt lUcillnliio Uo. tlncorpo-

ratcd). 61-. !• Street. Washington, D. C . or Albert
llotltDKfi', Special Agent. 13S Eighth Street, Washing-
ton, n, C. 4^tl

Miniion ilif IVflLKNOOK "liPn wnltnit.

A Kitchen Piano..
• Everything at her lingers' ends."

Nothing to walk or long f<ir. Sugar, tiour, mIi, ifi^a

milk, eggs and molasses in tins aell-clcaniaii (jJb,

We make nine different kinds ol k Ichen cibiocti. .1

In our new catalogue, free tloosier MIg. Co,,

28 Adams St. New luilt.iiA

Cap Goods...

...pped. J. Frike...

Tfunks arid Hantiess
Traveling Diut* and Hoise Fuiu)Bhing>.

No. S rhlcaso Street. - - Kl.r.lN. Il.l..

READING CIRCLE BOOKS.

Special to members of our Missionary Read-
ing Circle. We offer the foUowinj; list o(

books, as (ivillmed in the Missionary Course, ai

the following low prices:

Fli-Kt VvikT.
/'.ifitr. Chth

New Acts ul iht Apostles, Ur.t^craon
»>So» I1..S

Lllcoljudsou. IS cts. .3

S«n £ra. JoiUh Stroag (cfeUi,7S cts.). . 3s cts. .b
" Do NotSaf." IS CIS.

Sdoonil V(«r,

Dtvinc EnlcrpilM ol MibaIom, Pleison
(»i-sU t <>a

Memoir ol Mottat $ cts. .30

Cunclst Htslory ol MlMloni, BIIm I7S
centi) ,57

Sjuth Amcttca,—fie Neglecttd Contl-
neol l7^ ctms) .^

SPECIAL OFFER.

For fLt 40 cash with order we will send all the

above eight books, bound in cloth (except " l>o

Not Say"), prepaid. The retail value of the
books is SS-75' This offer is good only to regu-

lar members oE Our Missionary Kcadiug Circle.

Address:

Bhbthrbn Publishing House,

32 and 34 S. Slate. EUgio, lU.

We send Cap Goods by mail to all parts of

the United Stales. A large assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

;NOLI]

Elgin, III.

( lNi;LliMV)K »

Exegesis on Divorce and Remarriage

KK\ISE1) 1 hlTloN.

A couip'ete analysis and analogy of all the Scriptures
this gicAt *iuestion, in which the aulhor cicirly shows

that the matiiagebond ia annulled by death only. The
Covittcton Oa-.nit states this matrer thus: " The grow-
ing loosenciks of the marriage bond males this pamphlet
timely, and the elder proves that the Scriptures positive-
ly forbid divarcc." This was the doctrine ol the church
lu an unbroken Hue for over ooe hundred years. All ad-
mit that this is "the sale side." which mugt be tbe side
ol truth.-Chnslx side. Two cover pagesha^etesilmoD-
lals Iron) brethren. One Irom an Elder reads thus:
•Dtiiw Brtlhtr /,/.-! shall ever led grateful to you loi
the liRht you have thrown on the divorce nuestioo. Pre-
viously 1 have l>c«D a strong advocate (or remarriage. I

much regret my course. Your eSort to hold up the right
on this icilous question la a noble one "

We ioUcll some one in each neighborhood or congre-
gation to handle our pamphlet. Sixe. with cover. 51
pages. Price, hvc cents, to ministers (leo. Address:

I. J. ROSENIIKKUKR. CnvluKt.m. Ohio.
M'DiM* Ilia IXnLKXoOK >baii wnUuf

ackemann<
"THE BIG store'

Elgin,
Illinois

Take Only the Best...

We have aimed in makf „.

and ..„.

,

enable „:::r:-',r""
the largest, bu, ,he best. Cl
beheveittbuyingthebestgj'"''
tared a,,d selling tbe,,,,,, f„";;''
profit, h„ld„,g. therefore ,"=H
from year to ye.ir.

'

'^'""'i<

ACKE«A«N's.

August Seheele Co.

The Finest Bakery in (heCil.?
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A HAYDE I KNOWE.

,-ver Mavde I am acquaiiitc,

"''rvlJ..- Hair hung doune her Hacke

„,l,'d & bnish'd with careful knacke,

; „>.ves Her looke o( Maydes y c pay. He.

'^^\?eiretofy'eripe„-dC„r„e,

n, SuiTise on a cloudless inorne;

5k,,„„;desmegreatlieofasain,e.

u-t,,, miK'ier of Her eyes thys Mayde

"';Shave,la,.afearde,oe,elle,

.„,„,. Browne, per-venture as ye Shelle

,Vl„cl."-"'"ly>''a.lemea.eislayde;

\l,ys much I knowe, They looke al me,

\ i,,
rliem allc y> worlde 1 see,

S alle tilings else from me dothe Fayde.

HctKllicarelykey'eEasten.ePearle,

AVh ye are mynded nt in bookesl

Or Ivke Wliyle Stones wythin y'e brookes,

,
.\ 'le hlowes y'e Wyndes doth hurle;

'

Her lippes y'e hue. y'e trequente see,

Lyke rype Iruite on y'e Cilery tree,—

Soe. greaie the fayerness of this Girl.

Htr stature is nott verie greate.

lAs measured by y'e plumbe & rule;)

Biitle rcrkou'd bye thiss Hearte of myne,

1,1 slature She liathe notte a mayte;

& though ill years She be butt 5.

She ilotlie mnste masterlie contrive.

Toe hold mv Happiness S faxte.
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THDS
"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents

r^r-es-^-sgi- ./^/^•'

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
ori

The Hcst Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll
I

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribinsr for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

In Every Part

We Want Agfents, == Real Live Agents
:)f tliL- Counlry. Anyl>ody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Send

Club ot Ten of These. Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Itcsiilc the Himnie Uricr llush,

Natural Hislnr

Ulack Ucauiy,

IJictiitnary "f the Htbk-,

and Quadrupeds,

Dream Life,
T̂

Drummnnd's Addresses,

Ten Nights i

InteMeciual Life,

Adventures of a Brc
d Bar-Rnom,
Imitation of Chnst, Etc.

If he ^a-ts twenty sul)scriiiers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thev co !
be had in an, hour's work in many a place. Whoever ^hows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall wor

connected with the InolicNOOK. Thi^re is a library of Fifty bound books waitinjr for somebody.

The A^'ent who sends in the larjrest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will \m
sent him a Library ot FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventures of a Hrowiiu-,

^sop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autohiii^raphy of Franklin.

Autocrat o( the Breakfast Table,

Hacon't Kssays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' I'oems,

Child's History of Kngland,

Cnnlcs-mns of an 0[-'iini Kaier,

Diciu-nar> of the Kihit.

Ure.nn Life,

DruniMioiid's Addresses,

Fmer-sori's Essays,

Etliic?. iif the Dust,

Fairv Land of Science,

1-iIlecn Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life.

L;iy> Mf Ancient Kouie,

Li'iiiifellow's I'oems,

Lorna IJnone,

Mosses from an Ok! Manse,

Nal, Histiiry Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

l*riie and I.

Kab and His Friends,

Reverie^ nf a Bachelor.

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Siicket Minister,

Stones from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten N'ighis in a Bar-Room,
Thirty Years" War,

Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table.

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare

Lallah Roukh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Talcs,

Sign of the Four.

The Aj>ent sendinj>: in the next lar^rest list will have the choice of TWKNTY-FIVE books out of the above list. Tb

third largest list will entitle the Aj^ent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of thes

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger k%

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be the las

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

-A. lLii"ve r*^i>ex" fox* ILii"V€> IE^eop>le.
The IngliCNOOK is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper me

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with notliinsol

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it alwav- ia

and it never will fall below its self-set standard.—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it ^vit.iD

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The INGLEN^

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best knowri men and women in the church will write for the InglEnook next year. The like of it ^^

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list k^h

what they are talking about.

LIZZIK HOWE: The Shadows of Cily Life.

T. T. MYERS: How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Tadfic Coast.

C, E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP: Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-five Years?

S. Z. SHARP; The Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions.

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY. Are Neero Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spiritu.'\lity.

JOHN G. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

L B. TROL'T: The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

L J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Among the Jews.

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.
^^^^^

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of an Evangeis

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Made.

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Belief. LilJ "'

sions?
-ju

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do wilh Ex-M°^
^^^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Mag""'

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of Swii"!''*"''-

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide Missn'M-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Getinn'l'-

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means o( liiln

i.din'f*
lilt-

.&ja.fX tliex-e aro OtHez-s. Tou. Oan't .A-fTorca. to ]VIjlsjs ali TJai-S-
stoni

TheT s''^There will be serial stories espe.-ially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribin.r you may
more than passing intere.'.t. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or aToidan°ce, which
to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the ' ""''^ *''';";

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVIXG THE INGLENOOK, and vou wilf do weM to write us, endo^mg J""'

scription to-day.

Eiism, Illinois, TJ. s. ^a..
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CRADLE SONQ.

,„.s .he embers of its leaves

r 1 Latil swallows nestled ..eatl. the eaves;

'"
.IZiy crckel falters in his cry-Baby-bye -

"
'iTof "'gh. IS (all.ng o'er the sky-Bahy-hye -

'*'.,„igh,.sfall.ng o'er the sky!

,„],;„. pallid, and the cup

«,'w.^!!l«IU-iny folded up;

'"'.„„„ through the garden sob and sigh-Baby-bye-

bt !leepi"6 blooms of summer where they lie -Bahy-

, i^jjjeping blooms of summer where they lie!

„ B>by, my Baby, for your sake

Uhtiil 1)1 mine is ever wide awake,

j„,|o,e may never droop a drowsy eye-Baby-bye!

ll,our»«n ate wet above me when I die -Baby-bye'

;„,„„„,„ are wet above me when I die.

—James Whitcotnb Riley.

WILD OOOSE HUNTING.

OLTinthe farther Northwest, in Minnesota and

hkota, the season is better than the average, and

bfrearc birds enough to give abundance to any

hooier who knows when he has enough, and does

Dl want to make ,i slaughter. Not only is the

uck crop good, but the geese are now coming

OB'nin numbers sufficient to assure the lover of

30se shooting a chance at his fa\'orite sport in any

Deof many localities. Goose shooting is an art of

sdf, and some shooters become so attached to it

hal they well night forsake the marsh and
Ireams where they have erstwhile hunted ducks,

id lake to the pit and the decoys on the stubble

tldsexclusiveU'.

Infoose shooting, as in every other line of sporl
ilk the gun, there are several ways of playing the
imcand only one right way. There are different
liccsand methods by which this, the wariest of all
lU fowl, may he taken, but the most effective
>) 10 outwit the honker is to hunt him on the up-
land not along the waters. There is no big-
'kram under feathers than that in a goose's nod
;an(l It requires study to outline the system
H'tknow is must commonly pursued by the suc-
•*l goose hunters.

The wW goose never sleeps, so far as mankinti is

« 10 discover. He never leaves his fiank ex-

:.,

""* ""•<=' 'ails to post his pickets. If he
son a n„„|, „, p,^;^;^ ., .^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ .^ ^^^
">'a w,de strip of burned-over ground where

al
«« several times the cHstance of a gunshot,

10 mT u'"
"° "^"y '^*" '=°™e "P ""'i" COV-

"7! ''"" " ^ flock Of geese is swimming

IWnks h
'.'^ '"'""'• '""^ "''^ ambitious hunter

Winp .i,""
'''PP'"S "P behind the bank and

*o(w rr,,:V''
"^'"' >>= -^"^-'° h--^

"'"sthe hi ""' '"""^ ""'*"" sentinel, and to

'"heshoo,eV;'"'"""^''^°"'°f""g^-
* in the

'" *^" '"' "'^" =^' =°"^<= f«"«

"'»lcrossi"""'^'
'"'""^ ""^^ ^^''^ '"='^" '"""=

*'«aydet'"fY''
'^ ''^" to one that they will in

It nl.,
presence and sheer off to one

No. 46.

f""' when ^h"'
" "^^^' "^""'^ °^'^^' '^'"^'^ is "°

'" <" wild i-,^""'"
'°'" ''eht of the great

"'"'safety H 1'^^' eternal vigilance is the
'''°"

"othin K
' nothing but suspicion,

' "" latter u
^°°^ °"' '""^ '''"'self, and he

"'''y- Ifh
^^"^ '" ''''"""'^e of all immediate

*' 1" does
"^ '"^"''' * '^"spicious character a mile

""alf a
„,"°' ;'"''"- till the character comes

"°"i that

mile hut at

"I
the

wild

Psrticul,

once gets himself farther
ar neighborhood.

""^
8enui^°°r'''

"^" "'"' gi'andest of all_ ""I this
Canada honker, has his blind

«»<l.i,.
>"as Ir--

"'ho,

"lows

lolcr w), 1

"^ ^^° discovered by the

i hn' .
^"°"'* "lis habits like a book,

.'""'"'001
o '°b

"''' '"" ^^^a"tage ofton th
.

e goose hunt in North Dakota,aving
di

to be

"laiice

fcu'" to be""'''
"""^ered a lake where the

»>
1"^'° sneak, ",'" ^"^' ''°'='^^ everyday,

SI.""" from Z ^^"^ "'' '^''Se of the lake to

""'nwait;'\ ^^ '"'S'" perhaps think it

'" "le reeds of the shore, and try

to get a shot or so at the fowl as they pass over, go-
ing out or coming in. By this latter method he
might, indeed, succeed in getting a bird or so,

though he would begin to wonder why he got no
more. The -old shooter who understands goose
lore, would tell him that his course was the worst
possible if he wished to get any number of birds.
He would take the novice away from the lake
where the geese were seen resting, leading him
perhaps eight or ten miles from the lake, out into
the open country, where the wheat stubbles stretch
for miles.

The wild goose is a creature regular as a clock.
He makes two feeding flights each day from that
bit of open water or sand bar which he has selected
as his temporary resting-place. Suppose "you have
located a lake where there are numbers of geese to

be seen daily. It will not take long to discover
that they have chosen a certain line of flight.

They always go in and out at a particular point, and
it is always the one which they think is the safest.

If there is a shore line of rushes aud other cover at

one point, and at another a high, hard bluff, with no
cover, you will find that it is the latter place where
the flight will cross. The first flight is in the early

morning, about daybreak. At about ten o'clock the

birds will sail out over the water at a great height,

and then pitch down in a thousand sudden and gro-

tesque circles, one of the oddest sights a hunter

sees. At midday the geese rest and sun thcni-

seh'es, preferably on some bau or sandy bank.

Near two o'clock, as though by a common signal,

they rise and again leave their resting-place, going

out upon the feeding grounds again. At dusk they

return to their roosting place, where they ha\-c been

sunning themselves during the warmer hours of the

day.

Now, these birds must eat, somewhere, and they

must eat a considerable amount of food, for a goose

is a large bird. Naturall}' it will seek to make its

living along the lines of the least resistance, will

feed where it can get the most food at the least ex-

pense of labor. Hence, the problem which inter-

ests the old-time goose shooter who has located a

good body of geese on a roosting place is, not to

find the best cover near the water, but to find the

feeding ground which they have chosen out in the

open country. He knows that if he can find some
farmer who has a field where the geese have been

feeding for a few days without being disturbed, he

has solved his problem, for the wise birds know it

is good policy to let well enough alone, and they

will continue to regularly visit any feeding ground

where they have not been disturbed. Having locat-

ed such a farm, the shooter learns from the farmer,

or from his own observation, what part of the field

the geese are in the habit of using when they come
in to feed.

This is the point which he selects for the site of

his pit. He digs this pit at some time when the

birds are not about, and is careful in digging not to

chang'e the look of the ground. The loose earth he

removes in sacks, or carries far out and scatters in

the sun so that it will dry out to the color of the

surrounding earth and not show up to the keen eyes

of the game. The pit is dug deep enough to hide

the head of a man sitting down in it, and is big

enough for two, for ordinarily two guns will shoot

out of the same pit.

The decoys are then set out. These are works of

art in their way, though close at hand they do not

look like geese. The)- are simply sheets of thin

iron, cut into the profile likeness of a goose, and

painted to further carr)' out the resemblance.

These profiles are provided with a spike at the bot-

tom, by means of which they can be stuck upright

in the ground. They are put out around the pit, at

different angles, so that some of the decoys may of-

fer a side view, no matter from which direction the

birds may come.

The sport of goose-shooting is a trifle strenuous

for a city man, who is not used to seeing the sun

rise. He must get up in the black of night, cat a
j

hurried breakfast, drink a cup of coffee more or less

bad, and then go out into the coldest, shiveriest air
that mortal man ever faced, for the time of goose-
shooting is after the chill of autumn is well estab-
lished and the air is full of frost. It seems dark
and gloomy out there in his hole in the ground,
and the tenderfoot wonders whether or not he is

having a good time.

It seems an age until the sky begins to clear a
bit, and a faint spot in the East to show where the
sunrise is to be. Objects begin to become visible,

and the tenderfoot can see the ghostly forms of the
decoys standing up rigidly before the pit. Now
there comes, far off, from where no one can just

tell, a faint, soft, musical, mysterious note. The old
shooter raises his head, grasps his gun, and gazes
out eagerly while he listens.

Far away on the horizon, toward that lake where
the geese were first located, there now shows
against the sky a faint, dark line. The excitement
of watching the oncoming of a flock of honkers is

something not surpassed in any form of field sport,

and is often too much for the novice, who becomes
excited and almost invariably rises too soon and
shoots while the birds are too far away. The older
head warns him solemnly to keep still and keep
down in the pit until he gives the word to fire.

The babble of the fowl now comes on until the
chorus is confusing. The birds have sighted the
decoys, and wonder what these new fowl are doing
on their own private and preiinipted feeding ground.
They come on and on, and the tenderfoot shivers

and trembles in the pit, for to his eyes, peering
through the fringe, the birds seem big as meeting-
hou.ses. They come on and yet on, and the leader in

the pit is forced to catch the barrel of the tender-

foot's gun to keep him from springing up and fir-

ing.

They swing actually directly above the decoys.

Then as they look down they lose sight of the de-

coys and do not understand it, not knowing yet

that the birds they are addressing are but thin

shams, and hardly to be seen at all edgewise. At
this moment the surprised flock takes a pitch, and
a curve, and a tumble. The air is full of legs, and
feathers, and voices. Vast white, and gray, and
brown, and black bodies fill all the air. And now,

almost beneath the confused mass of deceived fowl,

there rise two muffled figures. Once, twice, three,

and four times, and then again for a time or two,

the thin lines of fire pierce the air. Three geese,

four, five are down, struggling on the stubble; the

rest are screaming, and climbing, and clawing away
from that dreadful spot as fast as they can go. The
tenderfoot has killed his first goose and the old

hunter has not killed the tenderfoot, which he has

been much tempted to do.

HE GOT THE TE.N CENTS.

" GtMtriE ten cents," commanded five-year-old

Jimmie of his sire as the latter was about to start

from his home in the west side for his downtown

office, five miles distant.

"Haven't got it," replied the father, "Come
down to the office and I'll fix you out."

Laughing at the success of his evasive reply, the

lawyer turned away and soon was on a car headed

for his office. He was busily engaged with a client

a few moments before noon when in* walked his

five-year-old, dusty and begrimed, and demanded
" that ten cents." He had walked the entire dis-

tance—five miles.

When the Yellow River flood carried off its thou-

sands a Californian attempted to break the news

gently to his cook, as it must, he thought, shock a

Chinaman to learn that so many of his fellow coun-

trymen had miserably perished. So he approached

the climax of horror by degrees, expecting a per-

haps passionate outbreak. But the cook's only

comment was the eminently practical reflection;

" Plentee Chinamen left."
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U CofPespondence 4
A WtDDINO IN CHINATOWN, CMICAQO.

Wednesday night there was a great festival in

Chicago's Chinatown. Lanterns were hung out

from the shop doors and the oriental merchants put

on their best jackets for the celebration. It was

not a New Year hoh'day, it was not any of the an-

nual feast days, this gala event. Indeed, it was a

wedding, not an ordinary wedding either, but one

which Chinatown might well celebrate. Never be-

fore in Clark .'^lre^t has there been a wedding cele-

bration in which one of the small-footed women
has taken part. Chicago is wrll supplied with

Chinamen, but it is different with Chinawomen, and

well may the colony welcome a kimono to its

midst.

Little Sella Yoy came all the way from Portland,

Oregon, to become Chicago's first Chinese bride.

Could the tam-tam's hail her too merrily? She

reached town Mondaj- in her wooden-soled shoes

and embroidered wrappings, every inch a Chinese

maiden. She could talk very little Knglish and

was afraid of the strange city. Moy Ing, her lover,

met her at the station jauntily dressed in a suit of

brown clothes and a broad-brimmed hat, for Moy
Ing is much American. Sella Yoy was properly

awed by her future lord, and as becomes a true

Chinese maiden she humbl) followed him through

the station.

At the street an automobile was waiting. Now,
Sella Yoy had never seen an automobile, let alone

having ridden in one, and she thought her end had

come, although she obeyed tearfully when Moy Ing

told her to step in. The automobile went off like a

great buzzing bee, with Moy Ing sitting proudly

besi<lc his weeping bride. It was a great treat for

Moy Ing— that automobile ride. It made him the

most distinguished man in Chinatown and he felt

that he had brought honor to his name No China-

man had been seen in Clark Street in one of the

strange machines. The young men looked on with

envy and the old men with considerable concern

while Moy Ing lifted his bride to the ground at the

door of his restaurant.

"See, I have chosen my bride," he called to the

crowd in his own odd chatter.

And his countrymen understood that- the wed-
ding festival was about to begin. They swarmed
from their basement homes like so many ants and,
chattering, scurried up the restaurant stairs.

Thereupon the wedding breakfast was served in the
balconied, second-storied restaurant and the festival

of three days was on.

A Chinese wedding is no matter of an hour; it

requires days of eating and merriment. And Moy
Ing, being a man of means, could have the best, his

larder was filled with eastern delicacies and his

cook the finest from the orient. The balcony of
his fanciful yellow restaurant was hung each night
with lanterns and a Chinese welcome was pasted on
its door. No wonder the celestials put on their
daintiest silk jackets and their newest caps; such a
wedding is a rare treat in Chinatown. Moy Ing
played a handsome host, and morning, noon, or
night his table was wide enough for the guests.
Wednesday night the final ban(|uet was given to

the accompaniment of firecrackers and tam-tams.
And everyone who had accepted Moy lug's hospi-
tality carried to the last feast a wedding present.
Sam Moy, the chief adviser of Chinatown, gave a
silver tea set, and Hip Lung, the oldest and most
prosperous of the merchants, gave aii embroidered
satin kimono for the bride. Everyone gave accord-
ing to his wealth and his standing among his peo-
ple and there was a display of much eloquence in

the presentation speeches. Hip Lung, in a heavy
blue silk rolje, .sat at the head of the table; he was
the oldest n\an present and was consequently
looked upon .is the sage. It was he. therefore, who
was chosen to represent the bride, who was com-
pelled by custom to sit behind a curtain, hungry
and alone. The wedding feasts had little enjoy-
ment for her, because she was a Chinese bride and
could not appear among her guests. She was prob-
ably very glad when the last tam-tam had been put
away and the guests had gone, leaving the lanterns
to flicker dreamily in the smoky room. At any
rate, her wedding w;as over and she need sit no
longer with her back aching under her heavily em-
broidered robe and her wedding headgear.

The wedding festival was a memorable one to

Chinatown and it is being chattered about now in

the laundries and the tea shops. All the " washee "

men took part in it and to their thinking it was just

as a wedding should be. It may be that the bride,

for all her ride in a real, live automobile, is still

old fashioned enoijgh to agree with them.

CANNING PEACHES.

BY IRA E. FOUTZ.

The canneries are controlled in the same way the

evaporating plants are. In the canning of peaches,

however, all sizes are used more generally than in

the evaporating of them. Mostly women and girls

are employed to prepare them but men take them
through the processes.

They are first sorted into the different grades of

which there is four; the first, second, third and
fourth. The first grade is called the pie; the third

the extra and the fourth XX (double .X). The
first grade is canned with the peeling on but the

other three grades are peeled: generally by hand.

They are. all cut into halves and the seeds taken

out.

They are then packed by hand into tin cans

which hold one quart and weigh about three ])0unds

when full. The first step is the dipping. The cans

are put into wooden trays which hold one dozen.

There are strips on each side of the trays about one
and one-fourth inches abo\-e the bottom so that the

cans will not slide off. Eight of the trays are put

into a square iron cage at once. It is three feet

square and of four inch mesh. By means of a

crane it is let down into a wooden tank which con-

tains boiling water- The tank is the same shape
and size except that it is four inches larger each
way. The cans after being filled with the water are

taken out and the top is cleaned off. They are

then capped and soldered.

The next step is the processing. They are at

once placed into an iron cage which is perfectly

round. It is of a long mesh about two by eight

inches. They are piled into it with care one upon
the other. One hundred and sevent)- can be put in.

The cage is let down into a round iron tank which
contains water that has been heated above the boil-

ing point. The tank is five feet high and four feet

through. Water at that temperature soon makes
them soft and they are only left in about three min-
utes.

The cans are then too warm to be handled and have
to be cooled off. They are put into a round iron

cage and let down into a wooden tank. They are
left in the cold water until they can be handled.
Water is running into one and out at the other end
of this tank all the time. The others are filled and
emptied twice a day.

It is very interesting to go through a cannery and
see the different processes. About 10,000 cans are
put up in one day at an ordinaiy cannery. Only
one grade is taken through the processes at once
and when peaches for that grade run out another
grade is taken. There is generally a building at
each cannery in which to pack the cans of peaches.
They are not labeled until they are shipped or are
put into the cases. About as soon as the canning
season is over they begin to ship them out as the
wholesalers lay in their winter stock.

IVnyiifslioro, Ptf.

THE FIQ.

BY N. R. BAKER.

How many Inglenookers have ever seen a fig
blossom? I shall not ask you to raise your hands,
for I am sure no hands would go up. I have eight
bearing fig trees but have never seen a bloom
Nor has anyone else. They do not bloom. There
is a minute bud under the bark. This bud contains
the elements of a flower but is exactly the same
green color as the bark and no one but a botanist
would think of calling it a flower at all.

This little bud. without changing external shape
or color, simply bursts the bark by increasing in
size and becomes the fig that ripens, in warm
weather, six weeks later. When ripe, being too
soft to ship, they are never seen in northern mar-
kets except in the " green " or raw state.

The fruit is shaped somewhat like a pear and

"fig tree" is properly a shrub .„
this climate to a height of twenty-fi',.!?"
sometimes more than a foot in diamet

It is too cold for figs to do well"'

inj

southern boundary of Tennessee or aK"?"" °'"'«

"if
thir.ty-fifth parallel of latitude. In the greT v[

blizzard of 1899 nearly all the fig trees in h
ed States were frozen to the ground

"
R

"'lieUri,.

have sprung up again from the roots
hundreds of bushels were raised du

and
nian»

-- 'er. Some varieties bear the"|irs'i^ ,"'
ripen fruit every week from June to Novemb"

'

Except in California. I believe, figs a^ noi"rf
for market in this countl^. On the sh
the Mediterranean the fig is indigenous-thar
is to be found wild and grows without cuUivat"

"

There the quality is of the finest and labor is ch

"°'

Dried or " boxed " figs come from there. Ij„,?'
canning and jireserving even here the fio ,.

"

sidered delicious.

The fig tree is not evergreen but sheds its \n,
in winter—deciduous is the long word for it Th
leaf is sometimes eight inches across.

The famous banyan, a tree that lets roots down
from limbs that' are several feet above the gronnil

is a variety of the fig.

Wliisler, Ala.

ELECTIONS IN FRANCE.

People who think that one election day

enough would be horrified at the idea of haii

two, as is the rule in France. On the first elecl

day, always a Sunday, the electors includini;

male citizens of twenty-one years of age whn hav

lived for six months in one place, cast their balli

for members of the house of deputies. Before thi

voting begins the presiding officer at each polling

place unlocks the urn in which the ballots are to be

placed and exhibits it to prove that it is emply

He then locks the urn and puts the key in his pock

et. The men who help in receiving and coui)tin|

the ballots are volunteers from among theeieclon

When the votes are counted it may happen, for ii

stance, that Durand, socialist candidate, receivi

1.900 votes: Dupont. the republican candidate, :,So(J

votes; and Booneval, the royalist candidate, J.OM.

In the United States Booneval would be elcckd.

Not so, however, in France. Another election

held on the following Sunday, and before

date is declared elected he must have .1

jority of all the votes cast. In most cases li- •

didates receiving the smaller number of votes iv;

draw, leaving the fight on the second Sunday

!

tween the two leaders. Any man twenty-five yt

old, who is not otherwise disqualified, may be

candidate for the house of deputies. There are =

necessary expenses connected with running ^

fice, and sometimes a deputy is electcl

spending a cent. In other cases immense

spent and bribery is common. The depu''"

paid S5 a day, and have also the right to ii« "

on the railroads The members of the hou>t^

deputies and the senate, sitting tosjelher, elec
.^

majority vote the president of the repub ic.

serves seven years.

WOMEN WITH BEARDS.

There is a barber New York who n.al*
'

Hins a nunif'

-t-w. J „...,.. ^ ^ "'
^^,^j[ic

regular customers. One of them is
,„„,£•

Cuban woman, who spends a great dea
,j,.

the Fifth Avenue hotel. In speaking »

tomers, he said:

"They don't want depilatories. They «
'

regularly shaved, just like a """_
^

naturally heavy growths of beard,

sensation. I have shaved one woman t
'j

week for ten years. She won't let f

with any but the sharpest razor.

" To look at her no one would imagij'

could grow a beard that would put ma

shanie. Her complexion is smooth a

her skin fine and firm. She could have^^'

permanently reriioved by a prepara 1

needle, but she prefers to be shaved

A WATCH will tick 160,144,000 ''""

is kept continuously running-

:sill 3
''

]|
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FLVI^a SQUIRREL'S WAYS.

fouffootcd animal in the New Eng-

'''"'js which is entitled to the name of " gen-
'° '

the best sense of the term, that animal

*""
. ,„„irrel He is quiet in manner and in

"'•
j„ unusually gentle disposition and at-

I,i5
own business without making a nui-

himseif- He has none of the impudence
""

IV of his red cousin, and he is a character
,(H|nac")

er refinement than his large and pow-

',,(|alive, the gray squirrel.

" L
t|,c smallest member of his family here-

35 a woodsman he is without a superior.

?°|„|Be. when it comes to tree-climbing and trav-

nllbrough the tops of closely-grown trees, the

oy
squirrel simply magnificent. But in the

bi

iiooils, where the trees stand farther apart, the

jsquit'cl has a decided advantage, for he can

iiail through the air from one tree trunk to an-

lltf-

Llkemost people of real worth, he is modest and

loblrusive: so much so, in fact, that he may often

a in 3 wood for years without anyone being

jreof his presence. Even when it is known that

js there he is seldom seen, for he usually sets out

dark and is rarely abroad in the daytime. His

ipeannce is in keeping with his character. The
Itveh'ely fur of his upper parts is of an incon-

icuous shade of gray, and the under parts are

The black eyes are very large and promi-

nl, the whiskers dark and long, and the general

pression of the face good-natured but earnest.

It claws are much curved, and as sharp as fish-

DOb.

Bat the most peculiar parts of his anatomy are
membranes by which he is enabled to make his

»g Jiehts, or rather sails—for flying squirrels do
really fly-through the air. These membranes,
on each side nf the body, e.vtend from the wrist

lllke forefoot to the wrist of the hind foot, and are
"tneil by the extension of the skin of both the up-
-and lower parts. Consequently, though quite
"".they are of double thickness. They are cov-
ttjwilh short fur both above and below.
Wen not in us,' these membranes are inconspic-
'«S|l0'. being elastic, they contract, fori
S«l" ridge aloni; each side. Wh.
Bles to '

fly, In. 5

Iht

kt

ming an ir-

on the squirrel
prings into the air from the up-

PWofa tree, and by spreading his legs as wide
"", stretches the membranes taut, like the

irachlt
'" °P'" ""'brella. On this natural

t.c
' " ""= '° ==>'' '°^ ^ considerable dis-

,;;,''"''>'^'™"i^ high point to a lower one.
a also IS w,|l adapted to this mode of trav-

p ''s flat like a feather.

lo'th7,L""r°"^'' ' ""'°'' ^ «y'"g ^q"i">=l

>f ano.l,
°"' "'='' ^"'l *""?« in the direc-

«'the "T"°"S""= li"e of march. For

"Sle whi.
°^ ""= ^'''^"« he descends at..,>n,c vanes according to the length of

«"fcacu,L'^'\^'°f"'«»'"'i"g point, and

»POn the
T^ T^°°' ^^ ""ghts with a little

"Plothe „
°^"^^f"'hertree. «= 'hen

"^•^nd repJ-Th"
"'"'' '"'' ''""^ '° ">=

'f'W his 1„,
performance until he has

As J

""'s journey.

'•'"IqiiveH'"''"
'' "°' ^'''"P ""d clean cut, but

4ui\eringorfl

vol!?.'^
""""in

itiick

"•"yactonihe
.."'^''Olldsa,

r""edr- ^

hen the wind flaps the

"uttering, at least in appear
's not, I think, the result ol
e part of the animal, but is

'8« ot tiip
° """ *"'°" °' 'he air upon the

Br I"" a lar„
""""'"'"'^- The same effect is

t^'^-'ins r "^'^' »'"

t^r-'^'ntttfr'-r-^'^^-^-'^^
h. "^ branrl, -1

"" ''"« '" holes in the

^'^""''Pecke
"

J"" '*" y"^'" nest of a

<"'"". and (T>'"
="' '''"I home for a fly-

> i' is not ,1 I

"''^"^'PP'="^ '° ^'-'"" -

'k.' '"'"aden, ,
'° '"'""'"" '°ng without a

C,''"''^^ro;Th
',""'. °^'^""^''''--°"'-

«<2' ""^ 'Whnll ^" '""^ '"'J ^ half in di-

•«<lt^-
The foil!

°'" °"' ^ -chamber about a

!!?'" have
fl

""^ ""'"""• ^"" ""^ y"""?
••" '"i^s into^r"'

"'^ "'"'''=' '*''" PO^^-^^-

°' cedar,
^"^^ ^ quantity of the fine

nest.
"^"^ °^ o'her soft material suit-

lor-

In November he retires to this snug retreat and
never so much as pokes his nose out until the fol-
lowing March. In this respect, again, the " Hyer"
differs from all other New England squirrels. The
red squirrel may be seen abroad in all weather, the
gray squirrel wakes up on warm days and comes
out for food and exercise, and' even the little chip-
munk, although he remains in his underground
home, gets up occasionally to nibble at his store of
gram or beechnuts. But, as far as known, the fly-
ing squirrel sleeps the winter through.
The young are usually born in the latter part of

March. There are generally from four to six of
them,-wee, blind and naked, but with a hereditary
tendency to cling to everything they touch. The
first hair to appear is that of the whiskers, which
are visible when the babies are but a few days old.
A little later the cutting teeth appear in the lower
jaw, and every day the semi-transparent bodies be-
come more and more fully clothed with fine, soft
fur.

Before they are hidden by the hair the blue veins
can be readily traced through the delicate skin, par-
ticularly in the flying membranes The eyes open
when the youngsters are a month old; at least that
has been my experience with those born in captiv-
ity. When about six weeks old the little fellows
begin to crawl out of the nest, to play like kittens,
but more gently, and to nibble the crumbs of partly
eaten nuts cut into by the sharp teeth of the moth-
er.

And what a lovely little mother she is! She
takes the greatest care of them from the time they
are born. She tucks them under her, pulls the
cedar bark over them and blocks up the entrance
on cold days to keep them warm. If you put your
finger into the hole she will rake all the babies out
of harm's way with her front paws, and then with
her nose she will make a determined effort to push
your finger out of the hole again. Failing in that,
she will not bite you, as a red squirrel would have
done at the beginning, but she will probably take
your finger gently in her teeth, as though to ask
you please to be a gentleman and refrain from caus-
ing her any further annoyance.
Even if you remove the young ones from the

nest she will not bite you, but she will come out
after them at once in evident distress. If they are
near the mouth of the hole, so that she can reach
them without leaving the nest entirely, she puts out
her head, seizes the youngsters by the neck or back
with her teeth, and pulls them in after her, one by
one.

But if she has to leave the nest altogether, she
picks the children up, turns around and pushes
them into the hole before her. A flying squirrel

once disturbed in this way, is not likely to allow
the matter to pass unheeded. She is almost sure to

remove her family to a new home at the first op-
portunity.

A short time ago a Stamford gentleman had an
interesting experience with a flying squirrel, and he
kindly gave me an account of it. There is a little

river running through his grounds, and on the
bank of the river grew a tree with a decayed branch
upon it. Wishing to have the branch removed, he
sent up a workman to saw it off, and stood by to
watch the operation. Near the end of the branch
there was a small hole, and when the saw began to
move he noticed the whiskered head of a flying
squirrel come sniffing out. In a moment it went in

again, but presently the squirrel returned with a
young one in her mouth.
The workman was ordered to stop sawing, but the

little " flyer " ran out onto the end of the branch,
and without hesitation sailed across the river.

Alighting upon a tree on the opposite bank, she
laid the baby safe in a wide crotch and at once
sailed back for another one. Four times did the
brave little mother make the trip, until her children
were safely removed from the doomed branch.
What became of them is not positively known, as
further observation was prevented by nightfall. It

is fairly safe to say. however, that unless a hungry
owl interfered with her plans, the faithful mother
had them all safe in a new home long before day-
light.

VEQETABLE IVORY.

In the Vouiig Peoples Paper, Mary K. Bigelow has
a very interesting article on vegetable ivory. She
says

:

The ivory plant is a native of South America and
is most interesting in its growth.

It is a member of the palm family, bearing its

foliage in a beautiful crown, at the top of the slen-
der trunk

So slender, indeed, is the trunk, and so heavy the
crown of foliage, that the trunk is borne to the
ground, and lies sprawling— sometimes to the
length of twenty feet, resembling a huge root, and
giving the plant the appearance of rising from the
ground without a stem.

The feathery leaves of the plant are of a beautiful
pale green color, each one being divided into twen-
ty or thirty pairs of long, narrow leaflets, arranged
in rows on either side of the midrib.
The natives find these leaves useful as thatching

for the roofs of their houses.

The flowers are borne in large clusters, and are
chicfl) remarkable for their sweet and powerful
odor, which constantly draws about the plant myri
ads of small insects.

The ivory plant is sometimes found scattered
about in forests of other trees, and sometimes grow-
ing by itself in dense groves; in which case it com-
pletely drives out all other forms of vegetation.
The fruit is incased in a thin, hard shell, from

eight to twelve inches in diameter, covered on the
outside with rough, conical protuberances.

This shell is divided into six or seven compart-
ments, each of which contains from six to nine*
seeds or nuts; triangular in shape, and about two
inches in diameter, and each one being incased in

its own individual shell.

The changes that take place in these nuts, in the
different stages of their growth, are extremely in-

teresting. In the first place the shell is filled with a

thin, clear liquid, which, although of an insipid

taste, is drinkable: and sometimes proves very ac-

ceptable to the weary traveler, when water is not
attainable.

Later on, this liquid becomes sweet and milky;
when it is eaten with much relish by turkeys, hogs
and bears.

Then, as the nut ripens, it turns gradually to the
ivory-like substance, which is so much used in the

place of real ivory.

The ripe nut is very hard, pure white in color,

and of a perfect uniformity of texture throughout.

When the nut is planted, and after it begins its

growth, it is again changed to a soft pulpy mass,
and on this the young plant feeds until old enough
to send forth rootlets and draw its sustenance from
the earth.

Beside the various fanc)' articles which are made
from the vegetable ivory, it is very largely used in

the manufacture of buttons.

On account of the size of the nut, articles made
from it are necessarily small, though sometimes
large articles are made by a skillful joining togeth-

er of the pieces.
1 »

THE ESKIMO'S tlUSKIE.

The velocity of light is 192,000 miles in a second
of time. From the sun light comes to the earth in

eight minutes. From some of the fixed stars of the
twelfth magnitude it takes 4,000 years for the light
to reach us.

The wild dog, uninfluenced at all by association

with man is typical of nothing but the wolf, and in

the circumpolar ice he is found in numbers roving
over the fields of snow and ice, frequently in com-
pany with the wolves. The Eskimos have taken
these wild creatures and by a rude process of selec-

tion and training they have developed the "hus-
kie," a colloquial abbreviation of the word Eskimo.
These animals represent a type of dog but little re-

mo\'ed from the wolf —hardy, vicious, swift of foot

and keen of eye. They have been trained to haul

sledge loads of goods across the snow and ice and this

comes as natural to them now as for a pointer to

point. They possess the blood of the wolf, however,
in their veins— the taint of the jackal. At the first

opportunity they will run away and join the wild

dogs and deteriorate rapidly in their company.

Throughout the great northwest it is hard work
to make up a full team of strictly pure huskies.

The leader of the team is invariably a trustworthy'

huskie, but harnessed behind him will be one or

more wild creatuces that are kept in harness only
through the moral influence of others.—.\W/( Amer-
icati Review.
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TO OllR WRITERS.

Let us have a little confidential chat with those

who write for us, and get our situation fairly before

the contributors, present and future. In the first

place we have had an exceptionally good lot of con-

tributions sent us, and several new writers have been

discovered, who, if they keep their heads, will one

day be famous. To them, and to all who may write

lor the paper in the future, we want to say some-

thing.

In the first place get a good quality of paper.

Nothing is so cheap as cheap stationery. Good pa-

per is so cheap that all who write at all should se-

cure it. Then use a good black ink, and form the

letters so that there is no mistaking your words. In

the choice of a subject be sure not to select an ab-

stract subject. Keep on the earth. Leave the skies

to those who can fly. Not one boy or girl of twen-

ty, or even twenty-five, can do justice to a subject

like Liberty, or Freedom, or the like. It is a great

deal better to tell how a flower pot is made, or give

an account of how a cat mothered a puppy or a

squirrel. People will read the latter while not one

in a hundred will read a dissertation on the dignity

of labor.

Make your story short. Half a column is better

than a column, and unless your subject will not at

all admit of it, keep within the bounds of a column.

Use short, easy, telling language. Don't try any

such thing as fine writing. The Editor doesn't ap-

preciate it.

Fold or flat out your manuscript. Never roll it.

And there is not the slightest use in writing a long-

winded letter explaining how you came to do it.

We don't care anything at all about this. What we

want is the article, and your name and fame will

have nothing whatever to do with the copy's fate.

We will read it carefully, and decide accordingly.

If you get your article back with an editorial letter

pointing out defects, take it kindly. It is nothing

to us, and if we go to that trouble be sure there is

some reason for our action. If, after all, you think

there are others who know a good thing when they

see it, send your article off to them, to some paper

bigger and better known than the 'Nook, and when

it is printed and makes a hit send us a copy and

proceed to make our life miserable by showing us

how we missed it.

Do not expect your articles to appear the next

issue after you send them on. There are communi-

cations on file that will not be printed for the next

six months. There are reasons. It manifestlj'

would not do to print a Christmas story with roast

turkey and all that, in Jul}-, nor would an account of

a day's outing under the trees make good reading

in December. Then, while your article may be all

right, there may have been in the last week's issue

several along the same liixe. If you don't get the

article back it will bob up some day in the 'Nook

when you least look for it.

And now you man or woman, old or young, who

think you can do it, give it a trial.

the name that goes on the box of books? When it

is published in the Inglenook, together with the

number of subscribers sent in, there will be any

number of people who will be saying and thinking

" If I had only known," etc. Now the fact is the

present is the time to do the thinking and the can-

vassing. The winner will be someone who is a_

worker. There are numerous thickly-settled com-

munities where our people's hoiases are like beads

on a string along the roads, where the library could

be won in a thorough canvass, but it is altogether

likely that the box will not go to such a place.

Where there is somebody who gets up early and

works intelligently in all probability there will be a

long shelf full of the best works in the English lan-

guage, a year of gxiod reading, and the books to be

kept after they are read.

We have no idea of the name and address that

will go on that box. We know no more about it

than you do. All we know is that it will give us

pleasure to mark some reader's name on the pack-

age, and call up the expressman and start the pre-

mium on its way. There will be no delay, no wait-

ing, as the books will be sent as told on page two

of the cover. Is it to be that your name goes on

that box of books? It all depends on yourself. It

is a free canvass, open to you as to all the rest. Go

in and win.

OUR SHORT SERHON.

Text: Are They Read?

When a preacher makes an announcement that he

is going to hold services at a given time and place

he knows how well the community like his ministra-

tions by the attendance. If he has a good and an

attentive congregation he is justified in the contin-

uation of his services. If there is no congregation

he also knows what to do. But this sort of preach-

er has the visible result before him. He sees, and so

he knows. But when the preacher of the Inglenook

takes his place on the rostrum, or behind the table,

which in this instance is a typewriter, he has no

way of knowing how many there are who are open

to impression. He can not see his congregation.

They make no noise, and there is no swelling hymn,

nod of approval or sign of dissent. He does not

know whether there is a single hearer. It may be

there are many, few, or none at all. How is he to

know?

Now the preacher in this instance proposes to

talk to his silent and unseen congregation and he

does it in this form in order that he may know

whether or not the Short Sermon idea is being well

received. He has never yet taken up a collection,

but he intends doing it now. And it will not be in

money, but in ideas. It will take the form of a

postal card, and if you like the sermons as they

have appeared, and wish them continued, all you

have to do is to say so on a card addressed to the

Inglenook, and we will then know that we have

readers, or hearers, which is the same thing in this

instance. No responses will be taken to indicate

an empty house and a discontinuance of the ser-

mons, their place being taken by other matter.

The question has been put in this place, because

those who never read the sermons will not see it at

all, while those who have been interested in our
services in this way will have a chance to express

themselves. W'hat do you say? .Are the sermons
read or not?

CERTAINLY.

OUK QUERY COLUMN.

What is the liiffetence between a Consul, a MAmbassador to a foreign country? ' ""^'^t j.,,

Wherever there is much trade with
country, or much travel, a Consul is appoi^jj""

"

duties are mainly with the individual, to h i

^

out of trouble, and to represent the int., *" "

home government as far as 'he traveling puu
trade is concerned. A Minister or an Amb

"'"

is resident at the capital of a country, and
'

^' °'

ested mainly in the relations between the
"
*

.in a politicjil way. He deals with lareer 0,1,

,'"'

of state that may come up. The place of h

of a Consul is called a Consulate, that of a M '

a Legation. Generally they are simply renl"
houses, though they may be owned by their res

tive governments.
* * #

Is it right to make and use domestic wine?

The right or wrong of it, as far as the individual ;.

concerned, depends on the intent and use of ih

wine and his ideas of total abstinence.

* # *

What is a cipher code?

A system of secret writing that is supposed to bt

understood only by the parties using it. There is

no code that can not be translated by otiieis if

enough of it in writing is had, and time is given.

* i* *

Have I the right to set up a fruit stand in front of a ma

house if 1 do not interfere with him?

No. He can order you off, and have youarrtsli

and punished if you do not go. The fruit stands

are where they are by renting or sale.

* nr *

What is the cost of a good automobile?

At present they are very expensive, running

S500 to almost any figure. In a few years theyivill

be cheaper, and be as common as bicycles.

* * *

What is meant by a book being out of print?

That it is not now printed and consequently not

for sale as usual with books. If a thousand often

thousand copies of a book are printed and the plsks

or type broken up or recast it would be out ol pml

when the edition was sold.

% # *

There is an apple tree on my place that produces Ituil*

perior to anything ever seen by any ol tlie neighbots,

shall I go about making anything out ol the tree.

Send samples of the apples to prominent W
growers for an opinion, and if they agree

^

superiority then make an arrangement with s»ni^^

reliable nurseryman to sell him grafts. It will all

depend on the business handling of the project

H.nvwilllnial"'*""

ubject pP"

I think 1 have ability as an

• «

artist.

WHAT'S THAT NAllE?

If you read the second page of the cover you will

see a goodly list of books that will grace some-

body's home next year. When the time comes in

the holiday season we will assemble those books,

fifty of them in one lot, and put them in a suitable

box. All that is wanting then is the name that

goes on the box, and off they go to some happy

and lucky agent who has sent in his list of subscrib-

ers and outnumbered all the others. Now what is

"Teach applied Christianity on the Sabbath," says 77«
Chicago Journal, "and it may he applied during the other
days of the week." .\pply it during the other days of the week
and it will not need to be taught on the Sabbath.— C<7;/«r-r/

Blafs (Iowa) Nonpartil.

But as long as people forget this lesson so long
will the teaching have to be repeated, and the ex-
perience of the ages is that once a week is the time
for repetition.

If the earth's surface were level the water of the
oceans would cover it to a depth of six hundred
feet.

There is an article on that very

holed for the 'Nook. Wait for it.

* * *

Is there anything in planting seed or butchering
"

right sign".'
j-olP«P"

Not a thing in .the world, but "'""=^='"''*
^^^^^j

bj

really think so, and as a rule nobody is

the delusion.

.vreck v

lire house

:olu?'

nea'

A of sol

l,c WOO" Ol

I read in a story book of burning

What was meant?

In a cottage, or any other pleas

sea, where there is an open grate, -

^^
,^ g,;,

old wreck that has laid long in the ^""
.^jgibs

demand for firewood. It is cut into proP
^^^

^jj,

and dried. The water has in solution sa
^.^^^

absorbed by the wood, give off colore

• * •

Can r make a good lawn late in the ..Vutum"-
,^

As good a way as any is to ^^°"'"^^., \i s»°'

the soil, and wait till the first "''^1^3, yoi

Then sow your seed on the snow so j^iK

, . ipt it
alon'^-

see that it gets on evenly ana lei

all r.-ht ei

Spring you will see the result a

• » •

Wh.at is ll"= P'

noug'

rocts'

I read of eggs being canned, vvii.ii-

full
'^*'

See back numbers of the 'NooK fo'

tion of the way it is done.
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iran-'e
place for a perfume manufac-

11^'°"'"
side the Chicago River stagnates,

""("The' combined
odors of a thousand

*!(«' "
,|,e other switch engines clang back

*"
r.ilv violating the city's smoke or-

1

(oftb,
"''*''

_i"« ^^ bright spring morning, when the

•*""" °
5 of the factory are agape, it is no un-

ivindovvs c

a group of men and boys stand-

k-"'
dewalk with their hands .n their p.

"'''!
iffin" fi^ °'^°'^ "''''^^ "''' breeze brin,

^^°''
l°L "they can have apple-blossoms, at

d«dW'
,bem.

Theyca

de cologne—anythmg, just as if

'°',ere"ttending a charity ball. And the red

„llt oasis of fragrance

ts own sweet way, mak
Sahara of vile

je of the factory the scent is still more in-

'"'

],jsabouquetof hundreds of different per-

^'-

In the main room there stands a number of

^distilling tanks about the size of small bar-

fand stretched out at one side of them are coils

iJ loops of iron pipes. Below them stand closed

(llsintothe funnels of which drips the perfumery.

Iimndlliesidcsof the wall of this and adjoining

«n,s stand almost endless rows of bottles of all

and shapes, each filled with some oil or es-

: out of which the scents are made. Most of

be, ace imported from foreign countries by the

licigo factory, where they are mixed, distilled

,d bottled for the market. Practically no per-

ijiery is made in its original form in Chicago.

One of the largest rooms in the corner of the

iUing is devoted to the packing and bottling of

k product of the distillery. Here rows of girls

iiailong tables with big canisters of the perfum-

frontotthem. Out of these the small, deli-

iteshaped bottles are filled. Then the glass stop-

its are put in and colored cotton is wrapped

round them. Over the lops little hoods of lamb-

kin are drawn and tied with colored ribbons.

lien the labels are pasted on and the bottles are

anged in neat boxes ready for shipment. It is

rather slow work, and the girls who do it have
obe skilled as well as artistic. IVIuch of the per-

ume manufactured is used in making toilet soaps
Ibe adjoining factory, but a large quantity is sold

or general use.

Attar of roses is an oil made from rose leaves
•lilt comes largely from India and Constantinople.
11 late years the Balkan provinces in Bulgaria
»>ealso been a great source of the supply. Near-
"»ll the blossoms used are taken from a bushy va-
Wyolthe damask rose, and the rest come from
•»bite musk rose. Beginning in the last of May

JMps of boys and girls with baskets on their arms
'"the long mountain slopes before sunrise in the
"I"? to gather the roses. It is important that
y be picked while the dew is yet on them, so

jlj

"'i'W'll remain fresh until they reach the dis-

«tr ,
"'''""scs are mostly placed in the

Hijj'j''"^
81 cat rose gardens, and as fast as the

i,co°ol

'""" ^"^ '"ought in they are placed in

itiia""""^'
'^'"'^ ^''"^ ^'"^ °^ tinned copper,

,.5,j'"'"'"'"'= '"'"nace underneath. About twen-

itii

„(''°"°''^ °' fragrant blossoms are put into

biej y?/"' ">"=" water is added and the fires

"mIiw
'^'^°"' one-fifth of the contents has

lill
is
j" """ ""'°"Sh a water-cooled worm the

'Ptatcd
'""i''

"""^ recharged and the process is

't«u»,i"°' ^" "lotning's harvest of roses has
"^ea up

first

itold.lj
'^™°"'=' 's simply rosewater like that

lutsjy "Jj°"^'=>"ife used to make in much the

lillinj .
""^fosewater is now returned to the

lil,,.,
out one-third its bulk of second rose-
drawn over.

are replaced by fresh ones Sometimes it takes as

many as eighty charges to fully impregnate the
lard, and sometimes, where the scent is \ery strong,

it requires only half a dozen charges. When fully

charged the lard is scraped off, melted and com-
bined with alcohol, which brings the volatile oil to

the surface. It is then skimmed off and filtered

read)' to be bottled and shipped. The waste leaves

from the process are used as fertilizers for the flow-

er gardens from which they originally came.

The oil of lavender is procured in a similar way.

The growers of Surrey, England, carry their harvest

to one of the many distilleries which dot the coun

try. The oil is contained in glands situated chiefly

in parts of the flower, but also extending down into

the stalk. The first run takes two hours and the

Result is a fine, clear and almost colorless oil. The
second run requires four hours, and the oil is of an

amber color and poorer in quality.

A few perfumes, like oil of bergamot, are ob-

tained by pressure. The rasped layers of the un-

ripe fruit are placed in hydraulic presses and

squeezed until the oil runs out.

Combined perfumes are known as bouquet odors,

and upon his skill in making such mixtures hangs

the perfumer's success.

Fashions in perfumes vary greatly. Fifty years

ago lavender was much thought of; later, musk

came into favor, and since that time fashion has run

the whole gamut of rose perfumes, violet, apple

blossoms, lily of the valley and half a hundred

more. For a time sachet powders were very popu-

lar. They were made by grinding together vanilla,

musk and tonquin beans in various proportions.

Violet sachets are also much used.

'"«scalf
Throughout this liquid

'^rvj^'^'^'J little globules of a precious oily

""I'oille.
^",'° ^""^"- The distillate is now put

oil gradually comes to the top

-anou
""" "'"^ ^ spoon. The attar costs

''•hcciii
"""' *"" "^'^ ™'" "°' ^'^^^ unreason-

""y ounce.
lore '<"own that 6o,ooo roses have been
V ^v o

t
"> all th
' know

^ '"'''"^'y perfumes are made by a
town as enfleurage. This consists in

n a glass case, the""Hieh K
^^"i"<:d flowers

J!"'Oinch'
^"" ''^''^^'' *'• •- -

"I the e
'" "^"^ '^"""'^ °^ ^ "^^y "'^ ^"'^ ^^'

""^ntial oils in the flowers and they

a^ been daubed with lard to the depth

seen approaching to throw your horse down, and,

removing his saddle, utilize the blankets to cover

one's head in the direction in which he wishes to

travel.

The duration of a dust storm varies. I have seen

one here that blew without a cessation for three

days and nights. And on the other hand, they may
be only of a few hours' duration.

There is absolutely no escaping the dust of one

of these storms, for it penetrates through every-

thing. It gets into e\-erything. and the flavor when
mixed with foodstuffs is atijthing but pleasing.

The storm has the appearance of a huge black,

or. rather, red, cloud when coming over the desert,

and its base is on the ground, while the top reaches

into the heavens.

A strange but true fact in connection with one of

these dust storms is that they seldom occur on a

cloudy day, but bob up unexpectedly on the bright-

est sorts of days. In the space of two minutes after

the storm has struck a location the sun is either

totally screened, so much so as to make it appear

as if night had arrived a little prematurely, or as to

give everything the reddish glare of an eclipse.

The atmosphere sometimes takes days to clear.

Storms are especially bad and frequent now, as

there has been not a drop of rain falling for over

five weeks, and the sun sometimes goes up to iSo

.degrees on the desert in the middle of the hot

weather.

DUST STORinS IN ARIZONA.

John Kirshaw, Jr., writing from Tucson, Ariz., to

the Charleston News and Courier, says

:

I saw a reference in a Charleston paper the other

day of the horrors of a dust storm in the Transvaal.

We inhabitants of the great American desert would

like to compare notes with the people of the Trans-

vaal along this line. Perhaps nowhere in the

world, the Sahara desert not excluded, are the dust

storms so violent and frequent as in this country.

The surface of the desert is nothing more than a

thin shifting layer of dust, and the least gentle

breeze starts the worst sort of a dust storm, whose

hoarse roar can be heard for miles on the desert.

The desert is very sparsely covered with a rank

growth of stunted bush, called " gre.asewood."

This growth is so stunted and sparse that it has no

effect in breaking the progress of the storm

The approach of a dust storm cannot with accu-

racy be predicted, even on the most violently windy

days. There is no seeming law governing the

movements of this nauseating dust. I have seen

the time when within five minutes after a perfect

calm a violent dust storm has formed, and in as

many minutes later is going across the barren and

sunbaked desert with a roar that can be heard for

a dozen miles.

This roaring of the dust storm is well known and

feared by both man and beast. The movements of

cattle when a dust storm is approaching are inter-

esting. The animals, if given time, seek shelter be-

neath bushes and trees, but if the storms are too

near for that, they almost instantly kneel and put

their heads low down and away from the direction

of the wind. Not infrequently cattle are killed in

scores by these storms. Water is scarce enough as

it is, and when the wind storm comes along and

fills in the shallow watering holes, dug in the dry

river beds, the cattle are not able to go farther

in their everlasting search for water, consequently

they lie down and die right in the ditch.

Not infrequently cowboys and travelers are lost

on the vast plains that are so monotonous in ap-

pearance after one of these dust storms. There is

no man living who can stand to breathe -unprotect-

ed during one of these storms when caught in an

exposed place. The sand stings like a cut when

blown against your face, and the fine dust pene-

trates every portion of otie's clothing. Cowboys

are often caught on the open desert, and either suf-

focated as the result of the dust or are lost, owing

to the fact that the trails are entirely obliterated

by the sand.

The usual method of warding off the danger of

these storms while on the desert is when they are

WHBRE IS THE WEST?

When the writer was a boy his parents were smit-

ten with the western fever, and he remembers well

the posing and the striving after effect with other

schoolboys in the matter of being a western explor-

er, a pioneer, in fact. It was intended to settle

somewhere on the eastern border of Ohio. We
never went, but it was a good deal of glory while

the fever was on. And the other day a man out on

the Pacific Coast announced his determination of

going back East to see his people who lived in Iowa.

Now the Inglenook goes in all directions. It is

read out on the Pacific Coast, on the Gulf of Mexi-

co, in sight of the great lakes and on the Atlan-

tic Coast. It is published west of Chicago, but if

anybody suggested Elgin as being in "the West"

he would provoke a smile. Going on out toward

the Pacific each State would tell you that the West

was further on. Now what are the actual facts in

the case? As far as the terms East and West are

used to indicate new settlements or older communi-

ties there is no such thing in the present day. East

and West are geographical terms, useful in their

way, but have lost the significance attaching to

them in the days of the Indians and government

lands out on the frontier of settlement. There is

no such thing as the wild West. The cities any-

where toward the Pacific are as advanced as any-

thing in the East, in fact, they are far and away

ahead in most things, and after a man has lived in

the so-called West till he has become accustomed

to his surroundings, when he returns to his Eastern

home he finds everything very tame and common-

place. East and West have become terms of direc-

tion and no longer signify either advancement or

culture or the want of it.

Within and close around the borders of the Chi-

nese empire are the homes of one-half of the human

family. Yet how little that half knows of our half,

and how little we know of it. If we were of two

different species we could not be stranger to each

other than we are. For seven centuries our trav-

elers have been piling tome upon tome in the

mountain of our oriental books, yet what do we

know of a Chinaman, except that he wears a flow-

ing shirt and queue and prefers the chopsticks to a

knife and forki' Whatever other information we

may have concerning him is equally superficial and

useless Jf the processes of his mind, of the pas-

sions of his nature, of the inner life of himself and

his family, of the ambitions of his nation we are as

ignorant as we were when the Venetian Voyager

returned from the court of Kublai Khan. Content-

ed in our ignorance, we have set up a Chinaman of

straw, to which we have attached the convenient

label of " barbarian."

OUK bravest and best lessons are not learned

through success, but through misadventure.
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Good S&§ Reading

EAST HANDLES CLEAN MONEY.

An important piece of news which escaped ob-

servation last week was the shipment of Sioo.ooo

currency to New Orleans, for it seemed to indicate

that the interior currency movement was beginning.

This inovcnient usually commences earl)' in August

and lasts until well into December, after which the

money is returned to New York to draw interest un-

til again wanted for moving the crops.

This ebb and flow of currency to and from New
York helps to keep the money of the country clean

and briglit. for the banks here sort all the bills they

receive ajid those which are soiled and tattered are

returned to Washington for redemption through the

subtreasury. In the subtreasury itself a watch is

l;cpt for all mutilated and light weight coins, which
are withdrawn from circulation.

The same thing is done in other cities, but the

further from Washington they are the larger the

cost of expressing the currency to that center.

Mence in the far west bills and coin are kept in cir-

culation much longer than in the east. When the

bankers' convention was held in Denver two years

ago the New York bankers were much impressed

with the amount of silver dollars in circulation and
the worn condition of the coins. Many of Ihem
were almost illegible

M.uirice L. Muhleman, one of the deputy assist-

ant treasurers at the subtreasury here, was asked to-

day for figures to show the average duration of bills

and coins of different denominations He replied;

"The life of a piece of money varies greatly.

Coins are almost indestructible. Coins of the

Roman empire are dug up to-day as good as ever.

Almost tlje only loss in coins Is from abrasion. In

the case of gohl coins this loss is important and is

regulated by law. A gold coin is accepted at par if

its loss from abrasion docs not exceed one half of

one per cent in twenty years. That would be at the

rate of .025 of one pcM' cent a year.
' Hills, however, wear out rapidly. You know

from your own experience that when you get a bill

of large denomination you put it away carefully in

an inner compartment of your pocketbook and
never touch it again until all your smaller bills are

gone. That shows why the bills of small denomi-
nation wear out more rapidly than those of a large

denomination. A dollar bill sees a great deal more
of life than a ten-dollar bill.

" You pay it to your butcher Saturday morning,
and he hands it to the doctor, who passes it on to a

trained nurse, who sends it to her mother and she
pays it to her grocer on the cast side, lie pays it

out to his clerk, who leaves it in a saloon on his

way home The same night a criminal gets it in

change for a counterfeit and he loses it over the
gambling table. It is restored to respectable sur-

roundings again Sund.ay morning by going as part
of a retainer to a lawyer, whose wife puts it into
the contribution plate in church the same evening,
and on Monday it is deposited in a bank. It does
not remain there, however. A neighboring depart-
ment store wants all the small bills it can get and
at once it is again in circulation. All this time the
len-dollar bill has been lying neatly folded in your
pocketbook "

From figures furnished by Mr. Muhleman it is

learned that the .average life of a «l silver certifi-

cate is only a little over one and one-half years. A
Sj certificate lasts about two ye.irs and a S5 certifi-

cate about three years. A Slo bill lasts nearly five

years. Five-dollar bills would last longer if there
were more Si and S3 bills, but when the supply of
these is gone the fives are eagerly sought by the
banks More S5 bills are shipped to the interior each
year than bills of any other denoniiuatiou. Hank
notes being generally of larger denomination than
silver certificates last longer.

Few minor coins of an earlier date than 1S53 are
in ciiculution, because as fast .as they reach the
treasury they are recoiued, the seigniorage on them
being about ten per cent from the recoinage.

The great demand for horses in South Africa has
had a considerable effect on the omnibus service in

London. No less than 1,627 horses have been
taken fiom the London Road Car company, and
conscijucntly ntany busses have lately made only
four mstead of five journeys a day.

WHEN OCEAN WAVES RUN HIGHEST.

The wind changes from south to possibly south-

east. The ofticer in charge shakes his head as he

looks at the barometer falling. It begins blowing

harder and harder. Down, down goes the barom-

eter and the whistle calls the messenger, who
knocks at the captain's door with " M. wanted

me to tell you, sir, as how he thinks we may have a

nasty blow. The wind is coming up." Does this

feaze the captain? Not much. He puts on his big

boots, wraps his woolen comforter around his neck

and goes on the bridge. Perhaps he never says a

word during the whole trouble and the oflficer di-

rects everything, as usual -but he is there, and

when he gets there he takes the responsibility for

everything, and Mr. may feel a little easier.

The wind picks up from a stiiY breeze to a moderate-

gale, then to a gale— fifty miles an hour,—then to a

hurricane—sixty-five to seventy-five miles an hour.

It howls so a man must shout to be heard ten feet

away. It blows strips of paint off the funnel and

deckhouses. The crests of the seas are whirled in-

to spray and the sides of the waves -furrowed with

little ones. A man cannot stand against it without

clinging with both hands to some support, and a

seaman ordered to make fast some ropes on the

deck is blown against the rigging and held there

for ten minutes.

Finally he manages to creep on hands and knees
to the shelter of a deckhouse. The air is so full

of spray that it seems as if a heavy rain were fall-

ing. The waves roll higher and higher. In an

hour they are ten feet from trough to top and in

three hours are nearly on a level with the first deck
below the bridge. An hour, later they are rushing

from the southeast forty feet—careful measurement
—from trough to crest. The clouds are rushing

over in such masses as to almost touch the ship.

"Stop the engines and let her drift," comes from
the captain.

" Clang! " goes the gong and the propeller, which
has been half the time in the water and half the
time beating the air as a wave lifted it, ceases its

revolutions and gradually the great hull swings
broadside to the sea. Then begins a battle royal

between the handiwork of man and the elements.
The best artisans constructed the former out of the
best steel in Britain's most noted shipyard. Every
bolt was screwed home and every rivet clinched
tight. The ship begins to roll from side to side.

The seas lift this 10,000 tons of weight so that a
third of the bottom is entirely out of water, then let

her down with a thud that makes her tremble, but
never flinch. Up and down she goes, the deck-sides
pl.aying see-saw with each other. First one will be
high above the water. Then jt goes down. The
waves seem to grow higher and higher, and as the
bulwark is within a few inches of the foaming water
you look up and up at a liquid mountain, green-
topped with white. It seems hundreds of feet high,
but you are looking obliquely and thus the distance
is magnified.

It is a sight never to be forgotten, and few care
to see it a second time, as they cling to whatever
support offers itself to keep themselves from being
washed into the water or thrown against the upper
works. Miniature whirlwinds branching off from
the hurricane twist the spray into little waterspouts,
whirling them over the decks, up the masts and
drenching the man in the crow's nest. Farther
and farther rolls the vessel, until the foaming water
runs along among the cattle, washing through the
compartments and soaking them to the knees. But
it is a healthy bath

Is there any danger? None so far. The green
hand might expect that every minute the hull
turn completely over, but that is simply impossible.
Now the reason for trimming the cargo properly is

seen. It acts like a foundation in holding the ship.
The cook's department cannot be trimmed and sud-
deidy the kettles, pans and dishes start for the door
iu an avalanche, as the deck tips more than usual.

For six hours the roar of the wind continues with
scarcely a second's intermission. Then it lulls a bit
and the sky lightens a trifle. This is the beginning
of the end, bu. for two hours longer it continues
before the lulls become more frequent Finally the
cngme starts again and the vessel is headed on her
course, victorious at every point. She has not
shipped a sea. Not a wave has rolled over her
and not a gallon of water has entered her hold

Finally the captain comes down and changes his

clothes. " Yes, it was quite a blow "
l,

ing his pipe. What the captain does r'''''«mystery until now. He seems to
**" J

smoke considerably, take a nap in ?h"'
" ''''

'

and have plenty of time to be sociable h
^''"""

'

draw his pay merely for this? m- ''''«•.
No, " '5 for (..in the right place and doing the rirtt ti,

right time. '^""""ngj;..

SHOPPED WITHA^,,.„„„
glLL.

One day last week a well-dressed woman
a State Street store, and stopping ""th""^
counter, made a purchase amounting to lor
In payment she tendered the clerk a l"
which, when unfolded by him, almost tootT

"

breath. It was a Si,ooo bill! ^^"i

The clerk never before had seen even l„ ..

a SI,000 bill. Hegazed.atitinabewil<;:er
The clerks on either hand, although poliielvJ
tive to patrons, caught a glimpse of il,e I'l, ,
looked unutterably surprised. So much in .

was astounding.
" I'm

50
lilll,

sorry," said the shopper, "that r
smaller bill with me this morning. -

] |,o„j
not bother the house to make the change."

" Not at all, madam," said the clerk proudly and
promptly, recalled to himself and sensitive for ih,
financial fame of his firm. " There may be a liii

delay in counting out your change: that will l,e,:

Just have a seat, please."

The bill was thrust into a little box along «,

the forty-cent purchase slip and started downivi

to the office of exchange. 'Arrived there il crcal,

such a commotion among pompadours and !hi

waists that the head floorwalker was called in;

consultation. He caught up the surprisini; bill .,!

carried it to the head cashier. Then, in sc

clave, it was decided that before the bill >;;

cashed, it must be known to be genuine, ll 11,

1

thereupon sent out to a bank, where it was tesli

and found to be " all right."

In the interim of waiting for her change SgQQ'-

—the shopper discovered that the pair of i^^

had selected did not quite suit her, after i!

the Sl,000 bill was finally returned to her,

" I shall have to have it changed presently," sin

remarked as she tucked it into her pocketbooL,

" for I must ha\'e some things upstairs."

Meanwhile, by a system of telegraphy peculiar;"

department stores, the fame of the hosiery transit

tion had spread over the main floor and upstaiii

and down. " The woman with the Sl,000 bill," »«

the whisper as the shopper sauntered througli sonn

attractive aisles and stepped into an elevator .^n''

so it came about that when, on an upper floor si;

had invested to the amount of $200, the clerk «

1

quite prepared to be handed a Si,000 bill, h "

graciously received at the desk. It had no» .i'

quired a pleasantly familiar look. Eight hundi'

dollars were counted out and delivered to the she;

per, who thereupon took a quiet departure

Then followed a second general siirpn-

address left for the delivery of the purcha>

a questionable part of the city. Suspici; 1

A Si,ooo bill was hurried a second time to

-counierit"
This time it was found to be a genuine-

The trick grew plain as the store reflc-ctrd

^^^

the good bill presented in the course of h"
y

purchase down stairs the woman had substi

counterfeit semblance in making her ups'^"*

ment. . ju;

The goods were not delivered, and so

1. .1 - to rec"'

prised business house had that aa>

deficit of SSoo.

WHY CARAHELS?

The groceryman the corner rei tci lb'"
'

cently a little girl entered his emporiu;

ly laying down a dime, asked for ten

of candy.
" It's for papa," she said

when he comes home."
The groceryman proceeded to di^ ou

irl interposed

ni am

cenis'

I,
iiiii;'

I want to s'P"

i„nic''

i(
hit

stock, when the little gin inicii^"-'—• ,an«"

Don't give me that kind. Give ni.' c

Ihr!"'

for pap*'

give 111

just love caramels.'

" But I thought these were

ceryman remarked.
. „ ij,,t

"
I know," explained the little S'^'^j ^,,

give them to papa he'll just kiss me a

^^^

I'm such a generous little girl he g ^,

back to me. So you'd better give m^

«b<'
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S^Engl'
h
correspondent in South Africa says

\ he has thirsted in the thirstiest corners

"
h the thirst of the veldt is a fresh ex-

llH
8'°°'"

53 s: It will be quite curious to live

f"* j^j bottle slung about one's shoulder.

""""
"arcely

remember the day when water

' "° ''

Jed with reverence and jealous envy,

',Mld be made to run clear, continuous and

i bv a turn of the finger. Hei'e where one
'

'teiired limbs the weight of what one drinks.

**""
h.nf water flowing through pipes seems a

"f paradise. And such water! Water

K„hich one could see, which left no mud at

Mm oi 'he '""S. and did not stain what it

II d on The water we drink here is often too

-'even to filler. At Ramdam there was a big

J The water was very shallow, but the mud

sblack and deep. If one bathed in it, one sat

jllyhalf in mud and half in brown syrup, and

ilked God for water. One rose from it with

„,. leeches hanging from one's body like bits of

,„(eil, and with a sprinkling of other less known

litcts.
Horses looked askance at the.pool but the

,1 drank of it greedily, and drank of it where

lonethey could reach it, where the horses hoofs

id churned it into a blackish-green liquor thick as

>ip."

The ivater of life will quench the so,urs thirst as

_)ihiiig else can. Leave the broken cisterns and

liiktrom 'the fountain of eternal life.

&m Sunday S3 School A-.

UOO'S SPECIAL OIFTS.

Every art or work, however unimportant it may
seem, is a gift of God; and all these gifts are be-

stowed by the Holy Ghost for the profit and wel-

fare of man. Let us begin with the lowest. One
can spin, another can make shoes, and some have

great aptness for all sorts of outward arts. These
are all gifts proceeding from the Spirit of God. If

I were not a priest, but were living as a layman, I

should take it as a great favor that I knew how to

make shoes, and should try to make them better

than anyone else, and should gladly earn my bread

by the labor of my hands. There is no work so

small, no art so mean, but it all comes from God
and is a special gift of his. Thus let each do that

which another cannot do so well, and for love, re-

turning gift for g\h.—John Taulcr {born I2Q0, died

Ij6l).
m

THE LOVE OF CHRIST.

LINDA aiLBBRT.

.UooD many years ago a little girl of twelve

:arsof age was passing an old brick prison in Chi-

igo, on her way to school, when she saw a hand
tckoning from behind a cell window and heard a

ftiry voice asking her to please bring him some-
ing to read.

For many weeks after she went to the prison
very Sunday, carr) ing to the poor prisoner a book

from her father's library. At last one day
't»ai called to his deathbed.

LiUle giri," said he, " You have saved my soul.
'nmisc me that you will do all your life for the
™' people in prison what you have done for me."
Ilic httle girl promised and she has kept her
""iise. Linda Gilbert is known to-day as the
•»»er's friend. She has established good libra-
"immany prisons, and visited and helped hun-
F* of prisoners; and from the great number she

s helped six hundred are now. to her certain
*l«lBe, leading honest lives.

n^5 leaches the true secret of a successful life.

tl' p'7
'''"' "'= ""not 'ail. His life was per-

alile

°' '"^'ering. it is true, but it was a sin-

Bf J'j'S'^""'^'
loving life, and his very sufferings

jl^^,'

""^ good of humanity. Such a life, so lived.

"«or"ldL f""'
"''^" "'°"g'' '' '"'"g^ "°' wealth

Imly
,'' ."e- One may be poor and have only

'filled
'i!

'" ""^ ^''"^'d' •"" 'f he is unselfish and
"h the light of God's love that men can

'Ihlul
I,

'

..

"'a" '5 a child of God—gentle,

*^'la^n'
"''''" ^'''" '''^ '''^ ^^ ^ P°™er for good

^'essj„j',
'Genius dazzles for a time, but gen-

m '""'ove rule the world."

'*°'"5and"^'^~^'"^
ordinary Mohammedan prays

"nlelt
as ^

^'ening but their prayers are not very

''^''"g
whl^''

^'^'^ around and take notice of ev-

•kluloesso,
P^y'"!;- *^ °^'e" 'ead of the

S pray ( n
*^ people to their religious duties,

^oftrue"'
.'"d offer praise to Allah, but the

!5'"''°R th""'"''
"°t with them. About the

^'"accf^l',"^
'ehgion seems to do is to make

'"^'ble to the Gospel.

"""'"'thth'*
'"'''" °^ "^y '^"'' ^"d let them

"''"Sihcnih
"^""^'" °^ thine habitation, spare

N Shalt k'' "^i""**'
^"d strengthen thy stakes;

fc'"'''»<ithJ''
'""'' °" ""= ''g'^' ''and and on

. "I'deiou,'"'^
'•'all inherit the Gentiles, and^ '

" eities to be inhabited."— Isaiah

To know the love of Christ passeth knowledge.

While we were yet sinners Christ died for us. We
were reconciled to God by the death of his Son.

Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends, says Jesus; and yet he

died for his enemies. Thus we love him, because

he first loved us. And the love is so wonderful,

that he makes us sons of his Father, who had been

his enemies. Rebels are put into office in the king-

dom; we are made kings and priests unto God. We
should count all but loss, for the love of Christ, and

should let it constrain us.

In all the best men you meet, perhaps the thing

that is most peculiar about them is the child's

heart' they bear within the man's. However they

have differed in other respects— in their tempers,

gifts, attainments— in this they agreed. With those

things they were so to speak, clothed upon,—this

was their very core, their essential self. And this

child's heart it is that is the organ of faith, trust,

heavenly communion. It is a very simple thing—
so simple that worldly men are apt either not to

perceive or to despise it. And young persons,

when they grow up and enter the world, are tempt-

ed to make little of it They think that now they

are men they must put away childish things, must

learn the world and conform to its ways and esti-

mates of things. But the childish things which St.

Paul put away belong to a quite different side of

child-nature from the little child which our Lord

recommended for our example.

Perusing the history of society and religion from

earliest time to the present, we note how the forms

and devotees have passed away, but the unseen

truths they hid away, or did not perceive, are abid-

ing still, and always will abide. Generation has

succeeded generation, and empires have given

place to empires, but each has been more luminous

than the last. Adam lived and died, but the race

he fathered still multiplies upon the earth. The

patriarchal fathers passed away, but the simple

truths of God that they taught and lived still live in

us. Moses meekly lived, and wrote, and died, but

the example of his meekness is still felt, and the

law he gave is still as true as when old Sinai echoed

back in' thunder tones the sanctions of Jehovah.

Israel rose and fell, but the principles of the.church,

of which the nation was a type, still exist, and

spread their sway over all the earth.

Derivation of the Word Sunday.—The word
" Sabbath " is a Hebrew term for a period as well as

quality of time, and means "rest." .In the Bible it

is used only with this meaning. Periods of one

year or of seven years were thus characterized.

Every seventh day was observed by the Hebrews as

a weekly " Sabbath." In addition to this day oth-

ers were appointed in which obligation to cease

from labor was as binding as the observance of the

weekly " Sabbath."

"Sunday " is so named from the day which was

dedicated to the worship of the sun. Christian na-

tions observe it as their " Sabbath;" but "Sabbath"

is not " Sunday."

The eternal stars shine out as soon as it is dark

enough. Thomas Corlyle.

THE WORLD'S MOST FArtOUS HEN.

Cicero: Born io6 B. C, died 43 B.C. He was an

orator, a statesman, and a man of letters. It is difii-

cult to say in which department of knowledge he

excelled. He occupies a large part of Roman his-

tory, but his fame is based on his literary work that

has come down to us. This consists of orations he

delivered in the political life of his time, and they

are models, to this day, of statesmanship, and of

moral and intellectual culture. His lasting impress

on his people, and through them on those who have

followed, constitute him one of the highest and best

specimens of ancient culture and morality of the

time when great men were not wanting. While he

was a great orator, it is not as such that he is placed

among the world's great, but rather the subject mat-

ter of his orations compels our respect and admira-

tion.
« « •

C/F.SAK, Julius; Born 100 B. C, died 44 B.C. He
was the greatest man of the Roman world. His

fame rests not alone in his statesmanship, but he

was also a man of letters. As an orator he was sec-

ond only to Cicero. He is one of the strongest fig-

ures in the whole Roman people, great as a soldier,

politician, orator and writer.

# # •

ViKdii.: Born 70 B. C, died ig B. C. One of the

greatest of Roman poets. The impress of Virgil on

the mental equipment of the world is clear when it

is remembered that his poetry is still studied in

schools to this day and probably will be to the end

of lime. His fame is due to his pre-eminent ability

as a poet, one of the greatest of antiquity.

« • «

Augustus Cesar; Died 14 A. U., in his seventy-

fifth year. He had been adopted by Caesar, the dic-

tator, who had no son of his own and thus became a

leading figure in the history of the Roman empire.

His reign is called the Augustan age and was

marked by the Latin literature attaining great emi-

nence, but the country was doomed to decline in

spite of the heroic efforts of Augustus to elevate his

people.
« •

Plutarch; A Greek writer whose date of birth

and death is not accurately known, but he lived,

probably, about seventy-five years after Christ. His

fame rests on his "Parallel Lives," or, as it is gener-

ally called, "Plutarch's Lives." He wrote much

more, but it is little known by scholars, and it is

mainly by his "Lives" that he is known. His idea,

apparently, was to take two eminent men, a Greek

and a Roman, and give a history of the life of each,

tracing the points of resemblance and similarity,

both morally and in achievement in each. Thus it

comes that nearly all his " Lives" are in pairs. He

was a man. of vast learning, and his compilation of

historical facts about the great men who had lived

and figured largely in the history of the world make

a valuable work of reference to this day.

• « •

Marcus Aurelius; Born in Rome, 1 21 A. D., died

180 A. D. One of the greatest of the Roman Em-

perors. He was hostile to the Christian religion,

and adhered to Stoical philosophy. His high mo-

rality and calm philosophy in a rough age are what

entitle him to his place among the great. Hjs

teaching was that of a splendid pagan, and included

among other things, the idea of living close to na-

ture, and cultivating wisdom, truth and virtue.

What he taught and practiced was not new, in its

parts, but was new in its combinations, and the lea'd-

iug feature of it was its tenderness and justice to all

men. He was never in a hurry, but regarded every

moment as to be occupied advantageously. When

his position compelled his presence at the theater,

or the public games, he carried with him reading

and writing material and occupied his time with

mental improvement. His greatness is due to his

high morality, and his approach to the virtues of

Christianity in a day and age when Christ was not

universally received.

Bv different nations every day in the week is set

apart for public worship—Sunday by the Christians,

Monday by the Greeks, Tuesday by the Persians.

Wednesday by the Assyrians. Thursday by the

Egyptians. Friday by the Turks and Saturday by

the Jewish race.
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LIQMTMOU^E LIBRARIES.

"TiK-: lighthouse establishment " is the name of

an institution which has, quite unknown to the gen-

eral public, been circulating gootl literature among

the light keepers and life savers of Lake Michigan.

Thirteen years ago, when the lights came into the

great lake waterways, the books came as a similar

missionary to light the homes of many of the tiny

lake shore towns. These little towns had known

nothing of books or public events before the book-

case libraries came, any more than the lake captains

had known the help of the government light serv-

ice. However, the books came then, and they have

been coming ever since, and libraries have been cir-

culated back and forth between the Atlantic coast

lighthouses and the lake stations with very few

people outside the service knowing of it.

Kven the librarians of these lake states are igno-

rant of the good which is being done in this quiet

way. Chicago philanthropists and those of the

eastern lake cities are periodically agitated with a

desire to help the light keepers. "People making an

occasional visit to the light stations off shore are

impressed with the loneliness of the keeper's life.

At the same time they are imbued with a desire to

share with the keeper and his family such winter

evening friends as one may have. They come home

to start a movement which will result in furnishing

Ijouksand pictures to the light keepers. It is prob-

alily the case that they have visited the Gross point

light or another (if the near-shore stations which are

within communication distance of the city, and are

therefore not supplied by the government with read-

ing matter. If their movement is not successful it

is not because their momentary enthusiasm is lack-

ing— the fact remains that these movements have

never terminated successfully. It is also true that

a winter seldom passes during whicli some such

movement is not started.

So it goes with philanthrnjiy. And yet in fairness

it must be said that there are people who, working

upon a smaller pliilanlhropic basis, collect their

maga/.incs and old books at the end of the year and

give them to Inspector I*. M Symonds of this dis-

trict for "distribution. These offerings of current

literature are eagerly received by the government

officer, and everyone can guess how thankfully by

the light keepers.

The lighthouse establishment does not send out

many periodicals or, indeed, many of the newer

books. Their libraries are made up of representa-

tive literature, special attention being given to the

interests and needs of the prospective readers. In

the l.ake Michigan district there are now in circula-

tion some fifty libraries, each containing thirty-three

books.

When tliey were fir*t sent west, thirteen years ago,

each library contained a Hible and a hymnal. Hut

as there were then enough Hibles and Hymnals to

go around, and no need of moving them from sta-

tion to station, they were made the property of the

light keepers. Of the other books sent out there is

a good collection of interesting volumes for men
and women and children Cooper was given a place

of honov at the heatl o( the aulhors" list, and his

story of "The rathtinder " was probably the most
popular of the entire collection. At least, it was
the first book to need replacing, and it has since

been more frequently replaced than any other book
in circulation. Another well-read volume was that

entitled "The Man Who Became a Savage;" it is a

book which was popular among the light keepers of

the east and was sent out in many of the libraries

which first came to Lake Michigan. In the collec-

tions now are such books as "Caleb West, Master
Diver," "The Life and Voyages of Christopher

Columbus," " Humorous Masterpieces" -- all well

thumbed.

One of the libraries contams among other books:
" Hntish India," Frazer; "The Headsman," Cooper;
"\ Diama in Dutch," "John Wycliff," Sergeant;

"A Market Value," Grant Allen; " Jeanne d'Arc,"

Oliphant; "A Story of the Plains;" " Lorenzo De
Medici," Armstrong; "Captain's Dreams and Other
Stories," King; " Rachel's Share of the Road."

It is not strange that the people who watch the

government light in a lonely corner of the world

should be most interested in talcs of adventure and
travels. It is at least so with the light keepers, and
their libraries wear out accordingly on these lines.

It does not take a family an entire year to read

these thirty-three books which the government

sends them, but it is generally that length of time

before the entire neighborhood, if there is any neigh-

borhood at all, has had the good of them. And no

light keeper would think of sending the books away

until the neighbors had read them, for he is awake

to a sense of his responsibilities and he has his own

philanthropies. In this way the books become a

blessing not to one family alone, but sometimes to

four and five hundred people who are huddled to-

gether in winter quarters along the bare and cold

north shores.

The advent of the books in this way comes to be

an event of the greatest importance in a town, and

the lightkeeper's home becomes a center of interest

and education. The education \'alue of this work

has never been estimated; in fact, there have been

no records of the work in this district; the inspect-

ors ha\'e done what they could and as they could

to promote the library interest. The lighthouse

tender carries a reserve stock of libraries just as he

does of groceries, and in making the round of in-

spection the books are exchanged upon the request

of each keeper. Libraries that are collected at one

station are carried on to another, and in this way

they make a complete circuit of the stations before

being sent east for the final exchange.

The central station or home library for this work

is at Tompkinsville, N. V., and from there all the

isolated light and life-saving stations under the con-

trol of this government are supplied with reading

matter. When this librarj- movement first began it

was under the control of the governmental depart-

ment. All of the first libraries were supplied by

the government and circulated through the regular

government agents. Now, however, a philanthropic

organization has taken up the work, which, although

it receives considerable help from the government,

is largely supported and controlled by private, phil-

anthrojjic interests.

None of the stations which are in direct commu-
nication with the world, as within the radius of a

large city or town, are supplied with the libraries

It is to the isolated lightkeepers and station men
that the little help is given to keep them in touch

with outside interests and the world's doings. The
contributions -which come from outsiders to the

office of the inspector are entirely unsolicited. Peo-

ple who have visited the lake resorts during the

summer and have become interested in the lights

and the lightkeepers have offered their contributions

to the relief of these isolated people. Books, maga-
zines and newspapers have been sent and always
willingly received and immediately distributed

among the lonely stations.

CAN I GET AN EDUCATION?

nV ALBERT C. WIEAND.

"Yes, if yo'u are worth educating." So said one
of our college presidents. Shall I tell you of some
of the pluck and planning, and struggle and self-

sacvifice that he had in mind when he said that?

Whether you can educate yourself or not does
not depend on how much money you have, or on
how great your opportunities are, for we always find

time and money for what we think most important;

but it does depend on how bad you want it and on
how much ingenuity and self-denial and persever-
ance you are capable of.

There are boys who would rather have a new buggy
and a fine span of horses, and spend their time in

roaming over the country, than to have the trouble
and patience it takes to get more brains. But there
are young men who have sense and pluck enough to
do belter than that.

I knew two young men who came to school with
hardly enough money for one-third their expenses.
They rented a little room in one end of an empty
store building very cheap, secured a store box for a
table and another for a cupboard; and for seats they
extemporized a bench by laying a board across two
small boxes, if I remember correctly. Here they
boarded themselves very cheaply.

1 knew another young man who in boarding, him-
self had his trunk for cupboard, and for dishes had
one rice cooker, one big spoon, one small spoon, one
knife and fork, and one tin plate,—and. really, what
more did he need? - using for other dishes old tin
cans out of which he had cut the top.
At one of our schools, by actual, accurate account,

a brother and sister boarded themselves one whole

winter at an average cost of forty-tw
cents each per week. Their staple L^V "^"^

^

besides entire wheat bread, was a b
'^1^^°*'^

which they themselves prepared, from
*^^^

^''

wheat that was given to them, in the foll^

''"'*'^-

ner: They washed the wheat, then driT"'
oven until crisp, then ground it in a coffe

'^ '"

'

afterwards boiled it thoroughly ^ "^'I'.
ai

For meat they bought soup bones anH
with them broken rice, etc.; but you ^oul1?;
kept a rat over winter on what they wast H
so far as 1 know they were as well anH ,

^

sumptuo,,

eepin

and happy and apt as any who "fared
every day."

One of the best students I ever knew lived to
weeks, I'm told, on three dollars. He did
and chores for tuition. On Mondays he he|
neighbor wash; and yet I do believe he did

'^

work than any other man in school. His
weren't always made at the dearest tailor'-

butcher didn't get rich off him; but everybodv
1,^

him, and the angels laughed at the good he did

'

There was, it is said, in the east, a young man wh
had poor health and an empty purse, but a burn.ti

thirst for knowledge. So he went to Xew Vf,

City, got himself a bushel of fine wheat and appl,

and this was his food for the winter. He ale it

so that he would be obliged to masticate it thor

oughly. It is said that he regained his health w
succeeding in his school work.

A friend of mine who had to remain home
of age, and afterwards gave considerable of hi

hard earned money to relieve his father's financi

embarrassment, but still forged his way to the front

graduating from one of our colleges, and aftenvard

from a state*university, and is to day a professor

a college. This friend told me of a young man

the state university who had his father and sister

support besides educating himself. This ishowhi

did it. keeping himself in school all the while,

evenings he worked up a paper route and dehvere(

the daily each evening, so getting paid forhisexi

cise; on the weekly holiday he worked down loivn

in an office, turning his holidays to .iccoiint; andat

night he slept in an undertaker's office as nifjlil p^ir

ter, even earning money while asleep

Yes, certainly, if you want it. really want it,y^\i

can get an education, whether you have a cent

million, but do you want it, indeed?

HOW INDIANS CATCH SKUNKS.

BY AN INGLENOOKEK.

In the autumn, when the leaves begin to tur"

brown and crackle under foot. thL- most of the !"

dians leave their reservations and go out alon;

the creeks and rivers of Middle Iowa to spem

^

little while in camping, fishing an<! liuntmg.of'

other words, get as near back to their old ways ^

possible.
^j|(i

To catch the skunks, several bucks start ou^
their axes and spades and a large leatliei' J^^f:

which to put the animals after they are caut:
^

When they come to a fresh skunk hole, the} ^

a stick and find which way the hole runs

found out, they go at intervals of about ten '

chop away the ground until they come t^

This leaves part of the hole covered a'u^

^

covered, and the skunks seek shelter in

which are undisturbed.
willo**-'

One of the party then gets a long
-^ ^^^

^^_,

pling and cuts the wood out of the snia

^

ing a bark lash. With this i^^l^"""^
^^,

,,

down on his hands and knees at the en

^^^^^^^^

towards which the skunk's tail P*^'"^^' ' ^0^

er gets at the other end to keep '""'

^^
,a,land»

out. The lash is then wound around ' |,jjMi

is soon in the Red Man's hands, who t

J ^^^ ^,
_

by a blow behind the ears with a c

then deposited in the bag mentioned-
^^^

^^^^^^.^

I have seen nine big fat
^^'""^''^J^.

different sections of one hole in thi^ "
^^^^^^^

For dinner the Indians gather aroun
^^^ ^^^^^

lie and as the fingers ^^^^P S^'"^*,jgve '*'**
^'

ful after mouthful one has to /" '

^j.pic

relish it as well as we do our chicke V

Elgin. III.

The natural life o

idto"^:,.

years. It is, however, greatly

ity.

,f an elephant I! «^;>
:r, greatly

shor.ened



• •• THE • UN'OLENOOK • » »

What They Say!

(Chicago
Says:

IS par excellence. It has

;Tli»"*'* CO"'/"'"'"' '" ""'

„,her seems belier than the

"
"Thave a Sundaysch-.n! class

-^'"': nd.hey""iel.gh>edw,.b,..-

I,Iff""- o .

Clarence,
low». Spe-k* Out.

[ „„ch salisfact.on that I express

•'"",,he lNO.-'>»"«"- >'=='PP"'-

b'Pf" ;, make np are such that it at

""''"jfuTn.he reader. It has found

""""°,„„."ur homes, and the pec

And He Says:

The INGLENOOK supplies the " missing link
"

in our church publicaimns. - /ij/i/t A". Mohltr.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglrnook an interesting and
instructive paper.— .1/^. and Mrs, L, A. Pol-

lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well hllcd with fresh and

interesting reading matter. - If. 0. Schrock.

Trine Immersion as the Apostolic Form

of Ciiristian Baptism.

By ELU. .lAHfrkS QUINTER.

The author, a life-time student of the Bible
and biblical literature, spent his best days in

looking up the subject of iiniuersion from ev-
ery possible standpoint. In this book he gives
the result of his invcstigaltens in such an unbi-
ased manner that all professors of Christ will

find the book especially helpful in studying
the subject. 36.) pages. Cloth, price. 90 cents.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin. Illinois.

nc

Mt. Morris Says:

voLESOOK easily takes rank among

;,„„„, people's papers in the coumry.

•-„h,„p,ostofthem because of the

,"
ftbe silly l"ve stones and light read-

isamost valuable addition to the

,!,„. publications. No family should be

„.,„._£M.ai..l/'""--

O O

Lsnark, 111.. Has An Opinion.

W, have been receiving the Inglenook

_,islined. We like it very well. 1 would

Itto set it e» t" all the homes of the land.

Kihtri sermons are good for both old and

-a/. /. n. Trout.

o o

From the College.

hike the Inglenook. I am much pleased

liiissleady and almost marvelous growth,

le iacl Ihal it is sought after by our people,

jtholdand young, IS evidence that it proves

(eHlobeintactivh<u it purports to be.—/. G.

'fie, 0.
Hear Virginia Talk.

Oljlltiie young people's papers that I have
1 and read 1 tliiiik there is none that

11 wield as great or as desirable influence

Kills readers as the Inglenook.— IV. K.

o o

AndHagerstov.n, Md., Mas This:

Ibivebeena consiant reader of the Ingle-
WK [lom its begiiiiuiig to the present time,
"iwhileit is not s|iecially intended for the
Lielliind somi-ihiiig that interests me in

* "Me. I am luuresled in the 'Nook be-

^ "ly ejpcctaii.ii.s. 1 especially recom-
" It to Ibe yiu 1^ readers. — Eld. A. B.
mktri,

o o
*t Cedar Rapids, Iowa, They Say:

"("liandfarailv k'leatly enjoy reading our
*"h paper. We trust its future may

""!anduseli,l,.i,e.-/.A-.,W,V/,r.

O O

Another From Iowa.

Itu"""'"
"" I^CLENOOK from its birth,

te.H,'r 'P" ' '>»^' '"" read- It

».
.,"">. ""l"?-."! to both old and young. I

our Mission Sunday school,

O O

Ind., Thinks.

A Square Talk About the...

...Inspiration of the Bible.

Hy H- 1.. HA14T1NOS.

' placed It

Wtdh!"'"'"""" " """t it can not be

'"^Wj"""'
^""''^y^':'""" paper.--

O O

Ilia ""^ '" '""""»•

'nttCnJ""'' ' "' """ '*" INGI-ENOOK is

'"""V»ne''r[ ""'" "' '^"•f ""'"8* '"

•».
p,„

I ,

* »"'' which they ought to

""^'tocc '*' ""' '"'" '''^ Ingle-

'^«ien„a'"°,"
"' "^'" '' The Editor

"""^olthereaders.-i.t*-. 7-«/,..

O O

;
*"" "own In Missouri.

^' "* years I have wondered why

= cbara''^''"'°'°"'' y"""? P'opic
y. ' Wth a lenrlpnru tniiri ^^^

^ in e^

th a tendency toward
'^'^thai in the Inglenook.
''^y hiime iti the church.—

'esio.

o o

^nd This.

iiv^
'^ clean, newsy, interesting

';'e books and papers one
'^^^^ he IS as well as the
t/</. Amos Wampltr.

South Bend

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

15 read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with \\.—Eid. S. F.

Saneer.
O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,

and think it wnrthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/«<?.

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it

It is always brimful nf ;^oik1, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young

think it a grand acqiiisilir.n to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/(jj5k

O O

And Also Hagerstown, nd.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place il has successfully filled, yei we lind the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— tK 5" Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, fiT both old and young,

1 think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/a-s/^r Barnlhouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

IS another feature of great interest.—ZJa/"V/

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is mteresting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.— .S". iC. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless us mission. — /. A.

Chambers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to rne that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford lo be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. IV.

H^ayland. ^O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook's weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Fa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which !S so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be bad much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— 7". F. Imter.

Nothing is more effectual than giving a good
reason to a thinking mind for the position onr
holds on any question. From this standpoint

the author ably defends the inspiration of tin-

Word of God. While he uses strong argu-

mtnts yet he puts them in such a way that Hl-

who reads may comprehend fully. X valu.ibli-

book to every Christian. g4 pages, neatly

bound in cloth. I'ricr, ;o rents, postpaid.

Brethren Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover...

Do you see that list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be given the agent .sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the Inglenook? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State Street, .... Elgin, IlL

Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

+ + +

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State 5t., Elgin, III.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Knormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of e.vcellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. 1'. Ky. O.MAHA, NEBR.



»»» THE » INGLENOOK » » »

Tliey ATVTant It

When People Want a Book,

It is easy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Moiie\ Seliinf;

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author of •Ruropc and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,"
and "Wanderings in Bible Lands."

The iuilhoi tells of lliings seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such m\ interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

..^ivL- one a heller idea of things than would he received by many huncheds who
wi'iihl ni.dir the trip thimsrlvi-s. Note wliiil one writer says:

] h:u. tx.niiiiud iiint ri;ul Hr.i. 1). I.. Miller's hist hook, "Girdling llu- Clolu." ami fiiul it

1. .AcclUnt work. WhiK- all o{ his l)o<.K« art- >hi(kI imd instructivi-. I put ihis.ts THi: niCST,
II l.ict llic nmst inli-rcitlint; hook I ever ri-ad outsidt- cif llit- Hjblc. KM-rythinn is made so clear
Hid pkiii) hy Mil' antlior. I would rccmmncnd all to st-curc it if in their power to do so. Siirc-

.. cln.a|) irij. around llir world! WIio would not take in such a trip and at the same time cn-
( v tin- rninforts of hoinr?

The Red Morocco bindint,-, wilh oMi (.dfrc. gold back and side- litle, and
handsomely finislu-d in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to
ytuir near relalivi- or dcaresl friend. Price, S3.00, prepaid. What belter do
\.'ii u.ini:-

lla\L- ynii .1 lopy uf ihi.s ewelienl book';- Has the territory aronnd you
l)een cmv.issf.i' If not. uriu us at once. We h.ive liberal terms to offer vou
Addres>:

Brethren Publishing House,
^iibs.ri|.lii>n liouk n.p.nlnu I--LGIX, Illinois

Doctrine of the Brethren Defended.

11.1 r.i.it. It. II. nnt.i.i.it.

.\ b(Hik i>f 298 panes setting forth in carcful-

Iv prepared arKuments the special tenets of

1 HlU that are emphasised in the IJrethrcn

iHirch. All MirMinatsof the cluirch slundd
I. ive a copy. It is aUoa splendid book for the

iiuniircr. Well bound in cloth. I'ricL, 75
nhH, prepaid.

Brethren Fubllshln}: House.
UlKin, Illinois.

READING CIRCLE BOOKS.

Speciiil In members of our Missionary Read-
me Circle. Wc olTcr the (ollowinR list of

bookt. as outlined in the Missionary Course, at

the foltowiog tow prices:

I'lrai VMr.

New Act! ol tlic .\pai(lti. Dr.ttenoD
(I, v.). - .

01 ludaoQ.
I1.15

<3-OIX11oxxio1^
\ rUACi K M KNOW IKUGL UF

Sign and House Fainting

lifilil itiiil >iUcr Lcltuiliit:, lir<iaiii]([.

(iritininK. CdrTiaKC nrid Show Card
P.tlntlDs, MixitiK Colors, CoulTnciing.
Varnlihtiuc. Etc.. from out F;tiDiiTT&'

Book. Our book ol as ycnts' expert

cncr lu stgu xud Iiuukv pnlnlluK is su
simple lliii( wen boy« cau leAcli llicmielvct tlie p;)iutei

liado Id n vliort lime. 3; lltustiated nlpliabot* »tt; i

eluded ta our book. Tlii* uteti icachei ami monoy mv-
ei will l>c iitalleil poxp.iid l>>r v? i^viits.

Viil. SrhivtiT Sinn Worko, Mllwiiiiki-r. WU.

IM)KSTKI<TIKI.I-:.

Sold ucmly uno-liftir
cliVMiivr tliao Iron ot

, , ^^ steel fence posts. Great
Inducemeni, to «geni» who caa work lariiiory, .Agenti
may prohlably enjaiie in ihcir manulaciuie. CouQttca
for aKl«. tor terma and circular* addreaa with stamp:

W. A. UICKRV. N««d, Hlunl Co., lad.
Hmumi Ik* iMiirn<KiK «h<ii «t>itiK.

IT IS YOUR mvi ,:.°„r:n:':.srr ,;:>'.

ly. Are you doing it? Delays are dangerous and the re-

ipoDsibilily is upon you. .'\cliei. pains, poor appetite,

dizrineas, bad skin, that drngt{ii>g and smotlierlng leel-

Ing are some of nature's datigcr signals, and you n-ed a

course of nature's remctly— G^rmiiii-Atuerleaii Herb
CoiiipouniL

It is the greatest Bloud I'uofter, Liver. Kidney and

System Kegulaler ever oltcted the people: it is purely

herbs, baiks and loott; the kind used by our great-grand-

motbers for generations, and should be used by you and
your lamily. It is put up in powder form and chocolate

coated tablets, pleasant and easy to take, and sold by our

agents: no cuic, no cost.

II QO agent near you, send f 1.00 for six a^-cent pack-

ages, containing 100 doses and registered guarantee, sent

postpaid, •

Write (or our liberal ofler to new Agents.

Mrs. «, A. Thurbcr. Ballston, Va., says: For years

I havesuffered with headxicbe, neuralgia and nervousness.

Almost from childhood my nervous system has been such

that (he least exertion would throw nic into a spell of

headache and cvlteme fatigue, so that life seemed almost

a burden. I havo tried the best doctors and many kinds

ol medicine, I began using <>erinnii-.\iit<Tl<'tti) Herb
C'oiiipitHtiil some four months ago and atiiiusl from the

hist I felt improved, and now I seldom ever have any
heiidachc at all. I cannot express the benefit derived

from its use, and trust tins may lie the means ol many
other sufferers to use the Compound, It alsi< did won-
ders lor my husband whose complaint was stomach
trouble,

.Vbram Studebaker, Shidclcr. lnd..says: ^'our med-
icine has done myself and wife a great deal ol good and
nc recommend it very highly. Please send me two more
boxes lor friends.

Address, Iiiler-NHlldiitil iMedfc'litp Co. (Incorpo-

rated), ha"; ! Street. Washington, D. C , or Albert
Holilngflr, Speci:il .Vgcnt, 338 Eighth Street, Washing-
ton. D. C, ^^^\

Exegesis on Divorce and R.m, .

A complete analysis and aniiis— .

on Ui, 8,„, ,„.,;„„, ,„ „h,r fcT.l"' "- •

thai ll„ m„,l,g. b„„j I

»« ""lb.,

ins loo,.n„, ol „.. „,„i. bond 11"

I, lorbld d,.orc= •
Ibi, ,„ ,^

™„?"'r «
;

in an nnhrokcn lint r„r ov„ o„, b„
"="'»'

»...<hal ,l,is I. -.h, >a|e ,lj,
,™"'>-

ol lr„>h,-Ch,l,.-, ,fd,. 1 „„ „,„''''"-
i»l. Lorn brell,,™. On. l,om I'VT"""" B'M.r I.J.-i ,b,|| ,

""I"

.lo.sl,l „„.b..n . ,,,o„7;5nt,
'"'•"''••'«

h
n.uc

. r.g,e, „, co»„,. v„„ .„„','^' '

Ir*"^'on Ibi! s.„ou. doe.tion is a nobl. .„/" "'' ""

'

We solicit some one In earv, - ..
setio. ,0 handle oo, ,rpH ."'tr::?--page.. P,i„, five cent,. ,o ,„in„„„ ,','„"'"' <-"

,
I. .1. ROSKNHEKOKn.

Co.J "'

Cap Goods.
We send Cap Goods by mail lu all parts of

the United States. A largs assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest, Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send for free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin. III.

P, S.-Notethal we have )

movedfromMt, Morris, >
111,, to Elgin, III, S

a tlia INnLKROriK it

...I3WJSXTMS...
N our Homf and Furniture Against

Fire, Lightning and Tornado,
With A. S. UODDARD,

Bouiii 1. M.llil.l,- lll.,ik. 4S,„, Kl.tJlX. ILL.
M.iillun 111.- INULKMHiK wli.n ..rillr.u-

AOENTS WANTED FOR

A World's Wonder!

SALVIA
IJR.ADE MAKK)

The Old Reliable Colora^

do Rocky Mountain

Herb Medicine.

The lodi.tn and Spanish Cuti-all, Nature's Own Reme-
dy lor troughs. Colds, Catarrh, Sore Throat, Whooping
Cough, Croup. Fever and Ague. La Grippe, Dyspepsia.
Sick Headache. Purilying the B'ood and General Debil-
ity.

As a Nerve Tonic and Blood Medicine it gives tone
lo the entire system. " It has few equals," so say thou-
sands. Try it and be convnucd

as Cents per Package ; 5 for

$1.00 ; Prepaid.

.AGENTS WANTED everywhere, on liberal terms.
More than half of otir agents are women. Write us for
^ct^.^. snm,,Ie!^ and circulars, showing t.-stimoi.ials. Sold

Colorado Salvia Co., Rockford, Illinois.

National Business College.
Roanoke. Virginia,

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-
ates, and has many chMs when the supply is

exhausted. cmaS. E. ECKERLE. P,..Wen.,
Fine Fall Term Opening.

Now Eia, Joilah Siront (cloth, }S els.). . K CU.
"Do Not Say," t( cu,

S*ooiid YMkr.
Divine Bnterprfao of Mliiloni, Fieison

fli.st). I 08
Memoir olMoHat ij Cti, 30 1

Oonclsa lllslOTy ol Mlaslons. Bliss (7$ i

cenU) tj

Sjuth America,—the Neglected Conti-
I

naol (T^ cent!] .60

SPECIAL OFFER.
For $4 40 cash with order we will send all the

above cijjht books, bouud in cloth (except " Uo 1

Not Say "). prepaid. The retail value of the
'

books is $S-75- This olTer is good only lo rcfcu-
lar members of Our Missionary Reading Circle,

j

Address:

BRBTHRBN PUIILISHING HOUSK.
» ud 24 S, State. ElgiD, III.

|

MILKINE.
Uranulairil Milk Pood

ILK, „,^ only r.»HHh«l tiyit.
I ,,if ...,,j»ru life. Iicrc atetil-

J couccDi rated.

I'^L I • the perfeirt foo.! tonic.

,..'*"" "'*** ««o<xBir»leif

. .' .
* ^'^^ '•* 'be tnnat i-on

MILK, MALT, MEAT make MILKINE.
l-.-.«m.,u ,., (i,f l^-M .MI,-,,! lUt.ie* jM.l I,.v:.i,.i.
Till ii|> III .liv i»n.lrir<l Imiii or m Ci>mi.n-«»^1
Tablet. Keadv (,.. ,..r r,v .he ad.lu.oi, ./^^Vcr
or C..H \-< c^iiti, ai\ Write loi Ix-e vnnt.le
ELGIN MILKINE CO. ELG1N,1LL-

Just What You Want

!

"'InnLba'ma'*' '"'" ^^'^ """

^^''?!,?'V^'^'^'' P*."> d'^'S'ons in the
SStb Congress^

How were the Presidents elected prior
to 1804' "

"^^^^
uer*^''

''"'* Ibousands o( other

VOTER'S MANUAL and"

«J«GUMENT SOTUR.
FOK VtST POCKET

•"""""" S' CHICAGO

CARDS! r;i-°:sr~^-...^
now. IS cl,. per do.Bn. T,v a do,,, 'j '" "' "•
»ge«,. There i, mo„e, ,. ,.kl.; '„

i,!^
f •''"••

Mt. IHor,l,cll... «„;'^""
Ask,or.,„c,.a,o,„e. «„„rt'£',

Mftiliu.. Ihr ISCI.KNWK .h.

GALVANIZED STEEL STlfs

.h*"X,^,i*^^'*f^*^^ SATISFACTION for t,,.

,

they hold the line wires on fence in petle. t - ,
:alluwmg them to sag or spread. Strong. dJr/.mental and suitable lor all larm and otl,c, r,

Write lor free catalogues, Agents wanted lot,,
ship. .Address:

THE C. M. FENCE STAT CO,,
Lock Box 8. CoviNciON, Om

Mem...!, IIk. INr.LtNOOi; wWd -nliD(

A Kitchen Piano...
'• Everything at her finger*' end*-'

N'olhinR 10 walk or long (or Sugar, flour, sal'. ',

milk, eggs and molasses lu tins sell-tltaaiaf e<W

We make nine different kinds ol k tcheo cabiorii. -b

in our new catalogue. Iree "oosler Mlg. »;
a».«ai„sSt.

N.,C.*l.l

UcDiiali I

Has just been s

Michigan. Lands

and farming dtslrii

York National Land

controls more faiiiiiiii;

individual or corpor-sti

can refer yon to KMt

in the confidence aiiri

Brotherhood, who h.r

us commending ihi^ '

send you copies of i

request. Condition-

our part of MichiL'

ent from ihnse i^

try that you will i'-

edified to read these

disputable. M^p'^.
''

phlcis and e\i'

Reports furti.?!

dressing

„i ,„ Norlh""""

this wtll-k""""
'"'

•etors.tleliyil"'*'

ASSlKl«tl»"
•>''

l.inll ll'»"""'

,;. 11.
>!«*'»" \

ra-ardofiK'""

, «ntKn Itl""
"

,„i.
wc.ai!*

„=e lei"

.rt-'l""
.riseJ*

iu.rts»"

L, lllus'

New Vork Nation

Majestic Building.

TliORFt

rra'e''"'

,-,.g,iii

10
CENTS Will

Victor Headar



r^^.^h
CHANCE.

re consequence
to all we do,

...tmost intricate web of circumstance,

e"subtle tissue we misname a chance.

f„„,„„,
a deeper .aw of nature grew

Ln our imperfect vision seethtl,rouBh:

B„, one sure law there is of destiny,-

Thal he alone the face of God shall see,

fftosewill is (earless and whose soul .s true

All time, all thought, the Universe doth wait

0„ him who beggeth at the gate of Truth,

tad Destiny is but a certain state.-

S„,
foreordained, but of an inward growth,-

The dauntless Will can open Fortune's gate,

And only falsehood to ourselves is Fate.

— IV. ir. story

miMoiLL
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"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
Or

i

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You']

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

be S.,1

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever So

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:
nds

Beside iht Bonnie Brier Bu«h, Dictionary of the Bible, i
Drummond's Addresses. Adventures of a Bto»„

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds, «^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, "

Black Beauty, Dream Life, I Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ. Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they en iJ

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall «or|

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will haj

sent him a Library of J'^IFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventures of a Brownie,

vl'^sop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Essays.

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' I'oems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and 1,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

.Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.

Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The A^ent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE booki out of the above list. ThJ

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of thesJ

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent i

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be thelasd

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions rel

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

jA. T-M±-\r& r»ctp>ex- for I_ii"V7-e I*eoi>le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothr

and commonplace about it.
, It is up to date, and always will be. It will have soinething new in each issue, it alw.n

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it
'

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The iNi.'

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like oi i' * -|

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list "

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE : The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS. How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL; The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. 1. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. CEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Docs the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP; Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-live Years?

S. Z. SHARP; rhe Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER; The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Miwiona.

DAN'L HAYS; Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS; VVh.il were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development in the Church.

H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay?

H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of Cily Missions.

I. B. TROUT: The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER; The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Aanng the Je»s

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side i.t an Evaog'

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary is Mad'-
^^^

D. L. MOHLER; Which Pays Better, Ciiy or Counl

sions? " ^^
NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do with Ex-"""^^^^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Magnetic

L. A. PLATE; Recollections of Swiuerland-

GALEN B. ROYER: World.widc Miss"'"*-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Germany-

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side of an Edit""

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible Study.

Lilt.

.^nd tliore Etx*e Otl3.ex>s. "STou. Can't -a-fTorca to IM^ss ali Ttxi-f

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you mav n

more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the v.'ao\e

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do well to write us, enclosing

Bcription to-day.

EIlSlrL, Illinois, XJ. s. A..

. are sto^l

-ometbi«?.'

Biattef'1

your s»h
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ARTIFICIAL EYES.

under the same roof with the houses of the makers, months. Every prominent dealer has a room in his

They are not made in quaiitities in anticipation of building where customers are received and fitted,

large orders, but only after they are ordered by the Some female customers are so sensitive on the sub-

Harbatig/i.

OsEwhowiU talk with any prominent optician

mrning artificial eyes will be prepared to believe

rknhesays that few persons have any conception

iltht number of artificial eyes that are worn. The

ilivay to ascertain how many are worn is to learn

io» many are bought. This is not so difficult as

light be supposed, as not all opticians deal in arti-

:iil eyes, and those who do deal in them are not at

secretive as to the facts of the trade, with one ex-

jplioti—they are sure not to reveal the names of

Itir customers. There are ten opticians in Chica-

owhohave customers for artificial eyes, and they

about 2,500 a year. Probably more than half

n number are sold by three dealers, who carry

eially large stocks and give special attention to

lehlting of eyes.

far the greater number are sold to city cus-

Bmers, though some go out on orders to persons in

country. Individuals in all classes wear them.

obe without ail eye may be the misfortune of the

ickand poor alike, and the rich cannot be supplied

ilkabetter artificial eye than can the poor out of

« largest stocks carried by opticians. The price

""high, ranging as it does from S5 to Sio.

Sometimes a wealthy man or woman will ask to

Sihownamore costly article, making objection to

"common substitutes that anybody can buy for a
'"ilollars. Hut the best material that has been
*ii usable in artificial eyes is used in the manu-
««« of all of them, and it is not expensive. The
'y«»y to increase the cost is to have an eye spe-

! matched, in the comparatively few cases

J'"'°'«raWe match is not obtainable from stock,
'"IS IS done on a particular order sent' to the

iMofacturer.

•most of these cases the buyer would better
^^'«ed to the dealer at home to supply his

is ol'"'''''*''
'^° °"« can exactly describe either

tlor V^^
°' ""^ '*' °' ^"°'her. What is the

"kali's u""'
'^''^^ ^°" '=^""°' '<=" definitely,

fctel
"^°'°' °* ""^ ^'^^^ ^ cannot tell you

II ^J'
^° "lOfe can the maker of artificial eyes

'"bath"''
^'''"'" *"^ attempts to match a natural

"sure (' '** '"'° ^'^' °"^ °' special make he is

l'""otdoi:
out of

'g It more exactly than it could be

y«
'"'' c°"'*'n'ng 100 artificial eyes.

"''"lun*°""^
'"dividuals are so sensitive to their

'ey^n"''
^° P^ift'cular in selecting a match

' '"vel thousands of miles to give their

, '"'maker. This

-C th'"'"'"'''"^''
*

'SiVffi, ' ^"fopean continent as far as Germany
^;*^" order.

'"'icltp
*"'''"^'^' <=ye5 are made by dwellers in

.:s f„°'?'''
'^s'niany. There are no extensive

' '"eir manufacture, but only little shops

IS no exaggeration, for

I cross the Atlantic and

dealer.

What shall be the description of artificial eyes—

that is to say, what colors and shades of colors the

eyes shall have in large quantities—will depend

upon what country or section the particular order

comes from. In one country or section blue eyes of

all shades predominate, in another gray and in still

another brown—there are no black eyes. The deal-

er will engage some maker in the Black Forest to

make him up a quantity of eyes of the prevailing

color of natural eyes in his section among his cus-

tomers. The maker knows far better than he can

be told how to differentiate the shades of color.

A prominent optician has just returned from the

Black Forest, where he received a quantity of artifi-

cial eyes previously ordered and lodged an order

that will he filled next year. He says that he met

dealers there from every country and from many

parts of this country. The making of the curious

article is a principal industry of that part of Ger-

many. "The woods "—that is to say, the Black For-

est—is full of this kind of artisan. They seldom

leave their native country and never in large num-

bers. A few have from time to time emigrated to

the United States, and such of them as here prose-

cute their trade are settled in New York. But they

do not make artificial eyes in quantities—they pre-

fer to fit eyes to individual customers. If any Ger-

man of this trade has ever settled in Chicago the

fact is not known, for certainly no artificial eyes are

made in this city. Probably none will very soon be

made, as single-made eyes cost half as much again

as those made up for stock.

Recognizing the fact that no two persons have

eyes exactly alike, it will readily be understood how

difficult it is to match a natural with an artificial

eye, and also how extensive the stock carried must

be in order to fit the majority of patients. The

average stock carried by the leading opticians in

Chicago numbers about 5.000. Out of this great

number most persons can be fitted, but some from

either a peculiarity of the natural eye cannot, or of

disposition will not be fitted. Hence orders are

constantly being placed for special fits either in

New York or Germany, They are detects in the

natural eye that may be specially matched, but this

cannot as surely be said of shades of color. Thus

conditions vary considerably, but either out of stock

or by individual orders sent forward to the makers

it is frequently possible to fit a patient with eyes

that none but an expert can detect.

It is interesting to examine a tray full of artificial

eyes. The natural eye is globe-shaped, but the ar-

tificial eye is not so. Owing to the fact that upon

removing the natural eye there is left what is known

in the profession as a stump, which occupies a part

of the cavity, a globe-shaped eye cannot be put in.

The eye is made in this way: First, a globe is blown

of a material of a glassy nature, resembling very

fine porcelain. Then the globe is cut in two and the

part that is not to be used is thrown away. It is

heated again and the cornea or colored portion is

set in. The cornea is made of white glass, always

leaving a black center representing the pupil, and

around the pupil the other shades of color are in-

fixed. Afterward the veins or blood vessels are

added The whole is then given a coating of enam-

el. A quantity of eyes, such as is usually ordered

by the larger dealers, will number 5,000, and it is

possible that no two of them all are exactly alike.

The life of an artificial eye is usually about one

year. The acids in the secretions of the socket are

destructive to the enamel, and when this becomes

rough the eye should be thrown away to avoid irri-

tation and inflammation. Some natural eyes have

the appearance of artificial ones, owing to peculiar

defects, such as some artificial eyes are seen to have

when compared with the natural organ of sight.

Many customers of the opticians who can afford

the expense have a change of eye every three or six

ject that they come heavily veiled and no one sees

them but the operator who attends to them. But

the large majority of the customers are not of the

rich or particularly well-to-do classes, but are found

among the artisans, who are apt to meet with acci-

dents, and the poor, who are subject to eye diseases.

But, owing to the cheapness of artificial eyes, the

unfortunates often manage to find their way to the

optician, who sends them away comparatively hap-

py-

Now and then, however, there is one of these per-

sons who expects to be able to see with an artificial

eye, and when this happens the patient is for the

time being very unhappy. Young children are

sometimes among the customers. One of the State

street opticians lately fitted a child only two years

old with an artificial eye and made the little fellow's

parents joyful. Of course, the eye was small, and a

larger and still larger one will have to be used as

the child grows. So the socket will grow and ex-

pand and show no deformity. Without this treat-

ment the socket would contract and shrivel.

As said above, there is no black eye, but eyes that

are taken for black are only dark brown. Negroes'

eyes are the darkest of all, or appear so because of

the darkness of the skin. For the same reason the

whites of a negro's eyes appear whiter than they

really are. Blue and blue hazel and gray are the

dominant colors. The white or sides of the eye is

technically called the schlerotic, the colored portion

the iris and the black center the pupil. The eye

of no white person is ever so dark that the pupil

cannot be seen, but this often is the case with ne-

groes' eyes.

COUNTRY AND CITY FEET.

' It is a fact not generally known that the feet of

city women average all the way from one to three

sizes larger than the feet of country women of equal

station in life," said a shoe dealer and manufacturer.

"Let a country born and bred woman who wears

a No. 3 B shoe come to the city to live, and inside

of six months she will be wearing a No. yA C, and

that before the end of two years, or say three years,

she will-be glad to be able to get into a No. 5 B.

"Asphalt and cut stone pavements are responsi-

ble for this peculiarity, just as they are responsible

for the increased sensitiveness and enlarged growth

of a horse's feet. The feet of the thoroughbred that

has never cantered over anything save the yielding

sod of a stock farm or the soil of the race course

show a marked difference after the same horse has

been driven several years over the hard city streets.

"In the feet of a woman who has always lived in

the country the muscles are soft and supple, while

the same muscles in the feet of the city woman arc

firm and hard. The reason of this is that when the

city woman walks those muscles are brought into

what you might call gymnastic exercises with the

hard pavement as each step is taken. With the

hardening of the muscles there also is a gradual en-

largement of the entire foot."

OVERHEAD RIGHTS.

Although any one may extend an overhead wire

across or along a street, it does not seem generally

known that no wire may pass over a house without

the permission of the proprietor, even though the

wire be in no way connected with the house. The

owner may, if he pleases, take them all down. >r

his freehold extends from the centre of the earth up to the

iky The landlord of a large boarding-house on

Beacon Hill made the electric light company pro-

vide bulbs for the lighting of his dining-room m

return for the privilege of stringing wires upon his

roof , .

Danish lighthouses are supplied with oil to pump

on the waves in case of a storm.
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nOSS-HAD F0LK5 IN MAINE.

The latest vagary which the summer visitors have

brought to the front in Maine is the erection of

wooden cottages having the outside densely coated

with a heavy growth of green and gray moss. The

abandoned farmhouses were searched for lichened

corner and straddle boards, and extravagant prices

were paid for bits of ancient wood that held living

specimens of mossy growth. Some anxioijs souls

went so far as to peel the moss-grown bark from

the north sides of beeches and maples and use it for

veneer to disguise the newness of the wood inside.

Early in September, when most of the summer
visitors had gone moss mad, an old skipper came to

the wharf with a load of new boards from the Ban-

gor sawmills. Mc could not sell a stick, though his

customers told him they would pay any price for

l)()ards that displayed a good crop of moss, the

more moss the better.

"How many of these boards do you want?"

asked the captain.

"All you can get for us a wliole cargo if it is

possible."

"Don't buy any from other men who offer you

mossed boards, and wait here two weeks, and if I

don't give you all the moss you want I'll let you

have this cargo for nothing."

Me hurried his load uj)on the whaif and was out

of sight before ihe sun hatl set. Ten days later his

schooner came back loaded to the water line with

aged boards so deeply clad in moss tliat no one but

a barber could tell the kind of lumber that support-

ed the crop. The boards were piled upon cross

timbers so that the delicate lichens could not be

rubbed away, and every piece from the top of the

swelling deck load to the keelson, ten feet below

water, was matted in rank masses of the plants,

which everybody was trying to secure. He sold

out his load for three times the jirice asked for

clear pine, and made enough by the trade to buy a

new schooner.

After the money had been paid over and the

skipper was ready to go away he told his customers

where he had found so many ancient boards. Near
where he lived was an old and poverty-stricken line

of railroad, which had been lately leased to a new
and wealthy cor|)orati(in. Among the first im-

provements undertaken was to pull down a long

stretch of fence that had been put up to keep the

snow from drifting across the rails, and to replace

the rolling barrier with something new and more
substantial. The corporation offered to give the

old fence to anybody who would pull it down and
take it away, Believing that the boards were
worthless, the captain had laughed at the offer until

lie came to Cajie Rozier and learned of the local

passion for moss-clad homes. After this he lost no
lime in closing the trade with the new company,
making more than S2,ooo out of the cargo of boards
that were good for nothing except firewood and not

worth the taking down for that purpose.

HOW THEY SHOP IN CHINA.

scription. Then the possible purchaser departs

with great dignify and elegance.

When the bargain is completed, the purchaser

never pays for it himself. The chief steward is

called, notified that the article has been accepted,

and when the bill comes in, the "boy" settles it,

giving an account quarterly to his master of money
disbursed for the household.

Money, as we have it, is unknown in China.

There are no silver dollars, no fractions of dollars,

as quarters and ten-cent pieces; no paper bank-

notes. There is a coin called "cash." with a hole

punched in the middle, that is used for small trans-

actions. " Cash " can be strung like beads on a

string. It takes one hundred pieces to equal the

value of one standard cent. Gold is only used for

ornaments in China, never for current coin.

THE POLICE OF JAPAN.

Whkn a man or woman goes into a shop in

China, a clerk with much ceremony brings fragrant

tea, which is served in fine style.

The compliments of the season arc exchanged,
the topics of the times are discussed, there are
talks about the wcather^in fact, every kind of
evasion is employed to keep away from the real

reason of the visit, which is to buy something.
The projjrietor solemnly watches these proceed-

ings from afar. The style of compliment is of this

order:

" In what celestial country did your exalted ex-
cellence purchase the superfine garments upon
which 1 feast my eyes? Surely in no miserable and
unworthy land like our own? "

When lea and talk are exhausted, the little pipe-
bearer, who always attends his master or mistress
out of doors, lights a pipe for his employer. There
are only a few whiffs in each pipeful, so the process
has to be frequently repeated.

Then business begins. The shopper asks the
price of the required article; and makes an offer for

it that is much lower. This is promptly refused in

language that is courteous and polite beyond de-

Whkn the Japanese consul takes his walks abroad

in Chicago he is shocked and surprised to see every

policeman swinging or tossing a mighty oak stick

and evidently on the alert to swat somebody with it.

In fair Nippon, whence the Hon. Mr. Fujita comes,

the policeman are called "peacemakers" and their

mission is of a far more pacific nature than that of

the police officers here. They are not looking for

trouble. They try to prevent it. They do not seek

to arrest as many prisoners as possible. On the

contrary, they strive to quiet the angry passions of

the little men who occasionally engage in brawls

and quarrels and send them to their homes.

But it must not be thought that the Japanese po-

lice officers are without means of defense or in such

a position that they would have to retreat before a

belligerent prisoner. They make arrests when nec-

essary, but they do so in a different way^as the

Japanese do so many things differently from the

Americans. There is an art -a trick of wrestlings

known to the police force of the little empire which

enables them to subdue refractory prisoners without

breaking their skulls with an oaken club. That

method would be called "rough work" by the Hon.
Toshio Fujita were he given to American slang,

which he is not. It is an art very difficult to ex-

plain, but just as easily used on Americans as on

Japanese if only the police were instructed in the

method.

When a disorder!)' man in Tokio or V'okohama
objects to accompanying a police officer, instead of

beating him into submission as though he were a re-

fractory horse or a dog, the Japanese policeman
seizes him with a peculiar wrestling grip in which
the thumb and forefinger of the right hand come
into play and the prisoner speedily finds himself on

his back. He is not hurt; it \s not necessary to

send him to a hospital. He is merely overpowered
by superior cleverness, and in a few minutes he finds

himself in the patrol wagon started for the station

—

for they have patrol wagons in all the principal

Japanese cities.

This art of handling prisoners is taught the police-

men in the gymnastic course which they must un-

dergo before they are eligible for the force. As is

the case in London, the policemen are not passed
physically merely because of the possession of a

certain amount of brute strength, because they lift

a certain weight or push an indicator to a required
figure on a dial. They must be agile, athletic and
adept in manly exercises and the principal of these
is the method of handling prisoners so they may be
subdued without unnecessary violence.

The Japanese policeman is armed with a short
sword, but he never uses it except for self-defense.
Even then he is not permitted to use it unless he is

attacked by more than one man or by a prisoner
with a weapon, which occurs very seldom. A Tokio
policeman would not last an hour on the force if he
drew his sword and assaulted a single prisoner. Of
course, that is the theory on which the Chicago
police are supplied with clubs and revolvers—that
they may defend themselves, but in nine cases out
of ten they are used for offense instead of defense.
Ha man under arrest shows the slightest resistance,
even though he be one-third the size of the police-
man, out comes the club immediately and he is

beaten on the head as though the policeman's huge
frame were in imminent peril. If a prisoner, arrest-
ed on the most trivial charge, breaks away and runs,
out comes the revolver and his life is placed in jeop-

I

ardy. though he may be charged only with vagrancy

or some such offense and ^^^^^^^T^^^^'^^^
court the next morning. °'^chdr?^,,

earn
.

The Japanese police, says Mr K
firearms-indeed, revolvers and simiu

'"'

scarce there outside of the army and th*"""
Clares the result is that there are alnio t

°"'"

and holdups in the cities. He admits '.h""
'"

"

very many pickpockets, but the hold-
his gun is almost unknown. '

"'

In Tokio there are 3,457 police offi„„
beat 'i^vehr-one for each 556 inhabitants ]„

,"'•
there is a mounted force of •-1 "I " Mdit,,

responding to the Chicago "patrol L„ '^

the New York " roundsman," whose dlr"'"''
keep an eye on the patrolmen and see th

* " ''

forming their duties. There are twenty T"'
^"

pal police "offices" or stations and ten br.,'^

'""

tions, the former commanded by captam
"

'

branches by lieutenants. Scattered ih

city at various prominent points are 40; Ijili,, \^.

like patrol boxes, only enough larger to acct™'
date four policemen. In each of these l\m"'7
men are always on duty, while two others m V
same beat are patrolling the district. Ev

'

hours they change off, so there are always l«V
licemen there on call in addition to the men on !

These boxes arc connected with the slalioni

signal boxes and telephones exactly as our p.,

boxes are, and the officers are required

their movements at regular intervals. II

liceman on his beat cannot be found i;:

seeker chances to be in the \ ery block v.

He may be only around the corner, but if r.

of sight the citizen who wants an officer mi
, i -,;

might as well be a mile away. In Tolio iht nui,

who wants a policeman has but to look upand donl
the street for a police patrol-house and he is sure tol

get two policemen. They do .some things bcllrr|

over there.

FOOD FOR THE FAHISHED.

" Uiu you ever hear of the ocean storehouse in

Torres Strait? " asked an old seaman. "It'scalkd

Deliverance Island, though it is sometimes marked

on the charts as Berby Island. It is like a mound

rising out of the ocean, the highest point betng

about fifty feet. It is well-nigh barren, having only

a few bushes and shrubs. On one side is a «ndy

beach, on the other a fissure forming a sort olci e,

in which stores are left by men-of-war and nierciijui

vessels passing through for the relief of distress'

and shipwrecked sailors. I went in there last yi

from the Enterprise, an American bark.

" During a calm we lowered a boat and pnW-

In this cave we found tins of preserved meal, !«'

cuits, tobacco and a wooden box marked 'poii'

fice.' Our skipper. Captain Samuels, wrotealetler

to a friend of his in Boston. It reached him. to".

Deliverance Island that day belonged 10
:

'

French, but we took down their flag and h

the stars and stripes. That is the custom-the J>1

hip through the straits hoists its flag on 'his*""

storehouse and post office."

HADN'T THE FACE TO UO IT.

Henrv, fresh from Pecatonica. c.ime '"

'J^J'

,

and accepted a position as office boy for a

the Board of Trade Building.
^^

Henry succeeded in performing his ofhee^^^

^

to the satisfaction of everybody, but he c^

learn to use the telephone. An unacconnla
'

ousness took possession of him whene\ .

himself alone with the instrument and ca e"

to converse with it. ^^^^i

This nervousness was "nJcrstood by^
^^^^^^

,,

boys, who generally relieved him of

responding when a call came.

But one day he was alone in the oftice.

There came a ring at the telephone.^

"Henry," called out the manager,

room, "answt r that telephone call-

"I-I can't, sir!" gasped Henry

dirty!"

'•My

I
in»"

(ac«

ceo"'

Ii-- you are true to your Master he
*'^^^,(, j,

).'

when tempted; the victory that ovcrco
^

^j^j,
>

faith, not in yoursclvc-s, but in the o

of God, whose you are and ""''"'„ y""

Triumphs over temptation will s"<: t

se^^
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nied by the name. The subject of

a-""''' , nosition where he will harm no

.*'"''

,ib<!"i

s in

at one
we would not have cared

, near.

til

He is very old. So old that

'"""
'"eirhow many years since he was born,

•"""cords nothing of his life, and he and h,s

''"f|!ved"ma'ny
ages ago, with numbers of

and sisters in the region lying east of

our Rocky Mountains.

"'.'r"his body was buried,

11 hese eons of the world's existence un-

'"'^
when it was found by the expedition

''''

''T' the Carnegie Museum and brought to

"°° T If any of the readers of this sketch

l'*'^'!!': il„.v must come here.

J
brothers

'

I !i
no"' <

Here, and aft-

and remained

J ,ee bin- now, tic)

iinderstnod, Diflodocus is one of that

als known as Dinosnuria.

that lived during the„f
prehistoric anim

;,„.,l,»rd.like anima

, „,.,£ ncrictl of the (

[^
d ntly was slender and graceful, in size

.'

The length of the skeleton follows: Head

MMck :i feet 4 inches, back I2 feet <(
inches,

feet 6 inches, tail 31 f^et, making a total

iches. This immense length is com-

.-ertebrx, the largest of which weighs

:rjni

IJ, leet 2 in

*.,",o pounds. The longest rib in the body is 5

inches long. The cervicals of which there

have an average length of over i; inches.

ibtskeleton when mounted will stand 16 feet high,

iJ lis entire weight will be about 15 tons.

His body was supported by four limbs, while his

ltd- curved upward somewhat after the manner of

irds.

Whrn Diphdotus died his body was covered by

Utelcments. By reason of fire, air, and water, in

Ihe eirth and on its surface, upheavals and changes

mnci which completely hid from sight and

[nowiedge his huge skeleton.

ihis monster could give us the history of his

liie.as he moved around among the marshes and

Durthewateis of that prehistoric period, doubtless

his hunger on the succulent aquatic

plints then growing, surely we would listen with

londerand awe. But only time will tell what the

jeologist and paleontologist will compel the rocks

indcLiy to re\eal.

The Carnegie Museum has the honor of having
l^e uiiiy complete specimen of this reptile yet
Imnd, DipMociis was discovered by Dr. J. L.

Wortaian in the Jurassic of the Lower Sheep Creek
fell. .Albany Cuunty, Wyoming.
Through the financial encouragement of Andrew

Cwegie, and the persistent efforts and untiring
iKlofDr.W.

]. Holland and his corps of assist-

'be Carnegie Museum is moving rapidly
'»»"d the front in the number, value and charac-
'"»! its exhibits.

J»
one of the Inglenook " readers should

,^'* of passinf. through Pittsburg without stop-
^^S^lovisitthe Carnegie Museum and Library. A
^|?'>ddition to the building will be erected, when
''"' "'" '« prepared where Di/<hdoau can be

' P"ly mounted ,is tleserves the King of the
^'"'family,
ft'*,^. p„

In general, owners of the stone cast a halo of

mysticism around it, as though it were possessed of

some occult power.

In appearance the stone is an irregular, porous

brown stone. It varies in size, but in general is

about the size of a pigeon's egg. Tradition has it

that they are found in, or come from the stomach
of a certain species of deer, but I propose to tell

how the stone can be made artificially, as made by

the snake charmers of Ceylon and also by some uf

the monks of Manilla, who have found this a very

lucrative business in supplying the merchants of In-

dia, where it is known as the great East Indian

" Pramboo-kaloo " remedy for snake bites.

This East Indian madstone is made by taking a

piece of horn, hart's horn is considered the best;

which is roasted very slowly until it is thoroughly

charred throughout. It is then ready for operations.

A natural madstone can be found in what is

known as red shale, or red shell: and also in a near-

ly black variety of a similar rock. If among either

of these rock deposits, a piece of stone or pebble

can be found that will adhere very strongly to the

tongue, it is suitable for use and only needs grind-

ing down to a convenient shape.

In use, either natural or artificial, the stone is

moistened with water or saliva, or better still, if ob-

tainable, a little spirits of hartshorn. The stone is

then pressed into the wound and allowed to adhere

until it drops off. After use it is to be put in some

sweet milk to remove the virus, washed and dried.

The Mexicans have a stone, the " I'iedra pon-

sona" which is substantially the same as the East

Indian stone, which they use for snake bites.

present. In her opinion, if a cat has been cared for

and well treated for years until it becomes too old

to be useful it should be chloroformed. By adopt-

ing this rule Mrs. Norton hopes to exclude cats

that are not in need of shelter, and to use the entire

space for the accommodation of cats that are in dis-

tress. The refuge has attracted so much attention

and so many people persisted in being shown

through the refuge that Mrs. Norton has decided

to refuse admittance to the refuge every day with

the exception of Wednesdays. In this manner she

hopes to free the cats from the gaze of the visitors.

- -•••

HABITS OF " DA MONK."

A CAT MOHE.

'•llhtMi

I»E

muidebted to the kindness of Dr Holland, direc-
i«um. lorihe data in this article.

THE MADSTONE.

"V W. H. VON I'LEES.

^^
most of us have heard or read of what is

''u„l ' ." Madstone," but few of us know what

»ta„.,
" " '""•'s like, and still fewer have ever

'Obeli

"rhidd,

'""Sbt fori

possessor is to have it under lock and
*way in some secluded corner and only

(«!uasiD„
^^"'^ '""'^^ hesitancy and under great

<»o,„
to k-

some possessors have even been
""'P their treasure in a bank.

Se sum« nt
°° and

"""'iy have been paid for its pos-

^*° 'torn
'" ^°""^ families it has been handed

r" is a
^*^"^"''°" to generation by will.

*
°''"iuiid''°i"'^

'" ^°°"ville, Mo., that is said to

''"^''ion of V,

""''^ ^""^ °''' ""'^ ^''^ ^^^" '" '*"'

the Bnone family since 1837.

A NEW home for the friendless was opened in

Chicago last week without the formalities that usu-

ally accompany the opening of such an institution.

Out on Grand boulevard (.he Chicago Cat Refuge,

one of the oddest institutions in the country and

without doubt the most complete home for the

housing of homeless felines in the west, opened its

doors.

The Chicago Cat Refuge is the innovation of Mrs.

Leiand Norton, president of the Chicago Cat club,

owner of the famous Drexel kennels and an enthusi-

ast on the question of blooded feline stock. The

new home is a modest one-story brick structure,

built for the accommodation of stray cats that roam

through the alleys and disturb the slumbers of

peaceful citizens with their midnight serenades.

The refuge is provided with everything essential to

the keeping ol cats. The building is divided into

wards, each containing a number of spacious wire

net cages. When a cat is admitted to the refuge it

is immediately examined, registered and assigned

to a cage. Here it is fed, washed and, in tact, giv-

en every care. Each cat is allowed plenty of exer-

cise in a large yard and once a day they are taken

out for an airing.

The very best of foods are used to feed the cats

and the culinary department of the refuge is as well

kept as in the average house. All the food used is

specially prepared by an attendant familiar with

the wants of the inmates. Twice a day the cats are

fed. The bill of fare consists of a variety of meats,

potatoes and breadstuffs.

Sick and maimed cats are accepted for treatment

and are placed in the sick ward, the most interest-

ing section of the refuge. Here everything for the

treatment of sick and injured cats is at hand.

When a cat is found to be so ill that recovery is im-

possible or so badly injured that it cannot possibly

recover it is taken into another room and chloro-

formed. In most cases the same fate is meted out

to the females. When a cat has been cared for and

is able to make a fairly good appearance the refuge

finds a home for it, and in this manner Mrs, Norton

hopes to rid the streets of many a cat. Since the

opening of the refuge twenty-eight cats have been

taken in and disposed of. Those that were healthy

were washed and given away, the sick ones were

treated and in most every case the refuge succeed-

ed in restoring the cat to its normal condition.

For the last month Mrs. Norton's mail has been

filled with requests from people who are desirous

of ridding themselves of a cat that is an old house

pet and has become a nuisance. So numerous were

the applicants that Mrs. Norton has decided to re-

fuse to admit any cat that is being cared for at

All monkeys sold for the amusement of children

on the streets must be very young at the time of

sale. A monkey of the ring-tailed kind is good

from the time he is ten months old to his second

birthday. After that he does not care to learn how

to take off his hat, or do a cake walk for a cent.

The fact that he will eat potatoes in preference

to all 'other foods teaches him that no matter how

he acts he can get enough to eat.

When a year old his price is from Slg to 520.

Being ring-tailed he knows that people like him

because he is not vicious, and being an .'\merican.

is considered to have more brain than the foreign

monkey. Though subject to sickness on account

of cold he will live long if given proper care. A
man with a monkey earning good money knows

how hard it is to train a green subject, therefore he

takes good care of him, even going so far as to

have a pocket made large enough to hold the mon-

key when the east wind blows.

Regarding their training, iMr. Yannetta said that

monkeys are hard to handle until they are taught

to wear clothes. Up to this they will relu.se to do

anything but bite. After coaxing fails to put them

in a mood to wear clothes, a little whip is brought

into play, and as none are in the room but the

trainer and his pupil, the latter soon learns that to

live means that he must be the means of giving oth-

ers a living.

Once he gets to like nice clothes he is given ev-

ery attention; and as soon as he masters one trick

he is rewarded with such little things as peanuts

and candy. It is certain that a monkey knows the

man who has trained him and is very reluctant to

do anything for anybody but his first master.

This is one reason why there is practically no

market for monkeys except in dime museums. A
trained monkey will bring in price from Sioo to

S200 in cold cash.

Being a trainer the owner of a monkey knows

just when he has outlived his usefulness. For a

small sum and a green monkey he will part with

the trained one, and the man who last becomes

master is the one who has to stand the funeral ex-

penses.

This means that a man must know which is which

to keep on the right track of monkey stock. Sick

monkeys, unlike sick horses, can never be sold.

When sick a monkey will .act like a baby, only that

he dispenses with the music of which babies have

such a large slock when teeth are sprouting.

..\ good monkey will not seek fight.
^
He is afraid

of dogs, but when it comes to fight, fight he will,

and as he always lands on the top of Ihe dog, the

dog is soon a blind or a dead dog. He will sleep

well, but the fact that his master is always on the

lookout for money teaches him to awake lively at

the jingle of pennies.

THE KOCKINQ SONQ.

Mv bed is like a little boat

Nurse helps me in when 1 embark;

She girds me in niy sailor coal,

.\nd starts ine in the dark.

At night I go «iii board and say

tiood night to all my friends on shore.

I shut my eyes and sail away,

.\nd see and hear no more.

.And sometimes things to bed I take.

As prudent sailors have to do

Perhaps a slice of wedding cake.

Perhaps a toy or two.

All night across the dark wc steer;

But wh II the clay returns at last.

Safe in my mom beside the pier.

I find my vessel fast.
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THOMAS D. ENQLISH'S ADVICE TO WRITERS.

Never write poetry until you are at least thirty,

unless you fall in love, when it will come to you like

the measles. You would better begin with stories;

that is, if you have a leading idea and can invent

situations. Do not attempt the novel until you have

passed your fortieth year. A novel requires a

knowledge of men and manners, a study of human

character and powers, to create dialogue, and invent

surprises. I know that there have been instances

when young men have written clever poem's and

novels, but these were freaks of genius which do

not often occur. Avoid attempts at humor. That

mine has already been worked for more than it is

worth and the best of it seems to be labored. What

the funny men do produce is not equal to the unin-

tentional humor which is to be found in Congres-

sional speeches on the tariff, and in the old-fashion-

ed epitaphs in the country churchyards.— .Vwrrfjj.

The above is from a successful literary man, told

in a successful journal. Our experience with that

very thing, as eilitor of the 'Nook, moves us to bear

testimony to its truth. We have had no end of

alleged poetry and stories sent to us, and we have

been at our wit's end to justly dispose of them, and

yet not unnecessarily hurt the feelings of our con-

tributors. Wc do not want to discourage our con-

tributors who would like to get into print. The

'Nook i<lea, in its incipiency, was to give the young

writers of the church a chance. It was entirely im-

possible that success should follow. It would have

been cruelty to print much that has come in. The

editor has killed off enough essays and their kind

to be hung for it a hundred times over. The writers

may have thought that they were enlightening the

world, but wc knew to a certainty that it was com-

monplace and badly told at that. What we want

are the novel and instructive things that come un-

der your notice. We would rather have a good dog

story than a mile of poetry. The remarks a Thomas
cat made to a visitor's dog who thrust his nose in

the basket occupied by the feline, and what hap-

pened the window sash in the midst of the argu-

ment, if aptly told, is much more interesting than

the poem on Winter. Oh yes, we know we are

without aesthetic taste, but we do know what nine-

ty-nine out of a hundred 'Nookers would rather

have.

A KIND OF MAN.

Now there is a way with this sort of man that

would be well to follow, and that is to let him

alone. A man who has lived fifty years in sound

and sight of a church, and who, for forty years,

more or less, has had his duty told him without ef-

fect is altogether in a position for a little whole-

some neglect. When he begins to find out that he

is not the lost coin that he thinks he is perhaps he

may try to take a little interest in his own soul's sal-

vation, and try doing something for himself instead

of being all the time carried as though he were a

child. Give him a rest.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

The writer remembers an occasion when he was

in a far Southern State, in August, in a specially

hot season, when along came a drummer with a lot

of trunks full of samples of Christmas goods. Peo-

ple in the South make more of Christmas than

Northern folks do, and it was a peculiarity of that

section and perhaps of others, that the selection of

gifts was made away ahead of time, and when the

day arrived there was no hurry in the matter of ap-

propriate souvenirs.

It may seem a little ahead of time for the Ingle-

nook to think of Christmas, so far off, but not real-

ly so after all. It is doubtless the intention of

many a reader to remember friends and relatives

when the time comes, and the 'Nook wants to

make a suggestion. Sometimes people are at their

wit's end to know what to give. They want to do

something, but they hardly know what is best. Of-

ten a book is thought of, and this is a good idea.

Books are cheap, they are always in order, and

generally well received. But the usual fate of a

Christmas book is to be read a little, laid on the

table, and promptly forgotten when out of sight.

Now we think we know of an acceptable present

for old and young that will be better appreciated

because it repeats itself weekly, and that is a sub-

scription to the Inglenook, either for one of the

family or an absent friend. It will only cost a dol-

lar, and for fifty-two times in the year it will come
regularly, and be of interest and advantage to the

reader, a perpetual reminder of your kindliness.

Long after you have passed over, the recipients will

remember the time you sent them the Inglenook,

and it will be the cheapest and most advantageous

gift you can make. If you tell us to do so we will

advise the friend of the gift, mentioning names, or

not, as you prefer. By taking the matter in time

the parly will get the first copy of the new year,

and every number thereafter to the end of the year.

Of course each present reader will be sure to remit

in time for himself that there may be no break in

the weekly 'Nook visit.

One of the kinds of people thai it takes lo make
up a world, out of the whole lot that is said to en-

ter into its c6mposilion, is the man who is known
to pretty nearly every church. He is the man who
is not in any church, never has been, and is not

likely to be. But he likes to be talked to. and he
is always ready to be addressed on the desirability

of his joining the church. He has a lot of weak ob-

jections, some stock passages of Scripture he wants

to talk about, and after you are through with him
he is just where he was when you began. He has

come to think that he is of so much account that

everybody is bidding for him, and he rather prides

himself on his importance, and sometimes he

makes a boast of the attention he attracts. He is

nearly always a middle-aged man, and he has a

"leaning" toward the Brethren, but it ends in a

leaning. If he moved away, in the midst of any

other people, he would have the same leaning. He
is the kind of man you are told, when you hold

meetings in his neighborhood, that " You ought to

go and see him before you go away." Yet no mat-

ter how often anybody sees him he always remains

as he IS.

A HESSAQE FROH INDIA.

"Tell the 'Nook man that we like the Ingle-

nook exceedingly. It spoils my complexion, my
wife says, for I often stop talking or eating and fall

to reading the "Nook, and the color of the cover is

reflected all around." The man and the rest of

them in India, will find the color of the cover less

verdant in the future. We are groping about, look-

ing for the best, and we are getting there.

HERE'S A QOOD IDEA.

" I am an old woman of sixty-three, but 1 have
young people who come to see me, and I like to

have some good paper for them lo read, so I send
for the Inglenook." The above is from Montana,
and the 'Nook doesn't believe the writer to be old

at all People are never any older than their hearts

get to be.

Skill in English orthography is purely an arbi-
trar)' accomplishment. It's a feat in mnemonics
and doesn't necessarily presuppose the possession
of any special intellectual gifts. The only way that
the average man retains his ability to spell with rea-
sonable correctness is by keeping constantly in
practice and seeing the written words before his
eyes. Let him suspend that mental exercise for a
short time and the first thing you know he'll be
spelling elephant with two f's.

Please explaiii in detail how
seed.

The rule for almost all seeds is to pi
one and one-half its diameter deep i„ T ""^ *"

All fruit seeds must be frozen to - ^""'^^
germi MAn apple seed is no exception^ Whentr'

seedling is a year old graft its terminal sh
''

bearing tree and it will fruit in from thre"""'-
years from the seed. ^ '"^ ''

• • •

Where do you find the material ihal goes lo ,

GLENOOK so interesting inihe way of liiil,
.""'«';,

lion? ""'"'"
r,

From all over the world, wherever we c
hold of it. People on the other side of the""

^

are preparing articles for it.
""'

• • •

1 have heard ihat one of the presidents ot ihe UniieH s
could neither read nor write. Is this true?

**

Probable reference is had to Andrew
Joh„so

who was taught to read and write by his wile

• * #

What is Ihe cosl of a good typewriler, and would ii t^m
cult to learn lo operate il?

Anywhere from ten dollars to a hundred, depend

ingon the make and condition. It is not haid lo

learn how to use one, but bad English shows m
plainer on the printed page than in writing.

I would like lo heconie a proofreader. How shall 1

ceed?

Master the English language thoroughly, and

then go into a printing office and learn it praclital-

ly. It can hardly be learned outside of the office

« # #

1 have heard it said thai Canada is as large as Ihe Lml«

.Stales. Is this correct?

It is larger in area.
• * #

Is the United States going lo hold on in ihe Philippiiit

Yes. It is easier to hold on than to let go, the

way matters are shaped now.

• # •

What do Ihe loners seen at Ihe left o( an admliseniMi

mean?

It is likely that you refer to the office abbrevii-

tions showing how long the ad. is to run, elc

They are for the quick help of the printer.

• « *

Are women workmen more reliable and e.<perl ihanmw

Up to a certain point they usually arc, andaii

that men best them in skill and endurance.

• * «

Can I make perfume hy ihe enfleuragc system descnbrf

the 'Nook?

Yes, but unless your flowers were plenty il
«'

'

not pay to try it.

• • «

"
! have a poem I dashed off. etc."

Don't.
• • •

Can I learn taxidermy out of a book.'

Yes, if you are clever, but working f"'
»
""

1 1 hp a won^'^

a practical taxidermist's place wouiu

ful help.
• # #

Is il any iliscredil lo be an old maid, so termed.'

, , . J. have *'<"

Not a bit. A good many old maid^ >'

^^^^^^

that would be very much to their credit i

BIOQEST 10Y FACTORV

The largest toy factory in the worl i^^^^^^,

York, where playthings in tin are i"

^^^^^^.

literally by the million. It stands five
^ "^.^

^

and turns out 1,607 distinct varieties i>i^^_^
^.

No. I is a tin horse. No. 1,607 a tin ""="'^
p^,

.,

output of circular tin whistles is "- * ip^jd

num. To make a tin horse twelve mc
^^^jjiJ;

have to be cast costing ;^I 5.
The c

|jn s*^'-

ent countries have different tastes.
^ ^^. josi-

are wanted all over the world, ''"^. "",
_.
jourt*'

being universal in the nurseries as m

I
cabinets of the world.
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. V or girl munching a big red apple?

£'^'""h,en that same boy or girl, as the case

(!""
,(-, If not, you have missed a good

°*'>'°"n There is something about a red

:ii"*'^ '^jjls to all humanity, though an ap-

ple
'I"' '.''[!

either big or red to be good. In

l<

"'"'"'"
''ppies are not always the biggest,

they are good, even the worst of

pen?d. There are thousands of

the best i

little

" nnerlv ripen^a. i'

l*''P'°^
.J, of the whole lot the very best m

'"'''u„lt vation are not a numerous list. Each

'" rl is good in its way, and at its proper

of 1''^"' ."
^_.,ies will not do well either far

It is essentially a temperateeion

((lib 0'

The best apples •

far South.

[JiiaK
( uit If yo" ""'' ^"'^ ^" ^Pf '"^ '° '"'' ^°"

• York or in Penns; Ivania you might as well

k n^nn the search.

f DEOple know how many apples are grown m

ntry We will not think of individual ap-

,
Treven bushels, but let us consider barrels.

fck.ve oroduced in one season two hundred and

I'SJs of barrels of apples Think of that!

Fen winter there is about ten millions of barrels

J^,d over from the past season in cold storage

ta,ts These fruit storage houses are differently

a,«ucted from others and the temperature is

Itld .11
thirty-eight degrees Summer and Winter,

will keep in that kind of " weather
"

business purposes are con-far

anappl'

iodtSnitely,

terned.

There are apple orchards in New York that have

1 hundred thousand bearing trees in them. What

jplice this must be in blossom time! And by the

in the near proximity of the larger cities many

ij honest penny is turned by selling blossoms.

Bui let us not think of apple blossoms now. It is

lit ,ipple itself we are considering. And by the

m Missouri is an apple State. There is an or-

[hjrd at Westport of two thousand three hundred

icrrs, and another at Olden, Mo., contains three

hundred thousand trees.

Not very long ago the possession of a large ap-

ple orchard, in a year of plenty, was a veritable

mineof disaster. The writer has seen in his own or-

chard apples go begging for takers Luscious ram-
iwi, great oblong bellfleurs, juicy pippins were lying

ironnd without either market or takers of any kind.

The reason was that everybody had apple's and
obody wanted them. The next year the price was
idollar a bushel. .i\ll that is changed now in the
:m apple centers. The cold storage plant carries
Wllie crop from a time of plenty to a season of
arcity. Every season millions of barrels are
'l"'cd in this way. One wonders where the apples
'II

80, who eats them, aiid what becomes of them,
tn he reads the figures of production. Take Can-

*. for instance. It is not generally regarded as an
Reproducing country, but in the season of 1899-
9" "le shipments from Halifax to all foreign
W' was over two million barrels, while at the
* time nine million barrels were shipped to Chi-

«8«and New York.
^^'>fiouldbc further remembered that when these
5' shipments are spoken of, amounts that stag-

l„„j°°'P'^'"="5'0". no account is taken of the mil-

Khool
""^'^ "''" "^ consumed at home, in the

^^^s.on the streets, in the workshops and offices.

5,iJ"""°'"'e school child is incomiSIete with-

-inj ?, "'' 'wo—you know how it was yourself
""'1 there

'

"•"use il,„_.

And the
IS sti

formed it, expressed the wish that the average

human patient might be as well behaved under a

similar ordeal.

The dog is an English bull and is the possessor

of a brindle coat as perfectly marked as one of the

oil creations of Tavernier. Nature has adorned

him with a face that would cause the flight of an

arm)- of seasoned burglars, but his disposition

among friends is as amiable as that of a committee-

man in search of a subscription. Had it not been

for Dr. O'Connor's intimate acquaintance with his

black-muEzled patient it is probable that the opera-

tion might never have been performed.

The odontologist constructed the bridge with a

view to service in the matter of eating rather than

as a weapon of offense and defense in dealing with

dogs of less aristocratic breeding. The dog was

supplied with gold teeth some time ago. but these

ga\-e way under the strain of contact with bones,

and the idea of the bridge was suggested.

For four weeks past the dental surgeon has been

at work making plaster impressions of the animal's

lower jaw and preparing the bridge. Two of the

teeth are of porcelain and placed in the center of the

bridge, while the balance are of gold. Handsome

had become so accustomed to the dental chair that

he required no urging to take his place before

the dreaded presence of mallet and cement mixer.

The dog's mouth was stuffed with absorbent cotton

to such an extent that only the lov\'er jaw was visi-

ble, and Mr. Piatt undertook the task of placating

the patient during the operation.

The bridge was fastened to the two remaining

prongs in the lower jar, a liberal supply of cement

being applied to hold the structure in position.

Handsome glared at the dentist throughout the en-

tire operation, but inasmuch as it was accompanied

with but little pain he made no hostile demonstra-

tion aside from growling vigorously when the mallet

was brought into use for the purpose of settling the

bridge into its foundations.

Fifteen minutes were allowed to bring about the

hardening of the cement, after which the animal

was released. The sensation of being the possessor

of a mouthful of shining gold and porcelain teeth

did not appear to please the dog greatly at first,

hut after trying in vain to remove the bridge with

his tongue and paws he settled down to enjoy the

luxury in stolid fashion.

The fitting of the bridge was done only after sev-

eral impressions of the lower jaw had been made,

and once having been adjusted, fitted perfectly to

the gums.

"There is one consolation in connection with this

operation," said Dr. O'Connor, as he released his

canine patient; " my subjegl will not be able to ask

me how long a time must elapse before he gets

used to his teeth, and furthermore he will not be

able to dig pins between them. Handsome proved

a model patient."

In China all " good " Indian ink is supposed to be

inhabited by gods, to whom prayers arc sometimes

addressed. There are so many "gods that it is diffi-

cult to find lodgings for them all; they are billeted,

therefore, upon any convenient article, such as a

stick of Indian ink!

NO ONE KNOWS THEM ALL.

The growth of the English language is so enor-

mous that it would be practically impossible for the

most learned man to be acquainted with every

word. Intelligent persons, even those engaged in

the learned professions, do not make use of more

than from 6,000 to 8,000 words all told, although

there are properly belonging to our language over

200,000. The famous writer or authority of to-day,

whether he uses words to express nice shades of

meaning or as technical tools of thought in his own

department, must have at his command a vocabula-

ry of from 30.000 to 40.000 words, the latter being

the maximum acquired l)y any man now living.

There is a large number of words which until re-

cently have escaped the attention of lexicogra-

phers. In the text of the " Encyclopedia Britan-

nica " there are 10,000 words which have never been

formally entered and defined in any dictionary. In

the Century Dictionary there are 70,000 words

found in no other, and it has been said that there is

not tO:day any man living who is sufficiently

learned to write one average page of 7,000 pages of

this dictionary. To give some idea of the tremen-

dous growth of the language the words and phrases

under the letter A have increased in fifty years

from 7,000 to nearly 60.C00.

w It was you

'use th

"°"'^ '" '''^ bucket or basket it was

^nand is",',,'""'
""""^ ^^ ''""'^ '° g<='

"'asewitk
!' '"'^'>:asing, and will continue to in

,««'ithth
"ben

1 population. The time when there

«9C""'""'^'°^"^'
apple tree is very far

000 GETS DENTAL BRIDQE.

^lODEttN d

^''^yto
."^'"'^'''y "''s brought into service yes-

^lldogand "^
""- sufferings of a thoroughbred

"""""fnjo "l
""^ "™*^ "'"'' '"'''"= '' Poss't"''^ '°''

'"'
kones*'^^''^"''"'^"^ gnawing at 'he juicy mar-

'^'''ne in"f
'"^"^ '''^ master's table. For the

'*'
i»ade'"th

'""^'5 of natural history a canine

igt.tiij
possessor of an up-to-date dental

'°^'*Oof"™'^'"'.^'^°"^'"'"g°' s'x "^s'h of gold
porcelain. The operation was entirely"'«5ful and Dr. C. F. Piatt O'Connor, who per

0005 LIVE IN INK.

Indian ink is not made in India, nor do any of

the materials used in its manufacture come from

that country. It was first made in China 3.000

years ago by a Chinese alchemist. Tien-Tschen by

name. who. while experimenting upon some nos-

trum for the eternal preservation of life, accidental-

ly produced a black substance in the form of a

liquid paint or varnish. This was the first Indian

ink.

Until recently the process of manufacture has

been a secret; but it has at last been discovered,

and the ink can now be made by anyone.

The black pigment which forms the base of the

ink is the soot obtained by burning lac and pine

charcoal. This soot is powdered finely and mixed

with fish-glue, isinglass, or horn-glue, and some-

times, in making the liner qualities of ink. pearls

are boiled in glue.

Sometimes dried ox tongues are added to give

the ink a purple tint, and the bark of the pepper

tree has been used to produce a tinge of blue.

The ink is carefully molded, dried and packed in

wormwood leaves, with lime or ashes, until well

seasoned.

Sepia, the coloring liquid of the cuttlefish, was

not added to the ink originally; but as the best In-

dian ink in use at present has a brownish tint, it is

evident that sepia is used. Sepia alone is used fre-

quently in China in preference to the black ink.

THE MAN WITH THE BROOM.

Beatrice Harraden thinks that women should

bring up their sons "to do things in the home,"

and that men should not be permitted to stand with

reluctant feet upon the kitchen threshold, but

should learn to master the problems of that domain

just as women have learned the secrets of the

countinghouse. As a rule men have never mani-

fested any grea,t longings to learn the mysteries of

dough and dishwashing, and they neither care to be

tied to apron strings nor to have these tied about

them. But once get a man into leading strings and

he is both happy and useful in a kitchen, and he

will apply the same .systematic thoroughness to

breadmaking as he does to breadwinning. Of

course, it is not to be expected that a man will do

his own work and a woman's, too, but there are

times when he can readily spare a few moments lo

domestic tasks. And in that trying hour of need

when the maid-of-all work goes her way, if a man

will show a disposition to help fill the gap, or better

yet, to fill the coal scuttle, or sweep the carpet, he

will prove a helpmeet indeed. And, as Miss Harra-

den says, if he is a gentleman, he will do these

things.

The above is a Chicago editor's view of a man s

helping about the house. It is correct enough, and

there are thousands of men and good men, too, who

help in the kitchen. But it is a sad sight to see the

woman go into the front room and leave dear James

to wrestle alone with a pile of dirty dishes The

only justification is that she has just received the

last Inglenook. but even then she ought to be out

in the kitchen reading it aloud to him while he is

wiping the plates.

FEE FOR BANK DIRECTINU.

A sthangkr got ol^ the car. and. accosting a

newsboy, asked him to direct him to the nearest

bank.

"This way." said the " newsic." and. turning tlie

corner, pointed to a skyscraper just across the

street.

"Thank you. and what do I owe you? " said the

gentleman, pulling a penny out of his pocket.

" A quarter, please."

" A quarter! Isn't that pretty high for directing

a man to the bank?
"

" You'll find. sir. said the youngster. " that bank

directors'are paid high in Chicago."

According to statistics lightning strikes more

women than men each year—probably because

they are more attractive.
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THANKSOIVINO DAY A HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

I AM an old woman ncaring the t-nci of life, and I

want to te)I the Inglf.nook family something about

how they kept Thanksgiving Day ;i hundred years

,igo in Connecticut. I have the account from my
grandmother, who died more than fifty years ago.

I have never forgotten the story.

It was at I'airhaven that they lived, and the day

was a great one in the whole country at that time.

I'reparationis were made a long time ahead, and for

the few days preceding there was always much haste

and confusion. Connected with each house in that

day was a large Dutch oven, one of the kind rarely

seen now, and in this the dinner was cooked. It

was usually a hujje affair in which all the baking

was done for the numerous members of the families

of that time. There were no stoves, and wliat was

not cooked in the oven was prepared over an open

fire in the kitchen. In that lime ihey had slaves,

the system not being abolished yet.

The Thanksgiving meal was cooked in the oven,

beginning the night before. Naturally part of the

dinner would cook before other parts, and it was

the duly of Uncle Kastus and Aunt Chloe to stay

up the night before and keep tilings going right in

the oven.

The dinner, my grandmother said, consisted of

rnast turkey stuffed with oysters, of which there was

a plenty in the immediate neighborhood, together

with all the pics one can think of, the varieties be-

ing limited only by the material out of which it was

possible to make pies. One thing was never omit-

ted, and that was a dish of baked pears, and a huge

pan of baked beans was always an accompaniment,

together with side dishes of chicken pics and the

tiimniings. One may well wonder what they did

with all this lavish profusion of fnod, l)ut it was at a

time when dyspepsia was almost an unknown factor,

and appetites were uncommonly large.

On the morning of the day itself the whole family

went to church, an account of which may not be

without interest. The denomination was Congrega-

tional, and the pastor was Dr. Trumbull, one of the

old kind of dignitaries, with a three-cornered hat and

knee buckles. The building was a wooden structure

with bo.x pews for the families, and there was never

any heat in the church, no matter how intense the

cold. It was regarded as worldly to have heat in the

church. A mother with small children might be

conceded a foot stove, as it was called. It is relatetl

that when the ungodly and worldly finally prevailed,

and heat was introduced as tlie years went liy, two

oUl maid sisters swooned awtiy the first service,

overcome by the "overheated" air.

Hut some provision against the cold was a neces-

sity in those days, and it took the form of small

structures, surrounding the main church buildings,

belonging to the several families, and these were

called "Sabba-day" houses. In these fire could be

had for warming after the long rides some of them
liad to take to get to the service.

When the church bell began to ring the minister

started for the house, and when he entered the door

it stopped. Me walke<l up the aisle in stately fash-

ion, bowing to the right and the left, and the men
rising and bowing in return and the women curtesy-

ing as he passed. The service on that one day al-

ways was on the goodness of God, and the element

of hell fire, so commonly enforced, was not known,
probably to be made up for on later days. The
sermon lasted an hour and a half, which was rather

shorter than usual. After the service the family re-

turned home with whatever visitors happened to be

with them, and all the members of the family,

wheresoever dispersed, made it a point to be at the

old homestead on Thanksgiving Day if at all possi-

ble. The dinner was served at three o'clock in the

afternoon, the servants having prepared the table

while the others were at church. Kverything was
in lavish profusion, and as a reminder of tlie scarci-

ty of food among their Puritan ancestors a few
grains of corn were always laid beside each plate.

Prohibition was unhearti of in those days, and there

was an ample sideboard, well supplied witli strong

waters.

After dinner, and when the wreck had been cleared

away, then came the dance. Old Uncle Rastus, in

one corner, gave them Virginia reels, and similar

tunes, and all took a part, except the minister who

stood in the door and looked on. It was hinted

that all t^iat kept him off the floor was the fact that

he uas too old and too fat to participate.

At eleven o'clock all was over, and after the feast-

ing and the revelry all gathered in the large front

room, where the minister read a chapter, had wor-

sliip, and then they went to their several homes,

some of which would be quite a distance awaj'.

It was a time of comparative innocence, and while

there has been much improvement along the lines

of Thanksgiving observances, yet there is much that

can be imitated to advantage from the old times

SPORTINQ PARADISE IN ALASKA.

Reindkek have made themselves thoroughly at

home in Alaska— that marvelous country whose

richness in animal life and agricultural possibilities

is not yet half suspected by the majority of Ameri-

cans.

The pilgrim fathers of the family were imported

from Lapland in the early stages of the Klondike

craze, to be worked and eaten by the starving min-

ers. They luckily escaped being eaten, and were

later reinforced by 700 reindeer doe imported by

the government from Siberia.

From the mixed herrl of 1,000 head, or a little

more, they have multiplied to 3000, and under Uncle

Sam's protection they promise to play an important

part in the future of Alaska and add greatly to its

wealth.

The twenty-five Laplanders who came over with

the first consignment are on their way home with

about S700 each, saved out of their earnings as rein-

deer drivers and mail carriers.

But Alaska needed no importations to add to its

fascinations. Gold? Of course—everybody knows
about that, but everybody doesn't know that gold is

one of the least interesting things about the coun-

try.

Take strawberries. Alaska has near Big Stone a

strawberry bed seven miles long and two miles wide.

Fourteen square miles of strawberries! And they

are beauties. Nothing finer is grown in this coun-

try outside a hothouse.

Raspberries and blackberries, too, reach a high

pitch of cultivation in Alaska, which is popularly

supposed to grow nothing more nourishing than

glaciers.

Oats spilled by mules as they feed grow wild

higher than a man's head, and would yield, it is esti-

mated, 200 bushels to the acre. Alaskan tomatoes

are described as big as a man's hat. Alt manner of

fruit and vegetables belonging to temperate climes

thrive amazingly.

All this, of course, is^ south of Bering sea, in a

region where, thanks to a warm ocean current, the

temperature seldom reaches zero, even in the long

winter nights.

As for game, big and little, it is of unmatched
richness, but bids fair to be extinguished by com-
mercial greed and recklessness. Deer exist no
longer, and the moose and the sea otter are hover-

ing on the verge of annihilation.

Nevertheless, an Alaskan traveler, C. F. Periolat,

has just returned home with a collection of the larg-

est moose heads in the world.

Hut the sportsman is less of a menace to the fauna
of Alaska than the trader. The skin of a single sea
otter will now sell in London for as much as Si, 200,

THE SHADOW OF THE PAST.

She laid her face against her mother's breast and
sobbed.

"My poor child, what is it?" the older lady
asked. " Has Reginald been cruel to you? "

" No, mamma," the bride replied, " it is not that.

It is all on account of a terrible discovery. I
"

" Ah! " the fond mother exclaimed. " then he did
not tell you all before it was too late! Oh, my
poor child! Oh, the monster! There is a dark
page in his life! Ah. how can man be so base!
How "

• He found the photograph of me sitting in a
wash bowl," the stricken one interrupted, • that you
had taken for a baby food advertisement! "

Then they sat there, dumb with grief.

THE FADING LEAP.-,,,.
,^7,

"V J. s. MOHLEK.

Whfn ,he Winter had passed and the se."" '^' "^" ^^ ^" kinds l.ttle leaflets w'?k"
^"* -<".

grew larger and lareer.^thp „._. "'*'^..\

I'HE man who flops to t'other side
Provokes my ire intense;

But he who flops my way displays
His natural common sense.

, ,

'II. icdnets Wf>r. V,

nd grew larger and larger.-the tree,
"

Wilh a garment of green, which, to, the
j"^'''"*'''

But, the summer is past, and the harve.,
. """ """ '

• And the blight from the frosts of ih, I " *""'
• And the leaves are noiv fading and s

^« ' "
From the trees that are low, and' the trees" t'h"''

""' ''

"" "'= S'ound they wdl lie, and all equallvl""""Xeath the mold, and the frost, and Zt,lZ\And silently rest on the bosom of the earti
' '"

And mir,gle with the dnst thai gave them i„,
^,^^_

Thus speaking to mortals - the low, .i„H .u, , .

""

That soon. l,ke the leaf they will fade and™
'*''

And together will he in the dust of ,h; ."^J""""''
The Ruler, his subjects, and the Master, and slav.

Lord, teach us to number m wisdom our dn.'And learn of our frailty, and «alk in thy ,,L.
And though like the leal we fade, and we (lie

'

That our spirits may dwell with our Maker ,„',
>, ,

ACCIDENTS FROM SMALL CAUSES.

Only a week or two back the ancient s«,
hotel at Ipswich, England, was destroyed by a

j"

which originated through rats gnawing matclie,

"

The sudden appearance of a hilarious „,„„,,
among the occupants of the gallery of t|,e Victn,,,

theater, Westminster, on box "g night, I8j8,5t,ir:

ed a panic, which resulted in the death of iifc,

people.

A mongrel cur strayed on to the St. Lcger coursi

some years ago, just as the field swept by. Scvci;

horses came down in a heap, and of the]oclc,.

who were riding them five were hurt—three serin

ly-

To win a bet of twopence, a little pit lad, tn

ployed at the Ferndale colliery, in the Rhondd

valley, picked the lock of his safety lamp «ilh m
ordinary hairpin. He himself, together with neaih

200 of his mates, perished in the explosion wliitli

followed.

At Sheoburyness, some fifteen years ago, Col.

Francis Lyon invented a new kind of sensiliu

fuse for big-caliber shells, and in\-ited a number

gunnery experts to be present at the trials. On '^

nigfit prior to the day on which the expL-rimcni

were to be made he locked up a number of it"

fuses in a shed in which were some fowls. The

chickeins started scratching and the dust flew i

and settled on the threads of the screws of Ihr

fuses.

When, next morning, an unfortunate gunmi

started to fix one to a live shell, the missile wen

off, killing the operator, the inventor and five otb.

persons.

Burrowing rabbits so weakened the loundali™'

of a tall chimney at Cleekheaton, Yorkshire, thai ii

fell, crushing to death fifteen people.

The gambols of a big retriever—some say i^'

playful antics of two children—sufliced to w'"

the West Coast Scotch express last year. A la-

gage trolley was started, ran down the slopi'-

platform, and toppled over on the line in Iron'

the train.

The " Esperanza " was cast away on tht '"';'

Chili, through a toddler of five meddling "H
^'

compasses. She had on board ninety-seven sm-

and all but eleven perished. Among H'f
'^^^

was the inJiocent cause of the terrible catastrop

nsibleforll«^l';;-A fire, which was directly respo
nflag"'"

of more lives than any other single con

le vagaries of a

The scene was Santiago, and a grand relig"""
originated through the vagaries of a tarani"'

Xbci'

tival was taking place in the principal
,^^^

The building was a sea of drapery, flooded »

ery variety of illumination. .

jj,^

Twenty thousand silver lamps were '" "
up,"

and the acolytes were busy lighting ''"^.j'
ijjpp

on the grand altar when the errant 'P'^'^j^. „

into the central aisle and alarmed '''

'ijoli

screamed. The acolytes, or '""""'
u,jod.

a'

around to ascertain the cause of the '^°'""
jjC

'

one of the naked lights they carried "^j,|,ji

tact with the drapery of a colossal figu«

gin 3"-
1 Iral V!^

A few minutes later the vast i:^""^ ^^jd ff^'

ing furnace, in which were being co

than 2.IXX3 bodies.
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^"""^Et US REASON TOOETHER."
..coriE 1

.l<c»s'

ball

'"'"Liii fill iiiy i'o"^""

ALICE LONG.

failing? Rise and share It with an-

t shall serve thee and thy

se, or thy handful still renew;

„f comfort

,he years of famine,

"'„
heart

g'0«s

fien make a royal feast lor two.

rich in givmg all its wealth is I

i«

^TSin;

,bicli
n"lIdeiv

in the garnei ,
scattered, fill with gold the

!#»

A „rl heavy' Do thy steps drag wearily?

l!fJbr°o.l!er"burden, God mil bear both it and

the leaders of the Inolenook

tea" ihv Toll"

,-u I could tc'-

( ,t the above lines have been to me. The

''": now them, the nearer vve come to God

*
J lore intimate we are with his people and

ds Maybe many of you are famihar with

"" Thooe so Then I know your hands have re-

*'°

the souFs desire to more fully conse-

and have to the Master's use. It

,aent that the heart of the author was inspired

faith in the "Giver of every good and

• The lines are full of "giving" and

This world is a great ex-

oodcJ to

«h.it ivc

^. Sunday M Sehool S^
The Christ of the New Testament is not the

Christ of any modern party, nor is his Spirit the life

of any sect. His character and deeds are made
known by the inspired writers, and the statements

of these in reference to what he is and what he has

done must be accepted as final. It is too late now
for men to doubt or question the credentials of the

apostles of Jesus. When they went forth among the

nations their Master went with them and confirmed

their word by repeated miracles, so that their hear-

ers were left without excuse if they refused to be-

lieve and obey the Gospel. To these inspired am-

bassadors we must now go, if we would learn who
Christ really is and what are the workings of his

Spirit. To them we must go to hear the Gospel

and know how men are saved by it. The experi-

ences of the great and good, howe\er interesting

they may be, arc not the rule by which to distinguish

truth from falsehood. John gives the divine crite-

rion when speaking of himself and his fellow apos-

tles, he sajs, "We are of God: he that knoweth God

heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us.

Hereby know we the spirit of truth and the spirit of

error." This was the test in the first century; it is

still the test in the nineteenth.

mi ^vay.

)i(iSi-

in the iinl. may I say?

muns worse than loss aloni'

, implicit

Act gift

rtttiving" f''°"' ''°

l„.e giving and getting is the routine. If we go

„rt„,e market, or depot, we g-ive that we may gret.

Evmbody does this, must do it, some time, in

Then why not make it profitable? " We

,s one, yes many say so. True, it means

and loss to thousands; profit in //;« world,

I wish I could, but it

If the profit has been

Kgirdless of the honor and glory of God, it is loss

il'heaven, but there are also regrets and remorse

klo'i opportunities; then as we labor let us take

iilo consideration the hereafter. How? And what-

loevtrye do, in word or deed, do all in the name of

Ik Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Fa-

Ikrbyhim. €01.3:17. " And whatsoever ye do,

do It licurnly as unto the Lord and not unto men,

knowing that of the Lord ye shall recei\e thcn'zvayit

ol the inheritance, for ye serve the Lord Christ."

T^rom, Pa.
•

OUR niSSIONARY READING CIRCLE.

New Names and Their Numbers.

IfeElla Arnold tikerle, Lanark, 111.

l%EmmaFike,
. Milledgeville, 111.

lSlt.ElhdF. Boyle Lanark, III.

l«, Maud 0. Newcomer, Lanark, 111.

i»;, Ediih Siambaugh Lanark, III.

% Wm. Clemmer. Lanark, 111.

*. Mary (.lenimer Lanark, 111.

5. Maine Clemmer, Lanark, 111,

filmic M. Merchant Lanark, III.

^lAMieShUel, Lanark. III.

J^.LilwiClcmmet Lanark, III.

JUolaKemmer, Lanark, III.

.fnu""",,'^-
"""'" VVellersville, Ohio.

'" """ ^li"" North Manchester, Ind.

« * «

j|,^'*'"y" Homey is our secretary at Lanark,

ij^''"''^^"y
good worker we find her. We trust

'l»e Circle there may be instrumental in doing
'""'lor the Lord and his people.

We lately heard a man defending the diversity of

religious sects on the ground that among them each

person could find one suited to his taste and habits.

"For," argued the man, "God is an infinite God and

has an infinite numJjer of ways of salvation." We
called his attention to the law and to the testimony,

and asked him to consider the statements of Scrip-

ture on this point. No matter what good the theo-

logians find in divisions and sects, the Holy Spirit

declares them carnal and sinful, and affirms that

there is only one "name under heaven given among

men whereby we must be saved." Jesus himself

says, "Except a man be born of the water and of

the Spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom of God."

Can the opinions of man to the contrary falsify the

words of him who is the Way, the Truth, and the

Life? or bring into'this kingdom those who reject

the counsel of God and pervert the Gospel of his

grace? ^ ^

A POOR widow who was very sick told us to take

her two children and care for them. She said she

would have to die, and would not come with us.

We took the children and prayed for the mother,

and in a few days, as we were giving out food and

the Word, behold, here came this poor woman.

She must have crawled part of the way, for she was

so thin and weak and could scarcely stand. She

was crying and asked for her children, just as you

mothers in the home land would do. I could not

keep the tears back.' One of the native workers

whom she could understand better than me, told

her where the children were. In the mean time, a

little boy of the Orphans' Home showed her his

clothes and said, "See what nice clothes I have, and

I have plenty to eat." This gladdened her heart

and she too stayed with us.

THE WORLD'S MOST FAHOLIS HEN.

Constantine: Born 274 A. D., died 337 A. U.

Called Constantine the Great. He was great as a

soldier and a statesman. He was an emperor said

to have been converted by seeing a flaming cross in

the sky. It was by his work as a politician that he

is entitled to fame. He made Christianity an in-

strument of worldly power such as it had never been

before. It is doubtful whether he was more than

half Christian himself, being given to pagan prac-

tices. But as an emperor of the country that lasted

a thousand years he is entitled to his place in the

world.
« •

Augustine: Horn 354 A. D., died 4TO A. B. He
was one of the four great fathers of the Latin

church, and the greatest of the four. His fame rest-s

on the fact that he has done more to influence Chris-

tian thought than any other man who ever lived.

His greatest work is T/u- City 0/ God, a vindication

of Christianity, being a description of the church

rising on the crumbling ruins of the Roman Empire.

He had a profound insight into the Scriptures, and

was an unceasing searcher after the truth. His

writings are characterized, at times, by strong self-

assertion, but in the main they are the work of an

honest, conscientious, great soul. The personal ex-

cellence of his character, combined with the man's

eminent ability as a thinker and writer, together

with the depth of the literary additions to the

world's storehouse of thought, make him one of the

greatest characters since the time of Christ.

A moTMER HOUSE.

%k
cire some earnest missionaries trying to

«'ong the Italians of New York City. They

'* Ch'!^™'"^
among the children a special fea-

litllj ^
''''''= 'iniong the Italians in the slums is

Uhli.l,

""^ '•'^n 'in ugly dream. They want to es

„[;*« "Mother Ho

ytits

quarter. Two 1

in the very heart of the

ittle girls of three and se\-en

'^Wai'P
''^'P'^'^'ively, who are well-known to be

*'liouse
'""'"*''''*'*'" ^^ ""= ^^'"- '° enter when

"'^*ick H
°^^"^^' Others more or less versed in

'"PJtiejc ""^r
°' ""^ ^''"='-'5 are awaiting with gre^t

'''therHl. 'I^y
when they can enter: for the

of t"h

"^ ^^''"
^'""P'y mean a widening and en-

iljno L
""'^y missinnari/'c n^^^^r,* .-.Ian r\( rf.

„.°^.""= Child:
>thi

V;

'"'=" 'he house

ij

in her own little flat. They

<ilv,t
^'''^^' privilege, but her room is small,

'.' '^w can ,

]S th,

:"'«i*n h,

come; it is hoped that many will

•ure
"^^ ''^ '" operation. The distinc-

.'P'ies. .i,_°, ' "^'"ther House will be, as its name

.,„„ „^
^"''y life, the mother love, and the

'*'''*
take"" ^"'"'^ ""^^ "^ ''"^' '''^' ^"'^'^ "'°''''

" '" hand bv memKor^ „( r,„r r;r^\,.and by member

Too often Bible characters are used merely as lay

figures on which to hang a moral. It would be bet-

ter occasionally to let the moral take care of itself,

and put all one's force into an effort to make the

man real and lifelike. To this end there should be

a more definite purpose in Bible reading, and in-

stead of the old-fashioned way of reading the chap-

ters just as they come, a topical nrethod should be

adopted.

To govern one's self is a high attairtmeiit and

needs constant vigilance. Every Christian should

be able to control his appetites and passions, and

should lead not only a rational but a spiritual life;

that is, a life in full sympathy with Christ and in

harmony with the apostle's doctrine. Yet many

professors seem to think that religion is only for

Sunday.
^

The devotional nature grows by steady exercise

and gives increased pleasure to its possessor. The

foolish and the wicked do not like to keep God in

their thoughts, for the remembrance of him awakens

conscience and condemns their daily conduct.

God is to us what we are to QaA.—Jmeph Parker.

Justinian: Born, 483; died, 565. Surnamed the

Great. He was the most famous of the emperors of

the Eastern Roman empire. His greatness is main-

ly due to his codifying the Roman laws, which were

in much confusion when he took hold of them. He

had three great foreign wars on his hands during his

reign of thirty-eight years. He was a Christian,

but only in the sense of believing in Christ, and

cared little for ecclesiastical matters. He comes

down to us as a great legislator more than anything

else.
« # #

Mohammed; Born about 570 A. D. He was the

founder of Mohammedanism, author of the Koran,

claiming direct revelation from God, and influenced,

first and last, hundreds of millions of people. The

founder of one of the great religious systems of the

world.
« « «

Charlemagne: Born 742, died S14. He was em-

peror of the Romans, and was great because of his

effort to engraft on the Teutonic races Christian Ro-

man culture. He failed, as the enterprise was too

great and life too short for its accomplishment.

His greatness was in the nobility of his aims in the

strengthening of the Christian religion among pagan

nations, which, though a direct failure, survived him

in many ways.
^ ^ ^

Alfred the Great: Horn 849, A. D., died 901.

All historians agree in characterizing Alfred the

wisest and greatest king that ever reigned in Eng-

land. His devotion to learning, and his efforts in

the line of popular education, would entitle him to

a place among the great of the world. He was the

real founder of England's naval power, and both as

a great man and a good one docs he merit the

place he is assigned in history. He rebuilt the

monasteries that had been destroyed in wars, and

invited the learned everywhere to come and settle

in them. These places were, in his day, the seats

of learning, and no man ever lived who did more

for the educational advancement of the. English

people than Alfred the Great. He was beloved by

his people, a thing not always characteristic of

kings, and he merited all the credit he received.

He was a wise administrator of public affairs, the

wisest England ever had, and comes down to us as

great in fact as in name and repute.

nOCK nONEY OFFERED THE DEAD.

A CURIOUS industry in some of the provinces in

China is the manufacture of mock money for offer-

ing to the dead. The pieces are only half the size

of the real coins, but the dead are supposed not to

know the difference. The dummy coins are made

out of tin, hammered to the thinness of paper and

stamped out to the size required.
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PICTURES OF nenoRY.

Among the beautiful piciures

That hang on Memory's wall

!s one iif the dim old f()rcst,

That seenieth the best of all;

Not for lis gnarled oaks olden.

Dark with the mistletoe;

Xot for the violets golden

That sprinkle the vale below;

Not for llie milk-white lilies

That lean from the fragrant ledge.

Coquetting all day with the sunbeams.

And stealing their golden edge;

Not for the vines on the upland,

Where the bright red berries rest.

Nor the pinks nor the pale, sweet rowslip,

It scemeth to me the best.

I once had a little brother.

With eyes that were dark and deep;

In the lap of that dim old forest

He lieth in peace asleep;

Light as the down of the thistle.

Free as the winds thai blow,

We roved there the beautiful summers.

The summers of long ago;

But his feet on the hills grew weary.

And one of the autumn eves,

I made for my little brother

A bed of the yellow leaves.

Sweetly his pale arms folded

My neck in a meek embrace.

As the light of immortal beauty

Silently covered his face;

And when the arrows tif sunset

Lodged ill the tree-tnps bright,

He fell in his saint-likc.beauty,

Asleep by the gates of light.

Therefore of all the pictures

That hang on Memory's wall.

The one of the dim old forest

.Scemeth the best of all.

—Aiice Carey.

HOW RUBBER IS HANDLED.

The best liuHa rubber comes from Hrazil, and

the best of that from the u])pi;r Amazon River, and

this is the " fine I'ara " of coninierce. It is sent to

the factories in the United States in the shape of ir-

regular lumps known as " bisquits," and the bis-

quit.s are made by the " serinf^ueiros," the rubber

gatherers of Brazil.

The seringueiro starts out with his little toma-

hawk about eight o'clock in the morning, for if he

plunged at an earlier hour into the rank under-

growth of the forest in which the rubber tree grows

the heavy dew would soak him through in a few

minutes. With his tomaliawk in hand he goes from

one rubber tree to another, cutting little gashes in

the bark and fastening under the cuts small tin or

clay cups, not much larger than teacups. He blaz-

es the trees until noon, when he retraces his steps

and finds that the cups are filled with the milk-

white sap which has dripped from the wounds he

made in the bark. The sap is poured into a basin-

like vessel and taken to the hut where the gum is

to be cured. This is done by smoking the gum
over a queer furnace shaped like an inverted vase,

under which is burned the nuts of the urucary, a

species of palm. The nuts make a dense smoke,
which pours out of the neck of the furnace. The
workman, squatting beside his fire, dips into the rub-

ber sap a wooden paddle, to which clings a thin layer

of the sticky juice. Then the gum-smeared paddle

is held and turned in the smoke until the water in

the sap evaporates, when the paddle is dipped into

the sap again. This operation is repeated until the

gum forms a large lump on the paddle about the

size of a man's head. This is cut from the wood,
and after the " bisquit," as the ball of gum is called,

has been exposed to the sun for a time, to com-
plete the drying, it is piled up with the other bis-

quits and shipped away.

The India-rubber manufacturer first cleans the rub-

ber, for bits of leaves, pieces of bark, earth, stones

and other foreign substances are mixed with it in the

bisquit, so the bisquit is put in the "washing ma-
chine." This is composed of a pair of toothed roll-

ers, over which a perforated water pipe hangs. The
crude rubber is cut, squeezed and mashed between
the rollers, and a spray of water carries off the im-

purities. The rubber comes from the washing ma-
chine in irregular strips, rough as bark, and resem-
bling somewhat the old slabs of lumber which are

piled up outside a sawmill. The "mixing" ma-
chine, to which the rubber is taken next, is not un-

like the washing machine, for it has a pair of steel

rollers, and over them Is a box or hopper filled with

the compound which the rubber-maker mixes with

the pure rubber. It is at this stage of the manufac-

ture that the old overshoes, arctics, garden hose

and other worn-out rubber goods begin life again.

In the compound also is the sulphur, in one form

or another, which " vulcanizes " the rubber and

which gives to manufactured rubber those preserva-

tive qualities, the absence of which prevented rub-

ber from entering into the industrial arts until it

was discovered that sulphur was the substance the

chemists had long been looking for. The washed
rubber mechanically combines with the composi-

tion in the mixing machine, and it is then either

taken to the rolls where the rubber is coated on

duck, or else to a machine which kneads the rubber

preparatory to pressing it into molds. At no stage

of the process is the rubber ever melted. It is

warmed up at times, but molded solid-rubber goods
are pressed into molds, not poured in.

A large portion of rubber goods ought to be

called rubber-clad goods, for they are made from

duck or canvas of different weights, coated with

rubber, and this is done in the frictioning machine,

which consists of iron or steel rolls placed one over

the other, in which the duck and rubber are pressed

together. As the duck passes between the rollers

the sheet of rubber laid on top is pressed into the

duck, and the pressure is so great that the duck and
rubber become almost one material. This rubber-

clad duck is the basic fabric from which garden,

fire-engine, steam and other hose, belting, packing,

gaskets and other rubber goods of like character

are made. Hose is made in fifty-foot lengths, from

two to ten ply, and it is all made on iron mandrels,

or rods, which are of the same size as the inside di-

ameter of the hose.

A strip of pure rubber fifty feet long and just

wide enough to double around the mandrel is first

wrapped around the iron rod, and, as the fresh-cut

edges are touched with naptha, the rubber unites

and forms a pure rubber pipe, which is afterward

the inside of the hose. The rubber-coated duck is

next wrapped around the pure rubber pipe, which is

still on the mandrel; if the duck is wrapped around
twice the hose is two-ply, if four times the hose is

four-ply. The duck is wrapped around the man-
drel by machinery, and small rollers press the edge
of the duck, so that every inch is subjected to pres-

sure. Then another strip of pure rubber is put

around the duck for the outside, and the hose, still

on the mandrel, is put in the " heater." This is

nothing more nor less than a gigantic boiler, fifty-

five feet long or longer. Steam under pressure is

admitted to the heater and the sulphur in the com-
pound becomes chemically united with the rubber
and the rubber is "vulcanized." The hose is kept
in the heater from one-half to three-quarters of an
hour and then it is taken from the mandrel. Its

ragged ends are neatly cut anjl it is ready to receive
the brass fittings. In stripping the hose from the
mandrel compressed air is used. The air is admit-
ted between the hose, and the mandrel, and the
hose, expanded by the air, slips off easil\ .

Rubber belting for machine-shops and factories

is made from the rubber-coated duck, and it, too, is

made up into two-ply, three-ply and up to ten-ply,
depending on the number of times the long strip of
duck is folded upon itself. When it is folded up,
however, it is not cured in the heater, but in a long
hydraulic press which squeezes the folds of the rub- \

ber-coated duck until the several layers of can-
vas and rubber arc practically one solid piece. At
the same time steam is introduced to complete the
vulcanizing process and make the adhesion better
and the union stronger. The belting is pressed in

sections, as the press is not long enough to take in
an entire length of belting, and each section is un-
der pressure from twenty minutes to half an hour.

Rubber bands sold by stationers and used by the
millions in offices and stores are cut from a pure
rubber hose which is placed on a mandrel in a
lathe. As it revolves a knife cuts off sections of
the hose, and these narrow sections are the rubber
bands.

The large perforated rubber mats which cover
the floors of halls and rotundas in business blocks
are cut out by hand. The thick rubber sheet is laid
on a block and with different-shaped dies the pat-
tern IS punched out. In this way it is easy for the
manufacturer to make rubber mats to order and
from special designs, with the name of the com-
pany or firm in the center of the mats.

The story of the fortune of An l
written many years ago, but in the I

* ^'"^
-

has been allowed to die out hut
^^^ ^^'^'

y^i:\

Holland has demanded an account^
'^^ ^''

mission has been sent to Holland to I:'"' ^ ^-

claims of the heirs to the estate' "''"'nEi'

country. '^^'^ing
,„

^^^

The story reads like a romance Aw. l
the seventeenth century Anneke Ian. ,

'^'^ =»

Holland She was the daughter o'lh .-

morganatic wife. Early in life she had
of her own and married a man name/

I

'

him she sailed for America to join th^ n !")' ^^
'

in New Amsterdam, but Jans was lost
'''^'^':''

wreck, and the wife of royal blood came to\'
''"^

alone. When she reached her home i„ a
world the King deeded to her a large pa, ,

land wh.ch is occupied by the city of Neu V
''

After the transfer of the Dutch colony ,o tl" V"'
lish the King died and left S8o,ooo,ooo,„ ,

'

J T
Bank of Holland for the benefit of his d" ; ,'

Anneke Jans. But she never returned to her L
land to claim the dower left by her royal fa,!,"'
and a short time later she was married to Au"
shaudes Bogardus, the first preacher to come

iNew Amsterdam, and from this marriage the (,t

.

to the great fortune resulted. Anneke died shoniv
after the birth of her third son, and from that time
to this no settlement of the property has been madt

After a short time the property in New Yorkwa
leased to Trinity church, in New York, to be ust

for church purposes, and the annual rental was paii

until a few years ago. Now the church has refiistd

to pay the rental and a commission has been ip.

pointed to go to Holland to make good the chin

There are something like 300 heirs to the estate li\-

ing, and should their claim ever be made good thty

would receive princely fortunes.

THE HORROR OF WAR.

The world can never be called civilized as lor^

as war is encouraged. Its horrors arc terrible aril

the sights and scenes on a battle field are awful In

look on. Will the time ever come when Christian

ethics will prevail? A Chinese correspondent ha.

this;

Wherever a lyddite shell bursts you may look for

dead within a range of twenty yards. It killed the

Chinese soldiers and rolled them over by concni-

sion down the ruts worn by the water of rainfalls

the street, where they lay in a pile even as ifc

debris from a runawa)- on a mountainside. If 'hi

shell carried over the wall into the town-no»

we know why y\dmiral Seymour hesitated so lo»l'

to throw shells in Tien-Tsin, though we were suffer

ing shell fire in the concession, while the viceroy

was blandly conducting business in his yamen if

the native city as usual—and burst in a mud house.

you found the members of the family pi'd "f
°

top of the other, slaughtered in a flash. Thoug

the dead be Chinese, and there was a rifie and pW

ty of cartridges near at hand, the white man sh"

ders at such a sight, especially if. as I '<"""'
'"j^*

house, he sees one member of the family «'

jaws and nose shot off, but still breathing in bloo

bubbles from his gullet.

rical ani.

ANTS WHICH SEW UP HUOAN WOUNDS

J he usual')

The native Brazilian, far removed, as w
^.^^|

is, from doctors and surgeons, depends upo

ant to sew up his wounds when he is s

scratched.

This odd creature is called the surgic

the use to which it is put. , -^t)

The ant has two strong nippers on its he

are its weapons for battle or forage.
mnlc,h'

When a Brazilian has cut himself, for

^^'^J^,
',1,

pfcks up an ant, presses the mppefs
^f^^-^^^il-

wound, one on each side, and then gives

squeeze.
^^

^^^c\1f>

The indignant ant snaps its nipP"-
^j^.,)

part'

piercing the flesh, and bringing the " „igivi'

close together. The Brazilian at that "'°
.^^g thi

the ant's body a jerk and away it l"^*'

nippers imbedded in the flesh.
scf*'^^''

Of course, this kills the ant, but it "*'

most useful purpose in life. ^^ts u

The operation is repeated with ot
^

the wound is sewed up neatly an'' '"'"
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What They Say!

Chicago says

„,v is par c*

l^«^'"jb"Jseen,s better.ban ;_he

Eich n»'

1 have a

I
And He Says:

excellence. It has I The Inglesook supplies the " missing link
"

our in our church publications,

—

John E. Mohler.

O O
From Batavla, HI.

We think the INGLENOOK an interesting and

instructive paper.

a Sunday-school class

,f,)0"

"'a ..iris
from thirteen to eighteen

'i M the INGLENOOK as a Sunday-
•"

«^',ty a- delighted with i..-

O O

Iowa, Speaks Out.

tmuch satisfaction that I express

1'"" iTthelNGUENOOK. Its appear.

!'P'"" .1 make-up arc such that it at

"'"''""stu her'ader. It has found

"'"T." n "four homes, and the peo-

,:;
""y glad for i.^ continued success.-

Hit. Morris Says:

,. KrusooK easily takes rank among
"' . „,oDles papers in the country.

""°: aCs^f them because of the

"""I "in love stones and light read-

^""°
a mi's' valuable addition to the

publications. No family should be

-Eld. D. L. MilUr.

-Mr. and .Un. L. A. Pol-

lock.

11

Klbttll'S

Lanark

O O

III., Has An Opinion.

the iNGLENOOK
I would

«•, l,.,»e b«n receivin,

...itMrted. We like It very well.

1,10 s« It 80 'o all "= •«""" "' ""^ '^"''

icliorl sermons are good for both old and

t.-TM- 1- " '''"'•"

O O

From the College.

lukt the 1SG1.EN00K. 1 am much pleased

ilbilssleady and almost marvelous growth.

He Uti thai It is sought alter by our people,

hold md young, is evidence that it proves

Klllobeinfactwhat it purports to be.—/. C.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

Olalllhe youni; people's papers that I have

tteneen and read I think there is none that

wield as great or as desirable influence

wtiiis readers 4s the Inglenook.— i-^^. A'.

O O

And Hagerstown, Md., Has This:

have been a . Linstant reader of the INGLE-
HOOK fiom its bcaiiiuiiig to the present time,

idwhileit is iini specially intended for the

"Id, yet I find soiuctliing that interests me in

each issue. I am imerested in the "Nook be-

jond my expeci.i-ions. I especially recom-
•tnJ it to the V ling readers. — EM. A. B.
Eirnharl.

o o
At Cedar Rapids, Iowa, They Say:
lytelland t.iinlj greatly enjoy reading our
• church [Ai].:i, We trust its future may

«'l«og and usehil one.-/. A'. /l/i//^r.

O O
Another From Iowa.

Ikave known Ihe I.^jglenook from its birth,
•Mltan truthlHly say that it is the most in-

"e youth's p,,per I have ever read. It
peculiarly adapied to both old and young. I

m'I " '"""Mission Sunday school,

J,i
.?'""""='<•'" is that it can not be

""'Emmo,

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

1 am highly pleased with the Inglenook.

Its pages are always well HUed with fresh and

interesting reading matter.— tV. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try

it, and you will be pleased with it,

—

Eld. S. F.

Santrer.
O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,

and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.— .'wu.

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Oood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young,

think it

literature.

C. Zug.

I

grand acquisition to our church

God bless the Inglenook.—/fA«

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State St., Elgin, ill.

uniciivi

Sunday-school paper.

-

O O
Over In Indiana.

"""ilyai.d
1 i,,y ihat the Inglenook is

'"' Papti, Ihere are many things in

O O

And Also Hagerstown, nd

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— IK S Rtich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

1 have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.-/as/irr Barnthouse.

O O

From the SunHower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never beard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—/JaaiW

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—5. Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

""Kellei

<1«

The Editor

L. W. TrrUr.

.

"""yone likes, and which they ought to
»ple »ho do not take the Ingle-

,

7«»cca„„„ ,„ ,^g,j,
"'"'"'^"f the readers,

O O
And Uown In Missouri.

Id
,"""''" 0' years I have wondered why

•He in 'u°
" ''"''" '"' "'" yonng people.

hu.ci, 'J,!'^"^'"'
"'* a tendency toward

'^uld h
'""^ 'hat in the Inglenook,

' tfto„7„'"
'"'> ''o™' in the church.—

O O
And ThU.

Lord wonderfully bless

Chambers.

Tliey 'yjSJ'SLiciX It!

When People Want a Book,

It is easy iiir the Agent to

Sell it. Tliat is why Agents

Make Money Selling .-. .-. .-.

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author of "Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,"

and " Wanderings in Bible Lands."

'ICOLEM,

'-'ntctivi

"I Who

IS clean, newsy, interesting
The books and papers one

"'^vh#i. "^ '*'»at ie IS as well as I

Its missioti. — /. A.

O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook ge;s better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains e.ich week so much in

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. IV.

IVayland.

Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook's weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and shon statements

which IS so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— r. F. Imler.

The .ittthor tells of things seen in his travels around the world; .ind writes

in such an interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of things than would be recei

would make the trip themselves.

J Ijy m.iny hundreds who

Note wll.tt one writer saj's;

would recommend all to secure it if in their power to do so. Sure-

world! Who would not take in such a trip and at the same time en*

I have examined and read Bro. D. L. Millers last book, •OirdlinK ll.e Clobe.' ..nd find it

an excellent work. While all of his books are good and instructive. 1 put this as 1 HI-. liESI,

in fact the most interesting book I ever read outside of the Bible. Everything is made so clear

and pl.iin by the author. I i

ly a cheap tri[» around the \

Joy the comforts of home?

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back and side title, and

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. I'rice, S3.00, prepaid. What better do

\iiii w.int?

Have you a copy of this excellent book? Has the territory around you

been canvassed? If not, write us at once. We have liberal terms to offer you.

.\ddress;

Brethren Publishing House,

Siihscriplinn Hook Department. KunN, ILLI.WIS.



»»» THE » INOT.EXOOK »»»

Gospel Messenger for 1901

From Now to the End of Next Year,

Only $l.SO.

sp:lf-pronouncing s. s. teachers- bible,

Revised Edition, with needed helps, Divinity Circuit,

Linen Lined, Leather Back, Silk Sewed, price. - $3.50

MESSEN(;EK, to the end of 1*H)1,
----- 1.50

IT IC VnilD nilTV "•"*» pfopcf)y p'oteci the

II Ij lUtll VVll health of yourseir and (ami-

ly. Are you doing it^ Delays are dangerous aad Ihe re-

sponsibility is upon you, Aches, paini, poor appeliie.

dijiilncBS, bad skin, that draggine And smolhetmg (eei-

ing are some ol nature's danger signals, and you need a

course ol nature's remedy-Gerinnn-AineritaH U«rb
Coni|>ouiid.

It Is the grcilest Blood I'utiFier, Liver, Kidney and

Syslein Regulaler ever otteied the people; it is purely

hefhs. barks and loots: the liind used by our great-grand-

mothers (or generations, and should be used by you and

your lainily. It is put up in powder form and chocolate

coated tablets, pleasant and easy to take, and sold by our

agents; no cure, no cost.

K no agent near you, send Ji.oo lor six aj-cent pack-

ages, containing loo doses and registered guarantee, sent

postpaid.

Write (or our liberal offer to new Agents.

Total, $5-oo

But We Will Send Both For S3.25.

Or, if the King James Version is wanted, we can furnish it

in the same style of binding, etc., along with the MESSENGER,
for the same price, $3-25-

tgfThis splendid Bilile offer is for old and new subscribers

alike. The Hible may be sent to one address and the paper to

another. Hundreds are availing themselves of this excellent offer

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

Exegesis on DivorcT and Rp„
REVISED EDmor'''^

Mr . G. A Thurber. Ballstoo. Va.,5ays: For years
ilgia andnerI have suHcred with headache. neuralgia and nervousness

Almost Irom childhood my nercous system has been such
that Ihe least cxeriion would throw me into a spell ol

headuche and extreme latlguc, so that life seemed almost
a burden. I have tncd the bc*i doctors and many kinds
ul metJicme. I began using (ierumii-AitiericAn Herli
Cwiiipuiinil some four mouths ago and almost Irom the

liist I lelt improved, and now I seldom ever have any
h adaclie at a'.l 1 cannot express Ihe benefit derived

irom its use. and trust this may be the means ol many
other siiRerers to use the Compound. It also did won-
ders for my hushand whose complaint was stomach
tfuulile.

Abram Sludcbaker, Shidclcr, Ind., says: Your med-
icine has done myseil and wi(c a great deal ol good and
wc recommend it very highly. Please send me two more
boxes for friends.

Address, Iiiler-Nfttlonal Medicine Co. (Incorpo-

ijied). 62S F Street. Washington. D. C , or Albert

llollinger. Special Agent, 138 Eighth Street. Washing-

ton, D. C.
. ,, 4St'

A complete analysis and a
»'0«I ol ill ,;.on this great ques.ion, in wi,,,^ ,^^

°'

»

thatthema.ri.gebondls
r,,5V'H'CoviHgton GazflU states Ihi, 1 ,

'^*"

ing looseness of the ma.riaae bo!^'*'
'*""

-^
Umely a.K. the elder prov^t.^T.^T" '^"P^-,
ly lorbld divorce." This was .he d.M """""P*.m an unbroken line for over ooe I,,.?.

?'"'"«
-iMhat.hisis-.the.ale,idT.^"S''""

^

ol truih.-Ch.isfs side. T*o «.^ '""' "« -b..

iais Irom brethren. One Irom J/ pu ''"'•"'1-

••D.ar Broiler l.J.~X ,haii .^Tr L,,^'''"
'•"•

«
the light you have thrown on the dtvorr""'"^-
vously I have been a strong advoc,,;,?;^"^^ I

much regret my course. Your effort I '""''^^ft
on this serious question is a ..oble otie"'

"'^ '" "-"^
We sol.c.l some one In each neiehbn.h .g.t,on to handle our pampMet. Si'^^lf;'-*pages. I'r.cc. five cents, to u,in„„„ ,;j,'"''' "'

GALVANIZED STEEL %\^\

...XIO'ISTTXI.X:...
Your Hume and Furniture Against

Fire, Lightning and Tornado,
With A. S. UOOOARD.

R<...m I. Mi-Ilrlitp niKCli. 4Smi ELfilN, ILL.

10
O"

CENTS Will Cure Ten BeadacbesI

Victor Headache Specific sent by mall lor

five i-cent stamps. Address: TICTOB
REUKDIKS CO., Frederick. Hd.

...^^'X.^.i*^**''^^^ SATISFACTION forth,,they hold the line wires on Icncein DprfL,
"'

wing them .0 sag or spread SiS dJ^^h!'""'
.lal and suitable lor all farm ^nTi.h" 1'^

.
itc for free catalogues, Agents wan.ed in t,^. ^ship. Address: " iue»cijto

THE C. M. FENCE STAY CO
^**"'^°''^'

Cov,nJ;o,voJ

National Business College,
Roanoke, Virginia,

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted, CHAS. B. BCKeRLE, Preildeot.

Fine Fall Term Opening.
Kcnlion l^.^ INCI.RSOOK ivltmi wriliog.

'.I ami 24 Soutli Street

.

Elgin, III.

MESSENGER AGENT!

Please Note!

Look at Page Two of Cover-

Do you see tliat list of books on the second page of

the cover that will be ffiven the agent sending in the larg-

est list of subscribers for the iNiiLENOOK? That library

may be yours if you take the matter up and work it for

all there is in it. It is not so apt to go to one of the

big churches as it is to the individual who lays hold of the

canvass and who sticks to it.

Just What You Want!

How many elecloral votes have Maine
and Alabama?

What were the party divisions in the
SSth Congress?

How were the Presidents elected prior
to 1804?

The above, aod thousands of other
questions answered in the

VOTER'S MANUAL and

-JlRfiUMENI SOTLER.
FOK THE VEST POCKET.

A stilctly Don-pattisan compilatioa. A book that
should be in the possession ot every American citizen
It contains complete statistics ol all presidential elec-
tions Irom Washington to the present time, classified
and nrranged lor inslaul refcience.

LEATSES, b»!liomel7 (isboised. gold lUmplug, - 36 oenti.

QLOTB, btatliDinBl; amboiisl, Ink ittsiplDs, - 26 oestt.

Postpaid on receipt ol price. Postage stamps taken in
payment. Liberal discount to the Trade and Agents.

Fulilisher and Bookseller.

90 to g8 Market St. CHICAGO,

A Kitchen Piano...
'• Everything at her lingers' ends."

NothioK to walk or long lor. Sugar, flour, hIi, ipicc

milk, eggs and molasses in this sell-cleaaing cabioti
J

We make nine different kinds ol k tchen cabmeii, 'bj"

In our new catalogue. Iree. Hoosier MfB- Co.,

a8 Adams St. New C»sl!e.Iti

Gi-©n11©xu.oXX
\ FHACIU U- KNOWLEDGE OF

Sig:n and House Paintiag

..)M and rSilv< Letle

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 & 24 S. State Street, - - - - Elgin, III.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
—— 1 1 I

If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a larjje church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
L»nd CommiMioncr U. P. Ry. OmAHA, NEBR.

tlrauiing, C^ininge and Show Card
I'dintiug, Mixing Colors, Contracting.
Viirnishing. Etc., Irom our Painters'

llnok. Our book ot 25 years' experi-

ence in sign and house painting is so
simple that even boys can teach themselves the painter's

trade in a short time i', illustrated alphabets aie in-

cluded ill our book. This greal teacher and money sav-

er will be mailed postpaid lor lo cents.

Vnl, Schreler SIkh W«»i'ktt. Milwaukee, Wis.

INDESTIU'CTIHLE.
Sold nearly one- half
cheaper than iron ot

,
steel fence posts, Great

inducements to agents who can work territory. Agcnti
may prohtably engage in iheir manulacture, Couutlea
lop HMle. For terms and circular* address with stamp:

W. A. DICKKY. Mead. Miami Co., Ind.
Mpiili..ii ll.r l\iil.c.NOi)K wtim wntins.

MILKINE.

' IX<ll(S»l^<K •

ILK,
aruulated Milk Fowl

the only fixnl that l.y it-
self siiiiports life, here steril-
ised and concentrated.

'^L ' » the ikerfect food tonic.

1^ ' » the most concrntrated
of fooils. here in the luost con-
centrated form

MILK, MALT, MEAT MAKE MILKINE,
tile tno.t t.mccutrotcilti.mi.lrtc f.«iO ior jiiiilt>
Ksscnllilt t., tile t.e-vt ciitr ..I It.it.ic- an J lnv.-ili<U
l;i,l,l,, indry ,..«detc,l l..ni. or ,i> C.mtpre,-cd
tnblcis. Rcnrly to, n.e I'v the -rdilition <if water
or can Iw c.^nen dry. W'nir fur free uinnle.
ELGIN MILKINE CO. ELGIff, ILU

CJolony • »

•

Has lust been s.arle.l in Nonh««ltp|

Michigan- Lands in lliis »ell-kiio.« f™<l

and farming distrirl are f.ir sale by the N"!

York National Land Assoclallon Klfl

controls more farming land lhai.any«*|

individual or corporation in ihe Suie. '

[

can referyou to Elders and Bfeth-e»M

in the confidence and regardof *' <»"
|

Brotherhood, who have written
H|'"JJ_

us commending this land. Wev.il I'-

send you copies of these >""" *
i

request. Conditions of dima'' ""
j^,

our par. of Michigan are so wl^ly

ertt from those in other parts of IK

try that you will be grctly '"'P™

edified to read these -<li"i»*°!

disputable. Maps, bo.k-. ilh'S"«*

1 .re Ajfncn
phlets and extracts ti "' " • "•

Reports furnished ii
urge 1

'

dressing

SAMUCL IHORfE'

G,„- rrairlM"; I

New York National Land Ass"*^

,

Majestic Building.

Cap Good5

We send Cap Goods r,y '.

the United Stales. A !

select from. Prices tb? I

guaranteed. Send (or •

P. S.—Note that we hB»e >

111., to Elgin. 111. ^

...asso.to*'

.'•it.
Sal'

c-inipif'



^t thousands of people read the 'Nook with pleasui

P'otit. You are one of them, or you wouldn't see this bit

always

i about

"' print. A specialty of The Inglenook is that it always
has sr»motU; .. i i-..i i . _ t-m c-.^.^A,- ^.Km.t' sfimething new and little known. Tell your friends

Whatever You Do,

Don't Let VOIR Subscription Lapse!

The INaENOOK is Worth a Ooifd Deal More than Its Cost.

LilMjLL



"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=f[ve Cent

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
^- Or

i

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'

that You Di(1n't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

l^eSor,

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Beside Ihe Bonnie Brier Bush, Diclionary of the Bible,

Natur.il History of Birds and Quadrupeds,

Black Be.iuty, Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses, Adventures of a r.«
Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, ^""""''

fntellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they coui

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall wor

connected with the InglENOOK. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will haj

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list;

Adventures of a Brownie,

^sop's Fahlcs,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Kssays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,

Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

.Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.

Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,

Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare,

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above hst. Thi

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TKN of thes

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent i

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be the las

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. ILiiAT-© I*^p>or for ILii-ve I^eojJle.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper me

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing ok

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each' issue, it always us

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it wit o

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The InglEi

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of i

never undertaken in the church before,

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE : The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD; The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP; H.is the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-trve Years?

S. Z. SHARP; The Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading

Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN; Negro Missions.

Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list to""

DAN'L HAYS; Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R, BAKER; Negro Church Music.

ALLIE MOHLER; The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY; The Music of the Old Jews.

]. T. MYERS; What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR; The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J.
ROSENBERGER; Divorce Among the Je«S'

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to Europe.
^^^^^.^

CHAS. YEAROUT; The Money Side of an EvanS '

L. W. TEETER; How a Commentary is Made.

D. L. MOHLER; Which Pays Belter. Cit) or

^'""'^
„ ,h Fvcoi>«»-

NANCY UNDERHILL; What to Do with t«
^^^

^^,,,

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Mag"'

L. A. PLATE; Recollections of Swilietlaod.

GALEN B. ROYER; World-wide Missions-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Germany.
^^^^^^

J. H. MOORE; The Pleasant Side of an Edito'

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible Study.

ATid. 'tla.ex'e a,re ^tbezris. Tovi Oan't -A-CTorci to IMClss all TJilet-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file. They are
stori«

They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may mi^s
""".vela*'

more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a r

to most readers. y-
Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and pow hear the conclusion of the whole *»

^,j^

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do well to write us, enclosing J"

scription to-day.

^r©ttLi-exi ^^VLfelistiing- XIovLse,
EZlSllX, IlllXLOls, XT. (. .A..
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h.loved ones my steps are moving;

'"
r\t the road that ends in love and home;

^°
mv eves have done my feet, with roving:

"^'stothe well-known gate I look and come.

'

.Mb is now on the eternal mountains;
Y,u,.aicii

„p„ard from afar;

*:!:i::rby.heclear.welling fountains;

'o,"isth=i<""""'^""'"'"°'''"''™-

h,M eone by since the last words were spoken,

*o"o.ed and saved, how gladly shall we meet,

,.,be home cty where no ties- are broken.

Where love is perfect, fellowship complete,

—Horatius Bonar.

SABOTS'WOODEN SHOES.

There is a market for wooden shoes in Chicago.

Hhat fact does nol mean an increase in Dutch

loedy turns on the vaudeville stage. To the

ferage mind a vision of the big, clumsy wooden

i of the fatherland is inseparably connected

iifootlights, a long pipe, a baggy German cap

ithe other inevitable parts of the "make up"

Ithe familiar comedian who rolls his " r's " horri-

lyand talks about " Looie." All the wooden

ho«do not grace the stage, however. In fact, so

call a proportion of the entire product is re-

uited by the actors who make a specialty of

lumping around the stage in sabots that it is not

m appreciable. But the demand for the big

ooden shoes continues Where do they go?

People who deal in them—and there are more

rms carrying them as a side line than one would

gine-have different answers to the question.

If course, no firm deals exclusively in wooden
hoes, The demand does not reach such propor-

ions as all that. But nearly every housedealing
I wooden ware—tubs and pails and chopping
oils and all that sort of thing— have wooden
lioes depicted in their catalogues and carry them
islock, The wonder is not that no firm is kept
li^ehy the wooden shoes industry, but that there is

ny demand at all for the big, heavy things in com-
(tilion with thi^ perfect products of American
Hoe factories. But there is.

Inlhe first place, strange as it may seem, there is

sMy call for the wooden shoes from the class
people who were used to wearing them in the fa-
"iand and are not happy without them— immi-
""ts from the Netherlands, where the shoes are
"inensely popular in the wet and swampy parts of
t^untry owing to their imperviousness to water,
jse people are employed in large numbers on
.^^irms in the country surrounding Chicago— not

,^
I"

walking distance, of course, but in the trade

^ of Chicago firms. Both men and women

lae?,ii7"''"^
^"the vast acres of the adjoining

1 th'
!"^ '^*^ '^*^''' planting, weeding and doing

me other !ittl

found in the fields, however. Men in a few odd vo-

cations have discovered that the old wooden shoes

are better for some purposes than their more pre-

tentious cousins of calf or cowhide.

In work which keeps a man in a very hot place,

such as stoking in a big furnace-room or in the

heart of a lake steamer, the wooden shoes are said

to be better than leather foot coverings. Not only

are they easier on the feet, but they do not dry up
and crack and wither away in the heat as the $3

shoes from the American factories do. Wood is

a slow conductor of heat, compared with leather,

and the excessive thickness of the wooden soles al-

lows the stokers who wear them to stand and walk

for hours on a floor so hot the hand could scarce be

borne upon it, and yet their feet do not feel the ex-

cessive heat. It does not penetrate the wood.

In the rear rooms of some of the larger butcher

shops downtown which cater to the restaurant

trade a great number of chickens are killed and

dressed every day. These are not pleasant places

to work in. They reek of blood and the steam

from the kettles in which the fowls are plunged to

loosen their feathers. The floors are slimy and

slippery with the blood of hundreds of slaughtered

chickens and the men tramp about in wooden

shoes. They say they are the only things to wear

in such work. Leather shoes rot very rapidly and

in a day or so the blood and moisture seeps through

their seams and makes things unpleasant and un-

healthy. The wooden shoes are so heavy and thick

it would take a year for the stuff to wet them

through, and so the wise butchers wear them.

They say they do not mind their weight after they

become accustomed to them. The thick soles add

two or three inches to everyone's height and alto-

gether the queer things which most people see on-

ly on German comedians seem to fill a place in the

commercial world made for them alone.

as the natural and very slow process of the growth
of a woman's hair is not disturbed. The individual

hair reaches a definite length; after years it falls out

of itself and a new hair begins to appear as soon as

the papilla has had time to rest itself thoroughly

and to prepare itself for the process of a new
growth. These are the reasons which lead to the

obviously valid conclusion that cutting the hair is

rather injurious than useful."

NAJIES OF PRESIDENTS' WIVES.

'"> potatoes and
**" used to

l^' The'
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cabbages and things. They have
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They
she asks ts°'^^

'° "'^ general store of the vil-
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'""nend, 11 "'^'"^ry circumstances and that
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'" "'^ thrifty foreigner who

nickels. Not all of them are to be

CONCBRNINQ YOUR HAIR.

them

Does cutting promote the growth of the hair?

This question is answered by the Frankfurter

Wochenblatt in this wise: "It is believed by laymen

and professional hairdressers that cutting largely

increases the growth of the hair. This belief begins

with the involuntary comparison of the hair with a

plant. As grass that is often cut short grows again

and becomes thicker', so, it is believed, the hair

should do when it is cut. This comparison, how-

ever, is a false one. A developed hair is a perfect-

ly formed mass of horn which has nothing further

to do with the case in which the hair rests than to

receive from it from below further growth and to be

held firmly by it. . . . In this mass of horn, as

in the nails of the fingers and the toes, there is no

longer any sap in circulation; this mass, so to speak,

is a product which cannot be quickened and

strengthened by new nourishment, because the lat-

ter cannot enter it. On the other hand, what hap-

pens in a blade of grass is totally different.

"The blade of grass is a network of fine ducts, in

which is constantly circulating the nourishment

which the blade draws from the root; it presents, in

contrast with the dead body of the hair, a living,

vegetating substance which has a most intimate

connection with the condition of its root and which

dries up infallibly when it is separated from its root,

while the hair will remain unaffected for thousands

of years after its papilla has withered away. We
need cite only one irresistible proof of this^the

hair on the head of mummies. The i-oot of the hair

as long as it exists can produce a new hair when

the old hair has fallen out, while the root of many a

plant gives existence to one sprout only and then

together with it declines and dies. The more a hair

is disturbed in its natural growth by continually

cutting off its ends the less rest its papilla, the real

producer of the hair, finds; the papilla, being con-

stantly incited to excessive production, wavers final-

ly in its activity, decays and dies. For this reason

a woman with a bald head is never or seldom seen,

Of course there's nothing in a name, yet all wom-
en are anxious to have appropriate if not pictur-

esque names for themselves and to bestow on their

daughters. Yet some of the most noted women of

the United States have not been especially favored

in this respect. Among the wives of our presidents

Mary occurs but once—Mary Todd Lincoln—and

there have been two Abigails—Abigail Powers Fill-

more and Abigail Smith Adams.
Washington and Jefferson both had wives named

Martha— Martha Dandridge Custis and Martha

Wayles Skelton, both handsome and attractive

widows. With the exception of the wives of Mon-
roe and Johnson—whose wives were both named
Eliza—there appear no more duplicate names in

the presidential wife list. Monroe married Eliza

Kortwright and Johnson married Eliza McCardle,

who taught her husband to write and cipher, he al-

ready knowing how to read-

Madison married a Dolly—Dolly Todd—and the

name itself savors of brightness and home love.

She also was a widow and one of the most remark-

able women who ever presided over the white

house. Two very stately names dignified the presi-

dential mansion in the days of Tyler and of Gar-

field— Letitia Christian Tyler and Lucretia Rudolph

Garfield.

Grant's wife was named Julia—Julia Dent. Mrs.

Hays bore the rather plebeian name of Lucy—Lucy

Webb. Zachary Taylor's wife was Margaret. Mrs.

John Quincy Adams bore the stately names of

Louisa Catherine.

Not many Bible names appear in the list— the

New Testament supplying those of Mary and

Martha, afore mentioned, and the Old Testament

adding Hannah, Rachel and Sarah— Hannah Hoes

Van Buren, Rachel Donelson Robards Jackson and

Sarah Childress Polk.

Pierce's wife bore the good, old-fashioned name

of Jane—Jane Appleton Pierce. William Henry

Harrison married an Anne—Anne Symmes, and the

later Harrison a Caroline—Caroline Scott. The

wife of Arthur had the unusual and not pretty

name of Malvina -Malvina Stone. Mrs. Cleveland

was Frances Folsom and Mrs. McKinley was Ida

Saxton.
• i

FROZEN nEAT LOSES FLAVOR.

Meats frozen and kept in cold storage for long

periods do not undergo organic changes in the or-

dinary sense— that is, they do not putrefy, soften or

smell bad, but they certainly do deteriorate in some

intangible way. After a certain time frozen meat

loses some life principle essential to its nourishing

quality. Such meat lacks flavor; it is not well di-

gested or assimilated.

FEATHERS BLOWN OFF CHICKENS.

A DEVICE for plucking feathers from chickens

has been patented in Great Britain. Cross currents

of air set in motion by revolving electrical fans com-

pletely strip ajbird of every feather and particle of

down.
^

Politeness is a kind of an.-esthetic which envel-

ops the asperities of our character, so that other

people be not wounded by them. We should nev-

er be without it, even when we contend with the

rude.

—

Joubert.
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THE SOD HOUSE.

BY JESSE y. HECKI-ER.

When the first emigrnnts to the new world land-

ed on the Atlantic coast they found plenty of tim-

ber with which to build them houses, and as they

moved west into the seemingly boundless forest of

America the log cabin was everywhere the pio-

neer's home.

Hut finally the great timber belt was passed, and

the boundless and treeless prairie stood out before

the emigrant as he ventured westward. For some-

time they seemed reluctant to leave the timber

country, but when the great fertility of the prairie

soil became fully known, men ventured into it.

Necessity became the mother of invention and the

tough prairie sod that was broken up suggested it-

self to the hardy pioneer as material wherewith to

build him a house.

The first sod houses that were constructed to

shelter the emigrant family were small and rude,

fn:quently not more than twelve by sixteen feet on

the inside, some even smaller, and so low that a

man had to stoop to enter the door. Many had no

floor but the earth, and not more than two or three

windows of four 8 x 10 lights each. For the roof a

few pieces of timber must be found to stretch

across the top of the wall. Then some brush was

secured and packed on top of the timber, that cov-

ered with sod, constituted the roof. But heavy

rains would often penetrate the sod roof, and the

earth for a floor made things very uncomfortable

for the occupants.

But the art of building sod houses has been im-

proved on until the sod house of the present day is

a thing not to be despised.

A sod wall three feet thick, nine or ten feet high,

large enough for two or three rooms, a good roof

and floor, plenty of windows, its walls plastered,

makes a very comfortable house.

A double window on the south side makes the

bay window. In such 1 have seen the house plants,

thriving with brighter foliage and finer flowers than

I ever saw them anywhere else. And the atmos-

phere that gives such thrift to plant life I also no-

tice gives good health and rosy cheeks to the chil-

dren, out on the frontier, who are so fortunate as to

be raised in the "Soddj'."

This article is written seated in a pleasant sod

house where I have been comfortably and pleasant-

ly entertained for the past week.

Brocksbnrg, Ncbr.

COMMENT.

We have been urging our writers to tell us of the

novel and instructive things they see and know
about. This is one of them. Whoever can and
will repeat this sort of thing for the 'Nook will

make the Editor chuckle witli glee. Anybody can

write about Liberty, or Territorial Expansion, and
just the same nobody but himself and his family will

read it, but it takes live persons, with eyes in their

heads, to see a "soddy' and know enough to de-

scribe it for the 'Nook We once were in a sod
house where there was a grand piano, too big to

have come through the door, and on inquiry this

story was told us. The family had failed in the

East, and lost everything, but there was so much
sentiment attaching to their piano that they took it

along West, put it on the bare prairie, and built a

sod house around it.

driven eastward across the Pacific by storms. Oth-

ers that they were Phcenicians driven westward by

storms on some of their great navigating expedi-

tions. Others that they crossed the Bering Sea

when frozen over, while some conjecture that Amer-

ica was at one time connected with some other con-

tinent, and that the inhabitants migrated there on

dry land.

No man knows to a certainty, where the original

inhabitants came from, nor is it likely that they

ever will. We know they were here and built large

mounds, and now comes the question as to where

they went. Accepting the theory that they were a

distinct race from the Indians, their last end is as

doubtful as the first. Some think they left the

North and went to Mexico and Peru, but the civili-

zation of the Aztecs was greater than that displayed

by the Mound Builders in the Mississippi Valley.

Others argue that they were exterminated by the

Indians, a theory, though plausible, is not, m the

writer's opinion, as good as the one supposing that

they were the ancestors of the Indians themselves.

It is very probable that the mounds in western

New York and adjacent parts of Ohio and Pennsyl-

vania were built by the Iroquois. Some may argue

against this theory that the Indians have no tradi-

tions that their forefathers erected mounds. That

may all be, but how many people in this enlight

cned country can even tell their own great-grand-

mother's maiden name? How, then, can it be ex-

pected that a barbarian should know how his fore-

fathers did several hundred years ago—yes, a thou-

sand or two?

Some may claim that the Indian had not the

skill and ingenuity to build the works the Mound
Builders left. The Mound Builders could have had

such men as Logan, Pontiac, and Tecumseh in

their time. The brain of such men, that could

plan gigantic military campaigns of the kind that

they planned and carried into execution, could also

devise and erect a mound of all the beauty of the

Serpent Mound in Southern Ohio. The same

amount of grief and endurance that prompted the

Indians to make great sacrifices on the death of a

chief since the white man has known him, might in

an earlier day have moved him to erect huge piles of

earth over a dead warrior. Indeed, De Soto's

chroniclers state that the Indians they found in

their journeys lived in groups; the chief's house

built on a large mound, while those of his subor-

dinates were built on smaller ones around the

larger one. Also, when a chief died, his successor,

instead of using the old mound, had a new one
built. Another argument is that, if these warriors

could plan such military enterprises, they also

could erect fortifications suitable for their protec-

tion in times of danger. Also, some Indian tradi-

tions say that mounds were built over the graves of

their chiefs, some being added at different times.

Some mounds seem to prove this by indicating

having been started at one time and finished at an-

other. Again, the flintheads found in the mounds
are of no higher degree of workmanship than those

known to be made by the Indian. Then, why can
the Indian not have the honor of having the Mound
Builder for an ancestor, inst^jad of assigning to the

ingly described in the newspaper of
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the opposite sex. Otherwise they will be oh"
value, neither to the teacher nor the one launhi
Now as this " word " part of the formula is most
jealously guarded by the practitioners of His
science, conscientious scruples will prevent

from informing the public what the "words
It would be most unbecoming to thus divuloeio

the world the secrets of this worthy profe«i,)n.

But to illustrate a little the method of procedure,

we will suppose the patient is afflicted with erysipt-

las.

The powwower takes a red silk thread and care.

fully measures the length and circumference of Ihc

patient, also takes the dimensions of his head,intlic

meantime silently repeating the magic "words.

This is done three separate times and then ttic

thread is placed where it will soon shrivel or waste

away, as up the chimney or under the drip of

roof.

Another formula much recommended is for tlii

patient to stand erect, while the powwower takes

shovelful of burning coals and beginning down at

the feet of the patient slowly brings it up and over

his head and down to his feet again. This is done

three times, the coals being dumped into a com

nient receptacle each time and a fresh supply se

cured The " words," of course, accompany

coals. Some complaints, such as swellings, lumois,

and the like, are usually powwowed for during

decrease of the moon. Taking fire out of bums,

stopping blood, relieving pain and various olhei ail-

ments too numerous to mention are all under the

power of the full-fledged powwower, who has only

to use the formula with variations according to Ae

nature of the,disease.

While no doubt many marvelous cures have re-

sulted thereby, we assure any one desiring lo»'

periment along this line that it is a perl

and harmless remedy to try.

Ah'u'bi(rg, Pu.

latter some doubtful

Thornville, Ohio.

ind?

POWWOWINU.

THE MOUND BUILUERS.

BY A. W. DUPLKR.

A NATION of workers have built numerous
mounds, of various sizes and shapes, in the valley of

the great Michc Sifc. They have left behind them
a record that proves that they were industrious.

Where did they come from? — is naturally asked
by the inquisitive student. America was surely

peopled since the flood. If inhabited previous to

that time, they were evidently all destroyed.

Many minds have spent their best thought to find

out how it might have been peopled since the

flood. Many theories have been advanced, each to

get the mark of doubtfulness. Some think that the

inhabitants were originally Chinese or Japanese

BY .-\NNA M. MITCHEL.

Pkouauly some of our readers have never heard
of the powwow science, and to enlighten such it will

be necessary to explain what a powwower is.

This gifted being is a person who, disdaining the
use of drugs and medicine undertakes to " cure "

various diseases by simply performing some mystic
rites over the patient, at the same time silently re-

peating certain magical words of exorcism. Under
the incantations of the powwower any ordinary dis-
ease is supposed to flee in hot haste.

In the good old times of our forefathers the pow-
wower was a very important personage in a neigh-
borhood. In those days physicians were few and
far apart, and the patent medicine man didn't take
such a solicitous interest in the health of the public
as he now does. Consequently our ancestors had
to depend a great deal upon the virtues of various
homemade teas to tone up their systems and eradi-
cate that " tired feeling " so graphically and touch-

:rfcctly s'"
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THE CHINOOK SALMON.

I,Y JUSTUS H. CLINE.

„f
southwestern Washington which lies

^"'""r formed by the Columbia River and the

'"
can boast of two great leading indus-

^"""'t.rine and fishing. Her forests are

^'^' 'tZol magnificent in the world. The

of rain and the long growing season

ibundan"
^^ ^^ produce- marvels in vegetable

j,,e «"'P''^'^^„y
bays, that indent the coast line.

f>* „,„ous rivers that empty into the ocean

'""ulinf (rounds that are well nigh ideal. In

fishing facilities are not offered in the

laei
betle:

""'" "
wJieties of fish are caught, but the onebut

the Chinook sal-
.f.°Lcts special attention is

*
Canned salmon is a most familiar article of

Sandise and may be seen on the shelves of al-

village grocery or country store, but

' withmost any

iweare many interesting things connected

'le
nature and propagation of ,t that are not well

'"l"salnion is a beautiful fish, having a sym-

tuical shape and a good size. The weight varies

imi thirty to seventy pounds. A few specimens

biie been caught weighing more than eighty

idi. These are exceptions, however. We

pigbt place the weight of an average salmon at

forty pounds.

The salmon is a salt water fish, and makes its

lomt at sea. It seeks fresh water only during the

.pawning season. The numerous rivers of Oregon

and Washington, which empty into the sea, offer

actllent spawning grounds and during certain

itisons they literally teem with fish.

llwas the fortune of the writer to spend a num-

kofweeks of the past summer on the Columbia

River near its mouth. While there I became ac-

quainted with a gentleman who had served the

government a number of years in the capacity of

Fish Commissioner. Through his kind information

1 am able to give the following concerning the

oatnreand propagation of the salmon:

The life of the salmon is four years. These years

ire spent at sea. Near the e.xpiration of this time
Ihe fish seeks fresh water in which to spawn. Sal-

oon spawns but once. After this it never returns

tosea but dies. .Spawning is accomplished in this

«ay. The fish go in pairs. The female goes before

J'posiling her spawn; while the male follows close
:liind depositing his upon that of the female
fcs fertilization is brought about. The quantity
"'spawn from a single fish is enormous.
Owing lo a marked decrease in the number of

»Woii because of the inefficiency of the natural
P'«ess to hatch a large percentage of the spawn
« preserve the young fish when hatched, the
"lied States government has established a number

IloT"'^''
'" ""^ "eeks and rivers that empty

m '-°^""'^'^- and thus artificial means are
' lo assist in the propagation of the fish. Nice

We'd'™'
°' ""^ *^'™°" are caught, taken and al-

iica
1°/''™" '" "'"^ hatchery. Here the spawn

Ike h t h*

^""'^^'^ "^ *^ll as the young fish after

'«e,l
"'^ ''a* 'aken place. When the young

H,jj
™<^<' sufficient strength and size to escape

•this"^'''^
°* '""^ °P'" ^'^^ ""^y are set at liberty.

vt,,,
"°*' "^"= percentage of the spawn wasted is

«onU ,

'"'' ""= '"crease in the number of sal-
" 's clearly

Sir

So do men. There is much virtue in mud. The
hog bathes in pools of it to coat his skin against the

attacks of insects; man dips his festered hide in it

to improve his circulation and draw out his gout

and rheumatism. The hog is pachydermatous; so

is man—notwithstanding Cuvier's classification. I

have seen men, know men to-day, with skins thicker

than the hide of the rhinoceros, says a writer in the

Ni'w York Press. The hog is omnivorous—so is man.
The hog is carnivorous by choice— so is man. The
hog is herbivorous, granivorous, gramnivorous and

phytivorous by education—so is man.

These reflections are induced by the indignities

offered a useful animal. The hog was the cleanest

of beasts until man built a sty and imprisoned him

in filth, fattened him on filth, killed him in filth and

ate him in filth. No animal, wild or domestic, is so

clean about its bed as the hog. It wants pure,

sweet, fresh straw ever)' time. The hog has brains.

It has been known to excel the pointer in scenting

quail. An authentic instance is mentioned by Bing-

ley in " Memoirs of British Quadrupeds " of a keen-

scented sow that would stand at birds which the

dogs had missed. Who ever heard of an educated

ox or sheep? Yet we have had on our stage educat-

ed hogs that could spell and play cards, count and

tell the time. Hogs make docile pets. Many a

poor family has its pig sleeping on the pallet beside

the children, privileged to the best in the house.

The hog caused the biggest mutiny ever known

in the history of the world and was responsible for

men being blown from the muzzles of cannon.

When Great Britain shipped cartridges to India for

the native troops she reckoned without her host, for

the ammunition was greased with lard, which so

offended the religious scruples of the sepoys that

they arose as one man in rebellion. The American

hog nearly caused war between Germany and the

United States and only the diplomacy of Whitelaw

Reid obtained for the animal admission into France.

Moses and Mohammed were opposed to the hog,

because, while it divides the hoof and is cloven-

footed, yet it chews not the cud. The camel is not

eaten tor opposite reasons— it chews the cud, but is

not cloven-footed. The hare is also unclean, be-

cause, while it chews the cud, it divides not the

hoof. All civilized nations have passed and re-

passed laws governing what a man shall eat and

how much it shall cost him. but the only sumptuary

measure that ever stood the test of time is the law

of Moses concerning the hog. It has been on the

statute book for 3,390 years.

STARCH rlADE FROn POTATOES.

Nearly sixteen thousand tons of potato starch

are turned out annually in this country.

The potatoes used for starch are the small and

injured ones of the crop. Sixty bushels of them
yield a barrel of starch. They are washed and re-

duced to pulp by machine, and the pulp is carried

by water into tanks, at the bottom of which the

starch settles. The starch is then transferred by

shovels to another receptacle, where it is stirred

and beaten to a cream. After settling again, to re-

move all impurities, it needs only to be dried in or-

der to be fit for commercial use. The drying is

done in kilns, by steam coils, and, when the starch

comes out, it is so white and beautiful as to resem-

ble driven snow.

The commercial starches in use to-day are made
from maize, potatoes, rice, wheat, sago, flour and

tapioca flour. Rice starch commands the highest

prize, and maize starch is the cheapest. Wheat
starch comes next in value to rice starch, and po-

tato starch third in the list.

' evident.

HERMIT CRABS.

BY DECIMA G. WAREHAM.
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Few people h.ave ever had an opportunity to ob-

serve these quaint little Hermits of the Pacific

coast. Unlike the monks of old they do not live

isolated lives, but build little colonies in the sand.

The male crab has two more claws than the fe-

male. These are used for fighting. He has a very

warlike disposition, and woe to the intruder who

pays any attention to his wife, for he is very jeal-

ous and only a duel will retrieve his honor. Like

the antlered monarch, whose horns arc frequently

found interlaced, so the tourist finds many skele-

tons of these crabs with their claws so woven in

battle they could not pull them asunder.

Unlike most sc.a-pcople, Mr. Crab, wife and fami-

ly, always build a home of their own, and though

Mrs. Crab is very plain in appearance, the house-

hold larder is always supplied by her.

The shell of the Hermit is very pretty, with an

orange lining. Tourists desiring these shells will

chase the creatures across the sand, until fatigue

renders the shells too heavy for them to carry, and

they drop them on the strand, and then scamper on

uncumbered, looking very much like hairy brown

spiders. The shells do not originally belong to the

Hermit, but to the Ring Snail. The crab is no re-

specter of persons, so when he wishes a new home

he drags the snail from its lodgings and establishes

himself within, probably easing his conscience with

the assurance that " possession is nine-tenths of the

law."

Davenport, Iowa.

WEIQHT OF A LION.

"What does a lion weigh?" Ask that question

of any acquaintance and see what he will say.

Those who know the look of the king of beasts best,

and how small his lithe body really is, will probably

come furthest from the truth. About 300 to 350

pounds is a usual estimate. But this is below the

mark. A full-grown lion will tip the scale at no

less than 500 pounds. Five hundred and forty

pounds is the record for an African lion. His bone

is solid and heavy as ivory.

The tiger runs the lion very close. A Bengal

tiger, killed two years ago by an English officer,

scaled 520 pounds. A tiger bf this size has, how-

ever, considerably greater muscular strength, than

the biggest lion.

Few people know that a grizzly bear can give

points to any other carnivorous animal in point of

strength. A grizzly bear weighing just four hun-

dredweight has been watched carrying a heifer of

more than two-thirds its own weight for two miles

up the most steep and rugged mountain side, and

this without pausing one instant for rest. The

grizzly bear is the largest and most powerful of all

the bear tribe, but his cousin, the cinnamon bear,

runs him very close; and the big white polar bear,

though not really so dangerous a customer, is capa-

ble of performing the most extraordinary feats of

strength. A polar bear has been seen to move with

his paws a bowlder six men had with difficulty put

in position to guard a cache of provisions.

SrlALL BUT VERY STRONG.

" Allow me to express my appreciation of the

'Nook. It is one of the best papers I know of."—
Alice Carder, of Iowa.

The humming bird flies as the Irishman played

the fiddle—by main strength- the frigate bird relies

on his skill in taking advantage of every varying

current of air, and the skeleton of the one indicates

great muscular power, while that of the other

shows its absence. No other bird has such propor-

tionally great muscles as the humming bird; the

keel of the sternum or breastbone from which these

muscles arise runs from one end of the body to the

other, while at the same time it projects downward

like the keel of a modern racing yacht. These

muscles drive at the rate of several hundred strokes

a minute a pair of small, rigid wings, fhe outermost

bones of which are very long, while the innermost

are very short, a feature calculated to give the

greatest amount of motion at the tip of the wing

with the least movement of the bones of the upper

arm, to which the driving muscles are attached.

Another peculiar feature is that the outermost

feathers, the flight feathers or primaries, are long

and strong, while the innermost, those attached to

the forearm, are few and weak; so far as flight is

concerned, the bird could dispense with these sec-

ondaries and not feel their loss. Finally the heart,

which we may look upon as the boiler that supplies

steam for this machinery, is large and powerful, as

is necessary for such a high-pressure engine as the

little humming bird.

Bees are known to be excellent weather proph-

ets. There is a common country saying that "a

bee was never caught in a shower." When rain is

coming bees do not go far, but buzz about close to

their hives.
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BANNED.

In the next issue of the Inglenook will be started

a story of the days in the church when banning was

enforced. There are a good many of our young
members who do not know what the ban is, or rather

what it was, for it has been done away with, and

happily, too. It is a relic of an old time miscon-

struction of Matt. i8. All members of the Brethren

understand what is meant by the law of trespass,

and all understand th« routine and all know the re-

sult when one of the parties will not hear the

church. In olden times in the church, our owfi, and

some allied forms of worship, such as the Amish,

the construction of what was meant by leaving the

disfellowshipped one to stand in the relation of the

heathen and the publican was taken with a terrible

litcralncss, and in carr)ing it out the results were

sometimes most lamentable. The story in the

'Nook, next week, might have been true, in fact it

is true, though the assembling of the names and
places is necessarily faulty. The story hinges on a

man and woman's love, and their disobedience and

the fearful results that followed. It will be a reve-

lation to most readers concerning a time when
hearts were not less loving, but when duty was iron

handed.

Next following the banning story, and running

into January of the new year, will be a story show-
ing how a young brother and sister made the mis-

lake of their lives in a clandestine marriage that set

a whole community by the ears, and wrong was bare-

ly averted. The moral of the story is an excellent

one, and every person may well remember its les-

son, to keep clear of secret alliances

THE HOHE aiRL.

herself appreciated. There are thousands of places

wailing for Mary, and hundreds of men waiting for

someone who knows how to make a home for two.

Honoring parents is certainly well and good, but no

obligation is ever imposed without a corresponding

duty on the part of those who receive.

TiiRKE is one person who has never received the
credit that is her due. Reference is had to the

home girl, the one who is always expected to do
everything and keeps things together while her
brothers and sisters take life, as it comes, outside
the home. Is there some extra work to be done?
Mary does it. If somebody has to stay at home,
Mary stays. If there is a pile of stockings to darn
or clothes to mend Mary attends to it, while the
rest of the family go out nights, enjoy themselves,
or think they do, and then, when they return, Mary
has things in readiness for them.

Her name may not be Mary, but the situation

does exist, and too often at that. Now what is

there to do about it? Nothing that the 'Nook can
see. If some man, seeing her worth, comes with
evident designs on the family's kin slave what a
row there is, by common consent, to keep her out
of her birthright and continue her on the wheel!
The man is belittled, she is nagged and ridiculed,

and too often the taskmasters prevail. An honest
man turns his back on the soulless lot and seeks
worth elsewhere while the woman goes back to her
slops and patching. It is not a very beautiful pic-

ture but it is not hard to find in reality. As mat-
ters stand there is nothing to be done. Often the
girl gets sick mentally and comes to the whining
and snuffling stage, regarding it as the hand of
providence and intent of God that she should be a
carrier of water and a slopper of pigs all her days.

But there is another side to it all. Instead of her
slaving along till her parents die. the Itome sold
and divided, and she an unwelcome burden on her
brothers and sisters, let it be understood by all who
read that there are two things that can be done.
One is tor the unthinking parents to make Floribel
and Gertrude do their share of the work, and see to
it that Mary gets equal privileges. The other is to
remember that under the common law Mary is her
own mistress if she is over twenty-one and that any
fine morning she can serve notice on the taskmas-
ters that she intends going out to service and work-
ing where her tasks will be at least paid for and

A NEW 'NOOK FEATURE.

Some time ago we dropped our Short Sermons,

asking for the voice of the 'Nook congregation as

to whether they should be continued. The result

is most favorable. Many replied that they should

be kept up. But on consideration we have decided

on a change. We hold that it is a good thing for a

preacher to stop before people get to going out of

the house to get away from him. Preaching is like

letter writing— the secret of success is in making
people wish that there was more of it. So we will

call the service over, and in its place take up some-

thing entirely new.

Now there are in the Bible a great many things

that are new and strange to the average reader,

things that do not appear on the surface, and we
are going to take these up, and tell about them.

Thus, for instance, under the caption of " The
Trade of the Master," we will tell something of a

carpenter's calling as practiced by Christ. It was

not in building houses, as we have them, for the

houses were then built of stone. And then there is

the official relation of Matthew to the Roman Gov-

ernment. What was he doing at the customhouse?

Why did they have him there at all? What was

baptism for the dead? Who knows? Now it will

be evident that in this line there is an endless

chance for knowledge. And then, in the case of

preaching, you have to sit quiet and take all the

preacher says. True, you can waylay him on the

road home and have a discussion with him, but you
can't get up in meeting and ask questions. In our

new departure you can ask all you have a mind to

along the lines of exploration. We don't know it

all, but we have better facilities for finding out

than falls to the lot of the average reader. The
idea will be developed in an issue or two. A num-
ber of the articles must be prepared, hedging
against sickness and accident. Read what comes
and possibly you may get a new idea now and
then.

FROM INDIA'S CORAL STRAND.

"The Inglenook is surely a surprising and enterprising
little volume. There is something enticing about it that

makes us want to read it."

Another correspondent has touched us on the
raw, and does it in song.

THE INGLENOOK COVER.

Where there sits a sister sleeping.

With her knitting in her lap,

While her eldest son sits near her,

Stifl and stuck up like bis pap,

With Napoleon on the mantel—
On the wall an M. E. steeple—
What the world is this new paper,
Inglenook to teach the peopled

And then, as if to condone for harrowing us, he
sends in a long list of subscribers, natives of emi-
nent station, and those standing highest in the esti-

mation of their people. As for the cover, we have
troubles of our own, don't mention the cover to us.
Still there is something fairly good in it. The cat
is not so bad. On behalf of our thousands' and
thousands of readers on this side of the world, the
Inglenook salutes and welcomes our new Indian
fellow readers.

OUR INQLENOOK.

Several letters that came to us to-day have re-
ferred to the paper as "our Inglenook." We like
that form of expression. If you are a member of
the Brethren church the paper is as much yours as
anybody's, and if you are a subscriber, as every
household in the church ought to be, you have a
right to suggest improvements, and constructive
criticism IS invited. The Editor is a sort of hired
nurse to watch the infant and see that nothing
"comes over it," and while his say is final as to what
goes in or out, anything for the good of the child is
welcomed. We want to see it on the table of every
family m the Brotherhood, and we want it to be a
credit all around.

OUR QUERY COLUMN,

How does rosewood get its name?

Not because it is rose colored
fresh wood smells like roses.

but bee;

I read about flowers costing thousands. Why so?
Because they are rare. Orchids are in ik-and they are hard to get, and hard tocare

f

'^'•

By what organization was the discovery in P
the year 1881?

'^ '" ^EVpt mad,
!„

We think by one backed by the Univers,,
Pennsylvania ")

Is the New Testament Greek classic

In the school sense, no. That it w,s done ,. ,shows that the writers were not scholars turni
'

a fictitious story. "^ ^

« « «
What is a vegetarian?

A person who lives on vegetables. The '

longer than one would suppose it to be
'

nuts, constitutes a very good bill of fare.

«ilh

U It right to make much ado in the way of feasiin,, „,
,,

Christmas? •
'

If one has the turkey it is all right, but it „ol ii i,

a case of sour grapes. Then it is not good to nukt
"much ado "

» « «

Can I grow mushrooms without mucti instruction?

There will have to be a good deal of instrucii. o

and careful following it if you expect to succer

It can be done, but it is a difficult and troublcson,

business.
* * *

I believe I have found gold in considerable amoutit. Hi
shall I go about proving it?

Free gold is not likely to be lying around loi-

c

in your part of the country. The chances ari-tli

you have found iron pyrites, worth a few dollar-

ton to make sulphuric acid from.

* * *

What is meant hy the phrases, "The stone age," anil "Ih

iron age? "

When primitive man used stone for weapon fa^r

ioning, and in the culinary art, that time wascallil

the stone age. When he had progressed in knou

edge to the point of using iron, that marked tk inn

age, and so on. There is no well-defined limit.

* # *

In the discovery of the tablets at Nippur five or sjx lb'

sand years before Christ is mentioned. Does this not anK

date Adam?

No. The date you have of Adam's time is nol »

exact as the Nippur record. That someboc"

guessed Adam's age and put it in a book docs i"'

mean much.
« * «

How does the 'Nook gel its accounts of unusual '»'

known industries?

In every way, from going and writmg ""^'""P"

the spot to getting them in any and evcr\ '

The thing is to get them, and we arc doin.

expect to continue it. There is no erJ

stories.

,-,„j publican""*'^
How is the postage on newspapers

ranged for?

Usually the sacks are filled at the office <

cation, then weighed, either at

of p"^^

the post ofHceJt^^'

the printing office, and the postage P'"^'"^^^,:

bags taken to the train. The '""i-'^'''""'
^|j|jte

-

on the second floor, weighed by a '''^P''"'?
j„„r

:

the post office, and trundled out of the bac

the train. The payment is on the pound

* *
*

isci.ES""'

Will you please lell us who the Editor of n'
^-^ ^,^^^,,

and why his name does not appear in the pap

swer this in the columns of the i\[esittlil('-

I
,,,. above q"'

The Messenger Editor has turned tnc
^^^ ^^^^

over to us for answer. Two ''"'*'"^"'"'.^,j disi*

for his remarkable personal "S''"''*!'
"j,„iy

i»a»'
|

ing the arrival of a new baby •' ""^ '

home. The father in a burst of ?'"''; f
'

n;;5*="*'
ThfO'iiht'

face, and repl'^^:

it's
healthyf

newcomer " looked just like hini-

a steady look at the man's

what's the differ so long as " ° .""'".
|(,ng

as

"

what's the difference who is doing i'
^'^^ p,j„t ' .

'Nook's healthy? The Editor ''°"|"j,y tW "'I
name because he cares less for pu

other person you ever knew.
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es of tliis article it were best to

f'*''"'( he National Biscuit Company's fac-

jt
'"'

'tial
description—it would be impos-

f,!S
f»' P''

j^^ j, fully without the assistance of a

•'"''""'tical machinists and bakers. There

I-'*"* Tthat company's factories in Chicago-

A'*"' ,|,eAldrich and the Bremner. The
-'"'"

ch the largest and finest. It occu-

lo'f*,'^
I"" f enormous size and of the newest

DtSl

gjbuildi"?

jruction.
The first two stories, togethi vith

*'
', are given up to the machinery and

l^ement, ar^^B^^^
^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

^•"'''"'"I'jrniy of entering clerl<s and account-

*"'\""sily.itwork. In a room by himself on

'"' "
ihe' manager of the working force in the

"'""

'*He has '" ''"' '°°' "''"' ""^ traveling

''''"^

and on the wall before him is an immense

'""nhe territory over which the company oper-

,Jl,oni this point. It is much the largest terri-

es

DlJ'opt"!
led from any point by firms or companies

*ii business. All from the Rocky mountains to

3-tern boundary of Ohio and from the northern

IJinoltiKVmted States to the Gulf of Mex-

is
supplied with crackers and sweet goods by

biscompany from its three factories in Chicago.

rtytravelingmenare constantly employed and

ire pegged on the map daily. That is, each of

Itfortyrs represented on the map by a peg of a

jrtain shape or color stuck into the map, which

moved every morning from over the town

Itethe traveling man was the last night to where

Itiliould be the next morning. Instructions, when

itcessary, are telegraphed and seldom is a message

isl because ol unpunctuality on the part of the

akiman to arrive at the place he is pegged for.

On the section of the map where the lines of lUi-

loiwie indicated there are many fewer pegs than

DiKach of the other sections, and the explanation

)i[his is that stocks of the company's goods are

boQsed at Blooniington and at Springfield, and that

Ihe local managers at these two towns each has a

complement of traveling salesmen, whom he sends

ojtand keeps track of himself.

Some of the processes of manufacture are jealous-

ly »alched by the company's faithful servants, for

are other bakers and competition is sharp.

Hitte are valuable secrets in this business, as in

"Oil other businesses that are conducted on a large
!ult But some of the processes the visitor, who
!io fortunate as to gain an entrance to the factory,

ptrmitled to witness; and if he is extremely for-

Iwiehewill have them explained to him. Dough,
"Wance; what is dough like in a great bakery?
''s like that our grandmother mixed and kneaded
*n you were a boy, or perchance like that she
»ws and kneads nowadays. Or call it a sponge.
mmn of flour stirred up in water, with yeast
td, composes a sponge. When it is a domestic
"position it is placed in a tin pan and allowed to

_ ""nijhttorise. In the big factory it is put

|,j, lj™°''«"
'rough, two feet deep and twenty

«lH°°i5

'^'"'' '"'^°<^ates of phonetic spelling
°™ "'^t in the bakeries t-r-o-u-g-h is pro-

J-
trow). In 3 fg^^, [^jjyj.^ j^ ^.|l ^j^^ ^^ff^_

.Jl^
then it is "taken"— this is a technical

•"ipedT"^
"'^^ '' '' inspected—and then it is

into a machine mixer and there receives

t'^"*'""''
other ingredients.

?( |,|.jj

"'^
*Pi''^' in form and something like an

'"feola'i',
""<"''« horizontally and not per-

"ixtA tV' !* ''"'"^ ^" "^Sg beater. When proper-

»i«ilv

'Proolv,
stand until

s put back in the trough and
it has gained the right

""»e~asT'"^'
'<^<:'>nical term meaning nearly

«>»
ihi

'^y rottenness.

*^ spong
"'holr.k''.'",'^'^

'^ ready to go into the rollers.
,. ,

. "^i^atch doe<es not go in at once, but is cut^''liledi =-

"""""eh"
""''' ^ ^''^'^' '^ formed. This sheet is

»t
ll,ici<„^\"°J''"

'=' °f '•ol'e'-s to make it of the

^cui,„ j^
'°' goods and then it is run under

''"Pisr^J!
'^"^'''='5 'hat are making now.

1,

Bv ^"ied On
"""^ '^'^ ^"'^ "le cut out raw crackers

' *'io J"' 'i"°''"S apron to where the "peeler"

"Ihemu ' .'"'"P«l"—a wooden shovel-

.^''>lest

,

'''^"^ '*''"' °" "><= °^'^" =*"=":

''and i',"!^™'''''"'^'^^"''^
oven has a revolving

"t the
"''' "Pwi'h many swinging shelves.
" °' 'he Ferris wheel to be oven

' " "ave a modern reel oven. The

-"10,

ovens in the Kennedy bakery are from twelve to

fifteen feet wide and about thirty-five feet deep.
There arc fourteen of them in this establishment.

They are walled up and over with bricks. The ma-
chinery consists of a steel shaft, at each end of

which is a large wheel. Between the outer edge of

these two wheels swing the shelves. The fire is on
the floor below. The crackers go round on the

swings a certain number of times—the expert knows
exactly how many times they should go round in a

certain degree of heat to be properly baked—and
then the revolutions cease and the crackers are

taken out by men with peels in their hands and
placed on large carriers. These carriers are made
of steel and sheet iron and are of a size to admit one

panful from each shelf.

The carriers are worked by machinery, which

takes them to the packing floor. Here the goods

are taken to tables, where they are broken and sepa-

rated by girls and packed into "cottons," cans or

boxes. The cottons are in sheets of the thickness

of heavy wrapping paper; the cotton for them is

specially prepared in a manner that is a trade secret.

It makes a pretty secure package and with a lining

of waxed paper added and a sea! at each end a

package is obtained which is moisture and air proof.

The variety of crackers known as Uneeda biscuits

is turned out by the Kennedy bakery and from its

fourteen ovens it turns out daily the filling of 2,300

packages, or 500,000 individual crackers.

Classified sweet goods also are manufactured in

this factory. There are 100 different kinds of such

goods now and more are being concocted every few

days. The machinery with which they are made is

similar for the most part to that with which crackers

are produced, but a few of the machines used in this

department are intricate and costly.

In a single oven forty-nine barrels of flour are

used each day. During last year the National Bis-

cuit Company used 2,124,303 barrels of flour. The

sales of the company's goods during the year

amounted to 835,651,898.84.

' and .

PEANUT OIL.

The American peanut industry flourishes mostly

on account of the craving of the small boy.

Wholesale commission merchants and grocers ship

the raw nuts from the south in great, rough sacks,

and they are sold out in small quantities to the

street-corner fruit venders. But the charms of the

pudgy paper bag with its two little ears hold their

own with little difficulty against the wedge of sticky

candy with its conglomeration of nuts. Besides

the sale in these forms confectioners within the last

few years have been making a good many salted

peanuts, and some persons prefer them to almonds.

But outside of the consumption of peanuts in one

of these forms— and the voracity of the small boy

makes the quantity enormous— the peanut has no

other known use in this country. The "known" is

used advisedly, for many a person with epicurean

tastes who orders a salad at a downtown restaurant

and pours over it what he believes to be a rich oil

of the olive is only using a product of the humble

peanut. Indeed, so fine is the peanut oil made in

foreign countries that it is difficult for even the

most expert dealers to tell it from the genuine

olive oil. Being a great deal cheaper, it is there-

fore much used as a substitute.

The manufacture of peanut oil in Marseilles,

France, and in Germany has grown to be, within

the last ten years, a great industry, and it has no

competitors in this country to hamper its growth.

The peanuts used come from the east and west

coasts of Africa, Mozambique, India, the United

States and a very few from the .'Argentine Repub-

lic. The best grades for the production of oil come

from the valley of the Senegal in Africa, yielding

about fifty-one per cent of oil in weight. The Amer-

ican peanut is smaller in size, but much finer in grain

and of a far better flavor. The oil, however, is not

of as good a quality and the nuts yield only about

forty-two per cent of oil.

The process of expressing the oil is similar in a

good many respects to that used in the cotton-oil

mills of the south. Most of the nuts are imported

shelled, owing to the greater ease with which they

are shipped. As soon as they reach the factory

they are placed in a machine which resembles the

American fanning mill for wheat, and the dust and

pieces of shell are blown out. They are then eject-

ed into a cylinder, through which they are pro-

pelled by an Archimedean screw to a pair of heavy

iron rollers, through which they pass and are

crushed. These rollers are so constructed " with

springs that if a hard body, like a. pebble or a piece

of iron, gets between them they will spread apart

enough to let it through.

Passing the first crushing machine the partly

broken nuts are carried forward to the second,

where the pressure is greater, and they are again

crushed. From here they are bolted through a

sieve, the finer peanut " flour," as it is called,

shaking through and the coarser remaining to be

ground over again. The flour is conveyed along by

means of another Archimedean screw to a pair of

mill-stones similar to those used in an old-style

flour mill. As it sifts out of the spout it is carried

to a large vat, where it is slightly heated and then

pressed into " scourtins " or woven bags of horse

hair. The scourtins are conveyed to the hydraulic

machine, where they are subjected to the tremen-

dous pressure of 2,850 pounds to the square inch

and left for an hour. At the end of that time all the

oil that can be obtained in the first yield, about for-

ty per cent, has been extracted. This is the most

valuable product of the nuts. It readily brings

from $7 to S8 per 100 pounds and is a fine, clear oil

of about the color of olive oil.

After the first pressure the meal is removed from

the scourtins and raised to a temperature of about

158 degrees, after which it is again pressed and this

time yields about thirteen per cent of oil. This

second pressing is worth only about half as much

as the first.

Besides the use of the oil for salads it is exten-

sively devoted to the manufacture of fine white

soaps, for which France is noted. The greater pro-

portion of it is consumed in this wa)'. The finer

parts of the first pressing are also used extensively

in the manufacture of oleomargarine and other

compounds placed on the market as substitutes for

butter.

The shells and husks of the peanuts are some-

times ground up and fed to cattle, but for the most

part they are regarded as valueless.

But the refuse left in the scourtins after all the oil

has been extracted is becoming yearly more valua-

ble. Indeed, it is now regarded in Germany as the

main product of the oil factories As a food for

cattle and sheep it has a value of S30 to S40 a ton.

It is also fed to horses in cold weather, but in sum-

mer it has been found to be too heating. Within

the last few years its usefulness has been much ex-

tended by the preparations in Germany of peanut

flour for the use of the army and for general con-

sumption. It is exceedingly rich in nitrogenous

substances and is therefore an excellent substitute

for meat for the industrial and peasant classes.

It is made in several forms: First, peanutgrits,

the coarse meal dried, purified, bolted and packed

in papier-mache boxes containing one German

pound and sold at retail for twelve cents each. In

this form it is used for soups and cakes. Peanut

flour, the second product, is much finer than the

grits and is a most palatable dish. When cooked

it tastes a good deal like oatmeal. Peanut biscuits

or crackers are the third manufactured product and

they are said to be not only toothsome but nourish-

ing. A biscuit is also made with the addition of a

little chocolate for the use of persons suffering

from diabetes or from excessive stoutness. Its

richness in protein and its low proportion of carbo-

hydrates, like starch and sugar, gives it its medicinal

value.

Extensive experiments have been made in Ger-

many in feeding the inmates of the hospitals, and,

although many of them were aftlicted with dyspep-

sia and other alimentary diseases, it was found that

the peanut-flour food was not only enjoyed by the

patients but well assimilated. The German govern-

ment has also tried it as rations for soldiers, and it

will probably be more extensively used in the near

future. Peanut-oilcake food nmy, before many

years, be as common on the restaurant bills of fare

in Chicago as buckwheat cakes.

As the industry grows it is also likely th.lt fac-

tories will be set up in America, although so far the

small boy and his sister have been able to consume

most of the product.

Thk poet and statesman Lowell said: "In the

scale of destinies, brain weighs more than brawn."
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SQUEAK.

The difference between man and animals is a great

one, considered from the physical and mental stand-

point, but still there may be a bond of union and

sympathy that gives rise to sincere sorrow when it

is broken.

Such was the case between the writer and Squeak.

And who or what was Squeak? It was nothing but

a common, everyday mouse. This was the way of it.

The writer was alone in his spacious library. He

was alone in the big house. Books, the silent men-

tors of the heart, were ranked and tumbled around

the room. The table was piled with magazines and

stacked with papers. The roomy rocker was com-

fortable and on the tabic was a shiny typewriter.

Hefore it, rocking idly, was a man touched with the

frost of years and sad at heart. The woman of the

home, and there is a woman in every real home, had

been called recently, and had gone never to come

again. The daughter had left for the new life in a

distant city, and the place was silent and lonely—

the loneliness of bereavement and sorrow. So the

man was alone, gathering up his burdens in thought

and wondering how long it would be till the unseen

angel behind saw the last sand fall from the upper

end of the life glass.

In one corner from behind a bookcase a little

mouse crept timidly. It ventured part of the way

across the floor and scampered back to its retreat.

Then it came again, darting hither and thither over

the carpet. The next day it came again and was

less fearful. So some food was provided for it and

it came regularly, as the days went by. One day

it clambered up, paw over paw, on the drapery of

the table cover that touched the floor, and explored

the upper world of the table top. There it found

food and apparently knew no fear, even when the

writing machine was thrashing out copy for the

printer. Then we began to study the little blue-

gray thing and constituted ourselves caterer to it.

And what do you think it liked best^cheese, cake,

crackers? No, but how it did take to apple seeds?

I ha\'e seen some grand sights in my time in this

and other lands, but none come to me with more

vividness than this little animal sitting up, squirrel

fashion, an apple seed in its tiny paws, peeling the

outer hull and then eating the white, tender meat,

as daintily as you please. After eating came the

face washing, the putting the shining coat in order

and caring for the tail to the very tip. No dainty

maid or perfumed beau was ever more careful of

clothes or fingers after an orange than was mousie

after half a dozen ajjple seeds. And tlien some-

times the little animal would curl up like a cat and

sleep, never more than a minute or two, right on the

table beside the writing machine. The secret of the

whole business was in the fact that it had never been

either scared or hurt. I know there are people who
hunt down God's creatures to their death whenever

and wherever they see them, but we will not go into

the ethics of that, simply saying that the strength

of a giant does not mean that it confers the right of

torture or killing the weaker. Then there began the

strange friendship between us. It was an unworded

compact. The man on his part, agreed to furnish

apple seeds, pie crust, some cake, and to be sure to

neither scare nor hurt the mouse. The mouse agreed

to come every day at or about two o'clock in the

afternoon if the above was faithfully carried out.

The mouse came regularly enough, and showed

its good faith by even allowing its back to be

stroked with the finger tip while it ate pear seeds,

which, clearly, were regarded as belter than apple

seeds'. Occasionally it showed signs of an intention

or desire to have a romp with the fast fl\ing keys of

the machine. Apparently the mouse reasoned, if

this lumbering giant will neither hurt nor scare me,

the machme will not. So it became familiar with

the typewriter. But it had not reckoned with the

combination of the two, and so one day when the

man was writing fast the machine suddenly stuck.

There was a nervous push of the keys, and then a

pitiful, reproachful little "squeak," and we slopped

to investigate. Down in the bowels of the machine

was the mouse, crushed, dead, and limp, killed by

the operator.—murdered all unknowing by its best

and only human acquaintance.

Lying on the table, only a mouse, it seemed as

though Death had chosen the house for his home.

Then we took it gently in the palm of the hand and

noted the glossy fur, for it had lived well, the glazed

eye, and we wondered, as millions have done before

us, why Death divides those who love one another.

We took it out, and to be sure that the terror of all

mousedom, the house tiger, should not mutilate the

remains, we turned up the brown earth where the

lilies grew and buried it with only a yellow-belted,

droning bumblebee as mourner, and the blue sky

over all.

HOW ROCK CANDY IS HADE.

Rock candy is the purest confection made. It is

simply large crystals of sugar beaded on strings,

and when it is not colored it has nothing in it but

sugar, and the best sugar in the market at that.

Time was when every school boy in the country

knew the taste of rock candy, and carried it around

in his pockets, but the caramels, gum-drops, Turkish

pastes, nugats, chocolate creams and other forms of

the mushy candy which the dentists say is ruining

the teeth of the rising generation have shoved the

old-fashioned rock candy to one side, and the crunch

of strong white teeth on the hard crystals is seldom

heard. Large quantities of it are still made, how-

ever, and, in fact, the output increases from year to

year, for liquor dealers, druggists and patent medi-

cine manufacturers consume tons of the strung

sweet. A well-known dentist is authority for the

statement that if molasses candy, rock candy and

hard bread were eaten by boys and girls instead

of paste candies and soft bread the next generation

of dentists would have little to do.

It requires strong teeth to break up rock candy in

the mouth, for the crystals are glazed, hard and

smooth-surfaced.

The manufacturer of rock candy begins with re-

fined granulated sugar of the best quality. Brown

or soft white sugar will not do; he must start with

crystals. He first empties between four and five

barrels of the sugar into a copper boiler which is

five feet in diameter and between three and four

feet deep. After the sugar has been dumped in,

from sixteen to twenty gallons of water are mixed

with it and then the steam is turned into the coil of

pipes on the bottom and around the sides of the

pan. After half an hour's boiling the sugar has

changed into a clear, thick sirup, and it is drawn off

through a pipe in the bottom of the pan through

fine sieves into copper pots beneath. In these cop-

per pots, each of which is about two feet in diame-

ter at the top and a foot in diameter at the bottom,

the sirup crystallizes into rock candy. The copper

pots have little holes in the sides, and through

these holes cotton cords are run, so that the pot

from the bottom up is strung with the strings, which

are placed in the pots before the sirup is poured in.

They are fastened in the holes with plaster of Paris,

which not only holds the cords in place, but closes

up the holes so that the hot sirup cannot leak out.

Each pot holds about five gallons of sirup and
weighs about forty pounds, and after they are filled

to the top with the boiling sirup they are carried to

the hot house and left there for a time.

The hot house is usually made entirely of brick,

with strong shelves on all sides. Under the shelves

the steam pipe which heats the house is coiled and
in this hot house the pots, with their sweet contents,

are left for two or three days in a temperature of

about 160 degrees. The heat causes the sirup to

crystallize and the crystals arrange themselves on
the cotton strings and the side of the pot, forming
a cover of crystals for the copper pot. When the
three days are up the pots are taken down from the

shelves and the thin crust of crystals is smashed in.

Then the clear sirup, which is used in saloons and
at soda-water fountains is drained off. Clear water
is dashed into the pot to wash the sirup from the

rock candy. Then the pots are turned upside down
over a trough and left there for a day in a tempera-
ture of 70 degrees, while the remainder of the sirup
drains off and the rock candy becomes glossy and
hard. The plaster of Paris is scraped from the sides
of the copper crystallizing pots, thus releasing the
strings, so that when the pots are thumped down
upon a table and rapped with a mallet the rock
candy falls upon the board and is broken up and
weighed out into five-pound and forty-pound boxes.

Yellow rock candy is often colored with burnt
sugar and this is the only disagreeable feature in
the making of rock candy. The sugar is burned in

and four gallons of water are nZ^^^^^^:^
nans. In a <;n(-»rt iJm^ ti._ _- S*^'ner,„.,pans. In a short time the sirup beoin ^T" " ''^

a thick, irritating smudge rises from th^!""°*^
v4compels the workmen to cover the'

noses with cloth or wear respirators' f™°"""
"->

obliged to stand over the
, . .

P^is to stir th
In a short time the sugar is burned to a c,

"•
the.

then it is washed with water, poundeH
""'"°*

through a sieve. The red rock candy
'"' '"

with carmine and is the only rock cand
• '\"''''*

anything in it but sugar. ^ '* ^>i

LIES WE TELL.

Cayenne pepper is prepared not from a n ..
plant, but from a capsicum. ^'f'*'

Neither is burgundy pitch pitch, nor does it c„-
from Hurgundy. ""'^

Jerusalem artichokes do not come from U
lem. The plant is not a native of the holy™'
The Jerusalem artichoke is a sunflower, and »',

, i

its name from the French word, "giras'ole " m

"

ing "plant which turns toward the sun."

Turkeys do not come from Turkey. The bir^,

a native of America.

Camel's-hair brushes are made from the so-

bushy tail of the common squirrel.

German silver is not silver at all, but an allo\

various of the baser metals, which was invented

China, and used there for centuries.

Cork legs are not constructed of cork, neither i.

they come from the city of that name. Theusu.,

material for a cork leg is weeping willow, coverel

with raw hide.

People sometimes pride themselves they are wear

ing porpoise-hide boots. So-called porpoise-hide I

in reality the skin of the white whale.

Prussian blue does not come to us from Prussia

Irish stew is not an Irish, but an English dish;

Turkish baths did not originate in Turkey, butil

Russia.

Cleopatra's Needle has nothing to do with Clec

patra, but was set up about 1,000 years before ihit

lady was born by Thothmes III.

OSTRICH PLUnBS SCARCE.

The London papers note that the supplyoloi

trich plumes in that city, the center of the trade, ba

been greatly curtailed by the south African «ar

is. said that there will be a deficiency of nearly S^/l

000 worth of feathers at the ne.xt sale in Minci"!

lane. To these sales, which take place six tirne^

year buyers come from every part of the contintnl

and even from America. Over 54,000,000 «o'i»«

feathers are sold every year, making an a«r.igi»

$675,000 at each sale. Since the capture ,i! K'

toum there has been a steady supply f'
|'

^.^

feathers from Barbary'and, though ''" *"!'"'

^^^j

can feathers still command the ^'S^" f""'

supremacy is threatened by the Barbary to'^^^

At Mincing lane the cost of the feathers
^^^

from S7.50 to S75or SSo per P°.""<'/'''^„
;, ,i,

best wing feathers give about no to -
^^

pound, and at the highest P"" ""'*„„,

at less than seventy-five cents cich.
^^^ ,

the white feathers scarcely need cleani b,^^^^^^

dyeing and curling are very inexpensiv
,^^^^^^^

middleman or the milliner must reap
^^^

^^^^

profits from the fashionable weaknes
^^^^ ^^

beautiful feathers. The smaller featner^^

tail and body of the bird are used for

A JEWEL CLEANER-

A New York woman has a unique
^^

.

making a living. She goes from ho"'^'.^^,,,
, , .i^

the fashionables of New York. ^""^^ ^^„,\^ f
the eye of her customers cleans t

^^_^^.^g
,»

She carries all her implements '"''.'^
j„,bere'i>

tie hand satchel and thus almost unin

her rounds.

BEES IN PALESTINE.

7
, he average

yi^'^''

.Under rational treatment tne

beehive in Palestine is 100 pounds.

"""""T^voung n"°
'.

Life is often but a dream to
Y„.ake5

b""
*

experience treads on his corns
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^Yiz o Cipel« oo'

KSnydet. BcUe-
Sweelscrs, Ind..

tMiDE f"^' 1,-r.TiT Covineton, Ohio, Secretary and

•^'^faTcSs to 0"R MISSIONAKV KBADING

I
President; Johi

i low,

that four-fifths of the clothing

Rich and poor,

;
clothes.

-t"^:^se is cotton,

dress in cottoi;

of this fact in its bearmg upon

'ndustries can

BOOK REVIEWS.

""Crcotton.growng

r

'"
^erestimated. Here are over 300,000,-

'"* rnext door neighbors, furnishing an

'f°^^''°\el for one of our most overworked

"*
"Iriion Connect the cotton-producing

''"'C the far east by an isthmian canal and

'"rinlerior with its vast populations under an

.;•; :rovernment, and it will be scarcely

^Seever ag^'" t° g'"' '"e cotton market of

double and
„|d weather coats and rousers

°i,h cotton wadding take the place of the

woolens worn by western nations, This is

,„ch cheaper than wool. It is clumsy, of

but that does not inconvenience the wearer,

to'clothes hang so loose upon him that there is

iplt room.

Aslo the future, it is in every degree probable
'

in time much less homespun will be worn, and

kmespun and woven cloth will take its place.

ilerary classes wear foreign cloth for outside

iments almost entirely now.

woman can spin from three to five ounces of

illon in a day and earn about one cent.

"DO niSSlONS PAY?"

TuEKE is a widespread skepticism as to the value

foiission work. People are asking for fuller and

loreaccurale information concerning the need for

Itmand what they are doing to satisfy that need.

imorseof reading like that offered by the Circle,

DSfters these questions and gives all the informa-

ion needed on the subject.

it costs the United States S120 to take care of an

Bchristian Indian in Dakota, and but $y to take

iieofaChristian Indian. Again, it is a fact that

lissions have not taken out of the world's pocket-
00k five percent of the money they have put into

ta pocketbook.

CIRCLE MEETING LESSON.

So we hiiiit the wall.—Neh. 4:6.

iiTAXKRXES LoNGlMANUS is on the throne of I'er-

Nehemiah filled the important office of cup-
'"lothe king. He learned of the ruined deso-
"' condilion of Jerusalem, and in fifty-two days

"

Y ">= ™ll rebuilt, the gates hung, the city
' «d, Good leadership inspires the people.

'y milt the wall in the face of disco7irt!g-iiig

™«. Read Neh. 4: 1-3. Was there ever a

^^

"'" God undertaken that these " hinderers
"

^«ii„"°'

"'"'?'' ^'"^y ^"'^ f^"" ™''*' ""^ p'^y"
„|!"''' ""^ Sunday school, our mission work, and

ip
'"8 Circle But we can build, we can work

'™ly and cheerfully and not grow discour-

^^^
when they criticize.

Kk""-
^"'"'^ together. Nehemiah says " we."

ih „ .
^- Co-operation will accom-

"the
minister,

children, and
together with the superintendent,

•"Kher
'
"^'" 'he church is " building," is

£^j
""ssion, by doing many good works.

"t C'i"'
'^''"'e'"'^'' h' could. Sometimes they

-
stood"*'

^""^''""^s they grasped weapons,

tliejvy, ^j ^<^"''nels, others bowed down 'neath

*»„djlJ'^'"W carried. They did not selfishly

"'you n,a°"^'
'^^'^ willing worker says, " I'll do

^ililis
"'"^ '° '^°' Lord-" He is not offend-

* He ;. /.
°" *5oure bit of work that is given

If, ^;;'^"«"1 over a little.

'°""ook w"
'""''"' ""'" ^'"'- ^^'^- 4- 9- ^'"^"

**
^'fnth''

'*"'* ^"'' ^'""'"y they prayed to

'

'^'thinp
'^^ ^^' ^ watch against their enemies.

'""'

'»E«h
^'"' P"y'"e 3"d working were all

""'^'"''y
Dr"

^"^""yson said, " More things are
'y'f than this world dreams of."

" Counsel Upon the Reading of Books," Hough-

ton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, Mass. A book of 306

pages. It is made up of six papers based on lec-

tures arranged for by the American Society for the

Extension of University Teaching, delivered in

Philadelphia last winter. As good a thing as there

is in the book is the preface by Henry Van Dyke,

on reading and books generally.

This will be a helpful volume to those who read

much, as well as for those who expect to read system-

atically. It will pay you to buy the book and read it

carefully. Usually when a teacher goes about out-

lining a course of reading for others he simply sets

the table with the things he likes himself, but in

this volume it is managed better. There are six of

them, and they each tell a different slory, and they

don't clash because of that difference. One talks

about history, another discourses on fiction, while a

third discusses essays and their kind. By the time

one gets around the six of them, he is helped in as

many different ways. Then the way their stories

are told makes the book easy reading. It is all

bright enough, and up to date, but is never heavy

or wearisome. In order that you may have a taste

of the method of the first contributor to the book

we extract from page 21:

" Read the preface first. It was probably written

last. But the author put it at the beginning be-

cause he wanted to say something particular to you

before you entered the book. Go in through the

front door.
" Read plenty of books about people and things,

but not too many books about books. Literature is

not to be taken in emulsion. The only way to

know a great author is to read his works for your-

self. That will give you knowledge at first-hand.

"Read one book at a time, but never one book

alone. Well-born books always have relatives.

Follow them up. Learn something about the fam-

ily if you want to understand the individual. If

you have been reading the " Idylls of the King " go

back to Sir Thomas Malory; if you have been keep-

ing company with Stevenson, travel for a while with

Scott, Dumas, and DeFoe.

" Read the old books,—those that have stood the

test of time. Read them slowly, carefully thor-

oughly. They ' will help you to discriminate

among the new ones."

The object of the book is to enable those who

read, especially those not yet well versed in analyt-

ical methods, to get the best out of the authors

followed. Doubtless your nearest bookseller could

get it for you, or you can order directly from the

publishers. It is worth while.

"Women of the Bible," Harper & Brothers,

New York, pages 188. This is a new book on some

old subjects. It is a beautiful volume, handsomely

illustrated, .ind about as far away from the coarse

subscription book taint as can well be imagined.

The name is suggestive of the oldtime coarse

woodcut, and the stock talk about the women of

the Bible, but it is anything but that. It is the

kind of a book that would make a good Christmas

present for either man or woman, and we are

pleased to call the attention of our readers to it

here.

It is a composite affair, dealing with Eve, Sarah,

Rebekah, Miriam, Deborah, Ruth the Gleaner,

Hannah, Jezebel, Esther, Mary Magdalene, Mary

and Martha, and the Blessed Virgin Mary. Each

of these is taken up by prominent ministers of liter-

ary ability, such as Lyman Abbott and Cardinal Gib-

bons, and the characters dealt with philosophical-

ly, from the individual's point of view. The au-

thors being as varied as their subjects there is

naturally no continuity of style about the book,

and this is a good point in its favor. One does not

get wearied with the platitudes of one man, in fact

there is no platitude about any of them. The

treatment of the several subjects is bright and hap-

py, and what is more to the point, it is new and in-

teresting. There is nothing of the superannuated

preacher's Sunday-school book cant

biblical subjects in most of the literature of the day

is commonplace and singsong in character. This

book has not a flavor of all that. It is all decided-

ly out of the ordinary, and each writer approaches

his subject with a reverence that would satis. ^ ''.

medieval saint. There is nothing of the destruc-

tiveness of the modern viciousness of the so-called

higher criticism, while at the same time there is

much in the book that will be novel and new to the

reader—things well known to scholars, but not in

interesting shape for the lay reader, as ordinarily

accessible. A good many of these things are

brought out in this book in a way that cannot fail

to interest the man or woman of average intelli-

gence, and we cordially recommend the purchase

of this book, either for personal use, or as a beauti-

ful gift for a friend The illustrations are, of

course, all ideal, but they are well done, in the

highest style of the art, and as the frontispiece

there is the composite picture of the Madonna.

Ask your nearest bookseller for it,—" Women of the

Bible," Harper Brothers.

igj» Sunday H School &m.

to it, and no

deader of the Bible can fail to be interested in the

volume. Cardinal Gibbons in treating the Blessed

Virgin Mary gives the Catholic version of their

adoration of the mother of our Lord, and it is done

in an unobtrusive way that will interest every

Protestant reader and offend none.

It is unfortunately true that the treatment of

ILLUSTRATIONS OF niNlSTRY.

A Russian soldier, one cold winter night, was on

duty in a sentry-box. A poor working man pass-

ing by, moved with pity, took off his thick sheep-

skin coat and gave it to the soldier to keep him

warm, adding that he would soon reach home, while

the soldier would have to be at his post all night.

Notwithstanding this act of kindness, the sentry

succumbed to the terrible frost, and was found

dead in the morning. Some time afterwards the

benefactor was on his deathbed, and had a dream

in which Jesus appeared to him. " You have got

my coat on," said the man with great surprise.

"Yes," Jesus replied, " it is the coat you loaned me

that cold night when I was on duty and you p,assed

by-"
.

" Repetition is the mother of memory," so do

not weary of repeating old truths. But be sure that

they «« truths, for many sayings pass under this

name that have no right to it. Be not eager for

novelties or ambitious of a wide range of subjects.

" A little of everything and not much of anything
"

is a foolish motto for preacher or teacher. For the

instructor in spiritual things familiarity with the Bi-

ble is the one indispensable intellectual qualifica-

tion. He may know many books and be versed in

numerous sciences, yet be a fool and slow of heart

with respect to the Gospel. In many cases the ig-

norance of the pastor is concealed by the still

grosser ignorance of his hearers. To spare them-

selves the trouble of scriptural investigation, they

take for granted that he knows all about the mat-

ter, and are ready to accept any absurdity that hap-

pens to be in fashion. But if these hearers would

be benefited they must study and think for them-

selves, and regard themselves, each one, as respon-

sible for the use they make of their opportunities.

To govern one's self necessitates a control of

one's thoughts. Here is Paul's rule for this:—

"Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are

honest, whatsoever' things are just, whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, what-

soever things are of good report; if there be any

virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these

things." (Phil. 4;8)- The same apostle urged his

brethren at Colosse to let the word of Christ dwell

in them richly in all wisdom.

To spread truth and expose error is a noble mis-

sion and one to which every man is called. If he

is slow of speech or timid in spirit he can circulate

tracts and papers, and thus influence many minds.

The devil is busy all the time in scattering poison-

ous literature over the land, and the friends of

Christ should be equally busy in furnishing the an-

tidote. Be prodigal in sowing the seed of the king-

dom, and then you can pray in hope for a bountiful

harvest. . .

, but he
Christ was sold for the price of a slave,

bought our freedom from sin at a price which the

whole world could not pay.
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UNITED STATES PRISONERS.

The department of justice, by reason of the fact

tliat it has control of all the prisoners of the United

States, has on its rolls a number of prison inspec-

tors. These officers make regular visits to all pris-

ons where prisoners of the federal government are

confined. They investigate the treartment of the

federal prisoners, the food they receive, their cloth-

ing, etc. An informal understanding the depart-

ment has is that its prisoners shall not be subjected

to corporal punishment. This fact led to a discus-

sion recently of the management of the Elmira re-

formatory of New York, so long under the manage-

ment of Superintendent lirockway. Mr. Brockway

had been using the lash in trying to induce better

behavior, and the department had a long corre-

spondence with him.

" Hrockway was one of the greatest prison man-

agers in the United States," said one of the prison

inspectors, "and I make the prediction that the

Elmira reformatory will never be the same thing

again it was under him. He knew more about con-

victs than any man in the world and could manage

them better, despite the attacks made on him.

Brockway used to have three classes of prisoners in

his institution. The classes were made for the re-

ward or punishment of prisoners. The first class

consisted of well-behaved prisoners. They did not

reach that class until their records warranted it.

When they did so they were entitled to wear blue

suits, much resembling the uniform of a naval ofTi-

ccr. The uniforms were really pretty. The men

were also untitled to many privileges. They ate at

a table of their own, had nice plates and table ware,

with white linen, and many things to make their

surroundings attractive. The second class consist-

ed of prisoners who might be termed probationers.

They wore a gray uniform of not as good material

as the first-class men, and had a portion of the priv-

ilcgcs and pleasures of the first class. The second

class was made up of the main body of the prison.

The third class was made up of bad fellows—
those of bad behavior, I mean. They had to dress

in a scarlet uniform, the cloth being red enough to

he seen a long distance. They ate out of plates

that had been cracked and misused by the fust-

class men, and on cheap tables, to themselves.

There was no linen on their tables, and they were

known to other prisoners as " the lobsters," on ac-

count of their bright uniforms. They were general-

ly called lobsters by all the others, and the punish-

ment was severe. It was a frequent occurrence for

federal prisoners to come to me and ask to be tak-

en out ot this class. Brockway had many other

methods that showed him to be a great prison man-
ager.

" I have found that the best managed prisons in

the United States are those where the prisoners are

well fed. It is the old story of a man's stomach.

Satisfy that and the man is satisfied. This is espe-

cially the case with convicts. Their mental devel-

opment is not such as to give them mental worry

and so the physical are the greatest troubles they

have. The West Virginia penitentiary at Mounds-
ville is the best in the country in this respect.

When I go tlieve and call upon the United States

prisoners tliey have no complaints to make. Al-

most without exci-ption there is no fault to find.

The food is carefully prepared and is abundant,

they say. But many other ptisons are not that

way. The food is such as to cause dissatisfaction

and the men are always complaining of ill-treat-

ment and lack of proper food. Some prisons real-

ly give the men scarcely enough to live on and
then punish them severely when they complain.

"The warden of the Fort Leavenworth peniten-

tiary, formerly the warden of Joliet, never uses a

whip on convicts. He is an advocate of solitary

confinement as a last resort in punishment. A bad

man will be put in a room removed froiu other

rooms, where there is nothing or nobody to be seen

or talked with. His food will be bread and water.

He generally gets the worst of the bargain in a few

days and is then conquered."

HADE GOOD DETECTIVES.

In New York City and the surrounding towns

almost 100 women are engaged in detective work;

in Chicago the number similarly employed is quite

large. A large percentage of these women are em-

ployed in the big stores, where shoplifting is so

commonly practiced, that the head of one large

establishment said: " We could no more do without

a detective in this store than we could do without a

model to show off our gowns." The dodges of

shoplifters are innumerable. Some wear long capes

and slip lengths of silk or passementerie, feathers

and handkerchiefs under their arms; others wear

outer skirts with long slits concealed by the gath-

ers, so that they can slip their thefts into pockets

in an underdress known as a " kickskirt." Hand-

kerchiefs and gloves are tucked into muffs and bod-

ices, and, worse than all, children are pressed into

the service. One successful woman thief tucks lace

and embroidery and any knick-knacks she can lay

hands on down the backs of her two little children,

who are exquisitely dressed; others instruct their

small daughters to take anything that is put in

their way. Children of eight and nine make clever

shoplifters. Sometimes two women work together

and then it is very difficult for the detective to trap

them. Women detectives are valued and well paid

when they are skillful.

CANNOT KILL THE CACTUS.

One of the commonest of cacti in gardens is the

echinopsis multiplex, a small sub-globular species,

with five or six sharp ribs, and sjiarsely sprinkled

with a few clusters of long black spines on the

sharp edges of the ribs. It sends up, occasionally,

a large white tubular flower, which, like so many of

the family, opens at night and soon withers away.

In Germany a druggist, Ludwig Rust, placed a

specimen under a sealed glass case seven years ago.

and it is said to be yet in a "thriving condition,"

to the surprise of the scientific men of Berlin, who
arc puzzled to know where it obtains its carbonic

acid. Meehan's Monthly says that many sugges-

tions are advanced as to the source of this element.

So far as the published account goes, however,

there is no indication that the specimen was weighed

before it was encased, or weighed after its seven

years of entombment—no evidence, it may be said,

that any carbonic acid was absorbed. It is just as

likely to be a case of dormancy. It is now well un-

derstood that in the absence of exciting causes

dormancy in vegetation may be retained indefinite-

CHARLIE'S SKIN.

Students in dermatology are much interested in

the skin of the monster elephant Charlie, once the

great attraction of the Crystal Palace. The skin

weighs no less than a ton, or exactly one-fourth of

the total weight of the animal during lifetime.

As soon as the natural moisture has dried up the

skin will be mounted bj' a taxidermist to represent

Charlie crashing through a forest jungle, just as he

did through the Palace on the day when, after kill-

ing his attendant, he was shot with a sporting ex-

press rifle. Charlie's height was ten feet three

inches, and as he had been before the public for

nearly forty years, his value was estimated at Sio,-

000.

HIS NOM DB PLUME.

HiLDEBRAND, also known as Gr
born in Tuscany, about 1015, and dfeT^"'**
was one of the greatest of the Roma "^= t
Popes. His claim to greatness in the d"

"
influencing men lies in the fact of his co

"''°°'

abuses in the church and the establish""''""'
central power. At the time of his incu"!?'

"' "'

found the church more or less at the
^ '

state, and he also found the church at th""
'

the people composing it. He changed alur"*'"
ing the state subordinate to the church and t

'"'''"

tralized the power of the church within' her u'""
things that, in greater or less degree stand 1

"°

day. In short, he pitted himself as Pope
" ""

civil government, and against subordinate i„T'(
ence within the church itself, and he won in'i

His was a gigantic character, and what he '."r

'""

plished survives in greater or less degre,
"™

day, and as there are millions in the Catholir
it is easy to perceive his rank among thwt a
have influenced mankind.

William THE Conqueror: Born i027ori02S ditj

1087, king of England having conquered Harol„
king of the English, in 1066. He was a grrat wi
rior as well as a statesman. His conquest ol In

land marks the beginning of an era in that cu

the effects of which are felt to this day.

# « #

Dante: Born 1265, died 1321, a great Italian poti.

He wrote much that is still read, and is great a

of the world poets. His greatest poem is the Di-

\'ina Commedia.

Gutenberg: Born about 1410, died 1468. Gnlen.

berg's claim to honor among men lies in the facto!

his invention of movable types. Prior to his inven-

tion the reproduction of a manuscript was aver)'

tedious and expensive operation with the pen, and

only the wealthy could come into possession of any

considerable number of books. The introduction

of movable types, the very principle on which the

printing of this article depends, changed matters so

that books could be multiplied indefinitely, and the

boon to mankind is so great that it can not be esti-

mated. The invention, more than any other, per-

haps, has dominated the world. Gutenberg had his

troubles, and never reaped any material personal

advantage from his invention, but, on the contrari-.

with the characteristic reward of the great, ditd

poor, friendless and childless. There is no knonn

portrait of the inventor, all the representations be-

ing purely imaginary, as they occur in old prmn.

and on medals.

Columbus: Born 1436, died 1506. An Italianby

birth. Great because he discovered the New Wo™

in a mistaken search for a new way to the East «•

dies.
« • «

Copernicus: Born 1743 i" Prussia, and died i»

He was a teacher, a priest, and a physician.

teacher he devoted himself to the study of ni

^

matics, and in this he excelled. His
f^•"<^"J^^^

the fact that he was an astronomer and e\o > 1

system that bears his name. At the linie tne^^

a number of cumbrous astronomical sys e
;_

Sign your name and address every time you write

us, and do it so plainly that there is no mistaking

it. Nearly fifty thousand letters come to the

Publishing House annually, and it is a marvel that

we remember so many addresses. Take no chances.

Each time you write us sign your name and ad-

dress.

: of which was correct, and Copernicus unde"™"

the compilation of the truth of these vary ^S,;.

tems, and the formation of a new theory,

did,

"While traveling on the continent last summer,"
said a gentleman who has just returned from a
European trip, " I engaged the services of a couri-
er, and one evening, on arriving at an inn in Aus-
tria I sent him to enter my name in accordance
with the police regulations of that country. The
man replied that he had already anticipated my
wishes and registered me as an American gentle-
man of means.

" • But how did you write my name? ' I asked.
" ' I can't exactly pronounce it, but I copied it

carefully from your portmanteau, sir.'

" • But it is not there,' I said. • Bring me the
book.'

"The register was brought, and on looking at it,

what was my amazement at finding, instead of a
very plain English name of two syllables, the fol-
lowing portentous entry: ' Monsieur Warranted
Solid Leather.'

"

d it is known as the Copernican Th^'^^j^

It was an imposing struc'i^'^j
^^^^^astronomv. _ -

not correct, still it laid the foundations
^^^^^^j^,

development that has given us the exac
^

ot the heavenly bodies now in our P""*^
^^^,5,^1

wrote other books and was, »"°S<''^"^ ;,

his astronomical system, an author ot 'V
^^^

day, but it is on his astronomical stu
^.^^|H

compilation of the various systems of

his fame rests.
• • •

t-''

Angelo, Michael: Born I475.
'''^fdsts

of P'"'

last and most famous of the great a

^^^|p,„,

ence, Italy- He was a great P»'"'5;,j„e chsP"

poet. The Last Judgment in the Sis
^^^^^ i.

his, and

world.

the most famous sing le p":

• • •

, e-sec'"'''"'

Df widest range of thought ana '

^^-^^li^e;-

RAPH.EL: Born 1483, died 1520-^

01 widest range of thought and
^.^^^

most popular of the great masters o
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What They Say!

ChlM?" Says:

,„„ ,s par excellence. It has

'""f^he l'"'"'''
Companion -n. out

-«"'
„,her seems bctier than the

-«•
•:'* "Thave a Sunday-school class

,jrfM°°'j „,|s from thirteen to eighteen

-;f;" and .bey »'e delighted w,th,..-

rj'.i''""'- o o

Clarence,
Iowa. Speaks Out.

,. „,ucb satisfaction that I express

I'" , r.be INGLENOOK. Its appear-

'"""
, make-up are such that it at

'""'^'litrihe reader. It has found

""Tmanyofourhotnes, andthepeo-

.":l™?yP""
''="="'"""' """'•"

""*./«*•
o O

Mt. Morris Says:

rt,
isotENOOK easily takes rank among

t "than ".OS. of them because of the

mJ^,«f the Silly love stories and light read-^
fa tnos. valuable addition to the

le„s publications. No family should be

m^'^.-Eld.D.L. Miller.

O O

UMtk, 111.. Has An Opinion.

K, bivt been receiving the Inolenook

icilsBrled. We like it very well. I would

10 see It go to all the homes of the land.

libort seraions are good for both old and

ti-EH. /. B. Troiil.

O O

From the College.

lijktihelxGLEsooK. I am much pleased

ilbiis steady and almost marvelous growth.

bi del that it is siiiiglit after by our people,

pHholdand young, IS evidence that it proves

self to be in fact what it purports to be.—/. G.

O

Hear Virginia Talk.

Ofallihe young people's papers that I have
let seen and read i tbink there is none that

ill wield as greai m as desirable influence

rents readers as the Inglenook.— IV. /C.

'nmr.

o o
And Hagerstown, Md., Has This;

l^ave been a coh.i.iiit reader of the Ingle-
»K from its be;;i .Miig to the present time,
^•liile it IS noi specially intended for the
^yetlfind somtll.mg that interests me in
"li issue. I am ii.icrested in the 'Nook he-
'll my expeciaiioris. 1 especially rccom-

' II .0 lie young readers. — £/</. A. B.
mhart.

O O
MCedup Rapids, Iowa, Tiiey Say:

"jselfandfamilv catly enjoy reading our
"kurch paper, .w, „„;, i,^ f^,^,,^
'Hand „scl,:l .„.,._/. AT. ^/,7/,r.

O
Another From Iowa.

'l»ve known 11,, l„iLENOOK from its birth,
"„"° """""'->'-) that it is the most in-

Ito
!.?"'' ^''"'

' "»'= "" '"1- I>

" Placrt
'"'*' '° ''°"> "''' =""1 yo^-K. I

'fte|!eneL"'°','^""'°°
Sunday school,

O O

'"teireli'"''
' '''- """ "" 'KGLENOOK is

V Ce 1"^ '"'"'''''' '''^^°"^'-''''

^"'aveor, " ""' "'" 'be INOLE-

'""fteneed??."' "«'" " The Editor
°"dsof,hereaders.-Z.M^. r„,,^.

O O

r,,,^*""""*" In MUaouri.

''*'"« ha,"
°' '""'

' bave wondered why
'^"8 in charl/',"''"

'"' "" >'°""8 P=°Pl=-

.f""*. wA ""* * '«"<iency toward
>d be :„""'^bat in the Inglenook.

' **««-^V"''
''°"" '" "" cburch.-

O O

Tk,,„ *ndThls.

^..-""'Cti.j ,' "='"". newsy, interesting

-*" »>«> and V "'" """" P»P"S one

"^'""Cs.
•':""»""'=" as the

"•-i/./. Ancs Sampler.

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing link
"

in our church publications.—/(./i« E. .\lohler.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.

—

Mr. ami Mrs. L. A. Pot-

lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
nteresting reading matter.— IV. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try
it. and you will be pleased with it.

—

Eld. S. F.

Sanger.

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/«(?.

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/i3^«
C. Zug.

o o

And Also Hagerstown, nd.

The Inglenook. I regard as quite an acqui

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— ^K 5. Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I tbink it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/aj/i-r Barnlhouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never beard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—Z?a«i>/

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—5. Z. Sharp,

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no belter paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission.

Chaml>ers.

-/.A.

O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. iV.

Wayiand. ^O O

Lancaster Heard From.

The Inglenook"s weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable informaiioD at a mini-

mum cost— 7". F. Imler.

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. state St., Elgin, III.

rixey "Waxit It!

When People Want a Book,

It is easy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Money Selling .-. .•. .•.

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author of "Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,"

and " Wanderings in Bible Lands."

The author tells of things seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such an interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of things than would be received by many hundreds who

would make the trip themselves. Note what one writer says:

I have examined and read Dro. D. L. Miller's last book, "Girdling the Globe," and find it

an excellent work. While all of his books are good and instructive, I put this as THE BEST,

in fact the most interestinj! hook I ever read outside of the Bible. Everything is made so clear

and plain by the author. I would recommend all to secure it if in iheir power to do so. Sure-

ly a cheap trip around the world! Who would not take in such a trip and at the same time en-

joy the comforts of home?

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back and side title, and

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. I'rice, Sj.oo, prepaid. What better do

you want?

Have you a copy of this excellent book? Has the territory around you

been canvassed? If not, write us at once. We have liberal terms to offer you.

Address:

Brethren Publishing House,

Subscription Book Ucp.irlmcnt. Elgin, Illinois.
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Gospel Messenger for 1901

From Now to the End of Next Year,

Only $l.SO.

SELF-PKONOUNCINCi S. S. TEACHERS' BIBLE,

Revised Edition, with needed help.". Divinity Circuit,

Linen Lined, Leather Back, Silk Sewed, price,

MESSKNC.KR. to the end of 1901, - - - -

...lUSTJU.!;...
Your Home and Furniture Against

Fire, Lightning and Tornado,
With A. S. QODDARD,

Kooin I. M<-llri<i,- ll!„cl<. 4Sm? Kl.rilN. 11,1.,

National Business College,
Roanoke, Virginia,

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted. CHAS. e. eCKeRLE. Precldeot.

Fine Fall Term Opening-

Just What You Want!

Tt.tal,
$5-Oo

But We Will Send Both For $3.25.

Or, if the King James Version is wanted, we can furnish it

in' the same style of binding, etc., along with the MESSENGER,

for the same price, $3.25.

l^This splendid Bible offer is for old and new subscribers

alike. The ]iible may be sent to one address and the paper to

another. Hundreds are availing themselves of this excellent offer.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 and 24 South Street, Elgin, III.

What were tlie parly divisions id the

SS'h Congress?

How were the Presidents elected priot
10 1804?

The above, and thousands ol other
questions answered in (lie

VOTEfi'S MANUAL anil

...ARflUMENT SEnLEE.
FOR THE VEST POCKET,

A Bttictly Don-partiaan compilation. A hook that

should be in the possession ol every American cUueo.
It contains complete statistics of all presldenlial elec-

tions Irom Washington to the present time, classititd

and nrronRcdfor instant reference.

LBATBES. huliomel; em^osted. sold lUmplBg. - 3S eestt.

QLOTE, biDdtDnel; embDiied, i&k itusplos, 2E oentt.

Postpaid 00 receipt of price. Postage stamps taken In

payment. Liberal discount to the Trade aad Ageats,

publisher and Bookseller,

<to to i}8 Market St. . CHICAGO,
INtitENO'lK ivli-n "TilriiK.

«rxi,st ^>^t:

Exegesis on Divorce and ,,^,,.-
REVISED

EDITION-. ^
A complete inilysl, „j jta|,_, ., ,

mg looseness ol <he m„,iii.e booH 1 i "' f.1!
.ln.el,. ,„d the elde, p,„,„ „,„°,t"l'"

"" "--Z
1> lotWd dl.oice." This „„ ,

'. '"'"••n !»,.

m an unbroken line lot ov., o„ kll'HT " "" *.^
.nit Ihsl this i. •the sale ,ld,,.. ,;,"'"' '" .t^
olt„,h.-Ch,i,f,side. T..e„:,p'„";"'"">...
.a . Irotn brethten. One Iron, .„ em'"""-«

the llElit ,o„ have Ih.ovn on the di.o,? '""'"'" i.
.iousl, I h«e been . strong ad«.c„,„ »"" '»
much regret my course, Vonr eliori ,„ u '."""'I: 1

on this serious noestion is a „„b,, „°,,' '' '»< rri

We solicit some one in each n-i™kk .

gatlon ,0 h,„dl. our pampit^'trtr*""-^
pages. I'ricc. li.e cents, to mini,,,,, I,;,

.,"'"'

GALVANIZED STEEirsms

Conn ^ E^ARLY to Christian man
^vUU or woman to look after our

growing business in this and adjoin-

ing counties; to act as Manager and Cor-

respondent; work can be done at your

home. Enclose self-addressed, stamped

envelope for particulars to H.A. Sher-

man, General Manager, Corcoran Build-

ing, opposite United States Treasury,

Washin^aon, D, C

E iN«u;xo(

:J

CARDS! '::

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
Ik you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Land Commissioner U. P. Ry. OmAHA, NEBR.

Written in linest penmanship—plain, medl-

, llou,iEhed. at lo cts, per dozen, Col*

ored Cards, assorted, written in white Ink—all the rage

now, ts cts, per dozen. Try a dozen, and get terms to

agents. There is money in talcing orders, .Address.

Mt. MorrU College (Art Dept.),

Ask lor Art Catalogue, 4tm4eow Mt, Morris. Ill

?«rnnon ibc INGI.KNOOK ,vii»n writing.

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION lo,,b,,„,...
they hold the ine w ,es on ience in nerf^r, t

""'"
all ,wi„g ,hem to sag o, spread StfoSg iff."

S" ''

men al and suitable lo, ail la,„ and otJ; S ™« r„e lor Iree ca.alogues. Agents wanted in .,S.?ship. Address: "''"jton-

THE C. M. FENCE STAS CO.,
Lock Box 8. CoviBtiTO, Oio

Hinriun Uw IMiLKNWK »i,rn vrilirt

STOINTEI OPOST.
IMJKSTKl'CTIItLK.

Sold nearly one-hntr
cheaper than iron ot
steel fence posts, Great

Inducemeo Is to agents who can woric territory. Agents
may protilably engage in their tnanufacture, Couotlei
for sale. For terms and circulars address with stamp:

W. A. DICKEY, Nead, Miami Co., Ind.

A Kitchen Piano...
•• Everything at lier lingers' endl."

Nothing lo walk ur long fui Sugat. flour, sill. Jpn-

milk, eggs and rn.iUsscs in tins seK-cleaninK cjb:o(t|

nake nine dilfercnt kiiidi i>i k tcheo cabiuels,ibj«

ir new catalogue, free. Hoosler MIg. Cc-.

38 Adams St.
N.«Cai.l(.W.

INQltMiOK wJirn wribm.

Hnt\l<m lt» IKOLIiNOOK «

IT IS YOUR DUTY 1°

,

properly protect the

health 1)1 youiftelt and (ami-
|

ly. .\it villi .liitui; it,' Itclaytaic dangerous and ihcic-

sponniliiiity ;* upiin you. .Aches, pnins, poor flppcdtc.

diritiiMi, bad «liin. i1tat\UAKi:iii2 and smothering leel-

ing are sonic ol uniiite's danger vigiials. and you ured a

course ol ualUTo's [Cmedv-Uvriunn-AuierlcHn Herb
Cuill|H>llll(t,

It Is tlie gte^tetl Blood Puiifior, Uver. Kidney and

S>slcm Kaculatet ever ottered the people; It Is purely

herbs, bnrks and looli: the kind used by out Btcat-BianJ-

luolliets lorgeuetniiiins. and should be used b> \o\\ and

your (kiuily. It is put up io ponder (uim and chocolate

coated tablet*, pleasant and easy to take, and sold by out

agents; no cuic, no cost.

M no ngcnl near you, «end ti.oo lor sis i)-ceul pack-

affes, coiitalnlDg ko doses and registered guarantee, sent

poet paid,

Write tor our liberal otlcT to new Agents.

MILKINE...
Oranulatcd Milk Food

|1L.K, ,hp only food thai bv it-

siinpotts life, here tttcril-

kud concent rated.

[ALT.

,

lEAT,

I the perfect food lonle.

Mn
Ilu

>»'ii.l-..

,\ T).i , n;.i Foi >ears

I the mni-t conct^ Irated
11 i,MnU line in the most cou-
:ciitraicd foiiu,

MILK. MALT, MEAT make MILKINE,
the most cimceotratedojiiiiiUti- tixHl (or ii>1iilt«.

Ksstutiiil to llii lH>t c.iri: o( lul'ic^ mid Invalids.
Put up in (irv piiwdcrcit fonii or in C'<>iiv>rev<,e<l

Tnlilct* kca.ly Uii ii"- In tlie adilitioii of v,-atCT.
or CHI tie eatt'ii ilrv WTiti- lot lioi- vimplc
ELGIN MILKtME CO. ELGIN, ILL.

B th* IKOLEXOOK will rrtllAC.

..I lids

I llci

C3r©XX11©m.©n.
\ rUALTU Al KNOW LEDGK OF

Sign and House Painting
t-iiild and ?iher Lettering. Bron/ _„.
(liaining. Cnriage and Show Card
I'aintjng, Mixing Colors. Contractiiis.
Varnishing. Etc. from our Painters'
Book. Our book ot js years' experi-
ence in sign and liouse paluting is so

simple that even boys can Icacb themselves the painter's

Address, Intor-Nallunnl Medicine Co. (Incorpo- 1
'"^« '° " '*'*"' *'"« 'I" illustrated alphabets ate in-

rated). 6« F Street. Washington, D. C. or Albert "»'^"* ">«"'' ''ook- This great teacher and money sav-

UullluKcr. Special Agent. 338 Kigbth Street. Washing- " *"' **« "'»''^ postpaid lor * cents.

i,,„ 1) ( 4^11
^'"l* Schreler SIku Worka,

" t,t,Mi Ih* tKOLr.XOOIC nh*D WT<(iD(. ' HmKnn Iht IXGLEXOOK

Has just been started in Northwestern

Michigan. Lands in this well-known frull

and farming district are fur sale by the New
York National Land Association which

controls inore farming land than any other

mdividual or corporation in the State. We
can refer vou to Elders and Brethren high

in the confidence and regard of the entire

Broiherhood, who have written letters to

us commending this land. We will gladly

send you copies of these letters on you
request. Conditions of climate and soil in

our part of Michigan are so widely differ-

ent from those in other parts of the coun-
try that you will be greatly surprised and
edified to read these reports which are in-

disputable. Maps, books, illustrated pam-
phlets and extracts from the Agricultural

Reports furnished free of charge by ad-

dressing

SAMIEI. THORPE,
General Traveling Agent.

New York National Land Association.

Majestic Building. DETROIT, MICH,

ol mcdiLini:. I bet-in u>>iii; (••rmim- I im
Coiuuouuil ^olnc lour mouths ago and aliiiosi ironi irie

disl f Iclt Improved, and nnw I seldom over have any
headache at a<l. I cannot express the beiteht dctitcd
from Its use, and liust this may be the means ot many
oiber sudcrers lo use the Compound. It also did wkm-
ders lor my husband whose complaiul was stomach
truuble.

.Ibram Studobaker. Shidelcr, Ind.. says: Vour med-
icine has done myself and nlle a great deal ol good and
we recommend It very highly. Please send me two more
boses lor Irlends.

[> Co. (Incorpo-

The Light of the World, or

Our Savior in Art.

Cost nearly Sloo.ooo lo produce. Conm

•learly loo full-page engr,,vings ol our Sav

and his mother by the worlds gre»>e« P'«

ers. True copies of the trcalest milff''

in the art galleries of E-opc. Every

J"
,s as be.iuliful as a sunrise over lb. h

Contains description o( •!- P"!"''"*'' ,

"

phyot .he painters, then " »"• « "

Ihe^alleries in Ettrope.beret ;«»
may be seen. Also can.,u.,s a ChiM'

W

ment.n.cludinRaChild-ss.nryofthe*'

his mother, beautifully »''""°''°
',
"

„
tore. This wonderful Ho... -tc^J"-

,

home»li"<*°

, itself-
«""

HUwi.uk«». VrU.

Cap Qoods...
We send Cap Goods by mail to all parts of
the United States. A large assortment to
select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for free samples to

P, S,—Note ttiat Me b«(e >

111., to ElgiD, 111, S

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin. III.

H«>ii« iLa IXOLIXnoK »htn wrili

purity and beauty, appe

heart, and in every Chris;

are children the book -lIis '"""-
4

men and women are ...,.k..,g
ntont

taking orders. A Chr.M.a ™an

can in this community su"" "'•'"

^^^ ;v

orders for Christmas l'"'""^. '

s„ld 01

ur agent in MassacliM^"'.
^ ,_,„,

. i.ooo worth of thaboi't- •"
^^^f^f,^

Mrs. Sackett, our agent u. • '"
.

j, ^ v,rj s»

over 81,500 worth of ihi- ''"'«

ijt,,^!*

time. The book is prif-:''; °"
_^|

^ai

paper, beautifully boon.: "' '\^„^aii'^

:rheau.if""^

this century. *vii.w.w.
„,^on:

^^

the management of th.,1 '< ^^j.bM?

work on salary or """ ," * „,e fo"'""

prove your success we ' ^,^jjp„„deii''
»

position of manager "r '
^'

jj^ie

permanent salary, to «"";''; ',.,„ipo°j^_

tending to agents aii'l ' "^ ,„ hsve*"

Wanted also a State m,i
:

'

^^^^^
,„d<

of office in leading city '•
'"'gj^jj^ Se^'

age all the business <i '"'

terms. Address, ^„ti-Mi C*

THE BRiTlSH-A>lfiR'<=f

Corcoran Building, 0[J[ - .v^hiDgti**^ I

paper, beautifully

gold, and adorned with

It is. without doubt, the

this century. Write fo



LOVE.

Love is a charmed spell

TolleJ on =" S"'''^" l'^"-

Love is a lurther scent,

rromlilied gardens lent.

Love is a fairest sight,

Wrought of all rare delight

Know you a clearer note.

Linnet and ruby throat?

A perfume half so fine.

Mignonette, eglantine?

A sweeter, straighter grace,

O young birch tree in place?

—Post Whiehr.

C>>d You Ever.
^'"P to think that the 'NooK comes weekly the
whole year round? Of course you have noticed that
•^'"-re i.s something new in each issue, something you
"i^vtr knew before? That makes fifty-two issues a
)t'ir, in which are man}- things you never heard of
wtore. That's reason enough for your taking the
paper. Tell the others about it.

^'^ Vou Ever...

- 'Jtice how easy it reads? That's a way we have
'" ™aking the paper. See that you don't lose your
''Old on the .subscription list.

IWIMjLL



'The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents
will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.

or

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll h

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper
'""

that Grows on One. Once Read, Alw^ays Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Send

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:
in a

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush, Dictionary of the Bible, i Drumraond's Addresses, Adventures of a Bro
Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds. s| Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, """

Black Beauty, Uream Life, I, Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And thev

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall w li

connected with the INGLENOOK. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will hav

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

' "

Adventures of a Brownie,

yEsop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls.

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Kssays,

Beside the Bonnic' Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays.

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and 1,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantba at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,
Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.

Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,
Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare,

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. The

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of these

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent i

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the InglENOOK is not goiiig to be the last

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re'

ceivcd at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. Iji-v© I*eip>er for I_ii-ve DPeoi>le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper men

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothin

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always has,

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it without

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The INGLENOO

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of it "'

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list M"

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE ; The Shadows of City Lite.

T. T. MYERSi How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD: The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Docs the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE ]. ROOP: Has the Church Changed in the Last

Twenty-fwe Years?

S, Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working Ones \V.iy Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W, VANIMAN: Negro Miuions.

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER: Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER: St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

]. T. MYERS: What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development m the Church.
H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH: Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER: Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B. TROUT: The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER: The Moravians.

QUINCV LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

.A^MXA tliere a,x>e OtHers. -X-oxi Oan't .A-lTorca. to ACIe

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce Am.>

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip :-

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentan

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Beiiur

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Dv

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas M
L. A. PLATE: Recollections of Swiir:

GALEN B. ROYER: World-wide M^

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Gc:

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side n

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bib

all mai

Lil'

,j; the Jeii'

rurope.

-A an Evanjtii"'

I! Made.

City or CounW
»'

, ,,h Ex-t™"'*'

,

,„ Magneii' H»!*

»ny.

Fdiior'i
Ul'-

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may
more than passmg interest. There will be a story Illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which vri

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK. and you will do weU to write us. en-
cription to-day.

- are st»^

-o«eth>«.',7

./are''"'
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THE INGLENOOK.
Elgin, III., Dec. 8, [900. No. 49.

NATURE AND ART.

How shall I paint a picture?

Ami how shall I sing a song?

When the winds ol Cod in the heavens

Are chanting the whole day long,

And the ear that's attune to music

Can list to the mighty verse

That the winds and the waves arc singing,

]„ ihe halls of the universe.

And how shall I mix my colors?

And shall 1 not be afraid?

When the Lord has painted a picture

With the pigments himself has made.

And the eye that's attune to beauty

Cin look with a long delight

At the fresco that he has painted

On the walls of the day and night.

—Berlrand Shadwell.

THE BANNING OF ELLEN WOODS.

In Three Chapters.—Chapter One.

inds its way around and

and either babbles over
TiiE blue Juniata

llrough Ihc mountains,

lUloivs or creeps through the deeper pools on its

fayto the Susquehanna. It passes through fertile

valleys, reflecting the mountains on one side, and

Ikscattered trees on the other bank, till it takes a

turn, and the scenery is reversed. Atone of these

places it flowed near a grove in which was a Dunker
church. Those who pass on the Pennsylvania

trains might see it to this day, if they are sharp-

tyed. A closer view of the church on the particu-

larday in question would have shown half a hun-
lired carriages, wagons and vehicles, of all descrip-

lions, inthe grove about the house. In instances

"ithorses were unhitched, and in others they were
eiltothe maples which were just shedding their
flame-colored leaves.

Inside was a Dunker council in operation. A
lindred people were present, and the service had
wn opened with singing and prayer. Grave, quiet
"t". and meek-eyed women sat in silence. The
Mctin charge called for the report of the visiting
Wicons, and one after the other they rose and
P'tihe result of their tour among the brethren
Pitpitatory to the coming love feast. Interest
'"toed in the report of Bro. Jas. Holsopple. He
*Mdsa,d that he, in company with the other

,,

" ^^^ visited Sister Ellen Woods at her fa-
"'home. They had not seen her, she having
Man interview. But they were given to un-

J'"-!
that she had discarded the bonnet, and

Penly worn a hat, contrary to her parents'

|U«sr i
""'"" °' "'^ <^'i"^'=h. He had heard

^Mid she did not care what the church didmile

l»rl.

Then

P'emises, and that was all there was to re-

<«ethath ?i_"
^''" °" "''= assembly. It was

"»«*ouM I

'"'''''' """^ ^"""^ "°" decisive

linnles wh h

'"'"'" '^°'^°^y ^poke for a few

''""tilurch" 't
^''^"^'°^<= 3"d asked the will

'** quiet h
"^ "^^ "° '^P'^' ^"'' ^^"^^ " '"°"

llhcgi,!
t

.''•^""'<=d the immediate relations

"")
people "I"^''""

'i" a ^'ote had been taken.

'"W had "1 "*' "°'^ """^ walked out. When
"''"id that tk

°" ""-" '^'' °"'= 'he Eldef ^°^<^

*".andhe
1"°'" °^ """ "^'^'''^ '™"'<' ""^ t«=

'"'
*as ^ ™''^' *'^''°" should be pursued.

"*»' stood""""'"''
'''^""' ''''"=" °"^ °f ""=

"^ '0 do h''

''"'' ^^''^ 'ha' 'here was but one
'[^"'°'' nodH .t

"''" ""' '° '^"P^' ^"- The con-

"'"'""^nyolh
"PP™"'' a"d 'hen the Elder

"^ you„„ _
" '""^ 'emarks. In the rear of the

'*"' a bad
'''"'"^^ and said that her course

""'
'bere w""

^°' ""^ yaw^ of the church,

'"make an
" ""'^ °"e 'hing to do, and that

'°
'''s Plar

"""^'^ °' ''" U"ele Isaac Price

fc^'^PtoFil"
''^"'''' ""= attention of the

^
'^"tspen

""'^°""''^'"' plead in a mild
'"° to elic r"

°' '^'="'en«. His remarks did

,'°^''youn=
"""''' approval. Then a sister,

'"' likely ,""" S°°d looking, and unmar-

there was no use in having decisions and laws un-
less they were obeyed. She moved that Ellen
Woods be not only cut off but banned. She said
further, that though it was not a church offense,
she had heard on good authority, that El-
len intended marrying Henry Zook, an Amish man
of the neighborhood. If Ellen Woods had made
her choice as she did, let her take the consequences
and be put in avoidance. When she sat down the
silence of death overspread the congregation. It

was more than they bargained for, and yet they
would be called upon in a short time to decide that
very question.

The Elder said a few words, and remarked that it

would be better if a personal vote were taken, and
he designated three members to circulate among
the people and mark their votes. This was done
and the papers laid on the table. The Elder took
them up, added the results, and with a pained look

in his eyes announced that Ellen Woods had -been

voted out of the church and put in avoidance. He
told someone to open the door and call in the rela-

tions. They came trooping in, seating themselves
where they had been before. Then the Elder, pa-

per in hand, rose and said that the finding of the

church had been that Ellen Woods had been ex-

pelled and banned, or put in avoidance. It was
customary for some member to be told off to ac-

quaint the unfortunate person with the result. In

this instance it was not deemed necessary, for well

up to the front sat the father and mother of the

girl, and it was held that they could tell her that

from henceforth she was a stranger to all that she

had once held dearest. The father never moved a

muscle, but the mother put her handkerchief to her

eyes and sobbed aloud. Some of the older ones

shed silent tears.

Banned, put in avoidance, ah, reader, you don't

know what it meant, you cannot. It was a doom to

a living death. Think of Ellen Woods, by far the

handsomest young woman in the whole Valley, a

woman with the figure of a Hebe, the eyes of a fawn,

and a peach-blow complexion! Her twenty-two

years had been spent in the Valley, and at an early

age she had united with the church. She was an

only' child, and, as said before, the handsomest

woman in all the country round about. But in an

evil hour, after a visit to Harrisburg, she had tired

of the garb, and had taken to worldly ways. She

and Henry Zook, a neighbor youth, were engaged

to be married, and life was all rosy to her. What
cared she for the decision of the church? Happily

the ban has been put aside these later days, but it

was a terror when it was enforced. Ellen Woods
was as good as dead to all the members of the

church. At her own home her father and mother

could not talk with her. She had to eat alone, and

when communication was necessary she did the

talking and they answered in monosyllables.

When she went abroad and met her once brothers

and sisters on the highway they stared straight

ahead, never looking at her. On the streets of the

village they passed her by as though she had no

existence. No unkind words were spoken. She

was simply nonexistent to them. A hundred

homes had been open to her a week before. Now,
had she knocked at the door of any one of them, no

word of welcome would be spoken to her. Nor
would she be invited in the house. If the)' mit her

toiling along the road with a laden basket not one

would ask her to ride with them. She was dead

and buried under the ban. It was a living death in

life.

Over the hills, on the very same day, the Amish
brethren, met at a great red barn, discussed the

case of Bro. Henry Zook, charged with intent to

marry an outsider, one not a member of their

church,—of marrying out of the Lord. He was

told that if he did it he would ban himself. He
was present when the verdict was rendered, but

gave no sign. That night as Ellen's mother passed

the door of her daughter's room she noticed that it

had no occupant. She searched the buildings for

her, but could not find her. It was thought that
'

she had taken her clothes and gone over to Zook's.
So the father, to make sure of it, saddled a horse
and rode over late at night to ascertain the facts.

She was not there, and neither was Henry. All
they could tell him was that he had gone away say-
ing that he would not return.

KTa be CoHtinutd).

SUCTION OF A PAST TRAIN.

"The theory that a moving train carries along an
enveloping air is very interesting," said an engi-
neer, " and I believe there is a good deal of truth in

it. I first had my attention attracted to the subject
by a curious incident that happened several years
ago at a crossing near Birmingham, Ala., where
trains pass twice a day at a speed of about forty

miles an hour. The tracks are seven feet apart and
there would seem to be ample room to stand be-

tween them in perfect safety. One afternoon a
small fox terrier dog belonging to a section boss
was asleep in the middle space and woke up just as

the trains closed in from each side. There was a
barrel on the ground near by and the dog in

his fright jumped on top of it. That possibly

brought him into one of the rushing envelopes of

air; at any rate he was whirled off his feet and
thrown clear to the roof of the opposite car, where
he was subsequently found, jammed against a ven-
tilator chimney, with no injury except a broken leg.

How in the world he ever made such a journey and
escaped alive is a mystery, unless his fall was dead-
ened by a cushion of air.

"Apropos of atmospheric pressure, it is a well-

known fact that there is a ' vortex space,' or ' zone
of suction,' directly behind any rapidly-moving
train, and its presence accounts for a grotesque
happening that took place some time ago on the

Southern Pacific. While the California-bound ex-

press was going through western Arizona at a clip-

ping gait a passenger who was on the verge of the

mania rushed out on the rear platform, climbed

on the rail and jumped off. He was wearing a very

long linen duster and a muscular tourist who hap-

pened to be on the platform at the time grabbed it

by the tails as it sailed by and yelled for help.

When some of the others ran to his assistance they

found the lunatic stretched straight out in the air

behind the platform, howling like a Comanche, but

safely anchored by his duster, which had turned in-

side out and caught him at the shoulders. The
muscular gentleman was hanging on for dear life,

but had it not been for the fact that the would-be

suicide was virtually sustained and carried along by
the suction of the vortex space something would

certainly have given away. They reeled the man
in like a kite and he promised to be good. We
ha\'e very little exact knowledge at present of the

atmospheric conditions that surround a moving
train A fuller knowledge of them may lead to the

solution of some baffling problems in traction."

DON'T WORRY.

Henry Ward Beecher said: " Do not worry,

count your blessings and you will find nothing to

worry about." Friends may desert you, sickness

may claim you, j'esterday's prosperity may mean
to-day's poverty, and fame may soar beyond your

grasp, but what are all these in comparison with

God's blessings? Do your petty sorrows blind you

to Nature's pictures, the golden tints of autumn,

the white purity of winter, the hope and joy of the

awakening spring, and summer's balmy perfection?

The little sunbeam that steals in at your window

and throws a bright veneering over your room, is a

blessing that more than compensates for all your

sorrow.

There are various ways of killing popularity,

but after you have delivered a long speech to a

tired audience you need not bother about the oth-

ers.
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Coppcspondcnce %
FREAK FARMING IN INDIANA.

De Kalb County farmers are becoming freakish

in their farming. It is much the same all over the

State. Instead of depending on corn, wheat, rye

and the old standbys, some farmers are filling their

purses by raising such products as skunks, weasels,

rabbits, frogs, ginseng, leeches, torn cats, noxious

weeds and other things which the old-school farmer

has made it a point to get rid of.

Indiana has six skunk farms, among which is the

farm of E. D. Raub, one mile north of Indianapolis.

A trust has recently been formed and the skin of a

black skunk is worth S2 and those of the striped

ones will bring from Si. 50 up. They arc now lieing

raised by the thousands. The skunk is a sensible

animal. It appreciates good treatment and is a re-

specter of persons. Those who have located farms

too near cities have been experiencing some trouble,

as the scent is something terrible. The kittens are

pretty little pets, are easily handled, do not demand

much care, are cheaply maintained and easily placed

on a profitable market.

In I'osey County they are raising Angora cats on

farm basis proportions. There are several farmers

and a genuine torn cat jobber, named Herman Eul-

er. He alone has handled over 3,000 during the

past three years. Almost all of the Tosey County

cats find their way into the store of John Wana-

maker. The Philadelphia women are great fanciers

of Angoras, and this breed is sold at from S25 to

S50 each without much trouble. Cats at S20 apiece

make money faster for the farmer than corn, oals

or rye.

There are many rabbit farms in the State. One

of the largest is in Wabash County and contains

nearly sixty acres. Robert Coe, of Indianapolis, has

a big variety of the lielgian hares and is shipping

them to all parts of the country. He is constantly

purchasing new breeds and expects to raise 1,000,-

000 hares a year when in full running order. They

are fed on hay and during the first seven months

of their lives they will eat fifty-six pounds of

hay or 280 pounds of green grass. Their pelts are

in demand and the meat of the animals is edible.

From their hair the finest crush hats are made.

The skins are worth from ten to twenty-five cents at

the factory. Hares are easily handled, are a some-

what more desirable crop than skunks and there is

little tianger of an off ye;ir.

Other farmers are looking to the Chinese markets

for financial return, anti arc engaging in the culture

of ginseng. This formerly grew in the forests, but

has been dug out by the herb doctors and farmers

as an obnoxious weed. It has suddenly flashed

upon the money-getting sense of the farmer that the

roots of this same wetd sell at a good price. It is

the panacea for all ills of the Chinese, and during

the present war there has been great demand for

large (juantities. When they arc in love they use

it, when they have hay fever it is what they gnaw
on, and when fate hangs over them, as it now does,

they use it as a talisman to drive away bad luck.

In fact, a Celestial home without a stick of "seng"

in it would be incomplete. For many years pep-

permint weed was thought obnoxious and grubbed

out. Now there are farms all over the northern part

of the State. The largest is owned by Mark liee-

ger, at Mishawaka. Its uses are numerous, but the

greatest demand comes from the manufacturers of

print fabrics, who use it to make the color solid.

The successful peppermint farmer can make from

$75 to S450 per acre from his land.

Until this year onions have never been raised in

De Kalb County, and now the farmers are sowing

them by the acre; and, this year being exceptional-

ly wet, they have harvested enough to bring them

in S300 per acre.

Goldfish farming is another which belongs to the

freakish class, and the biggest farm in the world is

located in Shelby County. It is known as Spring

Lake fishery, and over 2,000,000 fish were shipped

last year. This farmer has become wealthy.

There are a number of bullfrog farms in the State,

and the farmers get from fifty to eighty cents a doz-

en for the frogs, which are of thir American jumbo

breed. Hickory nut orchards are not uncommon
now. The shellbarks, which formerly brought sev-

enty-five cents a bushel, now sell at seventy-five

cents a peck. Many farmers are devoting their at-

tention to the gathering of the fur from the swamp

cattails and field thistles. This is baled and shipped

for stuffing mattresses. Near the Kankakee marshes

the gathering of cattails has become quite an indus-

try, and tons of the stuff are shipped regularly.

With the digging of the marl from the bottom of

the lakes it would seem that almost the last method

of making money had been reached, though we may

expect stranger things than this to happen.

LIKE A WALLED CArtP.

finally reaches its destination the track
mental note of the variety of flower ? T"
returns home. Next day he verifii '

by following another honey gather.!
° ^"''^'""

^ '" and ,1,.labels the hive and proceeds to the
When his task is done the apiary man kn
ly what he can depend on in th

The trackers are well paid

loaf between seasons."

nexl

several

enough to le,

I'EKIN, which is properly pronounced Peeching,

according to Mr. Williams, has a population at the

present time of somewhat less than 3,000,000. Its

name means Northern Capital. The high walls sur-

rounding it are composed mainly of earth dug from

the environing moat, and are faced with brick and

stone. At intervals of sixty yards square towers

project, and similar towers stand on either side of

the sixteen gates, connected in front in every case

by a semi-circular fort. Each gateway is surmount-

ed by a wooden building several stories in height,

with painted portholes for imaginary cannon. Save

for the high lookout towers over the gates the city

would rather resemble a walled encampment than a

metropolis. There are no spires, pillars, minarets,

or monuments, only the varied colors of the tiled

roofs, red, green, and yellow, relieving the monot-

ony of the scene within the walls. Here and there

are large clumps of trees, and before every official

residence is a pair of flagstaffs.

Pekin has no manufactures and no trade in any

proper sense. It is fed mainly by supplies from

the southern provinces and by flocks raised in the

northern part of Chili. The thoroughfares leading

across it from gate to gate are broad, unpaved

avenues more than 100 feet wide. The side streets

are narrow lanes. The streets are bustling and gay

with signs, but at times almost wholly impassable

on account of mud. The avenues are lined with

shops, whose fronts are made of movable panels in

such a way that they can be removed entirely in the

daytime, exposing the interiors and the goods for

sale. Many of the houses are painted green and

blue. At the intersections of the avenues are hon-

orary portals erected to the memory of distin-

guished persons. At night the thoroughfares are

lighted by lanterns before the doors of the houses,

but by no other means, so that the illumination is

imperfect. The Manchu women ride astride, and

representatives of various Asiatic tribes promenad-

ing the streets lend picturesqueness to the throng.

CHILDREN AND CHICKENS IN MEXICO

I MUST tell you that the boys and girls in jj^
love chickens just as the boys and girls 'm^T
country do, and make great pets of them. Bui a
chickens there do not have so good a time as ih
chickens here, for there is no nice yard in which

'

run,— 1 am writing about the chickens in Mexic"
cities.

What would you think of chicke

the houses? Well, that is where ever

the chickens are raised.

coops on top ,,(

so many of

As the tops of the housn
are flat, this can easdy be done. And the poor

things get so little to eat, they look lean and

starved, and their feathers stand all sorts of ways

and are not smooth and glossy as are the fcathei

of our chickens. But the children love them dear

ly. They will let them come into the rooms ant!

play all about. Sometimes they even sleep with

them tightly hugged against their breasts. Onr

little boy loved his chicken so well he couldn't bear

to be parted from it. So he took it to school hid-

den under his blanket. In the midst of the leciti-

tion the chicken scrambled out, flew to the top of

the teacher's desk, and, flapping its wings, crowed

lustily. All the children laughed, of course, but

the teacher looked very grave. She told Manuel

that school was not the place for chickens, so he

never ventured to carry his chicken any more.

One of the saddest things about chickens in

Mexico is that they are used to gamble with.

MIRRORS THAT DECEIVE.

KEEP TAB ON HONEY BEES.

"Talk about your queer trades," said a man from

Texas, " what do you think of bee tracking as a

means of making a living? I know several profes-

sional bee trackers who have ne\'er done anything

else in their lives, and their skill is something al-

most incredible. What is the work like, do you

ask? Well, I'll explain. Down in Bee county, in

my State, where some of the greatest apiaries in

the world are located, all honey is graded and

marked according to the bloom from which it was

obtained. For example, you may have your choice

of cotton blossom, wild clover, horse mint and se\'-

eral other brands, each distinct in flavor, but it was

discovered long ago that the colony froin each hive

or cluster of hives always draws its sweets from

some one particular flower and religiously shuns

the others.

At the beginning of the honey-making season

the proprietor of a bee farm wants to know, of

course, how much of each flavor he is going to

have, as a basis for calculations; so he sets the

tracker to work. The tracker, who is always a na-

tive Mexican, mounts his tough little broncho,

rides over to a row of hives, waits until a big,

healthy-looking bee emerges, and, when it flies

away on its daily quest, he gallops along in its

wake. Often the feeding ground is miles distant,

and the bee takes anything but a bee line. On the
contrary, it takes long detours, frisks and frolics

through gardens, loafs in shady groves and has a
good lime generally, but it is the rarest thing in the
world for it to shake off its 'shadow.' How the
Mexican manages to keep it in sight and distin-

guish it from other bees it meets en raiitf I have nev-
er been able to understand. The business seems ac-
tually to develop a special faculty. When the bee

It is a consoling thought to know that even the

very best of mirrors does not flatter you. V,

now assured that the reflection we see tb<

not accurately portray our likeness. Thi

wrong in tone, the eyes are not quite c<

color and the skin always has a more graj-

:

shade in the glass than it has in reality. \'

be certain that, however plain your face se. i;

by no means plain as it appears in the telltale ma

ror. Secondly, you cannot assume your natut,il «

pression while peering in the looking-glJ-

eye must be in a certain position before yoii

at all and the eye, so far as expression is con

governs the face. The consequence is thai

see only one of your expressions in the ;

that expression is one of attentive exam

says the PliiladclpliM Times. All the othei
^

sions by which your friends know you, lavora 1

unfavorable, you have never seen.

Of course, it is quite possible to simulate
^1^^^

ent expressions, such as surprise, P'"*'^'^^
^,„d.

ishment, delight, inquiry, and so on,
^' j^, „

ing before the glass, but you cannot really J

^^^ ^^^

their effect upon your features in this w )

expressions are all studied; it is when
y^^ ^^^_

tures are unconscious, when you a"=
,

^.

real light and shade of a
^^^^.

and some girls who,
«hcnguard," that the

pression comes in anu ^v-,..- t,-
^^ j^^,,

ing in the glass, imagine themselves
0^^^

ly plain, have moments when to onloo
-^^^^^

if not positively beautiful, at least

charming.
_

il
am'

toll'''Activity is the law of all intellectua

The more you live in co nformity

An active lile.life

the happier you

purling rivulet,

health and contentment, w....~ -
^^ j^

the stagnant pool, breeds <'''"^°"
^^„jr

death. No man enjoys with =" ""^
,

night's repose and the Sunday an

than the son of toil.

will be.

, an unfailing
source -^

hile an ndol'^."'

tent.

holi*>'

lions
"""'"'^

It costs Uncle Sam nearly '"°
"','"[,Tne*

''"

per day to run his Government,

worth it.
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^ ^eitupejr Study ^»^

S A CURIOUS PLANT THAT COUQHS.

•ell known that the sharp and broad
"'*''°"

f rmerly made between animals and

*"°'f"s not conform to the facts. The cells of

'''"'
11- those of animals, are differentiated in

'''"'•' '

d are grouped to form special organs of

''°'"°"
'respiration, excretion—even for the per-

„lfition.
^^^ sensitive plant (Mimosa) has

<de!'lopecl sense of touch.

'
n tissue in the leaves of plants performs

"'
'""'jjpjiation of plants is especially interesting.

h under side of leaves and on green stems are

*,' '

of microscopic mouths, each of which is

"
"d and closed by two movable lips. These

iipenitigs

,.
J by the chemical changes which accompany

are the terminations of passages which

(lied with water, vapor, air and other gases, pro.

''^'te vine called the coughing bean (Eutadatus-

jjjs) is a native of moist, tropical regions.

By accidental transportation of its seeds it has

pidually spread to much less congenial spots, espe-

iilly railroad embankments, where it endures

jtought very well, though its growth is stunted.

(here is one thing which it cannot stand, and

tlial is dust. When the breathing pores become

tlioked by dust the gases accumulate within the

lolloratime and then are forcibly e-xpelled in an

liable paro.xysm of coughing and sneezing which

akes the leaf tremble violently. At the same

lime the whole plant becomes red in the face, so to

ipeak, through the sinking in of the green chloro-

phyll grains and the appearance of particles of red

coloring matter on the surface.

The Eutada is sometimes cultivated as a house

plant. Sweeping the room is very apt to set the

poor plant a-coughing, to the intense astonishment
^ippfsnrrs who are unfamiliar with its peculiarities.

BAKED ALIVE.

Ik Everybody's Maga::tne there is an article de-
itriptive of a new cure that seems almost incredible
'Hi workings. The writer tells how it feels:

The sensations experienced under the baking
Pmcess are said to be unique. The patient is

"rapped in an ordinary sheet before being placed
Ihe sheet of fibrous magnesia in the oven. The
™* of the oven are covered by canvas, which ren-
"> the central compartment air-tight. The pa-

J''"l's
leet are completely enclosed, but the head is

"»»(. The application of heat up to about 120
'S'«s F. is hardly noticeable. Jets of hot air

'"wgmtomake themselves -felt, and when 200

,?" ^' ''^s been reached, the patient feels as if

air were raining upon him.
red-hot

- ..^,^ i.lllllllg u

tj^jj^"
''°'',* ^' ^'" '^'-*g"'ees F. and yet in these

iSode"
""^ bakeries patients are able to stand

..^'p* '' "''hout serious inconvenience— 16S

4/lh'
'''"''^ """ ''°'''"S P°'"' o'w^'er! Of

Wted'l
'"'^'^ degree of heat may not.be sus-

lai,jj
"^"y ''="K'h of time; but it has been main-

««. Ev
' ^°°'' '"""^ ^°'' "Pwards of fifteen min-

4o,i if^'^"
.

^°° degrees has been borne for a

'Word'"
^^''^'^'"^ cases; but it is unusual to

Fron, ju^"">'
"=^es '° ^"=h high temperatures.

*' 'reelv If'^'^'^^

'° '°° '''^Srees F.. patients per-

'""'rnof'i
P^''spiration being carried off in

'""ikini.
"" through the funnels at the top of

'"'MuallJ"'"'')'""- " f*''^'" ^' """s' ^i* if one

"Orrdthen
""^^'"^ ^"ay- The extremities tin-

^'^ °' Iwenr^'"
'° '"^'^°""= ""™b for the first fif-

" reached
^

I"'""'^'
^f'er 200 degrees F. has

**^'"'iand
"^^' P°'"' 'he sensation is

'""« thirst

°"'^ becomes somewhat drowsy. An

t'''»*hilco"'''''"'''""'^- Liquids are not for-

j "^S'sip i"*^

" ""'''^eo'ig baking, and the pa-

f '» keener,
""""' whenever very thirsty. In

, '""niil,
"^"""^ "°1. bags of ice are ap-

.°"">beroT '""'

J'"'
»s a res""]?

'''^'^arkable cures have been re-

ii,'"'°P''ysician" ,°i
""^ baking process. A well-

bl""'''' iourn I

^'°°'<lyn recently published in

C'^i'.anditf '"°'''* °fhis results in apply-
f 00. .L urnishes most remarkable reading.,' ""I Ih,

rid«?''<« tesnJ^^''" ^"thenticated. they wouh
%for;,';^*7'^'^ for "cure-alls.- Persons

^ trom chronic rheumatism, in its

worst form, have been practically cured, and many
diseases that have stubbornly resisted all forms of
medical treatment have capitulated to the hot-air
machine. ICven cases of pneumonia have yielded
to hot air after other remedial agents have failed.

When it is remembered that, under this treat-

ment, human blood is subjected to heat a hundred
or more degrees above the boiling point of water,
its successful application is truly marvelous. After
a while people may "throw physic to the dogs

"

and pin their faith to the hot-air machine. Who
knows?

LIVING LAHPS.

Charles F. Holder, in talking about animal
phosphorescence, says: "It is possible to read by
the light of tlie humble earthworm. One of the

most brilliant displays of animal phosphorescence
I have observed came from such a source. Its dis-

covery was accidental. In passing through an

orange grove one rainy night, in southern Califor-

nia, I kicked aside a large clump of earth, when, to

all intents and purposes, a mass of white molten
metal went flying in every direction, affording an

unusual display.

"The cause of the light was a single, possibly

two, earthworms, not over two inches in length.

The luminous matter was exuding from them and
had permeated the surrounding soil, rendering it

phosphorescent. The light-emitting mucous came
off on my hands, and the light lasted several sec-

onds, gradually fading away.
" Possibly the most remarkable light ever used

for purposes of reading is the beautiful pyrosoma,

a columnar, jelly-like creature, one of the free

swimming tunicates. They are usually from one to

two feet in length and three or four inches across,

open at one end. The column is an aggregation of

animals, each of which takes in water and expels it

by an orifice in the interior; and this volume of

water, rushing from the open ends, propels the ani-

mal along. Its luminosity is wonderful, its name,

fire body, well chosen.

"To illustrate its intensity a Portuguese sea cap-

tain secured six of the animals, which he placed in

glass jars suspended from the ceiling of his cabin.

By their own light he wrote a description of their

beauties.

" Bennett, the English naturalist, placed a deep-

sea shark, of the genus isistius, in a jar in his cabin,

and could easily read by its light, describing the

appearance of the fish as truly ghastly."—5a(V///^^

American.
. —

-

SHEEP IN SPAIN.

In Spain there are some 10.000,000 migratory

sheep, which every year travel as much as 200

miles from the plains to the "delectable moun-

tains," where the shepherds feed them till the

snows descend. These sheep are known as tran-

shumantes, and their march, resting places, and be-

havior are regulated by ancient and special laws and

tribunals dating from the fourteenth century. At

certain times no one is allowed to travel on the

same route as the sheep, which have a right to

graze on all open and common land on the way,

and for which a road ninety yards wide must be

left on all inclosed and private property. The

shepherds lead the flocks, the sheep follow, and the

flocks are accompanied by mules carrying provi-

sions, and large dogs which act as guards against

the wolves. The IVIerino sheep travel 400 miles to

the mountains, and the total time spent on the mi-

gration there and back is fourteen weeks.

WHY WE WINK.

No satisfactory determination has been made of

the reason we wink. Some suppose that the de-

scent and return of the lid over the eye serves to

sweep or wash it off; others that covering of the

eye gives it a rest from the tabor of vision, if only

for an inappreciable instant. This view borrows

some force from the fact that the record of winking

is considerably used by experimental physiologists

to help measure the fatigue which the eye suffers.

In another line of investigation Herr S. Garten

has attempted to measure the length of time occu-

pied by the different- phases of a wink. He used a

specially arranged photographic apparatus, and af-

fixed a piece of white paper to the edge of the eye-

lid for a mark. He found that the lid descends
quickly and rests a little at the bottom of its move-
ment, after which it rises, but more slowly than it

fell.

The mean duration of the downward move-
ment was from seventy-five to ninety-one thou-
sandths of a second; the rest with the eye shut
lasted variously, the shortest duration being fifteen

hundredths of a second with one subject and seven-

teen hundredths with another, and the third phase
of the wink, the rising of the lid, took seventeen

hundredths of a second more, making the entire

duration of the wink about forty hundredths, or

four-tenths of a second. The interruption is not

long enough to interfere with distinct vision.

M. V. Henry says, in L'Annce Psychologique,

that different persons wink differently—some often,

others rarely; some in groups of ten or so at a time,

when they rest awhile ; and others regularly, once on-

ly at a time. The movement is modified by the de
gree of attention. Periods of close interest, when
we wink hardly at all, may be followed by a speedy
making up for lost time by rapid winking when the

tension is relieved.

OREGON HAS RED HUCKLEBERRIES.

A WOMAN who has just returned from an outing in

the Caseades wants to know why the " high-bush
"

red huckleberries are not found in the market here.

She gathered a lot of them in the mountains, and
says they are, in her opinion, much superior to the

" low-bush " blue huckleberries, being more acid,

and having something of the flavor of the cranber-

ry. A man who has often eaten these berries in the

mountains agrees with her as to the flavor of the

red huckleberries, and suggests that one reason

why they are never seen in the market is that they

are not plentiful on the bushes, and it would be a

great deal of work to gather a quantity of them.

The woman replies to this that they are plentiful

this year, at all events.

HARDY VEGETARIANS.

Peasants of Russia live mainly upon thin vegeta-

ble soup, sauerkraut, rye bread and oil. The
Scotch highlander, whose courage and hardihood

are proverbial, seldom touches meat, living mainly

upon oatmeal, vegetables and buttermilk. Among
the most active and vital people of the world are

the Irish peasants, whose diet consists almost en-

tirely of potatoes and buttermilk. The farmers of

Corsica live all winter upon dried fruit, mainly

dates, and polenta ( chestnut) meal. During the

middle ages the Moors used to provision their forti-

fied cities with chestnuts and olive oil.

SHOOTING INTO A HAILSTORfl.

To break up a hailstorm it is necessary to de-

stroy the revolving or whirling current of air. This

can only be done by an opposing current of air,

hence the philosophy of shooting cannon balls at the

hail clouds is plain. The cannon balls passing

through the air create a temporary vacuum, which

is quickly filled by the air rushing in behind the

ball and toward the clouds. When this current of

air becomes stronger than the whirling current or

strong enough to interfere with it the whirling cur-

rent is overcome and the hailstorm is destroyed.

The wild goose is susceptible to a certain amount

of domestication. It readily consorts with the

tame flocks, learns that no harm is intended and

will come to feed as readily as its companions. It

never loses its inborn desire for wandering, how-

ever, and in autumn and spring will honk constant-

ly to bands of former companions passing over in

migration.
_

In each beehive are a number of nursing bees

who do not go out to gather honey, but look after

the eggs and young, and a certain number are al-

ways told off to ventilate a hive. These stand

close to the entrance and fan strongly with their

wings. ^
A DEALER in artificial limbs estimates that 300,-

000 Britons have lost one or both legs.

On an average a cow yields 350 gallons of milk a

year.
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THE WINTER EVENINGS.

Now that the Winter is on us the best method of

spending the hours in which one is necessarily

housed is to be a sijbject for consideration in every

household. Many a boy has been driven from

home by the lack of adequate and suitable enter-

tainment. His mother is knitting in silence, the fa-

ther reading and the old clock going tick-tock,

tick-tock, in the corner or on the mantel. There is

nothing for him to do and when he complains he

is advised to read—the Uible, Here is where par-

ents make an egregious blunder. The advice is

good but unsuited. It is like locking the father in

a cell and telling him to amuse and Interest himself

in a Latin grammar.

Naturally the boy drifts away from such a home

and soon learns to spend his nights in more con-

genial company. Mention books and the undis-

cerning parent says that he has books and the boy

never reads them. There are the liible and "The

Doctrine of the Hrethren Defended," and, yes, an

ancient government report, not to speak of a

Fourth Reader!

There are only two things that will save a boy

under such conditions. One is that he may be of

exceptionally strong turn of mind and get books

and papers of his own. The chances are that, left

to his unguided choice, he will accumulate a stock

of penny dreadfuls, and go to sleep dreaming of In-

dians and hold-ups.

The thing to do is to give him what he wants,

and what he really needs, of palatable reading that

will at once hold his interest and instruct him.

The Inglenook is a publication of that character,

and there are books without end, A boy who has

grown up without " Robinson Crusoe " has missed

much of life. White's Natural History of Sel-

bourne, in the hands of a boy, inaccurate as it is,

has made more naturalists than any other known

volume, A man with no thought in his head but

corn and black hogs may regard money as wasted

if put into books and papers, but when he is lying

awake nights, waiting for that grown boy to get

home, he may finally realize that it would have been

'better to have made home attractive. It is still

better to take time by the forelock and so arrange

home that the boy will find more there than else-

where, and so stay where he belongs.

A SPECIALTY OF OUR PAPER.

We call the attention of our readers to something

they can hardly fail to have noticed. It is that

there is always one or more descriptions of things

that are common enough, but the how of their man-

ufacture is not common property by any means.

The 'Nook tells how it is done. We are going to

make a specialty of these unusual things in the fu-

ture. Read them carefully, for a good many of

them cannot be had in print in any other paper.

While we are not a newspaper in the sense of fur-

nishing the news, yet we are still a newspaper in

the way of furnishing our readers something that is

new in the way of information, and it will be done

from week to week.

THE CHICAGO NEWSBOYS' THANKSGIVING FEAST.

The eighteenth year Thanksgiving Feast of the

newsboys and poor children of Chicago came off

on schedule time, and 14,000 of them were fed,—

full. Here is the menu in its totality:

520 Turkeys,

10 Barrels mashed Potatoes,

35 Barrels Apples,

4 Barrels Cranberry Sauce,

1500 Gallons Milk,

960 Loaves Bread,

50 Boxes Grapes,

250 Bunches Bananas,

25 Boxes Oranges,

975 Dozen Cakes,

1800 Pies, Assorted.

It strikes us that the greediest 'NoOK boy alive

could have had his fill for once had he been there.

How is 1

Wait.

hite beeswax made?

Watch the 'Nook, Descrip,i„„ c™

Who writes the book reviews in

The Editor.

ibe Inglen,

Why does not the 'Nook pay for its articles?

Because it has ten times more than it ,

which is gladly given by its friends.

* * *

What is to be done witli a lad who will

Take it

''*f'7a pistol?

STUMBLINQ-BLOCKS HAKE STEPPINQ-STONES.

Strive vigorously to form, early in life, a habit

of using everything that comes to you, whether

pleasant or unpleasant, fortunate or unfortunate, to

your advantage. Do not allow an unpleasant let-

ter, a disagreeable criticism, an uncharitable re-

mark, loss of property, or other trial of any kind to

cloud your whole day and cast shadows over your

life. Resolve vigorously to make every seeming

stumbling-block a stepping-stone to higher and

nobler endeavor. If you can make no other use of

misfortune, you can use it as a point of departure

for new and more determined efiort, an occasion

for turning over a new leaf. Make up your mind
resolutely that nothing shall stand in the way of

your genuine success. You cannot allow your life

to be darkened by the clouds cast over your path

by others who seem to wish to injure you. Treat

trouble and misfortune as the oyster does the grain

of sand which irritates it. Cover them with pearls

and make them things of beauty. Misfortunes and

difficulties make stronger those who have the cour-

age to surmount them and use them as stepping-

stones instead of stumbling-blocks. If you will de-

termine resolutely and vigorously that every appar-

ent misfortune that conies to you shall be turned in-

to a blessing you will soon lose all fear of evil and

will become strong to battle with seeming opposi-

tion. For, after all, what we call the misfortunes

of life and the things that make us unhappy are not

such, in reality.

—

Success.

It is most encouraging to note that the daily

press is giving more attention to the subject of

training the young to respect the rights and feel-

ings of animals. The following, from an editorial

in the Leader, of Richmond, breathes the right spir-

it, and shows where humane teachings should be-

gin:

" Every child should be taught to be kind to ani-

mals, and savage instincts should be curbed. In-

stead, children are often positively encouraged in

the home circle to be cruel. This is from thought-

lessness or from a disposition to humor the child in

all its whims. Many a poor kitten suffers daily

torture at the hands of its little master or mistress,

and nobody seems to think that it makes any dif-

ference. We pity the goat that has a boy for its

master, for the days of such a goat are full of trou-

ble.

"The baby that is permitted to torture a kitten

and the boy that is permitted to torture a goat are

being badly trained, and the result of such training

will be manifest in later years. Every child should

be taught the great lesson of consideration—should

be taught to be considerate of the feelings of human
beings and of brutes. Otherwise the child is al-

most sure to be cruel and selfish as it grows up,"

something in the woodshed good and hard
^°" "'"^

« « «

Has the Salvation Armya paper?

Yes, the IVar Cry, peddled everywhere by the
ters composing the army.

« * *

Is it a certainty thai Christ was borti December 25?

It is a certainty that nobody knows anything
at

all about it. It was observed on different days In

different ages of the world.

* « #

Could I get a position as clerk in a city store?

You might, but by no means go to any city with-

out knowing just what is ahead of you, and wiih

money to get back home in case of failure.

« « w

Is there anything in palniistry?

Very little to our notion. It is nearly always as-

sociated with astrology or some such ancient poiv-

wowing.
# « #

Is there any harm in a glass of wine?

It is playing with a redhot coal of fire, and tho:i

sands of years ago it was said that those who urft

deceived by the mocker were not wise.

« « «

Some people believe in the existence of mermaids, Whu

is your idea of the matter?

We have no ideas about something that has no

existence, and never had.

« « *

Do cigarettes do the harm they are represented as accn

plishing?

Yes, and there is no more harmful and no iiasn^i

way to use tobacco. A boy is a' great fool to vol

untarily take to them.
w « *

1 would like to have a good watch in a very plain n.e

How shall I go about it?

Buy as good a watch works as you care to, 1"

have them put in as plain a case as you "^^^
''J^^'^

If you are buying a watch to wear this is the ^

way. You can get works that will outwear yc -

be good for your after-comers.

It is said that what is in the mouth of everybody

must be true, and if this is correct, the Inglenook

grows on acquaintance. Very frequently we hear

the expression, " He didn't care anything about it

at first, and didn't read it. But one day he looked

at it, and then he read it through, and now he wants

it the first thing when it comes." This is the his-

tory of the 'Nook, wherever it goes. It grows on
one. There is a fascination about its ever new sub-

jects that attract and hold attention. There is

something novel In it, and it is interesting because
it is educational and out of the ordinary.

Is it right to read fiction?

It all depends. To

wrong

ake a business of ii

'

Th(

Agoodstoryislikeanideajjct^";^^^^^^

Don't allow your subscription to lapse. Don't
wait till the last minute to renew. Don't miss a

number and then say that you would like to have
such and such an issue. If it is a back number the
chances are that we do not have it to send. Send
on your subscription at once and give yourself a
treat that will repeat itself fifty-two times a year,
ever new and entertaining. Make yourself a
Christmas gift.

picture is in colors in one instance, -•-
, [j„„ji

the other. The " Pilgrim's Progress,
j^.

of David," and many other good books ^ v
^^

tion. Life would be a very hard lot

dreams and castle building.

Do trains often run sixty miles an hour,'"

hazardous?

Trains very often run faster than that,

is an accident it matters little whether

forty miles an hour, everything go"
'

record, ho«

of it

it is si*'

either case. There is no

train running off the track because

fact if everything holds together it "

stay on the rails when going very

going slow.

nio":
11

fast tl"

He who is lord of himself and exists upon h
own resources is a noble but a rare being.

No man ever became great or good except
through many and great mistakes.

Is a guessing contest the same as

All chances deliberately g°"^'".'°
"'of ' '"'""'J'

a louery'

) for
the'

,' ni>-

gain are more or less of the "^
|^j„g for

It is the principle of getting some
^^^^^^,

that gives it the flavor of a lottery-^
^|,3nci»8' '!,

is always at the bottom of all suc^^,^^
^^j

chut-

is as well to keep out of it. Lo
^^^^ ^^^

off were common enough i"/^'',
hold

""'
""

churches, but the practi

close ethical scrutiny.

:e will not h" » „„g.

1
sort ofg'-""'
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Tbis

etty big word for a school where they

'' ^ ''
\.:„„ and repairing, but it is the only

„ch making and repa.nng.

'"'"""d'for it" The full of it is The Elgin Col-

*""'."Horology.
Engraving and Optics. It is

p in Elgin, and you might pass it a hun-

ivjK'""''"
J ^ot recognize it, but it is here all

"""ll, and is all that is claimed for it. It

'"°"fsS8 and is one of the very few institu-

n^'
'"

kind in the United States. Indeed we

°'*°''"ed that there is none in Chicago, and

'"'"'"'(^found there is a rarity, sure. There are

'"'
" "many anywhere, for that matter. Though

'"""^
where there is one of the largest and best

'"'"hfacwries in the country, they do not teach

"
. „ess where they make watches. It is done

'"rfactory by machines that do all but talk. In

'logical school it is all done by hand, and

'le result of individual thought. In fine it is a

'e'lvhere they teach watch repairing, and engrav-

nd as much of optics, spectacles and the like,

., r average jeweler requires. And they do it

'',1] The thing about it that impressed the 'Nook

",„ most was the fact that they taught the real

'
„„( books, but the whole of watch tinkering

its every
department.

Tiieydc. not teach watch making, and the lady in

itirge said that only among the Swiss were watches

mdebyone person "from the ground up." In the

United States it is done by machinery. At this

ahool men come from all over the country to learn

lb! business. They will not take an applicant un-

Jer seventeen, and the actual age of the learners

iitmed to run from about twenty to twice that.

There are no women learning, and the head of the

irkshop did not seem very favorably impressed

with the capacity of a woman to learn the business.

Wliat they do teach is the repairing of any and

mr^ part of a watch. Here is the how of it.

h man wishing to learn the business comes to

Igin, goes into the school, which by the way is a

practical workshop, and he works under personal

instruction till he has mastered the business to that

extent that he can take a place in any watch shop
iDiht land, or start in business himself, and hold
kisoun in any and every part of the work. To do
fcrc()uires his presence at the School for from a
ytar to a year and a half, according to what he
Inew before he came, and his capacity for catching
M to what is required. In any event he is not

1 a diploma till he knows it all. If he only
™ts to take a part of the course he can do so, and
!<i J certificate that he has been at the School and
« been under instruction. But he must know the
'"ind out of a watch through and through before
'sets a diploma. He has to be a credit to the in-
*'«'»", if it can be called that.
^^iie students, or learners, or whatever they may
„" ''' ''"'= six instructors, who give personal

li,™'°°
'° ""^m. and they pay 840 a quarter tui-

boaid

'"""^ °"' '"' "''^"'selves in the way of

Wofi""^l
^'"^^ ^"^ ^''° required to purchase a

l5|°^ *'''='> <:osts from S30 to S^o, but these

'"'IB and r
"'"'" '"^ '^ through. The benches,

olj
' °

I

""^ natural and necessary belongings

'« the
1'

^'"''' ^''^ fixtures in the School, and

"lillbtsj
""'^''

""""'"S- If he is a new man he

'•'sonar'"'^''
^' ""^ ^°°' °^ "'^ ladder, receiving

lie is
=1,?'™'^'"'"' ^'"' he is advanced just as fast

Now how
""'''" "'"""''•

"'
It is s

''"^ "'*' school get its material to work
^« in from all over the country for fine«,„g. ,j 's something like this.

*'lch It,

""-"ling iiKe tnis. You have a

"*>tch,n''k-
"^ "'' °"' °' '"'"^'- '^°" "''''= '' '°

"Iberhcc 7" ^' ^°^' ''°™*^ '°""' ^"'' "^"^ '''"'

""'ssional 7 i"*
" '"'" '"'S'" ^''ough- He takes a

' *ill have r 1

^' "' ^""^ ^^y^ *"= '^''"' ''"' ""''

J" "ght Y i"*"^
'' "'"^ •""' ^°^ ' ""=^'^ °' '^™-

"" =t him have it. Now he knows

n:l"'i""'ebal

he can fix the hands all right
ance wheel is entirely too much

'sn't telling his customer that,

-^aaverf
' ^^^'^ ^'^ trade journal and con-

'""
such

""""^"'sof places made and provided

L."" E'ein
j'?"^^"'^'" He sends the watch on

u'*''Son ,,
°''*i'h orders to straighten out

I
'«' to hi

"^

°'i!"
^'''«^ °' his skill, and leave

Itlb,,-;" is to tak,

"ythei
e matter is taken

''
^lloturn "'"''"^'^ '' ^°" toyour"watch-

s It over to you in time, all right,

and he may even point out to you the difficulty

which he had to remedy. It is the same thing as
sending the patient beyond the skill of the country
practitioner to the city hospital, with the difference
that in the case of the individual everybody knows
what is happening, while with the country artisan

he is apt "to never let on." But all the same the

learners have had the necessary experience and
when they are in business for themselves they are

ready for every sort of watch accident that may
come to their hospital. It will be readily seen that

experience is had in the School that would not be

available in the ordinary practice of the profession.

The learners are engaged in actual work, just the

same as though they were employed in a shop, ob-

serving the same hours, and at night they study the

art of engraving. The shop, itself, has no appear-

ance of a school, resembling nothing so much as a

large back room in a watch repair shop where they

have an enormous volume of repair work to co.

Nevertheless it is where from twenty-five to fifty

people are learning the watch repairer's art from a

practical and business point of view.

It seems to pay the learners, for the management
of the School have applications for competent work-

men all the time, and when a learner has passed

through the mill of instruction and knows it all in

detail, he is pretty sure of a job. There are also

applications to buy a diploma. It is not necessary

to say that these are all rigorouslj" turned down.

The way the watch and clock business is now
shaped a young man can hardly get hold of it in

any one of the jewelry stores over the country

where watches are repaired. He will not there get

the chances for fine repair work, at least not in suffi-

cient quantity to do him any good, and he will

never be able to take full charge in any large estab-

lishment. At the Horological School it is different.

There he does get the whole of it, and they will not

let him go as a graduate, to work under their diplo-

ma, till he really and truly does know it in such a

way that he will be sure of himself and a credit to

his instructors.

HOUSEKEEPINQ AT THE WHITE HOUSE.

The ho.usekeeping side of the White House

changes with each administration, and reflects, to a

certain extent, the characteristics of the successive

president's families. Most of the ladies of the

White House have been economical housekeepers,

and willful waste has never been tolerated. It has

been an unwritten rule that economical, but not

stingy, housekeeping should prevail at the White

House.

The government allows certain essentials in the

way of servants and dishes for the family of the

president, and if he wishes more than these he must

provide them at his own expense. The cost of run-

ning the White House has steadily increased year by

year, and the parsimonious amount allowed by the

government is hardly in keeping with the dignity of

the president's position.

Mrs. Cleveland was an excellent white house

manager. She was her own housekeeper, and took

a personal supervision of the expenses of the house-

hold. Her own account books are interesting read-

ing.

Mrs. McKinley is an expert housekeeper, and

one who is well fitted to preside over the domestic

side of the official home, but her health has been

such that she has not been able to give the atten-

tion to household matters that she would like. But

she does, in spite of failing health, exercise certain

supervision that keeps her in touch with the affairs

of the household.

She has a general housekeeper, whom she holds

directly responsible for all m'atters pertaining to the

linen and cleanliness. The present housekeeper,

Marie Barbery, is a middle-aged New York woman,

who shows her executive ability in numerous ways.

With the exception of the housekeeper, who is

Mrs McKinley's special friend and helper, the

.servants are nearly all colored. The steward is

the most important functionary. William T. Sin-

clair, the present incumbent, is the first colored

man to hold that office. He receives a salary of

Si,SCO, fixed so by law and paid by the government,

and he is under S20,000 bond. This is considered

necessary, because he has in his charge some very

valuable property belonging to the government.

All the silver, china, and. historical articles in the

president's private apartments are under his per-

sonal supervision, and he is held responsible for

their safe keeping.

The steward attends to all the buying. The gov-

ernment provides the steward with a horse and
wagon and in this he drives to market.

The daily expense of the president's table aver-

ages S25, exclusive of state dinners and public re-

ceptions. This sum covers the cost of food for

guests and the whole retinue of servants.

The supplies are not paid for when purchased,

but a bill for them is rendered each month. This

bill must be itemized, and the steward must check

it before it goes to the paymaster. Usually the

housekeeper or the mistress 'of the White House
also audits the bills.

The paymaster is bonded and stands close to the

president, and is supposed to look after his inter-

ests. All of the bills for the expenses of the White
House go to this functionary, who draws them up

into a clear, itemized account, which he submits to

the president. When they have passed through all

of these various hands, they are apt to be accurate,

and the president usually pays them by check.

The White House cook is a South Carolina ne-

gress, Mrs. Benjamin. She is an up-to-date south-

ern cook and understands the art of making fancy

dishes, which seem to please the president and his

wife.

Attempts have been made time and again to get

the presidents to employ French cooks, but here,

too, democratic and patriotic motives have pre-

vailed. None but American white or colored

cooks have been employed at the White House, al-

though when large state dinners are given French

or Italian cooks and caterers are brought in for

temporary service.

The linen, 'silverware, glass and china are fur-

nished by the government, and the proper care of

these is a duty that the president has to trust to

those under him.

The White House is really a large hotel, and the

same methods obtain here as in a first-class hotel.

Mrs. McKinley is daily besieged by begging letters,

and these she attends to as best she can. One

method is to see that all the food that would be

wasted is properly distributed among the deserving

poor.
.

STRETCHING STEEL.

In an article on Bridge Building we see the lit-

tle known fact that steel can be stretched.

Before a hammer is struck, every single detail of

a 54,000,000 pound bridge must be worked out on

paper. Every beam, wire, rod. and even every

screw, nut and rivet must first have its distinct de-

sign. And by "design" is meant not merely a

drawing showing its future shape, but the setting

forth of every detail. The design must show the

length, width, thickness, and the exact number of

feet or inches //m/ Ihc piece will be able lo stretch, when

completed, without breaking. For instance, a design

lor a certain bar of solid steel that will be forty-six

feet long, four inches wide, and two inches thick,

must give not only these three dimensions, but must,

in addition, tell how many feet that finished bar will

stretch, without breaking, when it has been placed

in permanent position on the completed bridge.

Most of us look upon solid steel as a thing that

cannot be stretched, but the error of such a suppo

sition was impressed upon the writer when he saw

bars of cold, solid steel stretched out as far as six

feet without injury to the extent of a crack.

LETTINQ IT OUT.

"Did the postmaster leave any letters, Mary?"

the mistress asked, on returning from a visit one

afternoon.
" Nothing but a postcard, ma'am."

"Who is it from, Mary?"

"And dq you think I'd read it, ma'am? " .isked

the girl, with an injured air.

" Perhaps not. But anyone who sends me a mes-

sage on a postcard is either stupid or impertinent."

"You'll excuse me, -ma'am," returned the girl,

loftily. " but it's a nice way to be talking about your

own mother!
"

He is a ver>' great and a very distinguished man

who can afford in this period of the world's civiliza-

tion to wear bad clothes.
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Good treading

IN A MACARONI FACTORY.

Each year finds the American fonder of maca-

roni. He is pressing the Italian hard as a lover of

the flour-paste, tubular dainty, and no restaurant

can claim to be an eating place unless prepared to

serve up macaroni and spaghetti in a dozen differ-

ent ways.

Italians brought hither with their appetite for

macaroni the tools for making it. All they needed

besides the tools were flour and water, and little

macaroni factories sprang up in New York and Chi-

cago. In them the macaroni was made as it has

bc-en made in Italy for one hundred years or longer.

The kneading, mixing and other parts of the sim-

ple process were all tlone by hand until the Ameri-

can happened to think that the macaroni business

was bound to grow, and then machinery began

turning out the edible tubes. In Chicago, not far

apart, are two macaroni factories. In one Italians

with bared arms work over the flour and carry it

along to the end by hand. In the other the paste

is kneaded under iron knuckles, rolled beneath

granite bowlders and squeezed into long tubes by

steam power. The machine can turn out more
macaroni in a day than the Italian can, but the

Italian's factory is the more interesting to the man
who wants to know how macaroni is made.

Only the hardest and flintiest wheat is used to

make macaroni. Hard Minnesota or Dakota wheat

is the best. The west side Italian takes this

wheal, washes it and then carefully dries it. In

Italy, he explained, they dried the wheat in the

sun, but here, he said, waving his -hands wildly

over his head, there is no sun that can break

through the smoke. After it is dry the wheat is

ground or pounded into coarse cracked wheat and
is then put into a revolving screen which is turned

by a crank. This screen makes the first separa-

tion, dividing the starch, bran and hard parts of the

wheat. Then the broken wheat is sifted through a

number of hand sieves, beginning with a coarse

mesh and ending with a fine mesh. The knack of

swinging the sieve, tossing the grain from one side

to the other, and bringing all the bran to the niid-

ille or on top is acquired only after long practice,

but when the broken wheat has gone from one
sieve to the other it is clean, bright, free from bran
and almost polished. The macaroni-maker called

it "semolina" and then proceeded to make it into

dough. The coarse flour was mixed with warm wa-
ter and kneaded by means of a lever which had on
it a three-faced block of wood, with the sharp edge
of the prism down. Two men worked this lever

and block of wood into the dough, sometimes with
a chopping motion and then sidewise. A spring

lifted the lever up so that the kneaders had noth-
ing to do but bear their weight on the lever and
jump up and down.

After kneading and working it for an hour or so
the dough was pronounced ju.st right and ready to

ni.ide into tubes. This is done by pressure.be

Italians are the workmen in the American fac-

tory, too. They first put about lOO pounds of the

semolina into a mixing machine. This is of iron,

about three feet deep and two feet in diameter.

Down the center is an upright shaft which has

round bars of steel sticking from it like quills on a

porcupine. The broken wheat mixed with hot wa-

ter was worked into a dough by the steel bars mov-

ing around in the mixture, and when the dough was

stiff enough it was taken out and put into a rolling

machine. The rolling-pin of this machine is a

granite wheel which looks like an enormous grind-

stone and weighs about three tons. This gran-

ite roller moves around in a circle over the

dough, which was placed in a circular strip on the

wooden bed around the edge. For three-quarters

of an hour that granite rolling-pin squeezed,

squashed and mashed the macaroni dough until it

had a satiny feeling and was as fine as silk.

Next came the kneading machine. In this ma-

chine the circular bed turned around, and the

kneaders—conical-shaped, iron-cogged wheels

—

dug their hard knuckles into the dough and thor-

oughly worked out any hard spots that the granite

roller had missed. After half an hour in the

kneading machine the dough was ready for the

press. The cylinder of the press was somewhat
like the hand press of the Italian, only it was larger

and stronger, for a pressure of 1,000 pounds is

brought to bear on the dough, squeezing out about

100 pounds of macaroni in three-quarters of an

hour. The macaroni tubes are cut off every ten

feet and then are taken to a table where they

are cut into the proper length for packing. Then
the macaroni is taken to the drying-room and
kept there on racks for eight days, when it is

packed in boxes for shipment.

ART TREASURES.

The dough was placed in a cylinder which stood
upright, with the top open, but the bottom was
closed with a perforated plate, the holes being the
exact size of the macaroni sticks. A quantity of
dough w.as put into the cylinder and then a plunger
was put on top of the dough, half a dozen men took
hold of the lever and brought it down, and fifty

soft, pliable macaroni tubes shot through the per-
forated plate.

The sticks were made hollow by means of little

round plugs or centers, which were held in the
holes by pins. The plugs were smaller than the
holes through which the dough was forced, so that

the dough really was squeezed through a ring-

shaped hole. The macaroni-maker smiled when he
was asked why the pins did not slit the macaroni
into two half-tubes as it was pressed out. Waving
his hand condescendingly and lighting.a fresh ciga-

rette, he explained that the dough was sticky, and
as the pin was at the top of the plug, or, as a ma-
chinist would call it, " mandrel," the macaroni tube
was made solid again after passing the pin. While
the macaroni sticks were coming through the plate
a young man fanned them briskly to keep them
from sticking together, and another one cut the
sticks off about every ten feet and hung them over
wooden frames, where they were kept until the
macaroni was dry, hard and brittle.

Only the other day a famous picture by Rubens,
the great Flemish painter, was found in a dustbin

at Wapping. It had been bought previously for

half a crown; but the last owner did not even think

it worth that, and the dustman removed it. It

turns out to be worth 555,000.

If you come across a piece of old canvas with a

woman's foot painted on it, examine it, for it may
be worth 825,000. One of the finest pictures in the

world

—

Titian's " Madonna of Lucca"— is worth at

present S8o,ooo, and is in a famous private collec-

tion. But the picture was mutilated eighty years
ago, a piece being cut out by an enemy of the own-
er and hidden. The picture represents the Virgin
Mary, and the left foot, life-sized, is missing. This
foot is said to be somewhere in England, and is

worth 835,000, or at the rate of 85,000 per toe.

With the foot the picture will be worth 8105,000,
and the odd 825,000 would be easily procured in

exchange for the lost piece.

The "Venus of Milo's " right arm is missing.
This Venus is the most famous statue in the world,
and stands in the Louvre, in Paris; but her right

arm is somewhere in this country.

There is no price one could set on the statue it-

self, for 8500,000 would not buy it, but the arm
would fetch 850,000, if not more— in fact, that sum
was once offered for it. The Venus has lost both
arms, but the right one was discovered some years
ago by a wealthy English antiquarian, who com-
municated with the authorities who guard the
Venus. It was proved satisfactorily that the arm
was the missing one, and the finder was offered his
own price for it. But he wanted to purchase the
Venus, and add the arm to it. Then he would lend
the statue to the Louvre for an indefinite period.
The authorities did not approve of this, and the
owner came to England in dudgeon, and buried the
arm no one knows where. The owner died two
years ago, and the 850,000 worth of marble—no big-
ger than a man could carry— lies awaiting a finder.

A picture by Van Dyke, worth 840,000, was stolen
from a country seat in Cheshire four years ago. It
has not passed out of the country. The thieves,
finding it an awkward thing to dispose of, hid it!

It was cut from its frame and taken away, with
S-,500 worth of other valuables, in i8g6, and every
now and then a report appears that it is found; but
the famous Van Dyke is still at large.
There is a bronze figure of a " faun " somewhere

m Britain, with two murders hanging over its head
and a price of 815,000 set upon it. It is about three

n,

feet high, and one of its owners was
refusing to sell it to a fanatical coll""""^
owner's heir, who inherited the stat

'

by house breakers, who rifled his counT'
^"""^

'"

carried off the faun, among other t^"
""' "'

were unable to sell it, and it was twice
'"^^' '^'

ered; but eventually the thieves buried!'""
find it you will realize 815,000. ' "

If you come across an old sword of the l'
looks as if no human being could ever h

'^*'

it, inspect the hilt to see if there are notT
"'"'''"'

jewel-settings on each side, in the form ol^
^'"'"^

If so, it is probably the state sword of K 1

' ""

who died a goodish time ago, and you „,,||'"'
"•

get 83,500 or 84,000 for it. It is known t„'k
Great Britain, either in some remote dealer' 7"
or hanging on some smoking room wall Th*

"

ty settings used to contain ten of thefin-.r?"^
of the time. The rubies are also at lar

"
b

""

they are not recognizable from other fine" rubi"'

"

is little use looking for them. They mn ,!."„,

85,000 each. '"

In one of the ducal castles of Scotland is a sel f

splendidly -carved old bog-oak chairs. There an
four of them, one an armchair, but there should be
eight altogether—three chairs and an armchair are
missing. Those missing chairs are somewhere

in

the country, but so far they have not been found

They would fetch S750 each and 81,000 for Ihea
chair, if discovered.

One China bowl of Dresden ware is the only ihi„j

missing from one of the most valuable sets in ik,

world, and the rest are now carefully guarded in

private museum. This bowl is thought to be soni(

where in the Midlands, and may be lurking in Mim

old dealer's shop, or doing daily work in a LOt[.i^r

The rest of the set, incomplete, is worth Sl.joo, bnl

S750 would be the price of this bowl alone.

" Grandfather's clocks " are good things to ko

one's eye on, for there is one somewhere whosi

door panel was carved by King James 11 in h;

spare time. It would fetch 84,000, however. :ini

may sell for more than that when found. It dis^p

peared— not by theft, but by mismanagement-

eighty years ago.

A ROUOH SKETCH.

A BIG, comfortable, roomy kitchen. Hot sloe,

with something good getting ready for dinner.

Ma, a rotund, busy woman hustling around tlit

room, busy with her cooking and kitchen worl- gen-

erally. When not busy she takes up her knittiiik'

Knitting socks for William Henry Harrison, a si<-

teen-year old, who is simply "schrecklich"on l»s

socks. W. H. H. is a big, gangling boy, sturdy «i

build, younger than one would take him 1

hands and feet, heedless, growing, falling <

self, but will round out into a perfect man

has passed the pinfeather stage. He is a 1

'Nook, has in his hand a segment of Jl
,

^^^

mouth full, pie paused in air, mouth hall o\««.«^

tent on something near the bottom »' "" P'^.'

Turns the page, takes an awful bite again. '"

gins the next article.

"Willie."

No answer, reading and pie go on logetM

" William!
"

. . ^[,j[in

" Huh." Another bite of pie and » ^''^'^^
^

,

position while he reads more intently, a"

faster.

"William Hennery!

That settle

tone that busii,^.jj ,-

mouthful, regretfully closes the ''^""'^ "
^ .mJ?!

up for orders. He is told to feed the s^^^^
^^^ ^^

ready for dinner. After that meal, »'

^^^^_^,

the work all done, and the house '°
^,^ij,,HJ

takes her knitting, lays the 'Nook on
^^^^^^,\^

with one knitting needle idly 5cr.itchin„

ear she takes it all in, slowly, but sure
y^^,^^, „)|

And off here by the Fox "''"'^H.^iiti'^l
with a big, broad, good-natured, Ic-'

. ..^eve

on his face, for he sees it all in his m'

HARVEY BARKDOLL SAV5 S

"We all prize the Inglenook ver)-^
|'„%ver)- '"j

is no better paper, and it ought to ^^^,e.

in our land." And others """^
,

„ever I"'"

think of the numbers of people tha
^^^

it! Tell them about it.
Once

reading it, it does its own talking-

1 Hennery!
"

.

i-,^
iKl

ties it. William Henry ''"°"'
,t;.

liJ

usiness is meant, and he g" P» jM

,w"1
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IVHAT
IS OUR

niSSIONARY READINO CIRCLE?

BY J.
K. SNYDER.

estion has come to us many times in the
'"''''°

rs It might be answered in a few

r'''"d again we could spend much time in ex-

'*'^"( We shall take the former course and

"; few
words as possible.

tad its
genesis about eight years ago in

.' \ ro Pa., 'hen the home transiently of Bro.
"'"'-

- It was organized for the purpose of
(J Stover

ment and information along

oorcaggfessi

the line of

ve missionary effort atiiong our peo-

Ancl'while this was perhaps the primary ob-

,\,et Ihe deepening of the Christian life had no

ja'llpartof Ihc original purpose. This is only a

iiral result, for no one can become deeply inter-

na in missions and not have his spiritual life

[iraedand deepened at the same time. It is the

ipiril-lilled
" life that means much for earnest mis-

^iiiy endeavor.

While the scope of the work has been enlarged

jte its inception, the fundamental principle of

bit inception is the same as at its first organization,

[or the dissemination of missionary literature,

deepening of the Christian life and the exten-

oithe borders of Zion. This aim we ever hope

jfceeptothc front and thus fill a long-felt need in

church, especially among our younger mem-

Thisis an age of activity. All lines of human en-

Qi'or present a scene of animation. This is equal-

(Imc of Christian work. New avenues and fields

5ve opened for development which need workers
bate, in a sense at least, familiar with the gener-
Jrtjil ol the work. Personal experiences, in all

Abeingoutof the question, the next best meth-
Imust be brought into use—studying the experi-
ices of those who have come into personal con-
icuith the field and the people. It is wonderful
"mount of inspiration and information that can
jmtd in this way. No one can read the lives of
I*™, Carey, Moffat, Duff and others, or the
'•recorded in the "New Acts of the Apostles,"

: eye-opening facts of the "New Era," or the
"lylhemes of "Divine Enterpi-ise of Missions," or
"werablc arguments of "Do Not Say," without
"'"^more and /,-rf„^, more deeply interested in
^'8^'eatwork of the church-world-wide evangeli-

J'»»
Ihe mission of the Circle, to plan so that

""'matron can be easily and readily placed

C ,'h

'"''' °' "''"^"'- " has wielded an

»ch N
" "''"'''"'y ''«'"g '«!' throughout the

one can measure the influence of read-

P" who!! ,"
'" ^^ ">*= P'^'^ble cast into the

lltfery
re H

'''"'"'^^^ °f "le ocean. We ask

*of theV"!'
"^"^ '~«I-EN00K investigate the

''*ence
*"'' '"^'P '° ^""'"^ ^"'^ deepen

' Vchc
ch'^'f

^'*'^"-~~*^"-"''°™ifno, the famous

"'fine b( H
''"^ ^ wardrobe of buckskin

[""s relic ofl""''
""" '""' He still retains

""Wthn, ^^""^ ''^y^' 'hough he has been

*'' eannor! .^°"'" ^°' '*"=" '^^°''S^ '^e

•""sthat hi
or write himself, he is very

'"'"lan. „A
''™P''^ ^hall be educated like the

""'•^'•ayinrl f
'"" "° g°°d any more," is

l!" ""ght J, ^^ P"'^ it. Wise old chief!

?"" Ther. 7 = "''" "hen he becomes a

a'^'^ofEp,„."''' ^^ "" hankering after the

"'"mherLr '''°"''' abandon the devil's
• ^''"-ent Events.

"6ec,xi„,r~~——
*"" >he Dum " ""'' """i "^i: heart is faii.t,

i^^ purpose
,s wasted power."

C'^^ "°''id'^^m~*T^
./"our

feet.
'' ' ""^ '°^'' hut he must do

°""°*wiih """'^ ^''11 minister but he
""'h our hands."

BOOK NOTICES.

by Adaline Hohf Beeiy, the

Published by Fillmore Broth-
3. 40 pp. Paper cover. Price,

"The Rostrum,'

Huntingdon sister,

ers, Cincinnati, Oh
25 cents.

This is a collection of original recitations, songs,
dialogues, etc., for day-school and Christmas enter-
tainments. Sometimes those interested in such
things are at their wit's end to know where to find
something new to select from. This is what they
are looking for, and it is especially valuable for
schools where the teacher knows how to sing.
Then as this is by a sister, it would only be due
church patriotism to buy the book, but its merit
makes it worthy aside from all personal considera-
tions.

Sn Sunday 51 School jiw.

GOLD DUST,

Swift, speedy time, feathered with flying hours.—Daniel.

We want not time, but diligence, for great per-

formances.

—

Samuel Johfisofi.

Never think any portion of time too short to be
employed.

—

Lord Chesterfield.

There's two ways of taking a thing easy. You
can take and leave it alone or you can take and do
'\t\—Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney.

Every evil to which we do not succumb is a bene-
factor. We gain the strength of the temptation we
resist.—^. W. Efiierson.

Every man's task is his life preserver. The con-

viction that his work is dear to God, and cannot be
spared, defends him.

—

Emerson.

Training is everything. The peach was once a

bitter almond; cauliflower is nothing but cabbage
with a college education.—^^rfr/i- Txvain.

The winterLs sunshine has a tenderness unknown
to that which blazes down from the zenith at mid-

summer; and in the pink suffusions of sunset our

spotless earth glows like a large, white lily that

leans so near heaven as to catch the tint of its invisi-

ble roses.

—

Litcy Larcom.

We are God's plants, God's flowers. Be sure that

he will help us to unfold into something serenely

fair, nobly perfect, if not in this life, then in anoth-

er. If he teaches us not to be satisfied till we have

finished our work, he will not be satisfied till he has

finished \\\^.- James Freeman Clark.

What we call life is but the opening chapter of an

endless serial. It is the vestibule of an infinite tem-

ple. We climb the weary steps and reach the gates

with panting breath, and knock; and an angel with

shining face opens to us, saying: "lam he whom
you have maligned as 'the King of Terrors.' Come
in, and begin to live! "—D.J. Burrell, D. D.

IF YOU ARE IN EARNEST.

Ake you looking for some opportunity for doing

good? If you are, take to heart these words of Wil-

liam Burleigh: "There never was a day that did

not bring its own opportunity for doing good that

never could have been done before and never can

be again."

These are true words. You can prove them if

you will. It is often true that those who talk most

about wanting to do good "if they could" have no

perception of the opportunities given them every

day of their lives. The real worker in Christ's

earthly kingdom does not wait for opportunities; he

creates them. If you are in earnest, you will never

be idle for lack of opportunity.— The Standard.

SEARCH FOR FAITH.

AN EXCELLENT RULE.

John Wesley's mother once wrote to him when he

was in college: "Would you judge of the lawfulness

or the unlawfulness of a pleasure, take this rule:

Whatever weakens your reason, impairs the tender-

ness of your conscience, obscures your sense of God,

or takes off the relish of spiritual things; whatever

increases the authority of your body over your

mind, that thing, to you, is sin."

The laughter cure is the latest for indigestion.

Here is a hint for cynics and pessimists.

Had the embassy of Emperor Wing-te, A. D. 65,
of the Ming dynasty gone 1,500 miles farther in its

journey in search of the incarnated God, China
would have been one of the greatest Christian na-
tions in the world and all the present trouble would
have been avoided. The story of the search for the
incarnated God and its strange ending forms one of
the most remarkable chapters in the history of a re-

markable people.

In order to properly understand the. conditions
leading to a search for the incarnated God, it will

be necessary to go a little into the history of China
of that day. The Ming dynasty, which ruled then,
had brought China out of a slough of despond, into

which it had sunk because of the terrible corruption
into which the precepts of Confucius and Lao-tze
had fallen. These two great teachers were to China
what Marcus Aupclius Antoninus was to the Ro-
mans. All three taught the value of good, the ne-
cessity of doing good, and other precepts based upon
the same proposition. After the death of the Chinese
philosophers, their teachings became corrupted
until Confucianism became another name for cere-

monial usage, and Lao-tzeism under the name of

Taoism, a worship of spirits.

It was then, when China was the most highly civi-

lized nation, when it counted gunpowder among its

inventions, that the Ming rulers sought to find the

true religion—something more noble than a worship
of spirits or ceremonials. While still discussing the

matter, rumors spread far and near that a new
prophet— the incarnation of the real God—had ap-

peared in the far West. Strange stories were whis-

pered beneath the breath of the marvelous power
of the new God—how he had raised the dead and
had performed other miracles. This eventually

reached the ears of the Emperor. Calling the liter-

ary and scientific men before him he demanded to

know their opinions.

After a long consultation it was decided to send

an embassy to the incarnated God with rich offer-

ings, and to ask him to come to China to preach the

true word. So a great caravan of richly-decorated

camels was gathered, and magnificent offerings

were loaded upon their backs. There were superb

silks, glittering precious stones, the choicest in-

cense, magnificent ivory carvings, and the finest

products of all China. Attended by a huge retinue

of coolies and servants and soldiers, the embassy,

consisting of China's most learned men, started

south, along the coast line, for, in those days, it was

not safe to travel too far inland. Days and weeks

the caravan traveled. Each day prayers were

offered to the incarnate God. On went the caval-

cade, passing beyond the boundaries of China, into

the unknown land beyond. Everywhere the mis-

sion went the word of the search was passed, and

soon a huge army entered India.

Once there the stories of the incarnate God be-

came more circumstantial, and with renewed cour-

age the embassadors pressed on. At last Southern

India was reached and a positi\'e clew discovered

—

at least so the embassy thought. Yes, the natives

had heard of a great prophet. He had performed

miracles and had disappeared in a miraculous man-

ner, none knew whither. He had lived and was

born on an island south of India, across the water

which the Chinese dreaded.

But, strong as was the fear of water, the desire to

accomplish their purpose was stronger, and so. In

rude boats, they set sail for Ceylon. The weather

favored them, and they soon set foot on the island

home of the unknown prophet. There, where the

knowledge of his existence was still fresh in the

minds of the people, where the Botree, or tree of

knowledge, where he had gained inspiration, was

still standing, where his personality was not yet for-

gotten, the ambassadors gained their knowledge of

Buddha, Gautama Sidartha, the all-wise.

They had set out to find the incarnate God, Christ

the Savior, and had found Buddha. To their minds

the precepts of Buddha offered attractions far supe-

rior to those of Confucius or Lao-tze, and so the re-

turn journey was begun, after leaving the presents

and offerings at Buddha's shrine at Kushinara. Then

they returned home and spread the new creed far

and wide. To-day there arc more than 30,000,000

Buddhists in China.

Lots of people grow poor buying bargains.
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ODD WAYS OF uvl^a.

Thkrr can be- no better illustration of the truth

of the moss-Krown expression that "one-half of the

world does not know how the other half lives " than

is found in the discoveries made by a number of

census aijenls. Occupations that were never known

to exist have been unearthed by these questioners,

and have given the students of odd jobs and unique

livelihoods food for much thought.

One of the census takers dropped into liast l''or-

ty-fifth street and found on a door thai confronted

him at the third landing the name " I'rof. Abunson."

The professor had long whiskers and considerable

volubility, and said in rei>ly to the query as to his

occupation that he was a j)rofessional spanker. He

showed a business card and an advertisement in a

Herman paper, which said; "Unruly and wayward

boys disciplined at parents' residences."

"I always see the culprit before I decide upon

the amount of punishment," said the professor.

"Sometimes they see nic first and then I lose a job.

As a rule I inflict the punishment in a room in which

there is a clock. I always insist that the parents

tell me how long I am to spank the refractory boy.

Girls? O, no; I never spank girls."

One of the census lakers discovered close to Fort

Greene park, in Hrooklyn, a man named lircnner.

with a sign reading: "Waterbug Killer to United

Slates Navy."

Another queer occupation discovered is conduct-

ed by a man who "calls people." Mis chief cus-

tomers are those who have to get up at unusually

early hours, such as bartenders, policemen, motor-

men and Ihc like. "It's not very profitable, though,"

he said, "and sometimes it's dangerous. I've been

arrested seveial times for going into hallways be-

fore daylight, and once I got a black eye from a

man, who threw an alarm clock at me when I called

liini."

The woman whose business it is to collect corks,

and who is said to make Sio a day is another cjueer

one on the long list of oddities. She gathers all

the whisky, champagne ;»nd mineral water corks

through a number of employes and sells them to

the firms that originally cut them.

Close to liellevue hospital is a woman who sells

bottles, liig-hearted "Tom" lircnnan gave her the

idea, and also a stand close to the dispensary, and

she has been in the business outside the gloomy

walls for twenty-five years. She has four barrels of

bottles in the shed-like structure, which is about

half the size of an ordinary ncwsp;iper booth. The
poor who go to the dispensary for medicines usual-

ly fail to take bottles along. The dispensary does

not fvu'nish bottles, nor are they sold inside its

gates. The "bottle woman," as she is called, sells

for one or two cents each glass bottles of all sizes,

ranging from the half-oimce vial to the one big

enough for horse liniment.

the sound of coin become to him that nothing but

its chink upon the ground would soothe his eyelids

to sleep. Of all queer methods of inducing drowsi-

ness the foregoing would certainly seem to be the

queerest.

A gentleman who resided for many years in the

town of Worcester was unable to drop off to sleep

unless half a dozen peaches were placed under his

pillow, as he averred that the perfume of the fruit

brought with it a certain degree of drowsiness.

Somewhat similar to the device of this worthy

was the plan of a Parisian merchant whose only

remedy for sleeplessness was Ihc insertion beneath

his pillow of a sachet of lavender, the smell of

which, he declared, would send him to sleep in five

minutes.

Very peculiar was the following; A middle-aged

engineer who had lived for many years close to the

beach of a seaside town had grown so accustomed

to the lullaby of the waves that when business took

him to Manchester, where he was thenceforward

compelled to live, he found that the absence of the

sea murmurs robbed him of sleep. He therefore

fitted up in his bedchamber an apparatus which was

so constructed that the sound of the waves as they

broke upon the shore was most cleverly imitated.

Aided by this fictitious appliance, the engineer was

enabled to sleep perfectly, and the apparatus con-

tinued in constant use until the day of his death,

some years later.

In some oriental climes the natives who find

themselves unable to sleep by natural means pre-

vail upon their friends to administer to them very

sound floggings with bamboo canes. The pain thus

sustained is supposed by the natives in question to

induce a sensation of drowsiness, followed by sleep.

All the same, there are few insomnia patients in

this country who would resort to so drastic a meas-

ure for curing their complaint.

aOOD JUOQB OF DOLLS.

She is a very little girl, only five years old, but

in the short period of her few years she has enjoyed

a large experience of life with dolls of all kinds and

descriptions, who, in the course of their existence

under her loving, but not always kind, administra-

tions, have undergone many vicissitudes. So, the

little five-year-old, when there came a real live baby

into the house, felt herself to be something of a

connoisseur in children. When it was put into her

arms, this real live baby, she regarded it with a

critical air.

"Isn't that a nice baby?" cried the nurse, with

the joyous pride with which a nurse always regards

a new baby, in which she feels that she has a pro-

prietary interest.

" Yes," replied the little girl, hesitatingly, " it's

nice, but its head is loose."

HE nAV BE NOTED SOME DAY.

METHODS OF WOOINU SLUMBER.

" Slkkp, oh, gentle sleep, how have I frightened

thee?" asks the distracted king in Shakespeare's

play of "Henry IV.," and it is a question which

thousands of weary mortals both before and after

that sovereign's time have been in the habit of

framing, though no answer has been forthcoming.

That several ingenious persons have, however,

solved the problem of inducing sleep the following

peculiar methods of counteracting insomnia will

clearly demonstrate;

His imperial majesty, the shah of Persia, was a

martyr to insomnia for a long time until, in a happy
moment of inspiration, one of the court physicians

hit upon the extraordinary notion of patting the

autocrat on the arms and back until sleep weighed

down his eyelids. So admirable was this specific

found to be that it was imiucdiately adopted by the

shah, and it is stated that the suite which accom-

panied him to Kurope contained, among other

functionaries, two "patters," whose sole occupation

took the form of helping to send their master into

the realms of the drowsy Morpheus.

At the Paris exposition there is shown the nioil-

el of a cave once occupied by a famous Greek
brigand, who was in the habit of being sent to sleep

by the dropping of pieces of gold from the roof of

the cave on a carpet beneath. The gold thus

dropped represented some of the booty that he had
acquired from passing travelers, and so dear had

A GENTLEMAN, who was showing the sights of

Salem to some lady friends the other day, visited

the birthplace of Hawthorne. This house, every

man, woman and child in Salem is proud of

and they are also proud of the historical knowledge
of the urchins who like to act as guides to visitors,

and they often ply them with questions to show
them off.

This particular gentleman noticed one of the kids
kicking his heels against the curbstone, and said, as

he looked knowingly at his visitors, " My boy, what
noted person was born in this house, do you
know?

"

"Yeth, thir," lisped the boy, "I was." Since
then the Salem youth has not been so attracted to
the gentlemen of historic tales.

W.\R is the greatest demoralizer in the world. It

liberates the savage passions long held in restraint
in times of peace. PilLige. murder, rape and all

the lesser crimes are its inseparable accompani-
ments, but the length to which brutal passion has
been permitted to go on in China will long be a
blot upon Christian nations.

THE WORLD-S noST FAHOUsT^

Luthek; Born 1483, died i5<,6. a G
Catholic priest who cut loose from Rom •"°"°'

'

called the Reformation, giving rise to wh
,'"*''*'''

as Protestantism, all Protestant churcL" !"?*"

their origin, in some way, from Luthe " '

in starting the Reformation.
nersgr,

Loyola: Born 1491, in Spain, died 1556 a ,,

olic priest who founded the order of I

*'

was its head. The order has been c-
""'" ""''

all sides, even by the head of the chu^MreT
"'

for its unjustifiable meddlesomeness
in

' "'"

affairs In secular methods. Loyola is listed*""'"
the great because his society has influenced""'"'
world of religion in many ways.

"'

* * •

Calvin; Born 1509, died 1564. He first s,„j|

for the priesthood, but thinking that he had

"

taken his vocation he took up the study of law u
returned, however, to theological fields H '
an austere, uncompromising theologian, and li'

fame rests on the fact that he founded a school I

theological philosophy which has influenced
mil.

lions. He wrote much, and the Institutio, oncoj

Emmet Boyles, who lives near Rosendale, Mo.,
has found in a ravine a mine of curiosities. Among
the things found are a petrified eat, a petrified
white oak log, mussel shells, snails, etc.; also some
fine Indian arrow heads and fine specimens of dif-
ferent kinds of ore.

his books, contains the substance of his teachings.

He was a logician, a reasoner of the highest type,

and though we may differ from him on theological

presentations, yet he is beyond question one c

world's ablest thinkers. His belief was, in brief

that some were predestined to eternal salvation,

and others to eternal damnation, altogether inde.

pendent of anything they, themselves, might do,

This belief, held to by millions, has made him one

of the world's greatest men in influencing thought

and action.
% % #

Cervantes: Born in Spain 1547, died ifufi A

writer who has kept the world laughing i- 1

two hundred years. His principal work and lii

one by which he is remembered, is Don Quixoi,

humorous account of the adventures of a squire aiu;

his servant.
« « «

Henry of Navarre: Born in France 1553, ilitc

1610. King of France. Great because he was the

acknowledged head of the Huguenots. His itli-

gion, and his relation toward Catholicism, give liirn

a first place in history.
« * «

Bacon: Born in London 1561, died 1656. A

philosopher who has influenced mankind by tti-

son of the greatness of his mind and his system nf

philosophy, which, for comprehensiveness and ac-

curacy of detail, has surpassed all altcrcomersiilio

j

explored the same fields of thought.

* * #

Shakespeare; Born in England 1564, 'I

The greatest dramatist that ever wrote th

language. Nothing ever produced befon

Shakespeare has equaled him. He seeoid

all conditions of men and all methods ol'

His English is perfect. He has influenced n.i

of readers in all modern languages.

# # #

Galileo; Born in Pisa, 1564, died 1642.

J j

one of the earliest and greatest of «!'"'"'
..^J

losophers. Thoroughly skilled as a niatlu J

he excelled in astronomy, and it was main )
'

him that the crude and untrue theories
^^^^ ^^^^

ing scientific men were '^''P'"'''^'''
,^j„,e

.ina^

before the religious authorities of the
^|^^',^„„c

had much trouble with the ignorant an
^^^

, . j

al. He came very near the discovery
^^

gravitation, and he had few f"""^""''"
j,,,

ligent surroundings, at the ''""= °
\.j,y siit»*

While not the most brilliant, yet ot
j'^^j^ji

scioK

tial character, his discoveries in "'"
.^(j„sclyp*

entitle him to regard. His bent was 1 ^^^^^^,itl^

tical, and while not complete or lu
'|^.|^5jpbdj

his discoveries as an experimenta P

the domain of natural science enti t

place in the history of "''^'' "'^° .'oai'^
and impressed themselves on all a

• * • ,1

Kepler: Born 1571, died "^^
,^,„ as"*"''

j

he was one of the founders of mo
^.„<,„ei>«--

His theory of celestial objects «
^^^ (,«

«»

.bitf""

,<,ed
•*""

His tncory ot ceiesiiai u^j--

many things now better understo
.

fitly be classed with the immor'a

astronomical knowledge

rials
heca^*'
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What They Say!

,
,,j«.0K .s par excellence. It has

"'
J ihe roK"!'! Comfamoit m our

"pch nu^'ber seems better than the

^_ I have a Sunday-school class

>!'« °°'j
,i,is from thirteen to eighteen

"•"f 11 i-el the INGLENOOK as a Sunday

• .l/*r. Q o

Ciuence.
Iowa, Speaks Out.

I,ji.nb
"""'' satisfaction that I express

""'
,1 of the INGI-ENOOK. Its appear-

'".Lneral make-up are such that it at

Hct^^endsi. 10 the reader. I. has found

.'"
i„,„

many ol uur homes, and the peo-

'™l^,,j,lad for its continued success.—

Alt. Morris Says:

jl,
ISGLESOOK easily takes rank among

biiiyoi-8 P"'P'''' P"''"" '" "" ''°™"'''-

ibtnerlhanra"" of them because of the

„,tio( Ike silly '"^^ am\n and light read-

II Is a most valuable addition to the

J,l„„-spabliMlions. No family should be

m».-Elil. D. L Milltr.

O O

Lanark, III., Has An Opinion.

We bave been receiving the Inglenook

it started. We like it very well. I would

itlo ste it go to all the homes of the land.

Kshort sermons are good for both old and

»!(.-£«. /. B. Troui:

o o

From the College.

luke the I.NGLLNOOK. I am much pleased

khitssteady ami .Jniosl marvelous growth.

It ltd thai it IS sought after by our people,

iholdaDdyoun^, IS evidence that it proves

(If to be ID fad wli at it purports to be.^/. G.

tit.

O

Hear ''^r^inla Talk.

Olalllhe youni: .-L-ople's papers that I have
ttueen and rt.t ' I think there is none that

iUwieltl as grc- or as desirable influence
mils readers .,i the Inglenook.— tf. A'.

3 O
AnilHagerst'j.Mi, Md

I have been a t

«K [torn its b'

^"bile it is II

1. Ill I Sad so

i iisue, I an

^ tuy exper-

^ It to tbe

Has This

:

^^nt reader of the Ingle-
iing to the present time,

pecially intended for the

iirig that interests me in

--rested in the 'Nook bc-

i. I especially recom-
. readers. — E/d. A. B.
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Peopit

s. Iowa, They Say:
.rreatly enjoy reading our
Ve trust its future may
a'-~J. K. Milltr.
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From Iowa.

GLENOOK from its birth,

siv that it is the most in-

' I have ever read. It

.o both old and young. 1

Mission Sunday school
ii^t is that it can not be
" Sunday-school paper.

—

O O
-n Indiana.

that the Inglenook is

re are many things in
The

^

md which they ought to
'' Jl not lake the Ingle-
'"" "• regret it. The Editor
01 me readers.—Z. IV. Tetter.

And Do«

;V"°"'"o(,
.°°"«vean

O o

" In Mlasouri.

"•jin ebara

ars^I have wondered why
or our young people.

^^'^^L''''*'^°™<= '° tbe church,

with a tendency toward
'^ >hai in the Inglenook.

^^etr.

'^^^u

o o

^nd This.

.*^'»c,!vr'L'^ "^l^an. Dewsy. interesting
^e books and papers one

s;*** *'^'iwhai he u _. „IS as well as the

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing hnk "

in our church publications.—/t^^w £. MohUr.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think tbe Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.—.I/r. and A/rs. L. A Pol-
lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— /K G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend. Ind., Thinks.

Tbe Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

is read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with w.—Eld. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Us Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family
of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/ne.
Calvin Bright.

O O
Pennsylvania Knows a Qood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. 1

think it a grand acquisition to our church
literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/c/iw
C. Zug.

o o

And Also Hagerstown, rid.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and
newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting us Com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— W. S. Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook
since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/uj/tT Barnthouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—ZJtf«/>/

Vaniman.
O O

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs tbe young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—J. Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook.

Lord wonderful

Chambers.

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing
House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card
to a large, well-bound Volume.

+ + +

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
& 24 S. State St., Elgin, III.

rriiey "^/STsunX It!

When People Want a Book,

It is easy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Money Selling .•. .-. .•.

GIRDLING THE GLOBE

Author of

By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

'Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,'

and "Wanderings In Bible Lands."

bless

O O

May the

ts mission. — /. A.

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets belter. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. W.

Wayland. ^00
Lancaster Heard From.

The iNGLENOOK's weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City. Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known thai

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— T. F. ImUr.

The author tells of things seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such an interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of things than would be received by many hundreds who
would make the trip themselves. Note what one writer says:

I have examined and read Bro. D. L. Miller's last book,, "Girdling the Globe," and find it

an excellent work. While ail of his books arc good and instructive, I put this as THE BEST,
in fact the most interesting book I ever read oulside of the Bible. Everything is made so clear

and plain by the author. I would recommend all to secure it if in their power to dose. Sure-

ly a cheap trip around the world! Who would not take in such a trip and i\\ the same time en-

joy the comforts of home?

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back anrl side title, and

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. I'rice, $3.00, prepaid. What better do

you want?

Have you a copy of this excellent book? Has the territory around you

been canvassed? If not, write us at once. We have liberal terms to oiTer you.

Address:

Brethren Publishing House,

Subscription Book Department. Elgin, Illinois.
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Your Home and Furnilure Against

Fire, Lightning and Tornado,

With A. S. OODDARD,

Room >. Mcllrldr Hl.i.k. 45n.) ELGIN. I1.I..

W«ilino tS.r IN'IKSIKIK wh'tl urilln*

Gospel Messenger for 1901

From Now to the End of Next Year,

Only $l.SO.
-f -f -f

SELF-PRONOUNCINC; S. S. TKACHKKS' BIBLE,

Revised ICilition, with needed helps, Divinity Circuit,

Linen Lined, Leather Back, Silk Sewed, price,

MKSSKXC.KR, to theend of IWl,

Total,
$5.00

But We Will Send Both For $8.2S.

Or, if the King James Version is wanted, we can furnish it

in the same style of binding, etc., along with the MESSENGER,

for the same price, $3.25.

l:^-This splendid Bible offer is for old and new subscribers

alike. The Bible may be sent to one address and the paper to

anotlier. Hundreds are availing themselves of this excellent offer.

•Txivt

Exegesis on Divorce and hmu

National Business College,

Roanoke, Vir£lnia,

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted. CHAS. B. ECKBRLB. PrMtdeot.

Vine Fall Term Opening.

.tXlXIK -l.'n wnl

A Kitchen Piano...
" Everythlns at her llnirers' ends."

Nothing to walk or long (or. Sugar, flour, salt, spices,

milk, eggs and molasses to this aelf-cleaDing cabinet

We make nine different kinds of k tchen cabinets, shown

in our new catalogue, free. Hoosler Mfjt. Co..

18 Adams Si. New Castle, Ind.

UoDtinn U'v IMil.KNOOK wlinn wrilinK.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.

22 and 24 S. State Street, Elgin, III.

A HOME IN SUNNY KANSAS!
-. m '

If you are looking for a home consider Kansas. At Quinter,

Kansas, there is a large church of the Brethren in perfect work-

ing order, every member of which is entirely satisfied with the lo-

cation. They can not speak too highly of it, its climate and its

possibilities. Enormous crops have been the rule for years back,

and with the cattle business it is a sure thing. There is a large

amount of excellent land for sale cheap, and on long time. If you

are at all thinking of moving anywhere send for particulars. In-

formation and personal attention cheerfully given. Write to

B. A. McALLASTER,
Und Commitlioner U. 1'. Ry. OMAHA, NEBR.

Mmiiiui III, IXnLIKOOK «Ii.d wrtllna.

REVISED
EDITIO.S-.

'*

A compl.le u,al„l, „j ,„,,
on lliii BTcal queilioo. In «hlcb ib i,

'"^"plf-
«" "" ""8< bond i> .nn.liri ",";,'

"J"" •^n

ig looseness o( the marriage bond
"Tb,

llmel J. and llie elder proves ihai ,h. Sen. ""! -

], lorbld divorce." Tl,„ »„ u,e do<i '".".:" ^t-

.i. .Nat Ibisis-ibe sale sMeV.-rr;--
ID an unbroken line for <

th,-Ch,„l'.slde. T«oce,„p '" " '"'.,.,

,1. irom brelbr.n. One l,om an
|1'""'"««

-Dtar Bnlhir l.J.-\ shall ever I, 1

'"''' "

the light you have thrown on the dlvo,!!"""'
'" '«

.oosly I have been • strong advocate ll,
' '

usrioeslioni, anobleone-
''""'•-

We solicit some one In each neighborhoo
gallon to handle our pamphlet SI,* . ."J.*"

'''*^^

- .
^'"- "ilh Co,

>l"slree. Add,,
I. J. ROSEMIEHOEIt, Co.|„,

on Ibis scri

pages. Price, five cents; to n

'^"Pthf.a

" "'rt, t,

t. Whll

GALVANIZED STEEL STAyj

aiVB PERFECT SATISFACTION ior ih* ,

they bold the line wires on fence in rerltcl p.

ng them to sag ot spread, Sltoog, d,,r

a-^genti waoteJ ir

ll and suitable lot
\\ rite (or free catalogues
ship. Address:

THE C. M. FENCE STA¥ CO.,

Lock Bo« 8. CoviNcviox Okio,

UnDIJDn lite IM:LEX00K Hlicn .nlinf

$900
YEARLY to Christian man
or woman to look after our

growing business in this and adjoin-

ing counties; to act as Manager and Cor-

respondent; work can be done at your

home. Enclose self-addressed, stamped

envelope for particuUrs to H. A. .Sher-

man, General Managdr. Corcoran Build-

ing, opposite United States Treasury,

Washington, D. C.

Just What You Wantl

How many elcctoial volei hive JUim

10 t^c

elcctoial vole) hiv
and .Alabama^

What were the parlj division'

5Sth Coagiess?

How we/e the Presidents elecltdprw
1S04?

The al.o ind ihousand; o( olbtf

IMDESTRUCTinLE.
Sold nearly ooe~half
oheaper than iron or
steel fence posts, Great
work territory. Agents
aanufacture, Counties

rculars address with stamp:

Inducements to agents \

may proliiably engage ii

for Bal«. For terniii an

W. A. DICKET. N«Bd, Miami Co.. Ind.

IT IS YOUR DUTY ^JT^'Z,:^^^]
\\ . Ate vi>ii 'li'iiiE \\l Drlnyt ari; iluiigrroiiii and the tO'

*pon«ibilit> in upon you. .Ache*, pain*, poor appetite, I

dlirlne», bad akin, thai draggini and >motlicrlng led-

1

ing are some ol nature'* daogoi lignaU. and you n*ed a i

course ul iinlufe's tcmedy— Oeruiuu-Aittorloiui Herb
Compound.

It is the greateal Blood I'udfiet. Liver. Ktdnoy knd .

Sysicni Kogulater ever offered the people; It ti purely

heibs, bnrkt and looti; the kind iiie-.! by our great gtand-

motlieis for gunerntlons. and should be ii^cd by > mi utid

youi laniil} . II i* put up Id powder (oini and chocolate
|

coated tablets, pleasant and easy to lake, and sold by our

agents: nocuie. no cost.
|

If no agent near you. send ti.oo (oi sis avc«nl pack-

ages, containing too dote* and Tcgiilorcd guaranlee. sent

poll paid.

Writ* loT our liberal oiler to new Agents.

Mis. G- a, Th.iit-<(. li.illst.n, Vn , v*\* For years
I havesotfercfl«itl > - ' - - • ' -,- -n.-<^

AlmoEit (rom clu! " i.li

that the leiiki •
- t>l

headache and • "~t

aburden, 1 lli^>. tJi.

olmcdictne I h^tu
Cuinmiuntl mine In

fiial I fell improved,
headache at all. I cannot express the licuch'

from its use. and trust tin* may l<« tlie means ol many
other sufferers to use the Compound, It also d)d won-
ders (or my husband whose complaint was stomach
truuhle.

Abram Studebakcr. Shldeler, Ind.. says: Your med-
icine has dour myselt and wife a great deal ol good and
WG teconimend It very highly. Please send m« two more
boies (or friends.

MILKINE.
ILK, ,iie (

Qraaulatcd Milk Pood

- _inly Cood that l>v it-

st'.f liiipports life, tierc steril-
ised und couceuttutcd.

'^L I , iiic perfect food tonic.

,'-*^ ' » the moM concenlntted
.f f.w<U. hnc in the most con-
•eiiUiitevi fonii.

MILK. MALT, MEAT make MILKINE.
llie moit i>.iii-ciitrale«lv-»mpl<tc f.Kxl (or udull;.:
Kviriiliiil 1. 1 till- I'ol i-.irc of Rtliir- .-iiid InvjiliiU
I'ul ii|i 111 .try thnvilrrrd (i>tm or in CompreK-tJ
TnMei* Keadv foi u« l-v the addition of water
or cun tw ciilcii div. Wrile foi ftee vimiite
ELGIN MILKINE CO. ELGIN, ILL.

ikths ago n
I llerli

CSfc-oxxtXoxxiexx
\ I'R.KCriCAL KNOWLEDGE OF

Sign and Quase Painting
tiold and Silver Lcllcriog. Brouring.
r.raining, CarTlagc and Show Card
l'*inling. Mixing Colors, Cooitaciing.
VArnlshtng, Etc.. from our Paiotera'
Book. Out book ol is years' experi-
ence In sign and house painting is so

I

simple that even boys can leach themselves the painter's

Addresj, Inl^r-NatloMt M«slloln«> Co. (Incorpo- ' ""*' '° * '^"'^ ''"^ 'S Ulaslrated alphabets are in-

rated). 6is F Street. Washington. D. C. or Alb«rt ;

''•"^'^ ^° o"' ''<">k- This great teacher and money aav
HolllDKor, Special Agent. 338 Eighth Street. Washing- ** **'* ''* w*""* postpaid lor w cents,

ton, D. C. 45tl
^"*1- f*«fhr»I«f Slgii Works, Mllwunko*. Wla.

HKiiion tht I?IOt.lL\OOK -h» -iilMf. ' lUarw* th. IKilLUtOOK «k<ii wntl>«

Coloiixy *mm
Has iust been started in Northwestern

Michigan. Lands in this well-known fruit

.ind farming district are for sale by the New
York National Land Association which

controls more farming land than any other

individual or corporation in the Slate. We
can refer you to Elders and Brethren high

in the confidence and regard of the entire

Brotherhood, who have written letters to

us commending this land. We will gladly

send you copies of these letters on you
request. Conditions of climate and soil in

our pan of Michigan are so widely differ-

ent from those in other parts of the coun-
try that you will be greatly surprised and
edified to read these reports which are in-

disputable. Maps, books, illustrated pam-
phlets and extracts from the Agricultural

Reports furnished free of charge by ad-

dressing

SAMUEL THORPE,
General TravdinB Agenl.

New York National Land Association,

Majestic Building. DETROIT, MICH.

VOTER'S MANUAL Md

...ARGUMENT SETlia

FOR THE VEST POCKKI.

A strictly non-partisan conipilalion. A bool \h\

should be in the possession ol every Americin dllita

!: contains complete st.itistir? f.f all preiidtntW *.«;

lions from Washington to the present time, cluuOM

and arranged lor instant relereoce,

LB&TBEB, biDdBoniely omlioiiied, goll itimslBg, B «ii

OLOTB, Unliomelj emloiasl. Ink il»ttplns. • ""
Postpaid on receipt ol price, fosiige stamps Hkw U

payment. Liberal discount to the Trade and .IjtJii*

G^eo. 'SI%7'. WoTole,
Publisher and Bookseller,

cfo to 98 Market St.
CHICAGO.

The Light of the World, or

Our Savior in Art.

Cost nearly Sioo,ooo u. produce. Co

nearly 100 full-page enj^rLUUiKS of out -^
_

and h.s mother by the world's grealrst pap-

ers. True copies of the greatest master ««

in the art galleries of Emopc. E«'>'

,s as beautiful as a sunrise over the h 11^

Contains description of ihcpamtmg. 2^
phyofthepainterjthen.nesand^^-^^^^^^

the galleries in E-"^^^^''•"'
'^^^^^

may be seen. Also coni-uns .1 Ch.Ui^^^^^^^^^

ment, including a Child, s^iyo
.

^f

bis mother, bea..tifully^^'i^en.
to h^^^,

ture. This wonderful >^ ;'<"'! ,';,„..l

(li to every

1 home

Cap Goods...
We send Cap Goods by mail lo all parts of
Ihe United States. A large assortment to
select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction
juaranleed. Send for tree samples to

purity and beauty, appe.

heart, and in every Christ

re children the book -' '> "*

nen and women arc

ChrliW

taking orders. A Cbtii-Jn man or •

makesSl,<»
Miscan in this community

'

orders lor Christmas

our agent in Massac

5:3,000 worth of thebooKL

Mrs. Sackett, our agent it
^ ^,^ ,

lili--!

sfc"""''

over itt,5oo worn

•seiits.

,MS. has

i.aveiys'

Ne«Yo.k.">;,,

,1 on vcl

ijl"^time. The bonk is p-

paper, beautifully bou.
^^^^^

,^i
gold, and adorned wall t ^ ^„atif«l

>*"

It is, without doubt, th^

this century. Write fir ;c.n..H-_^ y«

P. S.—Note ttiai we bave )
uo.MlfromMt.Uotila.V
IU..toEljiii,IU. J

R. E. ARNOLD,
Elgin, III.

• I^CtasooK «h™ wT.t.n,.

work on salary or com"

prove your success wc •

position of manager '

permanent salary, to •..

tending to agents ar.u

Wanted also a State -"

of office in leading cit-

age all the business ;

terms. Address.

TME BRITISH-'-

Corcoran Building, Op'i-

Tr."-

an)'"--
.la*

;,,nisqi"'''''

terriioo';

:,tie
state ^_^,

iht StaK-
-

Wasbiff*



^!3y Believe it or Not..

I

'ill there isn't anotbei" such a paper anywhere.
- iio 'Nook has the description of some industry
"' process that you would never know about
"Iherwise. There's many a laug-fa and an oc-

a^ional cry in it.

Take it All in All, You Can't Well Do Without it,

-If Yon Stop to Think of Your Best Interests.

CWIijLLo



i-he: inNroxj:Bi»<a'OOis:.

"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents

will be Sent the Rest of this YeatLj::nd all of next Year for One Dollar.
or

it

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll be So

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper "'?

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents

In Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:
>> n 1

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush, Dic.ionary of the Bible, i
Drummond's Addresses,

,

Adventures of a Bro«„it

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds. ^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Roora,

Black Beauty, Dream Life, I Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they coaia

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall work

connected with the InclENOok. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will lurj

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list;

Adventures of a Brownie,

v£sop's Fables,

Auld Liclil Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Drier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poems,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantba at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Roora.

Thirty Years' War,

Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,

Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare.

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. Tke

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of these

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Ami \

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be l'

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re-^

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

-A. Xji"ve r*£tr>er fox* Iji-ve I^eop»le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper m'

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing old!

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always hasj

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it withouj

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The IngleniM|

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of it "^

never undertaken in the church beforei Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list k"""]

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE; The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the P.acilic Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD; The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE ]. ROOP; Has the Church Changed in the Last
Twenty-five Years?

DAN'L HAYS; Best Rcvling for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER; Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER; The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER; St. Paul.

WM. BEERY; The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS; Wh.at were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY: Are Negro Missions Advisable?

!
C. H. BALSllAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

S. Z. SHARP: The Chance of Working One's Way Through
I

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay
College. H. R. TAYLOR: The DifBcullies of City Missions,

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Re.iding

Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN: Negro Missions.

I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secrelism.

S. F. SANGER; The Moravians.

QUINCY LF.CKRONE; Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER: Divorce .A:

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip ;..

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side '

L. W. TEETER; How a Commemat

,

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Beii-i

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to 1'

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas

L. A. PLATE; Recollections of .^

GALEN B. ROYER; World-wide

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in '

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Sids

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bi'.'

.A.rLd -OxGre aro <3tliox-s. X-o\i Oaxi't .^.froz-d to AUss all Tl^

There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribin<r you may
more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which '

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of t

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you wilf do weU to write us, .

scnption to-day.

:Oi-©ttLi-exi r»vnDlistiins^ Hovisse,
ESisiia, iixixLois, TJ. s. .a..

;be Je«'S.

..irope.

.in
Evangeliil"

, Made.

iiy ot CoiinW '

ih Ex-M"""'' „

Magnetic 1

,,'s Lift-

are
'^^

-offletli'°°J

,.le m^"'"',!
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"l^RD WITH THE BROKEN PINION.

iiALKEU thro' the woodland meadows.

Where sweet the thrushes sing.

>,„i found ill a bed of mosses

^ i,i,d with a broken wing.

I
healed its wound, and each morning

II s.iiie ils "'<' ^""^ strain;

Hut llie bird with a broken pinion

>'ever soared as high again.

I
found lis young life broken

By sin's seductive art,

And, touched with a Christlike pity,

I look him to my heart.

He lived with a nobler purpose

And struggled not in vain.

Ihil the life that sin had stricken

Never soared as high again.

Hut the bird with the broken pinion

Kept another from the snare,

And the life which sin had stricken

Kept another from despair.

Each ill has its compensation;

There is healing for every pain,

liul the bird with the broken pinion

Never soared as high again.

—Hczekiali Bitltey~tvorth.

THE BANNING OF ELLEN WOODS.

In Three Chapters.—Chapter Two.

The next day it was learneti that Henry and El-

len had been married, and had taken their depar-

The Amish mourned their late brother as

jncttlio had passed into the world and who had

irought compulsory forgetfulness on himself by
Miiying out of the Lord. All that Ellen, his wife,

bJ lo expect was his in the way of the averted
kt and the unspoken word from those who had

known him. Their interests were in common
For Love, the mystic power that moves the

mid, they had given up all that was near to them
'itlhey might be one in life and death. People
me died for love's sake. These two lived in death
"each other.

He had secured the position of tenant on a large
"1 the neighborhood, and settled down in the

i«e built for hired help. It was in the late Au-
mand there was much work to be done on the
«• When the bobwhite whistled his clear notes
'»iy first heard them in the early morning as he
'«»elo the field. Ellen watched the awakening

^

I'd and beast as she cleared the simple break-
•limgsaway and tidied the humble home. As

"WMn, it still held.
"eday Henry was ploughing in the field, when,
"ethe round ne.xt the road, he saw com

"«anceafamil
"'erind

""land

liar wagon and team.
mother who had i

ing in

It was his

[
(L . — •'" "aj intentionally dri\'en out

, J^*^>'
'° see what could be observed from

r«entlv \y^ '° ''°* "'''" ^°" ™^^ getting on.

ilfcin

^''^^°" ^"'^ "^<^ plough came abi'east

l||,(j,'^''J^.*P'=''''i"g distance. Henry looked up
His father and his mother looked straight

""ncen^"'''*^'^''
""• '^°' ^ """^^ °''3 sign that

Ike B,i?'i
^'"^ ^'^^'' first-born child was toiling

„.
'^id before them Pll„„'= „„„.,:„„... „„ =

'»ek
Ih,

Oi

re them. Ellen's experience was
^»rae, but it had a cruder barb in the

"frying,
day she vas walking to the village

Icr arm a heavy basket of butter

nd

nearest v"
^"""^'^ "^^ people to be some of

'* at lU
'": ''"'' "''^ ones who sat in the next

•son.
ling behind her was a leanA look sh

"' kin, an^

^ Pissed"
(^''"''"^'^ "'''ei'': she had been banned.

""''also b
^^ ^^ """igh she had no existence.

"i"
kad be

"^ ""* '''^' ^'''='' "^^y had passed no

^'''siran'l''
^''°'*'^n in comment of any kind.

'""""^f peoT'
°^""^''' "O'''''- She belonged

B*
And T l^

^"^"^ "^' ^^ '""^ heathen to

''

»hite° H
*'"''=' passed. The first snow

*"hc
le„„."J'

.""^ "elds and the hills. Then
™r»lbtre

coulri"'"^
"'^''''' ^"'' ""^ lowering days

^ 'Pent
II,

"°' ""eh be done on the farm.

*""i over
""" '''"'^ ''""= ™''h e»eh other, and

^'^'1
earned

^'""' ^^^ '^"^'^'^ of the time when
enough that they could move west

and on a homestead of their own be far from the
ban and its dreadful workings. In a hundred
homes where every inmate had known them, both
as children and grown people, their names were
never mentioned. Why speak of the heathen and
the publicans? Buried in the hearts of almost all

was a feeling for which there are no words. They
were not heartless. They were not needlessly
cruel. They would have died for their welfare " in

the Lord," and they were crucifying themselves in

the name of Christ and the church.

About six months after their marriage when the

late Spring work was on, Henry came in one daj- at

noon and said that he did not feel well. Dinner
was eaten and he went again to the fields. He re-

turned early and sat around quietly. He made no
complaint but said that he felt dull. The next day
it was worse than before. Then he lay down and
another did his work on the farm. Very unwilling-

ly Ellen called in the country doctor. When he

went out of the kitchen door he told her that she

should arrange for a siege of sickness, for typhoid

fever had Henry in its clutches. It was mainly a

matter of nursing, he said.

Then began the ceaseless vigil. Those who have

kept watch and ward when death is knocking at the

door know something about it. Ellen did all that

human effort could render in the way of care The
people who owned the farm came regularly to see

her, and some of the few outsiders who lived in the

neighborhood stopped at the gate and asked how
he was doing. But of all the complicated relation-

ship on both sides not one crossed the threshold.

She met death alone, and she made no outcry. If

it was mistaken religious fervor on the outside, love

and loyalty took up their abode in the humble ten-

ant house. She asked nothing from them, she ex-

pected nothing. As she sat by the bedside listening

despairingly to the babble of delirium no thought

ever entered her head in the way of asking a truce

in the ban. Henry might die, she might die, she

hoped that she would, but there would be no weak

appeal from the merciless finding of the chosen of

the Lord. Into His hands she would trust herself,

not theirs.

One early morning when the sun streamed into

the room its rays fell on the head of Ellen seated

on the floor, her head resting on the edge of the

bed, dead in sleep. Tired Nature will stand so

much and no more. It is the last feather that does

the work. She had not intended sleeping. She

would take a rest for just a moment beside the sick

bed,—the nights were so long, so long. When she

awoke she arose and looked at Henry. It was

enough. The open eyes, the drooping jaw, the

cramped pose, told the story. He had passed

while she slept.

News of this kind travels fast in the country, and

the same day the whole countryside had been made

acquainted with the fact and the date of the funer-

al. Now there is an unwritten law that when death

comes to the banned it is lifted long enough to at-

tend the funeral, see the dead buried, but there

must be no word spoken. So when the time c-imc

at the Zook homestead hundreds of people had met.

Dunkers and Amish were there waiting the arrival

of the cortege that presently came over the hills.

One hearse, one carriage with Ellen, and the own-

ers of the farm on which Henry had worked, one

alien neighbor, and that was all. Out on the hill-

side, within an enclosure, there was the family bury-

ing ground. The heap of yellow clay, the rude im-

plements of sepulture were in evidence as the

hearse drove up, and helping hands took the cheap

black coffin out of the death wagon. Over three

hundred people were present, and standing by the

open grave was Ellen, alone, and as the German

hymn was wailed out by the living, and the long,

droning prayer was made, she was furtively

watched. They thought that if she had left the

church for the world what had she to expect from

them. She thought if they had deserted her in the

hour of mortal need they might go their ways, I

she would walk her path alone. It was an
iron misinterpretation of Matt. I8 on one hand and
heroism on the other. There was a rambling dis-

course that had no bearing on the immediate mat-
ter of the gathering. The Amish preacher said he
would speak to the living, and he touched almost
all things but what had brought them together.

Then the crowd separated, and went home. El-
len went back alone to her desolated home. Not
a word had been spoken to her. Not a sign had
been made. The ban held like steel.

Ellen Woods went home and sat down to think.

Widow as she was there were questions to consid-

er. Her future was to be thought over, and in the

darkened room she worked it out. She would wait

a month or two and then she would go out into the

world and work. If it was a man child she would
work for him till he was grown and then he would
keep her in her declining years. If it should be a

girl they would live together always. Meantime
the ban held.

(To bt Conetudtd.)

A LIVE DUMMY.

Therk are dummies and dummies. The Editor

makes a dummy every week, and it goes to show
the printers where he wants the articles in the pa-

per. Then you have seen the lay figures that

Isaac Isaacson has in front of his store on which to

display an overcoat costing S3.99. And sometimes

the dummy is in the window. But no matter of

what made it never resembles humanity in a way to

deceive anybody. The Editor has seen people who
looked like dummies, but he never saw dummies
that looked like people— that is only once did he

see one and that is what we want to tell about.

The other day while prowling around for some-

thing new to write up for the 'Nook we saw a

crowd in front of a clothing store. Passing over to

the other side of the street we saw the attraction.

It was a dummy in the window, life size, rigged out

in an entirely new suit of clothes, overcoat and all,

and it had all the high coloring characteristic of

the wax figure. There was the same staring look

they all have, and it seemed that the thing about it

was a very good imitation of a dude who had

looked too often on the wine that is red, and some-

times of other colors, and was just a little staggery

on his feet. Of course the figure did not move out

of its place, but it circled around in a slow, jerky

sort of way. The crowd of about fifty people joked

and guyed it most unmercifully. Pretty soon I saw

that there was no system about the motions such as

would be induced by mechanical means. Then I

asked a man what it was. He told me.

Now the truth of the business was that it was a

real, live man, a young man, smooth faced, of per-

haps twenty-five, painted up in perfect imitation of

a wax figure. He had the vacant look, and outside

of his turning around as though on a pivot, he was

absolutely motionless and expressionless.

It seemed to me to be a very difficult thing to do.

jConsider! Paint yourself up till you look like a

fool, dress up till you arc a dude, stand in a show

window before fifty people, and never for a moment
make a motion but to turn around slowly, preserv-

ing the staring wax face and eyes straight ahead,

and sec how long you can keep it up. The man by

me said that he could do it, that is the man in the

window could, for from an hour to an hour and a

half, till he broke down before the crowd and had

to laugh. It was a struggle, for the crowd was try-

ing to break him up, while he was staring at noth-

ing and never turning a hair in the motionless sto-

lidity of the proceeding. He didn't even wink, un-

less he did it when his back was turned. It was a

grand piece of self-control. Ten dollars a day he

got for doing nothing before a crowd. If you

think it is easy try it for five minutes.

In 300 German towns, with an aggregate popula-

tion of 15,000,000 inhabitants, medical statistics are

now regularly received and compiled.
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GOLD FROn THE HOTMER EARTH TO THE
GOLD COIN.

HV OCIA C. LANHAM.

In 1848 Mr. James Marshall was digging a saw-

mill race on the bank of the American River in

California, when he discovered some yellow metal

which proved to he gold. For a long time this

precious metal could be washed from the sand and

dirt along the river banks and at the foothills, then

they went to sinking deep shafts farther up in the

mountains.

Gold is usually found among stones of great size

and ofltmics the large stones are laden with small

particles of gold, all through it. After a vein of

gold has been located the miner sinks his shaft just-

to the edge of it. After putting in the proper ma-

chinery, they go down into the shaft and tunnel or

drift out to the side and take out the precious ore.

Some gold is found, that is pure enough to go di-

rectly to the smeller, but much of it must be gotten

out of these large rocks. This is done by a lengthy

process at the cyanide mill. It is put into a large

mill which works very much like a coffee mill, and

it is ground or crushed to the size of a walnut, then

it passes into another mill which grinds it to about

the size of a pea, now it is ready for the drier. It

must be perfectly dry and to do this it is passed

through large tubes or pipes of steel about as large

as a barrel and through which flames of gas are

continually blowing; this dries the valuable rock.

Now by the use of an elevator much like that of a

flour mill it is elevated up and emptied into another

mill-like machine which grinds it to flour. Would

you not like to have a loaf of bread made of this

flour? Why not? It would be worth several

.oaves made out of wheat flour, although you can-

not yet see that there is any gold in it. Now to

get the gold out of this dust it is necessary to wash

it with a solution called cyanide of potassium and

water. This cyanide of potassium when dissolved

in water has such an attraction for gold that if

there is any gold in anything which it touches the

gold will melt and become a part of the solution.

The dust, with its gold in it, is put into a large

circular tank made of steel. Now the solution is

turned on. It being very poisonous it must be

handled with great care. As the dust becomes

moistened by this deadly liquid it is made into

mud. Isn't this a curious mixture? So rich! Yet

luiw deadly poison! The gold leaves the mud and

goes with the cyanide which is drawn off through

the bottom of the tank. Now the gold is gotten

from the water or cyanide solution by means of the

attraction which gold has for zinc. Gold likes the

cyanide but it likes zinc better and as it passes into

boxes filled with fine shavings of zinc, it lea\'es the

solution of cyanide and sticks to the zinc. Now to

get tlu- gold off of the zinc, it must be washed.

Then the zinc and gold is so melted in a furnace

that when the door is opened a stream of almost

pure gold runs forth. After running into molds and
hardening, it becomes a gold brick, too rich to put

into the walls of a house.

After gold has been molded into bricks, it is

shipped to the United States mint, of which there are

several in the United States, but the oldest mini is

in Philadelphia, I'a. It was foundetl during George-

Washington's administration. In these mints

there are certain rooms or vaults in which the

precious gold bricks are piled up in regular order.

These bricks are much smaller than our common
brick. They arc only about the size of a bar of

kitchen soap, but weighing about forty pounds
each. We know that pure gold is so soft that you
can mar it with your finger nail, so, in order to

make good, lasting money, it is necessary to melt

it in large pots and mix in copper and other sub-

stance to make it hard. Now the whole mixture is

run out into long gold wedges about as wide as a

twenty dollar gold piece and about a foot long, and
two inches thick. These wedges are called ingots.

It is from these ingots that our gold coins arc made.
They are not melted and run into mold as is

done with the iron or many other metals, but

are stamped out of cold metals. These ingots

pass through between large cylinders of steel so

graduated that the ingots get thinner and thinner,

as they arc pulled through, until at last they are

just about the desired width and thickness, but they

are much longer than when they first went through

the rollers. Now these long strips of gold are run

under a vertical steel punch which has such great

pressure that it cuts out round gold pieces just the

size of the coin to be m^d^ Why won't this round

piece of gold pass between citizens without any

more work? Because Uncle Sam has not put his

stamp on yet.

It is very important that each coin should have

the proper amount of gold in it, so it is weighed,

and if it is found to be lacking in weight, they often

cut into the side and slip in a small bit of gold, but

if it lacks very much it is thrown back to be melt-

ed again. If it is too heavy, a little bit is filed off

before it is stamped. After this weighing it is tak-

en down into the basement and with thousands of

other blanks, it is shoveled into a vat of acid which

soon eats all the dirt off of it. It is then dried and

taken upstairs to receive the important part.

The coining is done by a coining machine. The

gold blanks are fed through a long tube into a ma-

chine which drops them between two dies. The

upper die bears the picture of the goddess of liber-

ty, and the lower one bears the American eagle and

the lettering which you find on a gold dollar. As

the coin lies there perfectly speechless, these two

dies come together with such great pressure that

they leave the beautiful impression which we find

on the gold coin. All money is carefully counted

and at certain times a certain amount of it is put in-

to the treasury and thence into the different banks

and by various transactions it goes from the banks

lo the citizens.

Bowbells, North Dakota.

The " puckering

wanting. "When frost falls, as we say *

"'""S and o,„

South, then is the time for persim
sums. The acme of good things to man"
ern appetite, especially to those of th^^^""""'
race, is an opossum, fattened on pe

•'^°'""^<'

baked in a pan lined with yellow yams If"h"'°"''
been the case in the past what must the fut

^"'*'

in store when the new kind of persimmons
"'k

''*"

raised ten times as large and ten times as T
*" '^

What 'possums there will be then! Sur-I ^I^'"""'

is a good time coming." "'^^^

Wliistlir, Ala.

QIRLS OF THE WILD WEST.

1 west
g.Ms-.

THE JAPAN PERSIMnON.

BY N. R. BAKER.

'Green persimmon" is a synonym for bitter-

Stories of how certain uninitiated have been de-

ceived into tasting green persimmons are as nu-

merous, and perhaps not half so fabulous, as the old

joke of " holding the sack for snipe." But the thor-

oughly ripe fruit, even of the wild tree, is quite edi-

ble. And yet the difference between the common
wild fruit and the cultivated and improved Japan

persimmon is almost as great as between the wild

crab apple and the best highly-developed Baldwin.

Within the memory of men now living bananas

were not seen upon fruit stands. We predict that

young people of to-day will live to see the persim-

mon almost as numerous and popular.

The Japan persimmon commonly weighs nearly

a half pound—hence will average fully as large as

the larger varieties of apple. It is practically seed-

less. There is a story told here of a man earnestly

seeking for some seed of this new seedless variety

of persimmon, as he remarked that the fact of its

having no seeds would be a very remarkable fea-

ture. Whether true or not we do not really know,
as like a great many occurrences it always happens
just over in another neighborhood, and when fol-

lowed there, like the "milk sickness," it is a little

further on, or else we have passed it.

The Japan tree is not so hardy as the common
tree of our native forests, and even that does not

mature fruit north of the isthmus—or average tcm-
I)crature-of Columbus, Ohio.

The fruit is generally of a deep yellow color,

when ripe, and is shaped not unlike the leaden ball

of a common cartridge.

Its taste is similar to that of another persimmon
on the same tree or those on another tree of exact-
ly the same kind. In other words it is so unlike
other fruit in taste that I can think of none with
which to make a suitable comparison,—not even
other persimmons. It is simply luscious. That is

the general verdict after a few trials. Some do not
like it at first— possibly because its taste is peculiar
to itself and hence unexpected. People who had to
" learn to eat " bananas, and celery, etc., may have
to cultivate to some extent a taste for the Japanese
persimmon.

The book name for persimmon is dale plum.
Like nearly all fine Japan fruit the tree is a dwarf,
though it is thought it may reach several inches in
diameter. There is no way of knowing, I believe,
as there are no large or old trees yet on account of
their reccnfintroduction.

BV LOIS G. NEEDLES.

Are any of the Inglenookers wild

If they are, they are girls to be envied. The «

happens to be one, so of course she kru

pony and gun, the best that can be had .y.

Western girl needs to make her happy. She
have a good saddle, and plenty of ammunition, and

a half day off to give her pony and gun excm,;
On a cold day when her pony feels good, no one

need think of passing her, for she would be unlady.

like enough to run him a race of half a mile and n

sure to come out ahead. If a rabbit or bird crosses

her path it is liable to get a bullet in its neck. The

Eastern lady would be shocked at such actions

Nevertheless a Western girl can sit in the parlor

and converse with the preacher as well as the

Eastern girl.

When she attends college, she may forget some-

times and act as she would at home, and then she

is shunned by the Eastern girls, and called " horri-

bly unwomanly " by the professors, and frequently

is told to " Please step in the professor's study."

While there she gets her orders, and if she doesn't

follow them just right she gets another rakine, :M

that is the way it goes the rest of the time. li:;t

one good thing, the professors, nor anyone else,

can keep her from thinking of the jolly times shi

will have when she returns home.

You must not get the idea that the Western giil

does nothing but hunt rabbits and quails, and run

races, for she can bake bread, cakes and pies, »jsh

dishes, and scrub as well, and usually better, Ihn

her sisters in the East. And on Sundays she

doesn't go to church just to show her fine cl

but to worship, as all good people do. In the week

time when she gets her work done she brings in lli<

horses and hitches them to the buggy without help,

and she and her mother spend the rest cl the Jj)' '"

riding around. If she wants chicken for dinner she

takes her rifle or revolver and shoots one. and lhe«

chops the wood to cook it with. I have descrtel

the country girl, but I think I can truthfully say W

the town girl that the West sends out the finest sW

ographers in the country. If this doesn't m^'''

the Inglenook, I will try again, for 1 am only >i

teen and have time to learn.

Wayside, Kans.

millionaue nw"

recently. "'
"'

onthe.An*-

An enterprising Australian

Leonard took a trip to Peru

great flocks of the alpaca wandering
^^

Being a woolgrower himself, he was slru^^^^^

^^

their splendid fleece. He resolved to buys

take them home. He found that the 1
eru

^^
^^

ernment absolutely prohibited their "P'|
,,,.,.

tried, by chartering a special ship, to

'"'J^»;;..,,,„

off, but was unsuccessful. Then the 1

^^^^^^^^

to him of taking them out of the country
^-^ ^^

He bought a large flock, engaged "y_,,^(e(^

had the creatures driven over the P-''"'^ '^ |.|,„„oti'

above sea level, and then clean »""".
^„j, b.«

to Buenos Ayres. This little «P'^''"'° ^enetl'l*

813,500. But the long march had

alpacas that they all died on the voyag •

The sensation which you experic"':^^^
^^^^

lent blow — "-» h^aH resembles vi .

the head reseni

sight of stars. The fact

cent power in the eyi

the head is struck violently,

even in the act of sneezing,

caused by the blow produces

u , Is a pl""!"
""

.self""'"
which shows itse

nd -,
often P'-"-'.,

The jar to tt^;,,,

blood vessels upon the '^•''"^'
""'h W'^'JIJ

darkness or a faint blue light -'^'^'

dis'"''^

the eye and in which the ""S'j'^^ ^^^^joriD

thousands of fantastic figures,

which resemble stars.

ihorS
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flatupe * Study -^
ELEPHANTS AND MICE.

nimal on earth afraid of tfie small-

='
elephant

afraid of a mouse?
'^

leohant and a mouse together, climb a

•^'Twatcl. for yourself.

"t and a writer athirst for scientific truth,

^°^''d the experiment. There need no longer

^'^^^'!i lit that a mouse can scare an elephant

"* T in about three seconds. It was thoroughly

"'

'-t'rated to the satisfaction of two embryo nat-

'""""^

d any number of curious onlookers at the

'*"
rounds on Folsom street last Wednesday

ifternoon.

.Hwith a bo.\ of mice and a camera, this ex-

diiion in search of zoological information pro-

'jdto the tented arena and inquired for the

Uii'ke'P" of the elephants. A gentleman named

-i, Mr Pearl Souder, altogether— answered
Soulier ^"''

lit
summons.

.Weh,ivecome to discover if it is really true that

bit thing like an elephant can be frightened by a

Bit tiling lil<e a mouse," said one of the visitors.

We have brought a few of the latter variety along

pill „s 10 spring on your elephants for the purpose

((jetingwhat there is in the theory we hear men-

lioned now and then about these African monsters

niiniiig away from' our American pantry cheese

(illtrcrs. We thought that only women were afraid

ojmice, andwe want to see if elephants are as timid

ivomen in this particular."

"So )0U want to try them on my elephants?" said

lie head keeper, glancing apprehensively around

Iheplace. "Are your lives insured? Perhaps you

don't understand what a stampede one little mouse

cause in a drove of twenty-five elephants. Do
you want the beasts to pull this lot up by the roots

ndrun away with it?"

Is it as bad as that?"

It might be a good deal worse. If there is one

ig in the world that an elephant is mortally

alraid of, that one thing is a mouse. When we are

our winter quarters in Wisconsin, our greatest

e in connection with the elephants is to keep
•ice out of their stables. One mouse has been
koown to create an elephant panic and cause more
niniulcn seconds than a tiger could cause in ten
lours. I don't know how it comes that a beast who
Icars no animal anywhere near his size can be
'rowninto a chill of terror and be made to plunge
wul like mad, tearing to pieces everything he
Inches, simply by the sight of a mouse creeping
'»>ilyinlo his stall But if you are looking for
"Iwniation I suppose I can risk a trial with the
"wif you can. Bring on the mice."
The mice were brought on.

Jhf artist got his camera ready and fixed the
'"""to catch movement in the thousandth part
'second. Anybody who knows much about ele-

LrV""" ' ""°*'' ''''"^elf to be misled by the no-

m\i
*'°''"'^" "'''0*1 their unwieldy appearance

^^^
naturally suggest—he knows that an elephant
'move in real earnest is not the slowest action
«ion by several long lengths. The artist's

« had quick work ahead of it to keep track of
8S after those innocent little mice should be

"erate(]_

Two of th

<"lch p-
™°^' courageous elephants in the

ktsjl
""" '"""f Duke, were led out first. If

itmice*^
"'^"ys should stand their ground when

<dsi„
"" ^' ""='" "leir less intrepid brothers

Tk'''[^"""'ldbegivenaturn.

Hid d"""''
'llustrates better than any words

ifiit
ihev"

"^ """^^ ''""'^^ ^"^ ^"^'^ ^''^ ""^ "'°"

litsiejj I^'"^"" ^'S"" °f the tiny intruders. Only

irtveot"'""'^"''^
°' "^' keeper and his assist-

s. Tl,"^''

""^ ^^^^ beasts from taking to the
Th. y swu

'ctlofj "', °*""g along at a ground-rocking

"'""iver b
™°'"'="'' 'hen were called to a halt

'"stood^ V**^
sound of their masters' voices.

^"ithf .°°'*'"g anxiously about them to see if
"e vntcf 1—If....

ed. Not a mouse was in

bigger animals had not

*he[|
J,

•"'ncc to the terror of the smaller

.'"""mou
1^*'.''^'' 'he jar of the earth which the

"S- A mou °' '''^ ^'"^ ""^"^d by their tramp-

'nbei„-*°°'''''"3'"'ly will shy at nothing but a

'" "'• but the thunder raised by the

in,., r™'"hadfollowe
tt,

J
,:' '"Bht of the b

elephant stampede was too much even for their
nerves.

Prince and Duke were led back to the pit and
were re-enforced by three moreof the elephant band.
Then a second relay of mice was let loose and
more trouble began. One of the new victims stood
on his hind legs and pawed the air, another turned
and broke for the tents in the opposite direction to
that taken by the main bunch. But all were equal-
ly afraid and in a hurry to get out of the way.
Again the keepers succeeded in calling them

back, after the beasts were satisfied that their tiny

enemies had disappeared. They still had uneasy
expressions in their eyes and they walked with cau-
tion, peering carefully at the ground. One might
imagine that an elephant would need opera glasses

to see a mouse, but it seems that the little eyes of

the monsters are keen enough even to spot as small

a danger as that when the danger happens along.

"They haven't seen any mice for some months,"
said Mr. Souder, after the elephants had been
quieted for the second time—"not since we left our
quarters in Wisconsin last spring. They had grown
somewhat used to the little rodents by that time,

and while they remained cowardly in the face of

them they had got enough confidence in the gener-

osity of the mice not to hurt them to bear the little

visitors' intrusion without serious agitation. But

their long vacation on the road has caused the old

fear to creep back in them, and, as you have just

seen, they cannot witness the return of their old

enemies into their lives without having their nerves

going to pieces."

WORTH A DOLLAR A SIIELL.

The costliest of all flowers produced of late

years is the Rothesay rose, a strange-looking, flesh-

colored bloom. It is of an extraordinarj- color--

velvety, and just like the cheek of a healthy baby

in tint. Every petal is wrinkled like the " goffer-

ing " of a girl's dress, and the entire bloom is very

closely set, and weighs as much as six ordinary

roses of the same kind. A single flower is worth

IS150.

The prize of Sl.OOO offered in Holland for a black

tulip has never been claimed, but five jet black hya-

cinths have been known to grow in the last twenty

)'ears. The cheapest fetched Sioo and the dearest

S450—almost a record price for a bulb. Only one

of the five reached a second generation, and now

there has not been a black hyacinth for three years.

Orchids fetch the highest of all prices among

flowers, though one may buy a tolerable orchid but-

tonhole for a quarter.

The sunset orchid, a lovely flower of deep yellow

and carmine and flaming crimson, which cost many

a life before it was first brought home from the vir-

gin forests of the Amazon, could not be bought for

less than 81,500 a plant when it arrived in England.

Only three out of forty-five sunsets were alive on

arrival.

The record price paid for an orchid lately is

82,100 for a plant of a neiv species called the cano-

pus, from the interior of Brazil. It has a most

lovely bloom, each flower eight inches across,

streaked white and purple.

A blue peony seems to be as likely a thing to en-

counter as a blue horse. However, a light and

washed-out-looking but distinctly blue specimen

grew in the hothouse of a Manchester flower cul-

turer. It was bought by a very wealthy amateur

for S 1,000.

You can pay as much as S40 a blossom for some

varieties of the chrysanthemum, and a pea green

flower of this species, which is occasionally to be

had, will fetch double that amount.

WHERE GRAPES ARE PLENTY.

"CoNTKARV to the belief of many people, the

largest grape-growing region in the world is not the

champagne districts of France, nor in the sunny

valley of southern California, for western New 'Vork

owns the title by virtue of 50,000 acres now given

over to grape culture," observed one of the largest

fruit merchants in New York to the writer the other

day. " In the Keuka lake region of western central

New York there are 30,000 acres in vineyards, and

the other 20,000 acres are in the Chautauqua belt.

The two districts are made one by a sort of grape

isthmus, which runs down toward the southwest

corner of the state. The harvest in these great
vineyards will amount to nearly 7,500 car loads
this year. That means more than 22,500,000 nine-

pound baskets of grapes, or nearly three pounds of
the fruit for every man, woman and child in the
country.

"To harvest this gigantic fruit product will re-

quire the services of between 6,000 and 6,500 pick-

ers, most of whom are women. The women are
preferred, because they pick the fruit more rapidly

and pack it more neatly than the men, who are on-
ly employed to do the heavier work of hauling, lift-

ing and driving. Many of the girls come from the
inland districts of Pennsylvania, northern Ohio,
southern New York and even farther away. A
good picker usually gets from eighty to ninety
cents a day when she boards herself, or S3 a week
and board for working ten hours a day."

LAST OP THE SEA ELEPHANTS.

FlPTV years ago the fine natural harbor on the

southwest coast of the island of Santa Catalina,

gave shelter to what was perhaps one of the largest

herds of the California sea elephant—macrorhinus
angus tirostris—then known, the largest of its tribe,

many attaining a length of twenty-two feet.

It was a striking and conspicuous object, and
naturally attracted the attention of the whites, who
immediately began a war of extermination, the ani-

mal being very valuable for its oil, the large bulls

affording 200 or more gallons.

The animals were very plentiful at this time from

latitude twenty-five degrees to thirty-five degrees;

but the war of extermination began about 1852, and
the present decade has, in all probability, seen the

last of the animals.

The government, recognizing the inevitable, sent

an expedition to Lower California a few years ago,

and secured all the sea elephants they could find;

and the oil hunters have since then completed the

work, and it is believed that this fine animal is ex-

tinct.

In 1884 the crew of the sloop Liberty killed nine-

ty-three. These men had sentiment enough to

lea\'e a few females and young; but it was a mis-

take, as some weeks later another boatload of ex-

terminators came along and slaughtered what was

left of the herd.

The government then sent Charles H. Townsend

to secure what animals might have remained. He
visited all the localities in Lower California, which

had formerly given shelter to these animals, but

found none until he came to San Cristobel Bay,

where there was a herd of fifteen, these being killed

in the interest of science. These were probably the

last of the race.

CARPETED RIVERS IN THE SOUDAN.

The search for convenient ways of transportation

by which the products of the Soudan may reach the

outer world has called attention to a remarkable

phenomenon of vegetable life on some of the head-

waters and tributaries of the Nile. This consists of

enormous growths of papyrus and other plants,

completely covering the streams and forming car-

pets of vegetation two or three feet thick, beneath

which flows the water. Navigation by small boats

is, of course, entirely interrupted by this obstruc-

tion, which is in places supplemented by vines and

clinging plants which arch the streams from bank

to bank. Heavy floods occasionally sweep away

the accumulations of plants, but they are quickly

reformed.
• I

PISHES SLEEP WHILE IN MOTION.

The sleeping of fishes, if they may properly be

said to have such a habit, is as yet a puzzle. It is

altogether probable that they do sleep, though they

never close their eyes, simply for the reason that

they have no eyelids. Probably many fishes slum-

ber while swimming in the water, reducing the

exercise of their fins to an automatic minimum.

But it would be a mistake to suppose that a fish

does its sleeping at night necessarily. On the con-

trary, many species are nocturnal in habit, feeding

in the night time.

In Turkey the disappearance of the sun at night

is accounted for by the periodical retirement of that

pious luminary for prayers and religious reflection.
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HAVEN'T aOT TIME.

There are some people who seem to be always

busy, and never have time to do things they should

do. They rattle around in the world, on the jump

half the time, and they arc always so busy that they

haven't time to attend to their business. They are

usually people of abounding vitality coupled with

deficient mentality. They undertake more than

they are capable of, and divide themselves up in a

way that leaves them but little more than a rickety

rattle of humanity out of which nobody can get any

clear-cut, concise statement or definite action in

anything. They arc like peas on a griddle, nobody

knowing where they will be next.

Another man, of a different turn, would manage a

railroad emjiloying fifty thousand men with less

noise and confusion than the "Haven't time" could

drive a one-horse wagon to town and back. Now
there's a reason for this and it is not hard to find.

Of course there is a deep down difference making

one man a quiet manager of men, and the other a

rattle-trap, but the unspoiled reader may help him-

self wonderfully if he will remember that the differ-

ence is one that admits of a clear explanation. The

born leader and manager is always a quiet man, one

who docs one thing at a time, and allows nothing to

break in on him. He always has time for anything

and everything pertaining to the business between

matters. The man with the rickets tries to do half

a dozen things at once, and when in the middle of

one he allows somebody to thrust a paper in his

face or to ask a question foreign to the matter of

the first part. Of course he never has time, more

than that his time is usually of not much account to

anybody. He tries to be in town, across the hill

and up the creek at the same time. Of course he is

nowhere.

One thing at a time, that done well, then when
finished the next, and never any interruptions al-

lowed, iind the amount of work accurately done will

astonish you.

pects, no one wants them to give up the natural

rights and feelings of boyhood. They are not to be

in the least grandmotherly or grandfatherly, but

they are to be happy in the way that God intended

all youth should be happy.

One of the truest-hearted Christian boys I know

is also the merriest. No one would think of calling

him "grandmotherly." He reads his Bible, too,

and goes regularly to church, to Sunday school and

to prayer meeting.

LONG PRAYERS.

YOUR RENEWAL.

Few of our subscribers will allow their subscrip-

tions to lapse. The 'Nook, with its weekly visits,

has won for itself a hold on the minds and hearts of

its readers. They look lor it eagerly, scan it care-

fully, and wait lor the next issue with interest.

But here and there are those who will put off their

renewal till they begin to miss the 'Nook's coming
when they will ask for back numbers. They can
not be had. The papeis are all disposed of as we
go along. Take time by the forelock and renew to-

day. Save delay and disappointment.

If, however, you are now a subscriber and intend
continuing as such, but do not find it immediately
convenient to send on your dollar, then postal caid
us that you wish to be continued and we will not
take you out of the mailing list and you can remit
later. But the better plan is to subscribe at once,
one way or the other.

No one likes to hear a long prayer, and when a

man is making one, very likely the people are pray-

ing that he will stop. Long prayers may have been

all right in other times, but they are not now. Men

think quicker than they used to and act quicker.

A man used to take ten foolscap pages to send an

order for goods to New York; to-day he sends it by

telegraph and puts it into ten words. See how

short are the prayers recorded in the Bible. " Lord,

help me! " is one " Lord, save, or I perish!" is an-

other. Why, a man said that if Peter had had as

long a preamble as men put into prayers nowadays,

he would have been forty feet under water before

he would have got as far as the petition for rescue.

Prayer isn't praise: it is asking God for something.

You can ask God for something in a few words. If

a man will pray fifteen minutes in a prayer meeting,

he will pray all the spirituality out of it. I'd rather

have a man pray three times and only five minutes

at a time, than to have him take fifteen minutes at

once.

—

Moody.

YOU SHOULD NOT FORGET THAT—

To judge by personal appearance alone is an

evidence of ignorance and stupidity.

Kindly deeds show kindly thoughts and prove

the sincerity of kindly words.

Kind words are never lost; love and appreciation

are the coinage in which they are paid back.

Daily politeness at home shows more true refine-

ment than any amount of company manners.

Kindly thoughts ennoble the thinker, though

others may know naught of them.

Little acts of kindness performed daily are great-

er and grander than one immense act of goodness

done now and again.

ONE OF THE IRONIES OF WAR.

Captain Lans of the Germany navy, who took

such a prominent part in the capture of the Taku
forts, writes home that the Germans captured at

that place seventeen guns of various caliber and
much ammunition. "These," declares Captain Lans,

"are the guns which have killed and wounded so

many of my brave fellows, and which, alas! like al-

most all the enemy's guns and ammunition, come
from our native country. The guns are all modern
quickfirers from Krupp's."

STAY ON THE FARH.

A BOY KBLIQION.

The late Henry Urunimond said to a company of

boys: "Boys, if you are going to be Christians, be
Christians as boys, and not as your grandmothers.
A grandmother has to be a Christian as a grand-
mother, and that is the right and beautiful thing for

her; but if you cannot read your Bible by the hour
as your grandmother can, or delight in meetings as
she can, don't think that you are necessarily a bad
boy. When you are your grandmother's age you
will have your grandmother's religion."

Now, there is a great deal in the above for a boy
to take to heart, for some boys have the idea that

they will be expected to put aside most of their

propensities if they take upon themselves the duties
of Christian boys. This is a mistake. No one ex-

A recent writer urges boys to go on the farm.

He prophesies that the farm will soon return to

favor as it will to greater profit. He suggests that
the life of the farmer is far more peaceful and inde-

pendent than the lot of the average city man.
Conditions are annually growing moie uncertain
and difficult in the cities. Then, too, a dollar
earned at home is worth two earned abroad. The
writer refers to Lancaster County, Pa., showing the
money made and saved by the farming community.
There are in that county seven thousand men, and
there are twenty-two million dollars out at interest
in the county, hundreds of millions in homes, be-
side nearly one horse to every adult male,' and
household comforts galore.

A FLUENT speaker utters between 7,000 and 7,500
words in the course of an hour's uninterrupted
speaking. Many orators of more than usual rapid
utterance will reach 8,000 and even g.ooo, but 125
words a minute, or 7,500 an hour, is a fair average.

D. L. MoHLER, one of Missouri's brightest minis-
ters, writing to a friend, who showed us the pas-
sage about the 'Nook, says, "Undoubtedly the In-
GLENOOK is one of the spiciest, newsiest, neatest,
cleanest, and most read.tble papers I ever saw."

OUR QUERY COLUHN.

Do you club with other papers.'

No.
• • •

Could I sell wild birds to dealers in Chicaoo?

Yes, but better let the birds go free

• « «

Who wrote the poetry about the Inglenook coy

It was written in India.

« « m

W.1S a Bible year shorter than our year?

No, not appreciably so, that we know of
• • •

How was the war with China settled?

It is not settled. The powers are hagpli„„ .,

the terms now.
Bgi'ngdbw,

• « «

Why will some European nations not shovy inarkeH
to Paul Kruger? ihon^,,

Because they don't want to get mixed up
i

fuss with England. "•

« # «

Is there much difference between colleges, or is one la,,
other?

'^''

There is a world of difference. All are good 1,1

some infinitely better than others.

* % %

What is a mugwump?

One who leaves his political party for its onpn.

site. It is an Indian word, applied to one who m,ir-

ried out of the tribe.
* * *

Is Sunday visiting right?

After service we know no better thing to do tli,in

to visit friends. A Sabbath afternoon, with breih-

ren and sisters for company, is well spent.

n % %

How is cornstarch, the kind used for food, made?

It is simply a finer grade of the starch iisedl.r

other purposes. We have a good descri;

the interesting process in the pickling vat,

% * %

Is there any given length tor a sermon? That is. whjl i,

the time that should be occupied?

Here in Elgin an hour is used up from first lo

last, that is, beginning at II o'clock, all is ovtr liy

12, and that is long enough to say a great deal,

* * *

Is Elgin a large city?

It has about 23,000 population, but being onlysn

hour from great Babylon by the lake it is divarW

in the shadow. It is more like a large counlolm'

But it is a good place all right enough.

* * «

Is there any preservative used to keep milk in l'«"l'J

dairy country, and what is it?

None that we know of. It is a crime to oclulwj

ate food, and there is no chemical that c.111 ^hc

for the purpose without injury to t

consumer.

, the health 011*4

Are angels male or female? .

There is no mention of female angels m Ih':

JJ
They are usually represented as wing'=<l;«»"'', ^
that is an idea of the artist, not sanctionco

Bible. The word means "messenger.

What is the derivation of the words " Chicago

Chicago is an Indian word, the meaning
^^^

is disputed. Elgin is the name of a
p^^^ ^^^

land, the name of a Scotch faituly.
^^^^^^^ ,

of ithitj

of the oldest sett

name of a tune. One
says that it was named after the tune.

* * *

publicilio"
Jo (»"

"

When you receive an article for P"*"."; „„ihi<i«"

it with a letter pointing out defects, or I

waste basket?
Kroati""*

"1

We do not regard ourselves under oj^^^^n,,

criticise con tributioins, though if thear'''
the

cas'l

it, yet falls short, we sometimes do 1

f,!

love's
labof

.vhite,
friend. Mostly it

crow thinks her own children w
^^

mentwill change the opinion. As
^^^^^^^

ket, articles are never thrown in 1 t,
all

the
»'»'''

not'*

^^-^MWhoever goes to the trouble '° v „p)' f-" J

that is unsuited for our uses has
^^^ \i.(,^»^

arefully-
The

turned or filed away """""' jpph

waste basket is for scraps of pap«

'

the like.

cot"'
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JIAKINO MINCE rtEAT.

Is Uncle Sam's national dessert. A
^lishman who once visited this conn-

ed it as "the incarnation and quint-

The British

-both

onl.

I American independence

-'°'|;°rtart and the French their pats

"mJIv works of genius in their way but it

*
rfor the Yankee to rise above the tradi-

""''"i h past and conceive the idea of rolling

""^°
desserts of both nations into one, add-

,,„ of spice and a dash of cider and in-

tlie
expressive name "mmce pie for his

""°^
Unfortunately history does not record

'""°
( (hpurandniother who first mixed mince-

is one of the unlaureled and unsung

'Ttorsof the human race. Yet, as she sneezed

"""''he nutmegs for the first pie, she may have
"

dimly,
through the long vista of the future the

'"

blin" crowds of men and women around the

.""mince" table at the "help yourself" restau-

If she did, she had her reward.

But
mince-meat making, for a long time the se-

1 craft of the grandmother, has been reduced to

,cieoce, and mince-meat is now being made

Ihioaghout the country in quantities to supply

mmif, woman and child in the United States

lb a pie a week all the year round. Besides, a

ioiiiderable number of pies are being shipped over

10 England and France, where the former devotees

those inferior creations, the tart and the patS,

wondering vainly and enviously how the pies

re made. When first exported a French chef

ho has since become famous invented a new kind

fruitcake or plum pudding, which was the de-

light of every epicurean palate and the despair and

torment of all the rival cooks of Paris, who could

oot imitate the marvelous creation. But it was only

mince-meat, just like mother used to make.

the early stages of its evolution mince-meat

asnoliigher in the scale of culinary progress than

irdinary hash. It was doubtless the outgrowth of

Ihe Yankee housewife's "nearness." She had some
scraps of meat left and some extra apples, and so

le chopped them up together and made them into

pie. Out of such humble beginnings mince-meat
heed itself upward by sheer merit, until it stands
shoulder to shoulder with apple pie.

At first mince-meat was made soft and juicy and
ItW lo be kept in a cool place in the cellar where
11 »oiild not spoil. But there was a far-sighted
•>« named Allen who saw that it had a glorious
tore, and 50 he went to work studying its charac-
'"islics. After awhile he found that it could be
Wdensed in dry form so that it would outlast a
[TO of wedding cake. -With the invention as a
'" 3 number of large manufacturing concerns
« sprung up, several of which are located in
icago.

Tbs beef used in maki:

Chi

..
- «.^ing mince-meat comes from

•shoulder of the animal and is cut in lean strips.

liclc

--— „, uicaiiimai ana is cut in lean strips.

Iirl!!. ,

^' ""'^'^ '" ^'S trucks to the mince-meat
I into a vat, in the bottom

steam pipes covered with

«y, where it is thrown into a vat, in the bottom

^

*ch there is a coil of

iiue'b u^
" ^°'^^ away, stirred from time to

0,1,J ^ """"y workman, until the blood is all

'irfci h"'°'
""" ^^"'^- The room in which the

do,
^^°"^ ^'^^lys has a rich, almost-dinner-time

'8 has
""^ "aster workman thinks the cook-

f^^

S°ne far enough the meat is forked out

«sin° l!°

""^ chopping machine. This has a

"ttnter"'
f'^''

"" '"^ "'^'^^ '° revolve slowly. At

tr of ),
'^. *haft, to which is attached a num-

'*'
verv""^*'

'""'P^ "P and down and cuts the

Spin/ii"','"^''
'^ ^ woman would cut it with a

'"*"
of"

*"' *'"^" ' '^ ^"^ enough the

teo.|,n„„ .
,5°° pounds, or about one-fourth of a

,.;;"" batch" of m

li

nince-meat, is laid aside.

"ned
".^'^ used, the finest grade that can

sof th"
"^'''San or New York. About 500

""'"tt-mej,'"'
°'' ^ quarter of the future "batch"

"oiei
fo

,1"^ chopped in a machine similar to

"•O'kmpl .

"'*'• *hen they are fine enough
As.r"'""''l'='hemoffto th

cinnamon, mace, citron, nutmeg, cloves, ginger an"d
a very little pepper. The workman mixes them in

just the right proportions, about fifty pounds of
them being necessary to properly season a 2,000-
pound "batch" of mince-meat.
The currants and raisins come in boxes and be-

fore they can be used they have to be thoroughly
picked over and cleaned. This is accomplished by
pouring them on a fine meshed sieve through which
all the particles of dust and the little pieces of stem
will sift.

Now the ingredients are ready for mixing. The
meat is poured into the bottom of a long, narrow
trough standing on the floor, the apples go in on
top of it, then the raisins and currants and the
spices and the sugar. A few gallons of New York
state cider is poured over the mass and then half a

dozen big, bare-armed men with shovels begin to

turn over and mix the fragrant mass. It is work
which almost any small boy would do without any
compensation whatever, but the men have grown so

accustomed to it that it has lost all its poetry.

When the mixing is complete the mince-meat is

shoveled out into a truck, where it is allowed to

stand several hours. It is almost dry and is rich

and tempting.

The packing-room is full of animation. Around
a long table stand a score or more of girls in natty

white caps and aprons. Before each of them there

is a pair of iron rods, crooked at the end and stand-

ing upright in the table: By a motion of the foot

the girl can force the rods down until the crooked

ends slide into two little boxes, just as a pump
dasher slides down into a pump. The mince-meat

is placed on a traveling belt which runs along the

table and the girls take it in handfuls and pack it

into the little boxes before them. Then the rods

come whirring down and compress it into a solid

block hardly larger than a cake of stove blacking.

This block weighs twelve ounces and will make
three pies. It is passed along to a girl who wraps

it up in oiled paper and slides it into a little paste-

board box, after which it is ready for shipment.

About 15,000,000 pounds of mince-meat are made
annually in the United States and it is consumed

largely in the big cities, the country housewife still

preferring to follow in the footsteps of her grand-

mother and make her own mince-meat.

' small

"^'oom

""' bap

mi,xing-room.

opening off from the chop-
'ns the spice mills. A great num-

apartment,

contai

and b.

"'°"''anH"„"^"°'^
^"^ standing at one sid

IV
"'""tie

N in ,\"^
"'". apices com

'^Parat'-l™'"'
'° ^ ^"^ powder and then

'- y 'n the barrels. There is allspice,

ne„,hf^°«-™"=. are droning pleas-

n they are first

CUTLERY HANUFACTURE.

S,ELECTED BY D. Z. ANGLE.

There are three kinds of steel employed in the

manufacture of different articles of cutlery, common

steel, shear steal, and cast steel. All edge tools,

which require to be tenacious without being very

hard, are made of shear steel. The best scissors,

razors, penknives, etc., are made from cast steel,

which is able to take a very fine polish; common

steel is only used in making cheap articles of cut-

lery.

In making good table knives, shear steel and cast

are generally preferred. In the ordinary method

of making knives, the blades are cut out of a sheet

of steel, and the backs, shoulders and tangs of

wrought iron are attached to the steel blades by

welding at the forge. The knife is then ground to

the proper shape, and the blade polished and hard-

ened.

The fork manufacture is a distinct branch of in-

dustry, and the manufacturers of table knives gen-

erally buy their forks from the fork makers ready

to be put into their handles.

In making table knives, two men are generally

employed; one is called the foreman, or maker, and

the other the striker. Pen knives are usually

forged by a single hand, with hammer and anvil

simply; they are hardened by heating the blades

red hot, and dipping them into water up to the

shoulder. Razors are also hardened in the same

manner. The grinding and polishing of cutlery are

generally performed by machinery. The business

of the grinders is divided into grinding, glazing,

and polishing.

Grinding is performed upon stones of various

dimensions, those articles which require temper

being ground on wet stones.

Glazing is a process by which lustre is given to

cutlery; it is performed with a glazier, consisting of

a circular piece of wood, sometimes covered with

leather, or an alloy of lead and tin; it is fixed on an

axis like a grindstone.

The polishing process is the last, and is per-

formed on a similar piece of wood covered with

buff leather. Only articles of cast steel which have
been hardened and tempered, are subjected to this

operation.

M/. Vernon, III.

REALISTIC SONQS.

Henry Russell, the well-known English vocalist,

relates in his autobiography that on one occasion
he gave, at Hanley, England, an entertainment for

the benefit of the Staffordshire potters, who were in

great distress After he had sung his song,

"There's a good time coming, boys; wait a little

longer." a man in the crowd arose, greatly excited,

and shouted: "Muster Russell, can ye fix the

toime?" Another artisan in the reserved seats

stood up and said: "Shut oop, man; Muster Rus-
seirU write to ye!

"

At Newcastle-upon-Tyne Mr. Russell sang "The
Gambler's Wife," in which the wife is represented

as awaiting the gambler's return to his home. The
clock strikes one— it strikes two— it strikes three.

As it strikes four the young wife, clasping her child

to her bosom, dies in hopeless despair. At this

point a woman stood up and shrieked in shrill

tones: " Oh, Mr. Russell, if it had been me, wouldn't

I have fetched him home!"
In earlier days, as the same vocalist was singing,

"Woodman, Spare That Tree! " an old gentleman

cried: " Mr. Russell, was the tree spared?"
" It was, sir."

" Thank God for that! " exclaimed the old gentle-

man with a sigh of relief.

When "The Newfoundland Dog" had been sung

—a piece which describes the dog saving a child's

life— a North countryman exclaimed: " Was the

child saved, mon? "

" It was, sir."

Then, with the qnxious look of one asking a great

favor, the man pleaded: " Could ye tell me where

to get a dog like that?"

OVERPOWERING ODORS.

" You don't know how much you can detest the

smell of coffee until you have been on board a car-

go steamer laden with the green berry," said an old

sea captain the other day.

" For a week or ten days it isn't bad— in fact, it is

rather a pleasant smelt that of the green berry; but

after that it begins to worry you. In damp weath-

er, if it's a long voyage, it's something terrible.

I've seen a whole ship's crew nearly crazy and un-

able to touch any food, simply because of the cof-

fee, which seems to impregnate everything on

board.

"Some other cargoes are just as bad. Sugar, for

instance. Didn't suppose there was any smell in

sugar, eh? Well, you take it in a bowl and there

isn't. Hut take a cargo of it, and let it steam in a

temperature of from ninety to one hundred ten, and

it's worse than coffee. I've felt sometimes as if I

could drink a gallon of vinegar flavored with lemon

juice, just to take the sweet taste out of my mouth.

" But pine lumber is the worst. I remember one

voyage when we had a cargo of pine, and before we

had been out of port many days the resin from the

wood seemed to have got into everything. We
could^ taste it in the water, and it was almost im-

possible to drink it at all, and we were all parched

with thirst. Three of the men died of fever, and

when we got into port again we were the worst

looking set of men you ever set eyes upon. It was

months before I could get rid of the effects my-

self."
•

CHILDREN BURIED UNDER BRIDOES.

Indian Engineering, published in Calcutta, says

that the kidnaping of children to bury under the

foundations of railway bridges, which has often

caused trouble in India, has spread to China, and a

bridge is now rarely built in that country without

the disappearance of several children from the

neighborhood.

People frequently write us signing only with in-

itials unknown to us. All such communications are

laid aside, not to be acted on. Give your correct

name and address each time you write us. We may

want to write you. We must know who is doing

the talking.
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Good ^^ Reading

MOW THE INOUENOOK IS MADE.

There is always more or k-ss interest attaching

to newspaper work, liow the paper is made, and

what course it goes through before it gets to the

reader in its present form. So let us talk a little

about how your paper is made. It is a little out of

the ordinary, and may interest you. In the first

place there are two great features that are always

uppermost in the mind of the Editor. One is that

all that is printed in the 'Nook must be clean, mor-

ally, and the other is that it must be new, entertain-

ing and instructive. As easy as these two seem

they arc a source of continual watchfulness. A
very good article, a selection or a clipping, may

seem all right, and then when it comes out in plain

type there is something that might be misconstrued

by folks who seem to be so constituted that they

are on the watch for such things. At least six peo-

ple read every line in the 'Nook before it goes out,

and yet now and then something will escape the

whole lot of us. There is nothing to do but to let

it go.

Then the novel and unusual industries that form

such a readable part of the 'Nook are not always

easy to get. If we .sec something in a paper, a

magazine, or a book, that we Ibink will interest our

piople, it is promptly laid hold of, worked over, or

li,ved up to suit us. Then we may think of some-

lliiug that will make a good column of what is tech-

nically called " stuff," and the only place to get it,

that is, the nearest place, is in Chicago. Enough

said. We swiuff into our overcoat, put on our hat,

and without a word take the first train to the city.

Just in proportion to the intelligence of the propri-

etor, in that relation it is easy sailing. We show

him a copy of the 'Nook, tell him what we want,

and he details a man, or goes himself, and in a very

brief time we have the whole busiLiess jotted on the

back of an envelope. Then we return, hammer out

the article on the typewriter, and it goes into the

printer's hands, That's the last we sec or hear of

that story, till Olaf. the office "devil," begging

your pardon, lays a proof of it on the table, and

silently marches out. Hut some of the most inter-

esting stories are hard to get. We go down into a

cellar where they are making plaster images, and

siune of them are really artistic. The dusty, black-

haired Italian, working on a diving girl, is suspi-

cious and tells us to " see Garrj-." Garibaldi is

called ill from the back room and he develops a

most surprising lack of ICnglish. He doesn't un-

derstand what is wanted and is not taking any

chances. This requires that we go to the corner

grocery, explain to the Italian keeping it. and he

goes along back to the cellar, and in a minute the

whole family are telling all they know at once. In

some places where there is a trade secret, or a num-
ber of tlu'Ui, it is sometimes difliciilt to get the

facts. Hut we get them. Nothing is too good for

an Inui.unooker to have, and we get them. sure.

Then there's our correspondents. At first we
had a great deal of trouble with them. They
would write essays and such nice and good pieces.

Now we have them on another tack, and they are

lining up with the interesting and instructive. We
have some as good regular writers as there may be

found anywhere. We always try to get on to the

personalit)- of a writer for the 'Nook. We want to

know who's tloing the talking. It helps us in the

letters we write them. Naturally it makes some
difference whelhtr a new writer is sixteen or sixty.

When all the printed material that will make the

next issue of the paper is before the Editor he

scissors it out in column widths and. taking an old

copy of the paper, cuts the material in proper

lengths, and pastes it roughly in place, till the paper
is full, and this is called a "dummy." It is a guide

to the one who makes up the paper for the press,

and is useful in telling where the luiitor wants cer-

tain articles to appear. Meantime the proof read-

ers, two of them, are at work on the printed slips

reading for errors. One of them, pencil in hand, is

droning out the words while the other, with the

original copy in hand, is watching whether it is in

print as written. Then, when the made-up pa-

per is ready, there is a final revision, and the fore-

man takes a line by line look over it, and if he sees

anything wrong it is immediately corrected. Then
the Editor marks his O. K. on the final revision,

and the heavy forms go down the elevator, and it

goes on the press, where, clumpety-thump. it is run

off. They bring up a printed copy of the first im-

pression, and a final look is taken. Sometimes a

serious error, with its dirty smudged face, stares in-

solently from the printed page, and this corrected,

clumpety-thump goes the press again. When

printed it goes, with the covers, to the second floor,

where it is stapled and trimmed, and then it is

ready for the mailing clerks. The paper was begun

on a Monday, and by Saturday it should be in the

mailing room. On the next Monday the wrapping

and sacking begins, and on a Wednesday it is

rolled out of the back door, and off it goes, over

hill and plain, under mountains, and over rivers,

till you get it on a Saturday. It is easy, smooth

reading, but if you think it is all easy making come

on and get out a copy that is up to the standard,

and you may have a new impression before you are

through. Our reward consists largely in the fact

that we know that between 15,000 and 20,000 peo-

ple are delighted weekly, and that's glory enough,

though the satisfaction would be greater if more

people knew about it.

CHEWING OUn FACTS.

ODD USE FOR CANNON BALLS.

'C.\NNON balls for blasting!"

Is it made of objectionable material?

Are the methods employed in its manufacture

unclean?

O. no; on the contrary, the gum. when it leaves

the manufacturer for the retailer, is as sweet and

wholesome and clean as one might wish it to be.

The original product comes from a South Ameri-

can tree, exuding as does our dear, old-fashioned

spruce gum, and it is hastened in its exit and in-

creased in quantity by incisions made with a short,

sharp knife by the natives, who are employed by

the exporters to gather it in the dense tropical for-

ests.

In this state, as a sap which has run out over the

trunk of the tree, and formed in huge lumps, it is

known by a number of names, among which the

most familiar are " oxcaca," " pacata sap," or " gum
chicle."

In its crude state, as it arrives in boxes or bags at

the factories in this country, it is irregularly globu-

lar in form or broken in small fragments. It is

hard and brittle and of a dull grayish color with a

wild fragrantly aromatic odor.

It is broken up and placed in a steam-jacketed

kettle to melt and boil.

During the boiling process it forms in a clear

coffee-colored liquid and is carefully skimmed,

strained and refined of all foreign particles.

When it has undergone hours of boiling the re-

quired flavors are added and it is run out on huge
marble or steel tables to cool and form what is

known as the " dough."

In this state, when it is almost cooled, the mass
is broken up by the operator's hands and thrown
between powerful rollers, which flatten it out to

about a cjuarter of an inch in thickness.

As it is pushed along the table by the rollers a

number of young women keep it straight and flat

and free from " bucklings " until it reaches a set of

intensely keen steel knives, where it is first cut in

strips and then in finger lengths.

During this process it is constantly dusted with
finely-powdered sugar to keep it from sticking to

the tables or the cutting machines.

As the short lengths drop into the boxes set to
catch them they are removed to the cooling de-
partment, where they are afterward wrapped in

waxed papers and afterward in labeled covers and
boxes.

The product is now ready for the retailer, and
the pretty pink mouth of the " miss who chews
gum."

Throughout every department, and in every pro-
cess very great care is exercised to keep all the
materials and the machinery as clean and bright as
a new pin, and the f.actoiy rooms are models of
cleanliness.

In connection with this story on making chewing
gum it might be mentioned that a young woman of
Brookline. who was recently married to a well-
known Boston business man, has a splendid annual
income from a process which she discovered some
years ago for manufacturing a certain class of chew-
ing gum.

This sign, hung in a conspicuous place h
door of a store on Atlantic avenue led

^ ' ""

inside and started a bit of questioning upon ih''"""
ject of "cannon balls for blasting." ^ ^'^^'•

The proprietor of the shop said: "Last ( 11

the United States government sold all of^ii,*''™
cannon balls and solid shot which form

"

were piled in pyramids along the main strm o^r

"~

navy yard at Charlestown, we purchased a"
"''

them, with little thought of converting th.
°' ''

anything beside 'pig iron. ^

"But a few weeks after we had stored the
I overheard a quarry owner complaining

of ik'
slowness and uncertainty of the old system of 1

wedging used in getting out huge blocks of gn','''
and after a bit of thought I suggested th<^

cannon balls in the place of the steel wedges
•We sent about twenty of various sizes .i„d

weights out to his quarry, and after the first trial he
hurried a team in here with a note that read:

"'Tried the cannon balls; they are it. Send fill

more; have thrown the steel wedges away.'

"The experience of this man led us to send Ifce

cannon balls and solid shot toother quarry opera-

tors, and within the past month the orders have

been coming in so thickly we can scarcely fill ther

from the stock on hand.

"The method used in getting out great cubesm

monoliths from the granite and marble quarries li.is

been to drive steel wedges along the line of the

lower portion of the split made by a blast until

the great chunk of stone topples over on its face.

"It required a deal of time and a number of men

with big iron sledges and steel wedges to separate

these cubes from the quarry wall from which thej

had been started by the blast.

"The method now pursued with the cannon balls

is to start the block of stone away by a light blasl,

and then between the quarry face and the block

several of the smaller solid shot, usually the four-

inch sort, are dropped down into the aperture.

"Two men with crowbars give the blockalittl

shake, and the instant the block moves in the sligh:

est manner forward, the shot take up their 'pm

chase' on the space made. Then the large canmw

balls, some measuring fourteen or fifteen inches an

weighing 200 or 300 pounds, are dropped into lli

top of the gap.

"Now. the slightest outward jar by levers on lit

big stone sends these heavy cannon balls dioppin?

downward of their own weight, until, with an cai

forward motion, the cube goes over on its face,

"These shot do away with any driving; of nects

sity their great weight in proportion to their si.

forces them downward, and their form prevents ani

chance of backward setting of the block.

"These cannon balls are also used as rollers,

they take up and go over the inequalities of 1"

quarry surface, and can be rolled in any direcli"

without resetting, thus doing away with the

style wooden rollers. . -

,

"They are also used to smother heavy cle^
^-

out blasts. Heavy rope mats are thrown over t

surface where the blast has been set. ana u.

non balls are thrown around over the mats.

GOLD MINE ON A ROOF-

Down in the heart of Wall Street is » f'*;

mine Uncle Sam has worked with prom

years. It is on the roof of the governm

.ffice. During the refining process m

carried out through the chimney

luch
g'*'

^ with the i-y

Immediately on reaching the '^"''^ *."'
so IhJ

falls to the roof in yellow powder. He'J .^^^^-j-

rain cannot wash it away, and at ''"
^^^ sivtfi

men sweep the roof carefully, returning ,„j,

ings to the assay office. Federal «atcl.m
^^^

ly guard the roof against overcurious vi^

EGGS AND FRUIT IN STORAflE

- thevici"'"''

If eggs kept in cold storage are in
^^^j,

|,jc.>«-

spoiled fruit thev will taste of spoils

norous,
abiO'''

,s
0*^

ley wil

the shell of the egg. being

rapidly. _—
_ ^^

|,c-

iNa hurricane blowing at '••'S''|'' ^"'jcc i*

*'"

the pressure on each square foot o

one and one-half pounds-
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The ° Circle ooo

;. John R, Snyder. Dellc-
HRer, Surcctsers. Ind ,

SI""-, '*i'V,"7Te D. Kosenbercer. CorJngton, Ohio, Secretary and
'«'*

all communications to Our Missionary Reading

THE WORK OF THE LEADER.

BY J.
R. SNYDEK.

the leader of a Circle meeting are

t tliere is necessary some natural

pood understanding of human nature and

"''°"' ve ability- It is all the better if he has had

J ,,
duties ol

.,;
snerous,

ijnc pre>"°"^
knowledge of the work. He should

iptn
the met'Cting, or see that it is done, and con-

ct the sessions in a proper manner.

°Thf lessons or chapters of the book under study

, tdbc allotted to each reader according to his

'(i,
j„(| opportunities for research. If the lead-

sin a position where he can procure supple-

,t«lary reading treating on the subject, or line of

Jv lie should do so, and place it before the

\nolher thought. A leader is not a ruler.

\ihcneverhe begins to show such a disposition he

iltcilv
disqualifies himself for the work. He

should, in all things, and above everything else,

tat ihe good of the Circle in view. We like the

n!M ol assigning to each one a definite work, and

ficreisa good opportunity for calling out the la-

Itnl talent of the more backward members. Do not

the most important work always to those who
irt more free of speech but divide the work

im^ all.

If your Circle meetings are held in connection

th a " Young People's Meeting " of some sort, the

ibni'c will bear modification somewhat so as to

meet the rules of the powers in charge of such

Betting, and the planning and arranging of the

Ktiings will devolve upon that Committee or

rtatcver body has the oversight of the organiza-

ght here we will say that it is best to

tbige the leader occasionally, say once each
monlh, or two, at farthest. This develops workers
»ii overcomes jealoiLsies that might arise in cases
"here human nature is prevalent.
Koran example we append a program where the

Lifcleisjust beginning the study of " New Acts of
* Apostles." This program presupposes that
"ey have had a preliminary meeting and have or-
pniied and begun work in earnest. If the lesson

ncd has not been read by all the Circle, this
'Wdbe done the first thing by some good read-

! Btvoiional Exercises.

'•"Kluclion 10 Book proper
'" U«t Lecluresli.p.

"l The Lecturers

*'"l)»(B,,„k proper. Parti

J'f"'"'
Apostles by Luke.

Jd Apostolic Acts end with the closing uf Luke's ac-

J^'
The New Chapters.

' C»n„ecti„g Links between Old and New.
' Jl« N'ew Pentecosts.

^-^^t^f" "' "''°'='

°^«'forget a good live song service. It will take

grrtm''""'
""^''alf hours to do justice to the

""Mnoi^^
''^°'"'

"""'"'-''i =""J your meeting
last longer, lest some become tired and

lilerest, Kee

(Pages 3-18).

' should call to hi
°"»«tohelp

P up the life of the meeting,

assistance an able
in the arranging of the work to

rt
pipj^

"'^Se of all concerned. In some fu-

"gran, ,JJ"^
""^y outline a special missionary

'
be rendered to the general public.

'"^siad.

ed them this fall, and answered all questions in re-
gard to organization.

We hope that these twenty-two new members
will do their part and " pass it on."
No.
1363, Mrs Margaret C. Ball, 614 W. Lanark St., Baltimore. Md.
1364, Sadie Fike Milledgcville, 111.

1365, Sadie Saylor Milledgeville, III.

1366, Vinna Dierdorff Milledgeville, III.

1367, Samuel Fike Milledgeville, III.

1368, Willie Meyer Milledgeville, III.

i3(-g, Mrs. J. C. Klepinger Union, Ohio.
1370, Katie Burger West Milton, Ohio.
'371, Ezra Flory Center, Ohio.
1372. HarvelySnell Union, Ohio.
1373, Jesse M. Heckman Union, Ohio.
1374, Martha V. Brumbaugh, Union, Ohio.
1375. B. F. Honeyman Center, Ohio.
IJ76, Milla Heckman Garland, Ohio.
13-7. W. M. Pugh Easton, W. Va.
1378, Layton G. Finnell Morganlown, W. Va.
137g, Regina Click Burlington, W. Va.
1380, Agnes C. Denlinger, Dayton, Ohio.
1381, Emma E. Vanderslice Oaks Pa.
1.182, Katharine R. Detweiler, Oaks. Pa.
1383, J. Warren Uetweiler Oaks, Pa.
1384. John Eikenberry Painter Creek, Ohio.

138s, S. B. Oiler Waynesboro, Pa.

inmu Sanday !5I School &a.

THE RECLU5E.

Reflecting glories of the golden day
In faces sunned by cloudless human love.

Two passed a " Sister " on her sacred way,
Her eyes cast down, to keep her soul above.

Life on that morning had been gall to her.

While brimmed with honey for the passing twair

One tender word she hears; it sets astir

The human current in each cloistered vein.

HOW TO HAKE RELIGION WINSOME.

"'/w«w,
oi,io.

Siv

AmoNQ OURSELVES.

of Waterloo, Iowa, i;

She will do what she

'"lis'ii^''"'
G. Gnagey

'"Vwiilt-b'^'K'
^^^^""^^'er she goes Sister Eva

^^'rcle mV ^'^'^" '" ^^^ Waterloo Circle.

fc
'^^^

Vcar^*^*?^
'^ '^^'"^ planned for, to be held

"^^''cles
in'th

"^*' Kt-'llefontaine, Ohio. All

'^teiin p ^'^"^' valley are interested in

"'^'
Sarah r°^'^"^^

"''" soon be distributed.

•J 'ccretaryth
"'"''"*

°^ ^"'°"' ^'^'°' '^ ''"''

? ^^<--

goU,
^^^' ^^'^ ^^""^s "s a list of names.

^'*'
^id holdf

*° *°''^ '" earnest, reading the
"g meetings. Brother Snyder visit-

In the first place, by realizing the need and pro-

priety of making it winsome. Some people seem
to think there is no occasion for any effort in this

direction, that religion is sufficiently winsome in it-

self or. if not, that there is something out of taste,

if not morally culpable, in trying to make it seem
so. But certainly it is our privilege to do what we
can to lead others to realize that the religious life

is a happy life, a life of gladness and reward. So
long as we do not misrepresent the truth and do
not put before anyone the rewards of the Gospel as

the chief incentive to be Christians, we shall do no

harm.

How, then, can religion be made winsome?
Chiefly in this life by revealing it as a means of do-

ing good. It is in accord with the profoundest

philosophy, as well as with the widest experience,

that there is no such happiness as that which

springs from the effort to benefit others in some
practical manner. It is quite true that many peo-

ple who are laboring to do good do not seem, and

perhaps are not, specially happy. That does not

alter the fact. He who sees in his neighbor a

brother in Christ, and who, for the love which he

bears to Christ, puts himself out in order to be

helpful to that brother, always finds a spring of

gladness bursting out in his heart as out of the rock

which Moses smote.

The spirit which imparts self-sacrifice, fellow-

feeling, sympathy and outreaching toward others in

hearty looking for their best welfare, makes religion

seem winsome. It is something which he who
lacks it wants to possess. It satisfies his sense of

the fitness of things. It is a kind of religion which

he believes to be genuine and inviting. To make
religion attractive, therefore, cultivate and illus-

trate all the sweet, gentle, uplifting qualities which

Christianity suggests. Let it be seen that Christ is

an attractive Master to you. that his service is per-

fect delight as well as perfect freedom. That will

aid you to win others to join you in serving him.

ODD CALLINQS FOR WOHEN.

Thank God, we have got all eternity to rest in.

This is the place to work. I pity any child of God
that wants to sleep all the time down here. Broth-

ers, sisters, wake up! We have got plenty of time

to rest hereafter. The question is not what Gabriel

can do, or what we will do when we get to heaven;

the question is, What can you and I do before we
get there? ^^

One of the tasks of Chinese children beginning

their education is that of learning the A B C at

three years old.

Genteel poverty is one of the tragedies of mod-
ern society. Yet out of the evil comes good, and
from absolute necessity clever women devise new
modes of earning a livelihood. Most of those who
find themselves in reduced circumstances take up
ordinary callings, but a few plunge out of the beat-

en path and make some idle accomplishment the
basis of a paying vocation. One young woman up
town, who in the past learned to make lace as a fad,

now puts it to practical use by repairing old and
priceless laces. She carries what may be called a kit

of tools, including a laceniakcr's pillow, a full set of
threads, and various kinds of needles, and restores

an injured collar or an ancient fichu in the presence
of the owner The work is exceedingly difficult,

and the reward correspondingly high.

Several women have taken up indexing. Their
patrons are people who keep scrapbooks, and who
are too busy, or, as is more often the case, too neg-
ligent to index for themselves. The work is slow
and laborious. It demands a wide literary knowl-
edge and often a knowledge of French and Ger-
man. The pay is moderate, being usually S3 a day.

Artistic and fancy bookbinding is practiced by
eight or ten women in New York City. This is a

skilled trade, of the highest class, demanding both
technical skill and artistic ability. Two of the

binders have done such good work as to make them
moderately famous.

A Vassar girl with a penchant for chemistry
found herself thrown upon her own resources three

years ago, and adopted for her daily work the giv-

ing of instruction to members of hei- sex upon the

subject of cold cream. To the uninitiated this

seems a very simple matter, but in truth it is very
complex. It involves a knowledge of the various

fats and oils, including spermaceti, cocoa butter,

wax, Japan wax, almond cream, lanoline and such

medical ingredients as benzoin, camphor, myrrh,
carbolic acid, sulphur, arsenic, zinc and white lead.

Women who contemplate a foreign tour, or who
are to receive distinguished foreigners, are often at

a loss respecting the etiquette of European coun-

tries. They can get out of their trouble by taking

a course of lessons from teachers who have lived

abroad in days of wealth. At least ten bright

young women have taken up dermatology with spe-

cial reference to the hair and scalp. They visit

their patrons the same as physicians, and earn a

handsome living. At least two in this city clear

more than 85,000 a year.

Restoring old photographs gives profitable em-
ployment to a number of women who have become
experts in the use of the camera. It does not pay
very well in general, but now and then when there

is strong family love involved it gives very hand-

some returns. One successful woman inlays books.

The work is exceedingly hard and consists in scrap-

ing away a film from the surface of a blank sheet

of paper so as to fit a printed piece which is to be

set into it, and also removing a corresponding film

from the back of the latter. The two pieces are

glued and subjected to great pressure. The result

is a page which looks exactly as if it had been

printed as an entirety.

Entertaining children is another new occupation.

It demands much tact and infinite patience. Writ-

ing sentiments, letters and club addresses for in-

dolent women of leisure is followed by many ex-

school teachers and college alumns.

THE LIMIT OF COLD.

Is there a lower limit of cold—an absolute zero

beyond which the temperature cannot be lowered?
Scientific research has shown tliat there is this low-

er limit, and from numerous calculations, based up-

on different (jroperties, such as the amount of con-

traction produced by cold, it has been assigned at

about 461 degrees below zero F"ahrenheit. The
search for this absolute zero and the endeavor to

reach it has been for scientific men just such an un-

dertaking as the geographer's quest of the north pole

of the earth. It has been approached within forty

degrees Fahrenheit, and it is extremely probable that

by means of solid and liquid hydrogen the cold will

be still further lowered. Professor Dewar of Eng-

land is at present working upon tins specific prob-

lem.
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HALF CENTS ARE WANTED.

The coinage of the half cent is being demanded

from numerous quarters. In the early history of

the country this coin did not seem to be needed.

Husincss had not reached the decree of division and

specialization that rendered it useful. In all new

countries, where resources have to be developed,

there is a disregard for detail and of small things.

As civilization progresses and population increases

the trading and everyday. business is done on finer

lines.

Convenient small coins for use in small transac-

tions conduce to economy and saving. In Califor-

nia in the pioneer days there were no coins less

than a dime. All transactions in which change

could not be exactly made, less than a dime caused

a loss to one side and a gain to the other. For a

long time California affected to despise nickels, but

the advantage of making closer and juster change

gradually recommended itself, and now even the

copper cent is gaining ground in that state of great

resources and large ideas.

The demand for the half cent comes from those

sections of the country where the struggle for ex-

istence is becoming more difficult and where the

subdivisions of business and competition in prices

causes the loss of even a half cent in making change

to be a serious matter. There arc many things sold

for a cent which would be sold for a half cent if

such a coin existed. The dollars would probably

take care of themselves better if the half cent were

in existence, to be taken care of than they are now,

when the cent is tl",e least coin that can be looked

after. To] add the half cent to our coins would

increase the profits of small dealers and the possi-

ble economies to that class of people who are

obliged to make small purchases. As it is now,

either the seller or purchaser in these small deal-

ings, which by their number are of great import-

ance, loses or gains.

To save a cent each day amounts to S3.65 a year

and to save a hall cent each day effects a saving of

one-h.df ol the same. The covmtry should have the

hall cent.

RUN RISKS WITH ANIHALS.

A FKW da)'s ago a Parisian butcher, for a wager,

entered a cage in which three large lions were in-

closed, drank a bottle of wine and played a game
of cards with tlie beasts' trainer. When he was

about to leave he thrust a wineglass under the nose

of one of the animals and as a result the lion leaped

upon the man an<l mangled him fearfully before

the tamer could interfere. The terrible scene was
witnessed b)' a huge .audience in a menagerie at a

village near I'aris.

A pretty Irish girl had a queer whim of this na-

ture during the past summer. She had been asked

to become the wife of a young solicitor and she

promised to give him an answer the next evening

in the tent of a traveling menagerie at the conclu-

sion of the performance. When the would-be bene-

dict arrived on the scene he was thunderstruck to

see the young lady smiling sweetly at him behind
the bars of a cage in which were two full-grown

lions. Although she promised to marry him if he

entered the cage he swung round on his heels and
disappeared without a word.

Ilerr Decker, of Vienna, an eccentric man of con-
siderable means, took it into his head to spend the

last few days of his life in a cage of lions. When
he knew his end to be near he had his bed removed
into the cage and in this queer bedroom he lay for

one week, when he died.

During the visit of a menagerie to Salem, Mass.,

last spring a young l.ady of twenty-lour made up
her mind to enter a tigers' den and in the presence

of the savage beasts knit a scarf for their master.

The tigers endeavored to spring upon her when she

entered the cage, but the tamer beat them back.

Presently they began to toy with (he ball of wool
that was used in the making of the scarf. The
plucky young woman remained in the cage for two
hours, and before she left it she placed the scarf

she had knitted with her own hands round the

tamer's neck.

There are a million health hints, but if you keep
the head cool and the feet warm you will not need
many of the other 999,998.

THE WORLD'S nOST FAnOUS HEN.

Harvey: Born in ICngland 1578, died 1657. He

was a physician, and an investigator of natural sci-

ence. He was voluminous as an author, but his

fame rests on the fact of his discovery of the circu-

lation of the blood. Before Harvey's time there

were several absurd theories about the circulatory

system, and between the Christian era and the six-

teenth century only two theories were held, and

both were wrong. Harvey discovered the correct

facts, at least approximately correct, by close ob-

servation of animals and other living objects. It

was a long time before the simple fact was accept-

ed, and what any schoolboy now knows was dis-

puted and denied by the then educated people.

His discovery led to important changes in the views

of life and disease, too extensive to deal with here,

but the general fact remains that he was one of the

men who influenced human thought and practice

by his great discovery of the circulation of the

blood.
• # *

Grotius: Born at Delft 1583, died 1645. He was

a man of the most varied and comprehensive attain-

ments. He excelled as a political, a religious and

a legal writer. It is his great literary merit that

gives him prominence, and out of his works the pos-

sibly greatest is his Dcjure belli elpneis, a work that

goes fundamentally into the law of war and peace.

He was a great jurist, and what he wrote on the

subject was the first complete formulation of the

principles of law that govern men in their amicable

and their bellicose relations. There had been prior

discussion of these questions, but none so compre-

hensive and far reaching as that of Grotius. At the

time of his writing the Thirty Years' War was in

progress, and his pious efforts to mitigate its hor-

rors led to the work in question, and it was the fore-

runner of a similar series of productions of later and

more available value that have been of inestimable

value to the world in softening the horrors of war

and its consequent misery.

» « «

Richelieu: Born 1585, died 1642. The greatest

I'rcnch statesman of the seventeenth century. His

fame rests on his impress on the politics of France,

of which country he became master in a statecraft

way. He aspired to literary honors without great

success.
• • «

Descartes: Born 1596, died 1650. He was a

great philosopher, dealing not only with the physic-

al world, but also with the metaphysical and un-

seen, in which latter field he has come to us famous.

He was a man of tremendous mental reach, and the

reader may remember him best as one of the group
of world philosophers.

• * #

Cromwell: Born in England in 1599, died 1658.

He was a farm boy in his early youth, and took an

interest in the politics of his day. He was elected

to Parliament where he was a staunch supporter of

what is known as Puritanism. The King and Parlia-

ment falling out a resort was had to arms, and
Cromwell took the field against the king. He won
finally, and endeavored to introduce Christianity

into the practical things of government, and he took
the side of the Protestants against the Catholic

church, and thus came to be known as the Protector

of the Faith. He was a politician of the Christian
type, austere and sometimes not over scrupulous,
but in the main distinguished by his opposition to

papal interference in government matters. He was
also bitter against the monasteries, and did much to
abolish them. His fame rests on the fact that he
was instrumental in breaking the power of Rome in

England, but his enemies combined against him and
he was finally beheaded. He led the life of a re-
ligious ascetic and fanatic, and bitterly opposed the
Catholic church in politics.

• • •

Milton: Born 160S, died 1674. One of the great-
est of the English poets, studied and quoted to-day
among scholars. He wrote much, but Paradise Lost
is his greatest poem. He was Cromwell's Latin
secretary, and his English has a Latin turn. Milton
is responsible for a good many radical ideas about
evil spirits, still existent in the minds of people.

Don't imagine that you can win the regard of
your neighbors by saying just what you think.

Just before noon each day all business
taken o£f the wires controlled by th T^^
Union Company, and that means the ab^ i

"
sation of business along the main lines'of"'^

"^^

communication in the principal cities of A
"

Three minutes before noon wire chief •
"''^»

the principal cities and the towns and^i"
^"'"'

ing to and from their large sisters cease
'".''*''

receiving messages, no matter how impoTtat"^"'
may be, and devote themselves to switch

''^

wires in such a way as to make an unbroken'"^
°°

of communication from Washington around ih'""
termost boundaries of the United States

, Th"'
called an "unbroken national circuit " Vh

'*

smooth track is made along which the electri

"^ '

sage may flash encompassing the union anT
nouncing the time of day. Ten seconds before ih
time bell strikes comes another silence, and ih

'

mighty throb, a titanic heartbeat from the foremo
factor in moderrt commerce, and an electric cur

"'

pulsates from the Atlantic to the Pacific
('"'

Gotham to the golden gate, announcing the Cx
that the sun has passed over the seventy-fifth merij.
ian and it is noon at Washington.

SOMETHINQ aOOD TO EAT.

If you can't get something good to eat, sonic-

thing palatable which will "stay by you," in iht

Brethren church, in its favored localities, you are-

fastidious indeed, and might as well seek no farther.

But there is no one man who knows it all, nor any

one woman either. A hundred people putting then

best productions on the table will, in all probabilily,

teach each other a great deal. So, as an addiiional

attraction to the 'Nook, we have decided to print

one recipe a week from some sister, giving the de-

tails of a dish within reach of the average reader,

and which she knotvs to be all right by trial.

Over a hundred women have been asked to con-

tribute one of the best recipes they know and it

will be printed in the 'Nook, credited to her. If

any other good cook has a recipe, send it on, re-

membering the following: It must be by a sister,

within reach of the average household, not copieJ

out of a book, proportioned for six guests, and ac-

curately told. The Elgin sisters will make the

start. Watch the Inglenook. The paper has beta

good for the head and the heart, and now it pio-

poses to set forth things fit for a king. Don't cut

these recipes out and paste them in a book. Copy

them if you wish, but don't mutilate the paper.

Watch the 'Nook, we say.

THE WINTER PUDDING.

BY ADA L. EARLY.

An excellent winter pudding may be made as

lows: A cupful of finely picked or chopped sue-

kept cool, or it will not work right, one "P y"
kind of sugar, three eggs well beaten, oiie-fourt 1

of sweet milk, a teaspoon each of 8'°^"''
""l""^,.

and cloves, two and a half teacups of flour, a te

^^^

of raisins and one cupful of currants, two hi

spoons of baking powder, and a teacupful

crumbs.

Put in a pan the suet, the ^^B^''/"^
ij^l^t..

crumbs, pour the milk over this and mix
^n^j,

ly. Then stir in the eggs and the
''""J'"

jj,

other ingredients. Lastly stir in the l'"'"^'
p„i

with a half teacup of flour. Mix \^o:o^iJ^^^

in a well-greased pan, set in a steamer,
""^^jji,,!!

water, cover tightly, and steam for two
^^^^r^o

half, or till a broom splint will come out c

the pudding is tested. ,(«!»'

For the sauce melt together in a pan
-^^^^- ,|,^

sugar, three or four lablespoonfuls of

^^ ^^^
^^\^

tablespoonfuls of flour; when these "
^|||„g«-

melted but hot, pour over all a quart ^^jj|,j

ter, and flavor with lemon or vani
The

it
!««'

left over can be resteamed as long ^*

has been thoroughly tried and is exci

weather dish.

Elgin, III.

There are

and there are some women

never want to be married.

, ,.|| the

some men who cannot
,

who deciai

,pjt*.^_
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What They Say!

IK

Chicago Says:

„,!£ IS PJ' excellence. It has

1*
1 ,be l"""''

Ccmpanwn in our

«'"°v h Dumber seems better than the

^-
I have a Sunday-school class

^rfii?
°"'h iirls from thirteen to eighteenr (oys anu t

• „,.„„< as a Sundav-

(it5.

K»J •*•'
)i°«l the' INGUESOQK as a Sunday

(J.
)'•"" o O

Chirence,
Iowa, Speaks Out.

,h miicli salisfaction that I express

""
1 o( ihe ING1.E.WOK. Its appear-

""T.LmI make-up are such that it at

'"jr.Uofoorhomes.andthepeo.

Mt. Morris Says:

n,. ISCLESOOK easily takes rank among

;,b:iKtll'*'imost of Ihem because of the

Mtd the silly love stories and light read-

I, is J most valuable addition to the

ilkioi's
publications. No family should be

jlBuUl.-™ D. L. Miller.

O O

Lanark, 111.. Has An Opinion.

Wi bjve been receiving the INGLENOOK

Kiiislsrleti. We like it very well. I would

^(10 sec it go to all the homes of the land.

[h{ short sermons are good for both old and

,!(.-£/</. /. B. Troul.

O O

From the College.

juke the iNGLtNOOK. I am much pleased

lithil! steady and almost marvelous growth.

Vfacl thai it is sought after by our people,

Btold and young, IS evidence that it proves

Dtlilobe in fact wli.ii it purports to be.

—

J. G.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

01 all the youiit: people's papers that I have
|» seen and reati 1 think there is none that

ill >neld as grci: or as desirable influence

'fiia readers
, ibe Inglenook.— W. A'.

And Hager^.

.

I hive been a

OOK (rora its b _

Idtbile it is ,,

H, vet I Snd s. ^

til issue. 1 .1

»J my expi-,

«d It to the

AtCtdjr Ri,

"ifllandfan:

'fburch pape

''"•gaildus,:!..

Am

"»'e known

"on truth 1

. ""t youth

-

''"«liirly ad,
*• placed It

. "" genera

'*<lhya„v

Over

.'">»ilyan,l
i

^""'Pap-,
^'"'tyowii,

k ''»ple ,

O

^n, Md., Has This

:

' .uit reader of the Ingle-
lining to the present time,

pecially intended for the

'^mp that interests me in

I'^sted in the 'Nook be-

^. 1 especially recom-
- readers. — £/(/. A. B.

O O

'>. Iowa, They Say:

kj'ieatly enjoy reading our

We trust its future may
:
"lie.—/. A'. vt/iV/tfr.

'rem Iowa,

<.i.ENooK from Its birth,

iy that it is the most in-

' f I have ever read. It

'•> both old and young. I

- Mission Sunday school,

1 is that it can not be
^unday-school paper.

—

O O

*^ Indiana.

V thai the Inglenook is

'iiere are many things in

and which they ought to

not lake the Ingle-
'egret it. The Editor
readers.—Z. M^. T^g/gr.

'
In MUsouri.

fs I have wondered why
'' for our young people.
wiih a tendency toward

' 'hat in the Inglenook.
y home in the church.—

o

,
-^nJ Thia.

•ho and K^*^**^
'^^^ papers one

-^Wj".;;^''' ^^»'<='l « the
*'=' -tW. Amos WampUr.

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missmg tmk "

in our church publications.—y<jAn E. Mohler,

O O
From Batavia, 111.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and
instructive paper.—J/r. and Mrs. L. A, Pol-
lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well tilled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— /K G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try
it, and you will be pleased with w.—Eld. S. F.
Sanger.

O O

Ohio Has Its Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.
Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—:/«(?,
Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by
every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. 1

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the lNGLEN00K.^/tJ^«

C. Zug.
o o

And Also Hagerstown, Hd.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the iamily anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— //'. S. Reich-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/aj/i^r Barnthouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—/?««/>/

1

Vaniman.
,

O O

A College President Remarks

:

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie^

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—5. Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card
to a large, well-bound Volume.

+

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
22 & 24 S. State St.. Elgin, 111.

Tliey '\7VeLiCLt It!

Lord wonderfully bless its mission. — /. A.

Chambers.
O O

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the I.ngle-

NOOK gets better. Surely no home in the

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.—/. W.

Wayland. 00
Lancaster Heard From.

The INOLENOOK'S weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City. Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on its

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now in circula-

tion. It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.— T. F. Imler.

When People Want a Book,

It is easy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Money Selling .•. .•. .•.

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

'Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,'

and " Wanderings in Bible Lands."

The author tells of things seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such an interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of things than would be received by many hundreds who
would make the trip themselves. Note what one writer says:

I have examined and rtad Bro. D. L. Miller's last book, "Girdling the Globe," .ind find it

an excellent work. While all of liis bouks are ffood and instructive, I put this as THli BEST,
in fact the most intert'stinj,' book I ever read outside of the Bible. Everything is made so clear

and plain by the author. 1 would recommend all to secure it if in their power to dose. Sure-

ly a cheaji trip around the world! Who would not take in such a trip and at the same lime en-

joy the comforts of home?

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back and side title, .ind

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. Price, S3.00, prepaid. What better do
you want?

Have you a copy of this excellent book? Has the territory around you
been canvassed? H not, write us at once. We ha\e liberal terms to offer you.

Address:

Brethren Publishing House.

Subscription Book Depart men t. E^GiN, Illinois
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...IISrSXTW!"-
M Your Home and Furniture Against

Gospel Messenger tor I90rF''-«-Li2htning^and Tornado,

From Now to the End of Next Year, ..o.„ ., mII ...... .., ..o.>.....

Only $X.50.
-f -f -f

SELF-PKONOUNCIXG S. S. TKACHPiRS' BIBLE,

Revised Edition, with needed helps Divinity Circuit,

Linen Lined, Leather Back, Silk Sewed, price,

MESSENGER, to the end of 1001,

iOti

National Business College,

Roanoke, Virginia.

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted. CHAS. e. eCKBRLB. President.

Pine Fall Term Opening.

Total,
$5.00

But We Will 5end Both For S8.S25.

Or. if the Kin^j James Version is wanted, we can furnish it

in tlie same style of binding, except leather lined, etc.. along with

llie MKSSENGER for the same price, $3-25-

l^rThis splendid Bible offer is for old and new subscribers

alike. The Bible may be sent to one address and the paper to

another. Hundreds are availin^^ themselves of this excellent offer.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,

22 and 24 S. State Street. .... Elgin. III.

IT K VnilD nilTV "^^ P^Perly protect the

11 IJ lUUnilUll hMltli of yourself and fami-

ly. Are you doing \l( Delays ore dangerous and Die re-

sponiibility Is upon you. Aclies. paina, poor appetite,

dliilncis. bad skin, that dr.iguinE and smoilieting Icel-

ing are sonic ol nature's danger signala, and you need a

course ol nature's remedy— Ocriiion-American Herb
r»iii|>iMintl,

It Is the greatest Blood Puilfier, Liver, Kidney and
Syalcni Regulater ever otiored the people; it is purely

herbs, hnrks and roots: the kind used by our great-giand-

In sign and lioutc pnlntlng is so molli«ri(or generatloDS. and should be used by you and

Ooxxtloxixozx
\ rUACllCAI. KNOWLEDGE OP

Sip and House/Painting

<,t>M loiil Mlvi-i Ut-tloring, IlTunrlng,

liriilnlng, Cirrtitgo and Show Card

r^lnllug. Mixing Colors. Contrnctltig,

\'iirnlililng, Ktc. Irom our Palnlors'

lli.ok. Our hook ot »s years' expert-

Free Homes in North Dak

Government lands subject , ,.

filing. Railroad lands at Sz ,, ''<"»Ki,^

Iress;
"^ t**'>crE. ^

R. A. Ye-itek i„

Victor Liver Syrup i

The Great Family m.^^^.^^,^
'

It Is Making Some Wonderful
Cwesi

Call upon your Urugg.s, „, „„^^
get a bottle. P"ce, 25 cents and j,.l^"'
kept by them, drop us a card lorapj
Almanac, Dooklel and lestim,),„a]s n

"^

name of your Druggist or Merchant.
'""''

5°'' ^'"OR KEMEDtEs f-^

Frederick Md
Mention thf I\r,Lr7(nflK „h*n vritin.

A Kitchen Piano...
" Bverything at her llngei

Nothing to walk or long for. Sugar. Hour, salt, spices.

milk, eggs and moUsses in this self-cleaning cabinet

We make nine dilftircnl kinds ol k tchen cabinets, shown

In our new catalogue, free. Hoosler Mfg. Co.,

iS Adams St.

Mcntiun ILe INGLKNOOK wl

' ends."

New Castle. Ind.

Imple that even hoys can leach themselves the palnter'a

trade In a short time. IS illustrated nlphabols are In-

cluded In our hook. Tills great tciclier and money sav

et.wlll he mailed poslpiild lot to cents,

Vul. fielipoli'p HIbu Woi'Ua. Mllwiiuki'C.^WIa.

ON THE FINQEKS OF ONE HAND
Voudin count all the wectly joutkhU In America which
hate a circulation ol io.i,.-r..i tir ovoi. wllh a subscription

price ol more thnn .'ue dollar a. year.

There Are But Two Weeklies

111 Amcrlcs which, with a aiibicdptlou price ai high aa

11.00 a year, have a clrculatlou uf ira.ooo or over, and
one ol tlirso two in

The Literary

Digest !w

Is.Hucd Weekly
PnRCS Illustrated.

•AIIThe Periodicals In One"
It and you wilUooii di^vovci why it numbers
. iiiorrll.an u^iW'^K, .ub"! rllu-r* lin aildition to
ntl (ii>uiniliini, ir.cuo li«w>i-i'i>, ii.ouo liniik.

•li-rioniPti: and

your lamlly. It is put up in powdci (orm and chocolate

coaled tablets, pleasant and easy to lake, and sold by our

agents; no cure, uocosl.

If no ngcnl near you, send f i.oo for six sS'Cent pack-

ages, containing loo doses and registered guarantee, sent

postpaid.

Write lot our liberal oflcr to new Agents.

Mrs, G. A Thurber, Ballslou, Va, says: For years
I havesufierod with headache, neuralgia and nervousness.
Almu«t Irom childhood my nervous system has been such
that the least exeriion would throw me into a spell ol
lieadache and extreme f ntlauc. so that life seemed almost
a burden. 1 have tried the l>o«t dociuis and many kinds
ol medicine. I began using <J«'riii«n-AinerloHii Hei-b
CiiiDixiiind sonic lour munllis ago and almost from the
tiisi f lelt ini|>[ovrd. and now I seldom ever have any
hradaclii- at nil I ctnnot expreits the benefit derived
Irom its use. nnd Irust this miiy he the means ol many
other suRercrs to use the Compound. It also did won-
ders tor my husband whose complaint was stomach
trouble.

Abram Studebsker. Shideler. Ind., snji: Vour med-
icine has done myscil and wile a great deal ol good and
we reci>mmenil it very highly, Flease send me two mote
boikes for lilends.

Address, li)t4>r-Niitloiml Modlclne Co. (Incorpo-

j

rated), 6i<; K Street, Wathtnglon, I>, C. or Albi^rt
I HollinBor, Special Agent. AiS Eighth Street. Washing-
ton D C. 4Sif

irtilLUXOOK vh>n miUoc.

Conn NEARLY to Christian man
^t)UU or woman to look after our

growing business in this and adjoin-

ing counties; to act as Manager and Cor-

respondent; work can be done at your

home. Enclose self-addressed, stamped

envelope (or particulars to H. A. Sher-

man, General Manager, Corcoran Build-

ing, opposite United States Treasury,

Washington, D. C.

H,« INGLtNOOK n

5ot4

GALVANIZED STEEL STUS

"hiT a" J'r"
"'"°"""- """' """ •' ""'«

THE C. M. FENCE STAT CO..

Lock Box 8. Covington Owa

Uealion the INOtXNOOK when •nitini

STOP<JE3 I'OST:'.
NI>ESTKl'CTIHI.E.

Sold nearly one-half
ctieaper than iron or
steei fence posts. Great
work territory. Agents
nanulacture, Counties
irs address with stamp:

W. A, DICBET, Mead, Miami Co., Ind.

HtntloQ th* IirOLESOOK Hh>n wntlus.

inducements lo agents who i

may pTotitably engage in their
tot Biile. For terms and circu

«l,v. wlioii line [ thfiie loigct*
III. \\\l,' till)- lilni 111 ttvi'ouiil. lot till' Momrn

i

Hie enlliUK[.<stlt uv«r ll. It I* one id the lew pa]
that appeal to all ioa>ling im iiibeTn i.t tlie Iniiilly.

You Can't Trip a Literary OigeAt

Reader on Facts.

lltpresents all side* ul all ImpoiianI i|UFstlon«. poUlicnl.
Boclologtc !, scientilic, lltotati, and tellgious: and one
who rends ll, even though he tend uolhlnB else, will he
welt posted. Vou set " all peilndlcals In one " Ametl.
can.Btiilth, Fuiopean. Asiatic- uhen you get Tht l.U-
tntn liigfsi I'rice, *( iw a year. Send lo ctnis lor
•ample copy and desctipilvc ctfcular.

FUNK & WAQNALLS Co., Pubs.,

5ot2 Ni'.w York.
MtnllAn (h* IXOUXOOK ntitn iltlnt

ripnci Written In hneal penmanship—plain, nicdt-
VAI\V^( umorliounshcd.at 10 CIS. per dofcn. Col-

of«d Cards, assorted, written In wlilt* Ink-all th« rage

now, IS cts. per doicn. Tiy a duien, and get irrnis to

agents. There is money in taking ordcis. .\ddiess,

Mt. Morri* Colieg* (Ait Depl.),

Aak lor Art Catalogue. iim^^ow Ml, Morrlt, III.

MmiM Ik* INillKKiioK HMn ••Hllnt

Doctrine of the Brethren Defended.

Uy ELIl. It. 11. MlLLlllt.

MILKINE...
Qranulated Milk Pood

|1LK, „,p o„,y f.x„|,J,Qt ttyll-
-K siiiipuris life, here atcril-
wed and conceolratcd.

(•^L. I t ,i,p perfect food tonic.

'^t* * t the mofil concentrated
i( fiKKls. herein the most i-oii'

(.eniratcd form.

MILK, MALT, MEAT make MILKINE,
the nuMt o«U[-entialeilo<mp1rlr fixxl for attiills

Ri.«entinl i,i tin- l.r-it t.ur "i liahiet auj luvalitU
Put Ul. Ill tlrv (lOHilrtct l..ini or in Coiiiiirr-sol
Tablrl* Kc.ntv foi o-..: I.v the nd.lilion ol water,
orcein l>c e.mii ilrv Wnli- for free <.itmple

ELQIN MILKINE CO. ELGIN, ILL.

M.niwt. th.. IMiLKNOOK wh.n wrtllat.

Just What You Want!

How many elecioral vole) lint Sim
and .Alabama^

What were l\-.i parly divisloni in U
SSth Congress?

How were the Presideatseltdedpni
lo 1804

'

The above, and thouiiods cl olbi

questions ansuetedin ibe

VOTER'S JUNOAL nod

...AROUMNT SmiB
FOR THE VEST POCKBI.

Wasliington lo the present lime, cliwii

anged for

LSATBEB, tiDdgomal? emticiii«l. goM itunplBg, - H «l

OLOTB, bandtoiselj smboiisl, lok itimplng. - - 9 :«li

Postpaid on recei

payment. Liberal

Publisher and Bookseller.

90 to 98 Market St. '
'

DVIJ fTAIWIIW„,(t,i.j,,,,^j open-face cases,
good American mOTemenis. stem wind and stem set only
USa post-paid. Girl's sUe (or I4.60 post-paid. Good,
reliable lime-keepers. Nice neat silk watch chain (rec
with each watch ordered before Dec. itth. Ptcaie men-
tion the Inglenook. My price list ol gold and siUei
walcbea Iree. Address: 11. K. NKn-COMER Uox
aSA. Ml. MnrrlK. 111.

llmi>.« ih> IMlUYiHlK ahm snUac.

Has just been started in Northwestern

Michigan. Lands in this well-known fruit

and farming district are for sale by the New
York National Land Association which

controls ninrc farming land than any other

individu.il or corporation in the State. We
can refer you to Elders and Brethren high

in the confidence and regard of the entire

Brotherhood, who have written letters to

us commending this land. We will gladly

send you copies of these letters on you

request. Conditions of climate and soil in

our part of Michigan are so widely differ-

ent from those in other parts of the coun-
try that you will be greatly surprised and
edified to read these reports which are in-

disput.-»ble. Maps, books, illustrated pam-
phlets and extracts from the Agricultural

Reports furnished free of charge by ad-
dressing

SAMUEL THORPE,
General Traieling Agent,

New York National Land Association,

Majestic Building. DETROIT, MICH
HioiHiii lb* INGIEKOOK wh.o wnUn(.

The Light of the World, or

Our 5av!or in Art.

Cost nearly Sioo.ooo u> |jroduce

nearly lOO full-page ent^r.-ivmES of

and his mother by the woi la s gre^if

ers. True copies of the greatest m.^-

in the art galleries of Furope. Evcf

IS as beautiful as a sunrise over tli'

Contains description of the P'*'"'^".

phy of the painters, the li.

the gallerjes In Eurup'

may be seen. Also com .

ment, including aChild =

his mother, beautifully \^ 1

turc. This wonderful b'

purity and beauty, appt

heart, and in every Chn-

are children the bonk

men and women are in.

taking orders. A Chi

can in this community

orders for Christ

our agent

S0I3

A iKMik ol 2g8 pages setting forth in careful-

ly prepared arguments the sprci.il tenets of 1 AA AAA ACRES fiOVERNMENT LAND 1

(aith that are cmphasiicd in the Brethren VV^UvU ^l.ao jdoi- .A.ox'e.
church. All memhkhs of the church should:

have a copy. It ia also a splendid book tor the I
^'° "'* "^'," °' "'• Co"n"do '« San Diego Coum,,

inquirer. W.U bound in cloth. Price,
75) f;r,!r;;:..ro7S,'un,:rci,l''r i^tj^,

cents, prepaid.
|

Fruil.. For lurlhtrlnlormulon ,«,„,. oilLETTI
Brethren PubllshlnK House,

I v*.!;. "a"'.!;;J"*""
''"°" '"'"""' '^°'' '^''

ElKln, Illinois. '

._,„,..,„„„«.^ „„^
:-°"

Cap Goods...

es .ind
'

),ere th'

saChil'!

-tyoflt"'

ICll.tO III

'., mauli

, to even

, home » '

,. itself.

,11^
moil'

I
ma"

Mas;

We send Cap Goods by mail to all parts of
the United States. A large assortment to
select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for free samples to

R. E. ARNOLD.
Elgin, 111.

P- S.—Note that we hare)
mOT«l Irom Ml, Morris, f
lU.. to El«in, 111. \

jlj.ooo worth of the I

Mrs. Sackett, cmr;iL-

over 51,500 worth nl

time. The book is p'-

paper, beautifully bou'^
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CHRISTMAS.

BV MARGAUET E. SANliSTKK.

MeRRV, merry ChristniasI

The little children sing il,

^nd from every spire and steeple

The glati hells rock and ring it!

The gateway of its morning

Is resou^int with praise;

And chorals at its evening

L'nnumbered voices raise.

No day so set to music

In all the year of days.

As Christmas, Merry Christmas,

With its sheaves of lotty praise.

Merry, merry Christmas,

Age-long the sad world sought it,

Until from out the heart of heaven

The holy angels hmught il.

Then all the earth grew brighter

Bv the shine of one sweet Star,

The lighted torch that sent its be.

Oh! glad and wide and far.

Ihen bent a fair young Mother

Above a little child,

And the angels sang their glorias

While that happy Mother smiled,

Then Christmas, merry Christmas,

Came hither, came to stay.

When the Star, the Star, stood over

The place where Jesus lay.



'The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty=five Cents,
or

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar.
It

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two. You'll be So

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper °"^

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
la^Every Part of the Country. Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends u

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Bcjidc the Bonnie Britr Hush, Dictionary of the Bible, I
Drummond-s Addresses, Adventures ot a Bro»nit

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds, ^ Ten Nights in a Bar-Room,

Black Beauty, Dream Life, I Intellectual Life, Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they conM

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efficient agent will be put in line for the Fall work

connected with the Ingi.ENOok. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will have

»ent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventure! of a Brownie,

>fs8op'B Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Kssays,

Hesidc the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Hoems,

Child's History of Kngland,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of .Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Poe's Poetical Works,

Prue and 1,

Rah and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Roora.

Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,
Professor at Breakfast Tabit,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare,

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The A(;cnt sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. The

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of thesi

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent, We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent i

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be the last

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re-

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

.A. ILii-v© 'F'BLjpG-r for Xji-vo I>eop>le.
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper mo

who know what they are talking about. The reason is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing oil

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always las

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the- best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it witW

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The IngleSOOI

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of it "*

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list ki""

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE ; The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is M.ade.

]AS. A. SELL: The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD; The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER; Does the Garb Hinder So-

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J. ROOP; Has the Church Changed in the Last
Twenty-five Years?

S. Z. SHARP; The Chance ot Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN; Negro Missions,

DAN'L HAYS; Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER; Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER; The Climate of North Dakota.

W. R. DEETER; St. Paul.

WM. BEERY; The Music of the Old Jews.

]. T. MYERS; What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY; School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR; The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER; The Moravians.

QUINCV LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER; Divorce Among the Je«S'

D. L. MILLER; The Cost of a Trip to Europe.
^^^^

CHAS. YEAROUT: The Money Side of an Evaajeis

L. W. TEETER; How a Commentary is Made.
^^

D. L. MOHLER; Which Pays Better, City <" C"""

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do with E«-c™^"^'^j^

M. J. McCLURE: Mistaken Ideas About Mag"""

L. A. PLATE; Recollections of Switietland.

GALEN B. ROYER; World-wide Miss'""*-

GRANT MAHAN: Home Life in Gemuiiy-
^,^^

J. H. MOORE; The Pleasant Side of J.i Ediio"

E. S. YOUNG: Best Means of Bible Svoily.

ATi ca. tlier-e a.ro ^tliers.
stof-^.

JTo-u. Oan't .A-fTord to AaJ.i9s all THie-
There will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file. T'^^T *''.:„,

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may mi<s *°»''
,3,1,

more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will be a re

attef-'

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do well to wrTte us,
scnption to-day.

SSlSlH, Illlixols, XT. S. .A..

the w'aole m^"
^.,

enclosing J"

XXovLse,
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LIFE'S niRROR.

There are loyal hearls, there are spirits brave,

There are souls that are pure and true;

Tien g'»e to llie world the best you have,

Awl the best will come back to you.

Q„t love, and love to your life will flow,

And strength in your utmost needs;

Have faith- and a score of hearts will show

Their faith in your work and deeds.

Cve irulb, and your gifts will be paid in kind,

And song, a song will meet;

\iid the smile which is sweet will surely find

A smile that is just as sweet.

Give pity and sorrow to those who mourn,

You will gather in flowers again

The scattered seeds from your thought outborne.

Though the sowing seemed in vain.

For life is the mirror of king and slave,

'Tis just what we are, and do;

Then give lo the world the best you have.

And tie best will come back to you.

—Madeline S. Brighaiit.

THE BANMNQ OF ELLEN WOODS.

In Three Chapters.—Chapter Three.

When the community heard that the baby had

died there w.ts consternation all around. The
(riends talked in an undertone of the happening,

jrd wondered what she would do now. ' Would El-

len go home, or would she go away? At her home
there was a thorough feeling of uneasiness. They
could not ask her to return, and if she came they
rauld not give her the help they knew was her
doe. And the funeral was the next day. This
would take place in the Dunker cemetery back of
Ihe church, and there would be a bigger crowd
Ibn atlended Henry's interment. All the mem-
bets would be present, and there was a very decid-
tdintcrest as to what she would do now that she
»s thrown entirely on her own resources.
The day of the funeral was late in the Fall. . The

tee of Indian summer spread over hills and val-
«ys. The naked trees waved their arms in them breeze, and the river stole silently around the
"J as it had done for ages agone. The crowd

graveyard was something unequaled

:ld.

*"1 met io the
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"at surprised her. She looked all

over the congregation, now as still as death. She
said:

" Friends, you all know the situation. I am not
sorry that I married Henry Zook. I am not sorry
that I did as I have done. I would do it all over
again just the same way. I am going out in the
world to earn my own living and so I will not be a
burden to you or to anybody as long as I can work.
But I feel that I would like to be in the church, and
it IS not that I care for what you may say or do, but
I want to be with Christ in the church." Then she
sat down. Uncle Isaac Price tried to wipe his face
with a hymn book, and threw his head back and be-
gan singing, " There is a happy land," when he was
interrupted by the Elder who remarked that the
vote had not been taken. He said if there were no
objection to the restoration of Sister Ellen all who
were of that mind would stand up. As one person
the congregation rose up. Ellen could not see, but
she heard, and rejoiced in her heart. There was
not an opposing vote, and all that remained was be-
ing received. Ordered to stand up in front of the
congregation she did so, knowing the routine, and
first came Uncle Isaac, who, seizing her left hand,
shook it vigorously, shouting out, " God bless you,
Ellen, it's all right now."

When it came her mother's turn she whispered to

her. " Elbe, you'll come right straight home with us
and stay there all your life. Pop, he says." Her
father said, "You'll go home along." And so it

went till the last one had given hand and salutation,

and the ban was lifted.

Ellen was put in a carriage with a neighbor who
would pass the old home, with strict instructions to

leave her there. The parents followed in their car-

riage. There was a time of silence, and then Jona-
than, Ellen's father, spoke up.

" Mom! Ellen's going to stay at home now?"
" Yes, Pop, she's going to stay there as long as I

live. Pop, did you see the baby? "

" No, I didn't. I couldn't trust myself to look.

You seen her. What did she look like?
"

" Why, Pop, it wasn't a girl. It was a boy, and
he looked like you. His name was Henry Jona-
than, after his father and after you."

Jonathan was dumbfounded. He never fully

realized the situation. For an infraction of church

discipline his daughter had practicall)' been driven

from home, her husband dying without sympathy,

his own grandchild, bearing his own name, dying

without his having looked on the child's face. Now
it was too late. He would never again have a

grandchild. It came on him with a force that he

had never recognized At home, where he would
be in half an hour, he would meet his onlj' child,

widowed and childless herself, and all because of

the action of those he called his brethren, and who
professed to have his highest interests at heart.

He was sore at heart, for it has ever been that the

errors and mistakes of others react hardest on the

innocent. On the way home the parents settled it

that in consideration of the past no reference lo the

matter would ever be made, but that they would
treat Ellen with a consideration never before shown
her, and so it happened throughout the years. The
ban was lifted, and it has never again fallen on any
one in the Brethren church, nor will it. At the

love feast that followed the fairest face under the

cap and bonnet was that of Ellen Zook, and she was

quiet in the e.xtreme. She treated her brethren and
sisters with courtesy unknown to them before, but

there was always a gulf between them, for while

they were bound to each other with earthly ties,

she had become the bride of the Master through

human suffering. The grass grows green on the

graves of all the actors and the ban is a forgotten

nightmare.

SOLID BRICKS OF VELLOW.

A fARAGRAPll in the New York letter of the Lci/^er
stated that there had been received at one of the
banks a lump of gold from British Columbia weigh-
ing 7.S97 ounces, in shape of a cone, thirteen inches
high and thirty-four inches in circumference at the
base, and valued at 5135,275. At the United States
mint in this city it was stated yesterday to a Let/^n-
reporter that it was unusual to ship gold in such
large masses. It must have been cooled in a cruci-
ble, which was broken from it, judging from its

shape. No such masses had ever been received at
the mint.

The usual form of gold bricks is that of an ordi-
nary brick, the very largest being valued at about
830,000 and weighing about 1,500 ounces. That
such bricks are not easily handled was easily dem-
onstrated by the reporter, who was allowed to lift

from a truck a brick from the Denver assay office,

8x4x3}! inches in size. It was just the size of a
building brick, only three-quarters of an inch thick-
er, but it weighed ninety pounds and was valued at
S2l,o8o. Though small, it could not easily have
been gotten away with.

Very little gold as it comes from the mines is re-

ceived at the mint. A few small lots brought by
the early Klondike miners is all that has been seen
from Alaska. The dust, or flakes, is taken to the
nearest assay office, probably at Seattle, and there
sold to the government, which purchases all that is

offered. It usually contains more or less silver or
copper or both tiietals. It may be refined at the
assay ofifice, but is usually refined at the mint.
Many bricks shown to the reporter looked like sil-

ver, the proportion of one-third of that metal giving
them that appearance. Some small bricks, worth
about S5,000 apiece, were shown which had been
refined to 998 parts in 1,000, practically pure gold.
These were for a prominent watch case factory for

use in its business. Chemically pure gold is made
only for testing purposes.

"ibo,
"t h.

Merchants in London are still selling Boer relics

and, however little their intrinsic value may be,

they bring high prices.

A aiRL OF EXPEDIENTS.

A GREAT many good stories are told of the bishop
of Norwich, England, a genial soul, who appreciated
a joke as well as anyone on earth. He was once
asked if he was really the hero who performed upon
the out-of-reach knocker for a small girl and was
then told to follow her example and runaway. The
bishop said he could not lay claim to that experi-
ence. But en revanche, he told the following which
once occurred to him. He was to hold a confirma-
tion at a small town, and, arriving some time before
the hour for service, took a stroll. His steps led
him to the outskirts of the town, and, passing a

picturesque little cottage, he stopped to admire it.

A pretty little garden separated the cottage from
the road, finished off with a neat hedge and green
gate. "Oh, please, sir," said a voice from the other
side of the hedge, "would you open the gate for

me?" This the bishop at once did. Then, to his

surprise, instead of the tiny child he had expected,
there stepped forth a girl quite big enough to have
opened the gate for herself. "And why, my dear,
said Dr. Sheepshanks, "could you not open the gate
for yourself?" "Please, sir, because the paint's

wet," said the child. A glance at his hand testified

to the bishop but too plainly the truth of her state-

ment.
• I

A SMALL boy was ready to start on a long-prom-
ised week's visit to his grandfather's in the country.

There was an exasperating delay in the appearance
of the carriage to take him to the station. The
young man worked off his impatience in various an-

noying ways for half an hour, then suddenly he was
seen to kneel beside a-chair in the corner and bury
his face in his hands. After a few minutes his

mother said: "Well, Kenneth, what are you doing?"
"Just getting my prayers said up for while I'm go-
ing to be out at grandpa's. There's nothing to do
here and I 'spect to be pretty busy while I'm there."
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OLD MAIDS CLASSIFIED.

DV ANNA M, MITCHEL.

The popular idea of an old maid generally repre-

sents her as a tall, angular being of uncertain age,

ranging anywhere from twenty-five to eighty, one

who has grown vinegar visaged and sharp of tongue

after years spent in a fruitless search for a husband.

Kor of course an orthodox old maid is not sup-

posed to have any other purpose or diversion in life

but that of securing a husband. This view of the

old maid, however, is quite erroneous. Look over

your list of old maid acquaintances and you will

find that this description will apply to very few

among them.

Instead of hustling around for a possible hus-

band, it is ten to one that the old maid is quietly

minding her own business. Very likely too she is

assisting and comforting some unfortunate woman

who has secured a drunken or grumbling specimen

of mankind. There is a great difference in the dis-

positions of old maids, and to judge the whole

class by one specimen is quite a mistake. Hut

there is one subject about which they all seem to

be of one mind. That subject is their age. I pro-

fess that I don't in the least understand why maid-

en ladies should be so averse about enlightening

the public in regard to this matter.

It is a well-known fact, however, that after reach-

ing a certain birthday, they refuse to give much

satisfaction along this line, and cheerfully endeavor

to put impertinent questioners on the wrong track.

One very grave fault a great many old maids have

is their inconsistency. After solemnly avowing

their firm determination to live a single life, and

having a fair start therein, how often it is that some

fascinating old bachelor or widower induces them

to change both their mind and their name.

Hut there arc many reasons for the whys and

wherefores of spinslcrhood. While there may be

some who would get married but can't there are

equally as many who could get married but don't.

Undoubtedly our friend Miss Jerusha, belongs to

that class of maidens who would he willing to ex-

cliange single blessedness for married bliss, if it were

not lor the perversity and thickheadedness of the op-

posite sex. To have your best years spent on the

warpath -nietapliorically speaking—and not bring

in one prisoner is, to say the least, rather discourag-

ing.

Hut Jerusha is not easily daunted by such trifles,

and no doubt reflects that, " while there's life

there's hope."

In her zealous search for a husband she leaves no

stone unturned and no nook unexplored, llcr ma-
ternal progenitor has also been known to assist in

this worthy c.uise, by eloquently discoursing on the

extraordinary housekeeping capabilities possessed

and practiced by Jerushy. This oration to be de-

livered, of course, while the prospective son-in-law

is within earshot.

But for all that Jerusha still wends the pathway
of life alone, with one eye fixed on the departing,

and the other watching for the coming man.
Miss Margaret now is just the opposite of Miss

Jerusha. No one can blame her for trying to at-

tract attention from the opposite sex. In her
youthful days she too had bright and glowing hopes
of a happy life with the one dearest in all the

world to her. Hut Death's cold hand w.as laid up-
on the loved one, and he was called to his long
home. And with a place in her heart that can nev-
er be filled by another, she lives faithful to the
memory of her betrothed.

Then there is Miss I'olly, the bright and ener-

getic old maid, who stays at home and cares for her
parents. In order to do this she sacrifices not only
her chances of matrimony but other ambitious
plans as well. Does she whine and go about snif-

fling over her trials and tribuhation? No indeed!

She is probably the best loved and most useful

woman in the neighborhood. She is the one who is

called upon for help and sympathy when death or

sickness enters the neighbor's home.
It can't be denied, however, but what there are

a few of the sour and angular class of old maids.
Miss Hriscilla is one of this kind, and docs not take
kindly to the masculine element. This antipathy
appears to be mutual. She is a walking encyclo-

pedia of morals and good advicfe, delivered gratui-

tously wherever she perceives the need of them.

A single glance from her cold gray eye will make

the small boy tremble and its effect upon the

strongest man can be imagined.

So stately and erect is her appearance while

walking to church with her hymn book in hand,

that one admiring critic alluded to her as being

•over plumb." Then there are some old maids

that nobody knows the reason for their being such.

The old maid can keep other secrets from the

world as well as her age.

But if the average old maid looks over the speci-

mens of either sex, who have obtained partners, no

doubt but that she will consider her own case not

altogether hopeless.

Nfwbttrg, Pa.

THE FOREST FIRE.

deal of damage is done by these forest
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ly to the timber, but houses are oftei ' '
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WILD QIRLS OF THE WEST.

In the last 'Nook is a very interesting and br
article from the pen of Lois Needles, of w !'"'

Kansas, and for western boasting nothing ha. li'

'

printed to equal it. I am a Southern
girl

""

while I do not ride a pony and shoot
through the neck " with a rifle, the

BY MINNIE UPTON.

A FOREST fire is worse than the prairie fire by far,

as it lasts longer, and unlike the prairie fire, which,

when it has burned and passed, all danger is over,

the forest fire, though it appears to be out, is quiet-

ly smoldering away in some old hollow tree or log,

waiting for the wind to give it a start, when it will

break out worse than ever. It takes a hard,

drenching rain to put it out, or hard fighting it.

It is started in a great many ways. The one

which I will tell you about was started by two or

three boys, who, while out hunting, treed a pos-

sum, and smoked it out, neglecting, when they left,

to put out the fire.

I'ire as a usual thing makes wind, and fanned by

the breeze it soon spreads. The fire was started

about midnight, about one and a half miles from our

house, and in the morning was in our second field,

which was about a quarter of a mile away from the

house. The country being mountainous, you could

see a fire away from home a great deal quicker than

when one was right on you.

In the morning when I got up, upon going out I

saw a great deal of smoke, but thinking the fire was

twenty or twenty-five miles off, remarked as I went

in, that someone was having some fun fighting fire.

By noon I was having plenty myself.

The fire was out of our control so all we could do

was to keep it from reaching the house and out-

buildings The fences were made of rails, and as

we hadn't any rain for a couple of months, were

dry as gunpowder. The fields were simply clear-

ings, or rather, trees with a circle chopped around

their butts to kill them. They were as dry as the

rails.

At first the fire only burned the underbrush, but

soon the rails and dead trees caught and you could

hear them burn for a mile away, they making a

popping, blowing and hissing noise In about an

hour the trees commenced to fall. Some struck

against other trees, starting them to burning, others

falling to the ground starting fire wherever they
fell. In this way fire is spread across creeks The
tree falls across the water and starts the dead
leaves, ttc.

We quickly turn out to help fight the fire, there
being about twenty or thirty of us, neighbors, all

armed with huge gunny sacks and pails of wa-
ter; that is, the women folks are so equipped,
while the men are armed with axes and crosscut
saws. The women wet their sacks and commence
to whip the fire. They commence out as far as the
fire has run. If they see a tree that has fallen they
backfire, that is start a fire, let it burn a space
around the tree, and then put it out. While they
are doing this the men cut the trees down that are
on fire and backfire around them. In this way the
fire's mad career was closed.

No matter how fierce a fire burns in the day, it

dies down at night, the heavy dews causing this.

Just imagine a cloudy night, and you could step
out and look across the fields and adjoining coun-
try and sec hundreds of trees ablaze from bottom
to top. It is a glorious sight, when it isn't too
near.

Anyone fearing for her complexion should nev-
er help fight fire, for when you have finished you
are a sight to behold, your clothing burned, your
face and arms blistered and blacked bv the fire and
smoke, the latter which very nearly strangles you
as it blows in your face.

The very walls of the house will blister. A great

and

qujil

• I,- 1, T c-
"" '''some

thmgs m which I can give Sister Needles a go
start and still leave her behind. Lois is onlv-

teen, but why didn't she think of saying sweet s

teen, and there is much that she has ahead olh*
to learn yet. Not long ago on a train bound ove,!

land the passengers saw a tremendous dust raised

as though three or four thousand cattle were stam

peding. All thought that it was a big cattle run.

away. We now imagine that it was the wild ncs.

tern cyclone girl out on her pony for a spin, shoe-

ing right and left at the innocent, long-eared bun-

nies, taking them through the neck, every lime

My, but we are a smart lot in Kansas and now ev-

erybody knows it, for has not Lois, herself, said ili

Arkaitsm.
• I

THE WILD WEST QIRLS.

In the last issue of the Inglenook there is a very

interesting article by Miss Lois Needles, one of the

kind that I hope she will repeat in the near future,

but there is also something about it that seems to

call for comment. Is it quite true that only people

in the West can ride and shoot? Here in Virginia

we think that Miss Needles could learn a little

were she not so wedded to her wild West as to be

incapable of learning.

We think we know something of riding and

shooting, but we freely admit that none of us can

ride a pony and shoot partridges through the neck

with J rifle. It is a trifle beyond our skill. Will

Miss Lois please tell us how it is done? I suppose

that the chickens take it as useless to run or il)'

when she appears in the door with a revolver in her

hand and determination in her eye. They simply

wonder which one is going to get it in the neck.

The West is a great country, and 1 suppose that «

are behind the times here in the Valley. Neverthe-

less the article shows Miss Needles to be as stop

as a whole paper of the needles themselves.

THE EASTERN QIRL HEARD FROn.

13V A. MITCHEL.

The breezy and realistic picture of ''".^^^"j"^|

girl in last week's issue was much appred

the readers of the Inglenook.

While we admire her brisk style

fear that our Western contributor is

^^^^^
^^^,

a wrong impression in regard to the a

The writer happens to be one, so of

knows. ,c frnm

differs in some respects from

of writing.

'

laboring u"^

skt

lh>

..ivaih)

oi

The Eastern girl u...... -

Western girl, but she is by no means

sort of person. become"

The Eastern girls are wondering wn
^

^^^^^j„ck

all that game "shot in the neck'
I'"" ^jiy nu'

Does it go to the Denver or the Kans
^^^^^

(,

kets? At least we presume """ .

'"''jjftjon
to

*'

too great for home consumption in a
^^^^,

j,,.,

chicken that probably gets it "m ' \j,|„gill'"

We—that is the Eastern girls—arc w
^^^,^|,e,

i-

Western girls can kill a chicken »'r_,j^^„ gi,l
al*;

well at night as in daylight. The W
|^|,cbin8''f

has some slight knowledge in the art
^^^^j^es co"'

horses. To drive on a mountain toa_^^
^^ ^^^^f'

siderable more dexterity than to dn*

he'

prairie as any one with exp'

We are pleased to note "'^'
°"%.,stern

i.-„ t„. „„„..j ths ahllitv of the r..

takes for granted the ability

sit in the parlor and converse

Pennsylvania.

with the piiiea'^
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CHRYSANTHEnunS,

jV MRS- DECIMA G. VVAREHAM.

lory-day of the jaunty chrysanthemum is

^^^ ^
close. Vet how few of its admirers, who

'"""^
the chrysanthemum shows, or wear the

coat lapel or seal wrap, know the
uent

history of the flower or the name of its varie-

chrysanthemum is a native of Japan, and

before Columbus
landed at San Salvador, Ihey

'*
thriving on those far-away islands. Though a

".','ite ^o\i<t^ of the Japanese, they, in time, be-
'^^^

the sacred flower of the Chinese, and contin-

'

Ko until the Tartars invaded China and over-

trtthc old dynasty. On tablets of stone these

blloms have been found crudely portrayed. On

tablet it is stated that when a boy babe is born a

Iri'ssnthemiim plant is named for him, and the

mber of its blossoms, their size and beauty indi-

the fortune of the boy. Woe to the child

ihose flowers are stunted, for the sacred flower has

tid him her favor.

Ojr present chrysanthemum would scarcely rec-

odoize its ancestry, any more than modern Eng-

liib would its mother tongue. When the enter-

prising Americans brought these foreign plants to

: land, they immediately set about improving

Ihem. Grafting and transmitting pollen were some

methods employed. Where formerly the chrysan-

themum was a bushy plant, covered with small,

jisy-like flowers, now it is a slender stalk, with

one great blossom to crown its summit. This re-

sult is obtained by plucking all save one bud, so

Ibat it alone may consume the entire sap of the

plant.

There are some two hundred varieties, with lesser

and greater degrees.

"Louis Bonheur" is the darkest lavender, while
"Cliarles Davis" is a variegated yellow. But the
Son of the season is "John Lewis Childs," the
pride of the propagator and the admiration of the
lorists. This chrysanthemum is such a dark red,
itat it proudly bears the name at the shows as

lahogany chrysanthemum.

A BLUSHINa TREE.

'A»OKG the many wonders of those strange
sjamps there is nothing more surprising than the
fchrag tree," said Albert F. Dewey of Punta Gor-
*'Fla., who has recently passed a month in the
Wfglades of Florida.
'The blushing tree," continued Mr. Dewey, "

is

^'
»o means common. It is found only in the

««st thickets of those interminable marshes.
ixuriant vegetation is a revelation to ex-U ;.._-, I ,

tbose lu

pi

--»' vcgciaiion IS a revelation to ex-

l

" " '^ "'l<^d the blushing tree by those who
. I^^'l

because it actually blushes when the rain

t,„"''°"
''• Tl'is phenomenon is apparently in-

.bosee "'f'''
'' "^''"' ^''''' '° ^='°""d 'hose

l«intif„| 1

""^ '^"' ''""^' '^^^ mysterious and

*"» b m
°^ '^°'°'' ^''"'^'^ '' assumes in a rain-

•'oon/ 1

''""'P'io"- The Seminole Indians,

liee,a„j'j™^'^
/'oi'ida, ''^'''^ always known of the

peaii„ (,"
musical language, now fast disap-

"itkredd""'
"'"''''' "'''''''' ""''''" '"" '"'''''^" ""="

"'ocom'^"'
" "''^ coming of her lover, the rain.'

'"Mfort''''"'!"'"'
^ '^citurn Indian guide I jour-

"•We li(/ T '° '"^"^ 'his marvelous bit of veg-

'^oievet
'^°"''' "^'ce'y believe the story he

'''^'Mwes'^"?"'''^
at length overcame incredu-

'"''Peot
^'^' '°'"'h one morning in a small canoe.

°"*»yove''!h
^^'""^ '^"^^ paddling and poling

"""
'hird'ri

"'"'''"S waters. In the afternoon

'"ndeceivi
' ^"i'^'^ to wonder if he had only

">" t^r^
'""^ ""^ ^^^"^ °^ ""= l'"*' hire and

'*°»nd D„l„. !' *'^'" he gave a grunt of satisfac-

;t)iCS'° 'he right.

(J"* the A
f°'lowed him ashore and

'"'^ryv,?
'"""^h. Beneath great cypress

?*tnse bay',
''^^'^>' hanging moss, and past

S"'*' he iL ,?" ""^ wended our way inland.

^Ope„ 'he way until reaching the edge of a

ta
''

'owa'd
''°PP':d and with silent pride

J^kroaj
ba

""^ center. Gracefully a tree,

fcHreadin"!"''"''''' '«"es, reared itself aloft.

"
'lit wa,^ i^^'^hes hung down, slightly wav-

breeze. Its cmcrald-hued foliage

was the most beautiful I had ever beheld. It rose
to a height of twenty feet and its thick, substantial
trunk indicated many years of existence. This the
old Seminole informed me, was 'the blushing tree.'

" I told him to prepare to camp here until it

rained, regardless of time. We unrolled our blan
kets, stretched our mosquito bars, without which
one cannot sleep in the glades, cooked supper and
rolled up in our blankets for the night. That night,

the day following and the next night passed with-

out rain.

" I began to think it would never rain, when
about noon a cloud darkened the sky overhead. I

put a rubber poncho over my shoulders and fi.\cd

my eyes on the green and pretty tree a dozen yards
away. It was covered with a greenish insect, the

size of a large wood tick, which intensified its col-

or. The rain began to fall in torrents, after its cus-

tom in that region. Beside me, grinning confident-

ly with his pipe in his mouth, stood the Seminole.
" As the cool water drenched the tree, I was

amazed to note a changing of color. Gradually,

yet unmistakably, the green hue was giving away to

pink. The Indian had told the truth. The tree

was blushing at the rain.

" In a few minutes the green had faded from

sight. On only a few, half-hidden spots beneath

broad branches and on its trunk was there a tinge of

green to be seen. The tree was as pink as the

cheek of a healthy girl.

" After an hour or more the shower passed over

and I watched with no less interest the wonderful

tree assume its familiar green once more. As it

was changing back to emerald I suddenly realized

the secret of the phenomenon. The tiny insects and

not the tree itself changed color. These peculiar

parasites are possessed of the power of chameleons.

In the bright warm sunshine they are greener than

the tree on Which they live, but when the chilly

rain falls upon them they contract their little backs

and become a pretty pink in color. Millions of

them thus change the tint of the tree. They are

found only upon one species of trees, which grow

in certain parts of the Everglades."

HOW AMHALS FIGHT.

Supposing all the animals in the zoo at Regent's

park were to begin to fight to the death, who would

be the ultimate victor?

A well-known animal dealer votes for the ele-

phant, which he calls the J. L. Sullivan of beasts.

His trunk is his weapon and he is the hardest hitter

with it of all the animals. Furthermore, he gores

with his mighty tusks and tramples beneath his

huge feet his daring adversary.

A sporting writer would call the tiger a whirl-

wind fighter. He is very light on his feet and his

impetuous rush needs clever withstanding. With

his heavy paw his favorite stroke is a lightning

downward punch. With all his cleverness he soon

tires if he meets a tough adversary.

The same remarks apply to the lion's style of

fighting, though Leo has generally more grit than

Friend Stripes and will last longer in a conflict.

Still, in a lion and tiger fight one would hardly back

Leo, for he is several stones lighter than the

gentleman from Bengal, says the London Express.

And it is generally admitted among students of the

fistic art that " a good big one is better than a good

little one." What Mr. Gilbert calls " an interesting

eastern potentate" often has lion pitted against

tiger in the wild-beast fights with which he beguiles

his leisure, and almost invariably is the king of

beasts subjected to an ignominious knockout.

The specialty of the giraffe is his enormous

reach. He can deliver a nasty punch with his fore-

legs and is not above biting his opponent when op-

portunity offers. Another long-range fighter is the

deer, who is also very swift in his movements. Be-

sides the quick punch with the forefeet, beware the

sharp horns when you take on Br'er Deer. The

buffalo, though his pet weapon is his great ironclad

head, is also good at a long, swinging blow with the

forefoot.

The grizzly bear is a formidable foe. He can

punch like no other animal save the elephant—one

blow of his stupendous paw will break a horse's

back—and when he clinches to avoid punishment

his hug will crush anything living. Besides this,

nothing can break his pluck. He will fight as long

as he can see or stand and he is a glutton for pun-

ishment. None of the cat tribe could stand a tenth
of the pounding which the grizzly takes without
turning a hair. As an offset to the useful qualities

I have enumerated the bear is slow on his feet and
his eye is not good.

The snake is about the crudest of fighters. He
has not the advantage of legs, but he is armed with
the deadliest poison, and once he has wound him-
self around his adversary's body one swift move-
ment of the head enables him to bite his victim.

The trickiest fighter is our colonial friend. Uncle
Kangaroo. He bites when he can and his powerful
hind legs and tail are useful for dodging. The op-
ponent who gets one of his forefoot blows seldom
requires another and a straight kick from him will

rip a horse or another large animal wide open. He
is also fond of hugging and when pursued by dogs
will take the faithful friend of man to his bosom in

a fervent embrace that is generally fatal.

Thus, though each of the beasts has his own spe-
cialties in the way of fighting, we have come to the
conclusion that either the elephant or the bear
would wear the belt in a general fight among the
happy family of Regent's park.

BUILD THEIR OWIN HOUSES.

The oyster at the commencement of its career is

so small that 2,000,000 would only occupy a square
inch. In six months each individual oyster is large

enough to cover a quarter and in twelve months a
half-dollar. The oyster is its own architect and the
shell grows as the fish inside grows, being never too
small. It also bears its age upon its back and it is

easy to tell the age of an oyster by looking at its

shell, as that of horses by looking at their teeth.

Everyone who has handled an oyster shell must
have noticed the successive layers overlapping each
other. These are technically termed "shots" and
each one marks a year's growth, so tHat by counting
them the age of the oyster can be determined.

Up to the time of its maturity—that is, when four

years of age— the shots are regular and successive,

but after that time they become irregular and are

piled one upon another, so that the shell grows
bulky and thickened.

Fossil oysters have been seen of which each shell

was nine inches thick, whence they may be guessed
to be more than 900 years old. One million to

2,000,000 oysters are produced by a single parent,

and their scarcity may be accounted for by the fact

that man is not the only oyster-eating animal. The
starfish loves the oyster and preys upon it unceas-

ingly. A variety of whelk is also very fond of

young oysters, to get at which it bores right through

the shell and sucks the fish up through the hole

thus made.

FRUIT GROWN IN ROYAL GARDENS.

Most of the fruit consumed in the Queen's house-

hold is grown in the royal gardens at Windsor.

Some statistics published show that the Queen's

gardens supply in one year no fewer than 20,000

desert apples, besides 400 bushels of eating apples

of a commoner kind. The grapes produced in one

season weigh two and a half tons, the strawberries

one and a quarter tons, the red and white currants

a ton and the cherries half a ton. Of the rarer

fruits about fifty pineapples, 400 melons and be-

tween 6,000 and 7,000 peaches are gathered each

year.
_

LEOPARD nUST CHANGE HIS SPOTS.

According to a Vienna correspondent the Hun-
garian government is about to take steps to effectu-

ally put an end to the wanderings of gypsies, who
are so frequently to be met in that country. The
stalwart Hungarian gypsy, with his multicolored

cloak, his dark-eyed, fortune-telling wife and his

crowd of half-naked children, is certainly one of

the most picturesque figures in this part of Europe,

and difficulties are sure to attend all attempts to

compel him to become a respectable, steady-going

peasant. It is, however, asserted that of late )-ears

the Hungariai^ gypsies have degenerated, disease

having wrought havoc in their ranks.

AN AQUATIC HEDGEHOG.

The sea hedgehog, or globe fish, can inflate his

body with air. In this state it looks like a balloon

covered with spikes, and is safe from any enemy.
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TO OUR READERS.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

In the matter of your renewal the following

should be remembered: Your name is set up in

type, and goes into the mailing list. If you allow

your subscription to lapse your name will be taken

out, and if you then renew it will take some little

time to get you in line again, and you may miss an

interesting number or two. It would be better to

advise us by postal card that you intend taking the

paper, if through any contingency you cannot jlt

once send on the dollar,

straight through to you.

Then the paper will come

Merry Christm.is and a happy new year to you,

dearreader. We wish you well. If we had our way

of it we would abolish poverty and make health con-

tagious. We would like to have every reader enjoy

a pleasant and a merry Christmas. There's trouble

enough in this big, round world of ours for the rest

of the year, and every reader of the 'Nook is en-

titled to one day off the wheel, and there is no bet-

ter day than Christmas. You have heard it said

that it comes but once a year, and that once must

be taken merrily to do us the needed good. No

person need feel that he is desecrating a holy d.iy

by turning it into a holiday. Nobody knows when

Christ was born. The time has been observed dif-

ferently in different parts of the world in times

p.isl. It is all the sheerest guess work to say that

the Master came on December 25. Nobody knows

anything at all about the day or the month. It is a

day for feasting and rejoicing. Take out of it all

you can get. There's trouble enough ahead and be-

hind. Forget it all. Have a good time, innocent-

ly, of course, but a good time all the same.

There is something about the sentiment back of

the Christmas idea that appeals to all of us. We
love to think of the childhood of Jesus. Art and

her starred comr.idc. Song, have combined in all

p.ist ages to make the day and the occasion for it

glorious. The world at that time was in the early

twilight of civilization. The Holy Land was lull of

troubles. The Roman soldier marched up and

down the streets of the Holy City to the brazen

blare of his trumpets. The Jew was a dog to him.

The soldier was a hated person to the Jew. The

land was full of robbers, and the world was an un-

known quantity to the best informed. It was take

who could, keep who can, and the wildest rumors

were abroad in the land.

The Jew had expected that a Redeemer would

come, but he looked for a warrior king that would

drive the Roman back, free the land and reinstate

its lost and faded glories. And then when Christ

the Redeemer did come—born in a stable with the

nieck-eyed animals about him, with only a mother's

love over him, the world laughed. The stars sang

together, and the wise men followed the beacon

light of one that shone brightest of all. There was

the adoration of the Magi, the unheard songs ol the

unseen angels, and the Hope of the world lay

sleeping on the mother's breast as she crooned a

child song in her native tongue.

Then came the strenuous life of the day and age,

the three short years of a troubled ministry, and the

cruel crucifixion, and the glorious resurrection.

Hut when Christ hung dead on the Cross how hope-

less was the outlook. The slumbering torch had

been thrust beneath the waters of obli\'ion and the

world was in darkness. Look at the same world to-

day, not far from two thousand years as men count

time. In every village is the house dedicated to

the worship of the living God, in every land is His

name spoken, in every tongue is He called on to

help in direst need. Where He was rejected

among the dullest of intellect in the infancy of the

world he is now accepted among the learned and

tliose of most exalted station. And the growth is a

continuous one. The time will come when the

whole world will remember what Christmas means.

And so, while we enjoy ourselves, and are merry

on the holiday, let us remember that it is only in

His name that we have a hope beyond the present

life, and that hope is realized only by a life of love

and obedience while we are in the present life.

THE MISTAKE OF THEIR LIVES.

In the next issue of the 'Nook a story will be be-

gun running through several issues of the paper.

Its title is the caption of this article. It tells the

story of the clandestine marriage of a young broth-

er and sister, and the trouble that followed. When

it was imperative that the marriage be proven there

was -but let us not get "ahead of our story."

There will be a valuable lesson in it for all readers.

OUR QUERY COLUMN.

Will the Japanese persimmon, desctibed in th.. -v
here in Illinois? '^»»K.|t»

No.
« * *

Will we be allowed to ask questions in the CooU
class? ^ SchfHi

Certainly. Send them on. Somebodv«;ili i

» » » ^ " '<'"'«

111 what part of the United States is the hedgehoe
f

Will some of our readers answer this—;. . ,

in your locality? "°

Can astronomy be learned from a book?

You can get a very good idea of thi

a book, if it is a good one, well studied.

" ^<:'s^nce from

ROCK ISLAND ROAD AGAINST THE CIOARETTE.

Westward, like the star of empire, the anti ciga-

rette crusade takes its way. The Union Pacific

railroad has placed a ban on the noxious little rolls,

and now a report comes from Armouidale, Kansas,

that the employes of the Rock Island road at that

place have been notified that those who smoke ci-

garettes must give them up or lose their positions.

It is only reasonable to expect that all the great

corporations will sooner or later follow the excel-

lent example which is being set them.

AccoRniNG to a German physician of high repute

the Chinese may ultimately triumph over the pow-

ers of civilization because of their nervelessness.

The Chinaman, he says, can write all day, stand

in one position all day, weave, beat gold, carve

ivoiy, do infinitely tedious jobs for ever and ever

and discover no more weariness or irritation than if

he were a machine. This quality appears in early

life. There are no restless, naughty boys in China.

They are all appallingly good, and will plod at

school without holidays or recreation of any kind.

Sport or play— if we except cards and kiteflying

—

seems to John Chinaman waste labor. He can

sleep anywhere, amid rattling machinery, deafening

uproar, squalling children or quarreling adults, on

the floor, on a bed, on a chair, and in any position.

And in the increasing complexity of civilized life,

when half the population may be expected to be
" all nerves," this quality of " nervelessness," the

professor thinks, will be of incalculable value.

Whereabouts in the Bible is the phrase, " God letnpe

wind to the shorn lamb? " '

It isn't in the Bible at all. It was said first by

Laurence Sterne, an English writer.

# # «

In this day of machine-made manufactures would it pay

boy to learn the trade of a machinist?

Yes. Somebody must make the machines, and

hand work will always be in request.

# * *

Can you tell me some business in which 1 can make a liiilc

money without loo great expense. I am a crippled giti.

Try Belgian hares or Angora cats. There is

money in each if intelligently bred.

« # «

What is the meaning and the use o£ the word "menu?"

It means nothing more or less than a bill of fare.

It is French and is pronounced "mean-you."

# # #

What is condensed milk, made at Elgin?

Nothing but milk with the water evaporated from

It, and sugar added,

home.

You could not well do it a!

Pop, hast du fiir den 'Nook geschriebe, so wir es

en aimers Johr griege? Was, du hast nit? Well,

denn must dii's aber schnell dun. Wir ware ja gans

verlore ohne die Zeitung. Ich will wisse wie die

Elgin Schwestere koche konne, un ich will a ganse

lot Sache aus dem 'Nook griege, von den gute

Dinge zu koche Un du weest nix davon? Die
beste Koch in der Gemeinschaft gebe uns jede een

Recept, un sie werre alle im 'Nook gedruckt. Pop,

ich muss die Zeitung habe shur, un dass is gewiss

so. And he just handed over the dollar.

Are cheap weather indicators any good?

They usually get around to the facts the neM

day. Rain will be indicated on a Tuesday when il

rained Monday.
» » »

Is alcohol a " food?"

Some affirm and some deny. It is a fact thai )l

does infinitely more harm than good. Ithasilom

more harm than war or pestilence.

* # *

Will the cooking recipes be continued?

Yes, and each one of them will be tested by i^

contributor or originator. This feature of the 'Noi^

will be a very valuable one to the people who cool

# # #

Are others besides Sisters allowed to contribute recip"'"

the INGLENOOK Cooking School?

You will have to get some Sister to "<>"'" "^'°^'

you. It is exclusively Dunker cooking «=

after. Every Sister is invited to send in her

What is meant by exchanges

You send your newspaper

which comes to you free

newspaper oflict.

free to another

n return It is a ma"''

Son)c

Yes, my little boy and girl, you can have all you

can eat Christmas, but remember that there is a

limit to even your capacity, and don't you overdo

it and have us getting up in the night to hear a tale

of woe about a great big pain in your midst. Stop

short of the bursting point.

Our cooking school is prospering mightily. The
recipes, or receipts, if you prefer it, are coming in

in a way to make one's mouth water. The 'Nook
readers will have a whole lot of first-class recipes

that have several distinct merits. They are all

practical, they are by Sisters, signed, so that we
know who is doing it, and they are good things for

good people. We have been asked by outsiders to

print some recipes for them, and we respectfully

decline the honor. None but Sisters are allowed in

the kitchen this feast.

As you enter upon life choose your friends as
you would choose guides on the borders of a
wilderness. Friends more than anything else de-
termine the paths which most of us follow.

Too often often when Cupid registers marriage
vows he falls into the modern habit and uses the
cash register.

of agreement and does not universally apP^^
^^^

papers have hundreds of exchanges
^

few. The 'Nook does not have h,ill a^^

^^^^^

cause most papers do not contain what w

THE INGLENOOK.

HY M. e. E-

It matters not which way we look.

We're sure to spy the INGLENOOK.

It has fluttered here, and fluttered there.

h finds a glad welcome everywhere.

Is there anything you want 10 know.

Just give our Editor halt a show;

He'll tumble his silvery locks of hair

And hum a tune with thoughtful air.

And soon from a pig on hole he'll "j'''°
^,,5;

Something that makes his broad side

The inlormation, if you'll only look.

You soon will find in the iNGLENOOh

What's the difference to us if he won'' " II
his"

the
«>""

Perhaps we. in his place, would leel
'.".^'j^^ ^urtn"'*

And when asked, " Why so modesir

cause;

So we'll have to nickname him Our Santa
CladS-
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UNCLE SAM'S iVlO^EY BOX.

^y
: SaM S

alteiatio

treasure boxes are undergoing some

ns. They are not all up to date

tf'" ,

.f their construction nor burglar proof

ilbt"'

,
mea"5-

Seventy-five thousand dollars has

jj.jiiy

""'Ijjted for the alterations, which consist

"''"''''("'''new
vestibule and strong doors for the

• t^"., .inraee vault. This vault cost 830,000
il,er

storage vault.

ijitally
<""^(""'T' nd extends under the terrace at the

*"*
H of the treasury building. It contains a

'"

,x of steel lattice work, eighty-nine feet

fidvone feet wide and twelve feet high, filled

*"*
f II of silver dollars. Visitors are permitted

d the mass of treasure, following a

»''

""
-ase which runs between the side of the

""""/the steel walls of the vault.

*""
I
„jce work receptacle holds 8101,000,000 in

which is packed in wooden boxes, two bags

''I'slandarii
dollars to a box and each box weighing

'
'

unds. Formerly the coin was simply stacked

bags, but notwithstanding the walls of steel

Jj''
jess rotted the bags and the money ran out

(llinn.
This made extra trouble, requiring fresh

nisand it is no small job to reckon over such a

•nnticsum in metal. Hence it was decided to

Mck the stuff '" boxes. Each sack contains gl,000,

lid so long as the treasurer's seal on it is intact its

cojltnls do not have to be verified on occasions

ita recounts are made.

He bond vault is to be enlarged greatly, doub-

iigits capacity—a change made necessary by the

iicreasing number of national banks which deposit

tads in the treasury. Many private and State

binks, taking advantage of the recent act of con-

pess, are coming in as national banks.

Anew and thoroughly modern strong room is to

kbjilt for the register's office to hold canceled pa-

[Krmoney that is awaiting destruction in the mac-

trator. Meanwhile the subtreasury in New York is

fruiting in two additional vaults, one for gold and
the other for silver, the latter measuring forty-seven

leit in length by twenty-eight feet in width and
l«dvt feet in height. Gold and silver are pouring
inlktreby tons daily and there is no place to put
iliolit. At the present time that subtreasury has
in liand 5170,000,000 in gold coin and 858,000,000 in

There are now 152,000,000 silver dollars in

ttelieasuryat Washington, but only 86,080.000 in

[•Idcoin. The treasury never keeps much gold on
land here, the great stock of the yellow metal bc-
"(heldinNew York and at the mint in Philadel-
ibia.

one wants to see crude gold in masses he
»»»d visit the mint in the Quaker City, where he
WSnd it stacked up in heaps of bricks—tons on
•s ot It—all ready tor conversion into coin. At
present moment there is 853,000,000 worth of

'* '"llion at this
""«• not to

'Id coin,

"r vaults

nint, with $53,000,000 in gold
mention 8(50,000,000 in silver bullion

Notwithstanding the fact that the treas-
compared so poorly with the impregna-

"*'l-cladslructu:res now used by great private
tOlcern, ,h„ 1,

«" uocu uy ij.cii p,.vin

„„,,
™'"ave valuables to protect, the govern-

«tnl ftc|. fairly secure as to the safety of its stored

to 11

"*' ^^feguard for coin is its weight.

Hi, ,|j

' '"s'ra'e this point, it may be mentioned

il,o,g JJ'52'000,ooo in silver now held in the

'* A "-l^i"
""^ treasury weighs nearly 5,000

l«iilon.
""

,
''°"*" '" gold eoin weighs about

*»lons ""d it would tak
""yogs

"ouia take a very strong man to

1

sold
|,'.°;°°° '""'h of the yellow stuff. Though

"*iigbr u
""^ ^hape and size of an ordinary

-''«l!a!t,^

"^ycpresents 88,000 its "heft " is some-
.jj'stonishing.

•^litlljn

vva^

''""'^ ^ ''^"e a few years ago when

«ktoom wh
"^"^'"^'' because the vault in the

'*"'*"
It

^'' "" '^^dy money is kept refused

'"""ck b
'* ''"''y^ set for 8: 30 A. M., with a

*" W Wr'n.!"
°" "''s occasion somethin

'•or.

^Tonn
" ^"-vasion sometning seemed

•"! rcmjf y^^ 'he mechanism, and the steel

^"''and"ni°''"'"^"''>' '^'"^^d. Nine o'clock

Uncle V .^^^ money was locked up. For

f""«iits
p'""* '^^"k was obliged to suspend

'°*tok'"'^'^
"^"^ *^"' for a"d came with

" ""'« the b'*
°'"^" ""^ ^'^""' ''"' ^^'°'^ ""=>

"''•
It turn h'^

^'''"^ ^'^'^ opened of its own ac-
'

'"''

'ccide"^,
?"' "'"' "^'^ ''""= '°'='' ''*'' ^^"^

'•''iiidsii " '°'"9:30. In this vault not only

"•Pt.
but many millions in£g ,

ludny millions m paper money

^""''bout ^""' ''"'''^ 1'°°° "°'"=S' ='"<' '5 '"

"''

''"gk^ h'
''"^^' " """ denomination is

'
"eh package represents 82,000,000

Burglars may be practically excluded, but the
treasury does not claim to be theft proof. On an
unlucky day in 1870 a visitor came into the treasur-
er's room with a large Panama hat in his hand.
The treasurer's attention was distracted by some
other people who were trying to talk to him and
the man dropped his hat carelessly over a package
which contained 2,000 Sio notes lying on the desk.
It was one of several such packages and the loss of
it was not noticed until some hours later. Of
course, the notes were advertised and sometime aft-

erward a part of them were deposited in a New
York bank. The depositor was arrested, but no-
body was punished for the crime.

A singular immunity from punishment seems to

have attended thieves who have robbed the treas-

ury in such ways. In 1875 a clerk named Benja-
min Hallock passed a package of S500 notes repre-

senting 847,000 out of a window in the cashroom to

a saloonkeeper named Ottman. For some time the
robbery remained a mystery, but lateron Theodore
Brown was caught betting on the races at Saratoga
with some of the missing 8500 notes. He was ar-

rested and implicated Ottman and Hallock, but

Brown was never tried and the other two were not

finally convicted. Of the stolen money 820,000 was
recovered.

It has been said that no trust company would ac-

cept the responsibility of the treasurer of the Unit-

ed States for the 86,000 a year salary which he gets.

He is responsible for all moneys that may be stolen

and on more than one occasion Congress has been
obliged to relieve by formal act an official in the

position who would have otherwise been liable for

the repayment of large losses. On one occasion two
men named Marden and Johnson, the latter an as-

sistant paying teller, took 862,000 by collusion.

The government got back 812,700 of this money
and the offenders escaped with a year in prison for

each. There have been a good many thefts in the

redemption division, where the temptations are ex-

ceedingly great, the most famous of them being

that perpetrated by a woman who invented a meth-

od of making nine notes out of eight, incidentally

to the process of putting together scraps of torn

bills sent in to be redeemed. Nobody ever knew
how much she stole, but she gave up a portion of

her ill-gotten gains and was not prosecuted.

In 1865 there was much excitement over the loss

of Si.000,000 in paper money, which had been

shipped from Washington to the assistant treasurer

in San Francisco. The shipment was made in a sail-

ing vessel called the " Golden Rule," and consist-

ed of 1.000 Si,000 notes. The ship was wrecked on

Rocador reef and the safe containing the cash was

lost with it. Nevertheless a conspiracy was sug-

gested and a theory was formed to the effect that

the vessel was deliberately cast away for the sake

of stealing money. If this had been true some of

the notes would certainly have turned up later, but

as a matter of fact none of them has ever been seen

since. Of course, being paper money, it was no

loss to Uncle Sam.

Immense quantities of gold are shipped nowa-

days across the ocean, and the danger of loss is so

small that the precious stuff may be insured at so

low a rate as one-tenth of one per cent. It is in-

sured just like so much grain and the documents,

written in old-style legal phrases, guarantee its safe-

ty against all perils of the seas, including " men of

war, fires, enemies, pirates, rovers, thieves, jettisons,

letters of marque, reprisals, takings at sea, arrests

and detainments of all kinds, princes," etc. Every

large trans-Atlantic steamship has a treasure-room,

which is a great steel box, built more like a vault

on land.

Shipments of gold coin from this country to

Europe have been extraordinarily large recently.

The banker in New York buys it from the subtreas-

ury there, receiving it in sacks of 810,000 each. It

is carefully weighed, because Europe will accept

our gold only by weight, though the quality of the

coin— its purity and degree of fineness— is guaran-

teed by Uncle Sam's stamp. Usually it is packed

in casks that are much like herring casks, ten sacks

to each cask, which weighs 180 pounds when thus

filled. Thefts on the voyage are practically un-

known, but in 1894 a cask of gold coin was lost on

its way to Paris, being finally located on the plat-

form of a railroad station between Havre and Paris.

The station agent thought it contained white lead. I

HE HAS nANY PRIVILEGES.

A CURIOUS privilege of an ambassador is that he,

and he alone, when dismissed, may turn his back to

the sovereign to whose court he is accredited. The
mode of procedure is as follows: When the ambas-
sador's audience is over he waits to be dismissed by
the sovereign. When dismissed the ambassador
bows, retires three paces, bows again, retires an-
other three paces, bows a third time, turns on his

heels and walks to the folding doors. But it is felt

that more polite methods should obtain when the
reigning sovereign is a woman. To turn his back is

to be discourteous, to walk backward is to resign a
privilege; the ambassador retires sideways, like a
crab; he keeps one eye on the sovereign and with
the other tries to see the door. He thus shows po-
liteness to the sovereign and at the same time re-

tains one of his privileges.

As the ambassador is usually an aged gentleman,
often shortsighted, he sometimes fails to reach the
door and comes into collision with the wall. An-
other privilege of ambassadors is the right of being
ushered into the royal presence through folding

doors, both of which must be flung wide open. No
one except an ambassador can claim this privilege;

the most any nonambassadorial person can expect
is that one of the leaves shall be opened to him.
The reason for this privilege is not known. There
are certain irreverent suggestions that have been
made, but we prefer to be silent with regard to

them. Another privilege, capable of causing great
inconvenience, is the ambassador's right of admis-
sion to the sovereign at any hour of day or night.

Thus the minister representing some little bank-
rupt state could go down to Windsor and demand
an audience at four o'clock in the morning. The
audience would have to be granted, though it could

be delayed by the exercise of ingenuity.

A HINT FROn HENRY CLAY.

A WELL-KNOWN Southern politician, who died

just before the Civil War, not infrequently spoke of

an incident that took place in his first term in Con-
gress, in which he received a lesson in statecraft

from the great Whig leader, Henry Clay.

" I was a young man and an enthusiastic Whig,"
he said, " and I entered Congress, quivering with

eagerness to serve my party and to distinguish my-
self. 1 was on my feet shouting ' Mr. Speaker! ' a

dozen times a day. I opposed even petty motions

made by the opposite party, and bitterly denounced
every bill, however trivial, for which they voted.

Before the session was half over, I had contrived to

make myself personally obnoxious to every Demo-
crat that I met.

" One day, after an ill-tempered outbreak on a

question of no moment, I turned and saw Mr. Clay

watching me with a twinkle in his eye.

" 'C ,' he said, 'you go fishing sometimes?

'

" ' Yes.'

" * Don't you find that the best rod is the one that

gives a little at each joint? It does not snap and

break at each touch, but bends, and shows its

strength only when weight is put on it.'

" I caught his meaning. I had seen him chatting

familiarly with the very men whom I was berating.

Yet I knew when the great interests of parties

clashed he was the one man whom they feared.

" I set myself then to learn patience and cool-

ness. It is the strong, flexible rod which does not

break under the big fish."

To come down from national to domestic life, it

will always be found that the fretful, quarrelsome

member of the family is of little use in a crisis. It

is the men and women of coolness, reserve and good
humor who control the emergencies in the house-

hold, as men and women of this type have always

done in all human history.

The Chinese have a curiously cheerful way of

disposing of their lepers. The relatives of the af-

flicted person propose to him that they bury him

alive, and such is the fatalism of the Chinese that

the victim readily consents. An elaborate meal is

served to him, in the way of a farewell banquet, and

then the funeral procession forms. The man who

is about to be immured under the sod follows his

own coffin, and when he reaches the grave he takes

a dose of laudanum, hops into the box and settles

down for eternity.
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Good ^^ Reading

A CHRISTHAS DINNER AND HOW TO OET IT UP.

BY MRS. M. EARLY.

Considering woman's relation to the home and

family, the art of good housekeeping is an accom-

plishment, to which all others are trivial. I mean

by good housekeeping, cooking and everything

that goes to make up a well-ordered home. Hut

ask the young and inexperienced housewife to tell

you some of her trials with sour bread, muddy cof-

fee, half-cooked vegetables, meats so tough that the

cat and dog turn away in disgust, pastry which

makes the husband long for his mother! To these

might be added a whole list of horrors resulting

from improper training or none at all.

Some are pleased to call housekeeping drudgery.

But remember the girl or woman who is satisfied

with only the highest perfection in her housekeep-

ing becomes the artist, not the slave. Now for the

benefit of the ever busy housewife and the young

daughter, into whose homes the 'Nook comes once

a week as an extra bit of sunshine, we have a new

feature, a Surprise Christmas dinner for six, giving

instructions how to prepare and serve an inexpen-

sive, up-to-date dinner:

Soup.

Celery.

Fish

Oyster.

IJakcd Fish, Creamed Salmon.

Roail.

Turkey. Cranberry Sauce.

Vci^etabUs.

M.islieii I'olalocs, Creamed Lima Beans.

Cold SInw. Baked Apples,

I'otlitnfS with Cheese.

Desitil.

Chocolate pie, Mince pic.

Cheese, Cranberry Tarts,

Spice Cake,

C:i(6 au lait. Chocolate aii caf^-.

One of the best recipes for the preparation of

each of the above dishes is here given in detail, and

if directions are closely followed, with the liberal

use of good judgment, the dinner will do for any

one.

Tomato Soui".—Strain one quart of canned toma-

toes, same as for catsup. Place in granite pan over

slow fire. Add one-fourth teaspoon soda to sweeten

(or else the milk will curdle). When hot stir in

one tablespoon butter, salt and pepper to taste.

Add one (juart rich milk and one pint of water. Al-

low to come .just to the boiling point. Keep hot

and serve with crackers.

Oyster Souf.—One quart of fresh oysters. Pour

liquor in soup pan, boil and skim. Then replace

the oysters. Add tablespoon butter, salt and pep-

per to taste. When just to boiling point add one

quart of milk. Let come to boil and serve imme-
diately.

Baked Kisii.— Clean, rinse and wipe dry a white-

fish, or any fish weighing three or four pounds. Do
not leave stand in water as they lose much of the

best flavor. Rub the fish well inside and out with

salt and pepper. Kill with a dressing made like

that for poultry, only drier. Sew it up. Lay in hot

pan with something under the fish to prevent bak-

ing too hard or bunting. Add a little water with

drippings or lumps of butter. Dredge with flour.

Lay o\er fish a few thin slices of bacon. Bake in

moderate oven till fins can be easily taken out with

fingers. Baste while baking. When done lay on

platter, and in the pan pour one pint rich milk.

When hot thicken with one tablespoon of flour pre-

viously stirred smooth in one-fourth of a cup of

milk. Cook well and pour around fish on platter.

Keep hot and serve in side dishes with the soup
course.

Creamed Salmon.- Heat one tablespoon butter

in frying pan. Add one tablespoon flour. Stir over

fire till smooth. Take back and slowl>' stir in two
cups cold milk, cook well and salt lightly. One
can of red salmon, picked fine, removing pieces of

bone and skin. Prepare one quart of fine bread

crumbs. Grease well a round granite pan. In the

bottom place layer bread crumbs, cover well with

cream dressing, add one-fourth of the salmon even-

ly over dressing and crumbs: again place layer of

crumbs, dressing and salmon. Continue till all is

in pan. Bake twenty minutes in moderate oven.

Serve from pan, as this dish is made unattractive by

turning out.

Roast.— After fowl has been picked, carefully

singe and draw, being sure that nothing unsuitable

remains. Break the legs a little below the knee,

pull down skin and tie to prevent the muscles from

shrinking away from joint, throw liver, heart and

gizzard into cold water, wash well and put on to

cook in three pints of. water. Boil two hours. Use

as little water as possible in washing fowl, but wipe

thoroughly inside and out with damp cloths, then

use a dry one, rubbing well. Rub inside and out

with salt and pepper. Prepare the stuffing from

pieces of dry bread with other bread several days

old, till you have a gallon. Over this pour a little

boiling water. Cover tightly and let steam. When
soft, add three tablespoons butter, salt and pepper,

and any other seasoning desired, to taste. Three

fresh eggs well beaten, mix thoroughly, but be care-

ful and do not have it too moist. Stuff breast first,

but not too full, or it will burst in cooking. Stuff

body. Sew up openings, sewing the skin of neck

to back or breast. Fasten wings and legs in proper

position with skewers, if skewers not used tie well

in place with twirfe. The best way is to steam the

turkey before roasting, and a steamer can easily be

improvised by placing two or three sticks of hard

wood in the bottom of the wash boiler, with just

enough water to cover them. On these place the

drippingpan with the turkey. The boiler lid should

fit tightly, and as the water boils away add more.

Steam till easily pierced with a fork. When tender

place turkey in dripping pan with the water in which

the turkey was steamed. On the breast place lumps

of butter. Sprinkle with pepper and salt. Dredge
with flour. liaste well and often from the water in

the pan. Add boiling water as needed. Bake until

a golden brown and perfectly tender, remember-
ing that the excellence of the turkey depends much
on the careful basting. Remo\'e to a hot platter

and serve with cranberry sauce. To make the gravy,

place pan on fire after turkey has been dished,

skim oft most of the grease or fat. Add more wa-
ter if needed. Add the heart, liver and gizzard

which have been chopped previously. Add to the

pan the water in which they were cooked. Slowly
add a smooth thickening of flour and water.

Boil till flour is thoroughly cooked. Season with

salt and pepper to taste.

Cranherky Sauce.— Pick over carefully and wash
one quart of cranberries (the pink are preferable).

When washed put granulated sugar over them, stir-

ring, put on sugar till each berry is coated. Set on
the back part of a moderately hot stove. Cover
tightly and leave till all have popped. Remove im-

mediately to dish, from which they are to be served.

Mashed Potatoes.— Pare and put on to cook in

boiling water. Keep boiling till done. Drain quick-
ly. Mash in kettle till smooth. Add cream or rich

milk, liberal amount of butter. Salt to taste. Beat
one way with a large spoon, the more the better,

put in dish. Smooth the top, in center place lump
of butter. Serve hot.

Baked Beans.-Soak one quart of limas twenty-
four hours. Put in fresh water. Cook slowly for
one-half hour. Then change to fresh water again.
Cook one hour and give fresh water. Cook slowly
till tender, then remove from fire. Take out one
teacupful of the beans. Mash fine and add two
tablespoons of butter, pepper and salt to taste.

Then add one pint of milk. Mix thoroughly. Place
the remaining whole beans in bake pan, salt and
pepper. Pour the mashed beans and milk into pan.
Lay a few thin slices of pork on the top and bake
slowly till browned.

Cold Slaw.—Cut very fine one-half medium sized
cabbage (keep cold). Whip one-half teacup of
cream and slowly add sugar and vinegar to suit
taste. Then pour whipped cream over the just
salted cabbage and beat well.

Pot,\toes with Cheese. -Wash six medium-sized
potatoes. Boil till tender in salt water. Remove
from fire and drain. When cool enough to handle,
pare and dice (cut in small squares. Save the
parts which can not be diced to fry). Measure and
lay on large paper. Take the same amount of
grated or shaved cheese (which can be prepared
wh.le the potatoes are cooking). Sprinkle over po-
tatoes. Then take up paper and hold so as to allow

the cheese and potatoes to slide fro
when well mixed, place in round granTi

'"''
'"'"il

little salt, but pepper well. Pour milk
''"''

^''

it can just be seen. Bake in moderat.
'"'°

P^"iil"eraie
oveti

tis covered with a golden crust, 's,!"'.!
?"'^" ''" toj

Apples.—Pare and
Keep apples whole, remover'"

-"""" '"<

-^"^^f'ompan.Baked AppLES.-Pare and core one T "'

apples. Keep apples whole, removine
"°

narrow sharp knife. Place in baking L
"'* "'""

water. Fill cavity of apples with suear IT"' '""'

place a lump of butter. Sprinkle ci„„"!°"
'"''

them and bake slowly. Serve with cr
" °'"

Chocolate PiE.-Heat two cups of raiTk. a
cups of sugar and two tablespoon fuis of b„, j

'•'

olate. When hot stir in briskly two table
""

cornstarch, mixed with a little milk AddTh°T°'
en yolks of two eggs. Cook well. Remo '(
the fire and stir in a small piece of butter t!"
will fill two crusts which have been n

' "

baked. Fill crusts with the cream. On t'hc"""'''
place the two whites of eggs beaten with two'lall
spoons sugar. Place in oven to brown
Cranberry TARTS.-Make crust in the usual »„

For filling cook one pint of berries. Strain and i/jsame amount of sugar. Boil till ready to jeliv

Cool and fill the crusts.
"

Spice Cake.—Cream two cups dark brown suem
and one-half cup butter. Add three well-beaien
eggs. Use the white of one for frosting. One cnr

of sour milk and one teaspoon each of cinnamon,
cloves and nutmeg. One teaspoon soda, three cups

flour, added slowly. Bake in long pan. FmUw-
Chop fine one cup of raisins, seedless. Boil one

cup of granulated sugar and four tablespoons wattr

till it strings. Pour hot syrup over beaten while of

the egg. Add raisins, stir all together till nearly

cold, then spread on top of the cake.

Mince Pie. - Use any of the old-time recipes.

Cafe au Lait.—Thoroughly clean the coffeepot.

Put into it one teacupful of ground Mocha and Java.

Stir an egg, put in coffee pot. Over it pour three

cups of boiling water. Set where it will keep at Ihe

boiling point for twenty minutes. Take out and

strain out all grounds. Pour back and put in three

cups of good rich milk. Heat again and serve.

Chocolate au Cafe.—This is simply half gof^d,

well-made coffee and half well-boiled chocoLiv

mixed.
i • i

ONE OF THE NEW TOYS.

This, says a London paper, is a clever, ingenioa-

and most amusing mechanical tin toy. At eacii

corner is a Chinaman with pigtail and Chinese li,i:

but it would seem as if four nationalities were in-

tended, for on the crown of the hats are the coloi>

of the several European allies now in the cei-v .

empire. Each holds one corner of a yell'

and by an ingenious device the figure of a

man placed in the center is thrown in Ihi •

soon as a side spring is touched. By mean'

regulator near at hand the throw can be either "iS

or low and the attitude of the victim is most nam

al. He can, however, be replaced either with din

or balls.

COULD NOT PAY FOR TWO.

At one of the railway consti

vicinity of Glasgow a Roman

uclion works in '

Catholic clergym

takes a great interest in the members of '>

^^

who are engaged at the cutting. One Satut^^

^^^

saw one of them entering a " P"*"'
,'^"'' J"j„„(,iiit

but Pat simply looked and walked m.
'^''^^j'l,,^

he came out, the reverend gentleman accos
^^ _

thus: "Pat, didn't you hear "^ '^*"'"°'
„,,

pric;

your ravrince, I did, but-but I had only

of one."
"""^

'
„,P,t had l>"'

At Emporia, Kans., a prize "'"'
^^ ,,,£

Ei-

waged between the Degree of Honor an
^^^^

^^^

ern Star for a fine piano. The Easter -

but the Degree of Honor thought the
^

some underhand work in the drawing-_^

torney was consulted in regara '

„,illbc'

against the successful society. ^""
.j^, ,h,.l

al'
'"

suit. The attorney informed the ''
^ ^

them on both sides had been guilty "

the Kansas law against lotteries

might be sent to the penitentiary fo' •

'

There is a distinct difference—al
\^^^^^

in fact, between sense and nonsense
^^^^^^

ity to converse well and ability

santly.

and
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c.„.,f Bulssr. iDdia. Pfesident; John R.Snyder. Belle-
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O"'^!!'*''
I
jMeD-Kosenberger, CovinBton.Ohli.. Secretary and

cicatioDs 10 Our Mis NARV Rbading

'

TO BEGIN AND CONDUCT A CIRCLE.

BY JOHN

hall we begin a Reading Circle in our
°""

This question is often asked, and let us

'""
L, here that there is no ironclad rule in this

'"^
In most cases, organization and the plans

must be left to the circumstances sur-

.jch local community. But a few hints

•' '"

„eial lines are in place and may be of use

those
contemplating this work.

'

I
[here must be a leader, or some one to "go

V'but not in an arbitrary manner. It is as

'

',fy to have a leader in this work as in any

A good leader, coupled with a half-dozen or

active workers, have surmounted the greatest

kilade to a successful Reading Circle. Anyone

^„i,es a member by filling out the Promise Card

111
paying the entrance fee (twenty cents). Thi:

iiiiles the signer to all the privileges of member-

hjp The "Cost of membership is more than re-

ijed by the saving on cost of first book of the

Hint by the special price to members.

Local Secretaries ha\-e been appointed at most

)ces where an interest has been made manifest

ttard the Circle. Should there not be one inform

e General Secretary, recommending some com-

ilent person for the place and the appointment

II be made. The Local Secretaries become a

.itofthe general organization.

.Now with a leader, a local Secretary, and a band
members, you are ready to go to work. Select

ime convenient place of meeting. Let it be at the

brch if possible and not too inconvenient. Take
the work in a systematic way. Each member

lould have a copy of the cheaper books at least

of Ihe more expensive ones if possible. If not,

ta there should be one or more of the larger
ooks, to be used as a sort of circulating library.

Myck depends upon the care given the study of a
W. Do not read in a desultory, careless manner,
'« lead in such a way that you digest it thorough-

Have frequent essays, critiques, and readings
J upon certain phases of the life of some per-

field. Collect all the incidents of interest
"cerning the subject and store it away for future
* Widen your work as much as possible but
"

)'°'"' thoughts, keeping only the best.
«your meetings at regular intervals and do not

' "rut," but vary the program. Continue
"'an increase of membership and extend

influence of your work until it will be felt by
renewed life of the church in which you live.

'^^
It does this your work has not been what it

hit

Mild be or you are selfish and are keeping the
"™E*

",° >'°"'-self. Have an occasional " spe-

lilnitp!!!'"''

. °' "'"'°nary meeting, taking some
Jte subject, such as " India, its People and Cus-

'la's Call to Christian America," • City
H'ort,

Chi,

'Is Needs

k

leclih J
^"'^ Drawbacks," etc. Do not

tlosp ,

7^™"°""' part of the meeting. Keep

^^^

'("ich with God through his Holy Spirit.

future'
"^ ""'^''''^ '^'^"'"^'' '"''=' ='"'^ propriety.

l^JT'^ ''" *'" *"'« "P°". " The Work of

,. '
^"d "The Work of the Local Secre-

** us he""'*"
^' P^STNACHT, of Quarryville, Pa.,

'ihiiij.

'' °^^'" "ame and twelve others. We
»,''01ber v"''.°"'"'

^""'"^ <^° as well,

''''oneof'^
^' ^'"""^"' °f Morgantown, W.

'"''fisoneT
'°"' ''"''^'a'-ies, and we are glad

"* He s

""'^'' *''° continues steadily in the

"""'''iigth^^'r
"*^"'^'^ "lore I have the pleasure

"'"'ilsuhi^ "^'"^ '"° names, and my best wish-

?" «'«"„„
^,f,'"'

°f Tub, Pa., joined our Cir-

'5 has n
appointed him local secretary

^'^'fcle"* ''^^P°"ded with seven new names

^Geiser
'

L^'^W t°h"
"'"ary in Baltimore, has recent-

"''*'
coi,

" '"'^"'y-six books which comprise

"> read .r
'"''' ''°*" ^^ °"' '^''"''''- "*=

"="1 all himself and lend them to

others. His zeal for the cause, and enthusiastic in-
terest in our Circle are very encouraging. He
sends one new name.

Sister PCsther B. Kulp, of Pottstown, Pa., who is

our secretary there, has been much encouraged by
a visit from Brother Emmert. They have recently
purchased a number of new books, and she also
sends eight new names for the Circle.

We do feel that everywhere our members should
be hard at work, that this winter we may organize
many new Circles, and encourage the readers to fin-

ish the course, hold Circle meetings and do much
good in Jesus name.
We are very glad to welcome the following new

members this week:

No.

1329, Minnie Flory Center, Ohio.
330, W.J. Hamilton, Halleck. VV. Va.
1331, Jereminh M. PJelcher Morgantown, W. Va.
1332, C. S Whitehead,.... Warsaw, Ind.

1333, Olive V. Smith, Church Street,

Heathbrook Park, Baltimore, Md.
1334, Sherman Davis, Tub, Pa.

1335, Edward Davis, Tub. Pa.

1336, Howard Peck Savage, Pa.

1336, Cora Peck Savage, Pa.

1337, A. M. Halladay .-..Savage, Pa.

1338, Lillic Folk, Sav.ige, Pa.

1339, Simon Folk Savage. Pa.

1340, Albert G. Brumbaugh Martinsburg. Pa.

1341, Altha Hulse, Rydal, Kans.

1342, Ella Miller Pottstown, Pa.

1343, Emma L. Funk Pottstown. Pa.

1344, Ida K. B. Hetric Pottstown, Pa.

1345, Eld. J. P. Hetric Pottstown. Pa.

1346, C. P. Buckwalter, Pottstown, Pa.

1347, M. A. Rinehart Pottstown, Pa.

1348, Lais F. Hetric Pottstown, Pa.

1349, Jennie E. Hetric Pottstown. Pa.

1350, Miriam K. Fastnacht Quarryville. Pa.

1351, U. C. Fastnacht, Quarryville, Pa.

1352, Elizabeth Baldwin New Providence, Pa.

353, Franna P. Bucher, .Mechanic Grove, Pa.

1354, Ella L. Sager, Mechanic Grove, Pa.

1355, P. .VI. Habecker, Brunnerville, Pa.

1356, Ella M. Baldwin New Providence. Pa.

'357, P. F. Philippy Unicorn, Pa.

1358, Adella Philippy, ,' Unicorn, Pa.

1359, Bessie S. Minnich, Unicorn, Pa.

1360, Annie Bucher Mechanic Grove, Pa.

1361, Mary P. Philippy Little Britain, Pa.

1362, Lizzie B. Kern Quarryville, Pa.

S^ Sunday M School jJw

HINTS ABOUT CONVERSATION.

One has said, " Of ten things which I know, I

have learned six from conversation."

1. Avoid satire and sarcasm.

2 Never repeat a word that was not intended for

repetition.

3. Often cultivate " flashes of silence."

4. It is the longer half of the conversation to lis-

ten well.

5. Sharp sayings are an evidence of low-breeding.

6. Shun fault-finding and fault-finders.

A WELL-KEPT LIFE.

It requires a well-kept life to do the will of God,

and even a better-kept life to will to do his will.

To be willing is a rarer grace than to be doing the

will of God. For he who is willing may sometimes

have nothing to do and must only be willing to

wait; and it is easier far to be doing God's will than

to be willing to have nothing to do— it is easier far

to be working for Christ than it is to be willing to

cease. No, there is nothing rarer in the world to-

day than the truly willing soul, and there is noth-

ing more worth coveting than the will to will God's

will. There is no grander possession for any Chris-

tian life than the transparently simple mechanism

of a sincerely obeying heart.

—

Professor Drummond.

A SAVING FAITH.

Faith is not called into exercise where we can

walk by sight. It is in darkness, in affliction; in

bereavement, in suffering, that faith is called into ex-

ercise. Another says: " The eye of true faith is so

quick-sighted that it can see through all the mists

and fogs of difficulties. The faith of man that is

grounded on the promises of God must believe that

in prison there is liberty; in trouble, peace; in af-

fliction, comfort; in death, life; in the cross, a

crown; and in the manger, the Lord Jesus."

THE WORLD'S HOST FAHOUS HEN.

John Bunyan: Born in England. 1628, died 1688.
A religious writer, perhaps the most popular in the
English language. He was a tinker, a roving tin-

smith, and is claimed by the gypsies as being one
of them. He was at one time a soldier and his

works abound in military allusions. He wrote quite
a number of books and pamphlets, but the Pilgrim's
Progress is the best known. Not a single copy of
the first issue is known to exist. It has, however,
been more reprinted, and sold more copies than any
other work extant besides the Bible. He is great
because he has influenced, through his religious ro-
mance, more people than any other secular writer.

He was a very good man, morally, given to argu-
ment and verbal contention, a street preacher, put
in jail by the authorities, but never deserting his
original methods nor abandoning his position. His
fields of labor were among the poor, and for a long
time educated people did not allow his literary

merit, but he is at present regarded, and justly so,,

as one of the great because he influenced and di-

rected the minds of millions of English speaking
people, and also other nationalities, to the higher
life.

« « *

Louis XIV; Born 1638, died 1715. A king of

France whose impress on the politics of his country
renders him prominent among others who served in

the same capacity. He was surnamed Lc Grand.
* « «

William of Orange: Born 1533, died 1584. He
was a born statesman, chiefly honored by having
permanently crippled the power of Spain and hav-
ing founded the independence and greatness of the

United Provinces.
• • «

Newton: Born 1642, died 1727. One of the great-

est natural philosophers, eminent in every depart-

ment of physical science.

« # •

Marlborough: Born 1650, died 1722. An Eng-
lishman who played an important part in the poli-

tics of his country, both as a soldier and a states-

man.
« « «

Peter the Great: Born in Moscow, 1672. died

1725. In 1696. by the death of his brother, he be-

came the sole Czar of Russia. He was a man with

many faults of character, but combined with these

were all the elements of true greatness as far as the

work he did for the advancement of Russia, both as

a nation and for her people Is concerned. He
added to her dominions, gave her an outlet on two
seas, established a powerful fleet, founded a naval

academy, and originated galleries of painting and
sculpture, and endowed libraries. That a man, in a

country like Russia, with a people such as composed
her population at his time, should do these things,

entitle him, really and truly, to be called " Great."

In fact all Russia, even at the present day, is a

monument to his energy and his wisdom. Not only

what he did, but the conditions that surrounded

him at the time, all, or mostly all of which were ad-

verse, compel our respect and admiration.

« « *

Pope: Born 1688, died 1744. A famous English

poet who wrote much and who is still studied by
the scholarly.

# « «

Swedenborg: Born in Sweden in 1688, died 1772.

He was eminent as a scholar and writer on theologic-

al subjects. He was the founder of the religious

system known as Swedenborgianism. He claimed

that heaven was opened to him and that he con-

versed with angels. The substance of his faith is

that he claimed to have witnessed the last judgment,
or the second advent of the Lord, and that he re-

ceived authority to establish the new church, which

has many followers. His writings are mystical,

often narrow and incredible, and then again mani-

fest a high appreciation and fine perception of the

relations between God and man. His teaching is

mystical and confusing, but of just the character to

attract many minds to his standpoint, and some of

them are of unquestioned standing in the world of

thought and letters.

If you light jour lamp by another's torch do not

forget that the light you borrowed is the light you
owe.
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HOW THEY HAKE nlRRORS.

In the first place a mirror requires the finest of

glass, with.out spot or speck or " blow-holes." The

best work is done with the plate glass manufactured

in St. Gobain, France, and in numerous cities of

Belgium. All the largest manufacturers of mirrors

use the foreign varieties in preference to those of

American manufacture. The glass comes in huge

plates, a quarter of an inch thick, ten or fifteen feet

long and half as broad. As many as a dozen plates

are packed in a single box, displaying numerous

warnings to " handle with care." When the glass is

taken out it is covered with dust and bits of excel-

sior, and the first thing that is done is to wash it

clean with water. Then a dozen men who know

just how to handle a great piece of glass without

subjecting any portion of it to a breaking strain car-

ry it into the cutting-room. Here a workman in a

long leather apron— usually a Frenchman who has

had great experience in foreign mirror manufacto-

ries—blocks out an order on the plate, say two or

three beveled mirrors, for some lady's boudoir. A
diamond-pointed instrument, with a strong and

steady hand behind it, traces the lines of the draw-

ings on the glass and cuts a groove so deep that the

pieces easily crack out.

F;ach of these oval pieces is then borne into an-

other room filled with the humming noises of rapid-

ly-moving machinery. A thin-faced foreign work-

man, with his sleeves rolled to the elbows and a

ragged apron draping him from chin to toes, picks

it up and places its edges upon the side of a swift-

ly. revolving iron wheel. From a large wooden

tank, which strongly resembles a New England ash-

leach, a steady stream of sand and water flows upon

the iron wheel, and in passing between it and the

edge of the glass wears the bevel. The muddy wa-

ter from the wheel is frequently thrown off in the

swift revolutions and works polka dot designs all

over the operator. Hut he is a skilled workman
and in his pride in getting the bevel on the glass

exactly even—and he must depend wholly upon his

eye— he doesn't pay any attention to the flying

mud.

When the bevel is complete it resembles " mist
"

or ground gla^s and is full of scratches and rough

places. The next workman in order smoothes the

bevel on a rapidly-revolving emery wheel, which

casts off a perfect shower of sparks. When it is as

smooth as it can be made by this process it is

passed to a third workman, who applies it to a fine

grindstone from Newcastle, and in two minutes al-

most all traces of roughness have been removed.

A small boy sits above the next wheel, which is

made of wood, and daubs it with a wisp broom
which he dips continually into a tub of water stand-

ing near at hand. He and the ojierator are both

covered with the thin gray fluid which the wheel

throws off.

Hy the time the wooden wheel has been used the

bevel to the ordinary eye looks as smooth as the

other parts of the glass. But to the trained eye of

the master workman, who has watched for flaws in

glass since he was a child, it is far from perfect and
he takes it in hand and jiasses the bevel swiftly over

a wheel, which is smeared with ordinary rouge, such
as the actress uses to make blushes on her cheeks.

It may be imagined that this part of the shop has

been well treated with red—the men are all red, the

floor is red, the tools are red and in passing through

the department the visitor frequently acquires in-

voluntary blushes. When the embryo mirror has

passed the rouge wheel its bevel is perfect and it is

sent on to an expert for inspection. If there are

any remaining scratches on the glass they are

marked with chalk and a workman with an old rag

smeared with rouge rubs away until it is smooth
and fine.

The glass is now ready for the silvering room—

a

tight, hot, well-lighted apartment in which the

workmen wear as little clothing as possible. An in-

clined plane of boards, which resembles a huge
washboard turned on its side, fills one corner of the

room, and on this the plates of glass are laid face

downward. Over them the workman spouts a

stream of water, which cleans off the dirt. Then
with another hose he plays on the glass with a sen-

sitizing solution of tin, the exact composition of

which is a trade secret. The pieces of glass are

next gathered up by a workman and are borne to

the " bed."

While it is not provided with pillows the " bed
"

is complete in almost every other particular. It

has a blanket which is strung across a frame about

the size of an ordinary bed and over this a cotton

sheet is stretched. Underneath, so that its surface

just touches the blanket, there is a large vat of wa-

ter kept hot by steampipes. The embryo mirrors

are laid on the bed face down, and while they are

yet wet with the sensitizing solution a workman

pours a diluted compound of nitrate of silver, am-

monia and tartaric acid over each glass. The ex-

act composition of this solution is also a trade se-

cret, each firm having its own methods for mixing

and each is certain that it cannot be beaten in re-

sults.

Assisted by the heat from below and by the tin

solution the silver is quickly precipitated on the

glass. When the workman in charge thinks the

coating is thick enough he pours off the surplus of

the silver solution, and the mirror— for it is no

longer in an embryo state— is put into a warm
" bed " to dry off. Here another workman takes

the mirror and paints the back of it with a protec-

tive solution. Each firm has a different color of

paint and each paint is usually of a composition

differing from all the others, so that when a mirror

is received for resilvering the manufacturer can us-

ually tell just what firm originally sent it out. Fre-

quently, in special orders, the backs of mirrors are

covered with felt.

The whole process in the silvering-room is waste-

ful of silver and many devices have been used to

preserve all the metal possible. The blankets of

the beds and the coverings of the tables where the

nitrate of silver crystals are ground up all go to the

refineries for burning and about twenty per cent of

the silver is recovered.

The whole process of making a beveled mirror

does not take to exceed an hour by the present

methods and no stage is dangerous to the workmen.
When mercury and tin-foil were used a number of

years ago the fumes killed many of the operatives

and a mirror could not be completed under ten

days.

A large mirror is much more difficult to make
than a small one, owing to the difficulty of handling

the somewhat fragile glass. The largest mirror

c\er made in Chicago—so say the manufacturers

—

was eighteen and one-half feet long by eight feet

broad and it was used in a liquor saloon. Two or

three of the five large manufacturers of mirrors in

Chicago use French glass almost entirely, for the

reason, they say, that it is much finer in quality and
lacks the greenish tint which spoils American glass

for the best trade. Chicago not only supplies the

home market with mirrors but ships them all over
the west and to Mexico, Canada and South Ameri-
ca.

Making plain mirrors adds about twenty per cent

to the value of the plate glass, or in beveled work
thirty per cent. For instance, a piece of plain

French plate glass, five feet by ten feet, would cost

about S75. A plain mirror of the same size would
sell for S90.

ABOUT SHETLAND PONIES.

The Shetland pony, the smallest of his race and
family, the greatest prize and possession of our
childhood, says the Spectator, is now becoming
quite a personage on his own account. His birth-
place and bringing up, his career and obsequies, are
unique in the history of the world's domestic ani-
mals. Born in hyperborean islands of a diminutive
father and still more diminutive mother, he passes
from pasture to pasture in boats, till he goes to the
south in a ship with hundreds of his companions.
Then he descends thousands of feet into the earth
where he works by artificial light all his life, and at
his death is brought above the ground to be buried.
To work in the mines is the destiny of the majority
of Shetland ponies. Lord Londonderry kept a
famous stud of them, presumably for use in his col-
lieries. This stud has been dispersed, but there are
several in the south of England in which, by care-
ful breeding, the ponies are kept small. These are
mostly bred for home use and for ladies' and chil-
dren's pets.

But in the pits the Shetland pony is still indis-
pensable. If it were not for him coal would be
even dearer than it is. He never goes on strike
his temper is admirable, he never grows restive

.'ide him with a leather helmet. Now th
" ^"^

are lighted with electric light the ponies'
"" "'^'''''

not suffer. They have fine stables w^th'^^'
"""^

boarded floors, so that they never suli
"""^ablt

or cracked heels, and as the temperatu'r
'"^

"""'''

they do not catch cold. Pure Shetland?
'^ ""''°"»

ly breed which keeps small enough to Cl-' """

seams, even Iceland ponies proving too b'

'" ""

citable. There is no room to jump about'l'"'
"

gallery and the conversion of the diminutiv •

.^""
tie " into an equine mole is one of the grcal"^
utes to its placid disposition and to they'd*'

'"'''

nation of its race never to be anything but n""'"
In the quaint phrase of one of their ad

"'

"there are no ponies small enough to mT'""'
Shetlands out of their deserved position." "*'

WHEN DEATH COMES TO HAN.

The instant of death is a vague and indefinite ex
pression when viewed from the point of phys,olo,»
An animal or plant cannot be considered dead f
til it has reached that period in disintegra

°"

where it is impossible to revive life. Somepbysi.l
ologists still further restrict the definition to thii|
point in decay where every cell in the body ol

animal or plant has ceased to contain or consist oil
living protoplasm—in other words, each cell miisll

have lost beyond recall its life powers. ProliaWyl

one of the most striking examples of instantanTOiisI

death was that of the person who accidentally (c|ll

into a large vat of boiling caustic potash, which atl

once consumed the entire body, leaving only lliel

metallic plates from the heels of his shoes and al
few buttons from the clothing as remains. Dealhsl

from electric shocks also border on the instanlrn

ous process. It has been found that living ccllsi

taken from the body can be preserved in a normall

state for a long time and then have life processes!

revived if they are properly treated.

Oup Cooking School.

Below we offer our weekly recipe. These reci]iesl

will be repeated, and they will be of inestimable val-T

ue. We will not, knowingly, print a copied recipe,!

and what will be given is the result of experience I

and skill. They will be something more than that.J

for they will all be by Sisters. They will be signedi

and the complete collection will be of the grcales|

value. Any number of people will want the begin

ning of these recipes when they cannot get ttiemj

It is possible that the Cooking School will soon t

expanded into a column, but the idea of keepinj

closed doors to all save Sisters will not be changej

It is a Dunker method that will be presented, andT

the Editor who has been going up and down ibj

earth for, lo, these many years, seeking somctlnj

to eat daily, gives it as his opinion that these f«1

pes will make a collection that c^"""' '"^
"""^^J

for excellence and practical results in »">','

^

J

book to be bought anywhere. Every wom'"
'"^^ 1

church ought to know the best ways of I « |

people, and here it is in cookery.

FRUIT CRACKERS.

BY MRS. J.
H. MOORE.

Required, one pound of dates, one p
^^^ ^^

J

cream, graham flour. Seed the 'l»'"'^|^^„

in small pieces. Take first-class S'
j. j„oiigl

sift into the cream till it forms a paste
^^

-.

to roll out. Roll out two layers, one-
^^^

^^^

,

inch thick. Sprinkle the cut dates
0^ ^^^^ ^^

about three

fork, a.nd
bak'-

these pieces, lay the other 'hereon, a

out smooth. Cut into squares,

each way, prick deeply with a

not too crisp.
,

t that ''^^'^J

The 'Nook calls attention to the ""^
^^^^5

.he
"J

no lard in this cracker. It further
'j j 3„dll>J

scrtion that nut meats might be enip
)^^^^

^^,^\i

if black walnut meats were used the r ^^jt

,ing food T" -

ning

a particularly hunger-staying '°°"'|^^ 3„

as presented above, is reported to

accompaniment for a journe>'.r'^

some weeks

Elgin, III.
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a.,en«, 10"». speaks Out.

.V, mucb salisfaclion that I express

I of ibe INGI-ENOOK. Its appear-

''"Ss it
."the reader. It b.

1111%
^"^- o O

Ht, Morris Says:

^ KctESooK easily takes rank among

J^, young peopl''= P'P^^'" ""^ <^'"',""''-

^w.« than most of them because of the

„„l ihe Silly love stories and light read-

II is a most

Jibxn's
publications

O O

Linark, 111.. H«s An Opinion.

W, b.ve been receiving the iNGLENOOK

.„iislart«i- We like it very well. I would

1,10 s« it B° w all Ihe homes of the land.

liihoit sermons are good tor both old and

'fWi.-m I- B. Trout.

o o

From the College.

llaktthelKGLENOOK. I am much pleased

ithiosleady and almost marvelous growth.

Btlicl Ihat it is sought after by our people,

Iwbold and young, is evidence that it proves

telllo be in fact what it purports to be.—/. G.

(fj'fr.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

OUlllbe young people's papers that I have

mrseen and read I think there is none that

lill wield as great or as desirable influence

l«r its readers

Cw/wr.

valuable addition to the

No family should be

the INGLENOOK.— W,K.

O O
And Hagerstown, Md., Has This:

Have been a constant reader of the Ingle-

1 its bei;iiiiiing to the present time,

*]while it is riH[ specially intended for the

iyellfind SOI i Thing that interests me in

ll issue. I am i iierested in the "Nook be-
»d my expec; ^i ^ns. I especially recom-

I it M the 1 .rii; readers. — £/</. A. B.

o o
At Cedar Raiiiils. Iowa, They Say:

*lyselland lani,;. greatly enjoy reading our
'tkutch pape;. We trust its future may
"l«ngindnsef..l one.-/. A'. Milltr.

O O

From Iowa.

: iNGLENOOK from its birth,

V say that it is the most in-

iper 1 have ever read. It

ap- kl 10 both old and young. I

IT Mission Sunday school,

'iienh'"'"'
""'''^' '' ""at it can not be

K'r
^^'^^"''"r Sunday-school paper.

—

O O

,, ,
Over In Indiana.

.'"""lily and
,"«lleni

Anotht

/.'"e known ihe

'"n trulbluil

""'•e youths r

'""liarlyad;

'" placed It

illbe

llki,

t paper

"eiyone like

l,'/=°Ple w],„ „

. '""occasinp „
"'"•""

needs of ,h,

y that the Inglenook is

There are many things in

.
and which they ought to

io not take the Ingle-
' regret it. The Editor

readers.—/.. W. Teeter.

O O

f^
*"" ""wn In Missouri.

''^•oiha"
°' '''^"^

'
'^^'"' "ofdercd why

Slbjju^^' " paper for our young peopi

*^°rch
\v'^'^^'^^'

*''^ a tendency toward

Slid L """^ ""at in the Inglenook.
'**'««„'" ""^'y borne in the church.—

o o

v ,
And This.

j.**'»ciivt ""-Tk
^''*"' "ewsy, interesting

mi »i^
^°e books and papers one

Ike k,
'"'' "'''^> ""e IS as well as the

"«P>.-£«. Amo, iVampUr.

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missing link"

in our church publications.—/(^Aw E. Mohler.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and

instructive paper.

—

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Pol-

lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.
Its pages are always well filled with fresh and
interesting reading matter.— W. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try

it, and you will be pleased with it.

—

Etd. S. F.

Sanger.
O O

Ohio Has lu Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,
and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.^^/wt?.

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Good Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—yt>/;«

C. Zug.
O O

And Also Hagerstown, nd.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— W. S. Retch-

ard.
O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

I think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.-/as/^r 5ar«M(iaj^.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home. It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

is another feature of great interest.—Zlani^/

Vaniman. ^O O

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.—J. Z. Sharp.

O O

As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission.

Chamders.

Three Fine Book Presses
With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now InstalletJ in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

* * *

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
33 & 34 S. State St., Elgin, III.

-/.A.

o o

Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home mthe

Brotherhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much in-

formation and wholesome instruction.-/. IV.

IVaylanii.
^ ^

Lancaster Heard From.

The Isglenooks weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

caster City, Pa., church is much appreciated,

and its pages gleaned immediately on US

arrival, as it has become generally known that

it contains live subjects and short statements

which is so much desired because of the great

abundance of printed matter now i"> f'-'C'-la-

lion It certainly is the paper from which can

be had much valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.- 7". /. /w/"-.

Tliey 'Wa.ixt It!

When People Want a Book,

It is e.isy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Money Selling .-. .-. .•.

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author ot "Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,'

and "Wanderings in Bible Lands."

The author tells of things seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such an interesting and impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of things than would be received by many hundreds who

would make the trip themselves. Note what one writer says:

I have examined and read Bro. D. L. Miller's last book, "Girdling the Globe," and find it

an excellent work. While all of his books arc good .ind instructive, I put this as THE BEST,

in fact the most interesting book I evir read outside of thi- Hibk-. Everything is made so clear

and plain by the author. I would recommend all to secure it if in their power to do so. Sure-

ly a cheap trip around Ihe world! Who would not take in such a trip and at the same time en-

joy the comforts of home.*

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back and side title, and

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. Price, S3.00, prepaid. What better do

)-oii want?

Have you a copy of this e.\cellent book? Has the territory around you

been canvassed? If not, write us at once. We have liberal terms to offer you.

.Address:

Brethren Publishing House,

Subscription Book i:)ep.irtmcnt. Elgin, Illinois.
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Gospel Messenger for 1901

From Now to the End of Next Year,

Only $X.50.
-o- -o- -»-

SKLFPKONOUNCING S. S. TEACHERS' BIBLE,

Revised Edition, with needed helps, Divinity Circuit,

Linen Lined, Leather Back, Silk Sewed, price, -
$3-50

MESSENGER, to the end of 1001, '-5°

$5-oo
Total,

But We Will Send Both For $3.25.

Or, if the King James Version is wanted, we can furnish it

in the same style of binding, except leather lined, etc., along with

the MESSENGER for the same price, $3.25-

liT'This splendid Bible offer is for old and new subscribers

alike. The Bible may be sent to one address and the paper to

another. Hundreds are availing themselves of this e.^jcellent offer.

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.

22 and 24 S. State Street, .... Elgin, III.

ion IIKLOIAN HARKS lot inl'. 'o young. "D KR".

BTnl giiftranUed IhoToiiBlihrcd pcdlgiccd slock. Pi Ices

tcmonablc: I3.00 pet pHii «nd up. II inieiosled. write

Die SiiiillitvriT Knh1>llr.v, Gnidtivr, Kaiiit., 1". O. II«k

lOS. J. K, Ctisl. I'ri>i..

MILKINE...
tlranutated Milk Pood

|ILK, ,i,p o„iy fnodlliot hy ll-

si'ir hiiiitKjitx life. Iicrc t>tcril-

ii:ril mid roucciitnilcd.

•*-• '
» the perfect food tonic.

§Crt I 1 the nioul concrntrnlpd
if fi>ci[|i>, hnv In llie uiusl con-
JciitKiIrd fuiiii.

MILK. MALT, MEAT m*ke MILKINE,
tlu-Iini>*l ...u.tiiliiilnl. ]ilMr I.Mul h.r .idlllU.

IttHi-llli.d 1<< 111' III >l <:ii<' 1,1 lliiliirs mill llivllUiU.

I'kit nil in ill y iH'Wikiiil Imiii ui 111 L'MiinircuKcd

Tulilct^ Ura.lv (ot ii'.f liv llicndililioiitif water,
or can l>c c;iUn iliv U'lili- for free snmnlc,

ELOIN MILKINE CO, ELGIN, ILL.

AS IS THE CONDITION :l

...IT>riSTTIl.I!..-

Your Home and Funiitute Against

Fire, Ligfitning and Tornado,

Willi A. S. GODDARD.

Boom 1. Mcllrlilp Bl«.-h. iSmj KI.IilN. ILL.

iota.

National Business College,

Roanoke, Virginia,

Succeeds in securing positions for all gradu-

ates, and has many calls when the supply is

exhausted. CHAS. e. eCKERLB, PrMldent.

Floe Fall Tenn Opening.

Free Homes in Northlak

Government lands subject t« .
filing. Railroad lands Atl-.-y. '"""e«eaH

dress:
^'^5 perac,^ ^^

*^- A. Yeatfr a™
5014 ;,

'' ^E«nt.

"'smarck \ n

A Kitchen Piano...
" Everythtne at her lingers' ends."

Notbing to walk or long lor. Sugar, flour, salt, spices,

milk, eggs and molasses 10 this jell-cleaning cabinet

We make nine different kinds ol k tchen cabinets, shown

la our new catalogue, free. Hoosler Mlg. Co.,

28 Adams St. New Castle, Ind,

m.ni.on 111! ISGI.BN0OK wlisn wrilinfr.

Seven Churches of Asia.

o( the blood, so is

he condition of your

lien'th. Gerni^ol disease lurking in the blood are spread

Itiroiighoul the system with each polsalion. causing

countless tils, manilesling themselves at tlie weakest

points, whetlier it be the Lungs, Liver. Kidneys or the

Stomscli. The face and skin are the barometer of the

yslem.tlic signs vary from bad complexions to erup-

tions.

rilllK IILnon means pcrlccl health and a skin pure

and smooth »s a baby's Is 'he result. Never before has

there been so perltct and harmless a blood purifier as

Oerman-Anicrican Herb Compound, one acting harmo-

nl' uily with the whole syttein.

If no agent near you, send one dollar for six 2S-cenl

packages containing aco doses, and registered guaran-

tee, postpaid.

MrK Magitie M. Carrkole, Sangerville. Virginia, says
" We have used your German-American Herb Compound
tn our hiniilv lor kidney troubles, hea-lachc, coiisiipAtion
und other Ills usually found in a large family. VVe are
fllad to say it has given 111 entire satisfaction, and be-
lieve it to he nil you claim for it, \Vc hope never to be
wliliout It In the house."

Adilrcst, Inter-Nutlnnitl nivdiciiin Co. (Incorpo-

rated). 6a^ F Street, Waplilngton, D. C , or Albert
lluUlnKor, Special Agent, 338 Eighth fltrcet, Washing-
Ion. D C. 4jt[

Menlion tlin INni.KNnOK irhen wrlhni.

INDESTKliCTIltLE.
Sold nearly one -half
cheupnr ihao iron or

.
steel fence posts. Great

Inducements to agents who cau work territory. Agents
may profitably engage in (heir manufacture, Coontiei
fur itale. For terms and circulars address with stamp:

TV. A. DICKET, N«ad, Hlaml Co., Ind.

Victor Liver Syrup^
The Great Family Medki„,,

it Is Making Some Wonderful
Cures!

Call upon your Drugeisi m- ™ ,

.etab„.,,e. P.ce, ./c^e'n^LT^',"'^
kcpl by them, drop „s a card forap' ,

""

Almanac, Booklet and testimonials r
'"'

name of your Druggist or Merchant'.
'

5°" ^'"OH REMEDIES to,

f'eiieiick.
,Md

QALVANIZED STEEL STAyj

..*^'X.^,i*^.'*f.^'^'^
SATISFACTION (orih.re,they hold the line wires on fence in perleci n,.-

alltiwing them 10 sag or spread, Sitoqb dil,"
menial and suitable lor all larm and oih., ,,„„

"

i
.'"c 'Of ''ee catalogues. Agems warned m ,:L,':.^

ship. Address: •:'i-an-

THE C. M. FENCE STAT CO.,

Lock Box 8. Covington, Ohio

U*iiiioi> llip I>-GLEK0OK *h.n wrilini.

lly K[.l>. D. L. Mll.l,l-:it.

Tills is fl most intcrcstinK book rchitiiiL; to itu-

ficvfii churches refcrtcd to in Kcvclatitm. Tin-

;uithi)r not only descrihi-s the coiuiititms when
the churches flourished, but from pcrsoiiiil

visit to these ancient places K'ves an interest-

ing account o( the conditiiuis that exist tlicrc

to-day. 303 papes. cloth, price, 75 cents.

Brethren Publ(5hlnK House,

GlKin, Illinois.

READING CIRCLE BOOKS.

Special to members ol our Missionary Read-

ing Circle. We offer ihe followinR list ol

booki, as outlined in the Missiouary Course, at

the following low prices:

FIrat \vmr.

A I'KACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

Sign and House Painting

GoM and Silver Lettering. Broniing,

(iinitiing. Carriage and Show Card
r.-iinling, Mining Colors, Contracting,
VnrnishlDg, Etc., Itoin our Paintera'

liook. Our book of 25 v«ars' expyt-
ciicc tn sign aud liouse paiutiag is so

tlniplr that even boys can teach themselves the painter's

trade In a ihorl time. >» lIluslTated alphabets ate in-

cluded In our book. Thl* great teacher and money sav-

er will be mailed poitpald lor ^o ccnta,

Vtil. 8chrol«r ii\Kn Works, Milwaukee, Wla.

ON THE FINQEKS OF ONE HAND
You can count all the weekly joutnaU in America which
have a circulation ol loo.uoo or ovm. with a subscnptiou
price ol more than uiic dollar a year.

.A....

Oolony « p K »

Has just been started in Northwestern

Michigan. Lands in this well-known fruit

and farming district are for sale by the New
York National Land Association which

controls more farming land than any other

individual or corporation in the State. We
can refer you to Elders and Brethren high

in the confidence and regard of the entire

Brotherhood, who have written letters to

us commending this land. We will gladly

send you copies of these letters on you

request. Conditions of climate and soil in

our part of Michigan are so widely differ-

ent from those in other parts of the coun-

try that you will be greatly surprised and

edified to read these reports which are in^

disputable. Maps, books, illustrated pam
phlets and extracts from the Agricultural

Reports furnishec free of charge by ad-

dressing

SAMUEL THORPE,
(ieneral Traveling Agent.

New York National Land Association,

Majestic Building. DETROIT, MICH.

Just What You Want!

lanveledoi
i Alabamai

ledoral votes hjvt .Mm

iv were the President! elwltd pri«
to ti<nt

The above, and thousands ol olbcr

questions answered in the

VOTER'S SUNllAl aod

...iRGUMENI SEITlEl

FOR THE VEST POCKET,

A strictly non-partisaa cumpiiatioD. A book Ihtl

should be in the possession ot every Ainerlcio tilii

It contains complete statistics ol all presidtollil d

lions from WashitiKlon to the present time, clmit

and arranged lor instant reference.

LEATBSS, hasilgomelr emboiied, goll etimplti, - H trJt,

OliOTH, btDliDDBl; t&boDied, lak itimplig, - U ki

Postpaid on receipt of pnce. t'os^.ige slanipi liWo

payment. Libera! discouol t IheTiadeand ,\gen1i

C3t-eo. "W. PiTolsle,

Publisher and Bookseller.

90 to 98 Market St. CHU

A0ENT5 WANTED FOR

A World'5 Wonder!

New Acta ol tU« Apoitlci, Dr. Plctaon

(li.So)

Lllo ol ludioD. IS cla.

New KiA, Joilah StiODg (eloth.rs eta.), . 3s eta.

" Do Not Say," iS ct«.

8«aoDd Vesr.

OWlDO Bnteipilse ot MiMloni. Ptervoo

(•t.i«

Hsmotr ol Haflat. iS Cts.

CoDclsa History ol Mlaaiont, Blln (7S

CflBtl)

S,>uth America.—the Neglected Conti-

nent (7S c«oti)

SPBCIAL OFFER.

There Are But Two Weeklies

.a .\incric* which, with ,1 Mib>criplion pnce a:

|ll.i>ia vcar. Ii»vc a ciniiUiion of Kaj.uod or o
Cioth. I one ot tlie^e two is

'|The Literary

Dj
J Issuei] Weekly

IgCSX 32 Pages lllustrat

J ^^
"AH The Periodicals in One'

d vou «.ilsoou d,..,.ver why ,

c th«- -among us 11

ae<n»'itand

I

rrw. 10 ov- phynl^-lniit.
1

' why, when one ol theto loi

llU tvln-VHllH Iltlll to U
are enthusiastic over it,

that appeal to all reading

liber

Cap Goods.
We send Cap Goods by mail to all parts of

the United States. A large assortment to

select from. Prices the lowest. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for free samples to

P. S-—Note tbat we have )

moved from Mt, Morris, >
111., to Elgin, 111. \

R. e. ARNOLD.
Elgin, III.

_ . ,.._ additi,., ,.

«x Ittwyrm, la.oco bniik
d x.coo <'l>T|:>-m.>ii: »ud
i't» !o renew his suhscTipiiun
'••lint. For the women also
I Is one of Ihe lew papers
embers of the family.

You Can't Trip a Literary Digest

For $4,40 cash with order we will send all the Reader on Facts.

ahove eight books, bound in cloth (except " Do
lo^iolog"'* *'locno?i!:''liie't'*?i*'''^i'"-"^^

political.

Not Say "), prepaid. The retail value of Ihe ' who reads it", even though he read _

book. \t twi- This offer i. good only to «gu. t;!,',KS. e\;:pV.V a",.7,;'°''S ,<,o ,„ n,i,,
b> members ol Cor M.l.ion.ry Reading Circle.

r.rpl.'X"5'i">.'p~..''.i":u,
*'"'' '° '"" '"

c I>'llI.KMX>K xlior, will

Address:

Brethren Publishing House.

32 aod 34 S. State. Elgin. IH

FUNK & WAQNALLS Co.. Pubs.,
5o»* New York.

•ntion th> IMILtXuOX whrn •mnD«.

Doctrine of the Brethren Defended.

By ELD. B. H, HU.I.£B.

SALVU
TheOldReliaHeCoto'

diiKockj'JIoiinUi"

HerbMedidie.'

As a Nerve

to the entire system,

sands. Try it and be ci

A book of 2q8 pages setting forth in careful
iy prepared arguments the special tenets of
(aitli that are emphasized in the Brethren
:hurch. All memiieks of the cliurch should
have a copy. It is also a splendid book for the
inipiirer. Well bound in cloth. Price, 75
cents, prepaid,

Brcthivn Publishing House,
Elgin, Illinois.

Tlie [rdi.in and Spauisti L'l'^

dy lor Lo«hs. Colds, Catat.l., ^^,,o,v,
Cot,eb. C,o»p, Fe.er and AE" _ " " "^ J p

Sick Headaci.e, PurilyinS H- » °°'' ""

"

Tonic and Blo.d «'i'%!'JZ
liai fewequalSi so**

in.nJ.

25 Cents per Package; S 'Of

$1.00; Prepal'l-

AGENTS WANTED ev.rv.'-f^^^^^^^ ^V.iK .

More than half of our ageui^ ; " , tesliroW'*''
'

'

terms, samples and circuU".'-'^" ^ *^-

°°'MoradoSalvlirU,«»_'W«;J;**

,„od American »«'«"»;';, •,';;",;« f'-'XtJ^
S!,5o post-paid. G.rl s sr • „„t »» „

reliable time-keepers. ^'" " "
,(, jjlfc

f"",,
,,

with each watch ordered I"" ' "
,, ,.14 »'

,

lion tl,e Inglcnook. My ( '
'jewC0!1>* ^

watches Iree. Address-. " •

3'.iu, Ml. MinTla, 111.
^ ^^

^«D.

Mention 111. Isoti^^^^^—

-

^

^IcrTs iKiVERNf^it.

100,000 r21^ V"

In the Delta ol the Col '" '
.^^,_

Calllomla. Semi-tropical .", j.,„„.

10 the growth ol Ailalla. '^^ ^jjit.-
'

Fruits. FotHirtherin'o'"'-^ „ |„|p,;:'

VAN HORN, Special "
Vuiiin, Arlaoni*, „, ,n

""'"'





THE! I3Nr03LiE:KrOOIS..

"The Inglenook" will be Sent to any Address the Rest of this Year for Twenty-five Cents,
or

will be Sent the Rest of this Year and all of next Year for One Dollar. ' "

The Best Way is to send the Dollar and be Done with it. After You Have Read it for a Week or two, You'll be Sor

that You Didn't Save Money by Subscribing for the Whole Year at Once. It's a Paper ""^

that Grows on One. Once Read, Always Read !

We Want Agents, == Real Live Agents
Anybody can solicit Subscribers at the Twenty-five Cent Rate, and Whoever Sends

'

In' Every Part of the Country

Club of Ten of These, Can have his Choice of ONE of the following books:

Beside the Uonnic Drier Bush, ' Dictionary of the Bible.

Natural History of Birds and Quadrupeds,

Black Beauty, Dream Life,

Adventures of a Bro»
Drummond's Addresses, . ^^ ui d or

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, ''

Intellectual Life. Imitation of Christ, Etc.

If he gets twenty subscribers he can have two books; for thirty subscribers three books, and so on. And they couM

be had in an hour's work in many a place. Whoever shows himself an efScient agent will be put in line for the Fall work

connected with the Inglenook. There is a library of Fifty bound books waiting for somebody.

The Agent who sends in the largest list of dollar subscribers between this and the first week in January, 1901, will hare

sent him a Library of FIFTY BOOKS. Here is the list:

Adventures of a Browine,

jEsop's Fables,

Auld Licht Idylls,

Autobiography of Franklin,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,

Bacon's Essays,

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,

Black Beauty,

Burns' Poemfl,

Child's History of England,

Confessions of an Opium Eater,

Dictionary of the Bible,

Dream Life,

Drummond's Addresses,

Emerson's Essays,

Ethics of the Dust,

Fairy Land of Science,

Fifteen Decisive Battles,

House of .Seven Gables,

Imitation of Christ,

Intellectual Life,

Lays of Ancient Rome,
Longfellow's Poems,

Lorna Doone,

Mosses from an Old Manse,

Nat. History Birds and Quadrupeds,

Foe's Poetical Works,

Prue and I,

Rab and His Friends,

Reveries of a Bachelor,

Samantha at Saratoga,

Sesame and Lilies,

Sketch Book,

.Sticket Minister,

Stories from the History of Greece,

Stories from the History of Rome,
Story of an African Farm,

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.
Thirty Years' War,
Twice-Told Tales,

Window in Thrums,
Education,

In His Steps,

Minister's Wooing,
Professor at Breakfast Table,

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare,

Lallah Rookh,

On Liberty,

Tanglewood Tales,

Sign of the Four.

The Agent sending in the next largest list will have the choice of TWENTY-FIVE books out of the above list. The

third largest list will entitle the Agent to FIFTEEN of the books, his choice; and the fourth largest list will win TEN of these

cloth bound books. There is also a cash commission going to the Agent. We prefer the services of the Messenger Agent if

he will write at once for the place, but we will put the first live applicant into line, as the Inglenook is not going to be the last

in anything. If agents desire to enter for the Library they should say so in order that we may keep tab on subscriptions re-

ceived at the office. Elgin city is barred in the competition for prizes.

The announcement of the successful Agent will be made in January, 1901.

A. Xji-ve I^^p>er for ILii-ve X^esople-
The Inglenook is no longer an experiment. It is regarded as phenomenally successful by experienced newspaper men

who know what they are talking about. The reastjn is not hard to find. It is a FIRST-CLASS PAPER, with nothing oU

and commonplace about it. It is up to date, and always will be. It will have something new in each issue, it always has.

and it never will fall below its self-set standard,—being the best paper of its kind in the world. You can't read it without

being interested and instructed. The whole wide-spread world is ransacked in the interest of its readers. The InglENOOK

isn't made with a dull pen and a pair of shears. It is a live paper for live people.

Some of the best known men and women in the church will write for the Inglenook next year. The like of it
'"''

never undertaken in the church before. Look at the names, note the subjects! Every man and woman in the list
^""'^^

what they are talking about.

LIZZIE HOWE : The Shadows of City Life.

T. T. MYERS; How a Pope is Made.

JAS. A. SELL; The Early Churches in Morrison's Cove.

W. I. T. HOOVER The Climate of the Pacific Coast.

C. E. ARNOLD; The Value of a Concordance.

MRS. GEO. L. SHOEMAKER: Does the Garb Hinder So.

cial Preferment?

NANNIE J, ROOP; Has the Church Changed in the Last
Twenty-five Years?

S. Z. SHARP; The Chance of Working One's Way Through
College.

ELIZABETH ROSENBERGER: The Missionary Reading
Circle.

A. W. VANIMAN; Negro Missions.

DAN'L HAYS: Best Reading for Ministers.

N. R. BAKER; Negro Church Music,

ALLIE MOHLER: The Climate of North Dakota,

W. R. DEETER; St. Paul.

WM. BEERY: The Music of the Old Jews.

J. T. MYERS; What were the Crusades?

P. H. BEERY: School Development in the Church.
H. C. EARLY; Are Negro Missions Advisable?

C. H. BALSBAUGH; Best Methods of Attaining Spirituality.

JOHN G. ROYER; Does a College Education Pay?
H. R. TAYLOR: The Difficulties of City Missions.

I. B. TROUT; The Errors of Secretism.

S. F. SANGER; The Moravians.

QUINCY LECKRONE: Best Argument for Trine Immersion.

I. J. ROSENBERGER; Divorce Amonf

D. L. MILLER: The Cost of a Trip to E

CHAS. YEAROUT; The Money Side r.t

L. W. TEETER: How a Commentary li

D. L. MOHLER: Which Pays Belter. '

sions?

NANCY UNDERHILL: What to Do wi-

M. J. McCLURE; Mistaken Ideas Abcu

L. A. PLATE: Recollections of Swiuerl:

GALEN B. ROYER; World-wide Mi)

GRANT MAHAN; Home Life in Cl,.

J. H. MOORE: The Pleasant Side o

E. S. YOUNO: Best Means of Bible

the Jews.

urope.

.,„
Evangelisl''"'

Made.

,v or Country M"'

.A.rxd tlxex*e Ei,x>e C3tliex>E "^ou. OarL't -A-ITorca. to IVUsis all THis-
There .will be serial stories especially adapted to the church. They are already written and on file.

1*'

by members, for members. You'll want the next number sure, and if you delay subscribing you may m.-
more than passing interest. There will be a story illustrating the old time banning or avoidance, which will

'

to most readers.

Strange occupations will be described, and foreign lands visited, and now hear the conclusion of the
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS HAVING THE INGLENOOK, and you will do weU to wrTte us, enclo-
scnption to-day.
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LIFE. FRIENDS, HOHE.

BV A BROTHER.

I
THANK Thee, Lord, for all of Life,

A period Thou dost make so rife

With blessings manitold.

So often wrong— help me amend;

Inspire, that yet ere Life must end

I may do good untold.

My Friends, O Lord, I'd not forget;

Without them I could go—but yet.

I should not go alone;

For thoughts of them are e'er a guide

fb.it pilots me through storm and tide—

I thank Thee for this boon.

Most grateful, too, am I for Home,

Blest spot of all the world I roam-
That nook of rest for me.

For these, which my whole soul enthrall.

Rich Life, dear Friends, sweet Home—for all,

Most bounteous thanks to Thee.

HUnOR OP LUNATICS.

1 NEVER knew until I went out to California this

jut thai insane people have a powerful sense of

Nmor," said a Washingtonian who recently re-

turned from a trip to the coast. " I confess that

'vt always found a morbid sort of interest in going

Ibrough noted insane asylums, anti so I armed my-

xKwith the proper credentials in San Francisco

tnd went up to Napa county to have a look over

Ihe splendid asylum for the insane there. Inas-

tnucli as I wanted to see a few things without the

altentionof a guide, I didn't present my letters, but

just rambled around the spacious grounds for

while, I hadn't spent three minutes examining
Heextraordinai)' rose gardens in fi'ont of the main
iiylum building before a tall, slender young man,
>dl dressed and exceedingly well groomed, emerged
Iromadump of oleander trees and approached me.

Taking a look around, eh? ' said he to me,
Ves,' 1 said. ' I only arrived here a few min-

'teagoandam taking the liberty of nosing about
'itbui any official guidance.'

Well,' the tall young man said, pleasantly, ' I

wt suppose I fall out of the classification " offi-

guidance," seeing that I an) the assistant super-
""*»' 'i"e. yet I should be pleased to show
N about and at the same time try not to place
"I'lestraint upon you by my awe-inspiring pres-

"Well, the young chap's manner was so

*r h ^
"

'
*"'' "« started over the grounds.

„,lj'
"''5°"e far before a middle-aged man, also

^

«sed and well groomed, appeared some dis-

'ttCcd
°"' °' "^ ''°"'" "^"^ gravel walk, and he

"istdhi

'° "^ companion. The young man ex-

11,.

'""'^" '^ouiteously and went up to the mid-

t'the f

^" ^^^ '™° 'conversed very earnestly

""tdid

for a f^.

the

w minutes, and then, linking arms,

'Nino 11
'"^ '^° ''"' '=°olly walk off, leaving me

Wri;,i
'" "^^ middle of the gravel path a

r ™^l nonplussed.

•ilia
voi'c'^'^''.

""^^ "'*' "^^ "^''^' deserted you?'

"'Itietlii" p^'" ^^^^ of nie. 'You mustn't mind
"e I'ke that though. Both of those men

'!'"^^yasloon:
' lirned

«V,v,„ ;
around, and there, standing behind a

Wi. "°"' ten feet tn „, t;..T. „ij
*»ll,

*"ia„.

'"'aicau'
•1'^^"*' dressed in black, and with a

•S«,e|!':';°".'^'^f'=»'"res.

"'Ooai '
_

^^>d. 'y°" cannot mean that that

*asco"i"^' ^''^^^^"'^""^^"nei'ed young man

'^•'swits?-
"^*'"^ "le about the grounds is bereft

!*" "lailv
^ ^^^"^^ hare,' repeated the old gentle

Wt.
Xhp ^ *^"''^^'c case. niess, but incur-

f ^^t-^v^
" ^^* ^^ ^vent off with is also a very

'^'Hor'"^'
"^^'"'^ he is the Maharajah of

^"d'cm.
^"^["^thing like that. But you musn't

'fyou^ ^' visitors are taken in the same
" "^"^

of theT
^°' ^'" ^"^^ show you around. I

^ ^oard of visitors of this institution

and just happen to be here in my unofficial capacity
to-day.'

"Much marveling over what the old gentleman
told me, I fell in with him, and we rambled around
the huge geranium arbors, and finally entered the
enormous glass building where the cultivation of

violets Is carried on.

'"Nice array of flowers, isn't it?' the old gentle-

man inquired of me, waving his hand at the beauti-

ful beds of violets in bloom. ' I am not inordinate-

ly vain, my friend, I hope you will understand, and
yet I cannot but congratulate myself upon the in-

troduction of this violet-raising feature here, for I

myself was responsible for it, and only succeeded in

having this hothouse constructed after enormous
exertions with the authorities of the institution.'

"I congratulated the old gentleman upon the re-

sult of his labors and was just about to ask him to

take me into the main building and introduce me to

the superintendent when he suddenly excused him-

self, saying that he had left his spectacles on a

bench in the gardens and would be back directly.

I waited for him fully ten minutes, but as he did not

return I started on out of the glass building.

"'You didn't really expect him back?' I heard a

voice sa}', and then a pleasant-faced man, dressed

as a laborer and carrying a watering pot, came from

behind a group of palms. He spoke with a Scotch

brogue.

"'The old gentleman you were with is very bad

up here,' said the man with the watering pot, touch-

ing his forehead. ' He's been here for twenty years,

and he fancies he owns the place. I am the head

gardener here, and he tries his best to run me. But

he don't—no, sir, he don't. He can't. No crazy

man can run me.' And the Scotchman went down
the length of the raised violet beds, watering the

plants.

"I passed out of the glass building and started

for the entrance to the main building, there to pre-

sent my letters. As I was about to walk up the

steps to the entrance a man with side whiskers and

rather a sharp, piercing eye walked up to mc.

'"You have business here?' he inquired of me in

a rather sharp tone. Well I thought he might be

another of 'em, and so I kept right on. He followed

me up the stairs and into the office, and I had to

hand my letters to him. He was the superintend-

ent. He smiled when I told him of my experience

in the grounds.

"'Which of them was really insane?' I asked him.

'"AH of them,' he replied."

MILLIONS IN GOLD niSSINO.

The world is full of millions and millions of long

lost sovereigns. A competent authority has just

completed some investigations, which, he declares,

show that in three years the Bank of England has

lost trace of no fewer than 20,000,000 golden coins

of the realm. This wholesale disappearance of

the elusive sovereign has been going on for years,

according to the London Daily Mail. A river of

gold has flowed unceasingly from Threadneedle

street to all parts of the world, but it has come

back only as a tiny yellow streamlet. What has be-

come of the surplus in its wanderings? "Misers"

is the unpoetical explanation for the great part of

this disappearance. There still exist in this and

other countries people who are unbusiness-like

enough to hoard up gold and keep it lying idle by

them for the sole pleasure of knowing it is there

and occasionally counting it.

The people of India appear to be particularly ad-

dicted to a habit that is more reminiscent of medi-

eval times than of an age when money is generally

saved so that more can be made with it. In the

regency of Bombay it is estimated that 12,000,000

golden sovereigns are hoarded. If that is the rec-

ord of Bombay alone what is the full tale for the

whole country? China, too, absorbs a vast amount

of gold that never sees the light again. As a mat-

ter of fact, while the whole world is'searching for

and trying to acquire gold, a goodly part of it ap-
pears to be engaged in the less thrilling pastime of

hiding it away.

Great Britain is not guiltless of this commercial
sin. Dotted all over the kingdom are graveyards
of gold which if discovered and opened might re-

store to circulation a vast amount of wealth at pres-

ent absolutely useless. At a spot about two
miles from Herefordshire Beacon a treasure chest

is recorded in the local history as having been bur-

ied by a great family once resident in the district.

But the money cannot be found. There is a simi-

lar record in connection with Hulme Castle, for-

merly a seat of a branch of the Prcstwich family.

Somewhere near Stokesey Castle, Shropshire, there

is believed to be hidden a great oaken chest filled

with gold coins, but up to the present all efforts to

find it have ended in failure.

NOT FOOLED BY SALTING.

The scientific prospector of to-day goes armed
with accurate knowledge which enables him to as-

certain the relative value of mines. To him the old-

fashioned deception of "salting mines" has no ter-

rors. It is impossible for a person to salt a mine

to-day so that the expert mining engineer, who is a

chemist and an assayer as well, is deceived into re-

porting the mine to be worth more than its actual

value. The early trick of the mine salters was sim-

ply to mix a little gold dust and small pieces of un-

refined gold in the dirt, so that upon a superficial

examination it would seem as if a rich vein had

been struck. A few swindling cases like this served

to put the prospectors on their guard and they de-

manded to see and test more of the dirt than that

found on the surface. Then followed the more ex-

act method of salting the mine by loading a shot-

gun with flakes and small pieces of gold and shoot-

ing them into the vein of ore. For a while this

succeeded very well with the placer miners, who
would very often purchase a salted mine for a large

sum and discover the swindle a few days after the

men who had perpetrated the fraud had escaped.

The modern mining expert would smile at such a

simple salting method to-day and the fraud would

be detected in a short time. But mine-salting

methods have improved with the skill of the ex-

perts and the engineer sent out to examine a mine

in the interests of capitalists must be on the look-

out for fraud. There are men who can salt mines

with remarkable skill and accuracy and deceive any

but the most careful. The expert salt miners have

two good tricks which they sometimes work off on

the unwary. One is to whitewash the sides and

faces of the rock with a solution of auric chloride,

which, when the chloride of gold is dry, is hard to

detect from the genuine deposits of the precious

metal. The expert engineer to-day usually takes

samples of the rock or dirt from various parts of

the mines, seals them in small bags and personally

ships them off to some trusted assayer. With a

hypodermic syringe loaded with a solution of chlo-

ride of gold enough of the precious metal can be

injected into the bags when the expert's back is

turned for a few moments to raise the sample dirt

to an apparently enormous value.

We see it stated in an exchange that there is

enough grain in India to feed all the famine-stricken

people as well as the animals, but the starving pop-

ulation has not the money to buy. and so, starves to

death. This indicates the difference between the

Indian and the Saxon. Imagine a village full of

people starving to death, their children wasting to

skin and bone before their eyes, and right across

the street a man with a barn full of grain, enough

to feed all of them. It is not necessary to say what

would happen, money or no money. But then the

man with the white face and blue eyes has a taking

way of his own that never occurs to the brown man.
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NEW YEAR'S DAY IN NEW YORK.

BY MRS. O. B. WELD.

TiiEKE was much more made of New Year's Day

in New York three-quarters o{ a century ago than

characterized the observance of Christmas. It is

hard to account for the fact, but it was perhaps due

to the fact that the Holland element of the popula-

tion were simply carrying out the customs of the

land they left behind them.

Kor a week before the day the household were

busy making the cakes that would be used on the

occasion. These cakes were made in moulds of

wood or marble, and represented birds, animals, and

fishes. Their edges were notched with a small im-

plement called the jiggeiing iron. When these

cakes were all ready they were placed in layers, in

baskets, with tissue paper between, and then the

baskets were placed in the hall, behind the door.

When poor children called to wish the household a

happy new year, they were presented with one of

these cakes. Some of the children were too short

to reach the great brass knocker with which most

of the front doors were ornamented at that time,

and aid from pas-scrs-by was invoked to help them

out.

At the time of which I write the mistress of the

house received alone, and the callers were, of

course, the classes associated socially. As my

father was one of the charter members of the Wash-

ingtonian Society, a temperance organization, no

strong drink was served at our hou.se. Tea and

coffee, and cake were served our callers, who were

Dr. Knott, president of Union college, the faculty,

and that class of people. Those who made it an

occasion for imbibing strong waters remained

away from our house, and all similar places. It

was especially a ladies' day, there being much call-

ing to alone for neglected duties in the past.

Take it all in all it seems to mc at this remote

period th.it the observance of the day at the time

of which I write was accompanied with more genu-

ine kindliness of feeling than characterizes the

present time. This may be the result of the glam-

our of age thrown over the past, or it m,ay be actu-

ally true. At all events so it seems to me.

/i/xi'i, III.

HUNTING THE WILD TURKEY.

glossy turkeys come and surround your corn, al-

most before you are aware of it. You are all ex-

citement, you can scarcely hold your gun. But

you level it and discharge both barrels in quick

succession. Then there is such a fluttering and

scattering of turkeys as you seldom see. You may

now go and pick up any number from one to elev-

en.

One accustomed to seeing the wild turkey can

easily distinguish it from the tame one, as it has a

smaller head, a glossier coat, longer legs, and a

slimmer body.

As you pass through the woods you notice some

places where the trees are taller than in others and

from their tops afford a good view of the immedi-

ate surroundings. In a place like this the turkey

prefers to roost. It takes very skillful moving to

get within gunshot while they are on the roost un-

less the turkeys are wet. One rainy morning I

went to the woods and had not gone more than a

hundred yards from the edge, when suddenly I saw

on a limb not more than thirty yards away a young

gobbler, without a brush or limb between us. In-

stantly my gun leaped to my shoulder and I pulled

but it hung lire; I pulled again—bang! and down

came the turkey.

Sometimes they become confused by being

chased about. Coming home to dinner one day,

with gun containing a rabbit load, in hand, when

not far from the house I saw a turkey. It made no

effort to get away. I looked a moment until con-

vinced that it was a wild one, then shot at it. The

load was too light or else, as my brother, who was

standing by, claimed I was too much excited to aim

and simply shot in the direction of the bird. How-

ever it was the turkey was not affected. But the

still more striking part of the story is that the

hunter dropped his gun, grabbed up a stick, and

dashed through brush and briers after the confused

turkey, which remained until he was about fifteen

feet away, when it calmly spread its wings and

soared away. Then the hunter stopped, stared, re-

traced his steps, picked up his gun and continued

on his way home while the woods rang with his

brother's sidesplitting ha! ha's!

Bridgnvatcr, Va.
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A BUSINESS TRANSACTION.

When 1 was about fourteen my father bought a

tract of land almost entirely overgrown, in Prince

William County, Va. This tract was known as

good "turkey land," and hunters of the turkey dur-

ing the hunting season, and even a few days before,

had an exciting time trailing, " Hushing," driving

them from the roost in the evening or night, calling,

shooting, or eating them.

It was not long until I began to imbibe the hunt-

er's spirit and to take some interest in the fascinat-

ing sport. After some time a very proud boy
walked home one day with a turkey on his back.

Each season thereafter I killed from one to four

turkeys, until I quit the sport. The largest that I

killed, a young gobbler, weighed sixteen pounds.

1 was told for truth that one hunter had killed

eleven at one shot. Such occurrences are rare and
are possible only by baiting. This is done as fol-

lows: Corn is placed in the woods day after day at

a certain place. A flock finding it will come al-

most daily, unless frightened away. At first the

corn is scattered among the leaves. Later on it is

placed in heaps or rows preparatory to the final

event, which generally occurs Oct. 15, the day the

hunting season opens. On the fourteenth the hunt-

er puts his corn in a heap or row just as he thinks

best to cause the turkeys to arrange themselves so

as to give him the most advantageous shot. He
shoots from a"blin'," an enclosure about six feet

square, made of cedar or pine brush and so tight as

to completely hide the one within. The first brush

is placed a month or more before the " blin' "is fin-

ished, the second a day or so later, and so on. To
make it all at once would cause them to stop com-
ing.

Now imagine it is Oct. 15 and you arc sitting in

the blind, and a flock of fifteen or more of fine

IIY J. H. MILLER.

In Nilcs, Michigan, there lives a man who had

twenty acres of land in the Upper Peninsula. He
tried to sell this small, worthless piece of land as

he supposed, but no one wished to buy. One day a

stranger came to him and asked if he owned a tract

of land up there, to which the man replied, " Yes,

sir, I do, and 1 want to sell it." To which the man
replied, " I came on purpose to buy it, and I am
here to offer you Slo,000 for it," to which the man
said: "What do you mean?" The owner then said

he was not ready to sell. Then he was offered S20,-

000. The owner became e.xcited and could not

tell what this meant. He told the man he was not

ready to sell now, but would see further. So he

went up to see his small tract of land. To his sur-

prise his neighbor, Jaingghin, had opened up a nice

vein of silver and iron ore, running across his twen-

ty-acre lot. He began to search for the hidden
treasure, and soon found that the most of his twenty
acres had iron ore eight feet deep, with silver veins

running through. He now is operating the mines,

and is worth over six millions. He was a poor man,
but a fortune has made him a millionaire.

A man may become over anxious for wealth, and
by his avaricious spirit lose a good bargain. Had
he offered the owner S200 for that land, without a

doubt he could have bought it. The gentleman was
anxious to sell, and a small sum would have bought
it, but Sio,ooo and S20,ooo bids spoiled the whole
business.

to S600 a year
cording to the manner in which the patient I'k
to be kept. No matter how much he pays"!

"

ever, he is always the spoiled member of the
(°'

ily. The people of this curious village mAmx".
the management of the insane better than a

'

er community. The patient is always
given"'),

arm chair, the best seat at the table and enjoy" \^
most attention, so that he grows to value th-

'

teem in which he is held to such an extent th

will make the greatest efforts to master his di

lest he should forfeit his privileges.

The children of Gheel seem wiser than other

children, from their contact with their elders
'

years, though only their equals in brains. Childrt„

may be seen walking about hand in hand with peat
robust men, to whom they chatter in the most la-

miliar manner. Often the boarder patient is lold

off to take care of the baby of the household and

in most cases he makes an excellent nurse. Of

course, Gheel surpasses London, Paris or Berlin as

a rendezvous for emperors, kings, queens, popes,

archbishops, pashas, millionaires and such charac-

ters, all of whom are humored in their strange and

weird fancies. One king informs newcomers Ihat

he has two left legs and is obliged to have his

boots and trousers made accordingly. Another old

gentleman, who thinks himself the Pope of Rome,

says he is perfectly able to fly to heaven, bul thai

for the moment he is too fat. His landlord humors

him to the extent of offering to assist him to make

a start for the window sill of the first storj'. hj[

warns him that he may fall and break his neck,

whereupon the " pope " thinks better of it and pre-

fers to wait "until after tea."

One inhabitant of Gheel is always on the lookout

to borrow a hatchet, because he says he has gro«n

so stout all of a sudden that he must chop away tlit

doorway in order to get into the house.

Visitors to Gheel need not be surprised i( the)'

are accosted by an " innocent " in the street, inlk

tears in his eyes, asking for protection against sonic

butterfly or bird that was about to attack hini m

eat out his brains. 'Another fancies himself a seed

and begs the first comer to put him in his pocttt

... , -_. 1.1— ulni .Tivav. Onlvttii'

that the wind may not blow him away

other day he was in a terrible way because he i|i^

cied himself a mustard seed and that Ihc |'

'

were sure to swallow him. His landlord took I11.

to task, though humoring him at the same ^

"Have I not told you," he said, 'a dozr"

that you are perfectly safe? Birds d" ,""'
"^;;„

tard seed. They only eat hemp seed.
^^_^

the unfortunate man became quite calm^

^^ ^^^ ^

tented. Of course there is a " Dreyfus
^^^^^^ ^^^

who enjoys the sympathy of a >"=''
°

'
|,„.).

tients, but in addition to the belief th.ni

^^ ^^^^^

fus, he considershimself madeof glassa

tie that he avoids coming in contact wi

or any object

ihany""

At'the' Gheel hotels 'he landlords
jh||»j

^^

A CITY OF "INNOCENTS.'

The town of Gheel. in Belgium, is not often heard
of outside the borders of that country, writes an
Antwerp correspondent for the Chiaisro Nnus.
Even if the name is known, the nature of the mu-
nicipality is seldom mentioned. Gheel is a town of
fools, a town where simple-minded folks dwell in

peace with each other and the world at large; stroll

about the streets; patronize the local taverns and

greatest politeness and '^°"^'"^"''^^°''^.^^''^i,i'-''

'innocents," humoring all their fai":

f ^^ spcf

ut their wild id"S.

curious and

C(

side and its pi

w^^,,..,, humoring

pretending to carry out their wild id"^
^^

^^^^^,,

tacle is curious and a visit to Ghee
^^^^^,,5

strange as Alice's visit to Wonderlano.^^
^^

,„
^.t

very comical side and its pitiful
^'^" ^„„„„

t.-'b'

the tenderness and good will that n
^^^^^^

simple-minded folk and the •=""'" jmosfP"
restraint would astonish our latest

date asylum managements.

It seems a little tough to rear
''"'^^^'f

„"",<
J J'^'

girl and when she looks her ^""^^^^ (^iioo ''^^j

comfort to her parents ^a^e so
^^^^^

.^ ^£, )

^

along who has not got a cent inv
^^^^

|,„„<e
-

carry her off 300 or 400 miles
^^^

j^jornit-

him. While this seems '""^h. '^'^
j^jied l"'"

would be tougher yet

Perhaps that's so.
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A FISH STORY.

UV MKS. W- H. VON PLEES.

, , a catfish, but he had been endowed

'"""Ahan ordinary brains, which to tell the

"'''

"iTnot' develop early in life else this story

it..^havc been .old.

,rt
„,ny night in Ar

iWaTsity de-

"'"
'"being so muddy kept Tommy from seeing

and hook .ittached to that delicious tid-bit.

°
. his life from the time we knew him. One

^''l:!,, night in April two students of Bucknell

cided to go fishing in the Susquehanna

They baited their hooks with fat worms, and

lljivaler

*'
'"lo he had been buried in the mud all the

*i°er ami he was very hungry, so he made a dash

,1 ibe
worm an d secured it and the hook. Try as

muld he could not get away, and finally the

'

s hauled him out and threw him on the raft of

kr they were on. The heavy rain made it al-

St seem as if he were back in his native element

lin, Finally the boys were ready to go home

buibeforc starting they made a "stringer" from a

lotkcdtwig and strung him along with some small-

aSih on it through the gills.

He lay on the kitchen table all night in this woe-

lol plight and one by one he saw his companions

Jit, The mistress coming down next morning

liming over the fish said, " Why, this catfish is

aliiT yet, if he lives he'll make an excellent scav-

cDger in our cistern." She carefully removed the

Ittig while Tommy tried to look grateful with the

Iilllc remaining life he had in him.

The cistern was a great wooden barrel made to

kid the ram water from the house roof.

How delicious the water felt to his fast stiffening

i)od}. He lay perfectly still a few seconds, then

warn painfully away and hid himself among the

Icavesthat covered the bottom.

You know that fish cannot hear, but when his mis-

tress would whistle in the open mouth of the cistern

Tommy could feel the vibrations of the water. At
frsi he was shy, but he soon learned that a whistle

meant food, so being something of a gourmand he
Itarned to come at once. Just after a rain many
angleworms would work their way into the cistern
and ,it such times Tommy was slow to respond.
lUcn he did come and found only bread awaited
km he would flounce his tail disgustedly and go off

"one side and sulk, but on the other hand in a
l»ng dry spell he would come to the top with a
Wand learned to jump for a tidbit.
"le mistress or any of the family could pick hin
Th,

"Pandplay with him, he laying perfectly still, but
'laslranger attempted any liberties he would re-

I™
It at once, the result being a badly pricked

ftand,

^J"

the summer he would play around a hand in

n'
1'^'"' "'PP'"!? a ''"ger here, pinching a thumb

."'' ^°™"inies turning completely over on his
•»* lobe tickled.

e had him ten years and finally his voracious
*lite caused his death. We mourned him sin-

^ y, for he not only kept the water pure but was
"°n»sny as well.

EXCITlNa AUVENTURES IN CATCniNQ WILD
ANlriALS ALIVE.

w' is"th'^^'''''

""'""'' ^°' P^hWz zoos and private

'•
Will'

"^ '"''-'esting and adventurous occupation

P'Hlhi'rr
^°°^' °^ Laramie, Wy. During the

"imals
*'^'^^" '"^ '='= caught thousands of wild

"'< Vr R^ ^"'If.
^"™^''* '''''''= ^°' "''- market,"

"'sessv, L.°°''
""' '"^' '''^<= every other vocation;

..TjlJ

'""=" you know how.

"""'8ani'*"^l'^"*
fo'' instance. The elk is a big,

'^PlWeof™'
''"^' '''^'^' °' '°°'' '"'' ordinarily the

"^ ' "rear'^f'''^^
*""''' '"' * 2°°'' '''^'''' ''"^ '°^'

'"'dasvo
'ightning. But they are not cap-

Thc L",
""^'" g° °"t and lasso a steer,

"''^'sprine'"!"'
""^ ''^ "^"*"y "="^6 along in the

"*°"ood th

'^'^ season, by reason of the scar-

"""
food

' •'"'nals are not nearly so strong as

'**'°n' too "^l!"

'"^ '°""«' about anywhere. At this

*""'
one of ''''!f"'='

snowfalls are frequent, and
':" form

a

"'™'^"='" depth comes the mountain-

'"""snow-'I^"'"''
''"°"' '"'" '° twenty and start

" Being well acquainted with the habits of the elk,

it is comparatively easy for the hunters to locate a

herd, and then the chase begins. The snow being
deep and wet, the elk find great difficulty in floun-

dering through it, while the men on snowshoes can
travel comparatively fast. The result is that the

younger members of the herd soon become ex-

hausted and fall an. easy prey to their pursuers.

"As soon as an elk falls from exhaustion or is

overtaken and roped, it is hog-tied, and the hunters

leave it and continue the chase after the main herd.

One by one the young elk are captured, and from

five to ten are frequently taken on a hunt. The
captured elk are thrown on sleds and taken to a

strong corral, where they are liberated. In a few

days they are almost as gentle as cows, and take to

hay as readily as a range steer might.

"The demand for wolves is by no means heavy,

but when they arc wanted it is the young ones that

we go after. They usually have to be dug out of

holes, and the task is a laborious one. Young
wolves occasionally are also caught in traps. If

caught while young they can be tamed with com-
parative ease, although they are not the kind of

animal to tie to.

"Hunting bears in the West is not what it used

to be. The bear is a wise old guy, who looks like a

farmer, but isn't. The bears that you see in zoos

and circuses are usually caught when quite young

and brought up in the waj' they should go. No-

body wants to waste his time in training an old

bear. You hear man)' funny stories concerning ex-

periences with bears.

"The funniest thing of the kind that I ever wit-

nessed was just over the Wyoming-Colorado line

back in '76. A number of prospectors had pitched

camp in the foothills, and one of the party, Jim

Henley, started out one morning with a double-bar-

relled shotgun to kill some sage hens. He had

gone up along a ridge above camp and was feeling

along through the sage brush when he ran onto a

bear digging yam pa root.

"The bear didn't know that anybody was near,

and probably never would have been any wiser if

Henley hadn't pumped two loads of birdshot into

him. The only effect was to make the bear angry,

and he promptly started for Henley, who headed

for camp on a dead run. We heard him yelling as

he touched the high places, with the bear in hot

pursuit, and as he came into camp he cried:

"'Here we come, boys; secure your meat.'"

A WONDERFUL FREAK OF NATURE.

BY JEMUH COBD.

Perhaps it would be interesting to the readers of

the 'Nook to learn of a wonderful freak of nature,

located in a forest in Decatur County, Iowa. It is

an elm tree, or rather two entirely distinct and sep-

arate trees united into one. There is about a foot

of space between the two at the ground, where the

base of each trunk measures three feet and two

inches in circumference. At the height of about

six feet the two unite and form one solid trunk,

measuring at this point three feet and nine inches

in circumference, and from there to the topmost

branch, some fifty feet, is as one tree, with limbs

and branches.

The zvondt-r is, how did it come about that the two

united and grew together so perfectly in that way.

The old adage, " As the twig is bent, the tree is in-

clined," might possibly be applied in this case.

Might it not be that in an " early day " some wood-

chopper or maybe nut gatherer, or, possibly the Red

Man of the forest, so bent the twigs that they

were caused to grow as the tree is now found?

Who can tellf

Garden Grove, Iowa.

INSECTS DREAD THE X-RAYS.

Some interesting experiments on the effect of the

Roentgen rays on the lower animals have recently

been made. A box was made half of wood and half

of sheet lead. In the wooden half a number of

larv.t of flies, bees, beetles and other insects was

placed and the box was then put into the field of

the X-rays.

The insect colony at once became greatly excited,

and after crawling to and fro, finally emigrated to a

worm, to the leaden half of the box, where the rays

could not penetrate.

The experiment was repeated many times and al-

ways with the same result.

A similar experiment was tried with the blind

larv.t of a certain species of beetle. A number of

them was placed in an open cigar box, which also

contained a metal box with an opening. No sooner

were the rays turned on than the insects showed

signs of distress. Their uneasiness increased, and

in a little while they all sought refuge in the metal

box. The X-rays, it should be remembered, easily

penetrate wood and most other substances, but can-

not pass through metal unless it is in very thin

plate.

As the larvx, in the second experiment, were

entirely sightless, their perception of the rays must

take place through the nerves of the skin.

This assumption is in accordance with the fre-

quently observed fact that prolonged exposure to

the X-rays give rise, even in human beings, to in-

flammation of the skin and causes the hair to fall off.

ODD uses OF INDIAN CORN.

At the Paris exposition there was a little show-

case wherein were displayed the more important

Indian corn products of this country. They made

an amazing display, including the following arti-

cles:

Cornmeal, hominy, hulled corn, cream of maize,

granulated cornmeal, canned green corn, canned

hulled corn, maizena, samp, degerminated samp,

cream meal, self-rising pancake flour, quick malt,

brewers' grits, husks for mattresses, cellulose for

packing the coffer dams of battleships, paper stock

prepared from cornstalk, degerminated brewers'

meal, Hourbon whiskey, alcohol, bolted cornmeal,

hulled cornmeal, feed of ground blades, stalks and

cobs, varnish, cob pipes, corn lager beer, table syr-

up, popcorn, table grits, British gum, salves, laun-

dry starch, table starch, frumentum, flaked hominy,

gum paste, corn oil, vulcanized corn oil, oil cake,

grape sugar, gluten feed, glucose, confectioners'

crystal, glucose and confectioners' paste. Corn oil

vulcanized forms the basis of a substitute for rub-

ber.

This substitute, compounded with sixty per cent

commercial rubber, is used in rubber boots, lino-

leum, wheel tires, blankets and other articles.

Crude corn oil has been used in the manufacture of

toilet soap. Rectified it is as clear as alcohol and

is the base of a substitute for olive oil. Cornstalk

pit is of value in making paper, varnish, films,

imitation silks and guncotton and other explosives.

SUNFLOWER TRADE IN EUROPE.

The sunflower, once the symbol of the esthetic

craze, is now a commercial asset. It is a valuable

commodity in Russia, Hungary and Austria, and

the fact prompts the question, Is there hope for the

distressed British agriculturist in its cultivation?

Many tons of the seed are imported here, and at-

tempts have been made to produce the home-grown

article. But the climate obstinately refuses to as-

sist in producing a sunflower crop that can be grown

and sold at a profit. The flower itself, however, is

responsible for part of the failure—it takes too

much out of the land. Consequently, only a few

acres under sunflower cultivation are to be found in

Pingland—acres useless for anything else except

thistles or weeds; and the seeds are for the benefit

of the owners' pheasants.

Russia sends by far the largest number of tons of

sunflower seeds. They are made into food cakes

fur cattle, and something—very little— is done with

the oil extracted from them for medicinal purposes.

A large trade in the seeds is also done with South

Africa—from London. No one seems to know what

they are wanted for there, but it is suspected that

the natives eat them, as the poorer Russians do, and

esteem them a luxury.

One of the men employed at the zoological gar-

dens in New York has a black snake that has the

run of his house. It has the reputation of being the

best rat catcher in the entire borough of the Bronx.

It is also a family pet.

A KITTEN has been brought up on an exclusively

vegetable diet by a family of vegetarians. The re-

sult is that it will not touch animal food and it pays

no attention to rats or mice. .
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YOUR NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS.

Oh yes, we know that you have made at least

some good resolutions for the coming year, to go

into cffc-ct on the first day. You arc likely having

all the good time you can with the old sin or fault

that you are going to give up—and lay hold of

again, after a time, in all probability. All this is

human, and perfectly natural, and as far as the reso-

lutions to do better are concerned entirely justifia-

ble. But there is a better way.

Here is our proposition. Give it up or take it on

as it may happen to b« a sin of omission or com-

mission, without waiting on the almanac to help

you out. The way to quit a thing is to quit, and

the time is now. The time to lay hold of a good

thing is right now. And let the 'Nook advise you

a little further,—don't undertake too much at one

time. It is better to cut off one bad habit, and hold

on to all the rest, than to drop all and almost im-

mediately take them all to your heart and life

again. In other words, though it may not be good

theology, don't undertake being perfect all at once.

Nobody ever tried it who continuously succeeded.

The best make breaks. That is some comfort.

The moment you find out the certain fact that of

yourself you can do next to nothing you are on the

right road to success. Christ is an ever-present

help in time of need.

Have you ever heard it set forth that Christ died

for failures? When you recognize the fact that by

yourself you are nothing but a failure, and that you

are in despair, then you are ready to reach out your

hands for help, and, wonder of wonders, not once

since the day Christ rose, has this help been refused.

It may not come in our asked-for way, that may

not be the best way, but it comes in its best form

for us in some way often unlooked for.

When we have gasped out our life and passed

over, one of the things the 'Nook thinks we will

recognize is, that on a review of our lives here in

this earth shell, we will see that everything was for

Ihe best, and the very things we struggled so in-

effectually against were right after all. In other

words, the unavoidable is always right, though it

may not show clearly as we travel along life's way.

So start the fight as you read this article. liegin

with the determination to win, and remember that

the sin will not consist so much in falling as in not

getting up again. Have a friend with whom you

can talk from the heart out. It is a help to discuss

these things with a thoughtful person in wliom we

can confide. Hut the start must be made by our-

selves, and it is a constant matter of care that we
do not slip. God gives help. Don't wait for the

New Year day. Hegin now.

AN EXCHANGE COLUflN.

the Brethren in the East. A good cook and likes

children. No objection to the country, but town

preferred. Address, D. E. Inglenook Office, El-

gin, 111."

Now some sister, tired out with bad help, sees

this, writes us, and we forward the letter to the

proper party.
. - u n

Every class of workers may send in their calls

for either work or workers, and it will be handled

free of cost, but both the one wanting work, and the

one wanting workers MUST be regular recipients

of the 'Nook in their families or no attention will

be paid to their calls. We cannot undertake an in-

telligence office for the whole country. It is for

'NooKERS, and 'Nookers only. It may prove

of inestimable help to many people. No questions

need be asked us. We will tell nothing whatever

to anybody. Send in your wants now if you have

any. They will appear as received.

IN JUNE.

»V M. M. SHERRICK.

There must have been three little birds all nei

Or four, now who (.an say?

Ill the cozy nest on the poplar tree

When the robin sang all day.

There must have been love in the poplar tree.

Where Mrs- Bird dreamed alway,

But with eyes awake, and wings outspread,

When robin sang all day.

I know that the sunshine was bright and fair.

And found in one heart its way,

And the tune in the heart was the robin's tune.

And the robin sang all day.

VIGOROUS MEASURES.

For a long time the favorite form of "make be-

lieve" of little Faith was that of "getting married."

For weeks she was a bride, marching down an im-

aginary aisle, to the strains of an imaginary wed-

ding march, to meet an imaginary bridegroom. At

last her mother, becoming tired of it, said:

"Faith, don't you know that when you get mar-

ried you will have to leave me?"
This was a rude awakening, and the game stopped.

Not long afterward she came to ask the differ-

ence between "Miss" and "Mrs." To make herself

clear her mother said:

"Well, when you grow up and become a young

lady you will be Miss Butler; but if some man
should ask you to marry him "

"I'd call a policeman!" exclaimed Faith, and her

interest was at an end.

See the cooking school column. Sisters on all

sides, send in your best. A professional nurse is

going to give us some sick peoples' dishes Who
can give us a good " snitz and nep " recipe?

Owing to a misunderstanding between the Editor

and the author of the story, " The Mistake of their

Lives," the serial will not appear in the present

issue as promised last week.

We expect to add a department to the 'Nook in

which people who want work, and others who want

workers can be brought into communication-. It

will be free to all subscribers' families on each side,

and to them only. Thus if a young brother in

Pennsylvania would like to go west and work on a

farm he would write the 'Nook the situation, his

age, and what he can do, farming, say. In the

next 'Nook wouUl appear something as follows:

" A Pennsylvania brother, twenty years of age, a

thorough farmer, desires a place as a farm hand

with a brother in the West. Address, A. B., Ingle-

nook Office, Elgin, 111."

Then B. C, a farmer in the West, having had

poor help and desirous of a good worker, writes

the 'Nook saying what he wants, and we send the

letter to A. B. and let them go into correspondence

themselves.

Or some good sister would like to go into some

family as a worker, and she writes us the particu-

lars. In the next 'Nook this appears: "A sister

in Ohio would like a place in the family of some of

There is many a Christian who asks the Lord to

lead him in all his business and spiritual affairs, but

when he goes to the polls thinks it safer to follow

his own judgment.

When a man is no longer afraid, but is prepared

to welcome whatever comes, because he sees in it

the appointment of a loving Father, why then he is

in a happy state.

Goon by, old year. You were all right in the

main. Adios! Welcome, new year! Bring us

peace, and if we never see another, then may it be

well with us.

Have you sent on your subscription for the next
year or postalcarded us that you wish us to contin-

ue your name?
« ^

«

The more we help one another the more we want
to. The more brotherly we act the more brotherly
we feel.

QUESTIONS,

Ever since we started our Query r
I

'NooKER has been sending us questio
""^"

*H
last issue of the year we propose getting J" ^
our questioners. We ask you a few

^'^^

1
Next week we will go back to the old ^"^^^'°"'J

how many of these you can answer.

* « »

What is a palimpsest?

* « *

What causes a dimple?

« • *

What is a Pinto Indian?

* « *

Where was Tenochtitian?

w » «

How did calico get its name?
# * *

What is the shape of the night?

# * #

Are heat and light the same thing?

« « «

What is the scientific cause of gray hair?

« * «

In making soap at home why is it boiled?

« w «

How do animals see in absolute darkness?

* * #

What is a semaphore? All have seen them.

• « *

What animal's legs first grow after it is born?

« * «

Have you forgotten to renew your subscription?

# * #

What is it that makes the leaves in Spring green?

« « #

Putty is made of oil and whiting. What iswiiit-

What, in fact, are the "currants" you buy in the

store?
* * #

What liquid will float a huge cannon ball on its

surface?
* # #

Why are certain sea fish only found at certain

levels in the water?
« * #

What weekly publication never gets into a rut

but is alive all over?
* * *

What disease is it that often manifests itself with

a wild, unearthly cry?
* * *

Why will a baby go to sleep quicker if you allow

it to hold on to your finger?

* # *

What is the Circle of Willis and the Island ol

Reil? Every reader has them.

* *

When you shine your shoes what is the scicnM c

reason why the polish comes?

* # *

What is the scientific reason why a match ig"'

when you scratch it on something?

* * *

Why does electricity make the filament in an e
«•

trict light bulb give out light and hcatf

In what city of over 100,000 population ili

not get a single vote for the Presidency?

* * *

How could you stop a barrel of
'l"^"^l\„i\M

menting without the use of chemicalsr

allowed.

. , uy side, fl

A horse and a cow, lying down '""^ '
^f aoi-

up each in a different way. They are ^l^^^^ij you

mals, those that get up this way.

Th.\t Exchange column will do you a great deal
of good in all probability. You can write in con-
fidence.

,..a,o, ,,.uj^ ^.-..^ b-- -r - .1 you =''

determine the movement of an anmi.

good picture of? It is well marked.

Every neighborhood has its smart m-i"
«J^.^^

,,„,

it all. Read these questions to him •>"'
^|,_ yd,

readily and plainly he answers. '
. L; tha''''

is, ah because it is yes, anybody k

is its nature to be that a way."
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THE

, , ,er of butterine merely uses a new

„ well-known food product. He

,oiP""'T'.'^'^*i.y „hat the cow does by the laws

i**'''"°'Hvan3lysis certain ingredients are found
Uy U ^

if"'""' d
oleomargarine is made by obtaming

bull" '"
„ other source and combining them

[¥"
(rorn

some <

,
proportions. One of the principal of

'"""'lein, an exceedingly rich oil secreted by
-''^ °

f the cow. The discoverer of the new

jtgueaa that if olein was found in the milk

"""'*
^'"^obably occur elsewhere in the animal,

Idbyanaly-^
he learned that the caul-fat, which

, cushion aind blanket for the intestines, was

It was a comparatively sim-
''f\l,e substance.
'

tn extract the olein and make it the

ft
P'W^

'""'
of the great Chicago factories a whole

'"

r/is devoted to expressing olein or oleomar-

lil as it is more familiarly called, from the

Cm As soon as the fat comes into the manu-

M illrom the slaughter house it is dumped into

where all the blood and dirt is thor-

rfv washed away from it. It is then carried to

perHoor, where it is poured mto a row of iron

lilies
provided with steam jackets for heating

iiposes.
Here the temperature is carefully raised

L
5 degrees-at a higher temperature than that

j;fitwill burn—and the oil slowly tries out, as-

sisltd by revolving toothed shafts not unlike the

ijitilors of an ice-cream freeEer.

When the skilled eye of the workman sees that

lit (at has been sufficiently heated it is drained to

lie next Hoor into large, cool kettles or clarifiers,

ikieall the dirt and refuse, if there is any, settles

lolhe bottom. The clear oil is then drawn out into

JD-lineJ trucks by means of a siphon and trundled

nay to a big room, where it is allowed to cool and

[lanulate for three days at a temperature of 85 de-

crees.

At the end of that time it is sent down stairs to

Ihepress-room. This is a busy place. All the men

iradad in neat white jackets and their sleeves are

died to their shoulders. The truck, with its yel-

lowish-white contents, is wheeled to a little table,

around which four men are standing. In front of

each there is a small rectangular box open at the

and fastened to the table. Over this the work-
n spreads a piece of stout white duck. Enough

•I the tallow oil is dipped up to fill the box and then
Ik next workman takes it in hand, folds the top of

iWduck over the soft mass and passes the cake up
lothemanon the presser. This machine consists

•Isixty pieces of sheet iron loosely fastened at the
i«ls lo shafts. Between each pair of these plates

'* of the little duck packages of tallow are

and when the whole machine is full pressure
"Siven by means of a screw at the top. As it in-

neases gradually the oil is squeezed out through
"ncli and drips downward into. a trough. Of

' fifty pounds of fat to an animal twenty-nine
'"""ds is oleomargarine oil. When the pressure is

"Wved the flattened duck packages come out filled

an almost tasteless sub-
vilb

pure white cak

^J«
known as stearine, which is used as an ingre-

« in making certain brands of lard.

„,/
° ^^ i' fims from the press is ready for use

l„/
"*'''"? ot butterine. Part of it goes directly

elactory near at hand and part is barreled for

jj

["' '° Holland. The amount exported in

i,[ ,

""^ "'is country was 91,581,703 pounds,
-™ at

19,011,889,

' eomargarine factory is a most interesting
Un entering the building a visitor is struckilm

ioojjj
"""^^ f'y the scrupulous cleanness of the

'"'I the - .'
''^'"^y are polished and repolished

are almost as white as the proverbial New

""»fbuil!r'''"''°°''' ^" ">*= employes through-

Hi|
Hj

',°'"g are clad in white jackets and aprons,

it comes back it looks a good deal like light brown
sugar, and has a distinctly buttery taste. It is

packed in tin-lined trays about six feet long by
three wide, and placed in a cool storeroom until it

is needed for use. Everything about this storeroom
must be kept free from dirt, for the reason that the

oil, like butter, is so sensitive that it readily takes

up foul odors. A single drop of kerosene in the

room might taint and ruin a whole supply of oil.

Into the storeroom "neutral," as it is called, or

the purest leaf lard, which has gone through the

process of deodorizing in brine, is brought and
stored. As these two parts of the oleomargarine,

both of which are practically without taste, are

needed they are trundled out on trucks, and two

workmen with their sleeves rolled up shovel them
in equal parts into the flaring tin funnel of a chute

which leads to the creamery below.

On reaching the next floor the mass falls into a

big vat or churn heated to 180 degrees and is rapid-

ly stirred by two men with wooden paddles until

the lumps all disappear. To assist in this operation

small sieves are also used. When the mass has

been rendered homogeneous a certain quantity of

genuine butter and buttermilk, sometimes to the

amount of twenty per cent of the whole, is put in,

together with a little butter-color of the same kind

that is used in ordinary creameries, and the stirring

goes forward again. The genuine butter used is

churned in a revolving churn near at hand, the milk

being purchased and collected in exactly the same

way as in a creamery. In fact, one end of the oleo-

margarine churn-room is nothing but a small cream-

ery. The cheaper grades of butterine do not con-

tain quite as much butter, and they are usually

churned by machinery instead of by hand.

When the oleomargarine comes from the churn it

has very much the appearance of butter. It is

dumped on a circular table and a long conical but-

terworker operated by machinery squeezes out the

buttermilk and works in the necessary amount of

salt. A man in a clean white jacket helps along the

process with a wooden paddle. When the butterine

has been sufficiently worked and loaded into one of

the tin-lined trucks it looks like real butter, tastes

like real butter, and no one but an expert can tell it

from real butter. The creamery has a capacity of

20,000 pounds in twenty-four hours, and 100 men

and ten women are required to do the work.

After standing one day in a clean, cool storage

room and then being reworked, the oleomargarine

is taken downstairs to the packing rooms. Here

white-jacketed men and girls stand at tables with

mountainous heaps of the moist yellow butterine in

front of them. With a deft movement a man scoops

up a handful and plasters it into a mold holding

one pound. Then he drops it out before a girl, who

wraps it up in a piece of parchment paper, and it is

then packed away in boxes. In this department

the greatest care is taken to have everything sweet

and clean. The floor and all the tables are scrubbed

at least once a day.

'Sland ki

"Hheb,

Sirls

«ps.
n the packing-rooms wear dainty

a stream of oleomargarine oil of a

pumped into several large

'« the ,|j|
"" °' making the oleomargarine begins

'""I a °* "'s building. Here in one cor-

tl^'j^^ter col,

"'ins
o(

j'"? '''^"les, where it is kept stirred by

'>s.
.jj'^"'='s similar to those in the trying-

''5'tes
to

' '''"'Perature is carefully raised to 185

J'''V(1 in^"^!'
""^ °'' thoroughly, and then it is

[^ billed
°

t

^^ 'in-lined vats where it is stored

'""'.where-
'^ ""^" P^s^'='' through a bath of

" IS washed and deodorized, and when

ABOUT INDIANS.

A BRIGHT youth asked us to say something in the

'Nook about Indians, and while the subject is a

very interesting one, it is very hard to get hold of.

Everybody has heard of Indians, read of them, and

a good many hQve seen them. The writer lived

among them for a time, and learned a good deal

about them. So a little Indian talk in the Ingle-

nook may not be amiss.

When the first white men came to this country the

Indians were in possession, and they were friendly.

They were divided into tribes, and there was a good

deal of internecine warfare, tribe against tribe, and

all of them, with some exceptions, noted later, were

nomadic, or wandering in their habits. They re-

mained in one place as long as the game held out,

and then they pulled up stakes, literally so, and

moved on to a place where there were more deer or

buffalo. It should be remembered that the buffalo

was found all over the country, from the far east to

the far west. The Indian, with his bow and arrow,

could get beside a buffalo, either by stratagem or

superior running, and drive an arrow clear through

the animal, so that it came out on the far side and

stuck in the ground. Outside of wild game they

had a few vegetables, notably corn and beans, and

something like a sweet potato in the far south.

They kept their corn by burying it, and what we

have found is very much on the nubbin order.

They were great people for fish and oysters, and the

piles of shells in places along the coast are marvel-

ous in extent It is likely they got along pretty

well in summer, and in winter had a pretty hard

time of it.

They had a religion, the Great Father, and a sort

of picture writing, and a sign language that enabled

them to communicate one tribe with another having

a different spoken language. Now these Indians

were to be found all over the United States, till we
come to the Pacific coast, where we find another

and a different lot. The Coast Indians differed in

color and habits from the interior Indians. The
Coast man, that is, the Pacific coast man, was dark-

er in color, and he was more or less of a town

dweller. He was a different sort of man in his men-

tal and moral make-up. He was an indifferent

fighter, and doubtless the Red Man and the Black

Indian had many a fight, and it seems from what is

left of the record that the Red Man got the better

of the darker brother. At all events the blacker

Indian moved, or was driven southward, and dug

out homes for his people in the sides of the cliffs

where the warlike Red Man could not well get at

him.

Now these red and black wild people were of two

different stocks, and while nobody knows clearly

where the red specimen came from originally, it is

pretty well agreed that the blacker one came from

Asia, probably, as Humboldt says, from the migra-

tory, warrior shepherd kings of the north of Asia.

At all events the two did not get on well together,

and the black wild man moved south, and scattered

over the upper part of Mexico. He arrived one day,

about a thousand years ago, on the site of what is

now Mexico City, and here he built himself a town.

When Cortez, the splendid freebooter and grand

rascal, came on the scene about 1620, he found a

country peopled by natives that had got along pret-

ty well toward a rude civilization. Cortez proceed-

ed to destroy their capital, and the Catholic church,

through one of its earlier bishops, gathered up all

the Aztec books, picture writing it was, and burned

the whole pile in the market place. If these manu-

scripts had been spared we would have learned a

great deal.

The oncoming flood of Spanish in Mexico married

into and corrupted the native, and the cross is the

Mexican proper of to-day. But more than half of

the population of Mexico to this day is the Indian,

living in the same towns, doing the same things,

and generally is the same thing as his fathers of a

thousand years ago.

But when the black Indian, or the Aztec, came on

the scene in Mexico he found a town and city-dwell-

ing people there before him, which he called the

Toltecs, that being only a word in Aztec for archi-

tect or builder. And what is stranger yet, before

the Toltecs were a people that nobody knows any-

thing about, and this people was away ahead of the

Red, the Black and the Aztec Indians. These built

cities, had a written language, and were possessed

of temples, great cities, waterworks, paved streets

and the like. The writer spent some time in the

ruins of these cities. Would you like to hear of

them? Watch the 'Nook.

AN INQENIOUS TIME SYSTEM.

Among the Montagnais Indians a crude form of

sun dial is used in hunting to let the squaws, who

follow their lords and masters, know whether they

may " take it easy " or " hurry up," for they might

fare badly if they lagged behind when their hus-

bands were ready for supper. And so the men

when hunting erect in the snow a stick at some

well-known place and draw the exact line of the

stick's shadow in the snow before going on. When

the women arrive there with their pots and other

cooking utensils they note the new line of the

shadow, and by observing the angle which it forms,

with the line already drawn in the snow they can

tell how far ahead their husbands arc.

"You have been in another fight, Tommy," said

the mother to her seven-year-old boy.

"No; I wuzn't," was the dogged reply.

"Why, Tommy, I can tell by your appearance

that you have been fighting. Your face is all

scratched up. You musn't tell a story about it."

"I ain't telling no story. I said 1 wuzn't in it, an'

I wuzn't."
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soneTHrNQ about vour holiday candy.

AccOKiuNG to the estimate of a prominent con-

fectioner Chicago consumes about 15,000,000

pounds of candy annually. On a basis of 1,500,000

inhabitants this would represent a candy capacity

often pounds for every man, woman and child in

the city. Of this amount a surprisingly large pro-

portion is made up of the better grades of candy,

the chocolates, caramels and various kinds of su-

gared nuts, liy all odds cholocate candy is the

most popular, and the demand for it is growing

daily larger. Sales of the old simple varieties of

stick candy and lozenges are declining, the palate

of the modern child requiring something that is

richer and sweeter. Of recent years grown people

have learned to eat candy; there are a great many

homes where it is always kept on the dinini;-table.

In the consumption of sugar and sweetmeats the

Americans exceed almost every other civilized

country, and their machinery and conveniences for

making candy are much more elaborate than those

of any other country. In Great Britain the amounts

manufactured and used are much smaller, and the

varieties are comparaiively few and rather poor in

(juality.

The largest ingredient of candy is sugar. This

may seem a superfluous assertion, but it means a

good deal. A few years ago when sugar was scarce

and high in price it was really one of the lesser in-

gredients, at least in the poorer qualities of candy,

glucose and other things being largely used as sub-

stitutes. Hut the price of sugar went down and it

is now cheaper than anything else, and the result is

that the candy of to-day is probably purer and bet-

ter than it ever was before in this country. Some
glucose is now used in the cheaper grades of goods

even by the best manufacturers. It is in no way an

injurious substance, but it is practically tasteless

and candy in which it is used is far from being as

sweet as that made from pure sugar.

One of the largest manufactories in Chicago uses

fifty barrels of sugar every day. It is of three

kinds— confectioners', which is almost as fine and

soft as flour, and mold A and crystal A, both of

which arc coarse and crystalline. Some of the oth-

er raw materials used are glucose, cocoa beans,

cocoanuts, almonds and other varieties of nuts,

h'rench apricots and other kinds of fruit, and pure

cream for use in caramel-making. When the sugar

comes in at the receiving door it goes at once to

the top of the building. As the elevator ascends

the atmosphere grows richer every moment with

the palate-tickling odors of cooking candy.

The superintendent first leads the way into the

cream-candy department. Here the sugar with a

small projjortion of glucose to make the consistency

of the candy thicker, is boiled in water until the

sirup is thick and almost clear. Great care is nec-

essary not to burn the sugar in boiling. When the

candy is sufliciently cooked it is poured out upon
huge marble slabs, where it is allowed to cool for a

time. Then bare-armed workmen, aproned from

head to foot, begin to stir up the sticky mass with

long iron instruments which are known to the can-

dymaker as " spaddles." The candy is worked up
very much as a plasterer would stir mortar, until it

is hard and white and almost crystalline. This
makes cream candy. The same object is accom-
plished on a larger scale in big copper kettles or
" beaters," which not only cook the ingredients but

beat them while and hard by means of a rotating

dasher.

The candy is now ready to be cast into a hun-

dred different sizes and shapes. Instead of using

iron or wooden molds, as one would suppose, candy
is cast in cornstarch molds, which are prepared

with great care. The starch is placed in narrow,

shallow boxes and smoothed off at the top. Then
they are run. one after another, under a press, the

lower part of which is covered with projections of

just the size required. When the press goes down
a little hammer taps the top of it automatically,

and the cornstarch is punctured with rows of

smooth, clear-cut holes. More than 25,000 such

boxes are used in the factory. When the molds
are complete they are filled from a lank with the

cream candy. Marshmallows, which are made of

the white of egg, sugar and gum arabic, are cast in

the same way.

When the candy in the molds is dry and hard the

boxes are taken to an interesting machine called a

"starch-buck." Here the starch and the candies

are dumped into a hopper under which are a series

of sieves. The starch readily falls through the

meshes and the candy hops along on top and is

finally tailed off at the farther end, after which it is

put through a scries of brushes to take off the last

vestige of starch.

The cheaper kinds of gumdrops such as those

sold on the street corners at five cents a pound are

made mostly of glucose with some sugar and

starch. They are cast like the creams and then

rolled in granulated sugar. The genuine gumdrops,

which are much more expensive, are made of pure

sugar and gum arabic.

One of the most interesting processes in candy-

making is the dipping of creams. A row of

girls sit around a narrow table, in the center of

which a number of tilted kettles rest over a coil of

steam-pipes. From a tray at one side of them the

girls take the creams, one by one. on a little wire

spoon and dip them into the thick sirup in the ket-

tles. Then the drops, as they are now called, are

placed on a piece of oilcloth and set in a frame to

dry. This is the way the thin chocolate coatings

are placed on chocolate drops. The girls who do

this work become very expert, some of them being

able to dip as many as 1,000 pounds of candy a

day, or more than 30,000 pieces.

Another room is devoted wholly to the manufac-

ture of lozenges and candy hearts. For this pur-

pose the sugar is mixed cold in big tubs and the

lozenges are pressed out in molds. Mottoes are

printed on the hearts with a rubber stamp. Here

are some of them:

1 LOVE YOU.

MEET ME BV MOONLIGHT.

IF I'APA doesn't OUJECT.

Although this style of confectionery has gone

somewhat out of fashion in the city, it is still popu-

lar in many small towns.

The cocoanut department occupies the whole end

of one story. The nuts are bought whole, and the

hard white meat is taken out and placed in a kettle,

where it is boiled and violently agitated at the

same time by means of rotating dashers. Sugar in

certain proportions is added, and when the mass is

sufficiently cooked it is placed on a marble slab,

where it is rolled down fine with a long piece of

gas pipe. One of the most popular forms of cocoa-

nut candy is the " tea-biscuit," which is an oval

piece of pressed cocoanut baked brown on both

sides. Cocoanut is also colored and molded into

various forms, one of them representing the Ameri-
can flag, and then sliced up into strips with a

patent cutting machine.

Caramel-making is one of the greatest arts in the

whole business. Caramels are made of sugar and
pure cream carefully boiled together until they are

<if the proper consistency and then poured on a

marble slab to cool. After they are cut into small

squares girls are employed to wrap them. One of

the best of the wrappers can finish Soo pounds in a

single daj'.

The factory has a capacity of .about 4,000,000
pounds of candy a year, about one-fourth of which
is used in this city. The rest is distributed from
Maine to California. The average price of candy
at the factory is about eight cents a pound, the low-
est being about three and one-half cents for cheap
gumdrops, and the highest about forty cents for

chocolates of the best grade. Most of the candy
in Chicago is sold to retailers by candy peddlers,
who travel about in wagons. The two greatest
dealers in candy are two of the big downtown de-
partment stores.

QREAT FEATS OF FASTING.

How long cana person fast? During a prolonged
f.ast the loss of weight is usually rapid at first and
decreases as the time goes on, death ensuing when
a certain percentage of loss has been reached, and
this percentage varies according to the original
weight. Fat animals may lose half their weight,
thinner ones perhaps two-fifths; a man or woman of
rather spare habits, weighing 143 pounds, might,
therefore, lose about fifty-five pounds before suc-
cumbing.

Children die after a fast of from three to five

days, during which they lose a quart
~^

weight. Healthy adults, however, have7
°' ''"'

days when water has been taken
^"''' *'''

Fr.
'I filly

1S91 there was an epidemic of fastineVvTk"*^ '»

London and New York, the periods va'""""
thirty to fifty-two days. Dr. Tanner

'^'"^ ''

who
(,forty days, weighed 143 pounds at the beg'^- experience and lost thirty-six poundrK"''

"'

onrhiHeH TI,:.- ..._
")' Uli;

his

time he had concluded. Th IS was a
twenty-five percent of the original weighTa'nl''

°'

sequently less than the figure given above U,?,"'
was one of the mstances of water having been \
Succi is said to have fasted fifty-two days ,\
only water, but at a test exhibition in Undo ?
gave it up after forty-four days.

"

A German physician reports the case of awo
aged forty-se^en years, who fasted for forty™'"'
days, taking water freely. She lost lorly.fr
pounds out of 143, and died of exhaustion

I„ \
these cases it must be noted that water w,is coV
sumed, a most important fact when we rememb"
the part played by it in the constitution of food Jj
of our bodies.

The length of time during which a person cm fasi

without water is difficult to determine, but incases

where pretended fasters have been tested it has

proved of short duration. Sarah Jacobs, who was
supposed to have lived for a year without food or

drink, was closely watched for a week in order to

test the truth of the assertion. She died on the

seventh day. This was in 1869.

HASCULINE DRESSMAKERS.

The rivalry of men in the business of dressmat-

ing, until recently regarded as the exclusive prov-

ince of the fair sex, is beginning to be seriously felt

by the modistes. It is a recognized fact that when

men evince any talent in this line they generally

excel and display more originality and more per-

fect taste than the majority of women. Many

women, it is known, realizing that their taste is not

above reproach, place themselves entirely in the

hands of the artist in clothes, and the result is near-

ly always entirely satisfactory. It stands to reason

that a man whose life is spent in the devising of

gowns and the blending of colors must know far

more about effects than many of his customers.

The first step toward, the employment of men in

dressmaking was taken with the advent of tailor-

made costumes and in this particular branch no

woman can touch them. Although women are em-

ployed in most tailors' shops as machinists, still the

actual cutting, which is, after all, the crucial stage,

and the pressing is done by men, and here, of

course, physical strength tells. It seems that wher-

ever a man has taken up woman's work he lias, wil

few exceptions, equaled and often outstripfJeJ

her. Take dressmaking, cookery, hairdrcssing or

laundry work; men excel in all these drfferent

branches, where one would expect women 10 h

their superiors.

The reason of this is, maybe, due in a gre.il m*'

ureto the different youthful training of the s"'^;

more noticeable in the earlier part of the ceoljt?

than at the present date. Boys, from the begi^^

ning of their school days, .are taught to be

^^

thorough than girls, and in """'^l"'^"" ,,'
,;,,

their own work in after years more efficient y

rule and attend to details that the average »
^^^

is apt to neglect. As things are at
P'""^^J^. ,„

line between the employments °P'=" .'^'•'P"
jj„ are

men and women is rapidly vanishing. _^^

doing women's work, while the women .ire

^_^^^
,^

their utmost to compete with men, and m
^^^.^^|j,

stances ousting them from their own p
^^^^^

grooves. To the casual observer it W
that they are really changing places.

Most bald people are found to lead in^^^^^^^^^y

and almost a 11 of them belong to the in'

befor'
Ik'

class. Usually the loss of hair ''^Si"'^^^||,„|e5

thirtieth year. In woman it "'u:'")'^'^
toP

""'"

general thinning; in man it ^^''^'^'^ '
.'^.uirition

'"

head. Diseases that affect the general

the body are likely to thin the hair.

From one end of Japan to the oth"'

treated as a sacred thing, be it °"
„d 3d*'"

stranger's. Each one carries its narn^^^
,^

.^jj,.

on a ticket round its neck, but
^""^^^j |;inJi"^"

stray from home food and shelter

would meet it anywhere.
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: WORK OF THE LOCAL SECRETARY.

BV JOHN R. SNYDER.

jjpects the work of the local secretary

'*°"°Mt important in the local organization.

Sunday H Sehool Sia.

THE PROBLEM OF LIFE.

(llis

large measure, to their exertions is

» " '
„ding of the work of the Circle in their

"localities While respect is given in all

"'""
ihe wishes of the local Circle, the local sec-

""*'
ppcinted by the General Committee, or

^uq>
IS 3?V

^ „„r(ion, and thus becomes a part of

much depends upon the efforts

local secretary for the growth of

And we want to impress them here

a very important part of the work

The Circle is not a mere organiza-

How to lead the life divine surrounded by temp-

tations from within and from without: how to

breathe freely the atmosphere of heaven while the

feet yet touch earth; how to lead the life of Christ,

who shrank from no scene of trying duty and took

the temptations of man's life as they came; or how

even to lead the ordinary saintly life, winning ex-

perience from fall and permanent strength out of

momentary weakness, and victory out of defeat

—

this is the problem.

PLEASURES OF FALLING.

toiise.

sion
ol

jjtpciiing

klpi«S

irt
an i

,fc,ec..o
.heir sanction,

; staled above,

,,1
forth by .'h' '

fc
Circle.

iWiheyhave

,|iht
church.

,
- .

to occupy
one's spare time, or for social mter-

'

it has for its prime purpose the exten-

,
„( the Messiah's kingdom here below and the

r of the Christ-life in the church. And in

,0 extend the usefulness of the Circle they

instrument to further a greater and nobler

,jie Any effort they may spend for its exten-

, ivill find its repayment manifold in the in-

(Bsed activity of the church at large.

II is the duty of the local secretary to order all

(aoks needed for use in the study of the Courses.

jVscan be bought at the most convenient place,

Jul Circles will find it to their advantage and con-

itnicnce to order all supplies from T/ii' Bntlircn'i

UUwg House. Elgin, III., which ha\-e kindly

ipeed to supply all the books at but a small ad-

ntce above cost, to members only. There is the

double advantage also of securing all the books at

: place and in one order, which might not be

isible it they were purchased elsewhere. The

IikIi has no kwh for sale, but any orders sent them

lill be sent to the House for filling.

llis ,ilso the duty of the local secretary to keep

irecord of the books read by the local Circle and

report to the general secretary: being sure to gi\'e

the name and number of each member with amount

ci reading done by each. This should be done dur-

ing the month of March of each year. This is im-

portant and we urge the local secretaries to be

more prompt in regard to this work. A certificate
ii due each member when he has completed the
ITO years' work or its equivalent.

Finally, work hard to get as many members as

possible to join the Circle. Send their names to gen-
1 secretary. Thoroughly canvass your vicinity

so that all may have the opportunity to take up the
«ork. Seek in every way to organize a large local
'ircle and advance the work in every possible way

know you will be amply repaid in the in-

OuR Savior, foreseeing the inevitable tendency of

litigation, said in his Sermon on the Mount: "If any

man will sue thee at the law and take away thy coat,

let him have thy cloak also." (Matt. 5:40.) The

wisdom of the Savior's words, hard as it may be to

give the "cloak also," had its illustration, in a man

who got angry with a neighbor some months ago,

and sued him on a promissory note for Sto. The

party who was sued claimed that the note was a

forgery, and tried to get the holder of it indicted.

He failed in this; but his abortive effort resulted in

a suit against himself for slander. He did not suc-

ceed, however, and one result of the protracted liti-

gation is the presentation against him of a bill for

Si,600 for attorney fees. This bill the court has de-

cided that he must pay, and the decision has driven

him into bankruptcy. Truly, litigation is a costly

luxury, and well does the wise man say: "The be-

ginning of strife is as when one letteth out water."

ind we

creased activities of your church. Get the minis
'c's. elders, and other officials interested in the
*orkand ask their assistance, keeping ever in mind
«• motto: " For Christ and the Church."
^dl'foiilainc, Ohio.

Rev. Ernest Gedhardt, a Methodist missionary

in Germany, translated the hymn, "I'm the Child of

a King" into the German, and it became very popu-

lar. One Sunday, as the children had been singing

it with great delight, the teacher suddenly asked:

"How many of you feel that you are 'Children of

the King?'" A few hands went up. Then she in-

quired: " How many of you want to be 'Children of

the King?'" Among the large number of hands

that now went up, was that of a bright little girl

who attracted notice by her intense earnestness. A

few weeks later she was attacked by diphtheria

and was soon unable to speak. Making signs for

her slate, it was brought to her, and with her weak,

trembling fingers she slowly and painfully wrote:

"I'm the child of a King, I'm the child of a King;

with Jesus my Savior—" She could write no more,

and in a few moments expired, to don her royal

robes and sit upon her throne.

Would you hear beautiful music? Then throw

yourself from the roof of a skyscraper. A cliff will

do, or a church steeple, or the basket of a balloon;

the point is that if you fall from a great height you

will experience very agreeable sensations. The
only drawback is that you probably won't live to

remember them.

Several persons who have miraculously lived to

remember how they felt under such circumstances

have described their sensations to Prof. Heirn, of

Zurich, who became interested in the subject after

sliding and falling a mile in the Alps and hearing

beautiful music all the way until he landed on his

head.

All the testimony he has collected goes to show
that falling is a real treat, about a million times

nicer than tobogganing, and that, if it were not for

the painful and often fatal consequences, it eclipses

golf and automobiling as a diversion.

Although unable to collect evidence from per-

sons who have been killed outright by falling. Prof.

Heirn is satisfied that they felt no more and no less

than his witnesses, most of whom were dashed into

unconsciousness at the end of their trip.

His conclusion is that the act of falling brings no

pain, no paralyzing terror, no anxiety, no despair.

In a word, it is far less disagreeable than almost

any other mode of death.

Ligrist the Alpine climber, fell backward from a

cliff and was nearly killed in the valley below. He
told Prof. Heirn afterward that he was conscious

from beginning to end of his fall and enjoyed the

sensation of being wafted like thistledown through

the air.

He reviewed the causes leading up to the acci-

dent, saw himself a dead man and traced in imagi-

nation the fortunes of his fatherless family. There

was no breathlessness, no suffering from shock, no

pain even when Ligrist struck the snow-covered

ground and lost consciousness. Not until he was

brought to his senses did his sufferings begin.

Prof. Heirn slipped from a snow-covered crag

and fell feet first. The wind dashed him against

an inclined cliff, and he slid down this on his back,

head first for nearly a mile. Leaving the inclineci

cliff, he shot 60 feet through the air and landed on

his head.

Throughout all this sliding and falling his

thoughts were clear, his mind calm and his ears de-

lighted with celestial harmonies.

SOOBOO.

^Wehave recently read about a high-caste Brah-
,
"girl, who was petted and praised in her heathen
""' surrounded with every Oriental luxury. She

in„,k°
""'ed to the service of the gods, that her

J^'ner called her" Million Lights," but her heart

J,
"(^""y' "0 happiness or brightness there. In or-

,jl,'^"e might perform successfully some new

leach i
^°'*^' ^'"^ had to learn Tamil. The only

„ "rer she could find was a despised Bible woman
reading of the Gospel with God's spirit did the

jreji (;,; clay she .was urged to take part in a
'"' On.

ind an
^^^' °' ''"^ S°d. She was weary of it all,

prayed ll°"^
'° ''"''* ™°re about Jesus, so she

priest hvr'^k'"^"
'° ^'-'' ^" ^'"^'^ '" '°""^ "aV- ^'"^

)sco,
•' " eross the threshold, to worship, when

kornc J
*'","^ her.and frenzied with pain she was

Sods. *' ciefore she had time to pray to the

ind
s'o"

^'"^ decided to leave all and follow him;

tiolljcs hTI"'^'"
^^'^ ''^^' •"= jewels and her fine

*''"toa,
' elegant home, and clad in the hum-

MissionTl"'" ^^'^"' °"' alone in the night to the

""ce be(
"°°.' of Madras, She had gone there

^nith nn°"^'J'''*^
Nicodemus, to inquire the way of

*<sacr,a"'
"^ "'rew down the metal box that held

J^co^^^'S^ofber
"Voni" ."^"r <:ome;

ligious faith and cried, " I

I am God's Christmas gift

'*rilmn„^t^' "°™ ''re is coming to America, to
"""re about Jesus.

"No man hath a velvet cross," was Flavel's asser-

tion, years ago, and it is just as true now as then.

Only he who givcth it to us, and he who knows

the strength needful for every burden. When we

have felt that we were sinking, under the weight of

great sorrows, his hand has been placed beneath us

to lift us. Sickness, pecuniary losses, the loss of

our loved ones, weigh heavily upon us. Separation

in this world from those that are dear to us, saddens

our hearts beyond endurance, had we no strength

but our own. To be misrepresented by the many,

and to be maligned, if only by a few, are all crosses

which we are loath to bear; but, when we remember

that each cross borne adds luster to the crown, we

should welcome them, or at least be able to say,

"Thy will be done."

There should be a regular course of reading in

the Bible, especially in the New Testament, so that

the entire work should be gone through in a year.

The plan of selecting portions of Scripture to illus-

trate topics or enforce duties is not the best for gen-

eral use It does not aid the memory so well as

consecutive reading of the whole Bible. If we

would retain much of its contents in our minds, we

must read from Genesis to Revelation repeatedly.

Both David and Solomon caution us not to fret

because of evil doers nor to be envious on account

of their prosperity. With many people transient

success is often the beginning of lasting and irre-

trievable ruin. As long as we are in the world we

must expect sin and sorrow, disease and death, anil

their appearance around us should render us the

more anxious and laborious to make our calling and

election sure that at last we may enter into rest.

MAnnOTH WATCH FOR ST. LOUIS.

Already novel features and schemes for attrac-.

tions at the St, Louis fair of 1903 are being planned.

One of these already announced will be a mammoth
watch. It will lie on its back, having a polished

metal case just like the ordinary watch and will be

so large and roomy inside that people will be able

to walk around in it among the moving wheels.

It will be nearly 75 feet in diameter anil more

than 40 feet high, with neat little stairways running

all about it, and all the wheels properly protected,

so that no one can be hurt. The balance wheel

will weigh a ton and the " hair spring " will be as

thick as a man's wrist. It will take about two min-

utes for the balance wheel to swing around and

back again. It will be pivoted on two enormous

agate blocks, substitutes for diamonds, and will be

made of brass.

One of the greatest difficulties will be in getting

the balance spring of the size and strength that can

stand the strain and keep its elasticity. The main

spring, of course, will be an enormous affair, some-

thing over 300 feet in length and made of 10 spring

steel bands two inches thick, bound together, as it

would be impossible to roll so large a piece, either

in thickness or length. The projector of the enter-

prise claims, of course, that the scheme has an edu-

cational side.

Those who visit the watch will be given instruc-.

tions, with practical illustrations on the care of a

watch. Guides will point out and name every part

with its uses and its proportionate movement. The

watch will be wound by steam regularly at a certain

hour during the day, to impress upon watch car-

riers the necessity of a watch having regular hours,

whether its owner has or not.

The tyrant, it has been said, is but a slave turned

inside out.

—

Samuel Smiles.
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INSECTS MADE OF METAL.

Did you ever see a copper caterpillar, a silver

centipede or a nickel gnat? Yet these and many
similar objects can be had, if not for the asking at

least for a reasonable amount of money, at several

places in New York. Who discovered the curious

art is unknown, but it was introduced into this city

by an eccentric Frenchman, who said that he had

elaborated the discovery of some chemists in Paris.

Paul Despotic, for such was the man's name, de.*

dared his secret to be as follows: He first damp-
ened the luckless insect, leaf or flower and then

blew on it with a blowpipe. The object thus dust-

ed was placed in an electrolytic bath and upon it

the metal was precipitated by the galvanic current.

The object was then transferred to a second bath,

from which all the organic matter was dissolved by

an alkali. The metallic shell which remained was

slightly heated, touched with some kind of shellac,

and the thing was done. The inventor carried with

him quite a collection of these preparations. The
most interesting of all were a mosquito in gold and

a hairy geranium leaf in copper.

The delicacy of the work was extraordinary.

Under a powerful magnifying glass the little organs

which are invisible to the human eye were seen per-

fectly reproduced in metal. The discovery does

not seem to have been utilised to any great extent

so far as the trade is concerned, but has been taken

up by many amateurs. This fall an ingenious girl

uptown first covered the back of her hand with

black lead and then plated it witil metal. She re-

moved this, which was a perfect cast, and used it as

a matrix, in which she deposited a second coat of

metal, which she finally mounted on a piece of

satin. Her hand, as may be supposed, was pretty,

and whiyl reproduced in copper made a work of art

as novel as it was attractive.

OIVE YOUR QLASSeS A BATH.

" Hai.1' of the people who wear glasses and com-
plain that their sight is gradually diminishing owe
the idea to dirty glasses," remarks an optician.
" Spectacles and eye glasses arc as much benefited
by a bath now and then as people are. It is strange
how many people there are who think that by wip-
ing their glasses now and then they keep them
clean. The fact is they want a bath just as fre-

quently as does a human being. You see, it is in

this way; The face, and especially the eyes, all the
time give off a fine vapor. This clings to the glass-
es and the dust collects on them. As soon as they
become clean— that is, apparently clean—the wear-
er is satisfied.

"So the process goes on. Hut, while wiping the
glasses cleanses them and is necessary, a bath is al-

so required. Kvery time the glasses are wiped a fine
film of dirt is left on them and this gradually ac-
cumulates, and no wiping will cle.in it off. In time
this coating gets quite thick enough to blur the vi-

sion, even though at a glance the glasses may ap-
pear clean. When this occurs the sight is dimin-
ished and they come to me or some other optician.
What they ought to have done was to give the
glasses a bath in warm water, well scrubbing them
with a small toothbrush and soap and afterward
wipe them. This should first be done with chamois
leather and then with tissue paper to polish them."

WMBRE SLUMBER IS A LUXURY.

"Do they ever sleep?" asked an early morning
|>edestrian of his companion as thev passed an all-
night fruit stand, the owner of which he had seen
at his post at eight o'clock the morning before.
There are probably a hundred Italians and Greeks
m the city who spend from twenty to twenty-four
hours at their stands. They have their meals
brought to them by their wives or children, and at
night doze on a stool, while perhaps a member of the
family, usually a young boy or girl, stands by for a
few hours of the night to guard against pilferers.
The trouble involved in moving the stand or its

contents morning and night is said to be responsi-
ble for many of the all-night stands.

KvERv Christian is as much a debtor to the bar-
barians as Paul declared himself to be; and it is a
debt he could never pay without the help of a For-
eign Missionary Society.

THE WORLD'S flOST FAflOUS HEN.

Voltaire: Horn 1694 in Paris, died 1778. Best re-

membered by his attacks on the Christian religion.

A prolific French writer of unsavory memory.
« • •

Wesi.ev: Born 1703, died 1791. An English

preacher, famous as the founder of Methodism.

« • •

Franklin: Born in Boston 1706, died 1790. A
statesman of the colonial period, famous for his

services to his country and his hard common sense.

# « •

Frederick the Great: Horn 1712, died 1786.

King of Prussia. A soldier and a statesman, great

because of his impress on the politics of Europe.
Taking him in all, his reign was regarded as a trust

which he faithfully carried out.

# * *

Blackstone: Born in London 1723, died 1780. A
great English jurist, author of Commentaries on the

Laws of F^ngland. An authority on the principles

of common law wherever English is spoken.

# « #

Adam Smith: Born 1723 in Scotland, died 1790.

A political economist, author of the "Wealth of

Nations," quoted and studied to this day.

« « «

Immanuel Kant: Born 1724, died 1804. A very
prolific writer, whose fame rests on the fact that he
was one of the world's greatest moral and mental
philosophers.

# # #

Robert Clive: Born 1725, died 1774. A states-

man and general who founded the empire of British

India for England before he was forty years of age.
« « «

Howard: Born in England, 1726; died 1790. John
Howard has come down to us as one of the world's
greatest philanthropists, having spent his life in the
amelioration of the miseries of humanity. He was
not a scholar, in the deep sense of the word; not a
man of great wealth; not of high birth, nor was he
of strong constitution, bodily. He was a man of
high religious character, and his turn of mind and
heart were in the direction of the prisoner and the
unfortunate. He visited the prison, helped the in-
dividual in misery, and directed public sentiment
toward the amelioration of the conditions imposed
on the unfortunate. He did so much of this work,
and did it so well, that he has, by common consent!
had the word "Philanthropist" attached to his
name, and he is everywhere known as John Howard,
the Philanthropist, and this gives him his place as
great in goodness.

# « #

Edmund Burke: Born 1729, died 1797. One of
the greatest of English statesmen. A writer, an or-
ator and a politician of the, highest type, influ'encing
English history.

# « *

Arkwright, Sir Richard: Born in England
1732, died 1792. His fame is based on his invention
relating to cotton spinning. Prior to his discovery
of the methods of spinning cotton and wool there
had been a machine that gave the means of spinning
twenty or thirty threads at the same outlay of labor
required to spin one by hand. But these threads
lacked the hardness necessary to the warp of the
cloth manufactured. Arkwright's invention made it
possible to spin any number of threads, of any fine-
ness, available for both warp and woof. In other
words, he invented a machine that did the work of
many people, better than it could be done by hand
Naturally this earned for him the unthinking hos-
tility of the ignor.int of the laboring class, but he
and his machine triumphed, and conferred more
real and lasting benefit on posterity than the ac-
quisition of a kingdom.

« • *

Washington: Born in Virginia 1732, died 1700A statesman and general. First President of the
United States, and remembered as the Father of his
Country. He is known to every schoolboy.

—
,

The little girl was inclined to answer the door
bell about as soon as it sounded, and sometimes
she gave answers to whoever might be there thatwere curious. One day the man who collects thepackages of laundry was at the door and asked ifthe laundry was ready. " No" she replied; " papahas got It on. '^^

Below we give o^^vZlZ^^^^^^^^^
pes for the home and the home circle Tt

"*
taking has proved that the idea is an

""''''

and that the interest in the work is wi?""*^"' °"'.

growing. Those who save their 'Nooks^^i'"''
'"'

collection of recipes that are all availabr
'''"'

'

ed. Then the signing is a great feature' K^
'"'

that they might as well be copied from
'

l

''^'"

need not be that all the recipes must b
''

what we want is the way the reader do
"^ """'

'"'

whole list of things to be eaten may besek^'j 7^'
by any sister who reads and who •- •• ° ™™
others as she is being helped.

...'^"illiigtohHp
1 hen if there I,

person, sister or otherwise, who wishes
1

?"'
question or a number of them, on culinarv

'

let us have them. Somebody will be foundThI
"''

answer. We expect to print timely and un ,„ ,
'"

comfortable little menus from time to ti

'

whoever does a little entertaining now Td'a"''
will be sure that what she does, if she follow

™

Nook, will be correct and in good form

MAKINQ COFFEE.

BY SISTER BESSIE ROVER.

No person can make a cup of good coffee out of
an inferior grade of the berry. The best is

mixture of one-half Mocha and Java, half and hall
ground together. The coffee pot must be rinsed
clean, and a cup of ground coffee put in il, thti,

add either six or eight cups of water that has been
freshly boiled. Then set where it is as rcu the

boiling point as possible without actually boilinR.

It should remain on the stove, steeping, for twenty
minutes, and an hour will not hurt it. The secret

of making good coffee is not allowing it to boil.

Use no so-called extract of coffee, which is noth-

ing but burned sugar and does nothing but color

the decoction.

To make cafi! au lait, take half as much strong

coffee as may be needed and pour in the pot as

much more rich, sweet milk. Let this jusl come to

the boil and serve.

£/^ri, III.

*

TO HAKE CHOCOLATE.

BY SISTER BESSIE ROYER.

Take the amount of shaved or grated cliocolatc,

an equal amount of sugar, and as much flour as will

lie on a nickel for each cup to be made. Mix well.

Now take equal amounts of water and rich milt

and put the abo\'e mentioned ingredients in it ami

boil, stirring continuously. In the countries where

the chocolate comes from they use a pinch of

ground cinnamon to the chocolate, and then boil.

Enough must be used to give it a cinnamon flavor.

It will probably suit the taste of our readers better

if, when the drink is made, it is slightly flavoreil

with extract of vanilla, added just after the pot «

taken from the fire. It should be stirred in. The

trick of putting the flour in should not be forgotten.

Its use is in holding the chocolate in suspension.

Elgin, III. ^^^^^_^_
EGOS ON TOAST.

BY SISTER AGNES McDANNEL

Toast as many pieces of bread as there

^^

guests. See that the toasting is a light '""''"'
jj^,

thoroughly well done. Then butter on one
>^^^

Take these pieces of toast and put on a
P'^l'^Jij

,

hot milk in it and allow them to absorb
"'"'i^^.jg

will without turning, while the eggs are

poached. Salt the toast slightly. -^g.^

Take twice as many fresh eggs as ''"^'^ ^"^.
„j|ing

of toast, and poach them in water that is
.^^

hot, but not boiling when the eggs are dfPP^^j
|(

If the water boils it will break up the eggs,

^^^
only kept near the boiling point will ie"y

, jjd

When done put on the toast, two to '^^'^'' '"

,
[,jcak-

serve hot. Garnish if desired. An excelle"

fast dish.

Elgin, III.
'^'^

, I ill f*'""
Some people have an idea that about .

^ ^^^ ^
is for is to help them to have a good """•'

respectable.
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Wrfiat They Say!

Cblcag" Sayn:

„nK is pa' "cellence. It has

b-'I'l )'""*' Co«/><"".'« in ou,

«>»"
u Lmber seems better that, the

r^'* "
, hav» » Sunday-school class

ilf""'" n ,« the ISGI.ENOOK as a Surtday

i*'"'' S they are dehghted with it.-

du-ence,
Iowa. Speaks Out.

,k m..ch
satisfactinn .bat I express

'",„(,he INGI-ENOOK. Its appear.

r-.f'° make-up are such that it at

''"'n"n"tTn«her«der. It has found

1.
1'*'

i1 glad

Zud.

for its continued success.—

O O

Hit. Morris Says:

,„, ENooK easily takes rank among
^

„. ueonlfS papers in the country.

e""" nmos of them because of the

''"""hhes.H, love stories a,;d light read-
|s«tt

11 IS
most valuable addition to the

P,,ensp.bl.catio-
No farn.ly Should be

O O

Unark, HI.. Has An Opinion.

,havebee» receiving the Inglenook

lpM.sur.ed. W. like it very well I would

*^„
see It go w all the homes of the land,

shor. sermmis are good for both old and

Mj-fW. / S. Trout.

From the College.

lute ihe IsGLtNOOK. I am much pleased

iiss.eady aiui almost marvelous growth.

fact that it is sought after by our people.

„oldandyoung, IS evidence that it proves

btiilobeintactwhat it purports to be.—/. G.

O O

Hear Virginia Talk.

Ofaihbe youii^ [<eople"s papers that I have

seeQ and rej*l ! think there is none that

lill wield as gte.it or as desirable influence

iRiiis readers .is the Inglenook.— tK A'.

(mcr.

O O
AQd Hagerstown. Md., Has This:

Ihavebeen a ctiiiitant reader of the Ingle-

BOsfrom its bTLHunng to the present time,

while it is lot ;,pecially intended for the

ye. I find aum-ihing that interests me in

Kb issue. K-ini iiterested in the 'Nook, be-

tl my cxpemih^ns. I especially recom-
"i II to the young readers. — £"A/. A. B.

hnharl.

o
At Cedar Rapids, Iowa, They Say:

"yseliand fam ly greatly enjoy reading our
'Church paper. We trust its future may

*»loDgand uscf-il one.—/. A'. Mi7/gr.

O O
Another From Iowa,

j^isve known ih.. Inglenook from its birtb.
"ti truihfu.ly say that it is the most in-

Jiive youth's p.iper I have ever read. It
^P«"liarly adapr,-d to both old and young. I

And He Says:

The Inglenook supplies the " missmg link
'*

in our church publications.—/o/rn £. MohUr.

O O
From Batavia, III.

We think the Inglenook an interesting and

instructive paper.—J/r. and Mrs. L, A. Pol-

lock.

O O
Across In Pennsylvania.

I am highly pleased with the Inglenook.

Its pages are always well filled with fresh and

interesting reading matter.— iV. G. Schrock.

O O

South Bend, Ind., Thinks.

The Inglenook is an interesting paper. It

IS read by old and young in our family. Try

it, and you will be pleased with it.

—

Eld. S. F.

Saneer.*
O O

Ohio Has Us Say.

We are highly pleased with the Inglenook,

and think it worthy of a place in every family

of the Brethren. It interests old and young.

Its literary qualities are of the first rank.—/«£>.

Calvin Bright.

O O

Pennsylvania Knows a Oood Thing.

An interesting paper that should be read by

every member of the church. I have read it

long enough to feel that I cannot be without it.

It is always brimful of good, newsy and spicy

reading matter, suitable for old and young. I

think it a grand acquisition to our church

literature. God bless the Inglenook.—/(?A«

C. Zug.̂
O O

And Also Hagerstown, fid.

The Inglenook I regard as quite an acqui

1 >(

\
L^4^:J||^

1 r^Mtv"\^BPi-i
F /

aBTffFflffiull
t

1 s ' • ^i^K^L^L

Ib
1
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^
Three Fine Book Presses

With an Aggregate Capacity of 40,000 Copies per Day, are

now Installed in the Press Room of our Publishing

House. Besides we have two steam jobbers.

We Furnish anything, — from a Card

to a large, well-bound Volume.

22 & 24 S,

BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
State St., Elgin, 111.

«,v

' placed
i

' *« general

K*n,a„,
"• t-mmiri.

> tmr Mission Sunday school,

tndict is that it can not be
'iicr Sunday-school paper.

—

O O

^

Over In Indiana.

»«7''^'°'' ' "'' "'^' "" 'NGI-ENOOK is

iate
^''^ P^P^'^ There are many things in

«,
'"!"»« iikes, and which they ought to

(OH
'"''''""> do not take the Ingle-

sition to our church literature, and it supplies

a long felt want. It is very instructive and

newsy. While intended for the young, which

place it has successfully filled, yet we find the

older of the family anxiously awaiting its com-

ing. God bless the Inglenook.— W. J. A*A-

O O

From Somerset County, Pa.

I have been a reader of the Inglenook

since it first made its appearance, and for the

home, and the family, for both old and young,

1 think it a most excellent paper. It is always

laden with good things, and should be in every

home in our Brotherhood.—/(uAr- Barnthouse.

O O

From the Sunflower State.

A rare treat is the weekly visit of the Ingle-

nook to our home.' It possesses the rare gift

of bringing reliable information on topics

never heard of before. The Question Column

IS another feature of great interest.-Z'u«K/

Vaftiman.

A College President Remarks :

The Inglenook gives an amount and varie-

ty of valuable information found in few if any

other papers of its kind. It is interesting to

older ones while it instructs the young. It is

an educator that should be in every home

where there are young people.-.?. 2. Sharp.
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As Seen In Michigan.

There is no better paper published for our

young people than the Inglenook. May the

Lord wonderfully bless its mission.

Chambers.

*'tlht
"ccasion to regret it. The Editor
oeeds of the readers.—i. IV. Titter.
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*"'i Down In Missouri,

r 'Jf years I have wondered why
P'lper for our young people.

'<H

-J. A.
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' ^'"^ that in the Inglenook.

f.llnb -'-" ""'"' ''°™= in the church.
"S'r.
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And This.

s clean, newsy, interesting
The books and papers one

.
and what he is as well as the

*"f>—ElJ. Amos IVampUr.
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Down In Virginia.

It seems to me that each issue of the Ingle-

nook gets better. Surely no home in the

Zthefhood can afford to be without a publi-

cation which contains each week so much m-

formation and wholesome instruction.-/. tV.

tVay/anti. ^

Lancaster Heard From.

The INGLENOOKS weekly visits into our

own and a number of other homes in the Lan-

ZL, Cty Pa., church is much appreciated,
caster Lity,

immediately on ...

and pages

arrival, as it has become generally known that

.contains live subjects and short statem

which IS so much desired because of 'he gre.

abundance of printed matter now in circula

tion It certainly is the paper from which can

be had niuch valuable information at a mini-

mum cost.- T. ^. /"/"••

Tliey "Waxit It!

When People Want a Book,

It is easy for the Agent to

Sell it. That is why Agents

Make Money Selhng .-. .-. ..

GIRDLING THE GLOBE
By ELDER D. L. MILLER,

Author of "Europe and Bible Lands," "Seven Churches of Asia,'

and " Wanderings in Bible Lands."

The iiulhor tells of things seen in his travels around the world; and writes

in such an interesting an<l impressive manner that the reading of the book will

give one a better idea of thinKs than would be received by many hundreds who

would make the trip themselves. Note what one writer says:

I h.ivc examined and read Bro. D. L. Millers last book. Girdling the Globe," and find it

an excellent work. While all of his books are good ..nd instructive, 1 put tins as THE BhbT,

in fact the most interesting book I ever read outside of the Uible. Everything is made so clear

and plain by the author. I would recommend all to secure it it in their power to do so. Sure-

ly a cheap trip around the world! Who would not take in such a trip and at the same time en-

joy the comforts of home?

The Red Morocco binding, with gilt edge, gold back and side title, and

handsomely finished in every way, makes a magnificent Christmas present to

your near relative or dearest friend. Price, S3.00, prepaid. What better do

you want?

Have you a copy of this excellent book? Has the territory around you

been canvassed? If not, write us at once. We have hberal terms to offer you.

Address:

Brethren Publishing House,

Subscription Book Department. Elgin, Illi.nois




